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STORE AND MAIL ORDER HOURS:

Sunday 10:00-5:00 • Monday thru Thursday 9:00-7:00 • Friday 9:00-1:00
EASY TO ORDER!
When you call the B&H order department, you will connect with a professionally-trained, courteous sales representative who will:
• Give you any information you need • Help you decide which equipment suits you best • Explain specific product features and specs
• Freely quote and compare prices (Manufacturer’s restrictions prevent us from publishing our discount prices on many products.)
• Advise you of our unadvertised specials • Inform you about products not listed in the SourceBook • Keep you abreast of the latest in Home Entertainment

BY PHONE

ON LINE

Call 800-947-9905 or 212-444-6605 during business hours. When
using a credit card, please have your credit card number and
expiration date ready. We will need the cardholder’s billing
address, home and daytime phone numbers.* Should the shipping
address be different then the billing address, we will need a ship-to
phone number.

Log on to www.bhphotovideo.com. Place your selections in your
shopping cart, and use our secure ordering form to complete your
order. Most orders will be shipped with-in 24 hours.*

BY FAX
Fax your order to our 24-hour fax line: 800-947-7008 or 212-239-7770.
If you are paying by credit card, please indicate billing and shipping
addresses, credit card number, expiration date, home and daytime
phone numbers, and sign your order.* Should the shipping address be
different then the billing address, we will need a ship-to phone number. For international orders, please fax a copy of BOTH sides of your
credit card.

BY MAIL
Mail your order to: B&H Photo-Video-Pro Audio, 420 Ninth Avenue,
New York, NY 10001. For your convenience, an order form is provided at the end of the SourceBook. Please print your name, address,
and phone number clearly. Call to confirm prices before sending in
your order. If paying by credit card, please include billing and shipping addresses, credit card number and expiration date, home and
daytime phone numbers, and sign your order.* Should the shipping
address be different then the billing address, we will need a ship-to
phone number. If paying by check, please be sure to include shipping
charges. New York State residents must include applicable sales tax,
unless an exemption or resale certificate is on file with us.

M E T H O D O F PAY M E N T
CREDIT CARD :

CHECKS :

C.O.D.:

Credit card orders must include all information as it appears on the credit card account:
Card Number, Expiration Date, Name of Cardholder, Billing Address, and Phone Number.
We accept certified checks, bank checks or money orders, as well as personal checks with bank-imprinted name, up to $30,000.
Checks must be in U.S. funds and drawn on a U.S. bank, subject to approval.
A 10% deposit is required, payable by credit card, which must be received prior to shipment. COD balances are payable only
by certified check or money order.

*To protect our customers from fraud, all orders are subject to verification procedures. If we cannot reach you to verify your order, there could be a shipping delay.
Prices are valid at the time of publication, July 2006 and are subject to change without notice. Specifications are those that have been supplied to us by the manufacturers and are subject to
change without notice. Photos and tables are for illustration purpose and are subject to change without notice. Not responsible for typographical errors. © 2006 B&H Photo-Video-Pro Audio, Inc.

SHIPPING
We endeavor to ship every order within 24
hours of receiving it. Shipments are generally
made via UPS 3-Day Service within the continental U.S.A. (Orders to Post Office boxes will
be sent via US mail. Oversized merchandise
will be shipped via truck.) For faster delivery,
2nd day air and next day air service are available. Detailed shipping information is listed in
the back of this catalog.

When you receive your order, please follow these instructions
Verify that you received all ordered items
inspect that all merchandise is in perfect condition
■ Test all equipment after reading instruction manuals
■ If there are any problems with your order, please call our
Customer Service Department immediately at:
Toll Free: 800-221-5743
In New York: 212-239-7765

damage or missing item to your order must be reported within 2
business days from the date of receipt
■ Until satisfied with your order...
...Do NOT cut, write on or discard ANY of the packaging materials
such as boxes, instructions, styrofoam inserts, plastic bags, etc.
...Do NOT fill out the manufacturer’s warranty cards or rebate coupons
■ Retain your invoice
■ Any

■

■ Carefully

LEASING
B&H has joined forces with a national leasing company to offer
flexible, competitive rates with a quick turn-around for establishments seeking additional equipment.
Leasing gives you the ability to conserve capital, establish credit
value for future needs, and take advantage of upgrades quickly. (If
structured properly, a lease has many important tax benefits. We
suggest that you consult with your accountant or financial advisor.)

Various lease options are available to suit your individual
requirements. We offer both the $1.00 Buy-Out with minimal
down-payment and the Fair Market Value Lease (True Lease).
You may prefer a deferred payment or short term lease.
Regardless of the lease you opt for, our leasing department will
help you work out a deal which will be best for your business.
They will coordinate your lease/sale with our various depart-

ments and the finance company and keep you abreast of opportunities and joint ventures between B&H, manufacturers and
leasing companies.
From small proprietorships to production companies, to schools
and municipalities, your leasing experience with B&H is certain
to be a positive one.
Call Judy Klein, our lease rep, at (212) 239-7760 #2334.

WA R R A N T I E S

H O L I D AY S C H E D U L E S

Most items sold by B&H are covered by a manufacturer’s USA International, or (only those items
imported directly by B&H.) B&H Warranty. If the item has a manufacturer's warranty, and it is
after the 7-day B&H Customer Satisfaction Guarantee, service calls for repairs should be referred
directly to the manufacturer or their authorized service center.

When planning your purchase, please keep in mind our holiday schedule,
and order early so that we can serve you better

CORPORATE ACCOUNTS
We invite representatives of large Corporations and businesses to apply for open account status
with B&H Photo. For more information contact our Corporate Account rep, at (212) 239-7760
or (800) 708-5444.
GOVERNMENT ACCOUNTS
Federal Government and Military Customers are welcome to order from us. Please call Federal
Government account rep, at 800-851-4891 or 212-444-6797.
We welcome orders from State, City, Municipalities, Schools, Universities and College. Please fax
your purchase orders to 212-239-7767. We also accept procurement cards.

We Will Be Closed The Following Days:
Sunday ................................September 24, 2006
Sunday, Monday ......................October 1-2, 2006
Sunday-Sunday......................October 8-15, 2006
Thursday ..............................November 23, 2006
Monday ................................December 25, 2006
Monday......................................January 1, 2007
Sunday..........................................March 4, 2007
Monday-Tuesday ........................April 2-10, 2007
Wednesday-Thursday ................May 23-24, 2007

OPEN Wednesday ............................July 4, 2007
Tuesday..........................................July 24, 2007
OPEN Labor Day Monday........September 3, 2007
Thursday-Friday ..............September 13-14, 2007
Friday ..................................September 21, 2007
Thursday-Friday ..................Sept. 27-Oct. 5, 2007
Thursday ..............................November 22, 2007
Tuesday ................................December 25, 2007
Tuesday......................................January 1, 2008

Due to the extra-high volume of calls we receive in the 2 to 3 days following our extended
holidays, we prolong our hours and increase our sales staff to accommodate our customers.
We appreciate your patience in your attempts to get through.

PRICE & UPDATES

We have omitted pricing on various products in the SourceBook for the following reasons:
1. Our regular discount prices for many products are much lower 2. Unpredictable price changes that will inevitably occur
than the manufacturer’s minimum suggested advertising price.
during useful life of the SourceBook.

Our latest and best prices and
availability are always accessible at
www.bhphotovideo.com

RETURN PROCEDURES

1. Should it be necessary to return an item, you may return it for a refund or exchange,
excluding any shipping charges, within a period of 14 days for Photo equipment, and
7 days for Video, Audio, and Digital equipment. Underwater equipment cannot be
returned once taken under water. Processing equipment cannot be returned or
exchanged once used with chemicals/chemistry. Custom Built Computers/Non
Linear systems (and parts installed) cannot be returned or exchanged but can be
repaired under the B&H Custom Editing Systems warranty policies only. Original
Manufacturer Computers, Computer products, Printers (once ink cartridge installed),
Software, Educational Tapes and Books cannot be returned once opened; if defective
it can be exchanged for the same model only.
2. TV’s, TV/VCR/DVD Combos, and Monitors 25” and larger, cannot be returned.
Video Cameras, VTRs and Projectors must show less than 120 minutes of use. Items
that require assembly, once assembled, cannot be returned. Special Order items are

not returnable. B&H will not accept any returns or exchanges on film, paper,
lamps, batteries, video batteries, books, ink cartridges, memory cards, tapes, or any
other consumable products or items which have been removed from “blister-pack”
packaging.
3. To return an item you must call Customer Service for prior approval and obtain an
RMA number. All merchandise purchased from B&H is sold in its original factory packaging with all contents as supplied to us by the manufacturer/distributor.
Merchandise can be returned only if in original manufacturer’s packaging, same condition as sold, with all literature/instructions/documentation and blank warranty
cards. Place the manufacturer’s box into a shipping carton. Please do not place stickers or shipping labels on the original manufacturer’s package. Ship to us pre-paid. For
your protection insure the package and ship via a traceable method. B&H is not
responsible for lost or damaged packages.

If you have any questions about a return, please call Customer Service Toll Free: 800-221-5743, In New York: 212-239-7765.

Federal Government Sales
Our Federal Government department is staffed by well educated and
skilled personnel, especially trained to meet the non standard instructions
and requirements typical of the Federal Procurement Community.

We strive to meet and exceed the needs of our federal customers,
regardless of how non-conventional your fulfillment instructions may be.

W E S H I P W O R L D W I D E (including APO and FPO)
Federal Supply
Schedule

Product Category Schedule

Contract No.

36

The Office, Imaging and Document Solutions

GS-25F-0034P

Professional Audio/Video Telecommunication
and Security Solutions

GS-03F-0022R

Above category with Sony Contract *

GS-03F-4114B

Photographic Equipment – Cameras, Photographic Printer
and related supplies and services (Digital and Film based)

GS-02F-0208P

General Purpose commercial information Technology
Equipment, Software and Services

GS-35F-0678R

Above category with Sony Contract *

GS-35F-4259D

Office Products/Supplies and Services and
New Products/Technology

GS-02F-0011P

Above category with Sony Contract *

GS-14F-8818B

Total Solutions for Law Enforcement, Security, Facilities Management, Fire,
Rescue, Clothing, Marine Craft and Emergency/Disaster response

GS-07F-5636R

58
67
70

75
84

Company Information
Contractor:
Ordering
and Payment:
Address:
Web:
Business Size
* Authorized Reseller

Toll Free

B&H Foto & Electronic Corp.
d/b/a B&H Photo Video
420 9th Avenue, New York, NY 10001

Telephone

B&H Photo Video
Government & Contracts Administration

(212) 444-6797

420 9th Avenue, New York, NY 10001

(212) 239-7767

http://www.bhphotovideo.com
Large

(800) 851-4891

Federal ID #

13-2768071

E-Mail:
Duns #

Fax

gsa@bhphotovideo.com
116012659

Cage Code #

2Y053

Ordering
and Payment:

Address:
Web:
E-Mail:

B&H Photo Video
Educational Sales Dept.
420 9th Avenue,
New York, NY 10001

Toll Free

(800) 947-8003
Telephone

(212) 239-7503

http://www.bhphotovideo.com
biddept@bhphotovideo.com

Fax

(800) 743-0895

Educational Sales Dept.

C

hoosing the best equipment to suit your personal needs can
be challenging to say the least. Choosing the best equipment
to suit the needs for your school’s academic department can
be absolutely daunting. To help you
sort out fact from fiction, and to insure
you are purchasing the right product
to suit your needs, call the
Education Department
@ B&H Photo & Video.

■ Dedicated to your

Educational Orders
The Education Department @ B&H
Photo & Video was established to help
you navigate the range of product
lines we carry in order to satisfy your
school’s audio and visual needs. More
than just a camera store, B&H is your
source for sound systems, video
recording and playback equipment,
print output equipment and related
media, computer equipment, and the
broadest range of audio-visual gear
you are likely to find under one roof.
At B&H Photo & Video one-stop
shopping is more than a catch phrase.

■ One Stop Hassle Free Shopping

the best choice for a particular need, your personal account
manager will suggest alternative choices and will explain why one
product or system might prove to be a better choice than another.

■ Compliance for Procurement
The Education Department @ B&H
Photo & Video is currently compliant
with SciQuest and Ariba. Special attention will be afforded to quantitative
bids and RFQs (Request for Bids). To
insure you get the best performance
from equipment purchased at B&H,
system installations are carried out by
certified Cedia specialists. As for product pricing, we update our pricelists on
a daily basis to insure you of getting
the very best value for your money.

■ The bottom line is...
anyone can sell you a box. At B&H we
understand the workings of what’s in
the box. If we recommend a product, it
is because we believe in the product.

■ Visit our SuperStore
For a free tour of the B&H Superstore
call 800-947-8003 or
fax us at 800-743-0895.
Our email address is
biddept@bhphotovideo.com.

A broad range of inventory however,
Anyone can sell you a box...
does not guarantee you will get the
best advice. To ensure you are purAt B&H we understand the workings of what’s
■ Commitment
chasing the best (and correct) prodin the box. If we recommend a product, it is
You take your reputation seriously, so
ucts to suit your needs, each of our
because
we
believe
in
the
product.
does the support staff at B&H Photo &
Education Department customers is
Video. For professional advice, the
assigned a personal Senior Account
best prices, and equally important,
Manager whose job it is to make sure
the
best
service
in
the
industry,
contact the Education Department
your purchasing experience with us is hassle-free. By clarifying your
at B&H Photo & Video.
particular needs up front, your personal account manager can present you with viable solutions to satisfy the needs of your
department. If you should inquire about a product that may not be
We look forward to serving you.

Professional
Spec Design
and Equipment
Installation Service
(212) 444-5097

B&H Professional Services delivers on the promise of professionalism in
design, pricing, installation and service. Whether you are buying a full live
broadcast setup for your house of worship, a theater for your school, an
interactive conference room for your executive offices, or a wall sized tactical
display for a crisis room at the Pentagon –
B&H Professional Services will get the job done. Our inventory, wealth of
product knowledge, incredible pricing, and design skill will keep you coming
back for more.
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Obtaining information and ordering from B&H is quick and
easy. When you call us, just punch in the corresponding
Quick Dial number anytime during our welcome message.
The Quick Dial code then directs you to the specific
professional sales associates in our order department.
For Section 1, Document Cameras and
Remote Video Cameras, use Quick Dial #: 821
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CANON
RE-455X VISUALIZER
Capture Images with Outstanding
Clarity and Versatility
The RE-455X is an XGA resolution document camera that meets the
needs of schools, courtrooms, or any other environment requiring
image capture of paper-based documents or 3D objects. It features
a 12x power zoom lens with superior optics for crisp, detailed image
capture. One-Shot Autofocus mode focuses the lens with the touch
of one button - a very useful feature when frequently changing
items beneath the Visualizer’s camera. Additional features include
adjustable twin fluorescent lamps for uniform lighting, convenient
front-panel controls, auto and manual exposure and white balance,
and White Paper mode to optimize text document quality. A VGA input and output allow connection to a computer
monitor or a projector, composite and S-Video outputs allow connection to a projector, VCR, DVD player or TV, while the
RS-232C terminal allows you to connect to control systems. The RE-455X’s foldable design makes it easy to carry.
F E AT U R E S

Superior Optics
◆

◆

◆

◆

The RE-455X’s advanced 12x zoom lens is
comprised of 10 elements in 8 groups with a
fast f/1.8 maximum aperture to produce
vivid images at all magnifications. It allows
you to show intricate detail of almost any
object. The camera/lens features precision
autofocus with manual override.
The 12x zoom lens lets you display objects
or images as small as 1.2 x 0.9” or as large as
12.1 x 9”. For convenience, the RE-455X has a
one-touch Zoom Preset button that sets the
zoom to 8 12⁄ x 11” documents.
The RE-455X delivers uncompromising
optical performance. The 12x zoom
combines with 1/3” XGA (1024 x 768)
resolution CCD to give you a sharp, clear
image, while a built-in scan converter
optimally outputs analog RGB signals and
video signals (composite and S-Video).
Enjoy the advantages of high XGA
resolution by linking the RE-455X to an
XGA-compatible monitor or projector.
You can show an 8 12⁄ x 11” page with 9-point
type clearly legible. And, thanks to a Canondeveloped image processing chip, you also
get smooth 15 frames-per-second image
capture and great color reproduction.

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO

◆

Image Capture

Conveniences

Capturing an image is easy with the
intelligent array of automatic and manual
picture features so the unit may be used in
different ways depending on needs.

◆ With the versatile RE-455X, you can capture

– Auto and manual focus modes. In addition,
One-shot AF mode is an enhanced AF mode
designed for use with many 3D objects of
varying sizes.

images of original documents, 3-D objects
and photographs — then project them or
display them on a monitor.
◆

Because all of the RE-455X’s controls are
located on the front, adjustments can be
made quickly and easily.

◆

You can connect your PC to your RE-455X,
then switch between the RGB input from
your computer and the image from your
RE-455X for a single, seamless presentation.

◆

Twin fluorescent lamps provide uniform
light. And 520 TV line resolution and
advanced color processing system with
XGA output further ensures that every
presentation is displayed flawlessly.

◆

Folds down to a compact, easy-to-carry size
for portability or easy storage. Measures
19.1 x 20.6 x 7.2” (WHD) and weighs 20.7 lbs.

– Automatic and manual white balance to
provide the most natural looking images.
– Automatic and manual exposure (iris)
control plus a “White Paper” setting that
optimizes exposure for paper documents
and dramatically boosts the contrast.
“White Paper” mode automatically adjusts
so projection of white parts of a document
appear much whiter.
– Detail control adjusts image quality. Turn the
control toward the HARD side to
emphasize the outline of an object. Turn it
towards the SOFT side for a softer outline.
◆

With the press of a button, a high-quality
still image can be temporarily stored in
memory, and then displayed on a projector
or monitor. You even get 15 frames/second
capture for smooth XGA motion images.

www.bhphotovideo.com

◆ Equipped with RS-232 interface, it can be

controlled by a PC or room control systems
from AMX or Crestron.
RE-455x
Video Visualizer (CARE455X) ......................Call

DOCUMENT CAMERAS

CASIO
YC-400
Document Copy Stand &
4-Megapixel Digital Camera
Equipped with a high-resolution 4-megapixel CCD and an adjustment feature that
automatically corrects the positioning between the camera and subject so that it
appears squarely on the screen, the YC-400 is much more than just a document
camera. In addition to printed documents, it can also be used to digitally capture
and project images of entire whiteboard contents, 3-dimensional objects, and any
other material that may be used during a meeting or presentation. Images recorded
with the camera can be stored in computer memory for future reference. For
example, you can capture and store images of whiteboard contents and keep an
electronic record of both projected images and handwritten information. For even
more versatility, a Scanner Mode lets you record and store images of documents all
from the same unit, and the camera can even be removed from the stand and used as a stand-alone digital camera.
F E AT U R E S

Megapixel CCD/3x Zoom

Five Capture/Scan Modes

Keystone Correction

◆ The camera's 4-Megapixel CCD provides the

• Document Camera Mode: Record the image
of a paper document or object placed on the
camera stand with the camera, and project
the resulting image.

Whether you “scan in” a document on the document stand, take a photo of a poster or
whiteboard at an angle, the YC-400’s software
recognizes any distortion, and automatically
corrects it. The same applies to adjustment of
the white balance. This means that you always
have rectangular images with accurate colors
to incorporate into your presentation.

means to capture and project images of
everything from documents to 3-dimensional objects. The camera may even be
removed from the stand and used as a
stand-alone high-resolution digital camera.
◆

The YC-400 features 3x optical autofocus
zoom (Board Camera Mode, Business
Camera Mode) and 1.8X in Document
Camera, Scanner Mode. Also offers digital
7.5x (scrollable) mode.

◆ Measures a diminutive 11x 6x 2” configura-

tion for extreme portability, a perfect travel
companion for your projection system.

• Scanner Mode: Place a document on the
camera stand and record its image
• PC Image Mode: Conduct presentation using
images stored on the computer's hard disk.
• Camera Image Mode: Conduct a presentation using images stored in camera memory
• Presentation Mode: Conduct a presentation
using images created using PowerPoint or
other applications.

4-Megapixel Detachable Camera
◆

◆

The YC-400 includes a detachable 4-megapixel digital camera that can be removed from the stand and used as a
stand-alone digital camera. You can take pictures anywhere and present them as soon as you get back: connect
the camera to the computer again, and the PC automatically stores your new pictures on the hard disk. Your photos are immediately available as a slide show or they can
be imbedded into reports or presentations.
Images recorded with the camera can be stored in computer memory for future reference.
You could, for example, capture and store images of whiteboard contents and keep an electronic record of both projected images and handwritten information. A Scanner Mode even
lets you record and store images of documents all from the same unit.

Auto Adjust
◆ Auto Adjust feature aligns documents, image

and sets up the camera automatically – saving time, and producing professional looking
presentations every time.
– An original image algorithm lets you crop an
image and store only the portion you want,
and even adjusts image alignment, color, and
other parameters automatically.
– When capturing or projecting images of documents, you don’t have to waste time aligning each page — the YC-400 performs it
automatically.
– Even when recording the image of whiteboard contents or of 3-dimensional objects,
you can crop out backgrounds and make
images easier to view and understand.
YC-400 Document Copy Stand
and Digital Camera (CAYC400) ...........999.95

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821
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DOCUMENT CAMERAS

CLEARONE

FLEXCAM
FlexCam is a full-motion, color camera that produces sharp video images with excellent
color. It connects to TVs, plasma screens, and projectors, allowing three-dimensional objects,
documents and photographs to be displayed during discussions or as part of a presentation.
In addition, FlexCam can be connected to a video codec as an auxiliary camera in video
conferences and distance learning sites. Using a USB adapter or video capture card, you can
also connect the FlexCam to a computer to capture and edit video or still images for use in a
variety of educational, professional, or personal projects.
The FlexCam's flexible gooseneck design with swivel camera head is ideal for all users—
making it easy to position the camera for accurate image capture and display. Line-level
audio is provided via the integrated microphone and preamplifier. This makes the FlexCam
ideal for recording presentations or training courses onto a computer or DVD recorder.
◆ 1/4” CCD color sensor and 5.57mm

D-mount lens ensure all images, whether
of documents, objects, or conference
participants, are clearly transmitted.

◆

Compatible with most monitors, TVs, VCRs,
video capture cards, LCD and DLP projectors

◆

Provides line-level audio through an
integrated microphone and preamplifier

◆

Connects to a video codec allowing it to
function as an auxiliary camera for document
sharing or for participant interaction

◆ Flexible gooseneck design is ideal for all users

FlexCam Flexible Gooseneck Mounted Document Camera (CLFC) ........................................................................................................................................................349.95

FLEXCAM USB
The FlexCam USB is a high-quality video camera that features an attached USB cable for
direct connection to your PC or Mac. The FlexCam USB transmits both audio and video. With
the included video and photo imaging software from ArcSoft, you can capture and edit
video or still images for use in a variety of educational, professional, or personal projects.
The FlexCam USB’s 18” flexible gooseneck with a swivel camera head is ideal for users of all
ages, making it easy to position the camera for accurate image capture and display. With
its built-in microphone, the FlexCam USB is well equipped to provide audio for recorded
demonstrations or presentations. This audio capability also makes the FlexCam USB a great
choice for videoconferencing over the internet.
◆ 1/4” CCD color sensor and 8mm D-mount lens ensure all images,

◆

Applications:

whether of documents, objects, or conference participants, are
clearly transmitted.

◆ A valuable addition to classrooms, training rooms, distance learning

The FlexCam USB incorporates all the features and flexibility you
need for video and still image capture:

◆ Provides students and teachers with the ability to create videos and

— Microscope-adaptable with included 28mm and 34mm microscope
couplers
— Direct USB connection to your PC or Mac, eliminating the need for
adapters or video capture cards
— Includes ArcSoft’s VideoImpression and PhotoStudio software.
Image control adjustments include color (RGB) and brightness,
gamma correction, shutter speed (exposure) hue and gain control

facilities, corporate offices, and more.
capture images, which can be shared with other schools using e-mail
or a website.
◆ Helps corporate users make the most of web-based video

conferencing and provides video streaming capability for training
and sales presentations.
◆ Ideal for recording presentations, web design, image capture, and

video capture projects.

FlexCam USB Presentation or Education Document Camera (CLFCU) ..................................................................................................................................................299.95

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO
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FLEXCAM iCAM
The FlexCam iCam offers simple microscope compatibility, quick and easy document
display, and video-only desktop presentations — all at an affordable price. A multipurpose,
entry-level presentation camera suitable for a variety of presentation and meeting
applications, this innovative camera is perfect for presenting objects, images, text,
sending video e-mail, and creating video portfolios. The iCam is also ideal for viewing
microscope images.The integrated focus knob is sized and shaped perfectly for use with
the included microscope couplers. An optional custom microscope eyepiece further
enhances the versatility of the camera. The patented 20” flexible gooseneck design allows
you to position the camera precisely for close-in document or object viewing or as a face
camera for video conferencing applications. Compatible with digital capture devices, TVs,
VCRs, and LCD projectors.
◆ Low-noise 1/3” CMOS image sensor provides

for clear, crisp video with excellent color
reproduction and image stability.

◆ 20” flexible gooseneck and swivel camera

◆ Stylish translucent colored plastics fit into

housing for superior positioning flexibility.
◆ Easy connection to most industry-standard

◆ S-Video output (includes 12’ S-Video cable).

today’s progressive classroom environments.
◆ Compatible with most monitors, TVs, VCRs,

classroom microscopes.

video capture cards, and LCD/DLP projectors.

FlexCam iCam 1/3” CMOS Chip Video Presentation Camera (CLFCIC) ....................................................................................................................................................199.95

FLEXCAM iCAM DIGITAL
The multi-purpose iCam Digital steps up from the standard iCam with dual output for
easy connection to a PC, Mac, TV or LCD projector for sharing documents, lab
specimens and video. The iCam Digital features S-Video and USB digital capabilities
for enhanced flexibility in a wide variety of applications. Perfect for presenting objects,
images, text, sending video e-mail, and creating video portfolios, it is also bundled with
software that lets you easily capture camera video and edit or add special effects to it.

Same features as the iCam PLUS—
◆ USB digital output with ArcSoft

VideoImpression and PhotoStudio for both Windows and Mac

FlexCam iCam Digital Video Presentation Camera (CLFIDC) ......................................................................................................................................................................359.95

FlexCam

FlexCam USB

FlexCam iCam

FlexCam iCam Digital

Image Sensor

1/4” CCD

1/4” CCD

1/4” CMOS

1/4” CMOS

Total Pixels

260,000

350,000

350,000

Horizontal Resolution

330TVL

330 TVL

330 TVL

330 TVL

Signal-to-Noise Ratio

46dB

48 dB

48 dB

>48dB

42°

37°

37°

3 lux

3 lux

3 lux

3 lux

18”

18”

20”

20”

7.5 x 20 x 7”

8 x 4 x 11”

8 x 4 x 11”

4.2 lbs.

4 lbs.

4 lbs.

Max. Horizontal Field of View
Minimum Illumination
Gooseneck
Dimensions (WHD)
Weight

4 lbs.

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821
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STUDENTCAM
The versatile StudentCam is a full-motion, color camera that produces sharp video
images with excellent color. It connects to TVs, plasma screens, and projectors,
allowing projects and experiments to be displayed for class discussion or as part of
a student presentation. Using an optional USB adapter or video capture card, the it
can be connected to a computer to capture and edit video or still images.
The StudentCam includes 26, 28 and 34mm microscope couplers, for connection to
most classroom microscopes. Students can conduct experiments and create
multi-media reports for classroom presentations or VCR recordings. The flexible
20” gooseneck with a swivel camera head makes it easy to position the camera for
accurate image capture and display. And low light sensitivity of 3 lux allows precise
display of images or small objects under most lighting conditions. A video codec
makes it possible to transmit images or live video feeds to remote classrooms.
Line-level audio is provided via the integrated microphone and preamplifier.
◆

Flickerless mode eliminates flicker and color
hunting when the StudentCam is used with
fluorescent lighting and microscopes

◆ Two-button brightness control on the base of

◆ Includes 26, 28 and 34mm microscope

couplers to connect to most microscopes
◆

Connects to a video codec to share
presentations with distant learning facilities

the camera for easy adjustments
◆ Compatible with most monitors, TVs, VCRs, video capture cards, LCD and DLP projectors

StudentCam Document Camera (CLSC20)
Includes 6’ and 20’ S-Video + RCA audio
cables, an S-Video to composite video
adapter, a microscope eyepiece adapter,
26mm, 28mm, and 34mm microscope
couplers, a power supply and a two-year
parts and labor warranty ...................499.95

TEACHCAM
In addition to outstanding video images and clear audio, the TeachCam steps-up from
the StudentCam with a built-in light source at the base of the camera—the IllumaBase.
The IllumaBase gives the TeachCam the functionality of a 35mm slide projector and a
microscope, making it an invaluable resource for science classes, art history classes and
more. When the IllumaBase is used with the included IllumaBoxes and IllumaSlides, the
TeachCam can display 35mm slides, specimen boxes and microscope slides—without
using projectors or microscopes.
The TeachCam’s 27” flexible gooseneck with swivel camera head is ideal for users of all
ages, making it easy to position the camera for accurate image capture and display. And
the camera’s six-button keypad provides simple control of image settings. It includes a
Nordic box carrying case with a complete accessory package.

Same features as the StudentCam PLUS—
◆

Built-in IllumaBase LED lighting base for viewing and
presenting slides, specimen boxes, and microscope slides
without using projectors or microscopes.

◆

Camera controls including:
Adjustable gain control, Automatic or manual white balance, Positive or negative
color inversion, Color or black and white selection, and Flickerless mode

TeachCam Video Presentation Camera (CLTC20)
Includes 28mm and 34mm microscope couplers, custom eyepiece adapter, five IllumaSlides, two IllumaBoxes, camera positioning bracket, 25’ and 6’
S-video/audio cables, S-video to composite adapter, BNC adapter, Nordic box carrying case and 12v DC power supply ...................................................723.95

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO
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IDCAM 2
The IDCam 2 is a full-motion, color camera that is used in photo identification
applications. It connects easily to a Windows-based or Mac computer through a
USB adapter or a video capture card. It can then provide high-quality image
captures to ID card creation software. The ultimate photo ID tool, the IDCam 2’s
flexible gooseneck design with swivel camera head makes it easy to precisely
position the camera for proper head and shoulder framing from a distance of
4’ to 8’. And the IDCam is perfectly sized to sit on a desktop, workstation or cart.
Using the two-button brightness control on the base of the camera, you can adjust
the IDCam 2 to any lighting environment without the need for an external flash. This
functionality makes it possible to integrate the IDCam into any ID badging system.

IDCam 2 (CLIDC2)
499.95

F E AT U R E S
◆

Compatible with most Mac and Windows
photo ID software packages

◆

Flexible gooseneck design to easily position
the camera for accurate image capture

◆

1/4” CCD image sensor with 16mm
C-mount lens for excellent, high-quality
image captures every time.

◆

Composite or S-Video output for connection
to USB adapter, video capture cards,
monitors, or projectors

◆

Built-in microphone and preamplifier also
allows the IDCam to be used to display or
record presentations and demonstrations.

◆

Line-level audio provided through the
integrated microphone and preamplifier

FlexCam Accessories
FlexLite (CLFLCCD)
Designed for use with any model FlexCam, the
FlexLite has dual flexneck top lights that attach
to a camera base to light all subjects...........189.95

FlexLite

Large Hardshell FlexCam Case
Perfect for protecting a FlexCam and facilitating
transport between classrooms. It can be secured
with a standard combination or key lock..........Call
Small Hardshell FlexCam Case
Perfect for protecting a FlexCam and facilitating
transport between classrooms..............................Call

Hardshell
FlexCam Case

USB
Adapter

USB Adapter (CLVUSBA)
A convenient, affordable alternative to an
installed video-capture card, the USB adapter
lets teachers connect a FlexCam to a PC or Mac
to easily capture, display and edit video and
audio. It comes with an attached USB cable and
features four connectors: an audio connector, a
composite-video connector, an S-Video
connector and a video pass-through connector.
It also includes easy-to-use video and
photo-imaging software for capturing audio
and still images and using them to create video
and other multimedia projects..........................99.95

Microscope Eyepiece Adapter Kit (CLMEAM)
The microscope adapter kit comes with
plastic microscope couplers (either 28 mm
or 34 mm) and a metal eyepiece adapter for
displaying microscopic images with a
FlexCam Components fit most industrystandard microscopes ....................................59.50
Wireless AV System (CLWTRAV)
Transmits live video through the air instead
of through hard wires, allowing ultimate
flexibility in positioning FlexCam............229.95
Curriculum Guide (CLFECIC)
This guide helps educators maximize
teaching with innovative lessons created
specifically for use with FlexCam cameras.
It features a comprehensive camera overview
and usage instructions, as well as software
information and lab suggestions for an
incredible variety of science topics and
activities. The Teacher Support section
includes tips on lab preparation and
procedures, as well as data collection and
analysis tips. Overall, the guide is an
indispensable tool for enhancing education in
the science classroom ....................................59.95

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821
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DOCCAM PRO AV
The cost-effective DocCam Pro AV is a flexible document camera that sharply
illuminates documents, objects and images on a variety of display devices.
16x zoom allows full-room views as well as extreme close-up viewing of documents
or other objects with razor-sharp focus. Flexible LED top lighting provides natural,
maintenance-free overhead illumination for documents or other items. Built-in
composite and S-Video pass-through lets you connect a second video source
and allows simple one-touch switching between sources. Ideal for use as an
auxiliary presentation camera, the DocCam Pro AV has a 180° tilt camera head and
stereo microphones mounted to the base to provide high-quality voice audio from
the presenter or instructor. The microphones are adjustable to provide optimal pickup
coverage. The camera is available in four codec-specific models to ensure compatibility
with existing videoconferencing systems’ IR remotes. Available models include:
V-There, Tandberg, Polycom Viewstation and iPower 600 and 900 Series.
F E AT U R E S
◆

Ideal for use in lecture halls, auditoriums,
classrooms, conference and executive
boardrooms

◆

16x power zoom lens for extreme close-up
viewing with razor sharp focus

◆

180° rotating camera head for use as an
auxiliary/presentation room camera

◆

Telescoping neck enables viewing of large
objects or objects at a distance

◆

Auto focus/iris/shutter/white balance

◆

Flexible LED top lighting for natural white
light and maintenance-free use

◆

Composite and S-Video pass through
allows integration with other video appliances such as cameras, scan converters
and VCRs

◆

DocCam Pro AV (CLDCPAV)
Includes a stereo audio/video cable, S-video cable, infrared wireless remote control, power supply,
2-year parts and labor warranty. Compatible only with the supplied IR remote......................1799.95

DocCam Pro AV IR Remote Models
DocCam Pro AV (CLDCPAVPVSIR)

DocCam Pro AV (910-171-008)

Compatible only with the Polycom
ViewStation IR remote..............................1835.95

Compatible only with the
ClearOne V-There IR remote .........................CALL

DocCam Pro AV (CLDCPAVPIRR)

DocCam Pro AV (CLDCPAVTIRR)

Compatible only with the Polycom iPower
600 and 900 series IR remote.................1835.95

Compatible only with the
Tandberg IR remote...................................1835.95

Accessories
Back Light Display Panel
The 8 12⁄ x 11” Back Light Display Panel is perfect for those
presenters who need to display transparencies or slides
with the DocCam Pro AV .......................................................Call

Integrated stereo microphones with line
level outputs

DocCam Pro AV
Effective Pixels

Ceiling DocCam II

768 H x 494 V

688,000

Horizontal Resolution

450 TV lines

480 TV lines

Signal-to-Noise Ratio

46 dB

49 dB

47°

37°

3 lux

2.5 Lux

Max. Horizontal Field of View
Minimum Illumination
Gooseneck

18” 2-section telescoping

Dimensions (WHD)
Weight

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO

8 x 4 x 11”

Enclosure: 4.5 x 6.5”; Ceiling cutout: 3.5” diameter; Trim ring: 5.5”

11 lbs.

4 lbs.
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CEILING DOCCAM II
The Ceiling DocCam II is the perfect solution for adding document and image
sharing capabilities to your presentations, videoconferences and other meetings.
This camera is installed in the ceiling above a conference table and includes a laser
positioning guide, making it easy to properly place documents for display. Superior,
480 line image resolution ensures that documents are clearly presented for easy
viewing. With its wide field of view, the Ceiling DocCam II is ideal for sharing large
documents like blueprints or CAD drawings. And its powerful 25x optical zoom
allows users to view documents or objects placed on the conference room table—
even as small as a postage stamp— with razor sharp focus.
Power, video and control are run through a single Cat. 5 cable, which significantly simplifies installation. The Ceiling
DocCam II outputs both composite and S-video signals concurrently for dual monitor display in large rooms. It also
features an RS-232 port with VISCA control protocol for easy connection to a control system such as AMX or Crestron and
for use with video codecs with far-end camera control.
Using the IR remote control, you can program the Ceiling DocCam with six preset zoom settings to allow users to quickly
adjust the camera for different types of documents. The Ceiling DocCam II can also be configured to allow the zoom
function to be controlled through the video codec remote control.
F E AT U R E S
Six camera presets allow users to quickly
adjust for different document types, and a
positioning laser to guide users when placing documents or images.

◆

VISCA/RS-232 control of automatic iris,
white balance, gain control, shutter and
image stabilization to counter vibration
in the ceiling

◆

User accessible DIP switches from the front
of the allow the DocCam II’s zoom functions
to be controlled by different video codec
remotes

◆

Single Cat. 5 cable carries video, RS-232
control and to greatly simplify installation

◆

◆

◆

IR remote with increased functionality,
including brightness control, presets and
laser operation

Powerful zoom with 25x optical and 12x
digital (300x zoom) for sharp focus and
zoom detail

◆

Pre-mounted in a plenum-rated, low-profile
enclosure

Includes a plenum-rated enclosure, trim
ring, single tile support rail and hardware,
a 50’ unshielded plenum-rated Cat. 5 cable,
a 25’ S-Video cable, a wall plate and power
supply.

INSTALLATION DIAGRAM

◆

Ceiling DocCam II (910-171-066): Includes a Trim Ring, Camera Enclosure, Single Wallplate, 25’ S-video Cable, 50’ Cat. 5 Cable with RJ-45 Jacks, BNC to
RCA Adapter, Remote, Tile Support Rail, 2 AAA batteries, 6-32x 1/2 Oval Head (White), and a Power Supply .............................................................................CALL

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821
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EV-2000AF
Visual Presenter
The EV-2000AF is a full featured and easy to operate visual presenter
with an overhead digital camera, automatic features, and a built-in
lighting system. The unit will interface with almost any video
projector or display monitor for very high quality detailed images.
It can even be controlled via a computer. For displaying documents,
flat art, scientific specimens or even 3D items the EV-2000AF makes
professional presentations easy to make—anywhere, by anyone.
F E AT U R E S

12x Optical Zoom
◆ High-performance 12x optical zoom with 2x

Flexible Lighting Arms
◆

electronic magnification can continuously
enlarge images up to 24x. A one-push autofocus function allows easy focus adjustment
◆ When more distant objects or audiences

need to be focused on, just flip the built-in
close-up lens out of the way.
◆ It can focus on objects up to 5.9” high from

the stage. This allows capture of thick
encyclopedias or tall 3D objects.

Camera Head
◆ Equipped with an advanced 1/3” EXview

HAD CCD sensor, the EV-2000AF captures
and presents 2- or 3-dimensional objects
with exceptional clarity.
◆ The camera head can be freely rotated. It

can display items on its base platform or
swivel in almost any direction, even upward
or forward for shooting materials displayed
on wall or the audience in the room
◆ Unobstructed stage makes it easier than

ever to position wide objects. By folding
down the right side lighting arm, the EV2000AF can capture objects as large as a
sheet of 10.2 x 13.8”-size paper
◆ Enlarged images can be scrolled up and

down, and left and right so there is no need
to move the subject or visual.

RS-232 Port
◆

With a RS-232 port, you can control various
functions from a computer. It also has an
S-Video output, making direct projection
through an LCD projector possible.

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO

Two lighting arms permit glare-free
illumination of text, flat art or whatever is
placed on the base. For more functionality,
the arms of the lights swivel forward when
you want to use the camera in an interview
situation by lighting the person or to lightup an object in front of the presenter.

LCD Confidence Monitor
◆

Optional 5” LCD monitor can be mounted
(via the optional MS-402 mount/swivel
shoe) to confirm the position of documents,
zooming and focusing. Ideal when
switching among several display sources.

Compact and Easy-to-Use
◆ Designed as a compact unit. When taking it

down for storage or transportation, the
arms and the camera head fold to make it
even more compact. Weighing only 6 lbs. it
is easily carried for on-the-go presentations.
◆ The EV-2000AF is designed for fast and easy

set-up and operation. Only 3 buttons are
present on the top panel for camera zoom
and lens auto-focus.
◆ Supplied wireless remote control gives

complete control of the presenter, enabling
you to give productive presentations while
you stand away from the unit or walk
around.

EV-2000AF Visual Presenter (ELEV2000AF): Includes a wireless remote control ..............1389.95

EV-200 Mobile Visual Presenter
The smallest, lightest, most compact and most
affordable presenter available, the EV-200 features a
410,000 pixel 1/3” CCD allowing you to cover an area
of 5.3 x 7.0” to as big as 10.7 x 14.3” with 470 TV lines
resolution for the highest quality images.
◆ The camera requires no focus or iris adjustments.

The 3mm f/5.6 lens will focus sharply on whatever
is in the range of the lens view. And the lens is on
an adjustable arm to compensate for larger or smaller objects.
◆ Automatic white balance keeps colors consistent.
◆ Easy plug and play with composite and S-Video connections to

monitor or projector

◆ Easy to carry, it can be taken onto an airplane along with a laptop computer in a

single case. Folded, the unit measures just 2 12⁄ x 6 x 11” and weighs only 3 lbs.
EV-200 Mobile Visual Presenter (ELEV200) .....................................................................................459.95

www.bhphotovideo.com
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EV-4400AF
Visual Presenter
The Elmo EV-4400AF is an easy to operate visual presenter equipped
with powerful 18x zoom lens, above and below lighting, audio
capabilities and a host of special effect functions. For hands-free
operation the camera has automatic focus and exposure. A single
button will set white balance for color consistency. The unit will
interface with almost any video projector or display monitor with
both composite and S-Video outputs. It even has inputs to pass
through other imaging devices. With it’s RS-232 connector it can
also be controlled by a computer.
F E AT U R E S

Versatile Operation

18x Optical Zoom
◆

◆ The EV-4400AF has a high quality digital

camera with an 18x optical power zoom
lens. Displaying text, maps or anything
small or intricate can be clearly seen in
detail. It delivers over 470 TV lines of
resolution and better than 48dB S/N
◆

◆

Automatic focus and exposure for handsfree operation. A single button sets white
balance for color consistency.

◆ When more distant objects or audiences

Operation is performed via the front panel,
the supplied wireless remote control or
mouse, or RS-232 terminal. The RS-232 port
allows serial remote control from any PC or
AMX or Crestron remote control system.
Front panel has five front buttons (upper
lamp, lower lamp, tele zoom, wide zoom
and autofocus). A hidden front panel holds
fine-detail adjustments such as manual
focus, white balance, positive/negative and
inputs (AV1, AV2 and main).

need to be focused on, just flip the built-in
close-up lens out of the way.
◆ The camera head can be rotated up to 90°

◆

◆

position wide objects. By folding down the
right side lighting arm, the EV-4400AF
offers a 16.5 x 12.2” wide shooting area.

◆

Two sets of AV inputs (composite, S-Video,
stereo audio), as well as two composite
(one RCA, one BNC) and one S-Video output,
stereo audio output and a genlock option.
It can input/output stereo audio for your
presentation. Additionally, a mic input
allows narration to be output to the house
sound system or monitor speaker.

An optional 5” LCD monitor mounts (via the
optional MS-402 mounting and swiveling
shoe) to confirm document positioning,
zooming and focusing. Very handy when
switching among several display sources.

Additional Features
◆ Offers color or B&W selection as well as

negative/positive conversion
◆ 2x digital image magnification and scrolling.

Images can be scrolled up and down or left
and right so there is no need to move the
object or visual.
◆ Has a passive video selector controller for

two additional external video sources.
◆ An on-screen display gives immediate fea-

ture status information.
◆

Flat stage body with foldable camera arm
and carrying handle

EV-4400AF Visual Presenter (ELEV4400AF): Includes a wireless remote control ..............1874.95

Flexible Lighting Options
◆

◆

Connections

and swiveled 245° and its movable arm can
point the camera in almost any direction
making it ideal for videoconferencing.
◆ Unobstructed stage makes it easy to

Optional
LCD Confidence Monitor

Twin upper lighting unit for even and
bright illumination. The two lamps for
overhead lighting will illuminate 3D objects
as well as flat-art and text. The arms of the
lights swivel forward for an interview, to
light-up an object in front or on a wall.
In addition, it has a built-in baselight
system for viewing of transparency sheets,
slides, photo negatives or positives and
even scientific specimens.

Power Source
Image Pick-up Element
Number of Pixels
Lens
Open Dimensions (WHD)
Weight

EV-200

EV-2000AF

EV-4400AF

DC12v (includes adapter)

AC 120v 60Hz

AC 120v 60/50Hz

1/3” IT CCD

1/3” IT CCD

1/3” IT CCD

380,000 Pixels

412,000 Pixels

410,000 Pixels

3mm f/5.8
fixed focus

5.8-70mm (12x zoom)
f1.9 to f/ 2.6

4.7-84.6mm (18x zoom)
f/1.2 to f/2.4

14.2 x 11.2 x 3.6-11.2”

27.8 x 15.9 x 22.6”

17.3 x 23.7 x 30.2”

3.3 lbs.

13.2 lbs.

22 lbs.

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821
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P10 • P30
Lightweight XGA Visual Presenters
Lightweight and compact, the versatile P10 and
P30 are the ideal presenters for a diverse range of
presentation applications – from business and
research to industry and education. Use them for
product demos, meetings, business trip reports, etc.
They offer both exceptional image quality and flexibility for a variety of documents and media.
Progressive scanning with a free-angle
camera arm and detailed 12x (P10) or 15x (P30)
optical zoom ensures crystal-clear imagery and
captures moving objects at impressive 20 fps frame
rate. Other features include built-in SD Memory
Card support including quick file search with
thumbnails, convenient up-front control panel with Jog Dial Zoom,
and several video output options so you can connect them to
almost any monitor.
Otherwise the same, the P30 steps-up in functionality with a
supplied Slide Shooting Adapter to easily present slides.
It also allows you to display SD-card images as a slideshow,
and is bundled (optional with the P10) with Image Mate software for
presentations and movie creation that will open up a new world of possibilities.
F E AT U R E S
◆ Advanced camera system integrates an

850,000-pixel progressive scan CCD pickup
that’s capable of capturing not only the
finest details of images — but moving
objects as well! Combined with true XGA
(1,024 x 768) resolution, they reproduce
three dimensional objects and subtle shades
of color with unsurpassed precision.
◆

◆

◆

Convey presentations more effectively by
focusing in on the intricate details of your
presentation:

— The P10 has a 12x optical zoom that
can be combined with a 4x electronic
magnification function to enlarge visuals
up to 48x.
— The P30 has a 15x optical zoom that
can be combined with a 4x electronic
magnification function to enlarge visuals
up to 48x.

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO

◆

Inspire your audience with vivid moving
images on the big screen. With a frame rate
of 20 fps, they smoothly capture and
reproduce moving images that can either
be presented live or saved to your PC for
future use.
The P10/P30’s camera head can be rotated
freely to capture objects at precise angles,
making it easy to present objects with the
exact look you want. And with the freeangle lamp, you also have all the flexibility
you need to set ideal lighting conditions.
For the ultimate in easy and intuitive
operation, they incorporate a Jog Dial zoom
control for quick zoom adjustments as well
as an OPT (optional) button that gives you
the flexibility to assign a frequently used
function to the front panel.

www.bhphotovideo.com

◆

With a large A3-size shooting area, they can
capture a wider field of visual data
compared to the conventional B4 size

◆

With a built-in SD Memory Card slot, they
provide a new dimension of presentation
possibilities. Presentation data, such as
PowerPoint files and digital camera images
saved to an SD Memory Card can be
displayed by the P10/P30 without a PC.

◆

Image data can be conveniently displayed
as thumbnails (9 or 16) enabling quick file
searches and smooth operation. Plus on the
P30 (only), with the Image Mate for
Presentation software, you can output SD
memory card data for use in slideshow
presentations.

◆

Cables are always neat and tidy thanks to
the rear panel cord cover.
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P10 • P30
◆

◆

Instead of having to readjust them everytime you use them, the P10 lets you store up
to six and the P30 up to eight frequently
used settings such as iris selection, white
balance and lamp on/off. With quick and
easy access to settings, your preferred
adjustments are always ready to go.

They are equipped with versatile output
connections bringing you greater presentation freedom and flexibility. The DVI output
lets you transfer high-quality video data
from a PC without any loss of image quality,
while an analog RGB output makes it easy to
connect them to an LCD projector or a PC
monitor for true XGA resolution display.

Lightweight and Compact

Bundled Software – P30 Only
With the convenience of bundled software, creating outstanding PC
presentations has never been easier.

Image Mate for Presentation

Image Mate
for Movie Creation

◆ Annotation tools let you draw lines

(freehand or straight) in a variety of
colors to highlight and enhance screen
images, right from your PC.

◆ Moving images can be easily saved to a

PC for future use as analog RGB,
850,000- pixel video files. Since files are
saved in common AVI or WAV format,
they can be played back effectively
using Windows Media Player.

◆ Split Screen gives you a platform for

comparing live video to stored images
— side by side for greater visual impact.

Twain Driver
With TWAIN compatibility, the P30 brings you the versatility to import saved image files to
commercially available photo retouching software.
P10 / P30

Weighing just 10.4 lbs (half the weight of
conventional models), and measuring
approximately 19”, the P10 and P30 are
compact and lightweight enough to
comfortably hand-carry to any location.

◆

◆

Offering added convenience for frequently
used visual data, the P10 can store P30 can
store up to eight images in memory, which
are securely retained even when you turn
the power off.
Instead of having to readjust them each
time, the P10 lets you store up to 6, and the
P30 up to 8 frequently used settings such
as iris selection, white balance and lamp
on/off. With quick and easy access to
settings, your preferred adjustments are
always ready to go.
P10 Digital Presenter (ELP10) .........1499.95
P30 Digital Presenter (ELP30) ........1949.95

Optional Accessories for the P30
Optional 5” Color LCD Monitor (ELLM5011N)
Attaches to the back of P30 stage to view and
preview presentation images. Brightness and
color adjustable. 600 x 234 resolution ...329.95

Monitor Shoe (ELMS30S) ..................................39.95
Rolling Shipping Case (ELEP30).................419.95
Padded Soft Carrying Case (ELIF43Y) ........99.95

P-10

P-30

1/3” Progressive Scan CCD

1/3” Progressive Scan CCD

Total Pixels

850,000 pixels

850,000 pixels

Frame Rate

20 fps

Image Pickup Device

Shooting Area

20 fps

Max: 16 x 12”; Min: 1 ⁄ x 1 ⁄ ”

Max: 16 x 12”; Min: 131⁄ 6 x 29/32”

600 (H) x 600 (V) TV lines

600 (H) x 600 (V) TV lines

450 (H) TV lines

450 (H) TV lines

12x optical / 4x digital

15x optical / 4x digital

4.7 to 70.5mm, f2.8

4.7 to 70.5mm, f/2.8

Set-up Dimensions

14.8 x 19 x 23”

14.8 x 19 x 23”

Folded Dimensions

14.8 x 19 x 7.1”

14.8 x 19 x 7.1”

10.4 lbs.

10.4 lbs.

Resolution: RGB Output
Resolution: Video Output
Powered Zoom
Lens

Weight

7
16

3
32

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821
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HV-3000XG
High Resolution
XGA Visual Presenter
Designed to provide powerful support for your presentations, the
HV-3000XG incorporates Elmo’s advanced optical technology to deliver
true XGA (1024 x 768 ) resolution output. A progressive scan CCD
captures images in amazing detail for faithful reproduction of small
text and three-dimensional objects. Analog RGB output allows you to
transfer images directly to LCD data projectors and PC monitors for
impressive multimedia presentations. Ideal for all sorts of applications,
from business and industrial to research and eduction.
F E AT U R E S

Superb Image Quality
◆ 1/3” 850,000-pixel Progressive-Scan CCD

significantly improves performance and
image quality compared to conventional
CCDs. Offering up to 600 lines of resolution
through the analog outputs, the
HV-3000XG displays images are displayed
with outstanding sharpness and clarity.

10x Optical Zoom
◆ A built-in, high-performance 10x optical

zoom (5.8 to 58mm) lens with auto/manual
focus provides both a wide angle and a
long zoom feature to show intricate details
or very small text.
◆ The rotating camera head captures objects

you require, positioned anywhere on the
stage. For lighting, the unit integrates
two overhead fluorescent light units to
illuminate text, flat art and 3D objects.

◆ Equipped with analog RGB output, so you

can connect the HV-3000XG directly to an
LCD projector or PC monitor and display
images in true XGA resolution. When
interfacing with computer generated
graphics the HV-3000XG displays native
XGA (1024 x 768 pixels) resolution without
compressing the image.

LCD Confidence Monitor
◆

An optional 5” LCD monitor mounts via the
optional MS-402 mounting and swiveling
shoe to confirm document positioning,
zooming and focusing. Especially handy
when switching among several display
sources. Power to the LCD monitor is
provided by the HV-3000XG.

On-screen display makes custom functions
easy to control.

◆

Color/B&W selection

◆

Selectable NTSC or PAL video output

◆

Includes an infrared wireless remote and a
computer mouse controller, making the
on-screen display very intuitive and easy to
customize functions.

◆

Use the built-in arrow video pointer to easily
show points of interest on your visuals to
the audience. (Pointer can be controlled by
the mouse or wireless controller.)

◆

The mouse lets you smoothly control
presentation-enhancing functions. The
wireless remote can control all presenter’s
functions, allowing you to watch both the
visual and the audience’s reaction.

Exposure Control
◆

Exposure controls include automatic iris
(with level adjustment) as well as manual,
and white balance with three settings
(Auto/One-Push/Manual).

◆

Main menu items can be set also from the
front operation panel of the main body or
the remote control via the OSD (On-Screen
Display) menu.

◆

Other controls include aperture and gamma
selection (on/off ), saving of present status
and adjusted values, changing the color and
the shape of the on-screen pointer

Pause mode digitally freezes the image on
the screen allowing you to switch visuals
without interruption, as well as take a closer
look at the presented material.

◆

RS-232 port allows serial remote control of
the presenter from a PC or remote control
system like Crestron or AMX.

◆

USB port to transfer images to and from a
PC with no compromise in quality.

◆

The self-contained HV-3000XG weighs only
14 lbs, and folds compactly, so it can be
used wherever your presentations take you.

◆

Bundled Image Mate Software
The supplied Image Mate software for USB allows the
HV-3000XG to be controlled via computer. Windows 98
compatible, it lets you capture still images in JPEG or BMP
format, where they can be edited and processed on your
PC with commercially available photo retouching software.

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO

Conveniences
◆

www.bhphotovideo.com

HV-3000XG (ELHV3000XG) ...........................Call
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HV-5100XG
High Resolution
XGA Visual Presenter
A high resolution visual presenter, the HV-5100XG steps up from the
HV-3000XG with built-in 18x optical zoom lens, 2x digital zoom with
scrolling, negative/positive conversion and gamma adjustment. It delivers
crystal-clear XGA reproduction with 20 fps motion, presenting any still
and moving object with world leading clarity. (HV-3000XG features XGA
with 15 fps). New CCD pixel interpolation circuitry reproduces even the
finest differences of colors, and an improved image processing formula
effectively minimizes noises in the picture. It also features a built-in scan
converter, allowing you to convert RGB signals, such as images from a PC,
into video signals for output to interlaced video monitors.

HV-5100XG (ELHV5100XG) .........................................2199.95

Step-up features from the HV-3000XG
◆

Exclusive built-in scan converter allows you
to convert RGB signals, such as images from
a PC, into video signals for output to a video
monitor (or projector), easily integrating it
into a videoconferencing system. Simply
transfer PC images through a phone line to
a remote area, while locally projecting the
same images on a screen with a data
projector. Several output jacks are available
including RGB, composite and S-Video for
connection to various equipment.

◆

Crystal-clear XGA reproduction at 20 fps
presents any still and moving object with
world leading clarity!

◆

The high-quality lens can be positioned to
view items on its table-top flat base or even
something on a wall. The 18x zoom capability can serve up critical details of small items
or show things or people across the room.
The lens can be positioned in almost any
direction. The 2x digital zoom creates an
amazing 36x magnification.

◆

Incredible noise reduction with Frame
Accumulate Mode (F.A.M). F.A.M accumulates
frames before they are output as an image,
resulting in an output image with a
decreased noise level – for a smoother,
clearer, sharper reproduction. For example,
when looking at low contrast specimens, the
visual presenter can use the reflected light
from multiple frames and concentrate that
light for greater detail.

◆

Image Rotation button on the front panel
rotates the image 90° at a time

◆ Screen scroll eliminates need to move

input object
◆

Negative/positive conversion

◆

Save up to 8 images in internal memory
(volatile). This lets you create smoothflowing presentations by calling up presaved materials. Turning the presenter off
automatically deletes what is in memory.

HV-110XG Mobile Visual Presenter
The HV-110XG is a high-resolution digital document
camera that is easy to use out of the box. It outputs
a XGA signal to a projector or computer monitor. It
can also input and pass-through a computer signal
effectively making the unit a switcher for 2 sources.
Sharp 3mm f/2.9 lens gives extra depth of field
compared to most lenses, perfect for displaying
3-dimensional objects or highly detailed flat art.
◆ Big 14.3 x 10.7” scanning area folds into

compact notebook size
◆ Easy plug-and-play connections to PC

and LCD / DLP projector
◆ True XGA (1024 x 768) capture and out-

put resolution
◆ Progressive scan at 20 fps for virtual

real- time viewing ease
◆ RGB PC connection for seamless laptop

presentation switching

◆ Unique wide depth of field optical

system for continuous focus
◆ 4x electronic macro zoom, auto white

balance and exposure
◆ It weighs 3 lbs. and is 2.3 x 11.1 x 6.3”,

making it compact and easy to carry.
HV-110XG Mobile
Visual Presenter (ELHV110XG) .........649.95

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821
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HV-7100SX
High Resolution
SXGA Visual Presenter
The HV-7100SX is the ultimate visual presenter designed to work
with the most demanding applications. Offering unprecedented
features and versatility the HV-7100SX is equipped with
2.1-megapixel Progressive Scan CCD that allows you to display
a wide variety of visual information with an amazing SXGA
resolution and 900 lines of horizontal resolution. Features include
Elmo’s Enhanced Calibrated High Color Optimizer image system
to ensure noise reduction as well as true color high-resolution
SXGA images. Built-in annotation allows you to draw lines (free
or straight), boxes (variety of colors) to highlite and enhance screen images. Compare live screen to stored images - side
by side with up to 20x zoom (10x optical and 2x digital). Store up to 8 images.

Same as the HV-51000XG, except:
◆ Featuring a 2.1 megapixel progressive scan

CCD, with it performance focused on SXGA
resolution, images with ultra-high crispness
and clarity are produced. Achieves unheard
of 900 lines of broadcast quality resolution.
◆

A CCD pixel-interpolation circuit algorithm in
the Image-Processing Engine reduces oversaturated colors and jaggedness along
image/text edges. Even the filaments within
a butterfly’s wings are reproduced in true
colors and with rich gradations.

◆

“Highlighted Zoom Window” feature lets you
highlight (brighten) a specific area within the
picture displayed on screen in order to draw
attention to it for discussion with your
audience. By using the 2x magnification
feature in this mode, you can also pan and
scroll through the area you highlighted.

◆

Pointer marker with color selectable arrows
to indicate up to three points that you want
to emphasize.

◆

Split screen capability allows you to display
a live image side-by-side with an image
stored in memory. Both the live image and
the image in memory can be independently
scrolled horizontally. Ideal for teachers, it
lets them give their students a lesson that is
even more fun and easier to understand.

◆

◆

You can draw attention to areas you want to
emphasize by drawing freehand lines and
underlining on the the projected image.
This lets you convey your presentations to
your audience with even greater retention.

◆

Capture moving objects at a speed of 15
frames per second, with all the high image
quality of 2.1 megapixels. This makes is possible to create dynamic presentations of
hand movements and the like with smooth,
vivid motion.

A high-performance 10x optical zoom with
an auto/manual focus provides a wide angle
and a long zoom feature to show intricate
details or very small text. Also incorporates
a 2x digital zoom which uses the bilinear
method, which eliminates jaggedness by
using the data values for neighboring pixels
to smooth out gradations.

Drawing Tools and Pointer Marker
1 Free-line tool

7

Partial delete

2 Draw straight line

8

Clear box
Clear all

3 Draw rectangle

9

4 Horizontal line marker

10 Pointing marker

5 Vertical line marker

11 Color palette

6 Change line thickness

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO
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HV-7100SX (ELHV7100SX)
Includes an LCD monitor cable, a video
cable, an S-Video cable, a wireless remote
control, a scroll mouse, a 6’ USB cable,
and a utility software CD-ROM .....3299.95
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HV-8000SX
IP Addressable
SXGA Visual Presenter
The HV-8000SX is a high-resolution document camera that can
capture the most minute details with precise color accuracy. As a
remote-controllable IP-addressable unit, users can share images
as well as 3D objects anytime, anywhere on the internet and
maintain real-time interactive control.
With browser-based operation using Internet Explorer or Netscape
Navigator, the HV-8000SX can deliver real-time motion and freeze
frame SXGA resolution images on the internet. Organizations can
hold videconferences without personnel leaving their desks.
Doctors can view procedures in any part of a medical installation.
Lawyers can all read the same document transmitted internally
or from an outside meeting. Banks can verify signatures from many locations. All of this can be viewed by individuals
connected to their organization's network on their laptops or on the PC's in their offices.
F E AT U R E S
◆ Incorporates a 10x optical zoom, auto focus

power-driven lens with 2x electronic magnification and remote pan and scroll capability.
◆

True SXGA (1280 x 1024) resolution with
image details enhanced by a 1.5 megapixel
progressive-scan image capture chip.

◆

180° digital image rotation is helpful when
working with spread sheets.

◆

On-Screen Menu Display (OSD) with
supplied mouse makes it easy to adapt for
color, lighting, almost any situation faced in
any room environment.

◆

It has a USB port for image transfer to PC’s,
switch selectable RGB inputs for 2 PC’s,

◆

A full presentation program can be produced
with the unit’s audio capability. Mic and
line-level stereo input and stereo audio
output can be run through the unit to a
display device like a projector or the network.

◆

JPEG compression mode, upper and lower
lights.

HV-8000SX (ELHV8000SX)
Includes ImageMate software, an
infrared wireless remote control, and a
scroll mouse .........................................4649.95

Remote and Network Presentation Capability
The HV-8000SX is ready to interface with the web or local networks with its RJ-45 ethernet
connector and its built-in web browser. The individual operating the HV-8000SX no longer needs
to be present to the object or document to focus on a particular area. Equipped with Ethernet
10-Base-T and T/100-Base-TX interface, and offers the following protocols: IP, ARP, TCP, UDP, ICMP,
HTTP, FTP, and telnet. For more localized uses the presenter comes with both a plug-in mouse and
an infrared wireless remote.

Via a Web/LAN network, the HV-8000SX Visual Presenter can:
◆

Transmit clear SXGA high-resolution images

◆

Send real-time/live images

◆

Share documents with others via the internet

◆

Can be operated from a remote location
(remote control of zoom, focus, iris, lights,
negative/positive mode, color/B&W mode,
RGB, aperture and contrast

Annotation Module for all Visual Presenters
The EVR-100 Annotation Module permits Elmo document
camera users to annotate, underline or highlight any
document, photo or flat art without damaging the
original. It fits onto any full-featured Elmo analog or
digital document camera from the EV-2000AF analog
unit through the advanced HV-8000SX IP-addressable
visual presenter. It simplifies the storage of notes,
formulas, bullet points and other helpful aids without
the need for a computer or other digital accessories.
EVR-100 Annotation Module (ELEVR100) ....................128.50

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821
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ELMO

DOCUMENT CAMERA SPECIFICATIONS
HV-110XG

HV-3000XG

HV-5100XG

P10

P30

HV-7100SX

HV-8000SX

CCD

1/3” 850,000 pixels

1/3” 850,000 pixels

1/3” 850,000 pixels

1/3” 850,000 pixels

1/3” 850,000 pixels

1/1.8” 2 mega pixels

1/2”1.5 mega pixels

Effective Pixels

1024 (H) x 768 (V)

1024 (H) x 768 (V)

1024 (H) x 768 (V)

1034 (H) x 779 (V)

1034 (H) x 779 (V)

—

—

Frame Rate

20 fps

15 fps

20 fps

20 fps

20 fps

15 fps

7.5 fps

RGB Output

600 x 600 (HxV)

600 x 600 (HxV)

600 x 600 (HxV)

600 x 600 (HxV)

600 x 600 (HxV)

800 x 800 (HxV)

800 x 800 (HxV)

—

400 TV Line

400 TV Line

450 (H) TV lines

450 (H) TV lines

400 (H)

400 (H)

Zoom Ratio

2x Optical, 4x Digital

10x Optical

18x

10x

10x

F.No./f (mm)

F2.9, f=3mm

F2.8, f=5.8–58mm

F2.8, f=4.7–84.6mm

F2.8, f=4.7–56.4mm

F2.8, f=4.7–70.5mm

F2.8, f=7.2-72mm

F2.8, f=7.2-72mm

Close-up Lens

—

Hinge Type

Hinge Type

Hinge Type

Hinge Type

Built-in

Built-in

Shooting Area (max)

364x271mm

340x252mm

350x260mm

405x303mm

405x303mm

362x290mm

362x290mm

Shooting Area (min)

Video Output

12x Optical, 4x Digital 15x Optical, 4x Digital

179x135mm

38x28mm

25x19mm

36.5x28mm

30x23mm

40x32mm

40x32mm

Zoom

Manual

Powered

Powered

Powered

Powered

Powered w/2x Speed

Powered w/2x Speed

Focus

Focus Free

Auto/Manual

AF/ Powered

AF/Powered

AF/Powered

Fixed

Auto/Manual

Auto/Manual

Auto/Manual

Auto/Manual

—

—

Head Rotation

—

Provided

Provided

Provided

Provided

Provided

Provided

White Balance

Full-auto/Locked

Full-auto/One-Push/Manual

Auto/One-Set/Manual

Neg/Pos Conversion

—

—

Provided

Provided

Provided

Provided

Provided

Color/BW Covert

—

Provided

Provided

Provided

Provided

Provided

Provided

Detail Compensation

—

Provided

Provided

Provided

Provided

Provided

Provided

Freeze Function

—

Provided

Provided

Provided

Provided

Provided

Provided

Digital Zoom

2X

—

2X

4X

4X

2X

Provided

Image Rotation

—

Provided

Provided

Provided

Provided

Provided

Provided

Digital Pointer

—

Provided

Provided

—

—

Provided

Provided

Image Memory

—

Provided (8 Images)

—

—

Provided (8 Images)

—

On Screen Display

—

Provided

Provided

Provided

Provided

Provided

Provided

XGA

XGA

XGA

XGA

XGA

SXGA/XGA

SXGA/XGA

—

—

—

Provided (6)

Provided (8)

Provided (8)

Provided (1)

Iris

Resolution Conversion
User Preset
RGB Output Terminal

Auto/Manual (power) Auto/Manual (power)

Full-auto/One-Push/Manual Full-auto/One-Push/Manual Full-auto/One-Push/Manual Full-auto/One-Push/Manual

Mini 15P Convert

Mini 15P Convert

Mini 15P Convert

Mini 15P Convert

Mini 15P Convert

Mini 15P Convert

Mini 15P Convert

Slide Film Holder

—

—

—

Provided

Provided

—

—

RS-232C / USB

—

Provided

Provided

Provided

Provided

Provided

Provided

Composite Video

—

Provided

Provided

Provided

Provided

Provided

Provided

S-Video

—

—

Provided

Provided

Provided

Provided

Provided

Mouse

—

Provided

Provided

—

—

Provided

Provided

Wireless Remote

—

Provided

Provided

Provided

Provided

Provided

Provided

Size (folded mm)

59x282x161mm

500x612x99mm

400x524x181mm

377x482x180mm

378x482x180mm

400x655x187mm

533x449x185mm

Weight

1.5kg

6.5kg

9.8kg

4.7kg

4.7kg

10kg

10.5kg

Power

12V DC

AC 120V, 60Hz

AC 100V-240V

AC 100V-240V

AC 100V-240V

AC 100V-240V

AC 100V-240V
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HV-C1000XG
High-Resolution Ceiling Mount
‘Out of Sight’ Visual Presenter
Documents come in every form, and this ultra-telescopic high-resolution presenter
handles them all. Designed for ceiling-mounted applications, the HV-C1000XG
captures detailed overhead images of documents, 3D objects and blueprints. For use
in installations requiring unobstructed podiums or tabletops, it is ideal for municipal
government meetings for reviewing site maps at zoning variance hearings. It is also
effective for medical and sales training. For most applications, the camera can be
mounted as high as 18’ above the work/display surface.
Taking you far beyond the limits of conventional tabletop document cameras, the HV-C1000XG
frees up valuable desk, boardroom table r podium space—and eliminates cable clutter—while delivering high-resolution
images from a high-resolution 24x zoom that can handle a post card to an A3 page from 4.9 to 13’ heights. Mounted on
the ceiling, it views your presentation material (flat-art or 3D objects) from a 15° offset to your desktop or conference
table to eliminate annoying reflections while illuminating the subject material clearly.
F E AT U R E S
◆

Ceiling Enclosure for the HV-C1000XG (ELCE)

24x zoom (12x optical and 2x digital) lens
accommodates true XGA high-resolution images from
post card-size to an A3 page from 4.9 to 13’ heights.

◆ Fast frame rate of 20 frames per second means

motion is smooth— approaching video signals.
◆

Designed for ceiling-mounted applications,
captures detailed overhead images of documents,
3D objects and blueprints.

◆

For use in installations requiring unobstructed
podiums or tabletops. Ideal for reviewing site maps
as well as medical/sales training.

◆

For most applications, the camera can be mounted
as high as 18’ above the work/display surface.

◆

Focusing Auto/ Manual (Powered)

◆

Iris Auto (with level adjustment)/ Manual

◆

White balance Full auto/ One push/ Manual

◆

Negative/Positive conversion; Color/B&W selection

◆

Image memory (8 images)

◆

Pause (freeze) mode

◆

Image rotation and 2x magnification (can be scrolled)

◆ RGB, composite and S-Video output
◆

Ext. control includes: IR Remote, RS-232C, mouse and
USB

The plenum enclosure, constructed of
heavy gauge galvanized steel, facilitates
in-ceiling, flush mounted installation of
the HV-C1000XG. The camera can be
attached to a standard LCD projector
mount and attached to the housing of
the plenum enclosure. Once mounted,
the camera can be easily adjusted from
front-to-back and side to- side to make
it easy to locate the box in the ceiling
architecturally in relation to the lectern
surface.
Design permits easy access to the HV-C1000XG for halogen lamp replacement
(thumbscrew access/no tools required) and camera service. The specifications of
the plenum enclosure follow all UL requirements. Constructed mostly of 16 ga.
steel, it accommodates a mounting plate with a load capacity of 500 lbs.
Immediately-visible areas of the camera box are painted white and everything
else in the box is galvanized steel, to reduce weight and retain a corrosion-free
appearance over the long term. The package includes the necessary trim plates
and escutcheon.
The HV-C1000XG can be attached to a standard LCD projector mount and
attached to the housing of the plenum enclosure. Once mounted, the camera
inside the unit has a location adjustment range from dead center of 2 12⁄ ”, each
direction, front-to-back and side-to-side. With the camera adjustment carrier
assembly placed at the very center of its adjustment range, the point that the
camera lens axis (which is at a fixed 15° forward tilt from vertical) exits the very
bottom (main door) surface of the unit is right on the centerline of the overall
front-to-back dimension of the box. This makes locating the box in the ceiling
architecturally easy in relation to the lectern surface...........................................829.95

HV-C1000XG (ELHVC1000XG) ........................................6299.95

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821
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ELPDC05
High-Resolution Document Imager
When it comes to sharing intricate blueprints, charts, or 3-D objects
with a room full of students or executives, the Epson ELPDC05
high-resolution document imager is clearly a remarkable solution.
Eliminating the need to prepare overhead transparencies or gather
audience members around a crowded demonstration table, this
powerful accessory is perfect for the most demanding imaging
applications. With XGA resolution, it’s the ideal way to display
anything with clarity and precision. Its built-in base light provides
optimum image quality for transparencies, slides, negatives, and
X-rays, while a live camera with optical and digital magnification
enables users to zoom in up to 35x. Special functions like Clear
Screen mode, white balance and gamma selection are also
available to enhance every detail.
The ELPDC05 has an RGB function that allows for seamless
switching between different sources. And, there’s even a wireless
remote control. Epson’s innovative push-button feature makes it
easy to rotate and capture images. Then, save them to a PC using the bundled Image Mate software so they can be
retrieved later, distributed, and/or added to another presentation. Whether it’s used in the classroom, courtroom, or
board room, the versatile Epson ELPDC05 is the perfect complement to any presentation system.
F E AT U R E S

Superior Image Quality
and Performance

Advanced Presentation Features
◆ RGB switching function for seamless

◆ XGA resolution for incredible clarity
◆

1/3” 850,000 pixel CCD for capturing fine
details in images, text and 3-D objects

◆ 18x optical zoom for capturing minute

features
◆

◆

2x digital magnification (with live camera),
which works together with the optical zoom
to enlarge images up to 35x
Built-in base light to display transparencies,
negatives, slides, and X-rays

◆ Motion at 20 frames per second
◆ Built-in white balance for enhancing contrast

transitions between two applications
◆

◆ Eight picture memory presets
◆

Built-in RS-232C interface for communication with a remote control system

◆ Easy-to-use wireless remote control and

◆ Tilting camera head so images can be

captured both on and off the stage

front panel operation
◆ On-screen display menu (accessed via the

included mouse) for easy control
◆ Arrow pointer to guide audience members

during critical presentations
◆ Image Mate software to rotate and save

images onto a PC

One-touch freeze function to stabilize
motion on the screen and display it as a
still image

◆

Negative/positive conversion that’s ideal
for viewing film photography

◆ Built-in scrolling for more extensive image

coverage
◆

Convenient handle and compact design so
it is easy to take the document imager to
your next presentation

◆ Gamma selection for low-light situations

Epson Service and Support

◆ Clear Screen/Image mode to eliminate

random noise
◆ Color and black-and-white selection for

X-rays and dark blueprint images
◆

Built-in image rotation (90°, 180° and 270°)

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO

◆ Comprehensive two-year warranty
◆ 90-day bulb warranty for added

dependability

www.bhphotovideo.com

◆ Epson PrivateLine— dedicated toll-free

support line available from 6 a.m. to 6 p.m.
PST Monday - Friday. This service is free for
the duration of the warranty.
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MVP-100
Multi Video Product
The MVP-100 is the first camera with a durable exterior finish boasting
aluminum construction to meet the rigors of daily use. A high resolution
camera, the MVP-100 output signals for RCA, USB, VGA and network. This
camera comes complete with Applied Vision Software for USB. The RJ-45 or
network output works with Internet Explorer and does not require any
localized software. The RCA output is ideal for VCR’s, televisions, or multimedia projectors, while the VGA input and output (15-pin D Sub) is designed
to maximize the interaction of your computer and multimedia projector.
Manage all of your A/V electronics through the easy-to-use touchpad.
All Aluminum
Head Construction
Featuring all aluminum
construction, the
durable, easy-to-position
head comes complete
with Quick Focus Lens

Media Management

Simultaneous Connections

◆ Switch between Computer, Projector

◆ RJ-45 – Network Connection

and Monitor

◆ USB – Digital to Computer

◆ Manage XGA Connections

◆ RCA – Composite Video & Audio

◆ Positive/Negative Control

◆ VGA – Video

◆ Darken & Brighten Images

Firmware Based for Networking

Applied Vision Software

◆ Easy Connection to Networks

◆ Notate on Image

◆ Capture Single Images

◆ Capture Single Images

◆ Accessible from Multiple Computers Using

Internet Explorer

◆ Sequence Time-lapse Images
◆ Capture Time-lapse Movies

◆ No Software to Install

◆ Measure

◆ Remote Applications

Applied Vision Software
Bundled with all Ken-A-Vision USB Cameras
This innovative software application (for Windows only) works seamlessly with all
Ken-A-Vision digital USB products, enabling students to capture and manipulate videos
and images from their experiments. Advanced functionalities such as image amalgamation and measurement export empower you compile, analyze, and integrate data
and multimedia into reports, with a customizable, user-friendly graphic interface.
◆ Capture and save still images in multiple formats

◆

Measure and log distance between points or area within an ellipse

◆

Record movies in AVI format

◆

Easily export logged measurements to a Microsoft spreadsheet

◆

Capture a time-lapse as a movie or series of stills

◆

◆

Amalgamate images with various algorithms, and fine-tune the
positioning to properly align and compare images

Drawing tools include: insert text, draw arrows, lines, and circles,
pencil tool, brightness and contrast, negative image, and more

◆

◆

Search for media files my name or date

Clean Screen mode expands captured image to window size for
immersive editing

◆

Undo and Redo functions (up to ten steps)

◆

Share live video across a network

◆

Magnifying glass for spot magnification

◆

Instantly e-mail images

◆

High quality full screen live video

◆

Personalize your screen with customizable background images

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821
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MEMORY SCOPE

MICROPROJECTOR 2

T-1955

X2000

Microscope with Memory Chip

21st Century Version Microprojector

This microscope has
its own memory chip,
an easy to use touch
panel and an
adjustable LCD
monitor attached to
the head for viewing.
Connect the microscope to a TV,
computer or the
network so it can be
viewed by a large
audience. Save up to
30 images at a time
and compare 1 or 3
images to a live
picture, eliminating the need to connect this scope to a
computer to capture images. You can download images
later via USB. Images can also be accessed or sent to a
network using the ethernet connection, or viewed on a TV
or from a projector via composite video output.

The Microprojector 2
(MP2) has over 10 cm
of working distance
for a variety of
medium, plus an
XGA camera with a
USB 2.0 – 1024x 768
full screen resolution –
connection option.
This inverted microscope has a zoom
lens and digital
technology that
connects directly to a
multimedia projector
or computer monitor.
VGA Connection
CCD XGA full motion 1024 x 768 camera for connection to computer,
monitor or LCD projector. 4x to 40x zoom allows easy teaching and
presentation

Floating Stage
Touch Keypad and Internal Imaging Chip
The keypad allows you to manage the internal imaging chip. The
imaging chip captures still images, time lapse images and creates
comparison of live and stored images. With the split screen option
you can compare 1, 2 or 4 images simultaneously which makes the
microscope a great addition to any forensics or comparison labs.
The erase feature lets you select which 1 to 30 images to be retained.

◆ Ken-A-Vision multi-directional floating stage makes it easy to use

with the larger specimens and containers
◆ Sealed for wet samples
◆ Ease of operation and positioning

Inverted Light Rheostat
◆ Rheostat controlled light source, is a cool operational upper light

LCD Screen
Vew live pictures; view recorded images or sequences of images;
compare 1 to 3 recorded slides to each other or to the live picture

source, so specimens don’t get overheated, allowing longer viewing
times of living organisms
◆ Magnified light source for additional working distance. Room for

larger specimens or containers

Multiple Connections
Ethernet (RJ-45) for network connection; USB for computer connection;
composite video (RCA) for output to video monitor or projector

◆ View slides, petri dishes, thin or thick sections, large semi-transparent

Specifications

Specifications

Head Type
Eyepiece
Objective Lens
Weight
Dimensions

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO

45° angle Monocular with built-in camera
10x Widefield
4x, 10x, 40xR, 100xR DIN
9.15 lbs
8.5 x 5 x 14.5” (LWH)

www.bhphotovideo.com

objects

Objective Lens
Magnification
Focus Adjustment

4x - 40x Zoom
Up to 400x, enlarges over 5500x
Coarse and Fine

Resolution

1024 X 768

Output Signal

Digital XGA

DOCUMENT CAMERAS
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T-1952 • T-1953 • T-1954
VGA and SXGA
Digital Video Microscopes
Instantly produce high resolution 640 x 480 digital images with the T-1952 and T-1953
(composite video out) Digital Comprehensive Scopes. Instantly capture microscopic
images directly to your computer or to display on your TV monitor. Complete with
Applied Vision software for Windows, and Ken-A-Vision Capture for Macintosh, these
powerful analyzing tools enhance learning by capturing details you might otherwise
miss. For those who need higher resolution, the T-1954 steps up with 1.3-megapixel
camera to deliver 1280 x 960 SXGA resolution. It also features fast USB 2.0 output, but
no Macintosh software.
◆ Microscope & camera in one to present

◆ Applied Vision Software

Windows: Time lapse
sequencing, measuring tools, full screen
viewing, video streaming, FTP uploading

microscopic images
◆ Live video or USB delivered at 30 frames/sec

◆ Full screen images at 640 x 480 VGA (T-1952/

◆ Base: High density plastic covered metal to

1953) or 1280 x 960 SXGA resolution (T-1954)

prevent chipping

T-1252 • T-1252C Digital PrepScopes
The T-1252 and T-1252C (cordless) Digital PrepScope are cost-effective solution to
microscopic imaging. Powered via USB to capture high-resolution microscopic images
with your computer, this microscope features a built-in camera with full-screen image
resolution at 640 x 480 VGA. Now you have the option to use it as a standard microscope or digital microscope. A great addition to the classroom, it comes complete with
Applied Vision software for Windows and Ken-A-Vision Capture for Mac. The software
will enable students to learn while they capture, measure, manipulate, and amalgamate microscopic images. Create time lapse movies, view full screen, see live specimens as they run across your screen, or simply capture a still image.

Head Type

◆

10x Widefield Eyepiece lets you view the specimen on the screen and through the scope

◆

C-MOS camera with full screen imaging at 640 x 480 VGA

◆

Long bulb life (up to 100,000 hours of operation)

◆

One knob controls both coarse and fine focusing

◆

Base: High density plastic covered metal to prevent chipping

T-1252

T-1252C

T-1952

T-1953

T-1954

Monocular

Monocular

Monocular

Monocular

Monocular

4x, 10x, 40xR, 100xR DIN

4x, 10x, 40xR, 100xR DIN

4x, 10x, 40xR, 100xR DIN

Coaxial Coarse and Fine

Coaxial Coarse and Fine

Coaxial Coarse and Fine

Eyepiece
Objective Lens
Focus

10x Widefield Eyepiece with Pointer
4x, 10x, 40xR DIN

4x, 10x, 40xR DIN

Coarse/Fine Focusing in one knob

Composite Video

—

—

—

Yes

—

USB

1.1

1.1

1.1

1.1

2.0/1.1

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821
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VIDEO FLEX 7600
Video Camera
The Video Flex 7600 connects directly to the USB port of any computer to transmit and capture
images. It can also simultaneously output a composite or S-Video signal for display on TV, VCR or
projector. This means you can run a live video signal to a television or
projector and capture images on your computer using the Mac and
Windows software that comes bundled with the Video Flex 7600. The
Applied Vision Software for Windows allows you to view live video,
edit captured images, make time-lapse studies and record movies,
all in full screen mode. Connect your computer to a projector and even
the students in the back row are able to see what you are teaching.
◆ Simultaneous USB, composite and S-Video

◆ Interchangeable lens system accommodates

output for greater range of applications;

all C-mount lenses

◆

Triangular Base: Slip and Tip proof

◆

◆

500 lines of horizontal resolution for crisp
clear images

Quick Focus: 1/4 turn moves from 6mm to
infinity

◆

Poly-carbonate build allows for rugged conditions and environment

Ball and socket head for greater range of
motion and easier positioning

◆

Has a built-in mic for recording or amplifying

◆

◆ Adjustable contrast

and fluorescent control

◆

Positive / Negative Switch: Similar to darkfield control on microscopes; reverses the
lighted images

◆

Kensington security slot provides anti-theft
control

VIDEO FLEX 7700
Network-Ready Video Camera
With a built-in ethernet port, and software already installed in the
camera, the Video Flex 7700 is a network-ready video camera designed
from the ground up to redefine teaching and learning. There is no software to install, it works using any web browser via the Ken-A-Vision
Viewer network interface.
No Software to Install:
◆

Triangular Base:
Slip and Tip proof

◆ Interchangeable lens

system accommodates
all C-mount lenses
◆

Quick Focus: 1/4 turn moves from 6mm to infinity

◆

Ball and socket head for greater range of motion and
easier positioning

◆ Adjustable contrast and fluorescent control
◆
◆

Positive/Negative Switch: Similar to darkfield control on
microscopes; reverses the lighted images
Kensington security slot provides anti-theft control

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO

◆ Configure the 7700 with the appropriate IP address and networks settings, as deter-

mined by a network administrator
◆ Check the network settings at a glance, including the MAC address
◆ Configure multiple accounts to log in with different permission levels. Set users to

have either view-only access, or full control of the device
◆ Can be upgraded quickly and easily in the event of

a firmware update

Specifications
Hardware

32 Bit RISC Processor, with embedded Linux OS and 4MB of Flash Memory

Video Input / Output
Video Size

www.bhphotovideo.com

1CH. NTSC/PAL / 1CH. NTSC/PAL
640 x 480, 320 x 240, 160 x 120 [30 frame/sec (320 x 240) frame rate]
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7200U • 7200UM
Digital Video Flex Cameras
Ken-A-Vision created the 7200U (640 x 480) and 7200UM
(1280 x 960) Digital Video Flex Cameras with a custom CMOS
chip, glass lens and Quick Turn Focus making them capable
of capturing superior quality images. Use them in and out of
the classroom as a presentation or microscope camera.
◆ Digital signal for crisp clear images.
◆ Applied Vision Software lets you capture and edit images and movies.
◆ Poly-Carbonate build allows for rugged conditions and environment.
◆ Interchangeable lens system accommodates all c-mount lenses.
◆ Quick Focus: 1/4 turn moves from 6mm to infinity.
◆ Microphone for recording or amplifying.
◆ 1.5 Lux for use in a

wide range of lighting conditions.

◆ Kensington slot provides anti-theft control.
◆ Supplied Discovery Scope Kit to view specimens without a microscope

7890U • 7890UM
Digital Vision Viewers
The 7890U (640 x480) and 7890UM (1280 x 960) are Digital
Vision Viewers that connect directly to your computer or laptop.
These presentation cameras come with a pre-attached 5’ cable
and are powered via their USB connection, so there are no parts
to lose. They comes complete with Applied Vision Software
for Windows (7890U also includes Ken-A-Vision Capture for
Macintosh), allowing you to develop solutions for all your
presentation needs.
7200U

7200UM

7890U

7890UM

Output

Digital

Digital

Digital

Digital

Connection

USB 1.1

USB 2.0/1.1

USB 1.1

USB 2.0/1.1

8mm interchangeable C-mount

8mm interchangeable C-mount

6mm Glass

6mm Glass

640 x 480

1280 x 960

640 x 480

1280 x 960

1.5 lux

1.5 lux

1.5 lux

1.5 lux

Magnification

50:1 or greater

50:1 or greater

50:1 or greater

50:1 or greater

Focal Distance

1/4” to infinity

1/4” to infinity

1” to infinity

1” to infinity

Applied Vision for Windows
Ken-a-Vision Capture for Mac

Applied Vision for Windows

Applied Vision for Windows
Ken-a-Vision Capture for Mac

Applied Vision for Windows

Lens
Resolution
Light Sensitivity

Included Software

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821
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SVP-5300
High-Resolution Document Imager
The SVP-5300 is the entry level model visual presenter from Samsung, yet it
is packed full of powerful features to bring real benefits in classrooms or
training rooms. A portable and flexible product for visual communications,
the SVP-5300 is an excellent tool for creating polished multimedia
presentations. Equipped with SSNR noise elimination chip, fast USB 2.0
connectivity and 25 frames per second image capture, you can capture
moving images in real time with much sharper pictures.
Furthermore its allows users to create their own presentation with higher
flexibility and space-efficiency. The pivot head lets you view documents at
any angle, and the head also tilts to capture those awkward shaped
objects. Supplied with video capture software for the PC. Very quick to
set-up (under a minute typically) the SVP5300 is lightweight and portable,
with a carry case included in the package.
F E AT U R E S
◆ Equipped with Samsung Super Noise

Reduction (SSNR), an outstanding noise
elimination technology, images are much
more distinctive –surpassed S-Video–as
common noise in the digital image
processing is dramatically reduced. More
detailed image enables users to deliver
effective and compelling presentations.
◆

◆

High-speed 16x auto focus zoom (plus 2x
digital zoom) gives you plenty of scope for
creative presentations. Even small letters in
books, pictures, maps, and catalogs can be
easily magnified on the screen.
The SVP-5300 has a multi-articulated
structure for extra flexibility. The camera
head is capable of rotating freely up to 270°
and tilting up and down up to 120°. This
flexibility enables users to present materials
on the working surface regardless of size or
type along with various visual aids in other
areas such as behind the unit or on a wall.

◆

Adjustable cold cathode lamp attached to
arm with remote on/off feature

◆

Convenient digital functions ensure
high-imact visual communications.
When you press the Freeze button, the
image stays on the screen. Replace the
script or picture with next one. Plus, the
object image can be rotated via the Image
Flip & Mirror functions.

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO

◆

Basic controls on the base include zoom,
auto focus, manual focus, automatic white
balance and brightness controls

◆

All the functions are easily controlled with
the supplied remote controller.

◆

Positive and negative image can both be
projected on to the screen or the monitor
for a clear and vivid image equivalent to the
quality of a printed image.

◆

Built-in Kensington port

◆

With the optional SLB-5 lightbox, a variety
of films such as transparencies,
photo-negative films, X-ray films, and slides
films can be projected onto a screen. This
backlight illuminator can be easily attached
and removed.

◆

The SVP-5300 can quickly transfer images to
a PC or laptop via USB 2.0. Produce an
impressionistic effect on the transferred
image using the bundled Digital Imaging
Effect Processing (DIEP) software.
Moreover, it can display and record real
motion pictures at up to 25fps (as JPG or
BMP files) and capture them just like a 3D
scanner. Save full motion AVI or MPEG-4
files for playback.

◆

Inputs include two composite video (RCA),
two audio and RS-232. Outputs include one
S-Video, two composite video (RCA), two
audio and USB 2.0.

◆

Includes remote control, cables, software,
supplementary lens and custom carrying
case.

SVP-5300 High-Resolution Document Imager (SASVP5300) ...............................................................874.95

Connections

www.bhphotovideo.com
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SVP-5500ST • SVP-5500DX
Video Presenters
The SVP-5500ST is a XGA resolution digital presenter with a 16x
auto focus zoom lens that pulls double duty as a document
camera and videoconferencing device (with the optional second
camera head). The camera head and arm can be rotated up 180°
to capture people, or positioned to display text, flat art or 3D
objects almost anywhere in the room. It has built-in light sources
to illuminate slides or transparencies from below and nontransparent objects from above. It features auto/manual iris,
positive/negative mode auto/manual white balance and RS-232
port. Otherwise identical, the SVP-5500DX adds a USB connector
and bundled software that allows the presenter to control zoom,
focus and other image options directly from the computer. It also
has a host of digital functions, stores up to 8 images as JPEG or
BMP files for instant recall, has 8-position lens and settings, and a built-in scan converter to convert data to video.
F E AT U R E S

5500DX Step-up Features

◆ They offer the flexibility to manually rotate

the camera head and arm up to 180°, so that
you can capture all images around you.
Convenient for video conferencing.

◆

In order to avoid interruption of your presentation, the 5500 DX offers the ability to store
eight focal settings which allows for a smooth flow of presentation material.

◆

The 5500 DX has a built-in 1024 scan converter. This feature allows you to convert data to video.
This allows you to show your presentation on a monitor without having to buy and
connect additional equipment, saving you time and money.

◆

The 5500DX has the capability to internally store up to eight images without attaching a PC.
After saving the images, you may recall them simply by pushing a button on the remote. You
may also use the divided screen function to compare a saved image with a live image.

– With the LCD monitor, you can view images
without connecting to a monitor or TV. This
allows you to preview your presentation as
prior to the actual presentation.

◆

The 5500 DX has a built in USB port that allows you to connect directly to a Windows-based
computer. You can save images to a computer as either a JPEG or BMP format in a few seconds,
and then edit them. The included software also provides you with an easy to use graphic
interface to control zoom, focus, color and more, directly from a computer.

– The sub camera gives you the great ability to
shoot precise angles and close-up images
even from a microscope.

◆ Image Freeze and mage rotation up to 180°

◆

Toggle the output signal back and forth
between a computer and the camera with
the touch of a button.

◆

A 4” LCD monitor and 410,000-pixel sub
camera are available as options:

◆ Negative/positive image conversion
◆

Powered (one touch) autofocus, automatic
iris with fine level adjustment and
manual/AWC (one touch) white balance

◆

Image control including brightness, tone
contrast, RG control, flicker reduction, etc.

◆

Two composite video, one stereo audio and
one microphone input. Two composite
video, one S-Video and stereo outputs

◆

Includes remote control, A/V cable, S-Video
cable and cover.

SVP-5500ST High Resolution Digital
Presenter (SASVP5500ST) .............................1599.95

SVP-5500DX High Resolution Digital
Presenter (SASVP5500DX) .............................2199.95

Optional Accessories
Optional sub-camera
gives you the ability
to enhance your
presentation,
enabling you to
shoot precise angles
and close-up images.

Free-standing LCD
monitor lets you
preview and set-up
your presentation.
It saves you time and
avoids embarrassing
situations.

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821
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SDP-850
High Resolution
XGA Digital Presenter
Delivering more clarity, flexibility and affordability, the SDP-850 is a smart,
high-resolution, digital presenter that offers a wealth of user-friendly features
to make any presentation exceptional. The SDP-850’s robust feature set
make it the ideal solution for the classroom, the courtroom, the board room
and anywhere else presentations of the highest quality are demanded. It
provides 42x zoom (14x optical and 3x digital zoom), XGA resolution, and
image freeze. Its free-angle head can rotate up to 270° and tilt up and down
up to 120°. There is also an optional lightbox (SLB-5) available.
◆

1/3” 850,000 Pixel PS CCD delivers true
20fps, native XGA resolution (1024 x 768)

◆

42x powered auto focus zoom lens (14x
optical plus continuous 3x digital zoom)

◆

Powered auto and manual focus, automatic
iris with fine level adjustment, manual and
auto (one-touch) white balance

◆

Digital functions include freeze, text/image
modes, positive/negative

◆

Multi-articulated design for flexibility and
space efficiency. Both the base and camera
head rotate 270° plus the camera head tilts
up and down 120°.

◆

◆

Adjustable LED lamp attached to arm with
remote on/off

◆

Built-in Kensington style security lock

◆

Includes remote control, supplementary
lens and custom carrying case

◆

VGA (15-pin) input/output plus RS-232 port

◆

Lets you save 4 user-defined presets

Basic controls on the base include zoom,
auto and manual focus, auto white balance,
brightness controls and negative/positive
settings

SDP-850 High-Resolution
XGA Video Presenter (SASDP850) ..............899.95

SDP-950STA • SDP-950DXA
High Resolution
XGA Digital Presenters
The SDP-950ST and SDP-950DXA are lightweight and portable visual
presenters with an auto-focus camera, computer interface and two
different lighting sources. The cameras can rotate a full 360°, images can
be displayed split-screen, shifted or motion freeze. They interface with all
computers through popular connectors and remote control software in
both PC and MAC platforms. The SDP-950DXA steps-up with a built-in
memory that allows you to save and recall 8 images, 3x3 screen display,
as well as rotate images (90°, 180° and 270°).
◆ 1/3” progressive scan CCD (850,000 pixels)

◆

◆

Vivid live images with 20fps real time motion

◆

◆

Fast data transfer with USB 2.0 interface

◆ 1 DVI and 2 VGA outputs

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO

Image freeze, up to 4 user-settings
Powerful 36x magnification (12x Optical;
3x digital)
◆ Easy-to-use GUI and mouse-controlled
annotation

www.bhphotovideo.com

SDP-950STA High Resolution
XGA Digital Presenter (SASDP950ST) ......2277.95
SDP-950DXA High Resolution
XGA Digital Presenter (SASDP950DX)......2499.95
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UF-80DX • UF80ST
High Resolution
XGA Digital Presenters
The compact UF-80DX and UF-80ST interactive presenters offer a revolutionary
sleek design, a new user interface and a host of smart features that let you take
your presentation to the next level. Weighing only 11 lbs., they feature a unique
open-round base for greater flexibility to lay large objects across, thereby
enabling the presentation of 2D and 3D objects. They also deliver crisp, live XGA
images at a rate of up to 20 frames per second and boast a powerful 42x zoom.
Both include a wireless remote, a USB 2.0 port and DVI output support.
The UF-80DX steps-up with the ability to quickly save and recall up to eight
images in memory, features split screen and image shift functions, and has a
digital image rotation control.
F E AT U R E S
◆

They are ideal for use in a wide variety of
places such as educational institutes, offices,
hospitals, courtrooms, broadcasting
stations, photo studios, and industrial sites.

◆

They deliver high-resolution XGA (1024 x
768) images with 20fps frame rate. Motion
technology prevents coarse motion caused
by the defective progressive scan. They are
ideal for use with a high resolution XGA
projector or monitor.

◆

◆

Built-in Kensington-style security lock

◆ Via the USB 2.0 port and supplied software

◆

Other features include on-screen display,
text enhancement (text and image settings
are automatically stored), image freeze, and
4 user-set preset functions (8 parameters).

◆

Equipped with 15-pin RGBHV input/output ,
PS/2 mouse and RES-232 input and DVI and
USB 2.0 output.

◆

They include remote, VGA, DVI and USB
cables, software and a carrying bag.

◆

With the optional SLB-80 lightbox, a variety
of films such as transparencies negative
films, X-ray films, and slide can be projected.

◆ They offer a new aesthetically stimulating

design that includes:
– Their unique open round base offers great
flexibility to lay larger objects completely
across it and zoom in for powerful close-ups.

you can control various functions of the
presenter from a PC. Moreover, it is possible
to record presentation images at 20 fps and
capture them just like a 3D scanner.

– Their compact design allows you to work in a
limited space environment.
– Optimize your presentation space with
exceptionally versatile and convenient
functions that enable the presentation of 2D
and 3D objects.
– Collapsible head and lighting enables
flexible positioning.
◆

◆

◆

High-speed, 14x auto focus zoom makes it
possible to clearly present a wide range of
materials. Make a realistic and 3D
presentation. Size and object is no longer an
obstacle. Plus add the the 3x digital zoom
and you have a powerful 42x zoom!

◆

Powered auto and manual focus, automatic
iris with fine level adjustment, manual and
auto (one-touch) white balance

◆

For users more comfortable using a mouse
(PS/2), they include a pull down menu with
a simple GUI to access every feature. Using
the mouse you can also annotate over any
image by using the image freeze function.

The powerful software allows live (20 fps)
image preview up to full screen on any USB
2.0 system. A Quick Save feature lets you
download images to the computer as 1/4
and 1/16 preview modes.
Save images with a Date/Time stamp, create
AVI and MPEG-4 files and more.

DVI output can be used with higher end
projectors for higher bandwidth and
uncompressed clearer images. Through DVI
output, digital images are transferred without loss.

UF-80DX Step-up Features
◆

Up to 8 images can be saved and quickly stored in memory for later recall.

◆

3x3 preview mode lets you view all 8 images at once for preview and selection

◆

With the UF-80DX, you can compare the saved image with a live one through the split screen.
And the position of the saved image can be easily adjusted by utilizing the shift function.

◆

The object image can be revolved 90°, 180° or 270° through the digital image rotation function
including the zoom control.
UF-80DX High Resolution XGA
Digital Presenter (SAUF80DX)............2199.95

UF-80ST High Resolution XGA
Digital Presenter (SAUF80ST) ............1649.95

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821
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SDP-6500
SXGA Resolution Digital Presenter
The top-of-the-line SDP-6500 features SXGA resolution with a 12x auto
focus zoom lens. The camera head can be positioned to display text, flat
art or 3 dimensional objects almost anywhere in the room. It has built-in
light sources to illuminate slides or transparencies from below and
non-transparent objects from above. It is compatible with both PC and
computers through its USB connector.
Equipped with advanced features like split screen, internal/external switch,
mouse control with GUI, digital rotation, 8-picture memory and digital
divide, annotation and more, the SDP is ideal for education, presentation,
tele-conferencing, image processing (advertisements, design), court and
medical applications.
F E AT U R E S
◆

The SDP-6500 delivers high-resolution,
SXGA images (1280 x 1024 pixels) ideal for
use with a high resolution SXGA projector
or monitor. Users can also adjust the output
to match projectors or monitors with lower
XGA or SVGA resolutions.

◆

Delivers SXGA images with realtime 15 fps
image frame rate. In addition, motion
technology prevents coarse motion caused
by the defective progressive scan.

◆

Tilting camera head allows you to rotate the
head up to 90°.

◆ A high-speed, 12x Autofocus optical zoom

lens makes it possible to clearly present a
wide range of subjects-from 35mm slides or
negatives to 8.5 x 14” documents clearly. For
example, microscopic objects such as the
veins of a leaf, the intricate details in a
woven fabric or even an x-ray can be
displayed with great precision.
◆

◆

◆

Compare the saved image with a live one
through the split screen. And the position of
the saved image can be easily adjusted by
utilizing the shift function.
Positive and negative image can both be
projected on to the screen or the monitor
for a clear and vivid image equivalent to the
quality of a printed image.
You can set up to four preset functions to
easily jump from full-sized documents to
slides or any other subject. All settings
remain even if the unit is turned off!
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◆

The SDP-6500 provides true RGB output through standard 15-pin VGA connectors. By including
two inputs and outputs, users can switch seamlessly between computers and live presentations.
It also supports simultaneous S-Video and composite output for traditional video display devices.

◆

Internal/external switch lets you choose the internal signal from the presenter and the external
signal from the computer. The presentation can be optimized when used interchangeably with
Powerpoint.

◆

An optional free-standing LCD monitor allows you to preview your presentation as well as
set-up prior to the actual presentation, saving time and avoiding embarrassing situations.

Powerful Digital Multi-Functions
8-Picture Memory & Digital Divide

Computer Interface

Up to 8 images can quickly be stored in
memory for later recall. A great tool for review
at the end of classroom lecture or courtroom
presentation. Use the 3x3 “electronic proof
sheet” to jump to any stored image. The
Divide Mode is a great tool for comparative
analysis of a stored and live image.

With the USB interface, the SDP-6500 becomes
a high-resolution capture device, storing JPEG
or BMP images on your Windows or Macintosh
computer. There you can store, share, print or
even edit images with 3rd party applications.

Mouse Control with GUI
For users more comfortable using a mouse,
the SDP-6500 includes a pull down menu
with a simple GUI to access every feature.
In addition, you can draw or write over any
image with 4 line widths, 6 colors, and
multiple tools including freehand, straight
line, rectangle, and erase to make your point.

Control Panel
Convenient, easy-to-use front panel buttons
for commonly used functions such as zoom,
rotate, brightness and freeze functions. More
advanced features can be accessed by the
remote or PS/2 mouse included with the unit.

Image Rotation
Through the image rotation function (90°,
180°, 270°), you can display the full vertical
(portrait) letter or A4 page.

SDP-6500 SXGA High-Resolution Digital Presenter (SASDP6500)
Includes an infrared wireless remote control and a PS/2 mouse ..........................................3499.95

www.bhphotovideo.com
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SAMSUNG PRESENTERS COMPARISON

SVP-5300

SVP-5500DXA/STA

SDP-850

SDP-950ST/DX

UF-80DX/ST

SDP-6500

OPTICAL SYSTEM
3.9 - 62.4mm f/1.4-2.7
16x Power Zoom

3.9 - 62.4mm f/1.4-2.7
16x Zoom

4.8 - 67mm f/1.5-2.1
14x Power Zoom

5.2 - 66.5mm f/1.5-2.1
12x Power Zoom

4.8 - 67.2mm f/1.5-2.1
14x Power Zoom

6.3 - 75.6mm f/2.8
12x Optical Zoom

Max. Shooting Area

210 x 297mm

210 x 297mm

221 x 298mm

244 x 299mm

221 x 298mm

272 x 384mm

Min. Shooting Area

24 x 18mm

24 x 18mm

21.7 x 16.4mm

21 x 16mm

16.4 x 21.7mm

40 x 50mm

Auto/Manual

Auto/Manual

Power Auto/Manual

Power Auto/Manual

Power Auto/Manual

Auto/Manual

Auto

Auto/Manual

Auto

Auto

Auto

Auto/Manual

Zoom Lens

Focus
Iris

I L L U M I N AT I O N S Y S T E M
Upper Lamp

Attached to headarm of the main unit

Attached to the sidearm of the main unit

Attached to the
arm of the main unit

Attached to the sidearm of the main unit

Attached to the
arm of the main unit

Side arm lamps

Lower Lamp

Light Box (optional)

Light Box (built-in)

Light Box (optional)

Light Box (built-in)

Light Box (optional)

Bottom Light Box

VIDEO
Pick-Up Device

1/4” 410,000 pixels
IT CCD

1/4” 410,000 pixels
IT CCD

1/3” 860,000 pixels
PS CCD

1/3” 850,000 pixels
PS CCD

1/3” 850,000 pixels
PS CCD

1/2” 1,500,000 pixels
PS CCD

Effective Pixels

783 H x 494 V

768 H x 494 V

1,034 H x 779 V

1,034 H x 779 V

1,034 H x 779 V

1,360 H x 1,024 V

Frame Rate

30 fps

30 fps

20 fps

20 fps

20 fps

15 fps

Sync System

Internal

Internal

Internal

Internal

Internal

Internal

More than 46dB

More than 46dB

More than 46dB

More than 46dB

48dB

48dB

Selectable

Selectable

Selectable

Selectable

Selectable

Selectable

Built-in

Available

Built-in

Built-in

Available

Input Terminals

Video: 2, Audio: 2

Video: 2, Audio: 2, VGA

VGA

VGA: 2

VGA

VGA: 2, Mouse

Output Terminals

Video: 2, Audio: 2
USB, Mic, RS 232C

Video: 2, Audio: 2,
S-Video, USB, RS 232C

VGA

Video, VGA: 2, USB,
DVI, RS 232C, S-Video

VGA, USB,
DVI, RS 232C

VGA: 2, S-Video, USB,
DVI, RS 232C, C Video

Selectable

Selectable

Selectable

USB, RS 232C

USB, RS 232C

USB, RS 232C

USB, RS 232C

USB, RS 232C

Windows, Twain

Windows

Windows/Twain/Mac

Windows, Twain

Windows/Mac

S/N Ratio
Negative/Positive
Freeze

NTSC/PAL
PC Interface
Application Software
Remote Controller

Supplied

Supplied

Supplied

Supplied

Supplied

Supplied

12V DC, 110V-220V AC

110V-220V AC

12V DC, 110V-220V AC

12V DC, 110V-220V AC

12V DC, 110V-220V AC

110V-220V AC

In-Use (W x H x D)

182 x 482 x 430mm

685 x 547 x 510mm

182 x 492 x 430mm

650 x 566 x 407mm

404 x 488 x 504mm

665 x 562 x 510mm

Storage (W x H x D)

182 x 482 x 265mm

685 x 547 x 510mm

182 x 330 x 500mm

477 x 154 x 407mm

404 x 206 x 504mm

665 x 562 x 510mm

3.7 kg

8.3 kg

5.7 kg

4.8 kg

5 kg

9.2 kg

Camera, LCD Monitor

SLB-5 Light Box

Power Source

DIMENSIONS

Weight
Optional Accessories

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821
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CANON

VC-C50i • VC-C50iR
Communication Cameras
Designed to meet the specialized needs of the security industry, the VC-C50i
and VC-C50iR (ceiling-mounted reverse model) deliver high-quality video
from far distances and under the dimmest lighting conditions. Building
on Canon’s long-standing tradition as the leader in optics and image
processing, they offer great flexibility in the most demanding environments.
They are perfect for professional-grade installations, providing a secure and
sturdy connection interface. Capturing subjects beyond the scope of the
naked eye, they breathe new life into the world of monitoring.
F E AT U R E S
◆ Along with their genuine Canon optics, they

come equipped with 1/4”, 340,000 pixel
CCD. This means that you see sharp, clear
video images. As with all Canon cameras,
the combination of outstanding optics and
extraordinary electronics means performance without compromise.
◆ Don’t lose sight of anything — in low light,

or in complete darkness. With the Minimum
Subject Illumination feature, you can see
what’s happening, even when light gets as
low as 1 Lux (at 1/30 second shutter speed).
◆

◆

At a mere 0.89 lbs, the VC-C50i is a compact featherweight that’s easily mounted wherever
you need a camera. Not only that, the VC-C50iR can be installed on the ceiling — out of reach,
and out of sight.

Easy Connection and Installation
Installation of these cameras is easy with connection options they provide. The camera’s secure
and sturdy Multiple Connector Interface and Connector Block give you S-Video out, RS-232 in
and out, as well as connections for Alarm out, Sensor in, and External Light Trigger. Plus, for
those seeking built-in video and control connectors on the unit, the VC-EX3 connects to the
VC-C50i providing direct access to S-Video, RS-232 in and RS-232 out. They also comes with BNC
video output and a supplied BNC/RCA video adapter for even greater flexibility. With all this flexibility, you can get them connected — and get them working for you right away.

Not only that, but when the lights go out
completely, a Night Mode with built-in IR
light lets you continue to monitor the
action. (The camera’s IR illumination is
effective up to 9.8’.) An additional external
infrared light can also be connected

VB-150 NETWORK CAMERA SERVER
The VB150 camera server has superior
expandability, and is capable of transmitting live images through the internet and intranet. Images from Canon’s
VCC50i/ VC-C50iR cameras as well as
other cameras can be transmitted.

◆ They are equipped with an outstanding 26x

optical zoom and 12x digital zoom lens.
With a zoom range like this, you’ll get a
wide-angle view that shows you everything
you need to see. Or, you can zoom in and
get a close-up view. In addition, the large
aperture of F1.6 is the fastest in their class.
◆

◆

The VC-C50i lets you see exactly what you
need to see by panning through a broad
reach of 200° or tilting through 120°. The
VC-C50iR also lets you tilt 120°. But, it lets
you pan a remarkable 340°. There’s no
hiding from this camera.
They include the VC-EX3 Interface Adapter.
This connects the VC-C50i/VC-C50iR
multi-connector socket with the RS-232C
cable. The connecting terminal is equipped
with three terminals: an S-Video output,
RS-232 output and RS-232 input. A
BNC-RCA converter connector is attached.
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◆ The VB150 captures images at a

◆

By setting the visible range, your camera
can control the areas you want to show
and display them. By setting the “home
position,” the camera moves to the
specified position when there is no
controller, giving you additional flexibility.

◆

The VB150 contains web and FTP server.
Access can be limited by name and
password or IP address. Images can be
transmitted simultaneously to up to 50
users. Constant access is maintained by
the “network connection feature” and
“automatic dialing feature” .

maximum of 30 fps and uses MotionJPEG for image compression. The image
quality and capture rate can be set freely
on the transmitting side.
◆

Up to four Canon communication
cameras can be completely controlled
by cascading; all other general video
cameras (NTSC) can also be installed.
Images from up to four cameras can be
displayed and recorded simultaneously
with the Network Video Recorder
VK-64/VK-16.

www.bhphotovideo.com
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PTC-110S
Pan/Tilt/Zoom (PTZ)
Communication Camera
When clarity and speed are critical, choose the pan/tilt/zoom camera that
outperforms the rest. After all, it’s your image that’s at stake. Ideal for distance
learning, videoconferencing, monitoring, presentations and web casting, the
attractive PTC-110S features a 22x optical zoom lens, wide panning/tilting
range with quick speed, and full image control. For convenience, it includes
6-position preset mode, auto and manual 8-step motor speed control, and a
versatile remote control. The attractive PTC-100S features a low-profile, symmetrical design that easily blends into any
environment—from homes and offices to stores—without being conspicuous. Its compact size and light weight allows it
to be easily carried from place to place. Also available in a ceiling mount (PTC-110R).
F E AT U R E S
◆

The PTC-100S features a high-performance
22x optical zoom, the most powerful in its
class. Unlike digital zooms which simply
enlarge part of an image without adding
any detail, an optical zoom increases the
focal length of the lens, allowing the camera
to clearly capture objects in full detail
without causing pixelated effects.

◆

Image clarity is further ensured with the
PTC-100S’s high picture resolution of over
460 TV (horizontal) lines. Full auto focus and
manual focus modes are available.

◆

The PTC-100S has a panning range of 300°
(150° left/150° right) and a tilting range of
120° (+90°/-30°). Plus, it boasts a pan/tilt
speed of maximum 90° per second—the
fastest in its class—so it’s quick to go right
to where you need it, when you need it.

◆

◆

◆

◆

6-position preset mode

◆

◆

Auto and manual
(8-step) motor speed
control

Left/right direction
change, homing,
pan/tile reset

◆

Power-save mode

Easy Image Control
Full camera controls include backlight compensation,
iris selection, white balance, color balance, AGC gain
and edge enhancement. The PTC-100S’s on-screen
display (OSD) makes it easy to control a wide range of
parameters for the shots you want.

Specifications
TV System: NTSC system

S-video Output: Mini DIN 4-pin x 1

Pick-Up Device: 1/4” IT color CCD

Communications: RS-232C mini DIN 8-pin x 2

Total Picture Element: 410,000 pixels

When equipped with the optional WC-01
wide conversion lens, it delivers a wide
horizontal field of view of 65°.

Sync. System: Internal

Pan (H): ±150°
(300° in total, max. speed 90°/s)

Horizontal Resolution: More than 460 TV
lines

Tilt (V): -30° to 90°
(120° in total, max. speed 90°/s)

Supplied wireless remote controller gives
you complete control of the PTC-100S and
its on-screen display adjustments. Infrared
sensors are located at the front and rear of
the camera. Plus, up to 6 cameras can be
operated individually with a single remote
controller by designating different ID
numbers for each camera.

Vertical Resolution: More than 350 TV lines

Speed Control: Auto & manual (8 speeds)

S/N Ratio: More than 49 dB

RS-232C Daisy Chain Connection: Max. 7
PTC-100S/PTC-110R cameras

The PTC-100S can be connected to a PC via
the RS-232c port. Up to 7 cameras can be
daisy chained via an RS-232c connection.

Minimum Illumination: 2 lx
Lens: 22x powered zoom, f=4.0 – 88.0 mm,
F1.6 – 3.8
Zoom: 22x powered optical zoom
Field of View (horizontal): 47.5° – 2.3°
Lens Filter Diameter: 37mm, pitch=0.75mm
Video Output: RCA x 1

Power Requirement: 12v DC from supplied
AC adapter
Dimensions (W x D x H): 4.9” x 6.0” x 5.4”
Weight: 1.7 lbs
Supplied Accessories: IR remote controller
(with batteries), AC adapter, RCA cable,
Instruction manual

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821
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EVI-D70
Pan/Tilt/Zoom (PTZ)
Remote Camera
The EVI-D70P is a robotic pan/tilt/zoom color video camera that combines a
high quality 1/4 type EXview HAD CCD color camera with the flexibility of a
remote pan/tilt/zoom operation, all in a compact easy-to-use package. Ideal
for vi video conferencing, it features a a wide pan/tilt range with an 18x
optical zoom lens and a fast pan/tilt mechanism. It is also equipped with a
variety of convenient features such as an Auto ICR function, Alarm function
and RS-232c/422 serial control, making it ideal for any remote-shooting
applications such as distance learning, places of worship, courtrooms, hospitals and nursing homes, event venues, concert
halls, and just about any other remote shooting application.
F E AT U R E S
◆ The adoption of Sony EXview HAD CCD

technology improves basic camera
performance. For example, these cameras
offer superb sensitivity of 1 lx (typical), and a
low smear level and D-range.
◆

◆

◆

◆

The camera offers a wide pan angle of 170°
from center, and pan speed of up to 100°
per second. The unit will tilt upward a full
90° and downward 30°. Tilt speed is a
maximum of 90° per second.
The EVI-D70 offers a high quality 18x
zoom lens that at its widest, offers 48° of
horizontal view and at full zoom 2.7°. The
camera has a digital zoom that adds 12x
power to the optical lens zoom.
Store up to 6 predetermined positions of
the pan/tilt/zoom for instant recall. The
presets also include picture parameters like
white balance and exposure features.
The camera has an infrared-cut filter that
makes it effective in both day and night
conditions. The Auto ICR (IR Cut filter
Removal) function automatically switches
the settings to attach or remove the IR Cut
filter for increased sensitivity.

– With a set level of darkness, the IR Cut filter
is automatically disabled (ICR ON), and the
infrared sensitivity is increased.
– With a set level of brightness, the filter is
automatically enabled (ICR OFF). The ICR
automatically engages depending on the
ambient light, allowing the camera to be
effective both in day and night environments.

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO

◆

An alarm function can detect changes
within a user-designated area of an image.
(Using any of the pan/tilt/zoom functions
disables the alarm.) When a change in AF, AE
or both is detected, the camera outputs
an alarm trigger signal to the external
equipment via the VISCA protocol. In
combination with the Spot AE function, the
camera also detects changes in the
luminance level, and outputs an alarm
signal. The detecting area can be applied to
any of 16 vertical and 16 horizontal blocks.

◆

All camera settings and pan/tilt/zoom
functions can be controlled remotely via a
PC. Via the RS-232c connection, maximum
cable length can be extended to 50’. Using
the RS-422 connection extends this to 4000’.

◆

Ceiling mount or desktop installation

◆

Auto Power-Off/Night Power-Off function

◆

Daisy chain capability ( up to 7 cameras)

◆

37mm mount for optional wide conversion
lenses

Specifications
Minimum illumination: 1 lx (F1.4)

S/N Ratio: More than 50 dB

Auto Exposure: Auto/Manual/Priority AE,
Exposure and Back-light compensation

Pan: ±170º (Max. speed: 100º/s),
Tilt: -30º to +90º (Max. speed: 90º/s)

Shutter Speed: 1 to 1/10,000 s

Position Preset: 6 positions

Gain: Auto/Manual (-3 to +28 dB, 2 dB steps)

Picture Effects: Neg. Art, Black & White

White Balance: Auto/ATW/Indoor/Outdoor/
One push/Manual

Video Output: VBS, S-Video

EVI-D70 Pan/Tilt/Zoom
Remote Camera (SOEVID70).........................1049.95
Outdoor Dome Housing
Clear (SOEVIFDP8C3) or tinted (SOEVIOD8T3) dome.
For the EVI-D70...................................................429.95
Indoor Pendant Mount
Clear (SOEVIID8C1) or tinted (SOEVIID8T1) dome. For
the EVI-D70 ..........................................................209.95

www.bhphotovideo.com

Power Requirements: DC 10.8 to 13.2v

Indoor Vandal Resistant, Pendant Mount
(SOEVIRD7): With tinted dome housing .......321.95

Outdoor Vandal-Resistant Pendant Mount
(SOEVIRDP7C3) With clear dome housing .....509.95
Corner Mount Adapter Bracket (SOSNCACA2)
Requires use of Gooseneck wall mount.......49.95
Pole Mount Adapter Bracket (SOSNCAPM3)
Requires use of Gooseneck wall mount.......34.95
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EVI-D100
Pan/Tilt/Zoom (PTZ)
Remote Camera
The EVI-D100 camera is ideal for applications such as videoconferencing,
distance learning, surveillance, conference and training rooms, courtrooms,
houses of worship, internet communications and just about any application
that requires a high-quality color video camera with the flexibility of remote
pan/tilt/zoom operations. The EVI-D100 is a high quality CCD cameras that
combine a high-speed, quiet pan/tilt with a wide angle view and 40x zoom
(10x optical + 4x digital), all in a compact, easy-to-use package. The EVI-D100
camera boasts impressive and innovative features such as autofocus, auto
white balance and automatic exposure control which provide fast and stable
hands free operation when the camera changes pan/tilt positions.
Additional advantages are provided by easy to use presets, daisy-chaining capability and various digital picture effects.
F E AT U R E S
◆ The camera moves to a designated position

quickly with a high pan/tilt speed:
– Max. pan speed: 300°/s (range ± 100°)
– Max. tilt speed: 125°/s (range ± 25°)
◆

◆

◆

◆

◆

Direct drive motors account for the gear-less
structure of the camera, reducing the noise of
pan/tilt motion drastically compared to
conventional models.
The camera has a high quality 10x zoom lens
that at its widest offers 65° of horizontal view.
For even greater close-up images, there is also
a 4x digital zoom.
Built-in conversion lens provides a wide
angle view of 65°, making it ideal for use in
small-sized rooms.
With Auto Sleep Function the camera can be
set to automatically turn off when not in use
after a specified period of time.
Supplied easy-to-use Multi-function IR
Remote Commander unit is useful for basic
pan/tilt/zoom camera control.

◆

RS-232c serial control allows all camera
settings and pan/tilt/zoom functions to be
controlled remotely via PC.

◆

Store up to 6 pre-determined positions of the
pan/tilt/zoom/focus for instant recall. Presets
also include picture parameters like white
balance and exposure features. A battery
backup insures the presets remain in memory
even when the camera is powered down.

◆

The EVI-D100 can render special effect images for a variety of production requirements.
Effects include:
Mirror Image, Still Image on Field Memory, Pastel Image, Negative/Positive Reversal, Sepia
Image, Monochrome Image, Enhanced Contrast, Mosaic Image, Vertical Stretch, Horizontal
Stretch, Motion Image on Still Image, Continuous Still Image, Motion Images on Binaried Still
Image, After-image Lag of Moving Object.

Specifications
Image Sensor: 1/4 type Super HAD CCD
Horizontal Resolution: 470 TV lines (Wide
end)
Lens: 10x optical zoom, 4x digital zoom,
f = 3.1 to 31, F1.8 to 2.9
Horizontal Angle of View: 6.6 to 65°
Minimum Object Distance: 100mm (Wide
end), 600mm (Tele end)
Minimum Illumination: 3.5 lx (F1.8)

Auto Exposure: Auto/Manual/Priority AE,
Exposure and Back-light compensation
Shutter Speed: 1/4 to 1/10,000
White Balance: Auto, ATW, Manual, One
Push, 3200K, 5800K
S/N Ratio: Over 50 dB
Video Output: VBS, S-Video
Power Requirements: DC 10.8 to 13.0v

CPITVD100
Optional Telemetrics Desktop Control Panel
Combined with the EVI-D100 camera, the Telemetrics’ controller is
ideal for applications such as videoconferencing, distance learning,
surveillance, conference and training rooms, courtrooms, houses of
worship, internet communications and just about any application that requires a high-quality
color video camera with the flexibility of remote pan/tilt/zoom operations.
◆ Proportional Joystick for control of pan/tilt

functions
◆ Control up to four camera systems

◆ Six preset shot switches
◆ Local/Remote select
◆ Four Pan/Tilt camera select switches

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821
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BRC-300
3-CCD Pan/Tilt/Zoom Robotic Camera
Easily installed on a desktop or ceiling mounted using the supplied
ceiling mount kit, the BRC-300 is a revolutionary all-in-one compact
robotic color video camera system, specially designed for remote video
shooting applications. It incorporates three 1/4.7-type Advanced HAD
CCDs, that provide high-quality and high resolution images in both
4:3 and 16:9 modes. With its high-accuracy and wide-range
Pan/Tilt/Zoom capability, the BRC-300 precisely captures the right
points of the viewable area surrounding the camera to meet your needs.
You can also easily operate the camera with the optional RM-BR300
Remote Control Unit, which is equipped with an ergonomic joystick,
and feature-rich control panel. And when used with optional BRBK-303
Optical Multiplex Card and BRU-300 Optical Multiplex Unit, the
BRC-300 is capable of being controlled from a long distance with a
single fiber optic cable connection.
The BRC-300 also comes equipped with a card slot that accepts optional
interface cards, enabling the camera to be integrated into every kind of system from S-Video to RGB, i.LINK DV interface,
SDI or even fiber. In addition, two remote control interfaces (VISCA protocol) are available to provide additional
expandability and flexibility for your remote shooting applications. With a number of convenient features such as its
E:Flip function for desktop or ceiling mount flexibility, and its compact body, the BRC-300 is ideal for use in a wide range of
remote shooting applications such as houses of worship, distance learning, corporate training, high-end videoconference,
event shooting, and broadcasting.
F E AT U R E S

Sony Pan/Tilt/Zoom Mechanism
◆ The BRC-300 covers a wide shooting range

Superb Picture Quality
◆

with its highly accurate Pan/Tilt mechanism.
It has one of the widest ranges in its class: a
pan range of 340°, and a tilt range of 120°.
The 340° pan range can be covered in 8
seconds, while the 120° tilt range can be
covered in 4.5 seconds.
◆ With its Pan/Tilt mechanism, the BRC-300

can capture not only fast moving objects,
but also slow moving objects without
vibration. What’s more, the BRC-300
incorporates a 12x optical auto-focus zoom
lens, allowing for a zoom capability of up to
48x when used in combination with its 4x
digital zoom.
◆ Various camera settings such as pan, tilt,

zoom, white balance, and focus can be
preset in up to six presets per camera.

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO

Incorporates three advanced HAD CCD
sensors with a total of 1,070,000 pixels to
deliver outstanding picture quality with
high resolution and accurate color
reproduction. Using Sony’s Advanced HAD
technology the BRC-300 produces images
with low noise, making it deal for shooting
in low illuminated environments or when
shooting dark subjects.

Versatile Outputs
The BRC-300 has a card slot so it can be used
with a range of versatile optional interface
cards allowing for flexible analog and digital
system configurations. Choose from the
following interface cards to configure your
individual requirements:
• Analog RGB/Component: BRBK-301
• SDI: BRBK-302
• DV i.LINK interface: BRBK-304

Precision16:9 Technology
◆

Captures images in both 4:3 and 16:9 aspect
ratios, and with its 3-CCD technology, is able
to achieve a wide angle of view in the 16:9
mode. And since in 16:9 mode many more
pixels are used, the BRC-300 generates
extremely high-resolution images as
compared to conventional cameras.

www.bhphotovideo.com

• Fiber Optic: BRBK-303 (for use in conjunction
with BRU-300 Optical Multiplex Unit only)

Ceiling or Desktop
◆

Thanks to Sony’s E:Flip function, the
BRC-300 can be ceiling mounted (includes
ceiling mount kit) or it can be used on the
desktop.
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BRC-300
Supplied Accessories
Basic camera settings such as Pan/Tilt/Zoom
functions and six-preset patterns can be
controlled from the supplied Multi-Function IR
Remote Commander Unit

Optional Accessories
RM-BR300 Remote Control Unit:
◆ The RM-BR300 has an easy-to-use, ergonom-

ic design that uses Sony’s VISCA protocol to
enable all local control, including
Pan/Tilt/Zoom settings and up to six highly
accurate programmed presets.
◆ Using the VISCA protocol, up to seven

cameras can be daisy-chained and remotely
controlled from the RM-BR300.
◆ Ergonomic joystick design and feature-rich

control panel provide superb operability in
various remote-shooting applications.

Optical Multiplex Unit (BRU-300):
◆ The BRU-300 receives and converts uncom-

pressed digital raw data from the camera
using the optional multiplex interface card
into virtually any video output format.
◆ The unit has two built-in interface card slots

and can be connected to the camera with a
single fiber cable that extends up to 1,500
feet for easy installation. The BRU-300 also
converts control data from the RM-BR300
to optical, and transmits the data to the
camera.

Specifications
Image Device: Three 1/4.7 type IT Advanced
HAD CCD (x3), 1070000 pixels (gross)

Minimum Illumination: 7 lx at F1.6

CCD Effective Pixels:
4:3 mode: 960 (H) x 720 (V)
16:9 mode: 1152 (H) x 648 (V)

Pan/Tilt Speed: 0.25°/sec to 60°/sec (pan/tilt)

Effective Pixels: 768 (H) x 494 (V)

Shutter Speed: 1/10,000 to 1/4 sec.

Pan/Tilt Angle: ±170° (pan), +90°/-30°(tilt)

S/N Ratio: More than 50dB

Gain: Auto/Manual (-3 to 18 dB, 3 dB steps)
switchable

BRC-300 (SOBRC300) ............................................3,999.95

Horizontal Resolution: 600 TV lines
(4:3 mode)

RM-BR300 (SORMBR300) .....................................1149.95

Sync System: Internal/External

White Balance: Auto, Indoor, Outdoor,
One-push WB, Manual

BRU-300 (SOBRU300).............................................1689.95

Focal Length: f = 3.6 to 43.2 mm
(F1.6 to F2.8)

Position Preset: 6 positions

Analog/RGB
Component Card (SOBRBK301) .....................418.95
SDI Card (SOBRBK302).......................................824.95
Optical Multiplex Card (SOBRBK303) .........749.95
DV I.LINK Interface Card (SOBRBK304) .....824.95

Horizontal Viewing Angle:
4:3 mode: 3.3° (tele end) to 37.8° (wide end)
16:9 mode: 4.0° (tele end) to 45.4° (wide end)
Minimum Object Distance: 300mm (wide
end), 800mm (tele end)

Analog Output: VBS (BNC), S-Video
Camera Control: RS-232c (VISCA) / RS-422
(VISCA)
Back-light Compensation: On/Off
Power Requirement: 12v DC

Optical Fiber Cable (330’) (SOCCFCM100) .649.95
RGB/Component, Y/C cable (SOCCMC9DSUS)
9-pin D-sub........................................................144.95
RGB/Component, VBS cable (SOCCXC9DD)
9-pin D-sub........................................................109.95
Weatherproof Housing (SOBRCSDP12)......619.95

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821
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For Section 2, Projectors
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1600 SERIES OVERHEAD PROJECTORS
1608 • 1620 • 1650
Rugged and economically priced without sacrificing features, the 1600 Series is
specially designed for the budget sensitive, education market.
The 1608 is low in cost, but delivers clear, bright images in classrooms and
presentations. 2,000 lumens of brightness enhance visuals even when room lights
are on. Extra sturdy construction delivers years of reliable use.
When the visuals in your lectures and presentations demand higher quality, the
open triplet projection head on the 1620 provides sharp, defined images at a very
affordable price.
For extremely high quality visual presentations, the 1650 steps up with 3,400 lumens
of brightness projected through a three element head for maximum visual clarity.
◆ Open singlet (1608) or triplet (1620 and 1650)

◆

11.25” x 11.25” staging area gives you room to
maximize your message.

◆

◆

Lamp changer for instant bulb replacement.

◆ Color Tuning dial gives you the ability to

projection head for easy cleaning.
◆ 2000 (1608); 2100 (1620) and 3400 (1650)

lumens enhance your visuals even with the
lights on.
◆

◆ Fold-down post allows easy storage.
◆

No assembly required.

Low setting generally lengthens lamp life.

High/Low switch provides options for lamp
brightness.

adjust the clarity and the whiteness of the
screen.
◆

2 Year Warranty.

1700 SERIES OVERHEAD PROJECTORS
1711 • 1730 • 1740 • 1780
Affordable projectors for any budget. Become more productive without blowing your
budget with the 3M 1700 Series overhead projectors. Perfect for educators and small
businesses where cost is a major concern. The 1711 Plus is engineered for durability
with hardened, break resistant stage glass. The durable stage glass can result in less
maintenance, interruptions and repair expenses. An open singlet projection head
makes the 1711 Plus easy to focus and clean, while 2,500 lumens of light is designed to
make your images clear.
The 1730 Plus steps up with an articulating closed singlet projection head for screen
location flexibility and extra lens and mirror protection. The 1730 Plus also has a built-in
pen tray for convenient storage. The 1740 Plus (open singlet projection head) and the
1780 Plus (closed projection head) both offer a lamp changer feature that lets you flip
one switch for instant bulb replacement.
◆ Open singlet projection head for easy clean-

ing (1711, 1740).
◆ Closed projection head

to protect mirror
and keep dust away from the optical surfaces (1730, 1780).

◆ Hardened stage glass is retained by clips for

easy replacement.

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO

◆ 2,500 lumens enhance your visuals.

◆ 10’ power cord and tangle-free cord storage.

◆ 10” x 10” staging area offers plenty of room

◆

1730 and 1780 Plus have a built-in pen tray
for convenient storage.

◆

1780 Plus lets you flip a switch for instant
bulb replacement.

for big ideas.
◆ In-circuit resistor to extend lamp life.
◆ Easy-to-locate on/off button and focus knob

design.

www.bhphotovideo.com

◆ Three-year parts and labor warranty.
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1800 SERIES OVERHEAD PROJECTORS
They all feature:
◆ Chemically-hardened stage glass is retained

by clips for easy replacement.

storage. And all except the 1810/1825/1830
also have a convenient carrying handle.

◆ Dual element fresnel lens for a sharper

screen image.
◆

◆ Convenient fold-down post makes for easy

◆ Built-in pen tray for convenient storage.
◆

1810 Plus, 1830 Plus, 1860 Plus, 1880 Plus
offer 2,700-lumen light output; the 1825
Plus, 1865 Plus, 1885 Plus offer 3,600 lumens
to enhance visuals even with room lights
on for note taking.

◆

5-year limited warranty on parts and labor

◆ All except the 1810/1825/1830 have a

Built-in resistor to extend lamp life.

◆ 10.5” x 10.5” staging area gives you room to

high/low lamp switch for high brightness or
extended lamp life
◆ 15’ power cord and tangle-free storage.

maximize your message.

1860 Plus • 1865 Plus
The clear choice for presenters worldwide, the 1860 Plus is engineered for durability with a
chemically-hardened, break-resistant stage glass, which results in less maintenance,
interruptions and repair expenses. It features an articulating closed-singlet wide-angle lens
for crisp, detailed images kept sharply focused by a rack-and-pinion mechanism. The
handsomely styled 1860 Plus packs a 2,700-lumen punch for brilliant images. The 1865 Plus
steps-up with 3,600 lumens and a unique color-tuning dial that eliminates blue or brown
corners. Two lamp settings let you switch between high and low for crisp B&W text and vivid
color images. Both come with a five-year warranty on parts and labor.

1810 Plus • 1825 Plus • 1830 Plus
The 1810 Plus is engineered for durability with a chemically-hardened, break-resistant stage
glass. The durable stage glass can result in less maintenance, interruptions and repair
expenses. The 1810 Plus offers an open-singlet wide-angle lens and 2,700 lumens of light
output for vivid images, even in lighted rooms. Combines the smoothness of elegant boardroom styling with rugged classroom functionality at an affordable price, without sacrificing
image quality. Comes with a five-year warranty on parts and labor.
The 1830 Plus has a closed-head design and articulating closed-doublet lens for uniform
focus and sharpness. It also includes a lamp ejector that makes replacing lamps simple, and
a thermostat that prevents overheating. The 1825 Plus steps-up from the 1830 Plus with
3,600 lumens of brightness and a high-to-low dimmer switch that conserves lamp life.

1880 Plus • 1885 Plus
The 1880 Plus and 1885 Plus are engineered for durability with a chemically-hardened,
break-resistant stage glass. The durable stage glass can result in less maintenance,
interruptions and repair expenses. They come with an articulating closed-doublet lens
for especially crisp screen images that make a lasting impression. There’s a color-tuning
dial for edge-to-edge brightness, and high-to-low intensity switch that adjusts from
2,700 to 3,000 lumens on the 1880 Plus and 3,600 to 4,000 lumens on the 1885 Plus. They
come with a five-year warranty on parts and labor.

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821
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PX5
1300 Lumens XGA DLP Projector
The PX5 is an ultra portable and light DLP projector
with incredible brightness and vibrant colors.
Extremely versatile, it can be used on the road, in the
office, or at home. Only 2.9 pounds, the projector
provides sharp XGA resolution, while producing a
high brightness of 1300 lumens and high contrast
ratio of 2000:1 contrast ratio for presentations that
are nothing short of extraordinary. HDTV-ready,
the plug-and-play PX5 is also very easy to operate.
For added convenience, It offers superior security
features with password protection and anti-theft lock, and includes three power cables — one each for the US, UK, and
mainland Europe. Has a 1.2x digital zoom, 1-watt audio speaker and supports both 4:3 and 16:9 aspect ratios. Depending
on the size of your venue, it can project an image ranging from 40” to 300” (diagonal) with keystone correction. Comes
complete cables, remote control, carrying case, and a 3-year warranty (one year on the lamp).
F E AT U R E S

High Quality
◆

◆

◆

◆

To deliver a sharp, clear picture, the DLP
display affords RGB color fidelity and
inconspicuous gaps between the individual
dots, permitting the display of small
characters and diagrams with distinct clarity.
Use of a new DMD devices has given birth
to an amazing 2000:1 high contrast ratio. By
widening the difference of brightness
between black and white, you can see a
degree of sharpness that is greater than just
the brightness based on specifications.
With a brightness of 1300 ANSI lumens you
can project in bright rooms and on to
screens with up to a 200” viewable area
Contains a “dual color mode” (DCM)
function, the first for a small-sized projector.
The use of two color wheels permits
optimum color combination to suit the
scene, resulting in greatly improved color
reproduction. Use ‘Dynamic’ mode when
you want to prioritize brightness, use ’Vivid’
mode when you want to prioritize color.

Rear view
of the PX5
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◆

High Performance

Conveniences

Iris lens cover and automatic vertical
keystone permit speedy setup and
projection. After the presentation is
finished, just switch off the power of the
projector and the Quick-Off function allows
it to soon be moved to another location. It
also offers manual keystone adjustment.

◆ For convenience the Automatic Adjustment

◆

In standard mode, fan noise is 40dB. In
whisper mode (38dB) the low fan noise
allows the projector to communicate for
hours without fatigue.

◆

Operates on 120/220v and is compatible
with NTSC, NTSC4.43, PAL, PAL-M, PAL-N and
SECAM video standards for worldwide use.
Also HDTV compatible, it accepts 480i, 480p,
720p and 1080i resolution signals.

◆

Security lock function allows a lock to be
set so that a password must be input when
the projector is started, protecting it from
unauthorized use. Without the password, no
operations can be performed.

◆

Eco-mode switch for the lamp output lets
you extend the life of the 130-watt lamp to
over 2,000 hours and lower the power consumption. By switching the lamp mode to
suit your operating environment, you save
on lamp cost and conserve energy.

www.bhphotovideo.com

function automatically adjusts the position
shift, screen size, vertical stripes, and color
infidelity of the projected RGB input signal.
◆ For further convenience, there is a built-in

“Presentation Timer” function. The presentation is given while checking the timer displayed on the screen. The gauge display
allows the remaining time to be known at a
glance. Setting are “Off” and from 10 to 60
minutes (in 10-minute intervals).

Supplied Accessories
◆

Comes with exceptional 3-year warranty for
the projector and 90-days for the lamp.

◆ Includes three power cords (for use in USA,

UK and Europe), RGB computer cable,
remote control, CD and carrying case.
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S15 • X15
1500 ANSI Lumens SVGA and XGA LCD Projectors
Deliver a touch of brilliance to any presentation with these SVGA
(S15) or XGA (X15) projectors. Featuring a contrast ratio of
300:1, brightness of 1500 lumens and weighing only 4.9 lbs,
they offer portability and performance, while delivering
presentations that are nothing short of extraordinary.
Easy to operate, they are ideal for smaller rooms in the office,
where they create lasting impressions.
In additional to be being HDTV-ready, they accept a wide range of input sources and signals.
They have a 1.2x digital zoom, built-in 1-watt speaker, and support both 4:3 and 16:9 aspect ratios. They can project an
image ranging from 40” to 200” (diagonal) with keystone correction, are backed by a 3-year warranty (one year on the
lamp) and come complete with cables, and a remote control.
◆ LCD technology allows multiple colors to be

◆ With a brightness of 1500 lumens you can

reproduced all the time resulting in color
saturation that does not vary with image
brightness - always get bright, vibrant color.

project in bright rooms and onto screens
with up to a 200” viewable area.
allows the projector to communicate for
hours without tiring the audience.
◆

◆ 4x magnification function allows parts of

images to be magnified for closer viewing.
◆

They can memorize 4 settings via
MY MEMORY function.

They run on 120/220v and are compatible
with NTSC, NTSC4.43, PAL, PAL-M, PAL-N and
SECAM video standards for worldwide use.
Also HDTV compatible, they accept 480i,
480p, 720p and 1080i resolution signals.

◆

Lock port for physical locking with an
optional security cable such as Kensington

◆ Whisper Mode reduces projector noise and

◆ Crisp, ultra-bright presentations is achieved

by using a 165w UHB (ultra high brightness)
lamp and a highly efficient optical system.

◆

◆

Digital vertical keystone adjustment (±15°) is
available so that you always project a
square, undistorted picture to your audience
RS-232 port for external control of the
projectors

◆ Include power cords for use in USA, UK and

Europe, RGB computer cable and remote
control. Come with 3-year warranty for the
projector and 90-days for the lamp.

S55i • X55i
2000 ANSI Lumens SVGA and XGA LCD Projectors
Take your presentation to a new level with a sophisticated design.
With incredible brightness and full-featured functionality, the S55i
(SVGA) and X55i (XGA) can be used on the road, in the office or at
home. They feature 2000 lumens, vertical keystone correction, manual
zoom & focus lens, and 400:1 contrast ratio with sophisticated styling.

Same features as the S15 and X15 (respectively), PLUS—
◆ With a brightness of 2000 lumens you can project

in bright rooms and onto screens from 30” to 300”.
◆ 400:1 contrast ratio
◆

1.2x manual zoom and focus lens

◆

Two RBG inputs/one output; two audio inputs/one
output; and component input for DVD players

◆

USB mouse emulation

◆

Customizable start-up screen

◆

Progressive scan provides sharper images

◆

Cinema setting optimizes projection images for movies

◆

Easy menu provides all adjustments at one level

Heavy-duty security bar

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821
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X68
XGA 2500 ANSI Lumen LCD
Meeting Room Projector
A great blend of power and performance, the X68 features
XGA (1024 x 768) resolution, brightness of 2500 lumens, 400:1
contrast ratio, 1.2x manual zoom and focus lens , and a wide
variety of computer and video inputs/outputs, making it
ideal for medium-sized rooms. HDTV compatible, the X68
also features customizable start-up screen, ±15° vertical keystone correction, whisper mode and component video input.
◆ 230W UHB (Ultra High Brightness) lamp gives

you a higher brightness image on a screen.
The image can be still kept as bright and
clean enough for use in bright rooms.

◆ 400:1 contrast ratio
◆

Two RBG inputs/one output; two audio
inputs/one output; component input for
DVD players; and RS-232 port for external
projector control

◆

Runs on 120/220v and is compatible with
NTSC, NTSC4.43, PAL, PAL-M, PAL-N and
SECAM video standards for worldwide use.

◆ Whisper mode reduces acoustic noise to

realize quieter operation. Ideal for use in
low luminance rooms where low noise is
more important than brightness.

◆ Ideal for use when you are projecting in an

◆

◆

1.2x manual zoom and focus lens

area where the lighting can’t be controlled,
or when you are projecting on to a large
screen. With a brightness of 2500 lumens you
can project in bright rooms and on to screens
with up to a 300” viewable area.

◆

HDTV compatible, it accepts 480i, 480p,
720p and 1080i resolution signals.

◆

Digital vertical keystone adjustment (±15°) is
available so that you always project a square,
undistorted picture to your audience

Cinema setting optimizes projection
images for movies

◆ 4x magnification function allows parts of

images to be magnified for closer viewing.

◆ Includes power cords for use in USA, UK

and Europe, an RGB computer cable and a
remote control. The X68 comes with a
3-year warranty for the projector and a
90-day warranty for the lamp.

X75
XGA 2500 ANSI Lumen LCD Networkable Projector
Sleek and stylish, the X75 is packed with features and versatile
connections. Its programmable memory function allows you to
recall menu preferences, and you can automatically adjust vertical
keystone, search for inputs, and make all picture adjustments with
the touch of one button. Its HDCP compatible DVI port provides
connectivity to HDCP DVD players and set-top boxes. It also
features horizontal and vertical keystone correction, mouse
emulation, 3:2 pull-down and has four built-in 3-watt speakers.

Step-up features from the X68—
◆

Programmable memory
function allows you to recall
menu preferences

◆

Remote control with built-in
laser pointer

◆

USB mouse emulation

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO

◆

The X75 can be connected to a computer network it’s
built-in ethernet port and supplied software for remote
management and control capabilities. Projector functions
such as power status, lamp status, input mode, signal
condition, lamp-use time, etc. can be monitored. When
problems such as a lamp failure or power failure occur,
an e-mail alert message can be sent.

www.bhphotovideo.com

Computer connections include two RGB inputs/one output,
USB port for mouse emulation, HDCP compatible DVI-D port,
audio input/output and RES-232 control. Video connections
include component, composite and S-Video and R/L audio.
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X80
4500 Lumens XGA LCD
Networkable Projector
Styled by Pininfarina, the same people who’ve designed Ferrari
cars for the past 50 years, the sleek X80 is an installation projector
that is recommended for larger sized rooms and auditoriums. It
offers XGA resolution and incredible brightness of 4500 lumens.
And since, generally, a better quality of a picture is available when the lens shift is set to the
center, the projector features electronic lens shift. The X80 also incorporates
horizontal and vertical keystone correction as well as network capability
with built-in ethernet port. For convenience, the projector has an Input Dial,
that lets you cycle through all the inputs, so you can easily select the signal
you wish to project. The projector is also available with a short throw lens
(X80S) and long throw lens (X80L).
F E AT U R E S
◆ The projector’s stunning design makes your

presentation look the best. 3M commissioned Pininfarina - the creative force
behind the famed Ferrari design for more
than 50 years - to design the projector.

◆ 310w UHB (Ultra High Brightness) lamp

gives you a higher brightness image on a
screen. The image can be still kept as bright
and clean enough for use in bright rooms.
◆

◆ Offers native XGA (1024 x 768) resolution

◆

◆

Equipped with power 1.5x powered zoom
and focus lens. With this lens you can
project onto a 40” to 500” (diagonal) screen
from from 4’ to 51’ away.

without compression or lost pixels. Also
supports computers up to SXGA (1280 x
1024) and UXGA (1600 x 1200) resolutions.

◆

To reproduce highly detailed and bright
images, it offers super bright 4500 ANSI
lumens and contrast ratio of 750:1 to ensure
that images are sharp, crisp and easy to see.

Keystone correction (horizontal ±5°, vertical
±15°) feature compensates for angled
projector placement by digitally altering the
pixels to produce undistorted images.

◆

Optical Lens Shift allows the lens of the
projector to be shifted vertically. This lets
you finely adjust the picture position.

Runs on 120/220v and is compatible with
NTSC, NTSC4.43, PAL, PAL-M, PAL-N and
SECAM video standards for worldwide use.

◆

Mouse emulation, presentation timer

◆

Remote Control ID feature for when you
are using two or three of the same type
projectors at the same time.

◆

Whisper Mode reduces projector noise level
to 36dB with a minimal reduction in brightness and a customizable start up screen.

◆

Includes Auto off, 4x digital magnification,
Blank, and Picture-in-Picture. You can also
select the display position of the PiP
window. PIP is only available when an RGB
signal is selected to the main screen.

◆

The X80 can be connected to a computer
network via it’s built-in ethernet port and
supplied software for remote management
and control capabilities. Projector functions
such as power status, lamp status, input
mode, signal condition, lamp-use time, etc.
can be monitored. When problems such as
a lamp failure or power failure occur, an
e-mail alert message can be sent.

◆

Connections include one RGB input/output,
M-1D input, RGB/component (5 BNCs), two
audio inputs/one output, RS-232 control
port, RJ-45 for networking, composite,
component and S-Video.

Selecting an Input Signal
◆ Turn the INPUT dial of the projector and cycle

through the
input ports (M1-D, RGB, BNC, composite, S-Video, component)
Select the signal you wish to project.

◆ Pressing the SEARCH button of the projector or remote

control automatically cycles through input ports and displays
the picture of retrieved signal.
◆ Press the RGB button of the remote control to toggle

between the RGB ports (M1-D, RGB and BNC).
◆ Press the VIDEO button of the remote control to toggle

between the video ports (component, composite, S-Video).

◆ Includes power cords for use in USA, UK and

Europe, RGB computer and M1-D cables, full
function remote control with integrated
laser pointer. Comes with 3-year warranty
for the projector and 90-days for the lamp.

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821
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3M PROJECTOR SPECIFICATIONS
PX5

S15 / X15

S55i / X55i

X68

X75

X80

Typical Brightness

1300 lumens

1500 lumens

2000 lumens

2500 lumens

3200 lumens

4500 lumens

Native Resolution

XGA (1024 x 768)

S15: SVGA (800 x 600)
X15: XGA (1024 x 768)

S55i: SVGA (800 x 600)
X55i: XGA (1024 x 768)

XGA (1024 x 768)

XGA (1024 x 768)

XGA (1024 x 768)

UXGA: (1600 x 1200)

UXGA: (1600 x 1200)

UXGA: (1600 x 1200)

SXGA: (1280 x 1024)

UXGA: (1600 x 1200)

UXGA: (1600 x 1200)

4:3 native, 16:9

4:3 native, 16:9

4:3 native, 16:9

4:3 native, 16:9

4:3 native, 16:9

4:3 native, 16:9

16.7 million

16.7 million

16.7 million

16.7 million

16.7 million

16.7 million

26-300”

40-200”

30-301”

30-300”

30-300”

40-500”

1.2 x

1.2 x

4x

4x

4x

f1.7-1.9

f1.7-1.9

f1.7-2.1

f1.7-2.4

Maximum Resolution
Aspect Ratio
Colors
Screen Size (Range)
Digital Zoom

S15: f1.65

Projection Lens

f2.6-2.9

Peak Contrast Ratio

2000:1

300:1

400:1

400:1

400:1

750:1

Lamp

130W UHB

165w UHB

180w

230w UHB

230w UHB

310w UHB

Average Lamp Life

2000 hours

2000 hours

2000 hours

2000 hours

2000 hours

1000 hours

Video Compatibility

NTSC, NTSC 4.43, PAL,
PAL-M, PAL-N, SECAM

NTSC, NTSC 4.43, PAL,
PAL-M, PAL-N, SECAM

NTSC, NTSC 4.43, PAL,
PAL-M, PAL-N, SECAM

NTSC, NTSC 4.43, PAL,
PAL-M, PAL-N, SECAM

NTSC, NTSC 4.43, PAL,
PAL-M, PAL-N, SECAM

NTSC, NTSC 4.43, PAL,
PAL-M, PAL-N, SECAM

HDTV

480i, 480p,
720p, 1080i

480i, 480p, 525i,
525p, 720p, 1080i

480i, 480p, 525i,
525p, 720p, 1080i

480i, 480p, 525i,
525p, 720p, 1080i

480i, 480p, 525i,
525p, 720p, 1080i

480i, 480p, 525i,
525p, 720p, 1080i

Audio

1x 1w

1x 1w

1x 1w

1x 1w

3w x 4

1w x 2

Normal Noise Level

40 dBA

38 dBA

38 dBA

38 dBA

39 dBA

40 dBA

15 - 68.7 kHz

31.5 - 91 kHz

31.5 - 106 kHz

31-106 kHz

15-91 kHz

31.5 - 91 kHz

50 - 85 Hz

56 -120 Hz

56 -120 Hz

56 -120 Hz

50 -120 Hz

60 - 120 Hz

190w

240w

290w

370w

410w

430w

7.3 x 1.8 x 6.9”

11.2 x 2.9 x 7.9”

12 x 3.3 x 9.8”

13.2 x 3.7 x 10.4”

13.6 x 10.4 x 3.7”

16.5 x 5.9 x 13.2”

2.86 lbs

4.9 lbs

6.4 lbs.

7.7 lbs.

8.8 lbs.

17 lbs.

Horizontal Scan
Vertical Scan
Power Consumption
Dimensions (WHD)
Weight

x15: f1.77

Projector Accessories
Ceiling Mount Kit
Available for the S15 (3MCMS15), X15 (3MCMS15X15),
S55i/X55i (3MCM55I), X68 (3MCM75X68), X75
(3MCMX75) and X80 ..............................................227.95
26” - 47” Adjustable Extension
for Ceiling Mount (3MCMEKS10S40)
For X68 and X75 ceiling mounts ...................169.95

Soft Rolling Luggage Case (3MSSC104050)
Holds an S15, X15, S55i or X55i projector
and a notebook computer ........................Call
Soft Rolling Luggage Case (3MCWMP8670)
Holds an X68, X75 or X80 projector and a
notebook computer..............................159.95

26” - 47” Adjustable Extension
for Ceiling Mount
For X80 ceiling mount..............................................Call

ATA Rolling
Hard Shipping Case (3MHSC104050)
A rugged with durable tilt wheels. For a
S55i or X55i projector..................................Call

Soft Carry Case (3MCC104050)
With shoulder strap. Holds an S15, X15, S55i or
X55i projector and a notebook computer....62.50

ATA Rolling
Hard Shipping Case (3MHSC7080)
For an X75 or X80 projector...............416.50
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PROJECTOR SCREENS
Wall Mount Projection Screens
Ideal for a variety of display applications in the meeting room or classroom, 3M
Wall Mount Projection Screens are available in 4 sizes, and are a perfect match
for any overhead or digital projector
◆ Heavy-duty 22-gauge octagonal steel case

◆

Camlok Roller system

◆ Integral brackets for wall and ceiling

◆

Fabric is mounted in heavy duty metal

◆

Sturdy steel pull attachment

mount installations
◆

Matte white surface with masking borders
on flame retardant and mildew resistant
seamless fabric

◆ Simple, reliable tensioning device
◆

1 year warranty

WALL MOUNT PROJECTION SCREEN SPECIFICATIONS
Overall
Case Length

Distance
Between Hangars

Brackets

Case
Diameter

Shipping
Weight

B&H #

Price

50 x 50”

53 3⁄8”

52 5⁄8”

3 3⁄8”

2 1⁄2”

12 lbs.

3MWMPS5050

73.95

60 x 60”

63 ⁄8”

62 ⁄8”

3

3 ⁄8”

2 ⁄2”

14 lbs.

3MWMPS6060

76.50

70 x 70”

73 ⁄8”

72 ⁄8”

3

3 ⁄8”

1

2 ⁄2”

17 lbs.

3MWMPS7070

79.95

80 x 80”

99 3⁄8”

98 5⁄8”

3 5⁄8”

2 3⁄4”

30 lbs.

3MWMPS9696

248.50

Size

3

5

3

5

1

Wall Mount Projection Accessories

Extension
Wall Bracket

Extension Wall Bracket (3MEWB)

T-Bar Scissors (3MTBSC)

Extends screen 6” from wall .........................................29.95

For ceiling mounted screens .......................................22.95

Portable Tripod Projection Screens
Portable and easy to set up, 3M Portable Tripod Projection Screens display information
in any professional and education environment.
◆ Automatic leg lock with easy

◆

push-button release
◆

Heavy duty 22-gauge
octagonal steel case

◆

18-gauge steel tripod with
plastic shoes

◆

Matte white surface with
masking borders on flame
retardant and mildew
resistant seamless fabric
Fabric is mounted in heavy
duty metal

◆

Camlok Roller system

◆

Sturdy steel pull attachment

◆

Simple, reliable tensioning device

◆

Complete with attached Keystone
eliminator

◆

1 year warranty

WALL MOUNT PROJECTION SCREEN SPECIFICATIONS
Dimensions

Bottom of Screen
in Lowest Position*

Top of Screen in
Lowest Position*

Top of Screen in
Highest Position*

Shipping
Weight

B&H #

Price

60 x 60”

31⁄4 x 61⁄2 x 67 1⁄2”

21”

80”

106”

23 lbs.

3MPTPS6060

132.50

70 x 70”

3 ⁄4 x 6 ⁄2 x 77 ⁄4”

21 ⁄2”

91”

116”

26 lbs.

3MPTPS7070

136.50

Size

1

1

1

1

* Adjustment from the floor
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M2+
XGA 1500 Lumens Portable Projector
You’re on the move. You need a projector that moves with you. One
that doesn’t weigh you down. A projector that is as portable as your
PDA and laptop. And that feels just as personal. You need the M2+, a
full-featured projector in a convenient package that won’t blow your
budget. Optimized for portability, the M2+ weighs just 2.4 lbs., and
combines seamless digital connectivity
via a built-in M1-DA connector, exceptional image quality with 1500 lumens and rich
multimedia performance. It is also HDTV compatible so you can reap the benefits of
high definition images anytime and project them with ease— in an intuitively
designed, incredibly mobile solution. The ideal partner for a notebook PC, the M2+
has a sleek, savvy design that will turn heads before it's turned on.
F E AT U R E S

High Brightness & Resolution
◆ Projects images with outstanding clarity

and detail, offering an excellent 1500 ANSI
lumens light output and true XGA (1024 x
768) resolution.
◆

Uses a 120w UHP lamp for high brightness.
The lamp has 4,000 hour lamp-life.

◆

Built-in M1-DA connector allows seamless
digital-to-digital connectivity, and delivers
remarkable video quality and image clarity.

◆

Optical zoom lets you change the size of the
image being projected without moving the
projector.

◆

1100:1 contrast ratio allows the projector to
show subtle color details and tolerate extraneous room lighting.

◆

Compatible with all NTSC, PAL, SECAM,
NTSC 4.43 as well as SDTV (480i) signals.

Conveniences

High Performance
◆

Quiet enough for the smallest meeting
spaces. Despite its small size and robust
functionality, the projector operates at 36dB,
quiet enough for even the smallest meeting
spaces. You won’t have to compete with
your own projector to be heard!

◆

Ease-of-use with ProjectAbility – colorcoded ports and cables help you connect
the projector in seconds

◆

Can be controlled via the keypad, supplied
Wireless Interlink Navigator remote control,
or wired remote via the USB connector.

◆

Dual infrared sensors give you 360° of control from anywhere in the room when using
the remote. No more yoga-like contortions
for the remote and projector to connect.

◆

Easy to add wireless capability to the
projector. Just add the optional LiteShow
module, and you’re ready to project
wirelessly. You can now share your data
without plugging in cables.

◆

Digital keystone adjustment is available to
compensate for up to ±15° angles, so that
you always project a square, undistorted
picture to your audience

◆

To travel light is the business traveler’s
mantra. The M2+ weighs just 2.4 lbs., so it
can go wherever you go, making it easy to
share information at a moment’s notice.

◆

Zoom lens with manual focus and manual
zoom adjustment. Minimum projection
distance is 5’, maximum is 33’.

◆

Reduces the anxiety of using a projector,
and makes you look smooth and in control
of every presentation. From the simplified
keypad (one-touch operation on the top of
the projector) to the icon-based menus
(available in 11 languages), the M2+ is easy
to operate, right out of the box.

The M2+ utilizes DLP (Digital Light
Processing) technology to project
high-contrast images on screens of up
to 11.5’. DLP enables projection systems
to create a purely digital connection
between a digital video or graphic
source and the screen in front of you.
DLP projection unleashes the full
potential of the content you want to
see - whether in a movie theatre, office,
or your own living room.

Optional Accessories
Executive Leather Carrying Case (CAEXE002)
Replacement Lamp (INLLP70)
ATA-approved Shipping Case (CAATA010)
Deluxe Euro-Style Soft Carrying Case (CADLX001)
Projector Security Lock (INSPL)
Liteshow Wireless Connection (LPLITESHOW)
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PROJECTMANAGER
Bundled Software with all Ask-Proxima Projectors
Gain complete control of the projector from your laptop with
ProjectorManager, a free application that turns any PC into an advanced
projector remote control. You can remotely adjust projector settings from
your laptop, switch sources, even access features not available from the projector’s onboard menu system, including power-management
controls and presentation-collaboration tools. Designed to make worry-free projection more collaborative, ProjectorManager puts
controls for digital zoom, picture-in-picture, image freeze, and display mask right at your fingertips. What’s more, ProjectorManager
allows you to e-mail a digital snapshot of your PC and projector settings directly to Technical Support for instant help and advice.
Power Button

Turn the projector power ON and OFF

Reset Button

Reset the image setup

Image
Controls
and Volume

Control keystone, contrast, brightness,
color, color temperature, sharpness,
tint, aspect ratio, and volume settings

Source
Switching

Select the source that the projector
will display

Freeze Button

Freeze/unfreeze the image
displayed by the projector

Magnify/Pan
Button

Magnify a part of the desktop
being projected

Mask Button

“Mask” or conceal a portion of
the projected image

Video PiP
(Picture-in-Picture)

Display a video image inside
a projected data image

LiteShow: Cable-Free Digital Projection System
A cable-free digital projection solution, LiteShow will change the way you view and share information.
LiteShow makes switching between multiple PCs effortless. No more plugging or unplugging sources
between presenters. No more worrying about cables and connectivity issues. LiteShow works with all
Ask-Proxima projectors with an M1-DA or M1-D standard connector, so you protect and extend your
existing equipment investment while bringing the benefits of wireless to every corner of your enterprise.

The Simplest Wireless Solution Available
Out-of-the-box simplicity. Zero configuration eliminates hassles with network names, IP addresses or MAC addresses. And with automatic
device detection, users just point, click, and project. And since it draws power from the projector , it doesn’t need an external power source.

Unprecedented Presentation Flexibility

Cable-Like Security, Wireless Freedom

Without cables, you can project anywhere, anytime, up
to 300’ away from the projector. LiteShow supports a
multitude of presentation content types, so users can go
beyond static presentations and wirelessly convey visual
information such as business and training applications,
digital images, drawings, schematics, photos, and
real-time Web content.

Unparalleled advanced cryptosystem ensures
that your content is as secure as when using a
projector cable. Industry-leading Advanced
Encryption Standard data encryption ensures
absolute data confidentiality. Proven RSA digital
signature system prevents payload tampering during
transmission. LiteShow also offers visual challenge/response cues, password
protection, and configurable administrative profiles for added security.

High Performance, Wireless Convenience
Sacrificing nothing for the sake of wireless convenience,
LiteShow is based on Wi-Fi (802.11b) and works with
existing wireless cards or embedded wireless radios.
Project any data from your laptop and render XGA resolution, 24-bit color images with cable-like performance.

Unparalled Legacy Support
Because it attaches to existing Ask-Proxima projectors with M1-DA or M1-D
connectors, LiteShow enables you to add wireless capabilities to the projectors
you already own. So you can extend your wireless network while maximizing
your investment in current equipment.

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821
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C110
SVGA 1600 Lumens Projector
The C110 is designed to deliver great performance during the workday
and shine on into an entertaining evening. The C110 marks the spot
where valuable business tools and versatile performance options
converge into a projector of exceptional quality. Only 6.8 lbs. the C110
is super-portable, making it easy to carry to and from work work,
school or home—anywhere else you want to share information.
◆

Delivers crisp images and full color. TI’s DLP technology provides a
stunning 2000:1 contrast ratio and automatic de-interlacing for
smooth, true-to-life images that jump off the screen. Impress your
audience during the day with brightness of 1600 ANSI lumens.

◆

1.2:1 zoom lens with manual focus and manual zoom adjustment.
Minimum projection distance is 5’, maximum is 33’.

◆

Connect a laptop, DVD player, cable, or satellite TV system for versatile
viewing. And, when you’re ready for wireless freedom, the C110 is
compatible with LiteShow for a smooth show without the cables.

◆

Compatible with NTSC, PAL, SECAM, DVI and and HDTV (1080i, 720p,
480p) signals.

◆

Uses a 200w lamp with 3000-hour lamp life

◆

Keystone correction compensates for angled projector placement and
the keystoned images can be corrected digitally up to ±20°

◆

Control via the keypad or supplied Wireless Interlink Navigator remote
control.

◆

For smooth presentation, the operational noise is a whisper quiet
37dB. Sudden fan noise is eliminated by a linear control system which
uses information relayed from a built-in thermo sensor to regulate
operation

◆

Designed for easy set-up and use, a simple keypad delivers one-touch
operation, so there’s no need to refer to the manual for common
tasks; just scroll through the menu (available in 11 languages) and
select. Hook up is simple with color-coded connections.

C170 XGA 2000 Lumens Multi-Use Projector
The C170 delivers freedom to your fingertips, combining unrivaled power,
access, and simplicity together to give you digital projection with PCfree playback. The truly stand-alone C170 offers an impressive selection
of connection options — wired or wireless, computer or video sources,
and even the option to go PC-free with your USB flash drive — setting
you free to focus on a flawless
delivery, and not the equipment. Weighing only 5 lbs., the C170 offers a bright
2000 lumens, a contrast ratio of 1000:1, native XGA resolution, and a host of
connection options, including M1-DA and VESA for computers, stereo audio
input and loop, S-Video and component (RCA) video.
◆

◆

Got a flash drive? You’ve got a presentation.
The C170 sets you free from lugging laptops
to your meetings, free from wires, and free
from hassle. Simply plug your USB flash
drive into the LitePort connection, and the
projector takes care of the rest, with all the
software you’ll need built right in.
In addition to the PC-free convenience of
LitePort, the C170 offers wireless capability
with the optional LiteShow wireless module,
and network control through the optional
ProjectorNet software and module.

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO

◆

Compatible with NTSC, PAL, SECAM, DVI and
and HDTV (1080i, 720p, 480p) signals.

◆

1.2:1 manual zoom lens. Minimum projection distance is 5’, maximum is 33’.

◆

Automatic vertical keystone correction, plus
keystoned images can be corrected digitally
up to ±10° (vertical).

◆

Control via menu, keypad, ProjectManager
or RS-232. Mouse control via USB.

◆

Automatic projector orientation and colorcoded inputs for added convenience.

www.bhphotovideo.com

◆

Uses a 200w lamp with 2000-hour lamp life

◆

For smooth presentation, the operational
noise is a whisper quiet 35dB.

Optional Accessories
ATA Roller Case (CA-ATA-20)
Organizer Soft Case (CA-C230)
PC Guardian Projector Cable Lock (INSPL)
Ceiling Mount Kit (SP-CEIL-011)
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PROJECTORNET
ProjectorNet Networking Software
ProjectorNet is a client/server based networking solution designed to allow IT and
facilities personnel to manage multiple projectors from a single PC—just as they would
shared computers and printers. ProjectorNet enables remote control of projectors via
standard TCP/IP networks and is ideal for sites with multiple installed projectors
distributed across various rooms, floors or building – sites such as corporate business
parks, government facilities and universities. Provides seamless integration with
ProjectionLink and RS-232-based local controllers from companies like AMX and Crestron.
◆ Designed as a Microsoft Management Console (MMC)

◆ With tools such as email notification of low lamp life and automatic

snap-in, ProjectorNet integrates unique projector control
and administration features, to offer unparalleled end-user
support from a central location. Moreover, it can support
Proxima projectors without networking capability with an
optional network adapter.
◆ ProjectorNet is supported via the projector’s integrated

networking controls or an external adapter connected to
the projector’s RS-232 port. XML-based software works by
converting serial commands to TCP/IP packets for
transmission across any local area network (LAN). Once
installed on a network, the software can be scaled to meet
the needs of any size organization, by adding additional
licenses (“seats”) for each projector. Totally scalable, a
single server installation supports 1 to 150 projectors.

power-down scheduling, ProjectorNet is designed to head off
maintenance issues before they occur. By pro-actively managing
projector maintenance, organizations increase meeting effectiveness by
reducing the risk of projector failure.
◆ Protect your organization’s technology investment by monitoring

projector status 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. With ProjectorNet, the
instant a projector is disconnected from the network or unplugged,
notification is sent via e-mail alerting the help desk, facilities or security
personnel. ProjectorNet reduces the total cost of ownership by
connecting new and previously installed projectors to your existing LAN
or other internal network, so they can be more efficiently supported by
IT or facilities personnel. By leveraging the network to remotely troubleshoot and correct user problems, companies, government agencies and
universities can trim administrative and support costs.

C180 XGA 2200 Lumens Multi-Use Projector
Enchant your audience with vivid and colorful imagery. Sharp, contrast-rich
and together with the long-life lamp this powerhouse lets your message
shine 2200 lumens strong – at the office or on the road. It can be integrated
into every office environment and controlled from a central location, with or
without cables. It’s one-touch, instant projection, with unparalleled ease-ofuse that lets you present without hassles or practice.

Full Color, Full Image: Outstanding color
saturation plus best-in-class performance equals
a presentation that will be remembered. If it’s
brightness that opens your eyes, a long-life UHP
lamp lets your message shine 2200 lumens strong.
This projector combines breakthrough features like
automatic vertical keystone adjustment and even
goes a step further than most with horizontal
keystone correction and automatic image
synchronization with your computer.

Full Functionality: Take advantage of out-of-the-box networking with InFocus
ProjectorNet software and control your projectors from a central location. With the
InFocus LiteShow wireless solution, you can take advantage of wireless freedom in any
meeting room to project instantly, without any cable hassle.
Fully Intuitive: Automatic keystone correction and ceiling detection ensure your
image is correct, with no manual work on your part. It automatically synchronizes with
your computer and video sources for quick starts and smooth transitions. Thoughtful
innovations—from setup, use, options and management to it’s one-touch, instant
projection, with unparalleled ease-of-use lets you present without hassles or practice.

◆ Automatically the best image – with vertical and horizontal keystone

correction plus image synchronization with your computer
◆ Wireless ready – upgrade to LiteShow for cable-free performance

◆ Compatible with InFocus ProjectorNet software - control your C180 in

a networked environment
◆ ProjectAbility design – designed around you to work the way you do

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821
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C440 • C450 • C460
High-Performance Installation Projectors
Experience powerful presentation options and flexibility with the C440
(XGA, 3500 lumens), the C450 (XGA, 4500 lumens) or the C460 (SXGA,
3500 lumens). These professional-grade installation and integration
projectors have all the performance details you need including four
optional user-replaceable bayonet lenses. The lenses offer throw ratios
from 0.8 to 7.2:1 allowing versatility for any venue and can be changed in
three easy steps. Combined with a 750:1 contrast ratio, these projectors deliver
images that are captivating and compelling.
Ideal for large training rooms, conference centers, classrooms, and houses of worship as well as large-venue applications
like auditoriums, outdoor stages, and concert halls, they feature power zoom, focus, and lens shift. They provide three
computer, three video, and two audio inputs, one audio output and RS-232
control. They are also wireless-ready, and have a built-in ethernet port to
offer compatibility with innovative solutions like ProjectorNet which allows
you to network all your projectors from a single PC, and ProjectorManager,
which turns any PC into an advanced projector remote control.
F E AT U R E S
◆

Native XGA and SXGA resolution, 750:1 contrast
ratio, brightness up to 4500 lumens combine to
deliver images that are captivating and compelling.

◆ User-replaceable bayonet lenses – change lenses

without tools; simply push and twist
◆

Flexible features include power zoom, focus, and
vertical/horizontal lens shift

◆

Seamless integration with network and
wireless applications so you can easily
upgrade to networking, presentation
management, and wireless solutions.
Add them to your network right out of
the box with ProjectorNet and manage
all your projector assets from a single PC.

Experience seamless
compatibility with
connectivity that supports
three separate PC and three
separate video sources.
Control the projectors via
RS-232 or TCP/IP interfaces.
Connect analog and
digital sources with
support for HDTV and
computer sources up to
UXGA resolution.
BNC connectors make
for secure, professional
installations.
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◆ ProjectAbility function eliminates the

typical projector learning curve with
easy to use. features like color-coded
cables and a simplified keypad.
◆

ProjectorManager compatible – turns
any PC into an advanced projector
remote control

Perfect
projection —
four optional
user-replaceable
bayonet lenses
offering throw
ratios from
0.8 to 7.3:1
allow versatility
for any venue
and can be
changed in
three easy steps.
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PROJECTOR SPECIFICATIONS
Native Resolution
Display
Technology
Input Sources

M2+

C110

C170

C180

C440

C450

C460

XGA (1024 x 768)

SVGA (800 x 600)

XGA (1024 x 768)

XGA (1024 x 768)

XGA (1024 x 768)

XGA (1024 x 768)

SXGA+ (1400 x 1050)

DLP 0.7”
XGA DMD DDR

DLP 0.55”
SVGA DMD DDR

DLP 0.7”
DDR DDP 2000

Computer (M1-DA), Computer (M1-DA), Computers (M1-DA) Computers (M1-DA) Computers (M1-D, Computers (M1-D, Computers (M1-D,
video (S-Video
video (S-Video
and (VESA), video
and (VESA), video
DSUB-15, BNC).
DSUB-15, BNC).
DSUB-15, BNC).
and RCA), audio
and RCA),
(S-Video and RCA), (S-Video and RCA), video (S-Video & RCA) video (S-Video & RCA) video (S-Video & RCA)
(3.5mm mini jack) audio (Stereo RCA) audio (3.5mm mini) audio (3.5mm mini) audio (mini & RCA) audio (mini & RCA) audio (mini & RCA)
Monitor (VESA),
Monitor loop through, Monitor loop through, Monitor loop through,
Monitor (VESA),
Monitor (VESA),
audio (3.5mm mini) audio (3.5mm mini) audio (RCA Stereo) audio (3.5mm mini) audio (3.5mm mini) audio (3.5mm mini)

Output
Terminals
Computer
Compatibility
Video
Compatibility

3x .79” Polysilicon TFT .99” Polysilicon TFT .99” Polysilicon TFT .99” Polysilicon TFT
LCD, active-matrix with micro lens array with micro lens array with micro lens array

VGA through SXGA,
1152, Macintosh

SXGA, SVGA, VGA, SXGA+, SVGA, VGA,
XGA, Macintosh
XGA, Macintosh

UXGA –VGA

UXGA –VGA

UXGA –VGA

NTSC, PAL, SECAM, NTSC, PAL, SECAM,
DVI, HDTV
DVI, HDTV (1080i,
(1080i, 720p, 480p) 576p, 720p, 480p)

NTSC, PAL, SECAM,
HDTV (1080i,
1080p, 720p, 480p)

NTSC, PAL, SECAM,
SDTV, HDTV (750p,
1080p, 1125i,1035i)

NTSC, PAL, SECAM,
SDTV, HDTV (750p
1080p, 1125i,1035i)

NTSC, PAL, SECAM,
SDTV, HDTV (750p
1080p, 1125i,1035i)

1500 ANSI lumens

1700 ANSI lumens

2000 ANSI lumens

2200 ANSI lumens

3500 ANSI lumens

4500 ANSI lumens

3500 ANSI lumens

1100:1

2000:1

1000:1

400:1

750:1

750:1

750:1

full on/full off

full on/full off

full on/full off

full on/full off

full on/full off

full on/full off

full on/full off

Standard
Projection Lens

Zoom with
Manual focus
and zoom

1.2:1 Zoom
with manual focus
and zoom

1.2:1 Zoom
with manual focus
and zoom

1.2:1 Zoom
with manual focus
and zoom

1.5:1 Zoom
with manual focus
and zoom

1.5:1 Zoom
with manual focus
and zoom

1.5:1 Zoom
with manual focus
and zoom

Throw Ratio

1.85 – 2.35:1

1.89 – 2.27:1

1.83 – 2.27:1

1.6:1 – 1.9:1

1.5:1 – 2.2:1

1.5:1 – 2.2:1

1.5:1 – 2.2:1

5’ to 32.3’

5’ to 32.1’

5’ to 32.8’

5’ to 32.8’

3’ to 45.5’

3’ to 45.5’

3’ to 45.5’

Image Size (Diagonal)

2.7’ to 22.2’

2.7’ to 21.6’

2.7’ to 21.6’

3.3’ to 25’

3.3’ to 25’

3.3’ to 25’

3.3’ to 25’

Lamp (Bulb)

120W UHP

200W SHP

200W SHP

170W UHP

320W UHB

310W UHB

275W UHB

Bulb Life Expectancy

4000 hours

4000 hours

2000 hours

2000 hours

1500 hours

1500 hours

2000 hours

Aspect Ratio

4:3 (standard);
16:9 video, data

4:3 and
16:9

4:3 native
aspect ratio

4:3 native
aspect ratio

4:3 native,
supports 5:4, 16:9

4:3 native,
supports 5:4, 16:9

4:3 native,
supports 5:4, 16:9

Screen Projection

Front and Rear

Front and Rear

Front and Rear

Front and Rear

Front and Rear

Front and Rear

Front and Rear

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Max ANSI Lumens
Contrast Ratio

Projection Distance

NTSC 3.58, 4.43,
PAL, SECAM (all),
SDTV (480i)

SVGA, VGA, XGA,
Macintosh

Ceiling Mountable
Keystone Correction

±15° vertical
correction

±10° vertical
correction

±10° vertical
correction

±25° vertical
correction

±15° vertical
correction

±15° vertical
correction

±15° vertical
correction

Built-in Speaker (audio)

1 Watt Mono

2.5 Watt Mono

3.0 Watt Mono

2.0 Watt Mono

2x 1.0 Watt Stereo

2x 1.0 Watt Stereo

2x 1.0 Watt Stereo

Projector Keypad,
IR Remote,
Wired USB

Projector Keypad,
IR Remote
Control

Projector Keypad,
IR Remote
Control

Projector Keypad,
ProjectorManager,
RS232

ProjectorManager
(RJ45), 9-Pin DSUB
(RS232)

ProjectorManager
(RJ45), 9-Pin DSUB
(RS232)

ProjectorManager
(RJ45), 9-Pin DSUB
(RS232)

Power Requirements

100v - 240v

100v - 240v

85v - 240v

85v - 240v

100v - 240v

100v - 240v

100v - 240v

Power Consumption

155 Watt

200 Watt

260 Watt

260 Watt

430 Watt

430 Watt

430 Watt

2.5 x 6.1 x 7.8”

4.2 x 12.9 x 9.8”

2.9 x 10.4 x 8.6”

4.1 x 10.3 x 11.6”

6.4 x 12.4 x 16.8”

6.4 x 12.4 x 16.8”

6.4 x 12.4 x 16.8”

2.4 lbs.

6.8 lbs.

5.2 lbs.

7.5 lbs.

17 lbs.

17 lbs.

17 lbs.

Controls

Dimensions (HLW)
Weight
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CP120
Micro-Portable, Wireless, DLP Projector
The world’s smallest and lightest projector with
built-in wireless capability, the CP120 is ideal for
small businesses and mobile professionals. It weighs
only 2.9 lb. and offers flexible connectivity with
compatibility for the three most common variations
of the IEEE802.11 wireless standard (i.e., 802.11 a/b/g).
The CP120 features XGA resolution, a bright 1500 lumens,
outstanding 2000:1 contrast ratio, and optics designed by Carl Zeiss. In addition, it incorporates BenQ’s proprietary
Golden Ratio Color Wheel that provides high-grade color reproduction. Using the wheel, the CP120 produces more natural
flesh tones by delivering better color saturation on red and blue than standard RGB without sacrificing green. This feature
brings a rich true color picture to all video formats, especially DVD, HDTV or sporting events.
Compatible with NTSC, PAL, SECAM and HDTV (1080i, 720p, 576p, 576i, 480p and RGBHV) signals, the CP120 also features
a password function for enhanced security purposes. Easy to carry along, travelers will love the high-altitude mode,
no-hassle sliding lens door, spring adjusting foot, 30-second cool-off and position hole fit for a tripod.
F E AT U R E S
◆ DLP (Digital Light Processing) technology

unleashes the full potential of the content
you want to see - whether in a movie theater,
office, or your own living room.
◆

◆

◆
◆

◆

2000-hour lamp life in ‘economic’ mode
and 3000-hours in ‘presentation’ mode.

◆

Realtime Auto Keystone correction helps
you in adjusting a perfect rectangular
shape quickly and easily. This means you
can always project graphics and images
exactly the way you want it to be.

Native XGA resolution, 2000:1 contrast ratio,
and brightness up to 1500 lumens combine
to deliver images that are captivating and
compelling.
DLP projectors use a color wheel to accurately
reproduce color with the color wheel ratio
shaping its quality. With years of research,
BenQ has identified the golden ratio of color
wheel to fully utilize the lamp’s spectrum.
Every picture becomes more lively and vivid.

Conveniences

Pre-set Application Modes
◆

Innovative pre-set modes are provided to
help you in bringing the best image quality
for different situations and program types:

PC Signal Input:
– Presentation mode is designed to enhance
brightness for most presentation situations.
– Vivid mode is ideal for playing games. Color
saturation and brightness are well-balanced.

◆

Sliding lens door design

◆

Spring adjusting foot

◆

Power saving “Auto Off”

◆

Position hole for tripod

HDTV (480p, 576p, 720p, 1080i) compatibility
for high resolution quality

◆

Quick cooling function

◆

On-screen display (OSD) in 20 languages

A/V Signal Input:

Inputs include USB, analog RGB/component
(D-sub 15-pin), composite and S-Video

◆

Security password

◆

Includes cables, case and remote control

– Gaming mode is suitable for playing video
games in a bright living room.

– Video mode is suitable for cinematic enjoyment displaying images in their natural
color.

– Video Mode has a higher color temperature,
makes it suitable for enjoying TV movies.

sRGB: The CP-120 features a new technology for projectors—sRGB (standard Red, Green,
Blue). Defined by Microsoft and HP, sRGB creates color-matching between applications and
hardware devices, such as monitors, printers and digital cameras to ensure that whatever
users see on their computer screen will be exactly the same as what they will get from their
projector. Unlike other projectors, sRGB ensures that users do not get a greenish color even
if they prepared their presentation with a yellow background. They receive true-life-colors
regardless of whether they are making a presentation or watching a movie.
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– Cinema Mode has lower color temperature,
suitable for enjoying cinematic movies.
◆ Economic mode (reduce system noise and

reduce power consumption by 20%) is also
available for extending lamp life and lowering noise. In addition, you have different
choices for warm tones and cool tones
when watching DVD titles.
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PB2140 • PB2250
Mobile DLP Projectors
Traveling with the PB2140 (SVGA, 1600 lumens) or the PB2250
(XGA, 2200 lumens) is both enpowering and convenient.
Weighing only 4.2 lbs., their bright image displays and
outstanding 2000:1 contrast ratio come with various
easy-to-use features which allow for elaborate multimedia
performance and a lasting impression. Furthermore, their B5
size is a little smaller than a usual file folder which makes them
easy to travel on the road. The PB2250 also adds a “High Altitude” mode.
F E AT U R E S

High Quality
◆

◆

◆

◆

Not restricted by their size, they bring
extraordinarily high 2000:1 contrast ratio to
deliver image details precisely. Project
presentation figures and charts onto the
screen in fine detail. Brings forth black as
onyx and white as snow.

The PB2250 has a High Altitude mode specially designed for extreme environments like
high altitude or high temperature. The built-in T-flow cooling system comes with 4 sets of
individual cooling fans for the lamp and DMD chip to make sure your projector running
smoothly and stable in each harsh environment.

High Performance
◆

Innovative pre-set modes are provided to
help you in bringing the best image quality
for different situations and program types.
Same as the CP120 (see opposite page).

DLP projection systems offer longer and
more reliable picture quality. LCD projectors
start to exhibit decay in panel transparency
after about 1500 hours. Picture quality provided by DLP can last longer without panel
decay, providing you a long-lasting reliability in finest picture quality.

◆

The PB2140/2250 feature lamp life up to
3,000 hours. Their support and maintenance
cost is the lowest among its class.

The latest DDP2000 DLP Control ASIC
integrates de-interlace and scalar functions
to provide smooth motion images.

◆ Economic mode (reduce system noise and

◆

The are compatible with NTSC, PAL and
SECAM standards as well as HDTV (480p,
576p, 720p, 1080i) signals.

◆

With years of research and development,
BenQ identified the golden ratio of color
wheel by maximizing the intensity of the full
range of visible light to match the special
choose lamp’s spectrum, to maximize the
intensity in each visible colors.

◆

PB2250 Only

Brightly lit rooms which hinder traditional
mobile projectors’ performance are not a
problem. DLP technology, “Off-Axis Optical
System” and aspherical glass lens work
together to enhance the efficiency of their
optical system. Brightness stretches up to
1600 (PB2140) or 2200 (PB2250) lumens.

Auto Keystone Correction helps to adjust a
perfect rectangular shape quickly and easily
no matter the presentation environment.

◆

For security purposes and to help prevent
unauthorized use, they include an option
for setting up password security through
the on-screen menu.
power consumption by 20%) is available to
extend lamp life. In addition, you have different choices for warm tones and cool
tones when watching DVD titles.

Conveniences
◆

Start-up has never been this easy! The 1-2-3
steps are intuitive for you to start presentations immediately.

1) Just turn on the “Power“
2) Press “Keystone“ to correct the image shape
3) Press “Auto“ for correct resolution rate, and
voila, the show begins.
◆

Splash Screen enables users to select which
logo screen will appear during projector
start-up. Three modes are available: Default
(BenQ logo), black screen or blue screen.

◆

On-screen menus in 10 languages (including
English, French, German, Italian, Spanish,
Russian, Traditional and Simplified Chinese,
Japanese and Korean).

CP120

PB2140

PB2250

XGA (1024 x 768)

SVGA (800 x 600)

XGA (1024 x 768)

Resolution Supported

VGA (640 x 350)
SXGA (1280 x 1024)

VGA (640 x 350)
SXGA (1280 x 1024)

VGA (640 x 400)
SXGA (1280 x 1024)

Brightness

1500 ANSI lumens

1600 ANSI lumens

2200 ANSI lumens

27” to 270”

22” to 300”

22” to 300”

8.58 x 6.77 x 2.4”, 2.9 lbs

9.4 x 3.4 x 7.1”, 4.2 lbs.

9.4 x 3.4 x 7.1”, 4.2 lbs.

Native Resolution

Image Size (Diagonal)
Dimensions (HWD)
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MP620 • MP720
XGA 2200 and 2500 Lumen Portable DLP Projectors
The MP620 (2200 lumens) and MP720 (2500 lumens) are digital
cross-function projectors that are perfect for multimedia
presentations in both educational and business setting. They
provide true color reproduction by meeting the sRGB standard,
which shows greater consistency across different devices such
as monitors, printers or notebooks.
In addition to their high brightness, they include a host of
easy-to-use features such as 9 pre-set modes for instant optimized
settings for brightness, color saturation and contrast, ensuring the best
performance in various applications. They also offer an optional wireless module,
LinkPro that allows cable-free presentations.
without hassling with cables. Moreover, the bundled wireless Wizard
software enables easy switching between multiple notebooks—a
convenient tool for large meetings. For longer data transmission,
LinkPro also features a LAN port connection.
F E AT U R E S
◆

Colors on the screen don’t match those on
your notebook’s screen? The MP620 and
MP720 solve this problem by incorporating
BenQ’s exclusive color matching technology
to ensure faithful color reproduction.

– Achieves greater color saturation while
enlarging the color gamut and using sophisticated gamma adjustments to precisely
reproduce the colors in the input image.
– RGB (Standard Red, Green and Blue) ensures
the color profiles of the projected images
remain true to the originals.
◆

“Auto” Hot Key (Auto Keystone & Auto
Synchronize) lets you quickly adjust your
projections to a perfect rectangular shape,
while also searching the input source at
the same time.

◆

NTSC, PAL, SECAM and HDTV compatible
(480i, 480p, 576p, 720p, 1080i)

◆

Bulb has a 3000-hour lamp life, 4000 hours
in Economy mode.

◆

Projects a 31” to 300” image size

◆

Innovative pre-set modes are provided to
help you in bringing the best image quality
for different situations and program types.
Same as the CP120 (see page 60).

◆

Optional LinkPro wireless module enables
presentations from a notebook without
cables. Moreover, Wireless Wizard software
allows easy switching between multiple
notebooks—perfect for large meetings. For
long distance data transmission, LinkPro
features a LAN port allowing you to transmit
the presentation data up to 330’ away.

Easy to Use Projector Software
Once the Wireless Wizard software has been activated, software on the notebook will
automatically search for the MP620 / MP720’s wireless signal. When the projector appears in
the list, select it to complete the connection process. Furthermore, the image freeze function
allows you to freeze-frame the presentation on the projector, so the audience can only see
that slide, while you can edit the presentation documents on their notebook. When ready,
you can press the freeze image stop key to continue the presentation.
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Conveniences
◆ Even invisible dust particles can damage

sensitive projector components. That’s why
they incorporate a specially designed dust
filter that traps even microscopic debris
from air before it passes through them
◆

Their quick-cooling feature cuts the time
needed for the projector to cool down after
use by about two-thirds, sparing users from
awkward waits after a presentation.

◆

Their front ventilation design eliminates the
annoying light leakage and vented hot air
that disturbs viewers behind the projector.

◆

High-altitude mode takes advantage of a
thermal design with two sets of cooling fans
for the lamp and a DMD chip to ensure that
the projectors perform reliably even under
adverse conditions, such as in high-altitude
or high-temperature environments.

◆

They turn off automatically when no input
is detected for a period of time, not only
saving power but preventing possible
overheating if the user forgets to turn it off.

◆

They prevent unauthorized use by requiring
that the correct password be entered before
an input source is accepted.
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PB6240
XGA 2700 Lumens
Portable DLP Projector
XGA native resolution, 2700 lumens brightness, 2000:1 contrast
ratio and weighing only 6.4 lbs, the PB6240 is equally at home
for business meetings as well as the classroom. It offers great
value, true image color, multi-functionality and provides perfect
true color reproduction by meeting the sRGB standard. In addition
to high brightness, it includes a host of easy-to-use features such as 9 pre-set
modes for instant optimized settings for
brightness, color saturation and contrast. It has a VGA output for connecting
a secondary display, wide angle lens for a high throw ratio and built-in
speakers to provide audio anytime, anywhere. Also features password
protection and High Altitude mode.
F E AT U R E S
◆

◆

VGA output allows the presenter to connect
to a secondary display for viewing

◆ Innovative pre-set modes are provided to help you in bringing the best image quality for

Colors on the screen don’t match those on
your notebook’s screen? The PB6240
incorporates exclusive color matching
technology to ensure faithful color
reproduction.

◆

NTSC, PAL, SECAM and HDTV compatible (480i, 480p, 576p, 720p, 1080i)

◆

Bulb has a 2000-hour lamp life, 3000 hours in Economy mode.

◆

Reduces audible noise to a low 31dB, providing an undisturbed meeting environment. How
silent is 31dB? Just think about how quiet a library is and that’s how silent it is!

– Achieves greater color saturation while
enlarging the color gamut and using
sophisticated gamma adjustments to
precisely reproduce the colors in the input
image.
– RGB (Standard Red, Green and Blue) ensures
the color profiles of the projected images
remain true to the originals.
◆

◆

◆

Equipped with a special wide-angle lens
that allows you to project a 60” image from
just 6’ away. And the projection can be up to
300” wide diagonally.
With the embedded speakers, the BenQ
PB6240 provides audio for all your
applications, anytime and anywhere.

different situations and program types. Same as the CP120 (see page 60).

Native Resolution

MP720

PB6240

XGA (1024 x 768)

SVGA (800 x 600)

XGA (1024 x 768)

Resolution Supported

VGA (640 x 350)
SXGA (1280 x 1024)

VGA (640 x 350)
SXGA (1280 x 1024)

VGA (640 x 350)
SXGA (1280 x 1024)

Brightness

2200 ANSI lumens

2500 ANSI lumens

2700 ANSI lumens

2000:1

2000:1

2000:1

Image Size (Diagonal)

31” to 300”

31” to 300”

31” to 300”

Throw Ratio

55”@ 6.6’

55”@ 6.6’

60”@ 6.6’

Zoom Ratio

Manual Zoom, 1.15:1

Manual Zoom, 1.15:1

Manual Zoom, 1:1.2

Aspect Ratio

4:3/16:9 Selectable

4:3/16:9 Selectable

4:3/16:9 Selectable

Contrast Ratio

Operation Noise

High-altitude mode takes advantage of a
thermal design with two sets of cooling fans
for the lamp and a DMD chip to ensure that
the projectors perform reliably even under
adverse conditions, such as in high-altitude
or high-temperature environments.

MP620

29dB

31dB

36dB

Horizontal Frequency

31- 82 kHz

31- 82 kHz

20 - 88 kHz

Vertical Scan Rate

48 - 85 Hz

48 - 85 Hz

20 -100 Hz

Lens
Dimensions (HWD)
Weight

f2.6 to 2.77

f2.6 to 2.77

f2.4 to 2.6

9.37 x 3.7 x 11.14”

11.45 x 3.70 x 9.21”

11.5 x 17.8 x 14.6”

6.6 lbs.

6 lbs.

6.4 lbs.
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PB8140 • PB8240 • PB8250 • PB8260
Installation Series DLP Projectors
Designed for larger or open venues, BenQ’s installation series offer
various resolutions and brightness to suit any application. Ideal
for use in business, institutional or educational applications, all
offer XGA native resolution (except the SVGA PB8140), contrast
ratio of 2000:1, selectable 4:3/16:9 aspect ratio, and an innovative
cooling system. Compatible with HDTV signals, the PB8140 (2000
lumens), PB8240 (2500 lumens), PB8250 (3000 lumens) and wireless
PB8260 (3500 lumens) also offer full connectivity—even covering dual
presenters with D-Sub and DVI-I input.
Incorporating a 802.11b network for wireless flexibility and a user-friendly setup, the
PB8260 is the presentation tool-of-choice for boardrooms, conference halls and large open venues.
F E AT U R E S

High Reliability
◆ For publicly used equipment like installation

projectors, a high degree of reliability and
consistency is crucial. Towards this end,
BenQ has developed several safeguards to
offer maximum performances:
— In traditional LCD projectors, image quality

usually declines with color distortion
appearing after a few thousand hours of
operation. These DLP system use a DMD
chip that won’t decay over time. Therefore,
they provide consistent image quality.
—

—

Micro dusts in the air can harm the fine
DMD chipsets which can hinder the
projector’s performance. BenQ has specially
designed a “Micro Dust Filter” to filter off the
micro dust that passes through.
Overheating makes projectors unstable and
shortens their lifetime. BenQ’s innovative
“T-flow Cooling System” with 4 individual
fans provides internal cooling to maintain a
low temperature for the lamp and DMD
chip to ensure a long lasting performance.

— Some projectors are low-priced when

purchased, but have high maintenance
costs in the following years. These BenQ
projectors have up to 3,000 hours of lamp
life (Economic mode) and are among the
best performers in their class. On the other
hand, cost for technical support is
the lowest in its class.
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Flexible Setup
◆

Versatile connectivity is vital for installation projectors to meet all possible needs: multi-presenters,
movies or video clips. These projectors offer full connectivity and cover for dual presenters with
one D-Sub and one DVI input. Even better, the inevitable video noise commonly found with
analog inputs can be effectively removed with the digital input (DVI terminal).

◆

Video inputs from component to S-Video allows for a more full-bodied presentation.

◆

Capable of remotely controlling and monitoring them with a PC via their RS-232 port makes
projector management more flexible.

◆

A fast and easy user menu interface allows straight forward, problem-free wireless setup.

◆

Extended Display function allows you to simultaneously switch images or open files on your
computer without projecting them onto a screen. Dazzle your audience with flowing commentary as you secretly read your footnotes.

Wireless Freedom - PB8260 Only

PB8140

PB8240

PB8250

PB8260

SVGA (800 x 600)

XGA (1024 x 768)

XGA (1024 x 768)

XGA (1024 x 768)

Resolution Supported

VGA (640 x 350)
SXGA (1280 x 1024)

VGA (640 x 350)
SXGA (1280 x 1024)

VGA (640 x 350)
SXGA (1280 x 1024)

VGA (640 x 350)
SXGA (1280 x 1024)

Brightness

2000 ANSI lumens

2500 ANSI lumens

3000 ANSI lumens

3500 ANSI lumens

2000:1

2000:1

2000:1

2000:1

22” to 300”

22” to 300”

22” to 300”

22” to 300”

Throw Ratio

60”@ 6.6’

60”@ 6.6’

60”@ 6.6’

60”@ 6.6’

Zoom Ratio

1:1.2

1:1.2

1:1.2

1:1.2

Aspect Ratio

4:3/16:9 Selectable

4:3/16:9 Selectable

4:3/16:9 Selectable

4:3/16:9 Selectable

12.6 x 4.2 x 9.3”

12.6 x 4.2 x 9.3”

12.6 x 4.2 x 9.3”

12.6 x 4.2 x 9.3”

7.7 lbs.

7.7 lbs.

7.9 lbs.

8.4 lbs.

Native Resolution

Contrast Ratio
Image Size (Diagonal)

Dimensions (HWD)
Weight
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PE7700 • PE8720
Digital Home Theater Projectors
Designed from top to bottom as dedicated home cinema projectors,
the PE7700 and PE8720 feature proprietary BenQ video-processing
to support Texas Instruments’ W-Pal DLP chipset do deliver stable and
vivid images. They also incorporate revolutionary Senseye technology
allowing you to see the minute differences between even the most subtle
colors, as well as view live action both smoothly and flawlessly.
Your eyes feel everything. Just the way you do.
The PE7700 offers a brightness of 1100:1 lumens and 2500:1 contrast ratio for
lifelike color reproduction , while the PE8720 features 1000 lumens and an
incredible 10:000 contrast ratio. They are HDTV-ready with component inputs
and support S-Video, DVI, composite, component and progressive component
video (480i/p, 576i/p, 720p and 1080i). They also support NTSC, PAL, SECAM and
NTSC 4.3 video systems. They have native 16:9 resolution (1024 x 576 W-Pal) 3:2
pull-down recovery, 300Hz refresh rate, PIP/POP functions, P-Scan and Digital
Keystone correction for quick and easy set up. For installation versatility, a connector panel provides three inputs in the “video group” and two inputs in the
“graphic group.”

F E AT U R E S
◆

◆

◆

Their unique cooling system design prevents
annoying fan noise, and is rated at less than
30 dB.
Supports a wide variety of video formats
including composite, S-Video, component
and DVI-I (digital and analog RGB). The two
component inputs are used to connect the
projector to HDTV receivers and DVD players. They use RCA connectors to minimize
signal degradation that may be caused by
installations that have longer cables.
Using BenQ's proprietary de-interlacing
technology, the projector provides exceptional scaling and film-to-video (3:2 pulldown) conversion for the most artifact-free
images possible.

◆

The Picture-In-Picture (PIP) and Picture-OnPicture (POP) functions allow you to display
two inputs on the screen at the same time.

◆

Store up to three different configurations in
the projector’s video memories to optimize
the image for different types of signal.

◆

Multilingual on-screen display menus

◆ Includes BenQ’s product commitment-a free

first year “Xpress Xchange” program and a
three-year limited warranty.

Senseye Color Enhancement
Senseye Color Enhancement enables clear reproduction of even the subtlest colors such as
pastels and flesh tone. Senseye means better color saturation than standard RGB processors. The
color tones of the entire image are automatically assessed, adjusted, then reproduced with the
optimum color balance. The projectors’ advanced Golden Ratio Color Wheel provides high-grade
color reproduction, while a Specialized Color Wheel Coating delivers better color saturation on
Red and Blue than standard RGB (sRGB) without sacrificing green. The bottom line? Dark portions
look darker and bright portions look brighter producing a smoother, more film-like picture quality.

Senseye Motion Optimization
Senseye Motion Optimization raises their picture quality to new heights. One of the key factors
in flawless live action is the processing of the video from its native interlace form to high quality
progressive scan data. Their Angle-Motion Compensation removes stair-stepping on diagonal
moving images. The result is no jagged edges and natural-looking and flowing moving images.
To optimize the motion quality further, Intelligent Progressive Scan makes it possible to recreate
images with cinema-like quality. Senseye intelligently detects which areas have motion and
which areas do not. Then processes them differently to create smoother motion. Static areas are
meshed and areas where motion is detected are treated with a proprietary filtering technique
resulting in very high quality, progressive scan images. Intelligent Progressive Scan removes
jagged vertical edges and screen door effect to delivers smooth motion and flawless images.
Senseye Clarity Optimization reduces picture noise so images remain crystal clear across the
whole screen. Image "noise" can be detected and separated into different levels. Clarity
Optimization then distinguishes these different levels and then applies the correct Adaptive
Noise Reduction solution. So noise reduction can be achieved without over- sharpening or
clarity loss. All in all, this process significantly reduces noise reduction resulting in super crisp
video images.
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LV-X6 • LV-7250 • LV-7255
Micro-Portable XGA Projectors
Setting industry standards for price-performance and value, the LV-X6
(1500 lumens), LV-7250 (2000 lumens) and 7255 (2500 lumens)
combine advanced capabilities with increased affordability to
meet the needs of a wide range of professionals in education,
business, government, law, medicine and many other sectors.
Ideal for conference rooms, classrooms, courtrooms, meeting
rooms and other everyday venues that require projection portability,
brightness and image fidelity.
They incorporate a smooth, modern design, have a short throw distance capable of projecting a 100” image from only 9.8’
away, and have an array of features that make operation quick and easy. Well-suited for presenting data from laptop
computers, and video from VCRs, DVD players and digital camcorders, they feature 400:1 contrast ratio and deliver
maximum impact in minimum spaces.
In addition to native XGA, they support UXGA (1600 x 1200) and SXGA (1280 x
1024) resolution through high-quality
compression. Each has a high-quality 1.6x zoom lens that is adjustable
using a convenient slider control atop the projector housing. Additional
control convenience is provided by an array of top-mounted input buttons
with light-up indicators that allow users to quickly switch between laptops
or video sources (each model can be connected to two laptops simultaneously). An LED light clearly shows which input is being used even when operating the projector in total darkness. What's more, they feature an Easy Menu
Display with on-screen adjustments that are clearly labeled, allowing users to change settings quickly and easily.
F E AT U R E S
You get the same uncompromising Canon image quality that you get with every Canon camera or camcorder. Because they combine superior
electronics with Genuine Canon Optics, they’ll never let your audience down.
◆

With three 0.8” LCD panels and native XGA
resolution (1024 x 768 pixels), they deliver
outstanding image quality at an affordable
price. They also support SXGA (1280 x 1024)
and UXGA (1600 x 1200) resolution through
high-quality compression.

◆

500, 2100 or 2500 lumens (respectively),
they are bright enough for the classroom,
conference room, office or home theater
setting. For a lesson, presentation or home
movie, they have the power to perform.

◆

They offer a 600:1 contrast ratio (500:1 on the
the LV-X6) for sharp images and deep, rich
colors - even with ambient light.
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◆

◆

Equipped with a 1.6x Canon wide zoom
lens that ensures a quality presentation
regardless of room size. The short focal
length of the lens lets you project a large
image, even in cramped quarters. For
example, you can project a 100” image from
a mere 9.8’ (an even more impressive 8.3’ for
the LV-7255). Plus, with one of the widest
zoom ranges around, you can easily adjust
your screen size to fit any room.
The zoom range gives you the flexibility to
project a screen from 40 to 300” (diagonal).
That means you’re covered for a wide range
of room sizes and projection distances.
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◆ No matter what the location, a variety of

features make them easy to use.
– Once at your destination, their flexibility
lets you quickly and easily adapt to the
environment. With Automatic Keystone
Adjustment, for example, you simply place
the projector on a flat surface. Built-in sensors detect the tilt of the projector and automatically correct for keystone distortion—up
to ±30° vertically. If you want, you can still
adjust keystone correction manually .
– You can use the projectors for front and
rear-projection; or mounted on the ceiling
with an optional ceiling mount adapter.
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LV-X6 • LV-7250 • LV-7255
Project without a Screen

Versatile Connections
◆ The more sources of images you have, the

more you need a projector that can handle
those sources. These projectors include
composite, S-Video, component input, and
offer the option of two VGA inputs, or one
input and one output (for connection to a
computer monitor); and audio input/output.
◆

Compatible with NTSC, PAL, SECAM, NTSC
4.43, PAL-M and PAL-N signals for global
portability.

◆

Get a steady, film-like image from digital TV
and high-end DVD players, as the projectors
Progressive Scan circuitry converts 480i/575i
signals to Progressive.

They feature versatile display options, so even if
you don’t have a screen, there is no problem.
In the classroom, the Greenboard mode lets you
project onto a chalkboard — the projector
adjusts the projected image to maximize
legibility and image quality.
You can also project on walls and other
non-white surfaces -Wall Color Correction
compensates for the color of the wall ensuring
colors are displayed accurately. Seven different adjustments (blackboard, light yellow, light
green, light blue, sky blue, light rose, and pink) help match the surface, whether it’s a classroom
blackboard, the wall of a conference room, or an office partition.

Projection Modes
◆ Their performance is enhanced through 5 pre-set projection modes, plus a custom mode:

Conveniences
◆

◆

◆

— Standard mode emphasizes the reproduction of white, for standard viewing

Ideal for small conference rooms, Quiet
Mode reduces projector fan noise to only
30dB for the LV-7255;29db for the LV-7250;
and 25dB for the LV-X6. Enables audiences
to better focus on presentation content.
Password Protections & Control Panel Key
Lock lets you control access to your
projector, so you don’t have to worry about
unauthorized use. With these lock features,
a user must enter a pin number in order to
operate the projector.
Quick Start (which allows the projector to be
used in 9 seconds) allows faster set-up and
breakdown of presentations. Quick Cooling
cools down the projector in approximately
30 seconds.

◆

The Long-Life Lamp feature can provide up
to 3,000 hours of operation for the LV-7250
and LV-7255 and 4,000 hours for the LV-X6.

◆

Supplied wireless remote lets you control a
range of functions, including: Auto PC
Adjustment for optimizing the image quality
of an RGB source, and Source Select for
choosing between 4 different input sources.

◆

The projector’s user-friendly control panel
lets you control volume, make menu
selections and easily switch between four
different inputs at the touch of a button.

◆

Each weighs 6.6 lbs. and includes a 3-year
parts and labor/120-day lamp-life warranty.

◆

They also include Canon’s “Triple P” Projector
Protection for added value. Under this program, Canon will provide a loaner in the
event your projector requires servicing.

— Presentation mode gives you higher contrast and brightness for brilliant presentations
— Cinema mode accurately projects dark scenes, for watching movies in dark rooms
— Video mode projects images of people for general TV broadcasts and video
— sRGB reproduces color adapted to the sRGB color space, making it suitable for sRGB images
— Custom mode adjusts gamma, white balance, brightness, contrast, sharpness, color, and hue
◆ You also get precise color control with their Color Management System. Manually adjust color,

hue (except with RGB input), brightness, contrast and sharpness for brilliant results.

LV-X6, LV-7250 and LV-7255 Accessories
Replacement Lamp
for LV-X6 (CALVLP27) ....................................299.95
Replacement Lamp for LV-7250
and LV-7255 (CALVLP26) .............................374.95

RS-232 Cable (CALVCA26) .............................39.95
24 Pin DVI Cable (CALVCA29) ......................69.00

Ceiling Mount Adapter (CALVCL10) .....449.95

Mouse Control Cable
For LV-Series Projectors. Available for Mac
(CALVCA27) and PS/2 ports (CALVCA25) ..........39.95

RS-232C Cable (CALVCA34) ..........................37.95

Mouse Extension Cable (CALVCA28) ....149.95

LV-X6

LV-7250

LV-7255

Native Resolution

XGA (1024 x 768)

XGA (1024 x 768)

XGA (1024 x 768)

Brightness

1500 ANSI lumens

2000 ANSI lumens

2500 ANSI lumens

Contrast Ratio
Image Size (Diagonal)
Throw Ratio
Aspect Ratio

500:1

600:1

600:1

21” to 300”

21” to 300”

21” to 300”

2.4 - 35.9’

2.4 - 35.9’

2.4 - 35.9’

4:3

4:3

4:3

Horizontal Frequency

15 - 100 kHz

15 - 100 kHz

15 - 100 kHz

Vertical Scan Rate

50 -120 Hz

50 -120 Hz

50 -120 Hz

Lens

f1.7 to 2.0

f1.7 to 2.0

f1.7 to 2.0

12.2 x 4.3 x 10.4”

12.2 x 4.3 x 10.4”

12.2 x 4.3 x 10.4”

6.6 lbs.

6.6 lbs.

6.6 lbs.

Dimensions (WHD)
Weight

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821
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LV-7565
XGA 5100 Lumens Installation Projector
Canon’s brightest and most versatile LCD projector, the LV-7565 illuminates
large spaces with a powerful 5100 ANSI lumens while offering an
exceptional array of optional Canon lenses. This provides presenters
with greater choices than ever before in meeting the needs
of large and demanding venues such as meeting centers,
sizeable conference rooms, concert and lecture halls, schools,
university theatres, houses of worship, museums, galleries, and
fixed corporate installations.
In addition to the standard 1.3x lens, the LV-7565’s versatility is
enhanced by four optional interchangeable Canon lenses which
maximize the projector’s efficiency in various room sizes. Other features
include native XGA resolution with support for SXGA through high-quality compression, 1000:1 contrast ratio and Silent
mode (reduces fan noise to 35dB). It has a DVI terminal for high-quality digital projection when linked with a computer,
as well as inputs for a wide range of devices including DVD, HDTV and digital camcorders. With the optional LV-NI01
Network Imager you can control a variety of projector functions via Ethernet from a networked computer, including
power on/off, input switching, and picture adjustments. System status messages-such as a projector-lamp replacement
alert can be customized and automatically e-mailed. The Network Imager can also remotely transfers images from a
computer to the projector and can centralize the control of multiple LV-7565 units.
F E AT U R E S

Versatile Connections

Incredible Brightness
◆ Perfect for theatres and big boardrooms,

Canon’s most powerful portable XGA
projector is one of the brightest projectors
you'll find anywhere. In True Color Mode, it
packs a stunning 4400 ANSI lumens. Better
yet, when you need even more brilliance,
the LV-7565’s Brighter Mode gives you a
remarkable 5100 ANSI lumens
◆

Projector’s native XGA resolution (1024 x
768) means impressive video and text
images. The LV-7565 even supports SXGA
(1280 x 1024) through advanced,
high-quality compression, giving you
brilliance that matches the brightness.

◆

With an impressive 1000:1 contrast ratio, you
get stunning images that your audience
won’t forget.

◆

Despite its power, the LV-7565 is a super
quiet performer. On top of that, Silent Mode
reduces fan noise to an ultra-quiet 35dB perfect for smaller rooms and situations
that require even less noise.

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO

What’s the use of all that power, if you can’t
connect it to the right source? With the LV-7565,
you don’t have to worry. Equipped with advanced
connection options, you can hook it up to your
notebook or desktop PC, digital camera, digital
camcorder, VCR, or HDTV. Not only that, the
Progressive Scan Converter feature lets you input
any interlaced signal - including 1080i HDTV. Plus,
when you hook up the LV-7565 to a DVD player,
the projector’s 3:2 pulldown minimizes motion
artifacts on DVDs that were transferred from film. Whether it’s a business presentation, holiday
snapshots or videos, or your favorite HDTV show - there’s nothing this projector can’t handle.

Networking Capability
Using the optional LV-N101 Network Imager, you can connect the
LV-7565 to a computer network, enabling remote management of the
projector. Through an easy-to-use, graphic user interface, you can
turn your projector on and off, switch inputs, or adjust the picture.
You even can program it to operate on daily or weekly schedules.
Because it’s part of your network, you can transfer images to it from
any computer on your system. When a lamp needs replacement or
you would like a system status update, you receive messages via e-mail from the projector. You
can even manage more than one LV-7565 from a single computer.

www.bhphotovideo.com
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LV-7565
Image Control Circuitry

LV-7565 Optional Accessories

Image control means image quality. Equipped
with Canon’s Image Circuitry, the LV-7565 gives
you nothing short of perfection.
– Color Management tool lets you fine-tune a
single color without affecting other colors.
– Intelligent Image Sharpness lets you sharpen
parts of your image while avoiding text
(which can be deteriorated by correction).
– Auto Picture Control automatically optimizes
your image
– 3D Noise Reduction gets rid of brightness and
color noise, leaving a clear, clean picture.

Replacement Bulb (CALVLP22) ...............449.95
Ceiling Mount Adapter (CALVCL07) ....469.95
Network Imager (CALVNI01)....................469.95
24-Pin DVI Cable (CALVCA29) ....................69.00

RS-232 Cable (CALVCA26) ............................39.95
Mouse Control Cable: Available for Mac
(CALVCA27) and PS/2 ports (CALVCA25) .........39.95

Mouse Extension Cable (CALVCA28) ...149.95

Optional Lenses
Combine Canon’s brightest projector with a wide array of lenses, and you have a combination
that will work in every situation imaginable. Of course, the LV-7565 comes with a sharp, versatile
Genuine Canon Optics, 1.3x Optical Zoom. With a projection distance of 6’ to 53’, the lens gives
you a diagonal screen as compact as 31” and as big as 400”.
LV-IL01

LV-IL02

LV-IL03

LV-IL04

High Performance
◆

◆

With the LV-7565, there is never a bad seat in
the house. Everyone has a good view of the
screen. That’s because the Power Lens Shift
lets you raise the screen position to the
perfect height - quickly and easily - without
tilting the projector.
With Digital Keystone Correction, you can
quickly eliminate distracting keystone
distortion and project a perfectly square
image. Tilt the projector 40° up or down,
or 10° from side to side, and keystone
correction gives you a perfectly square screen
effortlessly.

◆ Canon’s most powerful performer is also a

portable one. Despite its stunning 5100 ANSI
lumens (Brighter Mode), the LV-7565 still
weighs in at under 21 lbs. Plus, all that power
fits into a body that is surprisingly compact.
Measures 12.6 x 6.6 x 18.3˝ (WHD).

Additional Features
◆ Supplied with a wireless remote control

But the LV-7565 can also be paired with optional lenses: an ultra wide angle, a wide angle zoom,
a long focus zoom, or an ultra long focus zoom. The wide angle lenses give you big screen
performance even with short projection distances, while the long focus lenses let you maintain
a manageable screen size over long distances. The zooms allow you to set the perfect screen
size. No matter what your needs, there’s an LV-7565 and lens combination that’s right for you.

LV-IL01
Ultra Wide Angle Lens

make your presentation more smooth. The
remote control can be wired if necessary.
◆

Turbo Bright function to enhance picture
brightness: No Show function to black out an
image; P-Timer function to count down time
(00:00 —59-59).

◆ 3-Year Parts and Labor Warranty, and a 120

Day Lamp Life Warranty.

Lens: f=63.5 to 111.5mm,
F2.03 to 2.89, 1.8x zoom

Lens: f=22.33 mm, F2.5
Projected Image Size: 70” to 120”
Throw Distance: 3.7 to 6.4’

Projected Image Size: 60” to 300”

LV-IL02
Wide Angle Zoom Lens

LV-IL04
Ultra Long Focus Zoom Lens

Lens: f=34.33 to 48.02 mm,
F2.5 to 3.06, 1.4x zoom
Projected Image Size: 40” to 300”
Throw Distance: 3.2 to 25.4’

Lens: f=111.6 to 155.2mm,
F2.06 to 2.73, 1.4x zoom
Projected Image Size: 40” to 300”
Throw Distance: 11.4 to 82’

enabling you to operate both the projector
and connected computer.
◆ Laser pointer function is also provided to

LV-IL03 Long Focus Zoom Lens

Throw Distance: 8.9 to 46.7’

LV-7565 SPECIFICATIONS
Native Resolution
Brightness
Projector Display

XGA (1024 x 768) Resolution; Compressed SXGA (1280 x 1024) Resolution
Bright Mode: 5100 ANSI Lumens; Standard Mode: 4300 ANSI Lumens
LCD 1.3” TFT (Thin Film Transistor) Polysilicon Type x3 with Micro Lens Array

Focus/Zoom

Powered Zoom and Focus, 1.3x Optical Zoom

Contrast Ratio

1000:1

Aspect Ratio
Dimensions (WHD)

4:3 Regular Full Screen
12.6 x 6.6 x 16.9"; weighs 17.6 lbs.

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821
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REALiS SX50/X600/SX60/SX6
High Resolution REALiS Multimedia Projectors
Whether a professional photographer or graphic artist who needs to display large,
high-resolution digital images with precise color. Or business presenters and
educators projecting spreadsheets and technical drawings in stunning
detail, Canon’s REALiS projectors provide the features and performance
to meet their needs. They combine exceptional brightness and
contrast from Canon’s “AISYS-Enhanced” LCOS technology with a
one-touch simplified set-up for an unprecedented level of ease.
The REALiS X600 is an XGA, LCOS projector that delivers high quality
and exceptional color reproduction at an affordable price. Ideal for business
presentations and boardroom installations, this virtually silent (31dB operating noise level) projector provides excellent
price-performance with 3500 lumens for clear display of large images, even in bright situations.
The REALiS X60 is designed to meet the demands of those professionals who
desire critical viewing applications (engineers, designers, etc.) SXGA+ (1400 x
1050) resolution with lattice-free properties reveals the most intricate details.
And with 2500 lumens it achieves clear display of images, even in bright
indoor environments. Exceptionally quiet (27dB noise level), it includes a
Home Cinema Mode, which provides a 2000:1 contrast ratio for display of
crisp blacks essential to defining cinematic images with depth and dimension.
The REALiS SX6 features SXGA+ (1400 x 1050) resolution, 1000:1 contrast ratio,
and offers smooth, lattice-free images and outstanding color reproduction
with Adobe RGB and sRGB color support. This enables professional artists,
photographers, and printing professionals to project their images with the
clarity and color accuracy that matches the original images. With 3500
lumens, it clearly displays large images even in brightly lit environments like
shopping malls and museum exhibits.

Unlocking the Power of LCOS: AISYS Technology
At the very heart of these projectors is Canon’s patented, proprietary latest generation AISYS (Aspectual Illumination System) optical system.
AISYS enhances LCOS technology to achieve crisp, color-rich, intricately detailed images by efficiently utilizing and equalizing light from the
projector lamp. Canon’s AISYS-enhanced LCOS technology displays exceptionally detailed, seamless, lattice-free motion or still images. With
Canon LCOS projectors, you get all the brilliance and image sharpness of innovative LCOS technology, but in an ultra-portable and affordable
projector unlike any others on the market. It’s the right choice for displaying bright, big-screen images without darkening the conference room
or classroom.
LCOS, or Liquid Crystal On Silicon, has taken projectors to a whole new level. This new technology means higher resolution images, seamless
images with no flickering or “screen door” effect, quick image response for better looking moving images, smooth rendition of fine lines, seamless photo reproduction, sharp display of small text, and crisp blacks.
Canon realizes the full potential of LCOS technology by combining it with their proprietary and improved AISYS Engine — a patented optical
light engine for achieving brightness and high contrast using LCOS panels. AISYS has three components: the illumination system; the color
separation and combination system; and the LCOS panels. Canon’s innovative AISYS technology achieves the right balance of contrast, brightness
and compact size to maximize the performance of LCOS. Plus, the advanced AISYS optical engine features new optical elements, redesigned
polarizing beam splitters, and a reconfigured optical layout. The result is improved light efficiency, uniformity and expanded color space.

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO
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REALiS SX50/X600/SX60/SX6
Canon Optical Performance
◆

◆

Project a positive image with genuine
Canon optics. As with every camera or
projector that Canon makes, the REALiS
series comes with optics of unparalleled
excellence that give you a bright, crisp, clear
image with no flare or distortion.
They are equipped with a 1.7x ultra-wide
zoom lens, giving you a diagonal screen size
range of 40” (at a very short projection
distance of 3.9’) to 300”. At a short 9.8’ you
still get a 100” screen. And if that’s not
enough, a digital zoom gives you an
additional zoom range of 1.5x to 12x.

Easy-to-Setup
◆

Keystone Correction lets you project a perfect image by correcting for keystone
distortion of ±20° horizontally or vertically. Plus, depending on your requirements, they
can be used for rear-projection, or you can mount them on the ceiling with an optional
Ceiling Mount Adapter.

◆

With the touch of a button—the Auto Setup feature—in seconds identifies and selects
the input source, corrects keystone distortion, sharpens focus, and adjusts for wall color:

— Auto Focus: they measure the distance
to the screen and make projected
image razor-sharp
— Auto Input: the projector automatically
detects the input port

High Resolution
◆

◆

The SX600 features XGA (1024 x 768)
resolution, while the VGA input supports
WXGA (1366 x 768) which is used in
today’s wide screen laptops. Also supports
HDTV sources.
The REALiS SX60 and SX6’s SXGA+
resolution gives you the crispness of
1400 x 1050 lines of resolution— letting
you keep pace with the increasing
resolution of notebook computer displays.
Plus, they let you display 720p HD movies
natively without compression. They also
support UXGA (compressed), along with
WXGA (1366 x 768) which is used in today’s
wide screen laptops.

◆

In addition to high quality and flexibility,
they boasts an impressive 1000:1 contrast
ratio for sharp images and deep, rich
colors — even with ambient light. They also
give you 88% image uniformity for an even
image from corner-to-corner.

◆

In addition, the REALiS SX60 boasts a 2000:1
contrast ratio in Home Cinema Mode. It’s
perfect for an enhanced home cinema
experience when you have control over your
lighting environment and can minimize
ambient light.

◆

HDTV compatible, they display 16:9 HDTV
broadcast images (720p), giving your
audience a high-definition, widescreen
experience. It’s a cinematic experience that
is further enhanced by their 2:3 Pulldown
feature on Progressive Scan images. The
result is an image with the natural look of
film.

— Auto Keystone: keystone correction is
automatically applied
— Auto Screen Color Correction: the
projectors automatically compensate
for the color of the projection surface

Easy-to-Use
◆ Once set up, things get even easier. They are equipped with a wealth of features and

functions to make your presentations extremely smooth and problem free.
– Guidance Functions display operating instructions in an on-screen window. For example,
it lets you know when your projector doesn't detect an input signal.
– A Graphical User Interface with 3 menus offers quick access to display settings, image
adjustments and system settings. Its well thought-out command hierarchy means you’re
never more than three steps away from any adjustment or operation you need to make.
– Illuminated input indicators show your projector’s connections and operational status at
a glance. Plus, front and rear infrared sensors let you control them with a wireless
remote from in front of or behind the projector.
◆

You never have to wait for the projectors to cool down before unplugging them to head
to your next meeting — the projector’s fan continues to operate, powered by an internal
charging system. You can also turn the projector off by unplugging it — a convenient
feature when the projector is mounted on the ceiling and can't be operated directly.

◆

Finally, when you’re finished with the presentation, you can use the Pin Code Lock and
Function Key Lock to control its use. Once the password is set, you will need to enter the
password each time you turn on the projector.

Versatile Connectivity
All that brilliance and image quality means
nothing if you don’t have the right inputs.
The REALiS series gives you an impressive
range of input options including:
Analog PC: SXGA, XGA, SVGA, VGA
Digital PC: XGA, SVGA, VGA
DVI Video: 1080i, 1035i, 720p, 575p, 480p
Component Video: 1080i, 1035i, 720p,
575p, 575i, 480p, 480i
Composite Video and S-Video: NTSC, PAL,
SECAM, NTSC 4.43, PAL-M, PAL-N

Their DVI-I terminal gives you a true
digital connection — from source to
display. Since it conforms to HDCP
(High Bandwidth Digital Copy Protection),
you can use them to project high quality
video from satellite and digital cable
boxes, as well as DVD players — without
any reduction in image quality.
(The terminal also accepts an analog
signal from your laptop computer, and
devices with a VGA terminal.)

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821
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REALiS SX50/X600/SX60/SX6
Conveniences
◆

◆

◆

◆

In the classroom or office, use their
Spotlight feature to dim your image except
for the area you want everyone to pay
attention to. That way, you can make sure
your audience sees exactly what you want
them to see.
All the while, you can be sure your audience
isn’t distracted by fan noise. In Normal
mode, they run at 35dB; in Quiet mode, at
31dB. Plus, you won’t be distracted because
they can be operated effortlessly with the
help of the Wireless IR Remote Control with
illuminated keys, or with a USB mouse.

Advanced Color Management
Complete Color Control:
◆

With their unparalleled color control, the projection screen is your canvas. An easy-to-use GUI
lets you adjust your palette of colors to paint the picture you want for your audience.

◆

With Memory/Vivid Color Correction, you can adjust the degree of vividness of each of the
primary colors (red, green, blue) and each of the secondary colors (cyan, magenta, yellow).
Choose between low, medium, and high to project the image the way you remember it.

◆

6-axis (RGBCMY) Color Adjustment lets you fine-tune the hue and saturation of each of the
primary and secondary colors, making each projected image a masterpiece.

Color Modes:
◆

With the REALiS X600 and SX60 you can select between four Color Modes, each one designed
for a different type of projection:

– Standard mode gives you images closely
resembling the original, with an emphasis
on white areas.

– sRGB mode is optimized for sRGB images,
which includes those produced by many
digital cameras.

– Presentation mode increases contrast
between bright and dark areas, making it
easier to see detailed diagrams and text.

– Movie mode emphasizes gradation to
produce realistic depth and dimension —
the best way to watch your favorite video.

◆

The REALiS SX60 (only) adds a Home Cinema mode that controls brightness while enhancing
contrast to a ratio of 2000:1; it’s ideal for the watching movies in pitch-dark rooms

With dimensions of 8.9 x 13.2 x 4.5” (WDH)
and a weight of only 10.4 lbs., they are
ultra-portable and compact projectors that
are easy to carry and set up, wherever you
need them. And with an array of advanced
and well-designed features, they are also
extremely easy to use.

◆

The REALiS SX6 also has a Standard, Presentation and sRGB mode, but instead of a Movie
mode, it has a Movie and Photo mode for the display of video and digital camera images,
clearly defining gradations and improving color reproduction

◆

The REALiS SX6 (only) also has an Adobe RGB color mode. Adobe RGB is a larger color space,
enabling the reproduction of more colors — and is ideal for professional photographic studios,
graphic design studios and printers who need to display images with accurate, uniform color.
The SX6 gives you the widest range of Adobe RGB color space found in any projector.

They make your life easier with a 3-year
parts and labor warranty and 120-day lamp
life warranty.

◆

You can also create custom settings by adjusting 7 different aspects (brightness, contrast,
sharpness, gamma, and more) for each of the four image modes. That means 28 different
custom image modes in total, and that means a perfect picture, no matter what you’re viewing.

REALiS SX50
The REALiS SX50 was the original multimedia projector with super-high (SXGA+)
resolution utilizing Canon’s patented proprietary AISYS (Aspectual Illumination
System) technology, to deliver high brightness and high contrast with outstanding
image quality in a compact size.
Basically the same as the REALiS SX60 it offers high brightness of 2500 lumens and
a contrast ratio of 1000:1 It weighs only 8.6 lbs. and features a genuine Canon
high-performance 1.7x optical zoom lens that can project a 100” image on a screen
from 9.8’ away. A projector well suited for the HDTV era, the REALiS SX50 can display
true 16:9 720p HD broadcast images. And for digital cinema enthusiasts, the REALiS
SX50 projector’s special 2:3 pull-down circuitry converts interlaced 480 and 575 video to progressive-scan imagery.
It includes multiple input jacks and connectors, and can accept a wide variety of digital and analog computer-display formats. Other inputs
include DVI video and all major component, composite, and S-video inputs. All connectors attach from the side of the projector housing,
making for a more attractive presentation environment. Suitable for front or rear projection, the REALiS SX50 comes complete with a wireless
remote control, connector cables, and a soft carrying case. Standard features include digital keystone adjustment, PIN Code Lock & Key Lock,
a user-friendly menu system (in 13 selectable languages), ceiling mount compatibility, and RS-232 control/USB mouse control.
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REALiS SX50/X600/SX60/SX6
REALiS SX50

REALiS X600

REALiS SX60

REALiS Sx6

Native Resolution

SXGA+ (1400 x 1050)

XGA (1024 x 768)

SXGA+ (1400 x 1050)

SXGA+ (1400 x 1050)

Display
Technology

Reflective LCD Panel,
0.7 x 3” AISYS
Optical Engine

Reflective LCD Panel,
0.7 x 3” AISYS
Optical Engine

Reflective LCD Panel,
0.7 x 3” AISYS
AISYS Optical Engine

Reflective LCD Panel,
0.7 x 3” AISYS
Optical Engine

Input Sources

Component, S-Video,
Composite, VGA, DVI-I
USB

Component, S-Video,
Composite, VGA, DVI-I
Audio, USB

Component, S-Video,
Composite, VGA, DVI-I
Audio, USB

Component, S-Video,
Composite, VGA, DVI-I
Audio, USB

RGB Out - (RGB
switchable in/out) Line 2

RGB (D-Sub 15 Pin) x1

RGB (D-Sub 15 Pin) x1

RGB (D-Sub 15 Pin) x1

Computer
Compatibility

VGA, SVGA, XGA, SXGA
SXGA, UXGA

VGA, SVGA, SXGA
HDTV, DTV

SXGA, WXGA, XGA, SVGA,
VGA, HDTV, DTV, UXGA

SXGA, WXGA, XGA, SVGA,
VGA, HDTV, DTV, UXGA

Video
Compatibility

NTSC, PAL, SECAM,
NTSC4.43, HDTV, DTV (1080i,
1035i, 720p, 575p, 480p)

NTSC, PAL,
SECAM, NTSC4.43,
PAL-M, PAL-N

NTSC, PAL,
SECAM, NTSC4.43,
PAL-M, PAL-N

NTSC, PAL,
SECAM, NTSC4.43,
PAL-M, PAL-N

2500 Lumens

3500 Lumens

2500 Lumens

3500 Lumens

1,000:1

1,000:1

1,000:1

1,000:1

Projection Lens (std.)

1.7:1 Zoom with
manual focus & zoom

1.7:1 Zoom with
manual focus & zoom

1.7:1 Zoom with
manual focus & zoom

1.7:1 Zoom with
manual focus & zoom

Projection Distance

3.9’ – 29.9’

3.9’ – 29.9’

3.9’ – 29.5’

3.9’ – 29.5’

Image Size (Diagonal)

9.8’ to 16.4’

9.8’ to 16.4’

9.8’ to 16.4’

9.8’ to 16.4’

Lamp (Bulb)

200W NSH

270W NSH

180W NSH

270W NSH

Aspect Ratio

4:3 (standard);
16:9 video, data

4:3 (standard);
16:9 video, data

4:3 (standard);
16:9 video, data

4:3 (standard);
16:9 video, data

Screen Projection

Front and Rear

Front and Rear

Front and Rear

Front and Rear

Ceiling Mountable

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Keystone Correction

±20° vertical
correction

±20° vertical
correction

±20° vertical
correction

±20° vertical
correction

Built-in Speaker (audio)

1 Watt Mono

1 Watt Mono

1 Watt Mono

1 Watt Mono

Wireless Remote
with illuminated
keys

Wireless Remote

Wireless Remote

Wireless Remote

Power Requirements

100V - 240V

100V - 240V

100V - 240V

100V - 240V

Power Consumption

290 Watt

355 Watt

250 Watt

355 Watt

11.2 x 3.8 x 11.3”

13.2 x 4.5 x 8.9”

13.2 x 4.5 x 8.9”

13.2 x 4.5 x 8.9”

8.6 lbs.

10.4 lbs.

10.1 lbs.

10.4 lbs.

Output
Terminals

Lumens
Contrast Ratio

Controls

Dimensions (HLW)
Weight

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821
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XJ-360
Ultra-Compact DLP XGA Projector
Casio has drawn upon it’s expertise in the miniaturization of consumer
electronics and extensive experience in digital cameras and
optical design to create a mobile projector that is a leader
in size/performance ratio.
Weighing just 3.9 lbs. the XJ-360 features Auto Vertical
Keystone Correction, optical 2x zoom and puts out an
amazing 2200 lumens —enough to keep the lights on during
the presentation, and invaluable for people taking notes. The 2x
optical zoom enables you to fill a 60” screen in an office that’s less than 6’
deep. This is important for those one-on-one presentations or when the size
of the meeting room limits the image size capabilities of other projectors. Best of all, it
about the size of a hard cover book, it easily fits into your brief case or carry-on-luggage.
F E AT U R E S

Ultra-Portable
◆ Casio’s optical design and proprietary

lamp technology combine to provide a highbrightness projector in an
ultra-portable package. Casio’s optical
system with aspherical lens design
combines with the use of low dispersion
glass to deliver superior images in a package
that is 1/3 the size of previous models.
The XJ-360 is a minuscule 9 x 2.16 x 6.73”
(WxHxD) size configuration, and weighs only
3.9 lbs. It is about the size of a hard cover
book and easily fits into a brief case
or carry-on luggage when on the road, or
carries in-hand for in-house presentations

2x Optical Zoom
◆

tor maximizes the performance
output of the projection lamp. The result
is increased brightness that is 30%
greater than normal.
◆

Native XGA Support

◆ High 2000:1 contrast ratio. The larger the

contrast ratio, the greater the ability of a projector to show subtle color details and tolerate extraneous room lighting.

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO

◆

To counteract screen distortion, the XJ-360
detects vertical inclinations of the main unit
up to ±20° and automatically corrects
distortions resulting from the installation
position. You and your audience will
enjoy well-proportional, easy-to-see screen
images from a wider choice of projector
positions.

◆

For those who want to hang the XJ-360 in a
fixed position from the ceiling in a meeting
room, classroom or exhibition room. The
projector reverses the images vertically and
projects them correctly, even when hung
upside down from the ceiling.

◆

Additional features include Digital Zoom,
Mute, Freeze, Pointer (selectable arrow or bar
shape and four orientaions), Color mode
(optimizes image color depending on the
presentation–standard, graphics, theater,
blackboard, Low-Noise mode (reduces the
luminosity of the projection lamp and the
speed of the cooling fan for quieter
operation). The XJ-360 also offers an
8-digit password.

Connections
◆ The XJ-360 features multi-system (NTSC, PAL,

PAL-M and SECAM) component RGB, composite, S-Video and stereo audio inputs.
◆

Ceiling Mount

Using Digital Light Processing (DLP) display
from Texas Instruments the XJ-360 projects
2200 lumens of brilliant colors to captivate
any audience.

◆ The XJ-360 features true XGA (1024 x 768)

signal resolution and supports UXGA
(1600 x 1200) in a compressed mode.
Video input terminals allow signal input from
a variety of different sources.

Vertical Auto
Keystone Correction

High-Brightness
◆ Unique asymmetrically designed lamp reflec-

◆ An optical system built around a proprietary

IMC (Inverse Meniscus Condenser) lens
reduces the size of the lens by 30%.

Equipped with a wide-angle zoom lens that
provides 2x optical zoom capabilities. This
results in the ability to project images at a
minimum distance of just 32” or within a
range of 5.2’ to 10.5’ when using a 60” screen.
Now the projector is easily
adaptable to any sized environment,
from an office meeting of only a few people,
to full classroom applications.

An RGB output terminal is also provided,
enabling you to connect the projector to a
desktop PC monitor and project images on
the monitor, simplifying PC operation.

www.bhphotovideo.com
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XJ-560 Compact DLP XGA Projector
Weighing just 5.9 lbs., the XJ-560 steps-up with ±30°
vertical and horizontal keystone correction, autofocus
and puts out an amazing 3000 ANSI lumens —enough to
keep the lights on during the presentation, and invaluable
for people taking notes. It also adds Picture -in-Picture,
Direct Power off, and custom logo projection.

Step-up features from the XJ-360
◆ Features the world’s first phase differential

sensor system for automatic vertical and
horizontal correction and auto focus.
◆ Stunning 3000 lumens lets you project an

undistorted image onto a screen from
almost any angle without time-consuming
manual adjustment to square up the image.
◆ Picture-in-Picture permits layered display of

images and movies from the composite or
S-Video input as small screens over a projected background image. The screens can
be repositioned and be adjusted in 3 sizes.
◆ Direct Power Off provides fast cool-down.

The cooling fan continues to operate for a
certain time, even after the power is turned
off and the power cord unplugged.
◆ Custom logo function enables presentations

to start with a company logo or mark.

Native Resolution
Brightness
Contrast Ratio
Focal Length/Aperture
Projection Ratio
Resolution

Horizontal Frequency
Vertical Scan Rate
Video Compatibility
Dimensions (WHD)
Weight

XJ-360

XJ-560

XGA (1024 x 768)

XGA (1024 x 768)

2200 ANSI lumens

3000 ANSI lumens

2000:1

2000:1

f: 20.0 to 40.0mm/F:2.0 to 2.8

f: 20.0 to 40.0 mm/F:2.0 to 2.8

1.4 - 2.8 : 1

1.4 - 2.8 : 1

800 x 600 (expanded) to
1600 x 1200 (compressed)

800 x 600 (expanded) to
1600 x 1200 (compressed)

15 - 92 kHz

15 - 92 kHz

50 - 85 Hz

50 - 85 Hz

PAL-N, PAL-M, PAL60, SECAM, NTSC

PAL-N, PAL-M, PAL60, SECAM, NTSC

9.1 x 2.2 x 6.7”

10.9 x 2.5 x 8.4”

3.96 lbs.

5.96 lbs.

XJ-S30 • XJ-S35 Super Slim XGA Projectors with 2x Zoom Lens
Using a proprietary light source and cooling technologies, Casio’s XJ -S30 and XJ-S35
Super Slim Projectors are just 1.69” high (1.26” at the thinnest point) and deliver
2000 lumens of brightness – making them easy to carry along with a notebook PC for use in client meeting rooms and other bright locations, with no
need to dim the lights. They incorporate a highly compact wide-angle 2x
zoom lens and a lead-screw drive system that puts lenses in-line within the
lens tube. This enables images to be projected from as close as 2.76’, or as far
away as 5.58’ to 11.15’ when using a 60” screen. This versatility allows for use in
NEW!
everything from small meeting rooms to larger conference halls and class rooms.
The XJ-S35 incorporates Casio’s YP-100 Multi-Functional Presentation Kit (sold as an option for the XJ-S30) enabling you to make PowerPoint
and other presentations without a PC. Images stored on commercially available USB memory, can be projected without using a PC (after conversion using the bundled software). Still images (JPEG/BMP) and video files (AVI format files compatible with MPEG 4 or Motion JPEG) stored
on portable USB memory can be projected by inserting the memory device into the projector’s USB port.
In addition, an option USB wireless adapter frees you to deliver presentations without having to stay near the projector. It allows up to four
Windows (2000 or XP) PCs to be wirelessly connected after installing simple software. This makes it easy to conduct meetings that bring
together multiple presentations on different PCs in locations removed from the projector.

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821
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POWERLITE S3
Ultra-Portable 1600 Lumens
SVGA Projector
Enjoy larger-than-life images that fill your home, office, or
classroom with the PowerLite S3. An affordable 5.6 lb. SVGA
projector, this ultra-portable delivers 1600 ANSI lumens so
you can experience the thrill of movies, sports, video games and
more with oversized images that surpass even big-screen TVs. Epson
3LCD technology ensures accurate color and remarkable saturation, even in
well-lit rooms. And, specialized color modes mean you get the most vibrant images,
whatever the situation.
With smooth video playback, on-screen action sequences come alive.
Best of all, the PowerLite S3 makes setup a breeze, even for first-time
users. With its 5-second startup time and time-saving Instant Off
feature, it’s always ready to perform!
F E AT U R E S

High Quality/Brightness
◆ Ultra bright 1600 ANSI lumens for color-rich

Easy Installation and Setup
Power-on and -off beeps lets users know the
projector has received their commands.

◆ The projector offers a host of modes to

◆

Easy setup features, including a startup time
of 5-seconds and automatic source
detection to help avoid presentation delays
and reduce pre-presentation jitters.

◆

Color-coded cables make connectivity easy
for first-time users.

– Presentation mode (default) automatically
optimizes the viewing experience by
providing high-contrast images with brighter
whites. Can be used in bright settings.
Accomodates Word, Excel and PowerPoint
presentations.

◆

+/- 30° keystone correction for greater
positioning flexibility without any distortion.

◆

Source Search feature automatically
recognizes, and displays, all sources
connected to the projector, identifying
which are on or off.

◆

presentations in the office or at home
◆ Epson 3-LCD technology provides

outstanding image quality and performance.
And it is HDTV-ready, so you can use it with
both traditional and wide-screen formats
(4:3/16:9).
– Consistently delivers vibrant images and
rich color saturation— a difference you see.
It also offers deep, extensive gray scale for
precision detail—even subtle gradations
are visible.
– Smooth video playback keeps the audience’s
attention on the on-screen action. Ideal for
formal presentations or entertaining friends,
this affordable, big-screen performance
makes it easy to enjoy DVDs or video games
with amazing color and detail.

◆

135w bulb has a lamp-life of 2000 hours in
high brightness mode and 3000 hours in
low brightness mode.

Outstanding Service and Support
◆

Includes Epson two-year limited warranty) and 90-day lamp warranty for added dependability

◆

Provided at no additional cost for the duration of the warranty:

— Epson Road Service Program provides a replacement projector, typically within 24 hours
— Dedicated toll-free support line available from 6 AM. to 6 PM Monday – Friday. Calls are
answered live in about a minute.
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Selectable Projection Modes
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customize the viewing experience.

– Theater mode to watch your favorite videos
and enjoy an authentic theater experience.
Ideal for DVDs, it gives priority to accurate
color reproduction of film images. Can be
used in dark settings.
– Photo mode with black and white enhancement levels provides high-contrast images
with vivid detail. Allows viewing of more
detail, even in over- and under-exposed
images. Can be used in bright environments.
– Sports mode is great for TV and video
content, delivers bright, TV-like images. Can
be used in bright environments
– Game mode is great for PC/video game
content. Offers remarkable detail, especially
for darker images
– Blackboard mode is best for images
projected on blackboards. Adjusts color for
green backboards.
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POWERLITE S3
High Performance
◆

An on-screen display of RGB levels enables
users to adjust the red, green, and blue
levels independently.

◆

1.35x digital zoom for a greater range (from
telephoto to wide-screen). An on-screen
gauge makes it easy to adjust the zoom.

◆

Within it’s Photo mode is a B&W level
enhancer to display high-contrast images.
The black level enhancer brings out the
detail in darker, under-exposed images. The
white level enhancer expands the dynamic
range by stretching the gamma curve in
bright, over-exposed images.

◆

Selectable high-speed fan to quickly cool
the projector, especially in high elevation
locations.

Security Features
◆

Password-protected security features
include timer, logo and key lock protection,
prevent theft and unauthorized access

– This includes password protection to prevent
unauthorized usage.
– Password timer makes it possible to loan or
rent the product out for a set period of time.
– Logo capture enables the owner to display
their logo at startup in order to deter theft.
– Key lock feature prevents tampering, which
is ideal for classroom applications.
– Kensington lock prevents theft wherever the
projector is setup.

Conveniences
◆

The projector doesn’t require any cool-down
time. The convenient Instant Off feature
allows you to power down immediately
following a presentation, then unplug the
projector and get back on the road.

Projector Accessories
S3 Replacement Lamp (EPLPLS3) ..........189.00
Air Filter Set (EPAFPL740C)
Replacement. Set of two ..............................14.95
Ceiling Mount (EPELPMBUNI) .....................148.95
Suspension Adapter (EPSAELPMB32)
Adds 24-46” of extension to the Universal
Ceiling Mount. It can be installed to pipe or a
level permanent ceiling..............................154.95
False Ceiling Plate (EPELPMBFCP)............149.95
Adjustable Ceiling Channel (EPELPMBACC)
Sits above ceiling tiles within the T-bar of a
standard suspended ceiling frame. The plate
allows precise projector placement with over
9” of continuous movement. Security screw
holds threaded pipe securely in place. Ceiling
plate is not included or required ..............99.95
Security Bracket/Cabling (EPELPMBSEC)
Protects the mounting points on the chassis
as well as two of the mounting points at the
ceiling for added safety and security. For
Gyro lock mounts. Not compatible with the
Suspension Adapter) .....................................54.95
Distribution Amplifier (EPELPDA01)
A distribution amplifier that offers MONITOR
OUT for projectors without this feature. This
unit is high performance, 1:2 (one-in and
two-out), distribution amplifier for both high
and low resolution computer video .....116.95
Component Video Cable (EPELPKC19)
A 3-meter cable that delivers the highest
video quality .....................................................89.95
S-Video Cable (EPELPSV01)
10’ male-to-male S-video cable provides
improved signal integrity over a composite
video connection ............................................24.95

Wheeled Soft Case (EPELPKS35S)
A carry-all case for your projector and laptop
by Samsonite. Recessed rollerblade wheels
offer smooth maneuvering. Executive
business compartments plus many accessory
storage areas. 20 x 14 x 9” (WDH)..............189.95
Soft Shoulder Case (EPELPKS43)
A compact shoulder case by Samsonite that
has a generous adjustable compartment for
your projector, a compartment for your
notebook computer, multiple pockets for
accessories, a top carry handle and an
adjustable shoulder strap with a shoulder
pad. 15.5 x 7 x 12”.............................................89.95
ATA Molded Hardshell Case (EPELPKS54)
With wheels, a handle, and customized
interior compartments to protect your
projector, and store the remote control and
cable set. Smooth ball-bearing wheels make
maneuvering effortless. 22 x 15 3⁄4 x 10” (WDH).
Weighs 10 lbs..................................................224.95
50” Portable Screen (EPELPSC06)
40 x 30” (WH), it weighs 5 lbs. A special
coating to allow wide-angle viewing true
color reproduction.......................................328.50
60” Portable Pop-up Screen (EPELPSC07)
47.2 x 35.4” (WH), it weighs 14.1 lbs.........446.50
80” Portable Pop-up Screen (EPELPSC08)
63 x 47.2” (WH), it weighs 16.3 lbs ...........699.95
83.6” Cassroom-Style
Pull-Down Screen (EPELPSC09) ................169.95
Kensington Security Lock (EPELPSL01)
This anti-theft solution locks and unlocks in
seconds for quick security in convention
centers, hotels, conference rooms and other
high traffic environments ............................59.95

◆ Full-featured remote control to switch

Wheeled
Soft Case

sources, control presentation functions, and
more
◆

Direct Power Off feature enables users to
turn ceiling mounted projectors on and off
with a simple flip of a light switch.

◆

Conveniently placed lamp and air filter
access (lamp is located under the lens, the
air filter on top of the unit), allows easy,
affordable changes, even when the
projector is ceiling-mounted.

False Ceiling Plate
Kensington Security Lock

Suspension
Adapter

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821
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POWERLITE 62C/82C
Portable 2000 Lumens
SVGA and XGA Projectors
Enjoy the brilliance of 2000 ANSI lumens, plus a host of high
performance features for incredible presentation flexibility
at an affordable price. The PowerLite 62c (SVGA) and
PowerLite 82c (XGA) provide exactly what you need for any
presentation. Multiple connectivity options, plus powerful 5w audio,
make them the perfect fit for the classroom or board room.
The PowerLite 62c and 82c both include the Epson high-aperture LCD which combine with their incredible brightness to
deliver accurate color, superior color saturation, and remarkable image quality in any setting. And with four input
connections and automatic source selection, setup and operation couldn’t be easier! Add whisper-quiet operation,
unbeatable reliability and a convenient carrying case, add now anyone can deliver quality presentations that really make
the grade. Plus they’re backed by renowned Epson service and support.
F E AT U R E S

High Quality/Brightness
◆

Incredible brightness from two sleek,
versatile projectors. Ultra-bright 2000 ANSI
lumens allows presentations in any setting.
Works great in large conference rooms and
classrooms.

Great Audio
◆

◆ Three Epson high-aperture LCDs for greater

Powerful 5W audio so there’s no additional
audio expense. The volume for the internal
speaker can be controlled through the
projector’s remote. This also applies to any
external speakers that are connected to the
audio out port.

color depth and color accuracy.
◆

Accurate color registration for rainbow-free
and crisp, detailed video and data images.

◆

The PowerLite 62c features SVGA (800 x
600) resolution for sharp, vivid images )

◆

The PowerLite 82c offers XGA (1024 x 768)
resolution for vibrant images with precision
color and detail

◆

HDTV-ready, they support 480i, 480p, 720p,
and 1080i formats

Quiet and Unobtrusive
◆

Whisper-quiet operation (36db/30db)
ensures the presentation is the center of
attention

◆

Cooling fan located in front of the projector
for a comfortable viewing experience

◆

Conveniently located access panel permits
easy replacements of the lamp and air filter,
even when the projector is ceiling-mounted.
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Connectivity
◆

Flexible connectivity options include two
computer and two video inputs, each with
dedicated audio. The video inputs accept
component (optional cable required),
composite and S-Video signals. They support
480i, 480p, 720p and 1080i HDTV signals.

Easy Setup
◆

Six projection modes (including Blackboard
mode which color-corrects a projected
image that is projected against a green
blackboard when no screen is available.)

◆

A menu button on both the control panel
and remote control allows you to make
adjustments from either of them.

◆

Color-coded cables make setup a breeze.

◆

4-second start-up for fast, easy setup.

◆

Brightness control function for two different
settings to extend the lamp life and provide
cost-effective operation (up to 3000 hours
in low brightness mode, 2000 hours in high
brightness mode).

◆

Source search function on the operation
panel and remote control recognize the
input source(s), display the connected
inputs, and will also toggle between
sources, instantly switching between them.

◆

±30º digital keystone correction automatically
engages without manual adjustments

◆

1.2x optical zoom lens for flexible
placement and positioning

◆

Monitor out capability to display images on
a monitor and screen simultaneously

◆ Third-party network monitor and control

management capabilities via the RS-232C
port:
— For installation applications, the projectors
can be polled, via RS-232C programming,
for a status query, regardless of the current
mode (either Standby or Power On).
— With an optional third-party Lantronix
UDS100 and UDS200 server device, the
projectors can be monitored using the
Epson EMP Monitor utility. This IP device
connects to the projector’s RS-232C port
and the LAN via an Ethernet RJ-45
connector/cable.

www.bhphotovideo.com

High Performance
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POWERLITE 62C/82C
Conveniences
◆

Audible power-on and -off beeps respond
to user commands. Audible power-on (one
beep) and power-off (two beeps) provide
verification that the projectors have
received their commands.

◆

Direct Power-On instantly turns on projector
when power is detected

◆

Full-featured remote control includes mouse
emulation functions and an electronic
pointer for complete presentation control:

Included Accessories:
They include a power cord, computer cable, remote control, USB cable, soft carrying case,
and audio adapter. The audio adapter allows you to connect an RCA cable of any length.

Optional Accessories:
Replacement Lamp for PowerLite 62c and 82c (EPLPL76)................................................299.00
PowerLite 62c and 82c projectors accept all optional accessories on page 77 .

- Electric pointer
- Volume, Help, and Menu buttons

PowerLite S3, 62c and 82c SPECIFICATIONS

- Individual button for each input source
- Source Search button
- Easy operation for presentations, with
functions including Page Up/Down, E-zoom,
and Mouse Emulation
◆

The remote control automatically shuts
down when it detects a button being
pressed down for more than 30 seconds.

◆

Instant Off feature for immediate shut down
capability (no cool down time required).

◆

Includes soft carrying case with a
compartment to stow the remote control

◆

◆

PowerLite 82c

3-LCD technology

3-LCD technology

3-LCD technology

Poly-silicon TFT
Active Matrix

Poly-silicon TFT
Active Matrix

Poly-silicon TFT
Active Matrix

Native Resolution

SVGA (800 x 600)

SVGA (800 x 600)

XGA (1024 x 768)

High Brightness

1600 ANSI lumens

2000 ANSI lumens

2000 ANSI lumens

Low Brightness

1400 ANSI lumens

1500 ANSI lumens

1500 ANSI lumens

2,000 (high brightness)
3,000 (low brightness)

2,000 (high brightness)
3,000 (low brightness)

2,000 (high brightness)
3,000 (low brightness)

500:1

400:1

400:1

85% typical

85% typical

85% typical

24 bit; 16.7 million

24 bit; 16.7 million

24 bit; 16.7 million

1w mono

5w mono

5w mono

30” to 300”

60” to 300”

60” to 300”

2.9 - 39.7’

2.9-35.4’

2.9-35.4’

4:3 (supports 16.9)

4:3 (supports 16.9)

4:3 (supports 16.9)

Projection System
LCD Driving Method

Average
Lamp Life (hours)

In addition to security features such as
password protection, user logo, and timer
function, there is an added operation lock
feature. When the lock feature is enabled,
all of the keys on the operation panel are
disabled/locked, except for the power
button. This is especially useful in the
classroom to prevent student mischief.

Brightness Uniformity

Outstanding Service
and Support

Horizontal Frequency

15 - 92 kHz

15 - 92 kHz

15 - 92 kH

Vertical Scan Rate

50 - 85 Hz

50 -92 Hz

50 -85 Hz

f1.7

f1.60 - 1.74

f1.60 - 1.74

16.6mm

18.4 - 22.12mm

18.4 - 22.12mm

Digital zoom 1.0 -1.35

Optical zoom 1.0 -1.2

Optical zoom 1.0 -1.2

Video Compatibility

NTSC, NTSC4.43,
PAL, M-PAL, N-PAL,
PAL60, SECAM

NTSC, NTSC4.43,
PAL, M-PAL, N-PAL,
PAL60, SECAM

NTSC, NTSC4.43,
PAL, M-PAL, N-PAL,
PAL60, SECAM

HDTV Compatibility

480i, 480p, 720p, 1080i

480i, 480p, 720p, 1080i

480i, 480p, 720p, 1080i

9.7 x 3.4 x 12.9”

12.9 x 3.9 x 9.7”

12.9 x 3.9 x 9.7”

5.6 lbs.

5.9 lbs.

5.9 lbs.

Color Reproduction
Speaker System
Image Size (Diagonal)
Projected Distance
Aspect Ratio

Includes Epson two-year limited warranty
and 90-day lamp warranty for added
dependability.

Lens F-Number

Provided at no additional cost for the
duration of the warranty:

Zoom Ratio

— Epson Road Service Program provides a
replacement projector, typically within 24
hours.
— Dedicated toll-free support line available
from 6 AM. to 6 PM Monday – Friday. Calls
are answered live in about a minute.
◆

PowerLite 62c

Contrast Ratio

High Security
◆

PowerLite S3

International warranty in over 45 countries.

Lens Focal Length

Dimensions (WHD)
Weight

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821
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POWERLITE 750C / 755C / 760C / 765C
XGA 2000 and 2500 Lumens
Commuter Series Projectors
Offering unbeatable power and versatility, the PowerLite
750c/755c (2000 lumens), and the 755c/760c (2500 lumens)
ultra-bright sub-4 lb. projectors offer the ultimate choice for
incredible image quality in any setting. These impressive portables
boast native XGA resolution and Epson 3LCD technology which work
together with their extraordinary brightness for vibrant color across the screen all the time.
The PowerLite 750c and 760c offer features such as auto source selection, so operation couldn’t be easier. Epson’s 7-second
startup time and Instant Off means the projectors can be turned on or off in seconds. They also include automatic keystone
correction, and a 1.2x optical zoom for perfect presentations anytime, anywhere.
Otherwise identical, the PowerLite 755c and 765c facilitate PC-free presentations with USB and PCMCIA connectivity. Plus
they include 802.11g Wi-Fi technology for exceptional wireless capabilities from both Windows and Mac systems. Their 32bit transmission rate ensure remarkable speeds when streaming
MPEG2 videos, plus fast Keynote and PowerPoint
transitions. And, they provide, the broadest security protection—
compatible with WEP, WPA, and Cisco LEAP. They even support
USB storage devices.
F E AT U R E S

High Quality/Brightness
◆

With 2000 or 2500 lumens, these projectors
are ideal for on-the-go presenters and those
who require incredible brightness from
small, lightweight projectors.

◆

Epson 3LCD technology for incredible color
accuracy, rich color saturation and
remarkable image quality. XGA (1024 x 768)
resolution for vibrant images with precision
color and detail

◆

HDTV-ready, they support 480i, 480p, 720p,
and 1080i formats

◆

Brightness control function can extend the
lamp life and provide more cost-effective
operation (3000 hours in Low Brightness
mode, 2000 hours in High Brightness mode).

High Security
◆

In addition to security features such as
password protection, user logo, and timer
function, there is an operation lock feature.
When enabled, all of the keys on the
operation panel are disabled/locked,
except for the power button.

State-of-the-Art Video
◆

◆

Two video inputs compatible with
composite video, component (optional
cable required) and S-Video.
Selectable projection modes, including
games and home theater, for optimum
performance . Presentation makes it
possible to project only PowerPoint slides.

Outstanding Service and Support
◆

Includes Epson two-year limited warranty and 90-day lamp warranty for added dependability.

◆

Epson Road Service Program (which provides a replacement projector, typically within 24 hours)
and a dedicated toll-free support line (from 6am to 6pm Monday thru Friday) are provided at no
additional cost for the duration of the warranty. Calls are answered live in about a minute.
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Easy Setup and Operation
◆

Audible power-on and -off beeps provide
verification that the projectors have received
their commands. This helps avoid confusing
start ups and shutdowns.

◆

7-second start-up for fast setup. Instant Off
cools the projector off within 2 seconds.

◆

Source search function automatically
displays the connected input source(s) and
switches instantly between them

◆

Automatic ±30° digital keystone correction
for square images even when the projector
isn’t centered. Correction automatically
engages without manual adjustments

◆

1.2x optical zoom lens to facilitate flexible
placement and positioning and still
maintain image quality

◆

Full-featured remote control, with mouse
emulation functions and an electronic
pointer for complete presentation control

◆

Soft carrying case included, so they are
nicely protected and easily transported.
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POWERLITE 750C / 755C / 760C / 765C
◆

PowerLite 755c/765c Only

Included Accessories:

Epson EasyMP IM-X2 technology allows
wireless presentations to project images in
real-time, without cables; display on up to 4
projectors simultaneously! NS connection
for PC and Macintosh systems (10.3 or later)

They all include a power cable, remote control with battery,
computer cable, audio adapter cable, USB A/USB B cable, Owners
Manual, Start Here Kit, and a soft carrying case. The 755c and 765c
also include a wireless 802.11g card.

◆

Supplied with a 802.11b/g
card, they run presentations
wirelessly at frame rates up to
5x faster than 802.11b.

Optional Accessories:
Replacement Lamp (EPLPL740C)
For the PowerLite 750c, 755c, 760c and 765c............................429.95
Mac Adapter Set (EPELPAP01)
For the PowerLite 760c and 765c ......................................................29.95
ATA Wheeled Hardshell Case (EPELPKS42)
For the PowerLite 760c and 765c. 9 x 14 x 22”, 10 lbs...............269.95

ATA Wheeled Hardshell Case

For other optional accessories, see page 77.
◆

Protect On/Off locks out other users and
prevents interruptions during presentations

◆

802.11g and an advanced drawing algorithm
ensure the fastest transfer speeds, plus
real-time PowerPoint and Apple Keynote
(OS X 10.3.x or later) presentations

◆

◆

◆

◆

Broad security protection—compatible with
WEP, WPA, and Cisco LEAP (safeguards the
display screen and ensures uninterrupted
presentations)
Proprietary firmware also gives presenters
the ability to run PowerPoint presentations
and MPEG-2 videos without a PC, using the
projector’s built-in PCMCIA and USB slots.
PC-free operation gives you a valuable
presentation tool. Their built-in software
enables high-resolution JPEGs to be projected
in slideshows via storage devices such as
USB memory, external hard drives or directly
from digital cameras. Furthermore, slideshows
can be controlled by the projector manually
or with automatic/timed advancement, and
color temperatures and individual settings
for red, green and blue can also be adjusted.
EasyManagement Technology is a wireless
connection to remotely monitor and control
projectors over the network. This allows:

PowerLite 750c / 755c

PowerLite 760c / 765c

3-LCD technology

3-LCD technology

High Temperature Poly-Silicon TFT

High Temperature Poly-Silicon TFT

XGA (1024 x 768)

XGA (1024 x 768)

High Brightness

2000 ANSI lumens

2500 ANSI lumens

Low Brightness

1500 ANSI lumens

2000 ANSI lumens

2,000 (high brightness)
3,000 (low brightness)

2,000 (high brightness)
3,000 (low brightness)

400:1

400:1

90% typical

90% typical

24 bit; 16.7 million

16 bit XGA or 32 bit SVGA; 16.7 million

1w mono

1w mono

30” to 300”

30” to 300”

2.9 - 34.4’

2.5-25’

4:3 (supports 16.9)

4:3 (supports 16.9, 5.4)

Horizontal Frequency

15 - 92 kHz

15 - 92 kHz

Vertical Scan Rate

50 - 85 Hz

50 -85 Hz

Lens F-Number

f1.58-1.76

f1.58 - 1.76

23.7 – 28.5mm

23.7 – 28.5mm

1.0:1.2

1.0:1.2

Video Compatibility

NTSC, NTSC4.43, PAL, M-PAL,
N-PAL, PAL60, SECAM

NTSC, NTSC4.43, PAL,
M-PAL, N-PAL, PAL60

HDTV Compatibility

480i, 480p, 720p, 1080i

480i, 480p, 720p, 1080i

Dimensions (WHD)

7.6 x 10.8 x 2.7”

7.6 x 10.8 x 2.7”

750c: 3.8 lbs. / 755c: 3.9 lbs.

760c: 3.8 lbs. / 765c: 3.9 lbs.

Projection System
LCD Driving Method
Native Resolution

Average
Lamp Life (hours)
Contrast Ratio
Brightness Uniformity
Color Reproduction
Speaker System
Image Size (Diagonal)
Projected Distance
Aspect Ratio

- Centralized monitoring and control.

Lens Focal Length

- Built-in remote access.

Zoom Ratio

- Simple Network Management Protocol
(SNMP) for easy network management and
maintenance.
- E-mail notification (via SMTP) alerts you to
temperature, fan and lamp status.
- Web control over multiple network projectors,
each with a different router address.

Weight

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821
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POWERLITE 821P / 830P / 835P
Portable 2600 & 3000 Lumens XGA Projectors
Remarkable solutions for high-performance presentations in virtually any
setting, the PowerLite 821p, 830p and 835p offer astounding quality
and flexibility. Each model includes three Epson LCDs, which work
together with 2600 (821p) or 3000 (830p/835p) ANSI lumens and
XGA resolution to give you accurate color, superior color saturation,
and exceptional image quality. And, each delivers great video
quality as well.
Whisper-quiet performers, they provide convenient
automatic setup, which intuitively sets the focus and image
size at the touch of a button—all in just seconds. And, with
four input connections, and dedicated audio for each, they are easily adaptable to any situation. A power focus and ultra
wide 1.6x zoom ensure easy setup for both ceiling-mounted and desktop presentations.
Automatic source selection makes setting them up easier than
ever, and the convenient lamp access on top of the projectors
enables easy changes, even when they are ceiling-mounted.
With a built-in 5w speaker, there’s no need for costly audio
accessories. And, there’s even a brightness control function to
provide the most cost-effective operation. To further protect
your investment, enhanced security features help prevent theft
or unauthorized usage.
The PowerLite 830p steps up with a wired LAN connection that
easily attaches to a network, so users can remotely monitor
and control installed projectors. It’s the perfect way to manage
your projector assets.
For those who require wireless capabilities, the PowerLite 835p
offers the ideal solution. Equipped with the same features as
the PowerLite 830p, this model also offers high-speed wireless
performance with 802.11g Wi-Fi capabilities. Epson’s superior
processing enables the projector to deliver fast transfer speeds
for viewing MPEG2 videos and PowerPoint presentations.
And, advanced security features offer WEP, WPA, and LEAP
compatibility. There’s even a USB and PCMCIA input connection,
so presenters can not only project a presentation, but digital
photos and video as well.
Powerful, and incredibly versatile, these full-featured
projectors deliver consistently brilliant results from the
boardroom to large lecture halls. Whatever your needs,
these projectors are sure to deliver.
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EASY SETUP, INSTALLATION,
AND OPERATION

The PowerLite 830P and 835P projectors feature
a Quick Setup function with auto sensing, which
intuitively sets up the appropriate screen size,
keystone, and focus at the touch of a button.
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POWERLITE 821P / 830P / 835P
High Quality/Brightness

Easy Setup and Operation

◆ Ultra-bright 2600 ANSI lumens is bright

enough for well-lit rooms, large conference
rooms and classrooms.

◆

Color-coded cables make setup a
breeze.

◆

Power-on and -off beeps let you
know the projector has received
their command.

◆

Quick start-up time (7-seconds)
avoids delays and reduces
pre-presentation jitters.

◆

Source search automatically
displays the connected input
source(s) and switches instantly
between various sources

◆

Automatic ±15° digital keystone
correction without manual
adjustments.

◆

1.6x optical zoom for flexible
placement and positioning.

◆

Monitor output capability to display images on a monitor and screen simultaneously.

◆

Direct Power On (turns the projector on with a wall switch).

◆ Three Epson LCDs for greater color depth

and accuracy; plus astounding color
saturation across the screen
◆

XGA (1024 x 768) resolution for vibrant
images with precision color and detail

◆

HDTV-ready; supports 480i, 480p, 720p, and
1080i formats

◆

Brightness control function for various
settings to extend the lamp life and provide
more cost-effective operation (3000 hours in
Low Brightness mode, 2000 hours in High
Brightness mode)

Audio
◆

Powerful 5w monaural audio output fills the
conference room so there’s no additional
audio expense

◆

Audio out (audio follow-through)

◆

No costly expansion modules needed;
two computer and two video inputs with
a dedicated audio input for each.

Security
◆

Video
◆

Two video inputs compatible with
composite, component (optional cable
required) and S-Video.

◆

Selectable projection modes, including
video games and home theater, for
optimum performance in any situation

◆

In addition to security features
such as password protection,
user logo, and timer function,
there is an operation lock
feature. When the lock feature
is enabled, all of the keys on
the operation panel are
disabled/locked, except for the
power button.

Back view of the PowerLite 821p

Quiet and Unobtrusive

Six color modes are available to suit the
mode you want.

• Dynamic—Best for projecting movies with
vivid color in bright rooms. This is the default
mode for projecting from video devices
other than RGB video
• Presentation—Use when you’re projecting a
presentation in a bright room. This is the
default mode when you’re projecting from a
computer or RGB video device

Back view of the PowerLite 830p

◆

Whisper-quiet operation
(as low as 30dB) so the
presentation gets all the
attention.

◆

Conveniently placed lamp and
air filter access (on top of the
projector), designed for easy
changes, even when the
projector is ceiling mounted.

• Theater—For projecting in a dark room
• Living Room—Best for playing video games
or watching TV in a bright room
• sRGB—When projecting computer or video
conforming to the sRGB color standard.
• Blackboard—Choose this fixed color mode
when you need to project against a green
blackboard. Images retain their natural tints.

Outstanding Service and Support
◆

Includes Epson two-year limited warranty and 90-day lamp warranty for added dependability

◆

Includes at no additional cost for the duration of the warranty:

— Epson Road Service Program provides a replacement projector, typically within 24 hours
— Dedicated toll-free support line available from 6 AM to 6 PM Monday – Friday. Calls are
answered live in about a minute.

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821
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POWERLITE 821P / 830P / 835P
PowerLite 830P
Step-up Features from the
PowerLite 821p
◆ Ultra bright 3000 ANSI lumens

- bright
enough for well-lit rooms, large conference
rooms and classrooms.

◆

Great video quality with 3D Y/C
separation and motion compensated
interlace-progressive conversion

◆

Power focus, plus an ultra wide 1.6x optical
zoom for the greatest positioning flexibility

◆

Quick Setup function with auto sensing
intuitively sets up the right screen size,
keystone, and focus at the touch of a button

◆

WallShot feature with automatic color
correction for projecting images on a
colored surface.

◆

Automatic digital keystone correction
engages without manual adjustments
(±45° vertical, ±20° horizontal)

◆

Preview function—no need to check one
source at a time
(View all inputs
sources at once
without having
to cycle
through and
choose the one
you desire.)

◆

Picture-in-Picture function to view more
than one input source at a time.

◆

Direct Power On and Power Off–turns the
projector on or off with one system switch.

◆

Cooling fan located in front for a comfortable
viewing experience.

◆

Local networking via their ethernet port and
Epson’s EasyManagement software. Monitor
and control projectors over the network!

WallShot feature with automatic color correction for projecting images on a colored surface.

PowerLite 835P Only
◆

– Supplied with a 802.11b/g card, the 835p enables users to upload or run presentations wirelessly at frame rates up to two to five times faster than 802.11b. So whether transferring data
via 802.11“b” or “g,” Epson’s unique and proprietary algorithm allows for fast wireless streaming
of video content.
– 802.11g and Epson’s original algorithm ensure the fastest transfer speeds for streaming MPEG2
videos and real-time PowerPoint presentations
– Broadest security protection—WEP, WPA, and LEAP compatibility to safeguard the display
screen and ensure uninterrupted presentations
– Web control over multiple network projectors, each with a different router address
◆

Proprietary firmware also gives presenters the ability to run PowerPoint presentations and
MPEG-2 videos without a PC, using the projector’s built-in PCMCIA and USB slots.

◆

PC-free operation gives photographers and digital artists a valuable presentation tool. The
735p’s built-in software
enables digital images
like high-resolution
JPEGs, to be projected
in slideshows via
PC-less storage devices
such as USB memory,
external hard drives or directly from digital cameras. Furthermore, slideshows can be controlled
by the projector either manually or with automatic/timed advancement, and color temperatures and individual settings for red, green and blue can also be adjusted.

Projector Accessories

- Centralized monitoring and control
- Built-in remote access
- Simple Network Management Protocol
(SNMP) for easy network management and
maintenance
- E-mail notification (via SMTP) to alert network administrator(s) to issues related to
temperature, fan and lamp status
◆

USB port allows viewing of media from a
USB memory stick, USB hard drive or digital
still camera. The projector’s are compatible
with JPEG, GIF, BMP, and PNG files.

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO

Epson EasyMP technology allows wireless presentations to project
images in real-time, without cables; display on up to 4 projectors
simultaneously! NS connection for PC and Macintosh systems
(10.3 or later)

Replacement Lamp (EPLPL61P)
For the PowerLite 821p..............................269.95

Wheeled Soft Case for
Projector and Laptop (EPELPKS35) .......199.95

Replacement Lamp (EPLPL830P)
For the PowerLite 830p and 835p.........474.95

Ceiling Mount (EPELPMB36) ......................219.95

Air Filter Set (EPAFPL61P)
For the PowerLite 821p.................................14.95
Air Filter Set (EPAFPL830P)
For the PowerLite 830p and 835p............19.95

www.bhphotovideo.com

Remote Control Cable Set (EPRC7800)
For the 830p and 835p. Allows you to operate
the projector from a farther distance with
the extended cable. And also allows for
independent operation of the projector when
there are multiple projectors.....................29.95

For other optional accessories, see page 77.
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POWERLITE 821P / 830P / 835P
PowerLite 821P

PowerLite 830P

PowerLite 835P

XGA (1024 x 768)

XGA (1024 x 768)

XGA (1024 x 768)

Epson High Temperature
Poly-Silicon TFT 3 LCDs

Epson High Temperature
Poly-Silicon TFT 3 LCDs

Epson High Temperature
Poly-Silicon TFT 3 LCDs

Composite Video, S-Video,
Component Video, Video-RGB,
Audio 2x (mini stereo jacks)

Composite Video, S-Video,
Component Video, Video-RGB,
Audio Stereo (RCA)

Composite Video, S-Video,
Component Video, Video-RGB,
Audio Stereo (RCA)

Video Mini D-sub, 15 pin (monitor out)
Audio Stereo (3.5mm mini jack)

Video Mini D-sub, 15 pin (monitor out)
Audio Stereo (3.5mm mini jack)

Video Mini D-sub, 15 pin (monitor out)
Audio Stereo (3.5mm mini jack)

Computer
Compatibility

VGA, SVGA, XGA, SXGA
SXGA, UXGA

VGA, SVGA, SXGA
HDTV, DTV

SXGA, WXGA, XGA, SVGA,
VGA, HDTV, DTV, UXGA

Video
Compatibility

NTSC, PAL, SECAM, NTSC4.43,
PAL60, HDTV (480i, 480p,
720p, 1080i)

NTSC, PAL, SECAM, NTSC4.43,
PAL60, PAL N &M, HDTV (480i, 480p,
720p, 1080i)

NTSC, PAL, SECAM, NTSC4.43,
PAL60, PAL N &M, HDTV (480i, 480p,
720p, 1080i)

2600 ANSI lumens

3000 ANSI lumens

3000 ANSI lumens

Contrast Ratio

500:1

600:1

600:1

Standard
Projection Lens

1.6:1 Zoom with
manual focus and zoom

1.6:1 Zoom with
power focus and zoom

1.6:1 Zoom with
power focus and zoom

1.46:1 – 2.39:1

1.46:1 – 2.39:1

1.46:1 – 2.39:1

Projection Distance

2.9’ – 35.4’

2.9’ – 34.4’

2.9’ – 34.4’

Image Size (Diagonal)

2.5’ to 25’

2.5’ to 25’

2.5’ to 25’

Lamp (Bulb)

200W UHE

200W UHE

200W UHE

2000 hours (high)

2000 hours (high)

2000 hours (high)

4:3 (standard);
Supports 16:9 and 5:4 video, data

4:3 (standard);
Supports 16:9 and 5:4 video, data

4:3 (standard);
Supports 16:9 and 5:4 video, data

Screen Projection

Front and Rear

Front and Rear

Front and Rear

Ceiling Mountable

Yes

Yes

Keystone Correction

±15° vertical
correction

±40° vertical
correction

±40° vertical
correction

Built-in Speaker (audio)

5 Watt Mono

5 Watt Mono

5 Watt Mono

Wireless Remote
RS-232C Control - D-sub 9 pin x1
USB port

Wireless Remote
Serial/RS232C: D-sub 9 pin x1
USB, Mini Jack, Wired LAN Connection

Wireless Remote
Serial/RS232C: D-sub 9 pin x1
USB, Mini Jack, Wired LAN Connection

Power Requirements

100v - 240v

100v - 240v

100v - 240v

Power Consumption

280 Watt

300 Watt

300 Watt

4.3 x 14.4 x 13.8”

4.5 x 11 x 14.4”

4.5 x 11 x 14.4”

8.9 lbs.

10.4 lbs.

10.4 lbs.

Native Resolution
Display
Technology
Input Sources

Output
Terminals

Max ANSI Lumens

Throw Ratio

Bulb Life Expectancy
Aspect Ratio

Controls

Dimensions (HLW)
Weight

Yes Yes

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821
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EPSON

POWERLITE 7850P • POWERLITE 7900P
XGA 3500 & 4000 Lumens
Portable Projectors
The PowerLite 7850p takes high-performance portable to a
whole new level, with out-of-the-box networking capability,
PC-free presentations, and the ability to operate with or
without a hard-wired video connection. A/V personnel
will appreciate its easy monitoring and maintenance,
while end-users will enjoy its remarkable functionality.
Even with these notable features, you won’t have to sacrifice image quality.
This powerful portable provides 3500 lumens and XGA resolution for exceptional clarity and detail.
The PowerLite 7850p can address virtually any presentation requirement. With optional lenses available, it offers
enhanced positioning flexibility. And, it provides monitor out capability, plus multiple image correction tools. For easy
setup and operation, it includes both vertical and horizontal keystone correction. And, no matter where it is situated, the
projector offers a unique feature designed to assist theft prevention.
A high-performance projector, the PowerLite 7900P offers
easy remote maintenance and control, so it’s ideal for
universities and large business centers. With 4000 lumens
and convenient network monitoring and control, the
PowerLite 7900p provides remarkable power and performance.
XGA resolution, a 700:1 contrast ratio, and Epson LCDs work
with its incredible brightness to ensure superior image quality,
while EasyManagement technology facilitates easy remote operation. For added installation flexibility, this whisper-quiet
(36db/33db) projector includes five computer/video connections, plus three lens options. It also includes ±40° advanced
keystone correction, and password-protected security. Perfect for large classrooms or conference rooms, the PowerLite
7900p offers the perfect combination of power and versatility. A/V personnel will appreciate its remote management and
maintenance features, while presenters will enjoy its incredible quality and performance.
F E AT U R E S
◆

Three Epson LCDs for accurate colors, and
rich color saturation evenly distributed
across the screen

◆

XGA (1024 x 768) resolution for sharp, vivid
detail

◆

700:1 contrast ratio (blacker blacks and
whiter whites) for outstanding image detail

◆

Weighing only 12.8 lbs. their remarkable
brightness of 3500 (7850p) or 4000 (7900p)
ANSI lumens makes them ideal for large
classrooms or conference rooms

◆Five inputs including D-Sub15, BNC, DVI,

Composite and S-Video

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO

Convenient Networking with EasyManagement Technology
◆

Centralized monitoring, maintenance and
control over the LAN network. Works with
their built-in Ethernet connection

◆

◆

Enables secure access via password protection features including web

- EMP Monitor software utility (included)

◆

Provides real-time status information and
projector error detection

◆

Built-in remote access—turn the projector
on and off remotely

◆ Enables secure access via password-

protection features

www.bhphotovideo.com

Allows easy monitoring of real-time source
status, power status, lamp status and
resolution input status via:

- Web browser—no special software required!
- SNMP (Simple Network Management
Protocol)
- E-mail notification, via SMTP, to notify users
of issues related to the temperature, fan,
and lamp
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POWERLITE 7850P • POWERLITE 7900P
Easy Installation,
Setup and Operation
◆

Optional Lenses

40° vertical keystone correction (and ±20°
horizontal on the 7850p)

There are three optional lenses available
for the PowerLite 7850p and 7900p that
provide the flexibility you need to present
in any situation.
When placing the projector closer to or
farther from the screen, or to achieve
larger images, these lenses offer the
solutions you’re looking for.

◆ QuickCorner function lets you display a

perfectly square image from any angle.
If the projected image is distorted, use the
remote and point to the distorted corner.
The projectors do the rest – even when
space is limited.
◆

WallShot function automatically provides
true color correction and reproduction when
projecting onto a colored wall. This method
takes both room brightness and screen color
into account, so color reproduction is very
close to the original color.

PROJECTION LENSES

◆ Preview function with SnapWindow for

Type

selecting and checking input sources. The
projectors can accept a wide array of input
signals simultaneously, so you can preview
what is currently connected. The projected
image is separated into one large Active
Window and up to seven small
SnapWindows. Choose any window by
making a selection with the remote control.
◆

◆

RGB auto detect (7900p only)

◆

1.35x zoom with optional lenses for
positioning flexibility

◆

Whisper-quiet operation (36db/33db)
ensures the presentation is the center of
attention (silent when in AV Mute mode)

Wide Throw

Long Throw

Manual zoom/focus

Manual zoom/focus

Manual zoom/focus

F-number

1.7 to 2.3

1.8 to 2.3

1.8 to 2.3

f-number

28 to 37mm

36 to 48mm

48.4 to 64.5mm

Zoom ratio
B&H Number
Price

Search function automatically recognizes
and displays connected inputs, and switches
instantly between them.

Standard

1.0:1.35

1.0:1.35

1.0:1.35

(EPV12H004M03)

(EPV12H004W03)

(EPV12H004L05)

999.95

1779.95

2149.95

Outstanding Service and Support
◆

Includes Epson two-year limited warranty and 90-day lamp warranty for added dependability

◆

Includes at no additional cost for the duration of the warranty:

— Epson Road Service Program provides a replacement projector, typically within 24 hours
— Dedicated toll-free support line available from 6 AM to 6 PM Monday – Friday. Calls are
answered live in about a minute.

◆

Monitor out capability for simultaneous
viewing on a monitor

◆

Enhanced security functions, including
password-protection and operation lock
protect the projectors from unauthorized use.

◆

Easy-to-use control panel lets you manage
the setup and installation process, zoom
lens, picture-in-picture capability, focus
controls, and more. Even allows multiple
projectors to be operated simultaneously.

Air Filter Set (EPAFPL7800)
For the PowerLite 7850p, 7900p...............28.95

◆

Direct power-on turns on the projector with
one system switch (7900p only).

ATA Molded
Hardshell Case (EPELPKS48) ......................279.95

◆

Brightness control function accommodates
various lighting conditions and room sizes
and can extend the lamp life for more cost
effective operation (3000 hours in Low
Brightness mode, 2000 hours in High
Brightness mode).

Ceiling Mount (EPELPMB40) ......................234.95

Projector Accessories
Replacement Lamp (EPLPL7800)
For the PowerLite 7850p, 7900p........... 449.95

ATA Shipping Case (EPELPKS46) .................CALL

10’ DVI to DVI Cable (EPELPKC20) .............89.95
10’ DVI to DFP Cable (EPELPKC21) .............89.95

Air
Shipping
Case

Ceiling
Mount

Remote Control Cable Set (EPRC7800)
Allows you to operate the PowerLite 7850p
and 7900p from a farther distance with the
extended cable. And also allows for independent operation of the projector when
there are multiple projectors.....................29.95

For other optional accessories, see page 77.

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821
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POWERLITE 8300i
XGA 5200 Lumens
Installation Projector
As the benchmark in brightness rises within the projector industry,
Epson continues to keep in step. The PowerLite 8300i not only offers
5200 lumens and an astounding 1200:1 contrast ratio, it also provides
convenient out-of-the-box networking capabilities–a noteworthy
combination at this level. This multi-purpose installable brings remarkable
functionality, with the added benefit of easy network monitoring and control–something IS personnel will appreciate.
Engineered to meet virtually any presentation requirement, the projector
provides monitor out capability, plus a powerful preview function for easy
switching between sources. With vertical and horizontal keystone
correction and a variety of lens options, it offers exceptional installation
flexibility. A versatile network solution from the world leader in highperformance projectors, the PowerLite 8300i gives your customers the
flexibility they need, plus the quality they demand.
F E AT U R E S

State-of-the-Art Performance
◆ The benchmark for multipurpose installation

projectors, the PowerLite 8300i features
remarkable brightness of 5200 lumens, a
high contrast ratio of 1200:1 and outstanding
functionality with networking capability.
◆ Three 1.4” high-aperture LCDs for evenly

distributed color across the screen, XGA
(1024 x 768) resolution for sharp, vivid
detail, and 1200:1 contrast ratio for blacker
blacks and whiter whites, and astonishing
brightness that’s great for large auditoriums.
◆

Progressive processing circuitry for better
video image quality

◆ Compatible with NTSC, PAL-M, PAL-N, PAL,

PAL60, SECAM standards, as well as HDTV
(480i, 480p, 720p, 1080i) signals.

Easy Setup and Operation
◆ Multiple optional lenses including:

rear projection wide lens (EPV12H004R02),
wide zoom lens (EPV12H004W02), 2.42 to 3.67:1
(EPV12H004M01) and 3.57 to 5.45:1 middle
throw zoom lenses (EPV12H004M02), and long
throw zoom lens (EPV12H004L04).
◆ Keystone (45° vertical, 40° horizontal) and

QuickCorner image correction capability for
flexible setup and installation
◆ Monitor out capability for all input signals
◆ Easy-to-use remote control/control panel

◆ Low fan noise for undisturbed presentations
◆ Improved air filter to protect projector life in

smoky or dusty environments
◆ Start Here Kit gets first time users projecting

in just minutes
◆ Weighs only 24.7 lbs.

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO

it offers information on projector status via:
- Web browser - no special software required!
- SNMP (Simple Network Management
Protocol) with OpenView plug-in available
◆ EMP Monitor software and EMP network

manager utility (included)
◆ Allows easy monitoring of lamp status,

power status, and source status
◆ Works with the projector’s built-in Ethernet

connection

- Manage the setup and installation process,
power zoom lens, picture-in-picture
capability, focus controls, lens shift, and more

◆ Enables secure access via password

◆ Operate multiple projectors simultaneously

◆ Provides real-time status information and

◆ Digital Visual Interface (DVI) for digital

connectivity/compatibility

Conveniences

Networking Capability
◆ Equipped with EasyManagement technology,

◆ Preview function with SnapWindow for

selecting and checking input sources. The
8300i can accept a wide array of input signals simultaneously, so you can preview
what is currently connected. The projected
image is separated into one large Active
Window and up to 7 small SnapWindows.
Select any window with the remote control.

www.bhphotovideo.com

protection feature
◆ Monitors all Epson network projectors

projector error detection
◆ Email notification via SMTP to alert issues

related to temperature, fan and lamp

Optional Accessories
Replacement Lamp (EPLPL8300) ..............639.95
Air Filter Set (EPAFPL8300) ..............................64.95
ATA Shipping Case (EPELPKS47) ...............487.50
Ceiling Mount (EPELPMB41) ........................219.95
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POWERLITE 9300i
SXGA 2500 Lumens Installation Projector
The groundbreaking PowerLite 9300i provides a level of detail not found in ordinary
projectors. It goes far beyond everyday PowerPoint presentations. Remarkable
SXGA+ resolution, 2500 lumens, and an incredible 1100:1 contrast ratio provide
the essential technology needed for ultimate quality and precision.
Ideal for medical, military, CAD or control center applications, the
PowerLite 9300i not only delivers the unique clarity required for highend applications but full featured performance for added versatility.
Power zoom, focus, and lens shift make installation easier than ever.
And, multi-screen setup is a breeze with special adjustments for
brightness and color levels, in addition to pre-set patterns. Designed
with renowned Epson reliability, the PowerLite 9300i gives you both
power and peace of mind. A unique password protected security function
lends added assurance, while an amazing 7000-hour lamp life offers substantial
value. A truly remarkable projector with revolutionary results, the PowerLite 9300i delivers imagery so precise, even the
finest details will pop off the screen.
F E AT U R E S

Easy Setup and Operation

Astounding Image Quality

◆ Power zoom, focus, and lens shift-key image

◆ SXGA+ (1400 x 1050) resolution for crystal

adjustments controlled via the remote

clear results

◆ Six video inputs and six audio outputs

◆ 1100:1 contrast ratio for exceptional clarity

simplify installation and eliminate the added
cost of switchers
◆ Great connectivity including two computer

inputs, plus component video (5 BNCs),
composite, S-Video, and DVI compatibility
±20° horizontal)
◆ QuickCorner to display a perfectly square

image from almost anywhere in the room
◆ SnapWindows to simultaneously preview

up to seven input connections–provides a
simple way for staging managers to check
connected sources.
◆ Multiple optional lens options for flexibility
◆ Easy multi-screen calibration (adjustments

for brightness and color levels, plus
convenient pre-set patterns)

evenly distributed color across the screen
◆ 2500 lumens for brightness in any setting

Progressive processing circuitry for better
video image quality

◆ Compatible with NTSC, PAL-M, PAL-N, PAL,

PAL60, SECAM standards, as well as HDTV
(480i, 480p, 720p, 1080i) signals.

Conveniences
◆ Up to 7000-hour lamp life for improved cost

of ownership
◆ Improved air filter to protect projector in

smoky or dusty environments

◆ Direct power-on capability (allows users to

just flip on the wall switch and the projector
will automatically power on)
undisturbed presentations

◆ Three 1.4” Epson high-aperture LCDs for

◆

◆ Keystone correction (±40° vertical,

◆ Whisper-quiet operation (33 db) for

and detail

◆ Guards against unauthorized users and

disable the projector via passwordprotection feature. This includes power-on
protection, timer protection (requires a
password to operate after a pre-set time
has passed), and user logo protection.

Networking Capability
◆ Equipped with EasyManagement technology,

it offers information on projector status via:
- Web browser - no special software required!
- SNMP (Simple Network Management
Protocol) with OpenView plug-in available
◆ EMP Monitor software and EMP network

manager utility (included)
◆ Allows easy monitoring of lamp status,

power status, and source status
◆ Works with the projector’s built-in Ethernet

connection
◆ Enables secure access via password

protection feature
◆ Monitors all Epson network projectors
◆ Provides real-time status information and

projector error detection
◆ Email notification via SMTP to alert issues

related to temperature, fan and lamp

Optional Accessories
Replacement Lamp (EPLPL9300) ..............549.95
Air Filter Set (EPAFPL8300) ..............................64.95
ATA Shipping Case (EPELPKS47) ...............487.50
Ceiling Mount (EPELPMB41) .........................219.95

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821
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POWERLITE 7850P / 7900P / 8300i / 9300i SPECIFICATIONS
Native Resolution
Display
Technology
Input Sources

PowerLite 7850P

PowerLite 7900P

PowerLite 8300i

PowerLite 9300i

XGA (1024 x 768)

XGA (1024 x 768)

XGA (1024 x 768)

SXGA+ (1400 x 1050)

Epson 1.0” Poly-silicon TFT

Epson 1.4” Poly-silicon TFT

Epson 1.4” Poly-silicon TFT

Epson Poly-silicon TFT

Active Matrix 3 LCDs

Active Matrix 3 LCDs

Active Matrix 3 LCDs

Active Matrix 3 LCDs

Composite Video, S-Video,

Composite Video, S-Video,

Composite Video, S-Video,

Component, S-Video,

Component Video, Video-RGB,

Component Video, Video-RGB,

Component Video, Video-RGB,

Composite, VGA, DVI-I

Audio Stereo (RCA), PMCIA, Card

Audio Stereo (RCA)

Audio Stereo (RCA)

Audio, USB

Output

Video Mini D-sub (monitor out)

Video Mini D-sub (monitor out)

Video Mini D-sub (monitor out)

Video Mini D-sub (monitor out)

Terminals

Audio Stereo (3.5mm mini jack)

Audio Stereo (3.5mm mini jack)

Audio Stereo (3.5mm mini jack)

Audio Stereo (3.5mm mini jack)

Computer

VGA, SVGA, XGA, SXGA

VGA, SVGA, XGA SXGA

VGA, SVGA, XGA, SXGA

VGA, SVGA, XGA, SXGA

HDTV, DTV

HDTV, DTV

HDTV, DTV,

UXGA, HDTV, DTV,

NTSC, PAL, SECAM, NTSC4.43,

NTSC, PAL, SECAM, NTSC4.43,

NTSC, PAL, SECAM, NTSC4.43,

NTSC, PAL, SECAM, NTSC4.43,

PAL60, PAL N & M, HDTV

PAL60, PAL N & M, HDTV

PAL60, PAL N & M, HDTV

PAL60, PAL N & M, HDTV

(480i, 480p, 720p, 1080i)

(480i, 480p, 720p, 1080i)

(480i, 480p, 720p, 1080i)

(480i, 480p, 720p, 1080i)

3500 ANSI lumens

4000 ANSI lumens

5200 ANSI lumens

2500 ANSI lumens

700:1

700:1

1,200:1

1,100:1

Compatibility
Video
Compatibility

Max ANSI Lumens
Contrast Ratio
Projection Lens (std.)

1.35:1 Zoom with

1.35:1 Zoom with

1.35:1 Zoom with

1.35:1 Zoom with

manual focus & zoom

manual focus & zoom

power focus & zoom

power focus & zoom

1.32:1 – 1.8:1

1.32:1 – 1.8:1

1.79:1 – 2.47:1

1.79:1 – 2.47:1

Projection Distance

2.6’ – 36.1’

3.9’ – 29.9’

3.9’ – 29.5’

3.9’ – 29.5’

Image Size (Diagonal)

30˝ to 300˝

30˝ to 300˝

30˝ to 300˝

30˝ to 300˝

Lamp (Bulb)

250W UHE

250W UHE

320W UHE

250W UHE

Bulb Life Expectancy

2000 hours

2000 hours

2000 hours

7000 hours

Throw Ratio

Aspect Ratio

4:3 (standard);

4:3 (standard);

4:3 (standard);

4:3 (standard);

Supports 16:9 and 5:4

Supports 16:9 and 5:4

Supports 16:9 and 5:4

Supports 16:9 and 5:4

Screen Projection

Front and Rear

Front and Rear

Front and Rear

Front and Rear

Ceiling Mountable

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

±40° vertical

±40° vertical

±45° vertical;

±45° vertical

correction

correction

±40° horizontal correction

correction

5 Watt Mono

5 Watt Mono

7 Watt Mono

7 Watt Mono

Keystone Correction

Built-in Speaker (audio)
Controls

Wireless Remote

Wireless Remote

Wireless Remote

Wireless Remote

Serial/RS232C: D-sub 9 pin x1

Serial/RS232C: D-sub 9 pin x1

Serial/RS232C: D-sub 9 pin x1

Serial/RS232C: D-sub 9 pin x1

USB, Mini Jack, Wired LAN

USB, Mini Jack, Wired LAN

USB, Mini Jack, Wired LAN

USB, Mini Jack, Wired LAN

Power Requirements

100V - 240V

100V - 240V

100V - 240V

100V - 240V

Power Consumption

350 Watt

355 Watt

480 Watt

355 Watt

5.4 x 12.8 x 16.5”

13.2 x 4.5 x 8.9”

4.6 x 16.5 x 12.8”

7.6 x 19.3 x 13.9”

12.8 lbs.

10.4 lbs.

12.3 lbs.

24.7 lbs.

Dimensions (HLW)
Weight

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO
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PERFORMA CP-RS55 & CP-RX60
SVGA and XGA 1500 Lumens Dual-Use LCD Projectors
With a brightness of 1500 lumens but weighing only 4.8 lbs.,
the CP-RS55 (SVGA) and CP-RX60 (XGA) meet and exceed
performance requirements for corporate and residential use,
while their light weight and portability makes dual use in the
home and the office a reality.
They incorporate Hitachi's proprietary video processing circuits and 3 LCD technology, while an intuitive user interface makes them easy even for novices to use. Additional features include ±15° digital vertical keystone correction, 300:1 contrast ratio, RS-232 port, Equalizing function (Gamma
Correction and Color Balance) to achieve a desired picture quality, and three Picture Mode settings. Progressive Scan
Technology with 3:2 pulldown lets you enjoy realistically beautiful images with no flicker.
F E AT U R E S
◆ To reproduce

detailed and bright images,
they employs three LCD panels that produce
1500 lumens of brightness.

◆

The CP-RS55 has a fixed lens with manual
focus, the CP-RX60 adds a 1.2x digital zoom

◆

Digital 4x zoom lets you magnify a portion
of the image, as well as a freeze function

◆

Kensington security lock

◆

Reverse image function for ceiling mounting

◆ The CP-RS55 offers native SVGA (800 x 600)

resolution for crisp, clear image reproduction.
It can also display XGA/SXGA compressed
signals.

◆

My Screen function lets you to store images
like a company logo or product picture in
the memory. Image is displayed immediately
when the projector is switched on.

◆

Multi-voltage (120/240v AC, 50/60Hz)
and multi-system (PAL, SECAM, NTSC)
compatible.

◆ With a native XGA (1024 x 768) resolution

and a 4:3 aspect ratio, the CP-RX60 offers
crisp, clear image reproduction, and can
meet the quality demands of any application. The CP-RX60 can also display
SXGA/UXGA compressed signals.
◆

They are HDTV ready and come standard
with a 16:9 viewing mode.

◆ Progressive scan circuit makes moving

pictures smooth and clear, and 3-2 pulldown
compatibility assures superior image quality
from film sources.
◆ Room layout often dictates that images

have to be projected at an angle to
screen. Keystone (trapezoidal) image
distortions is the result. ±15° digital vertical
keystone correction compensates for these
distortions.
◆ Gamma Correction and Color Balance lets

you make adjustments to achieve a desired
picture quality, while Picture Mode settings
(Normal, Cinema and Dynamic) let you
choose the best mode to match the source.
◆ Whisper Mode reduces fan noise to 32dB for

quiet performance —whether in the living
room, boardroom or classroom.

“PJ Man” (Projector Management Application) Software
Through the combination of Hitachi’s “PJ Man” and Lantronix, Inc. networking modules,
all Hitachi LCD projectors can be network-enabled. PJ Man allows you to manage, control,
diagnose and schedule events for an individual or group of Hitachi projectors. As well,
e-mail alerts can be generated by PJ Man for scheduled maintenance and / or error
conditions. For those models that don’t have a built-in ethernet connection, the Lantronix
UDS-10 and UDS-100 device servers enable management of serial devices over IP-based
Ethernet networks. Both provide a quick, simple, and cost-effective way to allow remote
management and monitoring capabilities over the network.
◆ Control the functions of an individual or

group of Hitachi projectors. PJ Man allows
you to remotely control simple functions
(power on/off, input, aspect, etc...) as
well as more advanced control settings.
◆ Receive e-mail notification when it’s time

for scheduled maintenance or if there
is an error condition. E-mail settings
include expiration of lamp usage
time, filter cleaning reminder, cable
disconnection, general errors, password
protection and more.

◆ Monitor and diagnose the status of an

individual or group of Hitachi projectors.
PJ Man will show the status of your
projector including power on/off, input
source as well as lamp/filter hours and
condition.
◆ Schedule events for an individual or

group of Hitachi projectors. PJ Man
events that can be scheduled include
Power On/Off and input selection.
Projector scheduling can be set for daily,
weekly, or single time events.

10Base-T Module and Cable Adapter .......................................................................................CALL
10Base-T/100Base-TX Module and Cable Adapter ...........................................................CALL

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821
PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO
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CP-S240 • CP-X250
SVGA & XGA 2000 Lumens LCD Projectors
Lightweight, high-power LCD projectors, the CP-S240 (SVGA) and CP-X250
(XGA) bring portability and an expansive feature set to a variety of
presentation environments. To meet the performance standards of
numerous presentation environments, including classrooms and
boardrooms they feature 2,000 ANSI lumens of brightness, 400:1
contrast ratio, and noise level of 33 dB in whisper mode. Weighing
in at a light 6.2 lbs. and measuring 12 x 3.4 x 9.8”, both projectors
are also equipped with vertical keystone correction, reverse image
function for ceiling mount, progressive scan and Hitachi’s My Screen feature.

Step-up features from the CP-RS55 and CR-RX60 (previous page)
◆ Equipped with a 180-watt UHB

lamp, they deliver superior
brightness of 2000 lumens

◆ Two RGB (15-pin) inputs or one

RGB input and output (shares
with RGB2 input)

◆ They both have component, composite, and S-Video inputs

◆ They boast a 400:1 contrast

ratio, a 1.2x manual zoom and
manual focus lens, and a throw
distance of 3.6’ at 30”.

◆ Audio inputs include stereo

minijack for RGB and L/R RCA
jacks for video; stereo minijack
audio output.

CP-S245 • CP-X255 SVGA & XGA 2000 Lumens
LCD Projectors with Networking Capability
Combining networking capabilities with Hitachi’s trademark
versatility and reliability, the CP-S245 (SVGA) and CP-X255 (XGA)
LCD projectors provide a wealth of options in a variety of
applications. Incorporating all the features of the CP-S240 and
CP-X250, the 6.4 lb. CP-S245 and CP-X255 add an RJ-45 ethernet
port, allowing for network control, maintenance and scheduling.
Web Browser Access, Control and Management

Self-Managing

Using a standard web browser provides access to the projector from any
location on your network. This powerful feature allows you to control,
diagnose and schedule alerts/events for the projector from anywhere on
the network, without the need for additional software.

The CP-S245 and CP-X255 have internal scheduling and e-mail
capabilities, which allow them to manage themselves. Internal scheduling
allows the projectors to perform routine unmanned operations like
Power On/Off, input source selection and to display images stored inside
of the projector’s memory (e-Shot feature).
Routine and critical maintenance alerts can be sent by e-mail directly
from the projector, allowing you to react immediately when needed.

PJImg (Projector Image Tool)
Hitachi’s latest projector software application, PJImg, allows you to
transfer images across a LAN to the projector. The image is stored in the
projector and displayed using their ‘e-Shot’ feature. They can store four
separate ‘e-Shot’ images that can be recalled/displayed using the remote
control, from the desktop or laptop (via PJCtrl) or PJMan applications.
‘e-Shot’ is great for sending your presentation images ahead to the
projector, so you can leave your computer behind. Also ideal for sending
morning announcements to rooms on campus as well as sending
important notifications or emergency instructions.

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO
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Security
The CP-S245 and CP-X255 provide a number of security features that
allows you to control who access to the projector, including multi-level
password protection. Administration level log-on provides full access to
all control and settings screens. User level log-on provides a user with
basic projector control. Other security features include SSL and
authentication for usage with SNMP and Hitachi networking applications.
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CP-RS55/RX-60 • CP-S240/S245/X250/X255
Projector Replacement Lamps
Replacement Lamp (HILCPRS55)
For CP-RS55 and CP-RX60 projectors .......................................................184.95

Replacement Lamp (HILCPS240)
For CP-S240, CP-S245, CP-X250 and CP-X255 projectors ..................294.95

CP-RS55

CP-RX60

CP-S240

CP-S245

CP-X250

CP-X255

SVGA (800 x 600)

XGA (1024 x 768)

SVGA (800 x 600)

SVGA (800 x 600)

XGA (1024 x 768)

XGA (1024 x 768)

Display
Technology

LCD 0.55” Polysilicon
Active Matrix TFT x3

LCD 0.6” Polysilicon
Active Matrix TFT x3

LCD 0.6” Polysilicon
Active Matrix TFT x3

LCD 0.6” Polysilicon
Active Matrix TFT x3

LCD 0.6” Polysilicon
Active Matrix TFT x3

LCD 0.6” Poly-silicon
Active Matrix TFT x3

Input Sources

RGB (15-pin D-sub),
video (S-Video
and RCA), audio
(3.5mm mini jack)

RGB (15-pin D-sub),
video (S-Video
and RCA), audio
(3.5mm mini jack)

RGB (15-pin D-sub),
video (S-Video
and RCA), audio
audio (3.5mm mini)

RGB (15-pin D-sub),
video (S-Video
(S-Video and RCA),
audio (3.5mm mini)

RGB (15-pin D-sub),
video (S-Video
(S-Video and RCA),
audio (mini & RCA)

RGB (15-pin D-sub),
video (S-Video
(S-Video and RCA),
audio (mini & RCA)

9-pin D-sub,
RS-232C

9-pin D-sub,
RS-232C

RGB (15-pin D-sub),
audio (3.5mm mini)

RGB (15-pin D-sub),
audio (3.5mm mini)

Monitor loop through,
audio (3.5mm mini)

Monitor loop through,
audio (3.5mm mini)

Computer
Compatibility

VGA through SXGA,
Macintosh

SVGA, VGA, XGA,
UXGA, Macintosh

SXGA, SVGA, VGA,
UXGA, Macintosh

VGA, through UXGA,
Macintosh, Ethernet

VGA, through UXGA,

VGA, through UXGA,
Macintosh, Ethernet

Video
Compatibility

NTSC, PAL, SECAM,
SDTV (480i, 480p, 576i)
HDTV (750p, 1125i)

NTSC, NTSC4.43,
PAL, SECAM,
PAL-M, PAL- N

NTSC, PAL, SECAM,
DVI, HDTV (1080i,
576p, 720p, 480p)

NTSC, PAL, SECAM,
HDTV (1080i,
1080p, 720p, 480p)

NTSC, PAL, SECAM,
SDTV, HDTV (750p,
1080p, 1125i, 1035i)

NTSC, PAL, SECAM,
SDTV, HDTV (750p
1080p, 1125i, 1035i)

1500 ANSI lumens

1500 ANSI lumens

2000 ANSI lumens

2000 ANSI lumens

2000 ANSI lumens

2000 ANSI lumens

300:1

300:1

400:1

400:1

400:1

400:1

1.2:1 Zoom with
manual focus & zoom

1.2:1 Zoom with
manual focus & zoom

1.2:1 Zoom with
manual focus & zoom

1.2:1 Zoom with
manual focus & zoom

1.2:1 Zoom with
manual focus & zoom

1.2:1 Zoom with
manual focus & zoom

1.8:1

1.6:1

1.83 – 2.27:1

1.52:1 – 1.86:1

1.52:1 – 1.86:1

1.52:1 – 1.86:1

Projection Distance

4.8’ to 24.3’

4.4’ to 22.54’

5’ to 32.8’

5’ to 32.8’

5’ to 32.8’

5’ to 32.8’

Lamp (Bulb)

165W UHB

165W UHB

180W UHB

180W UHB

180W UHB

180W UHB

Bulb Life Expectancy

2,000 hours

2,000 hours

2,000 hours

2,000 hours

2,000 hours

2,000 hours

Aspect Ratio

4:3 (standard);
16:9 compatible

4:3 (standard);
16:9 compatible

4:3 (standard);
16:9 compatible

4:3 (standard);
16:9 compatible

4:3 (standard);
16:9 compatible

4:3 (standard);
16:9 compatible

Screen Projection

Front and Rear

Front and Rear

Front and Rear

Front and Rear

Front and Rear

Front and Rear

Ceiling Mountable

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Keystone Correction

±15° vertical
correction

±15° vertical
correction

±15° vertical
correction

±15° vertical
correction

±15° vertical
correction

±15° vertical
correction

Built-in Speaker (audio)

1 Watt Mono

1 Watt Mono

1 Watt Mono

1 Watt Mono

1 Watt Mono

1 Watt Mono

Remote Control.
9-pin D-sub
connector (RS-232C)

Remote Control.
9-pin D-sub
connector (RS-232C)

Remote Control
9-pin D-sub
(RS-232C), USB

Remote Control
9-pin D-sub
(RS-232C), USB

Remote Control
9-pin D-sub
(RS232), USB

Remote Control
9-pin D-sub
(RS232), USB

Power Requirements

100V - 240V

100V - 240V

100V - 240V

100V - 240V

100V - 240V

100V - 240V

Power Consumption

240 Watt

240 Watt

290 Watt

290 Watt

290 Watt

290 Watt

2.87 x 7.94 x 11.22”

2.87 x 7.94 x 11.22”

3.4 x 9.8 x 12”

3.4 x 9.8 x 12”

3.4 x 9.8 x 12”

3.4 x 9.8 x 12”

4.84 lbs.

4.84 lbs.

6.2 lbs.

6.7 lbs.

6.2 lbs.

6.7 lbs.

Native Resolution

Output
Terminals

Max ANSI Lumens
Contrast Ratio
Projection Lens (std.)

Throw Ratio

Controls

Dimensions (HLW)
Weight

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821
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CP-X440 • CP-X443 • CP-X444 • CP-X445
XGA Ultra-Bright Business/Conference Room Projectors
Incorporating advanced connectivity and portability, a unique optical
engine and 230W UHB lamp, these easy-to-use projectors achieve
high brightness of 2500 (CP-X440), 2700 (CP-X443) and 3200
(CP-X444/CP-X445) lumens to meet the needs of any business
presentation. They feature XGA resolution for unmatched
clarity, low noise of 33dB, manual 1:1.2 zoom, and Quick Start
for improved start-up time. Full connectivity including standard video connections and RS-232 control is provided as well.
They weigh 8 lbs. so they can be easily transported from room
to room. The CP-X443 and CP-X445 are equipped with a LAN control function (RJ-45 Port),
allowing users to control and efficiently operate a group of projectors on TCP/IP network. They also offer a DVI-D interface
for added versatility. The CP-X443 and CP-X445 are designed with audio in mind as well with a 4x wave sound speaker
system— four 3-watt speakers are built-in, providing sufficient sound in classrooms without the need for additional external
speakers. All are backed by with a superb 3-year warranty.
F E AT U R E S

High Quality
◆ Contrast ratios of 400:1 (CP-X443/445) and

500:1 (CP-X440 /444) guarantee bright
projections with brilliant colors and true
blacks. Essential for your presentations, even
blocks of text and tables are easy to read.
◆

◆

They provide true XGA (1024 x 768)
resolution, utilizing three 0.79” LCD panels.
Whether you are projecting a movie, a
presentation, or still images from your
digital camera, your audience will be treated
to crisp, life like reproduction.
With 2500, 2700 or 3200 lumens, high-quality,
high-contrast images can be projected even
in high ambient light conditions.

High Performance
◆

Manual 1.2x zoom lens with manual focus

◆

Digital Gamma correction optimizes the
input and projector characteristics for an
image free of washed-out or blacked-out
areas, and uniform color gradation throughout the image.

◆

Vertical Digital Keystone correction of ±15°
detects the projector’s angle relative to the
floor and automatically corrects for distortion accordingly. The CP-X443/445 also offer
±5° horizontal keystone correction.

◆

HDTV ready, they are compatible with 480i,
576i, 480p, 720p and 1080i signals

Full connectivity
including component,
composite and S-Video
inputs, and RS-232 port
for external control.
The CP-X440/444 are
equipped with an
additional computer
output (D-sub 15-pin), the CP-X443/445 offer a DVI-D interface that accepts digital signals
directly and a wired remote control.
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Conveniences
◆

Whisper Mode reduces projector noise level
to 33dB, with a reduction in brightness.

◆

Freeze function displays a freeze-frame
while preparing or switching to the next
image.

◆

‘My Screen’ functions allows you to store an
image such as a company logo or a product
picture in their non-volatile memory. This
image is then displayed immediately when
the projector is switched on, even before
any input sources are connected, giving a
more professional start to a presentation.

◆

The CP-X443/445 have four 3-watt speakers,
providing sufficient sound in classrooms
without the need for additional external
speakers. The CP-X440/444 have a built-in
1-watt speaker.

◆

Reverse image function for ceiling mounting

◆

Kensington security slot

◆

They include fully functional remote control,
the CP-X443/445 have a remote control with
laser pointer. For reliable remote control
from all directions there are IR detectors at
the front, rear and top.

◆

The CP-X443 and CP-X 445 include a
carrying case
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CP-X440 • CP-X443 • CP-X444 • CP-X445
Projector Accessories
Projector Replacement Lamp (HILCPX445)
For the CP-X440, CP-X443, CP-X444 and CP-X445.
230w, 2000 hour lamp life....................................394.95

Expandable Soft Case (HILCDS400)
A soft vinyl carry with a large front pocket. Carried by a
shoulder strap or overlapping carrying handles............44.95

CP-X440

CP-X443

CP-X444

CP-X445

XGA (1024 x 768)

XGA (1024 x 768)

XGA (1024 x 768)

XGA (1024 x 768)

LCD 0.7” Polysilicon
Active Matrix TFT x3

LCD 0.8” Polysilicon
Active Matrix TFT x3

LCD 0.8” Polysilicon
Active Matrix TFT x3

Reflective LCD Panel, 0.7 x 3”
Active Matrix TFT x3

Analog RGB (15-pin D-sub),
video (S-Video, Composite,
Component), audio (RCA)

RGB (15-pin D-sub, DVI-I),
video (S-Video, Composite,
Component), audio (RCA)

Analog RGB (15-pin D-sub),
video (S-Video, Composite,
Component), audio (RCA)

RGB (15-pin D-sub, DVI-I),
video (S-Video, Composite,
Component), audio (RCA)

9-pin D-sub,
RS-232C

9-pin D-sub,
RS-232C, Ethernet

9-pin D-sub,
RS-232C

9-pin D-sub,
RS-232C, Ethernet

Computer
Compatibility

VGA, SVGA, XGA, SXGA,
UXGA, Macintosh

VGA, SVGA, XGA, SXGA,
UXGA, Macintosh

VGA, SVGA, XGA, SXGA,
UXGA, Macintosh

VGA, SVGA, XGA, SXGA,
UXGA, Macintosh

Video
Compatibility

NTSC, PAL, PAL M, N, SECAM,
NTSC4.43, HDTV, DTV
(1080i, 576i,480p, 720p)

NTSC, PAL, PAL M, N, SECAM,
NTSC4.43, HDTV, DTV
(1080i, 576i,480p, 720p)

NTSC, PAL, PAL M, N, SECAM,
NTSC4.43, HDTV, DTV
(1080i, 576i,480p, 720p)

NTSC, PAL, PAL M, N, SECAM,
NTSC4.43, HDTV, DTV
(1080i, 576i,480p, 720p)

2500 ANSI lumens

2700 ANSI lumens

3200 ANSI lumens

3200 ANSI lumens

500:1

500:1

500:1

500:1

1.2:1 Zoom with
manual focus & zoom

1.3:1 Zoom with
manual focus & zoom

1.2:1 Zoom with
manual focus & zoom

1.2:1 Zoom with
manual focus & zoom

Throw Ratio

1.5:1 – 1.8:1

2.3:1 – 3.0:1

1.5:1 – 1.8:1

1.5:1 – 1.8:1

Lamp (Bulb)

230W UHB

230W UHB

230W UHB

230W UHB

Bulb Life Expectancy

2,000 hours

2,000 hours

2,000 hours

2,000 hours

Aspect Ratio

4:3 (standard);
16:9 compatible

4:3 (standard);
16:9 compatible

4:3 (standard);
16:9 compatible

4:3 (standard);
16:9 compatible

Screen Projection

Front and Rear

Front and Rear

Front and Rear

Front and Rear

Ceiling Mountable

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Keystone Correction

±15° vertical
correction

±15° vertical
correction

±15° vertical
correction

±15° vertical
correction

Built-in Speaker (audio)

1 Watt Mono

3 Watt X4

1 Watt Mono

3 Watt X4

Wireless Remote,

Wireless Remote,

Wireless Remote,

Wireless Remote,

9-pin D-sub

9-pin D-sub for RS-232C,

9-pin D-sub

9-pin D-sub for RS-232C,

for RS-232C

USB, Wired Remote Control

for RS-232C

USB, Wired Remote Control

Power Requirements

100V - 240V

100V - 240V

100V - 240V

100V - 240V

Power Consumption

370 Watt

370 Watt

370 Watt

370 Watt

3.7 x 10.4 x 13.2”

3.7 x 10.4 x 13.2”

3.7 x 10.4 x 13.2”

3.7 x 10.4 x 13.2”

7.7 lbs.

8.3 lbs.

8.2 lbs.

8.59 lbs.

Native Resolution
Display
Technology
Input Sources

Output
Terminals

Max ANSI Lumens
Contrast Ratio
Projection Lens (std.)

Controls

Dimensions (HLW)
Weight

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821
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CP-X1200 • CP-X1230 • CP-X1250 • CP-SX1350
Super-Bright XGA Projectors for Medium-to-Large
Sized Venues
With exceptionally high brightness, a range of lens options, and
network functionality, these projectors are designed for large-scale
presentation venues such as auditoriums, training centers and
lecture halls. The CP-X1200 (XGA) offer a brightness of 3500 lumens
and 800:1 contrast ratio, the CP-X1250 (XGA) offers brilliant, crisp
images at 4,500 lumens. The high resolution CP-SX1350 (SXGA)
features brightness of 3500 lumens and 650:1 contrast ratio. All
three projectors are equipped with a 1.5x zoom that can display images on a screen up to 500”. Via their bayonet lens
mount, there are four optional lenses available for specific applications based on the size and environment of a room.
Additional features include digital horizontal and vertical keystone correction, lens shift (10:1 to 1:1), progressive scan for
reproducing the highest quality picture, front exhaust systems and convenient lamp replacement.
They can also be remotely controlled and maintained through either a wireless IEEE802.11b or a wired 802.1/1BASE-TX
network connection. The network functionality also makes it easy to control multiple projectors in different rooms and to
monitor for functions such as remaining lamp life. They each weigh 17 lbs. and offer a full range of connectivity options
such as RGB, composite, component, DVI, S-Video and USB.
Otherwise the same, but designed for installations that don’t require interchangeable lenses, lens shifting or networking
capability, the CP-X1230 (XGA) offers 3,500 ANSI lumens and 400:1 contrast ratio
F E AT U R E S
◆

Reverse image function for ceiling mounting

◆ Better quality picture is achieved when the lens

◆

shift is set to the center. The projector lens can
be shifted vertically from 10:0 to 1:1. When you
want to finely adjust the picture position, use
the LENS SHIFT buttons of the projector.

My Screen’ functions allows you to store an image such as a company logo, which will be
displayed immediately when the projector is switched on.

◆

HDTV ready, they are compatible with 480i, 576i, 480p, 720p and 1080i signals

◆

Digital Gamma and color temperature correction

◆ Using the USB control feature, you can use

the remote control as a simplified mouse or
keyboard of the computer.

◆ Full connectivity includes: analog RGB (15-pin and 5 BNCs), digital RGB (M1) input, and an

additional computer output (D-sub 15-pin); video inputs (component, composite, S-Video);
an RJ-45 ethernet port for networking; RS-232 port for external control; M-1 input for USB
remote mouse control and a 3.5mm input for optional wired remote control.

◆ P-i-P (Picture in Picture) is available when a RGB

OPTIONAL LENSES

signal is selected to main screen.
◆ A 3-D digital Y/C separation circuit helps boost

resolution and reduce noise
◆

Vertical Digital Keystone correction of ±15°
detects the projector’s angle relative to the floor
and automatically corrects for distortion. They
also offer ±5° horizontal keystone correction.

◆ With the built-in ethernet port and bundled

software, they offer network control, diagnostics
and monitoring (including e-mail alerts)

Fixed Ultra Short Lens (HIFL501)

1.8x Long Zoom Lens (HILL503)

Fixed 16mm f/2.3 lens with a focus range
of 37” - 147”. Throw distance ratio is 0.8:1.
Weighs 1.8 lbs ......................................1399.95

46 - 82mm f/2.1- 2.6 zoom lens with a focus
range of 69”- 913” (wide), 130” -1669”
(tele). Throw distance ratio is 2:2 - 4.1:1.
It weighs 3.2 lbs ..................................1799.95

1.35x Short Zoom Lens (HISL502)
23 - 31mm f/2.2-2.8 zoom lens with a
focus range of 34”- 453” (wide) and
48”- 614” (tele). Throw distance ratio
is 1:1 - 1.5:1. Weighs 2.7 lbs ...............1519.95

◆ Convenient lamp replacement
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1.8x Ultra Long Zoom Lens (HILL504)
80 -144mm f/2.2 - 3.0 zoom lens with
a throw distance ratio of 3.9 - 7.3:1.
It weighs 2.6 lbs ..................................1999.95
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CP-X1200 • CP-X1230 • CP-X1250 • CP-SX1350
Projector Accessories
Projector Replacement Lamp (HILCPX1200)
For the CP-X1200 projector ............................................................................479.95

Projector Replacement Lamp (HILCPX1250)
For the CP-X1250, X1230, and X1350...........................................................459.95

CP-X1200

CP-X1230

CP-X1250

CP-X1350

XGA (1024 x 768)

XGA (1024 x 768)

XGA (1024 x 768)

SXGA+ (1400 x 1050)

LCD Panel 0.99” Polysilicon
Active Matrix TFT x3 with Micro

LCD Panel 0.99” Polysilicon
Active Matrix TFT x3

LCD Panel 0.99” Polysilicon
Active Matrix TFT x3 with Micro

LCD Panel 0.99” Polysilicon
Active Matrix TFT x3 with Micro

Analog RGB (15-pin D-sub),
BNC, M1-D, Video (S-Video,
Composite, Component),
Audio (RCA)

Analog RGB (15-pin D-sub),
BNC, M1-D, Video (S-Video,
Composite, Component),
Audio (RCA)

Analog RGB (15-pin D-sub),
BNC, M1-D, Video (S-Video,
Composite, Component),
Audio (RCA)

Analog RGB (15-pin D-sub),
BNC, M1-D, Video (S-Video,
Composite, Component),
Audio (RCA)

9-pin D-sub,
RS-232C, Ethernet

9-pin D-sub,
RS-232C

9-pin D-sub,
RS-232C, Ethernet

9-pin D-sub,
RS-232C, Ethernet

Computer
Compatibility

VGA, SVGA, XGA, SXGA
UXGA, Macintosh

VGA, SVGA, XGA, SXGA
UXGA, Macintosh

VGA, SVGA, XGA, SXGA,
UXGA, Macintosh

VGA, SVGA, XGA, SXGA
SVGA+, UXGA, Macintosh

Video
Compatibility

NTSC, PAL, PAL M, N, SECAM,
NTSC4.43, HDTV, DTV
(480i, 1080i, 575i, 480p, 720p)

NTSC, PAL, PAL M, N, SECAM,
NTSC4.43, HDTV, DTV
(480i, 1080i, 575i, 480p, 720p)

NTSC, PAL, PAL M, N, SECAM,
NTSC4.43, HDTV, DTV
(480i, 1080i, 575i, 480p, 720p)

NTSC, PAL, PAL M, N, SECAM,
NTSC4.43, HDTV, DTV
(480i, 1080i, 575i, 480p, 720p)

3500 ANSI lumens

4000 ANSI lumens

4500 ANSI lumens

3500 ANSI lumens

800:1

400:1

800:1

650:1

1.5:1 Zoom with
power focus & zoom

1.5:1 Zoom with
power focus & zoom

1.5:1 Zoom with
power focus & zoom

1.5:1 Zoom with
power focus & zoom

Throw Ratio

1.5:1 – 2.2:1

1.5:1 – 2.2:1

1.5:1 – 2.2:1

1.5:1 – 2.2:1

Lamp (Bulb)

275W UHB

310W UHB

310W UHB

310W UHB

Bulb Life Expectancy

2,000 hours

2,000 hours

2,000 hours

2,000 hours

Aspect Ratio

4:3 (standard);
16:9 compatible

4:3 (standard);
16:9 compatible

4:3 (standard);
16:9 compatible

4:3 (standard);
16:9 compatible

Screen Projection

Front and Rear

Front and Rear

Front and Rear

Front and Rear

Ceiling Mountable

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Keystone Correction

±15° vertical
correction

±15° vertical
correction

±15° vertical
correction

±15° vertical
correction

Built-in Speaker (audio)

1 Watt Stereo

1 Watt Stereo

1 Watt Stereo

1 Watt Stereo

Wireless Remote,
9-pin D-sub for RS-232C,
M-1 (for USB remote and mouse)

Wireless Remote,
9-pin D-sub
for RS-232C

Wireless Remote,
9-pin D-sub for RS-232C,
M-1 (for USB remote and mouse)

Wireless Remote,
9-pin D-sub for RS-232C,
M-1 (for USB remote and mouse)

Power Requirements

100V - 240V

100V - 240V

100V - 240V

100V - 240V

Power Consumption

430 Watt

470 Watt

470 Watt

470 Watt

6.3 x 12.6 x 16.5”

6.3 x 12.6 x 16.5”

6.3 x 12.6 x 16.5”

6.3 x 12.6 x 16.5”

17 lbs.

15.2 lbs.

17 lbs.

17 lbs.

Native Resolution
Display
Technology
Input Sources

Output
Terminals

Max ANSI Lumens
Contrast Ratio
Projection Lens (std.)

Controls

Dimensions (HLW)
Weight
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IN72 • IN76
Play Big Series Digital Home Theater Projectors
The Play Big IN72 and IN76 deliver outstanding performance
with a look reminiscent of a sports car. Design meets digital
projection with a stylish edge including curved lines with a
high-gloss black finish and satin chrome accents to
complement any decor whether the lights are on or off.
Play Big projectors are brighter than most plasma TVs and offer
the best value per diagonal inch for big screen viewing. They produce
a stunning image ranging from 60” to filling a wall 144” diagonal. All this
in a clean, sculptural package that can be proudly displayed in any home environment.
The Play Big IN72 is an affordable 480p resolution projector bringing the big
picture experience to home entertainment and gaming. The Play Big IN76 is
a performance-rich 720p native HD front projector that delivers a superb
big theater experience. They are easy to use, featuring auto-ceiling mount
detection, integrated table-top pedestal, quiet operation and a patented
low light pollution case. They feature true 16:9 aspect ratio and video
optimized light output, colors and contrast (model dependent) for excellent
video quality and an image larger than traditional plasma, LCD or RPTV options.
F E AT U R E S

High Quality
◆ The IN72 and IN76 uses Pixelworks’ DNX

video-processing technology to dramatically
improve the quality of video by combining
multiple enhancement techniques to
deliver clear, natural-looking standard and
high-definition images. DNX technology
utilizes sophisticated digital video processing
to deliver a lifelike picture every time.

Flexible Setup
◆ Play Big projectors easily connect to nearly

any home-electronic device including: DVD
players, satellite receivers, high-definition
broadcast receivers, TVs, computers, and
major video game consoles.
◆

◆ Native SVGA 854 x 480 (IN72) and XGA

1280 x 720 (IN76) resolution creates
high-definition reality from any HD source.
The 480p (IN72) and 720p (IN76) DarkChip2
DLP from Texas Instruments provides
increased depth and picture sharpness, as
well as true blacks and whites.
◆

◆

To give you brilliant, dramatic SMPTE
(cinema-standard) brightness, the IN72
features 900 video-optimized lumens and
2000:1 calibrated contrast ratio; the IN76
offers 900 lumens and 3000:1 calibrated
contrast ratio.
The advanced six-segment color wheel
delivers intense, precise colors that rival any
movie theater screen.

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO

High Performance
◆ With widescreen 16:9 native aspect ratio

◆

◆

The IN72 and IN76 have a sleek, futuristic,
low-profile appearance that adds a subtle
sophistication to any room. They include an
integrated cable cover to hide unwanted
wires when ceiling mounted and a unique,
integrated swivel pedestal that simplifies
tabletop set-up and is easily removed for
ceiling mount applications.
Five user-selectable video inputs enable
impressive connectivity with a full range of
devices, including VCRs, DVDs, component
and RGB HDTVs and your game console of
choice.
Inputs include composite, S-Video,
HD-compatible component video,
HDMI digital video input, and M1-DA
(compatible with DVI-HDCP, RGB analog, or
component analog signals - each requires
an adapter cable).

www.bhphotovideo.com

(can also display 4:3 material) they deliver
an amazing big picture experience by filling
the wall, or a screen, with bright, vivid and
crisp images, capturing every detail of a
movie, sporting event, or video game.
◆

They come calibrated to D65 color standards
to ensure cinema-quality color reproduction.

◆

160w/200w dual-setting SHP lamp (3000hour rated life)

◆

Digital keystone adjustment is available up
to ±20° vertical so that you always project a
square, undistorted picture to your audience

◆

They include an HDMI (high definition
multimedia interface) input, which provides
the easiest and highest quality video
interface available from DVD players,
HD receivers and HD game consoles with
HDCP enabled (high-bandwidth digital
contents protection).

◆

Fully recessed 1.2x zoom lens with manual
focus and manual zoom adjustment.
Minimum projection distance is 5’.
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IN72 • IN76
Conveniences
◆

◆

Remember the first time you programmed a
VCR? Drove a clutch? Used your microwave?
Forget all those mind-bending experiences.
You probably can’t imagine how easy it is to
turn on and use the Play Big projectors:
Enjoy setup in a snap with a simple keypad
and a full-featured home entertainment
remote control with patent-pending flashlight feature, direct source access, programmable presets and more.

IN72

IN76

SVGA (854 x 480)

XGA (1280 x 720)

16 x 9 (supports 4:3, 16:9)

16:9, 4:3

High Brightness

900 lumens

1000 lumens

Whisper Brightness

720 lumens

800 lumens

2000 :1 Full On/Full Off

3000 :1 Full On/Full Off

Display Technology

0.55” DarkChip2 480p 12° DDR, DLP

DarkChip2 720p 12° LVDS, DLP

Data Compatibility

640 x 480, 800 x 600,

640 x 480, 800 x 600,

1024 x 768

1024 x 768, 1280 x 1024

Native Resolution
Aspect Ratio

Contrast Ratio

◆ Easy-to-use menu allows you to quickly

scroll and select settings. The icon-based
menu allows you to quickly scroll and select
your settings in your choice of 12 languages
— without interrupting the show.

Video Compatibility

Color Wheel (DLP Only)

Full NTSC, PAL, SECAM,

Full NTSC, PAL, SECAM,

480i, 480p, 576i, 576p, 720p, 1035i,

480i, 480p, 576i, 576p, 720p, 1035i,

1080i, 1080p-24Hz, 1080p-24p

1080i, 1080p-24Hz, 1080p-24p

6-segment, 4-speed,

6-segment, 4-speed,

D65K (6500K) color calibrated

D65K (6500K) color calibrated

Up to 11.5’ wide with 1.0 gain screen

Up to 12’ wide with 1.0 gain screen

1.2 : 1

1.2 : 1

200 watts

200 watts

◆

Their unique swivel base lets you set them
conveniently on your coffee table or easily
mounted on your ceiling.

◆

Equipped with a 3.5mm mini-jack trigger
that provides a 12v DC constant output for
connection to a projector screen. When you
turn the the projectors on the screen will
move down; when you turn them off, the
screen will return to the storage position.

Standard Lens Zoom

160 watts

160 watts

Lamp Wattage

3000 hours

3000 hours

Projector placement includes ceiling, front
and rear projection.

Throw Ratio

1.76:1 - 2.12:1

1.53 - 1.94:1

Image Offset Ratio

128%

116%

Projection Distance

5 - 20’

5 - 20’

50 - 85Hz

50 - 85Hz

14.2 x 4.7 x 14.2”

14.2 x 4.7 x 14.2”

9.3 lbs.

9.3 lbs.

◆

Optional Accessories
Universal Ceiling Mount (INSPCEILUNIV)
Mount the IN72 or IN76 to
the ceiling with this
versatile ceiling
mount. When flush
mounted, it offers a
30° swivel. When used with an optional
extension arm, it has a +5°/ -20° pitch, ±10°
roll, and 360° yaw. Includes hardware for
installation to wood joist or concrete ....142.50

SMPTE Brightness

Lamp Wattage (Bright)
Lamp Wattage (Whisper)

V-Sync Range
Dimensions (WHD)
Weight

Replacement Lamp (SP-LAMP-025): For the IN72 and IN76 ............................................................CALL

16:9 Projection Screens

6-9” Extension Arm (INSPEXTARM01) ..........78.95
12-18” Extension Arm (INSPEXTARM02) ...104.95
18-24” Extension Arm (INSPEXTARM03) ..114.95
24-36” Extension Arm (INSPEXTARM04) ..129.95

92” Diagonal
Manual Pull Down Screen (INMPDS92HG)
16x9 HDTV format, 45 x 80” (HW). the screen is made
from high-contrast gray material and locks at intervals
to fit a variety of projection formats. It can be easily
installed directly onto the wall or ceiling ..............159.95

M1 to DVI Cable (INSPM110M)
33’ cable supports
connection from the M1
port on your IN72 and IN76
digital display to DVI on
the computer.............128.95

92” Diagonal
Motorized Screen (INMS92120HU)
16x9 HDTV format, 45 x 80” (HW). Powered by
a quiet, compact motor, it is in sight only
when you want it to be. Made from
high-contrast gray material. 120 volt ....799.95

Ceiling Mount Extension Arms

Motorized Screen

92” Diagonal
Wall Mounted Screen (INWMS92HG)
16x9 HDTV format, 45 x 80” (HW). Provides a
perfectly flat viewing surface and features a
black powder-coated frame with a smooth,
gray, non-supported vinyl material.......749.95

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821
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LP120
1000 Lumens Portable XGA DLP Projector
You’re on the move. You want a projector that moves with you. One
that doesn’t weigh you down. A projector that is as portable as your
PDA and laptop. A head-turning solution, the revolutionary LP120 has
the size, shape, and robustness that redefines mobile projection.
Weighing just 1.9 lbs. the ultra-hip, ultra-powerful M1 packs full projection
functionality into its space-age magnesium frame, so you don’t sacrifice for
mobility. It features DLP technology, 1000 ANSI lumens, XGA resolution, 2000:1
contrast ratio, quiet operation, wireless-ready capability,
and color-coded connections for convenience. And since the
M1 is designed to tuck into your briefcase right next to your laptop,
taking your show on the road has never been so easy.
F E AT U R E S

High Brightness & Resolution
◆ Projects images with outstanding clarity

and detail, offering a brightness of 1000
lumens and true XGA (1024 x 768)
resolution.
◆

Built-in M1-DA connector allows seamless
digital-to-digital connectivity, and delivers
remarkable video quality and image clarity.

◆

Optical zoom lens (manual zoom and focus)
lets you change the size of the image being
projected without moving the projector.

◆

2000:1 contrast ratio allows the projector
to show subtle color details and tolerate
extraneous room lighting.

Conveniences
Ease-of-use with ProjectAbility — colorcoded ports and cables help you connect
the projector in seconds

◆

Dual infrared sensors on the projector
allows the remote control to operate from
anywhere in the room.

◆

The LP-120 was designed to reduce the
anxiety of using a projector. A simplified keypad on the top of the projector delivers
one-touch operation, so there’s no need to
refer to the manual for common tasks.

◆

The 7-language interactive display gives
immediate feedback on projector status at
all times. An intuitive 12-language, iconbased menu lets you simply scroll and select.

◆

Color-coded connections for easy setup ,
right out of the box.

High Performance
◆

Despite its robust functionality, the LP-120
operates at 36dB, quiet enough for even the
smallest meeting spaces.

◆

Includes exclusive ProjectorManager control
software that allows projector control via
the PC, enhanced presentation effects, even
logo and startup screen customization. (See
box on next page for more details).

◆

Digital vertical keystone adjustment is
available for situations where the projector
cannot be placed in an ideal location. It
compensates for up to ±7.5° angles, so that
you always project a square, undistorted
picture to your audience.
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Wireless Capability

◆
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◆

Simply add the optional LiteShow module,
and you’re ready to project wirelessly. A
cable-free digital projection solution,
LiteShow makes switching between
multiple PCs effortless. No more plugging
or unplugging sources between presenters.
No more worrying about connectivity
issues. (See page 55 for more information).

◆

Project anywhere, anytime, up to 300’ away
from the projector.

◆

Based on Wi-Fi (802.11b), LiteShow works
with existing wireless cards. Project any
data from a laptop rendering XGA
resolution, 24-bit color images with
cable-like performance.

◆

Unparalleled advanced cryption system
ensures that your content is as secure and
reliable as when using a projector cable.

To travel light is the business traveler’s mantra. The LP-120
weighs just 1.9 lbs., and with its revolutionary shape, fits
where others can’t. And because of it’s compact size, you’ll
only need one briefcase for your laptop and the projector.
The LP-120 utilizes DLP (Digital Light Processing) technology
to project high-contrast images on screens up to 11.5’. DLP
enables projection systems to create a purely digital connection between a digital video or graphic source and the
screen in front of you. DLP projection unleashes the full
potential of the content you want to see - whether in a
movie theatre, office, or your own living room.
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LP70+
1500 Lumens Portable XGA DLP Projector
Whether you’re presenting or simply capturing information in a group
meeting, you won’t want to be without the LP70+. Its sleek, savvy
design turns heads before you turn it on and its compact size
makes it the must-have tool for any meeting with 2 or more people.
1500 powerful lumens flood any room with brilliant color and
unparalleled clarity. Integrated data,
video and audio yield a projector that’s ready
to make your multimedia presentation larger than life.
A full-featured projector in a convenient package, the LP70+ raises
the bar without raising the price. Change rooms, change audiences, change cities — the
compact LP70+ provides flexibility for any environment. And since the LP70+ is wireless-ready,
it’s easy to add wireless capability to the projector.
F E AT U R E S

High Brightness & Resolution
◆ Projects images with outstanding clarity and

detail, offering an excellent 1500 lumens
light output and true XGA (1024 x 768)
resolution.
◆

Uses a 120w UHP lamp for high brightness.
The lamp has 4,000 hour lamp-life.

◆

Built-in DVI connector allows seamless
digital-to-digital connectivity, and delivers
remarkable video quality and image clarity.

◆

1100:1 contrast ratio allows the projector to
show subtle color details and tolerate
extraneous room lighting.

◆

Compatible with all NTSC, PAL, SECAM,
NTSC 4.43 as well as HDTV (480p, 576p,
720p and 1080i) signals.

High Performance
◆

Can be controlled via the keypad or
supplied Wireless Interlink Navigator
remote control.

◆

Operates at 36dB, quiet enough for even the
smallest meeting spaces.

◆

Conveniences
◆

Color-coded ports and cables help you
connect the projector in seconds

◆

Dual infrared sensors give you 360° of
control from anywhere in the room when
using the remote.

Optical zoom lets you change the size of the
image being projected without moving the
projector.

◆

The LP70+ weighs just 2.4 lbs., so it can go
wherever you go, making it easy to share
information at a moment’s notice.

◆

Digital keystone adjustment is available to
compensate for up to ±15° angles, so that
you always project a square, undistorted
picture to your audience

◆

Simple one-touch keypad operation on the
top of the projector and icon-based menus
(in 11 languages) makes the LP70+ easy to
operate, right out of the box.

◆

Zoom lens with manual focus and manual
zoom adjustment. Minimum projection
distance is 5‘, maximum is 33’.

◆

A security lock for use with optional security
cables, to leave the projector setup overnight.

Wireless Capability

Bundled ProjectorManager Control Software
Exclusive ProjectorManager control software allows projector control via the PC, enhanced
presentation effects, even logo and startup screen customization. Adjust control source,
color, tint, brightness and keystone quickly and easily. And should you need IT support,
ProjectorManager sends a snapshot of the projector information. It provides power users the
ability to freeze the projected image, for changes without distracting others looking at the
screen. Picture-in-Picture for multiple sources, magnification to enlarge key areas of a file or
masking to reveal images one piece at a time. With an InFocus projector – you’re in control.
PiP (Picture in Picture) allows you to overlay a smaller window showing the video source on
top of the larger computer source window. You can select a small, medium, or large window.
You can also move the PiP window using the PiP Position X and Y options in the menu.

Just add the optional
LiteShow module,
and you’re ready to
project wirelessly.
A cable-free digital
projection solution,
LiteShow makes
switching
between multiple
PCs effortless. No
more plugging or unplugging sources
between presenters. No more worrying about
cables and connectivity issues.
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X2 • X3
SVGA and XGA 2000 Lumens DLP Projectors
Business by day, entertainment by night. Now you can rely on a single
product to present complicated data including charts, graphs and
detailed lesson plans in the office or classroom, as well as at home
with family and friends to watch a summer blockbuster or play a new
videogame. The X2 (SVGA, 1600 lumens) and X3 (XGA, 1700 lumens)
are award-winning multi-use projectors that cater to small and medium
businesses, government agencies, and educators where value and price
performance are key factors.
Designed for easy set-up and use, they feature color-coded cables, intuitive keypads, simple remote controls and smart
interactive menus that enable easy operation. Educators will find that their active monitor
and audio loop-through feature make them the perfect choice for classroom use. At 6.8
lbs., they provide excellent video quality 2000:1 contrast ratio and automatic deinterlacing
for smooth, true-to-life images. They integrate TI’s DarkChip2 DLP technology for sharp,
colorful images that won't deteriorate over time. Experience crisp, clear data and video
projected every time in wall-filling sizes.
Extensive connectivity allows use with computers, PDAs, DVD players, satellite TV receivers
and video game consoles. Pair them with the InFocus LiteShow secure wireless solution,
and experience wireless freedom at its finest. Now multiple presenters can share the
projector with a touch of a button instead of hassling with a cable.
F E AT U R E S

High Brightness & Resolution
◆

◆

With the true digital video quality they
delivers crisp images and full color, whether
you’re looking at this year’s numbers or the
year’s best picture. DLP technology provides
a stunning 2000:1 contrast ratio and
automatic de-interlacing, for smooth,
true-to-life images that jump off the screen
and pull your audience in.
Deliver superior brightness at work or
anywhere else. 1.2x zoom lens fills your
screen or wall with 1600 (X2) or 1700 (X3)
lumens. And with a 3000-hour (X2) or
4000-hour (X3) lamp life, you can count on a
very long viewing experience.

◆

They can be connected to a laptop, PDA,
DVD player, cable or satellite TV system,
digital camera, or game console for versatile
viewing from a variety of sources.

◆

Compatible with all NTSC, PAL, SECAM,
NTSC 4.43 as well as HDTV (480p, 576p,
720p and 1080i) signals.
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High Performance
◆

◆

Designed for easy set-up and use, they let
you get started right away with intuitive
keypads and menus. One simple keypad
delivers one-touch operation. No need to
refer to the user manual for common tasks;
just scroll through the menu and select.
They can be attached to external amplified
speakers via a stereo audio cable from the
Audio Out connector. Alternatively, you can
bypass the projector’s 2.5-watt audio system
and connect the audio directly from your
source to a stereo or home theater system.

◆ For smooth presentation, operational noise

Easy Setup
◆

Hookup is simple with color-coded
connections.

◆

Digital vertical keystone correction of up to
±10° compensates for angled projector
placement.

◆

An intuitive 12-language, icon-based menu
les you simply scroll and select.

◆

Power Save and Screen Save, are provided
to automatically shut down the projector
after several minutes of inactivity or display
a black screen. This helps preserve lamp life.

◆

Equipped with a 3.5mm mini-jack trigger
that provides a 12v DC constant output for
connection to a projector screen. When you
turn the the projectors on the screen will
move down; when you turn them off, the
screen will return to the storage position.

◆

If you’re ready for wireless freedom, they are
compatible with the LiteShow wireless
solution for a smooth show without the
cables. (See page 55 for more details).

is a quiet 39dB (standard mode) or very
quiet 37dB (whisper mode). Sudden noise
from fan operation is eliminated by a linear
control system, which uses a built-in thermo
sensor to regulate operation.
◆

Weighing only 6.8 lbs., they are easy to carry
to/from work. When you need to leave them
overnight, they offer a security lock for use
with a PC Guardian Cable Lock System.

www.bhphotovideo.com
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LP600
2000 Lumens XGA Meeting Room DLP Projector
The LP600 combines unrivaled power, access and simplicity to
give you digital projection with PC-free playback. A stand-alone
projector, the LP600 offers an impressive selection of connection
options — wired or wireless, computer or video sources, and
even the option to go PC-free with your USB flash drive — setting
you free to focus on a flawless delivery, and not your equipment.
It features a bright 2000 lumens (standard mode; 1500 lumens in whisper mode),
a contrast ratio of 1000:1, native XGA resolution, as well as a multitude of connection options, including M1-DA and VESA
for computers, RS-232, stereo audio input and loop, S-Video and component (RCA) video.
Incorporating LitePort technology, power is at your fingertips, literally. The projector does all the work for you, from sensing file types to displaying the image. Nothing could be simpler. Got a flash drive? You’ve got a presentation. The LP600
can set you free from lugging laptops to your meetings, free from wires, and free from hassle. Simply plug your USB flash
drive into the LitePort connection, and the projector takes care of the
rest, with all the software you’ll need built right in. In addition, the LP600
offers wireless interaction through the optional LiteShow wireless
module, networked control through optional ProjectorNet software and
module, intuitive controls and remote, automatic projector orientation,
and color-coded inputs for your convenience.
F E AT U R E S
◆ Incorporates true power housed in a stylish,

lightweight package. Packed with the latest
generation of DLP technology from Texas
Instruments, this projector runs quiet and
cool while delivering intense radiance and
stunning contrast.

◆

Automatic vertical keystone correction, plus
keystoned images can be corrected digitally
up to ±10° (vertical).

◆

Control via menu, keypad, ProjectManager
or RS-232. Mouse control via USB.

◆

Automatic projector orientation and colorcoded inputs for added convenience.

◆ For smooth presentation, operational noise

is a quiet 37dB (standard mode) or very
quiet 35dB (whisper mode).

◆ Powerful performance includes a bright

2000 lumens (standard mode; 1500 lumens
in whisper mode), a contrast ratio of 1000:1
and native XGA resolution.

LightPort
◆

With LitePort, the LP600 gives you true PC-free playback. Simply bring your presentation
files on any USB-compatible flash drive, and the projector does the rest. No more lugging
PCs and laptops to your meetings. Simply plug your USB flash drive into the LitePort slot,
and the projector takes care of the rest, with all the software you’ll need built right in.

◆

LitePort automatically displays any JPEG image from your digital camera. Or convert Word
or PowerPoint files into the highest quality JPEG images possible using the included
LitePort Utility software. Transfer these images from your computer to the projector using
a USB flash drive and your images are ready to be displayed. Use the remote control to
select which JPEGs to view or set up the LitePort player to select display preferences and
automatically display and advance your JPEGs. When active, the player has three modes:

◆ To control of multiple projectors, optional

ProjectorNet allows remote central
management from a single PC over a network. By leveraging the network to remotely
troubleshoot and correct problems, you can
reduce support costs and improve productivity. (See page 104 for more details).
◆

◆
◆

Compatible with the LiteShow wireless
solution for a smooth show without the
cables. (See page 55 for more details).
Compatible with NTSC, PAL, SECAM, DVI and
and HDTV (1080i, 720p, 480p) signals.
1.2:1 manual zoom lens. Minimum
projection distance is 5’, maximum is 33’.

— Folder View mode shows a thumbnail image representing each folder that contains a
valid JPEG. The thumbnail for that folder is the first JPEG alphabetically in that folder.
— File View mode, which shows a thumbnail of the valid JPEGs in that folder.
— Full Screen mode, which shows the first JPEG in the selected folder.
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LP-640
2200 Lumens XGA Meeting Room LCD Projector
Outstanding color saturation plus best-in-class performance equals
a presentation that will be remembered. If it’s brightness that opens
your eyes, a long-life UHP lamp lets your message shine 2200
lumens strong. This projector combines breakthrough features like
automatic vertical keystone adjustment and even goes a step further than most with horizontal keystone correction and automatic
image synchronization with your computer.
Experience low maintenance and easy installation with the LP-640. Take advantage of out-of-the-box networking with
ProjectorNet software and control your projectors from a central location. With the LiteShow wireless solution, you can
take advantage of wireless freedom in any meeting room to project instantly, without any cable hassle.
Automatic keystone correction and ceiling detection ensure your image is set up correctly, with no manual work on your
part. Automatic synchronization with computer and video sources allow for quick starts and smooth transitions.
Ease, Incorporated Imagine. A projector that works the way you do. Thoughtful innovations make projecting easier than
it’s ever been before—from setup, use, options and management. It’s one-touch, instant projection, with unparalleled
ease-of-use that lets you present without hassles or practice.

ProjectorNet Networking Software
ProjectorNet is a client/server based networking solution designed to allow IT and
facilities personnel to manage multiple projectors from a single PC—just as they would
shared computers and printers. ProjectorNet enables remote control of projectors via
standard TCP/IP networks and is ideal for sites with multiple installed projectors
distributed across various rooms, floors or building – sites such as corporate business
parks, government facilities and universities. Provides seamless integration with
ProjectionLink and RS-232-based local controllers from companies like AMX and Crestron.
◆ Designed as a Microsoft Management Console (MMC)

snap-in, ProjectorNet integrates unique projector control
and administration features, to offer unparalleled end-user
support from a central location. Moreover, it can support
Proxima projectors without networking capability with an
optional network adapter.
◆ ProjectorNet is supported via the projector’s integrated

networking controls or an external adapter connected to
the projector’s RS-232 port. XML-based software works by
converting serial commands to TCP/IP packets for
transmission across any local area network (LAN). Once
installed on a network, the software can be scaled to meet
the needs of any size organization, by adding additional
licenses (“seats”) for each projector. Totally scalable, a
single server installation supports 1 to 150 projectors.
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◆ With tools such as email notification of low lamp life and automatic

power-down scheduling, ProjectorNet is designed to head off
maintenance issues before they occur. By pro-actively managing
projector maintenance, organizations increase meeting effectiveness by
reducing the risk of projector failure.
◆ Protect your organization’s technology investment by monitoring

projector status 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. With ProjectorNet, the
instant a projector is disconnected from the network or unplugged,
notification is sent via e-mail alerting the help desk, facilities or security
personnel. ProjectorNet reduces the total cost of ownership by
connecting new and previously installed projectors to your existing
LAN or other internal network, so they can be more efficiently supported
by IT or facilities personnel. By leveraging the network to remotely
trouble-shoot and correct user problems, companies, government
agencies and universities can trim administrative and support costs.
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SPECIFICATIONS
LP120

LP70+

X2

X3

LP600

LP640

XGA (1024 x 768)

XGA (1024 x 768)

SVGA (800 x 600)

XGA (1024 x 768)

XGA (1024 x 768)

XGA (1024 x 768)

DLP:
0.7” XGA DDR

DLP: 0.7”
XGA DMD DDR

DLP: 0.55”
SVGA DDR DMD

DLP: 0.55”
XGA DMD DDR

DLP: 0.7”
DDR DDP2000

LCD 0.79” Poly-silicon
Active Matrix TFT x3

Computer (M1-DA),
video (S-Video;
RCA via adpt.), audio
(3.5mm mini jack)

Computer (M1-DA),
video (S-Video
and RCA), audio
(3.5mm mini jack)

Computer (M1-DA),
video (S-Video
and RCA), audio,
(RCA, 3.5mm mini)

Computer (M1-DA),
video (S-Video
and RCA), audio,
(RCA, 3.5mm mini)

RGB (15-pin D-sub),
video (S-Video
(S-Video and RCA),
audio (mini & RCA)

RGB (15-pin D-sub),
video (S-Video
(S-Video and RCA),
audio (mini & RCA)

No

No

Monitor (VGA, DVI),
audio (3.5mm mini)

RGB (15-pin D-sub),
audio (3.5mm mini)

Monitor loop through,
audio (3.5mm mini)

Monitor loop through,
audio (3.5mm mini)

VGA through SXGA

VGA through SXGA

SXGA, SVGA,
VGA, UXGA

SXGA, SVGA
VGA, UXGA

VGA, through UXGA

VGA, through UXGA,
Macintosh, Ethernet

Video
Compatibility

Full NTSC, SECAM,
PAL, 480p, 576p,
720p, 1080i

Full NTSC, SECAM,
PAL, 480p, 576p,
720p, 1080i

Full NTSC, SECAM,
PAL, 480p, 576p,
720p, 1080i

NTSC, PAL, SECAM,
HDTV (1080i,
1080p, 720p, 480p)

NTSC, PAL, SECAM,
SDTV, HDTV (750p,
1080p, 1125i, 1035i)

NTSC, PAL, SECAM,
SDTV, HDTV (750p
1080p, 1125i, 1035i)

Max ANSI Lumens

1000 ANSI lumens

1400 ANSI lumens

1600 ANSI lumens

1600 ANSI lumens

2000 ANSI lumens

2200 ANSI lumens

Contrast Ratio

2000:1 Full On/Off

1100:1 Full On/Off

2000:1 Full On/Off

2000:1 Full On/Off

1000:1 Full On/Off

400:1

1.16:1 Zoom with
manual focus & zoom

1.25:1 Zoom with
manual focus & zoom

1.2:1 Zoom with
manual focus & zoom

1.2:1 Zoom with
manual focus & zoom

1.2:1 Zoom with
manual focus & zoom

1.2:1 Zoom with
manual focus & zoom

1.8:1 - 2.1:1

1.85:1 - 2.35:1

1.89 – 2.27:1

1.89:1 – 2.27:1

1.52:1 – 1.86:1

1.6:1 – 1.9:1

4.9’ to 16’

5’ to 32.3’

5’ to 32.3’

6.4’ to 32.8’

5’ to 32.8’

5’ to 32.8’

Image Size (Diagonal)

2.9’ to 11.5’

2.7’ to 22.2’

2.7’ to 21.6’

2.7’ to 21.6’

3.3’ to 25’

3.33’ to 25’

Lamp (Bulb)

120W UHP

120W UHP

200W SHP

200W SHP

200W SHP

170W UHP

Bulb Life Expectancy

2,000 hours

3,000 hours

3,000 hours

4,000 hours

2,000 hours

2,000 hours

Aspect Ratio

4:3 (standard);
5:4

4:3 (standard);
16:9 compatible

4:3 (standard);
16:9 compatible

4:3 (standard);
16:9 compatible

4:3 (standard);
16:9 compatible

4:3 (standard);
16:9 compatible

Screen Projection

Front and Rear

Front and Rear

Front and Rear

Front and Rear

Front and Rear

Front and Rear

Ceiling Mountable

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Keystone Correction

±7.5° vertical

±15° vertical

±20° vertical

±10° vertical

±15° vertical

±15° vertical

Built-in Speaker (audio)

1 Watt Mono

1 Watt Mono

2.5 Watt Mono

2.5 Watt Mono

3 Watt Mono

2 Watt Stereo

2.05 x 3.69 x 9.75”

2.5 x 6.1 x 7.8”

4.2 x 12.9 x 9.8”

4.2 x 12.9 x 9.8”

3.4 x 9.8 x 12”

4.1 x 10.3 x 11.6”

1.98 lbs.

2.4 lbs.

6.8 lbs.

6.8 lbs.

5.2 lbs.

7.5 lbs.

Native Resolution
Display
Technology
Input Sources

Output
Terminals
Computer
Compatibility

Projection Lens (std.)

Throw Ratio
Projection Distance

Dimensions (HLW)
Weight

Projector Accessories
Replacement Lamps

ATA Shipping Cases

Cable Management Cases

For the LP120 (INLDP1200X) .......................364.95

For the LP120 or LP-70+ (INATASCM) ...........382.50

For the LP120 or LP70+ (INSC1) .......................28.95

For the LP70+ (INLLP70) ..............................418.95

For the X2, X3, LP600/640 (INATASCMR) .....412.50

For the LP600, LP640, X2, X3 (INSC2) ............29.95

For the X2 and X3 (INLX2) .........................294.50

Mobile Transport Cases

Rolling Traveler Cases

For the LP600 (INLLP600) ............................498.95

For the LP120, LP70+, LP640, X2 (INBC1)......48.95

For the LP120, LP70+ (INTCM) .........................73.95

For the LP640 (INLLP540) ............................319.50

For the LP600, LP640, X2, X3 (INBC2) ............49.95

For the LP600, LP640, X2, X3 (INTCMR) .........79.95
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LP840 • LP850 • LP860
High-Performance Installation Projectors
Illuminate large training rooms, conference centers, classrooms,
and houses of worship with stellar brightness and image quality.
Four optional user-replaceable bayonet lenses can be changed
without hassle in just three easy steps. Get 750:1 contrast ratio,
native XGA resolution at 3500 lumens (LP840) or 4500 lumens
(LP850), or precise SXGA+ resolution for images that are powerful
and captivating.
Experience seamless compatibility with connectivity that supports three
separate PC and three separate video sources. Control your projector via RS-232 or
TCP/IP interfaces. Connect analog and digital sources with support for HDTV and computer sources up to UXGA resolution.
BNC connectors make for secure, professional installations.
The LP840, LP850 an dLP860 are solutions-enabled—offering seamless
integration with network and wireless applications so you can
upgrade with ease. Add them to your network right out of the box
with ProjectorNet and manage all your projector assets from a single
PC. These projectors are also compatible with the LiteShow wireless
solution, for cable-free digital projection solution.
F E AT U R E S
◆

Native XGA and SXGA resolution, 750:1
contrast ratio, brightness up to 4500
lumens combine to deliver images that
are captivating and compelling.

◆

Experience seamless compatibility with
connectivity that supports three
separate PC and three separate video
sources. Control the projectors via
RS-232 or TCP/IP interfaces. Connect
analog and digital sources with support
for HDTV and computer sources up to
UXGA resolution. BNC connectors make
for secure, professional installations.

◆

The projectors can be attached to
external speakers that have their own
power source by plugging a speaker
cable into the projector’s Audio Out
connector.

◆ User-replaceable bayonet lenses –

change lenses without tools; simply
push and twist
◆

Flexible features include power zoom,
focus, and vertical/horizontal lens shift

◆

They offers seamless integration with
network and wireless applications so
you can upgrade to networking,
presentation management, and
wireless solutions with ease. Add them
to your network right out of the box
with ProjectorNet and manage all your
projector assets from a single PC.

◆ ProjectAbility function eliminates the

typical projector learning curve with
easy to use features like color-coded
cables and a simplified keypad.
Connect with ease!
◆

ProjectorManager compatible – turns
any PC into an advanced projector
remote control
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Perfect projection —
four optional userreplaceable bayonet
lenses offering throw
ratios from 0.8 to
7.3:1 allow versatility
for any venue and
can be changed in
three easy steps.

User-replaceable
bayonet lenses –
change lenses
without tools;
simply push
and twist
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LP840 • LP850 • LP860
LP840

LP850

LP860

XGA (1024 x 768)

XGA (1024 x 768)

SXGA+ (1400 x 1050)

0.99” Poly-silicon TFT
3 LCDs with Micro Lens

0.99” Poly-silicon TFT
3 LCDs with Micro Lens

0.99” Poly-silicon TFT
3 LCDs with Micro Lens

Computer (M1-DA) Digital / Analog (HD-15),
Video (S-Video, Component RCA, RCA)
Audio 2x (mini stereo jacks and RCA)

Computer (M1-DA) Digital / Analog (HD-15),
Video (S-Video, Component RCA, RCA)
Audio 2x (mini stereo jacks and RCA)

Computer (M1-DA) Digital / Analog (HD-15),
Video (S-Video, Component RCA, RCA)
Audio 2x (mini stereo jacks and RCA)

Computer/Monitor - HD15
Audio Stereo (3.5mm mini jack)

Computer/Monitor - HD15
Audio Stereo (3.5mm mini jack)

Computer/Monitor - HD15
Audio Stereo (3.5mm mini jack)

Computer
Compatibility

VGA, SVGA, XGA, SXGA
SXGA, UXGA

VGA, SVGA, XGA, SXGA
SXGA, UXGA

SXGA, WXGA, XGA, SVGA,
VGA, HDTV, DTV, UXGA

Video
Compatibility

NTSC, PAL, SECAM, NTSC4.43,
PAL60, HDTV (480i, 480p, 576i,
576p, 720p, 1035i, 1080i)

NTSC, PAL, SECAM, NTSC4.43,
PAL60, PAL N & M, HDTV (480i, 480p, 576i,
576p, 720p, 1035i, 1080i)

NTSC, PAL, SECAM, NTSC4.43,
PAL60, PAL N & M, HDTV (480i, 480p, 576i,
576p, 720p, 1035i, 1080i)

3500 ANSI lumens

4500 ANSI lumens

3500 ANSI lumens

750:1 Full On/Off

750:1 Full On/Off

750:1 Full On/Off

1.5:1 Zoom with manual focus & zoom

1.5:1 Zoom with manual focus & zoom

1.5:1 Zoom with manual focus & zoom

1.5:1 – 2.2:1

1.5:1 – 2.2:1

1.5:1 – 2.2:1

3’ – 45.5’

3’ – 45.5’

3’ – 45.5’

Image Size (Diagonal)

30” to 300”

30” to 300”

30” to 300”

Lamp (Bulb)

275W UHB

310W UHB

310W UHB

2000 hours (high)

1500 hours (high)

1500 hours (high)

4:3 (standard);
Supports 16:9 and 5:4 video, data

4:3 (standard);
Supports 16:9 and 5:4 video, data

4:3 (standard);
Supports 16:9 and 5:4 video, data

Screen Projection

Front and Rear

Front and Rear

Front and Rear

Ceiling Mountable

Yes

Yes

Yes

±15° vertical correction

±15° vertical correction

±15° vertical correction

1 Watt Stereo

1 Watt Stereo

1 Watt Stereo

Wireless Remote, Projector Keypad,
RS-232C Control, USB via M1, ProjectorNet

Wireless Remote, Projector Keypad,
RS-232C Control, USB via M1, ProjectorNet

Wireless Remote, Projector Keypad,
RS-232C Control, USB via M1, ProjectorNet

6.3 x 12.2 x 16.5”

6.3 x 12.2 x 16.5”

6.3 x 12.2 x 16.5”

17 lbs.

17 lbs.

17 lbs.

Native Resolution
Display
Technology
Input Sources

Output
Terminals

Max ANSI Lumens
Contrast Ratio
Projection Lens (std.)
Throw Ratio
Projection Distance

Bulb Life Expectancy
Aspect Ratio

Keystone Correction
Built-in Speaker (audio)
Controls

Dimensions (HLW)
Weight

Projector Accessories
Replacement Lamps

Optional Lenses for the LP840, LP850 and LP860

For the LP840 (INLDP8400X) .........................448.95
For the LP850 / LP860 (INLDP8500X) ........489.95

Short Throw Fixed Lens (INL022)
0.8:1 throw ratio..........................................1309.95

Long Throw Zoom Lens (INL024)
2.2-4.1:1 throw ratio ..................................1498.95

ATA Shipping Case

Short Throw Zoom Lens (INL023)
1.1-1.5:1 throw ratio ..................................1498.95

Ultra Long Throw Zoom Lens (INL025)
3.9-7.3:1 throw ratio ..................................1748.95

For the LP840/850/860 (INATASII) ................474.95

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821
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EP 729
XGA, 2000 Lumens,
Micro Portable DLP Projector
Packing an incredible feature-set in a micro portable design, the EP
(EZ Pro) 729 is the perfect travel companion for mobile professionals
looking for a presentation solution that can go anywhere at anytime.
Incorporating Texas Instruments’ DDR DLP technology for higher brightness and deeper black levels, the EP 729 weighs just 2.2 lbs., yet it features a
brightness of 1600 lumens, and high contrast ratio of 2200:1 for a greater range of
color light intensity. It also features 1024 x 768 XGA resolution with SXGA+ resize, HDTV compatibility, advanced electronic
keystone correction and adjustable cooling fan speed settings for higher altitudes. It offers an incredible 4,000 hour lamp
life, plug-and-play connectivity with auto-image function and an auto-sync function for quick and easy set-up. For added
convenience, it includes a unique remote mouse with built-in laser pointer.
◆ Native XGA (1024 x 768) resolution for

sharp display. It can also display resized
(compressed) SXGA+ (1400 x 1050) signals,
making it compatible with high-end
notebooks
◆ Bright 1600 lumens for great image quality in

a wide range of applications
◆ Superior 2200:1 contrast ratio for cinema

quality images and crisp graphics.

◆ 156w P-VIP lamp with 3000-hr. (normal mode)

and 4000-hr. (economy mode) lamp life
◆ User password security locking system
◆ NTSC, PAL, SECAM plus HDTV (480i, 480p,

720p, 1080i) compatibility
◆ Auto-sync function for quick and easy setup
◆ Adjustable cooling fan speeds for high

altitude usage

◆ On-screen menu is available in 11 languages
◆ Advanced ±16° vertical keystone correction
◆ Real plug and play with auto-image function
◆ 2.2 lbs and letter-size footprint means

business travelers have one less bag to carry
◆ Includes full-featured wireless remote mouse

with laser pointer, freeze and hide feature.
Also includes a soft carrying case.

EP 738 SVGA, 1800 Lumens, Portable DLP Projector
The EP 738 is a versatile, portable, and bright 1800 lumens multimedia
projector that is perfect for a wide range of environments from boardrooms to classrooms. Designed with today’s demanding business needs
in mind, this robust, compact projector will shine brightly when it
comes to high quality presentations.
◆ Native SVGA (800 x 600) resolution for sharp

display. It can also display resized (compressed) SXGA+ (1400 x 1050) signals, making
it compatible with high-end notebooks.
◆ With a brightness of 1800 lumens, you can

make presentations in any small to medium
sized room.
◆ Superb 2000:1 contrast ratio for cinema

quality images and crisp graphics.
◆ NTSC, PAL, SECAM plus HDTV (480i, 480p,

720p, 1080i) compatibility.

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO

◆ Convenient VGA, component, composite, and

S-Video input and monitor loop through.
◆ 200-watt P-VIP lamp with 3000-hr. (normal

mode), 4000-hr. (economy mode) lamp life.
◆ RS-232 port allows the projector to be

controlled by an external device.
◆ Adjustable cooling fan speeds for high

altitude usage.
◆ On-screen menu is available in 11 languages.
◆ Built-in 2-watt audio speaker.

www.bhphotovideo.com

◆ Advanced ±16° vertical keystone correction.
◆ Auto color enhancement system for PC,

Movie, Games, sRGB, and user memory setting.
◆ Operating noise is 31dB in standard mode

and a whisper quiet 26dB in economy mode.
◆ Weighs only 5.3 lbs. making it light enough

to travel.
◆ Dual infra-red receivers gives you complete

360° freedom in the room when using the
supplied wireless remote control.
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EP 719
XGA, 2000 Lumens, Portable DLP Projector
A multimedia digital projector that combines performance and functionality,
the EP719 is the complete solution for a wide range of applications
from boardrooms to classrooms. In fact, it offers everything a
mobile professional will need to project incredibly bright, colorful
and engaging presentations.
Weighing only 4.6 pounds, this compact and robust projector features
DLP technology, bright 2000 lumens, native 1024 x 768 XGA resolution
as well as SXGA+ (1400 x 1050) capability, a HDTV compatibility, and a
superb 2500:1 contrast ratio to deliver crisp, vivid pictures and graphics. The EP719
connects to almost any popular device offering DVI-D w/HDCP, component, composite and S-Video inputs.
F E AT U R E S
◆

Native XGA (1024 x 768) resolution for sharp
display. It also displays resized (compressed)
SXGA+ (1400 x 1050) signals, making it
compatible with high-end notebooks.

◆

Bright 2000 lumens for great image quality
in a wide range of applications

◆

Superior 2500:1 contrast ratio for cinema
quality images and crisp graphics

◆

NTSC, PAL, SECAM plus HDTV (480i, 480p,
720p, 1080i) compatibility

◆

Extensive connectivity includes DVI-D
w/HDCP for true digital input from HD cable
box, DVD player, component or computer;
D-sub 15; VGA for monitor loop through;
composite and S-Video; and audio minijack

◆

◆

Operating noise is a whisper quiet 28dB

◆

User password security locking system

◆

Dual infra-red receivers (front and back)
gives you complete 360° freedom in the
room when using the supplied wireless
remote control.

Advanced ±15° vertical keystone correction

◆

Front, rear, ceiling-mount and table-top
projection

◆

Operating noise is 31dB in standard mode
and a whisper quiet 26dB in economy mode

◆

Light enough to travel - weighs only 4.4 lbs.

◆

Native 4:3 and 16:9 aspect ratio

◆

Native XGA (1024 x 768) and maximum
SXGA+ (1400 x 1050) resolution to
support high-end display needs

◆

Monitor loop-though, composite video,
VGA/component, S-Video and DVI-HDCP
inputs.

◆

◆ Progressive scan circuit makes moving

pictures smooth and clear, and 3-2 pulldown
compatibility assures superior image quality
from film sources.

By using the optional BX-AS108 short
throw lens, you can increase image size by
25% from the same distance. (See next
page for more details)

◆

Multi-Auto functions: Auto detection, Auto
image and Auto saving the adjustments

The EP739 is one of Optoma’s most
sturdy, practical and versatile digital
projectors. From classrooms to boardrooms, the EP739 can handle a variety
of applications and works well in all
kinds of environments. Offering 2500
lumens it can be taken into any type of
room needed for a presentation.

altitude usage
Built-in 2-watt audio speaker

◆

XGA, 2000 Lumens, Portable DLP Projector

◆ Adjustable cooling fan speeds for high

◆

11-language on-screen menu

EP 739

200-watt UHP lamp with 2000-hr. (normal
mode), 3000-hr. (economy mode) lamp life

◆

◆

DVI-HDCP input for pure digital
connection from HD sources such as
DVD, HD Satellite and DVHS

◆

Long lamp life with 3000 hours standard
and 5000 in economy mode

◆ 2000:1 contrast ratio for cinema quality

images and crisp graphics
◆

Bright 2500 lumens for powerful
presentations in any environment.

◆

Adjustable cooling fan speed for settings
for high altitudes

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821
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EP 758 • EP 759
XGA, 300 and 3500 Lumen
Installation DLP Projectors
Installation grade performance at a size you can handle, the
compact, robust, and ultra-bright EP 758 (3000 lumens) and
EP 759 (3500 lumens) are business projectors that use DDR
DLP technology to display detailed graphics and video.
Suitable for a wide range of environments - from auditoriums and churches to classrooms or conference rooms, the EP 759
and EP 758 function just as brilliantly when it comes to high definition film and
video as they do with graphic presentations. In addition, to superior 2000:1
contrast ratio, XGA resolution and HDTV compatibility, they feature a
revolutionary Tunnel Cooling System and Shield Design to prevent unwanted
light emission and enable near silent operation. Through the strategic use
of baffles within the cooling tunnel, air speeds are reduced resulting in a
whisper quiet projector. The unique adjustable cooling fan speed settings
enables operation in higher altitude locations.
F E AT U R E S
◆

◆

Native XGA (1024 x 768) resolution, plus
they can display resized (compressed) UXGA
(1600 x 1200) signals, making them
compatible with high-end workstations.
Amazing brightness of 3000 (EP 758) or
3500 (EP 759) lumens is perfect for use in
rooms with bright ambient light or no
window coverings.

◆

Superior 2000:1 contrast ratio for cinema
quality images and crisp graphics.

◆

NTSC, PAL, SECAM plus HDTV (480i, 480p,
720p, 1080i) compatibility.

◆

250-watt UHP lamp (EP 758) and 300-watt
UHP lamp (EP 759) with 2000-hr. (normal
mode), 3000-hr. (economy mode) lamp life.

◆

Revolutionary shield design prevents
unwanted light emission and enables near
silent operation. Through the strategic use
of baffles within the air tunnel, air speeds
are reduced resulting in whisper-quiet
projectors.

◆

Altitude Pressure Sensor Fan system uses
multiple sensors to detect altitude/operation
environment for automatic cooling system
adjustments.
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◆

◆

◆

On the EP 758 operating noise is 30dB in
Britemode and a very quiet 26dB in
economy mode. On the EP 759 it is 33dB
Britemode and 28dB in economy mode.
Extensive connectivity includes DVI-D
w/HDCP, VGA, component, composite
and S-Video inputs and VGA monitor
loop-through output.
Advanced ±15° vertical and horizontal
keystone correction.

◆

Equipped with two 3-watt internal stereo
speakers with audio in and out minijacks.

◆

RS-232 port allows the projectors to be
controlled by an external device; USB port
for remote mouse.

◆

The supplied remote control incorporates a
mouse function and laser pointer. The full
feature remote mouse control includes
scroll wheel for easy navigation.

Optional Short Throw Lens for the EP 738/739/758/759
Most home theater and data projectors provide a limited
throw distance—the distance a projector can be from
the screen to throw or project an image onto the screen.
Depending on the throw distance offered by a projector,
a short throw lens may be required.
A short throw lens is used to create big images in tight
spaces by projecting the largest possible image from a
short distance. This is a very convenient feature as it
allows the projector to be placed at a close distance
from the screen, and the projector itself doesn’t become a physical obstacle in the room.
Using the optional BX-AS108 short throw lens, the Optoma EP 738/739/758/759 can cast a
72” diagonal image from just 8’ away from the screen. Ideal for small home theater room
settings, classrooms, smaller meeting/conference rooms and trade show booths.

www.bhphotovideo.com
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EP 719/729/738/739/758/759 SPECIFICATIONS
EP719

EP729

EP738

EP739

EP758

EP759

Native Resolution

XGA (1024 x 768)

XGA (1024 x 768)

SVGA (800 x 600)

XGA (1024 x 768)

XGA (1024 x 768)

XGA (1024 x 768)

Display
Technology

0.55” Dark Chip 2
DLP technology

0.7” DLP:
XGA DDR

DLP: 0.55”
SVGA DDR DMD

0.7” DLP:
XGA DDR

0.7” DLP:
XGA DDR

0.7” DLP:
XGA DDR

DVI-HDCP, D-sub 15,
video (S-Video;
RCA), USB, audio
(3.5mm mini jack)

VGA: D-sub 15,
video (S-Video
and RCA), USB
port (mouse)

VGA: D-sub 15,
video (S-Video
and RCA), audio,
(RCA, 3.5mm mini)

DVI-HDCP, D-sub 15,
video (S-Video
and RCA), audio,
(RCA, 3.5mm mini)

RGB (15-pin D-sub),
video (S-Video
(S-Video and RCA),
audio (mini & RCA)

RGB (15-pin D-sub),
video (S-Video
(S-Video and RCA),
audio (mini & RCA)

Monitor (VGA),
D-sub 15

No

Monitor (VGA),
D-sub 15

RGB (15-pin D-sub),
audio (3.5mm mini)

Monitor (VGA),
D-sub 15

Monitor (VGA),
D-sub 15

Computer
Compatibility

XGA, SVGA, VGA,
VESA, Mac, SXGA+

XGA, SVGA, VGA,
VESA, Mac, SXGA+

XGA, SVGA, VGA,
VESA, Mac, SXGA+

SXGA, SVGA, VGA,
VESA, Mac, SXGA+

XGA, SVGA, VGA,
VESA, Mac, SXGA+

XGA, SVGA, VGA,
VESA, Mac, SXGA+

Video
Compatibility

Full NTSC, SECAM,
PAL, 480p, 480i,
720p, 1080i

Full NTSC, SECAM,
PAL, 480p, 480i,
720p, 1080i

Full NTSC, SECAM,
PAL, 480p, 480i,
720p, 1080i

NTSC, PAL, SECAM,
HDTV (1080i,
1080p, 720p, 480p)

NTSC, PAL, SECAM,
SDTV, HDTV (720p,
1080i, 576i/p, 480i/p)

NTSC, PAL, SECAM,
SDTV, HDTV (720p,
1080i, 576i/p, 480i/p

Max ANSI Lumens

2000 ANSI lumens

1600 ANSI lumens

1800 ANSI lumens

2500 ANSI lumens

3000 ANSI lumens

3500 ANSI lumens

Contrast Ratio

2500:1 Full On/Off

2200:1 Full On/Off

2000:1 Full On/Off

2000:1 Full On/Off

2000:1 Full On/Off

2000:1 Full On/Off

1.12:1 Zoom with
manual focus & zoom

1.15:1 Zoom with
manual focus & zoom

1.2:1 Zoom with
manual focus & zoom

1.2:1 Zoom with
manual focus & zoom

1.2:1 Zoom with
manual focus & zoom

1.2:1 Zoom with
manual focus & zoom

1.93:1 - 2.13:1

2.0:1 - 2.3:1

2.0 – 2.4:1

2.0:1 – 2.4:1

2.0:1 – 2.4:1

2.0:1 – 2.4:1

3.9’ to 39.3’

3.94’ to 32.8’

3.9’ to 32.8’

3.9’ to 40’

4.9’ to 40’

4.9’ to 40’

24.6” to 306”

2.7’ to 22.2’

24.6” to 246”

24.6” to 300”

29.5” to 300”

29.5” to 300”’

Lamp (Bulb)

200W UHP

156W P-VIP

200W P-VIP

200W SHP

250W UHP

300W UHP

Bulb Life Expectancy

2,000 hours

4,000 hours

2,000 hours

3,000 hours

2,000 hours

2,000 hours

Aspect Ratio

4:3 (standard);
16:9 compatible

4:3 (standard);
16:9 compatible

4:3 (standard);
16:9 compatible

4:3 (standard);
16:9 compatible

4:3 (standard);
16:9 compatible

4:3 (standard);
16:9 compatible

Screen Projection

Front and Rear

Front and Rear

Front and Rear

Front and Rear

Front and Rear

Front and Rear

Keystone Correction

±15° vertical

±16° vertical

±16° vertical

±16° vertical

±15° vertical

±15° vertical

Built-in Speaker (audio)

2 Watt Mono

No

2 Watt Mono

3 Watt Mono

3 Watt Stereo

3 Watt Stereo

Dimensions (HLW)

3.7 x 8.26 x 9”

6 x 2.46 x 6”

6.4 x 9.3 x 10.4”

4.11 x 9.3 x 10.4”

5 x 13.4 x 10.3”

5 x 13.4 x 10.3”

4.4 lbs.

2.2 lbs.

5.3 lbs.

5.3 lbs.

7.5 lbs.

7.5 lbs.

Input Sources

Output
Terminals

Projection Lens (std.)

Throw Ratio
Projection Distance
Image Size (Diagonal)

Weight

EP 719, 729, 738, 739, 758, 759 Accessories
Replacement Lamps

Ceiling Mounts without Cable

Ceiling Mounts with 5M Cable

For the EP719 (OPLEP719) ...............................319.95

For the EP758 and 759 (OPBCMEP751) .........154.95

For the EP719/738/739 (OPCM5MEP738) .....154.95

For the EP729 (OPLEP729) ...............................399.95

For the EP719/738/739 (OPBCMEP732) ........154.95

For the EP729 (OPCM5MEP725) ......................154.95

For the EP738 (OPLEP738) ...............................299.95

For the EP738, 739 (OPCMEP738) ..................119.95

For the EP739 (OPLEP739) ...............................319.95

For the EP758 and 759 (OPCMEP759) ..........249.95

Carrying Cases

For the EP758 (OPLEP758) ...............................399.95

Ceiling Mount plate for
the EP738 and EP739 (OPCMP) .......................47.95

For the EP729 (OPSCEP725), EP738/739 (OPSCEP739)
and EP758/759 (OPSCEP758) .............................59.95

For the EP759 (OPLEP759) ...............................449.95
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H31
HDTV-ready Home Theater Projector
Projecting HD video with astounding depth and clarity,
the H31 features Texas Instruments’ DarkChip2 DLP
technology to bring TV programming, DVDs and
streaming video to life, delivering native widescreen
projection at 3000:1 contrast. Designed for high performance yet priced for the home, the H31combines a
movie theater-like experience with value – without
compromising performance.
It features a Pixelworks video scaler, deinterlacer, and
advanced HD scaling, which significantly optimizes
video processing and frame-by-frame smoothness to
unleash every aspect of the video as it was intended to
be viewed – with any size from 28 to 304”. The H31 is
HDTV compatible with 720p, 480p widescreen (854 x 480), 1080i and DVI with
HDCP output for maximum clarity.

F E AT U R E S
◆

850 lumens and 3000:1 contrast ratio give
you ideal home theater brightness and
superior color reproduction.

◆

480p (854 x 480) native, SXGA (1280 x 1024)
uncompressed resolution

◆

Four-speed, six-segment color wheel
ensures superior color reproduction with
deeper, richer blacks, detailed nuances, and
a full palate of bright colors. The included
adjustable color matrix allows viewers to
adjust reds, greens and blues independently
for a truly customized experience.

◆

◆

Fully HDTV compatible with 480i, 480p,
720p and 1080i in both component and
DVI-HDCP input for maximum clarity

◆

◆

Advanced HD Scaling enhancement technology for superior high definition reproduction

◆

Multiple Quick ZOOM presets (1.85:1, 1.66:1,
2.35:1, 4:3 to 16:9 aspect ratio

◆

DIgital lens shift with 2 positional memories

◆

Automatically preset reloading whenever
input signal resolution changes

◆

◆

Video processing includes Pixelworks video
scaler and deinterlacer for excellent film
reproduction and smooth on screen images.

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO

◆

Advanced functions give the viewer the
ability to tune the image to match the
screen. They can address issues such as
artifacts appearing on one or several of the
edges of the image or the need to remove
the bars that appear above and/or below or
at the sides of the projected image.
There are three factory presets optimized for
various types of pictures: cinema, normal
and vivid. You can customize contrast,
brightness, intensity, color, tint, sharpness,
and gamma for each preset mode.
5 separate user adjustable memory settings:
Each of these settings can be calibrated for
each input, meaning that you could choose
to setup different settings for day and night
viewing in addition to a special setup for
daytime sporting events that require the
maximum brightness and color saturation at
the expense of contrast. You could also set
up a fourth mode for black and white
movies, with a color temperature close to
5500K for a more realistic presentation.
Inputs include DVI-I with HDCP, component
composite, S-Video and RS-232. An RS-232
breakout cable is provided and there are
both front and rear IR receivers, allowing for
flexible mounting options.

www.bhphotovideo.com

◆

Digital keystone correction compensates for
keystone (trapezoidal) picture distortion up
to ±16° vertically

◆

Adjustable color matrix allows viewers to
adjust reds, greens and blues independently
for a truly customized experience.

◆

Picture Menu allows adjustment of contrast
(white level), brightness (black level), color,
tint, sharpness and gamma.

◆

Economy mode extends lamp life to 3,000
hours while lowering the noise level to only
30 dB.

◆

Includes elegant and ergonomic backlit
remote control

◆ Backed by a two-year warranty and a Zero

Dead Pixel policy.
◆ Throw ratio: 1.65:1 to 2.0:1 (Distance/Width)
◆ Image size: 28 to 304” (diagonal)
◆ Projection distance: 3.9 to 39.4’
◆ Compatibility: SVGA, VGA, SXGA

compression, VESA, Macintosh,
NTSC/PAL/SECAM
◆ Projection lens: F/2.4 to 2.7, f =19.7- 23.6mm

Manual focus and zoom
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H78DC3 • H79
HDTV Home Theater Projectors
Next-generation, high-performance digital projectors for true
home theater enthusiasts, the H78DC3 (800 lumens) and H79
(1000 lumens) surpass the quality of some of the best analog
projectors at a fraction of the price, providing the most vivid,
clear, and immersive digital video experience possible.
Featuring DarkChip3 and DLP by Texas Instruments, they deliver outstanding
high contrast ratio of 4000:1 (H78DC3) and 4500:1 (H79) and native 720p resolution.
They offer proprietary 5x, 8-segment DVE (Dark Video Enhancement)
color wheel technology with additional dark segments for virtually
no dithering and even deeper level of black. Other features include a
100%-offset vertical lens shift that enables easy installation without
compromising image quality, and easy-to-use Universal Touch
Screen Remote that can manage up to 8 devices, including
projectors, TVs, VCRs, DVDs, CDs, tuners and AV receivers.
H31

H78DC3

H79

Display Type:

0.54” DarkChip2
DLP technology from TI

0.79” DarkChip3
DLP technology from TI

0.79” DarkChip3
DLP Technology from TI

HDTV native for viewing widescreen TV
signals

Resolution:

854 x 480 480p (native)

1280 x 720 (native)

1280 x 720 (native)

5x, 8-segment DVE color wheel technology
with additional dark segments

Brightness:

850 Lumens (typical)

800 lumens

1000 lumens

Contrast Ratio:

3000:1 (Full On/Full Off )

4000:1

4500:1

200-watt P-VIP lamp
2,000 (BriteMode)
3,000 hours (STD)

250W UHP

250W UHP
3,000 hours

1.65:1 – 2.0:1

1.6:1 - 2.16:1

1.6:1 - 2.16:1

20.9 to 338.8˝

20.9 to 338.8˝

F E AT U R E S
◆
◆

Lamp Type and Life:

◆

Expanded connectivity includes DVI-I, BNC,
component and S-Video hookups

◆

Dual +12v trigger relay, RS-232 controls

Throw Ratio: (Distance/Width)

◆

Remote control’s ability to assign macros of
up to 60 commands, including time delays
between two commands, and other
advanced features give installation professionals or an advanced user the ability to
program one-button easy access to a host of
different viewing scenarios.

Multiple ZOOM Presets
Aspect Ratio:

1.85:1, 1.66:1,
2.35:1, 4:3, 16:9

Image Size (diagonal):

28 to 304˝

◆

Advanced adjustability is offered through
on-screen display menus

◆

TI’s latest technology achieves both higher
brightness and deeper black levels by
“filling in” the area where the digital micro
mirror connects to its hinge – the so-called
“dimple”. In addition, the gap between the
mirrors is further reduced and the backing
to the mirrors is more light absorbent.

◆

Advanced Shield Design casing incorporates innovative use of baffles, preventing
unwanted light emissions while enabling
near silent operation at only 23dB (H79) or
25 dB (H78DC3).

Projection Distance:

3.9 to 39.4’

3.28 to 39.37’

3.28 to 39.37’

SVGA, VGA,
SXGA compression
VESA, Macintosh,
Full NTSC/PAL/SECAM

VGA, SVGA, XGA, WXGA,
UXGA compression
Full NTSC/PAL/SECAM,
VESA, Mac, PC

VGA, SVGA, XGA, WXGA,
UXGA compression
Full NTSC/PAL/SECAM,
VESA, Mac, PC

HDTV:

720p, 1080i, SDTV (480i),
EDTV (480p), 576i/p

True HDTV (720p, 1080i)
and 480/p, 576i/p

True HDTV (720p, 1080i)
and 480/p, 576i/p

I/O Connectors:

DVI-I with HDCP,
DVI-I/HDCP, BNC,
DVI-I/HDCP, BNC,
RCA Component (YPbPr), Component, RCA-type jack, YcbCr/YpbPr, RCA-type jack,
S-Video, composite video
S-Video, dual IR receivers
S-Video, dual IR receivers
(RCA), RS-232, IR receivers
Dual +12V relay, RS-232
Dual +12V relay, RS-232

Compatibility:

Dimensions (W H D):
Weight

10.7˝ x 3.4˝ x 8.3˝

16.9˝ x 5.3˝ x 12˝

16.9˝ x 5.3˝ x 12˝

5 lbs.

16.5 lbs.

16.5 lbs.

Optoma backs up the extraordinary performance of the H78DC3 and H79
with a two-year warranty and a Zero Dead Pixel policy.

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821
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PANOVIEW
4:3 Digital Projection Screens
The Panoview manual wall and ceiling pull down screens are ideal for
meeting rooms, classrooms and home environments. The stylish case
design allows flush mounting to the ceiling or wall. An easy, pull-down
level lock system locks at intervals to fit a variety of projection formats.
◆ Wall or ceiling mount, this pull down screen is small enough to fit into any installation. The

stylish strong and elegant octagonal steel case housing makes for a elegant appearance
when the screen is not in use.
◆

The wide 100° viewing angle allows wider seating configuration.

◆

Panoview matte white screens have a screen gain of 1.0

◆

The Panoview matte white screen is an extremely versatile screen surface for front projection when ambient light is controllable. It provides perfect
uniformity while giving precise definition and reproduction of color or black and white. Screen surface is washable with mild soap and water, flame
retardant and mildew resistant.
Model

Diagonal

Viewing Area

Case Length

Ship. Weight

Carton Dimension

B&H #

Price

72”

57.4 x 43.3”

64.2”

14.3 lbs.

66.9 x 5.3 x 4.5”

(OPDS3072PM)

89.95

DS-3084PM

84”

50.4 x 67.2”

74”

16 lbs.

79 x 5.3 x 4.5”

(OPDS3084PM)

99.95

DS-3100PM

100”

60 x 80”

88”

21 lbs.

89.3 x 5.3 x 4.5”

(OPDS3100PM)

114.95

DS-3072PM

GrayWolf 16:9 Digital
Projection Screens
The Panoview GrayWolf manual wall and ceiling pull down
screens are ideal for home theater viewing environments.
GrayWolf is an innovative high-contrast, gray-base,
glass-beaded screen designed to deliver impressive 1.8 gain.
The stylish housing allows flush mounting to the ceiling or
wall. An easy, pull-down level locking system fits a variety of
projection formats.
◆

◆

GrayWolf high contrast gray screens have a screen gain of 1.8 for
enhanced image viewing excellence

◆ Extra large black boarder for true 16:9 cinematic experience.
◆

The wide 100° viewing angle allows wider seating configuration.

GrayWolf’s gray-base formula with pearl glass beaded are
designed to enhance black levels, shadow details and contrast for
screens moderate output DLP, LCD, D-ILA, and LCOS projectors.

◆

Wall or ceiling mounted GrayWolf screens fit easily into any installation.

◆

The stylish strong and elegant octagonal steel case housing makes for
an elegant appearance when the screen is not in use.

Model

Diagonal

Viewing Area

Case Length

Ship. Weight

Carton Dimension

B&H #

Price

DS-9092PM

92”

45.1 x 80.2”

88”

20 lbs.

89.3 x 5.3 x 4.5”

(OPDS9092PM)

149.95

DS-9106PM

106”

52 x 92”

99”

24 lbs.

101.7 x 5.3 x 4.5”

(OPDS9106PM)

189.95
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PT-P1SD
Digital SD Slide Projector
The world’s smallest, lightest LCD projector with a built-in SD
memory card slot, the PT-P1SD offers a new way to enjoy
pictures taken with a digital still camera that uses SD
memory cards. Simply slip an SD card into the slot,
and the PT-P1SD projects clear, bright, beautiful images
onto a huge screen. Exceptionally small, lightweight
and easy to use, The PT-P1SD’s ability to project images directly
from an SD card takes all the trouble out of operation. Simply aim the PT-P1SD at the screen and plug it in. The images on
the SD card are displayed as a list of thumbnails; just select the image you want to view. The PT-P1SD also features built-in
slide show functions for viewing your digital photos. Select any of several transition effects between slides, including
wipe, fade, split, blind, checker, slide in, and random. With photos taken in DPOF form, you can set the PT-P1SD to run a
slide show of favorite images or to provide automatic photo rotation.
The PT-P1SD makes it easy to give a PowerPoint presentation without a PC. Just use Panasonic’s Image Creator software
to convert a Microsoft PowerPoint file into JPEG files and save them onto an SD card. The PT-P1SD and SD card are all you
need for the presentation; you can leave your PC back at the office. For additional convenience, in Auto Slide Show mode
the PT-P1SD begins a presentation or slide show automatically when an SD card is slipped into the card slot.
F E AT U R E S
Ultra-Small and Light

PC-Free Business Presentations

◆ Ultra-portable, ultra-versatile projector that’s

◆

perfect for displaying business presentations
on the road and in the office. Just as adept
for in-home viewing.
◆

The PT-P1SDU is incredibly small and light
weighing a mere 2.9 pounds, yet delivers
1,500 ANSI lumens of brightness and an
array of time-saving display features.
◆

Digital Photo Slideshows
◆

◆

Built-in SD card slot for the big-screen
display of digital still images (or moving
video shot with a digital camera). Slip an SD
card into the projector's card slot, and the
PT-P1SDU automatically turns on and is
ready to display images.
All the photos in a folder can be viewed
automatically as a slide show, and several
different transitions between slides are available, including Wipe, Fade Split, Blind,
Checker, Slide In, Random and Off. Viewers
can run a slide show of favorite images in
the projector’s Direct Print Order Format
(DPOF), and automatic photo rotation is also
standard.

◆

The PT-P1SDU facilitates the delivery of
PowerPoint presentations with or without a
laptop for exceptional executive mobility.
Panasonic’s Image Creator software converts
PowerPoint files to a JPEG file, so laptops
can be left behind. The projector also
features a presentation mode that starts a
slide show automatically when an SD cart is
inserted into the card slot.
The space-saving projector slips easily into a
briefcase or travel bag, making it highly
portable even when carrying it along with a
laptop PC. Thanks to its high-performance
optical system and high-efficiency 130 UHM
lamp, the PT-P1SDU produces high 400:1
contrast ratio images at native SVGA (800 x
600) resolution while providing advanced
resizing technology to support UXGA..
The PT-P1SDU is HDTV compatible and can
automatically resize 1080i and 720p images
for 16:9 wide-aspect display; 480p, 480i and
576i component video signals and S-Video
can also be displayed in either 4:3 or 16:9.
The unit provides wide compatibility
ranging from NTSC, NTSC 4.43, PAL, PAL-M,
PAL-N, PAL-60 and SECAM.

Daylight View Technology
◆

Panasonic’s Daylight View technology
achieves a superb level of color perception,
so users will experience less of a difference
between PC display images and projected
images. It also provides white balance
adjustment settings for both fluorescent and
incandescent lamps to match room lighting.

◆

For ultra-easy setup, there ar a multitude of
intuitive plug-and-play functions including:

Easy Setup

– One-Touch Auto Setup with real-time Digital
Keystone Correction.
– Speed Start function means that an image
appears only five seconds after pressing the
power button.
– Direct Power Off function lets unplug the
projector while the cooling fan keeps
operating until the lamp is cooled.

Additional Features
◆

Includes an SD card key and user control
lock to prevent theft

◆

Projects on screens from 38” to 300”

◆

Composite and S-video inputs for connecting
two DVD/video sources at the same time

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821
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PT-LB50 SERIES
Ultra-Compact Micro-Portable Projectors
Consisting of three models, Panasonic‘s PT-LB50U series of
micro-portable LCD projectors feature Daylight View
technology to dramatically improve image
performance in bright rooms. The PT-LB50 projector
family consists of the SVGA 2000-lumens PT-LB50SU;
the XGA 2000-lumens PT-LB50U; and the wireless,
XGA 2000 lumens PT-LB50NTU.
Ultra-light (4.2 lbs.) they easily move between locations,
from a boardroom to a classroom, from a church to a training center.
With Panasonic’s exclusive Daylight View 2 technology, the 2000 lumen PT-LB50 Series achieve image
performance equal to or exceeding 3000 lumen projectors. This substantial improvement results from the ambient light
sensor, which detects changes in a room’s light intensity and significantly enhances perceptible colors.
They offer a host of ease of installation and operation functions. Speed Start slashes the time it takes to begin a presentation
while One-Touch Auto Setup assures quick and easy setup, with the projectors’ handling basic image adjustments. The
built-in gravity sensor determines the projectors’ angle relative to the floor (up to 30°) and corrects for keystone distortion
accordingly. Other features include 3x digital zoom; ceiling mountability; selectable 17-language on-screen menu;
blackboard mode; freeze; advanced shutter function for image/sound muting; sRGB compatibility, and Index Window,
which allows any image in a presentation (RGB or video input) to be frozen, stored in memory and displayed on the left
side of the screen, while display of subsequent images continues on the right.
F E AT U R E S

Daylight View 2 Technology

High Quality

Many people want to use special colors and
designs in their presentations. However, these
colors inevitably change when they’re projected
onto the screen in a fully-lit room, resulting in
faded, washed-out images on the screen. So they
just use plain, basic colors. As a result, the
presentation is visually boring. Panasonic’s
exclusive Daylight View 2 technology solves this
problem. With this innovative technology, the
2000-lumen PT-LB50 series projectors achieve
image performance equal to or exceeding 3000lumen projectors in brightly lit environments.

◆ The PT-LB50 series offers an excellent

contrast ratio of 400:1 and rich, sharp
images in 1024 x 768 native XGA resolution
(PT-LB50SU is SVGA), while providing
advanced resizing technology to support
UXGA.
◆ The top panel of the units are equipped

with an ambient light sensor (ALS). The
ALS detects changes in the ambient
light intensity and optimizes color
compensation in four steps according to
the environment.
◆ The units are HDTV compatible and can

automatically resize 1080i and 720p images
for 16:9 wide-aspect display; 480p, 480i and
625i component video signals and S-Video
can also be displayed in either 4:3 or 16:9.
◆ Picture mode selection

This substantial improvement results from the projectors’ ambient light sensor, which
detects changes in a room’s light intensity and significantly enhances perceptible colors.
Pale colors are divided into six basic color components (red, green, blue, yellow, cyan and
magenta) for more precise control. And because Daylight View 2 achieves a superb level
of color perception, you’ll experience less of a difference between PC display images and
projected images. It also provides white balance adjustment settings for both fluorescent
and incandescent lamps to match the room lighting.

(standard/dynamic/natural)
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PT-LB50 SERIES
High Performance

Wireless Data Transfer of Video and Audio

◆ Speed Start slashes the time it takes to get

your presentation under way. The image
appears within two seconds after you press
the power button.

For added flexibility, the
PT-LB50NTU is equipped
PT-LB50N
with advanced wireless (wi-fi)
TU
Only
technology. This IEEE802.11g
wireless unit offers fast 54Mbps
data transfer, simultaneously
transmitting both video and
sound, as well as still pictures. The
bundled Wireless Manager Mobile Edition 3
software facilitates a variety of functions including
In Motion Streaming, whereby moving-image files can
be sent wirelessly, together with audio, from the hard drive of a
PC, eliminating the need to connect an external video source.
In Live and Multi Live modes, the contents of the PC screen are
projected with the same smooth image motion as a wired connection. In these
modes, the motion also flows naturally in PowerPoint animations. The Wireless Prompter
(secondary display) function allows transmission of content other what’s displayed on your
PC. For example, you can display text documents on your PC screen while projecting a slide
from your PowerPoint presentation. Plus, you can copy Wireless Manager to a memory card
and take it with you to presentation sites where the computer doesn’t have the software.

◆ For presentation versatility, they include

two RGB inputs, which eliminate the need
to juggle and re-connect equipment when
giving consecutive presentations from two
different computers. The RGB2 terminal can
also serve as a loop-through monitoring
terminal for the RGB1 input, which is
extremely beneficial for educational
applications.

◆ They are equipped with a large-diameter,

extra-short throw lens that shortens the
necessary projection distance and lets you
place the projector at the front of the table,
making for more comfortable and
convenient presentations. Project onto a
100” wide screen from less than 10’ away.

In Multi Live mode, the PT-LB50NTU can receive data from up to 16 PCs and display their
images simultaneously on four individual Windows, Index Style (four thumbnails with one
large image) or Extended Index (16 thumbnails on the entire screen). It is also possible to
send images from a single PC to up to eight PT-LB50NTUs.

◆ Index Window allows any image in a

presentation (RGB or video input) to be
frozen, stored in memory and displayed on
the left side of the screen, while display of
subsequent images continues on the right.

Conveniences
◆ One-Touch Auto Setup assures quick and

easy setup, with the projectors’ handling
basic image adjustments, from phasing to
vertical and horizontal position. The built-in
gravity sensor determines the projectors’
angle relative to the floor (up to 30°) and
corrects for keystone distortion accordingly.

◆ Discrete composite and S-Video inputs for

connecting two DVD/video sources at the
same time
◆ Using Projector AI (artificial intelligence),

they instantaneously adjust the brightness
of the lamp to optimize on-screen imaging.
For darker scenes, it automatically lowers
the brightness to produce deeper blacks
and make light areas stand out.

◆ For security, they have a host of anti-theft

functions including a security lock, user
password protection, control panel lock-out,
and text superimposing whereby a user can
program a text line (such as your name or
the warning of your choice) at the bottom
of the projected image.

Notebook-Size Compact

◆ Direct Power Off lets you disconnect the

power cable and move the projector right
away. The cooling fan keeps operating until
the lamp is cooled.
◆ Choose from standard and low lamp power

modes, and project on screens ranging in
size from 33” to 300”.
◆

Blackboard mode allows you to project
images onto an ordinary classroom or
conference room blackboard

◆

Selectable 17-language on-screen menu
(includes English, French, Spanish, Italian,
Korean, Russian, Chinese and Japanese).

Additional Features

◆ Highly mobile, they boast a compact,

notebook-size body. Each measures only
1111⁄16 x 2 9⁄16 x 8 1⁄4” (WHD), about the size of a
sheet of paper, and easily slip into a bag or
briefcase. And at only 4.2 lbs., they won’t
weigh you down—even when you’re toting
along a notebook PC as well. Convenient
size and weight are just two reasons why
the they are the logical choice for mobile
presentations.

◆

Additional features include automatic input
signal detector; freeze; advanced shutter
function for image/sound muting;
temperature and lamp replacement warning
indicators; and a card-type remote control.

◆

Options include the ET-PKB50 ceiling
mount bracket for permanent
installation, and the ET-RM300 fullfunction wireless mouse remote control
with laser pointer.

◆

Have a 3x digital zoom to highlight parts of
the picture and sRGB compatibility to ensure
uniform, accurate color reproduction with
other sRGB-compatible imaging devices.

◆

They include 3-year limited warranty on
the projector, 90-day warranty on the
user-replaceable lamp and a 24-hour
“ZipIt” projector exchange program.

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821
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PT-LB60 SERIES
Micro-Portable XGA 3000 Lumens Projectors
Packing a wealth of advanced Panasonic technology,
the PT-LB30 series feature high brightness of 3200
lumens, an excellent contrast ratio of 400:1 and rich,
sharp images in 1024 x 768 native XGA resolution
while providing advanced resizing technology to
support UXGA. Ultra-compact and ultra-light,
the PT-LB60U (5.5 lbs) and it’s wireless counterpart,
the PT-LB60NTU (5.7 lbs.) can be effortlessly moved between
locations, from a boardroom to a classroom, from a church setting to a training center.
Like the PT-LB50 Series (previous page), they feature Panasonic’s exclusive Daylight View 2 technology to achieve a 150%
improvement in image performance in bright rooms such as classrooms and conference rooms. Because Daylight View
achieves a superb level of color perception, users will experience less of a difference between PC display images and projected images. It also provides white balance adjustment settings for both fluorescent and incandescent lamps to match
the room lighting. Otherwise the same, the PT-LB60NTU is equipped with advanced 802.11g technology for fast 54Mbps
wireless transmission of both video and sound, as well as still pictures.

Same features as the PT-LB50 Series (previous page)—
◆ Slightly bigger than the PT-LB50 series, the

PT-LB60 series boast a compact, notebooksize body, measuring 12 27⁄32 x 3 x 9 5⁄32” (WHD),
slightly larger than a sheet of paper.
◆ They are HDTV compatible and can

automatically resize 1080i and 720p images
for 16:9 wide-aspect display; 480p, 480i and
625i component video signals and S-Video
can also be displayed in either 4:3 or 16:9.
◆ Speed Start slashes the time it takes to get

your presentation under way. The image
appears within two seconds after you press
the power button.
◆ For presentation versatility, they include two

RGB inputs, which eliminate the need to
juggle and re-connect equipment when
giving consecutive presentations from two
different computers. The RGB2 terminal
can also serve as a loop-through monitoring
terminal for the RGB1 input, which is
extremely beneficial for educational
applications.
◆ Index Window allows any image in a

presentation (RGB or video input) to be
frozen, stored in memory and displayed on
the left side of the screen, while display of
subsequent images continues on the right.

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO

◆ They are equipped with a large-diameter,

extra-short throw lens that shortens the necessary projection distance and lets you place
the projector at the front of the table, making for more comfortable and convenient
presentations. Project onto a 100” wide
screen from less than 10’ away.

◆ Anti-theft functions including a security lock,

user password protection, control panel
lock-out, and text superimposing whereby a
user can program a text line (such as the
company’s name, URL or warning of choice)
at the bottom of the projected image.
◆ Choose from standard and low lamp power

◆ Discrete composite and S-Video inputs for

connecting two DVD/video sources at the
same time.

modes, and project on screens ranging in
size from 33” to 300”.
◆

Blackboard mode allows you to project
images onto an ordinary classroom or
conference room blackboard

◆

Selectable 17-language on-screen menu

◆

Additional features include automatic input
signal detector; freeze; advanced shutter
function for image/sound muting;
temperature and lamp replacement warning
indicators; and a card-type remote control.

◆

There is also a 3x digital zoom to highlight
certain parts of the picture and sRGB
compatibility to ensure uniform, accurate
color reproduction with other sRGBcompatible imaging devices.

◆

They include 3-year limited warranty on
the projector, 90-day warranty on the
user-replaceable lamp and a 24-hour “ZipIt”
projector exchange program.

◆ Using Projector AI (artificial intelligence),

they instantaneously adjust the brightness of
the lamp to optimize on-screen imaging. For
darker scenes, it automatically lowers the
brightness to produce deeper blacks and
make light areas stand out.
◆ One-Touch Auto Setup assures quick and

easy setup, with the projectors’ handling
basic image adjustments, from phasing to
vertical and horizontal position. The built-in
gravity sensor determines the projectors’
angle relative to the floor (up to 30°) and
corrects for keystone distortion accordingly.
◆ When the presentation is completed, Direct

Power Off lets you disconnect the power
cable and move the projector right away
because the cooling fan keeps operating
until the lamp is cooled.
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PT-LB50/60 SERIES
PT-LB50NTU

PT-LB50U

PT-LB50SU

PT-LB60U

PT-LB60NTU

XGA (1024 x 768)

XGA (1024 x 768)

SVGA (800 x 600)

XGA (1024 x 768)

XGA (1024 x 768)

DLP:
0.7” XGA DDR

DLP: 0.7”
XGA DMD DDR

DLP: 0.55”
SVGA DDR DMD

0.8” Active Matrix LCD
x3 with Micro

LCD 0.79” Poly-silicon
Active Matrix TFT x3

Computer (M1-DA),
video (S-Video;
RCA via adpt.), audio
(3.5mm mini jack)

Computer (M1-DA),
video (S-Video
and RCA), audio
(3.5mm mini jack)

Computer (M1-DA),
video (S-Video
and RCA), audio,
(RCA, 3.5mm mini)

RGB (15-pin D-sub),
video (S-Video
(S-Video and RCA),
audio (mini & RCA)

RGB (15-pin D-sub),
video (S-Video
(S-Video and RCA),
audio (mini & RCA)

—

—

—

Monitor loop through,
audio (3.5mm mini)

Monitor loop through,
audio (3.5mm mini)

VGA through SXGA,

VGA through SXGA

SXGA, SVGA, VGA,
UXGA

VGA, through UXGA

VGA, through UXGA,
Macintosh, Ethernet

Video
Compatibility

Full NTSC, SECAM,
PAL, 480p, 576p,
720p, 1080i

Full NTSC, SECAM,
PAL, 480p, 576p,
720p, 1080i

Full NTSC, SECAM,
PAL, 480p, 576p,
720p, 1080i

NTSC, PAL, SECAM,
SDTV, HDTV (750p,
1080p, 1125i, 1035i)

NTSC, PAL, SECAM,
SDTV, HDTV (750p
1080p, 1125i, 1035i)

Max ANSI Lumens

2000 ANSI lumens

2000 ANSI lumens

2000 ANSI lumens

3200 ANSI lumens

3200 ANSI lumens

400:1 Full On/Off

400:1 Full On/Off

400:1 Full On/Off

400:1 Full On/Off

400:1 Full On/Off

1.16:1 Zoom with
manual focus & zoom

1.25:1 Zoom with
manual focus & zoom

1.2:1 Zoom with
manual focus & zoom

1.2:1 Zoom with
manual focus & zoom

1.2:1 Zoom with
manual focus & zoom

1.8:1 - 2.1:1

1.85:1 - 2.35:1

1.89 – 2.27:1

1.52:1 – 1.86:1

1.6:1 – 1.9:1

4.9’ to 16’

5’ to 32.3’

5’ to 32.3’

3.7’ to 35.5’

5’ to 32.8’

Image Size (Diagonal)

2.9’ to 11.5’

2.7’ to 22.2’

2.7’ to 21.6’

33” to 300”

3.33’ to 25’

Lamp (Bulb)

120W UHP

120W UHP

200W SHP

200W SHP

170W UHP

Bulb Life Expectancy

2,000 hours

3,000 hours

3,000 hours

2,000 hours

2,000 hours

Aspect Ratio

4:3 (standard);
5:4

4:3 (standard);
16:9 compatible

4:3 (standard);
16:9 compatible

4:3 (standard);
16:9 compatible

4:3 (standard);
16:9 compatible

Screen Projection

Front and Rear

Front and Rear

Front and Rear

Front and Rear

Front and Rear

Ceiling Mountable

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Keystone Correction

±7.5° vertical

±15° vertical

±20° vertical

±15° vertical

±15° vertical

Built-in Speaker (audio)

1 Watt Mono

1 Watt Mono

2.5 Watt Mono

3 Watt Mono

2 Watt Stereo

Remote Control.
Projector Keypad
Projector Manager

Remote Control,
Projector Keypad
Projector Manager

Remote Control,
Projector Keypad

Remote Control
Projector Keypad,
ProjectorNet, RS232

Remote Control
Projector Keypad,
ProjectorNet, RS232

Power Requirements

100V - 240V

100V - 240V

100V - 240V

100V - 240V

85V - 240V

Power Consumption

150 Watt

155 Watt

350 Watt

300 Watt

260 Watt

2.05 x 3.69 x 9.75”

2.5 x 6.1 x 7.8”

4.2 x 12.9 x 9.8”

3.4 x 9.8 x 12”

4.1 x 10.3 x 11.6”

4.2 lbs.

4.2 lbs.

4.2 lbs.

5.5 lbs.

5.5 lbs.

Native Resolution
Display
Technology
Input Sources

Output
Terminals
Computer
Compatibility

Contrast Ratio
Projection Lens (std.)

Throw Ratio
Projection Distance

Controls

Dimensions (HLW)
Weight

PT-LB50 and PT-LB60 Replacement Lamps
PT-LB50 Series Replacement Lamp (PAETLAB50) ...............................284.95

PT-LB30 Series Replacement Lamp (PAETLAB30) ...............................354.95
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PT-AE900
High Definition Home Theater Projector
Watch HD programming the way it was intended to be seen —
ultra-wide, ultra-big and in high resolution. A native
high-definition home theater projector, the PT-AE900 is
capable of displaying an ultra-sharp, ultra-clear HD
picture up to 14.5’ wide. Equipped with advanced digital
picture-enhancing features, the PT-AE900 transforms
your living room, basement or den into a mini theater for
viewing everything from movies to sports to your favorite
television program in HD.
It combines 1100-lumens with three 16:9 native, 1280 x 720 pixel HD LCD
panels to produce a phenomenal picture quality and beautifully saturated colors even in well-lit rooms.
Image optimizing features include a color correction system with Cinema Color Management (CCM) technology to ensure
super-faithful color reproduction and a Dynamic Iris optical system to achieve an incredible 5500:1 contrast ratio.
2x optical zoom lens allows image size adjustment to accommodate the room layout and screen size. Inputs include HDMI,
component, composite and S-Video. Also feature omni-directional digital keystone correction, brightness and gamma level
adjustments across seven picture modes; and memory-storage of three sets of picture adjustment settings.
F E AT U R E S

High-Definition LCD Panel
◆

A wide 1280 x 720 pixels high-definition LCD
panel generates their sharp images.
Three-layer construction realizes 2.76
million pixels, giving a beautifully detailed
picture of exceptional fidelity—especially
from high definition broadcasts.

◆

Dynamic Sharpness Control circuit adjusts
video signal enhancement based on the
difference in brightness of adjacent pixels;

◆

130-watt UHM lamp delivers a superb
brightness of 1100 lumens. Enjoy pictures
that are not affected by ambient lighting.

◆

Progressive Cinema Scan (3/2 Pulldown)
conversion technology automatically
detects an input signal from filmed material,
and creates an optimum progressive scan
processing method to assure faithful
reproduction of the original image. HD IP
enables them to convert signals recorded at
a higher quality than conventional models.

◆

10-bit digital processing and 10-bit gamma
correction accurately reproduces subtle
changes in brightness and hue and quadruples the number of displayable colors to
over 1 billion and over 1024 grey levels.

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO

Dynamic Iris and High Contrast
◆

Dynamic Iris incorporates AI technology to constantly adjust the light volume and gamma
curve in real time, so the picture is always optimal and transitions between scenes are
amazingly smooth and natural.

◆

In conjunction with lamp control (automatically adjusts lamp brightness to the optimum level
to match the characteristics of the picture in real-time), the Dynamic Iris with scene-tracking
capability delivers a breathtaking contrast ratio of 5500:1 so the picture is sharp and clear even
in a well-lit room. To achieve this, the Dynamic Iris also uses data obtained from frame-byframe histogram analysis of brightness, light intensity, iris, and gamma curve— in real time.

◆

Superb brightness is achieved at the same time, broadening the dynamic range. The dynamic
gamma is interlocked with the light source, so scene changes are smooth and natural, and
contribute to sufficient brightness in dark scenes. An amazing response speed is achieved by
interlocking it with the light source rather than the lens.

Cinema Color Management and Smooth Screen Technology
◆

Cinema Color Management (CCM) technology enable free control of colors. Until CCM, it has
been difficult to reflect the colorist’s intentions, because correcting one color affected certain
others. CCM technology controls colors on 4,096 points, so individual color correction can be
done without affecting other colors. Color control usually includes control of contrast, but CCM
technology goes even further and controls brightness too. CCM is a true breakthrough and
moves color correction closer to the process used for motion pictures.

◆

Smooth Screen technology effectively reduces the “screen door effect”—the black lines
between pixels that mar the images of conventional LCD home cinema projectors. The highdefinition picture of the PT-AE900 is remarkably smooth and film-like, and at the same time
amazingly sharp and detailed.

www.bhphotovideo.com
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PT-AE900
Vertical & Horizontal Lens Shift

Seven Picture Modes and User Equalizing Function

◆

Vertical and horizontal lens shift enables
screen position adjustment without moving
the projector. A simple joystick-controlled
optical system permits easy lens shift
enabling you to adjust the screen easily
without having to move the actual projector,
and without distorting the on-screen image.

Using CCM technology you decide how the projectors present your images. With 34,00 picture
quality settings to choose from, contrast, brightness and gamma (high, mid and low) levels are
widely adjustable across 7 picture modes. Furthermore, up to three sets of adjustments can be
stored in memory, enabling you to bring back the exact image setting at any time. Whether you
are watching a movie, live music performance or a sports event, the PT-AE900 projects the scene
exactly how you want to see it.

◆

Suspended from the ceiling or placed on a
shelf or table, there will be no deterioration
of image because the lens is physically
repositioned. This with lens shift provides
total freedom of placement so the PT-AE900
fits perfectly in your home.

Universal “Learning” Remote Control

2x Optical Zoom Lens
◆

◆

A 2x optical zoom lens offers a wide range
of throw distances to provide a generous
variety of suitable projector locations. For
instance, they can project a 100” picture
from a distance of less than 10’ or from a
distance of more than 19’.
Whether situated on a table in front of
viewers, mounted on the ceiling above them
or placed on a bookshelf behind them, the
projector produces the same dynamic largescreen picture. At any distance from the
screen in any type of room, the 2x zoom
offers all viewers the same stunning images.

The typical home theater setup consists of several
components, such as a projector, DVD player, TV/tuner,
and an amplifier. Combined into a single system, they
work their magic. However, each video and audio
component has its own remote control. Keeping track
of which remote controls which component can be a
headache. To solve this problem, the PT-AE900 comes
with a learning remote control that can memorize the
functions of multiple home cinema components.
This single remote enables you to control up to eight
components, both Panasonic and products from other
manufacturers. It has five presets: DVD, TV/tuner, VCR, amp, plus the projector. Just input the
appropriate codes to identify the manufacturers and models of your components and their
settings are selected automatically. You can program settings for an additional 3 components
directly into the remote using the learn function. An LCD panel on the remote makes it easy to
monitor operations. Now you can control your entire home cinema system with a single remote!

PT-AE900 SPECIFICATIONS
Native Resolution
LCD Panel

Inputs
◆

Compatible with DVD players, VCRs, PCs,
games and other equipment, it has an HDMI
input that is compatible with high-definition
digital sources. Two component video inputs
allow connection to high-end progressive
scan DVD players. The PC input can be used
to connect game machines or PCs. Also has
composite and S-Video inputs.

RGB: 1280 x 720 pixels (1920 x 1080 pixels with compression)
0.7” (diagonal) (16:9 aspect ratio) Active Matrix Transparent LCD panel (x 3, R/G/B)
Pixels: 921,600 (1280 x 720) x 3, total of 2,764,800 pixels

Lens

Manual zoom (1 - 2.0) / Manual focus; F 1.9 - 3.1, f 21.7 - 43.1mm

Lamp

130 W UHM lamp

Screen Size
Color System

40–300” diagonally, 16:9 aspect ratio
PAL, PAL-M, PAL-N, PAL 60, SECAM, NTSC, NTSC 4.43

Brightness

1100 lumens

Contrast

5,500:1 (full on/full off )

Dimensions (WHD)

Conveniences

Weight

◆

For convenience, it can be easily moved
between rooms or permanently installed in
the ceiling using an optional mount.

◆

A screen trigger terminal allows the opening
and closing of an electronic screen when the
projector is powered on and off.

◆

13 3⁄16 x 323⁄32 x 10 5⁄8”

For full enjoyment a quiet fan cuts
distracting noise to a whispering 26 dB.
Light leakage is reduced by using twin
blades. As the exhaust fan is on its front, the
projector only needs a narrow site.

Supplied Accessories

7.9 lbs.
Power cord, Wireless remote control unit
Batteries for remote control (UM-3 x 2)

Projector Accessories
130w Replacement Lamp (PAETLAE900)
For the PT-AE900U. Up to 2000 hours average
life. 30 day warranty ...................................339.95
Ceiling Mount Bracket (PAETPKE300) ...358.50

Serial Conversion Adapter (PAETADSER)
8-pin to 9-pin cable adapter ......................44.95
90” Screen (ETSRW90CT)
16:9; 6.6 x 5.9’ (WH).........................................CALL

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821
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PT-D3500U
XGA, 3500 Lumens
Single-Chip DLP Projector
The PT-D3500U features a high-precision DLP system and
high-power UHM lamp to display visually-stunning, ultra-crisp
XGA resolution images at a high-contrast ratio of 1600:1. With
a brightness of over 3,500 lumens and a compact design, it is
suitable for a broad range of venues, from classrooms and
meeting rooms, to showrooms, exhibits and public spaces.
User-friendly features include lens shift, center lens design,
interchangeable lenses, and all the benefits of an economical
DLP engine. Setup is easy with one-touch auto-setup with manual horizontal and motorized vertical lens shift and Digital
Keystone Correction. Designed for quiet operation, the PT-D3500U is HDTV-ready, and can automatically synchronize to
display 1080i, 720p, 480p and 480i video in the 16:9 wide aspect ratio. Security features to prevent unauthorized use
include password protection, operation key lock, Kensington lock and a security chain opening. Fully networkable, a user
can operate a PT-3500U remotely, check its status using a web browser on a networked PC, and receive e-mail messages
when the unit’s operating condition changes or a lamp needs replacing.
F E AT U R E S

High Image Quality
◆ The PT-D3500U features a single-chip

DLP system with a 0.7” XGA DMD chip.
The performance, reliability and precision
of its patented optical engine are further
enhanced by the use of a coreless air
bearing motor for the color wheel, resulting
in a projection system a full class above
other single-chip systems.
◆

◆

The high-precision DLP system combines
with a high-power UHM lamp and
sophisticated optical technology to project
super-bright 3,500-lumen images that are
easy to see when projected onto a large
screen, even in well-lit rooms.
High 1600:1 contrast ratio, combined with
outstanding brightness, assures vivid,
high-resolution images in virtually any
viewing environment. The contrast can be
switched between High and Normal as
conditions require.

◆ Designed for quiet operation, the

PT-D3500U is HDTV-ready, and can
automatically synchronize to display 1080i,
720p, 480p and 480/576i video in the 16:9
wide aspect ratio.
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Flexible System
◆

◆

A lens-centered, symmetrical design
provides flexible system layout, eliminating
the need for any special considerations
when planning the installation site.
The horizontal/vertical lens shift has a wide
adjustment range that assures distortion-free
images and adds convenience and versatility.
(Horizontal: manual, vertical: powered).

◆

Five optional lenses in addition to the
supplied lens enable the projector to
perform in many environments. Lenses are
attached and detached with one-touch ease.

◆

A mechanical lens shutter minimizes light
leakage when the PT-D3500U is on standby
or temporarily not in use. This feature is not
generally offered in projectors of this class.

◆

The PT-D3500U can be rotated vertically.
This means you can install it at any up-anddown angle you wish to accommodate different installation conditions.

◆ Full array of inputs include a DVI-D connector

and audio input/output terminals, eliminating
the need for other equipment, such as a
DVI-RGB converter for system expansion.

www.bhphotovideo.com

High Reliability and
Easy Maintenance
◆ The effect of dust has been minimized by

completely sealing the optical block, helping
to ensure that the projector will continue to
deliver crisp, sharp, high-resolution images
over an extended service life.
◆

Easily replaceable dust filter is replaced from
the front, while the lamp is replaced from
the back panel. The dust filter and lamp can
be easily replaced even after the PT-D3500U
is installed.

◆

Auto Power Save activates standby mode
when no signal is input.

◆

Offers several security features to prevent
unauthorized use, including password protection, operation key lock, Kensington lock
and a security chain opening.
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PT-D3500U
Optional Lenses
Five optional lenses with different throw distances are
available in addition to the supplied lens. These lenses
enable the projector to perform superbly in an array of
environments. With the bayonet-type lens system, the
lenses attach and detach with one-touch ease.

1.3 – 1.8:1 Zoom Lens (PAETDLE100) ........................1999.95
2.5 – 4.0:1 Zoom Lens (PAETDLE200) .......................2099.95
3.7 – 5.7:1 Zoom Lens (PAETDLE300) .......................2057.50
5.7 – 8.0:1 Zoom Lens (PAETDLE400) .......................1999.95
0.8:1 Fixed-Focus Lens (PAETDLE050) .....................2349.95

Built-in Networking

Additional Features
◆

Direct Power Off function keeps the
projector's fan running to cool down the
unit even when the power is turned off.

◆

6 colors-matching function (red, green, blue,
cyan, magenta, yellow)

◆

ID assignment for up to 65 units

◆ Coordinated group control for up to 26

groups (A-Z)
◆

Digital vertical ±30° keystone correction

◆

3x digital zoom

◆

Built-in test pattern

◆

Projects onto a 50” to massive 600” diagonal
screen

◆ HDCP (High-Bandwidth Digital Content

Protection) compliant.
◆

Compatible with NTSC, NTSC4.43, PAL,
PAL-N/M, SECAM, PAL60 video standards

◆ Selectable 9-language on-screen menu

When connected to a wired LAN, a user can operate a PT-3500U remotely, check its status using a
web browser on a networked PC, and the projector can send e-mail messages when the unit’s
operating condition changes or a lamp needs replacing. The wired LAN connection drives down
support costs and minimizes downtime, and is highly beneficial in a fixed installation.
◆

The PT-D3500U comes standard-equipped
with a LAN connector for 10Base-T/
100Base-TX connection. Simply hook it up
to your existing LAN network for easy
remote control and/or monitoring.
System administrators will appreciate this
feature when using the PT-D3500U as a
fixed-installation projector.

Replacement
Long-Life Lamp (PAETLAD35L) ..................464.95
Ceiling Mount Bracket (PAETPKD35) .....444.95
Ceiling Mount Bracket
for Low Ceilings (ETPKD35S) .........................CALL
Wireless Mouse Receiver (ETRMRCE) .......CALL

The PT-D3500U automatically sends an
e-mail message to notify the operator when
the operating condition changes or a lamp
needs to be replaced.

PT-D3500U SPECIFICATIONS

LCD Panel

Replacement Lamp (PAETLAD35) ............439.95

◆

For exceptional connection flexibility, the projector
offers a full array of input terminals, including a
DVI-D connector (HDCP compliant), audio
input/output terminals, two computer (RGB) and
three video (component, composite and S-Video).
In addition, the PT-D3500U has a wired LAN
connector, RS-232C and external remote terminals.

Native Resolution

Optional Accessories

You can operate the PT-D3500U by remote
control or monitor its status over a LAN
network, because it’s easily done using the
computer’s familiar Web browser.

Connection Versatility

(English, German, French, Spanish, Italian,
Russian, Japanese, Chinese, Korean)
◆ Includes wired/wireless remote control

◆

Lens
Lamp
Color System
Brightness
Contrast Ratio
Aspect Ratio
Dimensions (WHD)

XGA: 1024 x 768 pixels (1600 x 1200 pixels compatible, with compression)
0.7” (diagonal), 4:3 aspect ratio, DMD x 1, DLP system (786,432 pixels)
5.6 - 33.8mm f/1.7-2.1 interchangeable
300 W UHM lamp
NTSC, NTSC 4.43, PAL, PAL-M, PAL-N, PAL 60, SECAM
3500 ANSI Lumens
High mode: 1600:1 (Normal mode: 800:1)
4:3 native, 16:9
13.07 x 6.61 x 16.73”. Weighs 17.4 lbs.

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821
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PT-D5500U • PT-D500UL
XGA ,5000 Lumens Installation Projector
The PT-D5500U and PT-D500UL (no lens) pack a host
of leading technologies into a compact body with a
lens centered symmetrical design. They combine DLP
technology, dual lamp system, and liquid cooling to
deliver bright, high-quality images and quiet, reliable
operation. Panasonic’s acclaimed dual lamp system
generates 5,000-lumen brightness, so the vivid, highresolution images made possible by DLP technology
are easy to see in any installation environment. In the
Dual Lamp system, the lamp relay function in single lamp mode automatically switches the bulb when one of the lamps
burns out, allowing continuous, non-stop operation. Panasonic’s liquid-cooling system directly cools the DMD chip, giving
the PT-D5500U/UL reliable, whisper-quiet operation 24-hours a day, 7-days a week for extended periods
The lens, lamp, and dust filter are easy to replace, making maintenance easy. You can connect the PT-D5500U/UL to a
LAN and control or monitor it via a Web browser. A wide range of lenses are available as options to meet all your projecting
needs. With its high reliability, low operating costs and long-term durability, the PT-D5500U/UL is a high performance
projector that brings DLP technology into reach of even limited budgets.
F E AT U R E S

High Image Quality

High Reliability and
Easy Maintenance

◆ A single-chip DLP design, liquid-cooling

system and dual-lamp (300w UHM lamps x2)
optical system team up to achieve an
incredible brightness of 5,000 lumens.
This enables bright, large-screen projection
even in well-lit conditions.
◆

High 1600:1 contrast ratio and outstanding
brightness deliver crisp, high-resolution
images in virtually any viewing environment.
Contrast can be switched between High and
Normal as conditions require.

◆

The PT-D5500U/UL’s outstanding brightness
and contrast ratio assures high uniformity of
brightness and color, resulting in vivid and
natural image.

◆

Progressive Cinema Scan (3/2 Pulldown)
automatically detects when the input signal
is from film and selects the optimum
progressive processing method to assure
faithful reproduction of the original image.

◆

Dynamic Sharpness Control circuit adjusts
the video signal waveforms based on the
difference in brightness of adjacent pixels
for a sharp, clear picture that is relatively
unaffected by signal noise.

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO

◆

Liquid-cooling system directly cools the
DMD chip, which extends their performance
and attains a high level of reliability.

◆

By completely sealing the optical block, the
effect of dust is minimized, which helps to
ensure that this DLP projector will continue
to deliver crisp, sharp, high-resolution
images over an extended service life.

◆

The use of two lamp systems increases
brightness and eliminates the need to interrupt a presentation if a lamp burns out (in
dual lamp operation mode). In single lamp
operation mode, the lamp relay function
greatly extends continuous operating time.

◆

An optional long-life lamp (up to 4,000
hours) will cut operating costs. In single
lamp mode, the lamp relay function allows
non-stop operation 24 hours a day for up to
47 weeks without replacing the lamp.

◆

Dust filter is replaced from the side and
lamps are replaced from the back panel.
Both of them are replaced very easily even if
PT-D5500U/UL is installed.

www.bhphotovideo.com

Flexible System Applications
◆

The lens-centered, symmetrical design
provides flexible system layout, eliminating
the need for any special considerations
when planning the installation site.

◆

The horizontal/vertical lens shift has a wide
adjustment range that assures distortion-free
images and adds convenience and versatility.
(Horizontal: manual, Vertical: powered).

◆

Five optional powered zoom/focus lenses
with different throw distances are available
in addition to the supplied lens. They enable
superb performance in an array of projection
environments. Using the bayonet system,
lenses attach/detach with one-touch ease.

◆

The PT-D5500U/UL has an array of terminalstwo RGB inputs including a 5-BNC connector, RS-232 serial in/out, S-video input, two
remote input, one remote output, DVI-D and
control capability to support a broad range
of projection needs.

◆

The rear control panel allows easy operation
when the PT-D5500U/UL is set on a desk or
floor. A multi-function wireless remote with
mouse control is also included. (Optional
ET-RMRC2 wireless mouse receiver required).
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PT-D5500U • PT-D500UL
Built-in Networking
◆

The PT-D5500U/UL comes standard with
an ethernet port for 10Base-T/100Base-TX
connection. Hook it up to your existing LAN
network for easy remote control and/or
monitoring. System administrators will
appreciate this feature when using the
PT-D5500U/UL in fixed-installation.

◆

Anybody can operate the PT-D5500U/UL by
remote control or monitor its status over a
LAN network, because it is all done using
the computer’s familiar Web browser.

◆

The PT-D5500U/UL automatically sends an
E-mail to the operator when an error has
occurred, or a lamp needs to be replaced.

The high-performance PT-D5500U/UL is ideal in applications from conference
rooms and classrooms to control rooms and public facilities that operate on
a non-stop 24/7 basis. Sleek, compact styling makes it a good match with
virtually any decor. And the PT-D5500U/UL can be mounted at any angle
with the lens pointing upward, downward, or anywhere in between for easy
installation. Add optional lenses, and the versatile PT-D5500U/UL is a solution
for any application calling for high-quality projection.

Additional Features
◆ Unique silent design ensures that the

audience isn’t disturbed by projector noise.
◆

Built-in capacitor provides power to cool the
internal parts. This means you can switch off
the room’s main power as soon as the
presentation ends. It doesn’t make you wait
around and helps minimize lamp damage.

◆

Anti-theft features include an operation key
lock function that disables the control
buttons on the main unit, and password
protection. It also features a Kensington lock
and an additional security chain opening.

◆
◆

◆

The top panel can be customized by adding
a company logo or changing the color.
The PT-5500U/UL can be rotated vertically.
This means you can install it at any up-anddown angle you wish to accommodate
different installation conditions.
6 colors-matching function (red, green, blue,
cyan, magenta, yellow).

PT-D5500U/L SPECIFICATIONS
Native Resolution
LCD Panel

XGA: 1024 x 768 pixels
0.7” (diagonal), 4:3 aspect ratio, DMD x 1, DLP system (786,432 pixels)

Lens

PT-D5500U: F 1.7-2.0, f 25.6-33.8mm 1:1.8 - 1:2.5 PT-D5500UL: Optional

Lamp

300 W UHMTM lamp x 2 (BrightOptic Dual Lamp System)

Brightness
Video Signal

Normal Lamp: 5,000 lumens (dual lamp);
Long-Life Lamp: 2,500 lumens (dual lamp)
NTSC, PAL, SECAM, M-NTSC, PAL60, PAL-M, PAL-N

Contrast Ratio

1600:1

Aspect Ratio
Dimensions (WHD)

4:3 standard
20.9 x 6.6 x 16.7”. Weighs 30.2 lbs. (with lens)

◆ ID assignment for up to 65 units.

Projector Accessories

◆ Coordinated group control for up to 26

groups (A-Z)..
◆ ±30° digital vertical keystone correction

(with the supplied lens).

Replacement Lamp (PAETLAD55) ...........474.95

3.7 – 5.7:1 Zoom Lens (PAETDLE300) ..2057.50

Replacement
Lamp Twin Pack (PAETLAD55W) ...............749.95

5.7 – 8.0:1 Zoom Lens (PAETDLE400) ..1999.95

◆

3x digital zoom

◆

Built-in test pattern

◆

Projects onto a 50”- 600” diagonal screen.

Replacement
Long-Life Lamp (PAETLAD55L) .................524.95

◆

Compatible with NTSC, NTSC4.43, PAL,
PAL-N/M, SECAM, PAL60 video standards.

Replacement Long-Life
Lamp Twin Pack (PAETLAD55LW) .............874.95

◆

Selectable 9-language on-screen menu
(English, German, French, Spanish, Italian,
Russian,Japanese, Chinese, Korean).

1.3 – 1.8:1 Zoom Lens (PAETDLE100) ...1999.95
2.5 – 4.0:1 Zoom Lens (PAETDLE200)..2099.95

0.8 Fixed-Focus Lens (PAETDLE050) ....2349.95
Ceiling Mount Bracket (PAETPKD55) ....534.95
Ceiling Mount Bracket
for Low Ceilings (PAETPKD55S).................534.95
Wireless Mouse
Control Receiver (PAETRMRC2) ................109.95

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821
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PT-DW5000 • PT-DW5000L
XGA 4500 Lumens
Widescreen Projector
The PT-DW5000 and its selectable lens (without lens)
version PT-DW5000L are widescreen one-chip
mid-to-large venue DLP projectors ideal for
projection interstitial materials including movie
trailers and commercials. With a high brightness of 4500 lumens and a WXGA (1280 x 768) resolution, these compact
projectors are ideal for mid-to-large size venues including classrooms, conference rooms, control rooms and churches, as
well as the confines of the movie theater booth. The benefits of long-life DLP, a Texas Instruments’ technology, make these
projectors ideal for demanding non-stop 24/7 applications.
F E AT U R E S
◆ The PT-DW5000 and PT-DW5000L are

◆

equipped with Texas Instruments’ new highcontrast, one-chip DLP subsystem and
Panasonic’s completely-sealed, dust-proof,
liquid-cooled optics. Panasonic-exclusive
optical technologies deliver an impressive
contrast ratio of over 1600:1 and high
uniformity in color and brightness.
◆

◆

Panasonic’s liquid-cooling system directly
cools the DMD chip, providing the reliability
needed for 24/7 operation. The cooling system also reduces the number of fans needed, so operating noise is greatly reduced.
New 3D-Color Management System
improves brightness of previous models by
15%, resulting in sharper, cleaner color
reproduction.

◆ For exceptional connection flexibility, they

offer a full array of inputs, including DVI, two
computer (RGB) and 3 video (component,
composite and S-Video). In addition, the
PT-DW5000s have a wired LAN connector,
RS-232C and external remote terminals.
◆

◆ Setup of the PT-DW5000 and DW5000L is

easy with one-touch auto-setup, motorized
vertical and manual horizontal lens shift and
Digital Keystone Correction.
◆ The unit’s lens-centered design provides

flexibility in system design, which eliminates
the need for any special considerations
when planning their installations.
◆ The PT-DW5000 and PT-DW5000L are

equipped with high-speed digital signal
processing with 16-bit color depth for wider
dynamic range and more film-like images,
dynamic sharpness control, and progressive
cinema scan (3/2 pull down) capabilities
that combine to produce rich, detailed
blacks and to masterfully reproduce 24
frames-per-second film-based video.
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Panasonic’s BriteOptic multi-lamp system
delivers the reliability and power of two,
high-intensity 300W UHM lamps through
a high-precision prism. The lamp autochanger alternates lamp operation to permit
extended 24/7 use, and allows operation to
continue without interruption even if one
lamp burns out.

◆

◆ Designed for quiet operation as low as 29dB

(low power mode), the units are HDTVready, and can automatically synchronize to
display 1080i, 720p, 480p and 480/576i video
in 16:9 wide aspect ratio.
◆

They can project on screens from 50” to
600”, and are less than 7” high and weigh
only 32 lbs. The top panel is removable,
which makes it easy to change color or add
a logo or graphic. Other features include:
multiple terminals including DVI-D (HDCP
compliant); nine-language on-screen menu;
easy lens and dust filter replacement.

Optional Accessories

Direct Power Off function utilizes a built-in
capacitor to keep the projectors’ fan running
to cool down the unit even when the power
is turned off.

Replacement Lamp (PAETLAD55) .............474.95

They offer a host of security features to prevent unauthorized use, including password
protection, operation key lock function,
Kensington lock and security chain opening.

Replacement
Long-Life Lamp (PAETLAD55L)....................524.95

◆ The PT-DW5000 series uses a bayonet-type

lens system, so lenses can be attached and
detached with one-touch ease.
◆ When connected to a wired LAN, a user can

operate a PT-DW5000 or PT-DW5000L
remotely, check their status using a web
browser on a networked PC. The projectors
can send e-mail messages to notify a user
when the units’ operating condition
changes or a lamp needs replacing. The
wired LAN connection drives down support
costs and minimizes downtime.

www.bhphotovideo.com

Set of 2
Replacement Lamps (PAETLAD55W)........749.95

Set of 2 Replacement
Long-Life Lamps (PAETLAD55LW) ..............874.95
Ceiling Mount Bracket: For high (PAETPKD55)
or low (PAETPKD55S) ceilings..........................534.95
Zoom Lens (1.3-1.8:1) (PAETDLE100) .........1999.95
Zoom Lens (2.5-4.0:1) (PAETDLE200)........2099.95
Zoom Lens (3.4-4.5:1) (ET-DLE310) ..................CALL
Zoom Lens (4.5-8.4:1) (ET-DLE410) ..................CALL
Fixed-Focus Lens (0.8:1) (PAETDLE050) ...2349.95
Wireless Mouse Receiver (PAETRMRC2) ...109.95
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PT-D7500U • PT-D7600U
5500 and 6500 Lumens 3-CCD
Large Venue DLP Projectors
Compact, high-performance three-chip DLP projectors,
the PT-D7500U (XGA) and PT-D7600U (SXGA) seamlessly
integrate breathtaking image quality, compactness
and low cost of operation. Easy to transport, set up and
maintain, they can be used in applications where users
previously had to settle for a projector of lower presentation
quality. The PT-D7500U and PT-D7600U produce astounding
still and motion images, making them ideal choices for demanding rental and
staging, digital cinema and mission-critical data environments such as 24-hour-a-day command-and-control centers.
Superbright with 5000 and 6000 lumens respectively, they offer a remarkable, theater-quality contrast ratio of up to 1000:1
and are stackable for double brightness (up to 12000 lumens).
Offering a sleek, dust-proof design, the PT-D7600U and PT-D7500U offer a dual-lamp system that delivers the power of
two high-intensity light sources through a high-precision prism, providing peace of mind by virtually eliminating downtime due to a burned-out lamp. By adding the optional 10Base-T or 100Base-TX network module, they are network-ready,
enabling monitoring via LAN-based remote control over a web browser.
F E AT U R E S

World’s Lightest DLP-Based Projectors
By combining a new-generation 3-chip DLP system with a new optical
system, Panasonic has dramatically reduced their cabinet size, achieving
the world’s lightest 3-chip DLP projectors. With a weight of 43 lbs., they
can go places no other 3-chip DLP projectors have ever gone before.
The PT-D7500U and PT-D7600U provide the quality and performance
needed in almost any application. Use them in meeting rooms, theaters,
museums, convention halls, public spaces, schools, research labs—
anyplace where bright, beautiful images are a plus. Also, the superb
resolution made possible by 3-chip DLP technology delivers images with
exceptional detail and accuracy. This makes these projectors suitable
for use as main systems for monitoring traffic or electric power, or in
operation centers such as police or fire and air traffic control centers.

3-Chip DLP Technology
The 3-chip DLP system, considered among the world’s most advanced
projector engines, has a Digital Micromirror Device (DMD) chip
allocated to each of the red, green, and blue signals. This gives the DLP
system superior light utilization for high brightness, digital processing
for low noise and linear white balance, extended device life for
minimal image degradation, and a quick response that eliminates
after images. The PT-D7600U and PT-D7500U incorporate digital and
optical technologies that maximize these DLP advantages.
◆ The PT-D7500 delivers 5,000 lumens of brightness, and the PT-D7600U

gives 6,000 lumens, offering superior color reproducibility.
◆

A Wide Variety of Applications

Panasonic’s sophisticated optical system achieves a remarkable
1000:1 contrast ratio. This combines with an outstanding brightness
for crisp, high-resolution images in virtually any viewing
environment. Contrast can be switched between High and Normal
as conditions require. Ideal form cinema viewing applications.

◆ High-speed DSP chips enable interlaced-to-progressive (IP)

conversion for HD sources, complete with digital cinema reality
(DCR) and digital noise reduction (DNR).
◆

The built-in digital detail enhancer checks and corrects the quality of
368,000 pixels in each image to improve sharpness and clarity.

◆

The Digital Cinema Reality circuit provides progressive processing
optimized for 24 or 30 frame/sec sources, helping to reproduce the
image with quality faithful to the original.

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821
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PT-D7500U • PT-D7600U
Connection Flexibility

Multi-Screen Projection

◆ They feature two computer (RGB) inputs,

one of which doubles as a monitor
loopthrough output, (RGB 2 IN can be
switched for use as a monitor loop-through
output for RGB 1), as well as three video
inputs (component, composite and S-Video).

The projectors offer built-in multiscreen color matching and edge blending for displaying
uniform, natural-looking, full-motion images over the entire span without any discernible
lines between overlapping projected images. An outstanding benefit of edge blending is
that it increases the image’s horizontal resolution while maintaining the maximum vertical
resolution. Up to 100 projectors (10 x 10) can be edge blended at one time.

Color Matching: When several units are used together, this function corrects for
slight variations in the color reproduction range of individual projectors. The PC software
assures easy, accurate control. To simplify the set-up process, you can adjust the projectors
before delivery to the presentation site. The color-matching function accommodates up to
nine units, for multi-screen or single screen presentation.

Edge Blending:
◆

HDTV-ready, these units can automatically
synchronize to display 1080/24p, 1080i, 720p,
480p and 480i video in the 16:9 ratio.

◆

They offer RS-232C and RS-422 input/output,
two remote inputs, and one remote output.

◆

No more trade-off between image quality
and portability— now you can bring a
high-performance DLP-based projector
where it used to be too difficult. And they
offer quick, easy, and flexible installation.
Two types of optional ceiling mount brackets
are available, plus the dual stacking mount
bracket lets you double the brightness–
10,000 lumens for the PT-D7500U and 12,000
lumens for the PT-D7600U.

Quiet and Reliable Operation
◆

◆

◆

Designed for quiet operation, a fluid-cooled
optical system and noise-suppression duct
and control system help minimize operating
noise. The fan rotation can be adjusted in
fine steps, so fan noise is reduced when
rotation adjusts to match room temperature
changes. This minimizes sudden increases in
fan noise during operation. Fan noise when
switching the power off is also reduced.
The use of two high-brightness 300w UHM
lamps with up to a 2,000-hour life per lamp,
(BriteOptic Dual Lamp System) eliminates
the need to interrupt a presentation if a
lamp burns out (in dual lamp mode).
In single lamp mode, the lamp auto changer
function allows non-stop operation 24 hours
a day for a full 365 days.
Dust-free design helps ensure that they will
continue to deliver crisp, high-resolution
images over an extended service life.

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO

This function controls the brightness at
overlapping image edges to assure uniform,
natural-looking, multi-screen images. When
projecting HD sources with a single projector,
part of the DMD device is unused. In multi-screen
projections with two projectors, the DMD devices
increase the image’s horizontal resolution while
maximizing vertical resolution.

Built-in Multi-Screen Processor:
The PT-D7600U and PT-D7500U can project large, multi-screen images without any additional equipment. Up to 100 projectors (10 x 10) can be edge-blended at a time.

Optional Board Modules
In addition to the supplied connection terminals, an optional board module can be selected to
match a variety of input source signals, including digital serial component signals.
DVI Interface Board (PAETMD77DV) .............................................1499.95
SDI (480i/576i) Input Board (PAETMD77SD1) ............................1624.95

SDI Input Board (PAETMD77SD1)

SDI (720p/1035i/1080i/1080-24p)
Input Board (PAETMD77SD3) ...........................................................4679.95
Network I/F Board (PAETMD77NT) ................................................1249.95

Analog RGB Input Board

Analog RGB Input Board (PAETMD95RGB) .......................................CALL
Video/S-Video Input Board (PAETMD95VM2) .................................CALL

SDI Input Board (PAETMD77SD2)

DVI Interface Board

Video/S-Video Input Board

HDI Input Board (PAETMD77SD3)

Network Function
Optional interface boards for 10Base-T and 100Base-TX make them
network-ready. With one of these boards mounted, all
functions can be controlled from a computer on a local
area network (LAN) or over the internet via a standard web
browser without any additional software. The projectors will
even send an e-mail message to alert you of any operating errors or notify you
when a lamp needs to be replaced, providing advanced maintenance ease and reliability.
Projector Network Interface Board (PAETMD75NT) ................................................................................1559.95

www.bhphotovideo.com
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PT-D7500U • PT-D7600U
Other Features

Interchangeable
Lenses

◆ Mechanical shutter completely blocks light

leakage when there is no signal input
◆ Momentary switching for RGB/Video input

without disrupting the image
◆ 96 user memories
◆ Wireless/wired remote control unit with

wireless mouse function
◆ ID assignment for up to 65 units

A choice of nine optional lenses
accommodates a wide range of
projection applications. Choose
from eight powered zoom/focus
lenses and one fixed shortfocus
lens. All lenses feature easy, click-in bayonet mounting. All provide wide-range, motor-driven
vertical and horizontal lens shifting.

◆ Coordinated group control for up to 26

PT-D7500U DISTANCE TO SCREEN

groups (A-Z)

Diagonal
Image Size

◆ Picture in picture (cannot be used with

some main/sub input source combinations)

ET-D75LE1/
D75LE1SC
1.87– 2.5:1

(4:3 aspect ratio)

ET-D75LE2/
D75LE2SC
2.5 – 3.75:1

ET-D75LE3/
D75LE3SC
3.75 – 6.25:1

ET-D75LE4/
D75LE4SC
6.25 – 8.0:1

ET-D75LE5
1.0:1

min.

max.

min.

max.

min.

max.

min.

max.

fixed

and vertical)

5.8’ (70”)

9.2’

12.3’

12.4’

18.6’

18.8’

31.1’

31.1’

50.7’

4.6´

◆ 3x digital zoom

8.3’ (100”)

13.3’

17.7’

17.9’

26.8’

27.0’

44.5’

44.6’

72.6’

6.7’

16.7’ (200”)

26.8’

27.7’

36.0’

53.9’

54.4’

89.5’

89.5’

145.5’

13.7´

25.0’ (300”)

40.3’

53.8’

53.1’

81.0’

81.7’

134.4’

134.5’

218.4’

20.6´

33.3’ (400”)

53.8’

71.8’

72.2’

108.1’

109.0’

179.4’

179.4’

291.3

–

50.0’ (600”)

80.8’

107.8’

126.7’

162.3’

163.7’

269.3’

269.3’

437.1’

–

◆ ±40° digital keystone correction (horizontal

◆ Built-in 3-watt (x2) stereo speakers
◆ Built-in test pattern
◆ Selectable 7-language on-screen menu

(English, German, French, Spanish, Italian,
Chinese, Japanese

PT-D7600U DISTANCE TO SCREEN
Diagonal
Image Size

Optional Accessories

ET-D75LE1/
D75LE1SC
1.5– 2.0:1

ET-D75LE2/
D75LE2SC
2.0 – 3.0:1

ET-D75LE3/
D75LE3SC
3.0 – 5.0:1

ET-D75LE4/
D75LE4SC
5.0 – 8.0:1

ET-D75LE5
0.8:1

Replacement Lamp (PAETLAD7500)..........544.95

(5:4 aspect ratio)

Twin Pack
Replacement Lamp (PAETLAD7500W) ......999.95

min.

max.

min.

max.

min.

max.

min.

max.

5.8’ (70”)

7.1’

9.5’

9.6’

14.5’

14.5’

24.3’

24.3’

39.3’

3.7’

8.3’ (100”)

10.3’

13.7’

13.8’

20.8’

20.9’

34.9’

34.9’

56.2’

5.3’

Ceiling Mount Bracket (PAETPKD75) .......549.95

fixed

16.7’ (200”)

20.8’

27.7’

27.9’

42.0’

42.0’´

70.2’

70.2’

112.8’

10.6’

Low Ceiling
Mount Bracket (PAETPKD75S) ......................659.95

25.0’ (300”)

31.3’

41.7’

42.0’

63.1’

63.2’

105.4’

105.5’

169.4’

15.9’

33.3’ (400”)

41.8’

55.8’

56.1’

84.3’

84.4’

140.7’

140.7’

226.0’

–

Dual Stacking
Mount Bracket (DT-DFD75)..............................CALL

50.0’ (600”)

62.8’

83.8’

84.2’

126.7’

126.7’

211.3’

211.3’

339.1’

–

Carrying Handle (PAETHAD75) .......................284.95
Wireless Mouse Receiver (ET-RMC)..............CALL

PT-D7500U

PT-D7500U

Zoom Lens (1.5-2.0) (PAETD75LE1) .........3694.95

Device

0.7” (diagonal) DMD (x3), 4:3

0.9” (diagonal) DMD (x3), 5:4

Super-Contrast
Zoom Lens (1.5-2.0) (PAETD75LE1SC) ............CALL

Pixels

786,482 (1024 x 768) x 3

1,310,720 (1280 x 1024) x3

5000 ANSI lumens (dual lamp)
2500 ANSI lumens (single lamp)

6000 ANSI lumens (dual lamp)
3000 ANSI lumens (single lamp)

Brightness

Zoom Lens (2.0-3.0) (PAETD75LE2) ........2799.95
Super-Contrast
Zoom Lens (2.0-3.0) (PAETD75LE2SC)...........CALL

Lamp

1500 hours (lamp power: high); 2000 hours (lamp power: low)

Contrast Ratio

1000:1 with SC lens (full white/full black, contrast: high)
600:1 with standard lens (full white/full black, contrast: normal)

Zoom Lens (3.0-5.0) (PAETD75LE3) ........3079.95
Super-Contrast
Zoom Lens (3.0-5.0) (PAETD75LE3SC)...........CALL
Zoom Lens (5.0-8.0) (PAETD75LE4) ........4139.95
Super-Contrast
Zoom Lens (5.0-8.0) (PAETD75LE4SC)...........CALL
Fixed Focal Lens (PAETD75LE5) ................5999.95

RGB Resolution
Component Signal
Video Signal
Dimensions (WHD)
Weight

1024 x 768 pixels

1280 x 1024 pixels

480i, 567i, 480, 720p, 1080i

480i, 567i, 480, 720p, 1080i

NTSC, PAL, SECAM, M-NTSC, PAL60, PAL-M, PAL-N
17 3⁄8 x 7 15⁄16 x 17 11⁄16” (without lens)

17 3⁄8 x 7 15⁄16 x 17 11⁄16” (without lens)

43.6 lbs (without lens)

43.6 lbs (without lens)

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821
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PT-D7700 • PT-DW7000
High-Resolution 4:3 and 16:9 Widescreen
3-CCD Large Venue DLP Projectors
The 4:3 high-resolution PT-D7700 and 16:9 widescreen PT-DW7000U are
3-chip large venue DLP projectors designed for fixed installations and
public display venues including independent cinema, live events,
educational institutions, staging, and public advertising as well
as premium home theater applications. These heavy-duty
projectors are also perfect for mission-critical environments
such as 24-hour-a-day command and control centers.
In addition, the native 16:9 PT-DW7000U offers a versatile
presentation style where XGA graphics and HD video can be
combined on one screen.
The PT-DW7000U offers 6,000 lumens of brightness and WXGA
(1366 x 768) resolution. The PT-D7000U produces 7000 lumens of brightness
and a SXGA+ (1400 x 1050) resolution. The projectors deliver a theater-quality
3000:1 contrast ratio with Panasonic’s Dynamic Iris, which switches the aperture according to the input signal.
Sleek and dust-proof, both projectors are equipped with three-chip DLP light valves with sealed, fluid-cooled optical
systems. Artificial intelligence (AI) is used in the lamp power control system to assure optimum image brightness. Its
lamp auto-changer alternates lamp operation to permit extended 24/7 use, and allows operation to continue without
interruption even if one lamp burns out. The projectors offer built-in multi-screen color matching and edge blending
for displaying uniform, natural-looking, full-motion images over a wide span without any discernible lines between
overlapping blended images. An outstanding benefit of edge blending is that it increases horizontal resolution while
maintaining the maximum vertical resolution. Up to 100 projectors (10 x 10) can be edge-blended at one time.
The PT-DW7000U/D7700U offer Panasonic’s BriteOptic
dual-lamp system that delivers the power and reliability of
two high-intensity 300w UHM lamps through a high-precision
prism. By adding the optional Ethernet network module, the
units are network-ready, enabling network administrators to
centrally monitor these projectors via LAN-based remote
control over a Web browser, thereby driving down support
costs and minimizing any downtime.
The PT-DW7000U/D7700U are easy to setup with one-touch
auto-setup with horizontal/vertical lens shift and Digital Keystone correction. The 16:9 HDTV units can automatically
synchronize to display 1080/24p, 1080/24sF, 1080/30p, 1080/25p, 1080/60i-50i, 1035/60i 720p, 480p and 480/576i video in
the conventional 4:3 aspect ratio. They can project on screens from 70” to 600”.
Other features include RS-232C/RS-422 input/output control; mechanical shutter; and 96 user memories. In addition to
a wide range of standard inputs, there are a host of optional input boards available including for HD-SDI, SD-SDI,
RGB/YPbPr, DVI, Ethernet, and video/S-Video. There are seven optional lenses available for both models as well.

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO
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PT-D7700 • PT-DW7000
Super-Light 3-CCD
Large-Venue DLP Projectors
They combine the latest 3-chip system based
on DLP technology with an exclusive Panasonic
optical system. The result is dramatically
reduced cabinet size—only one-fifth the size
of conventional large venue 3-chip DLP-based
projectors. This feat of design and technology
achieved one of the lightest 3-chip projector
with DLP technology. With a weight of only
48.5 lbs., the PT-D7700U and PT-DW7000U can
go places other bulky 3-chip projectors have
never gone before.

Highest Brightness
and Image Quality

Built-In Color Matching,
Edge Blending, and Multi-Screen Processor

The built-in multi-screen processor enables enlarged multi-screen projection without using any additional special
equipment. Color matching and edge blending make it easier to obtain proper multi-screen picture quality.

◆ DLP technology delivers outstanding image

◆

◆

Applying 16-bit drive to each of the RGB
panels produces 8x the level of expression
(a total of 24x for all three RGB panels) of
conventional 13-bit drive devices. This
creates extremely smooth tonal expression
with approx. 65,000 shades of gradation.
The Dynamic Sharpness Control circuit
adjusts the video signal waveforms based
on the difference in the brightness of
adjacent pixels for a sharp, clear picture.
In addition to the 300-watt UHM lamp, their
incorporated digital and optical technologies
maximize DLP technology advantages. The
PT-DW7000 offers brightness of 6,000
lumens, the PT-D7700U offers 7,000 lumens.

◆

Progressive Cinema Scan (3/2 Pulldown)
is an interlace/progressive conversion
technology that automatically detects
when the input signal is derived from
filmed material and selects the optimum
progressive processing method to assure
faithful reproduction of the original image.
It is also compatible with the high-definition
1080i format.

Edge Blending:

When several units are used together,
the Color Matching function corrects for
slight variations in the color reproduction
range of individual projectors.
The PC software assures easy, accurate
control. Independent, 7-axis adjustment
(red, green, blue, yellow, magenta,
cyan, white) ensures high precision and
minimizes color variations. To simplify
the set-up process, you can adjust the
projectors before delivering them to
the presentation site. The color matching
function accommodates up to nine
units, for multi-screen or single screen
presentation.

This function controls the brightness at
overlapping image edges to assure
uniform, natural- looking, multi-screen
images. When projecting HD sources
with a single projector, part of the DMD
is unused. In multi-screen projections
with two projectors, the DMDs increase
the image’s horizontal resolution while
maximizing vertical resolution.

Multi-Screen Processor:
They can project large, multiscreen images
without any additional equipment. Up to
100 units (10 x 10) can be edge blended
at a time.

Dynamic Iris: Deeper Blacks, Brighter
Whites, and Vivid, True-to-Life Color
Incorporating Panasonic’s Dynamic Iris, they achieve a 4000:1 contrast ratio.
Dynamic Iris constantly monitors the input signal, and adjusts the intensity
of the light source to match it. This highly advanced function provides
high-speed, linear response to changing images with 256-step precision.
It also combines with dynamic gamma control to produce deep, rich blacks
while preserving the brightness in the lighter portions of dark scenes.
Competitor A: Blacks and other dark
portions are washed out.

▼

◆

Color Matching:

Competitor A

Competitor B: With lamp power switching,
blacks are not washed out. White portions,
however, become dim and dull.
Dynamic Iris fine-tunes the lamp output
with 256-step precision. Dynamic Gamma
preserves the brightness in bright portions,
helping maintain a wide dynamic range.

Competitor B

▼

resolution. And DLP 3-chip systems are
considered among the most advanced
projector engines. A Digital Micromirror
Device (DMD) chip is allocated to each of
the red, green, and blue signals. This
provides superior light utilization for high
brightness, digital processing for low noise
and linear white balance, extended device
life for minimal image degradation, and a
quick response that eliminates after images.

Dynamic Iris and
Dynamic Gamma

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821
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PT-D7700 • PT-DW7000
Optional Networking Capability

Flexible System Applications
◆

They are equipped with a horizontal/vertical
motor-driven lens shift that moves the lens
left, right, up, and down. This gives you easy,
accurate adjustment when installing the
projectors.

◆

For flexible installation, they feature two
RGB inputs, a composite video input and
output, and an S-Video input. They also offer
RS-232C/422 input and output, two remote
inputs, and one remote output.

◆

In addition to the supplied connection terminals, there are seven optional board modules available to match a variety of input
sources, including SDI component signals.

High Reliability
and Easy Maintenance
◆ In DLP systems, the microscopic mirrors of

the DMD chip turn the light on and off. When
off, light is directed away from the lens.
Panasonic’s liquid cooling system handles
the heat from this light, thereby extending
projector performance and attaining a high
level of reliability.
◆

To minimize the effect of dust, Panasonic
completely sealed the optical block. This
dust-free design ensures the projectors will
continue to deliver crisp, sharp, high-resolution images over an extended service life.

◆

The use of two lamp systems increases
brightness and eliminates the need to interrupt a presentation if a lamp burns out (in
dual lamp operation mode). In single lamp
operation mode, the lamp relay function
greatly extends continuous operating time.

◆

An optional 4,000-hour lamp is available. In
single lamp mode, the lamp lamp relay
function allows non-stop operation 24/7 for
up to 47 weeks without replacing the lamps.
Plus, they allow easy lamp replacement
even if the projectors are fully mounted.

By adding the optional Ethernet network module
10Base-T and 100Base-TX, the units are networkready, enabling network administrators to
centrally monitor these projectors via
LAN-based remote control over a Web
browser, thereby driving down support
costs and minimizing any downtime.
◆

The optional interface board makes
them network-ready. Simply hook
the projector up to an existing LAN
network for easy remote control and/or
monitoring. System administrators will especially appreciate this feature when using them as fixed installation projectors.

◆

Anybody can operate them by remote control or monitor the status over a LAN network,
because it is all done using the computer’s familiar Web browser.

◆

The projectors automatically send an e-mail message to notify the operator when an error has
occurred, or a lamp needs to be replaced, providing an advanced level of maintenance ease
and reliability.

Projector Network Interface Board (PAETMD75NT) ................................................................................1559.95

Optional Board Modules
In addition to the supplied connection terminals, an optional board module can be selected to
match a variety of input source signals, including digital serial component signals.
DVI Interface Board (PAETMD77DV) .............................................1499.95
SDI (480i/576i) Input Board (PAETMD77SD1) ............................1624.95

Network I/F Board (PAETMD77NT) ................................................1249.95

Analog RGB Input Board

Analog RGB Input Board (PAETMD95RGB) .......................................CALL
Video/S-Video Input Board (PAETMD95VM2) .................................CALL

Video/S-Video Input Board

Options Lenses for More Flexible Installation
A wide range of optional lenses with different throw distances are available in addition to
the supplied lens. Optional lenses with super-long focal lengths of 8.0 to 15.0 are ideal
for use in screening rooms. These powered zoom/focus lenses enable the projectors to
perform superbly in an array of projection environments, from classrooms to conference
rooms. It’s a snap to replace the “click-in” type lenses used in the bayonet system of these
projectors. Optional lenses include:

◆ Dust filter is easy to clean, and you don’t

have to make any changes in the projector’s
mounting condition. This helps to minimize
user down time.

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO

SDI Input Board (PAETMD77SD1)

SDI (720p/1035i/1080i/1080-24p)
Input Board (PAETMD77SD3) ...........................................................4679.95

www.bhphotovideo.com

1.5-2.0:1 Zoom Lens (PAETD75LE1).................3694.95
2.0-3.0:1 Zoom Lens (PAETD75LE2) ................2799.95
3.0-5.0:1 Zoom Lens (PAETD75LE3) ................3079.95
5.0-8.0:1 Zoom Lens (PAETD75LE4) ................4139.95
8.0-15.0:1 Zoom Lens (PAETD75LE8) ..............9599.95
0.8:1 Fixed-Focus
Short Throw Lens (PAETD75LE5)......................5999.95
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PT-D7700 • PT-DW7000
Additional Features

Optional Accessories

◆

Mechanical shutter completely blocks light
leakage when no image is being projected

◆

Momentary switching for RGB/Video input
without disrupting the image

◆

96 user memories

◆

Wireless/wired remote control unit with
wireless mouse function (Requires the
optional ET-RMRC2 wireless mouse receiver)

◆

The projectors have an ID number setting
function that helps the user to control two
or more projectors either simultaneously or
separately with a single remote control. ID
assignments can be made for up to 64 units

Replacement Lamp (PAETLAD7700) ..........................................................559.95
Replacement Lamp Twin Pack (PAETLAD7700W) .............................1039.95
Replacement Long-Life Lamp (PAETLAD7700L) ..................................619.95
Replacement Long-Life Lamp Twin Pack (PAETLAD770LW) .......1134.95
Ceiling Mount Bracket (PAETPKD75) ..................................659.95
Low Ceiling Mount Bracket (PAETPKD75S) ......................549.95
Dual Stacking Mount Bracket (PAETDFD75).....................................3219.95
Carrying Handle (PAETHAD75) ....................................................................284.95
Wireless Mouse Receiver (

◆ Coordinated group control for up to 26

PT-D7700

PT-DW7000

SXGA+ (1400 x 1050)

WXGA (1366 x 768)

DLP 0.95” Diagonal
DMD x3

DLP 0.85” Diagonal
DMD x3 16:9

RGB (15-pin D-sub, DVI-I),
video (S-Video, Composite,
Component), audio (RCA)

RGB (15-pin D-sub, DVI-I),
video (S-Video, Composite,
Component), audio (RCA)

9-pin D-sub,
RS-232C

9-pin D-sub,
RS-232C, Ethernet

Computer
Compatibility

VGA, SVGA, XGA, SXGA,
UXGA, Macintosh

VGA, SVGA, XGA, SXGA,
UXGA, Macintosh

Video
Compatibility

NTSC, PAL, PAL M, N, SECAM,
NTSC4.43, HDTV, DTV
(1080i, 576i,480p, 720p)

NTSC, PAL, PAL M, N, SECAM,
NTSC4.43, HDTV, DTV
(1080i, 576i,480p, 720p)

7,000 ANSI lumens

6,000 ANSI lumens

4,000:1

4,000:1

70” – 600”

70” – 600”

300W UHM x2

300W UHM x2

up to 4,000 hours

up to 4,000 hours

4:3 (standard Screen)

16:9 (standard); 4:3 compatible

Screen Projection

Front and Rear

Front and Rear

Ceiling Mountable

Yes

Yes

±40° vertical correction

±40° vertical correction

Controls

Wireless Remote,
9-pin D-sub
for RS-232C

Wireless Remote,
9-pin D-sub for RS-232C,
USB, Wired Remote Control

Dimensions (HLW)

7.8 x 21.45 x 20.8”

7.8 x 21.45 x 20.8”

48.5 lbs.

48.5 lbs.

groups (A-Z)
◆

Picture in picture (main/sub input source
combinations possible only when using
computer and video)

◆

Digital vertical keystone correction of up to
±40° using the ET-D75LE2

◆

3x digital zoom

◆

Built-in test pattern

◆

Selectable 9-language on-screen menu
(English, German, French, Spanish, Italian,
Russian, Japanese, Chinese, Korean)

◆

They are designed for quiet operation.
The liquid-cooled optical system and
specially-designed noise-suppression duct
and control system help minimize operating
noise. The fan rotation can be adjusted in
finer steps, so fan noise is reduced when
rotation adjusts to match room temperature
changes. This helps minimize sudden
increases in fan noise during operation.

Native Resolution
Display
Technology
Input Sources

Output
Terminals

Max ANSI Lumens
Contrast Ratio
Image Size (Diagonal)
Lamp (Bulb)
Bulb Life Expectancy
Aspect Ratio

Keystone Correction
◆

◆

They can automatically synchronize to
display 1080/24p, 1080/24sF, 1080/30p,
1080/25p, 1080/60i-50i, 1035/60i, 720p, 480p
and 480/576i video in the conventional 4:3
aspect ratio.
They can project on screens from 70” to a
massive 600”.

PAETRMRC2) ................................................109.95

Weight

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821
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V-332
‘Palm-Sized’1200 Lumen XGA Projector
Designed with the sales person and business traveler in mind, the
innovative V-332 is one of the world's smallest projectors. Weighing less
than 3 lbs. and literally fitting into the palm of your hand, the V-332 is
packed with a high 1200 lumen brightness and a 2000:1 contrast ratio
to project crisp, color-rich images. The versatile and flexible V-332
offers several operating modes including Standard mode, Quick
Color-Adjustment, and Eco mode. It supports the latest in video
standards, including 480p or 576p for progressive DVD, and 720p or
1080i for HDTV. It features the newly patented Unplug & Go function
and a new Iris Lens Cover design. allows the power cable to be
unplugged immediately after use.and to better protects the lens.
Other key features are a built-in presentation timer, displaying the presenter’s remaining time, a full function credit
card-type remote control and double security settings. Includes a soft carrying case and comes standard with PLUS
Vision’s 3-year all parts and labor warranty.
F E AT U R E S

High-Res Image Reproduction
◆

◆

◆

Native XGA (1024 x 768) resolution, plus
they can display resized (compressed) SXGA
(1280 x 1024) signals, making it compatible
with most laptop/notebook computers.
DLP technology uses a reflective system
so there is almost no light loss, allowing
superior brightness. In addition, there is no
adverse effect of heat or light to cause
image deterioration. Reliable image quality
is maintained, even with extended use.
Superb 2000:1 contrast provides clearer
images of text and fine drawing. Also allows
fine gradations of expression with
photographs and other images.

◆

Outputs a bright 1200 bright lumens—
amazing output for such a small projector.

◆

Compatible with progressive DVD and
HDTV (480p, 576p, 720p, 1080i) signals as
well as NTSC, NTSC 4.43, PAL, PAL-M, PAL-N
and SECAM.

Easy Set Up
◆

Auto-Detect automatically identifies and
projects RGB and video input sources.

Presentation Features
◆

Digital 2x zoom function projects the point
you want to emphasize most on the screen,
and allows greater control with a scrolling
feature while zoomed in.

◆

Operating modes include Standard mode,
which prioritizes brightness; Quick
Color-Adjustment mode which emphasizes
superior color reproduction; and Eco mode,
which saves power consumption and
lengthens the lamp lifetime by 30%.

◆ Automatically adjusts the phase, clock

speed, and resolution of the RGB signal
from the PC.
◆ On-screen user interface features simple

pull-down menus: digital vertical keystone
correction, zoom, smooth, mute, and freeze
commands.
◆

◆

Set up is a breeze, thanks to two adjustable
front feet and a flip-up back foot. All three
feet have no-slip rubber pads and the front
feet have buttons that let you make flash
adjustments.
Equipped with an ultra short-throw lens,
re-sizing your image optically has never
been easier. This makes it easier to set up
when delivering presentations in cramped
quarters. You’ll have a large screen from a
short distance.

◆ On-screen timer displays remaining time on

screen in 10-minute increments, and can be
set for anywhere from 10 to 60 minutes
◆

The Unplug & Go function allows you to
unplug the power cable immediately after
use. The projector’s battery-operated cooling
fan will continue to run while the presenter
is packing up. This feature is ideal for every
sales or business person on the go.

◆ Double-security with password protection

feature and security cable slot.
The unique dial-type “Iris” lens cover protects the
lens when carrying or storing the projector. The
design makes it simple to remove and attach the
lens cap, and eliminates the risk of losing it. The
lens cover opens with a simple twist, making the
projector more mobile and more convenient.
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◆

Front ventilation keep exhaust air away
from audience members sitting behind the
projector, providing a distraction-free
viewing environment.

◆

Includes credit-card sized remote control.
Also gives you remote mouse control.
(Requires the VR-100 Remote Mouse Set).
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V-339
‘Palm-Sized’1300 Lumen,
XGA DLP Projector
with Dual Color Mode
Incorporating patented DCM (Dual Color Mode) technology, the V-339 is is the first projector that can switch between
two color modes for optimal color-usage. This 2.8 lb.1300 lumen projector is ideal for home or business use for applications
like healthcare, pharmaceutical, architecture, design, photography, education or government.
With an award winning design, the V-339 needs only a single button to switch color wheel configurations between
presentation and premium video applications. In fact, toggling can be performed on the fly with the DCM button on the
unit or the remote control, even during projection. So for those who want a projection system that can display video and
crystal clear presentations—the V-339 is the ideal choice, because it’s like having two projectors in one.

Identical to the V-332 except a drop brighter (1300 lumens) and DCM Dual Color Mode
The Dual Color Mode allows users to switch color wheel configurations between “Dynamic
Mode,” a four-segment configuration generally used in business applications, and “Vivid Mode,”
a six-segment configuration, generally used when premium colors such as home video, are
needed. For business applications, the Dynamic mode’s four-segment color wheel consisting
of red, green, blue and white (clear) color segments is used. This emphasizes clearness and is
excellent for projecting in bright locations and business environments.
For home use or when more vibrant color saturation is required, the projector can be switched
to the six-segment color wheel, “Vivid Mode,” which has a red, green, blue, red, green, blue
configuration. Vivid mode is ideal when very natural color reproduction is desired, for viewing
richly colored digital camera photographs or DVDs.
The color wheel design, more than any other component, establishes the nominal image
performance of a projector. For example a four-segment wheel establishes the fundamental
brightness, contrast and color purity with an emphasis on brightness and contrast. Electronic
adjustments on the projector allows the user to adjust brightness, contrast and color qualities
around that nominal value established by the particular color wheel. By having two different
color wheel configurations inside of one projector, two entirely different nominal values of
image performance are available. It is literally like having two different projectors in one box.
DCM technology is useful in many different applications, such as business, education and
government. Some industries, such as medical, require a business projector for presentation
use, but must also show images that require vivid, nicely saturated colors. Schools, too, use a
combination of both PC applications and video.

V-332 / V-339 SPECIFICATIONS
Native Resolution
RGB Signal
Input

XGA (true),
SXGA (compressed),
SVGA/VGA (expansion/true)

Brightness

V-332: 1200 lumens
V-339: 1300 lumens

Contrast Ratio

2000:1 (Full on/off )

Aspect Ratio
Projection Lens
Zoom
Digital Keystone
Correction

4:3, supports 16:9
F=2.6-2.9 f=27.5-33mm
1:1.2 Manual Zoom
+17/-22

Digital Zoom
Light Resource
Color Palette
Projection Distance

DCM is like
getting two
projectors for
the price of one.

XGA (1024 x 768)

Image Size
Video Signal

2x
V-332: 190 watt lamp
V-339: 130 watt lamp
16.7 million colors
3.9 - 38’
26 - 300” diagonal
NTSC3.58, NTSC4.43,
PAL, PAL-M, PAL-N,
PAL60, SECAM, YCbCr
(NTSC, PAL), YPbPr
(480p, 576p, 720p, 1080i)

Audio

Mono 0.5 watt

Dimensions (HWL)

1.8 x 7.3 x 6.9”

Weight

2.8 lbs

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821
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U4-232H • U4-237
Ultra Portable 2000 Lumen
XGA Projectors
Super bright mobile projectors weighing 3.5 lbs. each the
U4-232H and U4-237 deliver 2000 lumens with XGA resolution,
high contrast ratio of 2000:1 and are equipped with DVI interface
for HDTV compatibility. And though they are about the size of a
hardcover book, they’re bright enough for use in well-lit areas and
large conference rooms without turning down the lights. In addition to
being compact and lightweight, the U4-232H and U4-237 deliver world-class
performance as mobile projectors, offering a host of features essential for business use.
Advanced, next generation “Eco-Mode” saves you lamp hours and overall cost of ownership with only a 20% reduction in
brightness; breezy set-up with automatic source select plus automatic adjustment to your computer’s
resolution and speed, and security features that prevent malicious use and theft.
Otherwise the same, the U4-237 steps-up with a built-in CompactFlash card slot, enabling PC
free presentations while wireless LAN technology makes it possible to transmit images from a PC
to the projector. There is no need to connect to the PC and projector with a VGA cable. Switching
Wireless
the connection from one PC to another is also simple.
LAN card

Step-up features from V-332 (previous page) except no ‘Unplug and Go’ and Iris Lens Cover
◆

They output 2000 lumens—bright enough
for use in well-lit areas and large conference
rooms without turning off the lights.

U4-237 Only
◆

The U4-237 has wireless network capabilities
including a CompactFlash (CF) card wireless
LAN module that can connect multiple PCs
without the hassle of switching cords.

◆

The CF card allows for basic projector
operations (e.g. power on and off or switch
input signals) from a web browser and the
option to save PowerPoint presentations
directly onto the CF card. Presentations can
be delivered directly from the projector; freeing a presenter from connecting to a laptop.

◆

PLUS has also built in WEP standard wireless LAN encryption for safe, secure data transmission.

◆

Leveraging technology and product synergies, PLUS Vision has also included technology that
allows images to be projected directly from a PLUS M-10 electronic whiteboard to the U4-237.
Presenters can now place images directly onto the built-in memory card of the U4-237.

◆ Digital Visual Interface (DVI) for a pure

digital connection– no signal compression.
You can also project HDTV signals through
the DVI input.

UF-232H Only
◆

Incorporates the Advanced Color Wheel
(ACW). A PLUS technology, ACW allows for
greater enhancement of color reproduction.
Specifically, it addresses the yellow and red
shift that is common to most business
projectors. This is achieved by improving the
positioning (angle) of
the RGB (red, green,
blue) colors on the
wheel, and by
enhancing the
coating on the G
(green) portion of
the filter. Using the
ACW, yellows and reds appear bright and
saturated — not muddy.
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Native Resolution
Brightness
Contrast Ratio
Aspect Ratio
Dimensions (HWD)

www.bhphotovideo.com

U4-232H

U4-237

XGA (1024 x 768)

XGA (1024 x 768)

2000 lumens

2000 lumens

2000:1

2000:1

4:3, supports 16:9

4:3, supports 16:9

2.08 x 7.5 x 9.5”, weighs 3.3 lbs.

2.08 x 7.5 x 9.5”, weighs 3.3 lbs.
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U5-512H • U5-532H • U5-632H • U5-732H
Compact SVGA and XGA DLP Projectors
The “U5 Series” consists of the U5-512H (SVGA, 2000 lumens), U5-532H
(XGA, 2000 lumens), U5-632H (XGA, 2300 lumens) and U5-732H
(XGA, 2500 lumens). They provide excellent performance value
with manual short focus zoom lens, RS-232 port (except the
U-512H), and PLUS’ Advanced Color Wheel (ACW) which
preserves brightness while allowing for greatly enhanced
color reproduction and astoundingly clear picture quality.
Incorporating TI’s DLP DDR chip for a high contrast ratio of
2000:1 ratio, they project crisp, sharp images in which black looks
black, and white is really white. A rich range of gradations enables the
faithful reproduction of subtle color shades, greatly enhancing the picture’s quality. And with their high brightness, images
shine crisp and colorful with the lights on or off.
The U5-632H (only) has a Bright Mode that allows the projector to disengage the color wheel with a manual switch,
resulting in a projected monochromatic image with a 50% increase in brightness. When in Bright Mode, the image will
not be in color, but with a full grayscale. This is ideal for projecting spreadsheets, x-rays, and any full text applications.
F E AT U R E S

High-Res Image Reproduction

Presentation Features

Conveniences

◆

Native XGA (1024 x 768) resolution, plus they
can display resized (compressed) SXGA
(1280 x 1024) signals, making it compatible
with most laptop/notebook computers.

◆

Digital 2x zoom function projects the point
you want to emphasize most on the screen,
and allows greater control with a scrolling
feature while zoomed in.

◆

They include a credit-card sized remote
control that also gives you remote mouse
control. (All except the U5-632H requires the
VR-100 Remote Mouse Set).

◆

Superb 2000:1 contrast provides clearer
images of text and fine drawing. Also
allows fine gradations of expression with
photographs and other images.

◆

Operating modes include Standard mode,
which prioritizes brightness; Quick
Color-Adjustment mode which emphasizes
superior color reproduction; and Eco mode,
which saves power consumption and also
lengthens the lamp lifetime by 30%.

◆

Projectors can be set to require the input of
password at startup.

◆

Security slot accommodates use of third
party anti-theft cables. The cable attaches to
a desk or other fixed object, and the lock fits
snugly into the security slot.

◆

All except the U5-512H feature a built-in
RS-232 serial port. This connection allows
the projectors to be controlled from an
external device or computer.

◆

The U5-632H features a Bright Mode
(monochrome) option, that is selected from
the setup menu, and is for high brightness
monochrome projection. Useful for detailed
text and projection onto blackboards.

◆

Compatible with progressive DVD and
HDTV (480p, 576p, 720p, 1080i) signals as
well as NTSC, NTSC 4.43, PAL, PAL-M,
PAL-N and SECAM.

◆ On-screen user interface features simple

pull-down menus for digital ±20° vertical
keystone correction, zoom, smooth, mute,
and freeze commands.

Easy Set Up
◆

Auto-Detect automatically identifies and
projects RGB and video input sources.

◆ On-screen timer displays remaining time on

screen in 10-minute increments, and can be
set for anywhere from 10 to 60 minutes

◆ Automatically adjusts the phase, clock

speed, and resolution of the RGB signal
from the PC.

◆ Offers double security with password

◆

Ultra short-throw lens makes it easier to
set up when delivering presentations in
cramped quarters. You’ll have a large screen
from a short distance.

◆

Set up is a breeze, thanks to the one-touch
foot adjustment. Lets you easily adjust the
projector's position using front foot adjuster.

protection feature and security cable slot.
◆

◆

Front ventilation keep exhaust air away
from audience members sitting behind
the projector, providing a distraction-free
viewing environment.
The fan has been suitably positioned within
the projector to enhance noise reduction.

U5-632H Only

◆ The U5-632H’S remote can be connected to

your PC with a mouse cable, and can control
the computer’s cursor. The remote also
doubles as a laser pointer.

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821
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U7-132 • U7-132H • U7-137
Portable 3000 & 3500 Lumen
XGA DLP Projectors
With the U7 Series of DLP projectors, PLUS has raised the performance
bar once again for portable projector technology. Consisting of the
U7-132 (3000 lumens), U7-132H (3500 lumens) and the U7-137 (3500
lumens), they feature XGA resolution, 2000:1 contrast ratio, component,
composite and S-Video input, and incorporate PLUS’s Advanced Color Wheel (ACW)
which enhances color reproduction. They support HDTV (480p, 576p 780p and 1080i)
signals, and each include two data inputs, both DVI and RGB ports. Each also
comes standard with an output port for RGB, YCbCr, and YPbPr.
They include RS-232 controls; manual and digital zoom; “Eco-Mode”, which saves
lamp hours; an on-screen presentation timer to ensure presentations stay on
track; keystone correction; freeze frame; and password protection.
Weighing under 7 lbs. they are deal for people on the go, as well as for
use in the boardroom, conference room or classroom.
The top-of-the-line U7-137 steps-up with leading-edge features including
wireless LAN technologies to enable wireless presentations, wired network
capability, CompactFlash card memory slot, and USB memory slot.

Step-up features from the U5-732H (previous page)
◆

The top of the U7 projector body is
equipped with an easy access lamp
retraction port that makes it simple to
change the lamp on the projector without
taking it down from the ceiling or turning
the projector over. The projectors also come
with a sleek terminal cover that hides cable
termination.

◆

They include a credit-card sized remote
control that also gives you remote mouse
control and has a built-in laser pointer

◆

Two simultaneous data input terminals, and
a second monitor output.

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO

U7-137 Only
◆

The standard CompactFlash card wireless LAN module eliminates the hassle with connecting
cables. The wireless functionality allows several presenters to use the projector and give their
presentations in sequence — all from different computers, without changing seats or swapping
cables. You can switch control of the projector merely by using the Wireless Presenter software
that is included with the U7-137. As a security measure, the U7-137 can also receive encrypted
data using WEP standard wireless LAN encryption.

◆

Built-in CompactFlash and USB ports allows you to save
images and PowerPoint presentations to be uploaded
directly to the projector; so that you can present without a
PC. The CompactFlash slot enables you to project data and
images saved on PLUS’s M-10 series electronic whiteboards
directly from the U7-137, so you can immediately share
written information with a larger audience or group.

◆

With built-in network functionality, the U7-137 can receive
high speed network content directly. Additionally, the
projector can be controlled by any PC connected to the
network. Basic projector operations — like power off and
on, projector status, and current lamp status — can be
performed remotely using Internet Explore or another web
browser, making this a great tool for any IT team responsible
for maintenance and support of digital projectors.

www.bhphotovideo.com
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SPECIFICATIONS AND ACCESSORIES
U5-512H

U5-532H

U5-632H

U5-732H

U7-132

U7-132H

U7-137

SVGA (800 x 600)

XGA (1024 x 768)

XGA (1024 x 768)

XGA (1024 x 768)

XGA (1024 x 768)

XGA (1024 x 768)

XGA (1024 x 768)

2000 lumens

2000 lumens

2300 lumens

2500 lumens

3000 lumens

3500 lumens

3500 lumens

2000:1

2000:1

2000:1

2000:1

2000:1

2000:1

2000:1

4:3, supports 16:9

4:3, supports 16:9

4:3, supports 16:9

4:3, supports 16:9

4:3, supports 16:9

4:3, supports 16:9

4:3, supports 16:9

F2.6-2.9,
f=20-24mm

F2.6-2.9,
f=20-24mm

F2.6-2.9,
f=18.4 -22.1mm

F2.6-2.9,
f=26.5-31.8mm

F2.4-2.6,
f=26.5-31.8mm

F2.4-2.6,
f=26.5-31.8mm

F2.4-2.6,
f=26.5-31.8mm

Focus/Zoom
Adjusting

1:1.2 Manual zoom,
Manual focus

1:1.2 Manual zoom,
Manual focus

1:1.2 Manual zoom,
Manual focus

1:1.2 Manual zoom,
Manual focus

1:1.2 Manual zoom,
Manual focus

1:1.2 Manual zoom,
Manual focus

1:1.2 Manual zoom,
Manual focus

Lamp

200w, 2000 hr. life

200w, 2000 hr. life

200w, 2000 hr. life

200w, 2000 hr. life

300w, 2000 hr. life

300w, 2000 hr. life

300w, 2000 hr. life

3.9 -36.4’

3.9 -36.4’

3.9 -26.3’

3.9 -37.7’

3.9 -37.7’

3.9 -37.7’

3.9 -37.7’

Native Resolution
Brightness
Contrast Ratio
Aspect Ratio
Projection Lens

Projection Distance
Image Size

28”-300” diagonal

28”-300” diagonal

38”-300” diagonal

27”-300” diagonal

27”-300” diagonal

27”-300” diagonal

27”-300” diagonal

Horizontal Range

15 - 80 kHz

15 - 80 kHz

15 - 80 kHz

15 - 80 kHz

15 - 80 kHz

15 - 80 kHz

15 - 80 kHz

Vertical Range

50-85 kHz

50-85 kHz

50-85 kHz

50-85 kHz

50-85 kHz

50-85 kHz

50-85 kHz

Audio

Mono 0.8-watt

Mono 0.8-watt

Mono 0.8-watt

Mono 0.8-watt

Mono 0.5-watt

Mono 0.5-watt

Mono 0.5-watt

Dimensions (HWL)

2.6 x 8.5 x 9.5”

2.6 x 8.5 x 9.5”

2.4 x 8.5 x 9.9”

2.4 x 8.5 x 10.2”

3.3 x 10.2 x 12.6”

3.3 x 10.2 x 12.6”

3.3 x 10.2 x 12.6”

4.4 lbs.

4.2 lbs.

4.4 lbs.

4.6 lbs.

6.6 lbs.

6.8 lbs.

6.8 lbs.

Weight

V-332, V-339, U4, U5 and U7 Series Projector Accessories
Replacement Lamp
For U7 (PLLU7), U5 (PLLU5132), U4 (PLLU4), and
V-332/V-339 (PLLV332) projectors................348.95
Mounting Bracket (PLU7MB)
For U7 (PLU7MB), U5 (PLU5MB), U4 (PLU4MB), and
V-332/V-339 (PLVMB) projectors. Also available
for the U7 in silver (PLU7MBS) ..........................74.95
Standard Upper Assembly
Mount your projector to a straight or angled
wall, or to your ceiling. The Standard Upper
Assembly attaches directly to the mounting
bracket, adjusts from 9.5” to 12.5”, and has an
exclusive “Gyrolock” swivel mount. It features
a roll and pitch greater than ±20° from center,
360° yaw, and a quick release with positive
security lock. Available in black (PLSUA) or silver
(PLSUAS) finish ....................................................132.95
Pipe Upper Assembly (PLPUAA)
Featuring the same exclusive Gyrolock swivel
mount technology as above, the Pipe Upper
Assembly Adapter attaches directly to the
mounting bracket. You can also connect it
to an Adjustable Suspension Adapter or
standard 1.5” threaded pipe for use as an
extended ceiling mount ..............................132.95

Adjustable Suspension Adapter (PLASA)
Adjust your ceiling mounted projector with a
compensation of 24” to 46”. Includes standard
6 x 6” ceiling mounting plate. Mount your
projector to the Suspension Adapter with the
Pipe Upper Assembly ...................................148.95
Adjustable-Height
Slide Suspension Adapter (PLAHSSA)
Extends the drop distance to between 26” and
47”. Crafted of heavy-gauge steel, this adapter
ensures a solid hold at any height..............99.95
Rolling Hard Case (PLHCU21200)
Accommodates your projector and laptop
computer, and features a 1/2” high-density
bottom foam pad, a high-density foam upper
lid and a padded cloth covered ring. It has 4”
ball-bearing soft tread wheels, a 43” extension
handle, a combination lock and a side strap
handle. Fits under most airline seats ......248.95
Soft Sided Standard Rolling Case (PLSSSRC)
A semi-rigid, padded case with inline skate
wheels, an extension handle, and padded
shoulder straps that transports your projector
and laptop computer. Stows under an airline
seat or in an overhead compartment.....168.95

AirProjector Wireless Adapter (PLAPWPS)
An easy-to-install wireless system that makes
controlling your presentations simple. Improve
your effectiveness and productivity by
connecting multiple computers to a single
projector. AirProjector features 54 Mbps high
speed data transfer, IEEE 802.11b/g
compatibility and supports up to SXGA
resolutions. 3.1 x 1.2 x 4.7” (WHD) .............398.95
Hi-Security AirProjector (PLAPWPSHS)
Identical to the above AirProjector with the
addition of Cisco LEAP security support,
which provides username/password-based
authentication between a wireless client and
a RADIUS server ..............................................539.95
Zen Z2 RF Remote with Mouse Control
and Laser Pointer (PLRCZENZ2)
Works with all computers and Plus projectors.
The Zen Z2 gives you complete control over all
presentations and mouse functions up to 50’
away. The integrated laser pointer and
USB-enabled media keep you in front of your
audience. Just plug the included USB receiver
into your laptop and you’re ready to go. Fully
plug-and-play, no reboot necessary..........98.95

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821
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PLV-Z1
Ultra-Portable 700 Lumens
Home Theater Projector
Stylishly designed to match most decors, the PLV-Z1 puts true home
theater enjoyment within your reach. High definition (964 x 544)
resolution panels make it the perfect match for home theater
viewing of 16:9 widescreen DVD movies (480i, 480p) and HDTV
(720p, 1080i) programs. For HD sources, the 1/4 HD resolution panels
provide better scaling and improved image quality.
With high quality projection and 700 ANSI lumens you are assured of rich and lifelike images
even at 200” diagonal. Features a D-Sub 15-pin input for connection to a computer, and horizontal/vertical Digital
Keystone Correction. Using a short focal length lens also offers more flexible setup options and the user-friendly design
keeps it all easy to operate.
F E AT U R E S

HD16:9 Wide Screen
◆ The wide display panel fully demonstrates

Easy and Fast Setup
◆ Vertical/horizontal lens shift function allows

the best qualities that DVD software can
provide and projects it over the entire large
screen. The LCD panel’s exceptionally high
definition of 1.57 million effective pixels is
virtually half of the HDTV signal resolution.
◆ Optimize screen brightness to suit the input

source and viewing preferences. Bright
mode for movie enjoyment in a living room
and Theater Black mode for a home theater
environment in low-light conditions.

you to precisely adjust projection screen
position by simply turning the dial specially
shaped for fine adjustment. The projected
image stays distortion-free and without any
quality degradation.
◆ Color temperatures can be adjusted in four

extraordinarily sharp and vivid reproduction
from the brilliant pure white of snow to the
true black of total darkness.

◆

Equipped with component, composite and
S-Video inputs to take advantage of
multimedia sources. In addition, a mini
D-Sub 15-pin terminal allows an analog RGB
signal from a computer to be input.

◆

Digital Keystone Correction (±20° vertical
adjustment) is very useful when the projector is positioned so that adjustment with
the vertical shift range can’t compensate.

◆ 3D digital color uniformity correction circuit

divides the LCD panel into 825 (33 x 25) sectors. The uneven characteristic of liquid crystal light transmission is individually corrected for each sector. This process is performed
precisely in three gradations of dark, normal
and light for each R, G and B panel to result
in a stable and uniform projection of images
that are free from uneven color artifacts.

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO

The built-in short focal length lens allows
the picture to be projected on a 100” screen
measuring 2.2m wide and 1.2m high that
can be positioned as close as 10’.

◆

◆ Part of the lamp output is dedicated to color

reproduction, allowing only red, blue and
green primary colors to be projected and
eliminating RGB mixed light portions.

detects and extracts the flesh color portion
(including approximate colors) from the
projection source images. Flesh color
therefore appears more natural while there
is no interference with other color portions.
◆ When the Auto Grayscale circuit is activated,

contrast automatically adjusts to best suit
the input source, improving gradations and
producing pictures that are sharper as well
as more solid.

steps depending on program source to
maximize viewing pleasure.

High Image Quality
◆ Extremely high 800:1 contrast produces an

High Performance
◆ Auto Flesh Tone circuit automatically

◆

Convenient for fine adjustments, the 1.2x
zoom/focus helps achieve optimal viewing
conditions.

◆

Supplied illuminated multi-function remote
control offers one-touch selection of the
input signal, image mode and screen mode,
eliminating annoying menu selections.

www.bhphotovideo.com

◆ Controllable 10-bit digital gamma correction:

Standard mode offers the flattest characteristics; Cinema mode is optimized for movies;
and Real mode for graphics. In addition, four
remote controllable user-settable gamma
correction preset modes to suit viewing
preferences and screen conditions.

Conveniences
◆

The projector’s smooth curves and attractive
design suit any interior decor. A sliding door
protects the lens when the projector is not
in use. The black body color suppresses light
reflections during projection.

◆

Achieve a noise level of 28dBA, the lowest in
its class using fan rotation linear control
technology. The fan speed is automatically
controlled by a built-in sensor which monitors the ambient temperature.
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PLV-Z2
800 Lumens Home Theater Projector
There was a time when owning a home theater projector meant
sacrificing image quality for screen size. Not any more. With the
PLV-Z3, movies are sharper, bolder, and more realistic. It delivers
accurate color, superb contrast, and uniform brightness across an
entire 100” 16:9 screen. TopazReal technology — real 10-bit digital
image processing, electronic lens iris, and React Image mode —
enables higher-definition projection of all video formats. Now
you can experience DVDs and HDTV with the overwhelming
wide-screen impact they deserve.
F E AT U R E S

High Quality

Easy Setup

◆

Three wide, 0.7”, 1280 x 720 LCD panels
enables artifact-free, wide-screen projection
up to 100” even in small rooms.

◆

Achieve a remarkable 2000:1 contrast ratio.
Sanyo’s original Dimmer and lens diaphragm
measures screen brightness and automatically
determines the appropriate volume of light
for the lamp. No more glaring whites or
murky, undifferentiated blacks.

◆

◆

Advanced Mode provides a range of
adjustments: RGB gain; gamma correction;
offset adjustment; lens iris adjustment;
outline correction; black level extension;
and adjustment of the restoration rate of
the direct-current.
Color temperature can be adjusted in five
steps, depending on source, to maximize
viewing pleasure. Adjustable white balance
to match your viewing requirements.

◆

Short throw lens with its 1.3x optical zoom
affords large-screen viewing in small rooms.
The zoom lens projects images onto a 100”
screen from a throw distance of 10- to 12’.

◆

The vertical and horizontal lens shift
(physical repositioning of the lens itself )
allows you to adjust the screen projection
easily, without having to move the projector.

– The adjusted image suffers no visible
deterioration, even when shifted up to
±100% vertically or ±50% horizontally. Even
if the set-up location isn’t quite right, the
projected image will remain intact.
– Provides the flexibility to set up the projector
in line with room conditions – hang it from
the wall, ceiling, or put on a shelf.
◆

Digital ±20° vertical keystone correction for
situations where vertical or horizontal lens
shift alone isn’t enough.

TopazReal for Enhanced Video Projection

Conveniences
◆

— Creative Cinema Mode: emphasizes the
sense of contrast, as well as any 3-D effects.
— Natural Mode: offers faithful reproduction
of the input signal.
— Video Mode: is best suited to projecting
sports or dramas from TV.
— Dynamic Mode: enables projection in
bright rooms.
— Powerful Mode: provides projection with a
sharp, powerful picture tone.
— Graphics Mode: ideal for projecting graphic
images from games or computers.
◆

Intelligent fan control system adjusts the
revolving speed of the cooling fan in line
with changes in ambient temperature. This
results in exceptionally low noise of 23dBA.

◆

Equipped with an HDMI (High Definition
Multimedia Interface) terminal, as well as
two other sets of component inputs.

◆

Drop-down panel protects the lens and
gives the projector a sleek, minimalist
profile. So, when it’s not in use, the PLV-Z3
blends in seamlessly with its surroundings.

◆

‘My Screen’ function lets you capture a
projected image and use it as a startup or
default screen. You can also project the
image whenever you want by using the
‘My Screen’ button on the remote control.

◆

Includes illuminated multi-function remote
control.

◆ Under the TopazReal banner, Sanyo brings together three technologies that improve

video signal processing, enable fine-tuned lens iris adjustment, and provide total control
of lamp light volume. It ensures higher-definition projection of all video formats.
◆ With 1024 gradations for each of the RGB channels, the PLV-Z3 delivers four times more

color gradations than conventional projectors. Achieve beautiful projection and
impressive color precision with approximately 1.07 billion colors.
◆ Via remote control, you can precisely adjust the contrast from 100% to 60% in 64 steps.

The lens iris contracts and dilates smoothly, without noticeable jumpiness.
◆ The PLV-Z3 analyzes the average picture level (APL), and controls the lamp automatically.

Choose between Bright, React Image 1, React Image 2, and Theater Black modes. React
Image 2 provides a heightened sense of image contrast, while also reducing noise.

Seven one-touch pre-sets are available to
optimize color, brightness, contrast levels for
a particular viewing need:

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821
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PLV-Z4
1000 Lumens Home
Theater Projector
The PLV-Z4 is arguably the most feature-rich home theater
projector ever produced in this price class. With 1000 lumens
of brightness, a 7000:1 contrast ratio, HDMI connection, and
variable twin IRIS system - it will produce an amazing movie
theater feeling that has to be sees to be believed. It can be calibrated
to accommodate a wide range of room and viewing environments. Long 2x zoom range
allows a 100” 16:9 image to be displayed anywhere between a 9.8’ and 20’ throw distance. This combined with the lens
shift capability makes the Z4 adaptable to a wide variety of installation challenges. Also offers six precalibrated color
temperature settings, six preprogrammed operating modes and four memories for user-programmable custom settings.
An on-board color management system allows selection and modification of individual colors on screen.
F E AT U R E S

Incredible Image Quality
◆ The circuitry that determines image quality -

such as the video decoder, scaler and
gamma curve generator - all use 12-bit
digital processing. The result is reproduction
of deeper, richer images. And with improved
calculating precision, the Z4 renders even
tiny nuances in expressive detail.
◆

Twin-iris system integrating a lens aperture
and lamp aperture delivers true-to-life
images with outstanding gradation in a
variety of viewing environments. Also, the
synergetic effect of a mechanism that varies
lamp brightness with a newly designed LCD
panel achieves contrast as high as 7000:1.

– Lens Iris: The motor-driven aperture optically
adjusts the contrast, and makes the setting
automatically according to the image mode
selection. Or, you can use the remote control
to precisely adjust the contrast from 100% to
60%, in 64 steps.
– Lamp Iris: By analyzing the brightness of the
scene and using the information to control
the lamp, this advanced function both
brightens the image and emphasizes the
feeling of contrast.
◆

You can adjust and save the level, hue and
gamma curve of any color. Fine-tuning
the image settings this way lets you
compensate for the specific conditions in
each viewing environment.

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO

Flexible Setup
◆

Horizontal (±50%) and vertical lens shift
(±150%) function, using two small wheels
on the side of the projector, allows you to
adjust the screen projection easily, without
having to move the actual projector body.

◆

With its 2x optical zoom, the PLV-Z4
projects images onto a 100” screen from a
throw distance of 3 to 6.1 meters.

◆

Digital vertical keystone correction of up
to ±20% for situations where vertical or
horizontal lens shift alone isn’t enough.

◆

Seven one-touch presets to optimize color,
brightness, and contrast levels. Select the
mode suited for a particular viewing need.

– Creative Cinema Mode: Emphasizes the
sense of contrast, as well as any 3D effects.
– Pure Cinema Mode: Reduces excess gradation
contrast, for a rich and smoothly graded
picture tone.
– Natural Mode: Offers faithful reproduction of
the input signal.
– Living Mode: Best suited to projecting sports
or dramas from TV.

High Performance
◆

The shutter can be opened or closed
automatically by remote control. This means
you will no longer have to manually attach
or remove the lens cap when the projector
is mounted on the ceiling or in a high
location that is difficult to reach. The shutter
also protects the lens from dust.

◆

The Advanced Mode provides a range of
adjustments to match your viewing
requirements including RGB gain, RGB
gamma, RGB offset adjustment, lens iris
adjustment, outline compensation, black
level expansion, and contrast enhancement.

— Gain, gamma and offset can be controlled
separately for each of the RGB colors to
attain more subtle color reproduction.
This allows you to find settings that more
closely match your own preference.
— The signals that form image outlines can be
compensated in four steps (OFF/L1/L2/L3).
— Black Level expansion gives a crisper
appearance to blacks in bright areas. It can
be set in four steps (OFF/L1/L2/L3).

– Dynamic: Enables projection in bright rooms.

— The contrast in bright scenes can also be
adjusted in 4 steps (OFF/L1/L2/L3).

– Powerful Mode: Provides projection with a
sharp, powerful picture tone.

◆

– Vivid Mode: For viewing images with
expansion of the sense of contrast to a
maximum extent.

www.bhphotovideo.com

Equipped with an HDMI (High Definition
Multimedia Interface) terminal and two
other sets of component inputs (including
component 3-pin terminals) to expand your
viewing options.
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PLV-Z4
Conveniences
◆

Choose the projection mode from a total
of eight modes (full, full through, zoom,
superimpose, normal, normal through,
wide 1 and wide 2).

◆

All major operations are displayed in a list,
with a handy operating guide shown at the
bottom of the menu.

◆

“My Screen” function lets you easily capture
an image, such as an original logo, and
project it onto the screen as a startup
screen.

◆

◆

◆

◆

◆

◆

Seven One-Touch
Preset Modes
The PLV-Z4 provides
seven one-touch presets to
optimize color, brightness
and contrast levels.
Simply select the mode
best suited to your
particular viewing needs.

Living Mode

Vivid Mode

PLV-Z1

PLV-Z2

PLV-Z4

Three 0.7” TFT
active matrix type panels

Three 0.7” TFT
active matrix type panels

Three 0.7” TFT
active matrix type panels

Dichroic mirror
separation/prism

Dichroic mirror
separation/prism

Dichroic mirror
separation/prism

Panel Resolution

964 x 544

1280 x 720

1280 x 720

Number of Pixels

LCD
Panel System
Optical System

1,573,248 (524,416 x3)

2,764,800 (921,600 x3)

2,764,800 (921,600 x3)

Projection Lens

F2.03 - F2.34,
f=21.2-25.4mm, 1x to 1.2x
manual zoom and focus

F2.04 - F2.54,
f=21.5-27.7mm, 1x to 1.3x
manual zoom and focus

F2.0 - F3.0,
f=21.3-42.6mm, 1x to 2x
manual zoom and focus

Projection Lamp

130w UHP lamp

135w UHP lamp

145w UHP lamp

Aspect Ratio

16:9, Widescreen

16:9, Widescreen

16:9, Widescreen

Contrast Ratio

Horizontal Frequency

Incorporates a user-cleaning system to
remove dust particles that may settle on the
LCD panels. There are three small holes in
the bottom of the case that remain closed
during normal usage. They can be opened
to insert the nozzle of a manual squeezeblower (included with the projector).

Vertical Frequency

Supplied illuminated multifunction remote
ensures easy operation, even in the dark.

Natural Mode

Powerful Mode

A motor-driven front panel opens to expose
the lens during operation, and automatically
closes when the unit is powered down. Over
time, this minimizes the amount of dust that
can settle on the lens.

When the PLV-Z4 doesn’t detect a signal on
the active port for a period of five minutes,
it automatically shuts down the lamp and
closes the lens housing. For those who tend
to leave the room and forget to power
down the unit, this saves many hours of
wasted lamp life.

Pure Cinema Mode

Dynamic Mode

Naturally, you want a product whose style
enhances your room decor. And you don’t
want to be limited in your choice of
installation locations. The attractive PLV-Z4
looks good in any room and can be placed
just about anywhere.
Redesigned internal structure and
maximized cooling efficiency achieve
super-quiet performance. In Normal mode,
it operates at a quiet 26 dB. By controlling
the fan’s RPM and using Eco mode,
operating noise is reduced to 22 dB.

Creative Cinema Mode

Screen Size
Picture Brightness

Color Systems

Dimensions (WHD)
Weight
Standard Accessories

800:1

1300:1

7000:1

Adjustable from 30 - 200”

Adjustable from 31 - 200”

Adjustable from 40 - 300”

700 ANSI lumens

800 ANSI lumens

1000 ANSI lumens

15-80kHz

15-80kHz

15-80kHz

50-100Hz

50-100Hz

50-100Hz

PAL, SECAM, NTSC,
NTSC 4.43, PAL-M, PAL-N

PAL, SECAM, NTSC,
NTSC 4.43, PAL-M, PAL-N

PAL, SECAM, NTSC,
NTSC 4.43, PAL-M, PAL-N

13.1 x 4.3 x 9.7”

14.1 x 4.6 x 10.8”

15 x 5 x 12”

7.5 lbs.

9 lbs.

11 lbs.

AC power cord,
Wireless Remote control,
Video cable

AC power cord,
Wireless Remote control,
Video cable

AC power cord,
Wireless Remote control,
Video cable

Projector Accessories
Replacement Lamp (SALPLVZ1): For the PLV-Z1 projector.....................................................................287.50
Replacement Lamp (SALPLVZ2): For the PLV-Z2 projector.....................................................................284.95
Replacement Lamp (SALPLVZ4): For the PLV-Z4 projector.....................................................................296.50

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821
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PLV-70 • PLV-80
2200 & 3000 Lumens Home Theater Projectors
Experience a dynamic, realistic picture that surpasses movie theater quality. Right in
your living room. Sanyo digital technology brings you a brilliant 2200 or 3000
lumens picture even in a room that’s not dark on a monster 16:9 wide screen.
Plus they offer HDTV format-compatible progressive circuitry with motion,
and PureCinema 2-3 pull-down film detection
for image enhancement and color
management circuitry for more
precise color adjustment and memory.
Also, with the optional PJ-Net Organizer,
other projectors can be managed on a network, transforming the PLV-70 and
PLV-80 into ideal business tools for the office or boardroom.
F E AT U R E S

High Quality Viewing
◆ They are equipped with 3 wide 1366 x 768

Ultra Bright & High Contrast
◆

pixel LCD panels to ensure high-resolution
real XGA image quality on a wide screen.
This brings you closer to a genuine movie
theater experience in your own home.
◆

Intelligent digital sharpness control analyzes
image signal components and the most
suitable sharpness is set automatically.

◆

Sanyo IC permits smooth progressive
conversion without jaggies. With
correspondence to 2-3 pull-down, movie
sources are projected with high picture
quality. In addition, progressive conversion
is possible for 1080i, so HDTV is projected
with even higher picture quality.

◆

◆

Luminance noise and chrominance noise in
the video signal are filtered out by the 3D
Digital NR to ensure finer on-screen colors
without flicker.
Automatic gamma adjustment judges the
brightness of the image and automatically
sets the most suitable gamma value. It
reproduces a picture without too bright
white parts or squashed black.

◆

Whether for home theater or professional
events, they deliver the brightness for
big-screen enjoyment. The PLV-70 has a
200w UHP lamp, while the PLV-80 has a 300
NSH lamp. The brightness of each pixel is
enhanced by a built-in microlens. The result is
brightness of 2200 (PLV-70) or 3000 (PLV-80)
lumens. Two units can be stacked together
for a combined total of 4400 or 6000 lumens.
High-contrast optical system compensates
for polarized scattering as the light passes
through the LCD panels and increases black
contrast to achieve an on-screen contrast
ratio of 900:1 (PLV-70) and 1000:1 (PLV-80).

Color Management
◆

Color management function allows
adjustment of any color (hue, chroma,
gamma value). For the color to be corrected,
a narrow hue range can be specified. As the
correction is reflected in real time, true
color reproduction with high accuracy
and effective color correction or stressing
matching the scene can be done.

Easy Set-Up
◆

Vertical ±40° keystone correction and ±10°
horizontal keystone correction lets you
project correct-looking images even if the
projector isn’t directly in front of the screen.

◆

Compatible with progressive DVD and HDTV
(480i, 480p, 576p, 720p, 1080i) signals as well
as NTSC, NTSC 4.43, PAL, PAL-M, PAL-N and
SECAM.

◆

Equipped with DVI 24-pin terminal for
connecting DVI output from the computer.

◆

Up/Down motor driven lens shift makes it
easy to center the picture on the screen
without raising the projector body. It also
simplifies setup if two projectors are stacked
for simultaneous use.

◆

10-bit digital gamma correction control
offers fine gradation adjustment to achieve a
perfect match for the projected image.

◆

Incoming computer signals are recognized
and best adjustment is is automatically set
by Auto PC Adjustment.

◆

Gamma value can be adjusted automatically
in accordance with the luminance of the
screen. Images that are too dark or too
bright can be adjusted to the optimum level,
so that these images can be reproduced
without any distortion.

◆

Digital Sharpness Control function controls
sharpness automatically in accordance with
the images on the screen.

Digital Realized Interpolation Technology (DRIT)
Providing superior digital resizing, this proprietary technology digitally reconstructs an
image by either compressing or expanding it. The principal result is the elegant compression
of a higher resolution rate or the visually accurate expansion of a lower resolution rate to
match the native resolution of the projector.

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO
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PLV-70 • PLV-80
Conveniences
◆

Freeze frame, no show and other useful
features for presentations

Native Resolution

◆

Rear or ceiling mounted projection

◆

Display
Technology

Built-in stereo amp and speakers (2W+2W)

◆

The accessory remote control has selfilluminated/light-storing buttons for easy
operation in dark locations.

◆

Digital Zoom (for computer) lets you adjust
image size from approximately 1/4 ~ 49x of
original image, allowing you to focus on
crucial information at a presentation.

Output
Terminals

Linear control of fan rotation greatly reduces
audible operating noise. The fan control
system is linked to a sensor that constantly
monitors the internal temperature of the
projector, and fan speed is adjusted to
eliminate noisy bursts of fan activity and
reduce the noise level to just 35dBA.

Video Compatibility

◆

◆

When they don’t detect a signal on the
active port for a period of five minutes, they
automatically shuts down the lamp.

◆

Selectable 11-language on-screen menu
(English, German, French, Italian, Spanish,
Portugese, Dutch, Swedish, Korean, Chinese
and Japanese)

◆
◆

Powered 1:1.3 zoom lens projects on screens
from 30” to 400”
To create a smoother, more professional
presentation, logo and images files may be
captured for display during the projector’s
countdown sequence at start-up.

Input Sources

Computer Compatibility

The optional PJ-Net Organizer
provides complete
projector control
and administration
via an ethernet
LAN connection.
Functions such as
power status, lamp
status, input mode,
signal condition, lamp use time, etc. can be
monitored using a web browser. When
abnormalties such as lamp or power failure
occur, an e-mail alert can be sent to you, while
an automatic timer function can turn on or
off a series of projectors at a specified day,
date and time. With multi-control, a single
computer can control and setup multiple
projectors at the same time.......................369.95

PLV-80

Wide XGA (1366 x 768)

Wide XGA (1366 x 768)

LCD 1.2” Polysilicon
Active Matrix TFT x3

LCD 1.2” Polysilicon
Active Matrix TFT x3 with Micro

RGB (15-pin D-sub, DVI-D),
video (S-Video, Composite,
Component), audio (RCA, 3.5mm)

RGB (15-pin D-sub, DVI-I),
video (S-Video, Composite,
Component), audio (RCA, 3.5mm)

9-pin D-sub,
RS-232C

9-pin D-sub,
RS-232C, Ethernet

VGA, SVGA, XGA, SXGA, UXGA, Macintosh
NTSC, PAL, PAL M, N, SECAM, NTSC4.43, HDTV, DTV
(1080i, 576i,480p, 720p)

Max ANSI Lumens

2,200 ANSI lumens

3,000 ANSI lumens

900:1

1000:1

1.3:1 Zoom with
powered focus & zoom

1.3:1 Zoom with
powered focus & zoom

Throw Ratio

1.75:1 – 2.3:1

1.75:1 – 2.3:1

Projection Distance

4.9’ to 51.2’

4.6’ to 51.2’

Image Size (Diagonal)

30” – 400”

28” – 400”

Lamp (Bulb)

200W UHP

300W UHP

Bulb Life Expectancy

2,000 hours

2,000 hours

Aspect Ratio

16:9 Full Screen

16:9 Full Screen

Screen Projection

Front and Rear

Front and Rear

Ceiling Mountable

Yes

Yes

±40° vertical correction

±40° vertical correction

2X 2 Watt Stereo

2X 2 Watt Stereo

Wireless Remote,
8-pin Mini Din for RS-232C,
Wired Remote Control

Wireless Remote,
8-pin Mini Din for RS-232C,
Wired Remote Control

6.6 x 16.9 x 12.6”

6.6 x 16.9 x 12.6”

17.4 lbs.

17.4 lbs.

Contrast Ratio
Projection Lens (std.)

Keystone Correction
Built-in Speaker (audio)

PJ-Net Organizer (SAPOAPN01A)

PLV-70

Controls

Dimensions (HLW)
Weight

Projector Accessories
Replacement Lamp (SALPLCXP40L)
For the PLV-70 projector............................399.95

On-Axis Short Fixed Lens (SALNSW32)
22.3mm f/2.5 fixed lens ...........................2176.50

Replacement Lamp (SALPLV80)
For the PLV-80 projectors..........................395.95

Short Zoom Lens (SALNSW31A)
34-48mm f/2.5-3.1 zoom lens.................1957.50

Heavy Duty Projector
Shipping Case (SAHCPLCXP30) ...................747.50

Long Zoom Lens (SALNST31A)
64-112mm f/2.0-2.9 zoom lens ..............1979.95

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821
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PLV-HD10
1920 x 1080 HDTV 3-Panel LCD Projector
The 5500 lumen PLV-HD10 (four high output 250 watt UHP lamps)
combines many technologies to produce a true high definition 1920
x 1080 pixel projector. Weighing only 81 lbs., it has a custom
12-bit progressive scan integrated circuit including a super
high speed, pipelined, parallel image processing chip that
works with the source data to create a harmony of HD
images for superb image quality and contrast.
“Intelligent” sharpness processing removes overshoot and
ringing on the digitizer video signal. Sanyo’s color separation
filters achieve sharp, clear color differences and separations that
can be seen on-screen with high color fidelity. Select gamma processing and color
balance from one of the pre-determined color modes to achieve the requirements of the source material. Plus, Sanyo’s
exclusive “Real Color Manager” lets a user become an expert colorist by
creating a custom gamma and color correction table and then run it through a computer via the included software. One
then simply compares the on-screen image to a printed chart.
The PLV-HD10 achieves an outstanding 1000:1 contrast ratio. A micro lens integrated in each pixel increases the light
efficiency, resulting in significantly brighter images. Many Sanyo lenses can be used including quick change (easy mount)
lenses and adapted older lenses. The projector has an Efficient Lamp Management System for balanced, fail-safe four
lamp operation. Optional detachable interface panels (including network control/administrations) can be used in varying
combinations to meet the source input needs of most any situation.

The PLV-HD10 uses Sanyo’s most advanced video, optical and
digital technologies to deliver precise, true HDTV 1080i projection.
◆ 3D AUCC (Automatic Uniformity Correction

Control) circuit provides precise compensation at some 7,425 points for smooth, natural
gradation. Compared with conventional
systems, provides more than 10x the control
over color problems caused by a lack of
brightness conformity.
◆

◆

To eliminate ghosts or after-images, crosstalk
canceller reduces signal interference
between the drive circuits on the liquid
crystal panels. Line/dot inversion helps
reduce the signal interference between pixels.
Incorporates three 3-D digital circuits:

• 3-D digital progressive circuit provides interlace/progressive conversion of 1080i signals.
• A 3-D digital Y/C separation circuit helps
boost resolution and reduce noise
• 3-D motion-adaptive digital noise reduction
circuit reduces interference between pixels.
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◆

10-bit digital gamma correction control
function provides smoother gradation
characteristics by adjusting the gradation
according to the input image.

◆

Progressive scan IC provides 12-bit processing
of HDTV 1080i signals. Moving pictures are
smooth and clear thanks to Sanyo’s original
motion adaptive line interpolation, which
greatly improves jagged diagonal lines. Full
2-3 pulldown compatibility assures superior
viewing quality from film sources.

◆

Equipped with Telecine Corrective I/P
conversion technology, the PLV-HD10 detects
when you input telecine images that have
been converted from film to video, and
faithfully reproduces the original frames. To
boost detection accuracy, it evaluates the
motion of each pixel and then uses the
cumulative value to determine whether the
image is telecine or conventional.

www.bhphotovideo.com

◆

Intelligent Sharpness Controller circuit uses
gain-adaptive LTI (Luminance Transient
Improvement), gain-adaptive CTI (Color
Transient Improvement), and gain-adaptive
edge emphasizing technologies to sharpen
the detail in areas where the image signal
is shallow, such as in ruled lines and in
characters prone to generating bright lines.
The result is clearer, sharper images from
both RGB and video sources.

◆

High-quality I/P conversion technology
reduces jaggedness in diagonal lines by
adaptively complementing pixels according
to a diagonal correlation value determined
from 33 horizontal and 4 vertical pixels. The
pixel area sampled is optimized to improve
the correlation value and motion-detecting
precision. This also improves jaggedness in
lines that are nearly horizontal something
that was difficult in the past.
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PLV-HD10
◆

Employs three 1.65” TFT polysilicon LCD
panels (16:9 aspect ratio) with micro lenses.
With 1,920 x 1,080 pixels in each panel, the
PLV-HD10 can project native HDTV 1080i
signals in full resolution.

◆ The PLV-HD10’s optical system achieves

outstanding 1,000:1 contrast. This means
easy-to-see images with deep, rich blacks
that deliver the full viewing power of
cinema sources.
◆ Four 250-W UHP (1.35mm short arc) lamps

combine to provide 5,500 lumens of brightness. You can also stack two PLV-HD10’s for
even more powerful projection with double
the brightness – 11,000 lumens. Brightness
uniformity exceeds 90%.
◆

◆

◆

Two brightness modes – high-brightness
and economy – let you select the lighting
mode that’s best suited to the conditions
and your application:
In high-brightness mode all four lamps are
turned on. Economy mode gives you half
the brightness but twice the usable time.
Includes a fail-safe function that automatically switches the mode if a lamp is accidentally turned off. It switches from four lamps
to two, or from two lamps to one.
Choose any of nine optional lenses, from
short-throw to zoom magnification. The
bayonet-mount system makes replacement
easy: simply mount the lens in the supplied
adapter and screw the adapter in place.

◆ The PLV-HD10 has four slots for accommo-

dating interface boards, which allows the
user to interchange any of supplied board
with the desired optional board. The
RS-232C input and cross-through output
terminals are also provided for easy and
flexible system configuration.
◆

◆

◆

Add the optional network board for more
precise settings and remote operation than
the control via the RS-232C interface.
The PLV-HD10’s power-driven lens shift
(up/down and left/right) is especially effective for projection with two units stacked.
Real Color Manager makes it easy to adjust
white balance and gamma curve by
comparing the projected images from the
enclosed CD-ROM with the images on the
enclosed photo sheet. Because you can
view the image as you adjust the settings,
it's easy to attain faithful color reproduction
in almost any environment. Once settings
are correct, you can store them on a PC and
later retrieve them for easy set-up.

Interface Boards
With a total of six adapter boards, users can configure
the projector to meet their own specific requirements.

5-BNC Board (SAPOAMD16VD1): Has 5 BNCs for RGB and
component video, RCA x 2 for left and right audio, and
Min DIN 8-pin for control...............................................287.50

5-BNC Board

DVI-I Board

DVI-I Board (SAPOAMD11DVI): DVI with HDCP input board,
RCA x 2 for left and right audio, and Min DIN
8-pin for control................................................................299.95
Dual-SDI Board

Dual-SDI Board (SAPOAMD17SDI): Standard and High
Definition SDI board with 2 BNC inputs and one BNC
output ................................................................................3749.95
Network Board (SAPOAMD13NET):
RJ-45 control board with a 9-pin input jack...........349.95

Faroudja Video Processor

Faroudja Video Processor Board (SAPOAMD09VD3):
Processes all incoming video signals using three Faroudja video processing IC’s as well
as Sanyo's new IC for 3D Y/C separation. Jitter-free video performance, improved depth
perception, automatic 3:2 pulldown, the elimination of objectionable staircase artifacts,
and near-HD quality images are the result ..........................................................................1994.95
Video Board (SAPOAMD03VDQ): Detachable Audio/Video input board incorporates two
composite (BNC) and S-Video inputs and L/R Audio (RCA x 2) inputs.........................399.95

OPTIONAL LENSES
LNS-W01Z

LNS-W02Z

LNS-W03

LNS-S02Z

45mm

52 - 68mm

30mm

76 – 98mm

Aperture

f/2.5

f/2.5-2.9

f/1.7-2.3

f/2.0 – 2.3

Aspect Ratio

1.5:1

1.8 – 2.3:1

1.0:1

2.6 – 3.3:1

Lens
Focal Length

Diameter

175mm

114mm

175mm

116mm

Zoom

Fixed

Powered (1.3x)

Fixed

Powered (1.3x)

Focus

Manual

Powered

Manual

Powered

B&H #

SALNSW01Z

SALNSW02Z

SALNSW03

SALNSS02Z

Price

$2398.50

$2,423.50

$3,131.95

$919.95

Lens
Focal Length
Aperture
Aspect Ratio
Diameter
Zoom

LNS-S03

LNS-M01Z

LNS-T01Z

LNS-T02

LNS-T03

97 – 131mm

125 – 162mm

253mm

158 – 221mm

224 - 325mm

1.7 – 2.6

2.0 – 2.6

2

2.0 – 2.8

2.2 – 2.5

3.3 – 4.5:1

4.5 – 5.8:1

8.9:1

5.6 – 8.0:1

8.1 – 11.6:1

137mm

95mm

158mm

130mm

169mm

Powered (1.3x)

Powered (1.3x)

Fixed

Powered (1.4x)

Manual

Focus

Powered

Powered

Manual

Powered

Manual

B&H #

SALNSS03

SALNSM01Z

SALNST01Z

SALNST02

SALNST03

Price

$1,664.50

$1,513.95

$2,329.95

$2,349.95

$9,499.95
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PLC-XU73
2000 Lumens XGA Ultra-Portable Multimedia Projector
Designed with the most advanced technology for portability,
durability and ease-of-use, the PLC-XU73 features a short
throw projection lens, a wide range of natural color saturation
with true XGA resolution, and 2000 ANSI Lumens of brightness
for crisp clear presentations.
Weighing only 5.3 lbs., the light output from this projector can
either fill a big screen or light up a dark black board using Sanyo’s unique Blackboard Mode. It offers a host of conveniences
including a Countdown mode, PIN code lock function for security, quick termination, logo function, lamp control,
presentation timer, a switchable interface terminal, and an operation menu that is available in 16 languages.
F E AT U R E S

High Quality Viewing
◆ Employs three 0.6˝ polysilicon thin-film

Vertical keystone correction with a correction
range up to ±20° is provided to compensate
for keystone picture distortion.

◆

Select the appropriate gamma correction
mode from among Standard, Cinema, Real
(for graphics) and four user settings.

transistor LCD panels for projection of true
XGA (1024 x 768) resolution image.
◆

◆

Uses a 200-watt UHP lamp for outstanding
brightness and well-balanced color
reproduction. The PLC-XU73 provides 2,000
lumens brightness.
Sanyo’s DRIT (Digital Realized Interpolation
Technology) enhances projected images,
even if input resolution differs from that of
the LCD panels. Whether compressing SXGA
or decompressing VGA signals, DRIT renders
on-screen images with stunning fidelity.

◆

◆

Luminance Transient Improvement (LTI) and
Color Transient Improvement (CTI) sharpens
the detail. The result is clearer, sharper
images from both RGB and video sources.
3D Automatic Uniformity Correction Control
circuit ensures a uniform projected image,
balancing uneven color and brightness
gradations for more natural image displays.

Variable audio out allows the you to control
the audio level right from the projector. This
helps by ensuring the technical quality of
the presentation and eliminating the fuss of
separate outside audio controls.

◆

PIN code lock function prevents operation
without inputting the correct PIN code. The
key lock function, which is set from the
operation menu, locks the operation of the
top control and remote control buttons.

as a projection screen (green boards only). It
adjusts white balance and gamma to project
intelligible images that look similar to those
projected on an ordinary white screen.
◆

Selectable start-up modes: Countdown
mode ensures that the lamp has reached
sufficient brightness before projecting;
Immediate mode lets you project the image
as soon as the power is turned on, even if
optimum brightness has not been reached.

◆

Compatible with HDTV (480i, 480p, 576p,
720p, 1080i) signals as well as NTSC, NTSC
4.43, PAL, PAL-M, PAL-N and SECAM.

◆

In addition to its 1.2x optical zoom which can
throw a crisp, bright 100” diagonal image
from only 11.8’ away, the PCL-XU73 features a
1/2 to 16x digital zoom (for computer) that
lets you easily enlarge or reduce the screen
display size as desired.

The PLC-XU73 offers excellent flexibility via a pair of
D-Sub 15 input terminals. Using an optional adapter
cable, it can accept component video signals. For
greater flexibility one of the D-Sub 15 terminals can
be switched from input to output and used to drive an external monitor or another projector.
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◆

◆ Blackboard Mode lets you use a blackboard

◆ Proprietary progressive integrated circuit

significantly improves the appearance of
moving images. It incorporates 3:2 pulldown
technology, which can effectively double the
resolution of images from DVD playback.

High Performance

Flexible Setup
◆

www.bhphotovideo.com

Conveniences
◆

Compact and lightweight (5.2 lbs.) design.

◆

No need to wait for the projector to cool
down. You can disconnect the power cord
right after your presentation.

◆

The intelligent fan operation with linear control system reduces cooling fan noise
according to changes in temperature.

◆

Presentation Timer shows a running clock on
the display screen.

◆

Selectable 16-language on-screen menu

◆

User Logo function for customizing a startup screen using captured images or logos.

◆

No Show function lets you temporarily stop
displaying the projected image, so the
audience can focus on the presenter.

◆

3-year parts and labor warranty (90 days
on the lamp) includes Sanyo’s Quick Repair
Program where they pay the overnight
freight charges (both directions) to have the
projector repaired in 24-72 hours.
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PLC-XU48
3000 Lumens XGA UltraPortable Multimedia Projector
The PLC-XU48 is an ultra-compact, fully-portable high-resolution
video projector. Not much larger than a laptop, it weigh less than
6 lbs. and delivers true XGA picture quality in a versatile, go-anywhere
system. It can also be ceiling or inverse mounted for enhanced versatility.
It features an f1.7-2.1 zoom lens with 16x digital zoom, progressive IC with 3-2 pulldown technology,
dual D-sub 15 inputs, black board mode, PIN code lock for settings security, user-specified start-up screen, and variable
audio out. Uses a 200-watt UHP lamp for outstanding brightness and well-balanced color reproduction. Sanyo’s original
Digital Realized Interpolation Technology (DRIT) enhances projected images, even if the resolution of the input signal
differs from that of the LCD panels.
F E AT U R E S

High Quality Viewing
◆

Vertical keystone correction with a
correction range up to ±20° compensates
for keystone picture distortion.
Select the most appropriate gamma correction mode from among Standard, Cinema,
Real (for graphics) and four user settings.

transistor LCD panels for projection of true
XGA (1024 x 768) resolution image.
◆

The 200-watt UHP lamp delivers
outstanding brightness of 3,000 lumens
and well-balanced color reproduction.

◆

◆

Sanyo’s DRIT (Digital Realized Interpolation
Technology) enhances projected images,
even if input resolution differs from that of
the LCD panels. Whether compressing SXGA
or decompressing VGA signals, DRIT renders
on-screen images with stunning fidelity.

◆ Blackboard Mode lets you use a blackboard

as a projection screen (green boards only).
It adjusts white balance and gamma to project intelligible images that look similar to
those projected on an ordinary white screen.
◆

◆ Proprietary progressive integrated circuit

incorporates 3:2 pulldown technology, which
can effectively double the resolution of
images from DVD playback.
◆

3D Automatic Uniformity Correction Control
circuit ensures a uniform projected image,
balancing uneven color and brightness
gradations for more natural image displays.

◆

Compatible with HDTV (480i, 480p, 576p,
720p, 1080i) signals as well as NTSC, NTSC
4.43, PAL, PAL-M, PAL-N and SECAM.
In addition to its 1.2x optical zoom which
can throw a crisp, bright 100” diagonal
image from only 10.8’, the PLC-XU48 features
a 1/2x to 16x digital zoom (for computer) that
lets you easily enlarge or reduce the screen
display size as desired.

The PLC-XU48 offers excellent flexibility via a pair of D-Sub 15
input terminals. Using an optional adapter cable, it can accept
component video signals. For greater flexibility one of the D-Sub
15 terminals can be switched from input to output and used to
drive an external monitor or another projector.

◆

High Performance

Flexible Setup

◆ Employs three 0.79” polysilicon thin-film

3-year parts and labor warranty (90 days on the lamp.) Also include Sanyo’s Quick Repair
Program where they pay the overnight freight charges (both directions) to have the projector
repaired in 24-72 hours.

◆

Variable audio out allows the user to control
the audio level right from the projector. This
centralization of video and audio controls
from the projector helps in educational
applications by ensuring the technical
quality of the presentation and eliminating
the fuss of separate outside audio controls.

◆

PIN code lock function prevents operation
without inputting the correct PIN code.
The key lock function, which is set from the
operation menu, locks the operation of the
top control and remote control buttons.

◆

Compact design and lightweight (5.2 lbs.)
lets you make presentations anywhere.

Conveniences
◆ In addition to Normal mode and Eco mode,

Auto mode adjusts lamp brightness in
response to the video signal to ensure high
contrast for rich, deep blacks.
◆

The intelligent fan operation with linear
control system reduces cooling fan noise
according to changes in temperature.

◆

Presentation Timer shows a running clock on
the display screen.

◆

Selectable 12-language on-screen menu

◆

User Logo function for customizing a startup screen using captured images or logos.

◆

No Show function lets you temporarily stop
displaying the projected image, so the
audience can focus on the presenter.

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821
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PLC-XU83 • PLC-XU86
Ultra-Portable 2000 & 2500 Lumens XGA Projectors
The PLC-XU83 (2000 lumens) and PLC-XU86 (2500 lumens)
are powerful, feature-packed XGA resolution projectors.
They create sharp, vivid images and superior color
saturation. They offer complete portability with Power-Off
and Go, allowing you to disconnect the power cord right
after a presentation. They provide user tools including;
freeze function, user logo’s, and no show capability.
The PLC-XU83 and PLC-XU86 let you give PC-free presentations when used together with the optional USB memory.
For even more flexibility, easy wireless connection (IEEE 802.11b/g) is made possible with the supplied USB wireless LAN
adapter. Image data can be transferred from one PC to a
projector, or from multiple PC’s to a projector through a wireless
access point. It also enables the projector remote to be used as a
wireless mouse to control PC functions. Additionally, built-in
control software allows for wireless control of projector functions
by a PC using a web browser.
F E AT U R E S

High Quality Viewing
◆ Employs three 0.7” polysilicon thin-film

Flexible Setup
◆

Vertical keystone correction with a
correction range up to ±20°, compensates
for keystone picture distortion.

◆

Select appropriate gamma correction mode
from among Standard, Cinema, Real (for
graphics) and four user settings.

transistor LCD panels for projection of true
XGA (1024 x 768) resolution image.
◆

They are equipped with a 200-watt UHP
lamp for outstanding brightness and
well-balanced color reproduction. The
PLC-XU83 provides superb brightness of
2,000 lumens, the PCL-XU86 offers
outstanding brightness of 2,500 lumens.

◆

The PLC-XU83 features a 400:1 contrast ratio,
the PLC-UX86 has a 500:1 contrast ratio.

◆

Sanyo’s DRIT (Digital Realized Interpolation
Technology) enhances projected images,
even if input resolution differs from that of
the LCD panels. Whether compressing SXGA
or decompressing VGA signals, DRIT renders
on-screen images with stunning fidelity.

◆

3D Automatic Uniformity Correction Control
circuit ensures a uniform projected image,
balancing uneven color and brightness
gradations for more natural image displays.
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Compact design and lightweight (5.2 lbs.)
lets you make presentations anywhere.

◆

No need to wait for the projector to cool
down. You can disconnect the power cord
right after your presentation.

◆

The intelligent fan operation with linear
control system reduces cooling fan noise
according to changes in temperature.

◆

Presentation Timer shows a running clock
on the display screen.

◆

Selectable 16-language on-screen menu

◆

User Logo function for customizing a start-up
screen using captured images or logos.

◆

No Show function lets you temporarily stop
displaying the projected image, so the
audience's attention can be focused on the
presenter rather than the screen.

◆

Security features include a PIN code lock, top
panel control lock and remote control lock.

◆

Selectable start-up modes: Countdown
mode ensures that the lamp has reached
sufficient brightness before projecting;
Immediate mode lets you project the image
as soon as the power is turned on, even if
optimum brightness has not been reached.

◆ Blackboard Mode lets you use a green

blackboard as a projection screen. It adjusts
white balance and gamma to project
intelligible images that look similar to those
projected on an ordinary white screen.
◆

Compatible with HDTV (480i, 480p, 576p,
720p, 1080i) signals as well as NTSC, NTSC
4.43, PAL, PAL-M, PAL-N and SECAM.

◆

In addition to a 1.57x optical zoom which can
throw a bright 100” diagonal image from only
10.8’, they feature a 1/2x - 16x digital zoom
(for computer) that lets you easily enlarge or
reduce the screen display size as desired.

◆ Proprietary progressive integrated circuit

significantly improves the appearance of
moving images. It incorporates 3:2 pulldown
technology, which can effectively double the
resolution of images from DVD playback.

Conveniences
◆

◆

The PLC-XU83/XU86 have two computer
input terminals: DVI-I input and D-sub input.
The D-sub terminal can be switched to a
monitor out for the DVI-I input.

◆

Used with the optional USB memory, they
give you PC-free presentations.

www.bhphotovideo.com
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PLC-XU83 • PLC-XU86
Networking Capability
◆

◆

◆

◆

◆

Coming supplied with an RJ-45 ethernet
port and USB wireless LAN adapter, the
PLC-XU83/XU86 are ready for wireless and
wired LAN connection to give you greater
projection versatility.
Connection settings for the projector and
PC are made automatically. After the
presentation, wireless settings are restored
to their previous status. This works for both
the Adhoc, where the data is sent directly
from the PC to the projector, and the
infrastructure mode, where the data is sent
through an access point.
With Multi-Control, a single computer can
setup and control multiple projectors up to
64 units at the same time. With the Web
Management feature, projector functions
such as power status, lamp status, input
mode, signal condition, and lamp-use time
can be monitored through the network by
using a web browser.
Moderator function lets you choose which
PC to use for projection when several PCs
are connected to a projector. In a classroom,
for instance, a teacher or presenter can
select which of the students’ PC images to
project. It also prevents unauthorized or
accidental projection.
In real-time mode, the presenter has
exclusive use of the projector. It also allows
presenters to change smoothly because
there is no need to re-connect cables.

PLC-XU73

PLC-XU48

PLC-XU83

PLC-XU86

XGA (1024 x 768)

XGA (1024 x 768)

XGA (1024 x 768)

XGA (1024 x 768)

Display
Technology

LCD 0.6” Polysilicon
Active Matrix TFT x3

LCD 0.79” Polysilicon
Active Matrix TFT x3

LCD 0.6” Polysilicon
Active Matrix TFT x3

LCD 0.7” Polysilicon
Active Matrix TFT x3

Input Sources

RGB (D-sub15),
RGB (D-sub15),
video (S-Video, RCA), video (S-Video, RCA),
audio (RCA, Mini)
audio (RCA, Mini)

Native Resolution

RGB (D-sub15), DVI, RGB (D-sub15), DVI,
video (S-Video, RCA), video (S-Video, RCA),
audio (RCA, Mini)
audio (RCA, Mini)

Output

D-sub 15, audio

D-sub 15, audio

D-sub 15, audio

D-sub 15, audio

Terminals

(stereo 3.5mm)

(stereo 3.5mm)

(3.5mm), Ethernet

(3.5mm), Ethernet

Computer

VGA, SVGA, XGA,

VGA, SVGA, XGA,

VGA, SVGA, XGA,

VGA, SVGA, XGA,

Compatibility

SXGA, UXGA, Mac

SXGA, UXGA, Mac

SXGA, UXGA, Mac

SXGA, UXGA, Mac

Video
Compatibility

NTSC, PAL-N-M,
NTSC4.43,

NTSC, PAL-N-M,
NTSC4.43,

SECAM

SECAM

(480i/p, 575i/p, 1080i)

(480i/p, 575i/p, 1080i)

2,000 ANSI lumens

3,000 ANSI lumens

2,000 ANSI lumens

2,500 ANSI lumens

450:1

450:1

450:1

500:1

1:1.2 Zoom with
Manual Zoom/Focus

1:1.2 Zoom with
Manual Zoom/Focus

1:1.57 Zoom with
Manual Zoom/Focus

1:1.57 Zoom with
Manual Zoom/Focus

1.77:1 – 2.17:1

1.6:1 – 2.0:1

1.6:1 – 2.0:1

1.6:1 – 2.0:1

Projection Distance

4.6’ – 43.3”

4.3’ – 32.8’

5.3' to 24.9'

5.3' to 24.9'

Image Size (Diagonal)

40” to 300”

33” to 300”

40” to 300”

40” to 300”

Lamp (Bulb)

200W UHP

200W UHP

200W UHP

200W UHP

Bulb Life Expectancy

2,000 hours

2,000 hours

2,000 hours

2,000 hours

Aspect Ratio

4:3 (standard)

4:3 (standard)

4:3 (standard)

4:3 (standard)

Screen Projection

Front and Rear

Front and Rear

Front and Rear

Front and Rear

Ceiling Mountable

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Max ANSI Lumens
Contrast Ratio
Projection Lens (std.)

Throw Ratio

NTSC /4.43, PAL-N-M, NTSC /4.43, PAL-N-M,
SECAM, HDTV,
SECAM, HDTV,

◆

Handy for a meeting, one-shot transmission
mode allows images from several PCs to be
projected in turn.

Keystone Correction

±20° vertical

±20° vertical

±20° vertical

±20° vertical

Built-in Speaker (audio)

1 Watt Mono

1 Watt Mono

1 Watt Mono

1 Watt Mono

◆

Capture a PC screen and transmit it to up to
five projectors for multiple projection.

Controls

◆

With the E-Mail Alert feature, the PJ-Net
organizer sends messages to registered
E-Mail addresses when an abnormality, such
as a lamp failure or power failure, occurs.

Wireless Remote,
USB Type B,
RS-232C

Wireless Remote,
USB Type B,
RS-232C

Wireless Remote,
USB Type B,
RS-232C, Ethernet

Wireless Remote,
USB Type B,
RS-232C, Ethernet

Power

100v - 240v; 250w

100v - 240v; 275w

100v - 240v; 275w

100v - 240v; 275w

2.8 x 8.2 x 11.6”

2.8 x 8.4 x 11.7”

2.8 x 8.4 x 11.7”

2.8 x 8.4 x 11.7”

5.3 lbs.

6.0 lbs.

5.7 lbs.

5.7 lbs.

Dimensions (HLW)

◆

To prevent unauthorized projection of data
stored in your PCs or servers, they feature
WEP/LEAP-compatible authentication.

◆

Operate the projector from your PC using
PJ Controller software.

PLC-XU73/48/83/86 Accessories

◆

You can operate the PC using the remote
controller. Remote controllable functions
include mouse (pointer) control, left click
and right click.

Replacement Lamp (SALPLCXU55): For the PLC-XU48 projector ..........................................................399.95

Weight

Replacement Lamp (SALPLCXU73): For the PLC-XU73, PLC-XU83 and PLC-XU86 projector.......299.95
Soft Carry Case (SAPOACACVCL): For the PLC-XU48 or PLC-XU73 projector .......................................49.95
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PLC-XT11 • PLC-XT16
2700 and 3500 Lumens XGA
Portable Multimedia Projectors
The PLC-XT11 and PLC-XT16 begin with high levels of brightness, contrast,
and image quality. They add the kinds of features usually found on more
expensive models, such as a
power-driven lens shift function.
They let you deliver powerful
presentations without connecting
to a PC. And they are versatile, expandable, and ultra-portable, so you can use
them everywhere from small meeting rooms to large conference halls. They
feature a power-driven lens shift, an easy one-touch lens exchange system,
built-in stereo amp and speakers, and wireless remote control with mouse
functions and built-in laser pointer. In other words, the PLC-XT16 and PLC-XT11
have everything you’ve been waiting for in an LCD projector.
F E AT U R E S

Easy Setup

High Quality Projection
◆ Their high-performance 250-watt short-arc

UHP lamp light source is enhanced by the
built-in micro lenses of the 1” XGA
polysilicon liquid crystal panels to achieve
an on-screen brightness level of 2700 and
3500 lumens. This outstanding brightness
makes the projectors ideal for large meeting
rooms, conference halls or classrooms.
◆

◆

Polarized scatting is corrected as the light
passes through the panels, providing
high-contrast on-screen color reproduction
with solid black. 800:1 (PLC-XT11) and 900:1
(PLC-XT16) contrast ratio ensures natural
image reproduction with fine gradation.
Proprietary Digital Realized Interpolation
Technology (DRIT) digitally reconstructs an
image by compressing or expanding it.
The result is elegant compression of a
higher resolution rate or visually accurate
expansion of a lower resolution rate to
match the native resolution of the projector.

◆

◆

◆

◆

Progressive Scan IC enhances image quality.
The use of an original circuit for cross-color
separation gives moving images a more
natural and beautiful diagonal resolution.
Full compatibility with 2:3 pull-down assures
superb quality when projecting film sources.
3D Automatic Uniformity Correction Control
(AUCC) provides precise compensation at a
total of 7,425 points. Compared with
conventional systems, it offers more than
ten times the control over color problems
caused by a lack of brightness conformity.
3D sampling for each pixel along with a
unique movement detection algorithm
program lead to increased vertical and
diagonal resolution on moving video images.
Luminance noise and chrominance noise in
the video signal are filtered out by 3D DNR
(Digital Noise Reduction) circuit to ensure
finer on-screen colors without flicker.

Simply mount the optional lens screw the adapter in
place. That’s all it takes to exchange a lens. You don’t
have to disassemble the cabinet or even remove a
screw. When it’s this easy to mount a short-focus or
long-focus lens, it’s easier to deliver a presentation
anywhere, from large halls to small meeting rooms.
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◆ Power-driven lens shift lets you move the

projected image up and down on the
screen without physically moving the
projector. Makes it easy to center the image
on screen ready for your presentation.
◆

Compatible with HDTV (480i, 480p, 576p,
720p, 1080i) signals as well as NTSC,
NTSC 4.43, PAL, PAL-M, PAL-N and SECAM.

◆

In addition to vertical keystone correction
of up to +40/-20°), has ±10° horizontal
keystone correction. This enables you to
project correct-looking images even if the
projector is not directly in front of the screen.

◆

Linear control circuit adjusts the speed of
the cooling fan according to the ambient
temperature. Allows quiet operation and
minimal distraction during presentations
(amazingly low noise level of only 31dB).

◆

In addition to their 1.3x power-driven zoom
focus, they feature digital zoom functions
that magnify a section of the screen image
up to 49x. You can also compress the screen
image down to a of 1/4 its original size to
accommodate your setup parameters.

◆

Set up anywhere you like. The PLC-XT11 and
PLC-XT16 are easy to carry and easy to
adjust. With the optional short-focus lens,
you can make presentations right in a
customer’s office or meeting room.
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PLC-XT11 • PLC-XT16
◆

Includes wireless remote control with mouse
functions and built-in laser pointer

Wireless Imager (POA-WL11)

◆

Designed for straightforward use, the GUI is
available in 11 languages (English, German,
French, Portuguese, Spanish, Swedish,
Italian, Chinese, Korean, and Japanese).

◆

Elapsed presentation time can be displayed
on the screen, helping you stay on track
when the schedule is tight. The time count
begins when the P-TIMER button is pressed.

◆

You can “freeze” any image and hold it as a
still. This is convenient for skipping over
downstream images that are not relevant to
the presentation.

◆

’No’ Show function lets you temporarily
blank the screen, so people in the audience
will turn their attention to you.

The POA-WL11Wireless Imager enables
real-time capture, compression, and transfer
of image data (not video) from a PC to the
PCL-XT11 or PLC-XT16 through a wireless
LAN card. Image data including animated
PowerPoint presentations can be transferred
from a PC, or from multiple PC’s through a
wireless access point. Using the Network
Viewer Mode and its application software,
image data can be called up from a network server, converted and presented on the wireless-networked projector, from a PC connected to the network, Images being shown by the projector can
be viewed simultaneously on the networked PC. Additionally, built-in control software allows for
wireless control of projector functions by a PC using a web browser.

◆

They are equipped with a DVI-I terminal that
makes it easy to project high-quality images
from a PC.

◆

No annoying cable to connect. Just attach the Wireless Imager to the projector and start your
presentation. Uses IEEE 802.11b technology to transfer data from the computer to the projector
without VGA or control cables for the PC. Wireless data transmission is possible up to a distance
of 100’ indoors or 660’ outdoors using 11 Mbps transmission.

◆

With IP address setting, PC images can be shown on the projection screen via a wireless access
point on the network. This allows peer-to-peer communications when the projector and PC are
wireless-connected. You save space and increase convenience.

◆

The projector uses a Real-time Capture method whereby images can be captured directly from
a PC, thus eliminating boundaries between software applications. It also supports PowerPoint
animation along with the advantages of real-time communications. (No need to convert
animated presentations to JPEG files.) In addition, with the imager’s “one-shot” mode, multiple
presenters can share a single projector.

◆ Both projector and PC mouse

◆

◆

For even more versatile PC connection, each
also has a USB port, together with a control
port. They have component input and can
directly accept DVD and high-definition
signals, plus a PC monitor out terminal that
lets you send images to a second projector.
Rear/ceiling mount projection

◆ Built-in stereo amplifier and speakers

Supplied Accessories
◆

3-year parts and labor warranty (90 days on
the lamp.) Also include Sanyo’s Quick Repair
Program where they pay the overnight
freight charges (both directions) to have the
projector repaired in 24-72 hours.

can be operated without cables by the attached remote control.
You can also turn the projector on or off, switch input modes and adjust projected images
through the PC screen. In addition, “one-shot” communications can be selected for conferences
with large audiences, and selection takes only a click of the mouse.

Presentation Viewer (POA-MD07MCI)
With the optional Presentation Viewer, known as
the MCI (Media Card Imager) Kit— you can leave
your computer in the office and still make effective
presentations. Supports PC-less presentations
by playing images stored on a CompactFlash
card, making it ideal for delivering the same
demonstration on multiple occasions.
Presentations can also be looped to repeat in,
for example, mall displays or conferences. Because
no computer skill is necessary, the Presentation Viewer makes the projector equally accessible to
the non-PC user. Bundled MCI unit utility software allows you to quickly and easily convert any
PowerPoint presentation into a series of JPEG files and save them to a CompactFlash card.
◆ BMP or JPEG data formats, SXGA (1280 x 1024) to VGA (640 x 480) resolution.

Optional Accessories

◆ MCI unit slot: Compact flash card only (incompatible with SmartMedia and other cards).

Ceiling Mount Bracket (POA-CHB-XT15)

◆

DVI-D port cannot be used when MCI unit is connected.

Low Ceiling Mount Bracket (POA-CHS-PS01)

◆

Utility software for Windows 95/98/Me/NT 4.0 (SP3.0) /2000 only.

Shipping Case (POA-CC-XT15)

◆ Kit includes Media Card Imager unit, 16MB CF card, CF Adapter and software CD-ROM

High Ceiling Mount Bracket (POA-CHL-PL01)
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PLC-XP46
4100 Lumens
XGA Portable Projector
A true XGA, superbright, large venue multimedia projector, the
PLC-XP46 is much easier to install, weighs much less, and is a
lot smaller than a typical high-resolution color monitor - while
still producing exceptional picture quality. Provides brightness
of 4100 lumens, Power Lens Shift, Digital Progressive Scanning,
Digital Keystone Correction, and HDTV compatibility.
For added versatility, it includes networking capabilities. Using the optional PJ-Net Organizer enables you to control and
maintain a series of projectors via a computer network, including the web. No other projector offers such an attractive
balance of features with such remarkable ease of use.
F E AT U R E S

High Quality Projection
◆

Digital Image Technology

The high-performance 275-watt short-arc
NSH lamp light source is enhanced by
the built-in microlenses of the 1.3” XGA
polysilicon liquid crystal panels to achieve
an on-screen brightness level of 4100
lumens, making it ideal for large meeting
rooms, conference halls or classrooms.

◆

Polarized scattering is corrected as the light
passes through the panels, ensuring highcontrast on-screen color reproduction with
solid black. A contrast ratio of 800:1 ensures
that the projector offers more natural image
reproduction with finer gradation.

◆

Proprietary Digital Realized Interpolation
Technology (DRIT) digitally reconstructs an
image by compressing or expanding it. The
result is t elegant compression of a higher
resolution rate or visually accurate expansion of a lower resolution rate to match the
native resolution of the projector.

◆

3D Automatic Uniformity Correction Control
offers more than ten-times the level of
control over color problems caused by lack
of brightness conformity. This helps to
ensure natural-looking gradation.

◆

Sanyo technology enhances the video
projection capability of the PLC-XP46.
3D sampling for each pixel together with
Sanyo’s unique movement detection
algorithm program lead to increased
horizontal resolution and increased diagonal
resolution on moving images.

◆

3D Digital Y/C separation circuit enhances
resolution and reduces noise on moving
images to produce a clearer, finer picture.

◆

Luminance noise and chrominance noise in
the video signal are filtered out by the 3D
DNR (Digital Noise Reduction) circuit to
ensure finer on-screen colors without flicker.

Easy Setup
◆

In addition to vertical keystone correction
of up ±40°, the PCL-XP46 also offers
horizontal correction up to ±10° This
makes it possible to project correct-looking
images even if the projector is not directly
in front of the screen.

◆

You can move the projected image up and
down on the screen without physically
moving the projector thanks to the
power-driven lens shift. This makes it easy
to center the image on screen ready for
your presentation.

◆

Eco mode offers quiet operation with low
energy consumption. If quietness is a prime
concern, there is no need to worry that
loud bursts of fan activity will disturb the
presentation. Brightness is approximately
80 percent of normal levels.

◆

In addition to the 1.3x power-driven zoom
focus, this projector features a digital zoom
function that magnifies a section of the
screen image by up to 49x (surface ratio).
You can also compress the screen image
down to 1/4 its original size.

◆

Equipped with intelligent sharpness
control, a leading-edge signal processing
technology that analyzes the incoming
signal and controls the amount of
correction accordingly. The result is sharp
yet natural-looking images.

Sanyo offers three optional
lens types for the PLC-XP46.
A fixed short-focus lens a
short -focus zoom lens,
and a long-focus zoom lens.

Fixed
Short-Focus
Lens (SALNSW32)
$
2199.95
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Short-Focus
Zoom Lens

Long-Focus
Zoom Lens

(SALNSW31A)

(SALNST31A)

$

1957.95

$

1979.95

www.bhphotovideo.com

By replacing the original
standard lens, you can adapt
the projector to your needs.
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PLC-XP46
Conveniences
◆

Compatible with HDTV (480i, 480p, 576p,
720p, 1080i) signals as well as NTSC, NTSC
4.43, PAL, PAL-M, PAL-N and SECAM.

◆

Projection image can be adjusted to suit
the size of any room. Project a 31”
(diagonal) image just 4.6’ from the screen.
Or from the maximum throw distance of 48’,
project an amazingly large 400” (diagonal)
image. Optional lenses increased flexibility.

◆

Includes an infra-red remote control with a
laser pointer to make smart presentations.
The remote also incorporates a wireless
mouse function for a connected computer.
This function enables you to operate both
projector and computer with one control.

◆

Equipped with an extensive array of input
terminals to suit a range of projection
sources. DVI-D is optimized for PC input.
A USB port is included together with the
control port. And there is a component
input for high-definition signals.

PJ-Net Organizer
The PLC-XP46 an be connected to a
computer network via the optional
PJ-Net Organizer or management
and control capabilities. Projectors
located in several different locations
can be controlled from a single
computer using your normal web
browser — there is no need for any
special software.
The POA-PN01 PJ-Net Organizer is an
advanced tool for network control
and administration of the PCL-XP46.
Through an ethernet connection using the IP addressing scheme, projector functions
such as power status, lamp status, input mode, signal condition, lamp-use time, etc. can
be monitored using a web browser. Again, no additional application software is needed.
◆

When abnormalities such as lamp failure or power failure occur, or if the projector
malfunctions, an e-mail alert message can be sent to the registered e-mail addresses.

◆

An Automatic Timer function can turn on or off a series of projectors at a specified day,
date and time. You can program the days and times of projector use (maximum 10
events) so that the projector will automatically switch on and off. The timer can be
programmed to run every day or every week, or for specific days.

◆

Using a web browser application, you can check on the condition of the projector or
adjust the controls in the following ways:

– Projector condition: lamp use time, projector use time, in-store condition, power supply,
input information
– Projector controls: power (on/off ), input mode, PC, system, image, and other settings

Equipped with a whisper quiet fan which
produces an amazingly low noise level of
only 35dB (Eco mode).

◆

Built-in stereo amplifier and speakers

◆

Presentation Timer shows a running clock
on the display screen.

◆

User Logo function for customizing a start-up
screen using captured images or logos.

◆

No Show function lets you temporarily
stop displaying the projected image, so the
audience’s attention can be focused on the
presenter rather than the screen.
minutes, automatically shuts down the lamp.

◆

With Multi-Control, a single computer can control and setup multiple projectors at the
same time. Up to 99 projectors can be operated from a single computer without the
need for any special control boxes or software.

◆ PJ-Net Organizer is equipped with an RS-232C serial communications port. This allows

RS-232 control systems to be used in parallel with these network control components.

UP/DOWN LEFT/RIGHT
KEYSTONE CORRECTION

▼

◆ When a signal isn’t detected after five

◆

▼

◆

– Saving/downloading of settings: input mode, system, image and screen settings can be
stored or downloaded

Designed for straightforward use, the GUI
provides a choice of 11 languages.

◆ Includes 3-year parts and labor warranty

(90 days on the lamp) as well as Sanyo’s
Quick Repair Program where they pay the
overnight freight charges to have the
projector repaired in 24-72 hours.

In addition to up/down keystone correction (maximum –40°), Sanyo has added left/right
keystone correction (maximum –10°) to this projector. This makes it possible to project correctlooking images even if the projector is not directly in front of the screen.
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PLC-XP51 • PLC-XP55 • PLC-XP56
4000, 4500 and 5000 Lumens XGA Portable
and Networkable Projectors
Captivate your audience with state-of-the-art picture quality
powered by these class-topping XGA projectors. The PLC-XP51
(4000 lumens), the PLC-XP55 (4500 lumens) and PLC-XP56
(5000 lumens) meet the exacting needs of professionals in
a diversity of fields spanning the spheres of education,
entertainment and advertising. In fact, wherever you go
you’ll find them enhancing the capacity for communication as
multimedia tools lighting the way to the infocentric presentations
of tomorrow. In addition to outstanding brightness, they step-up
from the PLC-XP46 (previous page) with customizable start-up screens, Sanyo’s latest color management system, quick
lens replacement. They are also compatible with the optional PJ-Net Organizer Plus.

Step-up features from the PLC-XP46 (previous page)
◆ Projectors made ideal for large meeting

◆

rooms, conference halls or classrooms by
the high-performance of a 300-watt
short-arc NSH lamp light source enhanced
by the built-in microlenses of a trio of 1.3”
XGA polysilicon liquid crystal panels.
◆

They achieve an on-screen brightness level
of 4000 lumens (PLC-XP51), 4500 lumens
(PLC-XP55) and 5,000 lumens (PLC-XP56).

◆

Intelligently tracking on-screen activity with
split-second precision, newly developed
progressive scan circuitry is paired with
cross-color filtering for superior diagonal
resolution to deliver images that are jaggyfree, smooth and super detailed even for
video and film sources.

◆

◆

With correspondence to 2:3 pull-down, film
sources also can be projected with high
picture quality. In addition, progressive
conversion is possible for 1080i, so that HDTV
can be projected with even higher quality.
Automatic Picture Control (APC) provides
real-time correction of brightness levels in
response to on-screen movement and light
sources inside and out of the presentation
venue. APC Automatically detects on-screen
luminance and adjusts the gamma level to
maintain natural-looking gradations in
projected images even during scenes that
vary between being too light or too dark.

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO

They feature Sanyo’s new Color Management
System which allows manual adjustment of
parameters such as level, phase, and gamma
for consistently vivid and faithful color
reproduction. You can select and change
the shading of an individual color to achieve
a more natural balance without affecting
other colors.

◆ Polarized scattering is corrected as the

light passes through the panels, ensuring
high-contrast on-screen color reproduction
with solid black. A contrast ratio of 1000:1
(PLC-XP51), 1100:1 (PLC-XP55) and 1200:1
(PLC-XP6) ensures that these projectors
offer more natural image reproduction with
finer gradation.
◆

◆

Sanyo’s new One-Touch lens system makes
installation and removal of optional lenses
a snap. Utilizing new One-Touch
interchangeable lenses mount adapters
that attach to the lenses, it allows for quick
and easy lens swapping. A new bayonet style lens mount system eliminates wired
connections for the zoom and focus motors.
Including short and long focus types, a total
of four optional lenses are available in
response to the needs of the occasion and
the venue. Using the supplied bayonet
mount (POA-LNA-03) different optional lens
types can be interchanged at will.

www.bhphotovideo.com

◆

In addition to a DVI (digital video interface)
allowing projection of computer screen
quality images are a monitor out (RGB) and
a D-sub 15-pin (RGB or RGB SCART) socket.
Connection flexibility is also enabled by
connections supporting HDCP, HDTV, and
composite video connections to make these
projectors useful for a myriad of applications.

◆

Enhanced operability with a remote control
featuring 8 remote control codes and
independent cursor and input keys.

◆ The on-screen menu (OSM) now features

more flexibility for simultaneous operation
and monitoring of on-screen images.
The graphical user interface (GUI) offers
display in 12 languages and enables
intuitive user-friendly operation.
◆

These three projectors use the optional
PJ-Net Organizer Plus (POA-PNO2) network
module for even more versatility. The
POA-PNO2 allows real-time image capture
and transmission from PC through network
to projector. The same image data can be
sent to up to 100 different projectors at
the same time.

◆

The POA-PNO2 also has an enhanced e-mail
alert function which sends e-mail alerts
based on lamp hour counter with
customizable messages.
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PLC-XT11 / XT16 / XP46 / XP51 / XP55 / XP56
PLC-XT11

PLC-XT16

PLC-XP46

PLC-XP51

PLC-XP55

PLC-XP56

XGA (1024 x 768)

XGA (1024 x 768)

XGA (1024 x 768)

XGA (1024 x 768)

XGA (1024 x 768)

XGA (1024 x 768)

Display
Technology

LCD 1.0” Polysilicon
Active Matrix TFT x3

LCD 1.0” Polysilicon
TFT x3 with Micro

LCD 1.3” Polysilicon
Active Matrix TFT x3

LCD 1.3” Polysilicon
Active Matrix TFT x3

LCD 1.3” Polysilicon
TFT x3 with Micro

LCD 1.3” Polysilicon
TFT x3 with Micro

Input Sources

RGB (D-sub 15, DVI),
Video (S-Video,
Composite RCA,
Component),
Audio (RCA)

RGB (D-sub 15, DVI),
Video (S-Video,
Composite RCA,
Component),
Audio (RCA)

RGB (D-sub 15, DVI),
Video (S-Video,
Composite RCA,
Component),
Audio (RCA)

RGB (D-sub 15, DVI),
Video (S-Video,
Composite RCA,
Component),
Audio (RCA)

RGB (D-sub 15, DVI),
Video (S-Video,
Composite RCA,
Component), Audio
(RCA, 3.5mm Stereo)

RGB (D-sub 15, DVI),
Video (S-Video,
Composite RCA,
Component), Audio
(RCA, 3.5mm Stereo)

RGB (D-sub 15),
audio (3.5mm Stereo)

RGB (D-sub 15),
audio (3.5mm Stereo)

RGB (D-sub 15),
audio (3.5mm Stereo)

RGB (D-sub 15),
audio (3.5mm Stereo)

RGB (D-sub 15),
audio (3.5mm Stereo)

Computer
Compatibility

VGA, SVGA,
XGA, SXGA

VGA, SVGA,
XGA, SXGA

VGA, SVGA,
XGA, SXGA

VGA, SVGA
XGA, SXGA

VGA, SVGA,
XGA, SXGA

VGA, SVGA,
XGA, SXGA

Video
Compatibility

NTSC, PAL,
PAL M, N,
SECAM,
NTSC4.43

NTSC, PAL,
PAL M, N,
SECAM,
NTSC4.43

NTSC, PAL,
PAL M, N,
SECAM,
NTSC4.43

NTSC, PAL,
PAL M, N,
SECAM,
NTSC4.43

NTSC, PAL,
PAL M, N,
SECAM,
NTSC4.43

NTSC, PAL,
PAL M, N,
SECAM,
NTSC4.43

2,700 ANSI lumens

3,500 ANSI lumens

4,100 ANSI lumens

4,000 ANSI lumens

4,500 ANSI lumens

5,000 ANSI lumens

700:1

800:1

800:1

1,000:1

1,100:1

1,200:1

1.3:1 Zoom with
power focus & zoom

1.3:1 Zoom with
power focus & zoom

1.3:1 Zoom with
power focus & zoom

1.3:1 Zoom with
power focus & zoom

1.3:1 Zoom with
power focus & zoom

1.3:1 Zoom with
power focus & zoom

1.62:1 – 2.12:1

1.62:1 – 2.12:1

1.8:1 – 2.4:1

1.8:1 – 2.4:1

1.8:1 – 2.4:1

1.8:1 – 2.4:1

Projection Distance

3.9’ – 32.8’

3.9’ – 32.8’

4.6’ – 48.2’

4.6’ – 47.3’

4.6’ – 48.2’

4.6’ – 48.2’

Image Size (Diagonal)

9.8’ to 16.4’

9.8’ to 16.4’

31” - 400”

31” - 400”

31” - 400”

31” - 400”

Lamp (Bulb)

250W UHP

250W UHP

275W NSH

300W NSH

300W NSH

300W NSH

Bulb Life Expectancy

2,000 hours

2,000 hours

2,000 hours

2,000 hours

2,000 hours

2,000 hours

Aspect Ratio

4:3 Full Screen

4:3 Full Screen

4:3 Full Screen

4:3 Full Screen

4:3 Full Screen

4:3 Full Screen

Screen Projection

Front and Rear

Front and Rear

Front and Rear

Front and Rear

Front and Rear

Front and Rear

Ceiling Mountable

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

±40° vertical
correction

±40° vertical
correction

±40° vertical
correction

±40° vertical
correction

±40° vertical
correction

±40° vertical
correction

Built-in Speaker (audio)

2X 2 Watt Stereo

2X 2 Watt Stereo

2X 2 Watt Stereo

2X 2 Watt Stereo

2X 2 Watt Stereo

2X 2 Watt Stereo

Controls

Wireless Remote,
Control 8 pin,
USB type B

Wireless Remote,
Control 8 pin,
USB type B

Wireless Remote,
Control 8 pin,
USB type B

Wireless Remote,
USB x1, RC Jack
PJ-NET Connection

Wireless Remote,
USB x1, RC Jack
PJ-NET Connection

Wireless Remote,
USB x1, RC Jack
PJ-NET Connection

Dimensions (HLW)

6.3 x 16.6 x 11.8”

6.3 x 16.6 x 11.8”

6.6 x 18.5 x 12.6”

6.6 x 18.5 x 12.6”

6.6 x 16.9 x 12.6”

6.6 x 16.9 x 12.6”

17.2 lbs.

17.2 lbs.

18.5 lbs.

17.4 lbs.

18.5 lbs.

20.3 lbs.

Native Resolution

Output
Terminals

Max ANSI Lumens
Contrast Ratio
Projection Lens (std.)

Throw Ratio

Keystone Correction

Weight

PLC-XT11/XT16/XP46/XP51/XP55/XP56 Replacement Lamps
Replacement Lamp for PLC-XT11/XT16 (SALPLCXT15A)...................395.95
Replacement Lamp for PLC-XP46 (SALPLCXP41) ................................395.95

Replacement Lamp for PLC-XP51/XP56 (SALPLCXP56) ...................395.95
Replacement Lamp for PLC-XP55 (SALPLCXP55) ................................399.95
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PLC-XF60 • PLC-EF60
XGA and SXGA
Large Venue Projectors
Ideal for theaters, hotels, convention halls and large events,
the PLC-XF60 (XGA, 6500 lumens) and PLC-EF60 (SXGA, 5800
lumens) are high performance projectors that are at the top
of their class in every essential presentation requirement—
image quality, operating
ease, installation flexibility and maintenance. They have a long list of features
including a mechanical shutter system to help them achieve their superb
1300:1 contrast ratio, built-in test pattern, lens setting memory, 360° tilt
angle, rigid stackable cabinet, USB memory backup and security functions.
To expand their capabilities, they have front panel slots for interface boards,
and their bayonet mount system allows you to quickly and easily change
from among ten optional lenses.
F E AT U R E S

High Performance
◆ They are equipped with XGA / SXGA+ LCD

panels with micro lenses. The two UHP
lamps combine with the industry’s most
advanced optical engine to deliver classleading brightness of 6500 lumens for the
PLC-XF60 or 5800 lumens for the PLC-EF60.

Usability
◆ A touch pad on the top of the main unit lets

you perform almost all operations available
on the remote control. You’ll find the touch
pad especially convenient when making
adjustments during system setup.
◆

◆ Mechanical shutter system helps Sanyo’s

high-performance optical system achieve its
best-in-class contrast ratio of 1300:1. This is
one more reason for the PLC-XF60/EF60’s
crisp, high-quality images.
◆

◆

◆

Progressive scan IC improves image quality,
and a Sanyo original cross-color separation
circuit helps achieve superior diagonal
resolution. Also offering 2-3 pulldown
compatibility (HDTV compatibility), they
deliver high-quality image projection from
film sources.
12-bit gamma correction control function
achieves smoother gradation characteristics
by adjusting the gradation according to the
image being input.
Supplied CD-ROM includes software for
color correction and gamma correction.
You can make precise, detailed adjustments
to assure that your projected images are of
superior quality.
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High Performance
◆

The lens position, zoom and focus settings
can be stored in memory for instant recall.
(Supports only the LNS-W04 standard Iens).

◆ A built-in test pattern lets you make precise,

detailed adjustments during setup, even
when there’s no external signal source
available. It also eliminates the need to
connect and reconnect equipment when
making adjustments with a twin-stack setup.

◆ They offer an on-screen display designed for

easier operation. With a customizable “My
Menu” function and control possible via a
USB mouse, you can get the flexibility to
handle any operating conditions.
◆

They use an RF (radio frequency) remote
control with a touch pad. Unlike conventional
infrared systems, to get a much wider
remote control range. And, compared with
units that have illuminated buttons, the
touch pad is easier to work in the dark settings where it’s difficult to see your fingertip.

◆

They feature an extremely rigid cabinet that
lets you stack one unit atop another without
special hardware. This improved rigidity
makes it easy to set up a twin projection
system or to stack a backup unit.

◆

The lens can be shifted between 10:0 and
0:10 (with the LNS-W04) vertically and
between 3:2 and 2:3 horizontally. This makes
the PLC-XF60/EF60 much easier to set up
than previous two-lamp projectors.

◆

4-digit PIN code lock prevents unauthorized
use of the projector. The optional USB
memory can also be used as a protect key.
Errors that occur in the main unit are logged
in memory. This stored information can help
reduce troubleshooting time and effort.

◆ With the Input Search function set to ON,

the PLC-XF60/EF60 automatically start input
signal search when they are turned on.
◆

A company logo mark or other image can
be captured and used as the startup image.
They can be set to display blue, black or a
custom logo when there is no input signal.

www.bhphotovideo.com

A shutter mechanism clicks into place to
block the lamp light the instant you turn
off the image. It also prevents overlapping
images when you are using several
projectors on a single screen.
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PLC-XF60 • PLC-EF60
Flexibility
◆

◆

The PLC-XF60 and PLC- EF60 can project
images while the main unit is tilted 360°
around the horizontal axis in either direction.
This gives you more setup flexibility - for
example, you can set up with the screen on
the ceiling or floor.
The optional board slots and other
connection terminals are set right on the
front panel for easy access and extra layout
flexibility. You can set up the projectors
without worrying about how much space
there is behind the unit. A terminal cover
(with strap) is also provided.

◆

The PLC-XF60/EF60 provides keystone
correction of ±20° horizontally and ±35°
vertically. Note: Horizontal keystone is
ineffective with the PLC-EF60.

◆

Sanyo offers a wide selection of optional
lenses. This lets you find the right lens for
any particular application, and it gives you
the system layout and setup flexibility you
need to handle a variety of conditions.

Easy Maintenance
◆

Air enters through a single vent on one side
and exits through a single vent on the
opposite side. This improves dust resistance.
Because there’s only one filter to replace,
maintenance is easier too.

◆

The optional Smoke Resistant Box
attaches easily for projector use in harsh
environmental conditions.

◆

An LED on the main unit lights up to
indicate when the filter needs replacement.
This helps prevent a clogged filter from
causing serious equipment problems.

◆

The bayonet-mount system lets you change
lenses quickly and easily.

◆

An optional long-life lamp offers an extended
life expectancy of about 10,000 hours.

◆

Errors that occur in the main unit are
logged in memory. Up to 50 longs can be
displayed. This stored information can help
reduce trouble-shooting time and effort.

◆

Image adjustment settings can be stored in
the optional USB memory (POA-USB01). You
can then copy the stored data to another
PLC-XF60/EF60 for use as a backup projector. You can also copy the user setting list.

Interface Board Slots
Featuring the Multi-Versatile Platform (MVP), a wide array
of connectivity options is available with the PLC-XF60
and PLC-EF60. Detachable interface panels including
inputs for HD-SDI, SD-SDI, Faroudja video processing,
DVI, 5-BNC, D-Sub15, Video Y/C and S-Video can be used
in varying combinations to meet the source input needs
for most any situation.

Detachable RGB and Component Input Board
(SAPOAMD16VD1): Has 5 BNCs for RGB and component
video, RCA x 2 for left and right audio, and Min DIN
8-pin for control ................................................................287.50
DVI Input Board (SAPOAMD18DVI): DVI with HDCP input
board, RCA x 2 for left and right audio, and Min DIN
8-pin for control................................................................309.95
Dual-SD Input Board (SAPOAMD17SDI): Standard and
High Definition SDI board with 2 BNC inputs and one
BNC output ......................................................................3749.95
Advanced Network Control Board (SAPOAMD19NET):
An Advanced Network RJ-45 control board with a SD
card slot ...............................................................................399.95

Detachable RGB and Component

DVI Input

Dual-SD

Advanced Network Control

Faroudja Video Processor

Computer Input

Faroudja Video Processor Board (SAPOAMD09VD3):
Sanyo’s Faroudja Interface Board, for use with projectors featuring the Multi Versatile
Platform (MVP), processes all incoming video signals using three Faroudja video
processing IC’s as well as Sanyo’s new IC for 3D Y/C separation. Jitter-free video
performance, improved depth perception, automatic 3:2 pulldown, the elimination of
objectionable staircase artifacts, and near-HD quality images are
the result ...........................................................................................................................................1994.95
Computer Input Board (SAPOAMD04VGA): Interface board for VGA input..................229.95

Optional Accessories
(Call for Availability)
Mounting Hardware
for Low Ceilings (POA-CHS401)
It’s external dimensions are 21.8 x 22.4 x 22.4”
(WDH), and it weighs 23.1 lbs. It offers
adjustments of ±15° vertical, ±10° horizontal
and ±10° tilt...........................................................CALL

POA-CHS401

POA-FIL140

POA-CHL401
POA-SR140

Mounting Hardware
for High Ceilings (POA-CHL401)
It’s external dimensions are 21.8 x 22.4 x 44.6”
(WDH), and it weighs 34.2 lbs. It offers
adjustments of ±15° to -40° vertical, ±10°
horizontal and ±10° tilt.....................................CALL
Replacement Filter (POA-FIL140) ...................CALL
Smoke Resistant Box (POA-SR140) ...............CALL

POA-BF140

Bumper Frame (POA-BF140) .............................CALL

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821
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PLC-XF60 • PLC-EF60
Ideal for Large Screen Applications

Conventions

Theaters and Halls

Monitor Control

Project crisp, sharp images from a variety of
sources - PCs, document cameras, VTRs and
more. With the XF60/EF60’s high output
and brightness, there's no need to dim the
room lights - so viewers can read handouts
and take notes comfortably during the
presentation. Using a PC gives you total
control over image source switching, for
easy, flexible large-screen presentations.

Use the simple blending function to input
signals from a split source separately to
two PLC-XF60 or PLC-EF60 projectors, and
display them onto a special screen as a
single image. The warp function also lets
you project images onto a curved screen.
These functions make it easy to create
impressive, high-resolution visual effects in
halls, theaters, and other large venues.

You can configure a large-screen monitor
system by using multiple XF60/EF60s in a
rear projection system to project images
onto a multi-screen display. Use it to
reproduce complex visual information,
such as network control schematics, maps,
and images from surveillance cameras.
Using a system control PC makes it easy to
operate and manage this kind of system.

Optional Lenses
Because you can choose between 11 optional
lenses, the projector can be easily customized
for any room condition. The lenses range from
an extreme wide-angle lens for large images
at short projection distances to an extreme
telephoto lenses for long distances. This way
you will always have the perfect lens on
hand and will never have to compromise.
Cost-effectiveness is increased as well because
the lenses can also be used with most other
high-end projectors from Sanyo.

Fast lens switching with the
One Touch Lens Change System
Furthermore,
with the One
Touch Lens
Change
System, it is
simple and
fast to change lenses. Simply remove the front
cover (four screws), insert the lens and then
lock it into place. The entire operation takes
just a few minutes!
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LNS-W01Z

LNS-W02Z

LNS-W03

LNS-W04

LNS-W05

45mm

52 - 68mm

30mm

58 - 76mm

36-50mm

Aperture

f/2.5

f/2.5-2.9

f/1.7-2.3

f/1.7-2.3

f2.0-2.3

Aspect Ratio

1.5:1

1.8 – 2.3:1

1.0:1

2.0 - 2.6:1

1.2 – 1.7:1

Lens
Focal Length

Diameter

175mm

114mm

175mm

122mm

122mm

Zoom

Fixed

Powered (1.3x)

Fixed

Powered (1.3x)

Powered (1.4x)

Focus

Manual

Powered

Manual

Powered

Powered

B&H #

SALNSW01Z

SALNSW02Z

SALNSW03

SALNSW04

SALNSW05

Price

$2,398.50

$2,423.50

$3,131.95

$2,299.95

$2,483.95

Lens

LNS-S02Z

LNS-S03

LNS-M01Z

LNS-T01Z

LNS-T02

LNS-T03

Focal Length

76 – 98mm

97 – 131mm

125 – 162mm

253mm

158 – 221mm

224 - 325mm

2.0 – 2.3

1.7 – 2.6

2.0 – 2.6

2

2.0 – 2.8

2.2 – 2.5

2.6 – 3.3:1

3.3 – 4.5:1

4.5 – 5.8:1

8.9:1

5.6 – 8.0:1

8.1 – 11.6:1

116mm

137mm

95mm

158mm

130mm

169mm

Powered (1.3x)

Powered (1.3x)

Powered (1.3x)

Fixed

Powered (1.4x)

Manual

Aperture
Aspect Ratio
Diameter
Zoom
Focus

Powered

Powered

Powered

Manual

Powered

Manual

B&H #

SALNSS02Z

SALNSS03

SALNSM01Z

SALNST01Z

SALNST02

SALNST03

Price

$919.95

$1,664.50

$1,513.95

$2,329.95

$2,349.95

$9,499.95

www.bhphotovideo.com
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PLC-XF60 • PLC-EF60
Warp and Blending
Whether for POS or art installations,
the preinstalled Warp & Blending
board opens up a whole new range of
creative possibilities. It connects the
DVI-D and a RS-232 cable, which
allow the image to be projected on
a spherical and curvature screen
correctly by applying the specific PC
application software.

Native Resolution

PLC-XF60

PLC-EF60

XGA (1024 x 768)

SXGA+ (1400 x 1050)

System

3-color LCD shutter projection system

Optics

Dichroic mirror separation/prism synthesis system

Panel Size

1.4” x3, 4:3 aspect ratio

LCD System
Number of Pixels

Polysilicon active matrix TFT
2,359,296 pixels:
786,432 (1024 x 768) x 3

4,410,000 pixels:
1,470,000 (1400 x 1050) x 3

300W UHP x2

300W UHP x2

30 to 500” diagonally

30 to 500” diagonally

Full color (1,070 million colors)

Full color (1,070 million colors)

6,500 lumens

5,800 lumens

Contrast Ratio

1,300:1 (full on/full off )

1,300:1 (full on/full off )

Audio output

3 W + 3 W (stereo)

3 W + 3 W (stereo)

Lamp
Projection Size
Color Reproduction
Brightness

Scanning Frequency
Resolution RGB

H-sync: 15–120 kHz, V-sync: 48–120 Hz, Dot clock: 230 MHz or less
1,024 x 768 dots (Dot resizing for
1,600 x 1,200 – 1,280 x 1,024)

Computer Compatibility

Warp:
Corrects and projects image on spherical
screen. Provides spherical, horizontal and
vertical curvature, and keystone correction.

Color System
Input Terminals

1,400 x 1,050 dots (Dot resizing for
1,600 x 1,200)

UXGA/SXGA/XGA/SVGA/VGA/Mac
PAL/SECAM/NTSC/NTSC 4.43/PAL-M/PAL-N
Input 1: Image: DVI-D x1 (HDCP compatible), mini D-sub 15-pin x1;
Audio: Stereo mini jack x1
Input 2: Image: BNC x5 (RGBHV/YCbCr/Video); Audio: Stereo mini jack x1

Blending:
Blending is used when you want to project
several images together with the overlapped
portion blended and projected naturally.
It can perform two types of blending; either
2 or 16 steps, and it can be overlapped from 4
directions; up, down, left and right.

Input 3: Image: RCA x3 (YCrCb/Video), S-Video x1; Audio: RCA x2 (R/L (mono))
Input 4: MVP slot 1 (Warp & blending board installed);
Image: DVI-D x 1, Serial port: D-sub 9-pin x 2 (in/out)
Input 5: Open
Output Terminals

Image: Mini D-sub 15-pin x1 (analog RGB)

Communication
Terminals

USB port: Type A x1, type B x1; Serial port: D-sub 9-pin x 2 (in/out);
Wired remote jack: Stereo mini jack x1

Fan Noise
Power supply

AC 100–240 V, 50/60 Hz, auto voltage

AC 100–240 V, 50/60 Hz, auto voltage

Power consumption

900 W

900 W

Dimensions (WHD)

20.4 x 9.9 x 23.9”

20.4 x 9.9 x 23.9”

54.3 lbs (without lens)

54.3 lbs (without lens)

Weight
Standard Accessories

Warp and Blending:
Blending could be set up at the same time as
Warp, so that it makes blending on curvature
surface possible in addition to blending on a
horizontal screen.

39 dB (Eco mode)

Owner’s manual, warranty card, AC power cord (3m, x1),
wired remote control cable (x1), wireless/wired remote control (x1),
AA-size dry batteries (x2) supplied), PIN code label,
DVI cable (x1), VGA cable (x1), lens attachment (x1),
light shield (x2), application software CD-ROM, dust cover

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821
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PLC-XF31 • PLC-XF35 • PLC-EF31
5200/6500 Lumens XGA and 5800 Lumens SXGA
Large Venue Projectors
Ideal for large conference rooms and halls Sanyo’s ground
breaking range of large venue projectors combine high
luminance and picture quality with full scalability.
Manufactured to the very highest standards, they offer
extremely high levels of brightness designed for for a
variety of high-end applications including seminars,
conferences, classrooms with large-screen viewing
facilities, and video displays at events. They enable
presentations that demand the attention of those present
and leave a vivid impression through the synergistic effect of the presenter’s
oral explanation combined with a dynamic rendering of presentation content on-screen through an ensemble of
animation effects. Highly appealing presentations can put together at will to consist not only of PC generated materials
but also elements of video and website content as well. Seminars and conferences can proceed smoothly, while paper
and labor that would usually be expended in distributing detailed materials to attendees are also saved.
F E AT U R E S

High Intensity Projection
◆ Each employs a multi-lamp optical system

High Quality Pictures
Progressive scan IC enhances image quality.
Also, a circuit for cross-color separation gives
moving images a more natural and beautiful
diagonal resolution. Full compatibility with
2-3 pull-down (except the PCL-EF31) and
HDTV signals (1080i) also assures superb
quality when projecting film sources.

◆

3D Automatic Uniformity Correction Control
(AUCC) provides precise compensation at a
total of 7,425 points. Compared with
conventional systems, this is more than ten
times the control over lack of brightness
conformity color problems. The result is
smoother, more natural gradation.

◆

Crosstalk canceller eliminates the problem
of ghosting on images, and reduces signal
interference between the drive circuits on
the LCD panels. Line/dot inversion reduces
signal interference between pixels.

◆

◆

High-contrast optical system is used to
produce a breakthrough 1,100:1 contrast
ratio. The 10-bit digital gamma correction
control function allows smoother gradation
characteristics and controls gradation
reproduction according to images input.

They have three 3D digital circuits: a 3D
digital progressive circuit for I/P conversion
of 1080i signals; a 3D digital Y/C separation
circuit to increase resolution and reduce
noise; a 3D digital noise reduction circuit for
reproducing flicker-free, vivid images.

◆

Real Color Manager makes it easy to adjust
white balance and gamma curve adjustments:
simply compare the projected images from
the enclosed CD with the images on the
enclosed photo sheet. You can view the
image as you adjust the settings, to attain
faithful color reproduction in any projection
environment. Also responds to professional
needs by allowing precise color settings
using the gamma curve for each RGB color.
Once settings are correct, store them on a
PC retrieve them and later for easy set-up.

that provides high intensity projection.
The PLC-XF31 has two UHP lamps and
delivers 5,000 lumens, the XF35 delivers
6,500 lumens, and the EF31, 7700 lumens.
By stacking two units, more powerful
projection with doubled intensity is possible.
◆

◆

To meet the demands of professional
presentation applications including
CAD/CAM, design drawings on workstations
or HDTV images the PLC-XF31/35 offers real
1024 x 768 XGA resolution; the PLC-EF31
steps up with SXGA (1600 x 1200) to provide
sharp and crisp, high-definition images.
They offer two lighting modes:
a high-brightness mode which has all lamps
turned on; and an economy mode which
doubles the amount of usable time. Simply
select the mode best suited for a particular
environment. If one lamp is accidentally
turned off when used in the high-brightness
mode, the system automatically switches
over to the economy mode. This fail safe
function prevents a presentation from being
interrupted.
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High Precision

◆

◆

They make use of the intelligent sharpness
controller sharpen the detail of areas other
than areas with steep image signals such as
ruled lines and characters that are often
prone to generate bright lines. Irrespective
of the input mode for RGB/video, the
controller delivers clearer, sharper images.

www.bhphotovideo.com
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PLC-XF31 • PLC-XF35 • PLC-EF31
Installation Flexibility
◆

◆

Power-driven lens shift function (up/down
only) allows the user to move the projection
screen about without lifting the main unit.
This function is especially effective for projection with two units stacked.
Each has slots to accommodate input/output interface boards, such as video boards
and RGB boards. The RS-232C terminals
including cross-through output terminals as
well as input terminals, can be controlled by
external devices for easily and flexibly configuring an ideal system for each user.

RealColorManager
RealColorManager is
an application software
which enables the
adjustment of the
projector by comparing
the projected color
chart with the printed
color chart.

Applications
RealColorManager includes
3 types of applications:
Gamma Correction, CS-ProfileCard
Advance and CS-ProfileCard Standard
are the applications, which enables the
adjustment of projector.

◆

Digital ±35° keystone correction to
compensate for keystone distortions.

◆

Adding the optional network board gives
you greater control over operational settings
and remote management than you get with
an RS-232C interface.

Gamma Correction
(Video mode, Computer mode)
Gamma Correction enables you to adjust
the RGB graph’s numerical value of each
color by itself - or 3 colors at once. The
data of the adjustment may be sent to
and set up in the projector.

◆

Eight different user-replaceable lenses,
from short-fixed to long-fixed types, are
optionally available. It is easy to exchange
a lens. Simply mount the optional lens in
the supplied adapter, and screw the adapter
in place.

◆

Rear and hanging projection capability

CS-Profile Advance

CS-Profile Standard

◆

RS-232C self-diagnostic function.

(Computer mode only)

(Computer mode only)

◆

Power management function automatically
turns the power off when no signals are
entered. On-Start function allows quick projection simply by switching the system on.

CS-ProfileCard Advance enables you
to adjust the projector’s screen color
by comparing the projected color
chart with the printed color chart and
operating the gamma-adjustment.

CS-ProfileCard Standard enables you
to adjust your projector’s screen color
by comparing the projected color
chart with the printed color chart and
selecting the suitable picture.

◆

Includes wireless/wired mouse remote
controller with built-in laserpointer (LED
indicator for laser pointer mode built-in).

◆

Many presentation support functions,
including freeze, presentation timer, No
Show and so on.

CS-Profile Advance

CS-Profile Standard

Presentation Features

◆

Built-in stereo amp and speakers (3w + 3w)

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821
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PLC-XF41 • PLC-XF45 • PLC-UF15
7700/10,000 Lumens XGA and 7700 Lumens UXGA
Large Venue Projectors
Choose the best projector for your needs. The PLC-UF15 with
1600 x 1200 UXGA resolution or PLC-XF45/XF41 featuring
1024 x 768 XGA resolution. Whichever projector you select will
more than meet your requirements, including the display of
CAD/CAM drawings, workstation design drawings or HDTV
images (digitally compressed), providing them all with sharp,
crisp definition.
Ideal for large conference rooms and halls Sanyo’s ground breaking range
of large venue projectors combine high luminance and picture quality with full scalability. Each model employs a multilamp optical system that provides high intensity projection. The PLC-XF41 and PLC-UF15 use four UHP lamps to achieve
7,700 lumens, the PLC-XF45 uses four lamps to achieve an absolutely incredible 10,000 lumens. By stacking two projector
units, more powerful projection with doubled intensity is possible.
F E AT U R E S

Same features as the
PLC-XF31 • PLC-XF35 • PLC-EF31
(previous page) except:
◆ Each employs a multi-lamp optical system

that provides high intensity projection.
The PLC-XF41 and XF-45 (XGA) use four
UHP lamps to deliver 7700 and 10,000
lumens respectively, while PLC-UF15 offers
1600 x 1200 UXGA resolution and 7700
lumens. Stack two units and achieve more
powerful projection with doubled intensity.
◆

The PLC-UF15 (only) features Sanyo’s
High-Color-Purity Optical System to boost
image beauty, while a new progressive IC
enhances viewing quality when displaying
video images.

◆

Power-driven lens shift function (up/down,
left/right allows the user to move the
projection screen about without lifting the
main unit. This function is especially effective
for projection with two units stacked.

◆

Each has slots to accommodate input/output
interface boards, such as video boards and
RGB boards. The RS-232c terminals including
cross-through output terminals as well as
input terminals, can be controlled by
external devices for easily and flexibly
configuring an ideal system for each user.
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NEW! PLC-XF46
XGA, 12,000 Lumens LCD Projector
Offering outstanding performance and reliability, the
PLC-XF46 uses three large 1.8”, 1024 x 768 pixel LCDs
to produce startling amounts of light on the big
screen – up to 12,000 lumens with 4 UHP lamps,
each producing only 300 watts of power. If two
of these lightweight (79 lbs.)
projectors are stacked and aligned together
with motorized zoom, focus and shift lenses –
they can produce a total of 24,000 lumens on
screens up to 600”.
When operated in the two-lamp mode, a single projector can still produce 6000 lumens
with an overall lamp life of more than 4000 hours (single lamp life of 2000 hours in normal
mode or 2500 hours in a lower power “Eco mode”). With four lamps, you’ll never be left
without a projected image – the XF46 can automatically switch to a long-life, low power,
“Failsafe” mode whenever a single lamp defect is detected. Plus the use of low power, low
cost UHP lamps results in overall running costs about half that of other systems in the same
high-brightness class.
The PLC-XF46’s outstanding brightness comes with a highly impressive image quality. It
provides outstanding 1200:1 contrast ratio along with naturally smooth color and grey scale
variations to produce life-like, virtual reality images on any big screen. And, unlike other
systems that need microlenses to make large amounts of light, the PLC-XF46 utilizes newly
designed, long-life Biena 4” LCDs —without microlenses. The PLC-XF46 is ideal for use in
venues that require long operating hours such as stadiums, airports or train stations –
and like other Sanyo projectors, the PLC-XF46 has almost all of the option, network and
installation features you need to seamlessly integrate the projector into your operations.
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PLC-XF31/ XF35 / EF31 / XF41 / XF45 / UF15
PLC-XF31

PLC-XF35

PLC-EF31

PLC-XF41

PLC-XF45

PLC-UF15

XGA (1024 x 768)

XGA (1024 x 768)

SXGA (1280 x 1024)

XGA (1024 x 768)

XGA (1024 x 768)

UXGA (1600 x 1200)

Display
Technology

LCD 1.8” Polysilicon
Active Matrix TFT x3

LCD 1.8” Polysilicon
TFT x3 with Micro

LCD 1.8” Polysilicon
TFT x3 with Micro

LCD 1.8” Polysilicon
Active Matrix TFT x3

LCD 1.8” Polysilicon
TFT x3 with Micro

LCD 1.8” Polysilicon
TFT x3 with Micro

Input Sources

RGB (D-sub 15, DVI),
Video (S-Video,
Composite RCA,
Component),
audio (RCA, 3.5mm)

RGB (D-sub 15, DVI),
Video (S-Video,
Composite RCA,
Component),
audio (RCA, 3.5mm)

RGB (D-sub 15, DVI),
Video (S-Video,
Composite RCA,
Component),
audio (RCA, 3.5mm)

RGB (D-sub 15, DVI),
Video (S-Video,
Composite RCA,
Component),
audio (RCA, 3.5mm)

RGB (D-sub 15, DVI),
Video (S-Video,
Composite RCA,
Component),
audio (RCA, 3.5mm)

RGB (D-sub 15, DVI),
Video (S-Video,
Composite RCA,
Component),
audio (RCA, 3.5mm)

Audio
RCA X2

—

—

—

—

Computer
Compatibility

VGA, SVGA, SXGA,
XGA, UXGA, Mac

VGA, SVGA, SXGA,
XGA, UXGA, Mac

VGA, SVGA, SXGA,
XGA, UXGA, Mac

VGA, SVGA, SXGA,
XGA, UXGA, Mac

VGA, SVGA, SXGA,
XGA, UXGA, Mac

VGA, SVGA, SXGA,
XGA, UXGA, Mac

Video
Compatibility

NTSC, PAL,
PAL M, N,
SECAM,
NTSC4.43

NTSC, PAL,
PAL M, N,
SECAM,
NTSC4.43

NTSC, PAL
PAL M, N,
SECAM,
NTSC4.43

NTSC, PAL
PAL M, N,
SECAM,
NTSC4.43

NTSC, PAL
PAL M, N,
SECAM,
NTSC4.43

NTSC, PAL
PAL M, N,
SECAM,
NTSC4.43

5,200 ANSI lumens

6,500 ANSI lumens

5,800 ANSI lumens

7,700 ANSI lumens

10,000 ANSI lumens

7,700 ANSI lumens

800:1

1,100:1

900:1

800:1

1,100:1

1,000:1

1.3:1 Zoom with
power focus & zoom

1.3:1 Zoom with
power focus & zoom

1.3:1 Zoom with
power focus & zoom

Depends on
optional lens

Depends on
optional lens

Depends on
optional lens

Throw Ratio

2.0:1 – 2.6:1

2.0:1 – 2.6:1

2.0:1 – 2.6:1

Depends on lens

Depends on lens

Depends on lens

Projection Distance

4.9’ – 107.2’

4.9’ – 107.2’

4.9’ – 107.2’

Depends on lens

Depends on lens

Depends on lens

Image Size (Diagonal)

40” - 600”

40” - 600”

40” - 600”

Depends on lens

Depends on lens

Depends on lens

Lamp (Bulb)

200W UHP

250W UHP

200W UHP

200W UHP

250W UHP x4

250W UHP x4

Bulb Life Expectancy

2,000 hours

2,000 hours

2,000 hours

2,000 hours

2,000 hours

2,000 hours

Aspect Ratio

4:3 Full Screen

4:3 (standard)

5:4 Screen
16:9 Wide Screen

4:3 (standard)

4:3 (standard)

4:3 (standard)

Screen Projection

Front and Rear

Front and Rear

Front and Rear

Front and Rear

Front and Rear

Front and Rear

Ceiling Mountable

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

±40° vertical
correction

±40° vertical
correction

±40° vertical
correction

±40° vertical
correction

±40° vertical
correction

±40° vertical
correction

2X 3 Watt Stereo

3 Watt X4

2X 3 Watt Stereo

2X 3 Watt Stereo

2X 3 Watt Stereo

2X 3 Watt Stereo

Native Resolution

Output
Terminals

Max ANSI Lumens
Contrast Ratio
Projection Lens (std.)

Keystone Correction

Built-in Speaker (audio)
Controls

Wireless Remote,
Wireless Remote,
Wireless Remote,
Wireless Remote,
Wireless Remote,
Wireless Remote,
9-pin D-sub (RS-232C) 9-pin D-sub (RS-232C) 9-pin D-sub (RS-232C) 9-pin D-sub (RS-232C) 9-pin D-sub (RS-232C) 9-pin D-sub (RS-232C)
USB Port
USB Port, Mini Jack
USB Port, Mini Jack
USB Port, Mini Jack
USB Port, Mini Jack
USB Port, Mini Jack

Power Requirements

100V - 240V

100V - 240V

100V - 240V

100V - 240V

100V - 240V

100V - 240V

Power Consumption

550 Watt

730 Watt

550 Watt

1150 Watt

1500 Watt

1500 Watt

9.1 x 23.9 x 17.3”

9.1 x 23.9 x 17.3”

9.1 x 23.9 x 17.3”

9.9 x 30.8 x 22.9”

9.9 x 30.8 x 22.9”

9.9 x 30.8 x 22.9”

50.5 lbs.

50.5 lbs.

50.5 lbs.

81.6 lbs.

81.6 lbs.

81.6 lbs.

Dimensions (HLW)
Weight

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821
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DT-100
Next-Generation
Home-Theater DLP Projector
An affordable portable projector featuring DLP technology for exceptional
levels of color and brightness, the DT-100 delivers a high-performance
home theater solution at an entry-level price point. Weighing a little
over 8 lbs. and fitting easily on a shelf, cabinet or small table, stylish,
this feature-packed projector is ideal for watching TV, viewing DVDs
or playing computer games on a big screen. When you’re done, simply
pack it all up and put it away to save space and avoid clutter.
◆

True widescreen 16:9 ED (enhanced
definition) with a resolution of 854 x 480
(WVGA) that is HDTV ( 480i, 480p, 540p,
576p, 720p, 1035i, and 1080i) compatible.

◆

High contrast ratio of 2000:1 for detailed
reproduction of images with vibrant color,
as well as high brightness of 1000 lumens.

◆

Multiple color temperature settings (5500K,
6500K, 7500K, 8500K, 9300K, 10500K) for
accurate color reproduction

◆

The DT-100 is equipped with a 6-segment
5x-Speed color wheel that minimizes
“color breaking” and provides high quality
images with accurate color reproduction.

◆

Low fan noise of 30 dB (in economy mode)
ensures that a film’s dialog and special
effects are the only sounds that you will
hear.

◆

Sealed optics protect the projector from
dust, dirt and smoke when being moved
around the home.

DT-400
High-Definition Home-Theater
DLP Projector
The stylish, feature-packed DT-400 is a high definition DLP projector ideal for
the dedicated home theater or any viewing room in the home. Utilizing the DLP HD2+
chip from Texas Instruments and with a resolution of 1280 x 720, the DT-400 boasts a 2500:1 contrast ratio and a brightness rating of 1200 lumens, delivering great pictures and details.
◆

Native 720p High Definition capability, compatible with 1080i and 720p HD signals.

◆

The projector has a 1200 lumens rating that
delivers a bright, beautiful picture.

◆

Superb 2500:1 high contrast ratio, enhances
the projectors ability to discern fine, detailed
differences between the darkest and lightest
colors and provides superior black level
reproduction.

◆

Auto Sync optimizes projected computer
images by automatically adjusting certain
characteristics.

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO

◆

1.5x powered zoom and focus simplifies
adjustments without the need for changing
the mounting position.

◆

Powered Optical Iris System instantly
changes brightness and contrast settings
with the push of a button. This allows the
greatest flexibility for varying home theater
environments.

◆ Intelligent compression and expansion

allows high quality resizing of lower and
higher resolution images to fit the projector's
native resolution.

www.bhphotovideo.com

◆

Equipped with DVI-I with HDCP (High-bandwidth Digital Content Protection) terminal to
ensure compatibility with the next-generation of high definition set-top boxes.

◆

Modify or customize the picture display
mode to enhance the input image. You can
select from four different modes: Stretch,
Side Bar, Smart Stretch and Cinema Zoom.

◆

Gamma Image quality enhancement function offers a richer image by brightening the
darker portions of the image without altering the brightness of the brighter portions.
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XR-10S • XR-10X • XR-20S • XR-20X
DLP Projectors for Education and
Business Presentations
Reliable and cost-effective, Sharp’s DLP “Educator Series” enable
presenters to deliver the right display solution for the classroom,
boardroom, lecture hall or any collaborative meeting space. Available in
four models, two XGA and two SVGA with 2000 or 2300 ANSI lumens, they
feature the latest Texas Instruments DLP technology with TrueVision (DDP200)
image processing for seamless use in educational or business presentations. The
projectors can be used in virtually any lighting
environment. Perfect for both commercial and
“home” crossover video use, the projectors display an exceptionally clear
picture with sharp resolution and high contrast ratio of 2000:1. To enhance
color accuracy, they also incorporate a 4-segment, 3x speed color wheel,
which ensures uniform images with crisp detail. On-screen interactive help
makes set-up simple and a wireless remote with built-in PC control makes
operation easy from anywhere in the room.
F E AT U R E S

High Quality

High Performance

◆ The native SVGA (XR-10S & XR-20S) and XGA

(XR-10X & XR-20X) are compatible with up to
SXGA+ (1400 x 1050) signals using Sharp’s
Intelligent ImageACE Resizing. This allows
them to easily interface with PC, Mac and
workstation computers.
◆

◆

Texas Instruments DLP technology provides
high image quality and reliability while
TrueVision DDP2000 advanced circuitry
optimizes performance.

◆ 4-segment /3-speed color wheel with

Advanced Condenser Lens Optical System,
sRGB, color temperature adjustment and
bright boost ensures enhanced color
accuracy and uniformity and clarity.
◆

High 2000:1 contrast ratio provides rich clarity

◆

2000 (XR-10S & XR-10X) lumens and 2300
(XR-20S & XR-20X) lumens ensures high
brightness for use in any conference room
or classroom setting.

◆

◆

They support DTV and HDTV formats (both
4:3 and 16:9) for connection to DVD players,
tuners and video game systems. I/P conversion and 3:2 pulldown compatibility assures
superior viewing quality from film sources.

Low Power Eco & Quiet Mode (1750 lumens
for the XR-10S & XR-10X and 2000 lumens for
(XR-20S & XR-20X) provides increased lamp
life (up to 3000 hours) for reduced cost and
noise and power consumption.
Multiple ultra quiet cooling fans, make them
the ideal choice for extended lamp life operation in classrooms, office environments,
and even home viewing. Quiet cooling
allows the audience to concentrate on your
presentation without distracting fan noise.

◆

Digital vertical keystone correction of ±13°
makes it possible to project correct-looking
images even if the projector is not directly in
front of the screen.

◆

Equipped with RS-232 port which allows the
projectors to be controlled from an external
computer. Connect to a network with the
optional AN-LS1 Ethernet to RS-232 adapter.

◆

Variable audio out allows the user to control
the audio level right from the projector. This
centralization of video and audio controls
from the projector helps in educational
applications by ensuring the technical quality of the presentation and eliminating the
fuss of separate outside audio controls.

Conveniences
◆

Short throw zoom lens projects large
images from a “short” throw distance.

◆

On-Screen Setup Guide and “Help” Function
ensures easy set up and simplified operation.

◆

Sealed optics prevents dirt and dust from
entering optical system. Minimizes maintenance cost and extends operating life.

◆

Keylock function allows you to lock the
operation buttons on the projectors

◆

They include a wireless remote with image
freeze and break timer functions - for
convenient remote control of all standard
operations. Also has forward/back
presentation control when used with
AN-MR2 remote IR receiver.

◆

Compact and lightweight design - with
full complement of inputs and outputs is
perfect for "portable" presentations, as well
as permanent installations.

◆

Portable size and weight (8.6 lbs.) make
them ideal for office, classroom and mobile
travel use.

◆

3-year parts and labor warranty which
includes Sharp’s exclusive 2-year “ER” 24-hour
turnaround express repair.

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821
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SPECIFICATIONS
DT-100

DT-400

XR-10S

XR-10X

XR-20S

XR-20X

Native Resolution

WVGA (854 x 480)

Wide (1280 x 720)

SVGA (800 x 600)

XGA (1024 x 768)

SVGA (800 x 600)

XGA (1024 x 768)

Display
Technology

DLP™ 0.53” Single
Mirror Device DMD

DLP™ 0.8” HD+ Single
Mirror Device DMD

DLP™ 0.55” DDR
Mirror Device DMD

DLP™ 0.55” DDR
Mirror Device DMD

DLP™ 0.55” DDR
Mirror Device DMD

DLP™ 0.55” DDR
Mirror Device DMD

Input Sources

RGB (15-pin D-sub),
video (S-Video
and RCA), audio
(3.5mm mini jack
RCA Stereo)

RGB (15-pin D-sub),
video (S-Video,
and RCA), audio
(3.5mm mini jack
RCA Stereo)

RGB (15-pin D-sub),
video (S-Video
and RCA), audio
(3.5mm mini jack
RCA Stereo)

RGB / (15-pin D-sub),
video (S-Video
and RCA), audio
(3.5mm mini jack
RCA Stereo)

RGB / (15-pin D-sub),
video (S-Video
and RCA), audio
(3.5mm mini jack
RCA Stereo)

RGB / (15-pin D-sub),
video (S-Video
and RCA), audio
(3.5mm mini jack
RCA Stereo)

Output
Terminals

RGB (HD-15)
audio (3.5mm Stereo)

Computer
Compatibility

SXGA+, VGA, SXGA,
WVGA, Macintosh

Video
Compatibility

RGB (HD-15)
D-Sub 15, audio Stereo D-Sub 15, audio Stereo D-Sub 15, audio Stereo D-Sub 15, audio Stereo
audio (3.5mm Stereo) VAO Variable (3.5mm) VAO Variable (3.5mm) VAO Variable (3.5mm) VAO Variable (3.5mm)
SVGA, VGA, XGA,
UXGA, Macintosh

NTSC, NTSC4.43, PAL, NTSC, NTSC4.43, PAL,
PAL-M, PAL-N, SECAM, PAL-M, PAL-N, SECAM,
DVI, HDTV (1080i,
DVI, HDTV (1080i,
575i/p, 720i/p, 480i/p) 575i/p, 720i/p, 480i/p)

Max ANSI Lumens

SVGA, VGA, XGA,
UXGA, Macintosh
NTSC, NTSC4.43, PAL,
PAL-M, PAL-N, SECAM,
DVI, HDTV (1080i,
575i/p, 720i/p, 480i/p)

SVGA, VGA, XGA,
UXGA, Macintosh

SVGA, VGA, XGA,
UXGA, Macintosh

SVGA, VGA, XGA,
UXGA, Macintosh

NTSC, NTSC4.43, PAL, NTSC, NTSC4.43, PAL, NTSC, NTSC4.43, PAL,
PAL-M, PAL-N, SECAM, PAL-M, PAL-N, SECAM, PAL-M, PAL-N, SECAM,
DVI, HDTV (1080i,
DVI, HDTV (1080i,
DVI, HDTV (1080i,
575i/p, 720i/p, 480i/p) 575i/p, 720i/p, 480i/p) 575i/p, 720i/p, 480i/p)

1,000 ANSI lumens

1,200 ANSI lumens

2,000 ANSI lumens

2,000 ANSI lumens

2,300 ANSI lumens

2,300 ANSI lumens

2,500:1

2,500:1

2,000:1

2,000:1

2,000:1

2,000:1

1.15:1 Zoom with
manual focus & zoom

1.15:1 Zoom with
power focus & zoom

1.15:1 Zoom with
manual focus & zoom

1.15:1 Zoom with
manual focus & zoom

1.15:1 Zoom with
manual focus & zoom

1.15:1 Zoom with
manual focus & zoom

Throw Ratio

1.75 – 2.0:1

1.75 – 2.0:1

1.75 – 2.0:1

1.75 – 2.0:1

1.75 – 2.0:1

1.75 – 2.0:1

Projection Distance

11.6’ to 13.4’

11.6’ to 13.4’

4.7’ to 34.3’

4.7’ to 34.3’

4.7’ to 34.3’

4.7’ to 34.3’

Image Size (Diagonal)

40” to 300”

39” to 300”

40” to 300”

39” to 300”

40” to 300”

40” to 300”

Lamp (Bulb)

275W UHP

275W UHP

275W DC

275W DC

275W DC

275W DC

Bulb Life Expectancy

3,000 hours

3,000 hours

2,000 hours

2,000 hours

2,000 hours

2,000 hours

Aspect Ratio

4:3 standard
16:9 compatible

4:3 Regular Screen
16:9 Wide Mode

4:3 (standard);
16:9 compatible

4:3 (standard);
16:9 compatible

4:3 (standard);
16:9 compatible

4:3 (standard);
16:9 compatible

Screen Projection

Front and Rear

Front and Rear

Front and Rear

Front and Rear

Front and Rear

Front and Rear

Ceiling Mountable

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Keystone Correction

±30° vertical
correction

±30° vertical
correction

±30° vertical
correction

±30° vertical
correction

±30° vertical
correction

±30° vertical
correction

Built-in Speaker (audio)

2 Watt Mono

No

2 Watt Mono

2 Watt Mono

2 Watt Mono

2 Watt Mono

Remote Control.
9-pin D-sub
connector (RS-232C)

Remote Control.
9-pin D-sub
connector (RS-232C)

Remote Control.
9-pin D-sub
connector (RS-232C)

Remote Control.
9-pin D-sub
connector (RS-232C)

Remote Control.
9-pin D-sub
connector (RS-232C)

Remote Control.
9-pin D-sub
connector (RS-232C)

Power Requirements

100V - 240V

100V - 240V

100V - 240V

100V - 240V

100V - 240V

100V - 240V

Power Consumption

350 Watt

360 Watt

350 Watt

350 Watt

350 Watt

350 Watt

4.7 x 11.6 x 12.7”

3.4 x 11.6 x 12.7”

4.7 x 11.6 x 12.4”

4.7 x 11.6 x 12.4”

4.7 x 11.6 x 12.4”

4.7 x 11.6 x 12.4”

8.6 lbs.

9.5 lbs.

8.6 lbs.

8.6 lbs.

8.6 lbs.

8.6 lbs.

Contrast Ratio
Projection Lens (std.)

Controls

Dimensions (HLW)
Weight
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PG-MB60X
Professional DLP Projector for Conference Rooms,
Boardrooms and other Mid-Sized Meeting Halls
The PG-MB60X places high performance into a featurepacked design – with the awesome advances of DLP
technology. The PG-MB60X makes presentations and
installation a pleasure with exceptionally high brightness
of 2500 lumens and low fan noise. Slim and lightweight,
the PG-MB60X incorporates a wide 1.5x power zoom/focus
lens, wireless remote with mouse control, sealed optical system
and extensive theft deterrent mounting features. The PG-MB60X also utilizes the latest DDR DLP technology with air
bearing 3x speed color wheel, assuring the highest contrast ratio, image quality and reliability – even for extended
applications. Extremely portable for business use anywhere. Weighing approximately 9 lbs. the projectors can be easily
moved from classroom to lecture hall or boardroom to meeting room.
F E AT U R E S
◆

DDR DLP Technology with Air Bearing
4-segment / 3-speed color wheel provides
superior video image quality and long life
operation.

◆

Low Power Mode extends the lamp life to
3,000 hours, and significantly reduces fan
noise and power consumption for quiet,
economical projector operation.

◆ With native XGA resolution (1024 x 768) and

◆

Slim, compact design. Perfect for permanent
installations as well as mobile presentations.
Weighing under 9 lbs., the projector can be
easily moved from classroom to lecture hall
or boardroom to meeting room.

compatibility up through SXGA+ (1400 x
1050), the PG-MB60X easily interfaces with
PC, Mac and workstation computers. Also
supports NTSC, PAL, SECAM and DTV/HDTV
formats for connection to DVD players,
tuners and video game systems.
◆
◆

◆

◆

Equipped with a 1.5X power zoom and
focus lens
2500 lumens (2000 lumens in Low-Power
“economy” Mode) ensures high brightness
for use in most any conference room or
classroom setting.
The projector includes a friendly graphical
user interface (GUI) menu screen that makes
it easy to precisely set up the projected
picture for a flawless presentation. The
on-screen interactive help and easy system
integration with multiple connectivity
options ensure simple setup and operation.
The projector incorporates extensive theft
deterrent features including Sharp’s
“through the optical block” lockdown
system, key lock function, Kensington Lock
compatibility and optional security cable for
use with ceiling mounting bracket.

◆

Remote control with wireless mouse
function offers convenient remote control
of standard operations, plus wireless mouse,
and “enlarge” and “freeze” presentation
support.

◆

Sealed optics (air filter is not required)
prevent dirt and dust from entering the
optical system. Minimizes maintenance cost
and extends operating life.

Specifications:
Display: Single 0.7” DDR DLP 12° with Air Bearing
3x Speed / 4-Segment Color Wheel.
Resolution: XGA (1024 x 768) Native up through
SXGA+ (1400 x 1050) with ImageACE Resizing
Contrast Ratio: 1200:1
Lumens Brightness: 2500 (Standard Mode);
2000 (Economy Mode)
Lens: 1.5x Power Zoom/Focus
Projection Distance (for 100” Diag. Screen):
9.8’ - 14.8’ (Throw Ratio 1.5 – 2.2)
Lamp Life: 2000 Hours (Std Mode);
3000 Hours (Eco Mode)

Fan Noise (standard / eco mode): 35dB / 30dB
Computer/RGB/Component Inputs: Two (HD15)
RGB Monitor Loop-Through Yes (HD15)
Video Inputs: S-Video , Composite (RCA) (L/R)
Audio I/O: Two audio inputs plus Line Output
(selectable Variable or Fixed) [mini connectors]
RS-232C Input: Yes (9 pin mini DIN)
LAN Connectivity: With optional AN-LS1 Ethernet
to RS-232C Interface
Dimensions: 12.2 x 4.1 x 11.3” (WHD), 8.8 lbs.
Supplied Accessories: Remote control with wireless mouse function, 10’ RGB and USB cables, case

Optional Accessories
Ceiling Mount Bracket (SHANMBCM10) ...219.95
Angle Mount Joint (SHANJT200) ..................62.95
16” Security Cable (SHANCMCSS16) ...........129.95
46” Security Cable (SHANCMCSS46) ..........144.95
10’ Video Cable (SHANC3CP)
3-RCA to 15-pin HD D-sub cable.................44.95

RS-232C Adapter (SHANA1RS)
6” cable. 9-pin DIN to 9-pin D-sub..............29.95
Wheeled Carry Case (SHANC500WCC) ......314.95
Shipping Case (SHANC500SC) ......................524.95
Ethernet to RS-232C Adapter (SHANLS1)
3.3 x 3.9 x 1.1” (WDH); it weighs 0.4 lbs ..314.95

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821
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VPL-ES3
SVGA 1500 Lumens SuperLite LCD Mobile Projector
The ultimate choice for mobile presenters looking for an all-in-one
communication tool, the VPL-ES3 is also flexible enough to serve as
a home-entertainment solution. Combining a sleek, lightweight
design with bright, crisp images for professional presentations
during the day and entertainment at home during the night, the
projector incorporates easy-to-use setup features with a bright
2000 lumens picture to deliver presentations at sales meetings,
training seminars or in the executive boardroom. High-brightness
and multimedia connectivity, including a video input, enables it to
serve as a home entertainment source. For fast, easy setup, Auto Set-Up takes the
hassle out of setup. The lens, tilt, input search, keystone and pixel are automatically adjusted with a touch of a button.
Component video input and six video modes give multiple options to connect to PCs, DVD players, game consoles and more.
The VPL-ES3 weighs just over 6 lbs. and packs into a small case for carry-on convenience. Whisper-quiet, it produces only
30dB of fan noise helping to avoid distraction during presentations. Also, Sony’s “off and go” feature allows the fan to
continue to run after the power is turned off, eliminating the wait for the projector to cool.
F E AT U R E S

High Performance
◆

Component input for connection to DVD
players and to accept HDTV signals.

◆

The VPL-ES3 has a black level adjustment
function. This mode can emphasize black
levels and has 3 settings “High”, “Low”, and
“Off”. The user can now optimize settings for
their viewing pleasure.

◆

VPL-ES3 is equipped with a zoom lens that
has a focal length of 2.3mm at 80” enabling
large sized images to be projected, even in a
limited space.

Easy Setup
◆

◆

Fan noise has been reduced by improvement
of the cooling system. The low fan noise
(33db standard mode) enables business
presentation without the disruption, or the
full enjoyment of a favorite movie.

◆

The VPL-ES3 is designed for use in a variety
of environments and includes screw holes
on the bottom plate are provided for use
with a suspension-type bracket.

◆

Compatible with NTS, NTS44.3, PAL,
PAL-M/N, PAL60 and SECAM standards. Also
compatible with HDTV (480i, 480p, 720p,
1080i) signals.

— Lens protector opens automatically
— Projector tilts to previously used angle
— Auto keystone correction is completed
— Auto input search occurs
— Smart auto Pixel Alignment (APA) is done
◆ Vertical keystone distortion of up to ±20° is

automatically corrected according to the tilt
angle. This means images can be projected
with correct geometry even when installation space is limited.
◆

◆

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO

Press the “on” button and the projector will
complete the following steps automatically,
ensuring ease of operation:

High Performance

Smart APA (Auto Pixel Alignment) function
automatically sizes and adjusts PC image
displays for optimum picture performance
allowing users to concentrate on their
presentations, rather than time-consuming
technical adjustments.
The VPL-ES3 boasts six special picture
settings, “Dynamic”, “Standard”, “Game”,
“Living”, “Cinema” and “Presentation”, to
ensure the best possible picture quality for
every application. With these settings users
can select the most suitable mode for their
purpose.

www.bhphotovideo.com

◆ Equipped with RS-232

port which allows
external control of
the projector.
◆

D-sub 15-pin monitor output lets you send
images to a computer or second projector.

◆

Variable audio out allows the user to control
the audio level right from the projector. This
centralization of video and audio controls
from the projector helps in educational
applications by ensuring the technical
quality of the presentation and eliminating
the fuss of separate outside audio controls.
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VPL-ES3
Security
◆

◆

◆

VPL-ES3 SPECIFICATIONS

Control panels on both the top and the side
of the projector can be locked, preventing
inadvertent or unauthorized use of controls.
Functionality can be switched ‘on’ or ‘off’.
Once a user sets a password, the projector
cannot be used without it. This prevents
unauthorized use of the projector. (If the
password is lost, Sony is able to retrieve it.)
It is possible to connect to an optional
security cable such as a Kensington lock.

The OSD (on-screen display) for projector
control is available in 15 languages: English,
Dutch, French, Italian, German, Spanish,
Portuguese, Russian, Swedish, Norwegian,
Japanese, Chinese (Simplified), Chinese
(Traditional), Korean, and Thai.

◆

When set to “On” in on screen menu “Power
Saving” the VPL-ES3 goes into power saving
mode if there is no operation for 10 minutes
with no signal input.

◆

Can freeze a picture when a signal from a
PC is input. During the picture freeze, the
presenter can operate the PC for setting up
the next presentation file or images.

◆

Panel
Projector Display

Up to 4x digital zoom is available which can
be controlled via the supplied Remote
Commander unit. One section of the
projected image can be zoomed in to show
details of the image.

◆

The VPL-ES3 can mute the picture and
audio temporarily. It is useful for video
presentation or class room applications.

◆

When power is switched on, the powered
lens protector opens automatically. No more
wasted time looking for a missing lens cover;
It’s always on the projector.

3 LCD panels, 1 lens projection system
Super high aperture 0.63”; TFT LCD 1,440,000 pixels (480,000 pixels x 3)
LCD 1.3” TFT (Thin Film Transistor) Polysilicon Type x3 with Micro Lens Array

Lens

1.2x Zoom; 18.8 - 22.6mm f/1.6 - 1.94

Lamp

165W

Lamp Life

2000H (lamp mode high); 3000H (lamp mode standard)

Screen Size
Light Output

Conveniences
◆

Projection System

40” to 300” (measured diagonally)
2000 ANSI lm (lamp mode high); (Standard: approximately 1500 ANSI lm)

Contrast

300:1

Color System

NTSC3.58, PAL, SECAM, NTSC4.43, PAL-M, PAL-N, PAL60

Resolution

RGB: 800 x 600; Video: 500 TV lines

Computer Signals
Video Signals

fH: 19-92kHz, fV: 48-92Hz up to SXGA+
15kHz RGB/Component 50/60Hz; Progressive Component 50/60Hz;
DTV (480/60i, 575/50i, 1080/60i, 480/60p, 575/50p, 1080/50i, 720/60p, 720/50p)
Composite video, Y/C video

Speaker

Mono 1w (max.) x 1

Power Requirements

AC 100 to 240V, 50/60Hz

Power Consumption

220w max; 10w standby

Fan Noise

29 dB (lamp mode standard); (36 dB when the lamp mode is high)

Dimensions (WHD)

12.1 x 3.9 x 9.9” (without projecting parts)

Weight

6.39 lbs.

OSD (language)

15 - language (English, French, German, Italian,
Spanish, Portuguese, Japanese, Chinese (Simplified/Traditional),
Korean, Russian, Dutch, Norwegian, Swedish, Thai)

Inputs

RGB/Component - HD D-sub 15 pin x 1; S-Video - Mini DIN 4 pin x 1;
Composite - RCA pin x 1; Audio - Stereo mini x 1

Outputs

RGB - HD D-sub 15 pin x 1; Audio - Variable audio out

Remote In/Out

RS232C - D sub 9-pin

Supplied
Accessories

◆

Offers power tilt adjustment, with a simple
push of the button the angle of the unit, relative to the screen can be adjusted.

◆

Supplied accessories include remote control,
carrying case and security label.

Remote Commander; CR2025 lithium battery; HD D-sub 15-pin cable,
Carrying case and Security label; Operating Instructions (CD-ROM);
Quick reference manual and Safety regulations

The VPL-ES3 is available
in Black (SOVPLES3B) or
White (SOVPLES3W) color.

VPL-ES3 Accessories
Replacement Lamp (SOLMPC162) ............389.95

Mounting Bracket (SOPAM100).................194.95

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821
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VPL-CS20A • VPL-CX20A
Ultra-Portable SVGA and XGA 2000 Lumens Projectors
The VPL-CS20A (SVGA) and VPL-CX20A (XGA) are highly portable
and compact projectors, each with a brightness of 2000
lumens. Weighing just 4.2 lbs and a little more than
2” tall, they are among the lightest LCD projectors
currently available and among the brightest in
the sub-5-pound category. The VPL-CX20A offers
exceptional picture quality to enhance presentations,
while the VPL-CS20A is perfect for showing video content
or presentations. Both feature advanced intelligent auto setup with
auto-focus functionality, as well as a short focal length lens that allows full-size images even in cramped meeting rooms.
The projectors use a 3-LCD panel system to produce natural and bright images. The image reproduced is gentle on the
eyes without causing color break-up, also known as the “rainbow effect”. 3-LCD technology’s full light processing allows
for high light efficiency but also true expression of intermediate colors so users can enjoy lifelike reproduction of dark and
shadow sections. Other features include a password-authentication system, control panel key lock, security lock, and
multi-scan converter capability for accepting a variety of inputs. For convenience, they offer selectable lamp wattage,
on-screen multi-language set-up menu, and freeze and digital zoom functions.
F E AT U R E S

High Quality
◆ These high-quality projectors are truly

Intelligent Auto Setup
◆ With Automatic Setup you just plug them in

portable - they are ideal for field sales staff,
trainers and others who are always on the
move. Slim, attractive units, they slip easily
into a computer bag.

and turn them on - the projector raises,
keystone corrects, auto focuses, and locates
the input - all automatically - so you can
concentrate on the presentation!

◆

No need to turn out the lights! The
VPL-CS20A and VPL-CX20A deliver 2000
ANSI lumens - bright enough to be clearly
seen in normal room lighting. Your listeners
can take notes and follow along with your
handouts.

◆

Smart APA automatically sizes and adjusts
the display for optimum picture performance, whatever the input signal.

— Powered tilt adjuster sets the projectors
height to the previous setting which is
stored in memory. The shooting angle can
be set using the power-operated tilt
adjuster via keys on the body or the
supplied Remote Commander. The new
setting is retained in memory and instantly
recalled the next time the projector is used.

Short Focal Length Lens
The short focal-length lens enables a large
screen size from a short throwing distance.
An 80” image can be projected from a distance
of 7.5’. Viewable area, measured diagonally.
The projection size that can be adjusted with
the automatic focus adjustment is from 40”
up to 150”.

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO

High Performance
◆

Built-in scan converter allow them to accept
composite and S-Video or RGB video signals.
They are also compatible with HDTV (480p,
720p, 1080i) signals, as well as NTSC, PAL,
SECAM , NTSC4.43, PAL-M, PAL-N and PAL 60.

◆

They are equipped with Off & Go feature
that lets you to keep moving. It allows you
to unplug the projector without waiting for
the projector to cool down. A built in
circuit allows the cooling fan to continue
running even when the power is cut.

◆

“Freeze” function allows you to freeze-frame
a presentation on the projector, allowing
the audience to see only that slide, while
you toggle your document on your PC
desktop. When you are ready, you simply
depress the freeze function and the
audience is none the wiser.

◆

Their On-Screen Display for projector
control is available in 15 languages:
English, Dutch, French, Italian, German,
Spanish, Portuguese, Russian, Swedish,
Norwegian, Japanese, Chinese (Simplified),
Chinese (Traditional), Korean, and Thai.

— Vertical keystone distortion is automatically
corrected according to the tilt angle up to
15°. This means images can be projected
with correct geometry even when
installation space is limited.
— The focus is adjusted automatically by the
built-in auto focus module.
— They automatically check input connectors
and select the one to to which an input
signal is supplied. Images are projected
from the moment the power is turned on.

www.bhphotovideo.com
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VPL-CX20A • VPL-CX20A
Conveniences
◆

Do you want to emphasize a point in your
presentation? The Digital Zoom feature of
the VPL-CS20A and VPL-CX20A allows any
designated section of the projected image
to be zoomed in up to 4x larger.

◆

You can mute the picture and audio
temporarily. It is useful for video presentation
or class discussions.

◆

As the lens protector is always settled on the
projector, there is no need to detach the
cover before turning on the power.

◆

Fan noise has been reduced by improvement
of the cooling system

◆

When set to “On” in on screen menu “Power
Saving” they go into power saving mode if
there is no operation for 10 minutes with no
signal input.

VPL-CS20A

VPL-CX20A

SVGA (800 x 600)

XGA (1024 x 768)

0.63” LCD Panel
Active Matrix TFT x3

0.63” LCD Panel
Active Matrix TFT x3

RGB (15-pin D-sub),
video (S-Video and RCA),
audio (3.5mm Stereo mini jack)

RGB (15-pin D-sub),
video (S-Video and RCA),
audio (3.5mm Stereo mini jack)

Computer
Compatibility

SXGA, SVGA, VGA,
UXGA, Macintosh

SXGA, SVGA, VGA,
UXGA, Macintosh

Video
Compatibility

NTSC, PAL, SECAM,
SDTV (480i, 480p, 576i)
HDTV (750p, 1125i)

NTSC, PAL, SECAM,
SDTV (480i, 480p, 576i)
HDTV (750p, 1125i)

2,000 ANSI lumens

2,000 ANSI lumens

300:1

300:1

1.2:1 Zoom with
power focus & zoom

1.2:1 Zoom with
power focus & zoom

1.8:1

1.8:1

Projection Distance

4.8’ to 24.3’

4.8’ to 24.3’

Image Size (Diagonal)

40” – 300”

40” – 300”

Lamp (Bulb)

165W UHP

165W UHP

Bulb Life Expectancy

3,000 hours

3,000 hours

Aspect Ratio

4:3 (standard)
16:9 compatible

4:3 (standard)

Screen Projection

Front and Rear

Front and Rear

Ceiling Mountable

No

No

Keystone Correction

±15° vertical
Correction

±15° vertical
Correction

Built-in Speaker (audio)

1 Watt Mono

1 Watt Mono

Power Requirements

100V - 240V

100V - 240V

Power Consumption

220 Watt

220 Watt

2 x 8.3 x 10.75”

2 x 8.3 x 10.75”

4.2 lbs.

4.2 lbs.

Native Resolution
Display
Technology
Input Sources

Max ANSI Lumens
Contrast Ratio
Projection Lens (std.)

Throw Ratio

Anti-Theft Features
◆

Highly portable could mean easily lost, but
Sony built in features to protect you.

– Password protection prevents unauthorized
usage. Once a user sets a password, the
projector cannot be used without it.
– The control panels on both the top and the
side of the projectors can be locked,
preventing inadvertent or unauthorized
adjustments.
– There’s even a Kensington style lock port for
physical locking with an optional security
cable such as Kensington’s.

Dimensions (HLW)

Supplied Accessories
◆

Includes RM-PJ3 Remote Commander, HD
D-sub 15-pin cable, AV Connecting Adapter,
Carrying Case, Security Label, 2-pole AC
power cord

Weight

Advanced Intelligent Auto Setup

Optional Accessories
Replacement Lamp (SOLMPC162) ............389.95
Presentation Kit (RM-PJPK1)...........................CALL
Signal Cable (SMF-402): HD D-sub 15-pin
(male) to 3 x pin (male) ...................................CALL

Enjoy one-stop, automated setups for your projector. Using this feature, you can save your preferred settings in
the memory for easy recall anytime. Simply switch on the projector and start presenting immediately - so you can
concentrate more on your presentation and less on preparation.

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821
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VPL-CX70 • VPL-CX76
2000 and 2500 Lumens XGA Projectors
Designed to eliminate set-up hassles while offering an intelligent
network solution for businesses, the VPL-CX70 and VPL-CX76
take the stress out of technology with easy to use features.
Weighing just over 6 lbs. the portable VPL-CX70 can easily
be transported between meeting rooms for inner office use.
It features three LCD panels with one lens projection,
producing 2000 lumens and a 10-12’ throw distance. With
a sleek design and intelligent set-up that automatically performs
keystone correction (vertical and horizontal), the VPL-CX70 is simple
to turn on and operate, with the power to deliver crisp clear, business presentations.
Very similar, the VPL-CX76 steps up with 2500 lumens for superior image quality. It is also equipped with a wireless
transmission and control system, so presentations can be delivered wirelessly through an 802.11b/g wireless network
card—no more cable clutter. It also allows the projector to be connected to a centralized information sharing point.
Last, the projector has Memory Stick flash media capabilities, giving users the option of delivering their presentations
without having to connect to a PC.
F E AT U R E S

High Quality
◆ Adopting Sony’s original virtual light system

with super high aperture liquid crystal panel
and bright 165W UHP lamp, they accomplish
best-in-class brightness. Outstanding image
quality is assured, even in bright rooms.
◆

◆

Employing Sony’s exclusive Virtual Lighting
Source System with 0.79” LCD panels, the
VPL-CX70 delivers an impressive 2000
lumens. The addition of a micro-lens
assembly in the VPL-CX76 allows it to deliver
a very powerful 2500 lumens.
In addition to vertical correction, ±20° Side
Shot digital horizontal keystone adjustment
effortlessly aligns the picture and provides
the convenience of placing the projector
off-center to the center of the screen.
Flexible installation when space is an issue.

Flexible Installation
◆

◆

They can be tilted upwards or downwards
by up to 90°, making them ideal for rearprojection applications.
They can be ceiling mounted or used for
rear projection. Screw holes on the bottom
plate are provided for use with a suspensiontype bracket.

presentation, their 4x digital zoom allows
any designated section of the projected
image to be zoomed in up to 4x larger.
◆

They incorporate a built-in circuit that
continues to run its cooling fan after the
power is cut. Known as Off & Go, this feature
allows you to unplug the projector and carry
it away without waiting, because the fan
continues to cool the unit.

◆

The VPL-CX70 and CX76 are incredibly quiet
projectors. The latest in noise modeling
techniques have been used to achieve
whisper-quiet fan noise via low turbulence
air flow paths. A custom designed low speed
fan system further reduces noise without
sacrificing cooling capacity.

◆

A short focal-length lens that enables a large
screen size from a short throwing distance.
An 80” image can be projected from as close
as 8.5’. This is invaluable when room space
is limited, but a dynamic
presentation is needed. In
addition, power focus and
zoom are easily controlled from
the supplied remote control.

◆ They have a built-in scan converter that

allows them to accept computer signals
ranging from VGA up SXGA (1400 x 1050).
USB input is also available for wireless
mouse control. For video, they accept
composite, S-Video, and RGB/component
signals. They are compatible with NTSC, PAL,
SECAM, NTSC4.43, PAL-M/N, PAL60 video
standards. They are also HDTV (480i, 575i,
480p, 575p 720p, 1080i) compatible.

Innovative Style and Portable
The VPL-CX70 and VPL-CX76 set the standard in visual styling with their simple and
elegant external design. With just the buttons most commonly used located on a sleek
top panel, their overall appearance is flat and smooth, making them both attractive and
easy to carry. Other buttons and the connectors are concealed behind a cover when they
are not being used, adding to their smart appearance.

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO

High Performance
◆ If you want to emphasize a point in your
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VPL-CX70 • VPL-CX76
Conveniences
◆

The VPL-CX70 and VPL-CX76 are supplied
with the RMPJM17 full function IR Remote
Commander, providing complete set up and
operational control. The VPL-CX76 is also
supplied with the RM-PJP1, a very stylish,
simple controller for delivering presentations with the Air Shot Wireless feature, and
incorporates a laser pointer.

◆

Standby power consumption of less than
0.5 watts is achieved, making them highly
eco-friendly projectors.

◆

They can mute the picture and audio
temporarily, which is very useful for video
presentation or class.

Intelligent Auto Setup with Auto Focus
Sony's advanced menu of Advanced Intelligent Auto Set-up functions - Auto Lens,
Auto Tilt, Auto Input Search, Auto Keystone Correction, Auto Pixel Alignment and Auto
Focus - enable each function to be initiated as soon as the user turns on the projector.
1) Power Lens Protector
When power is switched on, the powered
lens protector opens automatically. No
more wasted time looking for a missing
lens cover; it’s always on the projector.
When in use, it hides behind the cabinet
automatically.
2) Powered Tilt Adjuster
Projector angle can be set using the
power-operated tilt adjuster via the
supplied remote commander. The new
setting is stored in memory and is
instantly returned to the position the
next time the projector is turned on.

◆ Control panels on both the top and the side

of the projector can be locked, preventing
inadvertent or unauthorized adjustment of
the controls.
◆

The projectors can be password protected.
Once you set a password, they can’t be
used without first entering the password,
which prevents unauthorized use and
theft. A security password sticker comes
with the projectors.

◆

It is also possible to connect them to an
optional security cable such as Kensington’s.

◆

The On-Screen Display for projector control
is available in thirteen languages: English,
Dutch, French, Italian, German, Spanish,
Portuguese, Russian, Swedish, Norwegian,
Japanese, Chinese, and Korean. Its position
and color can be altered, depending on user
preferences.

◆

Lamp wattage is selectable between 165w
and 135w in the menu.

◆

They can be set to go into “power saving”
mode if there is no operation for 10 minutes
with no signal input.

3) Auto Keystone Correction
Vertical keystone distortion is automatically corrected according to the tilt angle.
Keystone distortion can be corrected by
±30°, so images can be projected with the
correct geometry even when installation
space is limited.

Optional Accessories
Replacement Lamp (SOLMPC161) ..............364.95
HD D-Sub 15-Pin Cable (SMF402) ................CALL
Mounting Bracket (SOPAM100) ..................194.95

5) Smart APA (Auto Pixel Alignment)
The Smart APA function automatically
sizes and adjusts the PC image for
optimum picture performance allowing
users to concentrate on their presentations, rather than time-consuming
technical adjustments.
6) Auto Input Search
Auto Input Search checks the projector’s
input connectors and automatically
selects the input with a supplied signal.
Your image is projected form the moment
you turn the projector on.

Air Shot Wireless and PC-Less Presentations (VPL-CX76 Only)
◆

The VPL-CX76 features Sony’s Air Shot wireless transmission function, which
eliminates the need for cable connections between a computer and
the projector. This convenient feature makes it easy to switch
presentations from one person to another— the presenter
simply passes a USB wireless LAN module to the next presenter.
It also allows mobility between a computer and the projector,
so that you can pick up your computer and walk to another part of
the room without fumbling with a cable.

◆

Up to five VPL-CX76’s can be connected wirelessly, with the image from a single PC projected
on each. This is ideal for large venues in which images have to be projected from various locations. In any of the various Air Shot configurations, including Simple Mode, LAN configuration,
and multi-connection configuration, all VPL-CX76’s can be accessed via a web browser. Monitor
and control projector status over the network using the built-in web server and SNMP
compliance for vastly simplified service and maintenance in multi-projector installations

◆

Photos and video clips can be run right from the VPL-CX76 using standard or duo-sized
Memory Stick media. This means there is no need for a PC. The system can directly project
JPEG, including digital photo (DCF standard) and MPEG1 movie formats. Projected images can
be directly controlled with the RM-PJM17 Remote Commander. PowerPoint presentations,
BMP, and TIFF files can also be projected by converting them to JPEG files, using the supplied
Projector Station for Presentation software application, and saving them to a Memory Stick.

◆ The have a “Freeze” function that allows the

presenter to freeze-frame their presentation
on the projector, allowing the audience to
see only that slide, while the presenter can
successfully toggle their documents on the
PC desktop. When ready, the presenter can
depress the freeze function and the audience
is non the wiser!

4) Auto Focus
Focus is adjusted automatically by the
built-in Auto Focus system when the
projector is turned on. That means you
won’t waste time waiting for the picture
to be displayed and then adjusting the
focus. Auto focus can be adjusted up to
40” up to 150”.

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821
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VPL-CX80 • VPL-CX86
3000 Lumens XGA Projectors
The VPL-CX80 and VPL-CX85 are state-of-the-art, compact projectors
that boast an incredible brightness of 3000 lumens by adopting a
0.79” LCD panel and advanced optical technology. These XGA
(1024 x 768) projectors come in a compact and stylish design
that is suitable for almost every environment, including high
ambient-light conditions. Clear presentations can be made in
classrooms and meeting rooms with an a capacity of up to 50
people. They are a easy to set up using the Intelligent Auto Setup
feature that instantly readies your projector for use at the push of a button. Their Side
Shot feature allows you to place them off-axis from the center of the screen. Furthermore, with a cooling system and fan
based on the latest technology used in consumer projectors,
they run very quietly so as not to disturb your presentations.
Otherwise the same, the VPL-CSX86 steps up with Sony’s
enhanced Air Shot technology providing 802.11b/g wireless
networking capability for even faster wireless presentation
capability. It also offers the option to deliver a presentation
without a PC using MemoryStick flash media.

Step-up features from the VPC-CX70 / VPC-CX76 (previous page)
◆

They utilize Sony‘s unique Virtual Lighting
Source System with 0.79” LCD panel and
190W lamp to reproduce bright images at
3000 lumens. There is no need to turn off
the light during the presentation or class.

◆

◆ 10-bit 3D Gamma correction circuit assures

With the HD 15-pin output, projected images
can be monitored by connecting a PC
monitor to the monitor output and placing
it in the presenter’s field of view. This allows
the presenter to face the audience for a fluid
and professional delivery.

superb gray scale and uniformity. Fine
adjustments are to be made individually
on the divided parts of the panel at the
given signal level, assuring more accurate
uniformity and control on the panel.

◆ If the lens protector does not open

◆

In addition to the Password Authentication
and Control Panel Lock, they also have a
Security Lock making it possible to
connect to an optional security cable such
as Kensingtons.

◆

◆

The VPL-CX80/86 is equipped with two HD
15-pin inputs and one HD 15-pin output
(monitor out) connector. They also have
variable audio out, so it is possible to
control its volume with the projector’s
commander.

◆ High Altitude Mode for use as high up as

5000’ to 8500’.

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO

automatically, it is possible to slide the
protector manually. In that case, the lens
protector will not be broken when opened
by hand.

◆

Lamp wattage is selectable between 190w
and 150w in the menu. When set to “High”
(190w), brightness becomes higher. When
set to “Standard (150w)”, fan noise becomes
lower. Users can select tway they prefer,
high brightness or quiet operation.
By adopting fan and designing cooling
system from home projector cooling
technology, the VPL-CX80/86 achieves low
fan noise of 28dB in standard mode. In
addition, offensive sound is reduced, thus
presentation will run very smoothly without
any disturbance.

www.bhphotovideo.com

VPL-CX86 Only
◆

Wireless connections can sometimes
introduce delays when transmitting images
to the projector. However, the VPL-CX86
employs a Sony original compression and
transmission technique allowing for smooth,
high-speed image transfer. This results in
presentations with high-quality images.

◆

The Air Shot wireless feature offers a high
level of security preventing crosscommunication between projectors and
PCs by using an encryption function, WEP
(Wired Equivalency Protection). This secure
transmission function is automatically set
even in Simple Mode.

◆

Up to five VPL-CX86 data projectors can be
connected wirelessly, with the image from a
single PC projected on each. This feature is
ideal for large venues in which images have
to be projected from various locations.

Optional Accessories
Replacement Lamp (SOLMPC161) .............364.95
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VPL-CX70/76/80/86 SPECIFICATIONS
Native Resolution
Display
Technology
Input Sources

Output
Terminals

VPL-CX70

VPL-CX76

VPL-CX80

VPL-CX86

XGA (1024 x 768)

XGA (1024 x 768)

XGA (1024 x 768)

XGA (1024 x 768)

0.79” LCD Panel Active
Matrix TFT x3 with Micro

0.79” LCD Panel Active
Matrix TFT x3 with Micro

0.79” LCD Panel
Active Matrix TFT x3

0.79” LCD Panel Active
Matrix TFT x3 with Micro

RGB (15-pin D-sub),
video (S-Video
and RCA), audio
(3.5mm mini jack)

RGB / Component (15-pin D-sub),
video (S-Video and RCA),
audio (3.5mm mini jack) 2x
USB - 4 pin USB Type B
Wireless 802.11b/g

RGB / Component (15-pin D-sub),
video (S-Video and RCA),
audio (3.5mm mini jack) 2x
USB - 4 pin USB Type B

RGB / Component (15-pin D-sub),
video (S-Video and RCA),
audio (3.5mm mini jack) 2x
USB - 4 pin USB Type B
Wireless 802.11b/g

Computer Monitor,
audio (3.5mm Stereo)

—

Computer Monitor,
audio (3.5mm Stereo)

Computer Monitor,
audio (3.5mm Stereo)

Computer
Compatibility

SVGA, VGA, XGA,
UXGA, Macintosh

SVGA, VGA, XGA,
UXGA, Macintosh

SVGA, VGA, XGA,
UXGA, Macintosh

SVGA, VGA, XGA,
UXGA, Macintosh

Video
Compatibility

NTSC, PAL, SECAM,
DVI, HDTV (1080i,
576p, 720p, 480p)

NTSC, NTSC4.43, PAL,
PAL-M, PAL-N, SECAM,
DVI, HDTV (1080i,
575i/p, 720i/p, 480i/p)

NTSC, NTSC4.43, PAL,
PAL-M, PAL-N, SECAM,

NTSC, NTSC4.43, PAL,
PAL-M, PAL-N, SECAM,
DVI, HDTV (1080i,
575i/p, 720i/p, 480i/p)

Max ANSI Lumens

2,000 ANSI lumens

2,500 ANSI lumens

3,000 ANSI lumens

3,000 ANSI lumens

350:1

350:1

350:1

350:1

1.2:1 Zoom with
power focus & zoom

1.2:1 Zoom with
power focus & zoom

1.2:1 Zoom with
power focus & zoom

1.2:1 Zoom with
power focus & zoom

Throw Ratio

1.83 – 2.27:1

1.83 – 2.27:1

1.83 – 2.27:1

1.83 – 2.27:1

Projection Distance

80" to 100"

80" to 100"

3.8’ to 29.5’

80" to 100"

Image Size (Diagonal)

40” to 300”

39” to 300”

39” to 300”

39” to 300”

Lamp (Bulb)

165W UHP

165W UHP

190W UHP

165W UHP

Bulb Life Expectancy

3,000 hours

3,000 hours

2,000 hours

2,000 hours

Aspect Ratio

4:3 (standard);
16:9 compatible

4:3 (standard);
16:9 compatible

4:3 (standard);
16:9 compatible

4:3 (standard);
16:9 compatible

Screen Projection

Front and Rear

Front and Rear

Front and Rear

Front and Rear

Ceiling Mountable

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Keystone Correction

±30° vertical
correction

±30° vertical
correction

±30° vertical
correction

±30° vertical
correction

Built-in Speaker (audio)

1 Watt Mono

1 Watt Mono

1 Watt Mono

1 Watt Mono

Remote Control.
9-pin D-sub
connector (RS-232C)

Remote Control.
USB Port
Memory Stick slot

Remote Control.
USB Port
Memory Stick slot

Remote Control.
USB Port
Memory Stick slot

Power Requirements

100V - 240V

100V - 240V

100V - 240V

100V - 240V

Power Consumption

240 Watt

240 Watt

280 Watt

240 Watt

2.75 x 9.0 x 11.25”

2.7 x 9.6 x 11.7”

3.7 x 9.6 x 12.9”

2.7 x 9.6 x 12.9”

5.8 lbs.

6.4 lbs.

8.6 lbs.

8.37 lbs.

Contrast Ratio
Projection Lens (std.)

Controls

Dimensions (HLW)
Weight

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821
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VPL-PX41
XGA 3500 Lumens Networkable Projector
The VPL-PX41 is ideal for multi-room installations in business
or educational applications where networked projectors
increase efficiency. It is packed with features designed
to meet the requirements of diverse users in corporate,
educational and rental environments. It is suited for use
as a stand-alone display, integration in larger systems
and connection to a Local Area Network (LAN).
Outputting 3500 ANSI lumens with XGA resolution it’s
bright enough to light up very large screens while the high contrast ratio ensures crisp and detailed images. The power
to clearly display images even in high ambient light conditions make it ideal for classrooms and meeting rooms.
It features native XGA resolution, can to be tilted 90° up or down, TCP/IP network control, a unique password
authentication system, and a laser pointer remote control. A variety of installation options are available through a choice
of ceiling-mount, floor-mount, or rear-projection capabilities and it can be fitted with a choice of three interchangeable
optional lenses for applications which require a shorter or longer throw distances.
It offers an array of networking functionality, such as a 10Base-T/100Base-TX Interface, Simple Network Management
Protocol (SNMP) compliance for device monitoring, and Web-based control. Users can receive e-mail notifications about
the unit’s status to make preventive maintenance and trouble-shooting easier.
F E AT U R E S

High Picture Quality
◆ With an optical system incorporating Sony

LCD panels and a 265 W UHP lamp, the
VPL-PX41 offers an outstanding brightness of
3500 ANSI lumens. This brightness
provides the power to clearly display images
even in high ambient light conditions making
it ideal for real-world display situations such
as classrooms and meeting rooms.
◆

◆

◆

Driver for the LCD panel directly accepts
digital signals; thus the projector is capable
of projecting images with high accuracy.

◆

3D Digital Gamma Correction
simultaneously provides superb gray scale
reproduction and helps to improve overall
picture uniformity.

◆

Dynamic Detail Enhancer (DDE) generates
high quality images through the Interlace /
Progressive conversion processor. Signals of
film-originated sources converted through
2-3 and 2-2 pull down are detected, resulting
in extremely accurate image reproduction.

Three .99” LCD panels provide a native
resolution of 1024 x768 (XGA) up to 1600 x
1200 (UXGA) for RGB inputs and 750 TV lines
for video, creating computer graphics and
video images with vivid detail and clarity.
High 700:1 contrast ratio results in dynamic
and captivating images. Contrast ratio
measures the difference between a
projectors brightest and darkest level.

◆

For a crisper RGB image, the VPL-PX41 is
equipped with an RGB Enhancer function.
A simple adjustment provides heightened
image quality to match any image source –
whether text, photos, or graphics.

The VPL-PX41 has a comprehensive set of
inputs and outputs including two RGB (15-pin
D-sub) inputs, a DVI-D digital input, a 5 BNC
input, four audio inputs, one monitor output
(15-pin D-sub) and one audio output.

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO
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Presentation Effectiveness
◆

Using a built-in high-performance scan
converter, it accepts a wide range of input
signals: composite S-Video, Y/R-Y/B-Y,
Y/PB/PR and RGB video, as well as analog
and digital computer signals. Extending its
potential even further, DTV signals (480i,
480p, 720p, 1080i) are also fully supported.

◆

4x digital zoom function allows users to
zoom in on any part of the projected image
during a presentation.

◆

Improve the impact and effectiveness of
presentations with stereo audio output from
the built-in stereo-speaker system.

◆

The supplied user-friendly remote-control
features a laser pointer and computer
mouse control.

◆

The VPL-PX41 can be controlled via RS-232C
and Control-S. The USB connection allows
control of a PC presentation using the
remote control supplied with the projector.

◆

Equipped with a user friendly remote control that features a laser pointer and computer mouse control. By using it and the USB
port, presenters can be free to move about
the room while making their presentation.
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VPL-PX41
Installation Flexibility
◆

The projector can be tilted up to 90° up or
down, to greatly expand the application
possibilities. Ideal for rear screen applications
where space is at a premium and where
HoloPro screens will be used.

◆

Many projectors need a cool down period or
the projector lamp may be damaged which
must be initiated by manual intervention or
via an expensive control system. However,
the VPL-PX41 can be connected to a simple
wall switch for the purposes of powering on
and off. There is no need for expensive
control systems to correctly cycle unit power.

◆

◆

◆

◆

◆

◆

Three optional lenses are available allowing
you to customize the installation. No more
“making do” - now you can get the best
results whether the situation is short-throw,
long-throw, or rear-projection.
The VPL-PX41 has a user selectable feature
which allows the projector’s use to be
password protected. Once set, no one can
turn the projector on until the proper
password has been entered.
Keystone distortion, caused when the
projection angle is not properly calibrated,
can be easily corrected within a wide
adjustment range of ±20°. The necessary
adjustmentscan be easily made via the
On-Screen Display.

◆

The network functionality of the VPL-PX41 allows the projector to be remotely controlled and
monitored from a remote location via a web-based TCP/IP SNMP compliant control system.
(SNMP is the industry standard protocol for management and maintenance of equipment on
LANs.) Functions such as power on/off can be accomplished via a LAN connection. When the
VPL-PX41 is connected to a LAN, users or administrators can check its status, control the projector and change settings via a web browser at any time, from any location. E-mail reports are
easy to set up, which will alert the user or equipment manager of any problems or errors
immediately and prevent maintenance and lamp replacement being forgotten.

◆

Up to four email addresses can be included in the email recipients’ list. These features save
time and money and ensure that any issues are noticed early, not when the projector is
switched on at the beginning of an important meeting or event.

VPL-PX41 SPECIFICATIONS
Projection System
Panel
Projection Lens
Lamp
Screen Coverage

0.99” p-Si TFT LCD with Micro Lens Array; 2,359,296 pixels (786,432 pixels x3)
Approx.1.3x zoom lens, 37.7- 48.8mm f/1.7-2.3
265w UHP lamp; Lamp life approximately 3000 hours
40” to 300” (viewable area, measured diagonally)

Light Output

3500 ANSI lumens

Color System

NTSC3.58, PAL, SECAM, NTSC4.43, PAL-M, PAL-N, PAL60

Resolution
Computer Signals
Video Signals

The On-Screen Display (OSD) provides easy
projector control, and is available in a choice
of nine languages: English, French, Spanish,
German, Italian, Japanese, Chinese,
Portuguese, or Korean.

Dimensions (WHD)

The ‘Direct Power On/Off’ function can be
set to skip the standby mode, so that the
projector can be turned on or off using a
mains switch. A cooling fan continues to
work after the power is cut, ensuring that
the lamp is not damaged.

Outputs

The ‘Off & Go’ function is of importance to
anyone planning to move the VPL-PX41
between various rooms or locations. As the
fan continues to work after the projector is
switched off, it allows for fast tear down
after events and will protect the projector
and lamp if unplugged immediately after
use. Mobile users will be also appreciate the
built-in handle to improve portability.

3 LCD panels, 1 lens projection system

Video: 750 TV Lines, RGB: 1024 x 768 Pixels
RGB (fH: 19 to 92kHz, fV: 48 to 92Hz (Up to UXGA - fV 60Hz))
15kHz RGB/Component 50/60Hz; Progressive Component 50/60Hz;
DTV (480/60i, 575/50i, 480/60p, 575/50p, 720/60p, 720/50p,1080/60i,1080/50i),
Composite video, Y/C video
16 5⁄8 x 5 x 12 1⁄2”

Weight

17 lbs. 4 oz.

Inputs

HD-15-pin x2; 5 BNC for RGBHV or RGB x5; DVI-D x1; Mini Audio x2;
S-Video x1; Composite A/V - RCA x1
Computer Monitor x1; Mini Audio x1

Optional Accessories
Three optional lenses are available allowing
huge adaptability to the requirements of
different rooms and set-up environments.

Replacement Lamp (SOLMPP260) .......479.95

1.5x Zoom Long Focus Lens (SOVPLLZM102)
1.48-1.63:1 throw ratio ...............................2199.95

Wheeled Road Case (SOVLCP40ATA)
A hard-sided case built to ATA specifications
for protection from impact and weather.
It is black, with aluminum trim, and features
a retractable handle, lockable clasps,
recessed wheels, and an internal storage
area for accessories ..................................489.95

Short Focus Lens (SOVPLLZM32)
3.35-4.9:1 throw ratio ................................2189.95

Projector Suspension Support (SOPSS610)
Ceiling mounting bracket......................289.95

Fixed Short Focus Lens (SOVPLLFM22)
For rear-projection. 0.9:1 throw ratio...2199.95

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821
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VPL-FX52
XGA 6000 Lumens Installation Projector
In auditoriums or business conferences, for seminars or school education,
the VPL-FX52 lets you captivate audiences with a new world of breathtaking image quality—high-brightness output of 6000 ANSI
lumens and high contrast of 850:1. That performance
combined with the fact that it accepts a wide range of
signals including digital signals means the VPL-FX52 can
be used everywhere from large venue to meeting room
applications. It can be mounted on a ceiling, on a floor, or
installed in a rear projection system. In addition, there are three
optional lenses available, so it has the flexibility to be used in a wide
range of environments.
The VPL-FX52 can be connected to a network and incorporated on a LAN. It can be controlled remotely via the network,
and you can receive e-mails from the projector which contain status updates. Content management includes the ability
for users to present files located anywhere on the connected network or use the on-board memory to display presentations
and files at ease with nothing but the projector's remote control unit. Seen from any angle, this beautifully designed
projector brings an elegant and stylish addition to any display environment. Its outstanding functionality – including
Sony-originated software and a networking capability – means you can show your presentations and image files from
anywhere with the same impressive ease and results.
F E AT U R E S

Inputs

High Brightness, Contrast & Resolution
◆ Using Sony’s exclusive optic design, it

outputs 6000 lumens - enough to illuminate
large screens even with harsh ambient light
conditions. The high aperture ratio, 1.3” LCD
panels, together with a Micro Lens Array,
provide significant light transmission
efficiency. Combined with a powerful 300
watt UHP lamp, it brings high-impact
images to life with stunning color fidelity.
◆ 3D digital comb filter ensures that compos-

ite video is reproduced with very little dot
crawl and cross-color errors. This enables the
faithful reproduction of fine detail especially
at the borders of objects in the video image.
◆ Dynamic Detail Enhancer

generates highquality images of outstanding clarity. For
video sources, I/P (Interlace/Progressive)
conversion is applied to project clear and
sharp progressive images. When displaying
film-originated sources, signals converted by
2-3 pull down are detected, and each frame
of the original film is accurately reproduced.

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO

◆

3LCD projection system provides high light
transmission, excellent color reproduction,
smooth gradients in dark areas, and it helps
to prevent color breakup.

◆

It accepts a wide variety of input signals,
including composite, component, S-Video,
and HDTV, as well as computer signals up
to UXGA (fV: 60Hz), expanding its systemconnection possibilities.

◆

It has a DVI-D input, to take advantage of
the standard for the direct transfer of digital
signals from a PC or a workstation. And
because the projector is equipped with five
BNC connectors, signals can be input from
sources located far away from the projector.

◆

Install the VPL-FX52 with the confidence
that it will handle virtually any signal thrown
its way. Composite video; component video;
HDTV and computer signals up to UXGA are
“spoken” fluently with the VPL-FX52.

◆

The VPL-FX52 has 44 signal presets which
will be matched automatically with input
signals. This means that the VPL-FX52 will
quickly sync and lock up to various input
signals without having you intervene.

◆ On small screens, or where ambient light can

be controlled, light output can be lowered
to 5100 lumens to extend lamp life.
◆ Direct digital XGA (1024 x 768) LCD panels

ensure sharp and clean image reproduction.
They accept digital signals directly without
conversion to analog for stunning clarity.
◆ 1000:1 contrast ratio allows it to produce

crisp images with accurate reproduction of
even the most subtle image components.
◆ 3D Gamma Correction ensures that bright-

ness and color are uniform across the entire
screen. See consistent and accurate image
reproduction down to the finest detail.
◆ RGB enhancing circuitry enhances incoming

computer data, so that graphics are displayed
with the utmost clarity and precision.

www.bhphotovideo.com
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VPL-FX52
Networking Capability

Installation Flexibility
◆

Easy to use and comfortable to hold, the
included RM-PJM17 Remote Control is a
presenters best friend. Offers complete
projector control, wireless computer mouse
control, and a laser pointer.

Because the VPL-FX52 is equipped with an Ethernet interface and complies with TCP/IP
protocols, a number of network- based functions can be performed. Using a web browser,
the projector’s current status can, for example, be verified and simple settings can be checked
and altered. The system can even be set up to send automatic e-mail reports for scheduled
maintenance, including projected lamp life and error reports.

◆

A carefully designed chassis and a forward
discharge air exhaust ensure that the
meeting will be quiet and spectators will be
cool and comfortable.

◆

The VPL-FX52 can be connected (wired) to a LAN. It can be assigned an IP Address or it can
accept dynamic IP addressing. In addition, users can perform remote diagnostics on the
projector, greatly saving time and money.

◆

Using a simple Internet browser, users can access and control the projector. The interface is a
user friendly web page, but the control provided is completely professional strength.

◆

It’s easy for management staff to keep track of the VPL-FX52's performance. Either by using an
Internet browser to access the projector, or by using Sony's PJNet software, the VPL-FX52 can
report back lamp hours used, operating status and it can be programmed to alert AV managers
via an email message when it’s time for maintenance.

◆ The VPL-FX52 can be tilted up or down 90°

making it ideal for rear screen and HoloPro
screen applications.
◆ Direct Power On enables the projector to be

turned on and off via a wall switch or circuit
breaker. This is useful for environments that
do not have sophisticated control systems,
such as auditoriums and conference halls in
museums and schools.
◆

◆

Panel

Even after the projector has been mounted
or placed on a surface, powered picture
shift enables the user to change the height
of the projected image. This saves time
during setup, helps the projector blend in
to esthetically pleasing environments, and is
essential for double stacking applications.
Double stacked a pair of VPL-FX52’s will
produce an intensely bright, single image
with an amazing 12,000 lumens.

Screen Coverage

Has a 4x digital zoom which is ideal for
enlarging spreadsheets and diagrams

◆

Thanks to a special side access slot, the air
filter can be changed in seconds. No need
to remove the projector from the mount, no
screws or complicated mechanisms.

◆

◆

Projection System

Motorized zoom and focus functions allow
users to easily adjust images to the desired
settings from both the projector control
panel or supplied remote commander unit.

◆

◆

VPL-FX52 SPECIFICATIONS
3 LCD panels, 1lens projection system
1.3” TFT LCD panel with Micro Lens Array; 2,359,296 pixels (786,432 pixels x3)

Projection Lens

Approx.1.3x zoom lens, 50.8 - 64mm f/1.7-2.0

Lamp

300w UHP lamp
40” to 300” (viewable area, measured diagonally)

Light Output

6000 ANSI lumens (high lamp mode); 5100 ANSI lumens (standard lamp mode)

Color System

NTSC3.58, PAL, SECAM, NTSC4.43, PAL-M, PAL-N

Resolution
Computer Signals
Video Signals

Video: 750 TV Lines, RGB: 1024 x 768 Pixels
fH: 19 to 92KHz, fV: 48 to 92Hz (up to UXGA 60Hz)
15k RGB 50/60Hz, Progressive Component 50/60Hz;
DTV (480/60i, 575/50i, 480/60p, 575/50p, 1080/50i, 720/60p, 720/50p, 540/60p),
Composite video, Y/C video

Dimensions (WHD)

Keystone correction of up to ±20° can be
digitally corrected via the OSD. This enables
detailed images to be projected with their
correct geometry, even when installation
space is limited.
Projector functions can be controlled via
on-screen menu available in any of nine different languages.
With Smart APA (Auto Pixel Alignment) getting the most out of a projector has never
been easier. Simply press one button, and
the VPL-FX52 will optimize its settings for
the best possible image reproduction.

Inputs

Outputs

19 x 6.6 x 19.9”; it weighs 23 lbs. 4 oz.
Computer: HD-15 RGB - VGA (15-pin) x1; DVI-D x1
Video: Component: BNC x5; S-Video: 4 pin x1; Composite: BNC x1
Monitor HD D-sub 15-pin x1; Video Out: Video, Loop Through BNC type S Video,
Loop-through mini DIN 4-pin (male)

Optional Accessories
Replacement Lamp (SOLMPF300) ........619.95

Mounting Bracket (SOPR620) ...............194.95

Optional Lenses: The VPL-FX52 is

Fixed Short Focus Lens (SOVPLLFM21) ...2499.95

supplied with a power lens as standard.
The VPL-FX52L, is not equipped with a lens
making it ideal where a special lens is
needed. Three optional lenses are available.

1.1x Short Focus
Zoom Lens (SOVPLLZM31) .............................2149.95
1.5x Short Focus
Zoom Lens (SOVPLLZM101) ...........................2849.95

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821
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Projector Accessories

Projector Cables .......................................183
Projector Cases ...............................184-185
Replacement Lamps ....................186-189
Remote Controls .............................190-191
Projector Lenses..............................192-191
Wireless Streamers .......................194-199
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Obtaining information and ordering from B&H is quick and
easy. When you call us, just punch in the corresponding
Quick Dial number anytime during our welcome message.
The Quick Dial code then directs you to the specific
professional sales associates in our order department.
For Section 2a, Projector Accessories,
use Quick Dial #: 821
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XHD SERIES
Ultra High Resolution Projector Cables
The XHD (eXtreme High Definition) series provides the sharpest, clearest pictures with bright, true lifelike colors and the most accurate
image representation available. XHD cables are the cable of choice for digital signage, HDTV applications, plasma, LCD, and DLP
displays, digital satellite and cable receivers, DVR’s, streaming video, and much more. XHD cables utilize double shielding (triple on
the digital cables) which provides the ultimate protection against RF and electromagnetic interference, and OFC (Oxygen Free
Copper) stranded center conductors for maximum signal transfer and no discernable loss. 24k gold contacts provide premium
connectivity while molded strain relief and Comprehensive’s legendary X-Traflex jacket provide unsurpassed flexibility and durability.
All XHD series cables include a lifetime warranty.

XHD HDMI Cables
HDMI cables are the first industrysupported, uncompressed, all-digital
audio/video interface and
Comprehensive’s XHD HDMI cables
provide all-digital signal transfer and
the ultimate high resolution interface between any high definition
audio/video source and display. XHD HDMI cables support standard,
enhanced, or high-definition video such as 720p, 1080i and 1080p as
well as 8 channel digital audio with bandwidth to spare on a single
cable. And while standard HDMI cables can only go up to 15’, these
cables utilize 24 gauge OFC center conductor construction to ensure
extremely low attenuation and maximum signal transfer up to 50’.
3’ Cable (X3VHDMI3) ....................52.95

6’ Cable (X3VHDMI6) .....................61.95

10’ Cable (X3VHDMI10) ................69.95

15’ Cable (X3VHDMI15) ................83.95

25’ Cable (X3VHDMI25) .............123.95

50’ Cable (X3VHDMI50)............184.95

XHD DVI Cables
Designed for today’s technology,
XHD DVI cables provide
uncompressed all-digital video for
the ultimate in HDTV and High
Definition performance. To truly
get the most out of your system,
you must utilize all digital signal
transmission. All digital transmission means you see the same quality
picture reproduction as if you were watching the source “master tape”
itself. All digital transmission utilizing XHD DVI cables means you never
miss a thing. And while standard DVI cables can only go up to 15’,
XHD DVI cables utilize 24 gauge OFC center conductor construction to
ensure extremely low attenuation and maximum signal transfer up to
50’ 24k precision machined contacts provide maximum conductivity.
Triple shielding provides maximum rejection of all interference
including EM and RF. Molded strain relief and X-traflex jacket provide
for unsurpassed flexibility and durability.

XHD Component Cables
Comprehensive’s XHD component
video cables provide the sharpest,
clearest pictures with bright, true
lifelike colors and the most accurate
image representation available.
They utilize double shielding of 95%
copper braid (not 80 or 85% like
competitors) and 100% foil which provides ultimate protection against
RF and electromagnetic interference. A 100% OFC stranded center
conductor allows for maximum signal transfer and no discernable loss.
24k gold contacts provide premium connectivity while the legendary
X-Traflex jacket reduces cable stress for unsurpassed durability.

3’ XHD Component Video Cable (X3V3RCA3) ........................................23.95
6’ XHD Component Video Cable (X3V3RCA6) ........................................39.95
12’ XHD Component Video Cable (X3V3RCA12) ....................................54.95
25’ XHD Component Video Cable (X3V3RCA25) ...................................74.95
50’ XHD Component Video Cable (X3V3RCA50) ................................139.95

XHD VGA/UXGA Cables
Providing true XHD eXtreme
High Definition performance,
Comprehensive XHD VGA/UXGA
cables utilize an OFC (oxygen-free
copper) center conductor
construction to ensure extremely
low attenuation and maximum
signal transfer-even over long distances. Heavy duty HD15 connectors
with 24k gold precision machined contacts provide maximum
conductivity and reduce distortion caused by inferior connectors.
Multiple individual high resolution shielded coax cables transmit video
signals so bright and vibrant, images truly come to life on today’s high
definition plasma and LCD monitors. The cables are triple shielded to
provide maximum rejection of all interference including EM and RF.
Exclusive X-traflex jacket provides for unsurpassed flexibility and
durability and easy installations.

3’ Cable (X3VHDMIDVI3) ..............52.95

6’ Cable (X3VHDMIDVI6) ...............61.95

3’ Cable (X3VUXGA3) ........................Call

6’ Cable (X3VUXGA6) ........................Call

10’ Cable (X3VHDMIDVI10) ..........69.95

15’ Cable (X3VHDMIDVI15) ..........83.95

12’ Cable (X3VUXGA12) ....................Call

25’ Cable (X3VUXGA25) ...................Call

25’ Cable (X3VHDMIDVI25) .......123.95

50’ Cable (X3VHDMIDVI50) ......184.95

50’ Cable (X3VUXGA50) ...................Call

100’ Cable (X3VUXGA100) ...............Call

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821
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PROJECTOR CASES
ATA-300 Style Cases
JELCO’s NSATA (Non-Stock ATA) ATA-300 Style projector shipping case are designed to send projectors and accessories
as checked luggage or via FedEx/UPS. These custom-made, rugged shipping cases are constructed of high impact
grey ABS plastic laminated over a plywood frame. They have steel corners, aluminum trim, inter-locking valence, and
stainless steel rivets that combine to produce an ultra-strong case that will give years of service. Inside, each case is
fully lined with 1.5 to 2” of foam specifically designed for the equipment.
A large accessory compartment holds cords, cables, remote, etc. They feature a sturdy, ultra-convenient tilt wheel and
extension handle assembly. The dual-action assembly locks in the extended position when in use, and locks in the
closed position to avoid being damaged during transit. Tilt wheels make the cases really mobile. Neoprene tread and
ball bearings make them extremely durable and sealed wheel housing is corner mounted for best stability and easy
replacement with a screwdriver. To provide security against unauthorized entry, they contain either a combination lock
or a key lock. The smallest ATA cases are equipped with a SlimLock. This unique design permits a combination lock on
the ultra-portable projector cases without sacrificing the convenience of a center-mounted carrying handle.

Padded Hard Side Travel Cases
Jelco’s padded hard side travel cases are designed as carry-on luggage (most fit in an airplane's overhead rack).
Manufactured of black Dupont Original Ballistic nylon fabric for durability and moisture resistance, their interior
includes the added shock protection of an ABS plastic insert sandwiched between two layers of foam and fabric.
All cases feature heavy-duty, smooth sliding YKK zippers. They include a non-slip handle (extends from 36” to 43”)
and ball-bearing “skate” wheels for travel convenience. Extension platform pulls out for stability and extra items that
may need to be carried.
Some models have a removable, laptop computer case. These “RP” style padded hard side travel cases feature a
removable laptop computer case to use your computer at your seat on a plane, or for trips when you don’t need a
laptop computer. It actually gives you two-cases in one.

Jelco cases are available for hundreds of projectors. Go to the B&H website to see complete listings.

Platinum Series
Molded Travel Case
A wheeled projector case designed to
meet domestic carry-on regulations, the
Platinum Series is a durable ABS plastic
case that protects a projector and laptop
whether carried-on or checked. The
projector is surrounded by a high-density
foam cavity with adjustable hook and loop
straps to secure it. Two zipper mesh
pockets in lid hold accessories. Some
models also include space in lid for laptop.
Security is provided using a triple-digit
combination lock. Telescoping 40” handle
is recessed to provide better protection
during transit. Sealed ball bearing in-line
skate wheels mounted at the corners
provide for a stable, quiet ride over a variety of road surfaces. A
recessed two-stage locking handle system with a comfort grip stows
safely away during transit. A key lock on each flip latch provides extra
security if needed. Available for a variety of notebook-sized projectors.
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Executive Leather
Carry Case
Add class to any presentation. Designed
to meet U.S. carry-on regulations, these
stylish genuine leather cases protect
most notebook-sized projectors and
laptop computers up to 14.5” x 12.5” x 3”.
ABS plastic in the walls and high-density
foam around the projector cushion
impact and absorb shocks. Dual hook
and loop straps secure the laptop in its
own compartment and an adjustable
divider in the projector compartment
separates your projector and
accessories. YKK zippered
compartments for projector and
accessories, laptop computer, airline
tickets and letter-sized documents.
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PROJECTOR CASES
PKB-2 Presentation Kit Bag
A soft bag with two main compartments, the PKB-2 has ample room for a portable projector and laptop
computer. A detachable cushioned pouch provides double protection for the laptop. The roomy exterior
compartment is ideal for holding paperwork or other accessories. A front dual-zippered U-Pocket lets you
store disks, books, notebooks, or personal items.
The PKB-2 bag has a rugged, square-frame tote bar and smooth-glide inline skate wheels ensure effortless
roll-along toting without play or jiggle. Features include easy-grip padded top handles and an adjustable
shoulder strap, and dual-directional zippers for fast and easy access. Offers an adjustable shoulder strap or
padded top handle.
PKB-2 Presentation Bag-Black (PEPPKB2B) ........................................................................................................................129.95

PORTABRACE PR-C2, PR-C3 Projector Cases
The PR-C2 and PR-C3 are padded cases designed to carry various portable projectors with a laptop
computer and accessories. It has interior and exterior pockets for cables and accessories, and a removable
laptop pocket to allow you to carry the laptop separately. They open flat so setting up your projector is as
simple as unzipping the case and plugging it in. Tie-down straps keep your projector secure when in use.
The cases can be carried via their overlapping suede lather handles and the included HB-40a heavy duty
shoulder strap.
◆

Main section with padding on all sides

◆ Pockets

– Two tie-down straps secure the projector

– Internal zippered slip pocket for cables and accessories

– Detachable computer case module for
17” laptops that can be carried separately

– Large outside slip pocket for notes, literature, and
small cords

PR-C2 Projector Case (POPRC2): Exterior Dimensions: 16.5 x 7.0 x 13.5”; Interior Dimensions: 14.8 x 4.5 x 13”; it weighs 3.0 lbs .............................................189.95
PR-C3 Projector Case(POPRC3): Exterior Dimensions: 18 x 9.0 x 14”; Interior Dimensions: 17 x 6.5 x 13.5”; it weighs 3.25 lbs .................................................199.95

PORTER CASE
Elite AVCS AV/Computer Case

(PO1504EAVD)

The Elite AVCS case has a “multi-form” interior designed to accommodate today’s
ultra small LCD projectors. It has a 1/2” high density foam pad in the bottom, a
12.5” x 10.5” x 4.5” padded cloth covered ring and high density foam for the lid. It has
4” ball bearing soft tread wheels for quiet rolling, padded 43” telescopic handle,
combination lock and a side strap handle. Best of all, the case instantly converts
into a heavy duty cart to carry up to 200 lbs. of other equipment on top. It fits under
most airline seats and/or in overheads ..............................................................................................199.95

Elite AVCS
AV/Computer Case

Rolling Softie 250
Projector Case

(PORS250)

The Rolling Softie 250 is a semi-rigid padded rolling case designed to carry a
projector, laptop and accessories. It has semi-rigid, padded 1600 denier nylon walls
with #10 zippers. There are six inline skate wheels (3 per side) spaced 14.5” wide, a
41” extension handle, soft feel top carry handle and a padded shoulder strap ...149.95

Rolling Softie 250
Projector Case

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821
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PROJECTOR REPLACEMENT LAMPS
For 3M Projectors

For Canon Projectors

165-watt UHB lamp for X55 (3MLKX55) ........................................................379.95

200-watt UHB lamp for LV-X4 (CALVLP21) ....................................................429.95

150-watt UHB lamp for S40, X40, MP-7640i (3MLKMP7640I) ..................319.95

300-watt NSH lamp for LV-7565 (CALVLP22) ...............................................449.95

130-watt UHB lamp for MP7640 (3MLKMP7640) .........................................362.50

160-watt UHP lamp for LV-S4 (CALVLP23) ....................................................279.95

150-watt UHB lamp for S50, MP-7650 (3MLKMP7650) ..............................364.95

190-watt NSH lamp for LV-7240/7245 (CALVLP24) ....................................414.95

250-watt UHB lamp for X65, MP-8765 (3MLKMP8765)..............................409.95

130-watt NSH lamp for LV-X5 (CALVLP25) ....................................................279.95

130-watt UHB lamp for S10 (3MLKS10) .........................................................299.95

Replacement lamp for LV-7250/7255 (CALVLP26) .....................................374.95

165-watt UHB lamp for S15 (3MLKS15) ........................................................ 347.95

Replacement lamp for LV-X6 (CALVLP27) .....................................................299.95

165-watt UHB lamp for X15 (3MLKS15X15) ...................................................347.95

160-watt metal halide lamp for LV-7500 (CALVLP02) ...............................439.95

160-watt UHB lamp for S20 (3MLKS20) .........................................................358.95

120-watt UHP lamp for LV-7300 (CALVLP03) ...............................................369.95

180-watt lamp for S55i and X55i (3MLKS55I) ..............................................379.95

150-watt UHP lamp for LV-7510 (CALVLP04) ...............................................399.95

275-watt UHB lamp for X70 (3MLKX70).........................................................468.95

150-watt UHP lamp for LV-7320/LV-7325 (CALVLP05)..............................429.95

230-watt UHB lamp - for X75 (3MLKX75) ......................................................402.95

200-watt UHP lamp for LV-7525 (CALVLP06) ...............................................429.95

230-watt UHB lamp for X68 (3MLKX75X68) ..................................................402.95

120-watt UHP lamp for LV-5300 (CALVLP07) ...............................................427.50

Lamp for X80 (3MLKX80) ....................................................................................474.95

132-watt UHP lamp for LV-5100/LV-5110 (CALVLP10) ...............................399.95

130-watt UHB lamp for PX5 (3MLKPX5) ........................................................509.95

200-watt UHP lamp for LV-7345/LV-7350/LV-7355 (CALVLP11) ............429.95

Lamp for 7000 Series (3MDWD7260LA)...........................................................512.50

150-watt UHP lamp for LV-S1/LV-X1 (CALVLP12) .........................................429.95

For BenQ Projectors
Replacement lamp for PE8720 (BELPE8720) ................................................399.95
Replacement lamp for PE7700 (BELPE7700) ................................................399.95
Replacement lamp for PB8250/8260 (BELPB8250) ....................................499.95
Replacement lamp for PB7110 (BELPB7110) ................................................399.95
Replacement lamp for PB2140/2240 (BELPB2140) ....................................399.95
Replacement lamp for PE5120/6110/6210 (BELPE5120) ............................399.95
Replacement lamp for VP150X (BELVP150X) ...............................................399.95
Replacement lamp for SL703S/705S705X (BELSL703S) ...........................399.95
Replacement lamp for 7763PA/7765PA (BEL7763PA) ...............................399.95
Replacement lamp for PE7800/PE8700 (BELPE7800)................................399.95
Replacement lamp for PB2120/PB2220 (BELPB2120) ...............................399.95
Replacement lamp for DS550/DX550 (BELDS550) ....................................399.95
Replacement lamp for DS650/DS660/DX660 (BELDS650) ......................399.95

200-watt UHP lamp for LV-7545 (CALVLP13) ................................................449.95
150-watt UHP lamp for LV-S2 (CALVLP14) .....................................................429.95
132-watt UHP lamp for LV-X2 (CALVLP15).....................................................429.95
180-watt UHP lamp for LV-5200 (CALVLP16) ................................................429.95
300-watt NSH lamp for LV-7555 (CALVLP17) ................................................369.50
200-watt UHP lamp for LV-7210/LV-7215/LV-7225 (CALVLP18) ..............429.95
Replacement lamp for LV-5210/LV-5220 (CALVLP19) ................................429.95
160-watt UHP lamp for LV-S3 (CALVLP20) ....................................................279.95
Replacement lamp for REALiS SX6/SX600 (CARSLP02)............................439.95
200-watt NSH lamp for REALiS SX50 (CARSLP01) ......................................424.95

For Casio Projectors
220-watt UHM lamp for XJ-350 (CAYL30) ....................................................349.95
200-watt high pressure mercury lamp for XJ-360 (CAYL31) ..................349.95

Replacement lamp for PB8120/PB8220/PB8230 (BELPB8120) ..............399.95

250-watt UHM lamp for XJ-450 (CAYL40) ....................................................399.95

Replacement lamp for PB7100/PB7200/PB7210/PB7220 (BELPB7100) ..399.95

270-watt high pressure mercury lamp for XJ-560 (CAYL41) ..................379.95

Replacement lamp for PB6100/PB6200 (BELPB6100) ................................399.95
Replacement lamp for PB9200 (BELPB9200) ................................................549.95
Replacement lamp for PB6240 (BELPB6240) ................................................399.95
Replacement lamp for MP610 (BELMP610) ...................................................399.95
Replacement lamp for PE5120/PB6110/PB6210 (BEBPE5120)................. 499.00
Replacement lamp for PB2250 (BELPB2250) ................................................399.95
Replacement lamp for CP120 (BELCP120) .....................................................399.95
Replacement lamp for MP620/MP720 (BELMP620) ..................................399.95
Replacement lamp for MP720P (BELMP720P) .............................................399.95
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For Elmo Projectors
150-watt UHP lamp for EDP-3600/EDP-6100 (ELLEDP3600) ...................439.95
130-watt UHP lamp for EDP-S10 (ELLEDPS10) .............................................398.50
160-watt UHP lamp for EDP-X20 (ELLEDPX20).............................................444.95
260-watt Super High Pressure
Mercury lamp for MP-50E (ELLKMP50E) .........................................................518.95
300-watt Super High Pressure
Mercury lamp for MP-700E (ELLKMP700E) ....................................................529.95
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PROJECTOR REPLACEMENT LAMPS
For Hitachi Projectors
150-watt UHP lamp for CP-S840W (HILCPS840) .........................................469.95
190-watt UHB lamp for
CP-S860W, CP-X960W, CP-X970W, CP-X958 (HILCPS860) .......................469.95
150-watt UHB lamp for CP-X870 (HILCP870) ...............................................459.95

For Epson Projectors
230-watt UHE lamp for
PowerLite 8100, 8150, 9000, 9100 (EPLPL8100) ............................................579.95
100-watt lamp for ELP-3500 (EPLELP3500) ...................................................368.50
150-watt lamp for PowerLite 5000/7000 (EPLPL5000) .............................369.95
150-watt UHE lamp for PowerLite 5000XB/7000XB (EPELPLP04) .........464.95
120-watt UHE lamp for PowerLite 5300/7200/7300 (EPLPL5300) ........474.95
120-watt UHE lamp for PowerLite 5500c, 7500c (EPLPL5500) ...............389.95
120-watt UHE lamp for PowerLite 5550c, 7550c (EPLPL5550) ...............389.50
220-watt UHE lamp for PowerLite 8000i, 9000i (EPELPLP08) ................534.95
150-watt UHE lamp for PowerLite 5350, 7350 (EPLPL7350) ...................474.95
120-watt UHE lamp for PowerLite 500c, 700c (EPLPL700) ......................359.95
120-watt UHE lamp for PowerLite 710c (EPLPL710) .................................354.50
200-watt UHE lamp for PowerLite 7700p (EPELPLP12) ............................499.95
150-watt UHE lamp for PowerLite 50c, 70c (EPLPL50).............................379.95
150-watt UHE lamp for PowerLite 505c, 703c, 715c (EPLPL505) ..........349.95
150-watt Metal Halide lamp for ELP-3000/ELP-3300 (EPLELP3000) .....368.50
130-watt UHE lamp for PowerLite 30c (EPLPL30) ......................................349.95
160-watt UHE lamp for PowerLite 51c, 71c (EPLPL51) ............................364.95
130-watt UHE lamp for PowerLite 52c (EPLPL52) ......................................349.95
165-watt lamp for PowerLite 53c , 73c (EPLPL53) ....................................399.95
200-watt UHE lamp for PowerLite 54c, 74c (EPLPL54) ............................374.95
200-watt UHE lamp for PowerLite 600p, 800p, 811p (EPLPL600) ........479.95
150-watt UHE lamp for PowerLite 720c, 730c (EPLPL720) ......................474.95
170-watt lamp for
PowerLite 732c, 740c, 745c, 760c, 765c (EPLPL740C) ...............................429.95

250-watt UHB lamp for CP-X980W, CP-X985W (HILCPX980) ..................497.95
250-watt Metal Halide lamp for CP-L500 (HILCPL500) .............................538.50
250-watt Metal Halide lamp for CP-L540 (HILCPL540) .............................399.95
250-watt Metal Halide lamp for CP-L550 (HILCPL550) .............................399.95
250-watt Metal Halide lamp for CP-L750 (HILCPL750) .............................399.95
250-watt Metal Halide lamp for CP-L850/X950 (HILCPS850) .................399.95
130-watt UHB lamp for CP-S210W (HILCPS210) .........................................194.95
130-watt UHB lamp for CP-S220W, CP-X270W (HILCPS220) ..................399.95
150-watt UHB lamp for CP-S225W (HILCPS225)..........................................431.95
160-watt UHB lamp for CP-S235W (HILCPS235) .........................................209.95
250-watt UHB lamp for CP-S420 (HILCPS240) .............................................294.95
150-watt UHB lamp for
CP-S317W, CP-S318W, CP-X328W, ED-S3170A (HILCPS317) ...................431.95
165-watt lamp for CP-S335, CP-X340, CP-X345 (HILCPS335) .................389.95
150-watt UHB lamp for CP-S830 (HILCPS830) .............................................469.95
220-watt UHB lamp for CP-SX5500W, CP-SX5600W (HILCPSX5500) ....497.95
230-watt UHB lamp for CPX-440 and CPX-445 (HILCPX445) ..................394.95
310-watt UHB lamp for CPX-1200 (HILCPX1200).........................................479.95
310-watt UHB lamp for CPX-1250 (HILCPX1250).........................................459.95
Replacement lamp for CP-X260 (HILCPX260) ..............................................289.95
150-watt UHB lamp for CP-X275WT (HILCPX275) ......................................419.95
160-watt UHB lamp for X320W, CP-X325W, CP-X310W (HILCPX320) ..469.95
150-watt UHB lamp for CP-X327W (HILCPX327) .........................................431.95
200-watt UHB lamp for
CP-S370W, CP-X380W, CP-X385W (HILCPS370) ...........................................469.95
250-watt UHB lamp for CP-X430W (HILCPX430) .........................................469.95

250-watt UHE lamp for PowerLite 7800, 7850, 7900 (EPLPL7800).......449.95

120-watt UHP lamp for CP-X935W (HILCPX935) .........................................399.95

200-watt UHE lamp for PowerLite 821p, 61, 81 (EPLPL61P) ..................269.95

150-watt UHP lamp for CP-X940W (HILCPX940) .........................................469.95

200-watt UHE lamp for PowerLite 830, 835 (EPLPL830P) ........................474.95

260-watt Metal Halide lamp for CP-X950W (HILCPX950) ........................399.95

200-watt UHE lamp for PowerLite 9300 (EPLPL9300) ...............................549.95

150-watt UHB lamp for CP-X955W (HILCPX955) .........................................469.95

130-watt UHE lamp for PowerLite S1 (EPLPLS1) ........................................189.95

275-watt UHB lamp for CP-X990W, CP-X995W (HILCPX990) .................497.95

130-watt UHE lamp for PowerLite S1+ (EPLPLS1P) ...................................189.95

165-watt UHB lamp for
CP-RS55, CP-RX60 (HILCPRS55) ............184.95

135-watt UHE lamp for PowerLite S3 (EPLPLS3) ........................................189.95
150-watt UHE lamp for TW100, TS10 (EPLPLTW100)..................................369.95
320-watt UHE lamp for PowerLite 8300i (EPLPL8300) ..............................639.95
170-watt UHE lamp for PowerLite 76c (EPLPL76) ......................................299.00
Replacement lamp for PowerLite S4 (EPLPLS4) .........................................189.95

150-watt UHP lamp for
CP-S840WB, CP-S845W, CP-X940WB
(HILCPS840WB) ............................................469.95
Replacement lamp for
CP-X885, CP-X880 (HILCP885) ..............459.95

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821
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PROJECTOR REPLACEMENT LAMPS
For InFocus
(and Ask Proxima) Projectors
200-watt UHP lamp for DP-9270, DP-9290 (INLDP9270) .........................688.95
270-watt UHP lamp for InFocus LP-790
and Ask Proxima DP-8000 (INLDP8000) .........................................................482.95

For Optoma Projectors
Replacement lamp for the HD7100 (OPLHD7100) .....................................429.95
Replacement lamp for the HD72 (OPLHD72) ..............................................398.95
120-watt P-VIP lamp for EZ Pro 725 (OPLEP725) ........................................399.95
180-watt UHP lamp for EZ Pro 719 (OPLEP719) ..........................................319.95

120-watt UHP lamp for InFocus LP-70
and Ask Proxima M2 (INLLP70).........................................................................418.95

250-watt Metal Halide lamp for EP600, EP680 (OPMHLEP600) ..............424.95

150-watt UHP lamp for Pro AV 9500, 9550 (INLPAV9500) ........................598.95

250-watt Metal Halide lamp for EP580 (OPMHLEP580).............................298.95

132-watt UHP lamp for LP-240 (INLLP240) ...................................................388.95

270-watt Metal Halide lamp for EP700 (OPMHLEP700).............................398.95

250-watt UHP lamp for LP-650, SP5700,
SP7200 and SP7205 (INLLP650) ........................................................................519.95

156-watt P-VIP lamp for EZ Pro 729 (OPLEP729) ........................................399.95

150-watt UHP lamp for LP-250 (INLLP250) ...................................................388.95

400-watt EVD lamp for EP500 and EP550 (OPOLEP500) .........................159.95

250-watt UHP lamp for LP-790HB (INLLP790HB).........................................448.95

200-watt SHP lamp for EP732 Series (OPLEP732) ......................................299.95

150-watt SHP lamp for X1, X1a and SP4800 (INLX1) .................................289.95

200-watt UHP lamp for EP750, H50 (OPLEP750) .......................................399.95

250-watt UHP lamp for InFocus LP-820, 815,
Ask Proxima C-420 and Proxima DP-8200X (INLDP8200X) ......................393.95

250-watt UHP lam for EP756, EP757 (OPLEP756) .......................................399.95

120-watt UHP lamp for InFocus LP-120
and Proxima DP-1200X (INLDP1200X) ..............................................................364.95

150-watt UHP lamp for EP 610 (OPLEP610)..................................................379.95

275-watt UHB for InFocus LP-840,
Ask Proxima C-440 and Proxima DP-8400X (INLDP8400X) ......................448.95

250-watt UHP lamp for EP 755A and H56A (OPLEP755A) .......................399.95

250-watt UHP lamp for EP758 and EP751 (OPLEP758) ............................399.95

330-watt Metal Halide lamp for EZ Pro 540 & 585 (OPMHLEP540) .......198.95
150-watt UHP lamp for EP 610H, 615H (OPLEP610H) ...............................399.95
120-watt P-VIP lamp for EP 702, 705 (OPLEP705).......................................399.95

320-watt UHB lamp for InFocus LP-850,
Ask Proxima C-450 and Proxima DP-8500X (INLDP8500X) ......................489.95

150-watt P-VIP lamp for EP 705H, 715H, 718 (OPLEP705H) ....................399.95

170-watt UHP for SP-5000 LP-540, LP-640
and Ask Proxima C160/180 (INLLP540) ..........................................................319.50

130-watt P-VIP lamp for EP 730,735 (OPLEP735) ........................................399.95

200-watt SHP lamp for InFocus X2 and Ask Proxima C110 (INLX2) ....294.50

150-watt P-VIP lamp for EP 737 (OPLEP737) ................................................399.95

200-watt SHP lamp f/InFocus LP-600, Ask Proxima C170 (INLLP600) .498.95

300-watt UHP lamp for EP 759 (OPLEP759)..................................................449.95

Replacement lamp for ScreenPlay 4805 (INLSP4805) ...............................339.00

180-watt P-VIP lamp for H30 (OPLEPH30Q) ..................................................299.95

Replacement lamp for IN72, IN74 and IN76 (INLIN72) ...........................374.95

250-watt UHP lamp for H30 (OPLEPH30) ......................................................399.95

120-watt UHP lamp for LP-130 (INLLP130) ....................................................369.95

200-watt lamp for EP 739, H27 (OPLEP739) .................................................319.95

120-watt P-VIP lamp for EP 710 (OPLEP710) ................................................399.95
120-watt P-VIP lamp for EP 731 (OPLEP731) ..............................................399.95

200-watt P-VIP lamp for EP 738 (OPLEP738) ................................................299.95

For Panasonic Projectors

250-watt UHP lamp for H77, H79 (OPLEPH77) ............................................399.95

220-watt UHM lamp for PT-LB30 (PAETLAB30) ............................................354.95

250-watt UHP lamp for H76 (OPLEPH76) ......................................................399.95

130-watt UHM lamp for PT-AE700 (PAETLAE700) ........................................339.95
130-watt UHM lamp for PT-LM1, PT-LM2 (PAETLAM1) ..............................286.95

For Plus Projectors

160-watt UHM lamp for PT-L711, PT-L701, PT-L501 (PAETLA701) ...........359.95

120-watt P-VIP lamp for U2-870, U2-1080 (PLLU2870) .............................398.95

220-watt UHM lamp for PT-L520U/720U/730NTU (PAETLA730) ...........384.95

200-watt UHP lamp for U2-1200 (PLLU21200) ............................................348.95

200-watt UHM lamp for PT-L735 (PAETLA735) ............................................374.95

200-watt UHP lamp for U2-X2000 (PLLU2X2000) .......................................348.95

270-watt UHM lamp for PT-L780NTU, PT-L750U (PAETLA780)...............499.95

130-watt UHP lamp for U3 Series (PLLU3) ..................................................298.95

270-watt UHM lamp for PT-L785 (PAETLA785) ............................................459.95

150-watt UHP lamp for U4 Series (PLLU4) ..................................................348.95

160-watt UHM lamp for PT-LC55U, PT-LC75U (PAETLAC75) ....................378.95

200-watt UHP lamp for U5 Series (PLLU5132) ............................................349.95

160-watt UHM lamp for PT-LC56U, LC76U, LC80U (PAETLAC80) ..........274.95

200-watt lamp for U7 Series (PLLU7) ...........................................................348.95

130-watt UHM lamp for PT-AE900U (PAETLAE900) .....................................339.95

120-watt P-VIP lamp for V-807 (PLLV807) ....................................................295.00

155-watt UHM lamp for PT-LB20 Series (PAETLAB10) ...............................288.95

120-watt lamp for V3-111, V3-131 (PLLV3) .................................................348.95

300-watt UHM lamp for PT-D3500 (PAETLAD35) ........................................439.95

120-watt lamp for V-332 (PLLV332) ................................................................348.95
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PROJECTOR REPLACEMENT LAMPS
For Sanyo Projectors

For Sharp Projectors

Replacement lamp for PLC-XF46N (SALPLCXF46N) ....................................395.95

275-watt DC lamp for XG-MB70X (SHLXGMB70X).......................................474.95

Replacement lamp for PLC-XP57L (SALPLCXP57L)......................................395.95

275-watt DC lamp for XR-10S, XR-10X (SHLXR10S) ...................................289.95

300-watt NHS lamp for PLC-XP51, PLC-XP56 (SALPLCXP56) ...................395.95

150-watt lamp for XR-1S, XR-1 (SHLXR1S) ....................................................374.95

200-watt Metal Halide lamp for PLC-250N (SALPLC250N) .......................395.95

Replacement lamp for PGA-10S/10X/20X (SHLPGA10) ...........................384.95

195w Metal Halide lamp for PLC-400N/500M/510M (SALPLC500M)....319.95

Replacement lamp for PGA-10S/SSL/X/20X (SHLPGA20) ........................384.95

250-watt Metal Halide lamp for PLC-5500N (SALPLC5500N) ..................299.95

Replacement lamp for XV-Z10000 (SHANK10LP) ........................................599.00

200-watt Metal Halide lamp for PLC-550M, PLV-20N (SALPLC550M)...344.95

Replacement lamp for XV-Z10000 MKII (SHANK12LP) ..............................599.00

120-watt UHP lamp for PLC-8800N/8810/XR70N (SALPLC8810N) .........379.95

275-watt DC lamp for XVZ2000, DT400 (SHANK2LP) ...............................499.00

400-watt Metal Halide lamp for PLC-700M/750M (SALPLC700M).........574.95

Replacement lamp for XV-Z90000 (SHANK9LP)..........................................599.00

400-watt Metal Halide lamp for PLC-9000, PLC-EF10 (SALPLC9000N) .269.95

Replacement lamp for XG-P25X (SHLPXGP25X) ......................................... 469.95

400-watt Metal Halide lamp for PLC-EF10NZ/NZL, PLC-EF12N/NL,
PLC-XF10NZ/NZL, PLC-12N/NL (SALPLCEF10NZ) .........................................395.95

Replacement lamp for XG-PH50X/NL (SHLXGPH50X)................................479.95

200-watt UHP lamp for PLC-EF30N/NL, XF30/NL (SALPLCEF30N) ........379.95

Replacement lamp for XV-Z200U (SHANZ200LP) .......................................599.00

160-watt Mercury lamp for PLC-XP10N (SALPLCXP10N) ...........................395.95

Replacement lamp for XV-Z90U, DT200 (SHANZ90LP) .............................599.00

120-watt UHP lamp for PLC-SU07N, PLC-SU10N (SALPLCSU10N) .........379.95

Replacement lamp for PG-B10S (SHANZ90LP) ............................................339.00

120-watt UHP lamp for PLC-SU20N/SU22N/XU22N (SALPLCSU20N) ...379.95

300-watt SHP lamp for XG-C55X, XG-C60X (SHLXGC60X) .......................429.95

180-watt UHP lamp for PLC-SU25, PLC-XU36 (SALPLCSU25) ..................395.95

220-watt AC lamp for XG-P20XU (SHLXGP20XU).........................................469.95

200-watt UHP lamp for PLC-SU5, PLC-XU56 (SALPLCSU50) ...................395.95

200-watt UHP lamp for XG-V10W, XG-V10X (SHLXGV10W) .....................534.95

132-watt UHP lamp for PLC-SW15, PLC-XW15 (SALPLCSW15) ...............379.95

200-watt lamp for PG-MB20X (SHLPGMB60X) ..............................................474.95

150-watt UHP lamp for PLC-SW20, PLC-XW20 (SALPLCSW20) ..............379.95

Replacement lamp for PG-M20X, XU, S, G25X (SHLPGM20X).................405.95

275-watt DC lamp for XR-20S, XR-20X (SHLXR20S) ...................................344.95

200-watt UHP lamp for PLC-UF10, PLC-XF40 (SALPLCUF10) ...................379.95
200-watt UHP lamp for PLC-UF15, PLC-XF45 (SALPLCUF15) ...................395.95

For Sony Projectors

200-watt UHP lamp for PLC-XF30, PLC-EF30 (SALXF30) ..........................399.95

120-watt UHP lamp for VPL-CS1, CS2, CX1 (SOLMPC120) ..........................289.95

250-watt UHP lamp for PLC-XF35N/NL (SALPLCXF35N) ............................395.95

120-watt UHP lamp for VPL-CS3, CS4, CX2 (SOLMPC121) ........................309.95

300-watt for PLC-XF60, PLC-EF60 (SALPLCXF60) .........................................574.95

132-watt UHP lamp for VPL-CX10 (SOLMPC132), VPL-CS10 (SOLMPC133) ...289.95

150-watt UHP lamp for PLC-XP10NA, PLC-SP20N (SALPLCXP10NA) ......395.95

165-watt UHP lamp for VPL-CS5/CS6/CX5/CX6/EX1 (SOLMPC150) ......329.95

250-watt NSH lamp for PLC-XP30 (SALPLCXP30) ........................................399.95

165-watt UHP lamp for VPL-CX11 (SOLMPC160) .........................................359.95

Replacement lamp for PLC-XP40, XP45, PLV-70 (SALPLCXP40L) ............399.95

165-watt UHP lamp for VPL-CX70, VPL-CX75 (SOLMPC161)....................364.95

275-watt NSH lamp for PLC-XP41, PLC-XP46 (SALPLCXP41) ...................395.95

165-watt UHP lamp for VPL-CS20A and CX20A (SOLMPC162) ...............389.95

300-watt NSH lamp for PLC-XP50/L, XP55/L (SALPLCXP55) ...................399.95

Replacement lamp for VPL-CX80, VPL- CX85 (SOLMPC190) ...................389.95

250-watt UHP lamp for PLC-XT10A, XT11, XT15A (SALPLCXT15A) ........395.95

157-watt UHP lamp for VPL-ES2 (SOLMPE150).............................................389.95

200-watt UHP lamp for PLC-XU25/47/48/50/51/55/58 (SALPLCXU55)..399.95

185-watt UHP lamp for VPL-CS7, VPL-DS100 (SOLMPE180) ....................319.95

200w UHP lamp for PLC-XU32/33/35/37, SU31/32/33 (SALPLCXU30)..379.95

250-watt UHP lamp for VPL-FX50 (SOLMPF250) .........................................499.95

200-watt UHP lamp for PLC-XU41 (SALPLCXU41) .......................................364.95

300-watt UHP lamp for VPL-FX51 (SOLMPF300) .........................................619.95

200w UHP lamp for PLC-XU45 (SALPLCXU45), PLC-XU46 (SALPLCXU46) .395.95

150-watt UHP lamp for VPL-HS2, VPL-HS3 (SOLMPH150) ........................199.00

300-watt NSH lamp for PLC-XU60 (SALPLCXU60)........................................395.95

180-watt UHP lamp for VPL-HS20 (SOLMPH180) .........................................274.95

200-watt UHP lamp for PLC-XU73/XU83/XU86 (SALPLCXU73) ..............299.95

120-watt UHP lamp for VPL-PX1 (SOLMPP120) ............................................309.95

120-watt UHP lamp for PLC-XUO7N, PLC-XU10N (SALPLCXU07N)......379.95

200-watt UHP lamp for VPL-PX20, PX30 (SOLMPP200) .............................484.95

300-watt UHP lamp for PLV-80 (SALPLV80) ..................................................395.95

200-watt UHP lamp for VPL-PX21/PX31/VW12HT (SOLMPP201) ..........389.95

250w UHP lamp for PLV-HD10 (SALPLVHD10), PLV-WF10 (SALPLVWF10) .395.95

200-watt UHP lamp for VPL-PX10/PX15/PS10 (SOLMPP202)..................479.95

130-watt UHP lamp for PLV-Z1 (SALPLVZ1) ..................................................287.50

265-watt UHP lamp for VPL-PX35, VPL-PX40, PX41 (SOLMPP260) ........479.95

135-watt UHP lamp for PLV-Z2 (SALPLVZ2), PLV-Z3 (SALPLVZ3) ...............284.95

120-watt UHP lamp for VPL-FX200, VPL-FE100 (SOLMPS120) ................309.95

145-watt UHP lamp for PLV-Z4 (SALPLVZ4) ..................................................296.50

Replacement lamp for VPL-HS51 (SOLMPH130)..........................................269.00
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REMOTE CONTROLS
VP-4150 Navigator 2.4
Put more punch in your PowerPoint presentations. Navigator 2.4 (2.4 GHz Global RF) puts slide control
discretely in the palm of your hand. The compact size is comfortable to operate and raised icons identify
options, even in the dark. With up to 50’ of wireless range and no line-of-sight issues, you can focus on your
audience, not the slides. Every Navigator shares a unique code with it’s receiver and can communicate on 4
separate channels, preventing interference from other remote controls.
◆ No set-up. Just plug in the USB receiver and

◆

Advance slides with one touch accuracy
from 50’ away.

◆

Highlight key points with the integrated
laser pointer.

pick up the remote.
◆

Supports popular PC and Mac presentation
programs.

◆

Polished metal, icon-studded control keys
support Slide Forward, Slide Back and Slide
Hide functions.

Navigator 2.4 (INVP4150) ................................84.95

VP-4300 Presenter
Combining powerful RF technology (900MHz) with thoughtful details, Presenter has unmatched style, range and
versatility. The state-of-the art remote features raised icons, the patented ClickTrigger, a laser pointer and thumb
maneuvered mouse. Specialized software provides ultimate presentation flair with more 95 special effect tools to
customize your next presentation. The USB receiver gives you 100’ of wireless range and doubles as a hard drive
with 32MB of presentation storage space. Take your presentation on the road, without having to lug a computer.
◆

32MB of portable memory storage to save
and run your presentation.

◆

100’ RF wireless range means that no matter
where you’re facing in the room, your slides
will advance on cue every time.

◆

Polished metal, icon-studded control keys
support Slide Forward, Slide Back and Slide
Hide functions.

◆

User assignable hot key and effects toolkit
let you personalize your presentation style.

◆

When the time comes to present, one touch
of the Slide Show button launches your
presentation.

Presenter (INVP4300) ....................................134.95

VP-4350 Global Presenter Whether you’re giving sophisticated presentations
in the boardroom, or simply surfing the Web from your home theater, Global Presenter (2.4 GHz Global RF)
puts control right in the palm of your hand. Its dedicated PowerPoint keys and integrated mouse let you
drive slide presentations and Web applications with ease and confidence.
◆

Enjoy 100’ range to move freely about the room and
interact with your audience.

◆

Highlight key points with the integrated laser
pointer.

◆

Control Powerpoint’s basics with ease via polished
metal, icon-studded control keys: Next slide,
Previous slide, Hide slide.

◆

Use the mouse to access PowerPoint features like
pointing and pen tools or access other programs
during your presentation.

Global Presenter
(INVP4350) ..............................114.95

VP-4810 RemotePoint RF
The ideal meeting room presentation remote, the VP-4810 is rugged, reliable, and easy to set up. It has back-lit keys for rooms
with subdued lighting, a laser pointer to focus on the fine points and an intuitive mouse button for all Windows applications.
◆

Flexible installation of PS/2 / USB
receiver with 6’ cable.

◆

Fits small to large rooms with 100’-range
RF (916MHz) technology.

◆

4 backlight buttons customizable
through easy to install software,

◆

Full featured with built-in laser pointer,
mouse, and customizable buttons.

◆

Integrated mouse with right and left click
Slide Forward and Backward controls.

◆

User-friendly software enables
special effects.

RemotePoint RF (INVP4810) ..........................................................................................................................................................................................................85.95
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REMOTE CONTROLS
VP-6410 VersaPoint Communicator
Imagine your desk or conference table completely free from cable clutter. VersaPoint
Communicator puts the computer at your command with the wireless freedom you
need. Work collaboratively and pass the keyboard around a conference room with
30’ RF range. Plug in the USB receiver, and in seconds you can point, type and
present without any other software.
◆

PowerPoint compatible remote control with
presentation remote buttons: Start/End
Presentation; Previous, Next and Hide slide.

◆

Full-size wireless keyboard with
multimedia functions and palm rest.

◆

◆

Wireless optical wheel mouse.

VersaPoint Communicator (INVP6410) ...................75.95

Single USB receiver for all three devices

VP-6210 VersaPoint RF Wireless Keyboard
The compact, yet versatile VersaPoint RF (916 MHz) Wireless Keyboard combines mouse
pointing with touch typing, all in a convenient wireless package with a 100’ range. Ideal for
video conferencing and collaborative meetings, it offers flexible usage with built-in mouse,
and customizable hot keys. Installation is a snap. Just plug the omnidirectional RF receiver
into your PC and go. No special drivers needed.
◆

Broadbeam RF signals are so powerful there
is no need to aim directly at the receiver.
Point it almost anywhere.

◆

Additional Left-Click buttons are comfortably
positioned at the front where your fingers
naturally grip the keyboard.

◆

◆

With the ability to set 8 different addresses,
you can use several keyboard simultaneously
without interference.

◆

Contours on the bottom the keyboard make
it just as comfortable on your lap as on the
desk or held in your hand.

◆ Quiet keys have tactile feedback for

4 user hot keys are customizable through
easy to install software.

◆ 6’ cable for flexible receiver installation

effortless touch typing.
VersaPoint Wireless Keyboard (INVP6210) ..137.95

VP-6241 RemotePoint RF Combo

The VP-6241 steps-up from the VP-6210 with the addition of
the VP-4810 RemotePoint RF (see previous page). So in addition to a full-function wireless keyboard with built-in mouse, you get a
presentation remote control with built-in mouse, laser pointer, and programmable buttons. The VP-4810 features dedicated slide
Forward and Back keys, an integrated laser pointer, 360° variable speed “mouse” cursor control, Right and Left “mouse” click buttons,
4 user-assignable keys and a small arsenal of presentation software tools.
Remote Point RF Combo (INVP6241) ......................................................................................................................................................................................................159.95

VP-3300/VP-3400 Go Speak
Need a bigger, clearer voice for your next presentation? Take a Go Speak along. Portable voice
reinforcement and amplification systems designed for corporate presenters, professional speakers,
trainers, educators, facilities managers and field professional, they weigh less than 5 pounds, fit in
the included laptop bag and set up in seconds. Make your presentation using your own relaxed
vocal style, and be heard clearly and completely in rooms with as many as 200 people. Otherwise identical, the VP-3400 adds a wireless mic.
◆

Unlike conventional portable public address
systems that have cone-shaped speakers,
the GoSpeak uses slim flat panel speakers.

◆

The two flat panel speakers provide superior
audio clarity and power with room filling
NXT SurfaceSound technology.

VP-3300 Go Speak
Portable Speaker System (INVP3300) .......................................................299.95

◆

The VP-3300 and VP-3400 set up in seconds
providing 40 watts of amplification for
rooms of up to 200 people.

VP-3400 Go Speak
Portable Speaker System with Wireless Mic (INVP3400) ...............424.95
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PROJECTOR LENSES
Replacement Projection Lenses
Navitar is the largest manufacturer in the world for aftermarket projection lenses.
They’ve designed lenses for all kinds of applications, including trade show booths,
museum exhibits, flight simulators, Broadway shows, planetariums, military bases
and even Disney World rides. They make a lens to fit almost every projector on the
market and are developing new ones every day. Their large selection includes a
variety of zoom, long-throw and wide-angle replacement lenses. No matter what your
application, screen size, or projection distance there is a replacement lens that will
give you the image size you need.

Just one simple lens change gives you brilliant,
high resolution images.
Renowned for delivering bright, sharp images at an affordable price,
NuView high resolution projection lenses replace the existing prime lens
on your projector and allow you to use your projector in a variety of
new applications.
These replacement lenses extend the range of your projector and
produce brilliant images. The zoom lenses are able to handle a variety
of distance and image size combinations, while the fixed focal length
lenses are generally less expensive and feature improved light output.

Now you can project from the back of the room.
NuView lenses allow you to place your projector almost anywhere in
the room and still fill your screen exactly. The standard lens in your
video projector only works in mid-size rooms. The limited projection
range of these lenses make them inadequate for many projection
applications.
With Navitar’s NuView long-throw or zoom lens, your projector is now
suitable for use in large classrooms, auditoriums, churches and meeting
rooms. The addition of a NuView wide-angle lens allows you to use the
projector in rear screen applications or produce much larger images for
front projection.

Replace your old 3 CRT projector.
Today’s newer and brighter video projectors are the perfect replacement for the older 3 CRT projectors. You can use an LCD video projector in the
same type of short throw applications by simply replacing the standard lens with a NuView wide-angle lens. There is a whole series of LCD lenses
specifically for this application. Choose from 1.0, 1.2, 1.5 and 2.1” lenses.
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PROJECTOR LENSES
For 3M Projectors

For Sanyo Projectors

50-75mm f/2.5 for X70 and X80 (BU648MCZ275)......................................1498.95

70-125mm f/2.8 for PLV-WF10 (BU371MCZ125) ........................................3294.95

For ASK Projectors

70-125mm f/2.8 for PLV-HD10 (BU373MCZ125) ........................................3294.95
70-125mm f/2.8 for PLC-EF60 / PLC-XF60 (BU375MCZ125) ...................3294.95

25.4mm for C440 / C450 / C460 (BU655MCL1028) ....................................1874.95

70-125mm f/2.8 for PLC-XF31/35/41/45/EF31 (BU369MCZ125) ..........2999.95

50-70mm f/2.5 for C440 / C450 / C460 (BU654MCZ275) ......................1498.95

70-125mm f/2.8 for PLC-XP40/41/45/P46 (BU829MCZ500) ...................1324.95

70-125mm f/2.8 for C440 / C450 / C460 (BU654MCZ500) ....................1324.95

114-196mm f/2.8 for PLV-HD10 (BU373MCZ537) ......................................3294.95

For BenQ Projectors

132-220mm f/3.0 - for PLC-XP18, XP21 (BU787MCZ087)........................1662.50
132-220mm f/3.0 - for PLC-XP30 (BU794MCZ087) ...................................1662.50

25.4mm for PB9200 (BU653MCL1028) ...........................................................1874.95

150-230mm f/3.5 - for PLC-XP30 (BU794MCZ900) ....................................1562.50

132-220mm f/3.0 for PB9200 (BU653MCZ087) ...........................................1662.50

150-230mm f/3.5 - for PLC-XP40/41/45/P46 (BU829MCZ900) ............1562.50

50-70mm f/2.5 for PB9200 ( BU653MCZ275) ..............................................1498.95

184-314mm f/2.8 for PLV-WF10 (BU371MCZ151) ......................................3294.95

70-125mm f/2.8 for PB9200 (BU653MCZ500) .............................................1324.95

184-314mm f/2.8 for PLV-HD10 (BU373MCZ151) ......................................3294.95

For Hitachi Projectors
25.4mm f/2.8 for CP-X1200/X1250/SX1350 (BU657MCL1028) ..............1874.95
50-70mm f/2.5 for CP-X1230 (BU657MCZ275) ...........................................1498.95

184-314mm f/2.8 for PLC-EF60 / PLC-XF60 (BU375MCZ151) ..............3294.95
272-464mm f/3.0 for PLV-HD10 (BU373MCZ183) ......................................7497.95
272-464mm f/3.0 for PLC-XF31/35/41/45/EF31 (BU369MCZ183) ..........7497.95
272-464mm f/3.0 for PLC-EF60 / PLC-XF60 (BU375MCZ183) ................7497.95

70-125mm f/2.8 for CP-X1230 (BU657MCZ500) .......................................1324.95
132-220mm f/3.0 for CP-X1230 (BU656MCZ087) ......................................1662.50

For Panasonic Projectors
18mm for PT-D5500U/UL, PT-D3500 (BU570MCL070).............................1999.95
25.4mm for PT-D5500U/UL, PT-D3500 (BU570MCL1028) .......................2124.95

For Sharp Projectors
50-75mm f/2.5 for XG-PH50X (BU582MCZ275) ..........................................1498.95
70-125mm f/2.8 for XG-PH50X (BU582MCZ500) ........................................1324.95
150-230mm f/3.5 for XG-PH50X (BU582MCZ900)......................................1562.50

50-70mm f/2.5 for PT-D5500U/UL, PT-D3500 (BU570MCZ275)...........1498.95

For Sony Projectors

70-125mm f/2.8 for PT-D5500U/UL, PT-D3500 (BU570MCZ500) .........1324.95

70-125mm f/2.8 for VPL-PX21/31/32/FX50/51/52 (BU356MCZ500) ......1324.95

150-230mm f/3.5 for PT-D5500U/UL, PT-D3500 (BU570MCZ900) .......1562.50

70-125mm f/2.8 for VPL-VW12HT (BU367MCZ501) ....................................1244.95

184-314mm f/2.8 for PT-D7700 (BU572MCZ151) ....................................3294.95

150-230mm f/3.5 for VPL-PX21/31/32, FX50/51/52 (BU356MCZ900) ...1562.50

ScreenStar Conversion Lenses
Navitar ScreenStar wide-angle and long throw conversion lenses let you increase your picture size or
increase your throw distance by 20-50%, anything is possible. The wide-angle conversion lenses provide
a 25-50% larger image from the same projection distance or allow you to maintain the same size image
while moving your projector closer to the screen. The telephoto conversion lenses allow users to place
the projector 20-50% farther away from the screen and maintain the same image width or reduce your
picture size while projecting from the same distance. ScreenStar lenses are compatible with a wide
range of projectors including home theater projectors, conference projectors, portable projectors and
educational projectors and projectors in price points of low cost, mid range and high performance
projectors. No need to worry about technology wars between DLP vs LCD, ScreenStar lenses work with
most projectors including standard 4:3 format as well as 16:9 format HD video projectors.

0.8x ScreenStar Wide Angle Converter (NASSW08): 25% Larger Image....................................................939.95
0.65x ScreenStar Wide Angle Converter (NASSW065): 50% Larger Image.............................................1421.95
1.2x ScreenStar Telephoto Converter (NASST120): 17% Smaller Image.....................................................939.95
1.5x ScreenStar Telephoto Converter (NASST150): 33% Smaller Image ..................................................1421.95
3x ScreenStar Telephoto Converter (NASST300): 67% Smaller Image......................................................1752.95
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EMERGE EMS1000P • EMERGE EMS1000
Point-to-Point and
Point-to-Multipoint Media Servers
Emerge EMS1000P and EMS1000 media streamers extend stereo audio and
analog video from point to destination up to 600’ or multiple destinations
up to 750’ over CAT5 cabling. They require no special software or operating
system support. Just plug in the hardware components and they are ready
to go. High resolution video is supported up to 1600 x 1200 pixels. The
EMS1000P consists of a transmitter and receiver pair. The EMS1000 consists
of a transmitter and up to 16 receivers. The transmitter is located at the source
of the multimedia content. At the destination points, the receivers connect directly
into the output devices such as plasma screens, projectors or monitors.
The EMS1000P and EMS1000 guaranty reliable transport of high quality audio and video.
With support for full-screen, full-motion video and high-fidelity stereo audio, high-impact content is securely delivered to
the right place at the right time. Ideal for situations that require easy set up and high quality output, they take advantage
of the distance and reliability characteristics of CAT 5 cabling. They also fit right into courtrooms, classrooms or boardrooms. With their portability, small footprint and hardware-only components, they can be quickly plugged in to create a
multimedia A/V distribution system.

F E AT U R E S
◆ Plug-and-play hardware-only solution means

no software to install.
◆

Small metal case can be easily desk or rack
mounted.

◆

High-quality, highly reliable A/V connectivity.

◆

High-fidelity clickless digital stereo audio
gives high intelligibility.

◆

Streaming video with 1600 x 1200 resolution
over low-cost CAT 5 cabling provides A/V
extension up to 600- or 750’.

◆

Independent sharpness and brightness
controls to optimize the picture.

◆

Full-screen, full-motion video support
provides stutter-free playback.

◆

Advanced, spike-suppression circuits protect
your investment.

◆

Daisy chain extension port on each receiver
eliminates costly cable home runs
(EMS1000 only).

◆

DDC support automatically identifies the
maximum display resolution.

◆
◆

Point-to-Point
Installation

Point-to-Multipoint Installation

TRANSMITTER INPUTS

RECEIVER OUTPUTS

Computer Video Signals: Mini D-Sub 15-pin
connector; up to 60hz vertical refresh

Computer Video Signals: Mini D-Sub 15-pin
socket connector; up to 60hz vertical refresh

Video Signals: VGA, XGA, UXGA, WXGA

Video Signal Formats: VGA, XGA, UXGA, WXGA

Audio: Stereo mini jack

Audio: Stereo mini jack

Emerge EMS1000P Only

Emerge EMS1000 Only

Point-to-point and point-to-multipoint
transmission gives maximum flexibility.

Power: 12v DC @ 1A from supplied 100-240 VAC
50/60 Hz switching power supply

Power: 12v DC @ 1A from supplied 100-240 VAC
50/60 Hz switching power supply

Optional RMK-50 rackmount is available for
the EMS1000 transmitter.

Power Connector: 2.1mm ID, 5.5mm OD,
9.5mm length barrel connector, tip positive

Power Connector: 2.1mm ID, 5.5mm OD,
9.5mm length barrel connector, tip positive
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ESP-2MI • ESP-4MI • ESP8MI
ESP Multi-Interface Serial Hubs
Available in 2, 4 and 8 port models, ESP multi-interface (MI) serial hubs
allow serial COM/TTY ports to be placed at the point of need, anywhere
on a local or remote LAN. These hubs allow Windows, Linux, AIX or
SCO applications to communicate transparently with networkattached serial devices, as if they were directly connected. For
solutions requiring one or two port connections, the compact
ESP-2 MI provides serial over IP connectivity while satisfying
the rigorous environmental demands and unique needs of
industrial/factory automation applications. ESP serial hubs permit
structured wiring, thus reducing the need for costly and troublesome long-haul serial cabling.
In addition to COM port redirection, the ESP-2 MI and ESP-4 MI offer serial tunneling and Telnet modes of operation. When
configured to work in tandem, two units act as a virtual serial cable over IP networks. The onboard Telnet server enables
Telnet clients to monitor and manage serially attached devices. An internal web server offers a secure means to configure
and manage the ESP-2 MI and ESP-4 MI serial hubs. All ESP serial hubs support Equinox powerful management software
applications, which include EquiView Plus for Windows and ESPDIAG for Unix and Linux.
F E AT U R E S
◆ ESP MI serial hubs allow serial devices to

become IP-enabled using RS-232, RS-422
and RS-485 protocols for industrial/manufacturing environments and commercial
applications.
◆ Auto install for quick and consistent

installations without on-site technical staff.
◆ RS-485 Multi-drop modes include RTS,

ADDC, half-duplex.
◆ Multi-host attachment allows for high

availability solutions.
◆ ESP-2 MI and ESP-4 MI allow selectable

connection methods including Telnet Server,
COM Redirection Raw TCP Client/Server,
Serial Tunneling. Only COM Redirection on
the ESP-8 MI.
◆ The ESP-2 MI and ESP-4 MI serial hubs

include an internal web server which offers
secure configuration and management.

ESP-2 MI (9-wire)

ESP-4 MI (9-wire)

Model

990458

990476

990407

Power

9VDC - 30VDC
(at less than 4W)

5VDC
(1A)

100-250V
(0.5A)

DB-9 Male DTE

(4) DB-9 Male DTE

(8) RJ-45 DTE

1.62” x 4.74” x 4.38”

1.50” x 5.50” x 6.75”

1.75” x 8.75” x 8”

Connectors
Dimensions (HWD)

◆ The ESP-2 MI and ESP-4 MI serial hubs’

‘Single’ mode preserves host resources when
only one port is required.
◆ The ESP-2 MI has a power input option

(detachable barrel connector and latching
screw-block.
◆ The ESP-4 MI and ESP-8 MI serial hubs’

ESP MULTI-INTERFACE SERIAL HUB SPECIFICATIONS

Shipping Weight

ESP-8 MI (10-wire)

2 lbs.

3 lbs.

6.4 lbs.

Speed (Kbps)

230

230

230

Modem Control

Full

Full

Full

Surge Support
OS Support

Surge suppression on every pin of every port
Windows NT/2000/2003/XP, Citrix, Linux, AIX, Unix, SCO, and Solaris.

signaling is soft selectable for flexibility.

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821
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EMERGE WMS1000
Wireless Media Streamer
The Avocent Emerge WMS1000 wireless media streamer broadcasts high quality, full
motion, streaming video from a source computer to multiple display devices up to
1000’ without wires. The WMS1000 makes digital signage installations simple and
more cost effective by eliminating the need for miles of cabling and expensive PCs
at each display.
The WMS1000 wireless media streamer is a pure and simple hardware solution that
requires minimal set up time. On the source side, the transmitter connects directly to
the repository files located on a computer, DVD player, or cable box receiver. At the
remote end, the receiver connects directly into the output device which could be a plasma screen, projector or monitor.
Use for point-to-point video extension or for a point-to-multipoint broadcast application; the only difference is the
number of receivers connected to the output devices. Multiple device types can be connected to a single transmitter.
The WMS1000 is compatible with most standard video input and output resolutions up to WXGA (1366 x 768). It is also
compatible with most standard computers and video monitor hardware, and requires no special application or operating
system software.
F E AT U R E S

WMS1000 Specifications:

◆ Wireless output of 30 frames per second full

motion video (MPEG2 D1). Up to WXGA
compatible.
◆ A single transmitter automatically trains the

receivers detected with a push of a button.
◆ Plug and Play. Quick, simple installation. No

software to download or controls required.
Transmits 250 feet through walls and up to
1000 feet line-of-sight.
◆ Supports multiple input/output formats

including component, composite, S-Video,
RGB computer video and stereo audio.
◆ The wireless transmitter switches to active

input devices and automatically converts
and routes video and audio signals to
connected displays.
◆ Omni-directional (standard) and long

distance directional antennas (optional) are
available to suit the installation.
◆ 802.11a radio standard operates outside of

the standard WLAN frequencies for higher
QoS (Quality of service), interference-free
connectivity.
◆ Proprietary communication protocol offers

security and high bandwidth for challenging
installations.
◆ Built-in Advanced Encryption Standard (AES)

for secure wireless connectivity.

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO

GENERAL
Power Supply: External, 9 volt @ 1amp AC to
DC universal

RECEIVER OUTPUTS
Socket Connector: Mini D-Sub 15-pin

Rated Power: 5 watts (transmitter), 4 watts
(receiver)

Compatibility: VGA (640 x 480),
SVGA (800 x 600), XGA (1024 x 768),
WVGA (850 x 480), WXGA (1366 x 768)

Weight: 2 lbs.

Refresh: Up to 70hz Vertical Refresh

Size (LWH): 6.5” x 4” x 1.25”, metal enclosure
with 75mm vesa mounts

Video Signals: Component, S-Video,
Composite Video, 480I@30FPS

Frequency: 5.2-8 ghz

Audio: Stereo mini jack

Operating Temperature: 32° to 104°

Control: RS-232 D-sub 9 pin

PERFORMANCE

MISC

Distance: 250’ through 3 walls. Up to 1000’
line-of-sight

Communication Modes: Point-to-Point.
Multi-Casting to 8 Receivers

Compression: MPEG2

Security: Advanced Encryption Standard
(AES)

TRANSMITTER INPUTS
Compatibility: VGA (640 x 480),
SVGA (800 x 600), XGA (1024 x 768),
WVGA (850 x 480), WXGA (1366 x 768)
Refresh: Up to 70hz Vertical Refresh
Video Signals: Component, S-Video,
Composite Video, 480I@30FPS

Antennas: Two- 2 dBi omni directional (standard). Hi Output 8 dBi directional (optional)
Accessories: Power Supply, Power Supply
Mount, Hi Output 8 dBi directional antenna
(optional), Rack mount (optional)

Audio: Stereo mini jack

Part Numbers: EWMS1000-001TX/RX
Bundle, EWMS1000-001 TX 500-168-001,
EWMS 1000-001 RX 510-133-001

Control: RS-232 D-sub 9 pin

Warranty: Two Years

www.bhphotovideo.com
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EMERGE WMS1000

Smart Wireless
Technology Design
The WMS1000 wireless media streamer uses a
smart wireless technology design. The component
hardware is capable of self-setup and adjustment
to ensure that the highest quality signal strength
and video transmission is maintained. As a result,
the display device portrays smooth motion video
with a stable, noiseless image.

Simple Setup:
Like a wireless keyboard, the WMS1000 wireless
media streamer system is set up or “trained” by
simply pushing a button located on the wireless
transmitter and on each receiver. No OSD is
required. Subsequent displays/receivers can be
added easily when conditions or requirements
change. Display relocation is much quicker without
bulky VGA cabling. Transmission of content occurs
immediately and securely in the 802.11a bandwidth, freed from interference from other WLAN
devices.

Experience
the freedom
and flexibility
of smart
wireless
streaming
media

Signal Strength Indicator:
Built-in signal strength monitor light helps the
installer find the best location for remote receiver
units. Identifies performance-optimized mounting
location automatically without special metering
equipment.

Multi-Display RS-232 Interface:
The WMS1000 wireless media streamer technology
enables setup, display controls and monitoring the
health of up to 8 attached display devices from a
single transmitter.

High Quality MPEG2 Compression:
The WMS100 transmits full MPEG2 D1 quality
video utilizing a 100% digital transport. Combined
with its proprietary communication protocol, the
WMS1000 wireless media streamer guarantees
smooth, secure and uninterrupted digital signage
applications.

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821
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LV3500W • LV4500W
LongView Wireless Extenders
Experience the freedom and flexibility of wireless A/V connectivity. The Avocent LV3500W and LV4500W LongView
Wireless extenders provide connectivity between computer-based audio/video sources and display devices including
LCDs, monitors, plasma displays and projection devices. They simplify A/V installations making them more cost-effective
by eliminating the need for miles of cabling and expensive PCs at each remote location. Audio, video and PC content are
transmitted wirelessly from the source computer to the output device utilizing a unique, proprietary compression engine.
Because of their industry-standard design, the extenders are compatible with virtually any PC, display and operating
system - requiring no new drivers, software or OS upgrades. Installation is easy and eliminates the expense and inflexibility of conventional hard-wiring. They also eliminate the risk associated with many wireless products because of its three
levels of security which include, AES encryption, proprietary 802.11a link layer protocol, and proprietary video
compression. Firmware features a user-friendly On Screen Display (OSD) for managing connectivity, making adjustments
and tuning the audio/video settings.
The LongView Wireless extender transmitter and receiver process analog video inbound and outbound with a distance
range that varies. The LV3500W transmits data 100’ through walls and up to 300’ without obstruction. The LV4500W
extends transmission distance to 3000’ without obstructions and supports both wall and table mount options.
F E AT U R E S

LongView Wireless LV3500W

◆ Wireless video with up to 30 frames per second

and XGA resolution (1024 x 768).
◆

Transmitter connects directly to the computer
making it a visual extension source - perfect for
digital signage, presentation or classroom
applications. The use of locally-wired monitor,
keyboard and mouse is supported.

◆

Receiver connects directly to the output device
leaving it free of unsightly cabling. Extended
audio speakers as well as keyboard and mouse
can be connected at the remote location if
desired.

◆

Plug & Play Installation. No software to
download or controls required.

◆

Comprehensive auto setup quickly determines
and establishes optimal settings for content
being transmitted.

◆

On Screen Display (OSD) menu puts adjustments
into the user’s hands.

◆

Built-in AES Advanced Encryption Standard
(AES) for secure wireless connectivity.

◆ 802.11a radio standard operates outside of the

standard WLAN frequencies for higher QoS
(Quality of service), interference-free connectivity.
◆ Proprietary communication protocol offers

security and high bandwidth for challenging
installations.

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO

The LongView Wireless LV3500W
extender, includes a wireless
transmitter and receiver, power
supplies and audio cables. The
firmware features a user-friendly
OSD for making adjustments and
tuning the video settings. The
LV3500W transmission ranges
from 100’ through walls up to
300’ line-of-sight. The omnidirectional antennas enable the
transmitter and receiver to locate each other even if one of them has been moved.

LongView Wireless LV4500W
The LongView Wireless LV4500W
extender includes a wireless
transmitter and receiver, power supplies and audio cables. The firmware
features a user-friendly OSD for
making adjustments and tuning the
video settings. LV4500W transmission ranges from 300’ through walls
up to 3000’ line-of-sight. Care must
be used in setup to ensure that the
transmitter and receiver are pointed
directly at each other to take advantage of the power of the LV4500W embedded directional antennas.

www.bhphotovideo.com
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LV3500W • LV4500W
Wireless A/V Applications
Video cabling is no longer required for streaming audio/video
connections from the host computer to the display device.
Because the connection is wireless, installation is much
easier, faster and often cheaper.
At the same time, there is a great deal of added flexibility –
both in placement and/or the reconfiguration of source and
display device locations. The LongView Wireless extender
adapts as your A/V systems evolve.

Courtrooms:
Quickly move displays, monitors or projectors for deployment
when and where they are needed.

Digital Signage:
Transmit audio/video and digital data to signage displays.
Classrooms:
Configure rooms as needed from ceiling-mounted projectors
or monitors on carts to wireless instructor workstations.

Houses of Worship:
Set up your facility with display and projector placement
where traditional cabling would be prohibitive.
Conference Rooms:
Enable quicker user setup cutting the tether to hard-wired
presentation stations.
Auditoriums:
The LongView Wireless extender provides ultimate room flexibility and allows rapid reconfiguration of small/large venues.

LONGVIEW WIRELESS EXTENDER SPECIFICATIONS
Video Resolution
Video Interface
Audio Support
Range
Antennas
Operating Temperature
Storage Temperature
Supported Hardware

LV3500W

LV4500W

VGA (640 x 480), SVGA (800 x 600), XGA (1024 x 768)

VGA (640 x 480), SVGA (800 x 600), XGA (1024 x 768)

VGA compatible analog RGB (15-pin D-shell) non-interlaced 60Hz refresh rate
Analog Digital

Analog Digital

300’ (unobstructed)

1000’ (unobstructed)

2- 2 dbi omni directional

Hi output, 8 dbi directional internal antenna

32° (0°C) to 104° (40°C)

32° (0°C) to 104° (40°C)

-4° (-20°C) to 122° (50°C)

-4° (-20°C) to 122° (50°C)

VESA standard resolutions at 60hz refresh including: VGA (640 x 480), SVGA (800 x 600), XGA (1024 x 768 [JJ1] )

Peripherals
Power
Power Connector
Dimensions (HDW)
Weight

PS/2 keyboard, PS/2 mouse, extended speakers.
12 VDC @ 1A from supplied 100-240 VAC 50/60 Hz switching power supply
2.1mm ID, 5.5mm OD, 9.5mm length barrel connector, tip positive
1.75 x 5.25 x 6.25”

6.5 x 4.5 x 2.5”

1 lb. (Transmitter and Receiver)

1 lb. (Transmitter and Receiver)

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821
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Projector Mounts

Bretford...............................................202-203
Chief ......................................................204-211
Draper ...................................................212-216
Luxor................................................................217
Peerless................................................218-223
Premier Mounts .............................224-226
H. Wilson.......................................................227
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Section3

Obtaining information and ordering from B&H is quick and
easy. When you call us, just punch in the corresponding
Quick Dial number anytime during our welcome message.
The Quick Dial code then directs you to the specific
professional sales associates in our order department.
For Section 3, Projector Mounts,
use Quick Dial #: 821
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BRETFORD

LCD PROJECTOR MOUNTS
Bretford’s LCD projector mounts easily
adjust to fit most LCD projectors and are
available in three different styles for various
methods of installation. Projector is held in
place by 12- to 14-gauge steel arms, which
allow air flow and access to functions on all
sides of the projector. Mount has roll, pitch
and yaw adjustments to fine tune your
projector. Unique hanger support system
allows one man installation, and projector
Roll
Pitch
Yaw
Side
to
Side
Front
to
Back
Rotation
360°
can be mounted right-side up or upside
down. Mount easily re-adjusts for exchanging
projectors. When you upgrade projectors, you won’t have to purchase a new mount. Finished in black powder paint.
◆ Mounts easily adjust to fit most LCD projectors.

◆ Mount has roll, pitch and yaw adjustments to fine tune your projector.

◆ Available in three different styles for various methods of installation.

◆ Projector can be mounted right side up or upside down.

◆ These mounts feature an open design that allows the air flow to cool the projector and allows for access to functions on all sides of the projector.

TPMA1-BK

TPMA2-BK

This ceiling mount is for use with 11⁄2” NPS
pipe or 1⁄4” threaded rod installation. All
mounting pipes, rods and accessories are
sold separately.

Overall Dimensions
Pitch

TPMA3-BK

This mount attaches flush to the ceiling. Flush
mount plate included. The projector is held in
place by steel arms which allow air flow and
access to projector functions.

This mount holds a projector to a single
wood stud on the wall and includes a wall
bracket arm. All mounting pipes, rods and
accessories are sold separately.

TPMA1-BK

TPMA2-BK

TPMA3-BK

Up to 17 x 27 x 16” (WxDxH)

Up to 17 x 27 x 16” (WxDxH)

Up to 17 x 27 x 16” (WxDxH)

10°

10°

10°

Roll

10°

10°

10°

Yaw

360°

33° left and right off of projection line

360°

22 lbs.

17 lbs.

31 lbs.

BRTPMA1BK

BRTPMA2BK

BRTPMA3BK

$144.95

$144.95

$204.95

Weight
B&H Item Number
Price

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO
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LCD PROJECTOR MOUNT ACCESSORIES
Extension Pipes
Extension pipes are threaded at both ends and measure 11⁄2” NPS.
They are available in three lengths. An optional Pipe Coupler
provides the necessary strength when combining pipe lengths.
The optional matching Escutcheon Ring surrounds the ceiling pipe
for a finished look. All are finished in black powder paint.
TV4-BK 4” Pipe (BRTV4BK) ..........................................................................35.95
TV10-BK 10” Pipe (BRTV10BK) ....................................................................44.95

TVCPLR-BK

TVER-BK

TV18-BK 18” Pipe (BRTV18BK) ....................................................................49.95
TVCPLR-BK Pipe Coupler (BRTVCPLRBK) ...............................................39.95

TV4-BK
TV10-BK
TV18-BK

TVER-BK Escutcheon Ring (BRTVERBK) .................................................19.95

Ceiling Mounting Brackets
TVCCB-BK
Cathedral Ceiling Bracket (BRTVCCBBK)
Designed for angled ceiling installations on LCD mounts. Used with
extension pipe. For use with wood support beams and joists. Uses gravity
to hang at the proper angle. Weighs 5 lbs. Comes in black.....................29.50

TVRA-BK
Revolving Adapter (BRTVRABK)
TVCCB-BK Cathedral Ceiling Bracket

TVRA-BK Revolving Adapter

Adapter to connect mount and ceiling pipe. When used with Bretford LCD
mounts, adapter allows mount to swivel 360° without having to reset a
screw.............................................................................................................................34.50

TVEBP-BK
Flat Exterior Back-up Plate (BRTVEBPBK)
Mounts on the opposite side of a hollow concrete block mounted bracket
and provides added strength and safety. Matches hole pattern of all
Bretford wall mount brackets and is installed with 3/8” threaded rod and
nuts (not included)...................................................................................................27.95
TVEBP-BK Flat Exterior Back-up Plate
TVSTBL-BK Adjustable Stabilizing Bracket

TVWJK-BK Wire Jacket Kit

TVEBP10-BK
Flat Exterior Back-up Plate 10-Pack (BRTVEBP10BK)
10 piece pack of the TVEBP-BK mounting plates .........................................59.95

TVSTBL-BK
Adjustable Stabilizing Bracket (BRTVSTBLBK)
The adjustable stabilizing bracket prevents swaying on LCD mounts.
Attaches to ceiling and extension pipe ...........................................................64.95

TVWJK-BK
Wire Jacket Kit (BRTVWJKBK)
Keeps cable and LCD projector cords organized and out of the way...27.95

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821
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CEILING MOUNTS
RPA Series Inverted Projector Mounts
An inverted ceiling mount with the exclusive All-Points security system,
the RPA series is the top-selling projector mount in the industry. Supplied
with everything you need for a quick installation, low-profile look and
hassle-free projector maintenance, they are ideal for offices, schools
and homes. All-Points is an integrated security system that uses security
hardware at all key connection points to protect projectors from theft.
A steel-into-steel design makes All-Points more effective than other
integrated security systems.
◆ UL listed for proven strength.

RPA Mount

◆ Includes the All-Points Security

System.

◆ Easy installation – no assembly.
◆ With their low-profile design, RPA Series

mounts can be flush mounted without
additional accessories.
◆ Quick projector disconnect/reconnect

with lamp and filter access—always
maintains registration. Disconnecting
doesn’t affect pre-set adjustments.

◆ Compatible with a large assortment

of accessories to easily overcome a
variety of installation challenges.
optional LSB-100 Lateral Shift
Accessory
◆ Compatible with the PG-1 Projector

Guard Security Cage.

◆ Independent Roll, Pitch and Yaw

adjustments make it easy to precisely
register the projector.
◆ Integrated cable management allows

cables to be routed through the top of
the mount without additional accessories.

RPA-U Mount

◆ Allows lateral shift by adding the

◆ Allows natural convection ventilation.

RPA Inverted Custom Projector Mount (CHRPA)
Includes an SLB bracket that is designed for each
specific projector. Call to determine which mount to
order based on your projector model. Available in
black, silver and white colors ......................................188.95

◆ Three ceiling mounting methods:

Flush mount; optional 1/4” threaded
rod; or an optional 11⁄2” NPT Threaded
Extension Column.

RPA-U Inverted Universal Projector Mount (CHRPAU)
Universally supports most invertible projectors.
Available in black, silver and white colors..............188.95

UPC Non-Inverted Custom Projector Mount
Chief’s customized UPC Series Mount offers the best-looking and most
functional installation possible for projectors that must be mounted upright
in the ceiling. Each mount includes a bracket that is custom designed to fit
the contour of your projector, giving you the lowest profile support possible.
The UPC customized brackets also save you valuable projector maintenance
time by providing easy access to the lamp and filter.
◆ Low-profile design

UPC Mount

◆ Heavy-duty construction for added

strength and security

UPC Non-Inverted
Custom Projector Mount (CHUPC)
Includes an SLB bracket that is designed for each
specific projector. Call to determine which mount
to order based on your projector model. Available
in black or silver colors........................................264.95

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO

◆ Independent Roll, Pitch and Yaw

adjustments make it easy to precisely
register the projector.
◆ Integrated cable management allows

cables to be routed through the top of
the mount without additional accessories.

www.bhphotovideo.com

◆ Quick projector disconnect/reconnect

with lamp and filter access—always
maintains registration. Disconnecting
doesn’t affect pre-set adjustments
◆ Three ceiling mounting methods: Flush

mount; optional 1/4” threaded rod; or an
optional 11⁄2” NPT Threaded Extension
Column.
◆ Compatible with optional LSB-100 Lateral

Shift Bracket
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CEILING MOUNTS
LCDA Non-Inverted Universal Projector Mount

VCM Inverted Heavy-Duty Projector Mount

A universal solution for
mounting upright LCD/DLP
projectors, the LCDA Series
Mount holds projectors on an
adjustable tray and allows
you to tighten the mount
around your projector for a
secure fit. The LCDA provides
you with independent
adjustments for quick, easy registration. Ideal for portable projector
installations in offices and small businesses where the projector needs
to be taken down frequently for traveling.

The VCM Series Ceiling Mount
provides the strong support you
need for mounting heavy
LCD/CRT projectors in schools
and auditoriums. Chief’s exclusive micrometer adjustments
and quick disconnect save installation and maintenance time.
Micrometer adjustments give
you the precision you need to quickly achieve registration. The quick
disconnect feature allows you to remove the projector for maintenance and replace it on the mount without losing registration.

◆ Easy installation, no interface

◆ All steel, heavy-duty design securely mounts large, heavy projectors

◆ Independent Roll, Pitch and

bracket required

Yaw adjustments for fast and
precise image registration

◆ Adjustable tray accommodates

◆ Convenient lamp and filter

a wide variety of projectors
◆

access for no hassle
maintenance

The mount can be tightened
around the projector for a
secure fit

◆ Exclusive micrometer roll (±5°) and pitch (±20°) adjustments

LCDA Model

Max Height

B&H SKU

Price

LCDA-215C

31⁄3”- 4 2⁄5”

7 5⁄8”- 12 3⁄5”

8”

CHLCDA215C

322.95

LCDA-220C

7 11⁄16”- 13 2⁄5”

8 5⁄8”- 111⁄2”

17 3⁄4”

CHLCDA220C

322.95

LCDA-225C

10 ⁄5”- 16”

8 ⁄8”- 11 ⁄2”

17 3⁄4”

CHLCDA225C

322.95

LCDA-230C

7 11⁄16”- 13 2⁄5”

1211⁄16”- 231⁄4”

17 3⁄4”

CHLCDA230C

322.95

LCDA-240C

10 4⁄5”- 16”

*14 1⁄8”- 19 3⁄5”

221⁄4”

CHLCDA240C

322.95

4

5

1

ter access—always maintains registration and disconnecting doesn’t
affect pre-set adjustments
◆ Three ceiling mounting options

◆ Three ceiling mounting options

Max Width Tray Depth

◆ Quick projector disconnect/reconnect with convenient lamp and fil-

are
made with the alignment features of the body. Simply turn the roll
adjustment bolt to raise or lower either side of the projector, then
adjust and lock the pitch adjustment. This process enables you to
remove the projector for service and remount without disturbing
the original projector alignment.

VCM Inverted Heavy Duty Projector Mount (CHVCM)
Includes an HB bracket. Call to determine which mount to order based
on your projector model. Available in black color.............................385.95

*LCDA-240C tray is a fixed 12 1⁄2” wide. Adjustments are for the side panels only.

CMA-250 LCDA Flush Plate (CHCMA250)
Used to flush mount the LCDA ceiling mount.......................................53.95

LPK-1 Low Profile Mount Kit (CHLPK1)
Attaches to the top of the VCM Mount to permit flush mounting to the
ceiling, without loss of the X-Y movement ...........................................108.95

LCD Projector Stackers

PG-1A Projector Guard Security Cage

◆ Mount with pre-existing

installations without
disturbing projector settings
◆ Adjustable front opening

accommodates different
lens positions
PG-1A (CHSCL)
Accomodates projectors up
20 3⁄8 x 71⁄2 x 20” ................358.95

A top security solution for
schools and gymnasiums, this
cage fully encloses projectors
in a black, locked steel cage
to prevent theft, as well as
recreational damage.

Utilizing RPA or UPC Series mounts,
Stackers provide easy projector
registration and quick disconnection
for maintenance. Order as a system
or choose modular components.

◆ Hinged doors for easy access

inverted or non-inverted and
facing the same or opposing
directions for increased versatility

◆ Projectors can be installed

for projector maintenance
◆ Accommodates roll, pitch

and yaw adjustments
◆ Provides proper projector

◆ 360° of rotation on arm
◆

± 4° roll, ± 25° pitch, 12° yaw

ventilation

PG-2A (CHSCMW)
Accomodates projectors up to
16 x 7.5 x 16” .....................313.95

LCD-2C Stacker (CHLCD2C)
Stack multiple LCD/DLP
projectors from the ceiling.
Mounts not included ....312.50

LCD-2TS Stacker (CHLCD2TS)
Stands on a table using the
included LCDB Base Plate.
Mounts not included ....412.95

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821
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PROJECTOR ACCESSORIES
C E I L I N G P L AT E S
8” Ceiling Plate with Attached
Adjustable 11⁄2” NPT Column

6” Ceiling Plate with 11⁄2” NPT Opening
◆ Combines with fixed or adjustable CMA

CMA-100

extension columns to customize your installation

◆ Universal solution for most structural

ceiling installations

◆ Includes set screw

◆ Easy way to achieve the desired drop

◆ Weight capacity is 500 lbs.

distance, 241⁄4”-46”

CMA-330

CMA-115 (CHCMA115) ..................................................48.95

◆ Adjustable in 3/4” increments
◆ Provides unmatched rigidity

Offset Ceiling Plate

CMA-115

◆ Weight capacity is 500 lbs.

◆ Routes projector cables through the extension

column and out the top of the ceiling plate for
better cable management

CMA-100 (CHCMA100) ............................156.95

◆ Includes an 8” square ceiling plate with a 13⁄4”

5” Designer Ceiling Plate
with 11⁄2” NPT Opening

high offset
◆ Overall height is 4 1⁄16”

◆ Cost effective, attractive solution for

◆ Attaches to a 11⁄2” NPT extension column; it can

simple installs

also attach to 2” NPT column with the CMA-332

◆ Can hold equipment using all four

◆ Weight capacity is 500 lbs.

holes or two opposing holes

CMA-330 (CHCMA330) ................................................48.95

◆ 4” x 4” mounting pattern is designed to

allow use of 3/8” mounting bolts

Structural Ceiling Plate

◆ Includes set screw to secure a 11⁄2” NPT

CMA-345

to the ceiling plate

◆ Flexible neoprene rubber joint to minimize

shock and vibration

◆ Weight capacity is 500 lbs.

◆ Overall height is 4 1⁄2”

CMA-101 (CHCMA101) ................................18.95

◆ Attaches to a 11⁄2” NPT threaded

4” Ceiling Plate
with 11⁄2” NPT Opening

extension column

CMA-101

◆ Weight capacity is 500 lbs.

CMA-345 (CHCMA345) .............................................148.95

◆ Combines with fixed or adjustable CMA

extension columns to customize your
installation
◆ Great for installations where a short

CMA-395

extension column is used, or where
there isn’t space for a larger plate

column
◆ Two slotted mounting holes

◆ Weight capacity is 500 lbs.

◆ Includes set screw

CMA-105

◆ Weight capacity is 500 lbs.
CMA-700

8” Ceiling Plate
with 11⁄2” NPT Opening

CMA-395 (CHCMA395) ................................................48.95

Easy Installation Kit

◆ Combines with fixed or adjustable CMA

extension columns to customize your
installation

◆ Provides all the accessories you need for a

complete structural ceiling installation

◆ CMA-210 available for attaching to

◆ Easy to install

2” NTP

◆ Includes a 6” x 6” ceiling plate and adjustable

◆ Includes set screw
◆ Weight capacity is 500 lbs.

CMA-110

CMA-110 (CHCMA110) ...............................58.95
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◆ Adjusts from -5° to +95° to level an angled ceiling
◆ Attaches to a 11⁄2” NPT threaded extension

◆ Includes set screw

CMA-105 (CHCMA105)...............................38.95

100° Angled Ceiling Plate
with Threaded Coupler

www.bhphotovideo.com

extension column that spans 12”–18”
◆ Weight capacity is 500 lbs.

CMA-700 (CHCMA700) .............................................108.95
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CEILING KITS

EXTENSION COLUMNS

CMA-165 Internal Joist Ceiling Kit (CHCMA165)
The CMA-165 makes home
installations quick and easy.
The system works like a ceiling
fan installation and is designed
to suspend a projector
between ceiling joists. With
just a 4” hole in the ceiling, it is
possible to install a projector. The adapter is designed with a cable
management system for a clean installation. The kit includes a junction
box mounting brace and a 5” round plate that adapts to 11⁄2” NPT
extension columns. Weight capacity is 50 lbs ......................................108.95

CMA Fixed Extension Columns

CMA-440 UL-Listed Lightweight Suspended Ceiling Kit (CHCMA440)
This easy-to-install, economically
priced mounting kit is perfect for
mounting most LCD/DLP projectors
under 50 lbs. It offers easy clamping
to ceiling tracks with minimal
assembly. Infinite adjustment
allows positioning of 11⁄2” NPT
opening at nearly any location
within a 2’ x 2’ or 2’ x 4’ ceiling tile. The kit includes a 10’ safety cable,
20’ strand wire, two outlet knockouts, four turnbuckles, wood eye bolts,
concrete anchors and a chrome ring ........................................................108.95

◆ Use with any 11⁄2” NPT

accessory to lower the
projector to desired
height

◆ Includes 11⁄2” NPT column

threaded on both ends, 3”
to 6’ lengths
◆ Weight capacity is 500 lbs.

CMA-003 (CHCMA003)
3” extension column................8.95

CMA-024 (CHCMA024)
2’ extension column..............34.95

CMA-006 (CHCMA006)
6” extension column .............14.95

CMA-036 (CHCMA036)
3’ extension column..............39.95

CMA-008 (CHCMA008)
8” extension column.............26.95

CMA-048 (CHCMA048)
4’ extension column..............58.95

CMA-012 (CHCMA012)
12” extension column...........28.95

CMA-060 (CHCMA060)
5’ extension column..............69.95

CMA-018 (CHCMA018)
18” extension column...........32.95

CMA-072 (CHCMA072)
6’ extension column..............84.95

CMA Adjustable Extension Columns
◆ Use with any 11⁄2” NPT accessory to lower the projector to

CMA-450 UL-Listed Suspended Ceiling Kit (CHCMA450)
The flexible, easy-to-install
CMA-450 is a 2’ x 2’ plate designed
to sit unseen above the suspended
ceiling. It is secured with four tie
wires and a safety cable. Nine
mounting hole positions with
threaded ends for accepting 11⁄2”
NPT extension column offer great
flexibility for mounting. It comes with a 10’ safety cable, 20’ strand wire,
two outlet knockouts, four turnbuckles, wood eye bolts, concrete
anchors and chrome finishing ring. It’s weight capacity: center hole
(250 lbs.), side and corner holes (125 lbs.)...............................................158.95
CMA-455 UL-Listed Suspended Ceiling Replacement Kit (CHCMA455)
Quick installation without cutting
any ceiling tiles, the CMA-455 is
designed to replace a 2’ x 2’ ceiling
tile or sit above the suspended
ceiling. It is secured to the structure
above with four tie wires. A threaded
hole accepts a 11⁄2” NPT extension
column. It includes a 10’ safety cable,
20’ strand wire, two outlet knockouts, four turnbuckles, wood eye bolts
and concrete anchors. It’s weight capacity is 250 lbs .........................148.95

desired height
◆ Provides range of height adjustment in 1” increments,

depending on the model (3’ to 12’ lengths).
◆ 11⁄2” NPT Column threaded on both ends
◆ Includes set screws for added rigidity
◆ Weight capacity is 500 lbs.

CMA-006009 (CHCMA006009)
Adjusts from 6”–9”.................56.95

CMA-0507 (CHCMA0507)
Adjusts from 5’–7’................144.95

CMA-009012 (CHCMA009012)
Adjusts from 9”-12”................78.95

CMA-0608 (CHCMA0608)
Adjusts from 6’–8’................144.95

CMA-012018 (CHCMA012018)
Adjusts from 12”–18” .............98.95

CMA-0709 (CHCMA0709)
Adjusts from 7’–9’................148.95

CMA-018024 (CHCMA018024)
Adjusts from 18”–24” ..........106.95

CMA-0810 (CHCMA0810)
Adjusts from 8’–10’..............169.95

CMA-0203 (CHCMA0203)
Adjusts from 2’–3’................116.95

CMA-0911 (CHCMA0911)
Adjusts from 9’–11’ ..............169.95

CMA-0305 (CHCMA0305)
Adjusts from 3’–5’................128.95

CMA-1012 (CHCMA1012)
Adjusts from 10’–12’ ............184.95

CMA-0406 (CHCMA0406)
Adjusts from 4’–6’................136.95

* CMA-1012 Adjustable Extension Column
cannot ship by UPS due to length.

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821
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STRUCTURAL ADAPTERS
Pipe Clamp

UL-Listed Offset Unistrut Adapter

◆ Clamps onto a 19⁄10”– 31⁄2” horizontal pipe

CMA-300
Pipe Clamp

◆ Allows cable access

◆ Quickly installs to all styles of 15⁄8”

Unistrut/U-Channel
◆ Cable management through pole and directly

◆ Attaches to 11⁄2” NPT threaded extension

out of Unistrut adapter

column
◆ Weight capacity is 300 lbs.

CMA-300 (CHCMA300) ....................................153.95

◆ Attaches to a 11⁄2” NPT threaded extension
CMA-372
UL-Listed Offset
Unistrut Adapter

column
◆ Ships with spring nuts and bolts for attaching to

Unistrut/U-Channel

I-Beam Clamp

◆ Weight capacity is 500 lbs.

◆ Adapts a 11⁄2” NPT column to I-beam truss

CMA-360
I-Beam Clamp

from 2 5⁄16”–12” wide
◆ Weight capacity is 250 lbs.

CMA-372 (CHCMA372) ...............................................48.95

Concrete Fastener Kit

CMA-360 (CHCMA360) ....................................217.50

◆ Includes four concrete fasteners for concrete or

brick installations
CMA-380 (CHCMA365) ...............................................11.95

C-Clamp
◆ Great for mounting equipment in exhibit

booths

Internal Joist Mount

◆ Clamps to any structure up to 2 3⁄4” OD,

◆ Expands to bridge ceiling joists on 10 -23” centers

including 2 x 4” structures
CMA-380
Concrete Fastner Kit

◆ Attaches to a 11⁄2” NPT threaded extension

columns
◆ Quick, versatile installation of presentation

CMA-362 C-Clamp

equipment

◆ Adjustable clamping bracket with threaded

fittings for 11⁄2” NPT threaded extension columns
◆ Weight capacity is 300 lbs.

CMA-385 (CHCMA385) ...............................................98.95

◆ Allows cable access through column
◆ Weight capacity is 250 lbs.

CMA-362 (CHCMA362) .......................................98.95

CMA-385
Internal
Joist Mount

16” On Center Ceiling Plate
◆ Attach to finished ceilings using the included

lag bolts
◆ Can be used on structural ceilings using

Truss Ceiling Adapter

CMA-380 optional concrete anchors

◆ Adapts a 11⁄2” threaded extension column to
CMA-365
Truss Ceiling Adapter

square, round, rectangular or I-beam truss
up to 3” in diameter

◆ Attaches to 11⁄2” NPT threaded extension columns
◆ Includes set screw

◆ Weight capacity is 250 lbs.

◆ Weight capacity is 300 lbs.

CMA-365 (CHCMA365) .......................................48.95

CMA-390 (CHCMA390) ...............................................58.95

UL-Listed Architectural
Spanning Adapter

CMA-390
On Center Ceiling Plate

◆ Same as above, but for 24” on-center joists

CMA-391 (CHCMA391) ................................................78.95

◆ Spans truss systems 5–18” for easy overhead

installation of equipment in buildings and
exhibit booths
◆ Accommodates truss using up to 2” OD

round or 17⁄8” square pipe

Wall Mount Arm

CMA-366
UL-Listed Architectural
Spanning Adapter

◆ Use to wall mount the RPA, UPC or LCDA

projector mounts

◆ Attaches to a 11⁄2” NPT threaded extension

◆ Includes 3” extension column

columns

◆ Extends 181⁄4” from wall

◆ Cable management through column
◆ Weight capacity is 250 lbs.

CMA-366 (CHCMA366) ....................................108.95
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24” On Center Ceiling Plate
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WMA-300
Wall Mount Arm

◆ Weight capacity is 150 lbs. (concrete installation),

125 lbs. (wood stud installation)
WMA-300 (CHWMA300).............................................78.95
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A D D I T I O N A L I N S TA L L AT I O N A D A P T E R S
11⁄2” to 1” Adapter/Reducer

Chrome Finishing Ring

Easily adapt your RPA Mount or other 11⁄2” NPT
accessory for use on a 1” NPT column

Visually enhances suspended ceiling installations by
covering the hole where extension column passes
through the ceiling tile. Ring is hinged to open.

CMA-151 (CHCMA151) ........................................21.95

CMA-151

CMA-640 (CHCMA640) .................................................12.95

11⁄2” to 11⁄2” NPT Coupler

CMA-640

Attaches two 11⁄2” NPT columns for added
length. A slot allows easy cable access. It adds
33⁄4” height to the installation. Two set screws
are included for security and stability. Weight
capacity is 500 lbs.

CMA-152 (CHCMA152) .......................................33.95

Quick Disconnect
The QD-1 provides quick release by loosening
flange nuts and removing the safety pin. It is
helpful with mounting heavy equipment such as
the VCM projector mount. It attaches to 11⁄2” NPT
threaded extension column. Weight capacity 500 lb.
QD-1 (CHQD1) ...............................................................112.95

CMA-152
QD-1

Installation Job Box

Heavy-Duty Lateral Shift Bracket

Makes installations quicker and easier by
providing one central location for electrical
hook-ups, cables and equipment. It attaches
to two 11⁄2” NPT columns and remains hidden
above the ceiling. It includes outlet knockouts
and space to hold wiring and electrical
equipment. Weight capacity is 250 lbs.

The XY-1 bracket allows 4” adjustment in any
direction. It can be positioned on a 11⁄2” NPT
extension column for either right/left or fore/aft
adjustment. It alleviates obstacles in the pathway of
column drop.

CMA-160

XY-1 (CHXY1) .................................................................138.95

CMA-160 (CHCMA160) ....................................217.50

Vibration Isolator
XY-1

Threaded Pipe Coupler
Attaches two 11⁄2” NPT extension columns
together for added length, and adds 21⁄16”
height to the installation. Two set screws are
included for security and stability. Weight
capacity is 500 lbs.

CMA-270
CMA-347

The CMA-347 reduces image movement due to
building vibration. It’s unique design soaks up
vibration above the mount connection point. It can
be used with any 11⁄2” NPT extension columns and
includes two sets of springs for different weight
mounting options. It’s weight capacity is 0-15 lbs.
or 15-35 lbs.

CMA-347 (CHCMA347) ..............................................283.95

CMA-270 (CHCMA270)......................................23.95

Support Bracket
and Cable Assembly
Quick-Snap Cable Cover

Used with long extension installations, the
CMA-340 attaches to a 11⁄2” or 2” NPT threaded
extension column and increases rigidity and
reduces sway. It includes a bracket, four
cables and four turnbuckles. Its weight
capacity is 500 lbs.

CMA-340

CMA-340 (CHCMA340) ...................................159.95

CMA-275 (CHCMA275) .................................................64.95
CMA-275

Heavy-Duty
Swivel Adapter with Stops
Allows smooth axis rotation or the ability to
set swivel 0–330°, the CMA-351 offers quick
rotation for projecting on more than one wall.
It attaches to a 11⁄2” NPT threaded extension
column and has a weight capacity of 500 lbs.

CMA-351 (CHCMA351)....................................118.95

This kit includes three 4’ cable covers that can easily
be cut to size. It hides cables and quickly adapts to
11⁄2” or 2” NPT extension columns. The unique cover
design snaps on easily and is a great alternative to
routing cables through the 11⁄2” NPT Column.

Lateral Shift for RPA/UPC Mounts

LSB-100
CMA-351

Allows 3˝ of right/left lateral adjustment to center
the lens. It maintains the quick disconnect feature
of the RPA, and includes the All-Points Security
System hardware. An additional 21⁄4” right/left lateral
adjustment is possible for projectors under 15 lbs.
It’s weight capacity is 50 lbs.

LSB-100 (CHLSB100) .......................................................44.95

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821
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SECURITY ACCESSORIES
Heavy-Duty Cable System
System includes the SA-1 security
anchor, 1/4” x 5’ vinyl-coated cable,
40mm padlock, two steel security pads
with patented rotating cable fasteners
and a tube of instant adhesive.
HC-1 (CHHC1)..........................................83.95

HC-1
Heavy-Duty Cable System

LC-1 Cable Lock

Cable Lock
Includes a coiled cable that extends 6’,
two steel security pads, a tube of super
glue gel and a 30mm padlock.
LC-1 (CHLC1)............................................58.95

Security Anchor

PL-4
Projector Lock

Attaches to NPT pipe, truss work and
other components. Security shroud is
held in position by a security cable
(not included) blocking access to the
hardware.
SA-1 (CHSA1)...........................................19.95

SA-1 Security Anchor

SSC Security Screw Cover Kits for RPA Mounts

SSC-1

◆ Provides added protection against equipment theft.
◆ Prohibits access to screws by covering hardware and locking with

Projector Lock

padlocks or cable (padlocks and cable not included).

Lock body is 1” diameter x 1 ⁄4” long.
Made from aircraft aluminum, it has a
seamless housing with a seven-pin
tumbler locking mechanism (two keys
provided). 3M adhesive secures lock to
projector.
PL-4 (CHPL4)...........................................88.95
1

◆ Compatible with the All-Points Security System

SSC-1 (CHSSC1):
Includes 3 covers for screws up to #10.......28.95

SSC-3 (CHSSC3):
Includes 3 covers for screws up to 5/16” ...28.95

SSC-2 (CHSSC2):
Includes 3 covers for screws up to 1/4”......28.95

SSC-4 (CHSSC4):
Includes all covers for RPA mounts .............32.95

PL-1 Projector Lock Security Enclosure
The PL-1 series provides an added measure of defense from theft beyond the All-Points Security without the extreme of enclosing the entire projector. The PL-1 offers three unique key options for multiple
installations at the same location, and is compatible with all RPA series installations.
The multiple key options provide greater security in instances where multiple PL-1 series installations
are in one location and a key is lost or stolen. The three (PL-1A, PL-1B, PL-1C) are to assist in tracking
the type of key that is used for a particular installation, and to ensure that if you standardize on a
single key your installations will be the same.
◆ Keyed lock for an added level of security

◆ Slotted design for proper projector ventilation

◆ Maintains convenient lamp and filter access for hassle-free maintenance

◆ Compatible with new or existing RPA series installations

◆ Compact design for a discrete appearance

◆ Allows standard routing of cables through 11⁄2” NPT pipe

◆ Sliding access doors make projector maintenance quick and easy

◆ Dimensions are 131⁄4” x 31⁄3” x 117⁄16”. It ships fully assembled

PL-1A (CHPL1A): With key option “A” .......148.95
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PL-1B (CHPL1B): With key option “B”........148.95
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PL-1C (CHPL1C): With key option “C”........148.95
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PROJEC TOR LIFTS

LIFT ACCESSORIES

SL-150 Smart-Lift
Designed to fit most installation
requirements, the SL-150 delivers
an exceptionally smooth and
quiet movement. It needs only
11” of ceiling clearance, easily
accommodates multiple control
options, and is plenum rated.
Projectors can be non-inverted or
inverted. (Requires SLB bracket).
◆ Low profile – requires only

11” clearance above the ceiling;
81⁄4” of downward travel
distance
◆ Suitable for push-up table top

installation
◆ Projector Roll, Pitch and Yaw.
◆ Fore/aft, left/right projector

positioning
◆ Horizontal and vertical cradle

positioning
◆ Quick connect/disconnect
◆ Three mounting methods

installation. It accommodates
suspended ceilings with
optional CMA-240 accessory
◆ All electrical components are

– Single momentary
pushbutton
– Low Voltage Controller
(accepts 5–30v AC/DC for
triggering commands)
– Internal and external wiring
options

height; 36” of travel distance with
three adjustable stopping positions (up/show/service)
◆ Projector roll, pitch & yaw
◆ Fore/aft, left/right projector

positioning
◆ Vertical projector cradle adjustment
◆ Quick connect/disconnect

ASP-401

ASP-401 Up/Down
Individual Control System (CHASP401)
Allows up/down intermediate break by
rocker switch. Must be used in conjuntion
with low-voltage control .......................109.00

CMA-240 Suspended Ceiling Finishing Kit (CHCMA240)
Provides a finished look to the T-Channels in a 2’ x 2’ suspended ceiling
installation for the SL-150.................................................................................78.95
SMA-600 Single Column
Mounting Plate (CHSMA600)
Used for the SL-236 installation and
attaches to any 11⁄2” NPT extension
column. The mounting plate
allows 3” fore/aft and 3” left/right
adjustments, as well as slight roll, pitch
and yaw adjustments ...................299.00
SMA-620 Suspended Column
Ceiling Plate (CHSMA620)
A secure way to attach the suspended
ceiling T-channel in place. It allows the
suspended ceiling track to be attached
to the sides of the lift. Kit includes
eight clips ............................................58.95

Your solution to electrically lower
projectors from high ceilings in
sophisticated homes and corporate
offices. The SL-236 fits most
installation requirements, needs
only 11” of ceiling clearance, easily
accommodates multiple control
options, and is plenum rated.
(Requires SLB bracket).

◆ Low profile – 11” overall closed

RC-10

RC-10 Radio Frequency
Remote Control (CHRC10)
Can be used to control the SL-150 or SL-236.
Must be used in conjuntion with low-voltage control .................................................128.95

UL, CSA and VDE listed
◆ Multiple Control Options

SL-236 Smart-Lift

suspended ceiling

IR-10

◆ Ready for a finished ceiling

SL-150 (CHSL150) ...............................................................................................2079.95

◆ Used with finished or

IR-10 Infrared Remote Control (CHIR10)
Can be used to control the SL-150 or SL-236.
Must be used in conjuntion with low-voltage control..................................................188.95

◆ Four mounting methods
◆ Cable management
◆ Multiple Control Options

– Single momentary
pushbutton
– Low Voltage Controller
(accepts 5–30v AC/DC for
triggering commands)
– Internal and external
wiring options

SL-236 (CHSL236FD).......3058.95

SMA-600

SMA-620

SMA-651 Threaded Rod Adapter
for SL-236 (CHSMA651)
SMA-650
Designed for ease of use when
installing threaded rod or cabling.
Attach the U-channel adapters to the
lift and attach outside holes to threaded rod. Allows easy access for
bolting lift to rod. Kit includes two U-channel adapters......................88.95
UPB-1 Upright Projector Bracket (CHUPB1)
Allows projectors to hang in an upright position and retain the pitch
and roll adjustments of the SL-150 and SL-236. The UPB-1 will
accommodate projectors up to 91⁄8 x 17 1⁄4 x 20” (HxWxD) .................213.95
For CMA Adjustable Extension Columns (see page 207).
For CMA Fixed Extension Columns (see page 207).
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DRAPER

AERO MOUNTS / AERO ACCUSET MOUNTS
When you want to suspend your LCD or DLP projector from the ceiling, Draper’s Aero
Mounts and Aero Accuset Mounts are sophisticated in appearance, functional in their
abilities and installer-friendly. They combine stylish appearance with unique features,
such as infinite height adjustments, built-in cable management and an infinitely
adjustable ball joint for instant registration of the projected image.
All Aero Mounts and Aero Accuset Mounts include the Aero Universal Projector Bracket
to take the guesswork out of projector bracket selection. The bracket attaches to your
projector in seconds. It’s infinite adjustability enables you to quickly find and secure the
projector’s center of gravity, so the projector hangs level. And if you upgrade your
projector, there’s no need to buy a new bracket.

Aero Accuset Mounts
◆

The Accuset family of Aero projector mounts
dramatically increase the number of installations
you can address with Draper projector mounts.

◆

All mounts include the revolutionary Aero
Universal Projector Bracket at no additional cost!

◆

Aero Accuset mounts offer infinite adjustment of
the projector through 30° pitch, 30° roll and 360°
yaw. Fixed extension and adjustable mounts
provide built-in cable management.

◆

Five options to choose from.

Aero Accuset Component Kit (DRAACK)
Consists of a Ceiling Plate, a Bracket Adapter and a Universal Projector
Bracket. You furnish a 11⁄2” diameter NPT pipe in your required length.
Pipe must be threaded on each end.......................................................197.50
Aero Accuset Adjustable Mount
Consists of a Ceiling Plate, two-piece NPT pipe, Extension Adapter,
Bracket Adapter and Aero Universal Projector Bracket. This mount is
infinitely adjustable within its specified range. A positive stop prevents
the separation of the pipe, and the Extension Adapter locks the lower
pipe in its final position.
Aero Accuset Adjustable Mount
Model

NPT Length*

Weight

B&H #

Price

232450

Flush**

232424

6”

12 lbs.

DRAAEMF

$198.95

12 lbs.

DRAAEM6

232425

$206.50

12”

13 lbs.

DRAAEM12

$209.95

232426

18”

14 lbs.

DRAAEM18

$216.50

232427

24”

15 lbs.

DRAAEM24

$219.95

232428

36”

17 lbs.

DRAAEM36

$224.95

232429

48”

19 lbs.

DRAAEM48

$232.50

232430

60”

21 lbs.

DRAAEM60

$237.50

232431

72”

24 lbs.

DRAAEM72

$239.95

232432
232433
232434
232435

84”
96”
108”
120”

27 lbs.
30 lbs.
33 lbs.
36 lbs.

DRAAEM84
DRAAEM96
DRAAEM108
DRAAEM120

$244.50
$249.95
$254.50
$261.95

* Ceiling Plate, Bracket Adapter, and Aero Universal Projector Bracket add 8 ⁄2” to the length of the pipe
for overall length. Assembled tolerance ±1/4”. ** Includes Ceiling Plate, Bracket Adapter, Flush
Extension and Aero Universal Projector Bracket. Overall length is 10 1⁄2”.
1
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Aero Accuset
Low Profile Mount (DRAPMLP)
Fixed mount for “low profile”
ceiling installations. Places
projector 4 7⁄8” from ceiling
with the Aero Universal
Projector Bracket attached.
Ball joint adjusts infinitely up
to 30° pitch, 30° roll and 360°
yaw for instant registration of projected image. For projectors less than
26 pounds .........................................................................................................134.50
Aero Accuset Fixed Extension Mount
Consists of Ceiling Plate, Bracket Adapter, Aero Universal Projector
Bracket and one section of 11⁄2” diameter NPT pipe, threaded and
notched on both ends, available in twelve standard lengths from
which to choose. Or, use Draper’s 11⁄2” long Flush Extension section of
pipe that’s threaded on both ends for a close to ceiling installation.
Aero Accuset Fixed Extension Mount
Model

Column Length*

Weight

B&H #

Price

232443

6” - 81⁄2”

15 lbs.

DRAAAEM68

$262.95

232444

12” - 201⁄2”

18 lbs.

DRAAAEM1220

$266.50

232445

201⁄2” - 371⁄2”

22 lbs.

DRAAAEM2037

$269.95

232446

36” - 68 1⁄2”

29 lbs.

DRAAAEM3668

$279.50

232447

48” - 921⁄2”

35 lbs.

DRAAAEM4892

$288.95

232448

60” - 1161⁄2”

41 lbs.

DRAAAEM60116

$297.95

232449

72” - 1401⁄2”

46 lbs.

DRAAAEM72140

$309.50

* Ceiling Plate, Bracket Adapter, Aero Universal Projector Bracket and Extension Adaptor add 9 1⁄4” to the
total extension. Assembled tolerance ±1/4”.
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AERO MOUNTS / AERO ACCUSET MOUNTS
Build Your Own Aero Accuset Kit
Order just the pieces you need for your job requirements. Choose from Ceiling Plate, Bracket Adapter,
Extension Adapter, Aero Universal Projector Bracket, fixed length 11⁄2” NPT fixed pipe section (may be cut
to fit at the job site and threaded on each end), and adjustable pipe sections in seven available ranges.

B&H #

Price

Flush

DRAAEPF

$7.95

6”

DRAAEP6

$15.95

232407

12”

DRAAEP12

$26.95

232408

18”

DRAAEP18

$29.95

Ceiling
Plate

232409

24”

DRAAEP24

$33.95

232410

36”

DRAAEP36

$44.95

232411

48”

DRAAEP48

$39.50

232412

60”

DRAAEP60

$44.50

232413

72”

DRAAEP72

$48.50

232414

84”

DRAAEP84

$49.95

232415

96”

DRAAEP96

$69.95

232416

108”

DRAAEP108

$79.95

Ceiling Plate for 2” (DRAACP2): 8 x 6 x 2” (WLH) plate .....41.95

232417

120”

DRAAEP120

$84.50

Aero Accuset Extension Adapter (DRAAEA): Connects 1.5
and 2” NPT pipe together providing infinite telescoping
adjustment. Included threaded ring acts as a positive stop for
the 1.5” NPT pipe section. This adapter comes standard with
Aero Accuset Adjustable Mounts and Columns .................54.95

Model

NPT Length*

B&H #

Price

232436

6” - 81⁄2”

DRAAEC68

$104.95

232437

12” - 201⁄2”

DRAAEC1220

$109.95

232438

201⁄2” - 371⁄2”

DRAAEC2037

$118.95

232439

36” - 68 1⁄2”

DRAAEC3668

$132.50

232440

48” - 921⁄2”

DRAAEC4892 $139.95

232441

60” - 1161⁄2”

DRAAEC60116 $154.50

232442

72” - 1401⁄2”

DRAAEC72140 $167.95

Aero Accuset Extension: Fixed length NPT pipe 11⁄2”
diameter, threaded and notched on both ends. See chart.
Aero Accuset Adjustable Column with Ceiling Plate:
Consists of Ceiling Plate, Extension Adapter, and two-piece
NPT pipe (2” diameter upper section and 1.5” diameter lower
section). See chart.

Aero
Accuset
Extension

▼

232406

▼

Ceiling Plate for 11⁄2” (DRAACP1.5): 8 x 6 x 1.5” (WLH) plate
attaches to building structure or can be suspended with
threaded rod. Offset design allows cables to exit through top
of ceiling plate .................................................................................37.95

NPT Length

232405

Bracket
Adapter

Aero Accuset Adjustable Columns

* Ceiling Plate and Extension Adapter add 11⁄2” to the total range.

▼

Bracket Adapter (DRAABA): Attaches the Aero Universal
Projector Bracket to a 1.5” Accuset column. Allows for cable
management. 51⁄8” in height .......................................................87.95

Aero Accuset Extensions
Model

▼

Aero Universal Projector Bracket (DRABUP): This bracket fits
the majority of LCD/DLP projectors designed for inverted
mounting, with threaded mounting holes, weighing 26 lbs.
or less. Standard with the Aero and Aero Accuset Mounts, it
is furnished with four long and four short horizontal bracket
arms and four threaded vertical spacers. Mix and match
bracket arms as needed to fit your projector ......................84.95

Aero Universal
Projector Bracket

Aero Universal
Projector Bracket

Optional Accessories
Aero Accuset Angled Ceiling Plate (DRAACPA)
Attaches to vaulted or angled ceilings and
adjusts from 0 to 25°, allowing the projector to
remain level. 8 x 6 x 2” (WLH). It must be used
with a Aero Accuset ceiling plate..................35.95
Aero Accuset
Suspended-Ceiling Panel (DRAACPS1.5)
Steel panel suspends from structure to fit
within 2’ x 2’ ceiling grid. 233⁄4” x 233⁄4” white
panel provides 10” of overall lateral adjustment
for precise projector placement. 11⁄2” and 2” Aero
Accuset column or NPT pipe will attach directly
to threaded panel opening ..........................116.50

Aero Accuset Angled
Ceiling Plate
Escutcheon
Ring

Security Lock Kit

Security Lock Kit (232076)
While no system can guarantee complete
security, the Security Lock Kit is an
excellent deterrent. Designed to keep
your projector safe and secure when
mounted to an Aero or Aero Accuset. The
kit includes 6’ cable, key lock, flexible
adhesive pad and microslot lock ...........Call
Escutcheon Ring (DRERAP1.5)
Chrome ring trims the ceiling hole around
your mount. For 11⁄2” NPT pipe.............16.95

Suspended
Ceiling Panel

Escutcheon Ring (DRERAP2)
Same as above, for 2” NPT pipe ..........16.95

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821
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AERO MOUNTS / AERO ACCUSET MOUNTS
Aero Mounts
Draper Aero Mount complement the latest generation of LCD and DLP projectors. But more than a shapely column, they
have innovative features that simplify installation procedures.

Aero Adjustable Mounts
◆ Adjustable steel ceiling

Aero Model 4-N (DRAPM4N)
A fixed extension mount that places the top of
the projector only 6 3⁄8” from the ceiling (may vary
slightly according to choice of projector). The
steel ceiling mounting plate has slotted screw
holes for fine adjustments. A ball joint at the tip
of the column adjusts infinitely to 30° pitch, 30°
roll and 360° yaw. For projectors weighing less
than 26 pounds. Includes the Aero Universal
Projector Bracket .................................................182.50

mounting plate has
slotted screw holes for
fine adjustments
◆

One screw adjusts
column pitch ±30°.
Adapts to cathedral
ceilings without special
fixtures

◆

Telescoping extruded
aluminum column in
your choice of five
different sizes, 113⁄4”
the shortest and 511⁄4”
the longest Black
powder finish.

◆

◆

◆

Aero Fixed Adjustable Mounts

Inner column is infinitely
adjustable within the
specified range. Loosen
one concealed setscrew,
lower to the exact
extension you need and
tighten the screw. Inner column has a mechanical
safety stop to prevent it from disengaging from
outer column.

Aero Low Profile Mount (DRAPMLP)
Fixed mount for “low profile” ceiling installations.
Places top of projector only 4 7⁄8” from ceiling
(may vary slightly according to choice of projector). Ball joint adjusts infinitely up to 30° pitch,
30° roll and 360° yaw. For projectors weighing
less than 26 pounds. Includes the Aero Universal
Projector Bracket .................................................134.50

Aero Projector Shelf (DRAPS)
For projectors that were not designed for
inverted mounting. The Projector Shelf holds
projectors up to 11.75 x 14.75 x 7.75” that
weigh 26 lbs. or less. Attaches to any Aero or
Aero Accuset mount.................................199.95

Races for cable management are concealed by “peel
off” black moldings. Conveniently located on sides of
the column. Hide almost any combination of cables
without threading them through a column. Put cables
into races after making connections to projector.

AERO MOUNTS FUNCTION AND FORM
A.

Orient your projector quickly with the steel ball-insocket located at tip of inner column. Provides instant
registration of the projected image and adjusts
through 30° pitch, 30° roll and 360° rotation. Locks
with a turn of two set screws.

B.

C.

D.

Aero Adjustable Mounts
Model

Min. Height

Max. Height

B&H #

1214-N

13 3⁄8”

153⁄8”

DRAPM1214N

$

2030-N

211⁄4”

311⁄8”

DRAPM2030NS

$

2636-N

27 1⁄4”

37 1⁄8”

DRAPM2636NS

$

3444-N

1

35 ⁄8”

45”

DRAPM3444NS

$

4252-N

43”

52 7⁄8”

DRAPM4252NS

$

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO

Price
257.50
224.50
238.95
244.95
252.95

A. Adjustable steel ceiling mounting
plate with slotted screw holes.
B. Adjusts the column pitch ±30 with just
one screw. The column rotates a full 360°
at the ceiling mount plate.

www.bhphotovideo.com

C. Black molding located on each side of
the column hides all the cables without
threading them through the column.
D. Steel ball-in-socket located at the tip
of the inner column.
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PROJECTOR LIFTS
R E V E L AT I O N

LCD LIFT
The LCD Lift is compact, lightweight
and accomodates most LCD/DLP
projectors. The standard bomb bay
doors open into the room. The
plenum housing is aluminum, with
closure doors finished in white. It
contains an internal switched duplex
receptacle, 115v AC, which is powered
when the unit is fully down. The LCD
Lift contains an innovative current
sensor that delays the closing of the
unit until the projector fan has shut
off. Lifting capacity is 65 lbs.

The Revelation is totally different from other projector lifts and mounts.
It permanently conceals the projector and its noise above the ceiling at
all times. You won’t see or hear the projector—not before, during or
after the show. You’ll only see a hinged door in the ceiling, finished in
white powdercoat. Available in two models, Revelation requires only
13 5⁄8” of space above the ceiling, and can be installed to match a 2’ x 2’
ceiling grid spacing, or used with reveal-style grid ceilings.
The Revelation’s highly reflective dual first surface mirror system delivers a perfect picture to your screen at the touch of a switch or wireless
controller. Combine the Revelation with a ceiling-recessed projection
screen and take your projection showmanship to a new level. The
Revelation is compatible with a wide variety of LCD/DLP projectors.

REVELATION LIFTS
Overall Unit Size (HWL)
Required Space Above Ceiling*

Model A

Model B

2” x 381⁄4” x 34”

2” x 381⁄4” x 44”

135⁄8” x 381⁄4” x 34”

18” x 381⁄4” x 44”

Clearance Below Ceiling

approx. 17”

approx. 17”

Rough Ceiling Opening

241⁄2” x 241⁄2”

241⁄2” x 241⁄2”

Capacity
Door’s Downward Travel Distance

100 lbs.

100 lbs.

approx. 17”

approx. 17”

Travel Time

9 sec.

9 sec.

Net Weight

85 lbs.

90 lbs.

*13 5⁄8” is overall height of Revelation with plenum housing. (13” without plenum).

Model A (300027)
With Plenum.......................2969.95

Model B (3000023)
With Plenum.......................2969.95

Model A (300025)
Without Plenum................2117.50

Model B (300019)
Without Plenum................2117.50

Model A (300014)
Plenum housing only.........977.50

Model BB (300021)
Plenum housing only.........977.50

Revelation Shield (300011)
Reduces projector noise and prevents cigarette smoke, grease or
other harmful substances from
reaching the projector .............Call

Hinged Ceiling
Access Door (DRCADMF)
When access to the projector
from above the ceiling is not
convenient .............................197.95

Model A (300031)
111⁄2” of internal travel. It places the
lift at the ceiling line, and measures
17 3⁄4” x 24” x 24”. It accepts a projector
up to 11” x 18” x 18” ..................2089.95
Model B (300051)
16 1⁄2” of internal travel. It places the
lift at the ceiling line, and measures
22 3⁄4” x 29” x 29”. It accepts a projector
up to 6” x 23” x 23” ..................2254.95

LCD Lift shown
with standard bomb bay closure.

A E R O L I F T 2 5 , 5 0 , 15 0
The AeroLift keeps footprints and height
to a minimum. The smallest (AeroLift 25),
actually installs easily between standard
2” thick ceiling joists on 16” centers. Three
models offer weight capacities of 25, 50
or 150 lbs. The AeroLift is powered by a
motor-in-roller design and features a
stabilizing arm which can also be used for
cable management. Built-in adjustability
allows you to deal with job site conditions
quickly and easily, like slightly out of
square or irregularly spaced joists. All
components can be serviced from below.
The projector can be mounted flush to
the bottom pan, or with the optional
Aero Low Profile Mount (shown).

AeroLift 25 (300220)
20” vertical travel distance. 25 lb. lifting capacity.............................1539.95
AeroLift 50 (300225)
32” vertical travel distance. 50 lb. lifting capacity.............................1979.95
AeroLift 150 (300227)
36” vertical travel distance. 150 lb. lifting capacity ...........................2474.95

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821
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PROJECTOR LIFTS
MICRO PROJEC TOR LIFT

SL / SLX SCISSOR LIFT
The Scissor Lift retracts your projector to ceiling
level or above, then lowers it to the projection
and service positions you require. Factory set
“store”, “show” and “service” positions may be
specified to your specifications, or easily
adjusted after installation.
Scissors on the left, right and back sides of the
unit stabilize the projector from any sway both
laterally and front–to–back.
SL Series lifts are 23” wide and 231⁄2” deep.
SLX Series lifts are 27” wide and 29 1⁄2” deep.

Designed for today’s smaller projectors
The Micro Projector Lift is small and convenient, just like the projectors
it is designed to accommodate. Weighing only 35 pounds, it can be
installed in an existing 2’ x 2’ ceiling opening without disturbing the
ceiling framework.

Micro Projector Lift
Height of Lift in Closed Position
Overall Lift Dimensions (WxL)
Ceiling Opening

MPL
5”
21” x 20 3⁄4”
231⁄2” x 231⁄2”

Max. Projector Size (WxL)
Max. Down Travel
Capacity

20” x 20”
4’
35 lbs.

Travel Time to Lowest Position

All components can
be serviced from
below the unit. The
projector’s “show”
position can be set
at any point with
infinite adjustability,
up to 48” extension.

DRMPL $2128.50

Closed height of lifting unit is only 5” tall (not including projector,
mounting mechanism or closure), so a minimal amount of overhead
ceiling space is required.

M I C R O P R O J E C TO R ACC E S S O R I E S
Ceiling Closure Panel
(DRCCPMPL): Universal steel
ceiling closure with a white
baked enamel finish can also
accept ceiling tile ........389.95
Plenum Housing (DRPRH):
Includes ceiling trim ring.
Does not include ceiling
closure panel ................735.95

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO

Operation is 115v; switching is 12v.
Lifting capacity is 350 lbs.

27 seconds

The Micro Projector
Lift utilizes the same
exclusive 3-scissor
design as Draper’s popular Scissor Lift, but features a compact
sidefolding scissor. The load is lifted by two 1” wide Kevlar straps. Safety
belt provides extra protection.
B&H Number, Price

Projectors can be bolted directly to
the lift’s bottom pan, or mounted
with the optional Aero Low Profile
Mount. The movement of the pan is
driven by a gearmotor with a
powerful, reliable metal chain drive
system. Each lift is equipped with a
fail safe inertial safety belt system,
and a Cable Management System
that includes a pre-wired power
cable on the back scissor, bringing
110v current right to your projector.

Ceiling Finish Trim Kit
(DRCFTKMPL): Consists of ceiling
closure panel and mating trim
ring..........................................626.95
Ceiling Access Door (DRCAD):
Provides access above a finished
ceiling for maintenance ..359.95
Metal Finished Ceiling
Access Door (DRCADMF) ..197.95

www.bhphotovideo.com

SL and SLX SCISSOR LIFTS
Model

Max. Down
Travel

Retracted
Height*

Approx.
Travel Time

B&H
Number

Price

SL4

4’

81⁄8”

36 sec.

DRSL4

3039.95

SL5

5’

9 1⁄8”

45 sec.

DRSL5

3178.95

SL6

6’

10 1⁄8”

54 sec.

DRSL6

3332.95

SL7

7’

111⁄8”

63 sec.

DRSL7

3486.95

SL8

8’

121⁄8”

72 sec.

DRSL8

3639.95

SL9

9’

131⁄8”

81 sec.

DRSL9

3789.50

SL10

10’

141⁄8”

90 sec.

DRSL10

3932.50

SLX11

11’

133⁄4”

99 sec.

DRSLX11

4409.95

SLX12

12’

153⁄4”

108 sec.

DRSLX12

4579.95

SLX13

13’

153⁄4”

117 sec.

DRSLX13

4696.95

SLX14

14’

16 3⁄4”

125 sec.

DRSLX14

4867.50

SLX15

15’

16 3⁄4”

134 sec.

DRSLX15

5279.95

SLX16

16’

18 3⁄4”

143 sec.

DRSLX16

5576.95

SLX17

17’

18 3⁄4”

152 sec.

DRSLX17

5834.95

*Not including projector, plenum housing or ceiling closure.

Optional Ceiling Closure Panels for SL and SLX Series
Universal steel ceiling closure, with a recess to accept a ceiling tile, or
with a smooth surface finished in white. Six sizes available.
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PROJECTOR MOUNTS
LSPM: Universal Small Project Mount (LULSPM)
The LSPM Universal Projector Mount offers the latest design in safety,
flexibility, and value for many of today’s popular LCD projectors. The unique
8-point clamping mechanism allows expensive projectors to be safely and
securely installed using a 360° system of support. The LSPM can be used as
a flush mount or can be extended 18-30” from the ceiling by using a
telescoping ceiling mast (included).
The LSPM rotates 360°, and holds most 10 - 21” wide LCD projectors. It has a
0-10° adjustable tilt, opens from 7” to 14” (left to right) and from 3” to 5.75”
(top to bottom). An 8-point clamping mechanisms adjust from 6.5 - 10”
(front to back). The mast telescopes 18-30” from ceiling. An integrated flush
mount plate is included. The LSPM’s load capacity is 75 lbs., and it weighs 15
lbs. Black power coat paint finish.......................................................................CALL

LLPMS
LSPM

LLPMS: Universal Projector Mount (LULLPMS)
The LLPMS rotates 360° with an adjustable 0-20° tilt upwards and downwards.
Cable management mast, telescopes 111⁄2 -36” from the ceiling. Unit comes
complete with extension brackets and stackable spacers to compensated for
the curvature of most projectors. Mounting plate included. Load capacity is
35 lbs. Weighs 15 lbs. Black power coat paint finish .....................................73.50

LXPBL

LXPBL: Universal Projector Mount (LULXPBL)
The LXPBL rotates 360° with an adjustable 0-20° upward and downward tilt
and is an easy installation with a low-profile and cable channel enclosure.
Weighs 10 lbs........................................................................................................119.95

LXABL

LXSCS

LXAPL: Adapter Kit for Mounts (LULXAPL)
Adapter kit for the LXPBL allowing for adjustable extension lengths from
26”-47” continuing the channel enclosure for holding the cables while
providing that clean look. Weighs 9 lbs...........................................................69.95

LXSCS: Security System (LULXSCS)
Dual-Cable security system providing safety and security. Protecting the
mounting points on the chassis and the two installation mounting points of
wall or ceiling. Weighs 2 lbs ................................................................................47.50
LVDH

LVDH: VHS/DVD Wall Mount Bracket (LULVDH)
Wall mount brackets for VHS/DVD recorders, CD players, digital cable and
HD receivers. For your convenience, brackets are stackable to create a tower
effect. The mounting ring tray extends 12” from the wall and has a load
capacity of 25 lbs. Weighs 5 lbs. Black glossy powder coat finish..............CALL

LVDH shown stacking
multiple devices. Please
note that the TV is shown
on a wall mount

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821
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PEERLESS

CEILING MOUNTS
Total Installation Solutions
Demand for installed projectors in business, houses of worship, entertainment, as well
as education and government facilities continues to rise. Peerless has projector
mounting solutions to meet the unique physical environments each market
presents, from suspended ceilings in classrooms to structural ceilings in houses
of worship. Peerless offers three levels of security to prevent the loss of projectors.
All projector mounts include the exclusive Armor Lock security. Armor Lock Plus,
which adds security cabling, and Armor Lock-Box, a steel enclosure that surrounds
the projector, are additional options for increased theft-resistance.

PEPRS-UNV-S

PRS SERIES
PRS Projector Mount
The PRS Series Projector
Mount is the most low
profile mount available
today and offers the
easiest installation.
It ships completely
pre-assembled and
offers unmatched
versatility. It can be
mounted to any common ceiling structure, and is
available in multiple colors to complement any
setting. It was specifically designed to save time and
money when mounting projectors.
◆ Ships completely pre-assembled to save you time
◆ Quick-release for easy projector removal and

maintenance with the simple turn of a knob
◆ Pitch: +5°/-20°, Roll: ± 10°, Yaw: 360° when

attached to an extension column (30° swivel
when flush mounted)
◆ Easy cord management via access opening
◆ Comes with hardware for installation to wood joist

or concrete

PRS Series Adjustable Height
Projector Ceiling Mount Kits
The PRS Series adjustable height ceiling kits provide an all in one solution for quick and
easy installations where variable drop length is needed. The kitted ceiling mount is
available in three adjustable sizes to accommodate various desired drop lengths. It can
be mounted to any common ceiling structure, and can be flush mounted where a low
profile application is needed. The PRS adjustable height
kits are specifically designed to save time and money when
mounting projectors.
◆ Comes in three adjustable height ranges

(in 1” increments): 8”-11”, 14”-20”, and 20”-26”
◆ Can also be flush mounted to position the projector

close to the ceiling
◆ +5°/-20° Pitch, ±10° Roll, 360° Yaw (when attached to

an extension column); +/-15° Yaw (when flush mounted)
◆ Independent roll, pitch, and yaw adjustments provide

easy image alignment
◆ Ceiling plate included
◆ Hardware included for wood or concrete installations
◆ Built in cord management access hole provides complete

access to route cords through extension column to keep cords hidden
◆ Quickly release the projector for maintenance by a simple turn of a knob

◆ Armor Lock security screws pre-installed for a

secure installation in minutes
◆ Easily and quickly attaches to the Spider Universal

Adapter plate, model-specific adapter plates or
universal clamp-style adapter plates

PRS-KIT0811 (PEPRSKIT0811)
Height-adjustable from 8”-11” in 1” increments, this mount has a maximum load
capacity of 25 lbs. It weighs 4.75 lbs. Black ..............................................................................189.95

◆ Maximum load capacity of 25 lbs. It weighs 1.4 lbs.

PRS-KIT1420 (PEPRSKIT1420)
Height-adjustable from 14”-20” in 1” increments, this mount has a maximum load
capacity of 25 lbs. It weighs 6.75 lbs. Black ..............................................................................204.95

PRS Projector Mount
Available in Black (PEPRS1B), silver (PEPRS1S) and white
(PEPRS1S). Requires adapter plate ............................143.95

PRS-KIT2026 (PEPRSKIT2026)
Height-adjustable from 20”-26” in 1” increments, this mount has a maximum load
capacity of 25 lbs. It weighs 8.75 lbs. Black ..............................................................................209.95

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO
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PEERLESS

CEILING MOUNTS
Universal Projector Mounts
for PRS Series and Vector Pro II

Vector Pro II
The Vector Pro II, with it’s
included extension column
connector, incorporates
internal cord management
paths that keep unsightly
cords concealed from view.
It features a ceiling plate,
ball and socket design,
multidirectional positioning
(roll, pitch, and yaw) for
proper image alignment and
Armor Lock security at every
connection point. It is perfect for classrooms, hotels,
boardrooms, bars or anywhere a projector needs to
be mounted. It can be wall mounted, flush mounted,
mounted using a 11⁄2” diameter extension column,
3/4” extension columns, or a 1⁄2” thread rod.

Universal projector mounts are offered in two
designs: a clamp-style bracket that wraps around
the projector, and the Spider, which is a flat plate
that matches the mounting holes on the projector.
Both designs are offered with Vector Pro II or PRS
Series Projector mounts.

Vector Pro II
with Clamp-Style
Universal

The clamp-style design is width and height
adjustable and is available in three sizes. The
Spider plate is a breakthrough in design that can
match virtually every projector on the market.
It offers unmatched versatility and includes
four adjustable legs to properly align with the
projector’s mounting holes. Both designs allow
for proper projector ventilation and ship standard
with Armor Lock security.

PRS with
Clamp-Style
Universal

◆ Roll: 30° (±15°), Pitch: 30° (±15°), Yaw: 360° - all with

Spider Universal

positive lock at any degree
◆ Theft-resistant Armor Lock security for complete,

integrated security from projector to ceiling
◆ Two thumb screws allow for easy projector removal
◆ A 11⁄2” cord access hole offers a clean appearance

PRS with
Spider Universal

◆ Ships fully assembled and attaches to projector

adapter plate with a partial rotation and engages
into place with spring loaded screw

Vector Pro II with
Spider Universal

◆ Maximum load capacity of 50 lbs. Weighs 2 lbs.

PJF2-1 Vector Pro II
Available in Black (PEPJF21B) and silver (PEPJF21S).
Requires model-specific adapter plate..................84.95

Projector Wall Mount
Offering the same
adjustability as
ceiling mounts,
the Projector
Wall Mount
maintains a sleek,
low-profile design.
It is designed
with security,
functionality,
aesthetics, and ease of installation in mind. The
Projector Wall Mount ships standard with Armor Lock
security as well as the ability to quickly remove the
projector from the mount.

PWA-14 Projector Wall Mount:
Available in Black (PEPWA14), Silver (PEPWA14S) and White
(PEPWA14W) colors .............................................................54.95

PRS-UNV
PRS projector mount kitted with Spider
Universal Adapter plate. Available in Black
(PEPRSUNVB), Silver (PEPRSUNVS) and White
(PEPRSUNVW) colors. It weighs 3.5 lbs........169.95

PJF2-UNV (PEPJF2UNV)
Vector Pro II mount kitted with the Spider
Universal Adapter plate. Available in black. It
weighs 4 lbs ........................................................89.00

Clamp-Style Universal
PRS35: PRS mount kitted
with a small Clamp Style
plate. Available in Black
(PEPRS35B), silver (PEPRS35S)
or white (PEPRS35W).214.95

PRS40: PRS mount kitted
with medium Clamp Style
plate. Available in Black
(PEPRS40B), silver (PEPRS40S)
or white (PEPRS40W) .214.95

PRS45: PRS mount kitted
with large Clamp Style
plate. Available in Black
(PEPRS45B), silver (PEPRS45S)
or white (PEPRS45W) .214.95

PJF2-35 (PEPJF235): Vector
Pro II mount kitted with a
small Clamp Style plate.
Available in black...189.95

PJF2-40 (PEPJF240): Vector
Pro II mount kitted with a
medium Clamp Style
plate. Black color....189.95

PJF2-45 (PEPJF245): Vector
Pro II mount kitted with a
large Clamp Style plate.
Black color ................189.95

Clamp-Style Universal
Available
Colors

Projector
Width

Projector
Height

Weight

7.5”-11.5”

2”- 3.75”

8 lbs.

8.5”-14.75”

3.25”-5.5”

9 lbs.

5.5”-10”

10 lbs.

Series

Model

PRS

PRS35

PRS

PRS40

PRS

PRS45

10.75”-18.75”

Vector Pro II

PJF2-35

7.5”-11.5”

2”-3.75”

7 lbs.

Vector Pro II

PJF2-40

8.5”-14.75”

3.25”-5.5”

6.8 lbs.

Vector Pro II

PJF2-45

10.75”-18.75”

5.5”-10”

8.1 lbs.

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821
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Armor Lock
When it comes to protecting valuable projectors, Peerless has you covered. Armor Lock
security delivers complete protection from the extension column to the projector using
security fasteners at all connection points. Armor Lock security comes standard on all
Peerless projector mounts including.
◆ Metal-in-metal connection points

Internal
Joist Mount
Unistrut Adapter

◆ Security fasteners at all connection

◆ Integrated washer head security screw

secures the connection between the
Vector Pro II and the adapter plate

points including the extension column
◆ Fortified core with steel bolt and

aluminum ball (Vector Pro II)

Truss Ceiling Adapter

I-Beam
Clamp

Armor Lock Plus Security Cable (PEACC021)
A cabling security option that can be
Security
Permanent
used with any projector. It ships with
Screw
Adhesive
a 1/4” diameter cable, security screws,
option
option
security allen wrench, permanent
high-strength adhesive, and an
attachment plate for easy connection
to either the Vector Pro II, PRS Series,
or Armor Lock-Box. It can be attached
using either a security screw or the adhesive............................................................................41.95

Armor Lock Plus Security Cable
with Kensington Lock (PEACC020)
For any projector with a Kensington slot built into the chassis.
It ships with a 3/16” cable, a Kensington Lock, security screws,
security allen wrench, and an attachment plate for easy
connection to either the Vector Pro II, PRS Series, or Armor
Lock-Box. Two keys are provided for convenience.............77.95

Armor Lock-Box
The ultimate in projector security, with an enclosure that
features a ball and socket design for multi-directional
positioning (roll, pitch, and yaw). It is ideal for schools or
other public areas where theft is a concern. It features a
keylock with a controlled key that requires registration,
an additional lockdown point for an optional padlock or
combination lock, fine-tuning adjustment abilities. It is
designed to attach to a 11⁄2” diameter extension column or 1/2” threaded rod. Black.
◆ Roll: 60° (+ 30°), Yaw: 360°

◆ Ships fully assembled

◆ Armor Lock security at extension

◆ A mount is integrated into enclosure -

column/threaded rod attachment point
and all Peerless ceiling plates

no additional mount is required.
◆ Multiple holes for simple cord

◆ Projector tray designed for easy

management and proper ventilation

removal while maintaining set
mount position

◆ Fine-tuning adjustment capabilities for

Armor
Lock Box

Projector
Width Range

accurate and easy image alignment

Projector Max.
Height Range

Projector
Depth Range

B&H
Number

Price

ALB-SM1

6.7-11”

4”

5.6-12”

PEALBSM1

472.95

ALB-MD1

6.7-14.25”

7”

5.6-14”

PEALBMD1

498.95
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Round Ceiling Plate
Round Ceiling Plate
with Flush Tube Mount

Internal Joist Mount (PEACC120)
Attaches between two woods joists 16” or 20”
on center. Attachment point may be positioned at any point within 3” of either joist.
Supports up to 300 lbs. Black.......................76.95
Unistrut Adapter (PEACC550)
Designed for use with 15⁄8 x 15⁄8” 12-gauge
Supports up to 250 lbs. Black.......................29.95
Truss Ceiling Adapter (PEACC557)
Attaches to a square, round, rectangular, or
I-Beam truss up to 3” in outside diameter.
Maximum load is 1200 lbs. Black.................41.95
I-Beam Clamp (PEACC558)
Clamps onto 4”- 8” I-Beam. Black. Maximum
load is 250 lbs.....................................................79.95
I-Beam Clamp (PEACC559)
Clamps onto 7”-12” I-Beam. Black. Maximum
load is 250 lbs.....................................................83.95
Round Ceiling Plate
Designed for finished or structural ceilings
(wood or concrete), this plate features a cord
management access hole. Maximum load is
150 lbs. Available in Black (PEACC570), Silver
(PEACC570S) and White (PEACC570W) ................24.95
Round Ceiling Plate (PEACC571)
To flush mount a Vector Pro II or Armor
Lock-Box (includes EXT 002 Flush Mount Tube)
directly to concrete or wood ceilings; or to
concrete with fastners (not included).
Features a cord management access hole.
Maximum load is 150 lbs. Black ...................31.95
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Anti-Vibration Ceiling Plate (PEACC840)
Reduce unwanted vibrations that may cause
internal damage to the equipment or that will
cause the screen image to vibrate. It supports
a maximum load of 60 lbs. It features two cord
management access holes. Designed for a
wood structural ceiling. Black ......................77.95
Anti-Vibration Ceiling Plate (PEACC845)
Reduce unwanted vibrations that may cause
internal damage to the equipment. It features
two cord management access holes, and
supports a maximum load of 60 lbs. It is
designed for a Unistrut ceiling (15⁄8 x 15⁄8”
12-gauge Unistrut). Black...............................89.95

Anti-Vibration
Ceiling Plate

Lightweight Suspended Ceiling Kit

Lightweight
Cathedral Ceiling Plate (PEACC912)
Compact, lightweight, and easy to install, it
offers 120° of adjustment (± 60°) and includes
a security slot for theft resistance. Maximum
load is 75 lbs. Black finish ..............................38.95
Unistrut and Structural
Ceiling Plate (PECMJ300)
A 4 x 4” plate for either a Unistrut ceiling (15⁄8 x
15⁄8” 12-gauge Unistrut) or a solid structural
ceiling (mounting hardware not included).
Maximum load is 250 lb. Black finish ........24.95

Lightweight
Cathedral
Ceiling Plate

Escutcheon
Ring

Unistrut and
Structural
Ceiling Plate

Unistrut and Structural
Ceiling Plate (PECMJ310)
An 8 x 8” plate for either a Unistrut ceiling (15⁄8
x 15⁄8” 12-gauge Unistrut) or a solid structural
ceiling (mounting hardware not included).
250 lb. maximum load. Black........................29.95
Finished or Structural
Ceiling Plate
Mounts to two wood joists 16” on center. It can
also be mounted direct to concrete (fasteners
not included). 300 lb. capacity. Available in
Black (PECMJ470) and White (PECMJ470W)......31.00
Finished or Structural
Ceiling Plate
Same as above, but mounts to two wood joists
20” on center. Available in Black (PECMJ480) and
White (PECMJ480W) ..............................................38.95
Finished or Structural Ceiling Plate
Same as above, but mounts to two wood joists
24” on center. Available in Black (PECMJ490) and
White (PECMJ490W) ..............................................46.95

CMJ470
and CMJ480
Ceiling Plates

Lightweight Adjustable
Suspended Ceiling Kit

Lightweight Suspended Ceiling Kit
for Vector Pro II and PRS Mounts (PECMJ455)
Has five different projector mount attachment
points. May either replace a 2’ x 2’ false ceiling
tile or mount above an existing 2’ x 2’ or 4’ x 4’
ceiling tile. Includes tie wire supports, flush
mount tube, and offers two knockout panels
for outlet boxes. Weighs 14.6 lbs., maximum
load is 50 lbs. White .........................................97.95
Accessory Pack for Lightweight
Suspended Ceiling Kit (PEACC455)
This pack includes 4 hanger brackets and 4
hanger clamps for additional stability......26.95
Variable Position Suspended Ceiling Kit
for Armor Lock-Box & Heavyweight
Universal Mount (PECMJ453)
Has five different attachment points. Higher
load capacity for use with Heavyweight
Universal projector mount and Armor
Lock-Box mount. Includes tie wire supports,
flush mount tube, and offers two knockout
panels for outlet boxes. Weighs 21 lbs.,
maximum load is 250 lbs. White ..............152.95
Escutcheon Ring (PEACC640)
Chrome ring visually enhances suspended
ceiling installations by covering the hole
where the extension column passes through
the ceiling tile. The ring is hinged to open,
wrap around extension column and snap into
place to cover hole in the ceiling tile. (Ring is
not needed with CMJ 453 Variable Position
Suspended Ceiling Kit) ...................................12.95
Lightweight Adjustable
Suspended Ceiling Kit (PECMJ500)
Mounts above 2’ x 4’ or 2’ x 2’ false ceiling tile
to offer unlimited adjustment for projector
placement. The kit includes tie wire supports, a
flush mount tube, and offers two knockout
panels for outlet boxes. Maximum load is 60
lbs. White finish...............................................119.95
Extension Column Stabilizer Kit (PEACC050)
Can be used to reduce unwanted swaying that
may occur with extension columns over 21” in
length. Includes a hose clamp, two stabilizer
column supports and hardware for mounting
to wood joists. Black finish........................... 53.95
Threaded Rod (PEACC820)
For use with Vector Pro II and Armor Lock-Box.
Includes four 3’ pieces of 1/2” threaded rod.
Black finish ..........................................................18.95

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821
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CORD MANAGEMENT
Cord Wrap
Consist of four 2’ sections. Designed to externally route
cords along the outside of an extension column.
Sections can be stacked to create longer lengths or cut
to desired length. Available in Black (PEACC852), White
(PEACC852W) or Silver (PEACC852S) .........................................34.95

Projector Enclosure
Lock in the highest level of security with the
PE1120. Solid 1/2” diameter steel bars
provide protection from theft or accidental
damage. Installation is a snap – just snap
the two halves of the steel frame together
and hook the enclosure body to the frame.
It’s so easy that you can attach it to
existing projector installations without
having to remove the projector mount or
disturbing the image alignment settings.
It’s the toughest security available with a
user-friendly design.
◆ Adjustable bar position to accommodate

projector lense placement
◆ Patented security fasteners and security

wrench only offered by Peerless

Cord Wrap
Consist of four 6’ sections. Designed to externally route
cords along the outside of an extension column.
Sections can be stacked to create longer lengths or cut
to desired length. Available in Black (PEACC856) or White
(PEACC856W) ................................................................................89.95
Extension Column Connector
with Cord Management
Designed to route cords internally through an extension
column, this connector features a 11⁄2” cord management
access hole. It utilizes Armor Lock security screws at all
connection points. Available in Black (PEACC850) and Silver
(PEACC850S) .................................................................................27.95
Cord Management Adapter (PEACC800)
For use with Vector Pro II and Armor Lock-Box only. Designed to route cords internally
through an extension column. It threads in-between the projector mount and the
extension column. The adapter features a 11⁄2” cord management access hole. Can also
be used between the extension column and ceiling plate (Armor Lock-Box models). It
utilizes Armor Lock security screws at all connection points. Black..................................29.95

◆ Padlock ready
◆ 3-step installation, great for retrofit

applications
◆ 11” tall, 20” wide, 20” deep enclosure. It’s
Side-to-Side
Adjuster

shipping weight is 39.5 lbs.
◆ Adjustable pipe clamp fits 1” to 11⁄2” pipe
◆ Mounts flush to ceiling, or drop mounted

from extension pipe

Projector Enclosure: Available in black
(PE1120) or white (PE1120W) finish......................CALL

Threaded
Rod Adapter

Side-to-Side Adjuster (PEACC830)
For use with Vector Pro II, PRS Series and Armor Lock-Box.
Provides 4” of radial adjustment side to side. Can also be used in
conjunction with cord management adapters and Projector Wall
Arm. Includes EXT 002 Flush Mount Tube. Black........................38.95
Threaded Rod Adapter (PEACC810)
For use with Vector Pro II, PRS Series and Armor Lock-Box.
Threads directly into projector mounts (or extension column
connector) and accepts 1/2” threaded rod. Secured with Armor
Lock security screws. Black .................................................................25.95
ALLIGATOR Concrete Anchors
Used for attachment to concrete, concrete block, or brick. These
anchors are used in conjunction with wood screws, which are
supplied with the projector mount and/or ceiling plate. The
anchor expands in length and binds to the contours of the hole
and the screw.

ALLIGATOR
Concrete Anchors
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Package of 3 ALLIGATOR Concrete Anchors (PEACC203) ...............5.95
Package of 4 ALLIGATOR Concrete Anchors (PEACC204) ................5.95
Package of 50 ALLIGATOR Concrete Anchors (PEACC250) ..........48.00
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Adjustable
Extension Columns
Height adjustment at 1” increments. Black.
Model

Drop
Length

Weighs

Adjustable
Extension
Column

Fixed-Length
Extension
Column

Price

Fixed-Length
Extension Columns
Constructed of 11⁄2”-11.5 NPT schedule 40 pipe
threaded on both ends and notched for “safety
locking.” The EXT002 is for use with Vector Pro
II, PRS Series and Armor Lock-Box only.

ADJ006009

8-11”

2.8 lbs

54.95

ADJ012018

14-20”

4.8 lbs

103.95

ADJ018024

20-26”

7 lbs

104.95

ADJ0203

26-38”

9.1 lbs

124.95

EXT002* (Black)

flush

.27 lbs

6.95

ADJ0305

38-62”

14 lbs

119.95

EXT006 (Black)

8”

2.3 lbs

15.95

ADJ0406

50-74”

16.6 lbs

124.95

EXT006S (Silver)

8”

2.3 lbs

15.95

ADJ0507

62-86”

22 lbs

143.95

EXT018 (Black)

20”

4 lbs

31.95

ADJ0608

74-98”

23 lbs

143.95

EXT018S (Silver)

20”

4 lbs

31.95

ADJ0709

86-110”

25 lbs

143.95

EXT101(Black)

14”

3.7 lbs

28.95

ADJ0810

98-122”

27.6 lbs

184.95

EXT101S (Silver)

14”

3.7 lbs

28.95

ADJ0911

110-134”

31.2 lbs

184.95

EXT102 (Black)

26”

6 lbs

34.95

ADJ1012

122-146”

34 lbs

203.95

EXT102S (Silver)

26”

6 lbs

34.95

EXT103 (Black)

38”

9 lbs

47.95

EXT103S (Silver)

38”

9 lbs

47.95

EXT104 (Black)

50”

10 lbs

58.95

EXT104S (Silver)

50”

10 lbs

58.95

EXT105 (Black)

62”

15 lbs

69.95

EXT105S (Silver)

62”

15 lbs

69.95

EXT106 (Black)

74”

16 lbs

84.95

EXT106S (Silver)

74”

16 lbs

84.95

EXT107 (Black)

86”

18 lbs

99.95

EXT107S (Silver)

86”

18 lbs

99.95

EXT108 (Black)

98”

20 lbs

114.95

EXT108S (Silver)

98”

20 lbs

114.95

EXT109 (Black)

110”

26 lbs

129.95

EXT109S (Silver)

110”

26 lbs

129.95

EXT110 (Black)

122”

29 lbs

143.95

EXT110S (Silver)

122”

29 lbs

143.95

4”

1 lb

Call

Extension Column Connector

Fixed Length 3/4”
Extension Columns
Compact, lightweight, theft-resistant design.
Must be used with a pipe reducer to attach to
standard Peerless ceiling plates and projector
mounts (requires two ACC-913 Pipe Reducers).
Load capacity is 60 lbs. Black.
Drop
Length

Weighs

FLP006

5.5”

0.7 lbs

12.95

FLP101

11.5”

1.4 lbs

22.95

FLP102

23.5”

2.6 lbs

29.95

FLP103

35.5”

4 lbs

41.95

Model

3/4” Pipe Reducer

3/4” Pipe Reducer (PEACC913)
For use with FLP model extension columns.
Order an additional reducer to attach ceiling
plates with 11⁄2” hole..........................................15.95

Price

Extension Column Connector (PEACC109)
This connector joins two extension columns to
create a maximum length of 20’, and secures
with Armor Lock security screws. Black finish.
Weighs 1.1 lbs.......................................................12.95

Model

Drop
Length

EXT201(Black)

Weighs

Price

Universal Projector Security Mount
Designed with security in mind, the PSM-UNV offers dual layers of protection for projectors.
Socket-pin fasteners secure the projector to the mount, while the low-profile key-locking tray protects
these fasteners for an extra level of security. The PSM-UNV features a standard adjustment screw that
makes it easy to adjust the projector without having to compromise or access secure components. The
PSM-UNV combines security with an easy to install and use design that is uniquely Peerless.
◆ ±15° tilt, ±15° roll, 360° swivel.

◆ Universal tray accommodates most

◆ Security fasteners at all connection points.
◆ Key-lock tray adds protection to projector

attachment screws.

◆ Model-specific PSM mounts with dedicated

lamp and filter access ports also available.

◆ Internal cord management.
◆ Comes ready for flush mounting to ceiling

(accessory required for other mounting
applications).

projectors up to 30 lb.
◆ Max Load: 30 lb. Shipping weight is 9.8 lb.

Universal Projector Security Mount
Available in Black (PSM-UNV), Silver (PSM-UNV-S) and
White (PSM-UNV-W) .....................................................CALL

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821
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UNIVERSAL PROJECTOR MOUNTS
Premier’s PBL and PBC universal projector mounts fit most projectors that weigh less than 25 lbs. They feature four
double-jointed support arms that allow flexible positioning to reach almost any mounting point. Arms can be precisely
positioned to avoid covering ventilation areas and maximize lamp life. The mounts also allow easy access for lamp and
air filter replacement.

PBL Universal Projector Mount
with Adjustable Channel
Designed for projectors weighing 25 lbs or less, this mount is very easy to install
and is loaded with additional “no cost” installation features built into the mount.
These features allow you to optimize your projector’s position to the screen for best
projector performance and picture quality.
◆

Adjustable-height 9” – 12.5” suspension
channel to lower the projectors height.
(It can be removed for low-profile
mounting of only 2.5”)

◆ 0°- 45° angled ceiling compensation
◆

Four double-jointed arms for extreme
versatility in mounting to any projector

◆

Robust construction allows positive
locking in any set position

◆

Quick release system for easy projector
mounting and removal

◆

Cables can be routed inside the height
extension channel for a clean look

◆

Upper ceiling plate allows for single
wood stud mounting and cable
insertion through the ceiling plate for
clean appearance

◆

Unique leveling barrels allow you to
adapt to any mounting surface for a
perfectly level install

◆ Mounts to walls or ceilings including

vaulted or cathedral ceilings, single
studs and solid ceiling surfaces
◆

Over ±20° tilt and roll

◆

Rotates 360°

PBL Universal Mount
shown low-profile

PBL Universal Mount with
adjustable-height channel

PBL Universal Mount (PRPBLUMP): Silver color.........................................................................142.50
PBL Universal Mount (PRPBLUMS): Dark Gray color ................................................................134.95
PBL Universal Mount (PRPBLUMW): White color.......................................................................142.95

PBC Universal Projector Mount with 11⁄2” Coupler
PBC Universal Mount
shown with 11⁄2” pipe

Similar to the PBL universal mounts, the PBC universal projector
mount has a 11⁄2” pipe coupling instead of the adjustable-height
suspension channel. The PBC may be ceiling or wall-mounted. You
can couple to any length 11⁄2” NPT for the perfect viewing height, or
you can mount it at 7” from the mounting surface. For a cleaner
look, you can route the cables through the pipe coupling.
PBC Universal Mount (PRPBCUMP): Silver color .....................................142.50
PBC Universal Mount (PRPBCUMS): Dark Gray color.............................139.95
PBC Universal Mount (PRPBCUMW): White color ...................................142.50

PBC Universal Mount
shown low-profile
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APP-2446 Adapter (PRAPP2446)
Mates easily with the PBC Universal Mount’s upper and lower components.
It is height-adjustable in 11⁄4” increments from 24” to 46” (12” to 24” if cut
in half ) on a 11⁄2” threaded pipe.....................................................................109.95
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GYROLOCK PROJECTOR MOUNTS
The Gyrolock projector mount is designed for 360° of rotation and comes with standard mounting hardware. Projectors
may be mounted at a fixed-height of 2 1⁄2” from the surface, or they may be mounted with continuous adjustable-height of
between 9" and 12 1⁄2” from the mounting surface. Cables may be hidden in channels. Roll/pitch allowance of greater than
± 20 ° from center. Yaw allowance of 360° Locks in any position. Docking system for easy display removal.

PBL Gyrolock Mount
with Adjustable Channel
The amazingly flexible Gyrolock series is designed for projectors weighing 25 lbs. or
less. Features include:
◆

Mounting plate specifically designed for
your projector

◆

Wall, ceiling or tabletop mounting

◆

Fixed position locking at nearly any
angle

◆

Over ±20° tilt and roll

◆

Quick release system for easy projector
mounting and removal

◆

Rotates 360°

◆

Adjustable-height 9” – 12.5” suspension
channel to lower the projectors height.
(It can be removed for low-profile
mounting of only 2.5”)

PBL-654 Gyrolock
shown with a NEC
VT660 projector

◆ Mounts to flat and angled ceilings
◆

Cables can be routed inside the height
extension channel for a clean look

PBL Gyrolock Mount
Check the B&H website to find the correct PBL mount for your projector.....................149.95

PBC Gyrolock
Mount shown
with a projector

PBC Gyrolock Mount with 11⁄2” Coupler
Similar to the PBL Gyrolock mounts, the PBC Gyrolock mount has a 11⁄2” pipe
coupling that fits standard NTP instead of the adjustable-height suspension
channel. The PBC mounts to flat and angled ceilings as well as walls.
PBC Gyrolock Mount
Check the B&H website to find the correct PBC mount for your projector ....................149.95

CRADLE MOUNTS
Cradle projector mounts are the perfect way to hold projectors that are not designed to be inversion-mounted. They offer
a generous 20° tilt from center, with positive locking at the set angle.
Cradle Mount: With an interior that is height-adjustable from 9 3⁄4 to 15” and width-adjustable from 131⁄2”
to 211⁄2”. Available with a 14” (PRUPM1321) or 20” (PRUPM1321D) deep tray..............................................................239.95
Cradle Mount/Extender Bracket: With an interior that is width-adjustable from 131⁄2” to 211⁄2”. Extender
brackets provide adjustable height from 91⁄2” to 15”. Available with a 14” (PRUPM1321EXT) or 20”
(PRUPM1321DEXT) deep tray .................................................................................................................................................254.95
Cradle Mount/Suspension Adapter: With an interior that is height-adjustable from 91⁄2” to 15” and
width-adjustable from 131⁄2” to 211⁄2”. The height-adjustable suspension adapter provides a drop-distance
range between 24” to 46”. Available with a 14” (PRUPM1321AST) or 20” (PRUPM1321DAS) deep tray...............294.95
Cradle Mount Extender Brackets (PRUPMEXT): These extender brackets provide up to 3-1/2" of height
extension for the Cradle Mount ......................................................................................................................................19.95

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821
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PBM SERIES
PBM Series mounts have been the industry standard for over 23 years.
The various sizes of PBM mounts are designed to mount projectors of
up to 350 lbs. All PBMs feature ±6° tilt from center, ±3° roll from center
and up to 360º of yaw when used with threaded pipe. The PBM series
mates directly to a permanent structure or to the popular PP-FCMA
false-ceiling adapter. It also works with the PP-LSA lateral shift adapter,
AST-2446 adjustable-height suspension adapters as well as several
other installation adapters and accessories.
◆

Mounting plate specifically
designed for your projector

◆

Flat and angled ceiling mounting
(angled ceiling mounting requires
PP-T or PP-TL adapter)

◆

Fixed position locking at nearly any angle

◆

±6° tilt from center

◆

±3° roll from center

◆

360° of yaw when used with threaded pipe

PBM Series Mount
Check the B&H website to find the correct PBM
mount for your projector ..........................CALL

PBM Series Stackers
PBM-LPS2

PBM-LPS1 Stacker for Smaller Projectors (PRPBMLPS1)
This dual-projector stacking system accommodates smaller
projectors (up to 18˝ wide) and allows maximum ventilation. Requires appropriate PBM series projector mount
(not included). Adjustable feet provided for tabletop
replacement.................................................................................CALL
PBM-LPS2 Stacker for Smaller Projectors (PRPBMLPS2)
This dual-projector stacking system accommodates larger
projectors (up to 30˝ wide) and allows maximum ventilation. Requires appropriate PBM series projector mount
(not included). Adjustable feet provided for tabletop
replacement.............................................................................719.95
PP-LPF Alignment Adapter (PRPPLPF)
Provides front to rear alignment in 1˝ increments. Works
with the PBM-LPS1 and PBM-LPS2..................................139.95

PBM-LPS1

B E N T L E Y Projector Mount
The Bentley UPM-01 projector mount features a visually attractive universal mounting
system that fits any small or medium-sized projector on the market. Using three
adjustable mounting arms, the mount can be adjusted for use with wide or narrow
projector styles. The package includes 2 mounting tubes, which will allow a projector
to be mounted 5.5” - 8.5” from the ceiling. A 15° tilt/pitch and a 360° turn allows for a
variety of adjustments. This bracket will hold projectors up to 22 lbs. Theft prevention
is enabled by optional special locking screws.
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Bentley Projector
Mount (BEUPM01) ...79.95
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LCD PROJECTOR MOUNTS
Universal Projector Mounts
The UL certified WPBL and WPBC universal projector mounts fit most projectors that weigh less than 25 lbs. They feature
four double-jointed support arms (patent pending) that can reach almost any mounting point. By precisely positioning
the arms to avoid ventilation areas, you can maximize the life of the lamp. These mounts allow easy access for lamp or
air filter replacement. Unique levelling barrels maintain a level installation for oddly shaped projectors. They both offer
360° rotation as well as ±20° tilt and roll that provides flexibility. Cables can be routed inside the channel or pipe.
WPBL-UMS
Mounts to walls or flat and angled ceilings. Features a 9”-121⁄2”
adjustable-height channel. Cable can be routed inside the channel.
Built-in 21⁄2” low profile mounting. Weighs 9 lbs.
WPBL-UMS

WPBC-UMS

WPBC-UMS
Mounts to walls or flat ceilings. The 11⁄2” pipe coupling fits standard NTP
(NTP not included). Cable can be routed inside the channel.
Model

Color

Application

Weighs

B&H #

Price

WPBL-UMS

Dark Gray

Wall/Ceiling

9 lbs.

WIWPBLUMS

113.95

WPBC-UMS

Dark Grey

Wall/Ceiling

9 lbs

WIWPBCUMS

113.95

Universal LCD Projector Mounts
H. Wilson’s Universal LCD Projector Mounts have a 16 1⁄2” diameter rotation of arms to easily fit your projector. The clamp
style bracket models wrap around the projector. The flat-arm styles match up with the mounting holes on the bottom of
the projector. All steel construction with attractive black powder coat finish.

Universal Fixed-Height Mount

WFLCDM

Universal fixed-projector mounts
have a fixed 6” pipe extension
(11⁄4” threaded pipe) from the
ceiling mount. They come in two
different designs. The clamp-style
bracket WCFLCDM wraps around
the projector. The flat-arm style
WFLCDM matches up with the
mounting holes on the bottom of
the projector. They both have a a
10° tilt, black powdercoat finish
and a lifetime warranty.

WCFLCDM (WIWCFLCDM)
Clamp-style bracket with mounting claws that have an adjustability of
31⁄2” to 61⁄2” to accommodate most LCD projectors. 7 lbs ..................104.95
WFLCDM (WIWFLCDM)
Flat mounting arm style-bracket lines up with the mounting holes on
your projector. Weighs 6 lbs ............................................................................94.95

Universal Adjustable Height Mount
Universal adjustable projector mounts have a
10° tilt, black powdercoat finish and a lifetime
warranty. The clamp-style bracket WCALCDM
wraps around the projector. The flat-arm style
WALCDM matches up with the mounting
holes on the bottom of the projector.

WCALCDM (WIWCALCDM)
Clamp-style bracket adjusts from 31⁄2” to 61⁄2”
to accommodate most LCD projectors. The
11⁄4” diameter threaded pipe adjusts from
341⁄2” to 53”. Weighs 9 lbs..........................159.95
WALCDM (WIWALCDM)
Flat mounting arm style-bracket matches up
with the mounting holes on the bottom of
the projector. The adjustability of the 11⁄4”
diameter threaded pipe is 271⁄2” to 461⁄4”.
Weighs 7 lbs .................................................152.95

WCALCDM

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821
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Obtaining information and ordering from B&H is quick and
easy. When you call us, just punch in the corresponding
Quick Dial number anytime during our welcome message.
The Quick Dial code then directs you to the specific
professional sales associates in our order department.
For Section 4, Projector Screens,
use Quick Dial #: 821
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ELECTRIC SCREENS

BEI

ALPINE XL • LAMINAR XL
Motorized FlatScreens
The Alpine XL and Laminar XL are motorized front projection FlatScreens designed
for displaying high resolution images from high output DLP, LCD and DILA video/
data projectors. The Alpine XL is is designed for ceiling recess mounted installation.
The Laminar XL is designed for surface mounted installation on the wall or ceiling.
They both come backed with a 5-year warranty.
◆ UL and CSA approved motor-in-roller.
◆ Their fire-retardant, seamless viewing surface is

internally tensioned for excellent flatness. They are
matte white with a gain of 1.3, and their viewing
substrate is 100% opaque.
◆

Alpine XL
Housing is extruded aluminum. It is light weight and easy to install with BEI’s sliding
bracket mounting system. It is also suitable for air plenum installation. The housing
has a white textured finish and a removable bottom closure. Also has an integrated
perimeter flange for ceiling tiles.

Black masking borders and black drop are standard.

◆ Built-in low voltage control.
◆

Convertible from regular-roll to reverse-roll in the field.

◆

Control options include contact closure, RS-232, IR
remote and ethernet

FlatScreen – better than
tab-tensioned screens
When considering a motorized projection screen,
the flatness of the projection surface is a very
important factor in achieving the best image quality.
Motorized projection screen surfaces are usually
some composition of vinyl coated on a supporting
substrate such as polyester or fiberglass. If surface
flatness was a concern, you had to purchase a
tab-tensioned screen, which consists of an
unsupported vinyl surface that is tensioned using
an arrangement of exterior tabs and tensioning
cords. This is an outdated way of achieving screen
flatness and is somewhat fragile, easily damaged
and is likely to be the cause of future maintenance
issues. So, if you desire the very latest state-of-theart technology in maintaining screen flatness, look
at a BEI FlatScreen which, through its unique
construction, is internally tensioned.
How is the BEI FlatScreen internally tensioned?
The base substrate is woven using flexible multi-filaments in the vertical direction and solid polymer
mono-filaments in the horizontal direction. The
horizontal filaments are very stiff and act as internal
“tensioning rods” that keep the projection surface
flat and free of curling, waves and ripples, yet rolls
up easily in the vertical direction. The woven base
substrate is then coated and completely encapsulated
with a compound of Poly Vinyl Chloride that is
matte white, opaque and fire retardant resulting in
a high performance projection surface.
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Laminar XL
Housing is extruded aluminum, lightweight and easy-to-install, with the 2-button
mounting system. The housing has a black textured finish with a removable bottom
closure. Laminar XL housing has a changeable decorative insert available in a
variety of colors.
Alpine
XL

Laminar
XL

# Aspect
Ratio

Viewing
Area

13.060.060

14.060.060

SQUARE (1:1)

60” x 60” (WH)

85”

63 lbs.

13.072.072

14.072.072

SQUARE (1:1)

72” x 72” (WH)

102”

72 lbs.

13.084.084

14.084.084

SQUARE (1:1)

84” x 84” (WH)

119”

81 lbs.

13.096.096

14.096.096

SQUARE (1:1)

96” x 96” (WH)

136”

90 lbs.

13.108.108

14.108.108

SQUARE (1:1)

108” x 108” (WH)

153”

99 lbs.

13.120.120

14.120.120

SQUARE (1:1)

120” x 120” (WH)

170”

108 lbs.

13.060.048

14.060.048

5:4 (1.25:1)

60” x 48” (WH)

77”

63 lbs.

13.068.054

14.068.054

5:4 (1.25:1)

68” x 54” (WH)

87”

72 lbs.

13.075.060

14.075.060

5:4 (1.25:1)

75” x 60” (WH)

96”

72 lbs.

13.083.066

14.083.066

5:4 (1.25:1)

83” x 66” (WH)

106”

81 lbs.

13.090.072

14.090.072

5:4 (1.25:1)

90” x 72” (WH)

115”

81 lbs.

13.098.078

14.098.078

5:4 (1.25:1)

98” x 78” (WH)

125”

90 lbs.

13.105.084

14.105.084

5:4 (1.25:1)

105” x 84” (WH)

134”

99 lbs.

13.113.090

14.113.090

5:4 (1.25:1)

113” x 90” (WH)

144”

99 lbs.

13.120.096

14.120.096

5:4 (1.25:4)

120” x 96” (WH)

154”

108 lbs.

13.064.048

14.064.048

4:3 (1.33:1)

64” x 48” (WH)

80”

63 lbs.

13.072.054

14.072.054

4:3 (1.33:1)

72” x 54” (WH)

90”

72 lbs.

13.080.060

14.080.060

4:3 (1.33:1)

80” x 60” (WH)

100”

81 lbs.

13.088.066

14.088.066

4:3 (1.33:1)

88” x 66” (WH)

110”

81 lbs.

13.096.072

14.096.072

4:3 (1.33:1)

96” x 72” (WH)

120”

90 lbs.

13.104.078

14.104.078

4:3 (1.33:1)

104” x 78” (WH)

130”

99 lbs.

13.112.084

14.112.084

4:3 (1.33:1)

112” x 84” (WH)

140”

99 lbs.

13.120.090

14.120.090

4:3 (1.33:1)

120” 90” (WH)

150”

108 lbs.

13.086.048

14.086.048

16:9 (1.77:1)

86” x 48” (WH)

98”

81 lbs.

13.096.054

14.096.054

16:9 (1.77:1)

96” x 54” (WH)

110”

90 lbs.

13.107.060

14.107.060

16:9 (1.77:1)

107” x 60” (WH)

123”

99 lbs.

13.120.067

14.120.067

16:9 (1.77:1)

120” x 67” (WH)

137”

108 lbs.

Diagonal

Shipping
Weight

PROJECTION SCREENS
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PROJECTION SCREENS
Series 65 Wall Screen

Series 375 Tripod Screens

Bretford’s most economical
screen, Series 65 is ideal for small
audience viewing. Available in
four sizes, it has a durable steel
slat that runs along the base of
the screen. It includes a smaller
steel case with painted end caps
and mounting rings built into the
case. Case and slat have a black
finish. Matte white fabric.

Series 375 screens feature
magnetic leg lock, a durable
roller and several screen size
options. They also feature a
built-in keystone eliminator
that tilts the viewing surface
forward to avoid distortion
often found in overhead and
LCD projector presentations.
Smaller case, slat and tension
bar have black finish. Matte
white fabric.

◆ Economical screen perfect for any classroom or office.
◆ Screens may be mounted directly on the wall, on a map rail, or from the

◆ Rugged design for fast and

ceiling with built-in mounting rings or accessory mounting brackets.

easy set-up, yet light-weight
enough to transport easily
from room to room.

◆ Matte White surface for all-purpose viewing with black borders for added

picture contrast.
◆ Octagonal cases are solid steel with a white finish and will withstand years

◆ Matte white fabric—ideal for classrooms or training rooms.

of use.

◆ Keystone eliminator “hides” in the tube when not in use,

◆ Matching slat which fits into case opening to keep out dust and dirt.

making transport simpler

◆ Pull-down feature stops the viewing surface at 4:3 ratio for video-view

◆ Features mechanical leg lock, a plastic handle and steel slat

format, then again for square format.

with tension bar.

◆ Built-in mounting rings in the case, mounting hardware not included.

6550-M (BR6550M): 50” x 50”;
71” diagonal. It weighs 10 lbs....44.95

6570-M (BR6570M): 70” x 70”;
99” diagonal. It weighs15 lbs ...64.95

3750MKE (BR3750MKE): 50 x 50”;
71” diagonal. 22 lbs...........82.95

3770MKE (BR3770MKE): 70 x 70”;
99” diagonal. 30 lbs ........119.95

6560-M (BR6560M): 60” x 60”;
85” diagonal. It weighs 12 lbs ...54.95

6577-M (BR6577M): 84” x 84”;119”
diagonal. It weighs 22 lbs.......127.50

3760MKE (BR3760MKE): 60 x 60”;
85” diagonal. 24 lbs ..........79.95

3777MKE (BR3777MKE): 84 x 84”;
119” diagonal. 36 lbs ......178.50

Series 500 Large Wall Screens
Series 500 screens come in sizes ranging from 8’ x 8’ to 12’ x 12’. They can be easily mounted
on the wall with the unique included brackets. The brackets actually trap the screen for
security. Matte White fabric offers an excellent general purpose surface ideal for classrooms
or training rooms. The 12’ x 12’ screen has seamed fabric. Black borders offer enhanced
contrast. Square cases are solid steel with a white powder paint finish will withstand years
of use. Features a matching slat which fits into case opening to keep out dust and dirt.
Because different hardware is required for different wall types, mounting hardware is not
included. All come with a pull rope so raising and lowering the screen is easy no matter how high the screen is mounted.
◆ Large manually operated screens, ideal for use in smaller auditoriums

◆ Unique wall mounting brackets included with the screen, actually lock

or lecture halls.

the screen onto the bracket - very sturdy, very stable.

◆ Seemless fabric on all screens for a cleaner image projection.

◆ Square cases are solid steel with a white powder paint finish will

withstand years of use.

◆ Designed for easy installation to the wall and includes adjustable

mounting brackets, mounting hardware not included.
◆ All come with a pull rope so raising and lowering the screen is easy no

matter how high the screen is mounted.
5088-M (BR5088M): 8’ x 8’; 136” diagonal.
It weighs 50 lbs ...............................................304.95

◆

The 5088M and the 5000M feature seamless Matte White Fabric that is
fire resistant and cleans with a mild soap and water and includes
black borders for added contrast.

5000-M (BR5000M): 10’ x 10’; 170” diagonal.
It weighs 78 lbs ...............................................378.95

5022-M (BR5022M): 12’ x12’; 203” diagonal.
It weighs 91lbs.................................................459.50

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821
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Overview
Da-Lite offers a wide array of
screens each with a choice of
projection surfaces. Selecting the
right combination to meet your
needs is important for optimum
results. Here are the guidelines for
selecting a screen that suits your
application. Although these
recommendations will work in
most situations, each must be
looked at not as a strict rule,
but rather as a guideline for
determining your actual needs
based on your own situation.

Four Steps to Selecting the Right Screen
1. Pick the type of screen that best suits your particular needs. For example, choose from front projection screens in either portable, wall or ceiling
mounted models in either manual or electric versions or rear projection (page 75). Generally, if your projection application is permanent, then wall
and ceiling screens are your best choice. If, however, you find your needs require moving the screen to different locations then a portable screen is
a better alternative.
2. Determine the optimum screen size based on room dimensions, planned audience seating size and arrangement. The rule of thumb is to fit the
screen to the audience - not to the projector. Da-Lite recommends the following formula for determining screen size:
◆ Screen height should be approximately equal to 1/6 the distance from the screen to the last row of seats, allowing text to be read and detail to

be seen in the projected image. Ideally, the first row of seats should be approximately two screen heights away.
◆ The bottom of the screen should be a minimum of 4 feet above the audience floor, allowing those seated toward the rear of the audience to see

the screen. This may require additional screen “drop” for ceiling hung screens (see next page for information).
3. Select the appropriate format for your projection application. Common formats are as follows:

COMMON APPLICATIONS

ASPECT RATIO WIDTH / HEIGHT

NTSC Video

1.33

PAL Video

1.33

HDTV Video

1.78

Letterbox Video

1.85

Cinemascope

2.35

35mm Filmstrip

1.32

2x2 Standard 35mm Double-Frame Slides

1.50

SXGA

1.25

4. Choose the screen surface that best suits your projection and viewing requirements. For your convenience, pages 6 and 7 provide descriptions and
performance characteristics for each front screen surface and pages 8 and 9 provide descriptions and performance characteristics for each rear projection screen surface. If the screen will be used for multiple projection methods, choose the screen surface that meets the requirements of the
lesser performing projection method.
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Overview
How to Calculate a Custom Screen Size
Use the following formulas to calculate a custom size. The formulas will assist you in finding the viewing area only.

NTSC (1.33)

HDTV (1.78)

Letterbox (1.85)

Video Format

Video Format

Video Format

SXGA (1.25)
Video Format

Diagonal/1.667 = Height

Diagonal x 0.49091 = Height

Diagonal x 0.4762 = Height

Diagonal x 0.625 = Height

Height x 1.33 = Width

Diagonal x 0.87247 = Width

Diagonal x 0.88 = Width

Diagonal x 0.78125 = Width

Width/1.33 = Height

Height x 2.0395 = Diagonal

Height x 2.10 = Diagonal

Height x 1.60 = Diagonal

Height x 1.667 = Diagonal

Width x 1.14585 = Diagonal

Width x 1.135 = Diagonal

Width x 1.28 = Diagonal

Height x 1.78 = Width

Height x 1.85 = Width

Height x 1.25 = Width

Width x 0.561837 = Height

Width x 0.5405 = Height

Width x 0.80 = Height

Screen Size Conversion Chart
Use the following chart to convert an existing NTSC video format screen size to either an HDTV or Letterbox format size.

d
Calculate
using
existing
height:

d
Calculate
using
existing
width:

NTSC (1.33)
Viewing Area (HxW)

HDTV (1.78)
Viewing Area (HxW)

Letterbox (1.85)
Viewing Area (HxW)

43” x 57”

43” x 77”

43” x 80”

50v x 67”

50” x 89”

50” x 92.5”

57” x 77”

57” x 102”

57” x 105”

60” x 80”

60” x 107”

60” x 111”

69” x 92”

69” x 123”

69” x 128”

87” x 116”

87” x 155”

87” x 161”

105” x 140”

105” x 187”

105” x 194”

NTSC (1.33)
Viewing Area (HxW)

HDTV (1.78)
Viewing Area (HxW)

Letterbox (1.85)
Viewing Area (HxW)

43” x 57”

32” x 57”

31” x 57”

50” x 67”

38” x 67”

36” x 67”

57” x 77”

43” x 77”

42” x 77”

60” x 80”

45” x 80”

43” x 80”

69” x 92”

52” x 92”

50” x 92”

87” x 116”

65” x 116”

63” x 116”

105” x 140”

79” x 140”

76” x 140”

Screen Borders and Drop
Black masking borders are standard on most Da-Lite front projection screens at no extra charge. Borders enhance the perceived brightness of an image
on a screen. The human eye perceives the image to have more contrast and a sharper picture with brighter colors. Borders also allow the projected
image to “bleed-off” the screen for professional appearing presentations.
Drop is also available on most Da-Lite wall, ceiling and electric screens. Drop is extra fabric added to the top or bottom of the screen to adjust the
screen surface to within normal viewing heights. Drop can be specified in either black or white.

Note: Tensioned electric screens are standard with 12” black drop at the top in all sizes except for 200” diagonal which is standard with 4” black drop.

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821
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FRONT PROJECTION SCREEN SURFACES
The viewing angle is the optimal width of the ideal viewing half angle. Gain is the Goniophotometer reflectance reading.
The higher the number, the greater light transmitted to the audience.

Matte White

DA-MAT

One of the most versatile screen surfaces. Ideal for situations when
presentation material is being projected and ambient light is controllable.
Its surface evenly distributes light over a wide viewing area. Colors
remain bright and life-like, with no shifts in hue. Screen surface can be
cleaned with mild soap and water. Flame retardant and mildew resistant.

A screen surface with a smooth, white vinyl finish for precise image
reproduction. Provides an exceptionally wide viewing angle and no
resolution loss. It is a highly flexible fabric that may be folded or rolled.
Its versatility makes it a great choice for situations with good control
over ambient light and where an exceptionally wide viewing angle is
necessary. Screen surface can be cleaned with mild soap and water.
Flame retardant and mildew resistant.

• Viewing Angle: 60° • Gain: 1.0

HC (High Contrast) Matte White
Designed for moderate output DLP and LCD projectors, this surface is a
great choice when video images are the mainsource of information
being projected and where ambient light is moderately controlled.
With its specially designed gray base material and reflective top surface,
this screen material is able to provide very good black levels without
sacrificing the white level output. Screen surface can be cleaned with
mild soap and water. Flame retardant and mildew resistant.
• Viewing Angle: 50°

• Gain: 1.1

Video Spectra 1.5
This screen surface is specially designed with a reflective coating, which
provides an increased amount of brightness with a moderately reduced
viewing angle. The increased gain of this surface makes it suitable for
environments where ambient lighting is uncontrollable and a projector
with moderate light output is utilized. Screen surface can be cleaned
with mild soap and water. Flame retardant and mildew resistant.
• Viewing Angle: 35°

• Gain: 1.5

Glass Beaded
This surface has the ability to achieve a higher gain by reflecting more
of the projected light back along the projection axis making it a good
choice for situations where the projector is placed on a table-top or in
the same horizontal viewing plane as the audience. Glass beads
impregnated in the screen’s surface provide additional internal
reflectance, which results in an unparalleled screen surface for
vibrant, life-like color reproduction at moderate viewing angles.
Not recommended where the screen will be subject to soiling. Flame
retardant and mildew resistant.
• Viewing Angle: 30°

• Gain: 2.5

• Viewing Angle: 60° • Gain: 1.0

High Contrast DA-MAT
With a special gray surface, this screen material is designed for use with
today’s high output LCD, DLP and D-ILA projectors. By lowering the
black levels of the projected video image, this surface creates a more
film-like image and is a good choice when video is the main source of
projected information. This screen surface is best used when there is
good control of ambient lighting and a moderately wide viewing angle
is desired. Screen surface can be cleaned with mild soap and water.
Flame retardant and mildew resistant.
• Viewing Angle: 60° • Gain: 1.0

High Power
This screen surface is a technological breakthrough, providing the
reflectivity and optical characteristics of a traditional glass beaded
surface with the ability to clean the surface when necessary. Its
smooth textured surface provides the highest gain of all front
projection screen surfaces with no resolution loss. The moderate
viewing angle and its ability to reflect light back along the projection
axis make this surface the best choice for situations where there is a
moderate amount of ambient light and the projector is placed on a
table-top or in the same horizontal viewing plane as the audience.
Screen surface can be cleaned with mild soap and water. Flame
retardant and mildew resistant.
• Viewing Angle: 25°

• Gain: 1.8

Cinema Vision

A non-supported vinyl fabric, offering a higher degree of reflectivity and
brilliance without loss of image quality or resolution. This surface is a
good choice when showing video images with a lower output projector
and where there is a high amount of ambient light present. Screen
surface can be cleaned. Flame retardant and mildew resistant.

A unique non-supported vinyl fabric that offers a bright, uniform image
with no color shift at any viewing angle. This surface is designed to
provide a higher amount of brightness for lower output projector
types such as CRT. Its increased reflectivity will help enhance the image
brightness in situations where a low level of ambient light is present.
As a fabric approved by the Imaging Science Foundation, this surface
is a good choice when producing video images. Screen surface can
be cleaned with mild soap and water. Flame retardant and mildew
resistant.

• Viewing Angle: 60° • Gain: 1.0

• Viewing Angle: 60° • Gain: 1.0

Pearlescent
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FRONT PROJECTION SCREEN SURFACES
High Contrast Cinema Vision

Audio Vision

Designed for today’s moderate output DLP and LCD projectors, this
screen surface is a great choice when video images are the main source
of information being projected and ambient lighting is moderately
controlled. With its specially designed gray base surface and a reflective
top surface, this screen material is able to provide very good black
levels without sacrificing the white level output. With its enhanced
black levels and brilliant white levels, this screen surface provides deep
life-like colors and greater detail and sharpness to the image. Clean
with mild soap and water. Flame retardant and mildew resistant.

Designed for applications where a more realistic soundstage is desired,
this fabric allows for the installation of speakers to be placed behind the
surface. With virtually no sound loss and good image quality, this fabric
provides the same optical characteristics as the Da-Mat surface with
specially designed perforations to allow sound to pass through the
screen material. Screen surface can be cleaned with mild soap and
water. Flame retardant and mildew resistant.

• Viewing Angle: 60° • Gain: 1.0

• Viewing Angle: 60° • Gain: 1.0

High Contrast Audio Vision

With the same optical characteristics as High Contrast Cinema Vision,
this surface is perforated to allow placement of a center channel
speaker behind the screen surface while allowing the sound to transmit
through the material. Ideal for use in environments with moderate
control of ambient light. Screen surface can be cleaned with mild soap
and water. Flame retardant and mildew resistant.

With the same optical characteristics as the High Contrast Da-Mat
material, this surface is designed to provide the viewer with a more
realistic soundstage by placing speakers behind the screen and
allowing the sound to be transmitted through the material. This screen
surface is best used when there is good control of ambient lighting and
a moderately wide viewing angle is desired. Screen surface can be
cleaned with mild soap and water. Flame retardant and mildew
resistant.

• Viewing Angle: 60° • Gain: 1.0

• Viewing Angle: 60° • Gain: 1.0

High Contrast Cinema Perf

REAR PROJECTION SCREEN SURFACES
Da-Tex
A translucent, neutral gray vinyl surface that offers high
transmission and low reflectance values for optimal viewing.
It yields excellent color rendition, image contrast and a wide
viewing angle. Suitable for all types of rear projection. Ideally
suited for both lace and grommet and snap button type screens.
Flexible fabric screen, material needs to be tensioned. Screen
surface can be cleaned with mild soap and water. Flame retardant
and mildew resistant.
• Viewing Angle: 60° • Gain: 1.0

High Contrast Da-Tex

Dual Vision

High Contrast Da-Tex is a unity gain rear projection surface with a
specially designed dark gray tint and is formulated to provide
lower black levels for today's high output projectors. This surface
features optical characteristics similar to rigid rear projection
screens. Ideally suited for both lace and grommet and snap
button screens used in portable applications. Surface requires
tensioning due to its flexible nature.

A unity gain flexible projection fabric capable of both front and
rear projection. The surface is ideal for video projection under
controlled light conditions. With an exceptionally wide viewing
cone, each seat in the audience will observe a uniform, bright,
sharp image with no color shift. Flexible fabric screen, surface
needs to be tensioned. Screen surface can be cleaned with mild
soap and water. Flame retardant and mildew resistant.

• Viewing Angle: 60° • Gain: 1.0

• Viewing Angle: 60° • Gain: 1.0

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821
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COSMOPOLITAN ELECTROL
Wall and Ceiling Mounted Electric Screen
Ideal for applications where a recessed installation isn’t desired or
feasible. Patented in-the-roller motor mounting system provides very
quiet operation. Handsome white enamel case blends with any decor.
◆ Motor mounted inside the roller is designed with a

◆ Optional external SCB-100

(RS-232 serial control board)
and video projector
interface available

patented noise silencer, is oiled for life, has automatic
thermal overload cut-out, integral gears, capacitor
and an electric brake to to prevent coasting.
◆ Pre-set but adjustable limit switches to automatically

◆ Optional floating mounting

stop picture surface in the “up” and “down” postions.
◆ Matte White fabric up to 10’ high, High Contrast

Matte White, Glass Beaded and Video Spectra 1.5
fabrics up to 8’ high and High Power fabric up to 6’
high are seamless.

bracket allows screen to be
mounted onto wall or
ceiling studs and aligned
left or right after
installation by simply
releasing two sets of screws.

SQUARE FORMAT SIZES
Screen Size (H x W)

Shipping Weight

Matte White

HC Matte White

Glass Beaded

Video Spectra 1.5

High Power

50˝ x 50˝

33 lbs.

(#40769) 532.95

(#92564) 559.95

(#40767) 559.95

(#73577) 559.95

(#77790) 652.95

60˝ x 60˝

38 lbs.

(#40775) 549.50

(#92565) 567.50

(#40773) 567.50

(#73578) 567.50

(#77791) 658.95

70˝ x 70˝

41 lbs.

(#40780) 566.50

(#92566) 579.95

(#40778) 579.95

(#73579) 579.95

(#77792) 669.95

84˝ x 84˝

49 lbs.

(#40786) 579.50

(#92567) 609.95

(#40784) 609.95

(#74706) 609.95

(#83229) 726.95

6´ x 8´

52 lbs.

(#40798) 596.95

(#92568) 626.95

(#40796) 626.95

(#74707) 626.95

(#77793) 739.95

8´ x 8´

55 lbs.

(#40801) 612.95

(#92569) 662.50

(#40800) 662.50

(#74708) 662.50

(#83230) 777.50

7´ x 9´

57 lbs.

(#40804) 646.50

(#92570) 678.50

(#40803) 678.50

(#74709) 678.50

(#83231) 793.50

9´ x 9´

62 lbs.

(#40807) 717.50

—

(#40806) 762.50

—

(#83232) 877.50

8´ x 10´

69 lbs.

(#40811) 698.95

(#92571) 751.95

(#40809) 751.95

(#74711) 751.95

(#83233) 866.95

10´ x 10´

72 lbs.

(#40814) 793.50

—

(#40813) 829.95

—

(#83234) 946.50

9´ x 12´

83 lbs.

(#40818) 827.95

—

(#40816) 862.50

—

(#83235) 977.50

VIDEO FORMAT SIZES
Matte White HC Matte White

Glass Beaded

Video Spectra 1.5

High Power

37 lbs.

(#74656) 549.50

(#92572) 582.95

(#74655) 582.95

(#74657) 582.95

(#77794) 673.95

84˝

41 lbs.

(#74659) 578.50

(#92573) 577.50

(#74658) 577.50

(#74660) 577.50

(#77795) 692.50

96˝

48 lbs.

(#74662) 594.95

(#92574) CALL

(#74661) 588.95

(#74663) 588.95

(#77796) 703.95

60˝ x 80˝ HxW

100˝

48 lbs.

(#40782) 586.50

(#92575) 612.95

(#40781) 612.95

(#73650) 612.95

(#77797) 727.95

69˝ x 92˝ HxW

120˝

52 lbs.

(#40789) 618.50

(#92576) 642.95

(#40788) 642.95

(#73651) 642.95

(#77798) 757.95

87˝ x 116˝ HxW

150˝

70 lbs.

(#76738) 666.95

(#92577) 704.95

(#76739) 704.95

(#86914) 704.95

(#83236) 819.95

105˝ x 140˝ HxW

180˝

83 lbs.

(#76740) 779.95

—

(#76741) 809.50

—

(#83237) 924.50

Viewing Area

Nominal Diagonal

Shipping Weight

Matte White

HC Matte White

Glass Beaded

Video Spectra 1.5

High Power

45˝ x 80˝

92˝

48 lbs.

(#83444) 614.95

(#92578) 614.95

(#83445) 614.95

(#83446) 614.95

(#83447) 729.95

52˝ x 92˝

106˝

51 lbs.

(#79012) 639.50

(#92579) 639.50

(#79008) 639.50

(#79016) 639.50

(#79020) 754.50

54˝ x 96˝

110˝

53 lbs.

(#94270) 654.95

(#94271) 654.95

(#94272) 654.95

(#94273) 654.95

(#94274) 769.95

58˝ x 104˝

119˝

56 lbs.

(#79013) 675.95

(#92580) 675.95

(#79009) 675.95

(#79017) 675.95

(#79021) 789.95

65˝ x 116˝

133˝

60 lbs.

(#79014) 709.95

(#92581) 709.95

(#79010) 709.95

(#79018) 709.95

(#79022) 826.95

78˝ x 139˝

159˝

82 lbs.

(#79015) 754.95

(#92582) 754.95

(#79011) 754.95

(#79019) 754.95

(#79023) 869.95

Viewing Area

Nominal Diagonal

Shipping Weight

43˝ x 57˝ HxW

72˝

50˝ x 67˝ HxW
57˝ x 77˝ HxW

HDTV FORMAT SIZES
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LARGE COSMOPOLITAN ELECTROL
Wall and Ceiling Mounted
Electric Screen
The new larger Cosmopolitan Electrol has a two-piece aluminum
extruded case with dimensions of 7 7⁄8” high by 6 3⁄4” deep and
maximum seamless screen dimensions of 16’ x 16’. The two-piece
aluminum extruded case features a white powder coated finish.
Screen
Size (H x W)

SQUARE FORMAT SIZES
Overall
Shipping
Matte
Length of Case
Weight
White

Glass
Beaded

12´ x 12´

1531⁄2˝

194 lbs.

(#40823) 1,094.95

(#40822) 1,146.50

14´ x 14´

1771⁄2˝

229 lbs.

(#96386) 1,429.95

—

16´ x 16´

2011⁄2˝

263 lbs.

(#96387) 1,759.95

—

VIDEO FORMAT SIZES
Overall Length of Case
Shipping Weight

Viewing Area

Nominal Diagonal

Matte White

Glass Beaded

120” x 160”

200”

1731⁄2”

210 lbs.

(#83238) 1,039.50

(#83239) 1,086.95

123” x 164”

210”

177 1⁄2”

225 lbs.

(#96388) 1,402.50

—

141” x 188”

240”

2011⁄2”

254 lbs.

(#96389) 1,732.50

—

Viewing Area

Nominal Diagonal

Overall Length of Case

Shipping Weight

Matte White

92” x 164”

188˝

1771⁄2˝

215 lbs.

(#96390) 1,402.50

106” x 188”

216˝

2011⁄2˝

241 lbs.

(#96391) 1,732.50

HDTV FORMAT SIZES

Da-Lite offers the world’s widest selection
of electric screens for the ultimate in
convenience and professional
presentations. Whether you choose a
concealed-in-the-ceiling, wall, ceiling
hung, or ascending floor model, you’ll
find Da-Lite’s electric screens meet the
demanding needs of business meeting
rooms, educational institutions,
hospitality and home theater
applications. All Da-Lite electric screens
offer as standard, black borders and
preset adjustable limit switches to
automatically stop the screen at the
desired viewing level. Many screens are
also available in 220v.

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821
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TENSIONED COSMOPOLITAN ELECTROL
Wall and Ceiling
Mounted Electric Screen
The same features as the Cosmopolitan Electrol (page 236)
except that the screen is tensioned for an extra flat surface,
delivering optimum image quality when using data or
graphics. It is ideal for applications where a recessed
installation is not desired or feasible.
Their patented in-the-roller motor mounting system provides
very quiet operation. A tab guide cable system maintains
even lateral tension to hold the surface flat while the custom
slat bar with added weight maintains vertical tension.
The handsome black textured case blends with any decor. All fabrics listed below will be seamless.
An optional floating mounting
bracket allows the screen to
be mounted onto a wall or
ceiling studs and aligned left
or right after installation.

Custom slat bar
with added weight
maintains vertical
tension on the
screen surface.

A standard white
three-position
wall switch with
a cover plate is
included.

SQUARE FORMAT SIZES
Screen Size (H x W)

Shipping Weight

Da-Mat

HC Da-Mat

Pearlescent

50˝ x 50˝

56 lbs.

(#81093) 1,033.95

(#87839) 1,087.95

(#81101) 1,154.95

60˝ x 60˝

63 lbs.

(#81094) 1,107.50

(#87840) 1,114.95

(#81102) 1,247.50

70˝ x 70˝

70 lbs.

(#81095) 1,193.50

(#87841) 1,255.95

(#81103) 1,389.50

84˝ x 84˝

78 lbs.

(#81096) 1,312.50

(#87842) 1,379.95

(#81104) 1,494.95

6´ x 8´

85 lbs.

(#81097) 1,334.95

(#87843) 1,404.95

(#81105) 1,519.95

8´ x 8´

87 lbs.

(#81098) 1,369.50

(#87844) 1,439.95

(#81106) 1,554.50

7´ x 9´

89 lbs.

(#81099) 1,453.95

(#87845) 1,529.95

(#81107) 1,644.50

9´ x 9´

92 lbs.

(#81100) 1,616.95

(#87846) 1,699.95

(#81108) 1,814.95

8´ x 10´

104 lbs.

(#83341) 1,679.95

(#87847) 1,769.95

(#83342) 1,834.95

10´ x 10´

112 lbs.

(#83344) 1,738.95

(#87848) 1,829.95

(#83345) 1,943.50

9´ x 12´

122 lbs.

(#83347) 1,829.50

(#87849) 1,925.95

(#83348) 2,039.50

Screen Size (H x W)

Cinema Vision

HC Cinema Vision

Da-Tex (Rear)

Dual Vision

50˝ x 50˝

(#81109) 1,233.95

(#89886) 1,233.95

(#84973) 1,206.50

(#84974) 1,206.50

60˝ x 60˝

(#81110) 1,327.50

(#89887) 1,327.50

(#84975) 1,298.95

(#84976) 1,298.95

70˝ x 70˝

(#81111) 1,468.50

(#89888) 1,468.50

(#84977) 1,439.95

(#84978) 1,439.95

84˝ x 84˝

(#81112) 1,573.95

(#89889) 1,573.95

(#84979) 1,546.50

(#84980) 1,546.50

6´ x 8´

(#81113) 1,599.95

(#89890) 1,599.95

(#84981) 1,569.95

(#84982) 1,569.95

8´ x 8´

(#81114) 1,633.50

(#89891) 1,633.50

(#84983) 1,605.95

(#84984) 1,605.95

7´ x 9´

(#81115) 1,724.95

(#89892) 1,724.95

(#84985) 1,695.95

(#84986) 1,695.95

9´ x 9´

(#81116) 1,896.50

(#89893) 1,896.50

(#84987) 1,866.50

(#84988) 1,866.50

8´ x 10´

(#83343) 1,914.95

(#89894) 1,914.95

(#84989) 1,884.95

(#84990) 1,884.95

10´ x 10´

(#83346) 2,023.95

(#89895) 2,023.95

(#84991) 1,994.95

(#84992) 1,994.95

9´ x 12´

(#83349) 2,119.50

(#89896) 2,119.50

(#84993) 2,089.95

(#84994) 2,089.95
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TENSIONED COSMOPOLITAN ELECTROL
VIDEO FORMAT SIZES
Viewing Area

Nominal Diagonal

Shipping Weight

Da-Mat

HC Da-Mat

Pearlescent

Cinema Vision

43˝ x 57˝ (H x W)

72˝

61 lbs.

(#76013) 1,111.95

(#87850) 1,119.95

(#76017) 1,222.95

(#77338) 1,302.50

50˝ x 67˝ (H x W)

84˝

67 lbs.

(#76014) 1,147.50

(#87851) 1,207.95

(#76018) 1,319.95

(#77339) 1,399.95

60˝ x 80˝ (H x W)

100˝

76 lbs.

(#76015) 1,284.95

(#87852) 1,352.95

(#76019) 1,484.95

(#77340) 1,564.95

69˝ x 92˝ (H x W)

120˝

85 lbs.

(#76016) 1,318.95

(#87853) 1,387.95

(#76020) 1,519.95

(#77341) 1,599.95

87˝ x 116˝ (H x W)

150˝

104 lbs.

(#76730) 1,576.50

(#87854) 1,658.95

(#76731) 1,772.95

(#77342) 1,853.50

108˝ x 144˝ (H x W)

180˝

122 lbs.

(#82427) 1,829.50

(#87855) 1,925.95

(#82428) 2,039.50

(#82429) 2,119.50

120˝ x 160˝ (H x W)

200˝

134 lbs.

(#82430) 1,936.95

(#87856) 2,039.50

(#82431) 2,153.95

(#82432) 2,233.95

Viewing Area

HC Cinema Vision

HC Cinema Perf

Audio Vision

HC Audio Vision

Da-Tex (rear)

Dual Vision

43˝ x 57˝ (H x W)

(#89897) 1,302.50

(#91454) CALL

(#83537) 1,318.95

(#91278) 1,318.95

(#84964) 1,263.95

(#80532) 1,263.95

50˝ x 67˝ (H x W)

(#89898) 1,399.95

(#91455) CALL

(#83538) 1,404.50

(#91279) 1,404.50

(#84965) 1,369.95

(#80533) 1,369.95

60˝ x 80˝ (H x W)

(#89899) 1,564.95

(#91456) CALL

(#83539) 1,549.95

(#91280) 1,549.95

(#84966) 1,536.50

(#80534) 1,536.50

69˝ x 92˝ (H x W)

(#89900) 1,599.95

(#91457) CALL

(#83540) 1,584.95

(#91281) 1,584.95

(#84967) 1,569.95

(#80535) 1,569.95

87˝ x 116˝ (H x W)

(#89901) 1,853.50

(#93037) 2077.95

(#93035) 1,882.95

(#93036) 1,882.95

(#84968) 1,824.95

(#80536) 1,824.95

108˝ x 144˝ (H x W)

(#89902) 2,119.50

—

—

—

(#84969) 2,089.95

(#84970) 2,089.95

120˝ x 160˝ (H x W)

(#89903) 2,233.95

—

—

—

(#84971) 2,204.95

(#84972) 2,204.95

Viewing Area

Nominal Diagonal

Shipping Weight

Da-Mat

HC Da-Mat

Pearlescent

Cinema Vision

45˝ x 80˝

92˝

67 lbs.

(#83448) 1,354.95

(#87857) 1,354.95

(#83449) 1,375.95

(#83450) 1,567.50

52˝ x 92˝

106˝

74 lbs.

(#79024) 1,389.95

(#87858) 1,389.95

(#79028) 1,522.50

(#79032) 1,602.50

54˝ x 96˝

110˝

77 lbs.

(#94200) 1,427.95

(#94201) 1,427.95

(#94202) 1,541.95

(#94203) 1,622.50

58˝ x 104˝

119˝

85 lbs.

(#79025) 1,528.95

(#87859) 1,528.95

(#79029) 1,644.50

(#79033) 1,729.95

65˝ x 116˝

133˝

104 lbs.

(#79026) 1,659.95

(#87860) 1,659.95

(#79030) 1,774.95

(#79034) 1,854.95

78˝ x 139˝

159˝

122 lbs.

(#79027) 1,928.50

(#87861) 1,928.50

(#79031) 2,039.95

(#79035) 2,119.95

Viewing Area

HC Cinema Vision

HC Cinema Perf

Audio Vision

HC Audio Vision

Da-Tex (rear)

Dual Vision

45˝ x 80˝

(#89904) 1,567.50

(#91458) CALL

(#83541) 1,554.50

(#91282) 1,554.50

(#84995) 1,538.95

(#84996) 1,538.95

52˝ x 92˝

(#89907) 1,602.50

(#91459) CALL

(#83542) 1,587.50

(#91283) 1,587.50

(#84997) 1,572.95

(#80537) 1,572.95

54˝ x 96˝

(#94204) 1,622.50

(#94205) 1,846.95

(#94206) 1,651.95

(#94207) 1,651.95

(#94208) 1,592.95

(#94209) 1,592.95

58˝ x 104˝

(#89908) 1,729.95

(#91460) 1,954.95

(#83543) 1,739.95

(#91284) 1,739.95

(#84998) 1,702.95

(#80538) 1,702.95

65˝ x 116˝

(#89909) 1,854.95

(#91461) 2,079.95

(#83544) 1,887.50

(#91285) 1,887.50

(#84999) 1,826.95

(#80539) 1,826.95

78˝ x 139˝

(#89910) 2,119.95

(#93040) 2,346.50

(#93038) 2,152.50

(#93039) 2,152.50

(#85031) 2,093.50

(#80540) 2,093.50

HDTV FORMAT SIZES

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES FOR COSMOPOLITAN ELECTROL
AND TENSIONED COSMOPOLITAN ELECTROL
Floating Mounting Bracket

Video Projector Interface Control

Allows the screen to be mounted either on the wall or ceiling at the most
secure position. Release two set screws to move the screen left or right for
proper centering on the wall or alignment to projector. Available in black
(DABFMB) or (DABFMW) white .......................................................................................59.95

Allows the screen to be raised or lowered automatically when a
projector with a 12-volt (DAIVP12) or 5-volt (DAIVP5) lead is turned on
or off. Includes complete box with rocker switch .........................93.50

Ceiling Trim Kit
Enables the Cosmopolitan to be easily recessed into a drop ceiling.
For screens 8’ wide and under (DACTK8) .............................................................125.95
For screens between 8’ and 10’ wide (DACTK10) ................................................137.95
For screens between 10’ and 12’ wide (except for 12 x 12) (DACTK10Q) ......149.95

SCB-100 Serial Control Board (92718)
Allows for control over a screen using RS-232C communication
and/or relay closures.................................................................................CALL
NET-100 Ethernet-Serial Adapter (92723)
Allows any SCB-100-enabled screen to controlled over a local-area
or wide-area network................................................................................CALL

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821
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LARGE TENSIONED COSMOPOLITAN ELECTROL
Wall or Ceiling Mounted Large Venue Tension Electric
Screen (9’ x 12’, 180” Diagonal and Larger)
Seamless in all sizes up to 14’ wide, the tab guide cable system
maintains even lateral tension to hold surface flat while the custom
aluminum slat bar with added weight maintains vertical tension. In all
sizes, the tab tensioning system offers the flattest possible viewing surface
for a retractable screen. Constructed of a two piece aluminum extruded
case the Tensioned Cosmopolitan includes adjustable mounting brackets
for wall or ceiling mount installations. Motor in the roller design ensures a
silent operation and the front access panel of the case allows easy access.
◆ Two piece aluminum extruded

case features a handsome
black powder coated finish.
White available upon request.
◆ Available with front and rear

projection screen surfaces.
◆ Screen operation may be controlled with the included high-voltage three-position Decora

style wall switch, or with the optional Video Projector Interface, Low Voltage Control or
Da-Lite’s Integrated Screen Control line of RS-232 products.
◆ Available with Da-Mat, High Contrast Da-Mat, Pearlescent, Cinema Vision, and High Contrast

Cinema Vision.

SQUARE FORMAT SIZES
Pearlescent
Cinema Vision

Screen Size

Da-Mat

HC Da-Mat

HC Cinema Vision

Da-Tex (Rear)

Dual Vision

9´ x 12´

83 lbs.

(#87849) 1,925.95

(#83348) 2,037.50

(#83349) 2,119.50

(#89896) 2,119.50

(#84993) 2,089.95

(#84994) 2,089.95

12´ x 12´

83 lbs.

(#97984) 2,144.95

—

—

—

—

—

10’ 6” x 14’

83 lbs.

(#97988) 2,337.50

—

—

—

—

—

14’ x 14’

83 lbs.

(#97992) 2,364.95

—

—

—

—

—

VIDEO FORMAT SIZES
Screen Size (H x W)

Nominal Diagonal

Da-Mat

HC Da-Mat

Pearlescent

108” x 144”

180”

(#82427) 1,829.50

(#87855) 1,925.95

(#82428) 2,039.50

120” x 160”

200”

(#82430) 1,936.95

(#87856) 2,039.50

(#82431) 2,153.95

126” x 168”

210”

(#97972) 2,337.50

—

—

132” x 176”

220”

(#97976) 2,419.95

—

—

Screen Size (H x W)

Cinema Vision

HC Cinema Vision

Da-Tex (Rear)

Dual Vision

108” x 144”

(#82429) 2,119.50

(#89902) 2,119.50

(#84969) 2,089.95

(#84970) 2,089.95

120” x 160”

(#82432) 2,233.95

(#89903) 2,233.95

(#84971) 2,204.95

(#84972) 2,204.95

126” x 168”

—

—

—

—

132” x 176”

—

—

—

—

Viewing Area

Nominal Diagonal

Shipping Weight

Overall Length of Case

Da-Mat

92" x 164"

188"

235 lbs.

186"

(#97980) 2,319.95

HDTV FORMAT SIZES
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CONTOUR ELECTROL
Wall and Ceiling Mounted Electric Screen
With its stylish curved aluminum extruded case available in either black,
white or graphite finish, the Contour Electrol is a beautiful addition to
any wall or ceiling mount installation. An optional choice of seven veneer
finishes is also available for the front cover of the screen case for a warm,
elegant look. Screen surface retracts completely into case for a clean,
modern appearance when screen is not in use. Adjustable mounting
brackets make installation quick and easy.
◆

Available with SCB-100 (or external)
or SCB-200 (RS-232 serial control
boards), low voltage control unit or
video projector interface (or external)
built into the case. Accessory speakers
are also available as an option.

◆

Matte White fabric up to 10’ high will be seamless.

◆

High Contrast Matte White, Glass Beaded and
Video Spectra 1.5 fabrics up to 8’ high will be
seamless.

◆

High Power fabric up to 6’ will be seamless.

SQUARE FORMAT SIZES
Screen Size (H x W)

Shipping Weight

Matte White

HC Matte White

Glass Beaded

Video Spectra 1.5

High Power

50˝ x 50˝

39 lbs.

(#88313) 648.50

(#92621) 648.50

(#88314) 648.50

(#88315) 648.50

(#88316) 763.50

60˝ x 60˝

45 lbs.

(#88317) 656.50

(#92622) 656.50

(#88318) 656.50

(#88319) 656.50

(#88320) 769.95

70˝ x 70˝

49 lbs.

(#88321) 669.95

(#92623) 669.95

(#88322) 669.95

(#88323) 669.95

(#88324) 784.95

84˝ x 84˝

58 lbs.

(#88325) 738.50

(#92624) 738.50

(#88326) 738.50

(#88327) 738.50

(#88328) 853.50

6´ x 8´

62 lbs.

(#88329) 754.95

(#92625) 754.95

(#88330) 754.95

(#88331) 754.95

(#88332) 869.95

8´ x 8´

65 lbs.

(#88333) 797.95

(#92626) 797.95

(#88334) 797.95

(#88335) 797.95

(#88336) 912.95

7´ x 9´

68 lbs.

(#88337) 816.50

(#92627) 816.50

(#88338) 816.50

(#88339) 816.50

(#88340) 929.95

9´ x 9´

73 lbs.

(#88341) 854.50

—

(#88342) 854.50

—

(#88343) 969.50

8´ x 10´

81 lbs.

(#88344) 904.95

(#92628) CALL

(#88345) 904.95

(#88346) 904.95

(#88347) 1,019.95

10´ x 10´

84 lbs.

(#88348) CALL

—

(#88349) 929.95

—

(#88350) 1,046.50

9´ x 12´

97 lbs.

(#88351) 965.95

—

(#88352) 965.95

—

(#88353) 1,079.95

12´ x 12´

98 lbs.

(#88354) 1,026.95

—

(#88355) 1,026.95

—

—

VIDEO FORMAT SIZES
Matte White HC Matte White

Glass Beaded

Video Spectra 1.5

High Power

44 lbs.

(#88356) 674.95

(#92629) 674.95

(#88357) 674.95

(#88358) 674.95

(#88359) 789.95

84˝

49 lbs.

(#88360) 696.95

(#92630) 696.95

(#88361) 696.95

(#88362) 696.95

(#88363) 809.95

96˝

57 lbs.

(#88364) 709.95

(#92631) 709.95

(#88365) 709.95

(#88366) 709.95

(#88367) 824.95

60˝ x 80˝

100˝

57 lbs.

(#88368) 739.50

(#92932) 739.50

(#88369) 739.50

(#88370) 739.50

(#88371) 854.50

69˝ x 92˝

120˝

62 lbs.

(#88372) 773.95

(#92633) 773.95

(#88373) 773.95

(#88374) 773.95

(#88375) 888.95

87˝ x 116˝

150˝

82 lbs.

(#88376) 848.50

(#92634) 848.50

(#88377) 848.50

(#88378) 848.50

105˝ x 140˝

180˝

97 lbs.

(#88380) 905.95

(#88381) 905.95

120˝ x 160˝

200˝

109 lbs.

(#88383) 959.95

(#88384) 959.95

Viewing Area

Nominal Diagonal

Shipping Weight

Matte White

HC Matte White

Glass Beaded

Video Spectra 1.5

High Power

45˝ x 80˝

92˝

57 lbs.

(#88385) 739.95

(#92635) 739.95

(#88386) 739.95

(#88387) 739.95

(#88388) 856.95

52˝ x 92˝

106˝

61 lbs.

(#88389) 769.95

(#92636) 769.95

(#88390) 769.95

(#88391) 769.95

(#88392) 884.95

54˝ x 96˝

110˝

63 lbs.

(#94275) 792.50

(#94276) 792.50

(#94277) 792.50

(#94278) 792.50

(#94279) 907.50

58˝ x 104˝

119˝

67 lbs.

(#88393) 813.95

(#92637) 813.95

(#88394) 813.95

(#88395) 813.95

(#88396) 928.95

65˝ x 116˝

133˝

72 lbs.

(#88397) 857.95

(#92638) 857.95

(#88398) 857.95

(#88391) 857.95

(#88400) 972.95

78˝ x 139˝

159˝

96 lbs.

(#88401) 909.50

(#92639) 909.50

(#88402) 909.50

(#88403) 909.50

(#88404) 1,024.50

Viewing Area

Nominal Diagonal

Shipping Weight

43˝ x 57˝

72˝

50˝ x 67˝
57˝ x 77˝

(#88379) 963.50
(#88382) 1,019.95

HDTV FORMAT SIZES
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TENSIONED CONTOUR ELECTROL
Wall and Ceiling Mounted Electric Screen
Same great features as the Contour Electrol (previous page) except
the screen is tensioned for an extra flat surface for optimum image
quality when using data or graphics. A tab guide cable system
maintains even lateral tension to hold surface flat while custom slat
bar with added weight maintains vertical tension.
With its stylish curved aluminum extruded case available in either black,
white or graphite finish, the Tensioned Contour Electrol is a beautiful
addition to any installation. An optional choice of seven veneer finishes
is also available for the front cover of the screen case for a warm, elegant
look. Screen surface retracts completely into the case for a clean, modern
appearance when the screen is not in use. All fabrics will be seamless.
◆

Options include an RS-232 serial control board, a low voltage control unit or a video
projector interface built into the case. Accessory speakers are also available as an option.

SQUARE FORMAT SIZES
Screen Size (H x W)

Shipping Weight

Da-Mat

HC Da-Mat

Pearlescent

50˝ x 50˝

61 lbs.

(#88405) 1,143.95

(#88406) 1,143.95

(#88407) 1,269.95

60˝ x 60˝

69 lbs.

(#88411) 1,226.50

(#88412) 1,226.50

(#88413) 1,369.95

70˝ x 70˝

77 lbs.

(#88417) 1,382.50

(#88418) 1,382.50

(#88419) 1,527.95

84˝ x 84˝

88 lbs.

(#88423) 1,518.95

(#88424) 1,518.95

(#88425) 1,643.50

6´ x 8´

97 lbs.

(#88429) 1,546.50

(#88430) 1,546.50

(#88431) 1,672.95

8´ x 8´

100 lbs.

(#88435) 1,583.95

(#88436) 1,583.95

(#88437) 1,709.50

7´ x 9´

108 lbs.

(#88441) 1,684.95

(#88442) 1,684.95

(#88443) 1,809.50

9´ x 9´

105 lbs.

(#88447) 1,871.95

(#88448) 1,871.95

(#88449) 1,997.50

8´ x 10´

148 lbs.

(#88453) 1,946.95

(#88454) 1,946.95

(#88455) 2,018.50

10´ x 10´

150 lbs.

(#88459) 2,012.95

(#88460) 2,012.95

(#88461) 2,137.50

9´ x 12´

174 lbs.

(#88465) 2,119.50

(#88466) 2,119.50

(#88467) 2,243.95

Screen Size (H x W)

Cinema Vision

HC Cinema Vision

Da-Tex (Rear)

Dual Vision

50˝ x 50˝

(#88408) 1,357.50

(#89957) 1,357.50

(#88409) 1,327.50

(#88410) 1,327.50

60˝ x 60˝

(#88414) 1,459.50

(#89958) 1,459.50

(#88415) 1,428.95

(#88416) 1,428.95

70˝ x 70˝

(#88420) 1,614.95

(#89959) 1,614.95

(#88421) 1,583.95

(#88422) 1,583.95

84˝ x 84˝

(#88426) 1,729.95

(#89960) 1,729.95

(#88427) 1,699.95

(#88428) 1,699.95

6´ x 8´

(#88432) 1,759.95

(#89961) 1,759.95

(#88433) 1,727.95

(#88434) 1,727.95

8´ x 8´

(#88438) 1,796.50

(#89962) 1,796.50

(#88439) 1,764.95

(#88440) 1,764.95

7´ x 9´

(#88444) 1,897.50

(#89963) 1,897.50

(#88445) 1,864.95

(#88446) 1,864.95

9´ x 9´

(#88450) 2,084.95

(#89964) 2,084.95

(#88451) 2,053.50

(#88452) 2,053.50

8´ x 10´

(#88456) 2,107.50

(#89965) 2,107.50

(#88457) 2,073.50

(#88458) 2,073.50

10´ x 10´

(#88462) 2,226.50

(#89966) 2,226.50

(#88463) 2,194.50

(#88464) 2,194.50

9´ x 12´

(#88468) 2,331.95

(#89967) 2,331.95

(#88469) 2,299.95

(#88470) 2,299.95

Ceiling Hook
Bracket
shown on
an optional
graphite
case.
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Optional veneers from left to right:
Honey Maple, Light Oak,
Medium Oak, Natural Walnut,
Heritage Walnut, Cherry, Mahogany.

Ceiling
Mount
Bracket
shown on an
optional
graphite case.
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TENSIONED CONTOUR ELECTROL
VIDEO FORMAT SIZES
Viewing Area

Nominal Diagonal

Shipping Weight

Da-Mat

HC Da-Mat

Pearlescent

Cinema Vision

43˝ x 57˝ (H x W)

72˝

66 lbs.

(#88471) 1,231.95

(#88472) 1,231.95

(#88473) 1,344.95

(#88474) 1,433.50

50˝ x 67˝ (H x W)

84˝

73 lbs.

(#88478) 1,328.95

(#88479) 1,328.95

(#88480) 1,452.95

(#88481) 1,539.95

60˝ x 80˝ (H x W)

100˝

84 lbs.

(#88485) 1,489.50

(#88486) 1,489.50

(#88487) 1,633.50

(#88488) 1,722.50

69˝ x 92˝ (H x W)

120˝

94 lbs.

(#88492) 1,526.95

(#88493) 1,526.95

(#88494) 1,672.95

(#88495) 1,759.95

87˝ x 116˝ (H x W)

150˝

114 lbs.

(#88499) 1,824.95

(#88500) 1,824.95

(#88501) 1,949.95

(#88502) 2,038.50

108˝ x 144˝ (H x W)

180˝

135 lbs.

(#88505) 2,119.50

(#88506) 2,119.50

(#88507) 2,243.95

(#88508) 2,331.95

120˝ x 160˝ (H x W)

200˝

148 lbs.

(#88511) 2,243.95

(#88512) 2,243.95

(#88513) 2,369.50

(#88514) 2,457.50

Viewing Area

HC Cinema Vision

HC Cinema Perf

Audio Vision

HC Audio Vision

Da-Tex (Rear)

Dual Vision

43˝ x 57˝ (H x W)

(#89968) 1,433.50

(#91478) 1,657.50

(#88475) 1,456.50

(#91302) 1,456.50

(#88476) 1,389.95

(#88477) 1,389.95

50˝ x 67˝ (H x W)

(#89969) 1,539.95

(#91479) 1,764.50

(#88482) 1,552.95

(#91303) 1,552.95

(#88483) 1,508.95

(#88484) 1,508.95

60˝ x 80˝ (H x W)

(#89970) 1,722.50

(#91480) 1,946.95

(#88489) 1,713.95

(#91304) 1,713.95

(#88490) 1,689.95

(#88491) 1,689.95

69˝ x 92˝ (H x W)

(#89971) 1,759.95

(#91481) 1,984.50

(#88496) 1,749.95

(#91305) 1,749.95

(#88497) 1,727.95

(#88498) 1,727.95

87˝ x 116˝ (H x W)

(#89972) 2,038.50

(#93043) 2,262.50

(#93041) 2,049.50

(#93042) 2,049.50

(#88503) 2,007.50

(#88504) 2,007.50

108˝ x 144˝ (H x W)

(#89973) 2,331.95

—

—

—

(#88509) 2,299.95

(#88510) 2,299.95

120˝ x 160˝ (H x W)

(#89974) 2,457.50

—

—

—

(#88515) 2,426.50

(#88516) 2,426.50

Viewing Area

Nominal Diagonal

Shipping Weight

Da-Mat

HC Da-Mat

Pearlescent

Cinema Vision

45˝ x 80˝

92˝

79 lbs.

(#88517) 1,489.95

(#88518) 1,489.95

(#88519) 1,513.50

(#88520) 1,724.95

52˝ x 92˝

106˝

83 lbs.

(#88524) 1,528.95

(#88525) 1,528.95

(#88526) 1,674.95

(#88527) 1,761.95

54˝ x 96˝

110˝

86 lbs.

(#94210) 1,568.50

(#94211) 1,568.50

(#94212) 1,694.95

(#94213) 1,781.95

58˝ x 104˝

119˝

95 lbs.

(#88531) 1,679.95

(#88532) 1,679.95

(#88533) 1,809.50

(#88534) 1,903.95

65˝ x 116˝

133˝

114 lbs.

(#88538) 1,826.95

(#88539) 1,826.95

(#88540) 1,952.50

(#88541) 2,039.95

78˝ x 139˝

159˝

134 lbs.

(#88545) 2,119.95

(#88546) 2,119.95

(#88547) 2,245.95

(#88548) 2,333.95

Viewing Area

HC Cinema Vision

HC Cinema Perf

Audio Vision

HC Audio Vision

Da-Tex (Rear)

Dual Vision

45˝ x 80˝

(#89975) CALL

(#91482) 1,948.95

(#88521) 1,715.95

(#91306) 1,715.95

(#88522) 1,692.95

(#88523) 1,692.95

52˝ x 92˝

(#89976) 1,761.95

(#91483) 1,986.50

(#88528) 1,753.50

(#91307) 1,753.50

(#88529) 1,729.95

(#88530) 1,729.95

54˝ x 96˝

(#94214) 1,781.95

(#94215) 2,006.50

(#94216) 1,792.95

(#94217) 1,792.95

(#94218) 1,749.95

(#94219) 1,749.95

58˝ x 104˝

(#89977) 1,903.95

(#91484) 2,128.50

(#88535) 1,906.50

(#91308) 1,906.50

(#88536) 1,873.50

(#88537) 1,873.50

65˝ x 116˝

(#89978) 2,039.95

(#91485) 2,264.95

(#88542) 2,049.95

(#91309) 2,049.95

(#88543) 2,009.50

(#88544) 2,009.50

78˝ x 139˝

(#89979) 2,333.95

(#93046) 2,558.50

(#93044) 2,346.50

(#93045) 2,346.50

(#88549) 2,303.50

(#88550) 2,303.50

HDTV FORMAT SIZES

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES FOR CONTOUR ELECTROL
AND TENSIONED CONTOUR ELECTROL
Video Projector Interface Control: Allows the
screen to be raised or lowered automatically
when a projector with a 12-volt (DAIVP12) or
5-volt (DAIVP5) lead is turned on or off.........93.50
SCB-100 Serial Control Board (92718): Allows
for control over a screen using RS-232C
communication and/or relay closures.........CALL
NET-100 Ethernet-Serial Adapter (92723):
Allows any SCB-100-enabled screen to be
controlled over a LAN or WAN network ......CALL

SCB-200 Serial Control Board (DASCB200):
Provides precise control over a screen using RS232C communications ...................................348.95
NET-200 Ethernet-Serial Adapter (DANET200)
Allows any SCB-200-enabled screen to be
controlled over a LAN or WAN network ...118.95
WC-200 Wall Controller (DAWC200)
A Decora-style wall controller, powered from
the SCB-200, designed for simple installation
and sophisticated control.............................104.50

IR-200 Infrared Remote Control (DAIR200)
A 14-button infrared transmitter and an
infrared receiver for wireless control over
SCB-200 equipped screens .............................77.95
Anchor Speakers: A pair of 30-watt speakers
that can be mounted directly to the sceen case.
Package includes mounting brackets and an
infrared remote control for volume and mute.
Adjustable bracket width from 18 - 23” beyond
the overall length of the case. Available in
white (DAASAW) or black (DAASAB) ................429.95

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821
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DESIGNER CONTOUR ELECTROL
Wall and Ceiling Mounted
Electric Screen
Featuring a stylish curved aluminum extruded case, Designer
Counter Electrol is available in white, black or graphite finish
with dimensions of only 4 5⁄8” high x 4 3⁄32” deep.
An optional choice of seven veneer finishes are available for
the front cover of the screen case for a warm and elegant look.
An optional low-voltage control unit can be built directly into
the case for easy installation.

Optional veneers from left to right: Honey Maple, Light Oak,
Medium Oak, Natural Walnut, Heritage Walnut, Cherry, Mahogany.
◆

Preset but adjustable limit switches automatically stop the picture
surface in the “up” and “down” positions.

◆

◆

Motor is mounted inside the roller with a pantented noise silencer,
oiled for lifer, with automatic thermal overload cut-out.

◆ High Power fabric up to 6’ will be seamless.

◆

Roller mounting brackets are adjustable allowing centering or
offsetting of the screen within the case.

◆

Matte White, High Contrast Matte White, Glass Beaded and Video
Spectra 1.5 fabrics will be seamless in all sizes.

Optional acessories include single motor LVC (low voltage control)
system, 5v or 10v video projector interface and external SCB-100
(RS-232 serial control board).

SQUARE FORMAT SIZES
Screen Size (H x W)

Shipping Weight

Matte White

HC Matte White

Glass Beaded

Video Spectra 1.5

High Power

50˝ x 50˝

28 lbs.

(#89710) 432.95

(#92659) 432.95

(#89711) 432.50

(#89712) 432.95

(#89713) 552.95

60˝ x 60˝

34 lbs.

(#89714) 432.95

(#92660) 439.95

(#89715) 439.50

(#89716) 439.95

(#89717) 559.95

70˝ x 70˝

37 lbs.

(#89718) 452.95

(#92661) 452.95

(#89719) 45295

(#89720) 452.95

(#89721) 572.95

84˝ x 84˝

42 lbs.

(#89722) 509.95

(#92662) 509.95

(#89723) 509.95

(#89724) 509.95

(#89725) 603.95

6´ x 8´

47 lbs.

(#89726) 524.95

(#92663) 524.95

(#89727) 524.95

(#89728) 524.95

(#89729) 618.95

8´ x 8´

48 lbs.

(#89730) 559.95

(#92664) 559.95

(#89731) 559.95

(#89732) 559.95

(#89733) 652.95

VIDEO FORMAT SIZES
Matte White
HC Matte White

Glass Beaded

Video Spectra 1.5

High Power

34 lbs.

(#89734) 454.95

(#92665) 454.95

(#89735) 454.95

(#89736) 454.95

(#89737) 574.95

Viewing Area

Nominal Diagonal

Shipping Weight

43˝ x 57˝ (HxW)

72˝

50˝ x 67˝ (HxW)

84˝

37 lbs.

(#89738) 474.95

(#92666) 474.95

(#89739) 474.95

(#89740) 47495

(#89741) 594.95

57˝ x 77˝ (HxW)

96˝

42 lbs.

(#89742) 486.95

(#92667) 486.95

(#89743) 486.95

(#89744) 486.95

(#89745) 579.95

60˝ x 80˝ (HxW)

100˝

42 lbs.

(#89746) 509.95

(#92668) 509.95

(#89747) 509.95

(#89748) 509.95

(#89749) 604.95

69˝ x 92˝ (HxW)

120˝

47 lbs.

(#89750) 542.50

(#92669) 542.50

(#89751) 542.50

(#89752) 542.50

(#89753) 634.95

Viewing Area

Nominal Diagonal

Shipping Weight

Matte White

HC Matte White

Glass Beaded

Video Spectra 1.5

High Power

45˝ x 80˝ (HxW)

92˝

42 lbs.

(#89754) 513.95

(#92670) 513.50

(#89755) 513.50

(#89756) 513.50

(#89757) 606.95

52˝ x 92˝ (HxW)

106˝

47 lbs.

(#89758) 538.95

(#92671) 538.95

(#89759) 538.95

(#89760) 538.95

(#89761) 629.95

HDTV FORMAT SIZES
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DESIGNER CONTOUR ELECTROL With IR REMOTE
Wall and Ceiling Mounted Electric Screen
with Built-In Integrated Remote Control
The Designer Contour Electrol is now available with an
infra-red remote control unit integrated into the case.
Designed with a stylish curved aluminum extruded case, it
has dimensions of only 4 5⁄8” high x 4 3⁄32” deep, making it
small enough to fit into any installation.
It comes standard with a white powder coated finish, or
choose black or graphite for a contemporary look. An
optional choice of seven veneer finishes is also available
for the front cover of the screen case for a more warm and
elegant look. Standard three position wall switch included.
Screen operation is controlled by three-button wireless
infrared remote transmitter.
◆ Matte White, High Contrast Matte White, Glass Beaded and Video

◆ Options include a Black or White “Extra Drop” to lower the picture

Spectra 1.5 fabrics will be seamless in all sizes.

area more than normal. The maximum total drop is 8’ including the
picture area.

◆ High Power fabric will be seamless in sizes up to 6’ in height.

◆ An optional graphite color case is available. A choice of seven optional veneer finishes are available for the case cover.

SQUARE FORMAT SIZES
Screen Size (H x W)

Shipping Weight

Matte White

HC Matte White

Glass Beaded

Video Spectra 1.5

High Power

50˝ x 50˝

30 lbs.

(#89710W) 587.50

(#92659W) 587.50

(#89711W) 587.50

(#89712W) 587.50

(#89713W) 702.50

60˝ x 60˝

36 lbs.

(#89714W) 594.50

(#92660W) 594.50

(#89715W) 594.50

(#89716W) 594.50

(#89717W) 709.50

70˝ x 70˝

39 lbs.

(#89718W) 605.95

(#92661W) 605.95

(#89719W) 605.95

(#89720W) 605.95

(#89721W) 719.95

84˝ x 84˝

44 lbs.

(#89722W) 659.95

(#92662W) 659.95

(#89723W) 659.95

(#89724W) 659.95

(#89725W) 776.50

6´ x 8´

49 lbs.

(#89726W) 675.95

(#92663W) 675.95

(#89727W) 675.95

(#89728W) 675.95

(#89729W) 789.95

8´ x 8´

50 lbs.

(#89730W) 709.95

(#92664W) 709.95

(#89731W) 709.95

(#89732W) 709.95

(#89733W) 824.95

Viewing Area

Nominal Diagonal

Shipping Weight

Glass Beaded

Video Spectra 1.5

High Power

43” x 57”

72”

36 lbs.

(#89734W) 608.50

(#92665W) 608.50

(#89735W) 608.50

(#89736W) 608.50

(#89737W) 723.50

50” x 67”

84”

39 lbs.

(#89738W) 627.95

(#92666W) 627.95

(#89739W) 627.95

(#89740W) 627.95

(#89741W) 742.95

57” x 77”

96”

44 lbs.

(#89742W) 639.50

(#92667W) 639.50

(#89743W) 639.50

(#89744W) 639.50

(#89745W) 754.50

60” x 80”

100”

44 lbs.

(#89746W) 662.50

(#92668W) 662.50

(#89747W) 662.50

(#89748W) 662.50

(#89749W) 777.50

69” x 92”

120”

49 lbs.

(#89750W) 692.50

(#92669W) 692.50

(#89751W) 692.50

(#89752W) 692.50

(#89753W) 807.50

Viewing Area

Nominal Diagonal

Shipping Weight

Matte White

HC Matte White

Glass Beaded

Video Spectra 1.5

High Power

37 1⁄2” x 67”

77˝

39 lbs.

(#97962W) CALL

(#97963) 486.95

(#97964) 486.95

(#97965) 486.95

(#97966) 594.95

45” x 80”

92˝

44 lbs.

(#89754W) 664.50

(#92670W) 664.50

(#89755W) 664.50

(#89756W) 664.50

(#89757W) 779.50

52” x 92”

106˝

49 lbs.

(#89758W) 688.95

(#92671W) 688.95

(#89759W) 688.95

(#89760W) 688.95

(#89761W) 803.95

VIDEO FORMAT SIZES
Matte White
HC Matte White

HDTV FORMAT SIZES
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DESIGNER ELECTROL
Wood Encased Electric Screen
Great for any room, especially boardrooms, where aesthetics are important.
Choose from six contemporary and traditional case designs. All covered in
your choice of seven real wood veneers (except the Cambridge, which is
available in your choice of three laminates). Mounts either to wall or ceiling.
Patented in-the-roller motor mounting system for quiet operation.
◆ Matte White and Glass Beaded fabric will be seamless in all sizes listed below.

Six case designs to blend with any room decor

Cambridge

Screen Size

Concord

Lancaster

Hamilton

SQUARE FORMAT SIZES
Shipping Weight
Matte White

York

Lexington

VIDEO FORMAT SIZES
Shipping Weight
Matte White

Glass Beaded

Screen Size

(#72797) 949.95

(#95909) 1064.95

50˝ x 67˝

56 lbs.

(#72809) 1012.95

(#95918) 1127.95

Glass Beaded

70˝ x 70˝

60 lbs.

84˝ x 84˝

70 lbs.

(#72803) 993.50

(#95912) 1108.50

60˝ x 80˝

67 lbs.

(#72815) 1037.50

(#95921) 1101.95

96˝ x 96˝

80 lbs.

(#85087) 1039.95

(#95915) 1104.95

69˝ x 92˝

77 lbs.

(#85093) 1078.50

(#95924) 1139.95

Above SKUs are Designed Electrol screens with Cambridge case and mahogany veneer.

DESIGNER DA-TAB ELECTROL
Tensioned Electric Wall Screen
that Blends with any Decor
Same features as the Designer Electrol except this screen is tensioned for an
extra flat surface for optimum image quality when using video projection.
Choose from six contemporary and traditional case designs. All covered in
your choice of seven real wood veneers (except the Cambridge, which is
available in your choice of three laminates). Mounts either to wall or ceiling.
Patented in-the-roller motor mounting system for quiet operation.
VIDEO FORMAT SIZES
Viewing Area

Nominal Diagonal

Shipping Weight

Da-Mat

HC Da-Mat

Pearlescent

Cinema Vision

43˝ x 57˝

72˝

80 lbs.

(#75590) 1,643.50

(#87946) 1,643.50

(#75592) 1,749.95

(#78201) 1,833.50

50˝ x 67˝

84˝

90 lbs.

(#75593) 1,757.95

(#87947) 1,757.95

(#75595) 1,876.50

(#78202) 1,959.95

60˝ x 80˝

100˝

105 lbs.

(#75596) 1,964.50

(#87948) 1,964.50

(#75598) 2,094.95

(#78203) 2,177.95

69˝ x 92˝

120˝

120 lbs.

(#75599) 2,189.95

(#87949) 2,189.95

(#75601) 2,326.50

(#78204) 2,408.95

Viewing Area

HC Cinema Vision

HC Cinema Pefr

Audio Vision

HC Audio Vision

Da-Tex (rear)

Dual Vision

43˝ x 57˝

(#90241) CALL

(#91513) CALL

(#83572) 1,849.50

(#91337) CALL

(#85032) 1,803.95

(#80541) 1,803.95

50˝ x 67˝

(#90242) CALL

(#91514) CALL

(#83573) 1,964.50

(#91338) CALL

(#85033) 1,929.50

(#80542) 1,929.50

60˝ x 80˝

(#90243) CALL

(#91515) CALL

(#83574) 2,164.95

(#91339) CALL

(#85034) 2,149.50

(#80543) 2,149.50

69˝ x 92˝

(#90244) CALL

(#91516) CALL

(#83575) 2,394.50

(#91340) CALL

(#85035) 2,379.95

(#80544) 2,379.95
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SLIMLINE ELECTROL Electric Wall or Ceiling Screen
Very compact case allows the screen to be unobtrusively placed anywhere in a room. It mounts to either a wall or ceiling.
A patented in-the-roller motor mounting system delivers quiet operation. The textured black steel case coordinates with
any room decor. High Power fabric is seamless in all sizes. The screen is
operated via pre-wired three position in-line power switch.
SQUARE FORMAT SIZES
Screen Size

Shipping Weight

High Power

60˝ x 70˝ (HxW)

28 lbs.

(#77315) 584.95

70 x 70˝ (HxW)

34 lbs.

(#77316) 596.95

VIDEO FORMAT SIZES
Viewing
Area

Nominal
Diagonal

Shipping
Weight

Matte
White

High
Power

43˝ x 57˝

72˝

34 lbs.

(#76755) 478.95

(#77317) 598.95

50˝ x 67˝

84˝

37 lbs.

(#76757) 514.95

(#77318) 608.50

60˝ x 80˝

100˝

42 lbs.

(#72606) 526.95

(#77319) 619.95

ASCENDER ELECTROL
Floor Mounted Electric Screen
Rising to your expectations - the Ascender Electrol allows the screen to
be recessed into the floor for a concealed appearance or installed into
a decorative surrounding. Ascender Electrol is the perfect solution for
environments where mounting a traditional ceiling electric screen
isn’t practical. A motorized spring assisted scissors mechanism raises
the screen surface from the housing ensuring smooth operation. A
trap door housing keeps the screen and lift mechanism hidden until
the screen is activiated.
◆ Matte White fabric up to 10’ high will be

seamless.

◆ Glass Beaded fabric and Video Spectra 1.5

fabric up to 8’ high will be seamless.

◆ High Power fabric up to 6’ high will be

seamless.

VIDEO FORMAT SIZES
Viewing Area

Nominal Diagonal

Shipping Weight

Matte White

Glass Beaded

Video Spectra 1.5

High Power

60˝ x 80˝

100˝

485 lbs.

(#84748) 3923.50

(#84749) 3923.50

(#84750) 3923.50

(#84751) 4038.95

69˝ x 92˝

120˝

490 lbs.

(#84752) 4164.50

(#84753) 4164.50

(#84754) 4164.50

(#84755) 4279.95

87˝ x 116˝

150˝

585 lbs.

(#84756) 4768.50

(#84756) 4768.50

—

(#84758) 4883.95

105˝ x 140˝

180˝

654 lbs.

(#84759) 6005.95

(#84760) 6005.95

—

(#84761) 6119.95

120˝ x 160˝

200˝

660 lbs.

(#84762) 6609.95

(#84763) 6609.95

—

—

Viewing Area

Nominal Diagonal

Shipping Weight

Matte White

Glass Beaded

Video Spectra 1.5

High Power

52˝ x 92˝

106˝

480 lbs.

(#84764) 4197.50

(#64765) 4197.50

(#64766) 4197.50

(#84767) 4312.95

HDTV FORMAT SIZES
58˝ x 104˝

119˝

485 lbs.

(#84768) 4589.95

(#84769) 4589.95

(#84770) 4589.95

(#74771) 4704.95

65˝ x 116˝

133˝

500 lbs.

(#84772) 4829.95

(#84773) 4829.95

(#84774) 4829.95

(#84775) 4946.50

78˝ x 139˝

159˝

600 lbs.

(#84776) 6037.95

(#84777) 6037.95

(#84778) 6037.95

(#84779) 6153.50
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ADVANTAGE ELECTROL
Concealed-in-the-Ceiling Electric Screen
Designed to have the case installed during the “rough-in” stages of construction
and the fabric assembly during the finish stage. Patented in-the-roller motor
mounting system for quiet operation. Handsome finished white aluminum case
provides a clean look and allows easy installation of ceiling tiles. Optional built-in
or external SCB-200 (RS-232 control) or video projector interface are available.
◆ Motor mounted in the roller is oiled for life with

automatic thermal overload cut-out, integral gears,
capacitor and an electric brake to prevent coasting.
◆ The Advantage Electrol

is designed for left- or
right-hand motor installation.

◆

Preset but adjustable limit switches automatically
stop the picture surface in the “up” and “down” positions.

◆ Matte White fabric up to 10’ high will

be seamless.
◆ High Contrast Matte White, Glass

Beaded and Video Spectra 1.5 up to
8’ will be seamless.
◆ High Power fabric is available in

sizes up to 9 x 12’ and up to 6’ high will
be seamless.

SQUARE FORMAT SIZES
Screen Size (H x W)

Shipping Weight

Matte White

HC Matte White

Glass Beaded

Video Spectra 1.5

High Power

50˝ x 50˝

49 lbs.

(#84253) 1,207.95

(#92602) 1,269.95

(#84265) 1,269.95

(#84277) 1,269.95

(#84285) 1,379.95

60˝ x 60˝

56 lbs.

(#84254) 1,221.95

(#92603) 1,284.95

(#84266) 1,284.95

(#84278) 1,284.95

(#84286) 1,394.95

70˝ x 70˝

62 lbs.

(#84255) 1,232.95

(#92604) 1,297.95

(#84267) 1,297.95

(#84279) 1,297.95

(#84287) 1,407.95

84˝ x 84˝

71 lbs.

(#84256) 1,273.95

(#92605) 1,339.95

(#84268) 1,339.95

(#84280) 1,339.95

(#84288) 1,449.95

6´ x 8´

74 lbs.

(#84257) 1,284.95

(#92606) 1,353.95

(#84269) 1,353.95

(#84281) 1,353.95

(#84289) 1,463.95

8´ x 8´

78 lbs.

(#84258) 1,313.50

(#92607) 1,382.50

(#84270) 1,382.50

(#84282) 1,382.50

(#84290) 1,492.50

7´ x 9´

82 lbs.

(#84259) 1,349.95

(#92608) 1,422.50

(#84271) 1,422.50

(#84283) 1,422.50

(#84291) 1,532.50

9´ x 9´

89 lbs.

(#84260) 1,378.50

––

(#84272) 1,449.95

––

(#84292) 1,559.95

8´ x 10´

97 lbs.

(#84261) 1,397.95

(#92609) 1,469.95

(#84273) 1,469.95

(#84284) 1,469.95

(#84293) 1,579.95

10´ x 10´

101 lbs.

(#84262) 1,426.50

––

(#84274) 1,499.95

––

(#84294) 1,609.95

9´ x 12´

104 lbs.

(#84263) 1,474.95

––

(#84275) 1,552.95

––

(#84295) 1,662.95

12´ x 12´

119 lbs.

(#84264) 1,512.50

––

(#84276) 1,589.95

––

––

VIDEO FORMAT SIZES
Matte White HC Matte White

Viewing Area

Nominal Diagonal

Shipping Weight

Glass Beaded

Video Spectra 1.5

High Power

43˝ x 57˝

72˝

55 lbs.

(#84296) 1,232.95

(#92610) 1,297.95

(#84304) 1,297.95

(#84312) 1,297.95

(#84318) 1,407.95

50˝ x 67˝

84˝

59 lbs.

(#84297) 1,243.95

(#92611) 1,308.95

(#84305) 1,308.95

(#84313) 1,308.95

(#84319) 1,418.95

57˝ x 77˝

96˝

62 lbs.

(#84298) 1,259.95

(#98612) 1,326.50

(#84306) 1,326.50

(#84314) 1,326.50

(#84320) 1,436.50

60˝ x 80˝

100˝

67 lbs.

(#84299) 1,268.50

(#92613) 1,334.95

(#84307) 1,334.95

(#84315) 1,334.95

(#84321) 1,444.95

69˝ x 92˝

120˝

79 lbs.

(#84300) 1,299.95

(#92614) 1,369.50

(#84308) 1,369.50

(#84316) 1,369.50

(#84322) 1,479.50

87˝ x 116˝

150˝

96 lbs.

(#84301) 1,348.50

(#92615) 1,419.95

(#84309) 1,419.95

(#84317) 1,419.95

(#84323) 1,529.95

105˝ x 140˝

180˝

106 lbs.

(#84302) 1,397.95

––

(#84310) 1,469.95

––

(#84324) 1,579.95

120˝ x 160˝

200˝

123 lbs.

(#84303) 1,441.95

––

(#84311) 1,517.95

––

––

Viewing Area

Nominal Diagonal

Shipping Weight

Matte White

HC Matte White

Glass Beaded

Video Spectra 1.5

High Power

45˝ x 80˝

92˝

67 lbs.

(#84325) 1,337.50

(#92616) 1,337.50

(#84330) 1,337.50

(#84335) 1,337.50

(#84340) 1,447.50

52˝ x 92˝

106˝

73 lbs.

(#84326) 1,369.95

(#92617) 1,369.95

(#84331) 1,369.95

(#84336) 1,369.95

(#84341) 1,479.95

54˝ x 96˝

110˝

77 lbs.

(#94285) 1,379.95

(#94286) 1,379.95

(#94287) 1,379.95

(#94288) 1,379.95

(#94289) 1,489.95

58˝ x 104˝

119˝

85 lbs.

(#84327) 1,394.95

(#92618) 1,394.95

(#84332) 1,394.95

(#84337) 1,394.95

(#84342) 1,504.95

65˝ x 116˝

133˝

87 lbs.

(#84328) 1,417.95

(#92619) 1,417.95

(#84333) 1,417.95

(#84338) 1,417.95

(#84343) 1,527.95

78˝ x 139˝

159˝

115 lbs.

(#84329) 1,468.50

(#92620) 1,468.50

(#84334) 1,468.50

(#84339) 1,468.50

(#84344) 1,578.50

HDTV FORMAT SIZES
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TENSIONED ADVANTAGE ELECTROL
Concealed-in-the-Ceiling
Tensioned Electric Screen
Same great design as the Advantage Electrol (previous page) except the screen is
tensioned for an extra flat surface for optimum
Variable Position
image quality when using video or data
Mounting Bracket
projection. Tab guide cable system maintains even
lateral tension to hold surface flat while
custom slat bar with added weight maintains
vertical tension. Like the Advantage Electrol,
Electrical
you can choose to receive the case and fabric
Junction
Box
together or have them sent separately to ensure
that the screen surface isn’t damaged during the “rough-in” stages of construction.
◆ Each side of the fabric has a tab guide cable system to maintain even

◆ Custom slat bar with added weight maintains vertical tension on the

screen surface.

lateral tension and hold surface flat.
◆ Motor mounted in the roller is oiled for life with automatic thermal

overload cut-out, integral gears, capacitor and an electric brake to
prevent coasting.

◆

Preset but adjustable limit switches automatically stop the picture
surface in the “up” and “down” positions.

◆

All fabrics listed below will be seamless.

SQUARE FORMAT SIZES
Screen Size (H x W)

Shipping Weight

Da-Mat

HC Da-Mat

Pearlescent

50˝ x 50˝

70 lbs.

(#84366) 1,319.95

(#87862) 1,319.95

(#84377) 1,319.95

60˝ x 60˝

80 lbs.

(#84367) 1,446.50

(#87863) 1,446.50

(#84378) 1,446.50

70˝ x 70˝

90 lbs.

(#84368) 1,609.95

(#87864) 1,609.95

(#84379) 1,609.95

84˝ x 84˝

104 lbs.

(#84369) 1,792.95

(#87865) 1,792.95

(#84380) 1,792.95

6´ x 8´

114 lbs.

(#84370) 1,838.95

(#87866) 1,838.95

(#84381) 1,838.95

8´ x 8´

116 lbs.

(#84371) 1,986.50

(#87867) 1,986.50

(#84382) 1,986.50

7´ x 9´

126 lbs.

(#84372) 2,049.95

(#87868) 2,049.95

(#84383) 2,049.95

9´ x 9´

124 lbs.

(#84373) 2,208.95

(#87869) 2,208.95

(#84384) 2,208.95

8´ x 10´

132 lbs.

(#84374) 2,259.50

(#87870) 2,259.50

(#84385) 2,259.50

10´ x 10´

135 lbs.

(#84375) 2,469.95

(#87871) 2,469.95

(#84386) 2,469.95

9´ x 12´

151 lbs.

(#84376) 2,846.95

(#87872) 2,846.95

(#84387) 2,846.95

Screen Size (H x W)

Cinema Vision

HC Cinema Vision

Da-Tex (Rear)

Dual Vision

50˝ x 50˝

(#84388) 1,399.95

(#89934) 1,399.95

(#85370) 1,457.50

(#85381) 1,457.50

60˝ x 60˝

(#84389) 1,524.95

(#89935) 1,524.95

(#85371) 1,579.95

(#85382) 1,579.95

70˝ x 70˝

(#84390) 1,689.95

(#89936) 1,689.95

(#85372) 1,749.95

(#85383) 1,749.95

84˝ x 84˝

(#84391) 1,871.95

(#89937) 1,871.95

(#85373) 1,929.50

(#85384) 1,929.50

6´ x 8´

(#84392) 1918.50

(#89938) 1918.50

(#85374) 1,974.95

(#85385) 1,974.95

8´ x 8´

(#84393) 2,066.95

(#89939) 2,066.95

(#85375) 2,123.95

(#85386) 2,123.95

7´ x 9´

(#84394) 2,129.50

(#89940) 2,129.50

(#85376) 2,184.95

(#85387) 2,184.95

9´ x 9´

(#84395) 2,288.95

(#89941) 2,288.95

(#85377) 2,344.95

(#85388) 2,344.95

8´ x 10´

(#84396) 2,339.50

(#89942) 2,339.50

(#85378) 2,396.95

(#85389) 2,396.95

10´ x 10´

(#84397) 2,549.95

(#89943) 2,549.95

(#85379) 2,606.95

(#85390) 2,606.95

9´ x 12´

(#84398) 2,925.95

(#89944) 2,925.95

(#85380) 2,982.95

(#85391) 2,982.95
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TENSIONED ADVANTAGE ELECTROL
VIDEO FORMAT SIZES
Viewing Area

Nominal Diagonal

Shipping Weight

Da-Mat

HC Da-Mat

Pearlescent

Cinema Vision

43˝ x 57˝ (H x W)

72˝

77 lbs.

(#48345) CALL

(#87873) 1,399.95

(#84352) 1,399.95

(#84359) 1,479.50

50˝ x 67˝ (H x W)

84˝

86 lbs.

(#48346) CALL

(#87874) 1,536.50

(#84353) 1,536.50

(#84360) 1,616.95

60˝ x 80˝ (H x W)

100˝

98 lbs.

(#48347) CALL

(#87875) 1,679.50

(#84354) 1,679.50

(#84361) 1,758.95

69˝ x 92˝ (H x W)

120˝

111 lbs.

(#48348) CALL

(#87876) 1,844.50

(#84355) 1,844.50

(#84362) 1,923.95

87˝ x 116˝ (H x W)

150˝

135 lbs.

(#48349) CALL

(#87877) 2,214.50

(#84356) 2,214.50

(#84363) 2,294.50

108˝ x 144˝ (H x W)

180˝

151 lbs.

(#48350) CALL

(#87878) 2,846.95

(#84357) 2,846.95

(#84364) 2,925.95

120˝ x 160˝ (H x W)

200˝

169 lbs.

(#48351) CALL

(#87879) 3,301.95

(#84358) 3,301.95

(#84365) 3,379.95

Viewing Area

HC Cinema Vision

HC Cinema Perf

Audio Vision

HC Audio Vision

Da-Tex (Rear)

Dual Vision

43˝ x 57˝ (H x W)

(#89945) 1,479.50

(#91470) 1,703.95

(#85352) 1,648.95

(#91294) 1,648.95

(#85356) 1,588.50

(#85363) 1,588.50

50˝ x 67˝ (H x W)

(#89946) 1,616.95

(#91471) 1,839.95

(#85353) 1,786.50

(#91295) 1,786.50

(#85357) 1,729.95

(#85364) 1,729.95

60˝ x 80˝ (H x W)

(#89947) 1,758.95

(#91472) 1,983.50

(#85354) 1,928.50

(#91296) 1,928.50

(#85358) 1,871.95

(#85365) 1,871.95

69˝ x 92˝ (H x W)

(#89948) 1,923.95

(#91473) 2,148.50

(#85355) 2,093.50

(#91297) 2,093.50

(#85359) 2,036.95

(#85366) 2,036.95

87˝ x 116˝ (H x W)

(#89949) 2,294.50

(#93055) 2,518.95

(#93053) 2,438.50

(#93054) 2,438.50

(#85360) 2,349.95

(#85367) 2,349.95

108˝ x 144˝ (H x W)

(#89950) 2,925.95

––

––

––

(#85361) 2,982.95

(#85368) 2,982.95

120˝ x 160˝ (H x W)

(#89951) 3,379.95

––

––

––

(#85362) 3,438.50

(#85369) 3,438.50

Viewing Area

Nominal Diagonal

Shipping Weight

Da-Mat

HC Da-Mat

Pearlescent

Cinema Vision

45˝ x 80˝

92˝

92 lbs.

(#84399) 1,679.95

(#87880) 1,679.95

(#84404) 1,679.95

(#84409) 1,759.95

52˝ x 92˝

106˝

99 lbs.

(#84400) 1,839.95

(#87881) 1,839.95

(#84405) 1,839.95

(#84410) 1,919.95

54˝ x 96˝

110˝

104 lbs.

(#94230) 1,896.50

(#94231) 1,896.50

(#94232) 1,896.50

(#94233) 1,974.95

58˝ x 104˝

119˝

114 lbs.

(#84401) 2,028.50

(#87882) 2,028.50

(#84406) 2,028.50

(#84451) 2,108.50

65˝ x 116˝

133˝

135 lbs.

(#84402) 2,209.95

(#87883) 2,209.95

(#84407) 2,209.95

(#84452) 2,289.95

78˝ x 139˝

159˝

148 lbs.

(#84403) 2,848.95

(#87884) 2,848.95

(#84408) 2,848.95

(#84453) 2,927.95

Viewing Area

HC Cinema Vision

HC Cinema Pefr

Audio Vision

HC Audio Vision

Da-Tex (Rear)

Dual Vision

45˝ x 80˝

(#89952) 1,759.95

(#91474) 1,984.95

(#85392) 1,929.95

(#91298) 1,929.95

(#85396) 1,874.50

(#85401) 1,874.50

52˝ x 92˝

(#89953) 1,919.95

(#91475) 2,144.95

(#85393) 2,089.95

(#91299) 2,089.95

(#85397) 2,033.95

(#85402) 2,033.95

54˝ x 96˝

(#94234) 1,974.95

(#94235) 2,199.95

(#94236) 2,199.95

(#94237) 2,199.95

(#94238) 2,088.95

(#94239) 2,088.95

58˝ x 104˝

(#89954) 2,108.50

(#91476) 2,332.95

(#85394) 2,254.95

(#91300) 2,254.95

(#85398) 2,193.50

(#85403) 2,193.50

65˝ x 116˝

(#89955) 2,289.95

(#91477) 2,514.95

(#85395) 2,414.50

(#91301) 2,414.50

(#85399) 2,347.50

(#85404) 2,347.50

78˝ x 139˝

(#89956) 2,927.95

(#93058) 3,152.50

(#93056) 3,073.50

(#93057) 3,073.50

(#85400) 2,984.95

(#85405) 2,984.95

HDTV FORMAT SIZES

Still don’t know what screen you need?
Today’s screens are designed for optimal performance in specific settings. Depending upon audience size, room specifications, and the type of media
shown, A/V professionals use various types of screens to achieve peak performance. Below are the four main types of screens and their basics:

Silver Lenticular: These screens are designed for bright rooms with
larger audiences. The main disadvantage of this type of screen is that
transparencies and video do not project well.
High Gain: A high-gain screen has a reflective screen surface for
optimal brightness for images. It is an excellent screen to use for small
groups in a brightly-lit room. However, the main disadvantage of this
type of screen is that it has a narrow viewing area (60°). So, if you are in
a large conference room or have audience members at a sharp angle
from the screen, you may want to use a low gain screen.

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO
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Low Gain: A low gain screen is matte white, and in is used for larger
audiences because it provides a much larger viewing area (100°).
With this type of screen, you may need to dim the lights for your
presentation in order to achieve the same level of perceived image
brightness as a high gain screen.

Rear Projection: Rear projection screens are used when the
projector is placed behind the screen. These types of screens tend to be
more expensive and fragile. They are typically used in fixed placement
applications such as conference rooms and movie theaters.
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ADVANTAGE DELUXE ELECTROL
Concealed-in-the-Ceiling Electric
Screen with Closure Doors
Designed to have the case installed during the “rough-in” stages of construction
and the fabric assembly during the finish stage. Patented in-the-roller motor
mounting system for quiet operation. Handsome white powder coated closure
doors and case provide a clean look and allow easy installation of ceiling tiles.
Advantage Deluxe is distinguished from the Advantage Electrol (previous page)
by having a closure door (opens to allow the fabric to come out and when you
retract the screen, goes back in), otherwise it is the same.
◆

◆

As screen formats change with technology, fabric replacement is
simple and inexpensive.
◆ Matte White fabric up to 10’, High Power fabric up to 6’, and High
Contrast Matte White, Glass Beaded and Video Spectra 1.5 fabrics up
to 8’ high will be seamless.

Optional acessories
include a single
motor LVC (low voltage
control) system, a 5v or 10v video projector
interface and an SCB-100 or SCB-200 RS-232 serial control board.

SQUARE FORMAT SIZES
Screen Size (H x W)

Shipping Weight

Matte White

HC Matte White

Glass Beaded

Video Spectra 1.5

High Power

50˝ x 50˝

71 lbs.

(#88074) CALL

(#92583) 2,129.95

(#88075) 2,129.95

(#88076) 2,129.95

(#88077) 2,239.95

60˝ x 60˝

81 lbs.

(#88078) 2,153.95

(#92584) 2,153.95

(#88079) 2,153.95

(#88080) 2,153.95

(#88081) 2,263.95

70˝ x 70˝

92 lbs.

(#88082) 2,169.95

(#92585) 2,169.95

(#88083) 2,169.95

(#88084) 2,169.95

(#88085) 2,279.95

84˝ x 84˝

107 lbs.

(#88086) 2,238.50

(#92586) 2,238.50

(#88088) 2,238.50

(#88089) 2,238.50

(#88090) 2,348.50

6´ x 8´

111 lbs.

(#88091) 2,254.95

(#92587) 2,254.95

(#88092) 2,254.95

(#88093) 2,254.95

(#88094) 2,364.95

8´ x 8´

117 lbs.

(#88095) 2,288.95

(#92588) 2,288.95

(#88096) 2,288.95

(#88097) 2,288.95

(#88098) 2,398.95

7´ x 9´

122 lbs.

(#88099) 2,349.95

(#92589) 2,349.95

(#88100) 2,349.95

(#88101) 2,349.95

(#88102) 2,459.95

9´ x 9´

130 lbs.

(#88103) 2,377.95

—

(#88104) 2,377.95

—

(#88105) 2,487.95

8´ x 10´

142 lbs.

(#88106) 2,423.50

(#98590) CALL

(#88107) 2,423.50

(#88108) 2,423.50

(#88109) 2,533.50

10´ x 10´

170 lbs.

(#88110) 2,468.50

—

(#88111) 2,468.50

—

(#88112) 2,578.50

9´ x 12´

180 lbs.

(#88113) 2,484.95

—

(#88114) 2,484.95

—

(#88115) 2,594.95

12´ x 12´

200 lbs.

(#88116) 2,569.50

—

(#88117) 2,569.50

—

—

VIDEO FORMAT SIZES
Matte White HC Matte White

Viewing Area

Nominal Diagonal

Shipping Weight

Glass Beaded

Video Spectra 1.5

High Power

43˝ x 57˝

72˝

83 lbs.

(#88118) 2,153.95

(#92591) 2,153.95

(#88119) 2,153.95

(#88120) 2,153.95

(#88121) 2,263.95

50˝ x 67˝

84˝

93 lbs.

(#88122) 2,169.95

(#92592) 2,169.95

(#88123) 2,169.95

(#88124) 2,169.95

(#88125) 2,279.95

57˝ x 77˝

96˝

108 lbs.

(#88126) 2,227.50

(#92593) 2,227.50

(#88127) 2,227.50

(#88128) 2,227.50

(#88129) 2,337.50

60˝ x 80˝

100˝

108 lbs.

(#88130) 2,238.50

(#92594) 2,238.50

(#88131) 2,238.50

(#88132) 2,238.50

(#88133) 2,348.50

69˝ x 92˝

120˝

119 lbs.

(#88134) 2,254.95

(#92595) 2,254.95

(#88135) 2,254.95

(#88136) 2,254.95

(#88137) 2,364.95

87˝ x 116˝

150˝

144 lbs.

(#88138) 2,423.50

(#92596) 2,423.50

(#88139) 2,423.50

(#88140) 2,423.50

(#88141) 2,533.50

105˝ x 140˝

180˝

168 lbs.

(#88142) 2,479.50

—

(#88143) 2,479.50

—

(#88144) 2,589.50

120˝ x 160˝

200˝

188 lbs.

(#88145) 2,534.95

—

(#88146) 2,534.95

—

—

Viewing Area

Nominal Diagonal

Shipping Weight

Matte White

HC Matte White

Glass Beaded

Video Spectra 1.5

High Power

45˝ x 80˝

92˝

108 lbs.

(#88147) 2,209.95

(#92597) 2,209.95

(#88148) 2,209.95

(#88149) 2,209.95

(#88150) 2,319.95

52˝ x 92˝

106˝

119 lbs.

(#88151) 2,229.95

(#92598) 2,229.95

(#88152) 2,229.95

(#88153) 2,229.95

(#88154) 2,339.95

54˝ x 96˝

110˝

120 lbs.

(#92480) CALL

(#94281) 2,264.95

(#94282) 2,264.95

(#94283) 2,264.95

(#92484) 2,374.95

58˝ x 104˝

119˝

122 lbs.

(#88155) 2,309.95

(#92599) 2,309.95

(#88156) 2,309.95

(#88157) 2,309.95

(#88158) 2,419.95

65˝ x 116˝

133˝

144 lbs.

(#88159) 2,377.95

(#92600) 2,377.95

(#88160) 2,377.95

(#88161) 2,377.95

(#88162) 2,487.95

78˝ x 139˝

159˝

188 lbs.

(#88163) 2,439.95

(#92601) 2,439.95

(#88164) 2,439.95

(#88165) 2,439.95

(#88166) 2,549.95

HDTV FORMAT SIZES
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TENSIONED ADVANTAGE DELUXE ELECTROL
Concealed-in-the-Ceiling Tensioned
Electric Screen with Closure Doors
Same features as the Advantage Deluxe Electrol (previous page) except
screen is tensioned for an extra flat surface of optimum image quality when
using video or data projection. Each side of the fabric has a tab guide cable
system to maintain even lateral tension and hold surface flat. Custom slat
bar with added weight maintains vertical tension on the screen surface.
◆ All fabrics listed below will be seamless

◆ UL Plenum rated case.

◆ Concealed in the ceiling with closure

◆ Tab guide cable system holds screen

doors.

surface flat.

VIDEO FORMAT SIZES
Viewing Area

Nominal Diagonal

Shipping Weight

Da-Mat

HC Da-Mat

Pearlescent

Cinema Vision

43˝ x 57˝ (H x W)

72˝

102 lbs.

(#88233) 2,669.95

(#88234) 2,669.95

(#88235) 2,669.95

(#88236) 2,809.95

50˝ x 67˝ (H x W)

84˝

114 lbs.

(#88240) 2,847.95

(#88241) 2,847.95

(#88242) 2,847.95

(#88243) 2,994.95

60˝ x 80˝ (H x W)

100˝

125 lbs.

(#88247) 3,039.50

(#88248) 3,039.50

(#88249) 3,039.50

(#88250) 3,197.50

69˝ x 92˝ (H x W)

120˝

148 lbs.

(#88254) 3,173.50

(#88255) 3,173.50

(#88256) 3,173.50

(#88257) 3,338.50

87˝ x 116˝ (H x W)

150˝

170 lbs.

(#88261) 3,754.50

(#88262) 3,754.50

(#88263) 3,754.50

(#88264) 3,948.95

108˝ x 144˝ (H x W)

180˝

189 lbs.

(#88267) 3,998.50

(#88268) 3,998.50

(#88269) 3,998.50

(#88270) 4,207.50

120˝ x 160˝ (H x W)

200˝

203 lbs.

(#88273) 4,115.95

(#88274) 4,115.95

(#88275) 4,115.95

(#88276) 4,329.95

Viewing Area

HC Cinema Vision

HC Cinema Perf

Audio Vision

HC Audio Vision

Da-Tex (Rear)

Dual Vision

43˝ x 57˝ (H x W)

(#89922) 2,809.95

(#91462) 3,034.95

(#88237) 2,978.95

(#91286) 2,978.95

(#88238) 2,893.95

(#88239) 2,893.95

50˝ x 67˝ (H x W)

(#89923) 2,994.95

(#91463) 3,219.50

(#88244) 3,166.95

(#91287) 3,166.95

(#88245) 3,084.50

(#88246) 3,084.50

60˝ x 80˝ (H x W)

(#89924) 3,197.50

(#91464) 3,421.95

(#88251) 3,373.50

(#91288) 3,373.50

(#88252) 3,293.50

(#88253) 3,293.50

69˝ x 92˝ (H x W)

(#88925) 3,338.50

(#91465) 3,562.95

(#88258) 3,516.50

(#91289) 3,516.50

(#88259) 3,436.50

(#88260) 3,436.50

87˝ x 116˝ (H x W)

(#88926) 3,948.95

(#93049) 4,173.50

(#93047) 3,978.50

(#93048) 3,978.50

(#88265) 4,067.95

(#88266) 4,067.95

108˝ x 144˝ (H x W)

(#89927) 4,207.50

––

––

––

(#88271) 4,329.95

(#88272) 4,329.95

120˝ x 160˝ (H x W)

(#89928) 4,329.95

––

––

––

(#88277) 4,459.95

(#88278) 4,459.95

Viewing Area

Nominal Diagonal

Shipping Weight

Da-Mat

HC Da-Mat

Pearlescent

Cinema Vision

45˝ x 80˝

92˝

125 lbs.

(#88279) 3,017.50

(#88280) 3,017.50

(#88281) 3,017.50

(#88282) 3,172.50

52˝ x 92˝

106˝

140 lbs.

(#88286) 3,139.95

(#88287) 3,139.95

(#88288) 3,139.95

(#88289) 3,301.95

54˝ x 96˝

110˝

145 lbs.

(#94220) 3,239.50

(#94221) 3,239.50

(#94222) 3,239.50

(#94223) 3,404.50

58˝ x 104˝

119˝

150 lbs.

(#88293) 3,453.95

(#88294) 3,453.95

(#88295) 3,453.95

(#88296) 3,516.50

65˝ x 116˝

133˝

163 lbs.

(#88300) 3,754.50

(#88301) 3,754.50

(#88302) 3,754.50

(#88303) 3,944.95

78˝ x 139˝

159˝

188 lbs.

(#88307) 4,029.95

(#88308) 4,029.95

(#88309) 4,029.95

(#88310) 4,239.95

Viewing Area

HC Cinema Vision

HC Cinema Perf

Audio Vision

HC Audio Vision

Da-Tex (Rear)

Dual Vision

45˝ x 80˝

(#89929) 3,172.50

(#91466) 3,396.95

(#88283) 3,345.95

(#91890) CALL

(#88284) 3,264.95

(#88285) 3,264.95

52˝ x 92˝

(#89930) 3,301.95

(#91467) 3,526.50

(#88290) 3,479.50

(#91291) 3,479.50

(#88291) 3,398.95

(#88292) 3,398.95

54˝ x 96˝

(#94224) 3,404.50

(#94225) 3,518.95

(#94226) 3,484.95

(#94227) 3,484.95

(#94228) 3,458.50

(#94229) 3,458.50

58˝ x 104˝

(#89931) 3,516.50

(#91468) 3,739.95

(#88297) 3,697.95

(#91292) 3,697.95

(#88298) 3,619.95

(#88299) 3,619.95

65˝ x 116˝

(#89932) 3,944.95

(#91469) 4,169.95

(#88304) 4,133.95

(#91293) 4,133.95

(#88305) 4,049.95

(#88306) 4,049.95

78˝ x 139˝

(#89933) 4,239.95

(#93052) 4,464.95

(#93050) 4,254.95

(#93051) 4,254.95

(#88311) 4,149.95

(#88312) 4,149.95
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TENSIONED ADVANTAGE DELUXE ELECTROL
SQUARE FORMAT SIZES
Screen Size (H x W)

Shipping Weight

Da-Mat

HC Da-Mat

Pearlescent

50˝ x 50˝

93 lbs.

(#88167) 2,589.95

(#88468) 2,589.95

(#88169) 2,589.95

60˝ x 60˝

104 lbs.

(#88173) 2,756.50

(#88174) 2,756.50

(#88175) 2,756.50

70˝ x 70˝

116 lbs.

(#88179) 2,868.95

(#88180) 2,868.95

(#88181) 2,868.95

84˝ x 84˝

125 lbs.

(#88185) 3,166.95

(#88186) 3,166.95

(#88187) 3,166.95

6´ x 8´

140 lbs.

(#88191) 3304.95

(#88192) 3304.95

(#88193) 3304.95

8´ x 8´

148 lbs.

(#88197) 3,396.95

(#88198) 3,396.95

(#88199) 3,396.95

7´ x 9´

155 lbs.

(#88203) 3,476.95

(#88204) 3,476.95

(#88205) 3,476.95

9´ x 9´

159 lbs.

(#88209) 3,619.95

(#88210) 3,619.95

(#88211) 3,619.95

8´ x 10´

165 lbs.

(#88215) 3,754.50

(#82216) 3,754.50

(#88217) 3,754.50

10´ x 10´

168 lbs.

(#88221) 3,897.50

(#88222) 3,897.50

(#88223) 3,897.50

9´ x 12´

189 lbs.

(#88227) 4,104.95

(#88228) 4,104.95

(#88229) 4,104.95

Screen Size (H x W)

Cinema Vision

HC Cinema Vision

Da-Tex (Rear)

Dual Vision

50˝ x 50˝

(#88170) 2,726.95

(#89911) 2,726.95

(#88171) 2,806.95

(#88172) 2,806.95

60˝ x 60˝

(#88176) 2,899.95

(#89912) 2,899.95

(#88177) 2,986.50

(#88178) 2,986.50

70˝ x 70˝

(#88182) 3,018.50

(#89913) 3,018.50

(#88183) 3,107.50

(#88184) 3,107.50

84˝ x 84˝

(#88188) 3,329.95

(#89914) 3,329.95

(#88189) 3,429.95

(#88190) 3,429.95

6´ x 8´

(#88194) 3,477.95

(#89915) 3,477.95

(#88195) 3,579.95

(#88196) 3,579.95

8´ x 8´

(#88200) 3,573.95

(#88916) 3,573.95

(#88201) 3,679.95

(#88202) 3,679.95

7´ x 9´

(#88206) 3,657.50

(#89917) 3,657.50

(#88207) 3,766.50

(#88208) 3,766.50

9´ x 9´

(#88212) 3,809.50

(#89918) 3,809.50

(#88213) 3,922.50

(#82214) 3,922.50

8´ x 10´

(#88218) 3,948.95

(#89919) 3,948.95

(#88219) 4,067.95

(#88220) 4,067.95

10´ x 10´

(#88224) 4,099.95

(#89920) 4,099.95

(#88225) 4,222.95

(#88226) 4,222.95

9´ x 12´

(#88230) 4,319.50

(#89921) 4,319.50

(#88231) 4,447.50

(#88232) 4,447.50

Enhance the Impact of Your Presentations
Boring presentations waste a lot more than your time. They limit productivity when employees don’t pay full attention during a meeting or
training session. They can turn off your customer and drive them to a competitor. In schools, a boring presentation encourages a student’s
mind to wander, creating an obstacle to learning. So, if you want people to listen to you and remember your message, you’ll have to do
more than present text and simple graphics. You have to entertain you with attention-grabbing images and full motion video.
Consider the traditional ways presentations are made in businesses, schools, courtrooms, governments, and more. PowerPoint images are
projected on a screen or wall. But most PowerPoint users don’t effectively incorporate visual images and full motion video clips into their
presentation, because they aren’t aware they could, or don’t know how.
Full motion video is a powerful communication tool, and yet many presenters don’t take full advantage of its “power” because they don’t
know how to use it with PowerPoint, and don’t understand how easy it is to display with a projector. Most presenters still think of connecting
their camcorder to a TV monitor, not a projector, and don’t consider videotaping their presentation because TVs are not readily available in
schools and businesses, are too heavy to transport, and have an image area that’s too small. By connecting a camcorder, (or a VCR or DVD) to
a lightweight projector, presenters can display their full motion video presentation at a width of 100” from about 9’ away. That makes it
convenient even in small offices or classrooms.
To import video into PowerPoint, you can download footage into a PC and easily convert it into Windows Media Files. Import those files into
PowerPoint, placing them in the desired slide just as you would with text, graphics, or any other visual element. Using a Macintosh system is
even easier, simply connect your DV-equipped camcorder to your computer and drag and drop your clip directly into PowerPoint.
Audiences like to entertained, and high impact video and graphics communicate much better than text. So if you teach, train, or sell, try
videotaping your next presentation and project it large. Your customers or students will sit up and pay attention, remembering your message
for a long time.
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SENIOR ELECTROL
Large Heavy-Duty Electric Screen
Perfect for auditorium, stage or any other large screen application.
Available in sizes up to 12’ x 24’ and 20’ x 20’ (HxW). Heavy-duty
screen for exposed or recessed installation.
◆ Extra heavy-duty motor handles the

◆ Matte White fabric up to 16’, Glass Beaded

largest screens, motor compartment is
metal-lined.
◆

◆

and Video Spectra 1.5 fabrics up to 8’, and
High Power fabric up to and including 6’
will be seamless.

Case is made of wood with a double
top for extra rigidity and strength and
finished with a primer coat, ready to
accept final finish.

◆

Includes heavy metal brackets for
mounting screen to wall or ceiling.

Optional accessories include a single
motor LVC (low voltage control) system,
a 5v or 10v video projector interface
and an external SCB-100 RS-232 serial
control board.

SQUARE FORMAT SIZES
Screen Size
(H x W)

Shipping
Weight

Matte
White

Glass
Beaded

High
Power

50˝ x 50˝

122 lbs.

(#40576) 1,194.95

(#40575) 1,194.95

(#83282) 1,304.95

60˝ x 60˝

128 lbs.

(#40581) 1,207.95

(#40580) 1,207.95

(#83283) 1,317.95

70˝ x 70˝

133 lbs.

(#40584) 1,216.50

(#40583) 1,216.50

(#83284) 1,326.50

84˝ x 84˝

146 lbs.

(#40589) 1,242.95

(#40588) 1,242.95

6´ x 8´

156 lbs.

(#40596) 1,249.95

8´ x 8´

158 lbs.

7´ x 9´
9´ x 9´

Screen Size
(H x W)

Shipping
Weight

Matte
White

Glass
Beaded

12´ x 12´

251 lbs.

(#40619) 1,616.95

(#40618) 1,616.95

10´6˝ x 14´

343 lbs.

(#40622) 1,792.95

(#40621) 1,792.95

14´ x 14´

350 lbs.

(#40627) 1,878.95

(#40626) 1,878.95

(#83285) 1,352.95

12´ x 16´

384 lbs.

(#40630) 2,043.95

(#40629) 2,043.95

(#40595) 1,249.95

(#83286) 1,359.95

16´ x 16´

394 lbs.

(#40633) 2,079.95

(#40632) 2,079.95

(#40599) 1,283.50

(#40598) 1,283.50

(#83287) 1,393.50

13´6˝ x 18´

398 lbs.

(#40636) 2,236.50

(#40635) 2,236.50

173 lbs.

(#40602) 1,328.95

(#40601) 1,328.95

(#83288) 1,438.95

18´ x 18´

411 lbs.

(#40639) 2,379.95

(#40638) 2,379.95

176 lbs.

(#40605) 1,393.50

(#40604) 1,393.50

(#83289) 1,503.50

15´ x 20´

838 lbs.

(#40642) 2,514.95

(#40641) 2,514.95

8´ x 10´

192 lbs.

(#40608) 1,408.95

(#40607) 1,408.95

(#83290) 1,518.95

20´ x 20´

858 lbs.

(#40647) 2,792.95

(#40646) 2,792.95

10´ x 10´

195 lbs.

(#40611) 1,444.95

(#40610) 1,444.95

(#83291) 1,554.95

12´ x 24´

1011 lbs.

(#40668) 3362.50

(#40667) 3,362.50

9´ x 12´

246 lbs.

(#40614) 1,474.95

(#40613) 1,474.95

(#83292) 1,584.95

VIDEO FORMAT SIZES
Viewing Area

Nominal Diagonal

Shipping Weight

Matte White

Glass Beaded

Video Spectra 1.5

High Power

50˝ x 67˝

84˝

79 lbs.

(#77388) 1,216.50

(#77387) 1,216.50

(#73643) 1,216.50

(#83293) 1,326.50

60˝ x 80˝

100˝

91 lbs.

(#40587) 1,242.95

(#40586) 1,242.95

(#73644) 1,242.95

(#83294) 1,352.95

69˝ x 92˝

120˝

106 lbs.

(#40592) 1,249.95

(#40591) 1,249.95

(#73645) 1,249.95

(#83295) 1,359.95

87˝ x 116˝

150˝

129 lbs.

(#82408) 1,408.95

(#82409) 1,408.95

(#86925) 1,408.95

(#83296) 1,518.95

105˝ x 140˝

180˝

137 lbs.

(#82410) 1,474.95

(#82411) 1,474.95

—

(#83297) 1,584.95

123˝ x 164˝

210˝

343 lbs.

(#83134) 1,682.95

(#83135) 1,682.95

—

—

141˝ x 188˝

240˝

398 lbs.

(#83136) 1,834.95

(#83137) 1,834.95

—

—

Viewing Area

Nominal Diagonal

Shipping Weight

Matte White

Glass Beaded

Video Spectra 1.5

High Power

45˝ x 80˝

92˝

154 lbs.

(#85406) 1,237.50

(#85407) 1,237.50

(#85408) 1,237.50

(#85409) 1,237.50

52˝ x 92˝

106˝

162 lbs.

(#79064) 1,264.95

(#79060) 1,264.95

(#79068) 1,264.95

(#83298) 1,374.95

54˝ x 96˝

110˝

162 lbs.

(#94294) 1,274.95

(#94295) 1,274.95

(#94296) 1,274.95

(#94297) 1,384.95

58˝ x 104˝

119˝

163 lbs.

(#79065) 1,294.95

(#79061) 1,294.95

(#79069) 1,294.95

(#83299) 1,404.95

65˝ x 116˝

133˝

188 lbs.

(#79066) 1,374.95

(#79062) 1,374.95

(#79070) 1,374.95

(#83300) 1,484.95

78˝ x 139˝

159˝

195 lbs.

(#79067) 1,447.50

(#79063) 1,447.50

(#79071) 1,447.50

(#83301) 1,557.50
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DIRECTOR ELECTROL
Dual Motor Concealedin-the-Ceiling Electric Screen
Ideal for boardrooms and conference rooms, the Director Electrol offers
smooth operation with one motor to operate the door and one to
operate the screen. It also features Da-lite’s patented in-the-roller motor
mounting system for quiet operation. Sealed and fire retardant case for
plenum installations.
◆ The Director Electrol is also available with an

optional RS-232 serial control board, a video
interface control, or with a low-voltage control
unit built into the case.

◆ High Contrast Matte White, Glass

Beaded and Video Spectra 1.5 up
to 8’ high will be seamless.
◆ High Power fabric

◆ Matte White fabric up to 10’ high will be seamless.

up to 6’ high

will be seamless.

SQUARE FORMAT SIZES
Screen Size (H x W)

Shipping Weight

Matte White

HC Matte White

Glass Beaded

Video Spectra 1.5

High Power

50˝ x 50˝

71 lbs.

(#79170) 2,009.95

(#92640) 2,009.95

(#79182) 2,009.95

(#79194) 2,009.95

(#79202) 2,119.95

60˝ x 60˝

81 lbs.

(#79171) 2,043.95

(#92641) 2,043.95

(#79183) 2,043.95

(#79195) 2,043.95

(#79203) 2,153.95

70˝ x 70˝

92 lbs.

(#79172) 2,059.95

(#92642) 2,059.95

(#79184) 2,059.95

(#79196) 2,059.95

(#79204) 2,169.95

84˝ x 84˝

107 lbs.

(#79173) 2,117.50

(#92643) 2,117.50

(#79185) 2,117.50

(#79197) 2,117.50

(#83260) 2,227.50

6´ x 8´

111 lbs.

(#79174) 2,133.95

(#92644) 2,133.95

(#79186) 2,133.95

(#79198) 2,133.95

(#79205) 2,243.95

8´ x 8´

117 lbs.

(#79175) 2,167.95

(#92645) 2,167.95

(#79187) 2,167.95

(#79199) 2,167.95

(#83261) 2,277.95

7´ x 9´

122 lbs.

(#79176) 2,223.95

(#92646) 2,223.95

(#79188) 2,223.95

(#79200) 2,223.95

(#83262) 2,333.95

9´ x 9´

130 lbs.

(#79177) 2,254.95

—

(#79189) 2,254.95

—

(#83263) 2,364.95

8´ x 10´

142 lbs.

(#79178) 2,294.95

(#92647) 2,294.95

(#79190) 2,294.95

(#79201) 2,294.95

(#83264) 2,404.95

10´ x 10´

170 lbs.

(#79179) 2,336.50

—

(#79191) 2,336.50

—

(#83265) 2,446.50

9´ x 12´

180 lbs.

(#79180) 2,353.95

—

(#79192) 2,353.95

—

(#83266) 2,463.95

12´ x 12´

200 lbs.

(#79181) 2,437.50

—

(#79193) 2,437.50

—

—

VIDEO FORMAT SIZES
Matte White
HC Matte White

Viewing Area

Nominal Diagonal

Shipping Weight

Glass Beaded

Video Spectra 1.5

High Power

43˝ x 57˝ (HxW)

72˝

83 lbs.

(#79206) 2,043.95

(#92648) 2,043.95

(#79213) 2,043.95

(#79220) 2,043.95

(#79225) 2,153.95

50˝ x 67˝ (HxW)

84˝

93 lbs.

(#79207) 2,059.95

(#92649) 2,059.95

(#79214) 2,059.95

(#79221) 2,059.95

(#79226) 2,169.95

57˝ x 77˝ (HxW)

96˝

108 lbs.

(#79208) 2,117.50

(#92650) 2,117.50

(#79215) 2,117.50

(#79222) 2,117.50

(#79227) 2,227.50

60˝ x 80˝ (HxW)

100˝

108 lbs.

(#79209) 2,128.50

(#92651) 2,128.50

(#79216) 2,128.50

(#79223) 2,128.50

(#79228) 2,238.50

69˝ x 92˝ (HxW)

120˝

119 lbs.

(#79210) 2,139.50

(#92653) 2,139.50

(#79217) 2,139.50

(#79224) 2,139.50

(#79229) 2,249.50

87˝ x 116˝ (HxW)

150˝

144 lbs.

(#79211) 2,294.95

(#92648) 2,294.95

(#79218) 2,294.95

(#87064) 2,294.95

(#83267) 2,404.95

105˝ x 140˝ (HxW)

180˝

168 lbs.

(#79212) 2,353.95

—

(#79219) 2,353.95

—

(#83268) 2,463.95

120˝ x 160˝ (HxW)

200˝

188 lbs.

(#83269) 2,503.50

—

(#83270) 2,503.50

—

—

Viewing Area

Nominal Diagonal

Shipping Weight

Matte White

HC Matte White

Glass Beaded

Video Spectra 1.5

High Power

45˝ x 80˝ (HxW)

92˝

108 lbs.

(#83434) 2,132.95

(#92654) 2,132.95

(#83435) 2,132.95

(#83436) 2,132.95

(#83437) 2,242.95

52˝ x 92˝ (HxW)

106˝

119 lbs.

(#79230) 2,159.95

(#92655) 2,159.95

(#79234) 2,159.95

(#79238) 2,159.95

(#79242) 2,269.95

54˝ x 96˝ (HxW)

110˝

120 lbs.

(#94298) 2,182.50

(#94299) 2,182.50

(#94300) 2,182.50

(#94301) 2,182.50

(#94302) 2,292.50

58˝ x 104˝ (HxW)

119˝

122 lbs.

(#79231) 2,239.50

(#92656) 2,239.50

(#79235) 2,239.50

(#79239) 2,239.50

(#79243) 2,349.50

65˝ x 116˝ (HxW)

133˝

144 lbs.

(#79232) 2,317.50

(#92657) 2,317.50

(#79236) 2,317.50

(#79240) 2,317.50

(#79244) 2,427.50

78˝ x 139˝(HxW)

159˝

188 lbs.

(#79233) 2,373.95

(#92658) 2,373.95

(#79237) 2,373.95

(#79241) 2,373.95

(#79245) 2,483.95

HDTV FORMAT SIZES
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TENSIONED DIRECTOR ELECTROL
Dual Motor Concealed-in-theCeiling Tensioned Electric Screen
Same features as Da-Lite’s Director Electrol (previous page) except the
screen is tensioned for an extra flat surface for optimum image quality
when using video or data projection. Each side of the fabric has a tab
guide cable system to maintain even lateral tension and hold surface flat.
Bottom of the fabric is inserted into an aluminum slat bar with added
weight to maintain vertical tension on the screen surface.
◆

All fabrics will be seamless

◆ Two motors; one for the screen and one for the door.

VIDEO FORMAT SIZES
Viewing Area

Nominal Diagonal

Shipping Weight

Da-Mat

HC Da-Mat

Pearlescent

Cinema Vision

43˝ x 57˝ (H x W)

72˝

102 lbs.

(#79246) 2,559.95

(#87896) 2,559.95

(#79251) 2,559.95

(#79256) 2,699.95

50˝ x 67˝ (H x W)

84˝

114 lbs.

(#79247) 2,737.95

(#87897) 2,737.95

(#79252) 2,737.95

(#79257) 2,884.95

60˝ x 80˝ (H x W)

100˝

125 lbs.

(#79248) 2,929.50

(#87898) 2,929.50

(#79253) 2,929.50

(#79258) 3,108.95

69˝ x 92˝ (H x W)

120˝

148 lbs.

(#79249) 3,063.50

(#87899) 3,063.50

(#79254) 3,063.50

(#79259) 3,228.50

87˝ x 116˝ (H x W)

150˝

170 lbs.

(#79250) 3,644.50

(#87900) 3,644.50

(#79255) 3,644.50

(#79260) 3,789.95

108˝ x 144˝ (H x W)

180˝

189 lbs.

(#82421) 3,919.95

(#87901) 3,919.95

(#82422) 3,919.95

(#82423) 4,097.50

120˝ x 160˝ (H x W)

200˝

203 lbs.

(#82424) 4,019.95

(#87902) 4,019.95

(#82425) 4,019.95

(#82426) 4,203.95

Viewing Area

HC Cinema Vision

HC Cinema Perf

Audio Vision

HC Audio Vision

Da-Tex (Rear)

Dual Vision

43˝ x 57˝ (H x W)

(#89991) 2,699.95

(#91486) 2,924.95

(#83553) 2,819.95

(#91310) 2,819.95

(#84927) 2,933.95

(#80523) 2,783.95

50˝ x 67˝ (H x W)

(#89992) 2,884.95

(#91487) 3,104.95

(#83554) 2,998.50

(#91311) 2,998.50

(#84928) 2,974.50

(#80524) 2,974.50

60˝ x 80˝ (H x W)

(#89993) 3,109.95

(#91488) 3,336.50

(#83555) 3,182.50

(#91312) 3,182.50

(#84929) 3,143.95

(#80525) 3,143.95

69˝ x 92˝ (H x W)

(#89994) 3,228.50

(#91489) 3,452.95

(#83556) 3,309.95

(#91313) 3,309.95

(#84930) 3,282.50

(#80526) 3,282.50

87˝ x 116˝ (H x W)

(#89995) 3,789.95

(#93061) 4,015.95

(#93059) 3,868.50

(#93060) 3,868.50

(#84931) 3,773.95

(#80527) 3,773.95

108˝ x 144˝ (H x W)

(#89996) 4,097.50

—

—

—

(#84932) 4,114.95

(#84933) 4,114.95

120˝ x 160˝ (H x W)

(#89997) 4,203.95

—

—

—

(#84934) 4,212.95

(#84935) 4,212.95

Viewing Area

Nominal Diagonal

Shipping Weight

Da-Mat

HC Da-Mat

Pearlescent

Cinema Vision

45˝ x 80˝

92˝

125 lbs.

(#83438) 2,907.50

(#87903) 2,907.50

(#83439) 2,907.50

(#83440) 3,089.95

52˝ x 92˝

106˝

140 lbs.

(#79261) 3,039.95

(#87904) 3,039.95

(#79265) 3,039.95

(#79269) 3,206.50

54˝ x 96˝

110˝

144 lbs.

(#94240) 3,129.50

(#94241) 3,129.50

(#94242) 3,129.50

(#94243) 3,294.50

58˝ x 104˝

119˝

150 lbs.

(#79262) 3,343.95

(#87905) 3,343.95

(#79266) 3,343.95

(#79270) 3,498.95

65˝ x 116˝

133˝

163 lbs.

(#79263) 3,644.50

(#87906) 3,644.50

(#79267) 3,644.50

(#79271) 3,789.95

78˝ x 139˝

159˝

188 lbs.

(#79264) 3,919.95

(#87907) 3,919.95

(#79268) 3,919.95

(#79272) 4,097.50

Viewing Area

HC Cinema Vision

HC Cinema Perf

Audio Vision

HC Audio Vision

Da-Tex (Rear)

Dual Vision

45˝ x 80˝

(#89998) 3,089.95

(#91490) 3,314.50

(#83557) 3,159.95

(#91314) 3,159.95

(#84958) 3,119.95

(#84959) 3,119.95

52˝ x 92˝

(#89999) 3,206.50

(#91491) 3,429.95

(#83558) 3,287.95

(#91315) 3,287.95

(#84960) 3,259.95

(#80528) 3,259.95

54˝ x 96˝

(#94244) 3,294.50

(#94245) 3,408.95

(#94246) 3,374.95

(#94247) 3,374.95

(#94248) 3,348.50

(#94249) 3,348.50

58˝ x 104˝

(#90200) 3,498.95

(#91492) 3,718.95

(#83559) 3,563.95

(#91316) 3,563.95

(#84961) 3,492.50

(#80529) 3,492.50

65˝ x 116˝

(#90201) 3,789.95

(#91493) 4,009.95

(#83560) 3,919.95

(#91317) 3,919.95

(#84962) 3,773.95

(#80530) 3,773.95

78˝ x 139˝

(#90202) 4,097.50

(#93064) 4,319.95

(#93062) 4,144.95

(#93063) 4,144.95

(#84963) 4,114.95

(#80531) 4,114.95
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TENSIONED DIRECTOR ELECTROL
SQUARE FORMAT SIZES
Screen Size (H x W)

Shipping Weight

Da-Mat

HC Da-Mat

Pearlescent

50˝ x 50˝

93 lbs.

(#81069) 2,479.95

(#87885) 2,479.95

(#81077) 2,479.95

60˝ x 60˝

104 lbs.

(#81070) 2,646.50

(#87886) 2,646.50

(#81078) 2,646.50

70˝ x 70˝

116 lbs.

(#81071) 2,758.95

(#87887) 2,758.95

(#81079) 2,758.95

84˝ x 84˝

125 lbs.

(#81072) 3,056.95

(#87888) 3,056.95

(#81080) 3,056.95

6´ x 8´

140 lbs.

(#81073) 3,194.95

(#87889) 3,194.95

(#81081) 3,194.95

8´ x 8´

148 lbs.

(#81074) 3,286.95

(#87890) 3,286.95

(#81082) 3,286.95

7´ x 9´

155 lbs.

(#81075) 3,366.95

(#87891) 3,366.95

(#81083) 3,366.95

9´ x 9´

159 lbs.

(#81076) 3,509.95

(#87892) 3,509.95

(#81084) 3,509.95

8´ x 10´

165 lbs.

(#83350) 3,644.50

(#87893) 3,644.50

(#83351) 3,644.50

10´ x 10´

168 lbs.

(#83353) 3,787.50

(#87894) 3,787.50

(#83354) 3,787.50

9´ x 12´

189 lbs.

(#83356) 3,994.95

(#87895) 3,994.95

(#83357) 3,994.95

Screen Size (H x W)

Cinema Vision

HC Cinema Vision

Da-Tex (Rear)

Dual Vision

50˝ x 50˝

(#81085) 2,663.95

(#89980) 2,663.95

(#84936) 2,696.95

(#84937) 2,696.95

60˝ x 60˝

(#81086) 2,789.95

(#89981) 2,789.95

(#84938) 2,876.50

(#84939) 2,876.50

70˝ x 70˝

(#81087) 2,944.50

(#89982) 2,944.50

(#84940) 2,997.50

(#84941) 2,997.50

84˝ x 84˝

(#81088) 3,207.50

(#89983) 3,207.50

(#84942) 3,253.95

(#84943) 3,253.95

6´ x 8´

(#81089) 3,367.95

(#89984) 3,367.95

(#84944) 3,397.95

(#84945) 3,397.95

8´ x 8´

(#81090) 3,439.95

(#89985) 3,439.95

(#84946) 3,433.95

(#84947) 3,433.95

7´ x 9´

(#81091) 3,521.95

(#89986) 3,521.95

(#84948) 3,514.95

(#84949) 3,514.95

9´ x 9´

(#81092) 3,659.95

(#89987) 3,659.95

(#84950) 3,654.95

(#84951) 3,654.95

8´ x 10´

(#83352) 3,789.95

(#89988) 3,789.95

(#84952) 3,773.95

(#84953) 3,773.95

10´ x 10´

(#83355) 3,943.50

(#89989) 3,943.50

(#84954) 3,914.95

(#84955) 3,914.95

9´ x 12´

(#83358) 4,143.50

(#89990) 4,143.50

(#84956) 4,114.95

(#84957) 4,114.95

Presentation Tips:
To get the most accurate, gorgeous color from your projector, here are a few pointers to remember. The main factor
that will affect the appearance of your image and the accuracy and depth of color onscreen is the room in which you’re
presenting. A bright room will make even the best projector’s output look dull and washed out. If you can, close the
window blinds and turn off or dim the lights for the portions of your presentation that demand sharp images with
realistic color.
Use a matte-white neutral screen – rated with a gain of 1.0 – for the best color reproduction possible. Some projection
screens have negative or positive gain ratings (1.2 gain, for example) that increase the contrast or perceived brightness
of an image—but they can throw off an entire color scale.
Most projectors feature varying amounts of image control. They will let you adjust different image attributes such as
color saturation, gamma, color temperature, contrast, brightness and white point. Learn to use the controls—because
this is the quickest way to fine-tune an image.
Don't make color adjustments until a projector has warmed up for at least 20 minutes. This allows the lamp to reach its
full operating temperature. Readjust with use. Periodic recalibration of color output may be needed to correct for the
aging of a projector’s lamp and optical system components.
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BOARDROOM ELECTROL
Concealed-in-the-Ceiling
Electric Screen
Designed specifically for ceiling recessed installation in any conference or
boardroom. Patented in-the-roller motor mounting system for quiet
operation. Fully automatic ceiling closure conceals screen when not in use.
◆ Case is finished with a primer coat, ready

◆

Section of the bottom of the case is a door
equipped with hinges so that it opens and
closes automatically with lowering and
raising of the picture surface. When the
picture surface is lowered, the door opens
by gravity.

◆

Optional external SCB-100 RS-232 Serial
Control board, video interface control and
single-motor low-voltage control system.

to accept final finish by others.
◆ Matte White fabric up to 10’ high will be

seamless.
◆ Glass Beaded and Video Spectra 1.5 up to

8’ high will be seamless.
◆ High Power fabric is available in sizes up to

9 x 12’; and up to 6’ high is seamless.

SQUARE FORMAT SIZES
Matte White
Glass Beaded

Screen Size (H x W)

Shipping Weight

Video Spectra 1.5

High Power

50˝ x 50˝

64 lbs.

(#40715) 1,103.50

(#40714) 1,149.95

(#73574) 1,149.95

(#83240) 1,259.95

60˝ x 60˝

73 lbs.

(#40720) 1,129.95

(#40719) 1,165.95

(#73575) 1,165.95

(#83241) 1,275.95

70˝ x 70˝

83 lbs.

(#40723) 1,143.95

(#40722) 1,177.95

(#73576) 1,177.95

(#83242) 1,287.95

84˝ x 84˝

95 lbs.

(#40728) 1,166.95

(#40727) 1,218.95

(#74699) 1,218.95

(#83243) 1,328.95

6´ x 8´

101 lbs.

(#40735) 1,188.95

(#40734) 1,231.95

(#74700) 1,231.95

(#83244) 1,341.95

8´ x 8´

105 lbs.

(#40738) 1,199.95

(#40737) 1,259.95

(#74701) 1,259.95

(#83245) 1,369.95

7´ x 9´

112 lbs.

(#40741) 1,226.50

(#40740) 1,304.50

(#74702) 1,304.50

(#83246) 1,414.50

9´ x 9´

119 lbs.

(#40744) 1,259.95

(#40743) 1,332.95

––

(#83247) 1,442.95

8´ x 10´

130 lbs.

(#40747) 1,283.50

(#40746) 1,353.95

(#74704) 1,353.95

(#83248) 1,463.95

10´ x 10´

134 lbs.

(#40750) 1,306.95

(#40749) 1,387.95

––

(#83249) 1,497.95

9´ x 12´

137 lbs.

(#40753) 1,349.95

(#40752) 1,433.50

––

(#83250) 1,543.50

12´ x 12´

159 lbs.

(#40758) 1,429.95

(#40757) 1,469.95

––

—

VIDEO FORMAT SIZES
Viewing Area

Nominal Diagonal

Shipping Weight

Matte White

Glass Beaded

Video Spectra 1.5

High Power

43˝ x 57˝

72”

72 lbs.

(#74668) 1,139.95

(#74667) 1,177.95

(#74669) 1,177.95

(#83251) 1,287.95

57˝ x 77˝

96˝

86 lbs.

(#74674) 1,159.95

(#74673) 1,199.95

(#74675) 1,199.95

(#83253) 1,309.95

50˝ x 67˝

84˝

79 lbs.

(#74671) 1,149.95

(#74670) 1,188.95

(#74672) 1,188.95

(#83252) 1,298.95

60˝ x 80˝

100˝

91 lbs.

(#40725) 1,174.95

(#40724) 1,214.50

(#73647) 1,214.50

(#83254) 1,324.50

69˝ x 92˝

120˝

106 lbs.

(#74677) 1,204.95

(#74676) 1,248.50

(#74678) 1,248.50

(#83255) 1,358.50

87˝ x 116˝

150˝

129 lbs.

(#76734) 1,249.50

(#76735) 1,303.50

(#86919) 1,303.50

(#83256) 1,413.50

105˝ x 140˝

180˝

137 lbs.

(#76736) 1,303.50

(#76737) 1,348.50

—

(#83257) 1,458.50

120˝ x 160˝

200˝

154 lbs.

(#83258) 1,342.95

(#83259) 1,386.95

—

—

Viewing Area

Nominal Diagonal

Shipping Weight

Matte White

Glass Beaded

Video Spectra 1.5

High Power

45˝ x 80˝

92˝

91 lbs.

(#83441) 1,209.95

(#83442) 1,209.95

(#83443) 1,209.95

(#83451) 1,319.95

52˝ x 92˝

106˝

100 lbs.

(#79076) 1,244.95

(#79072) 1,244.95

(#79080) 1,244.95

(#83302) 1,354.95

54˝ x 96˝

110˝

105 lbs.

(#94290) 1,259.50

(#94291) 1,259.50

(#94292) 1,259.50

(#94293) 1,369.50

58˝ x 104˝

119˝

115 lbs.

(#79077) 1,275.95

(#79073) 1,275.95

(#79081) 1,275.95

(#83303) 1,385.95

65˝ x 116˝

133˝

119 lbs.

(#79078) 1,304.95

(#79074) 1,304.95

(#79082) 1,304.95

(#83304) 1,414.95

78˝ x 139˝

159˝

149 lbs.

(#79079) 1,349.95

(#79075) 1,349.95

(#79083) 1,349.95

(#83305) 1,459.95

HDTV FORMAT SIZES
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EXECUTIVE ELECTROL
Heavy-Duty Recessed Ceiling
Electric Screen
Great for high usage applications, the Executive Electrol is an in-the-ceiling
screen with automatically operated door to conceal screen when not in use.
Doors may be finished to match all types of ceilings.
◆ Doors can be finished by the contractor

◆ High Power fabric up to 6‘ high will be

to match the ceiling for a professional
look.

seamless.
◆ A black case is standard. An optional

◆ Matte White fabric up to 16’ high will be

white case is available.

seamless.

◆ Executive Electrol is standard with

◆ Glass Beaded fabric up 8’ high will be

brushed aluminum doors. Optional
white doors are available.

seamless.

SQUARE FORMAT SIZES
Screen Size (H x W)

Shipping Weight

Matte White

Glass Beaded

High Power

50˝ x 50˝

144 lbs.

(#40671) 1,488.50

(#40670) 1,488.50

(#83271) 1599.95

60˝ x 60˝

154 lbs.

(#40674) 1,504.95

(#40673) 1,504.95

(#83272) 1617.95

70˝ x 70˝

164 lbs.

(#40677) 1,524.50

(#40676) 1,524.50

(#83273) 1636.95

84˝ x 84˝

184 lbs.

(#40680) 1,583.95

(#40679) 1,583.95

(#83274) 1695.95

6´ x 8´

209 lbs.

(#40683) 1,605.95

(#40682) 1,605.95

(#83275) 1717.95

8´ x 8´

211 lbs.

(#40686) 1,661.95

(#40685) 1,661.95

(#83276) 1774.50

7´ x 9´

234 lbs.

(#40689) 1,709.95

(#40688) 1,709.95

(#83277) 1823.95

9´ x 9´

237 lbs.

(#40692) 1,743.50

(#40691) 1,743.50

(#83278) 1854.95

8´ x 10´

260 lbs.

(#40695) 1,784.95

(#40694) 1,784.95

(#83279) 1897.50

10´ x 10´

263 lbs.

(#40698) 1,824.95

(#40697) 1,824.95

(#83280) 1936.95

9´ x 12´

311 lbs.

(#40701) 1,844.50

(#40700) 1,844.50

(#83281) 1956.95

12´ x 12´

316 lbs.

(#40704) 2,007.50

(#40703) 2,007.50

––

10´ 6˝ x 14´

403 lbs.

(#76321) 2,144.95

(#76320) 2,144.95

––

14´ x 14´

410 lbs.

(#76323) 2,228.50

(#76322) 2,228.50

––

12´ x 16´

459 lbs.

(#76326) 2,414.50

(#76284) 2,414.50

––

16´ x 16´

469 lbs.

(#76328) 2,462.95

(#76327) 2,462.95

––

Keeping Your Audience Awake During a Video
Videos are a great way to add visual pizzazz to presentations. However, videos can backfire on you if they put your audience to sleep. Here are some
easy tips on how to hold an audience’s attention during a video.

❧ Before you show the video, tell your audience what the video is about, what to look for, and what questions you will discuss when it is over.
Setting expectations for an audience helps to keep them tuned in while they watch.

❧ Take a break before showing the video. Your audience will be more refreshed and ready to actively view the video when they come back. Be careful
though — sometimes people perceive a video as “optional”. If you let an audience know you will use the information in the video later in the
presentation, they will be sure to watch it.

❧ Tell your audience that the most important part of the video is the very last line (if it is in any way true). When you offer this information, your
audience will pay close attention to the whole video in an effort to absorb “why” the conclusion is the most important part.
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TENSIONED EXECUTIVE ELECTROL
Heavy-Duty Ceiling Recessed
Tensioned Electric Screen
Same great features as the Executive Electrol (previous page) except
the screen is tensioned for an extra flat surface for optimum image
quality when using video or data graphics. Tab guide cable system
maintains even lateral tension to hold surface flat while custom slat
bar with added weight maintains vertical tension.
◆ All fabrics listed below will be seamless.

◆ Doors may be finished to match ceiling.

◆ Install in the ceiling with closure doors

◆ Tab guide cable system holds screen

to conceal screen between uses.

surface flat.

VIDEO FORMAT SIZES
Viewing Area

Nominal Diagonal

Shipping Weight

Da-Mat

HC Da-Mat

Pearlescent

Cinema Vision

43˝ x 57˝ (H x W)

72˝

156 lbs.

(#76329) 2,423.50

(#87919) 2,423.50

(#76330) 2,547.50

(#78196) 2,639.95

50˝ x 67˝ (H x W)

84˝

183 lbs.

(#76331) 2,654.95

(#87920) 2,654.95

(#76332) 2,777.50

(#78197) 2,869.95

60˝ x 80˝ (H x W)

100˝

211 lbs.

(#76333) 2,669.50

(#87921) 2,669.50

(#76334) 2,789.95

(#78198) 2,881.95

69˝ x 92˝ (H x W)

120˝

244 lbs.

(#76335) 2,746.50

(#87922) 2,746.50

(#76336) 2,868.95

(#78199) 2,959.95

87˝ x 116˝ (H x W)

150˝

279 lbs.

(#76332) 2,777.50

(#87923) 2,777.50

(#76733) 3,199.95

(#78200) 3,292.50

108˝ x 144˝ (H x W)

180˝

323 lbs.

(#82415) 3,482.50

(#87924) 3,482.50

(#82416) 3,531.95

(#82417) 3,622.50

120˝ x 160˝ (H x W)

200˝

353 lbs.

(#82418) 3,598.95

(#87925) 3,598.95

(#82419) 3,648.50

(#82420) 3,738.95

Viewing Area

HC Cinema Vision

HC Cinema Perf

Audio Vision

HC Audio Vision

Da-Tex (Rear)

Dual Vision

43˝ x 57˝ (H x W)

(#90214) 2,639.95

(#91494) 2869.95

(#83545) 2,624.95

(#91318) 2,624.95

(#84872) 2,612.50

(#80514) 2,612.50

50˝ x 67˝ (H x W)

(#90215) 2,869.95

(#91495) 3098.50

(#83546) 2,857.95

(#91319) 2,857.95

(#84873) 2,839.95

(#80515) 2,839.95

60˝ x 80˝ (H x W)

(#90216) 2,881.95

(#91496) 3109.95

(#83547) 2,869.95

(#91320) 2,869.95

(#84874) 2,853.50

(#80516) 2,853.50

69˝ x 92˝ (H x W)

(#90217) 2,959.95

(#91497) 3189.95

(#83548) 2,948.95

(#91321) 2,948.95

(#84875) 2,929.95

(#80517) 2,929.95

87˝ x 116˝ (H x W)

(#90218) 3,292.50

(#93067) 3519.95

(#93065) 3,379.95

(#93066) 3,379.95

(#84876) 3,262.50

(#80518) 3,262.50

108˝ x 144˝ (H x W)

(#90219) 3,622.50

––

––

––

(#84877) 3,559.50

(#84878) 3,559.50

120˝ x 160˝ (H x W)

(#90220) 3,738.95

––

––

––

(#84879) 3,677.50

(#84880) 3,677.50

Viewing Area

Nominal Diagonal

Shipping Weight

Da-Mat

HC Da-Mat

Pearlescent

Cinema Vision

45˝ x 80˝

92˝

211 lbs.

(#83427) 2,669.95

(#87926) 2,669.95

(#83428) 2,676.50

(#83429) 2,883.95

52˝ x 92˝

106˝

244 lbs.

(#79048) 2,743.50

(#87927) 2,743.50

(#79052) 2,864.95

(#79056) 2,957.95

54˝ x 96˝

110˝

250 lbs.

(#94250) 2,788.50

(#94251) 2,788.50

(#94252) 2,909.95

(#94253) 3,002.95

HDTV FORMAT SIZES

58˝ x 104˝

119˝

261 lbs.

(#79049) 2947.95

(#87928) 2947.95

(#79053) 3,029.95

(#79057) 3,123.95

65˝ x 116˝

133˝

279 lbs.

(#79050) 3,164.50

(#87929) 3,164.50

(#79054) 3,202.95

(#79058) 3,294.50

78˝ x 139˝

159˝

300 lbs.

(#79051) 3,484.95

(#87930) 3,484.95

(#79055) 3,534.50

(#79059) 3,624.50

Viewing Area

HC Cinema Vision

HC Cinema Perf

Audio Vision

HC Audio Vision

Da-Tex (Rear)

Dual Vision

45˝ x 80˝

(#90221) 2,883.95

(#91498) 3,113.95

(#83549) 2,871.95

(#91322) 2,871.95

(#84903) 2,856.50

(#84904) 2,856.50

52˝ x 92˝

(#90222) 2,957.95

(#91499) 3,186.50

(#83550) 2,943.50

(#91323) 2,943.50

(#84905) 2,926.95

(#80519) 2,926.95

54˝ x 96˝

(#94254) 3,002.95

(#94255) 3,229.95

(#94256) 3,017.50

(#94257) 3,017.50

(#94258) 2,971.95

(#94259) 2,971.95

58˝ x 104˝

(#90223) 3,123.95

(#91500) 3,352.95

(#83551) 3,147.95

(#91324) 3,147.95

(#84906) 3,096.50

(#80520) 3,096.50

65˝ x 116˝

(#90224) 3,294.50

(#91501) 3,523.50

(#83552) 3,355.95

(#91325) 3,355.95

(#84907) 3,264.95

(#80521) 3,264.95

78˝ x 139˝

(#90225) 3,624.50

(#93070) 3,853.50

(#93068) 3,713.50

(#93069) 3,713.50

(#84908) 3,562.95

(#80522) 3,562.95
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TENSIONED EXECUTIVE ELECTROL
SQUARE FORMAT SIZES
Screen Size (H x W)

Shipping Weight

Da-Mat

HC Da-Mat

Pearlescent

50˝ x 50˝

140 lbs.

(#81045) 2,465.95

(#87908) 2,465.95

(#81053) 2,589.50

60˝ x 60˝

155 lbs.

(#81046) 2,579.95

(#87909) 2,579.95

(#81054) 2,699.95

70˝ x 70˝

183 lbs.

(#81047) 2,657.50

(#87910) 2,657.50

(#81055) 2,779.95

84˝ x 84˝

211 lbs.

(#81048) 2,698.50

(#87911) 2,698.50

(#81056) 2,819.95

6´ x 8´

244 lbs.

(#81049) 2,738.95

(#87912) 2,738.95

(#81057) 2,858.95

8´ x 8´

244 lbs.

(#81050) 2,833.50

(#87913) 2,833.50

(#81058) 2,954.50

7´ x 9´

267 lbs.

(#81051) 2,949.95

(#87914) 2,949.95

(#81059) 3,072.50

9´ x 9´

267 lbs.

(#81052) 3,172.50

(#87915) 3,172.50

(#81060) 3,219.95

8´ x 10´

279 lbs.

(#83359) 3,259.50

(#87916) 3,259.50

(#83360) 3,307.50

10´ x 10´

279 lbs.

(#83362) 3,374.95

(#87917) 3,374.95

(#83363) 3,424.50
(#83366) 3,531.95

9´ x 12´

323 lbs.

(#83365) 3,482.50

(#87918) 3,482.50

Screen Size (H x W)

Cinema Vision

HC Cinema Vision

Da-Tex (Rear)

Dual Vision

50˝ x 50˝

(#81061) 2,682.95

(#90203) 2,682.95

(#84881) 2,652.95

(#84882) 2,652.95

60˝ x 60˝

(#81062) 2,794.95

(#90204) 2,794.95

(#84883) 2,764.50

(#84884) 2,764.50

70˝ x 70˝

(#81063) 2,871.95

(#90205) 2,871.95

(#84885) 2,843.50

(#84886) 2,843.50

84˝ x 84˝

(#81064) 2,912.95

(#90206) 2,912.95

(#84887) 2,871.95

(#84888) 2,871.95

6´ x 8´

(#81065) 2,953.50

(#90207) 2,953.50

(#84889) 2,899.95

(#84890) 2,899.95

8´ x 8´

(#81066) 3,043.50

(#90208) 3,043.50

(#84891) 3,018.50

(#84892) 3,018.50

7´ x 9´

(#81067) 3162.50

(#90209) 3162.50

(#84893) 3,134.95

(#84894) 3,134.95

9´ x 9´

(#81068) 3,311.95

(#90210) 3,311.95

(#84895) 3,283.50

(#84896) 3,283.50

8´ x 10´

(#83361) 3,397.95

(#90211) 3,397.95

(#84897) 3,369.50

(#84898) 3,369.50

10´ x 10´

(#83364) 3,514.50

(#90212) 3,514.50

(#84899) 3,484.95

(#84900) 3,484.95

9´ x 12´

(#83367) 3,622.50

(#90213) 3,622.50

(#84901) 3,559.50

(#84902) 3,559.50

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES FOR TENSIONED EXECUTIVE ELECTROL
Video Projector Interface Control
DC controls allow the screen to be raised or
lowered automatically when a projector with a
12-volt (DAIVP12) or 5-volt (DAIVP5) lead is turned
on or off..................................................................93.50
SCB-100 Serial Control Board (92718)
Allows for control over a screen using RS-232C
communication and/or relay closures.........CALL

Infrared Wireless Remote for
Low-Voltage Control System (DARCIR3B)
3-button control infrared transmitter with
receiver. Single-touch remote with separate
“up“, “down“, or “stop“ commands operates up
to 50’ away. 2 AAA batteries included ........68.50

NET-100 Ethernet-Serial Adapter (92723)
Allows any SCB-100-enabled screen to be
controlled over a LAN or WAN network ......CALL

Radio Frequency Wireless Remote for
Low-Voltage Control System (DACPR)
3-button control radio frequency transmitter
with receiver. Single-touch control operates up
to 75’ away. 9v battery included ....................CALL

Low-Voltage Control System (DACSS)
A three-button system with separate up, down
or stop commands that can control all Da-Lite
single-motor electric screens. It includes a
control module and a 3-button wall switch
with a box and cover plate...........................173.95

Single Motor Low Voltage Control System
with Infrared Wireless Remote (DARCSI)
Consists of the Single Motor Low-Voltage
Control System, a 3-button infrared transmitter
and an infrared sensor. The infrared sensor
plugs right into the LVC unit .......................242.50

Single Motor Low Voltage Control System
with Wireless Remote (DARCSR)
Consists of the Single Motor Low-Voltage
Control System, a 3-button radio frequency
transmitter and a receiver ............................344.95
Key-Locking Coverplate (DACPKS)
A hinged cover plate that
opens with a key to allow
access to a 110 volt switch or
Low Voltage Control 3-button
wall switch. Brushed stainless
steel finish .........................57.50
Key-Operated Switch (DAKS)
A flush-mounted wall control
switch that is key-activated for
security. Use with 115v systems
only. White cover plate. .....65.95

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821
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HORIZON ELECTROL
View Multiple Image Formats on One Screen
The Horizon Electrol is the first screen available allowing
four-position masking with the touch of a button. Dry contacts
are provided on the electronic controller so you can adjust the
screen to the factory presets from a properly equipped projector
or master control.
Careful engineering ensures the masking remains flush against the
surface of the screen, preventing distracting shadows around the
image. Patented in-the-roller motor mounting system allows for
quiet operation. Equipped with a six-button wall switch, you can
automatically open and close the screen, halt operation and
position the screen into any of the four aspect ratios.
◆ Matte White fabric in all sizes, High

◆

Contrast Matte White and Video
Spectra 1.5 fabrics up to 8’ in height and
High Power fabric in sizes up to and
including 6’ in height will be seamless.

Optional accessories include a single
motor LVC (low voltage control)
system, a 5v or 10v video projector
interface and an external SCB-100
RS-232 serial control board.

HORIZON ELECTROL 1.33:1 (NTSC) NATIVE ASPECT RATIO
Viewing Area (H x W)
NTSC
(1.33)

HDTV
(1.78)

Letter Box
(1.85)

Cinemascope
(2.35)

43˝ x 57˝

32˝ x 57˝

31˝ x 57˝

24˝ x 57˝

50˝ x 67˝

38˝ x 67˝

36˝ x 67˝

29˝ x 67˝

60˝ x 80˝

45˝ x 80˝

43˝ x 80˝

34˝ x 80˝

Screen Surface

Shipping
Weight

Matte
White

High Contrast
Matte White

Video
Spectra 1.5

High
Power

85 lbs.

(#83321) 3,147.95

(#92934) 3,147.95

(#83368) 3,147.95

(#83372) 3,257.95

98 lbs.

(#83322) 3,164.50

(#92935) 3,164.50

(#83369) 3,164.50

(#83373) 3274.50

117 lbs.

(#83323) 3,176.95

(#92936) 3,176.95

(#83370) 3,176.95

(#83374) 3,286.95

69˝ x 92˝

52˝ x 92˝

50˝ x 92˝

39˝ x 92˝

133 lbs.

(#83324) 3,186.50

(#92937) 3,186.50

(#83371) 3,186.50

(#83375) 3,296.50

87˝ x 116˝

65˝ x 116˝

63˝ x 116˝

50˝ x 116˝

172 lbs.

(#86910) 3,523.50

(#92938) 3,523.50

(#86911) 3,523.50

(#86912) 3,633.50

105˝ x 140˝

79˝ x 140˝

76˝ x 140˝

60˝ x 140˝

193 lbs.

(#86913) 3,747.50

—

—

(#86915) 3,857.50

HORIZON ELECTROL 1.78:1 (HDTV) NATIVE ASPECT RATIO
Viewing Area (H x W)
HDTV
(1.78)

Letter Box
(1.85)

Cinemascope
(2.35)

32˝ x 57˝

31˝ x 57˝

24˝ x 57˝

38˝ x 67˝

36˝ x 67˝

29˝ x 67˝

45˝ x 80˝

43˝ x 80˝

Screen Surface

Shipping
Weight

Matte
White

High Contrast
Matte White

Video
Spectra 1.5

High
Power

85 lbs.

(#96208) 3,147.95

(#96209) 3,147.95

(#96210) 3,147.95

(#96211) 3257.95

98 lbs.

(#96212) 3,164.50

(#96213) 3,164.50

(#96214) 3,164.50

(#96215) 3274.50

34˝ x 80˝

117 lbs.

(#96216) 3,176.95

(#96217) 3,176.95

(#96218) 3,176.95

(#96219) 3286.95

52˝ x 92˝

50˝ x 92˝

39˝ x 92˝

133 lbs.

(#96220) 3,186.50

(#96221) 3,186.50

(#96222) 3,186.50

(#96223) 3296.50

65˝ x 116˝

63˝ x 116˝

50˝ x 116˝

172 lbs.

(#96224) 3,523.50

(#96225) 3,523.50

(#96226) 3,523.50

(#96227) 3633.50

79˝ x 140˝

76˝ x 140˝

60˝ x 140˝

193 lbs.

(#96228) 3,747.50

—

—

(#96229) 3857.50

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES FOR HORIZON ELECTROL
Infrared Wireless Remote Control (DAWLRIH)
For the Horizon Electrol and Tensioned Horizon Electrol ..521.95
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TENSIONED HORIZON ELECTROL
View Multiple Image Formats
on One Tensioned Screen
Same features as the Horizon Electrol (previous page) except this
screen is tensioned for an extra flat surface for optimum image
quality when using video or data projection. Tab guide cable
system maintains even lateral tension to hold surface flat
while custom slat bar with added weight maintains vertical tension.
Unique “step-back” masking design eliminates shadows.
◆ Patented in-the-roller motor mounting system allows for quiet operation.
◆ All fabrics will be seamless.

◆ Equipped with a six-button wall switch.

DA-MAT, HIGH CONTRAST DA-MAT AND PEARLESCENT SCREEN SURFACE
Viewing Area (H x W)

Screen Surface

Shipping
Weight

Da-Mat

High Contrast
Da-Mat

Pearlescent

24˝ x 57˝

87 lbs.

(#83325) 4,054.95

(#89041) 4,054.95

(#83326) 4,134.95

29˝ x 67˝

101 lbs.

(#83328) 4,137.95

(#87932) 4,137.95

(#83329) 4,258.95

34˝ x 80˝

121 lbs.

(#83331) 4,229.95

(#87933) 4,229.95

(#83332) 4,599.95

50˝ x 92˝

39˝ x 92˝

138 lbs.

(#83334) 4,708.95

(#87934) 4,708.95

(#83335) 4,799.95

65˝ x 116˝

63˝ x 116˝

50˝ x 116˝

177 lbs.

(#86916) 5,049.95

(#87935) 5,049.95

(#86917) 5,142.50

81˝ x 144˝

78˝ x 144˝

61˝ x 144˝

198 lbs.

(#86922) 5,163.50

(#87936) 5,163.50

(#86923) 5,254.50

NTSC
(1.33)

HDTV
(1.78)

Letter Box
(1.85)

43˝ x 57˝

32˝ x 57˝

31˝ x 57˝

50˝ x 67˝

38˝ x 67˝

36˝ x 67˝

60˝ x 80˝

45˝ x 80˝

43˝ x 80˝

69˝ x 92˝

52˝ x 92˝

87˝ x 116˝
108˝ x 144˝

Cinemascope
(2.35)

CINEMA VISION, HIGH CONTRAST CINEMA VISION AND HIGH CONTRAST PERF SCREEN SURFACE
Viewing Area (H x W)
NTSC
(1.33)

HDTV
(1.78)

Letter Box
(1.85)

Cinemascope
(2.35)

43˝ x 57˝

32˝ x 57˝

31˝ x 57˝

24˝ x 57˝

50˝ x 67˝

38˝ x 67˝

36˝ x 67˝

29˝ x 67˝

60˝ x 80˝

45˝ x 80˝

43˝ x 80˝

34˝ x 80˝

69˝ x 92˝

52˝ x 92˝

50˝ x 92˝

39˝ x 92˝

87˝ x 116˝

65˝ x 116˝

63˝ x 116˝

50˝ x 116˝

108˝ x 144˝

81˝ x 144˝

78˝ x 144˝

61˝ x 144˝

Shipping
Weight

Screen Surface
Cinema
Vision

High Contrast
Da-Mat

High Contrast
Cinema Perf

87 lbs.

(#83327) 4,214.95

(#90226) 4,214.95

(#91502) 4,439.50

101 lbs.

(#83330) 4,349.95

(#90227) 4,349.95

(#91503) 4,574.95

121 lbs.

(#83333) 4,689.95

(#90228) 4,689.95

(#91504) 4,914.95

138 lbs.

(#83336) 4,918.95

(#90229) 4,918.95

(#91505) 5,143.50

177 lbs.

(#86918) 5,259.95

(#90230) 5,259.95

(#93073) 5,484.95

198 lbs.

(#86924) 5,373.50

(#90231) 5,373.50

—

AUDIO VISION, HIGH CONTRAST AUDIO VISION, DA-TEX AND DUAL VISION SCREEN SURFACE
Viewing Area (H x W)
NTSC
(1.33)

HDTV
(1.78)

Letter Box
(1.85)

Cinemascope
(2.35)

43˝ x 57˝

32˝ x 57˝

31˝ x 57˝

24˝ x 57˝

50˝ x 67˝

38˝ x 67˝

36˝ x 67˝

29˝ x 67˝

60˝ x 80˝

45˝ x 80˝

43˝ x 80˝

34˝ x 80˝

69˝ x 92˝

52˝ x 92˝

50˝ x 92˝

87˝ x 116˝

65˝ x 116˝

108˝ x 144˝

81˝ x 144˝

Shipping
Weight

Screen Surface
Audio
Vision

High Contrast
Audio Vision

Da-Tex
(Rear)

Dual
Vision

87 lbs.

(#83568) 4,253.50

(#91326) 4,253.50

(#84919) 4,187.50

(#84920) 4,187.50

101 lbs.

(#83569) 4,334.95

(#91327) 4,334.95

(#84921) 4,319.95

(#84922) 4,319.95

121 lbs.

(#83570) 4,426.50

(#91328) 4,426.50

(#84923) 4,662.95

(#84924) 4,662.95

39˝ x 92˝

138 lbs.

(#83571) 4,905.95

(#91329) 4,905.95

(#84925) 4,889.95

(#84926) 4,889.95

63˝ x 116˝

50˝ x 116˝

177 lbs.

(#93071) 5,274.95

(#93072) 5,274.95

(#86920) 5,232.50

(#86921) 5,232.50

78˝ x 144˝

61˝ x 144˝

198 lbs.

—

—

(#86926) 5,344.95

(#86927) 5,344.95
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DUAL MASKING ELECTROL
View from Letterbox to NTSC Format or from
HDTV to NTSC Format
Ideal for home theaters or where a variety of image formats are
projected. View from ”Letterbox” to ”NTSC” format or from ”HDTV”
to ”NTSC” format with
concealed-in-the-ceiling screen.
Second motor lowers and raises
black masks into position to
convert screen to different format.
Patented in-the-roller motor
mounting system for quiet
operation. Unique “step-back”
Black masks are raised and lowered
to change image format.
masking design eliminates shadows.

◆ All fabrics listed below will be seamless.
◆ 12” extra drop above the viewing area

LETTER BOX FORMAT TO NTSC VIDEO FORMAT (1.85 - 1.33)
Viewing Area (H x W)
Letter Box Format
(1.85)

NTSC Video Format
(1.33) by Masking

Shipping
Weight

Screen Surface
Matte
White

High Contrast
Matte White

50˝ x 92.5˝

50˝ x 67˝

122 lbs.

(#77655) 1,899.95

(#92939) 1,899.95

60˝ x 111˝

60˝ x 80˝

145 lbs.

(#77656) 1,925.95

(#92940) 1,925.95

69˝ x 128˝

69˝ x 92˝

162 lbs.

(#77657) 1,935.95

(#92941) 1,935.95

87˝ x 161˝

87˝ x 116˝

186 lbs.

(#77658) 1,981.95

(#92942) 1,981.95

HDTV FORMAT TO NTSC VIDEO FORMAT (1.78 - 1.33)
Viewing Area (H x W)
HDTV Format
(1.78)

NTSC Video Format
(1.33) by Masking

45˝ x 80˝

45˝ x 60˝

50˝ x 89˝

50˝ x 67˝

54˝ x 96˝
60˝ x 107˝

Shipping
Weight

Screen Surface
Matte
White

High Contrast
Matte White

100 lbs.

(#83430) 1,878.95

(#92943) 1,878.95

110 lbs.

(#77659) 1,899.95

(#92944) 1,899.95

54˝ x 72˝

120 lbs.

(#94307) 1,909.50

(#94308) 1,909.50

60˝ x 80˝

132 lbs.

(#77660) 1,925.95

(#92945) 1,925.95

69˝ x 123˝

69˝ x 92˝

148 lbs.

(#77661) 1,935.95

(#92946) 1,935.95

87˝ x 155˝

87˝ x 116˝

170 lbs.

(#77662) 1,981.95

(#92947) 1,981.95

Presentation Tips
If you can control the seating, remember that sunlight streaming directly on your laptop’s screen will ‘wash it out’, making
it less visible. Many notebook speakers aren’t powerful enough to fill the room. For multimedia presentations, you may
want to bring a set of external speakers. A wireless mouse or even a mouse with a long cord could be useful in a
boardroom setting - you could run a powerpoint presenation from a distance. Backup your presentations to a USB 2.0
flash drive - then wear it around your neck! That is just in case your notebook - which contains the original copy of the
presentation, is lost or stolen.
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TENSIONED DUAL MASKING ELECTROL
View from
Letterbox to NTSC Format or
from HDTV to NTSC Format
Same features as the Dual Masking Screen (previous page) except this
screen is tensioned for an extra flat surface for optimum image
quality when using video or data projection. Tab guide cable system
maintains even lateral tension to hold surface flat while custom slat
bar with added weight maintains vertical tension.
◆ All fabrics listed below will be seamless

LETTER BOX FORMAT TO NTSC VIDEO FORMAT (1.85 - 1.33)
Viewing Area (H x W)
Letter Box Format
(1.85)

NTSC Video Format
(1.33) by Masking

Shipping
Weight

Screen Surface
Da-Mat

High Contrast
Da-Mat

Pearlescent

Cinema
Vision

High Contrast
Cinema Vision

50˝ x 92.5˝

50˝ x 67˝

117 lbs.

(#79918) 2,824.95

(#87937) 2,824.95

(#79920) 2,949.95

(#79919) 3,042.50

(#90232) 3,042.50

60˝ x 111˝

60˝ x 80˝

140 lbs.

(#79921) 3,032.50

(#87938) 3,032.50

(#79923) 3,336.50

(#79922) 3,389.95

(#90233) 3,389.95

69˝ x 128˝

69˝ x 92˝

157 lbs.

(#79924) 3,409.95

(#87939) 3,409.95

(#79926) 3,499.95

(#79925) 3,623.50

(#90234) 3,623.50

87˝ x 161˝

87˝ x 116˝

180 lbs.

(#79927) 3,814.95

(#87940) 3,814.95

(#79929) 3,936.95

(#79928) 4,029.95

(#90235) 4,029.95

Letter Box Format
(1.85)

NTSC Video Format
(1.33) by Masking

Shipping
Weight

High Contrast
Cinema Perf

Audio
Vision

High Contrast
Audio Vision

Da-Tex
(Rear)

Dual
Vision

50˝ x 92.5˝

50˝ x 67˝

117 lbs.

(#91506) 3,269.95

(#83561) 3,028.50

(#91330) 3,028.50

(#84909) 3,014.95

(#80492) 3,014.95

60˝ x 111˝

60˝ x 80˝

140 lbs.

(#91507) 3,619.95

(#83562) 3,235.95

(#91331) 3,235.95

(#84910) 3,362.50

(#80493) 3,362.50

69˝ x 128˝

69˝ x 92˝

157 lbs.

(#91508) 3,851.95

(#83563) 3,609.95

(#91332) 3,609.95

(#84911) 3,594.95

(#80494) 3,594.95

87˝ x 161˝

87˝ x 116˝

180 lbs.

(#93076) 4,258.95

(#93074) 4,044.50

(#93075) 4,044.50

(#84912) 3,999.95

(#80495) 3,999.95

HDTV FORMAT TO NTSC VIDEO FORMAT (1.78 - 1.33)
Viewing Area (H x W)

Shipping
Weight

45˝ x 60˝
50˝ x 67˝

54˝ x 96˝

54˝ x 72˝

60˝ x 107˝
69˝ x 123˝

HDTV Format
(1.78)

NTSC Video Format
(1.33) by Masking

45˝ x 80˝
50˝ x 89˝

Screen Surface
Da-Mat

High Contrast
Da-Mat

Pearlescent

Cinema
Vision

High Contrast
Cinema Vision

117 lbs.

(#83431) 2,713.50

(#87941) 2,713.50

(#83432) 2,819.95

(#83433) 2,904.95

(#90236) 2,904.95

123 lbs.

(#79930) 2,824.95

(#87942) 2,824.95

(#79932) 2,949.95

(#79931) 3,042.50

(#90237) 3,042.50

130 lbs.

(#94260) 2,893.95

(#94261) 2,893.95

(#94262) 3,018.50

(#94263) 3,109.50

(#94264) 3,109.50

60˝ x 80˝

145 lbs.

(#79933) 3,034.95

(#87943) 3,034.95

(#79935) 3,235.95

(#79934) 3,333.95

(#90238) 3,333.95

69˝ x 92˝

163 lbs.

(#79936) 3,409.95

(#87944) 3,409.95

(#79938) 3,499.95

(#79937) 3,623.50

(#90239) 3,623.50

87˝ x 155˝

87˝ x 116˝

186 lbs.

(#79939) 3,814.95

(#87945) 3,814.95

(#79941) 3,936.95

(#79940) 4,029.95

(#90240) 4,029.95

HDTV Format
(1.78)

NTSC Video Format
(1.33) by Masking

Shipping
Weight

High Contrast
Cinema Perf

Audio
Vision

High Contrast
Audio Vision

Da-Tex
(Rear)

Dual
Cinema Vision

45˝ x 80˝

45˝ x 60˝

117 lbs.

(#91509) 3,133.95

(#83564) 2,943.50

(#91333) 2,943.50

(#84913) 2,904.95

(#84914) 2,904.95

50˝ x 89˝

50˝ x 67˝

123 lbs.

(#91510) 3,269.95

(#83565) 3,028.50

(#91334) 3,028.50

(#84915) 3,014.95

(#80496) 3,014.95

54˝ x 96˝

54˝ x 72˝

130 lbs.

(#94265) 3,339.50

(#94266) 3,094.95

(#94267) 3,094.95

(#94268) 3,018.95

(#94269) 3,018.95

60˝ x 107˝

60˝ x 80˝

145 lbs.

(#91511) 3,563.95

(#83566) 3,259.50

(#91335) 3,259.50

(#84916) 3,306.50

(#80497) 3,306.50

69˝ x 123˝

69˝ x 92˝

163 lbs.

(#91512) 3,851.95

(#83567) 3,609.95

(#91336) 3,609.95

(#84917) 3,594.95

(#80498) 3,594.95

87˝ x 155˝

87˝ x 116˝

186 lbs.

(#93079) 4,258.95

(#93077) 4,044.50

(#93078) 4,044.50

(#84918) 3,999.95

(#80499) 3,999.95

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821
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SCENIC ROLLER
Extra-Large Roll-Up Screen
Ideal for large screen applications in stage or auditorium
settings, the Scenic Roller is a manually operated roll-up screen
available in sizes up to 30’ x 30’ (HxW). Easy to use rope and
pulley system with concealed nylon pulleys raises and lowers
screen effortlessly and quietly. Integrated turnbuckle assures
proper fabric hang on wide screens. 110 volt and 220 volt
motorized options are also available in sizes up to 30’ x 30’ (HxW).
◆ Matte White and Glass Beaded fabrics up to and including 8’ high are seamless.

Screen
Size

Shipping
Weight

SQUARE FORMAT SIZES
Overall Length
Overall Length of
of Header
Bottom Roller

Matte
White

Glass
Beaded

10´ 6˝ x 14´

148 lb.

1751⁄2˝

192˝

(#40302) 1,094.95

(#40301) 1,094.95

14´ x 14´

164 lb.

1751⁄2˝

192˝

(#40305) 1,127.50

(#40304) 1,127.50

6´ x 16´

145 lb.

1991⁄2˝

216˝

(#40329) 993.50

(#40328) 993.50

12´ x 16´

161 lb.

1991⁄2˝

216˝

(#40308) 1,109.95

(#40307) 1,109.95

16´ x 16´

215 lb.

1991⁄2˝

216˝

(#40311) 1,224.95

(#40310) 1,224.95

7´ x 18´

160 lb.

2231⁄2˝

240˝

(#40332) 1,047.50

(#40331) 1,047.50

13´ 6˝ x 18´

245 lb.

2231⁄2˝

240˝

(#40314) 1,189.95

(#40313) 1,189.95

18´ x 18´

416 lb.

2231⁄2˝

240˝

(#40317) 1,369.95

(#40316) 1,369.95

15´ x 20´

562 lb.

2471⁄2˝

264˝

(#40320) 1,349.95

(#40319) 1,349.95

20´ x 20´

575 lb.

2471⁄2˝

264˝

(#40323) 1,492.50

(#40322) 1,492.50

18´ x 24´

674 lb.

2951⁄2˝

312˝

(#40380) 1,539.95

(#40379) 1,539.95

24´ x 24´

690 lb.

2951⁄2˝

312˝

(#40377) 1,781.95

(#40376) 1,781.95

21´ x 28´

787 lb.

3431⁄2˝

360˝

(#40368) 1,968.95

(#40367) 1,968.95
(#40364) 2,284.95

28´ x 28´

800 lb.

3431⁄2˝

360˝

(#40365) 2,284.95

22´ 6˝ x 30´

850 lb.

3671⁄2˝

384˝

(#40356) 2,134.95

(#40355) 2,134.95

30´ x 30´

880 lb.

3671⁄2˝

390˝

(#40353) 2,643.50

(#40352) 2,643.50

Screen
Size

Shipping
Weight

Matte
White

Glass
Beaded

MOTORIZED OPTION FORMAT
Overall Length
Overall Length of
of Header
Bottom Roller

10´ 6˝ x 14´

680 lb.

170˝

182˝

(#40302) 1,094.95

(#40301) 1,094.95

14´ x 14´

689 lb.

170˝

182˝

(#40305) 1,127.50

(#40304) 1,127.50

6´ x 16´

725 lb.

194˝

206˝

(#40329) 993.50

(#40328) 993.50

12´ x 16´

741 lb.

194˝

206˝

(#40308) 1,109.95

(#40307) 1,109.95

16´ x 16´

751 lb.

194˝

206˝

(#40311) 1,224.95

(#40310) 1,224.95

7´ x 18´

791 lb.

218˝

230˝

(#40332) 1,047.50

(#40331) 1,047.50

13´ 6˝ x 18´

811 lb.

218˝

230˝

(#40314) 1,189.95

(#40313) 1,189.95

18´ x 18´

824 lb.

218˝

230˝

(#40317) 1369.95

(#40316) 1369.95

15´ x 20´

873 lb.

242˝

254˝

(#40320) 1,349.95

(#40319) 1,349.95

20´ x 20´

880 lb.

242˝

254˝

(#40323) 1,492.50

(#40322) 1,492.50

18´ x 24´

1011 lb.

290˝

302˝

(#40380) 1,539.95

(#40379) 1,539.95

24´ x 24´

1035 lb.

290˝

302˝

(#40377) 1,781.95

(#40376) 1,781.95

21´ x 28´

1154 lb.

338˝

350˝

(#40368) 1,968.95

(#40367) 1,968.95
(#40364) 2,284.95

28´ x 28´

1187 lb.

338˝

350˝

(#40365) 2,284.95

22´ 6˝ x 30´

1220 lb.

362˝

374˝

(#40356) 2,134.95

(#40355) 2,134.95

30´ x 30´

1259 lb.

362˝

374˝

(#40353) 2,643.50

(#40352) 2,643.50
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PROFESSIONAL ELECTROL
Super Large Enclosed Electric Screen
SQUARE FORMAT SIZES
Shipping Weight
Matte White

Screen Size
9´ x 12´ (HxW)

Glass Beaded

245 lbs.

(#87006) 1,507.95

(#87007) 1,507.95

12´ x 12´ (HxW)

251 lbs.

(#81793) 1,544.50

(#81794) 1,544.50

10´ 6˝ x 14´ (HxW)

266 lbs.

(#81621) 1,734.50

(#81636) 1,734.50

14´ x 14´ (HxW)

266 lbs.

(#81622) 1,897.50

(#81637) 1,897.50

12´ x 16´ (HxW)

382 lbs.

(#81624) 1,996.50

(#81639) 1,996.50

16´ x 16´ (HxW)

382 lbs.

(#81625) 2,089.95

(#81640) 2,089.95

13´ 6˝ x 18´ (HxW)

429 lbs.

(#81627) 2,321.95

(#81642) 2,321.95

18´ x 18´ (HxW)

429 lbs.

(#81628) 2,599.50

(#81643) 2,599.50

15´ x 20´ (HxW)

835 lbs.

(#81629) 2,908.50

(#81644) 2,908.50

20´ x 20´ (HxW)

845 lbs.

(#81630) 2,989.95

(#81645) 2,989.95

11´ x 22´ (HxW)

901 lbs.

(#81678) 2,874.95

(#81682) 2,874.95

16´ 6˝ x 22´ (HxW)

911 lbs.

(#81679) 2,954.95

(#81683) 2,954.95

22´ x 22´ (HxW)

921 lbs.

(#81680) 3,037.95

(#81684) 3,037.95

12´ x 24´ (HxW)

987 lbs.

(#81631) 3,069.95

(#81646) 3,069.95

18´ x 24´ (HxW)

997 lbs.

(#81681) 3,908.50

(#81685) 3,908.50

Ideal for large screen applications in stage or
auditorium settings, the Professional Electrol is a
heavy-duty screen for exposed or recessed
installation without doors. Patented in-the-roller
motor mounting system for quiet operation. It
includes a standard three position wall switch.

VIDEO FORMAT SIZES
Screen
Size (HxW)

Nominal
Diagonal

Shipping
Weight

Matte
White

Glass
Beaded

123” x 164”

210”

260 lbs.

(#81633) 1,734.50

(#81647) 1,734.50

◆ Matte White fabric up to 16’ will be seamless.

142” x 380”

240”

380 lbs.

(#81634) 1,996.50

(#81648) 1,996.50

◆ Glass Beaded fabric up to 8’ will be seamless.

Electric Ceiling Lift
for Video Projectors
Raise or lower video projectors weighing up to 300 pounds with a push of a
button. Heavy-duty, all metal construction with rack and pinion, chain drive lift
mechanism for quiet operation. Bottom of lift is adjustable for flush installation
and can be finished to match ceiling. Complete with three position control switch
with cover plate. An optional plenum kit available where needed.
Model

Load
Capacity

Shipping
Weight

Width
“A”

Height
“B”

Depth
“C”

Travel
“D”

Width
“E”

Height
“F”

Depth
“G”

Price

Da-Lift 15M

40 lbs.

120 lbs.

22 5⁄8˝

20˝

22˝

15˝

181⁄2˝

15˝

171⁄2˝

(89059) CALL

Da-Lift 15

300 lbs.

132 lbs.

30 ⁄4˝

20˝

34˝

15˝

26 ⁄2˝

15˝

28 ⁄2˝

(DADL15) 2324.50

Da-Lift 19

300 lbs.

142 lbs.

323⁄4˝

24˝

38˝

19˝

28 1⁄2˝

19˝

32 1⁄2˝

(DADL19) 2438.50

Da-Lift 19L

300 lbs.

177 lbs.

423⁄4˝

24˝

48˝

19˝

38 1⁄2˝

19˝

42 1⁄2˝

(DADL19L) 2788.50

3

1

1

Plenum Cover for Da-Lift 15M (DACDL15M) ............305.95

Plenum Cover for Da-Lift 19 (DACDL19).....................378.95

Plenum Cover for Da-Lift 15 (DACDL15).....................347.95

Plenum Cover for Da-Lift 19L (DACDL19L) ................409.95
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INTEGRATED SCREEN CONTROL
Da-Lite’s Integrated Screen Control (ISC) solutions are designed to fit
the needs of systems requiring advanced projection screen control.
This industry-leading technology offers greater flexibility for systems
integrators and IT (Information Technology) professionals. Whether
control needs are basic functionality, (up/down/stop) or more
advanced, for example multi-positioning, Dalite’s Integrated Screen
Control products can manage these needs based on RS-232 serial
control or be expanded to include Ethernet control. This allows
operation from a standard web browser and the ability to pass serial
communications through almost any existing LAN or WAN
environment. These solutions are designed using a building block
approach, with the foundation in RS-232 control. This multi-tiered
solution allows for greater flexibility and the deployment of screens
in multi-conference room facilities.
SCB-100 Serial Control Board
The SCB-100 allows for control over a
screen using RS-232 communication
and/or relay closures. Designed for the
simplest to most sophisticated system
installations, a single SCB-100 board
provides control over any single motor
screen, masking screen or projector lift. The SCB-100 is available as a
factory installed option inside the Contour, Advantage, Advantage
Deluxe and Director series screens, or in an external enclosure for use
with legacy screens.

NET-100 Ethernet-Serial Adapter
The NET-100 Ethernet-Serial Adapter
allows an SCB-100 enabled screen to be
controlled over a LAN or WAN network
via TCP/IP protocol and 10Base-T
connection. The screen can be
accessed from any browser (such as
Microsoft Internet Explorer), for control and status information.

SCB-200 Serial Control Board (DASCB200)
The SCB-200 provides screen control via RS-232 or an optional Ethernet
controller, wall controller or infrared controller. Designed for applications where precise screen control and monitoring capabilities are crucial, the SCB-200 is available as a factory-installed option in the
Contour, Tensioned Contour, Advantage, Tensioned Advantage,
Advantage Deluxe, Tensioned Advantage Deluxe, Director and
Tensioned Director Electrols.
The SCB-200 possesses advanced position detection capabilities, or
DSPS (Da-Lite Screen Positioning System), allowing for precise screen
positioning. Like a traditional electric screen controller, the SCB-200
allows the screen to be positioned in the fully up or down position,
but also allows for dynamic positioning. For example, the SCB-200
allows the screen to “go to 100 inches”, “raise by 4 inches”, or “go to 5 x 4
aspect ratio”........................................................................................................348.95
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NET-200
Ethernet
Controller

WC-200 Wall
Controller

RS-232 Control
LAN or WAN
Network
IR-200 Infrared
Remote Control

Touch Panel / Third
Party Control System

The SCB-200 also possesses advanced monitoring capabilities. The
precise screen position is stored in non-volatile memory, so that even
in the event of power failure, proper calibration is restored. Other
monitoring functions include runtime AC current detection, which
allows for monitoring of the screen motor.

NET-200 Ethernet-Controller (DANET200)
The NET-200 is a snap-on daughterboard to the
SCB-200 that allows a direct Ethernet connection
to an SCB-200 controlled screen. This device
extends the control capabilities of the SCB-200 to
almost any network enabled computer or control
system in a LAN or WAN environment using standard TCP/IP protocol
and an available 10Base-T or 100Base-TX Ethernet connection.
The NET-200 allows control and monitoring of the SCB-200 controlled
screen from a web browser. Control and monitor up to 8 daisy-chained
SCB-200’s, allowing for web-enabled control of even the most
sophisticated screen installations ...............................................................118.95

WC-200 Wall Controller (DAWC200)
Powered from the SCB-200, the WC-200 is a Decora style
wall controller designed for simple installation and
sophisticated control. Functions such as screen up, down
and stop are available, as well as more advanced
functionality such as preset and custom aspect ratios
with status LEDs. The WC-200 also possesses an IR
receiver for use with the RM-200 infrared remote control eliminating
the need for a separate IR receiver.............................................................104.50

IR-200 Infra-red Remote Control (DAIR200)
The IR-200 Infra-red Remote Control includes the RM-200 14-button
infrared transmitter and an infrared receiver for wireless control over
SCB-200 equipped screens. Basic functions, such as screen up, down
and stop are available, as are more sophisticated functions such as
preset and custom aspect ratios....................................................................77.95
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REMOTE CONTROL SYSTEMS
Single Motor LVC
(Low Voltage Control) System

Dual Motor LVC
(Low Voltage Control) System
◆ Controls all Da-Lite Dual Masking

◆ Controls all Da-Lite single motor

Screens or Da-Lift and single motor
screen combination.

electric screens
◆ Three button system with separate

“up“, “down“, or “stop“ commands.

◆ Three button system with separate

“up“, “down“, or “stop“ commands.

◆ Includes control module and

3-button wall switch with box and
cover plate.

◆ Includes control module and

◆ Can be used alone with 3-button wall switch.
◆ Ivory switch also available upon request.
◆ Required for wireless radio frequency or infrared remotes.

3-button wall switch with box
and cover plate.
◆ Can be used alone with 3-button

wall switch.

DACSS........................................................................................................173.95

DACSD.......................................................................................................219.50

Infrared Wireless Remote - Single Motor LVC

Infrared Wireless Remote - Dual Motor LVC

◆ Controls all Da-Lite single motor

◆ Controls Da-Lite Dual Masking

electric screens.

Screens or Da-Lift and single
motor screen combination.

◆ 3-button system with

separate “up“, “down“, or “stop“
commands.

◆ 3-button system with

separate “up“, “down“, or “stop“
commands.

◆ Includes control module and

3-button wall switch with box
and cover plate.

◆ Includes control module and 3-button wall switch with box

and cover plate.

◆ Can be used alone with 3-button wall switch.

◆ Can be used alone with 3-button wall switch.

◆ 3-button control infrared transmitter with receiver.

◆ 3-button control infrared transmitter with receiver.

◆ Single touch control operates up to 50´ away.

◆ Single touch control operates up to 50´ away.

DARCSI ......................................................................................................242.50

DARCSDI...................................................................................................286.95

Radio Frequency Wireless Remote
Single Motor LVC

Radio Frequency Wireless Remote
Dual Motor LVC
◆ Controls Da-Lite Dual Masking

◆ Controls all Da-Lite single motor

Screens or Da-Lift and single motor
screen combination.

electric screens.
◆ 3-button system with separate

◆ 3-button system with separate “up“,

“up“, “down“, or “stop“ commands.

“down“, or “stop“ commands.

◆ Includes control module and

◆ Includes control module and 3-button wall switch with box

3-button wall switch with box
and cover plate.

and cover plate.

◆ Can be used alone with 3-button wall switch.

◆ Can be used alone with 3-button wall switch.

◆ 3-button control radio frequency transmitter with receiver.

◆ 3-button control radio frequency transmitter with receiver.

◆ Single touch control operates up to 75´ away.

◆ Single touch control operates up to 75´ away.

DARCSR.....................................................................................................344.95

DARCSDR..................................................................................................389.95
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VERSATOL
Durable Tripod Screen
High-low case adjustment allows a 70” x 70” screen to be fully opened in
a room with an 8’ ceiling. Keystone eliminator tilts the screen forward to
compensate for distorted images (standard on all sizes except 84” x 84”
square format, and 100” diagonal video format). Matte White, Glass
Beaded and Silver Matte fabrics will be seamless in all sizes.
Screen Size

SQUARE FORMAT SIZES
Shipping Weight Matte White
Glass Beaded

Silver Matte

40˝ x 40˝ (HxW)

14 lbs.

(#89060) 62.50

—

(#90611) 65.95

50˝ x 50˝ (HxW)

18 lbs.

(#89061) CALL

(#72255) 69.95

(#90612) 77.95

60˝ x 60˝ (HxW)

23 lbs.

(#89062) CALL

(#72256) 79.95

(#90613) 84.95

70 x 70˝ (HxW)

26 lbs.

(#89063) CALL

(#72257) 85.95

(#90614) 89.95

84 x 84˝ (HxW)

30 lbs.

(#85424) 96.95

(#85462) 101.95

(#90615) 109.95

VIDEO FORMAT SIZES
Viewing
Area

Nominal
Diagonal

Shipping
Weight

Matte
White

Glass
Beaded

Silver
Matte

43˝ x 57˝

72˝

22 lbs.

(#76030) 83.95

(#76029) 83.95

(#90616) 89.95

50˝ x 67˝

84˝

25 lbs.

(#76034) 89.95

(#76033) 89.95

(#90617) 98.50

60˝ x 80˝

100˝

30 lbs.

(#85425) 95.95

(#85463) 95.95

(#90618) 104.95

Da-Lite’s wide selection of tripod and wall screens gives the presenter a professional solution for any situation.
All screens incorporate Da-Lite’s exclusive Camlok roller system that prevents the screen fabric from being
accidentally pulled from the roller. All screens come with black masking brorders as standard.

PRESENTER Super Small & Compact Screen
Smallest, most compact screen available, the lightweight, tabletop
Presenter is a snap to setup. Simply fold out the legs and open the
case. The base makes the screen stable while protecting the
surface on which it is placed.
Available in two sizes, 40˝ and 50˝ diagonal, the Presenter is
offered with the unique Wide Power screen surface with a 2.2 gain
and generous 45 degree viewing angle.
Weighing only five pounds and less than 35˝ long (40˝ size), makes
this screen truly ultra-portable.
Viewing Area
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VIDEO FORMAT SIZES
Nominal Diagonal
Shipping Weight

Matte White

24˝ x 32˝

40˝

5 lbs.

(#84187) 178.95

30˝ x 40˝

50˝

6 lbs.

(#84188) 189.95
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PICTURE KING
Rugged Tripod Screen
Picture King is a high-quality professional tripod screen that is able to withstand
daily usage. It’s heavy-duty aluminum extruded legs with toe release mechanism
offers a wide stance for maximum stability.
The screen height is adjustable to accommodate any ceiling height with a
self-locking extension tube and high-low case adjustment. A built-in fabric lock
secures the screen fabric during transport and use to prevent shifting.
◆

Built-in keystone
eliminator tilts the
screen forward to
compensate for
distortion found
with overhead
projectors.

Patented toe
release
unlocks the
screen’s legs.

Black and gray carpeted versions
are also available. Perfect for
rental situations!

◆ Matte White, Glass Beaded, Video

Spectra 1.5 and Silver Matte
fabrics in all sizes are seamless.
High Power fabric up to and
including 6’ high are seamless.

SQUARE FORMAT SIZES
Screen
Shipping
Size (HxW) Weight
50˝ x 50˝
60˝ x 60˝
70˝ x 70˝
84˝ x 84˝
72˝ x 96˝

27 lbs.
29 lbs.
33 lbs.
39 lbs.
41 lbs.

Matte
White

Glass
Beaded

Video
Spectra 1.5

Silver
Matte

High
Power

Matte White
Gray Carpet

Matte White
Black Carpet

High Power
Gray Carpet

High Power
Black Carpet

(#40114)

(#40111)

(#73557)

(#90599)

(#79949)

(#69891)

(#93866)

(#77769)

(#93867)

115.95

115.95

132.95

132.95

233.95

174.95

174.95

294.95

294.95

(#40124)

(#40119)

(#73558)

(#90600)

(#77326)

(#69895)

(#93868)

(#77770)

(#93869)

143.95

143.95

146.50

146.50

249.50

188.50

188.50

308.50

308.50

(#40131)

(#40127)

(#73559)

(#90601)

(#77327)

(#69899)

(#93870)

(#77771)

(#93871)

143.95

143.95

158.50

158.50

259.95

204.95

204.95

324.95

324.95

(#40141)

(#40139)

(#30657)

(#90602)

(#85418)

(#69901)

(#93872)

(#85421)

(#93873)

263.95

339.95

269.95

269.95

389.95

389.95

—

(#85420)

(#69903)

(#93874)

(#85423)

(#93875)

358.95

297.50

297.50

417.50

417.50

—

(#85419)

(#69905)

(#93876)

(#85422)

(#93877)

394.95

336.95

336.95

456.95

456.95

203.95

203.95

263.95

(#40146)

(#40144)

(#91849)

221.95

221.95

286.95

(#40151)

(#40150)

(#30658)

254.95

254.95

329.95

96˝ x 96˝

43 lbs.

Screen
Size (HxW)

Nominal
Diagonal

Shipping
Weight

43” x 57”

72”

29 lbs.

VIDEO FORMAT SIZES

50˝ x 67˝
60˝ x 80˝

84˝
100˝

32 lbs.
37 lbs.

69˝ x 92˝

120˝

42 lbs.

Screen
Size (HxW)

Nominal
Diagonal

Shipping
Weight

45” x 80”

92”

37 lbs.

52˝ x 92˝

106˝

42 lbs.

Matte
White

Glass
Beaded

Video
Spectra 1.5

Silver
Matte

High
Power

Matte White
Gray Carpet

Matte White
Black Carpet

High Power
Gray Carpet

High Power
Black Carpet

(#40118)

(#40115)

(#74274)

(#90605)

(#77328)

(#76751)

(#93878)

(#77772)

(#93879)

119.95

129.50

146.50

146.50

249.50

188.50

188.50

308.50

308.50

(#76026)

(#76025)

(#73633)

(#90606)

(#77329)

(#76752)

(#93880)

(#77773)

(#93881)

143.95

143.95

158.50

158.50

259.95

204.95

204.95

324.95

324.95

(#40138)

(#40134)

(#73634)

(#90607)

(#77330)

(#76753)

(#93882)

(#77774)

(#93883)

229.95

229.95

254.50

254.50

339.95

269.95

269.95

389.95

389.95

(#40149)

(#40147)

(#73635)

(#77331)

(#76754)

(#93884)

(#77775)

(#93885)

222.95

239.95

274.95

—

359.95

297.50

297.50

417.50

417.50

Matte
White

Glass
Beaded

Video
Spectra 1.5

Silver
Matte

High
Power

Matte White
Gray Carpet

Matte White
Black Carpet

High Power
Gray Carpet

High Power
Black Carpet

(#86017)

(#86018)

(#86019)

(#90609)

(#86020)

(#87062)

(#93886)

(#87065)

(#93887)

222.95

222.95

256.95

256.95

342.95

CALL

272.50

CALL

392.50

(#86021)

(#86022)

(#86023)

(#86024)

(#87066)

(#93888)

(#87069)

(#93889)

242.50

242.50

276.95

—

362.50

299.95

299.95

419.95

419.95

HDTV FORMAT SIZES
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FLOOR MODEL C
Heavy-Duty Portable Screen
Ideal for rental, stage and hospitality applications, the Floor Model C screen
pulls up from case with reduced spring tension for easy raising and lowering.
Carpeted Floor Model C is also available when screen is subject to extraordinary
abuse during rental situations. The floor stand, sold separately, is required. The
floor stand, with its rigid base for stability, cradles the screen securely in place
for upright use.
SQUARE FORMAT SIZES
Shipping Weight
Matte White

Screen Size

Carpeted Case Matte White

6´ x 8´ (HxW)

49 lbs.

(#40248) 264.95

(#76174) 339.95

8´ x 8´ (HxW)

51 lbs.

(#40253) 279.95

(#76175) 359.95

7´ x 9´ (HxW)

54 lbs.

(#40258) 287.95

(#76176) 389.95

9´ x 9´ (HxW)

56 lbs.

(#40263) 347.95

(#76177) 462.95

8´ x 10´ (HxW)

60 lbs.

(#40269) 374.50

(#76178) 489.95

10´ x 10´ (HxW)

64 lbs.

(#40274) 416.50

(#76179) 536.50

9´ x 12´ (HxW)

71 lbs.

(#40280) 473.95

(#76180) 573.50

12´ x 12´ (HxW)

74 lbs.

(#40285) 513.50

(#76181) 583.95

Floor stand

INSTA-THEATER PLUS
The Insta-Theater Plus is the latest addition to the Insta-Theater portable
front projection screen line. It uniquely combines a lightweight projection
screen with the added convenience of a pneumatic assist to raise the screen
to its highest position. To lower the screen, simply depress the foot pedal. A
convenient handle allows for easy carrying and transport.
Available exclusively as a 100” diagonal NTSC format with Wide Power
fabric, the Insta-Theater Plus is suitable for traveling presenters and any
application where a permanently mounted projection screen is not feasible.
VIDEO FORMAT SIZES
Viewing Area

Nominal Diagonal

Shipping Weight

Wide Power

60” x 80” (HxW)

100”

20 lbs.

(#93805) 502.95

1
To set up:
1. Rotate both feet of the screen to set the base
2. Release the locking handle
3. Raise the extension arm to the upright position
4. Raise the projection screen surface and seat the handle on the
extension arm
5. Depress the green tab to engage the pneumatic assist. The
screen will stop at its highest point.
6. Lower the screen by pressing the foot pedal.
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THEATER-LITE
Lightweight Portable Screen
The Theater-Lite is lightweight and sets up in a snap. Simply release and
raise the extension arm, unroll your screen to the desired height and you
are ready to watch the game or your favorite movie on the big screen.
When you are finished, the Theater-Lite stores easily in just about any
closet or storage space. Available in HDTV format sizes in 60” and 80”
diagonal and features Da-Lite’s exclusive Wide Power viewing surface
with a 2.2 gain and generous 45° viewing angle.
HDTV FORMAT SIZES
Viewing Area

Nominal Diagonal

Shipping Weight

Wide Power

29.5˝ x 52.5˝ (HxW)

60˝

11 lbs.

(#94128) CALL

39˝ x 70˝ (HxW)

80˝

13 lbs.

(#94129) CALL

Ease of setup makes
the Theater-Lite
an ideal choice for
a portable home
theater.

Extension arm
features four height
settings to perfectly
match your
application.

Carrying Case
For the 60” TheaterLite (DACTL2952) ....47.95

For the 80” TheaterLite (DACTL3970) ....53.95

DELUXE INSTA-THEATER
Portable Screen that Sets Up in Seconds
Uniquely designed screen lifts up and out of its sleek aluminum case and is
ready to use in seconds. Lightweight and self-standing so it goes anywhere.
Perfect for traveling or business presentations. Features a unique pneumatic
scissor mechanism for raising and lowering the screen surface. Available in
60”, 80” and 100” diagonal sizes in NTSC video format and 73” and 90”
diagonal sizes in HDTV format with Da-Lite’s exclusive Wide Power screen
surface with a gain of 2.2 and a generous 45° viewing angle. Wide Power
fabric will be seamless in all sizes.
Viewing Area
36˝ x 48˝ (HxW)

VIDEO FORMAT SIZES
Nominal Diagonal
Shipping Weight
60˝

Wide Power

17 lbs.

(#83315) 293.95

48˝ x 64˝ (HxW)

80˝

21 lbs.

(#83316) 365.95

60˝ x 80˝ (HxW)

100˝

24 lbs.

(#87063) 443.95

Viewing Area

Nominal Diagonal

Shipping Weight

Wide Power

36˝ x 64˝ (HxW)

73˝

21 lbs.

(#93982) 359.95

44˝ x 78˝ (HxW)

90˝

24 lbs.

(#93983) 437.95

HDTV FORMAT SIZES
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ADVANTAGE MANUAL with CSR
Easy-to-Use Heavy-Duty Wall or Ceiling Screen
The Advantage Manual is a ceiling-recessed manually-operated
screen that allows you to choose to receive the case and fabric
together or have them sent separately to ensure that the screen
surface is not damaged during construction. Adjustable roller
brackets allow centering or offsetting of the screen within the case.
A handsome finished white aluminum case provide a clean look
and allows easy installation of ceiling tiles. The Advantage Manual
is equipped with the patented hands-free CSR system that ensures
a quiet, controlled return of the screen into the case.
◆

Matte White fabric up to and including 10´ high will be seamless.

◆

Glass Beaded, Video Spectra 1.5 and High Contrast Matte White fabric
up to and including 8´ high will be seamless.

◆

High Power fabric up to and including 6´ high will be seamless.

SQUARE FORMAT SIZES
Screen Size (H x W)

Shipping Weight

Matte White

Glass Beaded

Video Spectra 1.5

HC Matte White

High Power

60˝ x 60˝

60 lbs.

(#85656) 446.50

(#85657) 446.50

(#92692) 446.50

(#85658) 446.50

(#85659) 566.50

70˝ x 70˝

66 lbs.

(#85660) 469.95

(#85661) 469.95

(#92693) 469.95

(#85662) 469.95

(#85663) 589.95

84˝ x 84˝

75 lbs.

(#85664) 499.95

(#85665) 499.95

(#92694) 499.95

(#85666) 499.95

(#85667) 594.95

6´ x 8´

78 lbs.

(#85668) 544.95

(#85669) 544.95

(#92695) 544.95

(#85670) 544.95

(#85671) 636.95

8´ x 8´

82 lbs.

(#85672) 562.95

(#85673) 562.95

(#92696) 562.95

(#85674) 562.95

(#85675) 654.50

7´ x 9´

86 lbs.

(#85676) 627.95

(#85677) 627.95

(#92697) 627.95

(#85678) 627.95

(#85679) 742.95

9´ x 9´

93 lbs.

(#85680) 669.95

(#85681) 669.95

––

––

(#85683) 784.95

8´ x 10´

101 lbs.

(#85684) 703.95

(#85685) 703.95

(#92698) 703.95

(#85686) 703.95

(#85687) 818.95

10´ x 10´

105 lbs.

(#85688) 754.50

(#85689) 754.50

––

––

(#85690) 869.50

9´ x 12´

108 lbs.

(#85691) 859.95

(#85692) 859.95

––

––

(#85693) 974.95

12´ x 12´

123 lbs.

(#85694) 902.95

(#95695) 902.95

––

––

––

VIDEO FORMAT SIZES
Matte White
Glass Beaded

Viewing Area

Nominal Diagonal

Shipping Weight

Video Spectra 1.5

HC Matte White

High Power

43˝ x 57˝

72˝

60 lbs.

(#85697) 446.50

(#85698) 446.50

(#92699) 446.50

(#85699) 446.50

(#85700) 566.50

50˝ x 67˝

84˝

65 lbs.

(#85701) 469.95

(#85702) 469.95

(#92700) 469.95

(#85703) 469.95

(#85704) 589.95

60˝ x 60˝

96˝

65 lbs.

(#85705) 499.95

(#85706) 499.95

(#92701) 499.95

(#85707) 499.95

(#85708) 594.95

60˝ x 80˝

100˝

77 lbs.

(#85709) 499.95

(#85710) 499.95

(#92702) 499.95

(#85711) 499.95

(#85712) 594.95

69˝ x 92˝

120˝

89 lbs.

(#85713) 544.95

(#85714) 544.95

(#92703) 544.95

(#85715) 544.95

(#85716) 636.95

87˝ x 116˝

150˝

100 lbs.

(#85717) 703.95

(#85718) 703.95

(#92704) 703.95

(#85719) 703.95

(#85720) 818.95

105˝ x 140˝

180˝

106 lbs.

(#85721) 834.95

(#85722) 834.95

—

—

(#85723) 949.95

120˝ x 160˝

200˝

123 lbs.

(#85724) 873.95

(#85725) 873.95

—

—

—

Viewing Area

Nominal Diagonal

Shipping Weight

Matte White

Glass Beaded

Video Spectra 1.5

HC Matte White

High Power

45˝ x 80˝ (HxW)

92˝

75 lbs.

(#85727) 477.50

(#85728) 477.50

(#92705) 477.50

(#85729) 477.50

(#85730) 597.50

HDTV FORMAT SIZES
52˝ x 92˝ (HxW)

106˝

88 lbs.

(#85731) 513.50

(#85732) 513.50

(#92706) 513.50

(#85733) 513.50

(#85734) 606.95

54˝ x 96˝ (HxW)

110˝

89 lbs.

(#94353) 543.50

(#94355) 543.50

(#94356) 543.50

(#94354) 543.50

(#94357) 634.95

58˝ x 104˝ (HxW)

119˝

95 lbs.

(#85735) 579.95

(#85736) 579.95

(#92707) 579.95

(#85737) 579.95

(#85738) 694.95

65˝ x 116˝ (HxW)

133˝

98 lbs.

(#85739) 674.95

(#85740) 674.95

(#92708) 674.95

(#85741) 674.95

(#85742) 789.95

78˝ x 139˝ (HxW)

159˝

104 lbs.

(#85743) 754.50

(#85744) 754.50

(#92709) 754.50

(#85745) 754.50

(#85746) 869.50
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DESIGNER CONTOUR MANUAL with CSR
Stylish Heavy-Duty Wall or Ceiling Screen
Stylish curved aluminum extruded case with dimensions of 4 5⁄8” high and
4 3⁄32” deep. An optional choice of seven veneer finishes are available for
the front cover of the screen case for a warm and elegant look. Offered
exclusively by Da-Lite, the Controlled Screen Return (CSR) system adds an
impressive feature to the Designer Contour Manual. The CSR system
ensures the quiet controlled return of the screen into the case providing
optimal performance and smooth, consistent operation.

Optional veneers from left to right: Honey Maple, Light Oak,
Medium Oak, Natural Walnut, Heritage Walnut, Cherry, Mahogany.
◆

Matte White, High Contrast Matte White, Glass Beaded
and Video Spectra 1.5 fabrics in all sizes, and High Power
fabric up to and including 6’ high will be seamless.

◆

Optional
Veneer
Case
Cover

Adjustable mounting
brackets make installation
quick and easy.

Optional
Graphite
Case

SQUARE FORMAT SIZES
Screen Size (H x W)

Shipping Weight

Matte White

Glass Beaded

HC Matte White

Video Spectra 1.5

High Power

60˝ x 60˝

25 lbs.

(#95788) 249.50

(#95789) 249.50

(#95790) 274.95

(#95791) 274.95

(#95792) 369.50

70˝ x 70˝

30 lbs.

(#91952) 267.50

(#91953) 267.50

(#92712) 293.95

(#91954) 293.95

(#92286) 387.50

84˝ x 84˝

37 lbs.

(#91956) 282.95

(#91957) 282.95

(#92713) 314.95

(#91958) 314.95

(#92287) 402.95

6´ x 8´

38 lbs.

(#92255) 312.95

(#92256) 312.95

(#92714) 349.95

(#92257) 349.95

(#92288) 432.95

8´ x 8´

40 lbs.

(#91960) 329.95

(#91961) 329.95

(#92715) 369.95

(#91962) 369.95

(#92293) 439.95

VIDEO FORMAT SIZES
Matte White
Glass Beaded

Viewing Area

Nominal Diagonal

Shipping Weight

HC Matte White

Video Spectra 1.5

High Power

43˝ x 57˝

72”

25 lbs.

(#95793) 257.95

(#95794) 257.95

(#95795) 282.95

(#95796) 282.95

(#95797) 377.95

50˝ x 67˝

84˝

30 lbs.

(#91964) 276.95

(#91965) 276.95

(#92719) 304.95

(#91966) 304.95

(#92290) 396.95

57˝ x 77˝

96˝

33 lbs.

(#91968) 289.95

(#91969) 289.95

(#92720) 332.50

(#91970) 332.50

(#92291) 409.95

60˝ x 80˝

100˝

37 lbs.

(#91972) 297.50

(#91973) 297.50

(#92721) 339.50

(#91974) 339.50

(#92292) 417.50

69˝ x 92˝

120˝

38 lbs.

(#91976) 319.95

(#91977) 319.95

(#92722) 354.95

(#91978) 354.95

(#92293) 439.95

Viewing Area

Nominal Diagonal

Shipping Weight

Matte White

Glass Beaded

HC Matte White

Video Spectra 1.5

High Power

37 1⁄2˝ x 67˝ (HxW)

77”

30 lbs.

(#96203) 276.95

(#96204) 276.95

(#96205) 304.95

(#96206) 304.95

(#96207) 396.95

45˝ x 80˝ (HxW)

92˝

37 lbs.

(#91980) 299.95

(#91981) 299.95

(#92724) 341.95

(#91982) 341.95

(#92294) 419.95

52˝ x 92˝ (HxW)

106˝

38 lbs.

(#91984) 322.95

(#91985) 322.95

(#92725) 357.50

(#91986) 357.50

(#92295) 442.95

HDTV FORMAT SIZES

HDTV FORMAT SIZES WITH INCLUDED BLACK DROP
Viewing Area

Nominal Diagonal

Shipping Weight

Total Black Drop

Matte White

HC Matte White

High Power

45˝ x 80˝ (HxW)

92˝

38 lbs.

18” at top

(#98020) CALL

(#98021) CALL

(#98022) CALL

52˝ x 92˝ (HxW)

106˝

39 lbs.

12” at top

(#98023) CALL

(#98024) CALL

(#98025) CALL
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MODEL C
Heavy-Duty Manual Wall
or Ceiling Screen
Ideal for large size conference or training rooms. Permanently lubricated
steel ball bearings combined with nylon bushings and heavy-duty spring
assembly offers smooth operation even in demanding applications.
◆

Matte White fabric up to and including
10´ high will be seamless.

◆

High Power fabric up to 6´ high will be
seamless.

◆

Glass Beaded, High Contrast Matte
White and Silver Matte fabric up to and
including 8´ high will be seamless.

◆

The screen can be mounted flush
against the wall, or extended up to 14”
from the wall with optional brackets.

Screen Size

Shipping Weight

Matte White

SQUARE FORMAT SIZES
Glass Beaded
HC Matte White

Video Spectra 1.5

Silver Matte

High Power

50˝ x 50˝ (HxW)

29 lbs.

(#75845) 144.95

(#75844) 152.50

(#93214) 169.95

(#82959) 169.95

(#90539) 169.95

(#77778) 272.50

60˝ x 60˝ (HxW)

34 lbs.

(#75848) 156.95

(#75847) 164.95

(#93215) 186.95

(#82960) 186.95

(#90540) 186.95

(#77779) 174.95

70˝ x 70˝ (HxW)

38 lbs.

(#75851) 179.95

(#75850) 189.95

(#93216) 215.95

(#82961) 215.95

(#90541) 215.95

(#77780) 309.95

84˝ x 84˝ (HxW)

44 lbs.

(#75912) 194.50

(#75911) 204.95

(#93217) 237.50

(#82962) 237.50

(#90542) 237.50

(#83202) 324.95

6´ x 8´ (HxW)

48 lbs.

(#40247) 222.95

(#40246) 234.95

(#93218) 269.95

(#82963) 269.95

(#90543) 269.95

(#80289) 354.95

8´ x 8´ (HxW)

50 lbs.

(#40252) 239.95

(#40251) 251.95

(#93219) 289.95

(#82964) 289.95

(#90544) 289.95

(#83203) 371.95

7´ x 9´ (HxW)

56 lbs.

(#40257) 245.95

(#40256) 258.95

(#93220) 302.50

(#82965) 302.50

(#90545) 302.50

(#83204) 378.95

9´ x 9´ (HxW)

58 lbs.

(#40262) 329.95

(#40261) 346.95

—

—

—

(#83205) 466.95

8´ x 10´ (HxW)

63 lbs.

(#40268) 339.95

(#40266) 357.50

(#93221) 416.50

(#82967) 416.50

(#90546) 416.50

(#83207) 477.50

10´ x 10´ (HxW)

65 lbs.

(#40273) 395.95

(#40272) 414.95

—

—

—

(#83208) 534.95

9´ x 12´ (HxW)

71 lbs.

(#40279) 449.95

(#40277) 472.95

—

—

—

(#83209) CALL

12´ x 12´ (HxW)

79 lbs.

(#40284) 467.95

(#40283) 489.95

—

—

—

(#83210) 592.95

Video
Spectra 1.5

Silver
Matte

High
Power

VIDEO FORMAT SIZES
Viewing
Area

Nominal
Diagonal

Shipping
Weight

Matte
White

Glass
Beaded

HC
Matte White

50˝ x 67˝

84˝

36 lbs.

(#91833) 189.50

(#91834) 198.95

(#93222) 226.95

(#91835) 226.95

(#91836) 226.95

(#91837) 318.95

60˝ x 80˝

100˝

42 lbs.

(#40237) 208.95

(#40236) 219.50

(#93223) 259.95

(#82968) 259.95

(#90547) 259.95

(#77781) 339.50

69˝ x 92˝

120˝

50 lbs.

(#40239) 229.95

(#40238) 242.50

(#93224) 275.95

(#82969) 275.95

(#90548) 275.95

(#78701) 362.50

87˝ x 116˝

150˝

58 lbs.

(#77169) 309.50

(#77168) 326.50

(#93225) 362.50

(#91838) 362.50

(#90549) 362.50

(#83211) 446.50

105˝ x 140˝

180˝

69 lbs.

(#77290) 455.95

(#77289) 478.95

—

—

—

(#83212) 598.95

120˝ x 160˝

200˝

74 lbs.

(#91839) 563.95

(#91840) 589.95

—

—

—

—

HDTV FORMAT SIZES
Viewing
Area

Nominal
Diagonal

Shipping
Weight

Matte
White

Glass
Beaded

HC
Matte White

Video
Spectra 1.5

Silver
Matte

High Power
Power

45˝ x 80˝ (HxW)

92˝

42 lbs.

(#83401) 221.95

(#83402) 221.95

(#93226) 262.95

(#84745) 262.95

(#90550) 262.95

(#83403) 341.95

52˝ x 92˝ (HxW)

106˝

49 lbs.

(#79040) 244.95

(#79036) 244.95

(#93227) 278.50

(#82970) 278.50

(#90551) 278.50

(#79044) 364.95

54˝ x 96˝ (HxW)

110˝

51 lbs.

(#94364) 256.95

(#94366) 256.95

(#94365) 289.95

(#94367) 289.95

(#94369) 289.95

(#94368) 376.95

58˝ x 104˝ (HxW)

119˝

55 lbs.

(#79041) 278.50

(#79037) 278.50

(#93228) 317.95

(#82971) 317.95

(#90552) 317.95

(#79045) 398.50

65˝ x 116˝ (HxW)

133˝

62 lbs.

(#79042) 326.50

(#79038) 326.50

(#93229) 362.50

(#82972) 362.50

(#90553) 362.50

(#79046) 446.50

78˝ x 139˝ (HxW)

159˝

69 lbs.

(#79043) 409.95

(#79039) 409.95

(#93230) 468.95

(#82973) 468.95

(#90554) 468.95

(#79047) 529.95
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MODEL C with CSR
Heavy-Duty Manual Wall
or Ceiling Screen
The Model C with CSR features Controlled Screen Return, which assists in
the quiet controlled return of the screen into the case. Ideal for large size
conference or training rooms, this screen has permanently lubricated steel
ball bearings combined with nylon bushings and a heavy-duty spring
assembly for smooth operation even in demanding applications.
◆

Matte White fabric up to and including 10’ high; Glass Beaded, High Contrast Matte White
and Silver Matte fabric up to and including 8’ high; and High Power fabric up to 6’ high,
will be seamless.

Screen Size

Shipping Weight

Matte White

SQUARE FORMAT SIZES
Glass Beaded
HC Matte White

Video Spectra 1.5

Silver Matte

High Power

60˝ x 60˝ (HxW)

39 lbs.

(#89854) 322.95

(#89855) 322.95

(#97225) 344.95

(#89856) 344.95

(#97226) 344.95

(#89857) 442.95

70˝ x 70˝ (HxW)

43 lbs.

(#89858) CALL

(#89859) 339.95

(#92674) 362.50

(#89860) 362.50

(#91832) 362.50

(#89861) 459.95

84˝ x 84˝ (HxW)

49 lbs.

(#79860) 371.95

(#79861) 371.95

(#92675) 401.95

(#82974) 401.95

(#90555) 401.95

(#83213) 491.95

6´ x 8´ (HxW)

51 lbs.

(#87010) 395.95

(#87011) 395.95

(#92676) 432.95

(#87012) 432.95

(#90556) 432.95

(#87013) 515.95

8´ x 8´ (HxW)

51 lbs.

(#79862) 413.95

(#79863) 413.95

(#92677) 453.50

(#82975) 453.50

(#90557) 453.50

(#83214) 533.95

7´ x 9´ (HxW)

62 lbs.

(#79864) 419.95

(#79865) 419.95

(#92678) 464.95

(#82976) 464.95

(#90558) 464.95

(#83215) 539.95

9´ x 9´ (HxW)

62 lbs.

(#79866) 479.95

(#79867) 479.95

—

—

—

(#83216) 575.95

8´ x 10´ (HxW)

66 lbs.

(#79868) 486.95

(#79869) 486.95

(#92679) 544.95

(#82977) 544.95

(#90559) 544.95

(#83217) 579.95

10´ x 10´ (HxW)

68 lbs.

(#79870) 549.95

(#79871) 549.95

—

—

—

(#83218) 642.95

9´ x 12´ (HxW)

73 lbs.

(#79872) 608.50

(#79873) 608.50

—

—

—

(#83219) 723.50

12´ x 12´ (HxW)

81 lbs.

(#79874) 616.50

(#79875) 616.50

—

—

—

—

VIDEO FORMAT SIZES
Viewing
Area

Nominal
Diagonal

Shipping
Weight

Matte
White

Glass
Beaded

HC
Matte White

Video
Spectra 1.5

Silver
Matte

High
Power

43” x 57˝ (HxW)

72˝

38 lbs.

(#97219) 304.95

(#97220) 304.95

(#97221) 329.95

(#97222) 329.95

(#97223) 329.95

(#97224) 424.95

50˝ x 67˝ (HxW)

84˝

42 lbs.

(#91841) 316.95

(#91842) 316.95

(#92681) 336.95

(#91843) 336.95

(#91844) 336.95

(#91845) 436.95

60˝ x 80˝ (HxW)

100˝

49 lbs.

(#85410) 329.95

(#85411) 329.95

(#92683) 364.95

(#84512) 364.95

(#95060) 364.95

(#85413) 449.95

69˝ x 92˝ (HxW)

120˝

53 lbs.

(#79876) 398.50

(#79877) 398.50

(#92684) 431.95

(#82978) 431.95

(#90561) 431.95

(#79890) 518.50

87˝ x 116˝ (HxW)

150˝

66 lbs.

(#79878) 494.95

(#79879) 494.95

(#92685) 538.95

(#91846) 538.95

(#90562) 538.95

(#83220) 589.95

105˝ x 140˝ (HxW)

180˝

73 lbs.

(#79880) 619.95

(#79881) 619.95

—

—

—

(#83221) 734.95

120˝ x 160˝ (HxW)

200˝

82 lbs.

(#91847) 726.95

(#91848) 726.95

—

—

—

—

HDTV FORMAT SIZES
Viewing
Area

Nominal
Diagonal

Shipping
Weight

Matte
White

Glass
Beaded

HC
Matte White

Video
Spectra 1.5

Silver
Matte

High Power
Power

45˝ x 80˝ (HxW)

92˝

49 lbs.

(#85414) 332.50

(#85415) 332.50

(#92686) 366.95

(#85416) 366.95

(#90563) 366.95

(#85417) 452.50

52˝ x 92˝ (HxW)

106˝

53 lbs.

(#79882) 399.95

(#79883) 399.95

(#92687) 434.50

(#82979) 434.50

(#90564) 434.50

(#79891) 519.95

54˝ x 96˝ (HxW)

110˝

54 lbs.

(#94358) 412.95

(#94360) 412.95

(#94359) 446.50

(#94361) 446.50

(#94363) 446.50

(#94362) 532.95

58˝ x 104˝ (HxW)

119˝

59 lbs.

(#79884) 434.50

(#79885) 434.50

(#92688) 497.95

(#82980) 497.95

(#90565) 497.95

(#79892) 554.50

65˝ x 116˝ (HxW)

133˝

66 lbs.

(#79886) 497.95

(#79887) 497.95

(#92689) 569.95

(#80981) 569.95

(#90566) 569.95

(#79893) 592.50

78˝ x 139˝ (HxW)

159˝

73 lbs.

(#79888) 596.50

(#79889) 596.50

(#92690) 654.50

(#82982) 654.50

(#90567) 654.50

(#79894) 686.50
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MODEL B
Durable Manual Wall
or Ceiling Screens
Perfect for classroom and meeting room facilities, the Model B
has an easy pull-down system that locks at intervals to fit a
variety of projection formats. Nylon bearings provide smooth
quiet operation for the life of the screen. Case design allows
flush mounting to the ceiling or a wall.
◆

Matte White, High Contrast Matte White, Glass Beaded and Video Spectra 1.5
fabrics will be seamless in all sizes.

◆

High Power fabric up to and including 6´ high will be seamless.

SQUARE FORMAT SIZES
Screen Size (H x W)

Shipping Weight

Matte White

Glass Beaded

HC Matte White

Video Spectra 1.5

40˝ x 40˝

9 lbs.

(#40177) 35.95

(#40176) 35.95

—

—

—

50˝ x 50˝

12 lbs.

(#40180) 43.95

(#40178) 43.95

(#93153) 57.50

(#73560) 57.50

(#79950) 148.95

60˝ x 60˝

14 lbs.

(#40184) 49.95

(#40183) 49.95

(#93154) 65.95

(#73561) 65.95

(#77320) 155.95

70˝ x 70˝

17 lbs.

(#40188) 59.95

(#40186) 59.95

(#93155) 77.95

(#73562) 77.95

(#77321) 167.95

64˝ x 84˝

24 lbs.

(#40191) 87.50

(#40190) 92.50

(#93156) 116.50

(#77753) 116.50

(#79951) 199.95

84˝ x 84˝

26 lbs.

(#40197) 92.50

(#40195) 96.95

(#93157) 119.95

(#83225) 119.95

(#83222) 208.95

72˝ x 96˝

28 lbs.

(#40203) 99.95

(#40201) 104.95

(#93158) CALL

(#83226) 134.95

(#83223) 216.95

96˝ x 96˝

30 lbs.

(#40208) 123.50

(#40207) 129.50

(#93159) 162.95

(#83227) 162.95

(#83224) 244.95

VIDEO FORMAT SIZES
Matte White
Glass Beaded

Viewing Area

Nominal Diagonal

Shipping Weight

43˝ x 57˝

72˝

13 lbs.

(#74644) 62.50

(#74643) 65.95

50˝ x 67˝

84˝

15 lbs.

(#74647) 71.95

(#74646) 74.95

57˝ x 77˝

96˝

23 lbs.

(#74650) 89.95

(#74649) 95.95

60˝ x 80˝

100˝

24 lbs.

(#40194) 104.95

(#40192) 104.95

69˝ x 92˝

120˝

27 lbs.

(#74653) 108.95

(#74652) 114.95

Viewing Area

Nominal Diagonal

Shipping Weight

Matte White

37 1⁄2˝ x 67˝ (HxW)

77˝

15 lbs.

(#93007) 99.95

45˝ x 80˝ (HxW)

92˝

23 lbs.

52˝ x 92˝ (HxW)

106˝

26 lbs.

High Power

HC Matte White

Video Spectra 1.5

High Power

(#93160) 77.95

(#74645) 77.95

(#77322) 179.95

(#93161) 95.95

(#74648) 95.95

(#77323) 191.95

(#93162) 123.50

(#74651) 123.50

(#82390) 215.95

(#93163) 131.95

(#73637) 131.95

(#77324) 221.95

(#93164) 139.95

(#74654) 139.95

(#77325) 238.95

Glass Beaded

HC Matte White

Video Spectra 1.5

High Power

(#93008) 99.95

(#93009) 134.50

(#93010) 134.50

(#93006) 219.95

(#83404) 118.95

(#83405) 118.95

(#93165) 153.95

(#83406) 153.95

(#83407) 224.50

(#78670) 134.95

(#78669) 134.95

(#93166) 164.50

(#78671) 164.50

(#78672) 239.95

HDTV FORMAT SIZES

HDTV FORMAT SIZES WITH INCLUDED BLACK DROP
Viewing Area

Nominal Diagonal

Shipping Weight

Total Black Drop

Matte White

HC Matte White

High Power

45˝ x 80˝ (HxW)

92˝

24 lbs.

18” at top

(#98026) CALL

(#98027) CALL

(#98028) CALL

52˝ x 92˝ (HxW)

106˝

27 lbs.

12” at top

(#98029) CALL

(#98030) CALL

(#98031) CALL

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES FOR MODEL B
Articulating Keystone Eliminator for Model B (DAAKEMB)
For Model B Screens. For sizes up to and including 70” x 70”...............53.95

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO
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Pull Rod (DAPR)
Reach pull bail on screens mounted out of reach. 38” long..................13.95
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MODEL B with CSR
Durable Manual Wall
or Ceiling Screens
Model B with CSR has an easy pull-down system that locks at
intervals to fit a variety of projection formats. Offered exclusively by
Da-Lite, the Controlled Screen Return (CSR) system adds an impressive
feature to the Model B design. It ensures the quiet controlled return of
the screen into the case providing optimal performance and smooth,
consistent operation. Nylon bearings provide smooth quiet operation
for the life of the screen. Case design allows flush mounting to the
ceiling or a wall.
◆

Matte White, High Contrast Matte White, Glass Beaded and Video Spectra 1.5 fabrics
will be seamless in all sizes.

◆

High Power fabric up to and including 6´ high will be seamless.

SQUARE FORMAT SIZES
Screen Size (H x W)

Shipping Weight

Matte White

Glass Beaded

HC Matte White

Video Spectra 1.5

High Power

60˝ x 60˝

16 lbs.

(#95778) 123.50

(#95779) 123.50

(#95780) 146.50

(#95781) 146.50

(#95782) 243.50

70˝ x 70˝

19 lbs.

(#85292) 132.95

(#85293) 132.95

(#92732) 156.95

(#85294) 156.95

(#85295) 252.95

64˝ x 84˝

26 lbs.

(#85296) 169.95

(#85297) 169.95

(#92887) 197.95

(#85298) 197.95

(#85299) 289.95

84˝ x 84˝

28 lbs.

(#85300) 177.50

(#85301) 177.50

(#92733) 202.95

(#85302) 202.95

(#85303) 297.50

72˝ x 96˝

30 lbs.

(#85304) 185.95

(#85305) 185.95

(#92734) 219.50

(#85306) 219.50

(#85307) 305.95

96˝ x 96˝

32 lbs.

(#85308) 209.95

(#85309) 209.95

(#92735) 248.50

(#85310) 248.50

(#85311) 329.95

VIDEO FORMAT SIZES
Matte White
Glass Beaded

Viewing Area

Nominal Diagonal

Shipping Weight

HC Matte White

Video Spectra 1.5

High Power

43˝ x 57˝

72˝

16 lbs.

(#95783) 132.95

(#95784) 132.95

(#95785) 155.95

(#95786) 155.95

(#95787) 252.95

50˝ x 67˝

84˝

17 lbs.

(#92917) 144.95

(#92919) 144.95

(#92918) 168.95

(#92920) 168.95

(#92922) 264.95

57˝ x 77˝

96˝

25 lbs.

(#85312) 172.95

(#85313) 172.95

(#92835) 199.95

(#85314) 199.95

(#85315) 292.95

60˝ x 80˝

100˝

26 lbs.

(#85316) 174.95

(#85317) 174.95

(#92836) 209.95

(#85318) 209.95

(#85319) 294.95

69˝ x 92˝

120˝

29 lbs.

(#85320) 191.95

(#85321) 191.95

(#92837) 224.95

(#85322) 224.95

(#85323) 311.95

Viewing Area

Nominal Diagonal

Shipping Weight

Matte White

Glass Beaded

HC Matte White

Video Spectra 1.5

High Power

37 1⁄2˝ x 67˝ (HxW)

77˝

16 lbs.

(#96198) 144.95

(#96199) 144.95

(#96200) 168.95

(#96201) 168.95

(#96202) 264.95

45˝ x 80˝ (HxW)

92˝

25 lbs.

(#85465) 194.95

(#85466) 194.95

(#92843) 232.95

(#85467) 232.95

(#85468) 314.95

52˝ x 92˝ (HxW)

106˝

28 lbs.

(#85324) 212.50

(#85325) 212.50

(#92844) 243.50

(#85326) 243.50

(#85327) 332.50

HDTV FORMAT SIZES

OPTIONAL BRACKETS FOR MODEL B
No. 6

No. 6 Wall Bracket (DAWB6)
6” extension, non-adjustable
bracket......................................19.95

No. 11 Wall Bracket (DAWB11)
10” or 14” extension, nonadjustable bracket................29.95

No. 23 Wall Bracket (DAWB23)
14.5” - 24” extension, adjustable
bracket......................................35.95

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821

No. 11
and No. 23
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DELUXE MODEL B
Tensioned Manual Wall
or Ceiling Screen
Suitable for offices, training and meeting rooms, the Deluxe Model B has a
built-in tensioning arm that locks in place when the screen is extended to
provide a flat, tensioned viewing surface. The screen surface may be angled
with the included pull cord to eliminate keystoning when the screen is
mounted with extension wall brackets or suspended from the ceiling.
◆

Matte White, High Contrast Matte White, Glass Beaded, Video Spectra 1.5 and Silver Matte
fabrics will be seamless in all sizes.

◆

High Power fabric up to and including 6´ high will be seamless

SQUARE FORMAT SIZES
Glass Beaded
HC Matte White

Screen Size

Shipping Weight

Matte White

Video Spectra 1.5

Silver Matte

High Power

50˝ x 50˝ (HxW)

18 lbs.

(#40215) 76.95

(#40212) 76.95

(#92729) 82.95

(#73563) 82.95

(#90593) 82.95

(#83178) 222.95

60˝ x 60˝ (HxW)

21 lbs.

(#40223) 86.50

(#40219) 86.50

(#92730) 89.95

(#73564) 89.95

(#90594) 89.95

(#83177) 208.95

70˝ x 70˝ (HxW)

24 lbs.

(#40230) 97.95

(#40226) 97.95

(#92731) 98.50

(#73565) 98.50

(#90595) 98.50

(#83176) 198.95

VIDEO FORMAT SIZES
Matte White HC Matte White Video Spectra 1.5

Silver Matte

High Power

18 lbs.

(#74696) 103.95

(#92737) CALL

(#74219) 119.95

(#90596) 119.95

(#83155) 228.95

84˝

23 lbs.

(#74697) 119.95

(#92738) 137.95

(#73639) 137.95

(#90597) 137.95

(#83156) 243.50

100˝

28 lbs.

(#74698) 159.95

(#92740) 177.50

(#73640) 177.50

(#90598) 177.50

(#83157) 276.95

Viewing Area

Nominal Diagonal

Shipping Weight

43˝ x 57˝

72˝

50˝ x 67˝
60˝ x 80˝

Viewing Area

Nominal Diagonal

Shipping Weight

Matte White

HC Matte White

Video Spectra 1.5

Silver Matte

High Power

45˝ x 80˝ (HxW)

92˝

28 lbs.

(#92057) 142.95

(#92743) 177.50

(#92058) 177.50

(#92059) 177.50

(#92060) 276.95

52˝ x 92˝ (HxW)

106˝

31 lbs.

(#95525) 178.95

(#95526) 214.95

(#95527) 214.95

—

(#95529) 298.95

HDTV FORMAT SIZES

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES FOR ALL MODEL B SCREENS
Articulating Keystone Eliminator (DAAKEMB)
For Model B screens. For sizes up to and
including 70” x 70” ............................................53.95

No. 23 Wall Bracket (DAWB23): 14.5” - 24”
extension, adjustable bracket ......................35.95

Standard Laser Pointer, Red (DALP): Runs on
two “AAA” batteries, included .......................43.95

T-Bar Scissor Clips: A pairs
of clips to attach screens
easily to dropped ceilings.
Available in black (DACTBB)
or white (DACTBW) .........11.95

Blinking Mode Laser Pointer, Red (DALPB):
Runs on 2 “AAA“ batteries, included...........39.95

Pull Rod

Pull Rod (DAPR): Reach pull bail on screens
mounted out of reach. 38” long...................13.95
No. 6 Wall Bracket (DAWB6):
6” extension, nonadjustable bracket......19.95
No. 11 Wall Bracket
(DAWB11): 10” or 14”
extension, non-adjustable
bracket............................29.95

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO

Jumbo Laser Pointer, Red (DALPJR): Runs on
two “C“ batteries, included..........................173.95

T-Bar Scissor Clips (12): Carton of 12 pairs of
T-Bar Scissor clips. Available in black (DACTBB12)
or white (DACTBW12) ............................................63.50
Tilt Lock (DATLQ): The Tilt Lock holds the
bottom of the screen in a tilted position for
keystone elimination ..........................................5.95

www.bhphotovideo.com

Laser Pointers

Tilt Lock
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VENEER MODEL B
Contemporary Styled Wall or Ceiling Screen
Perfect for offices, training and meeting room facilities, the Veneer Model B
has an easy pull-down system that locks at intervals to fit a variety of
projection formats. Nylon bearings provide smooth quiet operation for the
life of the screen. Veneer wrapped case fits any room decor while allowing
flush mounting to the ceiling or a wall. The Veneer Model B is available in a
choice of seven veneer finishes.
◆

Matte White and Glass Beaded fabrics will be seamless in all sizes.

Optional veneers from left to right: Honey Maple, Light Oak,
Medium Oak, Natural Walnut, Heritage Walnut, Cherry, Mahogany.

SQUARE FORMAT SIZES - MATTE WHITE
Screen
Size

Shipping
Weight

Light
Oak

Medium
Oak

Natural
Walnut

Heritage
Walnut

Mahogany

Cherry

Honey
Maple

60˝ x 60˝ (HxW)

16 lbs.

70 x 70˝ (HxW)

18 lbs.

(#73169) 124.95

(#73171) 124.95

(#73173) 124.95

(#73175) 124.95

(#73177) 124.95

(#73179) 124.95

(#87184) 124.95

(#73181) 137.95

(#73183) 137.95

(#73185) 137.95

(#73187) 137.95

(#73189) 137.95

(#73191) 137.95

(#87186) 137.95

64 x 84˝ (HxW)

26 lbs.

(#73193) 189.95

(#73195) 189.95

(#73197) 189.95

(#73199) 189.95

(#73201) 189.95

(#73203) 189.95

(#87188) 189.95

84 x 84˝ (HxW)

27 lbs.

(#73217) 206.50

(#73219) 206.50

(#73221) 206.50

(#73223) 206.50

(#73225) 206.50

(#73227) 206.50

(#87190) 206.50

72 x 96˝ (HxW)

30 lbs.

(#73229) 215.95

(#73231) 215.95

(#73233) 215.95

(#73235) 215.95

(#73237) 215.95

(#73239) 215.95

(#87192) 215.95

96 x 96˝ (HxW)

31 lbs.

(#73253) 248.50

(#73255) 248.50

(#73257) 248.50

(#73259) 248.50

(#73261) 248.50

(#73263) 248.50

(#87194) 248.50

VIDEO FORMAT SIZES - MATTE WHITE
Screen
Size

Nominal
Diagonal

Shipping
Weight

Light
Oak

Medium
Oak

Natural
Walnut

Heritage
Walnut

Mahogany

Cherry

Honey
Maple

60˝ x 80˝ (HxW)

100˝

25 lbs.

(#73205) 199.95

(#73207) 199.95

(#73209) 199.95

(#73211) 199.95

(#73213) 199.95

(#73215) 199.95

(#87196) 199.95

69 x 92˝ (HxW)

120˝

29 lbs.

(#73241) 219.95

(#73243) 219.95

(#73245) 219.95

(#73247) 219.95

(#73249) 219.95

(#73251) 219.95

(#87198) 219.95

Presentation Tips:
◆ Stand on the left side as the audience sees you. Since we read from

left to right your audience can look at you then follow your gesture to
the screen. Their eyes are comfortably moving left to right, they read
the text then they return to you. If you stood on the right side their
eyes have to make too many movements to read the slides and
watch you.
◆ You are the show, so be heard and be seen.

Use a remote mouse to
get away from the computer. Too many people hide in the dark
behind the laptop. Arrange the lighting in the room so that you are
in the light while the screen is dark.

◆ Turn off the screen savers on your computer. It is embarrassing for you

to be talking about important points you thought were on the screen
while they are looking at wall paper.

◆ Learn how to use the switch that toggles both screens on. This toggle

controls whether your laptop or projector - or both are on. You want
both on so you can look at the laptop while the audience watches the
same image behind you on the screen.
◆ Colors appear differently on the projector, the laptop, and the desktop

where you designed it. If the exact color is important, (a company
logo for example), test and adjust the color ahead of time.
◆ Keep it simple special effects. Use slide transitions and builds to

entertain without detracting from the message. Effects like partial
build reveals one point at a time, so your audience will stay right
with you.
◆ Use moving text to grab attention. Stand still when you want the

audience to look at the screen. Move when you want their attention.

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821
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DESIGNER MODEL B
Contemporary Styled
Wall or Ceiling Screen
Perfect for offices, training and meeting room facilities, the
Designer Model B has a fabric wrapped case with coordinating
end caps that blends with any room decor. It has a choice of
three coordinating fabric design combinations: fawn, frost gray
or pepper. It also features an easy pull-down system that locks at
intervals to fit a variety of projection formats. Nylon bearings
provide smooth quiet operation for the life of the screen.
Case design allows flush mounting to the ceiling or a wall.
◆

Provides dependable service and beauty.

◆

Matte White, Glass Beaded and Video Spectra 1.5 fabrics are seamless in all sizes.

Screen Size (H x W)

Video Spectra 1.5

50˝ x 50˝

13 lbs.

(#73089) 83.95

(#73088) 83.95

60˝ x 60˝

16 lbs.

(#73097) 96.95

(#73096) 96.95

(#74146) 96.95

70˝ x 70˝

18 lbs.

(#73113) 109.95

(#73112) 109.95

(#74149) 109.95

64˝ x 84˝

26 lbs.

(#73121) 155.95

(#73120) 155.95

(#74152) 155.95

84˝ x 84˝

27 lbs.

(#73137) 167.95

(#73136) 167.95

—

72˝ x 96˝

30 lbs.

(#73145) 174.95

(#73144) 174.95

(#74155) 174.95

96˝ x 96˝

31 lbs.

(#73161) 215.95

(#73160) 215.95

—

Screen Size (H x W)

SQUARE FORMAT SIZES - FROST GRAY WITH WHITE CAPS
Shipping Weight
Matte White
Glass Beaded

(#74143) 83.95

Video Spectra 1.5

50˝ x 50˝

13 lbs.

(#73091) 83.95

(#73090) 83.95

60˝ x 60˝

16 lbs.

(#73099) 96.95

(#73098) 96.95

(#74147) 96.95

70˝ x 70˝

18 lbs.

(#73115) 109.95

(#73114) 109.95

(#74150) 109.95

64˝ x 84˝

26 lbs.

(#73123) 155.95

(#73122) 155.95

(#74153) 155.95

84˝ x 84˝

27 lbs.

(#73139) 167.95

(#73138) 167.95

—

72˝ x 96˝

30 lbs.

(#73147) 174.95

(#73146) 174.95

(#74156) 174.95

96˝ x 96˝

31 lbs.

(#73163) 215.95

(#73162) 215.95

—

Screen Size (H x W)

SQUARE FORMAT SIZES - PEPPER WITH BLACK CAPS
Shipping Weight
Matte White
Glass Beaded

(#74144) 83.95

Video Spectra 1.5

50˝ x 50˝

13 lbs.

(#73093) 83.95

(#73092) 83.95

60˝ x 60˝

16 lbs.

(#73099) 96.95

(#73100) 96.95

(#74148) 96.95

70˝ x 70˝

18 lbs.

(#73101) 109.95

(#73116) 109.95

(#74151) 109.95

64˝ x 84˝

26 lbs.

(#73117) 155.95

(#73124) 155.95

(#74154) 155.95

84˝ x 84˝

27 lbs.

(#73125) 167.95

(#73140) 167.95

—

72˝ x 96˝

30 lbs.

(#73149) 174.95

(#73148) 174.95

(#74157) 174.95

96˝ x 96˝

31 lbs.

(#73165) 215.95

(#73164) 215.95

—

T-Bar
Scissor
Clip

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO

SQUARE FORMAT SIZES - FAWN WITH WHITE CAPS
Shipping Weight
Matte White
Glass Beaded

No. 6 Wall Bracket (DAWB6)
6” extension, non-adjustable..........19.95

No. 11 Wall Bracket (DAWB11): 10” or 14”
extension, non-adjustable...............29.95

T-Bar Scissor Clips (Pair): Easily attach screens to dropped
ceilings. Black (DACTBB) or white (DACTBW) finish ....................11.95

www.bhphotovideo.com

(#74145) 83.95

No. 23 Wall Bracket (DAWB23): 14.5”- 24”
extension, adjustable ........................35.95

T-Bar Scissor Clips (12): Carton of 12 pairs of T-Bar Scissor
clips. Available in black (DACTBB12) or white (DACTBW12) ......63.50
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DESIGNER MODEL B
VIDEO FORMAT SIZES - FAWN WITH WHITE CAPS
Nominal Diagonal
Shipping Weight
Matte White

Viewing Area

Glass Beaded

60˝ x 80˝

100˝

25 lbs.

(#73129) 161.95

(#73128) 161.95

69˝ x 92˝

120˝

29 lbs.

(#73153) 203.95

(#73152) 203.95

VIDEO FORMAT SIZES - FROST GRAY WITH WHITE CAPS
Nominal Diagonal
Shipping Weight
Matte White

Glass Beaded

Viewing Area
60˝ x 80˝

100˝

25 lbs.

(#73131) 161.95

(#73130) 161.95

69˝ x 92˝

120˝

29 lbs.

(#73155) 203.95

(#73154) 203.95

VIDEO FORMAT SIZES - PEPPER WITH BLACK CAPS
Nominal Diagonal
Shipping Weight
Matte White

Glass Beaded

Viewing Area
60˝ x 80˝

100˝

25 lbs.

(#73133) 161.95

(#73132) 161.95

69˝ x 92˝

120˝

29 lbs.

(#73157) 203.95

(#73156) 203.95

DESIGNER MANUAL
Pull Down Screen
that Fits any Decor
The Designer Manual is perfect for your home, office, meeting room
facilities or any place where appearance is important. It features a real
wood case that is available in 3 different styles (Concord, Hamilton and
Lexington), and finished in your choice of seven standard veneers (light
oak, medium oak, mahogany, cherry, natural walnut, heritage walnut
or honey maple). It has an easy pull-down system that locks at intervals
to fit a variety of
projection formats. Nylon
le
Availab
s:
e
bearings provide smooth quiet operation for the life of the screen.
finish
Concord
Hamilton
Lexington
Case design allows flush mounting to the ceiling or a wall.

Screen Size
Size (H x W)

Shipping
Weight

Concord
Matte White

SQUARE FORMAT SIZES
Lexington
Hamilton
Matte White
Matte White

70˝ x 70˝

29 lbs.

(#76454) 616.50

(#76458) 616.50

84˝ x 84˝

32 lbs.

(#76456) 726.95

(#76460) 726.95

96˝ x 96˝

39 lbs.

(#85169) 838.50

(#85171) 838.50

Concord
High Power

Lexington
High Power

Hamilton
High Power

(#76466) 616.50

(#96053) 729.95

(#96059) 729.95

(#96065) 729.95

(#76468) 726.95

(#96054) 839.95

(#96060) 839.95

(#96066) 839.95

(#85173) 838.50

(#96055) 953.50

(#96061) 953.50

(#96067) 953.50

VIDEO FORMAT SIZES
Viewing
Area

Nominal
Diagonal

Shipping
Weight

Concord
Matte White

Lexington
Matte White

Hamilton
Matte White

Concord
High Power

Lexington
High Power

Hamilton
High Power

50˝ x 67˝

84”

29 lbs.

(#76852) 616.50

(#76858) 616.50

(#76864) 616.50

(#96056) 729.95

(#96062) 729.95

(#96068) 729.95

60˝ x 80˝

100”

32 lbs.

(#76854) 726.95

(#76860) 726.95

(#76866) 726.95

(#96057) 839.95

(#96063) 839.95

(#96069) 839.95

69˝ x 92˝

120”

39 lbs.

(#76856) 838.50

(#76862) 838.50

(#76868) 838.50

(#96058) 953.50

(#96064) 953.50

(#96070) 953.50

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821
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FIXED FRAME SCREENS
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PERMANENT WALL MOUNT SCREENS
DA-SNAP
The Da-Snap screen is suitable for mounting on the wall or into a
wall opening. You can easily attach the front or rear projection
screen surface with snaps or optional Velcro (not available on High
Power fabric), providing a perfectly flat viewing surface for video
projection applications. The surface mounts to the back of the black
powder coated frame that provides a masking border.
◆ Da-Mat, HC Da-Mat, Da-Tex (Rear),

Pearlescent, Cinema Vision, HC
Cinema Vision and Dual Vision fabrics
up to and including 12’ high will be
seamless.
◆ Audio Vision, HC Audio Vision and HC

Cinema Perf fabrics up to and including 8´ high will be seamless.

◆ High Power fabric up to and

including 6’ high will be seamless.
◆ An optional Pro-Trim finish is also

available. Pro-Trim is a fabric frame
covering that aesthetically enhances
the appearance of the installation
while absorbing light that surrounds
the viewing area.

CINEMA CONTOUR
Available in sizes from 60” to 240” diagonal in video format
and 92” to 220” diagonal in HDTV format, the Cinema
Contour has a 45° angle cut frame for a sleek, modern
appearance. The surface mounts to the back of a black
powder coated frame to provide a perfectly flat viewing
surface, while the frame provides a masking border.
◆ Da-Mat, HC Da-Mat, Da-Tex (Rear), Pearlescent, Cinema Vision, HC

Cinema Vision and Dual Vision fabrics up to and including 12’ high will
be seamless.
◆ An optional Pro-Trim finish is also available. Pro-Trim is a fabric

frame covering that aesthetically enhances the appearance of the
installation while absorbing light that surrounds the viewing area.

◆ Audio Vision, HC Audio Vision and HC Cinema Perf fabrics up to and

including 8´ high will be seamless.
◆ High Power fabric up to and including 6’ high will be seamless.

PERM-WALL
Designed for permanent mounting to the wall or in a wall opening. Front
or rear projection surfaces snap easily on to the front of the silver aluminum
frame. Flat back and sides for easy installation. Provides a perfectly flat
viewing surface for graphic and data video projection.
◆ Da-Mat, HC Da-Mat, Da-Tex (Rear), Pearlescent, Cinema Vision, HC Cinema Vision and

Dual Vision fabrics up to and including 12’ high will be seamless. Audio Vision, HC Audio
Vision and HC Cinema Perf fabrics up to and including 8’ high will be seamless. High
Power fabric up to and including 6’ high will be seamless.
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DA-SNAP
VIDEO FORMAT SIZES
Da-Mat
HC Da-Mat

Screen Size

Nominal Diagonal

Shipping Weight

Da-Tex (Rear)

Pearlescent

Cinema Vision

36˝ x 48˝ (HxW)

60˝

19 lbs.

(#74609) 362.50

(#87665) 362.50

(#74610) 419.95

(#74611) 384.95

(#78182) 395.95

43˝ x 57.5˝ (HxW)

72˝

22 lbs.

(#74614) 448.95

(#87666) 448.95

(#74615) 515.95

(#74616) 467.95

(#78183) 479.95

50.5˝ x 67˝ (HxW)

84˝

24 lbs.

(#74619) 524.95

(#87667) 524.95

(#74620) 597.95

(#74621) 559.95

(#78184) 576.95

57.5˝ x 77˝ (HxW)

96˝

28 lbs.

(#74624) 604.95

(#87668) 604.95

(#74625) 712.95

(#74626) 638.50

(#78185) 654.95

60˝ x 80˝ (HxW)

100˝

30 lbs.

(#74629) 619.95

(#87669) 619.95

(#74630) 753.50

(#74631) 669.95

(#78186) 689.95

72˝ x 96˝ (HxW)

120˝

36 lbs.

(#74634) 769.95

(#87670) 769.95

(#74635) 956.95

(#74636) 833.95

(#78187) 857.95

90˝ x 120˝ (HxW)

150˝

44 lbs.

(#74637) 1,048.95

(#87671) 1,048.95

(#74638) 1,221.95

(#74639) 1,119.95

(#78188) 1,101.95

108˝ x 144˝ (HxW)

180˝

50 lbs.

(#74640) 1,149.50

(#87672) 1,149.50

(#74641) 1,433.50

(#74642) 1,246.50

(#78189) 1,282.50

120˝ x 160˝ (HxW)

200˝

75 lbs.

(#84149) 1,255.95

(#87673) 1,255.95

(#84150) 1,479.95

(#84151) 1,346.50

(#84152) 1,402.50

144˝ x 192˝ (HxW)

240˝

90 lbs.

(#84154) 1,362.95

(#87674) 1,362.95

(#84155) 1,587.50

(#84156) 1,451.95

(#84157) 1,507.95

Screen Size

HC Cinema Vision

HC Cinema Perf

High Power

Dual Vision

Audio Vision

HC Audio Vision

36˝ x 48˝ (HxW)

(#90245) 395.95

(#91517) CALL

(#79901) 488.50

(#79974) 395.95

(#83509) 577.50

(#91341) 577.50

43˝ x 57.5˝ (HxW)

(#90246) 479.95

(#91518) CALL

(#79902) 573.50

(#79975) 479.95

(#83510) 659.95

(#91342) 659.95

50.5˝ x 67˝ (HxW)

(#90247) 576.95

(#91519) CALL

(#79903) 623.50

(#79976) 576.95

(#83511) 733.50

(#91343) 733.50

57.5˝ x 77˝ (HxW)

(#90248) 654.95

(#91520) CALL

(#79904) 724.50

(#79977) 654.95

(#83512) 834.95

(#91344) 834.95

60˝ x 80˝ (HxW)

(#90249) 689.95

(#91521) CALL

(#79905) 739.95

(#79978) 689.95

(#83513) 849.95

(#91345) 849.95

72˝ x 96˝ (HxW)

(#90250) 857.95

(#91522) 1,087.95

(#79906) 889.95

(#79979) 857.95

(#83514) 999.95

(#91346) 999.95

90˝ x 120˝ (HxW)

(#90251) 1,101.95

(#93082) 1,321.95

—

(#79980) 1,101.95

(#93080) 1,222.95

(#93081) 1,222.95

108˝ x 144˝ (HxW)

(#90252) 1,282.50

—

—

(#79981) 1,282.50

—

—

120˝ x 160˝ (HxW)

(#90253) 1,402.50

—

—

(#84153) 1,402.50

—

—

144˝ x 192˝ (HxW)

(#90254) 1,507.95

—

—

(#84158) 1,507.95

—

—

HDTV FORMAT SIZES
Screen Size

Nominal Diagonal

Shipping Weight

Da-Mat

HC Da-Mat

Da-Tex (Rear)

Pearlescent

Cinema Vision

37.5˝ x 67˝ (HxW)

77˝

24 lbs.

(#92984) 527.95

(#92985) 527.95

(#92986) 599.95

(#92987) 563.95

(#92988) 579.50

40.5˝ x 72˝ (HxW)

82˝

26 lbs.

(#96507) 575.95

(#96508) 575.95

(#96509) 654.50

(#96510) 588.95

(#96510) 588.95

45˝ x 80˝ (HxW)

92˝

28 lbs.

(#83414) 623.50

(#87675) 623.50

(#83418) 754.50

(#83419) 672.95

(#83420) 689.95

49˝ x 87˝ (HxW)

100˝

30 lbs.

(#95555) 713.95

(#95556) 713.95

(#95557) 877.50

(#95558) 769.95

(#95559) 792.50

52˝ x 92˝ (HxW)

106˝

32 lbs.

(#78692) 774.95

(#87676) 774.95

(#79000) 958.95

(#78696) 836.95

(#79004) 859.95

54˝ x 96˝ (HxW)

110˝

33 lbs.

(#94320) 819.95

(#94321) 819.95

(#94328) 1,004.95

(#94322) 882.95

(#94323) 905.95

58˝ x 104˝ (HxW)

119˝

36 lbs.

(#78693) 912.95

(#87677) 912.95

(#79001) 1,119.95

(#78697) 979.95

(#79005) 1,008.50

65˝ x 116˝ (HxW)

133˝

37 lbs.

(#78694) 1,056.95

(#87678) 1,056.95

(#79002) 1,229.95

(#78698) 1,127.95

(#79006) 1,109.95

78˝ x 139˝ ((HxW)

159˝

50 lbs.

(#78695) 1,149.95

(#87679) 1,149.95

(#79003) 1,434.95

(#78699) 1,248.50

(#79007) 1,284.95

94.5˝ x 168˝ (HxW)

193˝

75 lbs.

(#93987) 1,258.50

(#93988) 1,258.50

(#93989) 1,482.95

(#93990) 1,348.50

(#93991) 1,404.50

108˝ x 192˝ (HxW)

220˝

90 lbs.

(#93994) 1,364.95

(#93995) 1,364.95

(#93996) 1,589.50

(#93997) 1,453.95

Screen Size

HC Cinema Vision

(#93998) 1,509.95

HC Cinema Perf

High Power

Dual Vision

Audio Vision

HC Audio Vision

37.5˝ x 67˝ (HxW)

(#92989) 579.50

(#92990) CALL

(#92991) 624.95

(#92992) 579.50

(#92993) 735.95

(#92994) 735.95

40.5˝ x 72˝ (HxW)

(#96512) 588.95

(#96513) 834.95

(#96514) 679.95

(#96515) 588.95

(#96516) 781.95

(#96517) 781.95

45˝ x 80˝ (HxW)

(#90255) 689.95

(#91523) CALL

(#83421) 742.95

(#83422) 689.95

(#83515) 853.50

(#91347) 853.50

49˝ x 87˝ (HxW)

(#95560) 792.50

(#95561) 1,022.50

(#95562) 833.95

(#95563) 792.50

(#95564) 943.95

(#95565) 943.95

52˝ x 92˝ (HxW)

(#90256) 859.95

(#91524) 1,089.95

(#79907) 894.50

(#79982) 859.95

(#83516) 1004.95

(#91348) 1004.95

54˝ x 96˝ (HxW)

(#94324) 905.95

(#94325) 1,135.95

(#94330) 939.95

(#94329) 905.95

(#94326) 1049.95

(#94327) 1049.95

58˝ x 104˝ (HxW)

(#90257) 1,008.50

(#91525) 1,184.50

(#79908) 1,029.95

(#79983) 1,008.50

(#83517) 1142.95

(#91349) 1142.95

65˝ x 116˝ (HxW)

(#90258) 1,109.95

(#91526) 1,329.95

(#79909) 1,122.95

(#79984) 1,109.95

(#83518) 1229.95

(#91350) 1229.95

78˝ x 139˝ (HxW)

(#90259) 1,284.95

(#93085) 1,504.95

—

(#79985) 1,284.95

(#93083) 1369.95

(#93084) 1369.95

94.5˝ x 168˝ (HxW)

(#93992) 1,404.50

—

—

(#93993) 1,404.50

—

—

108˝ x 192˝ (HxW)

(#93999) 1,509.95

—

—

(#94000) 1,509.95

—

—
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CINEMA CONTOUR
VIDEO FORMAT SIZES
Da-Mat
HC Da-Mat

Screen Size

Nominal Diagonal

Shipping Weight

Da-Tex (Rear)

Pearlescent

Cinema Vision

36˝ x 48˝ (HxW)

60˝

24 lbs.

(#87088) 389.95

(#87680) 389.95

(#87089) 454.95

(#87090) 414.95

(#87091) 428.50

43˝ x 57.5˝ (HxW)

72˝

28 lbs.

(#87095) 485.95

(#87681) 485.95

(#87096) 559.95

(#87097) 506.50

(#87098) 521.95

50.5˝ x 67˝ (HxW)

84˝

31 lbs.

(#87102) 569.95

(#87682) 569.95

(#87103) 649.95

(#87104) 583.95

(#87105) 599.95

57.5˝ x 77˝ (HxW)

96˝

35 lbs.

(#87109) 656.50

(#87684) 656.50

(#87110) 776.50

(#87111) 693.50

(#87112) 712.95

60˝ x 80˝ (HxW)

100˝

37 lbs.

(#87116) 674.95

(#87684) 674.95

(#87117) 819.95

(#87118) 728.95

(#87119) 749.95

72˝ x 96˝ (HxW)

120˝

45 lbs.

(#87123) 839.95

(#87685) 839.95

(#87124) 1,043.95

(#87125) 909.50

(#87126) 935.95

90˝ x 120˝ (HxW)

150˝

56 lbs.

(#87130) 1,144.95

(#87686) 1,144.95

(#87131) 1,337.50

(#87132) 1,169.95

(#87133) 1,204.50

108˝ x 144˝ (HxW)

180˝

63 lbs.

(#87135) 1,249.95

(#87687) 1,249.95

(#87136) 1,561.95

(#87137) 1,357.50

(#87138) 1,396.95

120˝ x 160˝ (HxW)

200˝

89 lbs.

(#87140) 1,373.95

(#87688) 1,373.95

(#87141) 1,619.95

(#87142) 1,469.95

(#87143) 1,533.50

144˝ x 192˝ (HxW)

240˝

105 lbs.

(#87145) 1,489.95

(#87689) 1,489.95

(#87146) 1,737.95

(#87147) 1,589.50

(#87148) 1,649.95

Screen Size

HC Cinema Vision

HC Cinema Perf

High Power

Dual Vision

Audio Vision

HC Audio Vision

36˝ x 48˝ (HxW)

(#90260) 428.50

(#91527) 639.95

(#87092) 527.95

(#87093) 428.50

(#87094) 604.95

(#91351) 604.95

43˝ x 57.5˝ (HxW)

(#90261) 521.95

(#91528) 729.95

(#87099) 596.95

(#87100) 521.95

(#87101) 694.95

(#91352) 694.95

50.5˝ x 67˝ (HxW)

(#90262) 599.95

(#91529) 829.95

(#87106) 678.50

(#87107) 599.95

(#87108) 777.50

(#91353) 777.50

57.5˝ x 77˝ (HxW)

(#90263) 712.95

(#91530) 942.95

(#87113) 788.95

(#87114) 712.95

(#87115) 886.50

(#91354) 886.50

60˝ x 80˝ (HxW)

(#90264) 749.95

(#91531) 979.95

(#87120) 807.50

(#87121) 749.95

(#87122) CALL

(#91355) 904.95

72˝ x 96˝ (HxW)

(#90265) 935.95

(#91532) 1,114.95

(#87127) 972.95

(#87128) 935.95

(#87129) 1,069.95

(#91356) 1,069.95

90˝ x 120˝ (HxW)

(#90266) 1,204.50

(#93088) 1,424.50

—

(#87134) 1,204.50

(#93086) 1,314.95

(#93087) 1,314.95

108˝ x 144˝ (HxW)

(#90267) 1,396.95

—

—

(#87139) 1,396.95

—

—

120˝ x 160˝ (HxW)

(#90268) 1,533.50

—

—

(#87144) 1,533.50

—

—

144˝ x 192˝ (HxW)

(#80269) 1,649.95

—

—

(#87149) 1,649.95

—

—

HDTV FORMAT SIZES
Screen Size

Nominal Diagonal

Shipping Weight

Da-Mat

HC Da-Mat

Da-Tex (Rear)

Pearlescent

Cinema Vision

37.5˝ x 67˝ (HxW)

77˝

29 lbs.

(#92973) 573.50

(#92974) 573.50

(#92975) 651.95

(#92976) 586.50

(#92977) 603.95

40.5˝ x 72˝ (HxW)

82˝

30 lbs.

(#96518) 598.95

(#96519) 598.95

(#96520) 709.95

(#96521) 639.50

(#96522) 657.95

45˝ x 80˝ (HxW)

92˝

34 lbs.

(#87150) CALL

(#87690) 677.50

(#87151) 822.50

(#87152) 732.50

(#87153) 753.50

49˝ x 87˝ (HxW)

100˝

36 lbs.

(#95566) 743.95

(#95567) 743.95

(#95568) 909.95

(#95569) 804.95

(#95570) 826.95

52˝ x 92˝ (HxW)

106˝

38 lbs.

(#87157) 843.95

(#87691) 843.95

(#87158) 1,046.50

(#87159) 912.95

(#87160) 938.50

54˝ x 96˝ (HxW)

110˝

40 lbs.

(#94309) 889.95

(#94310) 889.95

(#94317) 1,092.50

(#94311) 958.95

(#94312) 984.50

58˝ x 104˝ (HxW)

119˝

43 lbs.

(#87164) 996.95

(#87692) 996.95

(#87165) 1,169.95

(#87166) 1,069.95

(#87167) 1,099.95

65˝ x 116˝ (HxW)

133˝

49 lbs.

(#87171) 1,147.50

(#87693) 1,147.50

(#87172) 1,339.95

(#87173) 1,172.50

(#87174) 1,207.95

78˝ x 139˝ ((HxW)

159˝

56 lbs.

(#87178) 1,258.50

(#87694) 1,258.50

(#87179) 1,569.95

(#87180) 1,364.95

(#87181) 1,404.95

94.5˝ x 168˝ (HxW)

193˝

88 lbs.

(#94001) 1,375.95

(#94002) 1,375.95

(#94003) 1,622.50

(#94004) 1,473.95

(#94005) 1,534.95

108˝ x 192˝ (HxW)

220˝

103 lbs.

(#94008) 1,492.50

(#94009) 1,492.50

(#94010) 1,739.95

(#94011) 1,589.95

(#94012) 1,653.50

Screen Size

HC Cinema Vision

HC Cinema Perf

High Power

Dual Vision

Audio Vision

HC Audio Vision

37.5˝ x 67˝ (HxW)

(#92978) 603.95

(#92979) 833.95

(#92980) 679.95

(#92981) 603.95

(#92982) 779.50

(#92983) 779.50

40.5˝ x 72˝ (HxW)

(#96523) 657.95

(#96524) 887.95

(#96525) 739.95

(#96526) 657.95

(#96527) 828.95

(#96528) 828.95

45˝ x 80˝ (HxW)

(#90270) 753.50

(#91533) 983.50

(#87154) 809.95

(#87155) 753.50

(#87156) 907.50

(#91357) 907.50

49˝ x 87˝ (HxW)

(#95571) 826.95

(#95572) 1,056.95

(#95573) 876.50

(#95574) 826.95

(#95575) 973.95

(#95576) 973.95

52˝ x 92˝ (HxW)

(#90271) 938.50

(#91534) 1,117.50

(#87161) 976.50

(#87162) 938.50

(#87163) 1,073.95

(#91358) 1,073.95

54˝ x 96˝ (HxW)

(#94313) 984.50

(#94314) 1,159.95

(#94319) 1,022.50

(#94318) 984.50

(#94315) 1,119.95

(#94316) 1,119.95

58˝ x 104˝ (HxW)

(#90272) 1,099.95

(#91535) 1,272.50

(#87168) 1,126.95

(#87169) 1,099.95

(#87170) 1,173.50

(#91359) 1,173.50

65˝ x 116˝ (HxW)

(#90273) 1,207.95

(#91536) 1,427.95

(#87175) 1,219.95

(#87176) 1,207.95

(#87177) 1,317.95

(#91360) 1,317.95

78˝ x 139˝ (HxW)

(#90274) 1,404.95

(#93091) 1,624.95

—

(#87182) 1,404.95

(#93089) 1,478.50

(#93090) 1,478.50

94.5˝ x 168˝ (HxW)

(#94006) 1,534.95

—

—

(#94007) 1,534.95

—

—

108˝ x 192˝ (HxW)

(#94013) 1,653.50

—

—

(#94014) 1,653.50

—

—
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PERM-WALL
VIDEO FORMAT SIZES
Screen
Size

Nominal
Diagonal

Shipping
Weight

Da-Mat

HC Da-Mat

Da-Tex
(Rear)

Pearlescent

Cinema Vision

41˝ x 56˝ (HxW)

72˝

14 lbs.

(#40539) 269.95

(#87695) 269.95

(#40540) 311.95

(#40542) 297.50

(#78190) 306.95

50˝ x 67˝ (HxW)

84˝

16 lbs.

(#79438) 317.95

(#87696) 317.95

(#79439) 369.95

(#79440) 357.50

(#79441) 369.95

59˝ x 80˝ (HxW)

100˝

20 lbs.

(#40543) 401.95

(#87697) 401.95

(#40544) 489.50

(#40546) 461.95

(#78191) 474.95

68˝ x 92˝ (HxW)

120˝

22 lbs.

(#40547) 489.50

(#87698) 489.50

(#40548) 597.50

(#40550) 569.95

(#78192) 586.95

90˝ x 120˝ (HxW)

150˝

30 lbs.

(#76742) 598.95

(#87699) 598.95

(#76743) 727.95

(#76744) 627.95

(#78193) 644.95

108˝ x 144˝ (HxW)

180˝

40 lbs.

(#76745) 694.95

(#87700) 694.95

(#76746) 929.95

(#76747) 764.95

(#78194) 788.95

120˝ x 160˝

200˝

62 lbs.

(#76748) 836.95

(#87701) 836.95

(#76749) 1,132.95

(#76750) 1,029.95

(#78195) 1,059.95

240˝

77 lbs.

(#84144) 979.95

(#87702) 979.95

(#84145) 1,172.50

144˝ x 192˝

(#84146) 1,126.95

(#84147) 1,107.50

Screen Size

HC Cinema Vision

HC Cinema Perf

High Power

Dual Vision

Audio Vision

HC Audio Vision

41˝ x 56˝ (HxW)

(#90275) CALL

(#91537) CALL

(#79911) 402.95

(#79963) 306.95

(#83519) 522.95

(#91361) CALL

50˝ x 67˝ (HxW)

(#90276) CALL

(#91538) CALL

(#79442) 448.95

(#79964) 369.95

(#83520) 569.95

(#91362) CALL

59˝ x 80˝ (HxW)

(#90277) 474.95

(#91539) CALL

(#79912) 532.95

(#79965) 474.95

(#83521) 626.95

(#91363) CALL

68˝ x 92˝ (HxW)

(#90278) 586.95

(#91540) CALL

(#79913) 594.95

(#79966) 586.95

(#83522) 709.95

(#91364) CALL

90˝ x 120˝ (HxW)

(#90279) 644.95

(#93094) 886.50

——

(#79967) 644.95

(#93092) 814.95

(#93093) 814.95

108˝ x 144˝ (HxW)

(#90280) 788.95

——

——

(#79968) 788.95

——

——

120˝ x 160˝

(#90281) 1,059.95

——

——

(#79969) 1,059.95

——

——

144˝ x 192˝

(#90282) 1,107.50

——

——

(#84148) 1,107.50

——

——

HDTV FORMAT SIZES
Screen
Size

Nominal
Diagonal

Shipping
Weight

Da-Mat

HC Da-Mat

Da-Tex
(Rear)

Pearlescent

Cinema Vision

37.5˝ x 67˝ (HxW)

77˝

15 lbs.

(#92995) 319.95

(#92996) 319.95

(#92997) 372.95

(#92998) 359.95

(#92999) 372.95

40.5˝ x 72˝ (HxW)

82˝

16 lbs.

(#96529) 352.95

(#96530) 352.95

(#96531) 409.95

(#96532) 395.95

(#96533) 409.95

45˝ x 80˝ (HxW)

92˝

17 lbs.

(#83408) 404.50

(#87703) 404.50

(#83409) 491.95

(#83410) 464.50

(#83411) 477.50

49˝ x 87˝ (HxW)

100˝

19 lbs.

(#95577) 438.95

(#95578) 438.95

(#95579) 534.95

(#95580) 507.50

(#95581) 521.95

52˝ x 92˝ (HxW)

106˝

20 lbs.

(#78676) 491.95

(#87704) 491.95

(#78684) 574.95

(#78680) 573.50

(#78688) 588.95

54˝ x 96˝ (HxW)

110˝

21 lbs.

(#94331) 509.95

(#94332) 509.95

(#94339) 592.50

(#94333) 589.95

(#94334) 579.95

58˝ x 104˝ (HxW)

119˝

23 lbs.

(#78677) 543.50

(#87705) 543.50

(#78685) 649.95

(#78681) 586.50

(#78689) 603.95

65˝ x 116˝ (HxW)

133˝

24 lbs.

(#78678) 575.95

(#87706) 575.95

(#78686) 729.95

(#78682) 629.95

(#78690) 647.50

78˝ x 139˝ (HxW)

159˝

28 lbs.

(#78679) 697.95

(#87707) 697.95

(#78687) 933.95

(#78683) 767.95

(#78691) 789.95

94.5˝ x 168˝ (HxW)

193˝

44 lbs.

(#94015) 881.95

(#94016) 881.95

(#94017) 1,139.50

(#94018) 1,084.95

(#94019) 1,116.50

220˝

64 lbs.

(#94022) 1,029.95

(#94023) 1,029.95

108˝ x 192˝

(#94024) 1,232.95

(#94025) 1,133.95

(#94026) 1,164.95

Screen Size

HC Cinema Vision

HC Cinema Perf

High Power

Dual Vision

Audio Vision

HC Audio Vision

37.5˝ x 67˝ (HxW)

(#93000) 372.95

(#93001) 598.95

(#93002) 449.95

(#93003) 372.95

(#93004) 572.50

(#93005) 572.50

40.5˝ x 72˝ (HxW)

(#96534) 409.95

(#96535) 623.50

(#96536) 496.95

(#96537) 409.95

(#96538) 592.95

(#96539) 592.95

45˝ x 80˝ (HxW)

(#90283) 477.50

(#91541) 698.95

(#83412) 534.95

(#83413) 477.50

(#83523) 628.95

(#91365) 628.95

49˝ x 87˝ (HxW)

(#95582) 521.95

(#95583) 739.95

(#95584) 569.95

(#95585) 521.95

(#95586) 662.50

(#95587) 662.50

52˝ x 92˝ (HxW)

(#90284) 588.95

(#91542) CALL

(#79914) 597.95

(#79970) 588.95

(#83524) 712.95

(#91366) CALL

54˝ x 96˝ (HxW)

(#94335) 579.95

(#94336) 809.95

(#94341) 614.95

(#94340) 579.95

(#94337) 729.95

(#94338) 729.95

58˝ x 104˝ (HxW)

(#90285) 603.95

(#91543) 844.95

(#79915) 644.95

(#79971) 603.95

(#83525) 762.50

(#91367) 762.50

65˝ x 116˝ (HxW)

(#90286) CALL

(#91544) 888.95

(#79916) 698.95

(#79972) 647.50

(#83526) 817.50

(#91368) 817.50

78˝ x 139˝ (HxW)

(#90287) 789.95

(#93097) 1,032.50

——

(#79973) 789.95

(#93095) 939.50

(#93096) 939.50

94.5˝ x 168˝ (HxW)

(#94020) 1,116.50

——

——

(#94021) 1,116.50

——

——

108˝ x 192˝

(#94027) 1,164.95

——

——

(#94028) 1,164.95

——

——
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IMAGER VIDEO SCREEN
Wall Mounted Video Screen
A perfectly flat, permanent wall-mounted screen for video projection.
The projection fabric is attached to the frame by Velcro. A black powder
coated aluminum frame provides a sleek black masking border.
◆ Da-Mat, High Contrast Da-Mat, Da-Tex (rear), Pearlescent, Cinema Vision, High Contrast

Cinema Vision and Dual Vision fabrics up to and including 12’ high will be seamless.
◆ Audio Vision, High Contrast Audio Vision and High Contrast Cinema Perf fabrics up to

and including 8’ high will be seamless.
◆ An optional Pro-Trim fabric frame covering that aesthetically enhances the appearance

of the installation while absorbing light that surrounds the viewing area, is also available.

VIDEO FORMAT SIZES
Viewing Area

Nominal Diagonal

Shipping Weight

Da-Mat

HC Da-Mat

Da-Tex (Rear)

Pearlescent

36˝ x 48˝ (HxW)

60˝

20 lbs.

(#81988) 376.95

(#87708) CALL

(#86886) CALL

(#81997) 399.95

43˝ x 57.5˝ (HxW)

72˝

24 lbs.

(#81989) 468.95

(#87709) CALL

(#86888) CALL

(#81998) 489.95

50.5˝ x 67˝ (HxW)

84˝

27 lbs.

(#81990) 552.95

(#87710) 552.95

(#86890) CALL

(#81999) 596.50

57.5˝ x 77˝ (HxW)

96˝

30 lbs.

(#81991) 638.50

(#87711) 638.50

(#86892) CALL

(#82000) 673.95

60˝ x 80˝ (HxW)

100˝

32 lbs.

(#81992) 656.50

(#87712) 656.50

(#86894) CALL

(#82001) 709.50

72˝ x 96˝ (HxW)

120˝

37 lbs.

(#81993) 817.50

(#87713) 817.50

(#86896) 981.95

(#82002) 884.95

90˝ x 120˝ (HxW)

150˝

50 lbs.

(#81186) 1,116.50

(#87714) 1,116.50

(#86898) 1,268.50

(#81801) 1,139.95

Viewing Area

Cinema Vision

HC Cinema Vision

HC Cinema Perf

Dual Vision

Audio Vision

HC Audio Vision

36˝ x 48˝ (HxW)

(#82006) 413.95

(#90288) CALL

(#91545) CALL

(#86887) CALL

(#83527) 589.95

(#91369) CALL

43˝ x 57.5˝ (HxW)

(#82007) 504.95

(#90289) CALL

(#91546) CALL

(#86889) CALL

(#83528) CALL

(#91370) CALL

50.5˝ x 67˝ (HxW)

(#82008) 582.95

(#90290) CALL

(#91547) CALL

(#86891) CALL

(#83529) 759.95

(#91371) CALL

57.5˝ x 77˝ (HxW)

(#82009) 693.50

(#90291) CALL

(#91548) CALL

(#86893) CALL

(#83530) 868.50

(#91372) CALL

60˝ x 80˝ (HxW)

(#82010) 728.95

(#90292) 728.95

(#91549) CALL

(#86895) CALL

(#83531) 886.50

(#91373) CALL

72˝ x 96˝ (HxW)

(#82011) 909.95

(#90293) 909.95

(#91550) 1,139.95

(#86897) 909.95

(#83532) 1,047.50

(#91374) 1047.50

90˝ x 120˝ (HxW)

(#81803) 1,174.95

(#90294) 1,174.95

(#93100) 1,394.95

(#86899) 1,174.95

(#93098) 1,287.95

(#93099) 1287.95

Viewing Area

Nominal Diagonal

Shipping Weight

Da-Mat

HC Da-Mat

Da-Tex (Rear)

Pearlescent

37.5˝ x 67˝ (HxW)

77˝

24 lbs.

(#92846) 554.95

(#92847) 554.95

(#92848) 629.95

(#92849) 598.95

40.5˝ x 72˝ (HxW)

82˝

27 lbs.

(#96540) 579.95

(#96541) 579.95

(#96542) 687.50

(#96543) 624.95

45˝ x 80˝ (HxW)

92˝

28 lbs.

(#83423) 658.95

(#87715) 658.95

(#86900) 788.95

(#83424) 709.95

49˝ x 87˝ (HxW)

100”

32 lbs.

(#95588) 723.50

(#95589) 723.50

(#95590) 866.95

(#95591) 781.95

52˝ x 92˝ (HxW)

106˝

33 lbs.

(#81994) 819.95

(#87716) 819.95

(#86902) 984.50

(#82003) 887.95

54˝ x 96˝ (HxW)

110˝

34 lbs.

(#94342) 866.95

(#94343) 866.95

(#94350) 1,029.95

(#94344) 933.95

58˝ x 104˝ (HxW)

119˝

38 lbs.

(#81995) 969.50

(#87717) 969.50

(#86904) 1,106.50

(#82004) 1,039.95

HDTV FORMAT SIZES

65˝ x 116˝ (HxW)

133˝

44 lbs.

(#81996) 1,118.95

(#87718) 1,118.95

(#86906) 1,269.95

(#82005) 1,143.95

78˝ x 139˝ (HxW)

159˝

46 lbs.

(#81187) 1,213.50

(#87719) 1,213.50

(#86908) 1,441.95

(#81802) 1,297.95

Viewing Area

Cinema Vision

HC Cinema Vision

HC Cinema Perf

Dual Vision

Audio Vision

HC Audio Vision

37.5˝ x 67˝ (HxW)

(#92850) 584.95

(#92851) 584.95

(#92852) 814.95

(#92853) 584.95

(#92854) 762.50

(#92855) 762.50

40.5˝ x 72˝ (HxW)

(#96544) 638.50

(#96545) 638.50

(#96546) 868.50

(#96547) 638.50

(#96548) 809.95

(#96549) 809.95

45˝ x 80˝ (HxW)

(#83425) 729.95

(#90295) 729.95

(#91551) 959.95

(#86901) 729.95

(#83533) 888.95

(#91375) 888.95

49˝ x 87˝ (HxW)

(#95592) 803.95

(#95593) 803.95

(#95594) 1,033.95

(#95595) 803.95

(#95596) 953.50

(#95597) 953.50

52˝ x 92˝ (HxW)

(#82012) 912.95

(#90296) 912.95

(#91552) 1,142.95

(#86903) 912.95

(#83534) 1,049.95

(#91376) 1,049.95

54˝ x 96˝ (HxW)

(#94345) 958.95

(#94346) 958.95

(#94347) 1,137.50

(#94351) 958.95

(#94348) 1,096.95

(#94349) 1,096.95

58˝ x 104˝ (HxW)

(#82013) 1,072.95

(#90297) 1,072.95

(#91553) 1,246.50

(#86905) 1,072.95

(#83535) 1,147.50

(#91377) 1,147.50

65˝ x 116˝ (HxW)

(#82014) 1,177.95

(#90298) 1,177.95

(#91554) 1,397.95

(#86907) 1,177.95

(#83536) 1,289.95

(#91378) 1,289.95

78˝ x 139˝ ((HxW)

(#81804) 1,336.50

(#90299) 1,336.50

(#93103) 1,556.50

(#86909) 1,336.50

(#93101) 1,433.50

(#93102) 1,433.50
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MULTI-MASK IMAGER
Optimum Viewing of Multiple Video Image Formats
The Multi-Mask Imager is a fixed frame screen that features both horizontal
and vertical masking and is available with a choice of eleven projection
screen surfaces. With all masking retracted, the screen is HDTV (1.78:1) aspect
ratio. With motorized masking, you can achieve NTSC Video (1.33:1),
Letterbox (1.85:1) and Cinemascope (2.35:1) formats. Da-Lite’s Multi-Mask
Imager is standard with the Pro-Trim finish, which is a fabric frame covering
that aesthetically enhances the appearance of the installation while
absorbing light that surrounds the viewing area.

Cinemascope 2.35:1

Overall
Dimensions

NTSC Video 1.33:1

HDTV Viewing Area
HxW
Diagonal

Letterbox 1.85:1

VIEWING AREA
NTSC Viewing Area
HxW
Diagonal

HDTV 1.78:1

LetterBox Viewing Area
HxW
Diagonal

Cinemascope Viewing Area
HxW
Diagonal

63˝ x 90˝ (HxW)

45˝ x 80˝

92˝

45˝ x 60˝

75˝

43˝ x 80˝

91˝

34˝ x 80˝

67˝ x 97˝ (HxW)

49˝ x 87˝

100˝

49˝ x 65˝

82˝

47˝ x 87˝

99˝

37˝ x 87˝

87˝
95˝

70˝ x 102˝ (HxW)

52˝ x 92˝

106˝

52˝ x 69˝

86˝

50˝ x 92˝

105˝

39˝ x 92˝

100˝
104˝

72˝ x 106˝ (HxW)

54˝ x 96˝

110˝

54˝ x 72˝

90˝

52˝ x 96˝

109˝

41˝ x 96˝

76˝ x 114˝ (HxW)

58˝ x 104˝

119˝

58˝ x 77˝

96˝

56˝ x 104˝

118˝

44˝ x 104˝

113˝

83˝ x 126˝ (HxW)

65˝ x 116˝

133˝

65˝ x 86˝

108˝

63˝ x 116˝

132˝

49˝ x 116˝

126˝

AVAILABLE FABRICS
Dimensions

Weight

Da-Mat

HC Da-Mat

Da-Tex (Rear)

Pearlescent

Cinema Vision

63˝ x 90˝ (HxW)

200 lbs.

(#94418V) 4,184.95

(#94419V) 4,184.95

(#94420V) 4,317.50

(#94421V) 4,235.95

(#94422V) 4,254.95

67˝ x 97˝ (HxW)

220 lbs.

(#95598V) 4,319.50

(#95599V) 4,319.50

(#95600V) 4,473.50

(#95601V) 4,374.95

(#95602V) 4,394.95

70˝ x 102˝ (HxW)

230 lbs.

(#94429V) 4,521.95

(#94430V) 4,521.95

(#94431V) 4,706.95

(#94432V) 4,584.95

(#94433V) 4,607.95

72˝ x 106˝ (HxW)

240 lbs.

(#94440V) 4,637.50

(#94441V) 4,637.50

(#94442V) 4,822.50

(#94443V) 4,699.95

(#94444V) 4,723.50

76˝ x 114˝ (HxW)

260 lbs.

(#94451V) 5,052.50

(#94452V) 5,052.50

(#94453V) 5,258.95

(#94454V) 5,119.50

(#94455V) 5,146.95

83˝ x 126˝ (HxW)

290 lbs.

(#94462V) 5,455.95

(#94463V) 5,455.95

(#94464V) 5,686.95

(#94465V) 5,527.50

(#94466V) 5,559.95

Viewing Area

HC Cinema Vision

HC Cinema Perf

High Power

Dual Vision

Audio Vision

HC Audio Vision

63˝ x 90˝ (HxW)

(#94423V) 578.50

(#94424V) 4,474.95

(#94425V) 4,306.50

(#94426V) 4,254.95

(#94427V) 4,404.95

(#94428V) 4404.95

67˝ x 97˝ (HxW)

(#95603V) 599.00

(#95604V) 4,614.95

(#95605V) 4,439.95

(#95606V) 4,394.95

(#95607V) 4,539.95

(#95608V) 4,539.95

70˝ x 102˝ (HxW)

(#94434V) 599.00

(#94435V) 4,827.95

(#94436V) 4,641.95

(#94437V) 4,607.95

(#94438V) 4,741.95

(#94439V) 4,741.95

72˝ x 106˝ (HxW)

(#94445V) 578.50

(#94446V) 4,943.50

(#94447V) 4,757.50

(#94448V) 4,723.50

(#94449V) 4,857.50

(#94450V) 4,857.50

76˝ x 114˝ (HxW)

(#94456V) 578.50

(#94457V) 5,366.95

(#94458V) 5,169.95

(#94459V) 5,146.95

(#94460V) 5,272.50

(#94461V) 5,272.50

83˝ x 126˝ (HxW)

(#94467V) 578.50

(#94468V) 5,779.95

(#94469V) 5,573.50

(#94470V) 5,559.95

(#94471V) 5,675.95

(#94472V) 5,675.95
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PRO IMAGER VERTICAL MASKING SYSTEM
Motorized Masking System
A motorized masking system for masking NTSC video format to HDTV format or
LetterBox format, the Pro Imager vertical masking system can be installed over
Da-Lite’s Imager, Da-Snap, Perm-Wall or rear projection screens or over any
other permanently wall mounted screen. The masking fabric will mask the
screen equally from top to bottom. The masking fabric will close symmetrically
to correct the format.
◆ An optional Pro-Trim fabric frame covering that aesthetically enhances the appearance

of the installation while absorbing light that surrounds the viewing area, is also available.

Overall
Dimensions

Weight

VERTICAL SCREEN MASKING SYSTEM
from NTSC (1.33)
to HDTV (1.78)
Viewing Area (HxW):
Viewing Area (HxW):

to LetterBox (1.85)
Viewing Area (HxW):

48˝ x 57˝ (HxW)

38 lbs.

36˝ x 48˝

27˝ x 48˝

(#82287) 1417.95

26˝ x 48˝

(#82294) 1417.95

55˝ x 661⁄2˝ (HxW)

44 lbs.

43˝ x 571⁄2˝

32˝ x 571⁄2˝

(#82288) 1459.95

31˝ x 571⁄2˝

(#82295) 1459.95

621⁄2˝ x 76˝ (HxW)

50 lbs.

501⁄2˝ x 67˝

37˝ x 67˝

(#82289) 1508.95

36˝ x 67˝

(#82296) 1508.95

69 ⁄2˝ x 86˝ (HxW)

56 lbs.

57 ⁄2˝ x 77˝

43˝ x 77˝

(#82290) 1517.95

41˝ x 77˝

(#82297) 1517.95

72˝ x 89˝ (HxW)

58 lbs.

60˝ x 80˝

45˝ x 80˝

(#82291) 1563.95

43˝ x 80˝

(#82298) 1563.95

84˝ x 105˝ (HxW)

68 lbs.

72˝ x 96˝

54˝ x 96˝

(#82292) 1626.95

51˝ x 96˝

(#82299) 1626.95

102˝ x 129˝ (HxW)

85 lbs.

90˝ x 120˝

671⁄2˝ x 120˝

(#82293) 1717.95

65˝ x 120˝

(#82300) 1717.95

1

1

PRO IMAGER HORIZONTAL MASKING SYSTEM
Motorized Masking System
Motorized system for masking HDTV format to NTSC format and Cinemascope
format to HDTV format, the Pro Imager system can be installed over Da-Lite’s
Imager, Da-Snap, Perm-Wall or rear projection screens or over any other
permanently wall mounted screen. Masking fabric attached to a slat bar
will mask the screen equally on each side. Masking fabric will lower from the
top with the slat bar concealed in the bottom frame.
◆ An optional Pro-Trim fabric frame covering that aesthetically enhances the appearance

of the installation while absorbing light that surrounds the viewing area, is also available.

HDTV TO NTSC VIDEO FORMATS
Overall
Dimensions

from HDTV (1.78) to NTSC (1.33)
Weight
Viewing Area
Viewing Area

CINEMASCOPE TO HDTV VIDEO FORMATS
Price

Overall
from
to
Dimensions Weight Cinemascope (2.35) HDTV (1.78)
(HxW)
Viewing Area
Viewing Area

Price

57˝ x 89˝ (HxW)

58 lbs.

45˝ x 80˝ (HxW)

45˝ x 60˝ (HxW)

(#83426) 1297.95

61” x 96” (HxW)

63 lbs.

49” x 87” (HxW)

49” x 65” (HxW)

(#95151) 1314.50

491⁄2” x 97”

65 lbs.

371⁄2” x 88˝ (HxW)

371⁄2” x 67” (HxW) (#97447) 1314.50

52˝ x 69˝ (HxW)

(#82301) 1324.95

52 1⁄2” x 104”

70 lbs.

451⁄2” x 95” (HxW)

401⁄2” x 72” (HxW) (#97448) 1336.50

64˝ x 101˝ (HxW)

66 lbs.

66” x 105” (HxW)

69 lbs.

54” x 96” (HxW)

54” x 72” (HxW)

(#94352) 1336.50

57” x 115”

75 lbs.

45” x 106” (HxW)

45” x 80” (HxW)

(#97449) 1358.50

70˝ x 113˝ (HxW)

81 lbs.

58˝ x 104˝ (HxW)

58˝ x 77˝ (HxW)

(#82302) 1358.50

61” x 124”

81 lbs.

49” x 115” (HxW)

49” x 87” (HxW)

(#97450) 1389.95

77˝ x 125˝ (HxW)

95 lbs.

65˝ x 116˝ (HxW)

65˝ x 86˝ (HxW)

(#82303) 1389.95

64” x 131”

85 lbs.

52” x 122” (HxW)

52” x 92” (HxW)

(#97451) 1406.95

90˝ x 148˝ (HxW)

68 lbs.

78˝ x 139˝ (HxW)

78˝ x 104˝ (HxW)

(#82304) 1419.95

66” x 135”

88 lbs.

54” x 126” (HxW)

54” x 96” (HxW)

(#97452) 1417.95
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LACE AND GROMMET SYSTEM
Series 200
Lace and Grommet Frame
The Series 200 Lace and Grommet frame is constructed of 2” diameter
aluminum tubing and comes with the lacing Cord and “S” hooks
included and positioned. The frame is recommended for use with the
front and rear projection screen surfaces that are listed below, in sizes
up to 30’ x 30’ outside dimension. The overall frame size will be 12”
larger than the screen viewing area when used with the standard 2”
screen binding. The frame can be suspended from the ceiling by use of
the included eyebolts on the top frame section. Wall mount brackets
and eye bolts are included for wall or ceiling installation.

▼

Rear view of
Series 200 frame

Series 200 Lace and Grommet Frame (DAFLG) ...............................................................44.95

▼

Front view of
Series 200 frame
with Pro Trim
masking cover

Series 200 Lace and Grommet Frame with 6” Pro-Trim Masking Cover (DAFMCLG)
The 6” Pro-Trim Masking Cover conceals the screen binding and lacing cord.
Pro-Trim fabric aesthetically enhances the appearance of the installation, while
absorbing ambient light that surrounds the viewing area..........................................42.50
Series 200 Lace and Grommet Frame with Single Axis Curve (DAFSACLG) ........58.95

Lace and Grommet Screen Surfaces
Da-lite’s Lace and
Grommet screen
surfaces offer a
permanent fixed
or fly screen for a
user-supplied
frame. Heavy-duty
brass grommets
provide even tensioning of the screen. Various sizes and
fabric options are available.
◆ Matte White surfaces 8’ to 16’

in height will be seamless.
Over 16’ will be seamed.
◆ Matte White, High Contrast

Matte White, Glass Beaded,
Video Spectra 1.5, Silver Matte,
and High Power surfaces are
standard with black backing.

◆ Da-Mat, High Contrast Da-Mat,

Pearlescent, Cinema Vision,
High Contrast Cinema Vision,
High Contrast Cinema Perf,
Silver Vision, Audio Vision
and High Contrast Audio Vision
are standard with white backing. Optional black
backing is available.

Nylon Lacing Cord (DALGNLC) ...........................................................12¢ per foot

Surface
Matte White
Matte White over 8’ high

Weight per Sq. Foot

Price

3 ozs.

(#40387) CALL

3.5 ozs.

(#92300) 23.95

High Contrast Matte White

3 ozs.

(#91825) 9.95

Glass Beaded

5 ozs.

(#40386) CALL

* Pearlescent

3 ozs.

(#40400) CALL

* Da-Mat

3 ozs.

(#40397) CALL

* High Contrast Da-Mat

3 ozs.

(#79665) CALL

* Da-Tex (Rear)

3 ozs.

(#40398) CALL

High Power

4 ozs.

(#79953) CALL

* Silver Vision

3 ozs.

(#92417) 13.95

* Cinema Vision

3 ozs.

(#81325) CALL

* High Contrast Cinema Vision

3 ozs.

(#90300) 13.95

* High Contrast Cinema Perf

3 ozs.

(#91555) 18.50

* Dual Vision

3 ozs.

(#81326) CALL

Video Spectra 1.5

3 ozs.

(#84091) CALL

Silver Matte

3 ozs.

(#91667) 9.95

* Audio Vision

3 ozs.

(#84093) CALL

* High Contrast Audio Vision

3 ozs.

(#91379) 17.50

* Surfaces that can be used with the Series 200 Lace and Grommet Frame

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821
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STANDARD FAST-FOLD SCREEN SYSTEM
Large Sturdy Portable Screens
up to 14´ Wide
Lightweight, yet exceptionally stable folding aluminum frames, standard
Fast-Fold screens fit into a case for convenient transport and storage.
Frames fold without coming apart while “speedy cranks” allow “set up”
and “tear down” without tools. Front and rear projection screen surfaces
can be interchanged at any time.
Standard Fast-Fold screens are available with a choice of Da-Mat,
Pearlescent, Cinema Vision, Dual Vision and Da-Tex (rear) view surfaces in
screen sizes from 54 x 54˝ (HxW) to 10.6 x 14´ (HxW). All surfaces up to and
including 12´ high will be seamless. Includes durable Polyethylene storage
carrying case. Optional Drapery Presentation Kit gives professional
stage front appearance.
SQUARE FORMAT SIZES (COMPLETE SCREEN)
Shipping Weight
Da-Mat
Da-Tex (Rear)
HC Da-Tex

Overall Size

Net Picture Area

Pearlescent

Cinema Vision

Dual Vision

54˝ x 54˝ (HxW)

50˝ x 50˝ (HxW)

52 lbs.

(#40402) 374.95

(#40403) 434.95

(#95634) 434.95

(#40404) 428.50

(#81401) 439.95

(#81479) 439.95

72 x 72˝ (HxW)

68˝ x 68˝ (HxW)

56 lbs.

(#40408) 499.95

(#40409) 599.95

(#95637) 575.95

(#40410) 609.50

(#81403) 599.95

(#81481) 599.95

5´ x 7´ 6˝ (HxW)

56˝ x 86˝ (HxW)

56 lbs.

(#40424) 528.95

(#40425) 612.95

(#95640) 587.50

(#40426) 619.95

(#81405) 639.50

(#81483) 639.50

7´ x 7´ (HxW)

80˝ x 80˝ (HxW)

60 lbs.

(#40421) 537.50

(#40422) 652.95

(#95643) 652.95

(#40423) 632.50

(#81406) 649.95

(#81484) 649.95

7´ x 10´ 6˝ (HxW)

80˝ x 122˝ (HxW)

66 lbs.

(#40448) 598.95

(#40449) 779.95

(#95644) 779.95

(#40450) 728.95

(#81407) 749.95

(#81485) 749.95

6´ x 9´ (HxW)

68˝ x 104˝ (HxW)

58 lbs.

(#40436) 564.95

(#40437) 669.95

(#95646) 669.95

(#40438) 684.95

(#81409) 707.50

(#81487) 707.50

8´ x 8´ (HxW)

92˝ x 92˝ (HxW)

56 lbs.

(#40433) 589.95

(#40434) 747.50

(#95647) 747.50

(#40435) 717.50

(#81410) 754.95

(#81488) 754.95

8´ x 12´ (HxW)

92˝ x 140˝ (HxW)

68 lbs.

(#40451) 663.50

(#40452) 902.95

(#95648) 902.95

(#40453) 819.95

(#81411) 846.50

(#81489) 846.50

9´ x 9´ (HxW)

104˝ x 104˝ (HxW)

56 lbs.

(#40439) 623.50

(#40440) 807.50

(#40769) 532.95

(#40441) 754.50

(#81412) 778.50

(#81490) 778.50

10´ x 10´ (HxW)

116˝ x 116˝ (HxW)

70 lbs.

(#40445) 658.95

(#40446) 903.95

(#DUP) 000.50

(#40447) 829.95

(#81414) 853.50

(#81492) 853.50

12´ x 12´ (HxW)

140˝ x 140˝ (HxW)

82 lbs.

(#40457) 773.95

(#40461) 1,049.95

(#92564) 559.95

(#40459) 959.95

(#81416) 987.95

(#81494) 987.95

Overall Size

Net Picture Area

Cinema Vision

Dual Vision

54˝ x 54˝ (HxW)

50˝ x 50˝ (HxW)

6 lbs.

(#41471) 109.95

(#41472) 184.95

(#95655) 184.95

(#41473) 139.95

(#81384) 144.95

(#81462) 144.95

72˝ x 72˝ (HxW)

68˝ x 68˝ (HxW)

6 lbs.

(#41487) 159.50

(#41488) 259.95

(#95658) 259.95

(#41489) 245.95

(#81386) 251.95

(#81464) 251.95

5´ x 90˝ (HxW)

56˝ x 86˝ (HxW)

6 lbs.

(#41508) 169.95

(#41509) 257.95

(#95661) 257.95

(#41510) 207.50

(#81388) 212.50

(#81466) 212.50

7´ x 7´ (HxW)

80˝ x 80˝ (HxW)

8 lbs.

(#41503) 208.95

(#41504) 352.95

(#95664) 352.95

(#41505) 251.95

(#81389) 257.95

(#81467) 257.95

7´ x 10´ 6˝ (HxW)

80˝ x 122˝ (HxW)

10 lbs.

(#41535) 292.95

(#41536) 484.95

(#95665) 484.95

(#41537) 366.95

(#81390) 376.95

(#81468) 376.95

6´ x 9´ (HxW)

68˝ x 104˝ (HxW)

8 lbs.

(#41523) 219.50

(#41524) 356.50

(#95667) 356.50

(#41525) 262.95

(#81392) 269.95

(#81470) 269.95

SQUARE FORMAT SIZES (REPLACEMENT SURFACE ONLY)
Shipping Weight
Da-Mat
Da-Tex (Rear)
HC Da-Tex
Pearlescent

8´ x 8´ (HxW)

92˝ x 92˝ (HxW)

8 lbs.

(#41520) 254.95

(#41521) 444.95

(#95668) 444.95

(#41522) 324.95

(#81393) 335.95

(#81471) 335.95

8´ x 12´ (HxW)

92˝ x 140˝ (HxW)

11 lbs.

(#41539) 378.95

(#41540) 609.50

(#95669) 609.50

(#41541) 472.95

(#81394) 485.95

(#81472) 485.95

9´ x 9´ (HxW)

104˝ x 104˝ (HxW)

9 lbs.

(#41526) 356.50

(#41527) 549.50

(#95670) 549.50

(#41528) 431.95

(#81395) 444.95

(#81473) 444.95

10´ x 10´ (HxW)

116˝ x 116˝ (HxW)

12 lbs.

(#41532) 404.95

(#41533) 634.95

(#95672) 634.95

(#41534) 491.95

(#81397) 508.95

(#81475) 508.95

12´ x 12´ (HxW)

140˝ x 140˝ (HxW)

15 lbs.

(#41545) 506.50

(#41546) 734.95

(#95674) 734.95

(#41547) 616.95

(#81399) 606.95

(#81477) 606.95
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STANDARD FAST-FOLD SCREEN SYSTEM
VIDEO FORMAT SIZES (COMPLETE SCREEN)
Overall Size

Net Picture Area

Ship Weight

Da-Mat

Da-Tex (Rear)

HC Da-Tex

Pearlescent

Cinema Vision

Dual Vision

54˝ x 74˝ (HxW)

50˝ x 70˝ (HxW)

53 lbs.

(#40405) 404.95

(#40406) 474.95

(# 95635) 474.95

(#40407) 461.95

(#81402) 474.95

(#81480) 474.95

63 x 84˝ (HxW)

59˝ x 80˝ (HxW)

56 lbs.

(#40415) 499.95

(#40416) 606.95

(# 95639) 606.95

(#40418) 579.50

(#81404) 597.50

(#81482) 597.50

6´ x 8´ (HxW)

68˝ x 92˝ (HxW)

56 lbs.

(# 40427) 539.95

(#40428) 656.50

(# 95645) 656.50

(#40430) 638.50

(#81408) 656.50

(#81486) 656.50

7´ 6˝ x 10´ (HxW)

86˝ x 116˝ (HxW)

64 lbs.

(# 40448) 598.95

(#40443) 779.95

(# 95650) 779.95

(#40444) 739.50

(#81413) 764.95

(#81491) 764.95

9´ x 12´ (HxW)

104˝ x 140˝ (HxW)

68 lbs.

(# 40454) 707.50

(#40455) 981.95

(# 95652) 981.95

(#40456) 828.95

(#81415) 849.95

(#81493) 849.95

10´ 6˝ x 14´ (HxW)

122˝ x 164˝ (HxW)

78 lbs.

(# 40460) 808.50

(#40461) 1,049.95

(# 95654) 1,049.95

(#40462) 974.95

(#81417) 1,003.95

(#81495) 1,003.95

VIDEO FORMAT SIZES (REPLACEMENT SURFACE ONLY)
Ship Weight
Da-Mat
Da-Tex (Rear)
HC Da-Tex
Pearlescent

Overall Size

Net Picture Area

Cinema Vision

Dual Vision

54˝ x 74˝ (HxW)

50˝ x 70˝ (HxW)

6 lbs.

(# 41479) 134.50

(#41480) 219.95

(# 95656) 219.95

(#41481) 168.95

(#81385) 177.50

(#81463) 177.50

63 x 84˝ (HxW)

59˝ x 80˝ (HxW)

7 lbs.

(# 41495) 149.95

(#41496) 263.95

(# 95660) 263.95

(#41497) 199.95

(#81387) 206.50

(#81465) 206.50

6´ x 8´ (HxW)

68˝ x 92˝ (HxW)

8 lbs.

(# 41517) 208.95

(#41518) 349.95

(# 95666) 349.95

(#41519) 251.95

(#81391) 257.95

(#81469) 257.95

7´ 6˝ x 10´ (HxW)

86˝ x 116˝ (HxW)

10 lbs.

(# 41529) 309.50

(#41536) 484.95

(# 95665) 484.95

(#41531) 376.95

(#81396) 388.95

(#81474) 388.95

9´ x 12´ (HxW)

104˝ x 140˝ (HxW)

12 lbs.

(# 41542) 422.50

(#41543) 663.50

(# 95673) 663.50

(#41544) 529.95

(#81398) 544.95

(#81476) 544.95

10´ 6˝ x 14´ (HxW)

122˝ x 164˝ (HxW)

16 lbs.

(# 41548) 549.95

(#41549) 776.50

(# 95675) 776.50

(#41550) 604.95

(#81400) 624.50

(#81478) 624.50

Overall Size

Net Picture Area

Ship Weight

Da-Mat

Da-Tex (Rear)

HC Da-Tex

Pearlescent

Cinema Vision

Dual Vision

56˝ x 96˝ (HxW)

52˝ x 92˝ (HxW)

56 lbs.

(#87247) 539.95

(#87255) 656.50

(#95636) 656.50

(#87263) 638.50

(#87271) 656.50

(#87279) 656.50

62˝ x 108˝ (HxW)

58˝ x 104˝ (HxW)

58 lbs.

(#87248) 564.95

(# 87256) 669.95

(#95638) 669.95

(#87264) 659.95

(#87272) 707.50

(#87280) 707.50

69˝ x 120˝ (HxW)

65˝ x 116˝ (HxW)

64 lbs.

(#87249) 605.95

(# 87257) 779.95

(#95641) 779.95

(#87265) 739.50

(#87273) 764.95

(#87281) 764.95

83˝ x 144˝ (HxW)

79˝ x 140˝ (HxW)

68 lbs.

(#87250) CALL

(# 87258) 981.95

(#95642) 981.95

(#87266) 828.95

(#87274) 849.95

(#87282) 849.95

Overall Size

Net Picture Area

Ship Weight

Da-Mat

Da-Tex (Rear)

HC Da-Tex

Pearlescent

Cinema Vision

Dual Vision

56˝ x 96˝ (HxW)

52˝ x 92˝ (HxW)

8 lbs.

(#87251) 208.95

(# 87259) 349.95

(# 95657) 349.95

(#87267) 251.95

(#87275) 257.95

(#87283) 257.95

62˝ x 108˝ (HxW)

58˝ x 104˝ (HxW)

8 lbs.

(#87252) 219.50

(# 87260) 356.50

(# 95659) 356.50

(#87268) 262.95

(#87276) 269.95

(#87284) 269.95

69˝ x 120˝ (HxW)

65˝ x 116˝ (HxW)

10 lbs.

(#87253) 309.50

(# 87261) 491.95

(# 95662) 491.95

(#87269) 376.95

(#87277) 388.95

(#87285) 388.95

83˝ x 144˝ (HxW)

79˝ x 140˝ (HxW)

12 lbs.

(#87254) 423.50

(# 87262) 709.95

(# 95663) 709.95

(#87270) 529.95

(#87278) 544.95

(#87286) 544.95

HDTV FORMAT SIZES (COMPLETE SCREEN)

HDTV FORMAT SIZES (REPLACEMENT SURFACE ONLY)

Polyethylene Cases
Extra durable polyethylene carrying cases are included with all standard Fast-Fold screens. They feature two straps with buckles for
closing, a metal carrying handles and built-in wheels. They meet ATA 300 specifications for transit cases.
Screen
Size

Case
Dimensions

Screen
Size

Case
Dimensions

Screen
Size

Case
Dimensions

54” x 54”

44” x 18” x 13”

69” x 120”

45” x 18” x 15”

8’ x 12’

44” x 18” x 13”

54” x 74”

44” x 18” x 13”

83” x 144”

50” x 18” x 13”

9’ x 9’

62” x 17” x 12”

56” x 96”

44” x 18” x 13”

7’ x 7’

50” x 18” x 13”

7’ 6” x 10’

44” x 18” x 13”
50” x 18” x 13”

72” x 72”

44” x 18” x 13”

7’ x 10’ 6”

50” x 18” x 13”

10’ x 10’

62” x 108”

44” x 18” x 13”

6’ x 8’

44” x 18” x 13”

9’ x 12’

44” x 18” x 13”

63” x 84”

44” x 18” x 13”

6’ x 9’

44” x 18” x 13”

12’ x 12’

62” x 17” x 12”

5’ x 7’ 6”

44” x 18” x 13”

8’ x 8’

62” x 17” x 12”

10’ 6” x 14’

50” x 18” x 13”
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FAST-FOLD DELUXE SCREEN SYSTEM
The Presenter’s Choice for Compactness & Portability
More durable than ever! Da-Lite’s Fast-Fold Deluxe frame and legs are
constructed of sturdy 11⁄4” square aluminum tubing and feature easy release
latches for simple, quick set up and tear down of the screen. The Da-Mat,
Cinema Vision and Pearlescent Fast-Fold Deluxe surfaces are interchangeable
with the standard Fast-Fold surfaces for easy substitution. Complete screen
also includes a new rugged carrying case with wheels and is available in sizes
from 54” x 54” up to 10’ 6” x 14’.
◆

Deluxe frames fold without coming apart
utilizing the Snap-Latch Hinge design.

◆

Folding 11⁄4” legs mount to frame with
Speedy Cranks, requiring no tools for set up.

◆

Corner braces are concealed within frame
tubing for greater strength and protection.

◆

Screen can be adjusted up and down in 6”
increments on legs.

◆

Rugged 11⁄4” extruded aluminum tubing on
frame provides greater strength while allowing for lightweight frame reliability.

◆

The legs incorporate same the Snap-Latch
Hinge and concealed corner brace design as
the frame.

SQUARE FORMAT SIZES (COMPLETE SCREEN)
Shipping Weight
Da-Mat
Da-Tex (Rear)
HC Da-Tex

Overall Size

Net Picture Area

Pearlescent

Cinema Vision

Dual Vision

54˝ x 54˝ (HxW)

50˝ x 50˝ (HxW)

72 lbs.

(#88601) 394.95

(#88622) 456.95

(#95676) 456.95

(#88643) 447.50

(#88664) 464.50

(#88685) 464.50

72 x 72˝ (HxW)

68˝ x 68˝ (HxW)

78 lbs.

(#88604) 526.95

(#88625) 604.95

(#95679) 604.95

(#88644) 484.95

(#88667) 629.95

(#88688) 629.95

5´ x 7´ 6˝ (HxW)

56˝ x 86˝ (HxW)

78 lbs.

(#88607) 556.95

(#88628) 617.50

(#95682) 617.50

(#88646) 609.95

(#88670) 669.95

(#88691) 669.95

7´ x 7´ (HxW)

80˝ x 80˝ (HxW)

85 lbs.

(#88610) 575.95

(#88631) 686.50

(#95685) 686.50

(#88649) 649.95

(#88673) 684.50

(#88694) 684.50

7´ x 10´ 6˝ (HxW)

80˝ x 122˝ (HxW)

87 lbs.

(#88611) 628.95

(#88632) 819.95

(#95686) 819.95

(#88652) 664.50

(#88674) 788.95

(#88695) 788.95

6´ x 9´ (HxW)

68˝ x 104˝ (HxW)

80 lbs.

(#88613) 592.95

(#88634) 707.50

(#95688) 707.50

(#88653) 766.95

(#88676) 742.95

(#88697) 742.95

8´ x 8´ (HxW)

92˝ x 92˝ (HxW)

77 lbs.

(#88614) 618.95

(#88635) 784.50

(#95689) 784.50

(#88656) 753.50

(#88677) 794.50

(#88698) 794.50

8´ x 12´ (HxW)

92˝ x 140˝ (HxW)

92 lbs.

(#88615) 694.95

(#88636) 948.95

(#95690) 948.95

(#88657) 859.95

(#88678) 888.95

(#88699) 888.95

9´ x 9´ (HxW)

104˝ x 104˝ (HxW)

80 lbs.

(#88616) 654.50

(#88637) 847.50

(#95691) 847.50

(#88658) 793.50

(#88679) 817.50

(#88700) 817.50

10´ x 10´ (HxW)

116˝ x 116˝ (HxW)

92 lbs.

(#88618) 689.95

(#88639) 949.95

(#95693) 949.95

(#88660) 869.95

(#88681) 894.95

(#88702) 894.95

12´ x 12´ (HxW)

140˝ x 140˝ (HxW)

107 lbs.

(#88620) 812.95

(#88641) 1,069.95

(#95695) 1,069.95

(#88662) 1,009.95

(# 88683) 1,038.50

(#88704) 1,038.50

Overall Size

Net Picture Area

Cinema Vision

Dual Vision

54˝ x 54˝ (HxW)

50˝ x 50˝ (HxW)

6 lbs.

(#41471) 109.95

(#90801) 184.95

(#95697) 184.95

(#41473) 139.95

(#81384) 144.95

(#90823) 144.95

72 x 72˝ (HxW)

68˝ x 68˝ (HxW)

6 lbs.

(#41487) 159.50

(#90804) 259.95

(#95700) 259.95

(#41489) 245.95

(#81386) 251.95

(#90826) 251.95

5´ x 90˝ (HxW)

56˝ x 86˝ (HxW)

6 lbs.

(#41508) 169.95

(#90807) 257.95

(#95703) 257.95

(#41510) 207.50

(# 81388) 212.50

(#90829) 212.50

7´ x 7´ (HxW)

80˝ x 80˝ (HxW)

8 lbs.

(#41503) 208.95

(#90810) 352.95

(#95706) 352.95

(#41505) 251.95

(# 81389) 257.95

(#90832) 257.95

7´ x 10´ 6˝ (HxW)

80˝ x 122˝ (HxW)

10 lbs.

(#41535) 292.95

(#90811) 484.95

(#95707) 484.95

(#41537) 366.95

(# 81390) 376.95

(#90833) 376.95

6´ x 9´ (HxW)

68˝ x 104˝ (HxW)

8 lbs.

(#41523) 219.50

(#90813) 356.50

(#95709) 356.50

(#41525) 262.95

(# 81392) 269.95

(#90835) 269.95

SQUARE FORMAT SIZES (REPLACEMENT SURFACE ONLY)
Shipping Weight
Da-Mat
Da-Tex (Rear)
HC Da-Tex
Pearlescent

8´ x 8´ (HxW)

92˝ x 92˝ (HxW)

8 lbs.

(#41520) 254.95

(#90814) 444.95

(#95710) 444.95

(#41522) 324.95

(# 81393) 335.95

(#90836) 335.95

8´ x 12´ (HxW)

92˝ x 140˝ (HxW)

11 lbs.

(#41539) 378.95

(#90815) 609.50

(#95711) 609.50

(#41541) 472.95

(# 81394) 485.95

(#90837) 485.95

9´ x 9´ (HxW)

104˝ x 104˝ (HxW)

9 lbs.

(#41526) 356.50

(#90816) 549.50

(#95712) 549.50

(#41528) 431.95

(# 81395) 444.95

(#90838) 444.95

10´ x 10´ (HxW)

116˝ x 116˝ (HxW)

12 lbs.

(#41532) 404.95

(#90818) 634.95

(#95714) 634.95

(#41534) 491.95

(# 81397) 508.95

(#90840) 508.95

12´ x 12´ (HxW)

140˝ x 140˝ (HxW)

15 lbs.

(#41545) 506.50

(#90821) 734.95

(#95716) 734.95

(#41547) 616.95

(# 81399) 606.95

(#90842) 606.95
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FAST-FOLD DELUXE SCREEN SYSTEM
VIDEO FORMAT SIZES (COMPLETE SCREEN)
Overall Size

Net Picture Area

Ship Weight

Da-Mat

Da-Tex (Rear)

HC Da-Tex

Pearlescent

Cinema Vision

Dual Vision

54˝ x 74˝ (HxW)

50˝ x 70˝ (HxW)

73 lbs.

(#40405) 404.95

(#40406) 474.95

(#95635) 474.95

(#40407) 461.95

(#81402) 474.95

(#81480) 474.95

63 x 84˝ (HxW)

59˝ x 80˝ (HxW)

78 lbs.

(#40415) 499.95

(#40416) 605.95

(#95639) 605.95

(#40418) 579.50

(#81404) 597.50

(#81482) 597.50

6´ x 8´ (HxW)

68˝ x 92˝ (HxW)

77 lbs.

(#40427) 539.95

(#40428) 656.50

(#95645) 656.50

(#40430) 638.50

(#81408) 656.50

(#81486) 656.50

7´ 6˝ x 10´ (HxW)

86˝ x 116˝ (HxW)

86 lbs.

(#40442) 605.95

(#40443) 779.95

(#95650) 779.95

(#40444) 739.50

(#81413) 764.95

(#81491) 764.95

9´ x 12´ (HxW)

104˝ x 140˝ (HxW)

93 lbs.

(#40454) 707.50

(#40455) 981.95

(#95652) 981.95

(#40456) 828.95

(#81415) 849.95

(#81493) 849.95

10´ 6˝ x 14´ (HxW)

122˝ x 164˝ (HxW)

105 lbs.

(#40460) 808.50

(#40461) 1,049.95

(#95654) 1,049.95

(#40462) 974.95

(#81417) 1,003.95

(#81495) 1,003.95

VIDEO FORMAT SIZES (REPLACEMENT SURFACE ONLY)
Ship Weight
Da-Mat
Da-Tex (Rear)
HC Da-Tex
Pearlescent

Overall Size

Net Picture Area

Cinema Vision

Dual Vision

54˝ x 74˝ (HxW)

50˝ x 70˝ (HxW)

6 lbs.

(#41479) 134.50

(#41480) 219.95

(#95656) 219.95

(#41481) 168.95

(#81385) 177.50

(#81463) 177.50

63 x 84˝ (HxW)

59˝ x 80˝ (HxW)

7 lbs.

(#41495) 149.95

(#41496) 263.95

(#95660) 263.95

(#41497) 199.95

(#81387) 206.50

(#81465) 227.95

6´ x 8´ (HxW)

68˝ x 92˝ (HxW)

8 lbs.

(#41517) 208.95

(#41518) 349.95

(#95666) 349.95

(#41519) 251.95

(#81391) 257.95

(#81469) 257.95

7´ 6˝ x 10´ (HxW)

86˝ x 116˝ (HxW)

10 lbs.

(#41529) 309.50

(#41530) 491.95

(#95671) 491.95

(#41531) 376.95

(#81396) 388.95

(#81474) 388.95

9´ x 12´ (HxW)

104˝ x 140˝ (HxW)

12 lbs.

(#41542) 422.50

(#41543) 663.50

(#95673) 663.50

(#41544) 529.95

(#81398) 544.95

(#81476) 544.95

10´ 6˝ x 14´ (HxW)

122˝ x 164˝ (HxW)

16 lbs.

(#41548) 549.95

(#41549) 776.50

(#95675) 776.50

(#41550) 604.95

(#81400) 624.50

(#81478) 624.50

Overall Size

Net Picture Area

Ship Weight

Da-Mat

Da-Tex (Rear)

HC Da-Tex

Pearlescent

Cinema Vision

Dual Vision

56˝ x 96˝ (HxW)

52˝ x 92˝ (HxW)

56 lbs.

(#87247) 539.95

(#87255) 656.50

(#95636) 656.50

(#87263) 638.50

(#87271) 656.50

(# 87279) 656.50

62˝ x 108˝ (HxW)

58˝ x 104˝ (HxW)

58 lbs.

(#87248) 564.95

(#87256) 669.95

(#95638) 669.95

(#87264) 659.95

(#87272) 707.50

(# 87280) 707.50

69˝ x 120˝ (HxW)

65˝ x 116˝ (HxW)

64 lbs.

(#87249) 605.95

(#87257) 779.95

(#95641) 779.95

(#87265) 739.50

(#87273) 764.95

(# 87281) 764.95

83˝ x 144˝ (HxW)

79˝ x 140˝ (HxW)

68 lbs.

(#87250) CALL

(#87258) 981.95

(#95642) 981.95

(#87266) 828.95

(#87274) 849.95

(# 87282) 849.95

Overall Size

Net Picture Area

Ship Weight

Da-Mat

Da-Tex (Rear)

HC Da-Tex

Pearlescent

Cinema Vision

Dual Vision

56˝ x 96˝ (HxW)

52˝ x 92˝ (HxW)

8 lbs.

(#87251) 208.95

(#87259) 349.95

(#95657) 349.95

(#87267) 251.95

(#87275) 257.95

(#87283) 257.95

62˝ x 108˝ (HxW)

58˝ x 104˝ (HxW)

8 lbs.

(#87252) 219.50

(#87260) 356.50

(#95659) 356.50

(#87268) 262.95

(#87276) 269.95

(#87284) 269.95

69˝ x 120˝ (HxW)

65˝ x 116˝ (HxW)

10 lbs.

(#87253) 309.50

(#87261) 491.95

(#95662) 491.95

(#87269) 376.95

(#87277) 388.95

(#87285) 388.95

83˝ x 144˝ (HxW)

79˝ x 140˝ (HxW)

12 lbs.

(#87254) 423.50

(#87262) 709.95

(#95663) 709.95

(#87270) 529.95

(#87278) 544.95

(#87286) 544.95

HDTV FORMAT SIZES (COMPLETE SCREEN)

HDTV FORMAT SIZES (REPLACEMENT SURFACE ONLY)

MINI-FOLD Table Top Screen
Compact, portable and lightweight tabletop projection screen. Complete screen
includes fabric, frame and vinyl case.
21 X 30” MINI-FOLD TABLE TOP SCREEN
Description

Mini-Fold screen shown above. Mini-Fold in included
vinyl case and Mini-Fold frame shown at right.

Shipping Weight

Price

Da-Mat Complete with Vinyl Case

5 lbs.

(#40465) 168.95

Da-Tex Complete with Vinyl Case

5 lbs.

(#40466) 178.95

Dual Vision Complete with Vinyl Case

5 lbs.

(#93720) 185.95

Da-Mat and Da-Tex Complete with Vinyl Case

6 lbs.

(#40467) 204.95

Da-Mat Surface Only

2 lbs.

(#41553) 44.95

Da-Tex Surface Only

2 lbs.

(#41554) 59.95

Dual Vision Surface Only

2 lbs.

(#93721) 66.95
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STANDARD FAST-FOLD DRAPERY KITS
STANDARD FAST-FOLD SCREEN DRAPERY KITS WITH POLY CASE
Without Adjustable Skirt Bar

With Adjustable Skirt Bar

For
Screen

Overall Height with
Standard 45˝ Skirt

Shipping Weight

Price

Shipping Weight

Price

54” x 54” (HxW)

9’ 3”

47 lbs.

(#77132P) 649.95

51 lbs.

(#77133P) 747.50

54” x 74” (HxW)

9’ 3”

51 lbs.

(#77140P) 659.95

56 lbs.

(#77141P) 776.50

56” x 96” (HxW)

9’ 5”

53 lbs.

(#87327P) 778.50

59 lbs.

(#87331P) 905.95

72” x 72” (HxW)

10’ 9”

52 lbs.

(#41216P) 684.50

57 lbs.

(#41243P) 809.95

62” x 108” (HxW)

9’ 11”

53 lbs.

(#87328P) 809.95

60 lbs.

(#87332P) 947.50

63” x 84” (HxW)

10’

52 lbs.

(#41215P) 749.95

57 lbs.

(#41242P) 878.50

5’ x 7’ 6” (HxW)

9’ 9”

52 lbs.

(#41218P) 749.95

57 lbs.

(#41245P) 877.50

69” x 120” (HxW)

10’ 6”

67 lbs.

(#87329P) 869.95

75 lbs.

(#87333P) 1,003.95

83” x 144” (HxW)

11’ 8”

69 lbs.

(#87330P) 958.95

78 lbs.

(#87334P) 1,108.50

7’ x 7’ (HxW)

11’ 9”

60 lbs.

(#41217P) 772.95

65 lbs.

(#41244P) 899.50

7’ x 10’ 6” (HxW)

11’ 9”

65 lbs.

(#41225P) 864.95

73 lbs.

(#41252P) 1,009.95

6’ x 8’ (HxW)

10’ 9”

53 lbs.

(#41219P) 778.50

59 lbs.

(#41246P) 909.95

6’ x 9’ (HxW)

10’ 9”

53 lbs.

(#41221P) 809.95

60 lbs.

(#41248P) 947.50

8’ x 8’ (HxW)

12’ 9”

62 lbs.

(#41220P) 849.95

68 lbs.

(#41247P) 963.50

8’ x 12’ (HxW)

12’ 9”

69 lbs.

(#41226P) 935.95

78 lbs.

(#41253P) 1,086.95

9’ x 9’ (HxW)

13’ 9”

63 lbs.

(#41222P) 857.95

70 lbs.

(#41249P) 994.95

7’ 6” x 10’ (HxW)

12’ 3”

67 lbs.

(#41223P) 869.95

75 lbs.

(#41250P) 1,003.95

10’ x 10’ (HxW)

14’ 9”

71 lbs.

(#41224P) 919.95

79 lbs.

(#41251P) 1,054.95

9’ x 12’ (HxW)

13’ 9”

69 lbs.

(#41227P) 958.95

78 lbs.

(#41254P) 1,108.50

12’ x 12’ (HxW)

16’ 9”

73 lbs.

(#41228P) 1,022.50

82 lbs.

(#41255P) 1,172.95

10’ 6” x 14’ (HxW)

15’ 3”

75 lbs.

(#41229P) 1,047.50

85 lbs.

(#41256P) 1,147.50

STANDARD FAST-FOLD SCREEN DRAPERY KITS WITHOUT POLY CASE
Without Adjustable Skirt Bar

With Adjustable Skirt Bar

For
Screen

Overall Height with
Standard 45˝ Skirt

Shipping Weight

Price

Shipping Weight

Price

54” x 54” (HxW)

9’ 3”

28 lbs.

(#77132) 649.95

32 lbs.

(#77133) 747.50

54” x 74” (HxW)

9’ 3”

32 lbs.

(#77140) 659.95

37 lbs.

(#77141) 776.50

56” x 96” (HxW)

9’ 5”

34 lbs.

(#87327) 778.50

40 lbs.

(#87331) 905.95

72” x 72” (HxW)

10’ 9”

33 lbs.

(#41216) 684.50

38 lbs.

(#41243) 809.95

62” x 108” (HxW)

9’ 11”

34 lbs.

(#87328) 809.95

41 lbs.

(#87332) 947.50

63” x 84” (HxW)

10’

33 lbs.

(#41215) 749.95

38 lbs.

(#41242) 878.50

5’ x 7’ 6” (HxW)

9’ 9”

33 lbs.

(#41218) 749.95

38 lbs.

(#41245) 877.50

69” x 120” (HxW)

10’ 6”

40 lbs.

(#87329) 869.95

48 lbs.

(#87333) 1,003.95

83” x 144” (HxW)

11’ 8”

42 lbs.

(#87330) 958.95

51 lbs.

(#87334) 1,108.50

7’ x 7’ (HxW)

11’ 9”

33 lbs.

(#41217) 772.95

38 lbs.

(#41244) 899.50

7’ x 10’ 6” (HxW)

11’ 9”

38 lbs.

(#41225) 864.95

46 lbs.

(#41252) 1,009.95

6’ x 8’ (HxW)

10’ 9”

34 lbs.

(#41219) 778.50

40 lbs.

(#41246) 909.95

6’ x 9’ (HxW)

10’ 9”

34 lbs.

(#41221) 809.95

41 lbs.

(#41248) 947.50

8’ x 8’ (HxW)

12’ 9”

35 lbs.

(#41220) 849.95

41 lbs.

(#41247) 963.50

8’ x 12’ (HxW)

12’ 9”

42 lbs.

(#41226) 935.95

51 lbs.

(#41253) 1,086.95

9’ x 9’ (HxW)

13’ 9”

36 lbs.

(#41222) 857.95

43 lbs.

(#41249) 994.95

7’ 6” x 10’ (HxW)

12’ 3”

40 lbs.

(#41223) 869.95

48 lbs.

(#41250) 1,003.95

10’ x 10’ (HxW)

14’ 9”

44 lbs.

(#41224) 919.95

52 lbs.

(#41251) 1,054.95

9’ x 12’ (HxW)

13’ 9”

42 lbs.

(#41227) 958.95

51 lbs.

(#41254) 1,108.50

12’ x 12’ (HxW)

16’ 9”

46 lbs.

(#41228) 1,022.50

55 lbs.

(#41255) 1,172.95

10’ 6” x 14’ (HxW)

15’ 3”

48 lbs.

(#41229) 1,047.50

58 lbs.

(#41256) 1,147.50
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FAST-FOLD DELUXE DRAPERY KITS
FAST-FOLD DELUXE DRAPERY KITS WITH POLY CASE
Without Adjustable Skirt Bar

With Adjustable Skirt Bar

For
Screen

Overall Height with
Standard 45˝ Skirt

Shipping Weight

Price

Shipping Weight

Price

54” x 54” (HxW)

9’ 3”

47 lbs.

(#88706P) 682.95

53 lbs.

(#88727P) 784.50

54” x 74” (HxW)

9’ 3”

51 lbs.

(#88707P) 692.50

58 lbs.

(#88728P) 814.95

56” x 96” (HxW)

9’ 5”

53 lbs.

(#88708P) 817.50

62 lbs.

(#88729P) 953.50

72” x 72” (HxW)

10’ 9”

52 lbs.

(#88709P) 717.50

59 lbs.

(#88730P) 853.50

62” x 108” (HxW)

9’ 11”

53 lbs.

(#88710P) 853.50

63 lbs.

(#88732P) 994.95

63” x 84” (HxW)

10’

52 lbs.

(#88711P) 787.95

60 lbs.

(#88731P) 924.50

5’ x 7’ 6” (HxW)

9’ 9”

52 lbs.

(#88712P) 787.95

60 lbs.

(#88733P) 922.50

69” x 120” (HxW)

10’ 6”

67 lbs.

(#88713P) 914.95

77 lbs.

(#88734P) 1,054.50

83” x 144” (HxW)

11’ 8”

69 lbs.

(#88714P) 1,008.50

81 lbs.

(#88735P) 1,164.95

7’ x 7’ (HxW)

11’ 9”

60 lbs.

(#88715P) 809.95

68 lbs.

(#88736P) 943.95

7’ x 10’ 6” (HxW)

11’ 9”

65 lbs.

(#88716P) 909.50

76 lbs.

(#88737P) 1,059.95

6’ x 8’ (HxW)

10’ 9”

53 lbs.

(#88717P) 817.50

62 lbs.

(#88738P) 953.50

6’ x 9’ (HxW)

10’ 9”

53 lbs.

(#88718P) 853.50

64 lbs.

(#88739P) 994.95

8’ x 8’ (HxW)

12’ 9”

62 lbs.

(#88719P) 894.50

71 lbs.

(#88740P) 1,017.95

8’ x 12’ (HxW)

12’ 9”

69 lbs.

(#88720P) 983.50

81 lbs.

(#88741P) 1,139.95

9’ x 9’ (HxW)

13’ 9”

63 lbs.

(#88721P) 899.95

73 lbs.

(#88742P) 1,043.95

7’ 6” x 10’ (HxW)

12’ 3”

67 lbs.

(#88722P) 914.95

78 lbs.

(#88743P) 1,054.50

10’ x 10’ (HxW)

14’ 9”

71 lbs.

(#88723P) 965.95

82 lbs.

(#88744P) 1,108.50

9’ x 12’ (HxW)

13’ 9”

69 lbs.

(#88724P) 1,008.50

81 lbs.

(#88745P) 1,164.95

12’ x 12’ (HxW)

16’ 9”

73 lbs.

(#88725P) 1,072.95

85 lbs.

(#88746P) 1,176.95

10’ 6” x 14’ (HxW)

15’ 3”

75 lbs.

(#88726P) 1,099.50

88 lbs.

(#88747P) 1,204.95

For
Screen

Overall Height with
Standard 45˝ Skirt

Shipping Weight

Price

Shipping Weight

Price

54” x 54” (HxW)

9’ 3”

28 lbs.

(#88706) 682.95

34 lbs.

(#88727) 784.50

54” x 74” (HxW)

9’ 3”

32 lbs.

(#88707) 692.50

39 lbs.

(#88728) 814.95

56” x 96” (HxW)

9’ 5”

34 lbs.

(#88708) 817.50

43 lbs.

(#88729) 953.50

72” x 72” (HxW)

10’ 9”

33 lbs.

(#88709) 717.50

40 lbs.

(#88730) 853.50

62” x 108” (HxW)

9’ 11”

34 lbs.

(#88710) 853.50

44 lbs.

(#88732) 994.95

63” x 84” (HxW)

10’

33 lbs.

(#88711) 787.95

41 lbs.

(#88731) 924.50

5’ x 7’ 6” (HxW)

9’ 9”

33 lbs.

(#88712) 787.95

41 lbs.

(#88733) 922.50

69” x 120” (HxW)

10’ 6”

40 lbs.

(#88713) 914.95

50 lbs.

(#88734) 1,054.50

83” x 144” (HxW)

11’ 8”

42 lbs.

(#88714) 1,008.50

60 lbs.

(#88735) 1,164.95

7’ x 7’ (HxW)

11’ 9”

33 lbs.

(#88715) 809.50

41 lbs.

(#88736) 943.95

7’ x 10’ 6” (HxW)

11’ 9”

38 lbs.

(#88716) 909.50

51 lbs.

(#88737) 1,059.95

6’ x 8’ (HxW)

10’ 9”

34 lbs.

(#88717) 817.50

43 lbs.

(#88738) 953.50

6’ x 9’ (HxW)

10’ 9”

34 lbs.

(#88718) 853.50

44 lbs.

(#88739) 994.95

8’ x 8’ (HxW)

12’ 9”

35 lbs.

(#88719) 894.50

44 lbs.

(#88740) 1,017.95

8’ x 12’ (HxW)

12’ 9”

42 lbs.

(#88720) 983.50

54 lbs.

(#88741) 1,139.95

9’ x 9’ (HxW)

13’ 9”

36 lbs.

(#88721) 899.95

46 lbs.

(#88742) 1,043.95

7’ 6” x 10’ (HxW)

12’ 3”

40 lbs.

(#88722) 914.95

51 lbs.

(#88743) 1,054.50

10’ x 10’ (HxW)

14’ 9”

44 lbs.

(#88723) 965.95

55 lbs.

(#88744) 1,108.50

9’ x 12’ (HxW)

13’ 9”

42 lbs.

(#88724) 1,008.50

54 lbs.

(#88745) 1,164.95

12’ x 12’ (HxW)

16’ 9”

46 lbs.

(#88725) 1,072.95

58 lbs.

(#88746) 1,176.95

10’ 6” x 14’ (HxW)

15’ 3”

48 lbs.

(#88726) 1,099.50

61 lbs.

(#88747P) 1,204.95

FAST-FOLD DELUXE DRAPERY KITS WITHOUT POLY CASE
Without Adjustable Skirt Bar

With Adjustable Skirt Bar
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FAST-FOLD TRUSS FRAME SCREENS
Large Heavy-Duty Portable
Screens Up To 46” Wide
Extra heavy-duty, folding 6” truss frames and legs accommodate
screens up to 46’ wide. Welded 1” aluminum tubing forms a sturdy,
yet lightweight 6” x 1” truss member for the frame and legs. Hinged
sections make it easy to pack up, transport and assemble again,
without tools. The frames bolt together with “speedy cranks” to allow
easy “set up” and “tear down” without tools. All components fit into
the included rugged, wheeled polyethylene carrying cases, for
convenient transport and storage. Front and rear projection
screen surfaces can be interchanged at any time. The screen can
be adjusted up or down in 6” increments. All surfaces up to and
including 12’ high will be seamless.
An optional Velour Drapery Presentation Kit gives the Truss Frames a
professional stage front appearance.

Overall Size

SQUARE FORMAT SIZES (COMPLETE SCREEN)
Net Picture Area Shipping Weight
Da-Mat
Da-Tex (Rear)
HC Da-Tex

Pearlescent

Cinema Vision

Dual Vision

6´ x 8´ (HxW)

112 lbs.

(#84812) 1,312.50

(#84824) 1,492.50

(#95718) 1,492.50

(#84836) 1,483.95

(#84848) 1,527.95

(#84860) 1,527.95

8´ 6˝ x 11´ (HxW)

7´ 6˝ x 10´ (HxW)

149 lbs.

(#84813) 1,922.95

(#84825) 2,214.95

(#95719) 2,214.95

(#84837) 2,199.95

(#84849) 2,266.95

(#84861) 2,266.95

11´ x 11´ (HxW)

10´ x 10´ (HxW)

151 lbs.

(#84814) 2,076.95

(#84826) 2,489.95

(#95720) 2,489.95

(#84838) 2,404.95

(#84850) 2,263.95

(#84862) 2,263.95

10´ x 13´ (HxW)

9´ x 12´ (HxW)

157 lbs.

(#84815) 2,229.95

(#84827) 2,677.50

(#95721) 2,677.50

(#84839) 2,585.95

(#84851) 2,429.95

(#84863) 2,429.95

13´ x 13´ (HxW)

12´ x 12´ (HxW)

160 lbs.

(#84816) 2,426.50

(#84828) 3,125.95

(#95722) 3,125.95

(#84840) 2,853.50

(#84852) 3,087.50

(#84864) 3,087.50

7´ x 9´ (HxW)

11´ 6˝ x 15´ (HxW)

10´ 6˝ x 14´ (HxW)

176 lbs.

(#84817) 2,476.95

(#84829) 3,189.95

(#95723) 3,189.95

(#84841) 2,912.95

(#84853) 3,173.50

(#84865) 3,173.50

9´ x 25´ (HxW)

8´ x 24´ (HxW)

210 lbs.

(#40505) 3,592.50

(#40506) 4,096.50

(#95727) 4,096.50

(#40507) 4,197.50

(#81439) 4,319.95

(#81517) 4,319.95

13´ x 17´ (HxW)

12´ x 16´ (HxW)

188 lbs.

(#40517) 2,976.50

(#40518) 3,802.50

(#95728) 3,802.50

(#40519) 3,524.95

(#81441) 3,631.95

(#81519) 3,631.95

16´ x 21´ (HxW)

15´ x 20´ (HxW)

225 lbs.

(#40520) 3,719.95

(#40521) 5,058.95

(#95730) 5,058.95

(#40522) 4,503.50

(#81442) 4,638.50

(#81520) 4,638.50

19´ x 25´ (HxW)

18´ x 24´ (HxW)

304 lbs.

(#40529) 5,803.50

(#40530) 6,523.95

(#95731) 6,523.95

(#40531) 6,213.95

(#81444) 6,398.50

(#81522) 6,398.50

Overall Size

SQUARE FORMAT SIZES (REPLACEMENT SURFACE ONLY)
Net Picture Area Shipping Weight
Da-Mat
Da-Tex (Rear)
HC Da-Tex
Pearlescent

Cinema Vision

Dual Vision

6´ x 8´ (HxW)

14 lbs.

(#84818) 342.95

(#84830) 417.50

(#95732) 417.50

(#84842) 407.95

(#84854) 419.95

(#84866) 419.95

8´ 6˝ x 11´ (HxW)

7´ 6˝ x 10´ (HxW)

20 lbs.

(#84819) 439.95

(#84831) 619.95

(#95733) 619.95

(#84843) 604.95

(#84855) 622.95

(#84867) 622.95

11´ x 11´ (HxW)

10´ x 10´ (HxW)

18 lbs.

(#84820) 524.95

(#84832) 759.95

(#95734) 759.95

(#84844) 738.50

(#84856) 763.50

(#84868) 763.50

10´ x 13´ (HxW)

9´ x 12´ (HxW)

21 lbs.

(#84821) 562.95

(#84833) 816.50

(#95735) 816.50

(#84845) 794.50

(#84857) 818.95

(#84869) 818.95

13´ x 13´ (HxW)

12´ x 12´ (HxW)

23 lbs.

(#84822) 689.95

(#84834) 1,062.50

(#95736) 1,062.50

(#84846) 1,026.95

(#84858) 1,059.95

(#84870) 1,059.95

7´ x 9´ (HxW)

11´ 6˝ x 15´ (HxW)

10´ 6˝ x 14´ (HxW)

23 lbs.

(#84823) 703.95

(#84835) 1,084.50

(#95737) 1,084.50

(#84847) 1,049.95

(#84859) 1,083.50

(#84871) 1,083.50

9´ x 25´ (HxW)

8´ x 24´ (HxW)

25 lbs.

(#41591) 922.50

(#41592) 1,347.50

(#95741) 1,347.50

(#41593) 1,302.50

(#81430) 1,339.95

(#81508) 1,339.95

13´ x 17´ (HxW)

12´ x 16´ (HxW)

32 lbs.

(#41603) 905.95

(#41604) 1,324.50

(#95742) 1,324.50

(#41605) 1,279.95

(#81432) 1,319.95

(#81510) 1,319.95

16´ x 21´ (HxW)

15´ x 20´ (HxW)

42 lbs.

(#41606) 1,317.95

(#41607) 2,008.50

(#95744) 2,008.50

(#41608) 1,939.50

(#81433) 1,998.50

(#81511) 1,998.50

19´ x 25´ (HxW)

18´ x 24´ (HxW)

55 lbs.

(#41615) 1,852.50

(#41616) 2,905.95

(#95745) 2,905.95

(#41617) 2,734.95

(#81435) 2,819.95

(#81513) 2,819.95
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FAST-FOLD TRUSS FRAME SCREENS
HDTV FORMAT SIZES (COMPLETE SCREEN)
Overall Size

Net Picture Area

Ship Weight

Da-Mat

Da-Tex (Rear)

HC Da-Tex

Pearlescent

Cinema Vision

Dual Vision

10´ x 17´ (HxW)

9´ x 16´ (HxW)

169 lbs.

(#87287) 2,526.50

(#87295) 2,926.95

(#95724) 2,926.95

(#87303) 2,712.50

(#87311) 2,795.95

(#87319) 2,795.95

11´ x 19´ (HxW)

10´ x 18´ (HxW)

187 lbs.

(#87288) 2,716.95

(#87296) 3,597.95

(#95725) 3,597.95

(#87304) 3,334.95

(#87312) 3,437.50

(#87320) 3,437.50

12´ 3˝ x 21´ (HxW)

11´ 3˝ x 20´ (HxW)

202 lbs.

(#87289) 3,465.95

(#87297) 4,427.50

(#95726) 4,427.50

(#87305) 4,106.50

(#87313) 4,229.95

(#87321) 4,229.95

14´ 6˝ x 25´ (HxW)

13´ 6˝ x 24´ (HxW)

249 lbs.

(#87290) 4,009.95

(#87298) 5,452.50

(#95729) 5,452.50

(#87306) 4,854.95

(#87314) 4,999.95

(#87322) 4,999.95

Overall Size

Net Picture Area

Ship Weight

Da-Mat

Da-Tex (Rear)

HC Da-Tex

Pearlescent

Cinema Vision

Dual Vision

10´ x 17´ (HxW)

9´ x 16´ (HxW)

15 lbs.

(#87291) 689.95

(#87299) 889.95

(#95738) 889.95

(#87307) 884.50

(#87315) 864.95

(#87323) 864.95

HDTV FORMAT SIZES (REPLACEMENT SURFACE ONLY)

11´ x 19´ (HxW)

10´ x 18´ (HxW)

16 lbs.

(#87292) 858.95

(#87300) 1,252.95

(#95739) 1,252.95

(#87308) 1,211.95

(#87316 1,248.50

(#87324) 1,248.50

12´ 3˝ x 21´ (HxW)

11´ 3˝ x 20´ (HxW)

42 lbs.

(#87293) 1,056.95

(#87301) 1,541.95

(#95740) 1,541.95

(#87309) 1,492.50

(#87317) 1,536.50

(#87325) 1,536.50

14´ 6˝ x 25´ (HxW)

13´ 6˝ x 24´ (HxW)

49 lbs.

(#87294) 1,418.95

(#87302) 2,166.95

(#95743) 2,166.95

(#87310) 2,089.95

(#87318) 2,155.95

(#87326) 2,155.95

FAST-FOLD VELOUR DRAPERY KITS
FOR TRUSS FRAMES
Professional Stage Front Appearance
16 oz. fire retardant cotton velour drapery attaches with snaps to Fast-Fold
screens to enhance image and project a professional appearance. Drapery
is fully pleated for finished professional look.
Complete kit contains a valance bar, 14˝ valance drape, wing bars, 30˝
wide wing drapes and a 45˝ long skirt. An optional adjustable skirt bar is
available to change picture aspect ratio. Standard colors include black,
blue and pewter gray.
For
Screen

Overall Height with
Standard 45˝ Skirt

Without Adjustable Skirt Bar
Shipping Weight
Price

With Adjustable Skirt Bar
Shipping Weight
Price

7´ x 9´ (HxW)

11´ 9˝

46 lbs.

(#85333) 897.95

49 lbs.

(#85339) 1,092.50

8´ 6˝ x 11´ (HxW)

13´ 3˝

83 lbs.

(#85334) 1,275.95

87 lbs.

(#85340) 1,549.95

11´ x 11´ (HxW)

15´ 9˝

87 lbs.

(#85336) 1,293.50

91 lbs.

(#85342) 1,579.95

10´ x 13´ (HxW)

14´ 9˝

90 lbs.

(#85335) 1,389.50

94 lbs.

(#85341) 1,649.95

13´ x 13´ (HxW)

17´ 9˝

91 lbs.

(#85338) 1,463.95

95 lbs.

(#85344) 1,716.95

11´ 6˝ x 15´ (HxW)

16´ 3˝

92 lbs.

(#85337) 1,495.95

101 lbs.

(#85343) 1,771.95

10´ x 17´ (HxW)

14´ 9˝

52 lbs.

(#87335) 1,308.95

56 lbs.

(#87339) 1,589.95

11´ x 19´ (HxW)

15´ 9˝

60 lbs.

(#87336) 1,522.50

66 lbs.

(#87340) 1,819.50

17´

80 lbs.

(#87337) 1,874.50

86 lbs.

(#87341) 2,204.95

9´ x 25´ (HxW)

13´ 9˝

64 lbs.

(#41234) 1,789.50

66 lbs.

(#41261) 2,253.95

13´ x 17´ (HxW)

17´ 9˝

76 lbs.

(#41238) 1,607.95

78 lbs.

(#41265) 2,045.95

14´ 6˝ x 25´ (HxW)

19´ 3˝

94 lbs.

(#87338) 1,984.95

100 lbs.

(#87342) 2,465.95

16´ x 21´ (HxW)

20´ 9˝

84 lbs.

(#41240) 1,839.95

88 lbs.

(#41267) 2,288.95

19´ x 25´ (HxW)

23´ 9˝

96 lbs.

(#84516) 2,138.50

101 lbs.

(#31483) 2,479.95

12´ 3˝ x 21´ (HxW)
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FAST-FOLD TRUSS DELUXE SCREEN SYSTEM
Da-Lite’s Fast-Fold Truss Deluxe complete screen system
includes 21⁄2” x 11⁄4” folding frame and legs with
anti-sway braces, a choice of Da-Mat, Da-Tex (rear),
Pearlescent, Cinema Vision and Dual Vision projection
surfaces, speedy cranks for quick, easy assembly, and
a durable wheeled poly case with built-in handles and
speedy crank storage compartment.
Fast-Fold Truss Deluxe frames are joined at the corners
using aluminum inserts and speedy cranks. This
provides greater strength and easy set up. Each
frame section folds for storage, utilizing Da-Lite’s
simple Snap-Latch design. Rugged 21⁄2” x 11⁄4” extruded
aluminum tubing provides greater strength while
allowing for lightweight frame reliability.
◆

Fast-Fold Truss Deluxe combines simple, quick set up and portability
with professional, clean appearance.

◆

All Fast-Fold Truss Deluxe surfaces are interchangeable with Fast-Fold
Truss surfaces for easy substitution.

◆

Available in sizes from 7’ x 9’ up to 19’ x 25’ in square, NTSC video and
HDTV formats.

◆

All Fast-Fold Truss Deluxe complete screens includes a rugged poly
carrying case with wheels.

Overall Size

SQUARE FORMAT SIZES (COMPLETE SCREEN)
Net Picture Area Shipping Weight
Da-Mat
Da-Tex (Rear)
HC Da-Tex

Pearlescent

Cinema Vision

Dual Vision

6´ x 8´ (HxW)

122 lbs.

(#92087) 1,373.95

(#92101) 1,579.95

(#95746) 1,579.95

(#92115) 1,572.95

(#92129) 1,619.95

(#92143) 1,619.95

8´ 6˝ x 11´ (HxW)

7´ 6˝ x 10´ (HxW)

154 lbs.

(#92088) 2,038.50

(#92102) 2,349.50

(#95747) 2,349.50

(#92116) 2,331.95

(#92130) 2,402.50

(#92144) 2,402.50

11´ x 11´ (HxW)

10´ x 10´ (HxW)

159 lbs.

(#92089) 2,199.95

(#92103) 2,639.95

(#95748) 2,639.95

(#92117) 2,549.95

(#92131) 2,398.95

(#92145) 2,398.95

10´ x 13´ (HxW)

9´ x 12´ (HxW)

162 lbs.

(#92090) 2,364.95

(#92104) 2,836.95

(#95749) 2,836.95

(#92118) 2,742.50

(#92132) 2,577.50

(#92146) 2,577.50

13´ x 13´ (HxW)

12´ x 12´ (HxW)

168 lbs.

(#92091) 2,569.95

(#92105) 3,312.95

(#95750) 3,312.95

(#92119) 3,023.95

(#92133) 3,338.50

(#92147) 3,338.50

10´ 6˝ x 14´ (HxW)

181 lbs.

(#92092) 2,624.95

(#92106) 3,379.95

(#95751) 3,379.95

(#92120) 3,087.50

(#92134) 3,429.95

(#92148) 3,429.95

7´ x 9´ (HxW)

11´ 6˝ x 15´ (HxW)
9´ x 25´ (HxW)

8´ x 24´ (HxW)

221 lbs.

(#92096) 3,807.95

(#92110) 4,343.95

(#95755) 4,343.95

(#92124) 4,449.50

(#92138) 4,579.95

(#92152) 4,579.95

13´ x 17´ (HxW)

12´ x 16´ (HxW)

195 lbs.

(#92097) 3,154.95

(#92111) 4,029.95

(#95756) 4,029.95

(#92125) 3,737.95

(#92139) 3,849.95

(#92153) 3,849.95

16´ x 21´ (HxW)

15´ x 20´ (HxW)

240 lbs.

(#92099) 3,942.50

(#92113) 5,363.50

(#95758) 5,363.50

(#92127) 4,773.95

(#92141) 4,916.95

(#92155) 4,916.95

19´ x 25´ (HxW)

18´ x 24´ (HxW)

301 lbs.

(#92100) 6,152.50

(#92114) 6,914.95

(#95759) 6,914.95

(#92128) 6,609.95

(#92142) 7,589.95

(#92156) 7,589.95

Overall Size

SQUARE FORMAT SIZES (REPLACEMENT SURFACE ONLY)
Net Picture Area Shipping Weight
Da-Mat
Da-Tex (Rear)
HC Da-Tex
Pearlescent

Cinema Vision

Dual Vision

6´ x 8´ (HxW)

14 lbs.

(#84818) 342.95

(#84830) 417.50

(#95732) 417.50

(#84842) 407.95

(#84854) 419.95

(#84866) 419.95

8´ 6˝ x 11´ (HxW)

7´ 6˝ x 10´ (HxW)

20 lbs.

(#84819) 439.95

(#84831) 619.95

(#95733) 619.95

(#84843) 604.95

(#84855) 622.95

(#84867) 622.95

11´ x 11´ (HxW)

10´ x 10´ (HxW)

18 lbs.

(#84820) 524.95

(#84832) 759.95

(#95734) 759.95

(#84844) 738.50

(#84856) 763.50

(#84868) 763.50

10´ x 13´ (HxW)

9´ x 12´ (HxW)

21 lbs.

(#84821) 562.95

(#84833) 816.50

(#95735) 816.50

(#84845) 794.50

(#84857) 818.95

(#84869) 818.95

13´ x 13´ (HxW)

12´ x 12´ (HxW)

23 lbs.

(#84822) 689.95

(#84834) 1,062.50

(#95736) 1,062.50

(#84846) 1,026.95

(#84858) 1,059.95

(#84870) 1,059.95

7´ x 9´ (HxW)

11´ 6˝ x 15´ (HxW)

10´ 6˝ x 14´ (HxW)

23 lbs.

(#84823) 703.95

(#84835) 1,084.50

(#95737) 1,084.50

(#84847) 1,049.95

(#84859) 1,083.50

(#84871) 1,083.50

9´ x 25´ (HxW)

8´ x 24´ (HxW)

25 lbs.

(#41591) 922.50

(#41592) 1,347.50

(#95741) 1,347.50

(#41593) 1,302.50

(#81430) 1,339.95

(#81508) 1,339.95

13´ x 17´ (HxW)

12´ x 16´ (HxW)

32 lbs.

(#41603) 905.95

(#41604) 1,324.50

(#95742) 1,324.50

(#41605) 1,279.95

(#81432) 1,319.95

(#81510) 1,319.95

16´ x 21´ (HxW)

15´ x 20´ (HxW)

42 lbs.

(#41606) 1,317.95

(#41607) 2,008.50

(#95744) 2,008.50

(#41608) 1,939.50

(#81433) 1,998.50

(#81511) 1,998.50

19´ x 25´ (HxW)

18´ x 24´ (HxW)

55 lbs.

(#41615) 1,852.50

(#41616) 2,905.95

(#95745) 2,905.95

(#41617) 2,734.95

(#81435) 2,819.95

(#81513) 2,819.95
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FAST-FOLD TRUSS DELUXE SCREEN SYSTEM
HDTV FORMAT SIZES (COMPLETE SCREEN)
Overall Size

Net Picture Area

Ship Weight

Da-Mat

Da-Tex (Rear)

HC Da-Tex

Pearlescent

Cinema Vision

Dual Vision

10´ x 17´ (HxW)

9´ x 16´ (HxW)

178 lbs.

(#92093) 2,679.50

(#92107) 3,101.95

(#95752) 3,101.95

(#92121) 2,874.95

(#92135) 2,963.50

(#92149) 2,963.50

11´ x 19´ (HxW)

10´ x 18´ (HxW)

196 lbs.

(#92094) 2,879.95

(#92108) 3,812.50

(#95753) 3,812.50

(#92122) 3,534.95

(#92136) 3,642.95

(#92150) 3,642.95

12´ 3˝ x 21´ (HxW)

11´ 3˝ x 20´ (HxW)

212 lbs.

(#92095) 3,675.95

(#92109) 4,689.95

(#95754) 4,689.95

(#92123) 4,349.95

(#92137) 4,484.50

(#92151) 4,484.50

14´ 6˝ x 25´ (HxW)

13´ 6˝ x 24´ (HxW)

261 lbs.

(#92098) 4,249.95

(#92112) 5,779.50

(#95757) 5,779.50

(#92126) 5,144.95

(#92140) 5,299.95

(#92154) 5,299.95

Overall Size

Net Picture Area

Ship Weight

Da-Mat

Da-Tex (Rear)

HC Da-Tex

Pearlescent

Cinema Vision

Dual Vision

10´ x 17´ (HxW)

9´ x 16´ (HxW)

15 lbs.

(#87291) 689.95

(#87299) 889.95

(#95738) 889.95

(#87307) 884.50

(#87315) 864.95

(#87323) 864.95

HDTV FORMAT SIZES (REPLACEMENT SURFACE ONLY)

11´ x 19´ (HxW)

10´ x 18´ (HxW)

16 lbs.

(#87292) 858.95

(#87300) 1,252.95

(#95739) 1,252.95

(#87308) 1,211.95

(#87316) 1,248.50

(#87324) 1,248.50

12´ 3˝ x 21´ (HxW)

11´ 3˝ x 20´ (HxW)

42 lbs.

(#87293) 1,056.95

(#87301) 1,541.95

(#95740) 1,541.95

(#87309) 1,492.50

(#87317) 1,536.50

(#87325) 1,536.50

14´ 6˝ x 25´ (HxW)

13´ 6˝ x 24´ (HxW)

49 lbs.

(#87294) 1,418.95

(#87302) 2,166.95

(#95743) 2,166.95

(#87310) 2,089.95

(#87318) 2,155.95

(#87326) 2,155.95

FAST-FOLD VELOUR DRAPERY KITS
FOR DELUXE TRUSS FRAMES
16 oz. fire retardant cotton velour drapery attaches
with snaps to Fast-Fold screens to enhance image and
project a professional appearance. Drapery is fully
pleated for finished professional look.
Complete kit contains a valance bar, 14˝ valance
drape, wing bars, 30˝ wide wing drapes and a 45˝ long
skirt. An optional adjustable skirt bar is available to
change picture aspect ratio. Standard colors include
black, blue and pewter gray.
For
Screen

Overall Height with
Standard 45˝ Skirt

Without Adjustable Skirt Bar
Shipping Weight
Price

With Adjustable Skirt Bar
Shipping Weight
Price

7´ x 9´ (HxW)

11´ 9˝

46 lbs.

(#92157) 951.95

49 lbs.

(#92171) 1,149.95

8´ 6˝ x 11´ (HxW)

13´ 3˝

83 lbs.

(#92158) 1,349.95

87 lbs.

(#92172) 1,709.50

11´ x 11´ (HxW)

15´ 9˝

87 lbs.

(#92159) 1,369.95

91 lbs.

(#92173) 1,742.50

10´ x 13´ (HxW)

14´ 9˝

90 lbs.

(#92160) 1,473.95

94 lbs.

(#92174) 1,818.50

13´ x 13´ (HxW)

17´ 9˝

91 lbs.

(#92161) 1,552.95

95 lbs.

(#92175) 1,892.95

11´ 6˝ x 15´ (HxW)

16´ 3˝

92 lbs.

(#92162) 1,584.95

101 lbs.

(#92176) 1,953.50

10´ x 17´ (HxW)

15´ 9˝

52 lbs.

(#92163) 1,387.95

56 lbs.

(#92177) 1,753.50

11´ x 19´ (HxW)

17´

60 lbs.

(#92164) 1,613.50

66 lbs.

(#92178) 2,004.95

12´ 3˝ x 21´ (HxW)

13´ 9˝

80 lbs.

(#92165) 1,984.95

86 lbs.

(#92179) 2,439.95

9´ x 25´ (HxW)

17´ 9˝

64 lbs.

(#92166) 1,894.95

66 lbs.

(#92180) 2,483.95

13´ x 17´ (HxW)

17´ 9˝

76 lbs.

(#92167) 1,704.95

78 lbs.

(#92181) 2,254.95

14´ 6˝ x 25´ (HxW)

19´ 3˝

94 lbs.

(#92168) 2,104.95

100 lbs.

(#92182) 2,718.95

16´ x 21´ (HxW)

20´ 9˝

84 lbs.

(#92169) 1,952.50

88 lbs.

(#92183) 2,522.50

19´ x 25´ (HxW)

23´ 9˝

96 lbs.

(#92170) 2,266.95

101 lbs.

(#92184) 2,734.95
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PIPE & DRAPERY BACKGROUND SYSTEM
Self-Supporting Drapery System
Self supporting 10% cotton velour drapery panel systems available in black, blue or pewter gray. They are great for
subdividing rooms, blocking light at entrance ways and as an add on to Fast-Fold drapery kits for wider rooms. They are
available in two heights and variable widths to fit any application. Telescopic upright, crossbar and steel base components
assemble without tools.

Overall Size

PIPE AND DRAPERY BACKGROUND SYSTEM
Shipping Weight
Black Drapery
Blue Drapery

Grey Drapery

4´ x 13´ (HxW)

5 lbs.

(#93940) 114.95

(#93941) 114.95

(#94125) 114.95

12´ x 13´ (HxW)

11 lbs.

(#69722) 408.95

(#69724) 408.95

(#94126) 408.95

16´ x 13´ (HxW)

14 lbs.

(#69723) 486.95

(#69725) 486.95

(#94127) 486.95

TELESCOPIC DRAPERY UPRIGHT (REQUIRES 2)
Height Extension Range
Shipping Weight
Price
3´ - 5´ (HxW)

3 lbs.

(#93942) 72.95

7´ - 12´ (HxW)

5 lbs.

(#69603) 82.95

9´ x 16´ (HxW)

7 lbs.

(#69604) 88.95

Uprights fit into flat
steel base with
mounting stud.

TELESCOPIC DRAPERY CROSSBAR
Fixed Stop (Width)

Shipping Weight

Price

6´ , 8´, 10´ (HxW)

3 lbs.

(#69605) 39.50

7´, 10´, 12´ (HxW)

5 lbs.

(#69606) 41.95

FLAT STEEL BASE WITH MOUNTING STUD (REQUIRES 2)
18˝ x 18˝ x 3/16˝ (93943)
Recommended for use with 4´ x 13´ panels. Weighs 19 lbs ......................49.95
18˝ x 18˝ x 3/8˝ (69607)
Recommended for use with 12´ x 13´ and 16´ x 13´ panels. 37 lbs .........69.95

Telescoping crossbars in 6’, 8’, 10’
and 7’, 10’, 12’ widths

The retractable
corner brace on
the Fast-Fold
Deluxe frame
closes within
the frame
tubing for
additional
strength.

Fast-Fold
Deluxe frame
and legs
utilize a
Snap-Latch
Hinge design
for easy
set up and
tear down

Professional Projection Stands
Projector Stand
(DAPS)

Multi-Purpose
Stand (DAMPS)

Projector Stand (DAPS)
Supports video projectors, stacked 35mm projectors, other
audio visual equipment and speakers. Two shelf levels
adjust vertically in 1˝ increments. It’s compact design
requires no tools for set up and packs into one polyethylene
case. It includes two shelves. The overall unit is 7´ high x
22˝ wide by 28˝ deep............................................................1026.95
Multi-Purpose Stand (DAMPS)
Great for video projectors, stacked 35mm projectors, other
audio visual equipment and speakers. Two adjustable
shelf levels adjust vertically in 1˝ increments. Compact
design requires no tools for set up and packs into two
polyethylene cases. It includes four shelves and electrical
strip with surge protector. Overall unit is 7´ high x 44˝ wide
by 28˝ deep ..............................................................................1354.95
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Fast-Fold Accessories
A-T Legs (DALATFF)
Front and back reinforced legs for additional
stability on standard Fast-Fold screens..281.95

Leg Saver
Back Brace

A-T Legs

Anti-Sway
Brace

9’ T-Legs
A pair of 9’ replacement legs for screens under
10’ in height. For standard (DATL9FF) and Deluxe
(DAL9FFD) Fast-Fold screens...........................194.50
12’ T-Legs
A pair of 12’ replacement legs for screens
above 10’ in height. For standard (DATL12FF) and
Deluxe (DATL12FFD) Fast-Fold screens ........212.50

Skirt Adapter
Bracket

T-Legs

Leg Saver Back Brace
Provides added reinforcement to the bottom
hinge and leg joint when the screen is raised
higher on legs. For standard (DABBLSFF) and
Deluxe (DABBLSFFD) Fast-Fold screens ..........68.50

Add-On “A” Braces
Speedy Cranks

Speedy Cranks
Replacement cranks for standard Fast-Fold
Screens. Speedy cranks make frame assembly
quick and easy. For standard (DASCFF) and
Deluxe (DASCFFD) Fast-Fold screens ................4.95
Fill Strips
Choose from Da-Mat (DAFSDMFF), Cinema Vision
(DAFSCVFF), Black (DAFSBFF) or Pearlescent (DAFSPFF)
to conceal vertical center frames when joining
two Fast-Fold frames together. Attachments
require four Fill Strip Clamps ........................63.50
Fill Strip Clamp
Use to attach Fill Strips to standard Fast-Fold
Frames. Requires four. For standard (DAFSCFF)
and Deluxe (DAFSCFFD) Fast-Fold screens......8.95
Skirt Adapter Brackets
These brackets allow use of larger skirt on a
smaller width screen. For standard (DABSAFF)
and Deluxe (DABSAFFD) Fast-Fold screens .....5.95
Anti-Sway Brace
Attaches to either side of the leg for added
horizontal stability on screens larger than
14’ wide. Uses hook clamps which are sold
separately. For standard (DAASBFF) and Deluxe
(DAASBFFD) Fast-Fold screens...........................95.95
Add-On “A” Braces
Converts T-Legs to AT-Style Legs for added
stability when using screens over 7’ 6” x 10’
(HW). Requires one pair per screen. Includes
four hook clamps. For standard (DABAFF) and
Deluxe (DABAFFD) Fast-Fold screens...........138.95

Hook Clamp
Fill Strips

Straight Screen
Joining Clamp

Fill Strip Clamp

Straight Screen Joining Clamp
Used to lock screens together to form a wider
image. For standard (DAJCSSFF) and Deluxe
(DAJCSSFFD) Fast-Fold screens. Requires 2
clamps for screens up to 9’ high, and 3 clamps
for screens taller than 9’ ................................17.95
Hinged Screen Joining Clamp
Used to lock screens together to form a wider
image and allows screen to be angled. For
standard (DAJCHSFF) and Deluxe (DAJCHSFFD)
Fast-Fold screens. Requires 2 clamps for
screens up to 9’ high, and 3 clamps for
screens taller than 9’ ......................................17.95
Polyethylene Case with Wheels
Extra durable carrying case for standard and
Deluxe Fast-Fold screens sized: 101⁄2’ x 14’; 7’ x 7’;
7’ x 101⁄2’; and 10’ x 10’ (DAC1014FF); 63” x 84”;
6’ x 6’; 5’ x 71⁄2’; 6’ x 8’; 6’ x 9’; 8’ x 12’; 71⁄2’ x 10’
and 9’ x 12’ (DAC6384FF); 12’ x 12’ (DAC1212FF) 8’ x 8’;
and 9’ x 9’ (DAC88FF) ........................................173.95

Hinged Screen
Joining Clamp

Hook Clamps
Used for attaching “A” Braces to T-Legs.
For standard (DACHFF) and Deluxe (DACHFFD)
Fast-Fold screens ..............................................13.95
Fast-Fold
Repair Kit (DARKFF)
Includes everything
needed to repair
Fast-Fold Frames in
the field.........259.95
Carrying Bag for
Upright and Crossbars (DACUCB)
Weighs 5 lbs .......................................................79.95
Upright End Repair Kit (DARKUE) ..................7.95
Upright Collar Repair Kit (DARKUC) ...........44.95
Crossbar End Repair Kit (DARKCBE)
1 each, 3/4” and 1” diameter...........................7.95
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SELECTING THE RIGHT PROJECTION SCREEN
Planning a projection system involves several steps: choosing the screen size, viewing surface, screen model and control
system. Here are detailed recommendations to help with these important decisions:

PROJECTION SCREEN SIZE SELECTION
One of the most important decisions in screen selection is to determine
the correct size of screen based upon—
1. The dimensions of the audience area.

◆ Width—Screen width is generally determined by the height of the

screen and the projection formats to be used.
◆ Ceiling

2. The projection format(s) to be used.
Other key considerations—
◆ Audience

Area—The goal is to make the screen large enough so
those in the back row can read the subject matter easily, but not so
large as to overwhelm the closest viewer.

◆ Height—Use the following formulas for calculating screen height for

maximum legibility. For 4:3 NTSC moving video and entertainment,
screen height should be at least 1⁄6 the distance from the screen to
the furthest seat; for charts and data, as in a conference or lecture
room, use 1⁄4; for complex graphics found in a command/control
center, use 1⁄2. For HDTV projection, screen height should equal or
exceed 1⁄3 the distance from the screen to the optimum seat.

Height—The bottom of the screen should be
approximately 40” - 48” above the floor in a room with a level floor
and several rows of seats. In rooms with theatre seating or only one or
two rows, the bottom of the screen should usually be 24” - 36” above
the floor. Evaluate any barriers, and try to make sure that the lower
part of the screen will be visible from all seats. Extra drop may be
required to position the screen at a comfortable viewing level in a
room with a high ceiling.

◆ Projection

Format—Once you have determined the correct
size of screen based upon the audience area, that size may be
modified based upon the projection equipment. If the screen will
only be used with one type of projector (NTSC video, HDTV, etc.), it
is easy to determine the exact screen dimensions based upon its
projection format.

COMMON PROJECTION FORMATS
Note: Vertical presentation of a slide reverses its aspect ratio. To allow this, use a 1.00:1.00 aspect ratio for any type slide.
1.00:1.00
Square

5:4 or
1.25:1.00
Data Graphics

4:3 or
1.33:1.00
NTSC Video

1.48:1.00
Horizontal
35mm Slides

16:9 or 1.78:1.00
HDTV

1.85:1.00
WideScreen

2.35:1.00
CinemaScope

Most models of Draper screens are offered in both audio visual and NTSC video formats. Many models are also offered in HDTV and WideScreen
formats. The differences between these formats are described below.
Audio visual (or AV) format screens accommodate a variety of projector types and range from square to wide horizontal in aspect ratio. AV format
screens are described in terms of height x width, and are furnished without black borders, although borders are optionally available. Screens with Tab
Tensioning System always include black borders and 12” of black drop at the top.
NTSC video format screens, on the other hand, are specifically designed for use with video/data projectors. Their format is strictly defined as a 4:3
rectangle, and the size is usually described in terms of a nominal diagonal. Conventional models of NTSC format screens are furnished with black
borders to frame the image on all four sides. Tab-tensioned screens include black borders at the sides and bottom, and 12” of black drop at the top.
HDTV format (16:9) is designed for high-definition television projection, and WideScreen format (1.85:1) is suitable for letterboxed video images. Data
graphics format (5:4) projectors more accurately reproduce the image from a 1024 x 1280 pixel computer screen. Data graphics format screens are
available in any model by quotation.

HOW TO CALCULATE A CUSTOM SIZE
Draper also manufactures custom size screens to meet your specification. Virtually any size up to the maximum shown for a given model is available.
If you need to calculate a custom size, these formulas may be useful (D = exact diagonal; H = image area height; W = image area width):

4:3 NTSC Video

16:9 HDTV

1.85:1 WideScreen

2.35:1 CinemaScope

H = D x .6

H = D x .49

H = D x .4762

H = D x .3915

5:4 Data Graphics
H = D x .625

W = D x .8

W = D x .87146

W = D x .881

W = D x .92

W = D x .781

D = H x 1.667

D = H x 2.04

D = H x 2.1

D = H x 2.554

D = H x 1.601

D = W x 1.25

D = W x 1.1475

D = W x 1.135

D = W x 1.0868

D = W x 1.281
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SELECTING THE RIGHT PROJECTION SCREEN
WHEN SELECTING A FRONT PROJECTION SURFACE,
SEVERAL KEY FACTORS NEED TO BE CONSIDERED, INCLUDING:
◆ Gain—a relative measure of a screen’s reflectivity.

◆ Uniformity—the screen’s performance when viewed from

◆ Contrast—the ability to accurately reproduce and differentiate light

and dark characters and backgrounds, or light and dark areas of an image.
◆ Ambient

light rejection properties—the ability to perform well
under normal to adverse audience lighting conditions.

◆ Resolution—the clarity of the projected image.

various points off the projection axis (both horizontally and
vertically), and when the brightness of the center of the image is
compared to the corners.
◆ Aspect

ratio—the screen’s height and width configuration,
formatted for the desired projection source (NTSC video, HDTV,
WideScreen, CinemaScope, overhead, slide or motion pictures).

WHICH SURFACE?
Textile Backed Screen Surfaces—A reflective surface laminated to a woven textile base. The screen surface hangs
suitably flat because of the stability of the material and the weight of the bottom dowel. Good for all types of projection.
Commonly used for single lens video projection, as well as for CRT video and data-graphics projection.
Fiberglass Matt White—The standard to which all other screen surfaces
are compared. Matt white vinyl reflective surface laminated to tear-resistant
woven fiberglass. A matt white surface diffuses projected light in all
directions, so image can be seen from any angle. Provides accurate color
rendition as well as superior clarity. Recommended for use with all high
light output projection devices. Requires control of ambient light in the
audience area. Washable, flame and mildew resistant. Seamless in all
standard sizes through 10’ high.

Glass Beaded—Spherical glass beads embedded in surface provide
brighter on-axis viewing than matt white, within a narrower viewing cone.
All glass beaded surfaces have some loss of clarity and perform best with
table-mounted projectors. Flame and mildew resistant, cannot be cleaned.
Seamless in standard sizes through 10’ high.

Fiberglass Matt White & AT1200 Gain

Glass Beaded Gain

High Contrast Grey—Grey textile-backed surface offers excellent
resolution while enhancing the blacks of LCD and DLP projected
images, even as whites and lighter colors are maintained. Performs
well in ambient light. Lower gain of 0.8 allows use with even the
brightest projectors. Available on most non-tensioned motorized
and manual screens; seamless in sizes up to 8’ in height.
AT1200 and AT Grey—The most innovative and versatile
acoustically transparent screen material. Similar in gain performance
to matt white. Acoustical properties comparable to the finest
speaker grille cloth. Washable, flame and mildew resistant.
Available in sizes through 72” x 96” or 10’ diagonal. AT1200 is white;
AT Grey is grey for high contrast.

High Contrast Grey & AT Grey Gain

100% Vinyl Materials—These screen surfaces are tensioned vinyl with no backing. Draper offers motorized, crankoperated and permanently tensioned screens with built-in tensioning systems. Advantage—The surface is stretched
perfectly flat, resulting in better picture quality. Flatness is always desirable and highly recommended for video or datagraphics projection.
M1300—The perfect matt white diffusing surface. Extremely broad light
dispersion and spectral uniformity. Panoramic viewing angle and true
color rendition. For use with any type of projector in rooms where the
light level can be reasonably controlled. Washable.

M2500—A high-contrast front viewing surface with excellent resolution
and high gain. For data-graphics projectors producing up to 1000 ANSI
lumens. M2500 tolerates a higher ambient light level than most other
front projection screen surfaces.

HiDef Grey—A grey front projection surface that provides
excellent contrast and black reproduction with a low gain to
handle today’s super-bright projectors. The grey color enhances
color contrast, black levels and allows for more ambient light in the
audience area.
Cineflex—A neutral grey vinyl for rear projection. Cineflex has high
resolution and excellent contrast, even in lighted rooms. For use
with any type of projection equipment.

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821
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ACCESS SERIES
Ceiling-Recessed Motorized Screen
Eliminate your installation problems. The versatile Access Series is a
ceiling-recessed projection screen that offers you the benefits of
installing the case during construction, and quick-connecting the
viewing surface at a later date to eliminate job site damage. The Access
Series is the innovative solution to the problems that have plagued
projection screen buyers for years—incorrect size of screen, aspect
ratio or choice of surface, and job site damage during construction.
The essence of the Access concept is a unique ceiling-recessed,
extruded aluminum headbox. The screen itself—viewing surface
attached to roller—can either be furnished with the headbox or at
any time thereafter. The screen installs in minutes with only a hex key.
Available in two versions:
Access/Series E—Your choice of a conventional viewing surface: fiberglass matte white, glass beaded, High Contrast
Grey or acoustically transparent AT1200 or AT Grey.
Access/Series V—Features Draper’s Tab Tensioning System for a perfectly flat projection surface. Choose M1300, M2500
or HiDef Grey.

Easy Installation —Easy Access
It’s easy to see why the Access Series is so popular. Designed with solutions in mind, the white extruded aluminum case can be installed in the ceiling
quickly and easily during the “dirty” phase of the construction process.
• Hanging brackets that slide in channels on top of
the case, allowing unlimited adjustment to avoid
interference with conflicting building structures.
• A pre-wired junction box inside (left end standard),
and cable exit holes on top.
• “Pin connector” electrical connection of screen to
junction box—eliminating tools.

Bottom of case
forms a slot for
fabric passage
and is removable
without tools for
installation or
replacement of
screen.

• Flange that supports ceiling tile or trims the opening
of any type of ceiling.
The screen (viewing surface attached to roller) comes with easy-to-install roller brackets. These slide along a track inside the top of the case, and
may be locked in place at any point so the case can accommodate different screen sizes. Since both brackets are movable, the screen can always be
centered in the case—regardless of case size. A large case allows for unlimited flexibility. The Access case may be ordered in advance of the screen or
alone. The installation of a ceiling-recessed projection screen in the aftermarket may cost more than the screen itself, so a pre-installed ceilingrecessed housing adds real value. You can select, order and install the desired Access Series screen at any later date.

Screen up
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ACCESS/Series V (Tensioned)
AUDIO/VISUAL SIZES
Case Length
M1300

Screen Size (H x W)

Shipping Weight

M2500

HiDef Grey

50˝ x 50˝

84 lbs.

6´ 3˝

(#102165) 1294.95

(#102191) 1294.95

(#102267) CALL

60˝ x 60˝

87 lbs.

7´ 2˝

(#102166) 1418.95

(#102192) 1418.95

(#102268) 1418.95

70˝ x 70˝

90 lbs.

8´

(#102167) 1587.50

(#102193) 1587.50

(#102269) 1587.50

84˝ x 84˝

93 lbs.

9´ 31⁄4˝

(#102168) 1767.50

(#102194) 1767.50

(#102270) 1767.50

72˝ x 96˝

104 lbs.

10´ 2˝

(#102169) 1809.95

(#102195) 1809.95

(#102271) 1809.95

96˝ x 96˝

104 lbs.

10´ 43⁄4˝

(#102170) 1957.95

(#102196) 1957.95

(#102272) 1957.95

7´ x 9´

118 lbs.

11´ 3 ⁄4˝

(#102171) 2019.50

(#102197) 2019.50

—

9´ x 9´

118 lbs.

11´ 43⁄4˝

(#102172) 2176.95

(#102198) 2176.95

—

8´ x 10´

142 lbs.

12´ 43⁄4˝

(#102173) 2221.95

(#102199) 2221.95

—

10´ x 10´

144 lbs.

12´ 61⁄2˝

(#102174) 2434.50

(#102215) 2434.50

—

9´ x 12´

146 lbs.

14´ 43⁄4˝

(#102180) 2809.95

(#102200) 2809.95

—

12´ x 12´

154 lbs.

14´ 101⁄2˝

(#102175) 3202.95

—

—

1

4:3 NTSC VIDEO SIZES
Viewing Area

Nominal Diagonal

Shipping Weight

Case Length

M1300

M2500

HiDef Grey

421⁄2˝ x 561⁄2˝

6´

85 lbs.

6´ 91⁄2˝

(#102176) 1375.95

(#102201) 1374.95

(#102273) 1374.95

50˝ x 661⁄2˝

7´

90 lbs.

7´ 71⁄2˝

(#102177) 1508.95

(#102202) 1508.95

(#102274) 1508.95

60˝ x 80˝

100˝

92 lbs.

8´ 9˝

(#102178) 1654.95

(#102203) 1654.95

(#102275) 1654.95

72˝ x 96˝

10´

104 lbs.

10´ 2˝

(#102169) 1809.95

(#102195) 1809.95

(#102271) 1809.95

78˝ x 104˝

11´

132 lbs.

10´ 111⁄4˝

(#102179) 1991.95

(#102204) 1991.95

(#102308) 1991.95

87˝ x 116˝

150˝

140 lbs.

11´ 111⁄4˝

(#102181) 2176.95

(#102205) 2176.95

(#102309) 2176.95

108˝ x 144˝

15´

146 lbs.

14´ 43⁄4˝

(#102180) 2809.95

(#102200) 2809.95

—

Viewing Area

Nominal Diagonal

Shipping Weight

Case Length

M1300

M2500

HiDef Grey

45˝ x 80˝

92˝

92 lbs.

8´ 9˝

(#102182) 1614.95

(#102206) 1614.95

(#102276) CALL

52˝ x 92˝

106˝

105 lbs.

9´ 9˝

(#102183) 1772.95

(#102207) 1772.95

(#102277) 1772.95

58˝ x 104˝

119˝

120 lbs.

10´ 9˝

(#102300) 1946.95

(#102301) 1946.95

(#102304) 1946.95

65˝ x 116˝

133˝

138 lbs.

11´ 10˝

(#102184) 2126.50

(#102208) 2126.50

(#102278) 2126.50

79˝ x 140˝

161˝

145 lbs.

13´ 111⁄4˝

(#102185) 2743.50

(#102209) 2743.50

Viewing Area

Nominal Diagonal

Shipping Weight

Case Length

M1300

M2500

HiDef Grey

47˝ x 87˝

99˝

97 lbs.

9´ 4˝

(#102186) 1626.95

(#102210) 1626.95

(#102279) 1626.95
(#102280) 1772.95

16:9 HDTV FORMAT SIZES

1.85:1 WIDESCREEN FORMAT SIZES

50˝ x 92˝

108˝

105 lbs.

9´ 9˝

(#102187) 1772.95

(#102211) 1772.95

56˝ x 104˝

120˝

130 lbs.

10´ 9˝

(#102188) 1946.95

(#102212) 1946.95

(#102281) 1946.95

63˝ x 116˝

132˝

138 lbs.

11´ 10˝

(#102189) 2126.50

(#102213) 2126.50

(#102282) 2126.50

76˝ x 140˝

162˝

145 lbs.

13´ 111⁄4˝

(#102190) 2743.50

(#102214) 2743.50

(#102312) 2743.50

System
Options

Extra Drop: Optional additional 12˝ black drop is
available in either the surface color or black. Black
is standard for Series V. Surface color is standard
for Series E in AV format; black in other formats.

Black Masking Borders: Borders are optional for Series E in AV
format. Borders are standard for Series E in all other formats and for
all Series V screens.
Screen/Case Options: You may choose left or right motor location.
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ACCESS/Series E
AUDIO/VISUAL SIZES
Matte White
Glass Beaded

Screen Size

Shipping Weight

Case Length

HC Grey

AT1200

AT Grey

50˝ x 50˝ (HxW)

55 lbs.

5´ 4˝

(#104001) 1255.95

(#104029) 1255.95

(#104171) 1255.95

(#104099) CALL

(#104217) CALL

60˝ x 60˝ (HxW)

59 lbs.

6´ 2˝

(#104002) 1279.50

(#104030) 1279.50

(#104172) 1279.50

(#104100) CALL

(#104218) CALL

70˝ x 70˝ (HxW)

68 lbs.

7´

(#104003) 1289.95

(#104031) 1289.95

(#104173) 1289.95

(#104101) CALL

(#104219) CALL

84˝ x 84˝ (HxW)

78 lbs.

8´ 2˝

(#104004) 1339.95

(#104032) 1339.95

(#104174) 1339.95

(#104102) 3144.95

(#104220) 3144.95

72˝ x 96˝ (HxW)

87 lbs.

9´ 2˝

(#104005) 1349.95

(#104033) 1349.95

(#104175) 1349.95

(#104103) 4208.50

(#104221) 4208.50

96˝ x 96˝ (HxW)

103 lbs.

9´ 2˝

(#104006) 1379.95

(#104034) 1379.95

(#104176) 1379.95

—

—

7´ x 9´ (HxW)

105 lbs.

10´ 2˝

(#104007) 1429.95

(#104035) 1429.95

(#104177) 1429.95

—

—

9´ x 9´ (HxW)

107 lbs.

10´ 2˝

(#104008) 1452.95

(#104036) 1452.95

—

—

—

8´ x 10´ (HxW)

113 lbs.

11´ 2˝

(#104009) 1474.95

(#104037) 1474.95

(#104178) 1474.95

—

—

10´ x 10´ (HxW)

116 lbs.

11´ 2˝

(#104010) 1503.50

(#104038) 1503.50

—

—

—

9´ x 12´ (HxW)

120 lbs.

13´ 2˝

(#104011) 1548.95

(#104039) 1548.95

—

—

—

12´ x 12´ (HxW)

125 lbs.

13´ 2˝

(#104012) 1579.95

(#104040) 1579.95

—

—

—

Glass
Beaded

High Contrast
Grey

AT1200

AT Grey
(#104222) CALL

4:3 NTSC VIDEO SIZES
Viewing
Area

Nominal
Diagonal

Shipping
Weight

Case
Length

42 ⁄2˝ x 56 ⁄2˝

6´

59 lbs.

6´ 2˝

(#104013) 1279.50

(#104041) 1279.50

(#104179) 1279.50

(#104104) CALL

50˝ x 661⁄2˝

7´

66 lbs.

7´

(#104014) 1289.95

(#104042) 1289.95

(#104180) 1289.95

(#104105) CALL

(#104223) CALL

60˝ x 80˝

100˝

77 lbs.

8´ 2˝

(#104015) 1339.95

(#104043) 1339.95

(#104181) 1339.95

(#104106) 3144.95

(#104224) 3144.95

69˝ x 104˝

10´

87 lbs.

9´ 2˝

(#104016) 1349.95

(#104044) 1349.95

(#104184) 1349.95

(#104107) 4208.50

(#104225) 4208.50

78˝ x 104˝

11´

105 lbs.

10´ 2˝

(#104017) 1385.95

(#104045) 1385.95

(#104182) 1385.95

—

—

1

1

Matte
White

87˝ x 116˝

150˝

113 lbs.

11´ 2˝

(#104018) 1398.95

(#104046) 1398.95

(#104183) 1398.95

—

—

105˝ x 140˝

15´

120 lbs.

13´ 2˝

(#104019) 1449.95

(#104047) 1449.95

—

—

—

118˝ x 158˝

200˝

130 lbs.

14´ 8˝

(#104241) 1486.95

(#104242) 1486.95

—

—

—

Viewing
Area

Nominal
Diagonal

Shipping
Weight

Case
Length

Matte
White

Glass
Beaded

High Contrast
Grey

AT1200

AT Grey

16:9 HDTV FORMAT SIZES
45˝ x 80˝

92˝

75 lbs.

8´ 2˝

(#104267) 1313.50

(#104269) 1313.50

(#104271) 1313.50

(#104265) 3074.50

(#104263) 3074.50

52˝ x 92˝

106˝

87 lbs.

9´ 2˝

(#104268) 1331.95

(#104270) 1331.95

(#104272) 1331.95

(#104266) 4137.95

(#104264) 4137.95

58˝ x 104˝

119˝

100 lbs.

10´ 2˝

(#104232) 1352.95

(#104233) 1352.95

(#104239) 1352.95

(#104236) 4238.50

(#104231) 4238.50

65˝ x 116˝

133˝

112 lbs.

11´ 2˝

(#104022) 1369.95

(#104050) 1369.95

(#104187) 1369.95

(#104110) 4345.95

(#104228) 4345.95

79˝ x 140˝

161˝

118 lbs.

13´ 2˝

(#104023) 1419.95

(#104051) 1419.95

(#104188) 1419.95

—

—

90˝ x 160˝

184˝

128 lbs.

14´ 10˝

(#104247) 1457.50

(#104248) 1457.50

(#104189) 1457.50

—

—

Viewing
Area

Nominal
Diagonal

Shipping
Weight

Case
Length

High Contrast
Grey

AT1200

AT Grey

1.85:1 WIDESCREEN FORMAT SIZES
Matte
White

Glass
Beaded

47˝ x 87˝

99˝

85 lbs.

8´ 8˝

(#104024) 1318.95

(#104052) 1318.95

(#104189) 1318.95

(#104111) 3976.50

(#104229) 3976.50

50˝ x 92˝

108˝

87 lbs.

9´ 2˝

(#104025) 1324.50

(#104053) 1324.50

(#104190) 1324.50

(#104112) 3997.50

(#104230) 3997.50

56˝ x 104˝

120˝

100 lbs.

10´ 2˝

(#104026) 1352.95

(#104054) 1352.95

(#104191) 1352.95

—

—

63˝ x 116˝

132˝

112 lbs.

11´ 2˝

(#104027) 1369.95

(#104055) 1369.95

(#104192) 1369.95

—

—

76˝ x 140˝

162˝

118 lbs.

13´ 2˝

(#104028) 1419.95

(#104056) 1419.95

(#104193) 1419.95

—

—

861⁄2˝ x 160˝

182˝

128 lbs.

14´ 10˝

(#104255) 1457.50

(#104256) 1457.50

(#104257) 1457.50

—

—
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ULTIMATE ACCESS
Ceiling Recessed Screen with
Independently Motorized Ceiling Enclosure
The Ultimate Access offers all the advantages of the Access,
plus an independently motorized ceiling closure. In its closed
position, the motorized closure forms a solid bottom panel
giving the ceiling a clean appearance. At the touch of a switch
or wireless transmitter, the door of the Ultimate Access opens
into the case before the viewing surface descends into the
room. It never dangles behind the viewing surface. When
closed, the door is perfectly flat and cannot deflect into the
room. Your audience will be impressed by its precision timing
and quiet, fluid movement.
Like the Access (previous page) the Ultimage Access offers you
the benefits of installing the case during the “dirty” phase of
the construction process, and quick-connecting the viewing
surface at a later date to eliminate job site damage.

Available in two versions:
Ultimate Access/Series E—Your choice of a conventional viewing surface: fiberglass matte white, glass beaded, High
Contrast Grey or acoustically transparent AT1200 or AT Grey.
Ultimate Access/Series V—Features Draper’s Tab Tensioning System for a perfectly flat projection surface. Choose
M1300, M2500 or HiDef Grey.

S YS T E M O P T I O N S
Extra Drop: A 12˝ black drop at the top of the screen is now standard on tab-tensioned screens. Additional drop
optional, either surface color or black. Black is standard for Series V. Surface color is standard for Series E and M in AV
format; black in other formats. Extra drop will increase the overall length of the case of a Series V.
Black Masking Borders: Borders are optional for Series E in AV format. Borders are standard for Series E in all
other formats and for all Series V screens.
Optional
Control

Control Options: Optional controls are available. Controls may be built into case. (Built-in controls may increase
length of case.) Most controls are also available in 220v.

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821
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ULTIMATE ACCESS/Series V (Tensioned)
Ultimate Access/Series V features Draper’s Tab Tensioning System for a perfectly flat projection surface. Choose between
M1300, M2500 or HiDef Grey.
AUDIO/VISUAL SIZES
Case Length
M1300

Screen Size (H x W)

Shipping Weight

M2500

HiDef Grey

50˝ x 50˝

113 lbs.

6´ 3 7⁄8˝

(#118179) 2558.50

(#118205) 2558.50

(#118281) 2558.50

60˝ x 60˝

120 lbs.

7´ 2 7⁄8˝

(#118180) 2723.50

(#118206) 2723.50

(#118282) 2723.50

70˝ x 70˝

124 lbs.

8´ ⁄8˝

(#118181) 2833.50

(#118207) 2833.50

(#118283) 2833.50

84˝ x 84˝

135 lbs.

9´ 41⁄8˝

(#118182) 3129.95

(#118208) 3129.95

(#118284) 3129.95

72˝ x 96˝

155 lbs.

10´ 2 7⁄8˝˝

(#118183) 3139.95

(#118209) 3139.95

(#118285) 3139.95

96˝ x 96˝

158 lbs.

10´ 5 ⁄8˝

(#118184) 3354.95

(#118210) 3354.95

(#118286) 3354.95

7´ x 9´

162 lbs.

11´ 41⁄8˝

(#118185) 3432.95

(#118211) 3432.95

(#118326) 3432.95

9´ x 9´

165 lbs.

11´ 5 5⁄8˝

(#118186) 3579.50

(#118212) 3579.50

(#118327) 3579.50

7

7

8´ x 10´

190 lbs.

12´ 5 ⁄8˝

(#118187) 3702.50

(#118213) 3702.50

—

10´ x 10´

196 lbs.

12´ 7 3⁄8˝

(#118188) 3848.95

(#118229) 3848.95

—

9´ x 12´

205 lbs.

14´ 5 ⁄8˝

(#118189) 4038.95

(#118214) 3999.50

—

12´ x 12´

212 lbs.

14´ 113⁄8˝

(#118190) 4872.95

—

—

5

5

4:3 NTSC VIDEO SIZES
Viewing Area

Nominal Diagonal

Shipping Weight

Case Length

M1300

M2500

HiDef Grey

421⁄2˝ x 561⁄2˝

6´

115 lbs.

82 3⁄8˝

(#118191) 2636.50

(#118215) 2636.50

(#118287) 2636.50

50˝ x 661⁄2˝

7´

124 lbs.

92 3⁄8˝

(#118192) 2804.95

(#118216) 2804.95

(#118288) 2804.95

60˝ x 80˝

100˝

128 lbs.

106 ⁄8˝

(#118193) 2999.95

(#118217) 2999.95

(#118289) 2999.95

72˝ x 96˝

10´

148 lbs.

122 7⁄8˝

(#118183) 3139.95

(#118209) 3139.95

(#118285) 3139.95

78˝ x 104˝

11´

177 lbs.

132 1⁄8˝

(#118194) 3534.50

(#118218) 3534.50

(#118328) 3534.50

87˝ x 116˝

150˝

181 lbs.

144 1⁄8˝

(#118195) 3702.50

(#118219) 3702.50

(#118329) 3702.50

108˝ x 144˝

15´

208 lbs.

173 5⁄8˝

(#118189) 4038.95

(#118214) 3999.50

—

Viewing Area

Nominal Diagonal

Shipping Weight

Case Length

M1300

M2500

HiDef Grey

45˝ x 80˝

92˝

128 lbs.

105 7⁄8˝

(#118196) 2963.50

(#118220) 2963.50

(#118290) 2963.50

52˝ x 92˝

106˝

158 lbs.

117 7⁄8˝

(#118197) 3088.95

(#118221) 3088.95

(#118291) 3088.95

58˝ x 104˝

119˝

170 lbs.

129 ⁄8˝

(#118319) 3437.50

(#118320) 3437.50

(#118324) 3437.50

65˝ x 116˝

133˝

189 lbs.

142 7⁄8˝

(#118198) 3684.95

(#118222) 3684.95

(#118292) 3684.95

79˝ x 140˝

161˝

200 lbs.

168 1⁄8˝

(#118199) 3943.50

(#118223) 3943.50

(#118330) 3943.50

Viewing Area

Nominal Diagonal

Shipping Weight

Case Length

M1300

M2500

HiDef Grey

47˝ x 87˝

99˝

124 lbs.

112 7⁄8˝

(#118200) 3029.95

(#118224) 3029.95

(#118293) 3029.95

50˝ x 92˝

108˝

158 lbs.

117 7⁄8˝

(#118201) 3088.95

(#118225) 3088.95

(#118294) 3088.95

56˝ x 104˝

120˝

170 lbs.

129 ⁄8˝

(#118202) 3437.50

(#118226) 3437.50

(#118295) 3437.50

63˝ x 116˝

132˝

191 lbs.

142 7⁄8˝

(#118203) 3684.95

(#118227) 3684.95

(#118296) 3684.95

76˝ x 140˝

162˝

200 lbs.

168 1⁄8˝

(#118204) 3943.50

(#118228) 3943.50

(#118331) 3943.50

7

16:9 HDTV FORMAT SIZES

7

1.85:1 WIDESCREEN FORMAT SIZES
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ULTIMATE ACCESS/Series E
Ultimate Access/Series E offers you a choice of conventional viewing surfaces: fiberglass matte white, glass beaded, High
Contrast Grey or acoustically transparent AT1200 or AT Grey.
AUDIO/VISUAL SIZES
Matte White
Glass Beaded

Screen Size

Shipping Weight

Case Length

HC Grey

AT1200

AT Grey

50˝ x 50˝ (HxW)

87 lbs.

66 3⁄8˝

(#119001) 2126.50

(#119029) 2126.50

(#119171) 2126.50

—

—

60˝ x 60˝ (HxW)

92 lbs.

76 3⁄8˝

(#119002) 2148.50

(#119030) 2148.50

(#119172) 2148.50

—

—

70˝ x 70˝ (HxW)

102 lbs.

86 3⁄8˝

(#119003) 2164.95

(#119031) 2164.95

(#119173) 2164.95

—

—

84˝ x 84˝ (HxW)

118 lbs.

100 3⁄8˝

(#119004) 2227.50

(#119032) 2227.50

(#119174) 2227.50

(#119102) 4889.95

(#119220) 4889.95

72˝ x 96˝ (HxW)

138 lbs.

112 3⁄8˝

(#119005) 2243.95

(#119033) 2243.95

(#119175) 2243.95

(#119103) 6144.95

(#119221) 6144.95

96˝ x 96˝ (HxW)

147 lbs.

112 3⁄8˝

(#119006) 2277.95

(#119034) 2277.95

(#119176) 2277.95

—

—

7´ x 9´ (HxW)

150 lbs.

124 3⁄8˝

(#119007) 2339.50

(#119035) 2339.50

(#119177) 2339.50

—

—

9´ x 9´ (HxW)

152 lbs.

124 ⁄8˝

(#119008) 2359.95

(#119036) 2359.95

—

—

—

8´ x 10´ (HxW)

161 lbs.

136 3⁄8˝

(#119009) 2406.95

(#119037) 2406.95

(#119178) 2406.95

—

—

10´ x 10´ (HxW)

167 lbs.

136 3⁄8˝

(#119010) 2446.50

(#119038) 2446.50

—

—

—

9´ x 12´ (HxW)

182 lbs.

160 3⁄8˝

(#119011) 2457.50

(#119039) 2457.50

—

—

—

12´ x 12´ (HxW)

182 lbs.

160 3⁄8˝

(#119012) 2539.95

(#119040) 2539.95

—

—

—

Glass
Beaded

High Contrast
Grey

AT1200

AT Grey
—

3

4:3 NTSC VIDEO SIZES
Viewing
Area

Nominal
Diagonal

Shipping
Weight

Case
Length

42 ⁄2˝ x 56 ⁄2˝

6´

100 lbs.

76 ⁄8˝

(#119013) 2148.50

(#119041) 2148.50

(#119179) 2148.50

—

50˝ x 661⁄2˝

7´

105 lbs.

863⁄8˝

(#119014) 2164.95

(#119042) 2164.95

(#119180) 2164.95

—

—

60˝ x 80˝

100˝

112 lbs.

100 3⁄8˝

(#119015) 2227.50

(#119043) 2227.50

(#119181) 2227.50

(#119106) 4894.95

(#119224) 4894.95

1

1

3

Matte
White

69˝ x 92˝

10´

124 lbs.

112 3⁄8˝

(#119016) 2243.95

(#119044) 2243.95

(#119182) 2243.95

(#119107) 6144.95

(#119225) 6144.95

78˝ x 104˝

11´

148 lbs.

124 3⁄8˝

(#119017) 2339.50

(#119045) 2339.50

(#119183) 2339.50

—

—

87˝ x 116˝

150˝

152 lbs.

136 3⁄8˝

(#119018) 2406.95

(#119046) 2406.95

(#119184) 2406.95

—

—

105˝ x 140˝

15´

172 lbs.

160 ⁄8˝

(#119019) 2457.50

(#119047) 2457.50

—

—

—

Viewing
Area

Nominal
Diagonal

Shipping
Weight

Case
Length

High Contrast
Grey

AT1200

AT Grey

3

16:9 HDTV FORMAT SIZES
Matte
White

Glass
Beaded

45˝ x 80˝

92˝

112 lbs.

100 3⁄8˝

(#119245) 2183.50

(#119247) 2183.50

(#119249) 2183.50

(#119243) 4649.95

(#119241) 4649.95

52˝ x 92˝

106˝

142 lbs.

112 3⁄8˝

(#119246) 2199.95

(#119248) 2199.95

(#119250) 2199.95

(#119244) 5529.95

(#119242) 5529.95

58˝ x 104˝

119˝

162 lbs.

124 3⁄8˝

(#119232) 2277.95

(#119233) 2277.95

(#119239) 2277.95

(#119236) 5949.95

(#119231) 5949.95

65˝ x 116˝

133˝

162 lbs.

136 3⁄8˝

(#119022) 2349.95

(#119050) 2349.95

(#119187) 2349.95

(#119110) 6454.95

(#119228) 6454.95

79˝ x 140˝

161˝

169 lbs.

160 ⁄8˝

(#119023) 2399.95

(#119051) 2399.95

(#119188) 2399.95

—

—

Viewing
Area

Nominal
Diagonal

Shipping
Weight

Case
Length

AT1200

AT Grey

47˝ x 87˝

99˝

115 lbs.

50˝ x 92˝

108˝

142 lbs.

56˝ x 104˝

120˝

63˝ x 116˝
76˝ x 140˝

3

1.85:1 WIDESCREEN FORMAT SIZES
Matte
White

Glass
Beaded

High Contrast
Grey

106˝

(#119024) 2187.95

(#119052) 2187.95

(#119189) 2187.95

(#119111) 5472.50

(#119229) 5472.50

112˝

(#119025) 2193.50

(#119053) 2193.50

(#119190) 2193.50

(#119112) 5839.95

(#119230) 5839.95

162 lbs.

124˝

(#119026) 2277.95

(#119054) 2277.95

(#119191) 2277.95

—

—

132˝

162 lbs.

136˝

(#119027) 2349.95

(#119055) 2349.95

(#119192) 2349.95

—

—

162˝

169 lbs.

160˝

(#119028) 2399.95

(#119056) 2399.95

(#119216) 2399.95

—

—

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821
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ACCESS MULTIVIEW
Dual Format
Ceiling-Recessed Screen
Access MultiView is a motorized screen and independently
motorized masking system installed in the same case for dual
format projection—all in a ceiling-recessed Access case.
Select a projection screen in HDTV or widescreen format up to
10´ wide. A flat black mask on a second motor-in-roller
converts the screen to an NTSC 4:3 video format by masking
the right and left sides of the viewing surface. The height of the
viewing surface remains constant. Both rollers quick connect
with latching brackets into the same Access case and operate
separately at the flip of a switch or push of a remote control
button.

1.78:1 HDTV or 1.85:1 Widescreen

Includes an access headbox for ceiling-recessed installation
complete with factory installed juction boxes, bottom panel
and perimeter flange that trims the rough opening.
Available in two versions:
Ultimate Access/Series E—Your choice of a conventional
viewing surface: fiberglass matt white, glass beaded, High
Contrast Grey or acoustically transparent AT1200 or AT Grey.
Ultimate Access/Series V—Features Draper’s Tab Tensioning
System for a perfectly flat projection surface. Choose M1300,
M2500 or HiDef Grey.

1.33:1 NTSC

ACCESS MultiView/Series V (Tensioned)
FROM 16:9 HDTV TO 4:3 NTSC VIDEO
Image
Area

Screen
Diagonal

Masked
Image 4:3

45˝ x 80˝ (HxW)

92˝

45˝ x 60˝

52˝ x 92˝ (HxW)

106˝

52˝ x 69˝

60˝ x 107˝ (HxW)

123˝

60˝ x 80˝

65˝ x 116˝ (HxW)

133˝

65˝ x 87˝

Image
Area

Screen
Diagonal

45˝ x 83˝ (HxW)

95˝

45˝ x 60˝

75˝

110 lbs.

110 ⁄4˝

52˝ x 96˝ (HxW)

109˝

52˝ x 69˝

86˝

120 lbs.

125˝

60˝ x 111˝ (HxW)

126˝

60˝ x 80˝

100˝

135 lbs.

140˝

65˝ x 120˝ (HxW)

136˝

65˝ x 87˝

108˝

160 lbs.

151˝

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO

Masked
Diagonal

Shipping
Weight

Case
Length

75˝

110 lbs.

86˝

120 lbs.

100˝
108˝

M1300

M2500

HiDef Grey

110 1⁄4˝

(#105001) 2751.95

(#105009) 2869.95

(#105033) 2751.95

125˝

(#105002) 2874.95

(#105010) 2992.95

(#105034) 2874.95

135 lbs.

140˝

(#105003) 2969.95

(#105011) 3352.95

(#105035) 2969.95

160 lbs.

151˝

(#105004) 3459.50

(#105012) 3553.95

(#105049) 3459.50

M2500

HiDef Grey

(#105005) 2751.95

(#105013) 2869.95

(#105033) 2751.95

(#105006) 2874.95

(#105014) 2992.95

(#105034) 2874.95

(#105007) 2969.95

(#105015) 3352.95

(#105035) 2969.95

(#105008) 3459.50

(#105016) 3553.95

—

FROM 1.85:1 WIDESCREEN TO 4:3 NTSC VIDEO FORMAT
Masked
Masked
Shipping
Case
M1300
Image 4:3
Diagonal
Weight
Length

www.bhphotovideo.com
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ACCESS MULTIVIEW/Series E
Image
Area

FROM 16:9 HDTV TO 4:3 NTSC VIDEO
Screen
Masked
Masked Shipping Case
Matte
Glass
Diagonal Image 4:3 Diagonal Weight Length
White
Beaded

High Contrast
Grey

AT1200

AT Grey

45˝ x 80˝ (HxW)

92˝

45˝ x 60˝

75˝

90 lbs.

104 5⁄8˝

(#106001) 1853.50

(#106009) 1853.50

(#106041) 1853.50

(#106017) 3659.95

(#106057) 3659.95

52˝ x 92˝ (HxW)

106˝

52˝ x 69˝

86˝

96 lbs.

117 5⁄8˝

(#106002) 1882.95

(#106010) 1882.95

(#106042) 1882.95

(#106018) 4253.50

(#106058) 4253.50

60˝ x 107˝ (HxW)

123˝

60˝ x 80˝

100˝

135 lbs.

132 5⁄8˝

(#106003) 1899.95

(#106011) 1899.95

(#106043) 1899.95

(#106019) 4502.50

(#106059) 4502.50

65˝ x 116˝ (HxW)

133˝

65˝ x 87˝

108˝

160 lbs.

1415⁄8˝

(#106004) 1925.95

(#106012) 1925.95

(#106044) 1925.95

(#106020) 5005.95

(#106060) 5005.95

AT1200

AT Grey

Image
Area

FROM 1.85:1 WIDESCREEN TO 4:3 NTSC VIDEO FORMAT
Screen
Masked
Masked Shipping Case
Matte
Glass
High Contrast
Diagonal Image 4:3 Diagonal Weight Length
White
Beaded
Grey

45˝ x 83˝ (HxW)

95˝

45˝ x 60˝

75˝

90 lbs.

104 5⁄8˝

(#106005) 1853.50

(#106013) 1853.50

(#106045) 1853.50

(#106021) 3659.95

(#106061) 3659.95

52˝ x 96˝ (HxW)

109˝

52˝ x 69˝

86˝

96 lbs.

117 5⁄8˝

(#106006) 1882.95

(#106014) 1882.95

(#106046) 1882.95

(#106022) 4253.50

(#106062) 4253.50

60˝ x 111˝ (HxW)

126˝

60˝ x 80˝

100˝

135 lbs.

132 5⁄8˝

(#106007) 1899.95

(#106015) 1899.95

(#106047) 1899.95

(#106023) 4502.50

(#106063) 4502.50

65˝ x 120˝ (HxW)

136˝

65˝ x 87˝

108˝

160 lbs.

1415⁄8˝

(#106008) 1925.95

(#106016) 1925.95

(#106048) 1925.95

(#106024) 5005.95

(#106064) 5005.95

Tab Tensioning System
The improved Tab Tensioning System has a sleek look. Draper changed the roller and attachment method, so no irregularities
mar the smoothness of the viewing surface. The entire surface is flatter than ever before, and the dowel caps are now removable
allowing you to adjust the surface flatness when necessary. Smaller tabs and a smaller diameter tension cable make the
tensioning system less visible.
Tab Tensioning is preferred for perfect picture quality—the flatter the surface the clearer the image. Computer-driven data and
graphics presentations, as well as large-screen video images, always look their best on a tensioned screen.
You’ll find these benefits on all Premier and Series V and C screen models: Signature, Access, Ultimate Access, Access Sonata,
Access MultiView, Premier, Silhouette, and Artisan. Now standard with 12” of black drop at the top of the viewing area.

ACC E S S O R I E S
Access MultiView Control Options
The Access MultiView screen and mask are independently
controlled, each by a supplied SS-1R Single Station control. These
UL-listed three-position rocker switches are operated by sustained
contact, and come complete with a single-gang cover plate. Other
controls are optionally available:
IGC/3N1 Single Gang Wall Switch
A 24v, 6-button single gang wall switch that controls both motors. Available with a white (DRAMVCW)
or ivory (DRAMVCI) cover plate ...............................................................................................................................364.95

IGC/3N1 Single Gang Wall Switch (DRAMVCW)

Wireless Remote Control (DRAMVIR)

Wireless Remote Control (DRAMVIR)
Two multi-channel infrared controls, two receivers and one transmitter...........................................546.95

Low Voltage Wall Switch and Wireless Control (DRAMVIRW)
Two wall switches with built-in infrared receivers and one transmitter..............................................519.50

Low Voltage Wall Switch
and Wireless Control (DRAMVIRW)

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821
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SIGNATURE SERIES
The Signature Series offers the clean appearance of a ceilingrecessed screen in any size through 16’ wide. Signature’s
independently motorized ceiling closure disappears into the
white aluminum case when the screen is lowered, for a
perfectly unobstructed view. Hinges are completely concealed,
and the closure is supported for its entire length—no sag is
possible. These exclusive features mean that the Signature
Series is the best-concealed projection screen you’ve ever seen.
The screen can be remotely operated.
Available in two versions:
Signature/Series E—Your choice of a conventional viewing
surface: fiberglass matte white, glass beaded, High Contrast
Grey, or acoustically transparent AT1200 or AT Grey.
Signature/Series V—Features Draper’s Tab Tensioning
System for a perfectly flat projection surface. Choose M1300, M2500 or HiDef Grey.

S YS T E M O P T I O N S
Black Masking Borders—Borders are optional for Series E in AV format. They and standard for all other formats of Series E and for all Series V screens.
Series V: Extra Drop: 12˝ black drop at top of image area is standard on
tab-tensioned screens. Additional drop optional, either surface color or
black. Additional drop will increase case and dowel length.

Series E: Extra Drop: Up to 16´ overall height, either surface color or
black. Surface color is standard for Series E in AV format; black for all
other formats.

SIGNATURE/Series V (Tensioned)
AUDIO/VISUAL SIZES
Case Length
M1300

Screen Size (H x W)

Shipping Weight

M2500

HiDef Grey

50˝ x 50˝

75 lbs.

66˝

(#100301) 2439.95

(#100344) 2439.95

(#100461) 2439.95

60˝ x 60˝

92 lbs.

77˝

(#100302) 2608.95

(#100345) 2608.95

(#100462) 2608.95

70˝ x 70˝

94 lbs.

87˝

(#100303) 2719.95

(#100346) 2719.95

(#100463) 2719.95

84˝ x 84˝

102 lbs.

102 1⁄4˝

(#100304) 3089.95

(#100347) 3089.95

(#100464) 3089.95

72˝ x 96˝

120 lbs.

113˝

(#100305) 2999.95

(#100348) 2999.95

(#100465) 2999.95

96˝ x 96˝

127 lbs.

115 3⁄4˝

(#100306) 3219.95

(#100349) 3219.95

(#100466) 3219.95

7´ x 9´

134 lbs.

126 1⁄4˝

(#100307) 3299.95

(#100350) 3299.95

—

9´ x 9´

146 lbs.

129 1⁄2˝

(#100308) 3439.95

(#100351) 3439.95

—

8´ x 10´

159 lbs.

139 ⁄4˝

(#100309) 3569.95

(#100352) 3569.95

—

10´ x 10´

159 lbs.

1411⁄2˝

(#100310) 3709.95

(#100376) 3709.95

—

9´ x 12´

180 lbs.

165 1⁄2˝

(#100311) 3844.50

(#100353) 3844.50

—

12´ x 12´

183 lbs.

169 1⁄2˝

(#100312) 4397.95

—

—

10´ 6˝ x 14´

290 lbs.

192 1⁄2˝

(#100314) 4521.95

—

—

14´ x 14´

300 lbs.

199 1⁄4˝

(#100315) 5109.95

—

—

12´ x 16´

343 lbs.

218 1⁄2˝

(#100316) 5413.95

—

—
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SIGNATURE/Series V (Tensioned)
4:3 NTSC VIDEO SIZES
Viewing Area

Nominal Diagonal

Shipping Weight

Case Length

M1300

M2500

HiDef Grey

421⁄2˝ x 561⁄2˝

6´

92 lbs.

72 1⁄2˝

(#100317) 2523.50

(#100357) 2523.50

(#100476) 2523.50

50˝ x 661⁄2˝

7´

95 lbs.

82 1⁄2˝

(#100318) 2696.95

(#100358) 2696.95

(#100477) 2696.95

60˝ x 80˝

100˝

105 lbs.

97˝

(#100319) 2869.95

(#100359) 2869.95

(#100478) 2869.95

72˝ x 96˝

10´

120 lbs.

113˝

(#100305) 2999.95

(#100348) 2999.95

(#100465) 2999.95

78˝ x 104˝

11´

135 lbs.

122 1⁄4˝

(#100321) 3466.95

(#100361) 3466.95

(#100585) 3466.95

87˝ x 116˝

150˝

170 lbs.

134 1⁄4˝

(#100322) 3569.95

(#100362) 3569.95

(#100586) 3569.95

108˝ x 144˝

15´

180 lbs.

165 ⁄2˝

(#100311) 3844.50

(#100353) 3844.50

—

118˝ x 158˝

200´

265 lbs.

1801⁄2˝

(#100459) 3957.95

—

—

126˝ x 168˝

210˝

290 lbs.

192 1⁄2˝

(#100314) 4521.95

—

—

132˝ x 176˝

220˝

300 lbs.

2001⁄2˝

(#100326) 5008.50

—

—

138˝ x 184˝

230˝

315 lbs.

210 1⁄2˝

(#100327) 5198.95

—

—

144˝ x 192˝

240˝

343 lbs.

218 1⁄2˝

(#100316) 5413.95

—

—

Viewing Area

Nominal Diagonal

Shipping Weight

Case Length

M1300

M2500

HiDef Grey

45˝ x 80˝

92˝

125 lbs.

96˝

(#100329) 2869.95

(#100365) 2869.95

(#100484) 2869.95

1

16:9 HDTV FORMAT SIZES

52˝ x 92˝

106˝

148 lbs.

108˝

(#100330) 2999.95

(#100366) 2999.95

(#100485) 2999.95

58˝ x 104˝

119˝

180 lbs.

121˝

(#100539) 3298.95

(#100540) 3298.95

(#100544) 3298.95

65˝ x 116˝

133˝

180 lbs.

133˝

(#100331) 3569.95

(#100367) 3569.95

(#100486) 3569.95

79˝ x 140˝

161˝

208 lbs.

1581⁄4˝

(#100332) 3843.50

(#100368) 3843.50

(#100587) 3843.50

90˝ x 160˝

184˝

275 lbs.

180 3⁄4˝

(#100333) 4039.95

(#100369) 4039.95

(#100588) 4039.95

941⁄2˝ x 168˝

193˝

280 lbs.

188 3⁄4

(#100334) 4319.95

(#100377) 4319.95

—

108˝ x 192˝

220˝

320 lbs.

2141⁄2˝

(#100335) 5178.95

(#100378) 5178.95

—

Viewing Area

Nominal Diagonal

Shipping Weight

Case Length

M1300

M2500

HiDef Grey

47˝ x 87˝

99˝

143 lbs.

103˝

(#100336) 2869.95

(#100370) 2869.95

(#100491) 2869.95

1.85:1 WIDESCREEN FORMAT SIZES

50˝ x 92˝

108˝

148 lbs.

108˝

(#100337) 2999.95

(#100371) 2999.95

(#100492) 2999.95

56˝ x 104˝

120˝

157 lbs.

120˝

(#100338) 3298.95

(#100372) 3298.95

(#100493) 3298.95

63˝ x 116˝

132˝

180 lbs.

133˝

(#100339) 3569.95

(#100373) 3569.95

(#100494) 3569.95

76˝ x 140˝

162˝

208 lbs.

158 1⁄4˝

(#100340) 3843.50

(#100374) 3843.50

(#100589) 3843.50

86 1⁄2˝ x 160˝

182˝

275 lbs.

180 3⁄4˝

(#100341) 4039.95

(#100375) 4039.95

(#100590) 4039.95

91˝ x 168˝

190˝

280 lbs.

188 3⁄4˝

(#100342) 4319.95

(#100379) 4319.95

—

104˝ x 192˝

218˝

290 lbs.

214 1⁄2˝

(#100343) 5178.95

(#100380) 5178.95

—

S YS T E M O P T I O N S
Extra Drop: Series E — Up to 16’ overall height, either surface color or black.
Surface color is standard for Series E in AV format; black for all other formats.
Black Masking Borders: Borders are optional for Series E in AV format. Borders
are standard for Series E in all other formats and for all Series V screens.
Control Options: Optional controls available.

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821
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SIGNATURE/Series E
AUDIO/VISUAL SIZES
Matte White
Glass Beaded

Screen Size

Shipping Weight

Case Length

HC Grey

AT1200

50˝ x 50˝ (HxW)

65 lbs.

56 3⁄8˝

(#111301) 1992.95

(#111344) 1992.95

(#111528) 1992.95

—

—

60˝ x 60˝ (HxW)

74 lbs.

66 3⁄8˝

(#111302) 2009.95

(#111345) 2009.95

(#111529) 2009.95

—

—

70˝ x 70˝ (HxW)

76 lbs.

76 3⁄8˝

(#111303) 2028.50

(#111346) 2028.50

(#111530) 2028.50

—

—

84˝ x 84˝ (HxW)

90 lbs.

90 3⁄8˝

(#111304) 2086.50

(#111347) 2086.50

(#111531) 2086.50

(#111427) 4448.50

(#111585) 4448.50

72˝ x 96˝ (HxW)

102 lbs.

1023⁄8˝

(#111305) 2102.95

(#111348) 2102.95

(#111532) 2102.95

(#111428) 5587.95

(#1111586) 5587.95

96˝ x 96˝ (HxW)

105 lbs.

1023⁄8˝

(#111306) 2129.95

(#111349) 2129.95

(#111533) 2129.95

—

—

7´ x 9´ (HxW)

165 lbs.

114 ⁄8˝

(#111307) 2184.50

(#111350) 2184.50

(#111534) 2184.50

—

—

9´ x 9´ (HxW)

165 lbs.

114 3⁄8˝

(#111308) 2207.50

(#111351) 2207.50

—

—

—

8´ x 10´ (HxW)

178 lbs.

126 3⁄8˝

(#111309) 2247.50

(#111352) 2247.50

(#111535) 2247.50

—

—

10´ x 10´ (HxW)

183 lbs.

126 3⁄8˝

(#111310) 2288.95

(#111353) 2288.95

—

—

—

9´ x 12´ (HxW)

208 lbs.

150 3⁄8˝

(#111311) 2294.50

(#111354) 2294.50

—

—

—

12´ x 12´ (HxW)

210 lbs.

150 3⁄8˝

(#111312) 2379.95

(#111355) 2379.95

—

—

—

10´ 6˝ x 14´ (HxW)

253 lbs.

177˝

(#111313) 3167.95

(#111356) 3167.95

—

—

—

14´ x 14´ (HxW)

288 lbs.

177˝

(#111314) 3326.50

(#111357) 3326.50

—

—

—

12´ x 16´ (HxW)

298 lbs.

201˝

(#111315) 4129.95

(#111358) 4129.95

—

—

—

16´ x 16´ (HxW)

298 lbs.

201˝

(#111316) 4353.95

(#111359) 4353.95

—

—

—

High Contrast
Grey

AT1200

AT Grey

3

AT Grey

4:3 NTSC VIDEO SIZES
Viewing
Area

Nominal
Diagonal

Shipping
Weight

Case
Length

Matte
White

42 ⁄2˝ x 56 ⁄2˝

6´

85 lbs.

66 ⁄8˝

(#111360) 2009.95

(#111317) 2009.95

(#111536) 2009.95

—

—

50˝ x 661⁄2˝

7´

87 lbs.

763⁄8´

(#111318) 2028.50

(#111361) 2028.50

(#111537) 2028.50

—

—

60˝ x 80˝

100˝

90 lbs.

90 3⁄8˝

(#111319) 2086.50

(#111362) 2086.50

(#111538) 2086.50

(#111431) 4449.95

(#111589) 4449.95

69˝ x 92˝

10´

119 lbs.

102 3⁄8˝

(#111320) 2102.95

(#111363) 2102.95

(#111539) 2102.95

(#111432) 5587.95

(#111590) 5587.95

78˝ x 104˝

11´

157 lbs.

114 3⁄8˝

(#111321) 2184.50

(#111364) 2184.50

(#111540) 2184.50

—

—

87˝ x 116˝

150˝

182 lbs.

126 3⁄8˝

(#111322) 2247.50

(#111365) 2247.50

(#111541) 2247.50

—

—

105˝ x 140˝

15´

208 lbs.

150 3⁄8˝

(#111323) 2294.50

(#111366) 2294.50

—

—

—

1

1

3

Glass
Beaded

118˝ x 158˝

200´

278 lbs.

173˝

(#111324) 2476.95

(#111367) 2476.95

—

—

—

126˝ x 168˝

210˝

288 lbs.

181˝

(#111325) 3407.95

(#111368) 3407.95

—

—

—

132˝ x 176˝

220˝

298 lbs.

189˝

(#111326) 3652.95

(#111369) 3652.95

—

—

—

138˝ x 184˝

230˝

313 lbs.

197˝

(#111327) 3886.50

(#111370) 3886.50

—

—

—

141˝ x 192˝

240˝

340 lbs.

201˝

(#111328) 4129.95

(#111371) 4129.95

—

—

—

Viewing
Area

Nominal
Diagonal

Shipping
Weight

Case
Length

High Contrast
Grey

AT1200

AT Grey

45˝ x 80˝

92˝

90 lbs.

90 ⁄8˝

(#111611) 2076.95

(#111613) 2076.95

(#111615) 2076.95

(#111609) 4229.95

(#111607) 4229.95

52˝ x 92˝

106˝

146 lbs.

1023⁄8˝

(#111612) 2094.95

(#111614) 2094.95

(#111616) 2094.95

(#111610) 5027.95

(#111608) 5027.95

58˝ x 104˝

119˝

178 lbs.

114 3⁄8˝

(#111599) 2163.50

(#111600) 2163.50

(#111605) 2163.50

(#111602) 5439.50

(#111598) 5439.50

65˝ x 116˝

133˝

178 lbs.

126 3⁄8˝

(#111331) 2228.50

(#111374) 2228.50

(#111544) 2228.50

(#111435) 5869.95

(#111593) 5869.95

79˝ x 140˝

161˝

206 lbs.

150 3⁄8˝

(#111332) 2274.95

(#111375) 2274.95

(#111545) 2274.95

—

—

90˝ x 160˝

184˝

273 lbs.

173˝

(#111333) 2463.95

(#111376) 2463.95

(#111546) 2463.95

—

—

941⁄2˝ x 168˝

193˝

278 lbs.

181˝

(#111334) 3342.95

(#111377) 3342.95

(#111547) 3342.95

—

—

106˝ x 188˝

220˝

288 lbs.

201˝

(#111335) 4053.50

(#111378) 4053.50

—

—

—

16:9 HDTV FORMAT SIZES
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SIGNATURE/Series E
1.85:1 WIDESCREEN FORMAT SIZES
Viewing
Area

Nominal
Diagonal

Shipping
Weight

Case
Length

Matte
White

Glass
Beaded

High Contrast
Grey

AT1200

AT Grey

47˝ x 87˝

99˝

141 lbs.

50˝ x 92˝

108˝

146 lbs.

96 ⁄8˝

(#111336) 2082.50

(#111379) 2082.50

(#111548) 2082.50

(#111436) 4973.95

(#111594) 4973.95

102 3⁄8˝

(#111337) 2087.95

(#111380) 2087.95

(#111549) 2087.95

(#111437) 5309.50

56˝ x 104˝

120˝

155 lbs.

(#111595) 5309.50

114 3⁄8˝

(#111338) 2163.50

(#111381) 2163.50

(#111550) 2163.50

(#111438) 5574.95

63˝ x 116˝

132˝

(#111596) 5574.95

178 lbs.

126 3⁄8˝

(#111339) 2228.50

(#111382) 2228.50

(#111551) 2228.50

(#111439) 5869.95

76˝ x 140˝

(#111597) 5869.95

162˝

206 lbs.

150 3⁄8˝

(#111340) 2274.95

(#111383) 2274.95

(#111552) 2274.95

—

—

86 1⁄2˝ x 160˝

182˝

274 lbs.

173˝

(#111341) 2463.95

(#111384) 2463.95

(#111553) 2463.95

—

—

91˝ x 168˝

190˝

278 lbs.

181˝

(#111342) 3342.95

(#111385) 3342.95

(#111554) 3342.95

—

—

102˝ x 188˝

218˝

288 lbs.

201˝

(#111343) 4053.50

(#111386) 4053.50

—

—

—

3

OPTIONAL MOTORIZED SCREEN CONTROLS
Locking Switch Cover Plate (DRSPKPSI)

Motor Control Board (DRMMCB)

DRMMCB

A three-position control switch for limited
access. The cover plate and locking switch
cover are brushed stainless steel. Two keys are
included. 115v only ............................................77.95

Provides multiple options for screen,
lift or shade motors. This powerful
control board accepts 2-way serial
communication, infrared commands
via IR receiver, and relay closures found
in home integration systems. An
external option for all motorized
screens, it can also be factory-installed
in some screens ................................234.95

Key-Operated On-Off Switch (DRKS1)
An On/Off switch, operated by a key, that cannot control Up, Down and Stop functions by
itself. It is intended to be used in conjunction
with another control, such as the SS-1R Single
Station Control. Two keys are included. Low
voltage or 115v ....................................................56.50

DRSPKPSI
DRWRTR

Replaces the standard single-station
control switch for all screens where a
trigger circuit is turned on to lower the
screen and turned off to raise the
screen. Intended as the sole control, it
cannot be used with any other control
except the optional Override Switch.
Available for 12 volt (DRVIC12) and 6 volt
(DRVIC6) trigger circuits ......................93.50

Infrared Remote Control (DRIRTR)
A receiver and a hand-held three-button
transmitter for instant access to Up, Down and
Stop functions. Requires the Low Voltage
Control unit or Motor Control Board ..........69.95

DRIRTR

Radio Frequency Remote Control (DRWRTR)
A receiver and a hand-held three-button
transmitter that lets you raise or lower the
screen, or adjust the format at any point.
Requires the Low Voltage Control unit ...173.95

Override Switch (DRVICOS)

DRKS1

Low Voltage Control Unit (DRLVC3)
The most versatile control for your electric
screens. You can use this unit without switches
as an interface for a sophisticated master
control system, or with optional three-button
switches and remote controls. It is also
equipped with jacks for easy connection to
Draper RF and IR receivers. Wiring from control
unit to switches or receivers is lightweight for
24 volt current ..................................................143.95

Video Interface Control

DRVICOS

DRLVC3

DRVIC12

Lowers a screen that is controlled by
the Video Interface Control, for times
you don’t want to activate that control.
For example, if you have a screen that
is controlled by a Video Interface
Control which is activated when you
turn on a video projector. You would
not want to turn on your video projector to lower the screen if you were
using an overhead or slide projector or
the presentation. On these occasions,
the Override Switch could be used to
lower the screen instead..................44.95
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ENVOY
Motor-in-Roller
with Ceiling Closure
Ideal for conference, training and meeting rooms, the Envoy adds
a touch of class to any presentation. The screen is recessed in the
ceiling and invisible when not in use. At the touch of a switch, an
automatic ceiling closure opens, and the screen appears. The
closure can easily be finished to match the ceiling.
The Envoy operates smoothly and silently. The motor is mounted
inside the roller on special vibration insulators. The screen’s slender
profile makes it easy to install above most ceilings. The Envoy is
available in a choice of conventional viewing surfaces: fiberglass
matte white, glass beaded and High Contrast Grey.

S YS T E M O P T I O N S
Extra Drop: Up to 12˝ overall height, either surface color or black. Surface color is standard for AV format, black for other formats.
Black Masking Borders: Borders are optional for AV format screens and standard for all other formats.

AUDIO/VISUAL SIZES
Case Length
Matte White

Screen Size (H x W)

Shipping Weight

50˝ x 50˝

75 lbs.

65˝

(#112001) 1138.50

(#112029) 1138.50

Glass Beaded

High Contrast Grey
(#112161) 1138.50

60˝ x 60˝

85 lbs.

75˝

(#112002) 1159.95

(#112030) 1159.95

(#112162) 1159.95

70˝ x 70˝

93 lbs.

85˝

(#112003) 1169.95

(#112031) 1169.95

(#112163) 1169.95

84˝ x 84˝

110 lbs.

99˝

(#112004) 1214.95

(#112032) 1214.95

(#112164) 1214.95

72˝ x 96˝

113 lbs.

111˝

(#112005) 1226.50

(#112033) 1226.50

(#112165) 1226.50

96˝ x 96˝

113 lbs.

111˝

(#112006) 1253.95

(#112034) 1253.95

(#112166) 1253.95

7´ x 9´

130 lbs.

123˝

(#112007) 1297.95

(#112035) 1297.95

(#112167) 1297.95

9´ x 9´

130 lbs.

123˝

(#112008) 1324.95

(#112036) 1324.95

—

8´ x 10´

140 lbs.

135˝

(#112009) 1347.50

(#112037) 1347.50

(#112168) 1347.50

10´ x 10´

140 lbs.

135˝

(#112010) 1379.95

(#112038) 1379.95

—

9´ x 12´

162 lbs.

159˝

(#112011) 1413.50

(#112039) 1413.50

—

12´ x 12´

162 lbs.

159˝

(#112012) 1439.95

(#112040) 1439.95

—

4:3 NTSC VIDEO SIZES
Viewing Area

Nominal Diagonal

Shipping Weight

Case Length

Matte White

Glass Beaded

HC Grey

421⁄2˝ x 561⁄2˝

6´

85 lbs.

75˝

(#112013) 1159.95

(#112041) 1159.95

(#112169) 1159.95
(#112170) 1169.95

50˝ x 661⁄2˝

7´

93 lbs.

85˝

(#112014) 1169.95

(#112042) 1169.95

60˝ x 80˝

100˝

113 lbs.

99˝

(#112015) 1219.95

(#112043) 1219.95

(#112171) 1219.95

69˝ x 92˝

10´

120 lbs.

111˝

(#112016) 1231.95

(#112044) 1231.95

(#112172) 1231.95

78˝ x 104˝

11´

130 lbs.

123˝

(#112017) 1303.50

(#112045) 1303.50

(#112173) 1303.50

87˝ x 116˝

150˝

140 lbs.

135˝

(#112018) 1347.50

(#112046) 1347.50

(#112174) 1347.50

105˝ x 140˝

15´

173 lbs.

159˝

(#112019) 1413.50

(#112047) 1413.50

—
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ENVOY
16:9 HDTV FORMAT SIZES
Viewing Area

Nominal Diagonal

Shipping Weight

Case Length

M1300

M2500

HiDef Grey

45˝ x 80˝

92˝

106 lbs.

99˝

(#112215) 1194.50

(#112217) 1194.50

(#112219) 1194.50

52˝ x 92˝

106˝

120 lbs.

111˝

(#112216) 1206.50

(#112218) 1206.50

(#112220) 1206.50

58˝ x 104˝

119˝

128 lbs.

123˝

(#112207) 1269.95

(#112208) 1269.95

(#112213) 1269.95

65˝ x 116˝

133˝

140 lbs.

135˝

(#112022) 1319.95

(#112050) 1319.95

(#112177) 1319.95

79˝ x 140˝

161˝

173 lbs.

159˝

(#112023) 1379.95

(#112051) 1379.95

(#112178) 1379.95

Viewing Area

Nominal Diagonal

Shipping Weight

Case Length

M1300

M2500

HiDef Grey

47˝ x 87˝

99˝

106 lbs.

105˝

(#112024) 1187.95

(#112052) 1187.95

(#112179) 1187.95

50˝ x 92˝

108˝

120 lbs.

111˝

(#112025) 1198.95

(#112053) 1198.95

(#112180) 1198.95

56˝ x 104˝

120˝

128 lbs.

123˝

(#112026) 1269.95

(#112054) 1269.95

(#112181) 1269.95

63˝ x 116˝

132˝

140 lbs.

135˝

(#112027) 1319.95

(#112055) 1319.95

(#112182) 1319.95

76˝ x 140˝

162˝

173 lbs.

159˝

(#112028) 1379.95

(#112056) 1379.95

(#112183) 1379.95

1.85:1 WIDESCREEN FORMAT SIZES

AMBASSADOR
Direct-drive Motorized Screen
with Ceiling Closure
The Draper Ambassador is a direct-drive, heavy-duty, electrically
operated screen designed specifically for recessed installation above
any type of ceiling. It features a fully automatic ceiling closure,
which totally conceals the screen when not in use. The ceiling
closure can be finished by the contractor to match the ceiling.
Your choice of a conventional viewing surface: fiberglass matte
white, glass beaded or High Contrast Grey.
AUDIO/VISUAL SIZES
Case Length
Matte White

Screen Size (H x W)

Shipping Weight

Glass Beaded

High Contrast Grey

50˝ x 50˝

122 lbs.

74˝

(#113001) 1479.50

(#113013) 1479.50

(#113028) 1479.50

60˝ x 60˝

138 lbs.

84˝

(#113002) 1503.50

(#113014) 1503.50

(#113029) 1503.50

70˝ x 70˝

146 lbs.

94˝

(#113003) 1519.95

(#113015) 1519.95

(#113030) 1519.95

84˝ x 84˝

161 lbs.

108˝

(#113004) 1579.50

(#113016) 1579.50

(#113031) 1579.50

72˝ x 96˝

171 lbs.

120˝

(#113005) 1603.95

(#113017) 1603.95

(#113032) 1603.95

96˝ x 96˝

173 lbs.

120˝

(#113006) 1643.50

(#113018) 1643.50

(#113033) 1643.50

7´ x 9´

181 lbs.

132˝

(#113007) 1699.95

(#113019) 1699.95

(#113034) 1699.95

9´ x 9´

183 lbs.

132˝

(#113008) 1724.95

(#113020) 1724.95

—

8´ x 10´

191 lbs.

144˝

(#113009) 1764.50

(#113021) 1764.50

(#113035) 1764.50

10´ x 10´

194 lbs.

144˝

(#113010) 1799.95

(#113022) 1799.95

—

9´ x 12´

222 lbs.

168˝

(#113011) 1815.95

(#113023) 1815.95

—

12´ x 12´

225 lbs.

168˝

(#113012) 1977.95

(#113024) 1977.95

—
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ROLLERAMIC
Large Motor-in-Roller Front
Projection Screen
Ideal for auditoriums and lecture halls, Rolleramic comes in sizes
through 20´ x 20´ or 25´ diagonal to accommodate large presentations. All-wood case may be recessed in the ceiling or painted to
match its surroundings. The viewing surface is concealed when
not in use; lower it to any position at the touch of a switch. The
direct drive module is mounted on rubber vibration insulators.
Your choice of a conventional viewing surface: fiberglass matte
white, glass beaded or High Contrast Grey viewing surface.
AUDIO/VISUAL SIZES
Case Length
Matte White

Screen Size (H x W)

Shipping Weight

Glass Beaded

High Contrast Grey

50˝ x 50˝

108 lbs.

74˝

(#115001) 1176.95

(#115033) 1176.95

(#115162) 1176.95

60˝ x 60˝

120 lbs.

84˝

(#115002) 1189.95

(#115034) 1189.95

(#115163) 1189.95

70˝ x 70˝

130 lbs.

94˝

(#115003) 1197.95

(#115035) 1197.95

(#115164) 1197.95

84˝ x 84˝

138 lbs.

108˝

(#115004) 1224.50

(#115036) 1224.50

(#115165) 1224.50

72˝ x 96˝

154 lbs.

120˝

(#115005) 1229.95

(#115037) 1229.95

(#115166) 1229.95

96˝ x 96˝

154 lbs.

120˝

(#115006) 1263.95

(#115038) 1263.95

(#115167) 1263.95

7´ x 9´

162 lbs.

132˝

(#115007) 1308.95

(#115039) 1308.95

(#115168) 1308.95

9´ x 9´

165 lbs.

132˝

(#115008) 1372.95

(#115040) 1372.95

—

8´ x 10´

180 lbs.

144˝

(#115009) 1387.95

(#115041) 1387.95

(#115169) 1387.95

10´ x 10´

185 lbs.

144˝

(#115010) 1423.50

(#115042) 1423.50

—

9´ x 12´

200 lbs.

168˝

(#115011) 1452.95

(#115043) 1452.95

—

12´ x 12´

210 lbs.

168˝

(#115012) 1592.95

(#115044) 1592.95

—

10´ 6˝ x 14´

248 lbs.

198˝

(#115013) 1764.95

(#115045) 1764.95

—

14´ x 14´

255 lbs.

198˝

(#115014) 1849.95

(#115046) 1849.95

—

12´ x 16´

292 lbs.

222˝

(#115015) 2012.95

(#115047) 2012.95

—

16´ x 16´

273 lbs.

222˝

(#115016) 2049.95

(#115048) 2049.95

—

13´ 6˝ x 18´

326 lbs.

246˝

(#115017) 2199.95

(#115049) 2199.95

—

18´ x 18´

335 lbs.

246˝

(#115018) 2344.95

(#115050) 2344.95

—

8´ x 20´

326 lbs.

270˝

(#115019) 2414.50

(#115051) 2414.50

—

15´ x 20´

377 lbs.

270˝

(#115020) 2478.50

(#115052) 2478.50

—

20´ x 20´

385 lbs.

270˝

(#115021) 2749.95

(#115053) 2749.95

—

4:3 NTSC VIDEO SIZES
Viewing Area

Nominal Diagonal

Shipping Weight

Case Length

Matte White

Glass Beaded

HC Grey

42 1⁄2˝ x 56 1⁄2˝

6´

120 lbs.

84˝

(#115022) 1184.50

(#115054) 1184.50

(#115171) 1184.50

50 1⁄2˝ x 66 1⁄2˝

7´

130 lbs.

94˝

(#115023) 1197.95

(#115055) 1197.95

(#115172) 1197.95

60˝ x 80˝

100˝

138 lbs.

108˝

(#115024) 1224.50

(#115056) 1224.50

(#115173) 1224.50

69˝ x 92˝

10´

154 lbs.

120˝

(#115025) 1231.95

(#115057) 1231.95

(#115174) 1231.95

78˝ x 104˝

11´

170 lbs.

132˝

(#115026) 1336.50

(#115058) 1336.50

(#115175) 1336.50

87˝ x 116˝

150˝

180 lbs.

144˝

(#115027) 1387.95

(#115059) 1387.95

(#115176) 1387.95

105˝ x 140˝

15´

200 lbs.

168˝

(#115028) 1452.95

(#115060) 1452.95

—

118˝ x 158˝

200´

248 lbs.

192˝

(#115029) 1649.95

(#115061) 1649.95

—

141˝ x 188˝

20´

292 lbs.

222˝

(#115030) 1807.50

(#115062) 1807.50

—

148˝ x 198˝

250´

326 lbs.

232˝

(#115031) 2139.50

(#115063) 2139.50

—

177˝ x 236˝

25´

270 lbs.

377˝

(#115032) 2478.50

(#115064) 2478.50

—
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PARAGON
Large Motor-in-Roller
Front Projection Screen
Paragon is designed for auditoriums, lecture halls, and any
setting where a very large screen is required. It is available in
sizes up to 21´ x 28´ wide or 35´ diagonal for even the
largest audiences. The redesigned white extruded aluminum
case can be suspended anywhere, with controls wherever
they’re needed. Your choice of a conventional viewing
surface: fiberglass matte white or glass beaded.

Screen Size

Shipping Weight

AUDIO/VISUAL SIZES
Case Length
Matte White

Glass Beaded

15´ x 20´ (HxW)

796 lbs.

250˝

(#114081) 2864.95

(#114082) 2864.95

20´ x 20´ (HxW)

805 lbs.

250˝

(#114083) 2944.95

(#114084) 2944.95

11´ x 22´ (HxW)

840 lbs.

274˝

(#114085) 2832.50

(#114086) 2832.50

16 1⁄2´ x 22´ (HxW)

850 lbs.

274˝

(#114087) 2909.95

(#114088) 2909.95

22´ x 22´ (HxW)

861 lbs.

274˝

(#114089) 2991.95

(#114090) 2991.95

12´ x 24´ (HxW)

930 lbs.

298˝

(#114091) 3024.95

(#114092) 3024.95

18´ x 24´ (HxW)

950 lbs.

298˝

(#114093) 3848.95

(#114094) 3848.95

24´ x 24´ (HxW)

961 lbs.

298˝

(#114095) 4768.50

(#114096) 4768.50

13´ x 26´ (HxW)

970 lbs.

322˝

(#114097) 6874.95

(#114098) 6874.95

191⁄2´ x 26´ (HxW)

980 lbs.

322˝

(#114099) 9027.50

(#114100) 9027.50

14´ x 28´ (HxW)

1000 lbs.

346˝

(#114101) 8777.95

(#114102) 8777.95

21´ x 28´ (HxW)

1094 lbs.

346˝

(#114103) 10471.95

(#114104) 10471.95

4:3 NTSC VIDEO SIZES
Viewing Area

Nominal Diagonal

Matte White

Glass Beaded

177˝ x 236˝

25´

Shipping Weight Case Length
805 lbs.

250˝

(#114113) 2864.95

(#114114) 2864.95

194˝ x 260˝

271⁄2´

850 lbs.

274˝

(#114115) 2909.95

(#114116) 2909.95

212˝ x 284˝

30˝

950 lbs.

298˝

(#114117) 3848.95

(#114118) 3848.95

230˝ x 308˝

32 1⁄2´

970 lbs.

322˝

(#114119) 9027.50

(#114120) 9027.50

253˝ x 336˝

35´

1050 lbs.

346˝

(#114121) 10471.95

(#114122) 10471.95

OPTIONAL
PARAGON
ACCESSORIES
Wall Mounting Brackets (121204)
A pair of brackets for wall installation
of the Paragon. Includes hardware for
attaching brackets to case. ...........89.95
Pair of Ceiling Trim Flange
for Paragon Endcaps (121205)
For Paragon endcaps. Includes
hardware for attaching flanges to the
case.........................................................41.95
Ceiling Trim Flange
for Paragon Case (121206)
12’ length of ceiling trim flange for
Paragon case, with hardware for
attaching it to case. Please divide
length of case requiring trim (in feet)
by 12 and round to next whole
number to determine number of
kits to order. Remember to order trim
for both front and back of case if
required.................................................41.95

S YS T E M O P T I O N S
Extra Drop: Up to 21´ total screen height, either surface
color or black. Surface color standard on AV format
screens, black on all others.
Black Masking Borders: Borders are optional for AV
format screens and standard for all other format screens.
Wall Mount Bracket Kit: Includes hardware for attaching
brackets to case.

Control Options: Optional remote controls available.
Endcap Ceiling Tile Flange Kit: Includes hardware for attaching flanges
to case. Extruded aluminum, finished white.
Ceiling Tile Flange for Front of Case: 12´ length, with hardware for
attaching it to case. Divide length of case requiring trim (in feet) by 12
and round to next whole number to determine number of kits to order.
Remember to order trim for both front and back of case if required.
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ARTISAN SERIES
Hand-Crafted Cases in Solid
Hardwood or Plastic Laminate
Artisan Series projection screens complement the fine furniture in
your conference room. They are enclosed in solid hardwood cases
with a variety of finishes to match virtually any decor—or in sleek,
contemporary plastic laminate.
Artisan/Series V—Motorized screen features Draper’s Tab
Tensioning System for a perfectly flat projection surface. Choose
M1300, M2500 or HiDef Grey.
Artisan/Series E—Motorized screen with your choice of fiberglass
matte white, glass beaded or High Contrast Grey viewing surface.
Artisan/Series M—Manual, spring-roller operated screen with
your choice of fiberglass matte white, glass beaded or High
Contrast Grey viewing surface.

ARTISAN/Series V (Tensioned)
AUDIO/VISUAL SIZES
Case Length
M1300

Screen Size (H x W)

Shipping Weight

M2500

HiDef Grey

50˝ x 50˝

70 lbs.

735⁄8˝

(#DRAV5050M130) CALL

(#DRAV5050M250) 1671.95

(#DRAV5050HDG) CALL

60˝ x 60˝

75 lbs.

84 3⁄8˝

(#DRAV6060M130) 1636.95

(#DRAV6060M250) 1742.50

(#DRAV6060HDG) CALL

70˝ x 70˝

85 lbs.

94 ⁄8˝

(#DRAV7070M130) 1747.95

(#DRAV7070M250) 1863.50

(#DRAV7070HDG) CALL

84˝ x 84˝

100 lbs.

109 7⁄8˝

(#DRAV8484M130) 1949.95

(#DRAV8484M250) 2084.50

(#DRAV8484HDG) CALL

72˝ x 96˝

105 lbs.

120 5⁄8˝

(#DRAV7296M130) 2177.95

(#DRAV7296M250) 2304.95

(#DRAV7296HDG) CALL

96˝ x 96˝

110 lbs.

123 3⁄8˝

(#DRAV9696M130) 2363.95

(#DRAV9696M250) 2513.50

(#DRAV9696HDG) CALL

5

4:3 NTSC VIDEO SIZES
Viewing Area

Nominal Diagonal

Shipping Weight Case Length

M1300

M2500

HiDef Grey

421⁄2˝ x 561⁄2˝

6´

75 lbs.

79 5⁄8˝

(#DRAV6M1300Q) 1636.95

(#DRAV62500Q) 1742.50

(#DRAV6HDG) CALL

50˝ x 661⁄2˝

7´

85 lbs.

89 7⁄8˝

(#DRAV7M1300Q) 1747.95

(#DRAV72500Q) CALL

(#DRAV7HDG) CALL

60˝ x 80˝

100˝

100 lbs.

1033⁄8˝

(#DRAV8M1300Z) 1949.95

(#DRAV8M2500Z) 2084.50

(#DRAV6080HDG) CALL

72˝ x 96˝

10´

105 lbs.

115 5⁄8˝

(#DRAV7296M130) 2177.95

(#DRAV7296M250) 2304.95

(#DRAV7296HDG) CALL

Viewing Area

Nominal Diagonal

M1300

M2500

HiDef Grey

45˝ x 80˝

92˝

100 lbs.

1031⁄8˝

(#DRAV92M1300Q) 2038.50

(#DRAV92M2500Q) 2038.50

(#DRAV4580HDG) CALL

52˝ x 92˝

106˝

105 lbs.

115 1⁄8˝

(#DRAV106M130Q) 2129.95

(#DRAV106M250Q) 2258.50

(#DRAV5292HDG) CALL

Viewing Area

Nominal Diagonal

M2500

HiDef Grey

47˝ x 87˝

99˝

103 lbs.

113 5⁄8˝

(#DRAV8M1300Y) 2038.50

(#DRAV8M2500Y) 2159.50

(#DRAV4787HDG) CALL

50˝ x 92˝

108˝

108 lbs.

115 5⁄8˝

CALL

CALL

CALL

16:9 HDTV FORMAT SIZES
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ARTISAN SERIES
When ordering Artisan/Series V, Series E
and Series M, please specify:

Solid
Hardwoods:

Case Finish:

Natural Maple

■

Hardwood—natural or medium cherry, natural maple, light or
medium oak, walnut or mahogany

■

Plastic laminate—white, burgundy, dove grey, beige or black

■

Custom finishes by quotation—NO extra charge for hardwood
custom color match

Hardwood—Rectilinear, radius, bevel or traditional

■

Plastic Laminate—Rectilinear only

Walnut

Medium Cherry

Light Oak

Mahogany

Plastic
Laminates:

Case Style:
■

Medium Oak

Natural Cherry

Burgundy

Dove Grey

Beige

Black

White

Case
Styles:
Radius

Rectlinear

Traditional

Bevel

ARTISAN/Series E
AUDIO/VISUAL SIZES
Case Length
Matte White

Screen Size (H x W)

Shipping Weight

50˝ x 50˝

65 lbs.

Glass Beaded

HC Grey

62˝

60˝ x 60˝

70 lbs.

74˝

(#DRAE5050MWQ) 894.50

(#DRAE5050GBQ) 894.50

CALL

(#DRAE6060MWQ) 914.50

(#DRAE6060GBQ) 914.50

70˝ x 70˝

80 lbs.

82˝

CALL

(#DRAE7070MWQ) 935.95

(#DRAE7070GBQ) 935.95

84˝ x 84˝

90 lbs.

CALL

96˝

(#DRAE8484MWQ) 978.50

(#DRAE8484GBQ) 978.50

72˝ x 96˝

CALL

95 lbs.

108˝

(#DRAE7296MW) 994.95

(#DRAE7296GBQ) 994.95

96˝ x 96˝

CALL

100 lbs.

108˝

(#DRAE9696MWQ) 1023.50

(#DRAE9696GBQ) 1023.50

CALL

4:3 NTSC VIDEO SIZES
Viewing Area

Nominal Diagonal

Shipping Weight Case Length

Matte White

Glass Beaded

HC Grey

421⁄2˝ x 561⁄2˝

6´

70 lbs.

72˝

(#DRAE6MWQ) 981.95

(#DRAE6GBQ) 981.95

CALL

50˝ x 661⁄2˝

7´

80 lbs.

82˝

(#DRAE7MWQ) 996.95

(#DRAE7GBQ) 996.95

CALL

60˝ x 80˝

100˝

90 lbs.

96˝

CALL

CALL

CALL

72˝ x 96˝

10´

95 lbs.

108˝

(#DRAE7296MW) 994.95

(#DRAE10GBZ) 994.95

CALL

Viewing Area

Nominal Diagonal

Matte White

Glass Beaded

HC Grey

45˝ x 80˝

92˝

90 lbs.

96˝

(#DRAE92MWQ) 1026.95

(#DRAE92GBQ) 1026.95

CALL

52˝ x 92˝

108˝

95 lbs.

108˝

(#DRAE160MWQ) 1068.50

(#DRAE106GBQ) 1068.50

CALL

Viewing Area

Nominal Diagonal

Glass Beaded

HC Grey

47˝ x 87˝

99˝

93 lbs.

102˝

(#DRAE8MWY) 1038.50

(#DRAE8GBY) 1038.50

CALL

50˝ x 92˝

108˝

95 lbs.

108˝

CALL

(#DRAE9GBQ) 1068.50

CALL

16:9 HDTV FORMAT SIZES
Shipping Weight Case Length

1.85:1 WIDESCREEN FORMAT SIZES
Shipping Weight Case Length
Matte White
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PREMIER
Motorized Screen with
Tab Tensioning System
The Premier’s automatic Tab Tensioning System
delivers perfect picture quality with its perfectly
flat viewing surface. The steel case and special
tensioning dowel are finished in flat black. The
Premier’s motor is mounted inside the roller on
special vibration insulators, so operation is smooth
and silent. Choose between M1300, M2500, or
HiDef Grey viewing surface.
AUDIO/VISUAL SIZES
Case Length
M1300

Screen Size (H x W)

Shipping Weight

50˝ x 50˝

44 lbs.

68˝

M2500

HiDef Grey

(#101170) 1083.50

(#101192) 1149.95

(#101267) 1083.50

60˝ x 60˝

50 lbs.

78 3⁄4˝

70˝ x 70˝

(#101171) 1109.95

(#101193) 1244.95

(#101268) 1109.95

60 lbs.

89˝

(#101172) 1255.95

(#101194) 1386.95

(#101269) 1255.95

84˝ x 84˝

65 lbs.

104 1⁄4˝

(#101173) 1375.95

(#101195) 1488.50

(#101270) 1375.95

72˝ x 96˝

76 lbs.

115˝

(#101058) 1379.95

(#101196) 1516.95

(#101271) 1379.95

96˝ x 96˝

79 lbs.

117 3⁄4˝

(#101174) 1437.50

(#101197) 1549.95

(#101272) 1437.50

7´ x 9´

86 lbs.

128 1⁄4˝

(#101175) 1522.50

(#101198) 1639.95

(#101343) 1522.50

9´ x 9´

89 lbs.

129 3⁄4˝

(#101176) 1695.95

(#101199) 1809.50

(#101344) 1695.95

8´ x 10´

93 lbs.

141 ⁄4˝

(#101177) 1765.50

(#101200) 1826.95

—

10´ x 10´

95 lbs.

143 1⁄2˝

(#101178) 1819.95

(#101215) 1932.50

—

9´ x 12´

110 lbs.

165 3⁄4˝

(#101179) 1915.95

(#101201) 2034.95

—

12´ x 12´

111 lbs.

1711⁄2˝

(#101180) 2328.50

—

—

3

4:3 NTSC VIDEO SIZES
Viewing Area

Nominal Diagonal

Shipping Weight Case Length

421⁄2˝ x 561⁄2˝

6´

49 lbs.

74˝

M1300

M2500

HiDef Grey

(#101181) 1116.50

(#101202) 1222.95

(#101273) 1116.50

50˝ x 661⁄2˝

7´

59 lbs.

84 1⁄4˝

60˝ x 80˝

100˝

(#101182) 1206.50

(#101203) 1319.95

(#101274) 1206.50

66 lbs.

97 3⁄4˝

(#101056) 1347.50

(#101057) 1479.95

72˝ x 96˝

(#101275) 1347.50

10´

76 lbs.

115˝

(#101058) 1379.95

(#101196) 1379.95

(#101276) 1339.95

78˝ x 104˝

11´

80 lbs.

124 1⁄4˝

(#101183) 1589.50

(#101204) 1706.95

(#101345) 1589.50

87˝ x 116˝

150˝

90 lbs.

136 1⁄4˝

(#101184) 1657.50

(#101205) 1764.50

(#101346) 1657.50

105˝ x 140˝

15´

110 lbs.

1653⁄4˝

(#101179) 1915.95

(#101201) 2034.95

—

Tab Tensioning System
The improved Tab Tensioning System has a sleek look. Draper changed the roller and attachment method, so no irregularities mar the
smoothness of the viewing surface. The entire surface is flatter than ever before, and the dowel caps are now removable allowing you to
adjust the surface flatness when necessary. Smaller tabs and a smaller diameter tension cable make the tensioning system less visible.
Tab Tensioning is preferred for perfect picture quality—the flatter the surface the clearer the image. Computer-driven data and graphics
presentations, as well as large-screen video images, always look their best on a tensioned screen.
You’ll find these benefits on all Premier and Series V and C screen models: Signature, Access, Ultimate Access, Access Sonata, Access
MultiView, Premier, Silhouette, and Artisan. Now standard with 12˝ of black drop at the top of the viewing area.
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PREMIER
16:9 HDTV FORMAT SIZES
Viewing Area

Nominal Diagonal

Shipping Weight

Case Length

M1300

M2500

HiDef Grey

313⁄4˝ x 56 1⁄2˝

65˝

49 lbs.

72 1⁄2˝

(#101324) 1114.50

(#101327) 1474.95

(#101330) 1114.50

36˝ x 64˝

73˝

59 lbs.

80˝

(#101325) 1204.50

(#101328) 1508.95

(#101331) 1204.50

40 1⁄2˝ x 72˝

82˝

66 lbs.

89˝

(#101326) 1296.95

(#101329) 1593.95

(#101332) 1296.95

45˝ x 80˝

92˝

68 lbs.

971⁄2˝

(#101059) 1339.95

(#101206) 1477.50

(#101276) 1339.95

52˝ x 92˝

106˝

73 lbs.

110˝

(#101060) 1374.95

(#101207) 1509.95

(#101277) 1374.95

58˝ x 104˝

119˝

80 lbs.

122˝

(#101305) 1527.95

(#101306) 1642.50

(#101309) 1527.95

65˝ x 116˝

133˝

88 lbs.

135˝

(#101185) 1644.50

(#101208) 1724.95

(#101278) 1644.50

79˝ x 140˝

161˝

105 lbs.

1601⁄4˝

(#101186) 1897.50

(#101209) 2018.50

(#101347) 1897.50

Viewing Area

Nominal Diagonal

Shipping Weight

Case Length

M1300

M2500

HiDef Grey

47˝ x 87˝

99˝

70 lbs.

105˝

(#101187) 1349.95

(#101210) 1489.50

(#101279) 1349.95
(#101280) 1374.95

1.85:1 WIDESCREEN FORMAT SIZES

50˝ x 92˝

108˝

73 lbs.

110˝

(#101188) 1374.95

(#101211) 1509.95

56˝ x 104˝

120˝

80 lbs.

122˝

(#101189) 1527.95

(#101212) 1642.50

(#101281) 1527.95

63˝ x 116˝

132˝

91 lbs.

135˝

(#101190) 1644.50

(#101213) 1754.50

(#101282) 1644.50

76˝ x 140˝

162˝

105 lbs.

160 1⁄4˝

(#101191) 1897.50

(#101214) 2018.50

(#101349) 1897.50

S YS T E M O P T I O N S
Extra Drop: 12˝ black drop at top of screen is now standard on
tab-tensioned screens. Additional drop optional. Up to 12´ overall height,
either surface color or black (black is standard). Extra drop will increase
the overall length of case.

Black Masking Borders: Standard for all formats.
Projected Mounting Brackets: Provides a 6˝ clearance.
Control Options: Optional controls available.

CEILING OPENING TRIM KIT FOR PREMIER AND TARGA
Designed for ceiling recessed installation of Premier or Targa motorized
projection screens. Ships KD; assembles quickly with provided fasteners.
Trims out the ceiling opening and attaches to screen end caps. Painted
white to match ceiling. This accessory saves the installer a lot of time
and results in a faster, better looking installation. Slot measures 2 1⁄8˝ in
depth, and includes finished flange to accept acoustical ceiling tile or
grid. Once installed, the finished slot length is equal to the Targa or Premier screen case length.

Finished Slot Length

CEILING OPENING TRIM KITS
Case Size
Shipping Weight

8´ 6 1⁄2˝

8´ 6 1⁄2˝ and shorter

10´ 6 1⁄2˝
14´ 6˝

Price

16 lbs.

(#121202) 119.95

< 8´ 6 1⁄2˝ - 10´ 6 1⁄2˝

19 lbs.

(#121203) 131.95

< 10´ 6 1⁄2˝ - 14´ 6˝

25 lbs.

(#121207) 143.95

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821
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TARGA
Motor-in-Roller Screen
for Smooth Operation
Ideal for lecture and conference rooms, Targa offers
value and reliability. It’s motor-in-roller design allows
the viewing surface to be centered in its one-piece
white steel case for a trim, balanced appearance. The
motor is mounted inside the roller on special vibration
insulators, so operating noise is dramatically reduced.
Choose between fiberglass matte white, glass beaded,
and High Contrast
Grey conventional
viewing surfaces
or acoustically
transparent AT1200
or AT Grey.
AUDIO/VISUAL SIZES
Matte White
Glass Beaded

Screen Size

Shipping Weight

Case Length

HC Grey

AT1200

50˝ x 50˝ (HxW)

36 lbs.

56 1⁄2˝

(#116001) 552.95

(#116029) 552.95

(#116177) CALL

—

AT Grey
—

60˝ x 60˝ (HxW)

41 lbs.

66 1⁄2˝

(#116002) 558.95

(#116030) 558.95

(#116178) CALL

—

—

70˝ x 70˝ (HxW)

51 lbs.

76 1⁄2˝

(#116003) 572.50

(#116031) 572.50

(#116179) CALL

—

—

84˝ x 84˝ (HxW)

52 lbs.

90 1⁄2˝

(#116004) 602.50

(#116032) 602.50

(#116180) 1767.50

(#116102) 2319.95

—

72˝ x 96˝ (HxW)

63 lbs.

103˝

(#116005) 617.50

(#116033) 617.50

(#116181) 617.50

(#116103) 3388.95

(#16227) 3388.95

96˝ x 96˝ (HxW)

66 lbs.

103˝

(#116006) 651.95

(#1116034) 651.95

(#116182) 651.95

—

—

7´ x 9´ (HxW)

68 lbs.

115˝

(#116007) 667.95

(#116035) 667.95

(#116183) 667.95

—

—

9´ x 9´ (HxW)

73 lbs.

115˝

(#116008) 749.95

(#116036) 749.95

—

—

—

8´ x 10´ (HxW)

72 lbs.

127˝

(#116009) 739.95

(#116037) 739.95

(#116184) 739.95

—

—

10´ x 10´ (HxW)

82 lbs.

127˝

(#116010) 818.95

(#116038) 818.95

—

—

—

9´ x 12´ (HxW)

85 lbs.

151˝

(#116011) 849.95

(#116039) 849.95

—

—

—

12´ x 12´ (HxW)

102 lbs.

151˝

(#116012) 1129.50

(#116040) 1129.50

—

—

—

High Contrast
Grey

AT1200

AT Grey

4:3 NTSC VIDEO SIZES
Viewing
Area

Nominal
Diagonal

Shipping
Weight

Case
Length

Matte
White

Glass
Beaded

421⁄2˝ x 561⁄2˝

6´

38 lbs.

661⁄2˝

(#116013) 574.95

(#116041) 574.95

(#116185) CALL

—

—

50˝ x 661⁄2˝

7´

51 lbs.

761⁄2˝

(#116014) 593.95

(#116042) 593.95

(#116186) CALL

—

—

60˝ x 80˝

100˝

53 lbs.

90 1⁄2˝

(#116015) 603.95

(#116043) 603.95

(#116187) CALL

(#116106) 2319.95

—

69˝ x 92˝

10´

67 lbs.

103˝

(#116016) 633.50

(#116044) 633.50

(#116188) 633.50

(#116107) 3388.95

(#116231) 3388.95

78˝ x 104˝

11´

71 lbs.

115˝

(#1116017) 678.50

(#116045) 678.50

(#116189) 678.50

—

—

87˝ x 116˝

150˝

73 lbs.

127˝

(#116018) 694.50

(#116046) 694.50

(#116190) 694.50

—

—

105˝ x 140˝

15´

85 lbs.

151˝

(#116019) 796.95

(#116047) 796.95

—

—

—

118˝ x 158˝

200´

100 lbs.

169˝

(#116249) 1069.50

(#116250) 1069.50

—

—

—
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TARGA
16:9 HDTV FORMAT SIZES
Viewing
Area

Nominal
Diagonal

Shipping
Weight

Case
Length

1

31 ⁄4˝ x 56 ⁄2˝

65˝

38 lbs.

66 ⁄2˝

36˝ x 64˝

73˝

51 lbs.

761⁄2˝

3

1

Matte
White

Glass
Beaded

High Contrast
Grey

(#116278) 581.95

(#116281) 581.95

(#116284) 581.95

—

—

(#116279) 577.50

(#116282) 577.50

(#116285) 577.50

—

—

AT1200

AT Grey

40 1⁄2˝ x 72˝

82˝

53 lbs.

81˝

(#116280) 589.95

(#116283) 589.95

(#116286) 589.95

—

—

45˝ x 80˝

92˝

53 lbs.

901⁄2˝

(#116300) 605.95

(#116302) 605.95

(#116304) CALL

(#116298) 2139.50

—

52˝ x 92˝

106˝

62 lbs.

103˝

(#116301) 629.95

(#116303) 629.95

(#116305) 629.95

(#116299) 2863.50

(#116297) 2863.50

58˝ x 104˝

119˝

68 lbs.

115˝

(#116240) 664.95

(#116241) 664.95

(#116247) 664.95

(#116244) 3482.50

(#116239) 3482.50

65˝ x 116˝

133˝

73 lbs.

127˝

(#116022) 699.95

(#116050) 699.95

(#116193) 699.95

(#116110) 3554.95

(#116234) 3554.95

79˝ x 140˝

161˝

94 lbs.

151˝

(#116023) 743.95

(#116051) 743.95

(#116194) 743.95

—

—

90˝ x 160˝

184˝

100 lbs.

171˝

(#116255) 1352.95

(#116256) 1352.95

(#116257) 1352.95

—

—

*The 313⁄4 x 56 1⁄2”, 36 x 64”, 40 1⁄2 x 72”, 45 x 80” and 52 x 92” HDTV sizes now include a12” black drop at no extra charge.

1.85:1 WIDESCREEN FORMAT SIZES
Viewing
Area

Nominal
Diagonal

Shipping
Weight

Case
Length

Matte
White

Glass
Beaded

High Contrast
Grey

AT1200

AT Grey

47˝ x 87˝

99˝

59 lbs.

97˝

(#116024) 623.50

(#116052) 743.95

(#116194) 623.50

(#116111) 2743.50

(#116235) 2743.50

50˝ x 92˝

108˝

62 lbs.

103˝

(#116025) 629.95

(#116053) 629.95

(#116196) 629.95

(#116112) 2809.95

(#116236) 2809.95

56˝ x 104˝

120˝

68 lbs.

115˝

(#116026) 664.95

(#116054) 664.95

(#116197) 664.95

(#116113) 3482.50

(#116237) 3482.50

63˝ x 116˝

132˝

73 lbs.

127˝

(#116027) 699.95

(#116055) 699.95

(#116198) 699.95

(#116114) 3554.95

(#116238) 3554.95

76˝ x 140˝

162˝

94 lbs.

151˝

(#116028) 743.95

(#116056) 743.95

(#116199) 743.95

—

—

861⁄2˝ x 160˝

182˝

100 lbs.

171˝

(#116263) 1352.95

(#116064) 1352.95

(#116265) 1352.95

—

—

Ceiling Opening Trim Kit
Designed for ceiling-recessed installation of Premier or Targa motorized
projection screens. Trims out the ceiling opening and attaches to screen
endcaps. Forms a finished slot in the ceiling allowing for passage of the
viewing surface. Painted white to match ceiling grid. This accessory
results in a professional, attractive ceiling-recessed installation. The
slot includes finished flange to accept acoustical ceiling tile or grid. The
slot measures only 21⁄8˝ in width.
With the Draper Ceiling Trim Kit, the slot is always exactly the right size
and in precisely the right location! Finished slot is always flush, square,
attractive and the same length as the screen case.

For Ceiling-Recessed
Targa & Premier screens
Ceiling Opening Trim Kit
on a Targa projection
screen (left).
The finished slot is always
the same length as the
Targa or Premier case.
The Ceiling Opening
Trim Kit is available for
all sizes of Targa and
Premier screens.

SYSTEM OPTIONS
Extra Drop:
Up to 12˝ overall height, either surface color or black. Surface color
is standard for AV format, black for other formats.
Black Masking Borders:
Borders are optional for AV format screens and standard for all
other format screens.

Projected Mounting Brackets:
6˝ clearance for wall-mounted equipment below screen.
Control Options: Optional controls available.
Ceiling Opening Trim Kit:
For ceiling-recessed installation. See above.

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821
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SALARA
Sleek Electric Screen
with Motor-in-Roller
You’ve never seen a screen like this. In your home or office, the Salara
makes a design statement. The Salara’s small, elliptical case and
domed endcaps are finished in solid white. Floating gunlatch wall
mounting brackets grip the screen case securely and are barely
visible. Power connection is via the back of case. The result is the
most attractive screen you’ve ever seen.
Salara is available hardwired, like other Draper motorized screens,
or in a Plug & Play version that requires no wiring.
Choose between fiberglass matte white, glass beaded, and High
Contrast Grey conventional viewing surfaces.

Hardwired Version
AUDIO/VISUAL SIZES
Case Length
Matte White

Screen Size

Shipping Weight

Glass Beaded

High Contrast Grey

50˝ x 50˝ (HxW)

28 lbs.

571⁄8˝

(#132001) 431.95

(#132014) 431.95

(#132027) 431.95

60˝ x 60˝ (HxW)

32 lbs.

671⁄8˝

(#132002) 437.95

(#132015) 437.95

(#132028) 437.95

70˝ x 70˝ (HxW)

37 lbs.

77 ⁄8˝

(#132003) 449.95

(#132016) 449.95

(#132029) 449.95

84˝ x 84˝ (HxW)

43 lbs.

911⁄8˝

(#132004) 503.95

(#132017) 503.95

(#132030) 503.95

72˝ x 96˝ (HxW)

47 lbs.

103 5⁄8˝

(#132005) 521.95

(#132080) 521.95

(#132081) 521.95

96˝ x 96˝ (HxW)

50 lbs.

103 5⁄8˝

(#132006) 551.95

(#132018) 551.95

(#132031) 551.95

1

4:3 NTSC VIDEO SIZES
Viewing Area

Nominal Diagonal

Shipping Weight

Case Length

Matte White

Glass Beaded

High Contrast Grey

421⁄2˝ x 561⁄2˝

6´

31 lbs.

67 1⁄8˝

(#132006) 449.95

(#132019) 449.95

(#132032) 449.95

50˝ x 661⁄2˝

7´

36 lbs.

77 1⁄8˝

(#132007) 467.95

(#132020) 467.95

(#132033) 467.95

60˝ x 80˝

100˝

42 lbs.

911⁄8˝

(#132008) 503.95

(#132021) 503.95

(#132034) 503.95

69˝ x 92˝

10´

47 lbs.

103 5⁄8˝

(#132009) 533.95

(#132022) 533.95

(#132035) 533.95

Viewing Area

Nominal Diagonal

Shipping Weight

Case Length

Matte White

Glass Beaded

High Contrast Grey

313⁄4˝ x 56 1⁄2˝

65˝

31 lbs.

67 1⁄8˝

(#132085) 454.95

(#132088) 454.95

(#132091) 454.95

36˝ x 64˝

73˝

36 lbs.

77 1⁄8˝

(#132086) 472.95

(#132089) 472.95

(#132092) 472.95

16:9 HDTV FORMAT SIZES

40 1⁄2˝ x 72˝

82˝

38 lbs.

811⁄8˝

(#132087) 497.95

(#1132090) 497.95

(#132093) 497.95

45˝ x 80˝

92˝

40 lbs.

911⁄8˝

(#132103) 503.95

(#132105) 503.95

(#132107) 503.95

52˝ x 92˝

106˝

46 lbs.

103 5⁄8˝

(#132104) 533.95

(#132106) 533.95

(#132108) 533.95

Viewing Area

Nominal Diagonal

Shipping Weight

Case Length

Matte White

Glass Beaded

High Contrast Grey

47˝ x 87˝

99˝

42 lbs.

97 5⁄8˝

(#132012) 509.95

(#132025) 509.95

(#132038) 509.95

50˝ x 92˝

108˝

46 lbs.

103 5⁄8˝

(#132013) 542.50

(#132026) 542.50

(#132039) 542.50

1.85:1 WIDESCREEN FORMAT SIZES
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SALARA
CONTROL OPTIONS
Hardwired:
Wired like other Draper motorized screens. Can
be furnished with any standard control options.

Hardwired with
built-in IR receiver:
Includes a handheld infrared remote control.
IR receiver is built into the endcap and includes
additional interface for dry contact closure and
RS232. Motor is hardwired like all standard
Draper motorized screens.

Back view of Salara case showing Plug & Play option.

Plug & Play Version:
With Plug & Play, you can have a
remote controlled screen on your
wall in 10 minutes with no electrician
required. Plug & Play includes a
built-in receiver and hand-held IR
transmitter. It also includes 10’ of IEC
cord, which plugs into socket in back
of case and nearest wall outlet.
Just hang it on the wall, and you’re in
business!

Plug & Play Version
AUDIO/VISUAL SIZES
Case Length
Matte White

Screen Size

Shipping Weight

Glass Beaded

High Contrast Grey

50˝ x 50˝ (HxW)

28 lbs.

571⁄8˝

(#136001) 586.50

(#136014) 586.50

(#136027) 586.50

60˝ x 60˝ (HxW)

32 lbs.

671⁄8˝

(#136002) 592.50

(#136015) 592.50

(#136028) 592.50

70˝ x 70˝ (HxW)

37 lbs.

771⁄8˝

(#136003) 603.95

(#136016) 603.95

(#136029) 603.95

84˝ x 84˝ (HxW)

47 lbs.

911⁄8˝

(#136004) 654.95

(#136017) 659.95

(#136030) 659.95

72˝ x 96˝ (HxW)

43 lbs.

103 5⁄8˝

(#136079) 659.95

(#136080) 678.50

(#136081) 678.50

96˝ x 96˝ (HxW)

50 lbs.

103 5⁄8˝

(#136005) 707.50

(#136018) 707.50

(#136031) 707.50

4:3 NTSC VIDEO SIZES
Viewing Area

Nominal Diagonal

Shipping Weight

Case Length

Matte White

Glass Beaded

High Contrast Grey

421⁄2˝ x 561⁄2˝

6´

31 lbs.

67 1⁄8˝

(#136006) 609.50

(#136019) 609.50

(#136032) 609.50

50˝ x 661⁄2˝

7´

36 lbs.

77 1⁄8˝

(#136007) 626.95

(#136020) 626.95

(#136033) 626.95

60˝ x 80˝

100˝

42 lbs.

91 ⁄8˝

(#136008) 659.95

(#136021) 659.95

(#136034) 659.95

69˝ x 92˝

10´

47 lbs.

103 5⁄8˝

(#136009) 689.95

(#136022) 689.95

(#136035) 689.95

Viewing Area

Nominal Diagonal

Shipping Weight

Case Length

Matte White

Glass Beaded

High Contrast Grey

313⁄4˝ x 56 1⁄2˝

65˝

31 lbs.

67 1⁄8˝

(#136085) 613.95

(#136088) 613.95

(#136091) 613.95

1

16:9 HDTV FORMAT SIZES

36˝ x 64˝

73˝

36 lbs.

77 ⁄8˝

(#136086) 629.95

(#136089) 629.95

(#136092) 629.95

40 1⁄2˝ x 72˝

82˝

38 lbs.

811⁄8˝

(#136087) 654.95

(#116090) 654.95

(#136093) 654.95

45˝ x 80˝

92˝

40 lbs.

911⁄8˝

(#136103) 667.95

(#136105) 667.95

(#136107) 667.95

52˝ x 92˝

106˝

46 lbs.

103 5⁄8˝

(#136104) 697.95

(#136106) 697.95

(#136108) 697.95

Viewing Area

Nominal Diagonal

Shipping Weight

Case Length

Matte White

Glass Beaded

High Contrast Grey

47˝ x 87˝

99˝

42 lbs.

97 5⁄8˝

(#136012) 659.95

(#136025) 659.95

(#136038) 659.95

50˝ x 92˝

108˝

46 lbs.

103 5⁄8˝

(#136013) 689.95

(#136026) 689.95

(#136026) 689.95

1

1.85:1 WIDESCREEN FORMAT SIZES

*All Salara HDTV sizes (Hardwired AND Plug & Play versions) now include a 12” black drop at no extra charge.
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SILHOUETTE SERIES
Revolutionary Electric
Screen with Motor-in-Roller
The appearance of projection screens has changed with this
revolutionary case design. The Silhouette’s case conceals
mounting fixtures, fasteners, electrical connections, optional
controls, and the viewing surface retracts completely inside
case. The innovative case installs cleanly, and the front fascia
is easily removable for access to the inside components.
Its slender fascia and endcaps are made of gently radiused
aluminum and present a strikingly modern appearance. There
is no need to conceal the Silhouette—it will complement the
other high tech equipment in your room.
Silhouette/Series V—Motorized screen features
Draper’s Tab Tensioning System for a perfectly flat
projection surface. Choose M1300, M2500 or HiDef Grey.

Silhouette/Series E—Your choice of a conventional viewing
surface: fiberglass matte white, glass beaded, High Contrast
Grey; or acoustically transparent AT1200 or AT Grey.

Silhouette/Series V
AUDIO/VISUAL SIZES
Case Length
M1300

Screen Size (H x W)

Shipping Weight

M2500

HiDef Grey

50˝ x 50˝

50 lbs.

72 3⁄4˝

(#107084) 1127.50

(#107098) 1249.95

(#107137) 1127.50

60˝ x 60˝

54 lbs.

83 3⁄4˝

(#107085) 1207.95

(#107099) 1349.95

(#107138) 1207.95

70˝ x 70˝

62 lbs.

93 3⁄4˝

(#107086) 1359.95

(#107100) 1504.95

(#107139) 1359.95

84˝ x 84˝

70 lbs.

109˝

(#107088) 1494.95

(#107101) 1618.95

(#107140) 1494.95

72˝ x 96˝

75 lbs.

119 3⁄4˝

(#107089) 1504.95

(#107102) 1647.95

(#107141) 1504.95

96˝ x 96˝

78 lbs.

122 ⁄2˝

(#107090) 1559.95

(#107103) 1683.95

(#107142) 1559.95

1

4:3 NTSC VIDEO SIZES
Viewing Area

Nominal Diagonal

Shipping Weight

Case Length

M1300

M2500

HiDef Grey

42 1⁄2˝ x 56 1⁄2˝

6´

47 lbs.

791⁄4˝

(#107091) 1213.50

(#107104) 1324.50

(#107143) 1213.50

50˝ x 66 1⁄2˝

7´

59 lbs.

891⁄4˝

(#107092) 1307.95

(#107105) 1429.95

(#107144) 1307.95

60˝ x 80˝

100˝

64 lbs.

1033⁄4˝

(#107093) 1466.50

(#107106) 1607.95

(#107145) 1466.50

72˝ x 96˝

10´

75 lbs.

119 3⁄4˝

(#107089) 1504.95

(#107102) 1647.95

(#107141) 1504.95

Extra Drop: 12˝ black drop at the top of the
screen is now standard on tab-tensioned screens.
Additional drop is optional, either surface color
or black. Black is standard for Series V. Surface
color is standard for Series E and M in AV format,
black in other formats. Extra drop will increase
the overall length of the case of a Series V.

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO

Black Masking
Borders: Borders are
optional for Series E in
AV format. Borders are
standard for Series E in
all other formats and for
all Series V screens.

www.bhphotovideo.com

Case Finishes:
Choose dove grey
(standard), black or white
lightly textured finish.
Dowels on all series
retract completely inside
the case.

Dove Grey
Black

White
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SILHOUETTE SERIES
16:9 HDTV FORMAT SIZES
Viewing Area

Nominal Diagonal

Shipping Weight

Case Length

M1300

M2500

HiDef Grey

313⁄4˝ x 56 1⁄2˝

65˝

50 lbs.

77 1⁄4˝

(#107163) 1209.95

(#107166) 1321.95

(#107169) 1209.95

36˝ x 64˝

73˝

55 lbs.

84 3⁄4˝

(#107164) 1304.95

(#107167) 1428.95

(#107170) 1304.95

40 ⁄2˝ x 72˝

82˝

62 lbs.

93 3⁄4˝

(#107165) 1404.50

(#107168) 1538.95

(#107171) 1404.50

45˝ x 80˝

92˝

66 lbs.

103 3⁄4˝

(#107094) 1468.50

(#107107) 1599.95

(#107146) 1468.50

52˝ x 92˝

106˝

72 lbs.

114 3⁄4˝

(#107095) 1506.95

(#107108) 1649.95

(#107147) 1506.95

1

1.85:1 WIDESCREEN FORMAT SIZES
Viewing Area

Nominal Diagonal

Shipping Weight

Case Length

M1300

M2500

HiDef Grey

47˝ x 87˝

99˝

70 lbs.

109 3⁄4˝

(#107096) 1489.50

(#107148) 1489.50

(#107109) 1518.95

50˝ x 92˝

108˝

72 lbs.

114 3⁄4˝

(#107097) 1506.95

(#107149) 1506.95

(#107110) 1649.95

Silhouette/Series E
AUDIO/VISUAL SIZES
Matte White
Glass Beaded

Screen Size

Shipping Weight

Case Length

HC Grey

AT1200

50˝ x 50˝ (HxW)

38 lbs.

611⁄2˝

(#108001) 639.50

(#108015) 639.50

(#108083) 639.50

—

AT Grey
—

60˝ x 60˝ (HxW)

42 lbs.

711⁄2˝

(#108002) 647.50

(#108016) 647.50

(#108084) 647.50

—

—

70˝ x 70˝ (HxW)

45 lbs.

811⁄2˝

(#108003) 659.95

(#108017) 659.95

(#108085) 659.95

—

—

84˝ x 84˝ (HxW)

57 lbs.

951⁄2˝

(#108004) 724.95

(#108018) 724.95

(#108086) 724.95

(#108043) 2554.95

(#108114) 2554.95

72˝ x 96˝ (HxW)

61 lbs.

108˝

(#108005) 743.95

(#108019) 743.95

(#108087) 743.95

(#108044) 3618.95

(#108115) 3618.95

96˝ x 96˝ (HxW)

72 lbs.

108˝

(#108006) 784.95

(#108002) 784.95

(#108088) 784.95

—

—

Glass
Beaded

High Contrast
Grey

AT1200

AT Grey

4:3 NTSC VIDEO SIZES
Viewing
Area

Nominal
Diagonal

Shipping
Weight

Case
Length

42 ⁄2˝ x 56 ⁄2˝

6´

50˝ x 661⁄2˝

7´

60˝ x 80˝

Matte
White

42 lbs.

1

71⁄2˝

(#108007) 664.50

(#108021) 664.50

(#108089) 664.50

—

—

48 lbs.

811⁄2˝

(#108008) 686.50

(#108022) 686.50

(#108090) 686.50

—

—

100˝

54 lbs.

951⁄2˝

(#108009) 726.95

(#108023) 726.95

(#108091) 726.50

(#108047) 2554.95

(#108118) 2554.95

69˝ x 104˝

10´

61 lbs.

108˝

(#108010) 763.50

(#108024) 763.50

(#108092) 763.50

(#108048) 3618.95

(#108119) 3618.95

Viewing
Area

Nominal
Diagonal

Shipping
Weight

Case
Length

Matte
White

Glass
Beaded

High Contrast
Grey

AT1200

AT Grey

1

31 ⁄4˝ x 56 ⁄2˝

65˝

42 lbs.

1

71 ⁄2˝

(#108124) 669.50

(#108127) 669.50

(#108130) 669.50

—

—

36˝ x 64˝

73˝

48 lbs.

811⁄2˝

(#108125) 689.95

(#108128) 689.95

(#108131) 689.95

—

—

1

1

16:9 HDTV FORMAT SIZES
3

40 1⁄2˝ x 72˝

82˝

54 lbs.

86˝

(#108126) 719.95

(#108129) 719.95

(#108132) 719.95

—

—

45˝ x 80˝

92˝

54 lbs.

951⁄2˝

(#108146) 735.95

(#108148) 735.95

(#108150) 735.95

(#108144) 2513.50

(#108142) 2513.50

52˝ x 92˝

106˝

60 lbs.

108˝

(#108147) 767.95

(#108149) 767.95

(#108151) 767.95

(#108145) 3578.50

(#108143) 3578.50

AT1200

AT Grey

*All Silhouette HDTV sizes now include a 12” black drop at no extra charge.

1.85:1 WIDESCREEN FORMAT SIZES
Viewing
Area

Nominal
Diagonal

Shipping
Weight

Case
Length

Matte
White

Glass
Beaded

High Contrast
Grey

47˝ x 87˝

99˝

58 lbs.

102˝

(#108013) 735.95

(#108027) 735.95

(#108095) 735.95

(#108051) 2641.95

(#108122) 2641.95

50˝ x 92˝

108˝

60 lbs.

108˝

(#108014) 759.95

(#108028) 759.95

(#108096) 759.95

(#108052) 3569.95

(#108123) 3569.95

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821
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ACCESS/Series M
Versatile Ceiling-Recessed
Manual Screen
Eliminate your installation problems. This versatile Access
ceiling-recessed projection screen offers you the benefit of
installing the case during construction, and quick-connecting
the viewing surface at a later date. This is Draper’s innovative
solution to the problems that have plagued projection screen
buyers for years—incorrect size of screen, aspect ratio or choice
of surface, and job site damage during construction.
This manual, spring-roller operated screen is available in your
choice of fiberglass matte white, glass beaded or High
Contrast Grey conventional viewing surfaces.
AUDIO/VISUAL SIZES
Case Length
Matte White

Screen Size (H x W)

Shipping Weight

Glass Beaded

High Contrast Grey

50˝ x 50˝

39 lbs.

56˝

(#203001) 428.50

(#203029) 428.50

(#203073) 434.50

60˝ x 60˝

45 lbs.

66˝

(#203002) 434.50

(#203030) 434.50

(#203074) 439.95

70˝ x 70˝

52 lbs.

76˝

(#203003) 459.50

(#203031) 459.50

(#203075) 467.95

84˝ x 84˝

61 lbs.

90˝

(#203004) 489.50

(#203032) 489.50

(#203076) 499.95

72˝ x 96˝

67 lbs.

102˝

(#203005) 532.95

(#203033) 532.95

(#203077) 543.50

96˝ x 96˝

67 lbs.

102˝

(#203006) 549.95

(#203034) 549.95

(#203078) 564.95

7´ x 9´

77 lbs.

114˝

(#203007) 616.50

(#203035) 616.50

(#203079) 629.95

9´ x 9´

82 lbs.

114˝

(#203008) 639.50

(#203036) 639.50

—

8´ x 10´

88 lbs.

126˝

(#203009) 686.50

(#203037) 686.50

(#203080) 702.50

10´ x 10´

93 lbs.

126˝

(#203010) 736.95

(#203038) 736.95

—

9´ x 12´

111 lbs.

150˝

(#203011) 838.50

(#203039) 838.50

—

12´ x 12´

127 lbs.

150˝

(#203012) 879.95

(#203040) 879.95

—

4:3 NTSC VIDEO SIZES
Viewing Area

Nominal Diagonal

Shipping Weight

Case Length

42 ⁄2˝ x 561⁄2˝

6´

40 lbs.

66˝

(#203013) 434.50

(#203041) 434.50

(#203081) 439.95

50˝ x 661⁄2˝

7´

50 lbs.

76˝

(#203014) 459.50

(#203042) 459.50

(#203082) 466.95

60˝ x 80˝

100˝

59 lbs.

90˝

(#203015) 489.50

(#203043) 489.50

(#203083) 497.95

69˝ x 92˝

10´

68 lbs.

102˝

(#2030166) 532.95

(#203044) 532.95

(#203084) 543.50

78˝ x 104˝

11´

78 lbs.

114˝

(#203017) 656.50

(#203045) 656.50

(#203085) 669.95

87˝ x 116˝

150˝

89 lbs.

126˝

(#203018) 686.50

(#203046) 686.50

(#203086) 702.50

105˝ x 144˝

15´

116 lbs.

150˝

(#203019) 838.50

(203047) 838.50

—

1

Matte White

Access Case: Easy Installation—Easy Access
The Access case may be ordered in advance of the screen or alone. The installation of a
ceiling-recessed projection screen in the aftermarket may cost more than the screen itself,
so a pre-installed ceiling-recessed housing adds real value. You can select, order and install
the desired Access Series screen at any later date.

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO
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ACCESS/Series M
16:9 HDTV FORMAT SIZES
Viewing Area

Nominal Diagonal

Shipping Weight

Case Length

Matte White

Glass Beaded

HC Grey

45˝ x 80˝

92˝

58 lbs.

90˝

(#203100) 472.95

(#203100) 472.95

(#203104) 479.95

52˝ x 92˝

106˝

67 lbs.

102˝

(#203101) 509.95

(#203103) 509.95

(#203105) 519.95

58˝ x 104˝

119˝

77 lbs.

114˝

(#203096) 579.95

(#203097) 579.95

(#203099) 592.50

65˝ x 116˝

133˝

87 lbs.

126˝

(#203022) 656.50

(#203050) 656.50

(#203089) 669.50

79˝ x 140˝

161˝

106 lbs.

150˝

(#203023) 816.50

(#203051) 816.50

(#203090) 833.95

Access/Series M 45 x 80” and 52 x 92” HDTV sizes now include a 12” black drop at no extra charge.

1.85:1 WIDESCREEN FORMAT SIZES
Viewing Area

Nominal Diagonal

Shipping Weight

Case Length

Matte White

Glass Beaded

HC Grey

47˝ x 87˝

99˝

62 lbs.

96˝

(#203024) 489.50

(#203052) 489.50

(#203091) 497.95

50˝ x 92˝

108˝

67 lbs.

102˝

(#203025) 499.95

(#203053) 499.95

(#203092) 509.95

56˝ x 104˝

120˝

77 lbs.

114˝

(#203026) 579.95

(#203054) 579.95

(#203093) 592.50

63˝ x 116˝

132˝

87 lbs.

126˝

(#203027) 656.50

(#203055) 656.50

(#203094) 669.50

76˝ x 140˝

162˝

106 lbs.

150˝

(#203028) 816.50

(#203056) 816.50

(#203095) 833.95

Cases for ACCESS/Series M
Cases may be pre-installed for any Access/ Series M. The cases will accommodate any
screen up to the sizes listed, so the case may be ordered and installed even if you don’t
know the size or viewing surface. The bottom of the case forms a slot for fabric passage
and is removable without tools for installation or replacement of screen.
ACCESS/SERIES M CASES
Overall
Case Length

AV

NTSC

Maximum Series M Sizes
HDTV

Widescreen

56˝
66˝
76˝

70˝ x 70˝

7´

90˝

84˝ x 84˝

100˝

96˝

84˝ x 84˝

100˝

102˝

96˝ x 96˝

114˝

Item
and Price

50˝ x 50˝

—

—

—

(#204001) 299.95

60˝ x 60˝

6´

—

—

(#204002) 299.95

—

—

(#204003) 299.95

92˝

—

(#204004) 299.95

92˝

99˝

(#204009) 299.95

10´

106˝

108˝

(#204005) 299.95

9´ x 9´

11´

119˝

120˝

(#204006) 299.95

126˝

10´ x 10´

150˝

133˝

132˝

(#204007) 299.95

150˝

12´ x 12´

15´

161˝

162˝

(#204008) 299.95

S YS T E M O P T I O N S
Extra Drop:

Black Masking Borders:

Control Options:

An additional 12˝ drop is available in either
the surface color or black. Surface color is
standard for Series M in AV format; black in
other formats.

Borders are optional for Series M in AV format.
Borders are standard for Series M in all other
formats.

Aluminum operating pole is available in place
of factory attached pull cord. You have a
choice of two sizes: 4´ and 6´.

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821
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ARTISAN/Series M
Manual Spring-Roller
Operated Screen
The Artisan/Series M projection screen complement the fine
furniture in your conference room. It is enclosed in a solid
hardwood case with a variety of finishes to match virtually any
decor—or in sleek, contemporary plastic laminate. Available
with your choice of fiberglass matte white, glass beaded or
High Contrast Grey viewing surface.
AUDIO/VISUAL SIZES
Case Length
Matte White

Screen Size (H x W)

Shipping Weight

Glass Beaded

HC Grey

50˝ x 50˝

19 lbs.

53˝

CALL

CALL

CALL

60˝ x 60˝

21 lbs.

63˝

CALL

CALL

CALL

70˝ x 70˝

23 lbs.

73˝

CALL

CALL

CALL

84˝ x 84˝

39 lbs.

88˝

CALL

CALL

CALL

72˝ x 96˝

42 lbs.

100˝

CALL

CALL

CALL

96˝ x 96˝

45 lbs.

100˝

CALL

CALL

CALL

4:3 NTSC VIDEO SIZES
Viewing Area

Nominal Diagonal

Shipping Weight Case Length

Matte White

Glass Beaded

HC Grey

421⁄2˝ x 561⁄2˝

6´

21 lbs.

63˝

CALL

CALL

CALL

50˝ x 661⁄2˝

7´

23 lbs.

73˝

(#DRAM7MW) 609.50

(#DRAM7GB) 609.50

CALL

60˝ x 80˝

100˝

37 lbs.

88˝

CALL

CALL

CALL

69˝ x 92˝

10´

40 lbs.

100˝

(#DRAM10MW) 756.50

(#DRAM10GB) 756.50

CALL

Viewing Area

Nominal Diagonal

Matte White

Glass Beaded

HC Grey

45˝ x 80˝

92˝

35 lbs.

88˝

CALL

CALL

CALL

52˝ x 92˝

106˝

40 lbs.

100˝

CALL

CALL

(CALL

16:9 HDTV FORMAT SIZES
Shipping Weight Case Length

All Artisan/Series M HDTV screens now include a 12” black drop at no extra charge.

1.85:1 WIDESCREEN FORMAT SIZES
Shipping Weight Case Length
Matte White

Viewing Area

Nominal Diagonal

Glass Beaded

HC Grey

47˝ x 87˝

99˝

38 lbs.

94˝

CALL

CALL

CALL

50˝ x 92˝

108˝

40 lbs.

100˝

CALL

CALL

CALL

S YS T E M O P T I O N S
Case Styles: Hardwood cases are available in four styles. See
motorized Artisan Series (page 323) for styles.

Case Finishes: Choose from seven hardwoods and five laminates.
Custom finishes are available. See motorized Artisan Series (page
323) for colors and finishes.
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Extra Drop: Optional additional 12˝ black drop is available in
either the surface color or black. Surface color is standard for
Series M in AV format; black in other formats.
Black Masking Borders: Borders are optional for Series M in AV
format. They are standard in all other formats.
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SALARA/Series M
Wall-Mounted Screen with
Elliptical Extruded Case
In your home or office, the Salara makes a design statement on
your wall. The Salara’s small, elliptical case and domed endcaps
are finished in solid white. Floating gunlatch wall mounting
brackets grip the screen case securely and are barely visible.
Available with your choice of fiberglass matte white, glass
beaded or High Contrast Grey viewing surface.

S YS T E M O P T I O N S
Extra Drop: Up to 8’ overall height, either white or black (white is standard
for AV format, black for other formats).
Black Masking Borders: Borders are optional for AV format. They are
standard in all other formats.

AUDIO/VISUAL SIZES
Case Length
Matte White

Screen Size

Shipping Weight

Glass Beaded

High Contrast Grey

50˝ x 50˝ (HxW)

23 lbs.

571⁄8˝

(#137001) 185.95

(#137014) 185.95

(#137027) 191.95

60˝ x 60˝ (HxW)

27 lbs.

671⁄8˝

(#137002) 197.95

(#137015) 197.95

(#137028) 204.95

70˝ x 70˝ (HxW)

32 lbs.

771⁄8˝

(#137003) 209.95

(#137016) 209.95

(#137029) 218.50

84˝ x 84˝ (HxW)

38 lbs.

91 ⁄8˝

(#137004) 227.95

(#137017) 227.95

(#137030) 238.95

72˝ x 96˝ (HxW)

42 lbs.

103 5⁄8˝

(#137040) 257.95

(#137041) 257.95

(#137042) 267.95

96˝ x 96˝ (HxW)

42 lbs.

103 5⁄8˝

(#137009) 269.95

(#137022) 269.95

(#137035) 284.50

1

4:3 NTSC VIDEO SIZES
Viewing Area

Nominal Diagonal

Shipping Weight

Case Length

Matte White

Glass Beaded

High Contrast Grey

421⁄2˝ x 561⁄2˝

6´

26 lbs.

67 1⁄8˝

(#137006) 197.95

(#137019) 197.95

(#137032) 203.95

50˝ x 661⁄2˝

7´

31 lbs.

77 1⁄8˝

(#137007) 215.95

(#137020) 215.95

(#137033) 222.95

60˝ x 80˝

100˝

37 lbs.

911⁄8˝

(#137008) 233.95

(#137021) 267.50

(#137034) 242.50

69˝ x 92˝

10´

42 lbs.

103 5⁄8˝

(#137009) 269.95

(#137022) 269.95

(#137035) 279.95

Viewing Area

Nominal Diagonal

Shipping Weight

Case Length

Matte White

Glass Beaded

High Contrast Grey

313⁄4˝ x 56 1⁄2˝

65˝

26 lbs.

67 1⁄8˝

(#137043) 202.95

(#137046) 202.95

(#137049) 208.95

36˝ x 64˝

73˝

31 lbs.

77 1⁄8˝

(#137044) 219.95

(#137047) 219.95

(#137050) 227.95

40 1⁄2˝ x 72˝

82˝

37 lbs.

811⁄8˝

(#137045) 233.95

(#137048) 233.95

(#137051) 239.95

45˝ x 80˝

92˝

35 lbs.

911⁄8˝

(#137052) 239.95

(#137054) 239.95

(#137056) 248.50

52˝ x 92˝

106˝

41 lbs.

103 5⁄8˝

(#137053) 266.50

(#137055) 266.50

(#137057) 276.95

16:9 HDTV FORMAT SIZES

All Salara/Series M HDTV screens now include a 12” black drop at no extra charge.

1.85:1 WIDESCREEN FORMAT SIZES
Viewing Area

Nominal Diagonal

Shipping Weight

Case Length

Matte White

Glass Beaded

High Contrast Grey

47˝ x 87˝

99˝

37 lbs.

97 5⁄8˝

(#137012) 245.95

(#137025) 245.95

(#137038) 254.50

50˝ x 92˝

108˝

41 lbs.

103 5⁄8˝

(#137013) 257.95

(#137026) 257.95

(#137039) 266.50

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821
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SILHOUETTE/Series M
Revolutionary Case Design
The case of the Silhouette conceals mounting fixtures and fasteners and
the viewing surface retracts completely inside the case. The innovative
case installs cleanly, and the front fascia is easily removable for access to
the inside components. Its slender fascia and endcaps are made of gently
radiused aluminum and present a strikingly modern appearance. The
Silhouette will complement the other high tech equipment in your room.
The manual version of the Silhouette is available in two versions:
Silhouette/Series C: Features Draper’s Tab Tensioning System for a
perfectly flat projection surface. Choose M1300, M2500, HiDef Grey or
Cineflex rear projection viewing surface.
Silhouette/Series M: Your choice of a conventional viewing surface:
fiberglass matte white, glass beaded or High Contrast Grey.

SILHOUETTE / Series M

AUDIO/VISUAL SIZES
Case Length
Matte White

Screen Size (H x W)

Shipping Weight

Glass Beaded

High Contrast Grey

50˝ x 50˝

28 lbs.

52 1⁄2˝

(#202001) 209.95

(#202015) 209.95

(#202042) 215.95

60˝ x 60˝

31 lbs.

62 1⁄2˝

(#202002) 224.50

(#202016) 224.50

(#202043) 229.95

70˝ x 70˝

38 lbs.

72 1⁄2˝

(#202003) 244.95

(#202017) 244.95

(#202044) 252.95

84˝ x 84˝

42 lbs.

86 1⁄2˝

(#202004) 262.95

(#202018) 262.95

(#202045) 273.50

72˝ x 96˝

47 lbs.

99˝

(#202005) 293.95

(#202019) 293.95

(#202046) 304.95

96˝ x 96˝

50 lbs.

99˝

(#202006) 305.95

(#202020) 305.95

(#202047) 319.95

4:3 NTSC VIDEO SIZES
Viewing Area

Nominal Diagonal

Shipping Weight

Case Length

Matte White

Glass Beaded

HC Grey

42 1⁄2˝ x 56 1⁄2˝

6´

31 lbs.

621⁄2˝

(#202007) 224.50

(#202021) 224.50

(#202048) 229.95

50˝ x 66 1⁄2˝

7´

38 lbs.

72 1⁄2˝

(#202008) 256.95

(#202022) 256.95

(#202049) 263.95

60˝ x 80˝

100˝

42 lbs.

86 1⁄2˝

(#202009) 267.50

(#202023) 267.50

(#202050) 275.95

69˝ x 92˝

10´

52 lbs.

99˝

(#202010) 293.95

(#202024) 293.95

(#202051) 304.95

16:9 HDTV FORMAT SIZES
Viewing Area

Nominal Diagonal

Shipping Weight

Case Length

Matte White

Glass Beaded

HC Grey

313⁄4˝ x 56 1⁄2˝

65˝

31 lbs.

62 1⁄2˝

(#202056) 228.95

(#202059) 228.95

(#202062) 234.95

36˝ x 64˝

73˝

38 lbs.

72 1⁄2˝

(#202057) 259.95

(#202060) 259.95

(#202063) 268.95

40 ⁄2˝ x 72˝

82˝

42 lbs.

77˝

(#202058) 269.95

(#202061) 269.95

(#202064) 276.95

45˝ x 80˝

92˝

40 lbs.

86 1⁄2˝

(#202065) 256.95

(#202067) 274.95

(#202069) CALL

52˝ x 92˝

106˝

47 lbs.

99˝

(#202066) 298.95

(#202068) 298.95

(#202070) 302.95

1

All Silhouette/Series M HDTV screens now include a 12” black drop at no extra charge.

1.85:1 WIDESCREEN FORMAT SIZES
Viewing Area

Nominal Diagonal

Shipping Weight

Case Length

Matte White

Glass Beaded

HC Grey

47˝ x 87˝

99˝

41 lbs.

93˝

(#202013) 284.50

(#202027) 284.50

(#202054) 292.95

50˝ x 92˝

108˝

47 lbs.

99˝

(#202014) 289.95

(#202028) 289.95

(#202055) 298.95
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SILHOUETTE/Series C
AUDIO/VISUAL SIZES
Case Length
M1300

Screen Size (H x W)

Shipping Weight

50˝ x 50˝

40 lbs.

72 3⁄4˝

M2500

HiDef Grey

(#201042) 833.95

(#201055) 962.50

(#201068) 833.95

60˝ x 60˝

44 lbs.

83 3⁄4˝

70˝ x 70˝

60 lbs.

(#201043) 917.50

(#201056) 1066.95

(#201069) 917.50

93 3⁄4˝

(#201044) 1077.50

(#201057) 1174.95

(#201070) 1077.50

84˝ x 84˝
72˝ x 96˝

65 lbs.

109˝

(#201045) 1164.95

(#201058) 1288.95

(#201071) 1164.95

67 lbs.

119 3⁄4˝

(#201046) 1174.95

(#201059) 1317.95

(#201072) 1174.95

96˝ x 96˝

72 lbs.

122 1⁄2˝

(#201047) 1229.95

(#201060) 1353.95

(#201073) 1229.95

4:3 NTSC VIDEO SIZES
Viewing Area

Nominal Diagonal

Shipping Weight

Case Length

M1300

M2500

HiDef Grey

42 1⁄2˝ x 56 1⁄2˝

6´

44 lbs.

791⁄4˝

(#201048) 923.50

(#201061) 1039.50

(#201074) 923.50

50˝ x 66 1⁄2˝

7´

56 lbs.

89 1⁄4˝

(#201049) 1022.50

(#201062) 1099.95

(#201075) 1022.50

60˝ x 80˝

100˝

65 lbs.

103 3⁄4˝

(#201050) 1136.50

(#201063) 1277.95

(#201076) 1136.50

72˝ x 96˝

10´

67 lbs.

119 3⁄4˝

(#201046) 1174.95

(#201059) 1317.95

(#201072) 1174.95

16:9 HDTV FORMAT SIZES
Viewing Area

Nominal Diagonal

Shipping Weight

Case Length

M1300

M2500

HiDef Grey

45˝ x 80˝

92˝

57 lbs.

102 3⁄4˝

(#201051) 1138.50

(#201064) 1159.50

(#201077) 1138.50

52˝ x 92˝

106˝

67 lbs.

114 3⁄4˝

(#201065) 1176.95

(#201065) 1319.95

(#201078) 1176.95

1.85:1 WIDESCREEN FORMAT SIZES
Viewing Area

Nominal Diagonal

Shipping Weight

Case Length

M1300

M2500

HiDef Grey

47˝ x 87˝

99˝

58 lbs.

109 3⁄4˝

(#201053) 1159.50

(#201066) 1188.95

(#201079) 1159.50

50˝ x 92˝

108˝

67 lbs.

114 3⁄4˝

(#201054) 1176.95

(#201067) 1319.95

(#201080) 1176.95

SILHOUETTE / Series C

S YS T E M O P T I O N S
Case Finishes:
Choose standard dove grey, or black
or white lightly textured finish.
Dowels on both Series retract
completely inside case.

Dove Grey

Black

Extra Drop:
Up to 8´ overall height, either white
White
or black (white is standard for Series
C in all formats and for Series M in
AV format; black is standard for Series M in all other formats). Extra drop will
increase the overall length of the case of a Series C.

Black Masking Borders:
Borders are optional for Series M in AV format. Borders are standard for Series M
in all other formats and for all Series C screens.

Control Options:
Series C is operated by a slim, polished aluminum crank, which may be
detached for storage. Series M is spring roller operated.
Series M

Series C

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821
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PREMIER/Series C
Crank-Operated Screen
with Tensioning
Premier/Series C is the manually operated screen with a
perfectly flat viewing surface. Its Tab Tensioning System
delivers perfect picture quality and meets the exacting
requirements of large-screen video and data projection.
It is operated by a slim, polished aluminum crank, which
may be detached for storage. The steel case and special
tensioning dowel are finished in flat black.
Choose between M1300, M2500 or HiDef Grey viewing
surfaces.
AUDIO/VISUAL SIZES
Case Length
M1300

Screen Size (H x W)

Shipping Weight

50˝ x 50˝

39 lbs.

68˝

(#200082) 738.50

M2500

HiDef Grey

(#200108) 857.95

(#200133) 738.50

60˝ x 60˝

54 lbs.

78 3⁄4˝

70˝ x 70˝

56 lbs.

89˝

(#200083) 816.50

(#200109) 956.95

(#200134) 816.50

(#200084) 968.50

(#200110) 1104.95

(#200135) 968.50

84˝ x 84˝

56 lbs.

104 ⁄4˝

72˝ x 96˝

73 lbs.

115˝

(#200085) 1093.50

(#200111) 1158.50

(#200136) 1093.50

(#200086) 1099.50

(#200112) 1186.95

96˝ x 96˝

70 lbs.

(#200137) 1099.50

117 3⁄4˝

(#200087) 1107.50

(#200113) 1219.95

7´ x 9´

(#200138) 1107.50

70 lbs.

128 1⁄4˝

(#200088) 1192.50

(#200114) 1309.95

(#200153) 1192.50

9´ x 9´

75 lbs.

129 3⁄4˝

(#200089) 1365.95

(#200115) 1479.50

(#200154) 1365.95

8´ x 10´

76 lbs.

1413⁄4˝

(#200090) 1434.50

(#200116) 1496.95

—

10´ x 10´

85 lbs.

143 1⁄2˝

(#200091) 1489.95

(#200132) 1602.50

—

9´ x 12´

95 lbs.

165 3⁄4˝

(#200092) 1585.95

(#200117) 1704.95

—

12´ x 12´

105 lbs.

171 ⁄2˝

(#200093) 1998.50

—

—

1

1

4:3 NTSC VIDEO SIZES
Viewing Area

Nominal Diagonal

Shipping Weight Case Length

421⁄2˝ x 561⁄2˝

6´

43 lbs.

74˝

M1300

M2500

HiDef Grey

(#200094) 822.50

(#200118) 933.95

(#200139) 822.50

50˝ x 661⁄2˝

7´

54 lbs.

84 1⁄2˝

(#200095) 916.50

(#200119) 1034.95

(#200140) 916.50

60˝ x 80˝

100˝

65 lbs.

983⁄4˝

(#200096) 1063.95

(#200120) 1149.95

(#200141) 1063.95

72˝ x 96˝

10´

73 lbs.

115˝

(#200086) 1099.50

(#200112) 1186.95

(#200137) 1099.50

78˝ x 104˝

11´

70 lbs.

124 1⁄4˝

(#200097) 1259.50

(#200121) 1376.95

(#200155) 1259.50

87˝ x 116˝

150˝

89 lbs.

136 1⁄4˝

(#200098) 1327.50

(#200122) 1434.50

(#200156) 1327.50

108˝ x 144˝

15´

95 lbs.

1653⁄4˝

(#200092) 1585.95

(#200117) 1704.95

—

2
3

1

3rd Party
Mounting Options
1. Mounting angle and hardware for
recessed installations
2. Fastners for wall mounting
3. S Hooks for suspended installations
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PREMIER/Series C
16:9 HDTV FORMAT SIZES
Viewing Area

Nominal Diagonal

Shipping Weight

Case Length

M1300

M2500

HiDef Grey

45˝ x 80˝

92˝

68 lbs.

971⁄2˝

(#200099) 1054.95

(#200123) 1147.50

(#200142) 1054.95

52˝ x 92˝

106˝

73 lbs.

110˝

(#200100) 1092.50

(#200124) 1179.95

(#200143) 1374.95

58˝ x 104˝

119˝

80 lbs.

122˝

(#200150) 1197.95

(#200151) 1312.50

(#200152) 1197.95

65˝ x 116˝

133˝

88 lbs.

135˝

(#200101) 1287.95

(#200125) 1424.50

(#200144) 1314.50

79˝ x 140˝

161˝

105 lbs.

1601⁄4˝

(#200102) 1539.95

(#200126) 1688.50

(#200157) 1567.50

Viewing Area

Nominal Diagonal

Shipping Weight

Case Length

M1300

M2500

HiDef Grey

47˝ x 87˝

99˝

60 lbs.

105˝

(#200103) 1068.50

(#200127) 1159.50

(#200145) 1068.50

1.85:1 WIDESCREEN FORMAT SIZES

50˝ x 92˝

108˝

65 lbs.

110˝

(#200104) 1092.50

(#200128) 1179.95

(#200146) 1092.50

56˝ x 104˝

120˝

69 lbs.

122˝

(#200105) 1197.95

(#200129) 1312.50

(#200147) 1197.95

63˝ x 116˝

132˝

76 lbs.

135˝

(#200106) 1287.95

(#200130) 1424.50

(#200148) 1314.50

76˝ x 140˝

162˝

95 lbs.

160 1⁄4˝

(#200107) 1539.95

(#200131) 1688.50

(#200158) 1567.50

Tab Tensioning System
The improved Tab Tensioning System has a sleek look. Draper changed the roller and attachment method, so no irregularities mar the
smoothness of the viewing surface. The entire surface is flatter than ever before, and the dowel caps are now removable allowing you to
adjust the surface flatness when necessary. Smaller tabs and a smaller diameter tension cable make the tensioning system less visible.
Tab Tensioning is preferred for perfect picture quality—the flatter the surface the clearer the image. Computer-driven data and graphics
presentations, as well as large-screen video images, always look their best on a tensioned screen.
You’ll find these benefits on all Premier and Series V and C screen models: Signature, Access, Ultimate Access, Access Sonata, Access
MultiView, Premier, Silhouette, and Artisan. Now standard with 12˝ of black drop at the top of the viewing area.

S YS T E M O P T I O N S
Extra Drop: 12˝ black drop at top of screen is now standard on
tab-tensioned screens. Additional drop optional, either surface
color or black. Surface color is standard. Extra drop will increase
the overall length of the case.

Black Masking Borders: Standard for all formats.
Projected Mounting Brackets: Provides a 6˝ clearance.
Control Options: Detachable crank is standard.

Presentation Tips:
◆ Stand on the left side as the audience sees you. Since we read from

left to right your audience can look at you then follow your gesture to
the screen. Their eyes are comfortably moving left to right, they read
the text then they return to you. If you stood on the right side their
eyes have to make too many movements to read the slides and
watch you.
◆ You are the show, so be heard and be seen.

Use a remote mouse to
get away from the computer. Too many people hide in the dark
behind the laptop. Arrange the lighting in the room so that you are
in the light while the screen is dark.

◆ Turn off the screen savers on your computer. It is embarrassing for you

to be talking about important points you thought were on the screen
while they are looking at wall paper.

◆ Learn how to use the switch that toggles both screens on. This toggle

controls whether your laptop or projector - or both are on. You want
both on so you can look at the laptop while the audience watches the
same image behind you on the screen.
◆ Colors appear differently on the projector, the laptop, and the desktop

where you designed it. If the exact color is important, (a company
logo for example), test and adjust the color ahead of time.
◆ Keep it simple special effects. Use slide transitions and builds to

entertain without detracting from the message. Effects like partial
build reveals one point at a time, so your audience will stay right
with you.
◆ Use moving text to grab attention. Stand still when you want the

audience to look at the screen. Move when you want their attention.

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821
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ONYX
Quick and Easy Assembly plus
Adjustable Surface Tension without Snaps
You can have a beautifully framed image hanging
on the wall in just 10 to 15 minutes—assembly is
that easy!
An attractive frame and a new fabric tensioning
system make Onyx the leader in permanently
tensioned screens. The 4˝ wide beveled, extruded
aluminum frame interconnects on site with one
simple hand tool that Draper provides. Each side
piece slip fits tightly to injection molded plastic
corners, forming perfectly mitered edges.
A radical new approach to fabric attachment
will amaze even the toughest of critics. There are
no snaps! Uniform tension is applied to the entire
surface area, so the surface is perfectly flat.
Unique fabric retention system enables you to
adjust the surface tension (up to 11⁄2˝) in just
seconds, without tools.
Choose M1300, M2500, or HiDef Grey conventional viewing surfaces or acoustically transparent AT1200 or AT Grey.
AUDIO/VISUAL SIZES
M1300
M2500

Screen Size

Overall Size

Shipping Weight

HiDef Grey

AT1200

50˝ x 50˝

58˝ x 58˝

35 lbs.

(#253201) 524.95

(#253255) 578.50

(#253345) 578.50

—

AT Grey
—

60˝ x 60˝

68˝ x 68˝

40 lbs.

(#253202) 621.95

(#253226) 684.50

(#253346) 684.50

—

—

70˝ x 70˝

78˝ x 78˝

45 lbs.

(#253203) 769.95

(#253227) CALL

(#253347) CALL

—

—

84˝ x 84˝

92˝ x 92˝

52 lbs.

(#253204) 939.95

(#253228) CALL

(#253348) CALL

(#253268) 2094.95

(#253352) 2094.95

96˝ x 96˝

104˝ x 104˝

58 lbs.

(#253205) 1109.95

(#253229) CALL

(#253370) CALL

—

—

9´ x 9´

116˝ x 116˝

64 lbs.

(#253206) 1289.95

(#253230) CALL

(#253704) 1419.95

—

—

10´ x 10´

128˝ x 128˝

71 lbs.

(#253207) 1546.50

(#253231) 1699.50

—

—

—

AT1200

AT Grey

4:3 NTSC VIDEO SIZES
Viewing
Area

Overall
Size

Nominal
Diagonal

Shipping
Weight

43˝ x 57˝

51˝ x 65˝

6´

47˝ x 63˝

55˝ x 71˝

6 1⁄2´

50˝ x 67˝

58˝ x 75˝

7´

54˝ x 72˝

62˝ x 80˝

7 1⁄2´

60˝ x 80˝

68˝ x 88˝

100˝

45 lbs.

M1300

M2500

HiDef Grey

35 lbs.

(#253208) 482.50

(#253232) 529.95

(#253296) 529.95

—

—

38 lbs.

(#253209) 537.50

(#253233) CALL

(#253297) 589.95

—

—

39 lbs.

(#253210) 568.95

(#253234) 586.50

(#253298) 586.50

—

—

41 lbs.

(#253211) 644.95

(#253235) 709.95

(#253299) 709.95

—

—

(#253212) CALL

(#253236) 739.95

(#253300) 739.95

(#253273) 1839.95

(#253357) 1839.95
(#253358) 2399.95

72˝ x 96˝

80˝ x 104˝

10´

51 lbs.

(#253213) 839.95

(#253237) CALL

(#253301) 909.95

(#253274) 2399.95

90˝ x 120˝

98˝ x 128˝

150˝

62 lbs.

(#253214) 1148.95

(#253238) CALL

(#253302) CALL

—

—

108˝ x 144˝

116˝ x 152˝

15´

74 lbs.

(#253215) 1416.95

(#253239) 1557.50

(#253705) 1557.50

—

—
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ONYX
16:9 HDTV FORMAT SIZES
Viewing
Area

Overall
Size

Nominal
Diagonal

Shipping
Weight

M1300

M2500

HiDef Grey

AT1200

AT Grey

31 ⁄4˝ x 56 ⁄2˝

1

39 ⁄4˝ x 64 ⁄2˝

65˝

35 lbs.

(#253606) 524.95

(#253609) 576.95

(#253612) 576.95

—

—

36˝ x 64˝

44˝ x 72˝

73˝

39 lbs.

(#253607) 556.95

(#253610) 586.50

(#253613) 586.50

—

—

40 1⁄2˝ x 72˝

481⁄2˝ x 80˝

82˝

41 lbs.

(#253608) 592.50

(#253611) 644.95

(#253614) 644.95

—

—

45˝ x 80˝

53˝ x 88˝

92˝

42 lbs.

(#253616) 644.95

(#253240) 727.95

(#253304) 727.95

(#253275) 1477.50

(#253359) 1477.50

3

1

3

52˝ x 92˝

60˝ x 100˝

106˝

49 lbs.

(#253617) 704.95

(#253241) 909.95

(#253305) 909.95

(#253276) 2134.95

(#253360) 2134.95

58˝ x 104˝

66˝ x 112˝

119˝

50 lbs.

(#253338) 994.95

(#253239) 1557.50

(#253340) 1065.95

(#253369) 2562.95

(#253368) 2562.95

65˝ x 116˝

73˝ x 124˝

133˝

54 lbs.

(#253618) 1148.95

(#253242) 1177.95

(#253306) 1177.95

(#253277) 2641.95

(#253361) 2641.95

80˝ x 140˝

88˝ x 148˝

161˝

65 lbs.

(#253619) 1246.50

(#253243) 1329.95

(#253307) 1329.95

(#253278) 3459.50

(#253362) 3459.50

Viewing
Area

Overall
Size

Nominal
Diagonal

Shipping
Weight

M1300

M2500

HiDef Grey

AT1200

AT Grey

1.85:1 WIDESCREEN FORMAT SIZES
47˝ x 87˝

55˝ x 95˝

99˝

43 lbs.

(#253220) 739.95

(#253244) 814.95

(#253308) 814.95

(#253279) 2009.95

(#253363) 2009.95

49 3⁄4˝ x 92˝

57 3⁄4˝ x 100˝

108˝

45 lbs.

(#253221) 839.95

(#253245) 909.95

(#253309) 909.95

(#253280) 2134.95

(#253364) 2134.95

561⁄4˝ x 104˝

64 1⁄4˝ x 112˝

120˝

49 lbs.

(#253222) 994.95

(#253246) 1065.95

(#253310) 1065.95

(#253281) 2562.95

(#253365) 2562.95

62 3⁄4˝ x 116˝

70 3⁄4˝ x 124˝

132˝

54 lbs.

(#253223) 1148.95

(#253247) 1177.95

(#253311) 1177.95

(#253282) 2641.95

(#253366) 2641.95

753⁄4˝ x 140˝

833⁄4˝ x 148˝

162˝

63 lbs.

(#253224) 1246.50

(#253248) 1329.95

(#253312) 1329.95

(#253283) 3459.50

(#253367) 3459.50

S YS T E M O P T I O N S
Custom Sizes: Any size up to
20´ x 20´ image area depending
on viewing surface.

Frame Finishes: Black aluminum is

Mounting: Permanent

standard. Cover the frame with optional
Vel-Tex to eliminate reflections.

wall mount (brackets
included).

Onyx with Vel-Tex-Covered Frame Included
4:3 NTSC VIDEO SIZES
Viewing
Area

Overall
Size

Nominal
Diagonal

Shipping
Weight

M1300

50˝ x 67˝
60˝ x 80˝

58˝ x 75˝

7´

39 lbs.

(#253284) 659.95

—

(#253404) 699.95

68˝ x 88˝

100˝

45 lbs.

(#253285) 789.95

(#253373) 854.95

(#253341) 854.95

72˝ x 96˝

80˝ x 104˝

10´

51 lbs.

(#253286) 954.95

—

(#253463) 1026.95

Viewing
Area

Overall
Size

Nominal
Diagonal

Shipping
Weight

M1300

M2500

HiDef Grey

313⁄4˝ x 56 1⁄2˝

39 3⁄4˝ x 641⁄2˝

65˝

35 lbs.

(#253620) 618.50

(#253623) 667.95

(#253626) 667.95

36˝ x 64˝

44˝ x 72˝

73˝

39 lbs.

(#253621) 648.50

(#253624) 699.95

(#253627) 699.95

40 1⁄2˝ x 72˝

481⁄2˝ x 80˝

82˝

41 lbs.

(#253622) 707.50

(#253625) 759.95

(#253628) 759.95

45˝ x 80˝

53˝ x 88˝

92˝

42 lbs.

(#253287) 789.95

(#253392) 842.95

(#253342) 842.95

52˝ x 92˝

60˝ x 100˝

106˝

49 lbs.

(#253288) 954.95

(#253387) 1026.95

(#253343) 1026.95

58˝ x 104˝

66˝ x 112˝

119˝

50 lbs.

(#253374) 1109.95

(#253435) 1129.50

(#253344) 1129.50

M2500

HiDef Grey

16:9 HDTV FORMAT SIZES

Vel-Tex
A velvety black textile that
cuts reflections to virtually
zero and conceals all trace of
joints in the frame.

Onyx Frame Details

Rear view
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CLARION
Projection Perfection
for a Clean, Uncluttered
Appearance
Improve your image—with a Clarion projection
screen. How? The viewing surface is perfectly flat.
And a perfectly flat viewing surface means perfect
picture quality. The Clarion’s viewing surface is
stretched tightly behind a beveled aluminum frame,
for a clean, theatre-like appearance.
Choose M1300, M2500, HiDef Grey or Glass Beaded
conventional viewing surfaces or acoustically
transparent AT1200 or AT Grey.
AUDIO/VISUAL SIZES
Screen
Size

Overall
Size

Shipping
Weight

M1300

M2500

HiDef
Grey

Glass
Beaded

50˝ x 50˝

54˝ x 54˝

60˝ x 60˝

64˝ x 64˝

36 lbs.

(#252001) 509.95

(#252025) 559.95

(#252089) CALL

(#252049) CALL

—

—

41 lbs.

(#252002) 603.95

(#252026) 664.50

(#252090) CALL

(#252050) CALL

—

—

70˝ x 70˝
84˝ x 84˝

74˝ x 74˝

50 lbs.

(#252003) 747.50

(#252027) 822.50

(#252091) CALL

(#252051) CALL

—

—

88˝ x 88˝

58 lbs.

(#252004) 914.50

(#252028) 1006.50

(#252092) CALL

—

(#252068) 1994.95

(#252116) 1994.95

96˝ x 96˝
9´ x 9´

100˝ x 100˝

61 lbs.

(#252005) 1126.95

(#252029) 1184.95

(#252093) CALL

—

—

—

112˝ x112˝

74 lbs.

(#252006) 1253.95

(#252030) 1379.50

(#252155) 1379.50

—

—

—

10´ x 10´

124˝ x 124˝

82 lbs.

(#252007) 1499.95

(#252031) 1649.95

—

—

—

—

AT1200

AT Grey

4:3 NTSC VIDEO SIZES
Viewing
Area

Overall
Size

Nominal
Diagonal

43˝ x 57˝

47˝ x 61˝

6´

47˝ x 63˝

51˝ x 67˝

6 1⁄2´

50˝ x 67˝

54˝ x 71˝

7´

54˝ x 72˝

58˝ x 76˝

7 1⁄2´

60˝ x 80˝

64˝ x 80˝

72˝ x 96˝

76˝ x 100˝

90˝ x 120˝

94˝ x 124˝

108˝ x 144˝

112˝ ˝ x 148˝

Shipping
Weight

M1300

M2500

HiDef
Grey

Glass
Beaded

AT1200

AT Grey

35 lbs.

(#252008) 467.95

(#252032) 515.95

(#252096) 515.95

(#252052) CALL

—

—

40 lbs.

(#252009) 521.95

(#252033) 573.50

(#252097) 573.50

(#252053) CALL

—

—

40 lbs.

(#252010) 551.95

(#252034) 593.95

(#252098) 593.95

(#252054) CALL

—

—

45 lbs.

(#252011) 626.95

(#252035) 689.95

(#252099) 689.95

(#252055) CALL

—

—

100˝

48 lbs.

(#253012) 619.95

(#252036) 718.95

(#252100) 718.95

(#252056) CALL

(#252073) 1753.50

(#252121) 1753.50

10´

58 lbs.

(#252013) 816.50

(#252037) 884.95

(#252101) 884.95

(#252057) CALL

(#252074) 2284.95

(#252122) 2284.95

150˝

75 lbs.

(#252014) 1114.95

(#252038) 1138.50

(#252102) 1138.50

—

—

—

15´

83 lbs.

(#252015) 1374.95

(#252039) 1512.50

(#252156) 1512.50

—

—

—

Frame Finishes
Black acrylic is standard. Clarion screens are also available with black Vel–Tex. Vel–Tex is a
velvety black textile that cuts reflections to virtually zero and conceals all trace of joints in the frame.
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CLARION
16:9 HDTV FORMAT SIZES
Image
Area

Overall
Size

Nominal
Diagonal

Shipping
Weight

M1300

M2500

HiDef
Grey

31 ⁄4˝ x 56 ⁄2˝

1

35 ⁄4˝ x 60 ⁄2˝

65˝

35 lbs.

(#252139) 509.95

(#252142) 559.95

36˝ x 64˝

40˝ x 68˝

73˝

40 lbs.

(#252140) 539.95

(#252143) 593.95

40 1⁄2˝ x 72˝

441⁄2˝ x 76˝

82˝

43 lbs.

(#252141) 574.95

45˝ x 80˝

49˝ x 84˝

92˝

43 lbs.

52˝ x 92˝

56˝ x 96˝

106˝

49 lbs.

3

1

3

Glass
Beaded

AT1200

AT Grey

(#252145) 559.95

(#252148) CALL

—

—

(#252146) 593.95

(#252149) 686.50

—

—

(#252144) 626.95

(#252147) 626.95

(#252150) CALL

—

—

(#252016) 654.95

(#252040) 707.50

(#252104) 707.50

(#252058) CALL

(#252075) 1407.95

(#252123) 1407.95

(#252017) 816.50

(#252041) 884.95

(#252105) CALL

(#252059) CALL

(#252076) 2012.95

(#252124) 2032.95

58˝ x 104˝

62˝ x 108˝

119˝

57 lbs.

(#252133) 965.95

(#252134) 1034.95

(#252138) 1034.95

(#252135) CALL

(#252136) 2439.95

(#252132) 2439.95

65˝ x 116˝

69˝ x 120˝

133˝

62 lbs.

(#252018) 1114.95

(#252042) 1143.95

(#252106) 1143.95

(#252060) CALL

(#252077) 2514.95

(#252125) 2514.95

80˝ x 140˝

84˝ x 144˝

161˝

76 lbs.

(#252019) 1209.95

(#252043) 1292.50

(#252107) 1292.50

—

(#252078) 3294.95

(#252126) 3294.95

Image
Area

Overall
Size

Nominal
Diagonal

Shipping
Weight

M1300

M2500

HiDef
Grey

Glass
Beaded

AT1200

AT Grey

1.85:1 WIDESCREEN FORMAT SIZES
47˝ x 87˝

51˝ x 91˝

99˝

49 lbs.

(#252020) 718.95

(#252044) 789.95

(#252108) 789.95

(#252061) CALL

(#252079) 1839.95

(#252127) 1839.95

49 3⁄4˝ x 92˝

53 3⁄4˝ x 96˝

108˝

51 lbs.

(#252021) 816.50

(#252045) 884.95

(#252109) 884.95

(#252062) CALL

(#252080) 2032.95

(#252128) 2012.95

561⁄4˝ x 104˝

601⁄4˝ x 108˝

120˝

60 lbs.

(#252022) 965.95

(#252046) 1034.95

(#252110) 1034.95

(#252063) CALL

(#252081) 2439.95

(#252129) 2439.95

62 3⁄4˝ x 116˝

66 3⁄4˝ x 120˝

132˝

64 lbs.

(#252023) 1114.95

(#252047) 1143.95

(#252111) 1143.95

(#252064) CALL

(#252082) 2514.95

(#252130) 2514.95

753⁄4˝ x 140˝

79 3⁄4˝ x 144˝

162˝

76 lbs.

(#252024) 1209.95

(#252048) 1292.50

(#252112) 1292.50

—

(#252083) 3294.95

(#252131) 3294.95

S YS T E M O P T I O N S
Custom Sizes:
Any size up to the maximum
standard size in the chart below.
Overall size, including frame,
equals image area plus 4”.

Frame Finishes:
Black acrylic is standard. Also available with optional Vel–Tex.
Black Masking Borders: The frame serves as the border in all formats.
Mounting: Permanent wall mount (brackets included).

Clarion with Vel-Tex-Covered Frame Included
4:3 NTSC VIDEO SIZES
Image
Area

Overall
Size

Nominal
Diagonal

Shipping
Weight

M1300

HiDef Grey

50˝ x 67˝

54˝ x 71˝

7´

40 lbs.

(#252084) 643.95

—

60˝ x 80˝

64˝ x 84˝

100˝

48 lbs.

(#252085) 769.95

—

72˝ x 96˝

76˝ x 100˝

10´

58 lbs.

(#252086) 929.95

—

Image
Area

Overall
Size

Nominal
Diagonal

Shipping
Weight

M1300

HiDef Grey

45˝ x 80˝

49˝ x 84˝

92˝

43 lbs.

(#252087) 769.95

(#252151) 799.95

52˝ x 92˝

56˝ x 96˝

106˝

49 lbs.

(#252088) 929.95

(#252152) 942.95

58˝ x 104˝

62˝ x 108˝

119˝

57 lbs.

(#252137) 1079.95

(#252153) 1079.95

16:9 HDTV FORMAT SIZES
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CINEPERM
Snap-On Screen with
an Aluminum Frame
The Cineperm offers a contemporary, theatre-like
appearance wherever a permanently mounted front or
rear screen is required. Flexible viewing surface is stretched
perfectly flat and snaps onto a 1” tubular aluminum frame.
The viewing surface conceals the frame completely with
2” black leatherette borders on all sides. Pull handles at
each corner of the surface help stretch the fabric during
attachment, and can be removed after snapping surface
onto frame. Suitable for mounting to a wall, suspending
from a ceiling or “flying” for theatrical uses.
Choose M1300, M2500 or HiDef Grey conventional viewing surfaces or acoustically transparent AT1200 or AT Grey.
AUDIO/VISUAL SIZES
Screen
Size

Overall
Size

Shipping
Weight

M2500

HiDef
Grey

46˝ x 46˝

50˝ x 50˝

24 lbs.

56˝ x 56˝

60˝ x 60˝

26 lbs.

(#250001) 287.95

(#250031) 316.95

(#250074) 316.50

—

—

(#250002) 335.95

(#250032) 369.50

(#250075) 369.50

—

—

66˝ x 66˝

70˝ x 70˝

31 lbs.

80˝ x 80˝

84˝ x 84˝

36 lbs.

(#250003) 407.95

(#250033) 448.95

(#250076) 448.95

—

—

(#250004) 509.95

(#250034) 559.95

(#250077) 559.95

(#250059) 1259.50

(#250104) 1259.50

92˝ x 92˝

96˝ x 96˝

70˝ x 94˝

74˝ x 98˝

44 lbs.

(#250006) 581.95

(#250036) 614.95

(#250079) 614.95

—

—

30 lbs.

(#250005) 486.95

(#250035) CALL

(#250078) 563.95

(#250064) 1659.95

(#250109) 1659.95

90´ x 120˝
116˝ x 116˝

7´ 10˝ x 10´ 4˝

35 lbs.

(#250007) 593.95

(#250037) 626.95

(#250080) 626.95

—

—

10´ x 10´

50 lbs.

(#250008) 672.95

—

—

—

—

M1300

AT1200

AT Grey

104˝ x 140˝

9´ x 12´

43 lbs.

(#250009) 689.95

(#250038) 758.95

(#250133) 758.95

—

—

140˝ x 140˝

12´ x 12´

53 lbs.

(#250010) 954.50

—

—

—

—

4:3 NTSC VIDEO SIZES
Image
Area

Overall
Size

M1300

M2500

HiDef
Grey

43˝ x 57˝

47˝ x 61˝

6´

47˝ x 63˝

51˝ x 67˝

6 1⁄2´

24 lbs.

(#250011) 269.95

(#250039) 296.50

(#250084) 296.50

—

—

25 lbs.

(#250012) 299.95

(#250040) 329.95

(#250085) 329.95

—

—

54˝ x 72˝

58˝ x 76˝

7 1⁄2´

26 lbs.

(#250013) 359.95

(#250041) 395.95

(#250086) 395.95

—

—

60˝ x 80˝

64˝ x 84˝

100˝

70˝ x 94˝

74˝ x 98˝

10´

27 lbs.

(#250014) 399.95

(#250042) 485.95

(#250087) 485.95

(#250063) 1289.95

(#250108) 1289.95

30 lbs.

(#250005) 486.95

(#250035) CALL

(#250078) 563.95

(#250064) 1659.95

79˝ x 105˝

83˝ x 109˝

(#250109) 1659.95

11´

34 lbs.

(#250016) 539.95

(#250044) 593.95

(#250088) 593.95

—

90˝ x 120˝

94˝ x 124˝

—

150˝

35 lbs.

(#250007) 593.95

(#250037) 626.95

(#250080) 626.95

—

—

104˝ x 140˝
122˝ x 164˝

108˝ x 144˝

15´

43 lbs.

(#250009) 689.95

(#252038) 758.95

(#252133) 758.95

—

—

126˝ x 168˝

200˝

51 lbs.

(#250019) 833.95

—

—

—

—

144˝ x 194˝

156˝ x 206˝

250˝

100 lbs.

(#250020) 2319.95

—

—

—

—

180˝ x 242˝

192˝ x 254˝

25´

111 lbs.

(#250021) 3046.95

—

—

—

—
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CINEPERM
16:9 HDTV FORMAT SIZES
Image
Area

Overall
Size

Nominal
Diagonal

31 ⁄4˝ x 56 ⁄2˝

1

35 ⁄4˝ x 60 ⁄2˝

36˝ x 64˝

40˝ x 68˝

40 1⁄2˝ x 72˝
45˝ x 80˝

3

1

Shipping
Weight

M1300

M2500

HiDef Grey

AT1200

AT Grey

65˝

19 lbs.

(#250124) 287.95

(#250127) 316.95

(#250130) 316.95

—

—

73˝

20 lbs.

(#250125) 304.95

(#250128) 335.95

(#250131) 335.95

—

—

441⁄2˝ x 76˝

82˝

21 lbs.

(#250126) 349.95

(#250129) 389.95

(#250132) 389.95

—

—

49˝ x 84˝

92˝

22 lbs.

(#250022) 401.95

(#250047) 461.95

(#250092) 461.95

(#250065) 1068.50

(#250110) 1068.50
(#250111) 1472.95

3

52˝ x 92˝

56˝ x 96˝

106˝

22 lbs.

(#250023) 485.95

(#250048) 569.95

(#250093) 569.95

(#250066) 1472.95

58˝ x 104˝

62˝ x 108˝

119˝

26 lbs.

(#250120) 539.95

(#250121) 574.95

(#250123) 574.95

(#250122) 1789.95

(#250119) CALL

65˝ x 116˝

69˝ x 120˝

133˝

43 lbs.

(#250024) 593.95

(#250049) 626.95

(#250094) 626.95

(#250067) 1823.95

(#250112) 1823.95

80˝ x 140˝

84˝ x 144˝

161˝

43 lbs.

(#250025) 689.95

(#250050) 764.95

(#250095) 764.95

(#250068) 2389.95

(#250113) 2389.95

Image
Area

Overall
Size

Nominal
Diagonal

Shipping
Weight

M1300

M2500

HiDef Grey

AT1200

AT Grey

1.85:1 WIDESCREEN FORMAT SIZES
47˝ x 87˝

51˝ x 91˝

99˝

29 lbs.

(#250026) 473.95

(#250051) 521.95

(#250096) 521.95

(#250069) CALL

(#250114) CALL

49 3⁄4˝ x 92˝

53 3⁄4˝ x 96˝

108˝

30 lbs.

(#250027) 485.95

(#250052) 569.95

(#250097) 569.95

(#250070) 1472.95

(#250115) 1472.95

561⁄4˝ x 104˝

60 1⁄4˝ x 108˝

120˝

33 lbs.

(#250028) 539.95

(#250053) 574.95

(#250098) 574.95

(#250071) 1769.95

(#250116) 1769.95

62 ⁄4˝ x 116˝

66 3⁄4˝ x 120˝

132˝

37 lbs.

(#250029) 569.95

(#250054) 626.95

(#250099) 626.95

(#250072) 1823.95

(#250117) 1823.95

753⁄4˝ x 140˝

79 3⁄4˝ x 144˝

162˝

43 lbs.

(#250030) 689.95

(#250055) 764.95

(#250100) 764.95

(#250073) 2389.95

(#250118) 2389.95

3

S YS T E M O P T I O N S

Standard
construction

Truss Sizes: Sizes larger than 101⁄2´ x 14´ are
manufactured with truss-style construction, using a
6˝ wide frame and borders.
Black Masking Borders: Standard for all formats.
Truss-style
construction

Eclipse Masking System
Switch instantly between two formats
The Eclipse is a motorized masking system that mounts to the wall, framing a Draper Clarion
or Cineperm. A special channel system keeps the screen as close as possible to the masking
borders, giving it a seamless appearance. Images are fully bordered in flat black, so nothing
interferes with your projected image—in any format. The Eclipse eliminates the need to buy
two projection screens.
SYSTEM OPTIONS

Series V:
Image Area masked from top and bottom and the width remains constant. Standard format
changes from 4:3 NTSC to 16:9 HDTV or from 4:3 NTSC to 1.85:1WideScreen.

Series H:
Image Area masked on the sides and the height remains constant. Standard format changes
are from either 16:9 HDTV or 1.85:1WideScreen to 4:3 NTSC.

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821
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SHADOW BOX CLARION
ShadowBox Clarion screens are constructed with a viewing surface that snaps onto the back
side of a 11⁄2˝ extruded aluminum frame with a black powdercoat finish. The assembled unit
features a perfectly flat viewing surface with a clean, finished appearance.
Available in M1300, M2500 or HiDef Grey conventional viewing surfaces.

S YS T E M O P T I O N S
(previous page). The overall size, including frame,
equals image area plus 3˝ in each dimension.

Frame Finishes: Black aluminum is standard. The
standard black frame may be covered with black
Vel–Tex, to eliminate reflections on the frame.

Black Masking Borders: The frame serves as the
border in all formats.

Mounting: Permanent wall mount (brackets are
included).

Standard Sizes: Same image area sizes as the Clarion

AUDIO/VISUAL SIZES
Shipping Weight
M1300

Image Area

Overall Size

M2500

HiDef Grey

50˝ x 50˝

53˝ x 53˝

28 lbs.

(#253001) 539.95

(#253025) 593.95

(#253073) 593.95

60˝ x 60˝

63˝ x 63˝

32 lbs.

(#253002) 593.95

(#253026) 626.95

(#253074) 626.95

70˝ x 70˝

73˝ x 73˝

39 lbs.

(#253003) 678.50

(#253027) 746.50

(#253075) 746.50

84˝ x 84˝

87˝ x 87˝

47 lbs.

(#253004) 889.95

(#253028) 979.95

(#253076) 979.95

96˝ x 96˝

99˝ x 99˝

53 lbs.

(#253005) 1074.95

(#253029) 1129.95

(#253077) 1129.95

9´ x 9´

111˝ x 111˝

59 lbs.

(#253006) 1209.95

(#253030) 1329.95

(#253101) 1329.95

10´ x 10´

123˝ x 123˝

66 lbs.

(#253007) 1363.95

(#253031) 1499.95

—

4:3 NTSC VIDEO SIZES
Image Area

Overall Size

Nominal Diagonal

Shipping Weight

M1300

M2500

HiDef Grey

43˝ x 57˝

46˝ x 60˝

6´

29 lbs.

(#253008) 447.50

(#253032) 491.95

(#253080) 491.95

47˝ x 63˝

50˝ x 66˝

6 1⁄2´

31 lbs.

(#253009) 497.95

(#253033) 548.50

(#253081) 548.50

50˝ x 67˝

53˝ x 70˝

7´

33 lbs.

(#253010) 524.50

(#253034) 576.95

(#253082) 576.95

54˝ x 72˝

57˝ x 75˝

90˝

34 lbs.

(#253011) 574.95

(#253035) 632.50

(#253083) 632.50

60˝ x 80˝

63˝ x 83˝

100˝

36 lbs.

(#253012) 619.95

(#253036) 679.95

(#253084) 679.95

72˝ x 96˝

75˝ x 99˝

10´

44 lbs.

(#253013) 769.95

(#253037) 847.50

(#253085) 847.50

90˝ x 120˝

93˝ x 123˝

150˝

54 lbs.

(#253014) 1046.50

(#253038) 1099.95

(#253086) 1099.95

108˝ x 144˝

111˝ x 147˝

15´

62 lbs.

(#253015) 1143.95

(#253039) 1258.50

(#253102) 1258.50

Image Area

Overall Size

Nominal Diagonal

Shipping Weight

M1300

M2500

HiDef Grey

45˝ x 80˝

48˝ x 83˝

92˝

35 lbs.

(#253016) 619.95

(#253040) 682.95

(#253088) 682.95
(#253089) 786.50

16:9 HDTV FORMAT SIZES

52˝ x 92˝

55˝ x 95˝

106˝

36 lbs.

(#253017) 769.95

(#253041) 847.50

58˝ x 104˝

61˝ x 107˝

119˝

40 lbs.

(#253097) 908.50

(#253098) 999.50

(#253100) 999.50

65˝ x 116˝

68˝ x 119˝

133˝

46 lbs.

(#253018) 1052.50

(#253042) 1107.50

(#253090) 1107.50

80˝ x 140˝

83˝ x 143˝

161˝

55 lbs.

(#253019) 1149.50

(#253043) 1263.95

(#253043) 1263.95

Image Area

Overall Size

Nominal Diagonal

Shipping Weight

M1300

M2500

HiDef Grey

47˝ x 87˝

50˝ x 90˝

99˝

35 lbs.

(#253020) 718.95

(#253044) 789.95

(#253092) 789.95
(#253093) 847.50

1.85:1 WIDESCREEN FORMAT SIZES

49 3⁄4˝ x 92˝

53 3⁄4˝ x 95˝

108˝

36 lbs.

(#253021) 769.95

(#253045) 847.50

56 1⁄4˝ x 104˝

59 1⁄4˝ x 107˝

120˝

40 lbs.

(#253022) 908.50

(#253046) 999.50

(#253094) 999.50

62 3⁄4˝ x 116˝

65 3⁄4˝ x 119˝

132˝

46 lbs.

(#253023) 1052.50

(#253047) 1107.50

(#253095) 1107.50

753⁄4˝ x 140˝

78 3⁄4˝ x 143˝

162˝

55 lbs.

(#253024) 1149.50

(#253048) 1263.95

(#253096) 1263.95
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BARONET
Compact, Electric,
Motor-in-Roller Screen
The Baronet is a compact electric screen with the motor inside the
roller. It is Draper’s most economical, and most popular motorized
screen. Universal mounting brackets make installation easy whether
the Baronet is mounted on a wall, suspended or recessed above the
ceiling. The Baronet’s small case size will fit almost any space where
a motorized screen is needed. The pentagonal steel case is finished
in white. Select a Fiberglass Matte White, Glass Beaded or High
Contrast Grey viewing surface. The Baronet is furnished with a 3m
power cord and a 3-position in-line operating switch.

S YS T E M O P T I O N S
Extra Drop: Up to 8’ overall height, either surface color or black.
Surface color standard for AV format, black for other formats.

Black Masking Borders: Borders are optional for AV format screens
and standard for all other format screens.

AUDIO/VISUAL SIZES
Shipping Weight
Matte White

Viewing Area

Case Size

Glass Beaded

High Contrast Grey

50˝ x 50˝

551⁄4˝

20 lbs.

(#129001) 449.95

(#129014) 449.95

(#129066) 449.95

60˝ x 60˝

65 1⁄4˝

24 lbs.

(#129002) 455.95

(#129015) 455.95

(#129067) 455.95

70˝ x 70˝

751⁄4˝

26 lbs.

(#129003) 467.95

(#129016) 467.95

(#129068) 467.95

84˝ x 84˝

891⁄4˝

35 lbs.

(#129004) 521.95

(#129017) 521.95

(#129069) 521.95

72˝ x 96˝

1013⁄4˝

36 lbs.

(#129103) 539.95

(#129104) 539.95

(#129105) 539.95

96˝ x 96˝

1013⁄4˝

37 lbs.

(#129005) 569.95

(#129018) 569.95

(#129070) 569.95

4:3 NTSC VIDEO SIZES
Viewing Area

Overall Size

Nominal Diagonal

Shipping Weight

Matte White

Glass Beaded

42 1⁄2” x 56 1⁄2”

46 1⁄2” x 59 1⁄2”

6’

24 lbs.

(#129006) 467.95

(#129019) 467.95

High Contrast Grey
(#129071) 467.95

50” x 66 1⁄2”

531⁄2” x 691⁄2”

7’

26 lbs.

(#129007) 485.95

(#129020) 485.95

(#129072) 485.95

60” x 80”

63” x 831⁄2”

100”

35 lbs.

(#129008) 527.95

(#129021) 527.95

(#129073) 527.95

69” x 92”

73” x 96”

10’

37 lbs.

(#129009) 551.95

(#129022) 551.95

(#129074) 551.95

Viewing Area

Overall Size

Nominal Diagonal

Shipping Weight

Matte White

Glass Beaded

High Contrast Grey

313⁄4” x 56 1⁄2”

433⁄4” x 591⁄2”

65˝

24 lbs.

(#129106) 472.95

(#129109) 472.95

(#129112) 472.95

36” x 64”

48” x 691⁄2”

73˝

26 lbs.

(#129107) 489.95

(#129110) 489.95

(#129113) 489.95

40 1⁄2” x 72”

521⁄2” x 74”

82˝

35 lbs.

(#129108) 515.95

(#129111) 515.95

(#129114) 515.95

45” x 80”

57” x 831⁄2”

92˝

35 lbs.

(#129124) 528.95

(#129126) 528.95

(#129128) 528.95

52” x 92”

64” x 96”

106˝

37 lbs.

(#129125) 551.95

(#129127) 551.95

(#129129) 551.95

16:9 HDTV FORMAT SIZES

All Baronet HDTV screens include a 12” black drop at no extra charge.

1.85:1 WIDESCREEN FORMAT SIZES
Viewing Area

Overall Size

Nominal Diagonal

Shipping Weight

Matte White

Glass Beaded

High Contrast Grey

47˝ x 87˝

51˝ x 90˝

99˝

35 lbs.

(#129012) 521.95

(#129025) 521.95

(#129077) 521.95

50˝ x 92˝

54˝ x 96˝

108˝

37 lbs.

(#129013) 551.95

(#129026) 551.95

(#129078) 551.95

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821
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ULTIMATE FOLDING SCREEN
The World’s Most Precisely
Manufactured Folding Screen
The new standard in portable folding screens, the Ultimate Folding Screen
is the first screen manufactured with 100% CNC (Computer Numerical
Controlled) components and assembly. The tubing is CNC machined,
surfaces and borders are CNC cut; even rivet and snap holes are CNC
placed. No competitive product meets this standard—and Draper did
not stop there.
This screen features a Lock & Load latch that is designed for ease of
operation and maximum life. Lock & Load mortise latches bite down when
the surface is attached, making the frame extremely rigid. Latch parts are
internal for better protection, and they completely fill the tube for superior
strength. The resilient latch retention spring is captured and constantly
flexed so that it cannot be dislodged. These advancements translate into
the most user friendly and incredibly durable hinge locking mechanism available.
Couple these advantages with clear anodized 1.25 x .070 wall aluminum tubing and you’ve got the precision and
stability that allows Draper to offer the Ultimate Folding Screen in sizes through 12’ x 16’.
Choose a flexible matte white viewing surface for front projection or Cineflex vinyl for rear projection. For maximum
flexibility, choose both! All surfaces—front and rear—have square corners. Borders are electronically welded using a new
PVC material that provides straighter, cleaner edges.

Lock & Load latch, closed

Lock & Load latch, open

Corner Hinge, closed

Corner Hinge, open

Ultimate Folding Screen with Flexible Matte White Front Projection Surface
1:1 SQUARE FORMAT SIZES
Overall
Size

Image
Area

Complete with
Standard Legs

Complete with
HD Legs

Surface
Only

Carrying
Case

Shipping
Weight

6´ x 6´

66 1⁄2” x 66 1⁄2”

(#241001) 539.95

(#241022) 658.95

(#241044) 159.95

(#219025) 173.95

72 lbs.

7´ x 7´

781⁄2” x 781⁄2”

(#241002) 592.95

(#241023) 709.50

(#241045) 209.95

(#219025) 173.95

82 lbs.

8´ x 8´

901⁄2” x 901⁄2”

(#241003) 608.50

(#241024) 749.95

(#241046) 256.95

(#219026) 173.95

88 lbs.

9´ x 9´

102 ⁄2” x 102 ⁄2”

(#241004) 669.95

(#241025) 809.95

(#241047) 357.50

(#219025) 173.95

94 lbs.

10´ x 10´

1141⁄2” x 1141⁄2”

(#241005) 708.50

(#241026) 849.95

(#241048) 407.95

(#219025) 173.95

100 lbs.

12´ x 12´

1381⁄2” x 1381⁄2”

(#241006) 833.95

(#241027) 974.95

(#241049) 508.95

(#219026) 173.95

113 lbs.

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO
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ULTIMATE FOLDING SCREEN
4:3 NTSC VIDEO SIZES
Overall
Size

Image
Area

Nominal
Diagonal

Complete with
Standard Legs

Complete with
HD Legs

Surface
Only

Carrying
Case

Shipping
Weight

54˝ x 74˝

481⁄2” x 681⁄2”

7 1⁄2´

(#241007) 434.50

(#241028) 581.95

(#241050) 134.95

(#219025) 173.95

67 lbs.

62˝ x 83’

56 ⁄2” x 77 ⁄2”

100˝

(#241008) 552.95

(#241029) 669.95

(#241051) 148.95

(#219025) 173.95

69 lbs.

6’ x 8’

661⁄2” x 901⁄2”

10´

(#241009) 596.50

(#241030) 712.95

(#241052) 209.95

(#219025) 173.95

74 lbs.

7’ 6˝ x 10’

841⁄2” x 1141⁄2”

150˝

(#241010) 652.95

(#241031) 794.95

(#241053) 309.95

(#219025) 173.95

75 lbs.

9’ x 12’

1021⁄2” x 1381⁄2”

15´

(#241011) 727.95

(#241032) 869.50

(#241054) 188.50

(#219025) 173.95

88 lbs.

10’ 6˝ x 14’

120 ⁄2” x 162 ⁄2”

200˝

(#241012) 839.95

(#241033) 983.50

(#241055) 552.95

(#219025) 173.95

94 lbs.

12’ x 16’

138 1⁄2” x 190 1⁄2”

240˝

—

(#241034) 1121.95

(#241056) 663.50

(#219026) 173.95

107 lbs.

Overall
Size

Image
Area

Nominal
Diagonal

Complete with
Standard Legs

Complete with
HD Legs

Surface
Only

Carrying
Case

Shipping
Weight

56˝ x 56˝

501⁄2” x 901⁄2”

106˝

(#241013) 581.95

(#241035) 698.95

(#241057) 209.95

(#219025) 173.95

75 lbs.

62˝ x 108˝

561⁄2” x 771⁄2”

119˝

(#241014) 579.95

(#241036) 723.50

(#241058) 219.95

(#219025) 173.95

82 lbs.

69˝ x 120˝

631⁄2” x 1141⁄2”

133˝

(#241015) 652.95

(#241037) 869.95

(#241059) 309.95

(#219025) 173.95

88 lbs.

83˝ x 144˝

77 ⁄2” x 138 ⁄2”

161˝

(#241181) 728.95

(#241182) 869.95

(#241183) 425.95

(#219025) 173.95

92 lbs.

112˝ x 196˝

1061⁄2” x 1901⁄2”

220˝

(#241016) 986.50

(#241038) 1127.95

(#241060) 515.95

(#219025) 173.95

98 lbs.

1

1

1

1

16:9 HDTV FORMAT

1

1

1.48:1 SLIDE FORMAT
Overall
Size

Image
Area

Complete with
Standard Legs

Complete with
HD Legs

Surface
Only

Carrying
Case

Shipping
Weight

48” x 72”

421⁄2” x 661⁄2”

(#241017) 443.95

60” x 90”

541⁄2” x 841⁄2”

(#241018) 569.95

(#241039) 589.95

(#241061) 132.95

(#219025) 173.95

78 lbs.

(#241040) 688.95

(#241062) 172.95

(#219025) 173.95

72” x 108”

661⁄2” x 1021⁄2”

79 lbs.

(#241019) 579.95

(#241041) 723.50

(#241063) 219.95

(#219025) 173.95

83 lbs.

84” x 126”
96” x 144”

78 ⁄2” x 120 ⁄2”

(#241020) 644.95

(#241042) 786.50

(#241064) 293.95

(#219025) 173.95

88 lbs.

901⁄2” x 1381⁄2”

(#241021) 712.95

(#241043) 854.50

(#241065) 379.95

(#219026) 173.95

90 lbs.

1

1

Heavy-Duty Legs are recommended for frame heights greater than 7 1⁄2´. Substitute for Standard Legs at $124.00 net. Separately $235.00 net.
Extra Heavy-Duty Legs are recommended for added stability on frame heights greater than 101⁄2´. Substitute for Standard Legs — $165.00 net.

S YS T E M O P T I O N S
Frame and Legs:

Carrying Case:

Standard Legs support the Ultimate Folding
Screen in a vertical position. The screen may
also be tilted for keystone elimination using
Heavy-Duty Legs which offer extra stability
using an adjustable gusset (screen pictured
on the previous page has Heavy-Duty Legs ).
Super Heavy-Duty Legs are recommended
for added stability on frame heights greater
than 10 1⁄2´.

The Ultimate Folding Screen comes packed in
Draper’s heavy-duty, molded polyethylene
wheeled carrying case. Designed for service and
dependability, each case has two wheels. The
handles are molded into each end of the case.
Lid handle is steel with a rubber grip and
recessed into an inset. Lid is secured with two
adjustable straps. Multiple cases stack with lids
on or nest compactly with lids off.

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821
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ULTIMATE FOLDING SCREEN
Ultimate Folding Screen with Cineflex Rear Projection Surface
Ultimate Folding Screens are also available with Cineflex vinyl for rear projection. For maximum flexibility, choose both!
Borders are electronically welded using a new PVC material that provides straighter, cleaner edges.
1:1 SQUARE FORMAT SIZES
Overall
Size

Image
Area

Complete with
Standard Legs

Complete with
HD Legs

Surface
Only

Carrying
Case

Shipping
Weight

6´ x 6´

66 1⁄2” x 66 1⁄2”

(#241066) 619.95

(#241087) 759.95

(#241109) 258.95

(#219024) 173.95

72 lbs.

7´ x 7´

78 ⁄2” x 78 ⁄2”

(#241067) 703.95

(#241088) 844.95

(#241110) 349.95

(#219025) 173.95

82 lbs.

8´ x 8´

901⁄2” x 901⁄2”

(#241068) 803.95

(#241089) 944.95

(#241111) 442.95

(#219026) 173.95

88 lbs.

9´ x 9´

1021⁄2” x 1021⁄2”

(#241069) 869.95

(#241090) 1009.95

(#241112) 546.95

(#219025) 173.95

94 lbs.

110´ x 10´

114 ⁄2” x 114 ⁄2”

(#241070) 973.95

(#241091) 1117.95

(#241113) 629.95

(#219025) 173.95

100 lbs.

12´ x 12´

1381⁄2” x 1381⁄2”

(#241071) 1096.95

(#241092) 1184.50

(#241114) 729.95

(#219026) 173.95

113 lbs.

1

1

1

1

4:3 NTSC VIDEO SIZES
Overall
Size

Image
Area

Nominal
Diagonal

Complete with
Standard Legs

Complete with
HD Legs

Surface
Only

Carrying
Case

Shipping
Weight

54˝ x 74˝

481⁄2” x 681⁄2”

7 1⁄2´

62˝ x 83’

561⁄2” x 771⁄2”

(#241072) 509.95

(#241093) 629.95

(#241115) 219.50

(#219024) 173.95

67 lbs.

100˝

(#241073) 652.95

(#241094) 794.50

(#241116) 262.95

(#219025) 173.95

69 lbs.

6’ x 8’

66 ⁄2” x 90 ⁄2”

10´

(#241074) 705.95

(#241095) 847.50

(#241117) 349.95

(#219024) 173.95

74 lbs.

7’ 6˝ x 10’

841⁄2” x 1141⁄2”

150˝

(#241075) 839.95

(#241096) 981.95

(#241118) 489.50

(#219025) 173.95

75 lbs.

9’ x 12’

1021⁄2” x 1381⁄2”

15´

(#241076) 1054.95

(#241097) 1144.95

(#241119) 659.95

(#219025) 173.95

88 lbs.

10’ 6˝ x 14’

1201⁄2” x 1621⁄2”

200˝

(#241077) 1116.50

(#241098) 1203.50

(#241120) 772.95

(#219025) 173.95

94 lbs.

12’ x 16’

138 ⁄2” x 190 ⁄2”

240˝

—

(#241099) 1483.95

(#241121) 899.50

(#219026) 173.95

107 lbs.

Overall
Size

Image
Area

Nominal
Diagonal

Complete with
Standard Legs

Complete with
HD Legs

Surface
Only

Carrying
Case

Shipping
Weight

56˝ x 56˝

501⁄2” x 901⁄2”

106˝

(#241078) 707.50

(#241100) 848.50

(#241122) 349.95

(#219024) 173.95

75 lbs.

62˝ x 108˝

56 ⁄2” x 77 ⁄2”

119˝

(#241079) 724.50

(#241101) 864.95

(#241123) 354.95

(#219024) 173.95

82 lbs.

69˝ x 120˝

631⁄2” x 1141⁄2”

133˝

(#241080) 839.95

(#241102) 981.95

(#241124) 489.50

(#219024) 173.95

88 lbs.

83˝ x 144˝

771⁄2” x 1381⁄2”

161˝

(#241184) 1054.95

(#241185) 1144.95

(#241186) 634.95

(#219025) 173.95

92 lbs.

112˝ x 196˝

106 ⁄2” x 190 ⁄2”

220˝

(#241081) 1206.50

(#241103) 1341.95

(#241125) 684.95

(#219026) 173.95

98 lbs.

1

1

1

1

16:9 HDTV FORMAT

1

1

1

1

1.48:1 SLIDE FORMAT
Overall
Size

Image
Area

Complete with
Standard Legs

Complete with
HD Legs

Surface
Only

Carrying
Case

Shipping
Weight

48” x 72”

421⁄2” x 661⁄2”

(#241082) 513.50

(#241104) 633.50

(#241126) 214.95

(#219024) 173.95

78 lbs.

60” x 90”

54 ⁄2” x 84 ⁄2”

(#241083) 632.50

(#241105) 773.95

(#241127) 256.95

(#219024) 173.95

79 lbs.

72” x 108”

661⁄2” x 1021⁄2”

(#241084) 724.50

(#241106) 864.95

(#241128) 354.95

(#219024) 173.95

83 lbs.

84” x 126”

781⁄2” x 1201⁄2”

(#241085) 839.95

(#241107) 981.95

(#241129) 479.95

(#219025) 173.95

88 lbs.

96” x 144”

90 ⁄2” x 138 ⁄2”

(#241086) 972.95

(#241108) 1114.50

(#241130) 605.95

(#219026) 173.95

90 lbs.

1

1

1

1

Heavy-Duty Legs are recommended for frame heights greater than 7 1⁄2´. Substitute for Standard Legs at $124.00 net. Separately $235.00 net.
Extra Heavy-Duty Legs are recommended for added stability on frame heights greater than 101⁄2´. Substitute for Standard Legs — $165.00 net.
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ULTIMATE FOLDING DRESS KIT
For A Professional Appearance
Make your presentation one to remember. Create a professional,
theater-like appearance by draping your Ultimate Folding Screen
with an eyecatching velour Dress Kit. Drapery curtains surround
the viewing surface, pulling the audience’s focus to your
presentation on the screen. They also hide your projection
equipment, shield the projector light from the audience, and
help eliminate ambient light in the projection area.
A complete Dress Kit includes a 46” skirt, 12” valance, and
two 32” side drapes, all in rich velour. 100% CNC (Computer
Numerical Controlled) valance bar and drapery bars fit snugly
into the top of the Ultimate Folding Screen frame—no tools
needed. The viewing surface is fitted with snaps to accept the
skirt. All Ultimate Folding Screen Dress Kit fabrics are flame
proofed, meeting fire safety codes.

Valance Bar Assembly

Valance
Bar
▲

Ball Detent
▲

The valance bar assembles to the top of the Ultimate Folding Screen
frame. Two drapery side bars slide easily into each end of the
valance bar and lock into place with a ball detent (shown at right).

Heavy-Duty
Legs

Draperey
Side Bar

1:1 SQUARE FORMAT SIZES
Overall
Screen Size

Complete Kit
with Case

Complete Kit
without Case

Skirt
Only

Complete Dress Kit
Shipping Weight

6´ x 6´

(#242001) 864.95

(#242025) 709.95

(#242060) 179.95

55 lbs.

7´ x 7´

(#242002) 956.95

(#242026) 802.50

(#242061) 216.95

65 lbs.

8´ x 8´

(#242003) 1039.50

(#242027) 886.50

(#242062) 228.95

73 lbs.

9´ x 9´

(#242004) 1044.95

(#242028) 889.95

(#242063) 258.95

76 lbs.

10´ x 10´

(#242005) 1109.95

(#242029) 956.95

(#242064) 282.95

79 lbs.

12´ x 12´

(#242006) 1163.95

(#242030) 1062.50

(#242065) 316.95

94 lbs.

Overall
Screen Size

Complete Kit
with Case

Complete Kit
without Case

Skirt
Only

Complete Dress Kit
Shipping Weight

4:3 NTSC VIDEO SIZES
54˝ x 74˝

(#242007) 839.50

(#242031) 684.95

(#242066) 178.95

49 lbs.

62˝ x 83’

(#242008) 933.95

(#242032) 779.50

(#242067) 216.95

52 lbs.

6’ x 8’

(#242009) 963.50

(#242033) 809.50

(#242068) 228.95

63 lbs.

7’ 6˝ x 10’

(#242010) 1058.95

(#242034) 904.95

(#242069) 282.95

68 lbs.

9’ x 12’

(#242011) 1101.95

(#242035) 997.95

(#242070) 316.95

76 lbs.

10’ 6˝ x 14’

(#242012) 1188.95

(#242036) 1087.95

(#242071) 347.95

79 lbs.

12’ x 16’

(#242024) 1234.95

(#242037) 1137.50

(#242072) 387.50

98 lbs.

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821
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ULTIMATE FOLDING DRESS KIT
16:9 HDTV FORMAT
Overall
Screen Size

Complete Kit
with Case

Complete Kit
without Case

Skirt
Only

Complete Dress Kit
Shipping Weight

56˝ x 56˝

(#242014) 963.50

(#242038) 809.50

(#242073) 228.95

55 lbs.

62˝ x 108˝

(#242015) 997.95

(#242039) 843.95

(#242074) 258.95

65 lbs.

69˝ x 120˝

(#242016) 1058.95

(#242040) 904.95

(#242075) CALL

73 lbs.

83˝ x 144˝

(#242017) 1101.95

(#242041) 997.95

(#242076) 316.95

87 lbs.

112˝ x 196˝

(#242018) 1194.50

(#242042) 1094.95

(#242077) 389.95

96 lbs.

Overall
Screen Size

Complete Kit
with Case

Complete Kit
without Case

Skirt
Only

Complete Dress Kit
Shipping Weight

48” x 72”

(#242019) 824.95

(#242043) 669.95

(#242078) 174.95

54 lbs.

60” x 90”

(#242020) 933.95

(#242044) 779.50

(#242079) 222.95

59 lbs.

72” x 108”

(#242021) 997.95

(#242045) 843.95

(#242080) 258.95

65 lbs.

84” x 126”

(#242022) 1054.50

(#242046) 899.95

(#242081) 286.95

73 lbs.

96” x 144”

(#242023) 1126.95

(#242047) 973.95

(#242082) 316.95

81 lbs.

1.48:1 SLIDE FORMAT

Ultimate Folding Screen and Cinefold Cases
Designed for service and dependability. Each case has two wheels.
Handles are molded into each end of case. Lid handle is steel
with rubber grip, recessed in inset. Lid is secured with two
adjustable straps. Stacks with lids on or nests compactly with
lids off. Case for use with Ultimate Folding Screens, Ultimate
Folding Dress Kits, Cinefold Screens and Cinefold Dress Kits.

Item
and Price
(#219024)

173.95
(#219025)

173.95
(#219026) 173.95

ULTIMATE FOLDING SCREEN & CINEFOLD CASES FOR COMPLETE SCREENS
Case
Case Shipping
Accomodates the following sizes:
Dimensions
Weight
Square
NTSC
HDTV

Slide

47˝ x 60˝; 54˝ x 74˝;
72˝ x 96˝

56˝ x 96˝; 62˝ x 108˝;
69˝ x 120˝

4´ x 6´; 5´ x 7´ 6˝;
6´ x 9´
7´ x 10´ 6˝;
8´ x 12´

9 ⁄2” x 13 ⁄2” x 45”

21 lbs.

5´ x 5´;
6´ x 6´

12” x 15 3⁄4” x 52”

29 lbs.

7´ x 7´; 9´ x 9´;
10´ x 10´

62˝ x 83˝; 7´ 6˝ x 10˝;
9˝ x 12´; 10´ 6˝ x 14´

83˝ x 144˝

12” x 15 3⁄4” x 58”

33 lbs.

8´ x 8´; 12´ x 12´

12´ 16´

112˝ x 96˝

1

1

ULTIMATE FOLDING SCREEN & CINEFOLD CASES FOR COMPLETE DRESS KITS
Item
and Price

Case
Dimensions

Case Shipping
Weight

Square

(#219024) 173.95

9 1⁄2” x 131⁄2” x 45”

21 lbs.

5´ x 5´

12” x 15 3⁄4” x 52”

29 lbs.

6´ x 6´; 7´ x 7´;
10´ x 10´

62˝ x 83˝; 72˝ x 96˝;
7´ 6˝ x 10´

56˝ x 96˝; 62˝ x 108˝;
69˝ x 120˝

6´ x 9´;
7´ x 10´ x 6˝

12” x 15 3⁄4” x 58”

33 lbs.

8´ x 8´; 9´ x 9´
10´ x 10´; 12´ x 12´

9´ x 12´; 10´ x 6˝ x 14´;
12´ x 16´

83˝ x 144˝;
112˝ x 96˝

8´ x 12´

(#219025)

173.95
(#219026)

173.95

Accomodates the following sizes:
NTSC
HDTV

Slide
5´ x 7´ 6˝

A case is provided with each Ultimate Folding Screen and Cinefold portable projection screen. They are optionally available with Ultimate Folding Screen or Cinefold Dress Kits.
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CINEFOLD
The Original Folding Screen
in a Wheeled Case
Cinefold is a portable screen that packs into an innovative case with
wheels. Trainers, presenters, producers, everyone who takes a show on
the road will appreciate the Cinefold’s many advantages.
Every Cinefold sets up quickly without tools, and collapses into a compact
luggage-type wheeled case for travel or storage.
The Cinefold frame and legs are built of 1” square structural aluminum
tubing and are conveniently color-coded and labeled for quick assembly.
Steel hardware is cadmium plated. When assembled, the bottom of the
frame is normally 44” above the floor and adjusts in 6” increments.
Hinges are tempered steel and lock positively. Frame, legs, viewing
surfaces and accessories are all standardized for easy replacements
or additions to the system. Front projection and rear projection
surfaces are easily interchangeable.
Sizes and formats to meet virtually any specification: custom and truss sizes available.

Cinefold with Flexible Matte White Front Projection Surface
1:1 SQUARE FORMAT SIZES
Overall
Size

Image
Area

Complete with
Standard Legs

Complete with
HD Legs

Surface
Only

Carrying
Case

Shipping
Weight

5´ x 5´
6´ x 6´

56˝ x 56˝

(#218001) 486.95

(#218077) 608.50

(#218020) 148.95

(#219024) 173.95

56 lbs.

68˝ x 68˝

(#218002) 497.95

(#218078) 618.50

(#218021) 156.95

(#219024) 173.95

57 lbs.
65 lbs.

7´ x 7´

80˝ x 80˝

(#218003) 529.95

(#218079) 649.95

(#218022) 203.95

(#219025) 173.95

8´ x 8´

92˝ x 92˝

(#218004) 584.95

(#218080) 702.50

(#218023) 249.50

(#219026) 173.95

70 lbs.

9´ x 9´

104˝ x 104˝

(#218005) 617.50

(#218081) 758.95

(#218024) 348.95

(#219025) 173.95

75 lbs.

10´ x 10´

116˝ x 116˝

(#218006) 651.95

(#218082) 793.50

(#218025) 396.95

(#219025) 173.95

80 lbs.

12´ x 12´

140˝ x 140˝

(#218007) 764.95

(#218083) 907.50

(218026) 498.95

(#219026) 173.95

90 lbs.

4:3 NTSC VIDEO SIZES
Overall
Size

Image
Area

Nominal
Diagonal

Complete with
Standard Legs

Complete with
HD Legs

Surface
Only

Carrying
Case

Shipping
Weight

47˝ x 60˝

43˝ x 56˝

54˝ x 74˝

50˝ x 70˝

6´

(#218008) 384.95

(#218084) 532.95

(#218027) 128.50

(#219024) 173.95

67 lbs.

7 1⁄2´

(#218009) 395.95

(#218085) 543.50

(#218028) 129.95

(#219024) 173.95

62˝ x 83’

58˝ x 79˝

100˝

69 lbs.

(#218010) 497.95

(#218086) 618.50

(#218029) 146.50

(#219025) 173.95

69 lbs.
74 lbs.

6’ x 8’

68˝ x 92˝

10´

(#218011) 533.95

(#218087) 652.95

(#218030) 199.95

(#219024) 173.95

7’ 6˝ x 10’

86˝ x 116˝

150˝

(#218012) 599.95

(#218088) 739.95

(#218031) 304.95

(#219025) 173.95

75 lbs.

9’ x 12’

104˝ x 140˝

15´

(#218013) 689.95

(#218089) 829.95

(#218032) 416.50

(#219025) 173.95

88 lbs.

10’ 6˝ x 14’

122˝ x 164”

200˝

(#218014) 787.95

(#218090) 928.95

(#218033) 536.50

(#219025) 173.95

94 lbs.

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821
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CINEFOLD
16:9 HDTV FORMAT
Overall
Size

Image
Area

Nominal
Diagonal

Complete with
Standard Legs

Complete with
HD Legs

56˝ x 56˝

52˝ x 92˝

62˝ x 108˝

58˝ x 104˝

69˝ x 120˝
83˝ x 144˝

Surface
Only

Carrying
Case

Shipping
Weight

106˝

(#218011) 533.95

119˝

(#218178) 559.95

(#218193) 654.95

(218181) 206.50

(#219024) 173.95

60 lbs.

(#218194) 678.50

(#218182) 216.95

(#219024) 173.95

65 lbs.

65˝ x 116˝

133˝

79˝ x 140˝

161˝

(#218179) 599.95

(#218195) 739.95

(#218183) 306.95

(#219024) 173.95

70 lbs.

(#218180) 669.50

(#218196) 809.95

(#218184) 418.95

(#219025) 173.95

73 lbs.

1.48:1 SLIDE FORMAT
Overall
Size

Image
Area

4’ x 6’

44” x 68”

5’ x 7’6”

56” x 86”

Complete with
Standard Legs

Complete with
HD Legs

Surface
Only

Carrying
Case

Shipping
Weight

(#218015) 479.95

(#218091) 602.50

(#218034) 158.50

(#219024) 173.95

78 lbs.

(#218016) 524.50

(#218092) 643.95

(#218035) 166.95

(#219024) 173.95

79 lbs.
83 lbs.

6’ x 9’

68” x 104”

(#218017) 559.95

(#218093) 679.50

(#218036) 214.95

(#219024) 173.95

7’ x 10’ 6”

80” x 122”

(#218018) 593.50

(#218094) 734.95

(#218037) 288.95

(#219025) 173.95

88 lbs.

8’ x 12’

92” x 140”

(#218019) 658.95

(#218095) 799.95

(#218038) 383.95

(#219025) 173.95

90 lbs.

1

2

5
3
4

3. Heavy-Duty Legs: Extra reinforcement against front-to-back movement. Strongly recommended
for any screen over 7 1⁄2˝ x 10´ or for any screen used with a Dress Kit.

1. T-Legs: Standard legs constructed of
sturdy 1˝ square hard-alloy structural
aluminum tubing, clear etched and
anodized for long life. Hinged inverted
“T” shape, with rubber-tipped feet.

4. Anti-Sway Stabilizers: Reinforce against side-to-side movement. May be mounted either inside
or outside Cinefold leg. Recommended for screens over 101⁄2´ x 14´ and for use with Dress Kits.

2. Keystone Elimination: T-legs may be
adjusted to allow the Cinefold to tilt
forward up to 8°. Eases viewing and helps
to compensate for image distortion.

5. Joining Clamp: Join two or more screens for a really wide screen. Clamps join screen frames
from back, then L-shaped section wraps to front and accepts snaps on masking strips. Masking
strips conceal hardware and provide image continuity. White masking for use with matte white;
black for Cineflex.

S YS T E M O P T I O N S
Viewing Surfaces: Choose a flexible matte white for front projection or Cineflex vinyl for rear
projection. Surfaces are bordered in black and are interchangeable.
Carrying Case: The Cinefold comes packed in Draper’s heavy-duty, molded polyethylene wheeled
carrying case. Designed for service and dependability, each case has two wheels. The handles are
molded into each end of the case. Lid handle is steel with a rubber grip and recessed in an inset. Lid is
secured with two adjustable straps. Multiple cases stack with lids on, or nest compactly with lids off.
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CINEFOLD
Cinefold with Cineflex Rear Projection Surface
In addition to the flexible matte white front projection viewing surface, Cinefold screens are also available with Cineflex
vinyl for rear projection. Surfaces are bordered in black and are interchangeable.
1:1 SQUARE FORMAT SIZES
Overall
Size

Image
Area

Complete with
Standard Legs

Complete with
HD Legs

Surface
Only

Carrying
Case

Shipping
Weight

5´ x 5´
6´ x 6´

56˝ x 56˝

(#218039) 587.95

(#218096) 704.95

(#218058) 254.50

(#219024) 173.95

56 lbs.

68˝ x 68˝

(#218040) 596.50

(#218097) 712.95

(#218059) 257.95

(#219024) 173.95

57 lbs.

7´ x 7´
8´ x 8´

80˝ x 80˝

(#218041) 647.50

(#218098) 788.95

(#218060) 349.95

(#219025) 173.95

65 lbs.

92˝ x 92˝

(#218042) 739.50

(#218099) 879.95

(#218061) 439.95

(#219026) 173.95

70 lbs.

9´ x 9´

104˝ x 104˝

(#218043) 799.95

(#218100) 942.95

(#218062) 544.95

(#219025) 173.95

75 lbs.

10´ x 10´

116˝ x 116˝

(#218044) 893.50

(#218101) 1034.95

(#218063) 626.95

(#219025) 173.95

80 lbs.

12´ x 12´

140˝ x 140˝

(#218045) 1007.50

(#218102) 1148.95

(218064) 724.95

(#219026) 173.95

90 lbs.

4:3 NTSC VIDEO SIZES
Overall
Size

Image
Area

Nominal
Diagonal

Complete with
Standard Legs

Complete with
HD Legs

Surface
Only

Carrying
Case

Shipping
Weight

47˝ x 60˝

43˝ x 56˝

6´

(#218046) 468.95

(#218103) 589.95

(#218065) 218.50

(#219024) 173.95

53 lbs.

54˝ x 74˝

50˝ x 70˝

7 1⁄2´

(#218047) 473.95

(#218104) 594.95

(#218066) 219.50

(#219024) 173.95

55 lbs.

62˝ x 83’

58˝ x 79˝

100˝

(#218048) 599.95

(#218105) 739.95

(#218067) 258.95

(#219025) 173.95

59 lbs.

6’ x 8’

68˝ x 92˝

10´

(#218049) 647.50

(#218106) 788.95

(#218068) 346.95

(#219024) 173.95

60 lbs.

7’ 6˝ x 10’

86˝ x 116˝

150˝

(#218050) 769.95

(#218107) 909.95

(#218069) 486.95

(#219025) 173.95

70 lbs.

9’ x 12’

104˝ x 140˝

15´

(#218051) 966.95

(#218108) 1108.50

(#218070) 659.95

(#219025) 173.95

75 lbs.

10’ 6˝ x 14’

122˝ x 164”

200˝

(#218052) 1019.95

(#218109) 1109.95

(#218071) 756.50

(#219025) 173.95

85 lbs.

Overall
Size

Image
Area

Nominal
Diagonal

Complete with
Standard Legs

Complete with
HD Legs

Surface
Only

Carrying
Case

Shipping
Weight

56˝ x 56˝

52˝ x 92˝

106˝

(#218185) 649.95

(#218197) 792.50

(#218189) 347.95

(#219024) 173.95

60 lbs.

62˝ x 108˝

58˝ x 104˝

119˝

(#218186) 664.95

(#218198) 807.50

(#218190) 352.95

(#219024) 173.95

65 lbs.

69˝ x 120˝

65˝ x 116˝

133˝

(#218187) 773.95

(#218199) 914.95

(#218191) 486.95

(#219024) 173.95

70 lbs.

83˝ x 144˝

79˝ x 140˝

161˝

(#218188) 972.95

(#218200) 1114.50

(#218192) 703.95

(#219025) 173.95

73 lbs.

16:9 HDTV FORMAT

1.48:1 SLIDE FORMAT
Overall
Size

Image
Area

Complete with
Standard Legs

Complete with
HD Legs

Surface
Only

Carrying
Case

Shipping
Weight

4’ x 6’

44” x 68”

(#218053) 548.50

(#218110) 599.00

(#218072) 599.00

(#219024) 173.95

55 lbs.

5’ x 7’ 6”

56” x 86”

(#218054) 579.95

(#218111) 599.00

(#218073) 599.00

(#219024) 173.95

62 lbs.

6’ x 9’

68” x 104”

(#218055) 666.95

(#218112) 599.00

(#218074) 599.00

(#219024) 173.95

63 lbs.

7’ x 10’ 6”

80” x 122”

(#218056) 773.95

(#218113) 599.00

(#218075) 599.00

(#219025) 173.95

70 lbs.

8’ x 12’

92” x 140”

(#218057) 894.50

(#218114) 599.00

(#218076) 599.00

(#219025) 173.95

72 lbs.

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821
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TRUSS-STYLE CINEFOLD
For Larger-Than-Life Presentations
The Truss-Style Cinefold has extra-rigid truss-style frames and legs constructed of
parallel sections of 1˝ square hard-alloy aluminum tubing. Heliarc welded to form a
sturdy 6˝ wide truss. All aluminum is clear satin anodized for long life; steel parts are
cadmium plated. Truss frames have 6˝ wide piano hinges reinforced by two positive
locking hinge latches and a Handy Crank directly through the hinge point.
All Truss-Style Cinefolds include heavy-duty legs and anti-sway stabilizers.

S YS T E M O P T I O N S
Viewing Surfaces:
Truss-Style Cinefolds are available with flexible
matte white front and Cineflex rear projection
surfaces.
Carrying Case:
Two or more heavy-duty, molded polyethylene
wheeled carrying cases are included.
Dimensions are 13˝ x 20 5⁄8˝ x 84 1⁄8˝ (HWL).

Dress Kits:
Optional Dress Kit include a 44˝ skirt, a 12˝ valance and
two 32˝ side drapes, all in rich velour. Tubular aluminum
valance bar and drapery bars attach without tools to the
Dress Kit fittings found on all Truss-Style Cinefold frames.
The viewing surface is fitted with snaps to accept the
skirt or select optional adjustable skirt bar. Skirt bar
allows for adjustment of screen size and aspect ratio by
raising the skirt in 6˝ increments.

1:1 SQUARE FORMAT SIZES
FLEXIBLE MATTE WHITE FRONT SCREEN
CINEFLEX REAR SCREEN
Complete Unit
Surface Only
Complete Unit
Surface Only

Overall Size

Image Area

9´ x 9´

96˝ x 96˝

(#221001) 1781.95

(#221012) 329.95

(#221023) 1994.50

(#221024) 173.95

220 lbs.

10´ x 10´

9´ x 9´

(#221002) 1862.50

(#221013) 407.95

(#221024) 2212.95

(#221025) 173.95

220 lbs.

11´ x 11´

10´ x 10´

(#221003) 2009.95

(#221014) 498.95

(#221025) 2414.95

(#221026) 173.95

230 lbs.

13´ x 13´

12´ x 12´

(#221004) 2349.95

(#221015) 656.50

(#221026) 3029.50

(#221027) 173.95

240 lbs.

4:3 NTSC VIDEO SIZES
FLEXIBLE MATTE WHITE FRONT SCREEN
CINEFLEX REAR SCREEN
Complete Unit
Surface Only
Complete Unit
Surface Only

Shipping Weight

Overall Size

Image Area

7´ x 9´

72˝ x 96˝

(#221005) 1255.95

(#221016) 326.50

(#221027) 1447.50

(#221038) 173.95

Shipping Weight
215 lbs.

8´ 6˝ x 11´

7´ 6˝ x 10´

(#221006) 1862.50

(#221017) 418.95

(#221028) 2149.50

(#221039) 173.95

220 lbs.

10´ x 13´

9´ x 12´

(#221007) 2162.50

(#221018) 533.95

(#221029) 2595.95

(#221040) 173.95

230 lbs.
255 lbs.

11´ 6˝ x 15´

10´ 6˝ x 14´

(#221008) 2399.95

(#221019) 667.95

(#221030) 3089.95

(#221041) 173.95

13´ x 17´

12´ x 16´

(#221009) 2883.95

(#221020) 888.95

(#221031) 3685.95

(#221042) 173.95

265 lbs.

16´ x 21´

15´ x 20´

(#221010) 3604.95

(#221021) 1289.95

(#221032) 4899.95

(#221043) 173.95

275 lbs.

15´ x 25´

18´ x 24´

(#221011) 5624.95

(#221022) 1812.95

(#221033) 6322.95

(#221044) 173.95

310 lbs.

16:9 HDTV FORMAT
FLEXIBLE MATTE WHITE FRONT SCREEN
CINEFLEX REAR SCREEN
Complete Unit
Surface Only
Complete Unit
Surface Only

Overall Size

Image Area

10´ x 17´

9´ x 16˝

(#221049) 2476.95

Shipping Weight

(#221053) 656.50

(#221057) 2867.50

(#221061) 173.95

220 lbs.

11´ x 19´

10´ x 18´

(#221050) 2662.95

(#221054) 816.50

(#221058) 3524.95

(#221062) 173.95

240 lbs.

10´ 3˝ x 21´

11´ 3˝ x 20´

(#221051) 3396.95

(#221055) 1035.95

(#221059) 4338.50

(#221063) 173.95

255 lbs.

14´ 6˝ x 25´

13´ 6˝ x 24´

(#221052) 3929.95

(#221056) 1389.95

(#221060) 5342.50

(#221064) 173.95

300 lbs.
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CINEFOLD DRESS KITS
Dress Up Your Presentation
For a memorable presentation, you can give your Cinefold or
Truss-Style Cinefold a professional, cinema-like appearance with
a striking velour Dress Kit. Stage curtains surround the viewing
surface, focus the audience’s attention on the screen and frame
your visual presentation.
All Dress Kit fabrics are flame proofed, meeting fire safety codes.
Dress Kits are excellent for rear screen presentations. Besides
improving the appearance of the screen, the curtains conceal the
projection equipment, shield the audience from projector light
and help exclude ambient light in the projection area.
A complete Dress Kit includes a 46˝ skirt, a 12˝valance, and two
32˝ side drapes, all in rich velour. Tubular aluminum valance bar
and drapery bars attach without tools to the dress kit fittings found on all
Cinefold and Truss-Style Cinefold frames. They are fitted with brackets that slip
easily over the shoulder rivets mounted on all Cinefold frames, then lock in position.
The viewing surface is fitted with snaps to accept the skirt, or select optional adjustable skirt bar. Skirt bar allows for
adjustment of screen size and aspect ratio by raising the skirt in 6˝ increments.

Dress Kits for Standard Cinefold Screens
Overall
Screen Size

Complete Kit
with Case

1:1 SQUARE FORMAT SIZES
Complete Kit
Optional
without Case
Skirt Bar

5´ x 5´

(#220113) 814.95

(#220001) 659.95

6´ x 6´

(#220114) 828.95

7´ x 7´

(#220115) 909.95

8´ x 8´

Skirt
Only

Complete Dress Kit
Shipping Weight

(#220017) CALL

(#220033) CALL

52 lbs.

(#220002) 674.95

(#220018) CALL

(#220034) CALL

55 lbs.

(#220003) 756.50

(#220019) CALL

(#220035) CALL

65 lbs.

(#220116) 987.95

(#220004) 834.95

(#220020) CALL

(#220036) CALL

73 lbs.

9´ x 9´

(#220117) 1003.95

(#220005) 849.95

(#220021) CALL

(#220037) CALL

76 lbs.

10´ x 10´

(#220118) 1054.50

(#220006) 899.50

(#220022) CALL

(#220038) CALL

79 lbs.

12´ x 12´

(#220119) 1106.50

(#220007) 1003.95

(#220023) CALL

(#220039) CALL

94 lbs.

Overall
Screen Size

Complete Kit
with Case

Complete Kit
without Case

Optional
Skirt Bar

Skirt
Only

Complete Dress Kit
Shipping Weight

62˝ x 83˝

(#220120) 854.50

(#220008) 734.95

(#220024) CALL

(#220040) CALL

52 lbs.

4:3 NTSC VIDEO SIZES

6´ x 8´

(#220121) CALL

(#220009) CALL

(#220025) CALL

(#220041) CALL

63 lbs.

7´ 6˝ x 10´

(#220122) CALL

(#220010) CALL

(#220026) CALL

(#220042) CALL

68 lbs.

9´ x 12´

(#220123) 1094.95

(#220011) 939.95

(#220027) CALL

(#220043) 304.95

76 lbs.

10´ 6˝ x 14´

(#220124) CALL

(#220012) CALL

(#220028) CALL

(#220044) CALL

79 lbs.
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CINEFOLD DRESS KITS
16:9 HDTV FORMAT
Overall
Screen Size

Complete Kit
with Case

Complete Kit
without Case

Optional
Skirt Bar

Skirt
Only

Complete Dress Kit
Shipping Weight

56˝ x 96˝

(#220157) CALL

(#220161) CALL

(#220165) CALL

(#220169) CALL

55 lbs.

62˝ x 108˝

(#220158) CALL

(#220162) CALL

(#220166) CALL

(#220170) CALL

65 lbs.

69˝ x 120˝

(#220159) CALL

(#220163) CALL

(#220167) CALL

(#220171) CALL

73 lbs.

83˝ x 144˝

(#220160) CALL

(#220164) CALL

(#220168) CALL

(#220172) CALL

87 lbs.

Overall
Screen Size

Complete Kit
with Case

Complete Kit
without Case

Optional
Skirt Bar

Skirt
Only

Complete Dress Kit
Shipping Weight

5´ x 7´ 6˝

(#220125) CALL

(#220013) CALL

(#220029) CALL

(#220045) 216.95

59 lbs.

6´ x 9´

(#220126) CALL

(#220014) CALL

(#220030) CALL

(#220046) CALL

65 lbs.

7´ x 10´ 6˝

(#220127) CALL

(#220015) CALL

(#220031) CALL

(#220047) CALL

73 lbs.

8´ x 12´

(#220128) CALL

(#220016) CALL

(#220032) CALL

(#220048) CALL

81 lbs.

1.48:1 SLIDE FORMAT

Dress Kits for Truss-Style Cinefold Screens
Black 20 oz. velour. Complete Truss-Style Cinefold Dress Kit includes skirt, valance, valance bar, 2 drapes, 2 drapery bars and a heavyduty carrying case. Case dimensions are 13” x 20 5⁄8” x 84 1⁄8”. Kits are also available in blue 20 oz. velour at the same price.

1:1 SQUARE FORMAT SIZES
Complete
Optional
Dress Kit
Skirt Bar

Overall
Screen Size

Image
Area

Skirt
Only

Complete Dress Kit
Shipping Weight

9´ x 9´

96˝ x 96˝

(#222001) 1222.95

(#222012) 242.50

(#222023) 262.95

95 lbs.

10´ x 10´

9´ x 9´

(#222002) 1259.95

(#222013) 302.50

(#222024) 289.95

106 lbs.

11´ x 11´

10´ x 10´

(#222003) 1264.95

(#222014) 372.95

(#222025) 305.95

110 lbs.

13´ x 13´

12´ x 12´

(#222004) 1431.95

(#222015) 423.50

(#222026) 341.95

120 lbs.

Overall
Screen Size

Image
Area

Complete
Dress Kit

Optional
Skirt Bar

Skirt
Only

Complete Dress Kit
Shipping Weight

7´ x 9´

72˝ x 96˝

(#222005) 764.95

(#220016) 242.50

(#222027) 262.95

90 lbs.

8´ 6˝ x 11´

7´ 6˝ x 10´

(#222006) 1249.50

(#222017) 359.95

(#222028) 305.95

107 lbs.

10´ x 13´

9´ x 12´

(#222007) 1362.95

(#222018) 459.95

(#222029) 341.95

117 lbs.

11´ 6˝ x 15´

10´ 6˝ x 14´

(#222008) 1463.95

(#222019) 542.50

(#222030) 393.50

128 lbs.

13´ x 17´

12´ x 16´

(#222009) 1573.95

(#222020) 554.95

(#222031) 395.95

140 lbs.

4:3 NTSC VIDEO SIZES

16´ x 21´

15´ x 20´

(#222010) 1802.95

(#222021) 575.95

(#222032) 491.95

150 lbs.

19´ x 25´

18´ x 24´

(#222011) 2072.50

(#222022) 659.95

(#222033) 584.95

180 lbs.

Overall
Screen Size

Image
Area

Complete
Dress Kit

Optional
Skirt Bar

Skirt
Only

Complete Dress Kit
Shipping Weight

10´ x 10´

9´ x 16´

(#222045) 1283.50

(#222049) 554.95

(#222053) 395.95

107 lbs.

16:9 HDTV FORMAT

11´ x 19´

10´ x 18´

(#222046) 1489.95

(#222050) 566.50

(#222054) 443.95

117 lbs.

12´ 3˝ x 21´

11´ 3˝ x 20´

(#222047) 1834.95

(#222051) 575.95

(#222055) 491.95

128 lbs.

14´ 6˝ x 25´

13´ 6˝ x 24´

(#222048) 1944.95

(#222052) 659.95

(#222056) 584.95

140 lbs.
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CINEFOLD DRESS KITS
At left:
Cinefold
with Cineflex
viewing surface,
valance bar,
drapery bars,
skirt bar,
Heavy-Duty Legs
and Anti-Sway
Stablilzers.

2
1

A complete Dress Kit includes:
A 44” skirt, a 12” valance and two 32”
side drapes, all in rich velour. Tubular
aluminum side drapery bars (1) and a
valance bar (2) attach without tools to
the dress kit fittings found on all Cinefold
frames. The viewing surface is fitted with
snaps to accept the skirt, or you can
select an optional adjustable skirt bar.
The skirt bar allows for adjustment of
screen size and aspect ratio by raising the
skirt in 6” increments.

Valances and Drapes
1:1 SQUARE FORMAT SIZES
Overall Screen Size

Valance Bar

Valance

Drapery Bars (pair)

Drapes (pair)

Carrying Case

5´ x 5´

(#220049) CALL

(#220065) CALL

(#220081) CALL

(#220097) CALL

(#219024) 173.95

6´ x 6´

(#220050) CALL

(#220066) CALL

(#220082) CALL

(#220098) CALL

(#219025) 173.95

7´ x 7´

(#220051) CALL

(#220067) CALL

(#220083) CALL

(#220099) CALL

(#219025) 173.95

8´ x 8´

(#220052) CALL

(#220068) CALL

(#220084) CALL

(#220100) CALL

(#219026) 173.95

9´ x 9´

(#220053) CALL

(#220069) CALL

(#220085) 117.50

(#220101) CALL

(#219026) 173.95

10´ x 10´

(#220054) CALL

(#220070) CALL

(#220086) 117.50

(#220102) CALL

(#219026) 173.95

12´ x 12´

(#220055) CALL

(#220071) CALL

(#220087) 117.50

(#220103) CALL

(#219026) 173.95

Overall Screen Size

Valance Bar

Valance

Drapery Bars (pair)

Drapes (pair)

Carrying Case

62˝ x 83˝

(#220056) CALL

(#220072) CALL

(#220147) 117.50

(#220152) CALL

(#219025) 173.95

4:3 NTSC VIDEO SIZES

6´ x 8´

(#220057) CALL

(#220073) 124.95

(#220148) 117.50

(#220153) CALL

(#219025) 173.95

7´ 6˝ x 10´

(#220058) CALL

(#220074) CALL

(#220149) 117.50

(#220154) CALL

(#219025) 173.95

9´ x 12´

(#220059) CALL

(#220075) CALL

(#220150) 117.50

(#220155) CALL

(#219026) 173.95

10´ 6˝ x 14´

(#220060) CALL

(#220076) CALL

(#220151) 117.50

(#220156) CALL

(#219026) 173.95

Overall Screen Size

Valance Bar

Valance

Drapery Bars (pair)

Drapes (pair)

Carrying Case

56˝ x 96˝

(#220173) CALL

(#220177) CALL

(#220181) CALL

(#220185) CALL

(#219025) 173.95

62˝ x 108˝

(#220174) CALL

(#220178) CALL

(#220182) 117.50

(#220186) CALL

(#219025) 173.95

69˝ x 120˝

(#220175) CALL

(#220179) CALL

(#220183) 117.50

(#220187) CALL

(#219025) 173.95

83˝ x 144˝

(#220176) CALL

(#220180) CALL

(#220184) 117.50

(#220188) CALL

(#219026) 173.95

Overall Screen Size

Valance Bar

Valance

Drapery Bars (pair)

Drapes (pair)

Carrying Case

5´ x 7´ 6˝

(#220061) CALL

(#220077) CALL

(#220093) CALL

(#220109) CALL

(#219024) 173.95

16:9 HDTV FORMAT

1.48:1 SLIDE FORMAT

6´ x 9´

(#220062) CALL

(#220078) CALL

(#220094) 117.50

(#220110) CALL

(#219025) 173.95

7´ x 10´ 6˝

(#220063) CALL

(#220079) CALL

(#220095) 117.50

(#220111) CALL

(#219025) 173.95

8´ x 12´

(#220064) CALL

(#220080) CALL

(#220096) 117.50

(#220112) CALL

(#219026) 173.95
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PIPE & DRAPE RUNOFFS
This universal portable Pipe & Drape
Runoff (PDR) system can extend the
theatre-like appearance of a Cinefold,
Truss-Style Cinefold or Ultimate Folding
Screen Dress Kit on either side of your
screen. PDR is a completely freestanding modular system that can be
assembled in minutes to virtually any
size or configuration—without tools.
Also suitable for use as a room divider or to mask unsightly areas.
Drape panels are available in 13’ or 50” widths, to be reduced for fullness. Height of 12’ or 16’, with hems top and bottom
to accept horizontal drape supports. All fabrics are flame retardant.
FABRICS

HORIZONTAL DRAPE SUPPORT
10’ or 12’ length. Infinitely adjustable, with preset positive locking stops. Attaches
to uprights with sturdy steel hook and slot.

Velour: 100% cotton. Black or rich navy. Additional
custom colors are available.

SLIP-LOK UPRIGHT

Vellite: Lightweight brushed polyester. Black or navy.

Telescoping uprights are infinitely adjustable from minimum to maximum
height settings. Friction lock bears virtually any weight, yet has fingertip release.

Classic Twill:
Lightweight polyester with special weave to reduce
wrinkling and subdue luster. Black or rich navy.
Additional custom colors are available.

STEEL BASES
Alternate stud positions allow for setup against a wall or in a corner. 3⁄8˝ x 18˝ x
18˝ (35 lbs.) or choose a lightweight base, 3/16˝ x 18˝ x 18˝ (18 lbs.).

Poly-Knit: Lightweight smooth polyester. Black or navy.

PDR Hardware
Telescopic Uprights with
Slip-Lok Feature
Infinitely adjustable from minimum to
maximum height settings.

Horizontal Drape Supports
6’/8’/10’ (223007) .................................................CALL
7’/10’/12’ (223008) ..............................................39.95
Adjustable Support Bracket (223006) .......CALL

Flat
Steel Base

Extends 3’–5’ (223001) .....................................74.50
Extends 7’–12’ (223002) ..................................79.95

Carrying Cases

Extends 9’–16’ (223003) ..................................87.50

Zippered Pouch (223018)
Accommodates up to 12 uprights and/or
horizontal supports ..........................................CALL

Flat Steel Bases & Stud
For use with telescoping uprights. Use of
lighter bases is not recommended with fabric
panels 12’ and higher.
3/8” x 18” x 18” (223004).................................68.50
3/16” x 18” x 18” (223005) ...............................CALL

Replacement Parts
Upright Repair Ends (223009) .......................CALL
Stud & Screw for Bases (223010) ..................CALL

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO

Heavy-Duty Carrying Case (219030)
13” x 20 5⁄8” x 84 1⁄8”. This case accommodates up
to four 13’ x 12’ or 13’ x 16’ drape panels or
eight 50” x 16’ panels........................................CALL
Optional Cinefold Carrying Case (219026)
12” x 153⁄4” x 58”. This case accommodates up
to two 13’ x 12’ or 13’ x 16’ drape panels or six
50” x 16’ panels ...................................................CALL
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PIPE & DRAPE RUNOFFS
Draperies
Widths shown below are actual cloth width, to be reduced for fullness. 16 oz. velour standard; 20 oz. optionally available.
Draper does not recommend more than one, 13’ panel per drape support. Vellite, Poly-Knit and Velour available in Navy
or Black. Classic Twill available in the following colors: Black, Navy, Dark Blue, Light Blue, Sage, Jade, Kelly Green,
Graphite, Silver Cloud, Gray, Blush, Lavender, Carnation, Dusty Rose, Raspberry, Red, Burgundy, Wine, Rosewood, Brown,
Gold, Beige, Bone and White.
DRAPERIES
Fabric

Opacity

Size

Black 16 oz.

Shipping Weight

Velour

90%

12’ x 50”

(#223013) 92.50

10 lbs.

Velour

90%

16’ x 50”

(#223014) 122.50

11 lbs.

Velour

90%

12’ x 13´

(#223015) 396.95

18 lbs.

Velour

90%

16’ x 13´

(#223016) 474.95

23 lbs.

Vellite

75%

12’ x 13´

CALL

14 lbs.

Vellite

75%

16’ x 13´

CALL

16 lbs.

Classic Twill

50%

12’ x 13´

CALL

14 lbs.

Classic Twill

50%

16’ x 13´

CALL

16 lbs.

Poly Knot

50%

12’ x 13´

CALL

10 lbs.

Poly Knot

50%

16’ x 13´

CALL

13 lbs.

Fabric

Opacity

Size

Black 16 oz.

Shipping Weight

Velour

90%

12˝ x 50”

CALL

7 lbs.

Velour

90%

48˝ x 50”

CALL

9 lbs.

Velour

90%

60˝ x 50”

CALL

11 lbs.

Vellite

75%

12˝ x 50”

CALL

5 lbs.

Vellite

75%

48˝ x 50”

CALL

5 lbs.

Vellite

75%

60˝ x 50”

CALL

6 lbs.

Classic Twill

50%

12˝ x 50”

CALL

5 lbs.

Classic Twill

50%

48˝ x 50”

CALL

5 lbs.

Classic Twill

50%

60˝ x 50”

CALL

6 lbs.

Poly Knot

50%

12˝ x 50”

CALL

4 lbs.

Poly Knot

50%

48˝ x 50”

CALL

5 lbs.

Poly Knot

50%

60˝ x 50”

CALL

5 lbs.

SKIRT & VALANCE PANELS

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821
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DIPLOMAT and DIPLOMAT/R
Easy Set Up combined with a
Built-in Keystone Eliminator
The Diplomat combines simplicity of design, rugged components and
careful workmanship. Easy setup and one-hand case adjustment make the
Diplomat a pleasure to use. Suspension slat saddle in all sizes maintains a
flat viewing surface. Exclusive Bell Leg Lock protects the Diplomat’s sturdy
gabled aluminum legs during storage and transportation.
The Diplomat/R has all the features of the Diplomat and is made even
more durable to withstand the wear and tear of the rental market.
Your choice of viewing surfaces: fiberglass matte white, glass beaded or
High Contrast Grey. Black masking borders are optional for AV format
screens, and standard for all other formats. The Diplomat/R is available
with fiberglass matte white or glass beaded viewing surfaces.

S YS T E M O P T I O N S
Diplomat Case Color: Steel case and endcaps
finished in black.

Patented Bell Leg Lock: Clamps legs
securely to center tube for storage and
transportation. Eliminates all risk of bent
or broken legs. Releases easily for setup.

Diplomat/R Case Color: Scratch-resistant
baked-on black plastisol on steel. Or choose a
case covered in black carpet.

Keystone Eliminator

Optional Carrying Case: Black
leatherette zippered carrying case is
available for storage and transportation.

Black Masking Borders: Optional for AV
format screens, standard for all other formats.

Diplomat/R
with black carpet
Bell Leg Lock

Diplomat
AUDIO/VISUAL SIZES
Screen Size

Shipping Weight

Matte White

Glass Beaded

High Contrast Grey

50˝ x 50˝ (HxW)

27 lbs.

(#213001) 115.95

(#213011) 115.95

(#213021) 118.95

Optional Carrying Case
(#214001) 45.95

60˝ x 60˝ (HxW)

32 lbs.

(#213002) 129.95

(#213012) 129.95

(#213022) CALL

(#214002) 46.95

70˝ x 70˝ (HxW)

37 lbs.

(#213003) 143.95

(#213013) 143.95

(#213023) 147.50

(#214003) 46.95

84˝ x 84˝ (HxW)

43 lbs.

(#213004) 218.50

(#213014) 218.50

(#213024) 228.95

(#214004) 58.95

72˝ x 96˝ (HxW)

46 lbs.

(#213005) 236.50

(#213015) 236.50

(#213025) 246.95

(#214005) 36.50

96˝ x 96˝ (HxW)

48 lbs.

(#213006) 272.50

(#213016) 272.50

(#213026) 286.95

(#214005) 36.50

4:3 NTSC VIDEO SIZES
Viewing
Area

Nominal
Diagonal

Shipping
Weight

Matte
White

Glass
Beaded

High Contrast
Grey

Optional
Carrying Case

421⁄2˝ x 561⁄2˝
50˝ x 661⁄2˝

6´

27 lbs.

(#213007) 128.50

(#213017) 128.50

(#213027) 134.50

(#214002) 46.95

7´

29 lbs.

(#213008) 128.50

(#213018) 138.95

(#213028) 146.50

(#214003) 46.95

60˝ x 80˝

100˝

43 lbs.

(#213009) 219.50

(#213019) 218.50

(#213029) 226.95

(#214004) 58.95

69˝ x 92˝

10´

46 lbs.

(#213010) 237.50

(#213020) 237.50

(#213030) 249.50

(#214005) 36.50
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DIPLOMAT and DIPLOMAT/R
Diplomat/R
AUDIO/VISUAL SIZES
Nominal Diagonal

Shipping Weight

Black Plastisol Case

Black Carpeted Case

50˝ x 50˝ (HxW)

28 lbs.

(#215001) 112.95

(#215011) 172.95

Optional Carrying Case
(#214001) 45.95

60˝ x 60˝ (HxW)

33 lbs.

(#215002) 128.50

(#215012) 185.95

(#214002) 46.95

70˝ x 70˝ (HxW)

38 lbs.

(#215003) 138.95

(#215013) 199.95

(#214003) 46.95

84˝ x 84˝ (HxW)

44 lbs.

(#215004) 218.50

(#215014) 267.50

(#214004) 58.95

72˝ x 96˝ (HxW)

47 lbs.

(#215005) 236.50

(#215015) 294.95

(#214005) 36.50

96˝ x 96˝ (HxW)

49 lbs.

(#215006) 272.50

(#215016) 329.95

(#214005) 36.50

4:3 NTSC VIDEO SIZES
Viewing
Area

Nominal
Diagonal

Shipping
Weight

Black Plasticol
Case

Black Carpeted
Case

Optional
Carrying Case

421⁄2˝ x 561⁄2˝

6´

33 lbs.

(#215007) 128.50

(#215017) 185.95

(#214002) 46.95

50˝ x 661⁄2˝

7´

38 lbs.

(#215008) 138.95

(#215018) 199.95

(#214003) 46.95

60˝ x 80˝

100˝

44 lbs.

(#215009) 218.50

(#215019) 267.50

(#214004) 58.95

69˝ x 92˝

10´

47 lbs.

(#215010) 237.50

(#215020) 294.95

(#214005) 36.50

CONSUL
Lightweight yet durably constructed, the Consul is designed
specifically for audio-visual use. Specified for schools worldwide.
The Consul’s legs are of sturdy gabled steel. 60˝ and 70˝ sizes
feature suspension slat saddle, keeping viewing surface flat.
The case adjusts easily to any level on tripod upright. Available
with fiberglass matte white or glass beaded viewing surfaces.
Steel case and endcaps are finished in black. 11⁄2˝ black masking
borders are optional.
Optional Carrying Case for Diplomat, Diplomat/R and Consul screens.

AUDIO/VISUAL SIZES
Size (HxW)

Shipping Weight

Matte White

Glass Beaded

Optional Carrying Case

40˝ x 40˝ (HxW)

15 lbs.

(#216001) 65.95

(#216005) 65.95

(#217001) 45.95

50˝ x 50˝ (HxW)

17 lbs.

(#216002) 69.95

(#216006) 69.95

(#217002) 45.95

60˝ x 60˝ (HxW)

22 lbs.

(#216003) 82.95

(#216007) 82.95

(#217003) 46.95

70˝ x 70˝ (HxW)

24 lbs.

(#216004) 85.95

(#216008) 85.95

(#217004) 46.95

Size (HxW)

AUDIO/VISUAL SIZES WITH KEYSTONE ELIMINATOR
Shipping Weight
Matte White
Glass Beaded

Optional Carrying Case

60˝ x 60˝ (HxW)

22 lbs.

(#216009) 82.95

—

(#217003) 46.95

70˝ x 70˝ (HxW)

24 lbs.

(#216010) 86.50

—

(#217004) 46.95

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821
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LUMA 2/R
Heavy-Duty Screen
for use with Floor Stand
The Luma 2/R is a heavy-duty screen designed to use in an optional
Floor Stand. This screen is an attractive and practical choice wherever
a large, portable spring-roller screen is required. Constructed entirely
of heavy gauge components for years of dependable operation, even
in the rental market.
The viewing surface is fiberglass matte white. The screens have 11⁄2˝
wide black borders on all four sides. 2” wide black borders on AV
format screens are available at no extra charge on request. The Luma
2/R is housed in a black, scratch-resistant steel case.

shown with optional floor stand

AUDIO/VISUAL SIZES
Nominal Diagonal

Shipping Weight

Black Plastisol Case

72˝ x 96˝ (HxW)

39 lbs.

(#211001) CALL

Black Carpeted Case
(#211013) 336.95

96˝ x 96˝ (HxW)

41 lbs.

(#211002) 275.95

(#211014) 356.50

7´ x 9´ (HxW)

45 lbs.

(#211003) 284.50

(#211015) 384.95

9´ x 9´ (HxW)

48 lbs.

(#211004) 342.95

(#211016) 455.95

8´ x 10´ (HxW)

50 lbs.

(#211005) 368.50

(#211017) 483.50

10´ x 10´ (HxW)

64 lbs.

(#211006) 409.95

(#211018) 527.95

9´ x 12´ (HxW)

75 lbs.

(#211007) 466.95

(#211019) 564.95

12´ x 12´ (HxW)

85 lbs.

(#211008) 506.50

(#211020) 574.95

4:3 NTSC VIDEO SIZES
Viewing
Area

Nominal
Diagonal

Shipping
Weight

Black Plasticol
Case

Black Carpeted
Case

69˝ x 92˝

10´

39 lbs.

(#211009) 259.95

(#211021) 336.95

78˝ x 104˝

11´

45 lbs.

(#211010) 284.50

(#211022) 384.95

87˝ x 116˝

150˝

50 lbs.

(#211011) 368.50

(#211023) 483.50

105˝ x 140˝

15´

75 lbs.

(#211012) 466.95

(#211024) 564.95

Floor Stand for Luma 2/R Screen (DRFSL2R)
Made of heavy gauge steel and anodized aluminum, this stand provides support for
the Luma 2/R in an inverted position at floor level. The screen rests in a cradle. The
Luma 2/R Floor Stand’s telescoping upright holds the top of the viewing surface
when extended (maximum of 12´). Adjustable upright permits square-format screens
to be used in movie, NTSC and slide formats. Shipping weight is 25 lbs ..............281.95
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ROADWARRIOR
Ultra Portable Screen
for Ultra Portable Projectors
TheRoadWarrior lets you travel light and still deliver a big presentation.
Designed with today’s presenter in mind, the RoadWarrior has a
strikingly modern appearance.
It’s available in four sizes, and sets up in seconds on either the floor or
the table. Release two clasps to open the lid. Rotate feet into position
for stability. Extend the screen to desired height (pneumatic cylinders
support it at any level). Includes enough black “rise” to clear a
standard tabletop. Screen height adjusts instantly, at the touch of a
finger. Compatible with resolutions up to 1200 x 1600 and beyond,
with broad viewing cone and accurate color rendition.
Tear-resistant fiberglass matte white screen surface is designed for
computer-driven presentations and meets the needs of today’s LCD
projectors and computer-generated text. Also available in glass
beaded and High Contrast Grey. All viewing surfaces have 3/4” black
borders at sides and are supported by 7/8” black aluminum dowel
with full-width slat saddle.
4:3 NTSC VIDEO SIZES
Viewing
Area

Height
Range

Closed
Dimensions

Nominal
Diagonal

36˝ x 48˝

41˝ - 69 1⁄4˝

41⁄2˝ x 5˝ x 531⁄2˝

48˝ x 64˝

53˝ - 81 ⁄4˝

4 1⁄2˝ x 5 x 69 1⁄2ˇ

Viewing
Area

Height
Range

Closed
Dimensions

Nominal
Diagonal

27˝ x 48˝

32˝ - 69 1⁄4˝

41⁄2˝ x 5˝ x 531⁄2˝

36˝ x 64˝

41˝ x 81 ⁄4˝

4 1⁄2˝ x 5 x 69 1⁄2˝

3

Matte
White

Glass
Beaded

High Contrast
Grey

Shipping
Weight

60˝

(#230001) 299.95

(#230002) 344.50

(#230047) 289.95

23 lbs.

80˝

(#230003) 409.50

(#230004) 409.50

(#230048) 359.95

24 lbs.

Matte
White

Glass
Beaded

High Contrast
Grey

Shipping
Weight

55˝

(#230005) 284.95

(#230053) 284.95

(#230049) 289.95

23 lbs.

73˝

(#230006) 353.95

(#230054) 353.95

(#230050) 359.95

24 lbs.

16:9 HDTV FORMAT SIZES

3

F E AT U R E S
Shoulder Strap: Sling
the RoadWarrior over
your shoulder with the
detachable shoulder
strap.
Screen Case: Aluminum
housing and feet are
sturdy and streamlined.

AND

OPTIONS

Optional Padded Carrying Case: Protect your RoadWarrior from
dents, scuffs and scratches. Constructed of 1/2˝ thick shock-absorbing
material sandwiched between tear-resistant black nylon inner and
outer sleeves. Zippered case has a removable heavy nylon strap.
Optional Padded Carrying Case (C091.022)
For 36˝ x 48˝ NTSC and 27˝ x 48˝ HDTV RoadWarrior screens..........86.50
Optional Padded Carrying Case (C091.023)
For 48˝ x 64˝ NTSC and 36˝ x 24˝ HDTV RoadWarrior screens..........93.95

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821
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TRAVELLER
Lightweight, Sets Up in Seconds
It doesn’t make sense to hit the road with a 5 lb. projector and a 35 lb. screen.
The lightweight Traveller is self contained in a sturdy extruded aluminum case.
You can carry it with the built-in carrying handle, or sling it over your shoulder
with the detachable shoulder strap.
Setting up the Traveller is easy too. Just place it on the floor or table. The
screen height adjusts instantly, at the touch of a finger. An infinitely adjustable
telescoping upright tensions the screen in the desired position. The upright
stores in the case.
Fiberglass matte white viewing surface is the ideal choice for today’s
computer-driven presentations. Compatible with resolutions up to 1200 x 1600
and beyond, with a broad viewing cone and accurate color rendition.
Also available in glass beaded and High Contrast Grey, the Traveller includes
enough black “rise” below the image to set units on either the floor or a table.
3/4˝ black masking borders are standard.
4:3 NTSC VIDEO SIZES
Viewing
Area

Height
Range

Closed
Dimensions

Nominal
Diagonal

30˝ x 40˝

451⁄2˝ - 771⁄2˝

41⁄2˝ x 5˝ x 461⁄2˝

36˝ x 48˝

451⁄2˝ - 431⁄2˝

4 1⁄2˝ x 5 x 541⁄2˝

43 1⁄2˝ x 58˝

63 1⁄2˝ - 91˝

4 1⁄2˝ x 5 x 631⁄2˝

48˝ x 64˝

63 ⁄2˝ - 95 ⁄2˝

60˝ x 80˝

63 1⁄2˝ - 107 1⁄2˝

Viewing
Area

Height
Range

Closed
Dimensions

Nominal
Diagonal

221⁄2˝ x 40˝

451⁄2˝ - 771⁄2˝

41⁄2˝ x 5˝ x 461⁄2˝

1

1

Matte
White

Glass
Beaded

50˝

(#230101) 248.95

60˝

(#230103) 257.95

72˝

4 ⁄2˝ x 5 x 70 ⁄2˝
4 1⁄2˝ x 5 x 86 1⁄2˝

1

1

High Contrast
Grey

Shipping
Weight

(#230102) 248.95

(#230111) 254.95

16 lbs.

(#230104) 257.95

(#230112) 263.95

17 lbs.

(#230105) 287.95

(#230106) 287.95

(#230113) 293.95

21 lbs.

80˝

(#230107) 311.95

(#230108) 311.95

(#230114) 318.95

24 lbs.

100˝

(#230109) 377.95

(#230110) 377.95

(#230115) 386.50

27 lbs.

Matte
White

Glass
Beaded

High Contrast
Grey

Shipping
Weight

46˝

(#230116) 248.95

(#230121) 248.95

(#230126) 254.95

16 lbs.
17 lbs.

16:9 HDTV FORMAT SIZES

27˝ x 48˝

45 ⁄2˝ - 83 ⁄2˝

4 ⁄2˝ x 5 x 54 ⁄2˝

55˝

(#230117) 257.95

(#230122) 257.95

(#230127) 263.95

321⁄2˝ x 58˝

63 1⁄2˝ - 91˝

4 1⁄2˝ x 5 x 631⁄2˝

66 1⁄2˝

(#230118) 287.95

(#230123) 287.95

(#230128) 293.95

21 lbs.

36˝ x 64˝

63 1⁄2˝ - 95 1⁄2˝

4 1⁄2˝ x 5 x 70 1⁄2˝

73˝

(#230119) CALL

(#230124) 311.95

(#230129) 318.95

24 lbs.

45˝ x 80˝

63 1⁄2˝ - 107 1⁄2˝

4 1⁄2˝ x 5 x 86 1⁄2˝

92˝

(#230120) 377.95

(#230125) 377.95

(#230130) 386.50

27 lbs.

1

1

1

1

Optional Padded Carrying Case: Protect your Traveller from dents, scuffs and scratches.
Constructed of 1/2˝ thick shock-absorbing material sandwiched between tear-resistant
black nylon inner and outer sleeves. Zippered case has a removable heavy nylon strap.
Optional Padded Carrying Case (C091.020)
For 431⁄2˝ x 58˝ NTSC and 321⁄2˝˝ x 58˝ HDTV Traveller screens ..............71.95
Optional Padded Carrying Case (C091.019)
For 30˝ x 40˝ NTSC and 22 1⁄2˝ x 40˝ HDTV Traveller screens ..................65.95

Optional Padded Carrying Case (C091.023)
For 48˝ x 64˝ NTSC and 36˝ x 64˝ HDTV Traveller screens .....................93.95

Optional Padded Carrying Case (C091.022)
For 36˝ x 48˝ NTSC and 27˝ x 48˝ HDTV Traveller screens .....................86.50

Optional Padded Carrying Case (C091.021)
For 60˝ x 80˝ NTSC and 45˝ x 80˝ HDTV Traveller screens .....................86.95
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PIPER
Portable Screen with Black
Extruded Aluminum Case
Draper’s Piper is the most durable and affordable lightweight portable
screen available, and it’s a breeze to set up. All you have to do is lift the
upright, choose its height and raise the screen; the show is on the road!
While others manufacture portable screens with damage-prone Mylar,
Draper’s high-quality, low-cost Piper has a tear-proof fiberglass matt
white viewing surface with black borders and 30” of black “rise” below
the image area.
During storage and transportation, the telescoping upright collapses
and clamps to the back of the matt black extruded aluminum case. For
set-up, rotate feet perpendicular to the case and extend the upright to
desired height. A single push-button unlocks the screen, which can be
easily raised with one hand, and its handle serves to secure the screen on
the gooseneck of the upright. Locking levers allow for infinite adjustment
within the upright length.
4:3 NTSC VIDEO SIZES
Image
Area

Closed
Dimensions

36˝ x 48˝

4˝ x 4 7⁄8˝ x 53 3⁄4˝

60˝

(#230161) 189.95

11 lbs.

(#DRCCP3648) 41.95

43 ⁄2˝ x 58˝

4˝ x 4 7⁄8˝ x 63 3⁄4˝

72˝

(#230162) 202.95

13 lbs.

(#DRCCP4358) 44.95

50 1⁄2˝ x 671⁄4˝

4˝ x 4 7⁄8˝ x 727⁄8˝

84˝

(#230163) 214.95

15 lbs.

(#DRCCP5067) 47.95

Image
Area

Closed
Dimensions

Nominal
Diagonal

Shipping
Weight

Optional
Carrying Case

1

Nominal
Diagonal

Matte
White

Shipping
Weight

Optional
Carrying Case

16:9 HDTV FORMAT SIZES
Matte
White

27˝ x 48˝

4˝ x 4 7⁄8˝ x 53 3⁄4˝

55˝

(#230164) 189.95

11 lbs.

(#DRCCP3648) 41.95

32 1⁄2˝ x 58˝

4˝ x 4 7⁄8˝ x 63 3⁄4˝

66 1⁄2˝

(#230165) 202.95

13 lbs.

(#DRCCP4358) 44.95

37 3⁄4˝ x 671⁄4˝

4˝ x 4 7⁄8˝ x 727⁄8˝

77˝

(#230166) 214.95

15 lbs.

(#DRCCP5067) 47.95

Set Up the Screen Simply
Rotate the legs
(attached to bottom)
until they are
perpendicular to the
screen case (see Fig. 2).
Pull the end of the upright
out of its “U” pocket (see
Fig. 1) and raise until the
upright is vertical. Adjust
the upright according to
necessary screen height.

Push-button
latch

Upright

Figure 1
Figure 2

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821
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SCREEN GOO
The secret of Screen Goo lies in its specially formatted, highly reflective acrylic
coating, designed specifically for the video projection industry. Screen Goo
acrylic coating allows one to transform any smooth paintable surface into a
high performance screen. Its paintable attribute allows users to create
practically any screen imaginable, in any size or shape, ranging from curved
to extremely large screens. Screen Goo provides the industry an alternative
to traditional material based screens at a significantly lower cost, in addition
to outperforming most screens in the market today!
Screen Goo's performance reflects many years of research and development.
It has the capacity to outperform most of the existing screen products in
use today. Screen Goo is made from the highest grade acrylic available
and contains no filler materials. Whether used in a professional, or home
situation its simple application, versatility, quality and variable gain
characteristics are remarkable.
Goo Systems offers seven Screen Goo coating products. The recent addition of Digital Grey Lite basecoat means that front
projection users can now choose from nine different coating combinations for ultimate performance with any projector.
They have also engineered a new rear projection screen coating designed to provide exceptional results in both home
and business applications. Any rigid transparent surface can now be cost effectively transformed into a high quality
dual-sided projection screen. Potential uses include home theater installations, retail point-of-purchase displays,
conference rooms, and large venue displays such as concert halls, arenas, and houses of worship. Applications are limited
only by your imagination.
◆ Exceptional color fidelity
◆ Excellent gain with minimal hot spotting

◆ Industry-leading horizontal and vertical

off-axis characteristics

◆ Easy single-step application
◆ Exceptional affordability

Recommended Substrates
Front projection Screen Goo can be applied to any smooth paintable surface. Many materials other than the products listed
below can be used succesfully. For best results the surface should be flat and smooth. If this surface to be coated is not smooth, it
should be sanded down and wiped off prior to applying the Screen Goo basecoat. Porous surfaces such as drywall, gyproc, and
wood based materials such as plywood, particle board, MDF, should be sealed with a flat, white latex primer prior to applying
Screen Goo basecoat. Colored surfaces should also be primed with a flat, white latex.
Sintra is an excellent material to apply
Screen Goo front projection coatings to.
It is very hard and durable and requires no
priming prior to being “Goo’ed”. It is,
however, somewhat floppy and should be
supported to ensure a flat viewing surface.
Goo suggests choosing white and a
minimum 6mm thickness.
www.alusuisse-comp.com

Gatorfoam is another excellent choice
for “Goo’ing”. It is lightweight and rigid
enough to be self-supporting. It is,
however, prone to denting and should
probably not be used in high traffic areas
or to stop hockey pucks. No priming is
required. Goo suggests choosing white
and a minimum 1/2” thickness.
www.alusuisse-comp.com

3 pass foam, sometimes called blackout cloth, is an excellent fabric substrate for a front
projection Goo application. No priming or special preparation is required before “Goo’ing”.
This material can be used with a stretcher frame to make a lightweight, portable Goo
Screen. It is sold by the yard and available in widths up to 110”. (www.dazian.com)
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SCREEN GOO
Everything you wanted to
know about Screen Goo
but were afraid to ask
What is Screen Goo?
Screen Goo is specially formulated, color
corrected, screen coatings in liquid form.
They are designed to achieve the highest
performance levels possible.

Who uses it?
Screen Goo products are being used by all
levels of the video industry from do-ityour-self home theater aficionados to large
scale commercial and industrial clients.

CRT White Basecoat Acrylic Paint

Digital Grey Topcoat

1000ml (GOCWB1000ML) ..................................32.95

1000ml (GODGT1000ML) ...............................136.95

16 Liters (GOCWB16L) ....................................374.95

16 Liters (GODGT16L)..................................1699.95

2.3 Liters (GOCWB23L).....................................59.95

2.3 Liters (GODGT23L) ..................................276.95

3.78 Liters (GOCWB378L) ................................94.95

3.78 Liters (GODGT378L)..............................454.95

500ml (GOCWB500ML)......................................23.95

500ml (GODGT500ML) ......................................74.95

CRT White Top, Base and Ultra Black Kit
(GOCWUBK): Includes 1000ml of top and base
coats, 250ml Goo Ultra Black, 2” foam/brush
applicator, heavy-duty 4L paint tray, a roller
handle, and 2 Goo roller refills...............199.95

CRT White Topcoat Acrylic Paint
1000ml (GOCWT1000ML) ...............................136.95
16 Liters (GOCWT16L) .................................1699.95

Can I use it?
Designed for easy application via spraying
or rolling, Screen Goo can be successfully
applied by novice or professional alike.

Is it expensive?
The cost of screen execution can be as little
as the price of the coating itself—when
applied to an available wall space. More
dedicated videophiles can investigate the
possibilities of elaborate framing systems
and custom screen design.

2.3 Liters (GOCWT23L) ..................................276.95
3.78 Liters (GOCWT378L) .............................454.95
500ml (GOCWT500ML) ......................................74.95

Digital Grey Basecoat
1000ml (GODGB1000ML) ..................................32.95
16 Liters (GODGB16L) ....................................374.95
2.3 Liters (GODGB23L) .....................................59.95
3.78 Liters (GODGB378L) ................................94.95
500ml (GODGB500ML) ......................................23.95

Which product for which projector?
To help you select the right product, Goo
has a “Pick your Product” section on their
website (goosystems.com). Filling in the
requested data as accurately as possible
will result in a recommendation of the
products best suited to your installation.

The Topcoat and Basecoat work together;
both are required to create a screen.
Topcoat and Basecoat coverage per sq. ft.
can vary somewhat, depending on the
surface conditions. One liter (slightly more
than a quart in volume) will typically cover
approximately 50 sq. ft. with two thin
coats, under ideal conditions on an ideal
non-absorbative surface. Starting with a
primed white surface is recommended for
peak performance. Larger screens may
benefit from a small amount of an extra
agent called “Flow Release” mixed into the
coatings. This will slow the drying process
enough to minimize potential problems in
application in very dry environments.

Digital Grey Top, Base and Ultra Black Kit
(GODGUBK): Includes 1000ml of top and base

coats, 250ml Goo Ultra Black, 2” foam/brush
applicator, heavy-duty 4L paint tray, a roller
handle, and 2 Goo roller refills...............199.95

Rear Projection Acrylic Paint

Digital Grey Lite Basecoat

1000ml (GORPP1000ML) ................................169.95

1000ml (GODLGB1000ML) ................................32.95

16 Liters (GORPP16L) ..................................2074.95

16 Liter (GODLGB16L) ....................................374.95

2.3 Liters (GORPP23L) ...................................336.95

2.3 Liter (GODLGB23L)......................................59.95

3.78 Liters (GORPP378L) ..............................549.95

3.78 Liter (GODLGB378L) .................................94.95

500ml (GORPP500ML) ........................................CALL

500ml (GODLGB500ML).....................................23.95

How much do I need?

Digital Grey Lite Top, Base and Ultra Black
Kit (GODGLUBK): Includes 1000ml each of top
and base coats, 250ml Goo Ultra Black, a
2” foam/brush applicator, a heavy-duty
4L paint tray, a roller handle, and 2 Goo
roller refills.....................................................199.95

Ultra Black Projection Screen Paint

Digital Grey Lite Topcoat

1000ml (GOUBSP1000ML) ................................35.95

1000ml (GODLGT1000ML) ..............................136.95

2.3 Liters (GOUBSP23L) ...................................77.95

16 Liters (GODLGT16L) ................................1699.95

250ml (GOUBSP250ML).....................................12.95

2.3 Liters (GODLGT23L) .................................276.95

3.78 liters (GOUBSP378L) .............................124.95

3.78 Liters (GODLGT378L) ............................454.95

500ml (GOUBSP500ML).....................................19.95

500ml (GODLGT500ML) .....................................74.95
Roller System (GOSR)
A high quality, 1/4 pile fabric roller .......... 8.95
Screen Flow Release - 60ml (GOSFR60ML)
Larger screens may benefit from a small
amount of Screen Flow Release mixed into
the coatings. This will slow the drying
process enough to ensure an even
application in very dry environments ......6.95

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821
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DILAD Portable Screens
DILAD portable screens are made from Dilad Type G that allows a wide-viewing angle and
high contrast images due to gray, light scattering layers on both sides. These gray
layers diffuse the projector light beam to eliminate the “hot spot”, thus allowing
the projector to be placed at any angle behind the screen. It only takes a minute
to assemble the lightweight aluminum frame. When the presentation is over, the
screens fold neatly and securely back into their carrying case. Choose any of the
G types for the highest contrast and sharpest images with no color shift with
most low-cost LCD projectors, ANSI 1500 lumens or higher.
40” Diagonal Tabletop
Screen (KIRUM40GS)
27” x 35” (HW) screen size;
33” x 36” frame size. With
case................................977.50

60” Diagonal Tabletop
Screen (KIRUM60GS)
39” x 48” (HW) screen size;
44” x 50” frame size. With
case.............................1099.50

60” Diagonal
Floorstanding Screen
(KIRU60GS): 35” x 48” (HW)
screen size; 70” x 52” frame
size. With case.........1484.95

40” Diagonal Tabletop Screen

60” Diagonal
Tabletop Screen

Rear Projection Adhesive-Backed Screen Film
Kimoto’s adhesive-backed screen films are designed for application onto ordinary window
glass or acrylic board. Then, using a standard projector, display the image, video or
presentation onto DILAD from behind the screen. Kimoto offers three adhesive-backed
types of DILAD screens depending on the application, preference, or viewing environment.

Type T40S (Transparent)

Type T40S

For an unobstructed window view, choose Type T40S. This screen is virtually transparent until illuminated with images or a video from a 2500 lumens or higher projector. From the outside, any activity
behind the screen is easily seen while watching the active display. Viewers on the inside have a clear
view of the outside. Images will appear brighter at night or in a darker environment. The surface of
the screen has a scratch-resistant hard coating with anti-static properties Models with “S” have a
low-tack pressure-sensitive removable adhesive that adheres well to any window or glass. For a
more permanent application, choose the “SK” with permanent pressure-sensitive adhesive. SK is best
for all glass and plastic substrates including acrylic boards and polycarbonate.
Dilad T40S (KIT40S): 48” x 10 meter roll with removable adhesive ..........................................................1429.95
Dilad T40SK (KIT40SK): 48” x 10 meter roll with permanent adhesive ....................................................1429.95

Types T90S (Translucent)
Type T90S

This translucent screen type delivers superior light-scattering qualities that render bright images.
When no image is projected on the screen, the silhouettes of objects behind the screen can be seen.
Set any standard projector at a higher or lower position than the screen so the viewer cannot see the
light beam. Choose a higher lumen projector for well-lighted areas.
Dilad T90S (KIT90S): 48” x 10 meter roll with removable adhesive ..........................................................1429.95
Dilad T90SK (KIT90SK): 48” x 10 meter roll with permanent adhesive ....................................................1429.95

Types GS (Opaque)
Type GS has gray, light-scattering layers on both sides. This screen type allows for a wide-viewing
angle and projects a high contrast image. The gray layer diffuse the projector light beam to eliminate the “hot spot”, thus allowing the projector to be placed at any angle behind the screen. There is
no color shift of the projected image on DILAD screens even if the viewing angle changes.
Type GS

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO

Dilad GS (KIGS): 48” x 10 meter roll with removable adhesive ..................................................................1429.95
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VUTEC II & HDIII
Deluxe Manual
Retractable Screen
The Vutec II (2” roller) and HD III (3” roller) are spring roller screens in
an easy-to-mount housing. The heavy-duty extruded aluminum
housing is available in a black or white finish. Vutec’s exclusive
EZ-Mounting System allows you to mount the screen to the wall or
ceiling. A permanently lubricated spring assembly ensures smooth
operation. The standard Matte White fabric provides true color
accuracy over a wide viewing area.
4:3 Video Format (Vutec II 2” Roller)
Size
(Diagonal)

Viewing
Area

Shipping
Weight

60”

36 x 48”

72”

431⁄4” x 57 1⁄2”

78”
84”

4:3 Video Format (HD III 3” Roller)

16:9 HDTV Format (HD III 3” Roller)

Price

Size
(Diagonal)

Viewing
Area

Shipping
Weight

Price

27 lbs.

162.95

100”

60” x 80”

46 lbs.

275.95

30 lbs.

175.95

120”

72” x 96”

54 lbs.

306.95

46 3⁄4” x 621⁄4”

33 lbs.

193.95

144”

861⁄4” x 115 1⁄4”

66 lbs.

393.95

110”

54” x 96”

48 lbs.

343.95

50 ⁄2” x 67 ⁄4”

35 lbs.

212.95

160”

96” x 128”

77 lbs.

462.95

123”

60” x 107”

54 lbs.

393.95

180”

108” x 144”

85 lbs.

518.95

133”

65” x 116”

120 lbs.

425.95

147”

72” x 128”

130 lbs.

462.95

1

1

Screens are seamless up to 180” diagonal.
Custom sizes and additional leader are available.

Size
(Diagonal)

Viewing
Area

Shipping
Weight

92”

45” x 80”

36 lbs.

275.95

103”

501⁄2 x 89 3⁄4”

46 lbs.

306.95

Price

SELECTING A VUTEC SCREEN
Vu-Flex Pro

BriteWhite/Opaque

The fabric of choice for small or large applications. Seamless up
to 300° diagonal with hang flat and curl free characteristics.
Matte white coated fabric is heavy and semi-rigid. Washable,
flame retardant and mildew resistant. 1.3 Gain, 180° viewing
area.

Precise image reproduction and panoramic viewing angle. Coating
eliminates hot spotting. Seamless up to 144” in screen height. Washable,
flame retardant and mildew resistant. 1.5 Gain, 180° viewing area.

Matte White

Excellent ambient light rejection in a rear projection fabric. Washable,
flame retardant and mildew resistant. 2.5 Gain, 120° viewing area.

The industry standard, it offers a wide viewing area with
excellent color rendition when ambient light is controllable.
Tear-resistant woven fabric is laminated to a reflective matte
white vinyl surface. Washable, flame retardant and mildew
resistant. 1.0 Gain, 180° viewing area.

PearlBrite
Pearlescent coating over over vinyl material for high contrast
and color resolution can improve performance in room
conditionsw where lighting can’t be controlled. Washable,
flame retardant and mildew resistant. 0.8 Gain, 180° viewing
area. Washable, flame retardant and mildew resistant. 3.1 Gain,
140° viewing area.

Rear-Vu

SoundScreen
Award-winning acoustically transparent front projection fabric. Durable
vinyl-coated fiberglass hangs flat with curl-free characteristics eliminating
the need for tab tensioning. Seamless up to 300° diagonal. Maintains
excellent video performance in dim or dark rooms. Washable, flame
retardant and mildew resistant. 0.8 Gain, 180° viewing area.

Twin-Vu
Front and rear projection in a single fabric. Seamless up to 300° diagonal.
Washable, flame retardant and mildew resistant. Front projection has 1.0
Gain, rear projection has .85 Gain. 180° viewing area.

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821
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LECTRIC I RF
Retractable Wall
or Ceiling Mount Screen

FPO

This screen combines a built-in RF receiver and wireless handheld remote with
Vutec’s exclusive mounting system which allows easy wall or ceiling installation.
The Lectric I RF housing is made of extruded aluminum with white or black the
standard colors. With a quiet-in-roller system, the Lectric I RF is available in
Matte White, SoundScreen or Vu-Flex Pro internally tensioned fabrics.
◆

Built-in RF (radio frequency) receiver and
wireless handheld remote

◆ Vutec’s exclusive E-Z Mounting System
◆

Heavy-duty extruded aluminum housing
(available in black or white) with Vutec’s
dual wall or ceiling-mount bracket system

◆

Motor-in-roller assembly for silent,
dependable operation

◆

◆

Ribbed aluminum roller featuring Vutec’s
FRS (Fabric Relief Step)

Available with Matte White, Vu-Flex Pro or
SoundScreen acoustically transparent fabric

◆

◆

Housing features channels in back and top
for easy wall or ceiling installation

A/V format screens come with 1” side
borders and black leader. Housing size is
viewing area width plus 7 1⁄2”.

4:3 VIDEO FORMAT
Size (Diagonal)

Viewing Area

Shipping Weight

Matte White

Vu-FlexPro

Twin-Vu

SoundScreen

72”

431⁄4” x 57 1⁄2”

40 lbs.

LR72(*)MW 716.50

LR72(*)VFP 824.50

—

LR72(*)SS 1193.50

78”

46 3⁄4” x 621⁄4”

42 lbs.

LR78(*)MW 723.50

LR78(*)VFP 856.95

—

LR78(*)SS 1241.95

84”

501⁄2” x 671⁄4”

45 lbs.

LR84(*)MW 734.50

LR84(*)VFP 878.50

—

LR84(*)SS 1276.50

100”

60” x 80”

52 lbs.

LR100(*)MW 777.50

LR100(*)VFP 968.50

—

LR100(*)SS 1414.50

120”

72” x 96”

62 lbs.

LR120(*)MW 806.50

LR120(*)VFP 1072.95

—

LR120(*)SS 1686.95

144”

861⁄4” x 115 1⁄4”

74 lbs.

LR144(*)MW 874.95

LR144(*)VFP 1262.50

—

LR144(*)SS 1997.50

150”

90” x 120”

78 lbs.

LR150(*)MW 869.95

LR150(*)VFP 1338.50

—

LR150(*)SS 2487.50

160”

96” x 128”

82 lbs.

LR160(*)MW 914.50

LR160(*)VFP 1414.50

—

LR160(*)SS 2873.95

180”

108” x 144”

90 lbs.

LR180(*)MW 924.95

—

—

—

200”

119” x 159”

102 lbs.

LR200(*)MW 971.95

—

—

—

Size (Diagonal)

Viewing Area

Shipping Weight

Matte White

Vu-FlexPro

Twin-Vu

SoundScreen

92”

45” x 80”

52 lbs.

LR92(*)MW 777.50

LR92(*)VFP 968.50

—

LR92(*)SS 1414.50

103”

50.50” x 89.75”

57 lbs.

LR103(*)MW 791.95

LR103(*)VFP 1022.50

—

LR103(*)SS 1669.95

110”

54” x 96”

62 lbs.

LR110(*)MW 806.50

LR110(*)VFP 1072.95

—

LR110(*)SS 1686.95

123”

60” x 107”

74 lbs.

LR123(*)MW 834.95

LR123(*)VFP 1262.50

—

LR123(*)SS 2152.95

133”

65” x 116”

78 lbs.

LR133(*)MW 881.95

LR133(*)VFP 1338.50

—

LR133(*)SS 2336.95

147”

72” x 128”

82 lbs.

LR147(*)MW 914.50

LR147(*)VFP 1414.50

—

LR147(*)SS 2528.95

Viewing Area

Shipping Weight

Matte White

Vu-FlexPro

Twin-Vu

SoundScreen

50” x 50”

38 lbs.

LR5050(*)MW 716.50

LR5050(*)VFP 838.95

—

—

60” x 60”

40 lbs.

LR6060(*)MW 734.50

LR6060(*)VFP 892.95

—

—

70” x 70”

45 lbs.

LR7070(*)MW 734.50

LR7070(*)VFP 892.95

—

—

84” x 84”

50 lbs.

LR8484(*)MW 773.95

LR8484(*)VFP 986.0

—

—

96” x 96”

60 lbs.

LR9696(*)MW 788.50

LR9696(*)MW 1094.50

—

—

16:9 HDTV FORMAT

1:1 AV FORMAT

In the parenthesis (*), insert B for black housing or W for white housing.
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SILVERSTAR Fixed Frame High-Gain, High-Contrast Screen
SILVERSTAR features high gain, high contrast, wide angle viewing
and outstanding color reproduction. It is ideal for commercial
and education applications as varied as dynamic signage, trade
shows, museums, the ‘smart classroom’ as well as simulation,
training, and any kind of large public space display.
◆ Rigid flat front projection screen.
◆ High Gain (6.0) and high contrast.
◆ Wide angle viewing (180°).

◆ Outstanding color reproduction

“No Color Shift”
◆ Panels can be multiplexed for large

presentations (up to 200” diagonal).

◆ Excellent in controlled or ambient

◆

lighting (light control is not critical).

Screen is fully assembled and
shipped in wood crate.

4:3 Video Format

16:9 HDTV Format

1:1 A/V Format

72” diagonal; 43.25” x 57.5” viewing area;
103 lbs.....................................................................CALL

92” diagonal; 45” x 80” viewing area;
122 lbs. (VUSSBV4580) ......................................1357.95

30” x 30” viewing area;
it weighs 57 lbs. (VUSSBV3030) .......................437.95

78” diagonal; 46.75” x 62.25” viewing area;
110 lbs .....................................................................CALL

103” diagonal; 50.5” x 90” viewing area;
151 lbs. (VUSSBV5090).......................................1672.95

40” x 40” viewing area;
it weighs 76 lbs. (VUSSBV4040) .......................684.95

80” diagonal; 48” x 64” viewing area;
114 lbs. (VUSSBV4864) ......................................1169.95

110” diagonal; 54” x 96” viewing area;
165 lbs. (VUSSBV5496) ......................................1889.95

48” x 48” viewing area;
it weighs 97 lbs. (VUSSBV4848) .......................943.50

100” diagonal; 59” x 78.5” viewing area;
148 lbs. (VUSSBV6080) ......................................1753.95

123” diagonal; 59” x 90” viewing area;
105 lbs. (VUSSBV60107) ....................................2296.50

59” x 59” viewing area;
it weighs 117 lbs. (VUSSBV6060) ...................1354.50

VU-EASY
Permanently Tensioned Wall Screen
Offering outstanding quality and value, the Vu-Easy is an easy to assemble beveled
frame wall screen that is very installer friendly. It features an ultra flat viewing surface,
extruded aluminum frame which is powder coated matte black for durability. Fabric is
secured to the frame with Velcro, which assures a permanently tension screen.
4:3 VIDEO FORMAT
Size (Diagonal)

Viewing Area

Shipping Weight

BriteWhite

BriteWhite Opaque

PearlBrite

Rear-Vu

SoundScreen

72”

431⁄4” x 57 1⁄2”

40 lbs.

VUEZ72BW 387.50

VUEZ72BWO 424.95

VUEZ72PB 424.95

VUEZ72RV 424.95

VUEZ72SS 593.95

78”

46 3⁄4” x 621⁄4”

42 lbs.

VUEZ78BW 406.50

VUEZ78BWO 493.95

VUEZ78PB 493.95

VUEZ78RV 493.95

VUEZ78SS 629.95

84”

501⁄2” x 671⁄4”

45 lbs.

VUEZ84BW 449.95

VUEZ84BWO 537.50

VUEZ84PB 537.50

VUEZ84RV 537.50

VUEZ84SS 713.95

100”

60” x 80”

52 lbs.

VUEZ100BW 532.50

VUEZ100BWO 629.95

VUEZ100PB 622.50

VUEZ100RV 629.95

VUEZ100SS 968.50

120”

72” x 96”

62 lbs.

VUEZ120BW 611.95

VUEZ120BWO 761.95

VUEZ120PB 761.95

VUEZ120RV 761.95

VUEZ120SS 1207.50

Size (Diagonal)

Viewing Area

Shipping Weight

BriteWhite

BriteWhite Opaque

PearlBrite

Rear-Vu

SoundScreen

92”

45” x 80”

29 lbs.

VUEZ92BW 593.95

VUEZ92BWO 629.50

VUEZ92PB 629.95

VUEZ92RV 629.95

VUEASY92SS 965.95

103”

50.5” x 90”

31 lbs.

VUEZ103BW 554.95

VUEZ103BWO 695.95

VUEZ103PB 695.95

VUEZ103RV 695.95

VUEZ103SS 1115.95

110”

54” x 96”

33 lbs.

VUEZ110BW 611.95

VUEZ110BWO 761.95

VUEZ110PB 761.95

VUEZ103RV 761.95

VUEZ110SS 1207.95

123”

60” x 107”

34 lbs.

VUEZ123BW 701.95

VUEZ123BWO 941.95

VUEZ123PB 941.95

VUEZ123RV 941.95

VUEZ123SS 1574.95

133”

65” x 116”

88 lbs.

VUEZ133BW 719.95

VUEZ133BWO 1007.95

VUEZ133PB 1007.95

VUEZ133RV 1007.95

VUEZ133SS 1719.95

16:9 HDTV FORMAT

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821
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E-Z FOLD
Portable Projection Screens
E-Z Fold portable projection screens are the choice of audio professionals worldwide.
Whatever the application—conventions, trade shows, traveling events, off-site meetings,
in-house facilities, corporate functions—The Screen Works has what you need.
Industry compatible frames and legs are constructed of sturdy, lightweight 1” square
anodized aluminum with durable steel hinges and locks.
“No tools” assembly is quick and easy—with color coding,
crankbolts and “hinge and lock” mechanism. Screens are
adjustable in 6” increments to compensate for site conditions
and unexpected changes.
Snap-on surfaces are interchangeable. The Screen Works
offers two front projection surfaces: the standard Matte
White and Matte Brite Plus, a brighter surface for
ambient light conditions. The translucent rear projection
material has a wide viewing angle with excellent color rendition
and contrast. Screen frame and legs fold down easily to fit into rugged,
impact resistant polyvinyl cases for the utmost in travel convenience.
SQUARE FORMAT
Outside Dimensions

Net Picture Area

Shipping Weight

6’ x 6’

5’ 8” x 5’ 8”

43 lbs.

SW66MW

Matte White
439.90

SW66MB

449.90

7’ x 7’

6’ 8” x 6’ 8”

44 lbs.

SW77MW

469.90

SW77MB

488.90

8’ x 8’

7’ 8” x 7’ 8”

50 lbs.

SW88MW

514.90

SW88MB

9’ x 9’ (Truss Construction)

8’ x 8’

110 lbs.

SW99TMW

9’ x 9’

8’ 8” x 8’ 8”

60 lbs.

SW99MW

10’ x 10’ (Truss Construction)

9’ x 9’

123 lbs.

SW1010TMW

10’ x 10’

9’ 8” x 9’ 8”

70 lbs.

SW1010MW

11’ x 11’ (Truss Construction)

10’ x 10’

148 lbs.

SW1111TMW

12’ x 12’

11’ 8” x 11’ 8”

80 lbs.

13’ x 13’ (Truss Construction)

12’ x 12’

158 lbs.

SW1212MW
SW1313MW

6” Truss Construction
Larger format screens feature heavy-duty 6”
truss construction for additional stability and
support. Screen sizes that require extra rigidity
use 6” truss support sections to minimize the
sway in long spans. Like the standard E-Z Fold
portable screens, these oversize projection
screens feature the same “no tools” assembly,
interchangeable snap-on surfaces, and fold
down easily to fit into rugged, impact resistant
polyvinyl cases.
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1459.90
564.90
1497.90
591.90
1659.90
659.90
1936.90

Matte Brite Plus

SW99TMB
SW99MB
SW1010TMB
SW1010MB
SW1111TMB
SW1212MB
SW1313MB

536.90
1489.90
595.90
1525.90
629.90
1694.90
749.90
1989.90
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E-Z FOLD
VIDEO FORMAT
Outside Dimensions

Net Picture Area

Nominal Diagonal

Shipping Weight

Matte White

Matte Brite Plus

4’ 6” x 6’ 2”

4’ 2” x 5’10”

90”

40 lbs.

369.95

379.95

5’ 3” x 7’

4’11” x 6’ 8”

100”

42 lbs.

469.95

479.95

6’ x 8’

5’ 8” x 7’ 8”

120”

45 lbs.

499.95

517.95

7’ x 9’ (Truss Construction)

6’ x 8’

120”

95 lbs.

1095.95

1109.95

7’ 6” x 10’

7’ 2” x 9’ 8”

150”

55 lbs.

584.95

615.95
1560.95

8’ 6” x 11’ (Truss Construction)

7’ 6” x 10’

150”

120 lbs.

1539.95

9’ x 12’ 8”

8” x 11’ 8”

180”

65 lbs.

659.95

689.95

10’ x 13’ (Truss Construction)

9’ x 12’

180”

150 lbs.

1849.95

1883.95

10’ 6” x 14’

10’ 2” x 13’ 8”

210”

70 lbs.

754.95

796.95

11’ 6” x 15’ (Truss Construction)

10’ 6” x 14’

210”

160 lbs.

2015.95

2069.95

13’ x 17’ (Truss Construction)

12’ x 16’

240”

170 lbs.

2453.95

2522.95

16’ x 21’ (Truss Construction)

15’ x 20’

300”

215 lbs.

3129.95

3231.95

19’ x 25’ (Truss Construction)

18’ x 24’

360”

222 lbs.

4709.95

4849.95

Outside Dimensions

Net Picture Area

Nominal Diagonal

Shipping Weight

Matte White

Matte Brite Plus

68˝ x 114˝

60˝ x 106˝

122”

50 lbs.

510.95

529.95

80˝ x 135˝

72˝ x 127˝

148˝

55 lbs.

575.95

599.95

8’ 2˝ x 13’ 11˝

7’ 6˝ x 13’ 3˝

180”

65 lbs.

629.95

664.95

8’ 6˝ x 14’ (Truss Construction)

7’ 6˝ x 13

184”

156 lbs.

1719.95

1759.95

10’ x 17’ (Truss Construction)

9’ x 16’

220”

160 lbs.

1949.95

2005.95

11’ 6˝ x 19’ 6˝ (Truss Construction)

10’ 6˝ x 18’ 6˝

257”

175 lbs.

2445.95

2571.95

13’ x 22’ 3˝ (Truss Construction)

12’ x 21’ 3˝

294”

188 lbs.

2809.95

2909.95

16’ x 27’ 6˝ (Truss Construction)

15’ x 26’ 6˝

367”

260 lbs.

4713.95

4865.95

Outside Dimensions

Net Picture Area

Nominal Diagonal

Shipping Weight

Matte White

Matte Brite Plus

6’ 16˝ (Truss Construction)

5’ x 15’

—

148 lbs.

1619.95

1645.95

7’ x 19’ (Truss Construction)

6’ x 18’

—

160 lbs.

1869.95

190195

8’ x 22’ (Truss Construction

7’ x 21’

—

172 lbs.

207495

2130.95

9’ x 25’ (Truss Construction)

8’ x 24’

—

208 lbs.

2955.95

3029.95

HDTV FORMAT

MULTI-IMAGE FORMAT

10’ x 28’ (Truss Construction

9’ x 27’

—

248 lbs.

3524.95

3609.95

11’ x 31’ (Truss Construction)

10’ x 30’

—

290 lbs.

3906.95

4016.95

Outside Dimensions

Net Picture Area

Nominal Diagonal

Shipping Weight

Matte White

Matte Brite Plus

4’ 4˝ x 6’ 4˝

4’ x 6’

—

38 lbs.

334.95

346.95

5’ 4˝ x 7’ 10’

5’ x 7’ 6˝

—

43 lbs.

464.95

477.95

6’ 4˝ x 9’ 4˝

6’ x 9’

—

45 lbs.

496.95

517.95

7’ 4 ˝ x 10’ 10˝

7’ x 10’ 6˝

—

58 lbs.

549.95

566.95

8’ 4˝ x 12’ 4˝

8’ x 12’

—

60 lbs.

599.95

635.95

AV FORMAT

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821
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E-Z FOLD
Trim Kits and Skirts
A professional stage front appearance can be given to any presentation with
The Screen Works snap-on trim kit. Opaque, flame retardant, box pleated
cotton velour drapes surround the surface and “frame” it. In addition to the
enhanced appearance, the trim kit also hides projection equipment and light
spill on rear projection. The trim kit includes a snap-on 48” high skirt, 12” high
valance, two 36” wide leg drapes and the trim hardware. “No tools” assembly
makes set-up quick and easy.
The four standard colors are black, blue, burgundy and gray. Custom fabrics
and colors are available upon request.
SQUARE FORMAT
Outside
Dimensions

Complete
Trim Kit*

48” Skirt
Only

Skirt Bar
Only

6’ x 6’

639.95

159.95

121.95

7’ x 7’

717.95

197.95

123.95

8’ x 8’

786.95

208.95

126.95

9’ x 9’ (Truss Construction)

949.95

237.95

9’ x 9’

799.95

10’ x 10’ (Truss Construction)

* Trim Kits
do not include a case.

VIDEO FORMAT

131.95

Outside
Dimensions

Complete
Trim Kit*

48” Skirt
Only

Skirt Bar
Only

237.95

131.95

4’ 6” x 6’ 2”

601.95

159.95

121.95

1011.95

265.95

138.95

5’ 3” x 7’

667.95

197.95

123.95

10’ x 10’

861.95

265.95

138.95

6’ x 8’

718.95

208.95

126.95

11’ x 11’ (Truss Construction)

1016.95

278.95

147.95

7’ x 9’ (Truss Construction)

736.95

237.50

134.95

12’ x 12’

1022.95

287.95

156.95

7’ 6” x 10’

781.95

251.95

138.95

13’ x 13’ (Truss Construction)

1171.95

307.95

162.95

8’ 6” x 11’ (Truss Construction)

889.95

278.95

147.95

9’ x 12’

901.95

287.95

154.95

MULTI-IMAGE FORMAT

10’ x 13’ (Truss Construction)

949.95

307.95

162.95

10’ 6” x 14’

1058.95

308.95

169.95

11’ 6” x 15’ (Truss Construction)

1153.95

356.95

187.95

13’ x 17’ (Truss Construction)

1393.95

366.95

199.95

16’ x 21’ (Truss Construction)

1596.95

457.95

249.95

1794.95

546.95

312.95

Outside
Dimensions

Complete
Trim Kit*

48” Skirt
Only

Skirt Bar
Only

6’ x 16’ (Truss Construction)

952.95

361.95

225.95

7’ x 19’ (Truss Construction)

1113.95

425.95

236.95

8’ x 22’ (Truss Construction)

1389.95

457.95

287.95

19’ x 25’ (Truss Construction)

9’ x 25’ (Truss Construction)

1414.95

546.95

312.95

10’ x 28’ (Truss Construction)’

1515.95

626.95

387.95

11’ x 31’ (Truss Construction)

1779.95

687.95

412.95

AV FORMAT

HDTV FORMAT
Outside
Dimensions

Complete
Trim Kit*

48” Skirt
Only

Skirt Bar
Only

68˝ x 114˝

722.95

237.95

134.95

Outside
Dimensions

Complete
Trim Kit*

48” Skirt
Only

Skirt Bar
Only

80˝ x 135˝

756.95

252.95

147.95

8’ 2˝ x 13’ 11˝

808.95

281.95

162.95

4’ 4˝ x 6’ 4˝

591.95

160.95

118.95

8’ 6˝ x 14’ (Truss Construction)

895.95

346.95

168.95

5’ 4˝ x 7’ 10˝

685.95

201.95

127.95

10’ x 17’ (Truss Construction)

992.95

366.95

199.95

6’ 4˝ x 9’ 4˝

729.95

241.95

136.95

11’ 6˝ x 19’ 6˝ (Truss Construction)

1318.95

427.95

243.95

7’ 4˝

779.95

279.95

142.95

13’ x 22’ 3˝ (Truss Construction)

1464.95

436.95

287.95

147.95

16’ x 27˝ 6˝ (Truss Construction)

1746.95

589.95

375.95

8’ 4˝ x 12’ 4˝
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“STAGER’S CHOICE”
Portable Folding Truss Screens
A unique folding truss frame with 6” legs, the “Stager’s Choice” provides
the stability of 6” horizontal truss with the “fold-ability” of single tube
sides. Sets up quickly and easily with “no tools” assembly. Available in
sized from 4.5 x 6’ up to 9 x 12’ (net viewing area).
◆ Heavy-duty construction with lightweight portability
◆ Frames are height adjustable in 6” increments
◆ Available in Video, HDTV and widescreen formats
◆ Flexible, snap-on front and rear projection surfaces with 6” binding

are available. Trim kits are also available
◆ Rugged poly cases with wheels for easy transportation

VIDEO FORMAT
Outside Dimensions

Net Picture Area

Nominal Diagonal

Shipping Weight

Matte White

Matte Brite Plus

Rear Projection

5’ 6” x 7’

4’ 6” x 6’

90”

100 lbs.

675.95

699.95

836.95

6’ x 8’

5’ x 7’

100”

105 lbs.

756.95

790.95

891.95

7’ x 9’

6’ x 8’

120”

110 lbs.

831.95

873.95

934.95

8’ 6” x 11’

7’ 6” x 10’

150”

130 lbs.

1099.95

1079.95

1197.95

10’ x 13’

9’ x 12’

180’

148 lbs.

1221.95

1300.95

1463.95

Outside Dimensions

Net Picture Area

Nominal Diagonal

Shipping Weight

Matte White

Matte Brite Plus

Rear Projection

8’ 6” x 14’

7’ 6” x 13’

184”

140 lbs.

1117.95

1250.95

1313.95

HDTV FORMAT

WIDESCREEN FORMAT
Outside Dimensions

Net Picture Area

Shipping Weight

Matte White

Matte Brite Plus

Rear Projection

6’ x 16’

5’ x 15’

148 lbs.

1613.95

1676.95

1546.95

7’ x 19’

6’ x 18’

160 lbs.

1868.95

1933.95

1901.95

8’ x 22’

7’ x 21’

172 lbs.

2075.95

2187.95

2130.95

Trim Kits and Skirts for Stager’s Choice Truss Screens
Video Format

HDTV Format

Complete Trim Kit for 5’ 6” x 7’ ...........................737.95

Complete Trim Kit for 8’ 6” x 14’..........................999.95

48” Skirt for 5’ 6” x 7’...............................................197.95

48” Skirt for 8’ 6” x 14’ .............................................346.95

Complete Trim Kit for 6’ x 8’ ................................749.95
48” Skirt for 6’ x 8’....................................................209.95

Widescreen Format

Complete Trim Kit for 7’ x 9’ ................................767.95

Complete Trim Kit for 6’ x 16’............................1049.95

48” Skirt for 7’ x 9’....................................................237.95

48” Skirt for 6’ x 16’..................................................361.95

Complete Trim Kit for 8’ 6” x 11’ ..........................929.95

Complete Trim Kit for 7’ x 19’............................1113.95

48” Skirt for 8’ 6” x 11’..............................................279.95

48” Skirt for 7’ x 19’..................................................431.95

Complete Trim Kit for 10’ x 13”............................989.95

Complete Trim Kit for 8’ x 22’ ...........................1389.95

48” Skirt for 10’ x 13” ...............................................309.95

48” Skirt for 8’ x 22’ .................................................478.95

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821
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METRO
Portable Tabletop Screen
Take your presentation across the hall or across the country with the
lightweight, tabletop Metro. Ideal for outside salespeople, trade shows,
DJs, mobile entertainers and facilities with limited space. Made of 1”
anodized aluminum construction, it has a
snap-lok no-tools design that assembles in
minutes. Surfaces attach with Velcro or snaps. It
has swivel feet for quick set up and storage.
Available in two sizes (40” and 50” diagonal viewing area), it comes standard with a clear anodized frame. The screen and frame pack neatly into
the included black vinyl case with shoulder strap.
METRO TABLETOP SCREEN
Outside
Dimensions

Net Picture
Area

Nominal
Diagonal

Shipping
Weight

Matte
White

Matte
Brite

Rear
Projection

24” x 32”

20” x 28”

40”

10 lbs.

163.95

169.95

173.95

30” x 40”

26” x 36”

50”

15 lbs.

182.95

191.95

196.95

24” x 32” Surface Only: Available in Matte White, Matte
Brite and Rear Projection surfaces.

30” x 40” Surface Only: Available in Matte White, Matte
Brite and Rear Projection surfaces.

E-Z Fold Tech Surround
A new solution for concealing equipment areas and
workstations with a finished professional appearance.
◆ Lightweight 1” aluminum tube construction
◆ Frames and legs fold for compact portability
◆ Frames are height-adjustable in 6” increments
◆ No Tools Assembly
◆

for quick and easy set-up

Tech Surround kit includes:

— Two 3’ - 6’ (91-183cm) adjustable frame and legs
— One connecting brace for 90° return
— Two 6’ x 6’ (183 x 183cm) Velour or Velaire Drapes
— One rugged black poly case with wheels for easy transport
◆ Pleated drapes attach to frame with snaps or Velcro
◆ Drapery featured in four colors: Black, Blue, Gray, Burgundy
◆ Custom systems available upon request

E-Z Fold Tech Surround
Weighs 45 lbs..............................................769.95
Connecting brace secures frames together.
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PIPE & DRAPE TRUSS SYSTEMS
Offering form and functionality, the free
standing Pipe & Drape Truss System turns your
screen into a theater. Box pleated velour drape
panels snap easily to a 6” horizontal truss
section. These welded aluminum horizontals
come in 6’ or 12’ widths and slip on to the
special upright brackets.
The telescopic uprights, adjustable from
7’-12’, 9’-16’ or 10’-18’, set on 35 lb. bases.
This system allows for a smooth, uninterrupted
drapery expanse, which can enhance a screen
and dress kit, divide rooms, mask unpresentable areas or even muffle sound. Set-up is simple with no tools required.
Custom sizes are available upon request.
Drape Panel Box Pleat with Snap

Adjustable Vertical Uprights

12’ x 6’. It weighs 10 lb.......................................287.95

7’-12’. With truss bracket. It weighs 8 lb.......68.95

16’ x 6’. It weighs 12 lb.......................................350.95

9’-16’ With truss bracket. It weighs 9 lb .......81.95

18’ x 6’. It weighs 14 lb .............................................381

10’-18’. With truss bracket. It weighs 10 lb...93.95

6” Truss Horizontal Cross Bars with Snap
6” x 6’. It weighs 4 lb .........................................137.95

6” x 12’. It weighs 8 lb ......................................212.95

CLASSIC PIPE & DRAPE
ScreenWorks’ Classic Pipe & Drape is ideal for trade show booths, portable rooms or space dividers. Velour or velaire drape
panels are 50” or 13’ wide by 12’, 16’, or 18’ high with pipe pockets and can be gathered to 30 percent fullness on 6’-10’, 7’-12’
or 8’-14’ adjustable horizontal support bars. Telescoping vertical uprights are adjustable from 3’-5’, 7’-12’, 9’-16’ or 10’-18’,
and are set into 35 lb. bases.
Slip-Lock
Adjustable
Upright
Telescoping
Drape Support

Telescoping Drape
Support installed on
a vertical upright

Steel
Bases with pegs

Drape Panel with Pipe Pocket

Adjustable Vertical Uprights

12’ x 50”, weighs 8 lb ........................................87.95

3’-5’. It weighs 3 lb............................................68.95

Adjustable Horizontal
Cross Bars

7’-12’. It weighs 6 lb..........................................75.95

6” x 10’. It weighs 3 lb.......................................37.95

9’-16’. It weighs 9 lb ..........................................81.95

7” x 12’. It weighs 4 lb.......................................39.95

10’-18’. It weighs 9 lb .......................................93.95

8” x 14’. It weighs 5 lb.......................................45.95

16’ x 50”, weighs 9 lb......................................115.95
18’ x 50”, weighs 10 lb....................................131.95
12’ x 13’, weighs 15 lb.....................................350.95
16’ x 13’, weighs 20 lb....................................412.95
18’ x 13’, weighs 23 lb....................................443.95

Bases with Pegs (for Classic and Truss Systems)
18” x 18”: A choice of 18 lb. or 35 lb. weight.......19.95/68.95 6” Peg: With Screw................13.95

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821
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THE PERMANENT COLLECTION
Tensioned Fixed-Frame Projection Screens
The Permanent Collection of tensioned projection screens captures the Screen Works tradition of manufacturing
excellence and versatile design. Whether your projection room is a cinema-style home theater, a relaxed media room
for the family, or an office or conference application – the Permanent Collection combines quality workmanship and
attractive framing with exceptional screen surfaces to enhance the viewing experience. The Permanent Collection
includes a stylized selection of wall-mounted projection screens, including: PermScreen PREMIER, PermScreen CLASSIC
and PermScreen ST. Choose the distinctive model that reflects your surroundings at home or at the office.

PermScreen PREMIER
PermScreen PREMIER is perfect for those seeking to introduce
cinema style into their home theater! This exquisite black powdercoated frame features a beveled edge that adds dramatic
dimension without imposing shadows on the viewing area.
The surface easily attaches to the back of the streamlined frame
with Velcro for a completely flat-tensioned viewing surface.
◆ Elegant, black powder-coated

frame 3” x 13⁄8” (WD)
◆ Beveled surround eliminates

shadowing on screen surface
◆ Optional ProMat – theater-style

black velvet trim

◆ Available with front or rear pro-

jection surfaces
◆ Surface easily attaches to back

of frame with Velcro
◆ Mounting wall brackets are

Surface
attaches
with Velcro

Beveled
surround

included

PERMSCREEN PREMIER - VIDEO FORMAT
Nominal
Diagonal

Net Viewing
Area

Outside
Dimensions

Matte
White

Matte
Brite

Matte
Brite Plus

HiContrast

Rear
Projection

2Vue

60”

36” x 48”

42” x 54”

390.95

393.95

397.95

401.95

406.95

410.95

70”

42” x 56”

48” x 62”

483.95

488.95

493.95

498.95

503.95

588.95

80”

48” x 64”

54” x 70”

570.95

576.95

581.95

587.95

593.95

599.95

90”

54” x 72”

60” x 78”

659.95

667.95

673.95

680.95

687.95

694.95

100”

60” x 80”

66” x 86”

684.95

691.95

697.95

704.95

712.95

720.95

110”

66” x 88”

72” x 94”

782.95

790.95

798.95

806.95

814.95

823.95

120”

72” x 96”

78” x 102”

844.95

853.95

861.95

870.95

879.95

889.95

Nominal
Diagonal

Net Viewing
Area

Outside
Dimensions

Matte
White

Matte
Brite

Matte
Brite Plus

HiContrast

Rear
Projection

2Vue

74”

36” x 64”

42” x 70”

572.95

578.95

583.95

590.95

596.95

602.95

86”

42” x 75”

48” x 81”

609.95

615.95

621.95

627.95

634.95

640.95

98”

48” x 85”

54” x 91”

691.95

698.95

705.95

711.95

720.95

727.95

110”

54” x 96”

60” x 102”

895.95

903.95

913.95

922.95

932.95

942.95

122”

60” x 106”

66” x 112”

959.95

968.95

978.95

987.95

999.95

1008.95

135”

66” x 117”

72” x 123”

1059.95

1070.95

1080.95

1091.95

1103.95

1114.95

147”

72” x 128”

78” x 134”

1097.95

1108.95

1119.95

1130.95

1144.95

1155.95

PERMSCREEN PREMIER - HDTV FORMAT
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PermScreen CLASSIC
PermScreen CLASSIC easily integrates with versatile room décor. Stylish
and simple, the black powder-coated 2” frame surrounds the screen and
tensions the surface for a flawlessly flat image area. Excellent for home
movie viewing, as well as graphics and data display in schools, office
conference rooms or lobby applications.
◆ Attractive, black powder-coated

◆ Surface easily attaches to back of

matte finish

frame with Velcro

◆ Durable 2” x 1” (WD) aluminum

◆ Mounts onto a wall or into a

construction

recessed wall opening

◆ Front or rear projection surfaces

◆ Mounting hardware is included

PERMSCREEN CLASSIC - VIDEO FORMAT
Nominal
Diagonal

Net Viewing
Area

Outside
Dimensions

Matte
White

Matte
Brite

Matte
Brite Plus

HiContrast

Rear
Projection

2Vue

60”

36” x 48”

40” x 52”

355.95

358.95

362.95

366.95

370.95

373.95

70”

42” x 56”

46” x 60”

440.95

445.95

448.95

453.95

456.95

462.95

80”

48” x 64”

52” x 68”

518.95

523.95

528.95

535.95

540.95

546.95

90”

54” x 72”

58” x 76”

599.95

606.95

612.95

618.95

625.95

631.95

100”

60” x 80”

64” x 84”

666.95

673.95

679.95

686.95

693.95

699.95

110”

66” x 88”

70” x 92”

717.95

724.95

732.95

739.95

747.95

754.95

120”

72” x 96”

76” x 100”

768.95

775.95

783.95

790.95

799.95

807.95

Nominal
Diagonal

Net Viewing
Area

Outside
Dimensions

Matte
White

Matte
Brite

Matte
Brite Plus

HiContrast

Rear
Projection

2Vue

74”

36” x 64”

40” x 68”

521.95

526.95

531.95

537.95

542.95

548.95

86”

42” x 75”

46” x 79”

577.95

583.95

588.95

595.95

601.95

607.95

98”

48” x 85”

52” x 89”

628.95

634.95

642.95

648.95

655.95

661.95

110”

54” x 96”

58” x 100”

813.95

822.95

830.95

838.95

847.95

855.95

122”

60” x 106”

64” x 110”

871.95

880.95

888.95

898.95

908.95

916.95

135”

66” x 117”

70” x 121”

1007.95

1017.95

1028.95

1034.95

1043.95

1049.95

147”

72” x 128”

76” x 132”

1016.95

1027.95

1037.95

1048.95

1059.95

1069.95

PERMSCREEN CLASSIC - HDTV FORMAT

PermScreen ST
PermScreen ST is the smart, economical answer to game day and
movie viewing in the comfort of home. An ideal addition to the
casual media room, this screen features a flat-tensioned surface
with black binding. Relax, pull up a chair and settle in for family
entertainment or everyday home viewing.
◆ Surface attaches to front of frame

with Velcro or snaps
◆ Mounts onto a wall or into a

cabinet or wall enclosure

◆ The tensioned surface provides

ideal flat screen viewing
◆ 1” square single tube aluminum

frame construction

◆ 2” black binding surrounds screen surface

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821
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PERMSCREEN ST - VIDEO FORMAT
Nominal
Diagonal

Net Viewing
Area

Outside
Dimensions

Matte
White

Matte
Brite

Matte
Brite Plus

HiContrast

Rear
Projection

2Vue

60”

36” x 48”

40” x 68”

390.95

393.95

397.95

401.95

406.95

410.95

70”

42” x 56”

46” x 79”

483.95

488.95

493.95

498.95

503.95

508.95

80”

48” x 64”

52” x 89”

570.95

576.95

581.95

587.95

593.95

599.95

90”

54” x 72”

58” x 100”

660.95

667.95

673.95

680.95

687.95

694.95

100”

60” x 80”

64” x 84”

684.95

691.95

697.95

704.95

712.95

720.95

110”

66” x 88”

70” x 92”

782.95

790.95

798.95

806.95

814.95

823.95

120”

72” x 96”

76” x 100”

810.95

817.95

825.95

833.95

843.95

852.95

Nominal
Diagonal

Net Viewing
Area

Outside
Dimensions

Matte
White

Matte
Brite

Matte
Brite Plus

HiContrast

Rear
Projection

2Vue

74”

36” x 64”

40” x 68”

572.95

579.95

584.95

590.95

596.95

602.95

86”

42” x 75”

46” x 79”

609.95

615.95

621.95

627.95

635.95

641.95

98”

48” x 85”

52” x 89”

691.95

698.95

705.95

712.95

720.95

727.95

110”

54” x 96”

58” x 100”

858.95

866.95

875.95

885.95

893.95

903.95

122”

60” x 106”

64” x 110”

959.95

968.95

978.95

988.95

999.95

1008.95

135”

66” x 117”

70” x121”

1059.95

1070.95

1080.95

1091.95

1103.95

1114.95

147”

72” x 128”

76” x 132”

1097.95

1108.95

1119.95

1131.95

1145.95

1155.95

PERMSCREEN ST - HDTV FORMAT

ROLL CARTS
The innovative 30” x 20” (WxD) Roll Cart folds to a compact, space-saving 7.5” for storage
and transportation convenience. Constructed of sturdy 1” anodized aluminum with steel
hinge and lock sets, it has two removable shelves which are easily attached without any
tools. Custom designed, permanently integrated 4” steel stem casters with brake and a
wide 11⁄2” wheel tread provide added mobility. Great for rental situations that demand
heavy-duty construction, the Roll Cart can be used for almost every type of presentation,
from monitors to LCD projectors.

Giant Roll Carts

Roll Cart Skirts

Giant Roll Carts have a 48” overall height that allows maximum audience
viewing. It easily folds to a space-saving 7.5” and is constructed of the
same sturdy 1” aluminum as the standard cart. Giant Roll Carts come
with a two piece shelf and 5” steel stem caster.

Give the roll cart a professional appearance, while hiding gear on the
second shelf, with pleated or shirred skirts. Available in velour (black,
blue, gray and burgundy), velaire (black or blue) and twill (black only).
All material is flame retardant.

Roll Cart Skirts

ROLL CARTS
Model

Dimensions (HW)

Weight

Price

Model 36

20” x 30” x 36”

45 lb.

306.95

Model 42

20” x 30” x 42”

50 lb.

325.95

Model 48

20” x 30” x 48”

55 lb.

331.95

Model 54

20” x 30” x 54”

60 lb.

331.95

Giant Cart

39” x 27” x 48”

65 lb.

399.95

38” x 102” .................................131.95

50” x 102” .................................146.95

Giant Stand

39” x 27” x 48”

65 lb.

362.92

38” x 110”..................................141.95

50” x 110”..................................135.95
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All sizes are available in Velaire Pleated and Velour Pleated.
21” x 85”......................................73.95

44” x 94”...................................121.95

30” x 84” .....................................81.95

44” x 102” .................................135.95

32” x 102” .................................131.95
38” x 84”...................................105.95

44” x 135” .................................161.95
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E-Z FOLD EQUIPMENT STAND
Compact, Portable Stand for
Projectors, Speakers and Monitors
Ideal for presentations or rental and staging operations, the
E-Z-Fold Equipment Tower is a compact, folding equipment stand
for projectors, speakers, monitors and other AV equipment.
◆ Includes sturdy shelves and velair

skirts that attach with Velcro.
◆ Skirts are available in Black, Blue or

Gray.

◆ Four sides fold for E-Z set up and

strike.
◆

No Tools Assembly — Lightweight 1”
square aluminum frames assemble
in just minutes with crankbolts.

◆ Frames, skirt, and crankbolts

conveniently pack into wheeled case.
◆ Assembled stands are 72” x 36” x

273⁄4” (HDW), and have a capacity of
250 pounds.
◆ Weight (in case) 86 lbs.
◆ Case Dimensions 38” x 38” x 14”

DOG HOUSE Monitor Surround
Ideal for staging professionals, the Dog House offer a unique, lightweight solution to conceal on-stage monitors. Eliminate bulky wood
surrounds, and reduce stage and warehouse clutter. Portable and
space saving, the Dog House is used by rental and staging companies for meetings, events and presentations.
◆ Unique, lightweight, economical

◆ Soft, black Cordura cover attaches to

monitor surround.
◆ No tools required for assembly –

frames bolt together in minutes!
◆ 1” anodized welded aluminum frame

with a black finish.

frame with Velcro.
◆

6” riser sets available for monitors in
roll-around cases.

◆ Monitor surround and riser set pack

into optional carry case.

27” Dog House: 6” riser with cover. 30” x 32” x 30.5”, 25 lbs. with case ..................495.95
35” Dog House: 6” riser with cover. 36” x 32” x 37”, 35 lbs. with case......................495.95

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821
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Televisions

Panasonic ..........................................386-393
Pioneer ................................................394-405
Samsung ............................................406-409
Sanyo ..............................................................421
Sharp .....................................................410-413
Sony .......................................................414-421

The

SourceBook

A/VPresentation
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Section5

Obtaining information and ordering from B&H is quick and
easy. When you call us, just punch in the corresponding
Quick Dial number anytime during our welcome message.
The Quick Dial code then directs you to the specific
professional sales associates in our order department.
For Section 5, Televisions,
use Quick Dial #: 821
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FLAT PANEL DISPLAYS
Professional 37” - 65” SD and
HD Plasma and LCD Monitors
Because flat panel displays are used in a variety of applications, they must
meet a range of requirements. They must offer clear, faithful images. And
they must provide advanced functions, screen sizes large enough for the
installation location, and a level of resolution suited to the content that
will be displayed. Available in five sizes and two different definition panels,
Panasonic’s plasma and LCD line-up provide all that and more.
Boasting phenomenal image quality, the industry’s highest gradation and outstanding contrast, Panasonic’s 8th generation
SD-Standard Definition (852 x 480 resolution) and HD-High Definition (1024 x 768 and 1366 x 768 pixel resolution) plasma
and LCD monitors provide pictures with the kind of breathtaking beauty that stirs emotion.
The TH-32LHD7UY 32” HD LCD display is perfect when space is at a premium. Function slots let you customize the unit
for a specific application. This panel is suitable for displaying both text and still images. The 37” TH-37PWD8UK SD and
TH-37PHD8UK HD plasma displays fit well in stores. They can display images from two video sources at the same time,
making it ideal for information displays in stores, show windows and other uses.
When set up for portrait display, the 42” TH-42PWD8UK SD and TH-42PHD8UK HD plasma displays are similar in size
and aspect ratio to a movie-size poster. Use them as a moving image poster. Or upgrade the system with a scheduling
function that displays content according to the correct time zone, and use them as a digital signboard.
For business meetings, presentations and other situations calling for powerful visual impact, the 50” TH-50PHD8UK HD
plasma is ideal. An optional touch panel adds sophistication and ease. It can also be upgraded to display handwritten
notes for even greater persuasive power. The massive 65” TH-65PHD8UK HD monitor is ideal for any application calling
for an eye-catching, super-sized vertical or horizontal display. Use it in a directory in a building lobby, an information
board for an airport, train station or other large public facility, or a monitor at event sites. With its large screen and high
resolution, it displays images that look clear and crisp even from a distance.
They are packed with innovative picture-improving technologies including a Real Black Drive System, Super Real Gamma
System, Motion Picture Disturbance (MPD) Noise Reduction, 3D Color Management, and Active I/P (Interlace/Progressive)
Conversion. They offer long service life, multi-screen capabilities and customization options.
To meet a variety of applications they offer advanced functions such as Dual Picture and Digital Zoom and a built-in
video wall processor that enables up to 4x 4 multi-screen
configuration. They also have multi-function slots where a
variety of optional networking or AV input boards can be added
or exchanged allowing the monitors to be customized. For added
convenience, they offer a host of energy-saving functions, and
their Contrast Automatic Tracking System (C.A.T.S.) senses
ambient lighting conditions and adjusts brightness and gradation
accordingly. The displays can be vertically or horizontally mounted
and are ideal as updateable digital signage or for an endless
array of multimedia applications.

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO
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FLAT PANEL DISPLAYS
Highest Picture Quality
◆ The front protective glass of the plasma display panels incorporate a

Deep Black Filter that suppresses light transmittance and slashes the
amount of external light reflected. This allows the displays to achieve
high contrast ratio when viewed in bright surroundings.
◆ New Real Black Drive System reduces the pre-discharge emission

when reproducing black, providing deeper, richer blacks and a
stunning 4000:1 contrast in SD models, and 3000:1 in HD models.
The result is dramatically enhanced image
◆ They use ultra-precise, 14-bit signal processing to produce vividly rich

details. The Advanced Real Gamma System then takes it another step
further with full-time, full-pixel 1,536-step gradation and 2,048-step
dark-area gradation. This level of gradation brings intricate details and
more faithful color reproduction to all scenes, dark and bright.
◆ The area in which the phosphor can be applied has been increased,

dramatically improving both light-emitting efficiency and intensity.
Furthermore, by optimizing the gas composition ratio, lighting
efficiency has been increased by about 15%. The result is the industry’s
highest level of brightness.
◆ Standard AGC (Automatic Gain Control) detects the brightness level of

the entire image, then boosts it as necessary. However, this increases
noise. Panasonic’s Adaptive AGC raises contrast while suppressing
noise by detecting and boosting only the image edges.

◆ Improvements to the drive circuit and plasma gas inside the panel

have enabled Panasonic to boost peak brightness while lowering
power consumption. They boast a long service life of 60,000 hours.
A newly developed phosphor also raises the displays resistance to
static-image screen burning to the same level as CRT displays.
◆ High-precision MPD (Motion Picture Disturbance) Noise Reduction

detects motion patterns that tend to generate noise and makes the
necessary adjustments to maximize image quality. The result is crisp,
clean moving images. Plus, it doesn’t diminish the quality of stationary
objects, such as those in the backyard.
◆ For vibrant colors and natural skin tones, Panasonic’s 3D Color

Management system works in a three-dimensional color matrix
(hue, saturation, brightness). By correcting hue and brightness
independently and providing finer control, this process delivers
vibrant colors and natural skin tones.
◆ Active I/P (Interlace/Progressive) Conversion system detects slow

movements more precisely by increasing the range for detecting
moving-picture and still-picture pixels. This reduces I/P conversion
noise that often occurs when reproducing tiny movements, thereby
producing crisper images while raising the vertical resolution in
interlaced images.

Advanced Dual Picture Mode
Panasonic plasma displays feature a new Advanced Dual Picture Mode in addition to the conventional Dual Picture Mode. This new
mode lets you overlay a video image onto a full-screen PC image. For example, you can superimpose text information from a PC over
a video clip, giving you a more effective way to present information. When displaying two separate images, you can select the audio
output from either source (previous models reproduced audio from the main source only). Playing back the audio from the sub-source
can be useful in teleconferencing, for example.
Note: TH-42PWD8UK and 37PWD8UK cannot display two images when both are from component video or RGB (PC) signal sources. The Advanced
Dual Picture Mode may not work properly with some video signals and is not available on the TH-32LHD7UY.

Advanced
Dual
Picture
Mode

Dual
Picture
Mode
Picture-And-Picture

Picture-Out-Picture

Picture-In-Picture

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821
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FLAT PANEL DISPLAYS
New Cabinet Design

Enhanced
Screen Saver Functions

Panasonic plasma displays (except the 65”)
have a simple, slim front bezel design. Control
buttons and the Power button are set on the
bottom surface. This gives the panels a
smooth, clean look while also helping prevent
accidental operation and tampering.

◆ A variety of screen saver functions help

minimize the risk of uneven phosphor aging.
You can also use the timer to set the screen
saver operating cycles, operating time, and
start and stop times. This lets you make
settings that match your application.

◆ The 65”, 50” and 42” models can be

positioned vertically to display portrait
images, allowing them to serve as effective
storefront signboards. There’s no need to
install an optional fan kit.

— White Bar Scroll: White bars move across
the screen from left to right at regular intervals. Good for ordinary still-image displays.
— Screen Reversal: Displays images with black
and white reversed. Good for text displays.
— Side Panel Adjustment: Brightens the black
bands on the sides of the screen when
displaying images in the 4:3 format.
— Wobbling: Shifts the image’s position by
several pixels at fixed time intervals.
— Peak Limit Mode: Lowers the peak
brightness level (image contrast) by 30%.

Energy-Saving Functions
◆ A broad range of environment-friendly

functions help minimize energy consumption.
— DPMS (Display Power Management
Signaling): Power is automatically turned
on or off in response to a sync signal from
a PC connected to the built-in PC input
terminal.

Remote System Monitoring
In addition to the conventional display control command and power supply/input selection
check command, Panasonic flat panel displays feature a new monitor command that lets you
check the signal from a distant location. In conventional systems, you had to install a monitoring
camera to check the images displayed on an advertising display panel or digital signage system.
This new monitor command, on the other hand, lets you monitor images by simply connecting
a PC via a serial cable.

Multi-Screen Applications
The built-in image-enlarging function makes it easier to set up a multi-screen display system
with four (2 x 2), nine (3 x 3), or 16 (4 x 4) units. For example, with sixteen 65” displays you can
configure a huge display equivalent to 260” by simply connecting ordinary cables. That’s the
kind of display that catches eyes at shopping malls and event sites. This function works with
component video signals, so you can use enlarged images from DVD and other high-quality
sources in your display.

— Auto Power Off: When you’re using a device
connected to the multi-function slots, the
display panel goes into standby mode after
10 minutes if no sync signal is received.
— Power Save Mode: Reduces the display’s
brightness.
— Standby Power Save Mode: Reduces power
consumption when on standby.

Additional Features
◆ The Sound Menu gives you a choice of three

sound settings (Standard/Dynamic/Clear) to
best match the kind of input source.
◆ Panasonic’s “silence engineering” eliminates

the need for a fan — and fan noise — giving
you the kind of quiet operation that makes
for a more pleasant viewing experience.
◆ 4x Digital Zoom lets you enlarge a portion

of an image by up to 4x normal size and
display it on the full screen. Use this function
to give your presentations greater impact.

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO

Thanks to the ID control function, you can use the standard remote control
unit to control multiple panels individually. There is also a mode that displays
a full-screen image, including the edges (the width of the frame) of the display
panel — something not possible with previous systems. This is especially
suitable for displaying text information, since no words are hidden by the frame.
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FLAT PANEL DISPLAYS
Unmatched Expandability
In addition to their fixed inputs, the Panasonic line offer
dual and triple function slots and a host of optional
function boards, to offer outstanding flexibility and
adaptability, allowing them to display solutions to an even wider range of
customer needs. This gives you the flexibility to add digital or analog capabilities as necessary and to
create a customized system that meets your exact needs. Combined with the superb image quality, this level of flexibility
makes Panasonic flat panel displays THE high-performance solution to almost any application.

ion
Multi-Funct
and
Slots on 32”
:
37” Models

These models come with the standard
terminal boards mounted in slots 1
and 2. You can remove the standard
boards and mount one or two of the
optional boards.

ion
Multi-Funct
50”
Slots on 42”,
dels:
and 65” Mo

These models come equipped with the standard
terminal boards mounted in slots 2 & 3. You can
mount optional terminal board in slot 1. Or, you
can remove the standard terminal boards and
mount up to three optional boards.

TY-42TM6B BNC Composite Video Terminal Board

TY-42TM6G RGB Active-Through Terminal Board

For connection with analog equipment, the TY-42TM6B BNC
Composite Video Terminal Board lets you connect a VCR, DVD player
or video camera. This board has a video output terminal too, so you
can also connect a sub-monitor device for image monitoring.

For multi-screen system configuration, the TY-42TM6G allows the daisy
chaining of multiple plasma displays, making it easy to configure a
multi-screen plasma display system.

TY-42TM6V RCA Composite Video Terminal Board

TY-42TM6D RGB (Digital) Terminal Board (DVI-D with HDCP)

Same as above except with RCA terminals instead of BNCs.

The TY-42TM6D lets you connect a PC or other compatible digital
equipment that outputs digital RGB signals (DVI-D compliant).

TY-42TM6A BNC Component Video Terminal Board

TY-4FB8HM HDMI Terminal Board

For connection with analog equipment, the TY-42TM6A lets you
connect a VCR, DVD player or video camera. This board has a video
output terminal too, so you can also connect a sub-monitor device for
image monitoring.

The next-generation standard digital interface, HDMI terminal board
digitally transfers video and audio signals over a single cable. Connect a
compatible DVD player via an HDMI terminal, and the plasma display can
reproduce images with the equivalent of 4,096 gradation levels.

TY-42TM6Z RCA Composite Video Terminal Board

TY-FB7SD SDI and TY-FB7HD HD-SDI Terminal Boards

Same as above except with RCA terminals instead of BNCs.

For connection with broadcast equipment, these boards are compatible
with the SDI or HD-SDI (for HDTV) systems used by broadcasting stations.
These boards let the plasma displays to reproduce crisp, clear images in a
studio or control room.

TY-42TM6Y Composite/Component Video Terminal Board
For connection with analog equipment, the TY-42TM6Y lets you
connect a VCR, DVD player or video camera. Component connections
use BNCs, the composite connections use RCA terminals.

TY-42TM6P PC Input Terminal Board
Allows you to connect multiple PCs. Use it in conference rooms, class
rooms, lecture halls—any site where PCs are often used.

TY-42TM6B

TY-42TM6G

TY-42TM6V

TY-42TM6A

TY-42TM6D

TY-FB7WPU Wireless Presentation Board
For wireless connection, the TY-FB7WPU allows the plasmas to
simultaneously display signals from up to four notebook PCs. With a
wireless connection, you can get a presentation or meeting under way
quickly without taking the time and trouble to connect cables.

TY-42TM6Y

TY-4FB8HM

TY-42TM6P

TY-FB7SD

TY-FB7WPU

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821
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PLASMA SYSTEM SOLUTIONS
Digital Signage/Narrowcasting System
Complete with Touch Panel
Easily construct a simple, interactive content distribution system
for retail chains and public spaces such as shopping malls, office
buildings and hotels.
Constructing a Multi-Language Environment:
In contrast with conventional methods, in which several information panels are
prepared in different languages, this digital system allows visitors to simply touch
the panel itself to switch to the language they want. It is a highly effective and
efficient way to offer people the content that they want to see.
Flexible Content Control:
Each PDP controller fits inside the plasma and has a unique IP address, allowing
content to be streamed to the plasma on any LAN, modem, Internet or satellite
network. It speeds up the process of updating information, and any combination
of plasmas can be controlled locally or from a central location.
Space-Saving and Easy to Install:
The display system is slimmed down by incorporating the optional PDP Controller
right inside the plasma display. It requires only two connections, power and network.
The mouse/keyboard connections can be wireless, through the PCMCIA slots.
Universal System Design:
Since the entire system is configured in a Windows environment, the Controller is
compatible with a wide variety of off-the-shelf software applications.

Information System
Using the Twisted-Pair-Cable Receiver Board
Displays up-to-date information
such as transportation
schedule changes, stock market
conditions, and countless other
possible subjects.
Real-Time Information Bulletins:
The use of the CAT5e twisted-pair cable allows content to be sent from the server in
real-time, for instant response to events such as sudden changes in transportation
schedules or accident information as it becomes available.
Long-Distance Transmission of High-Quality Video Signals:
High-resolution XGA images, sound and RS232C control signal are transmitted
approximately 492’ over a single cable. PDP control signals can also be sent over the
same cable to allow remote operation of power ON/OFF and other functions.
Higher Signal Quality, Lower Costs, and Easier Installation:
Thin, lightweight CAT5e twisted-pair cables do a better job of preventing signal
degradation than coaxial cables. They also reduce costs and shorten the time needed
for installation.

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO
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PLASMA SYSTEM SOLUTIONS
Multi-Presentation System
Using a Variety of Peripheral Equipment
Panasonic plasma TVs support diverse video sources. Mount
peripherals to the plasma display to take advantage of its detailed
images and wide viewing angle.
No Complicated Connections: You can connect multiple notebook PCs
to a single plasma display by simply making the appropriate network settings.
Naturally, this means that the conference room is neater, because there are no
connection cables to clutter it up. The display can also be controlled by the PCs.
Display Four PC Screens at the Same Time: It is easy to hold group
presentations, because the screen images of up to four PCs can be displayed
simultaneously.

A Wealth of Functions in a Compact System: The large screen and
wide viewing angle of the plasma display make it ideal for use in discussions.
You can optimize it even further by adding an array of peripheral equipment:
◆ Mounting a component video

terminal board lets it receive the
input of high-resolution DVD signals.

◆ Mounting a composite video

terminal board enables connection
of various analog equipment.

You can select the input for whichever video source you want easily with the
remote control. And you can mount the entire system to a wheeled stand, for
easy movement.

BP-S700PD Networked MPEG2 Player
◆ The local remote control allows playback control without the need for a

mouse and keyboard.
◆ Video signals are transmitted digitally to ensure crisp, clear images.
◆ The hardware decoder produces DVD-level image quality by supporting

MPEG2 MP@ML (Main Profile@Main Level) transport. High-bit-rate data
also streams smoothly because all playback data is first stored in the
built-in hard disk.
◆ Combined with the BB-SMG700 Management Software, it is possible to

schedule the distribution of motion video, still images and other content,
and deliver over a LAN or Internet.

BB-SMG700
Management Software
Lets you control up to 100
plasma display panels, and
contains all of the functions
necessary for video distribution.

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821
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OPTIONAL PLASMA ACCESSORIES
Pedestals

Flush Wall-Hanging
Brackets

TY-ST07-K (PATYST07K) ...................CALL
TY-ST08-K (PATYST08K) ...............159.95
TY-ST65-K (PATYST65K) ...............849.95
TY-ST32L7-K (PATYST32L7K) ..........CALL

TY-WK37PV3 (PATYWK37PV3) ....314.95
TY-WK42PV7 (PATYWK42PV7) ....349.95
TY-WK65PV7 (PATYWK65PV7) ....374.95

TY-WK42PV7

Drawer Type
Wall Hanging Bracket

TY-WK65PV7

Stands

Angled Wall-Hanging
Brackets

Flush Wall
Hanging Brackets

Wall Stand (PATYST42PW1) .............CALL
Mobile Stand (PATYST42PF3) .....899.95

TY-WK32LR1S (PATYWK32LR1S) ....CALL
TY-WK42PR7 (PATYWK42PR7) ....429.95

Drawer Type
Wall Hanging Bracket

Ceiling-Hanging Bracket

TY-WK42DR1 (PATYWK42DR1) ......CALL

TY-CE42PS7 (PATYCE42PS1) ........719.95
TY-WK42PR7 Angled
Wall Hanging Bracket
TY-ST42PW1
Wall Stand

TY-ST08-K
Pedestal

TY-ST42PF3
Mobile Stand

TY-ST07-K Pedestal

CO M PAT I B L E M O U N T I N G M O D E L S AT A G L A N C E
TY-ST65-K

TY-ST08-K

TY-ST07-K

TY-ST42PF3

TY-CE42PS7

65PHD8UK

✓

—

—

TY-ST32L7-K TY-WK42DR1 TY-WK65PV7 TY-WK42PV7 TY-WK37PV3 TY-WK42PR7 TY-WK32LR1S TY-ST42PW1
—

—

✓

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

TH-50PHD8UK

—

✓

✓

—

✓

—

✓

—

✓

—

✓

✓

✓

TH-42PHD/PWD8UK

—

✓

✓

—

✓

—

✓

—

✓

—

✓

✓

✓

TH-37PHD/PWD8UK

—

✓

✓

—

—

—

✓

✓

✓

—

✓

—

✓

TH-32LHD7UY

—

—

—

✓

—

—

—

—

—

✓

—

—

—

Detachable Stereo Speakers
Designed for Panasonic plasma monitors, these 2-way, 3-speakers mount on the sides of the
monitor and will be powered by the monitor’s built-in audio amplifier.
Speakers for 65” Plasma Display (PATYSP65P7WK)
Measures 3.9 x 36.4 x 3.5” (WHD). Each speaker weighs 4.9 lbs ....749.95

Touch
Panel
An add-on touch-panel lets you write directly
onto the screen with a light touch. It is ideal
for adding written comments during a
presentation or meeting.
◆ Highly reliable optical sensor system
◆ Outstanding resolution, easy operation
◆ Thin design — a precise fit with the screen

Speakers for 50” Plasma Display (PATYSP50P8WK)
Measures 4.2 x 28.5 x 3.5” (WHD). Each speaker weighs 4.4 lbs ....299.95
Speakers for 42” Plasma Display (PATYSP42P8WK)
Measures 4.2 x 24 x 3.5” (WHD). Each speaker weighs 4.4 lbs........259.95
Speakers for TH-37PHD8UK/37PWD8UK Displays (PATYSP37P8WK)
Measures 4.2 x 21.7 x 3.5” (WHD). Each speaker weighs 4.4 lbs ....249.95
Speakers for TH-32LHD7UY Display (PATYSP32L7WS)
Measures 4 x 19.7 x 4.0” (WHD). Each speaker weighs 4.2 lbs........259.95

◆ Lets you use display as a “whiteboard”

For 65” display (PATYTP65P8S) .....................3999.95
For 50” display (PATYTP50P8S) .....................2879.95
For 42” displays (PATYTP42P8S) ...................2639.00

Touch Pen (PATYTPEN6)
For Touch Panel...............................................224.95

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO

PDP Controller for 42-, 50- and 65” Models
◆ Function board design reduces wiring and

saves space.
◆ Realistic display images are achieved by a

1:1 pixel correspondence with Panasonic
plasma displays.

www.bhphotovideo.com

◆ The controller can also be used in vertical

display applications.
◆ Only requires a network and power

connection. Mouse/keyboard connections
can be wireless, through the PCMCIA slots.
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PLASMA SPECIFICATIONS
TH-32LHD7UY

TH-37PWD8UK

TH-42PWD8UK

TH-37PHD8UK

TH-42PHD8UK

TH-50PHD8UK

TH-65PHD8UK

PATH32LHD7UY

PATH37PWD8UK

PATH42PWD8UK

PATH37PHD8UK

PATH42PHD8UK

PATH50PHD8UK

PATH65PHD8UK

120V AC, 50/60 Hz

120V AC, 50/60 Hz

120V AC, 50/60 Hz

120V AC, 50/60 Hz

120V AC, 50/60 Hz

120V AC, 50/60 Hz

120V AC, 50/60 Hz

Power Consumption

234 W

250 W

275 W

282 W

337 W

440 W

675 W

Power Off Condition

0.2 W

0.05 W

0.05 W

0.05 W

0.1 W

0.1 W

0.2 W

Stand-By Condition

Save On: 0.6 W
Save Off: 0.8 W

Save On: 0.7 W
Save Off: 1.0 W

Save On: 0.7 W
Save Off: 1.0 W

Save On: 0.7 W
Save Off: 1.0 W

Save On: 0.4 W
Save Off: 0.6 W

Save On: 0.4 W
Save Off: 0.6 W

Save On: 0.5 W
Save Off: 0.7 W

a-Si TFT active
matrix 32”,
16:9 aspect ratio

Drive method:
AC type 37”,
16:9 aspect ratio

Drive method:
AC type 42”,
16:9 aspect ratio

Drive method:
AC type 37”,
16:9 aspect ratio

Drive method:
AC type 42”,
16:9 aspect ratio

Drive method:
AC type 50”,
16:9 aspect ratio

Drive method:
AC type 65”,
16:9 aspect ratio

800:1

4000:1

4000:1

3000:1

3000:1

3000:1

3000:1

27.4” x 15.4”
31.5”

32.2” x 18.1”
37”

36.2” x 20.4”
42”

32.2” x 18.1”
37”

36.2” x 20.4”
42”

43.5” x 24.5”
50”

56.5” x 31.7”
65”

Number of Pixels

1,049,088
1,366 x 768 (WH)

408,960
852 x 480 (WH)

408,960
852 x 480 (WH)

737,280
1,024 x 720 (WH)

786,432
1,024 x 720 (WH)

1,049,088
1,366 x 768 (WH)

1,049,088
1,366 [W] x 768 [H]

Audio Output (10% THD)

16 W (8 W + 8W)

16 W (8 W + 8W)

16 W (8 W + 8W)

16 W (8 W + 8W)

16 W (8 W + 8W)

16 W (8 W + 8W)

16 W (8 W + 8W)

Applicable PC Signals

XGA

VGA

VGA

XGA

XGA

XGA

XGA

Dimensions (W x H x D)

31.7” x 19.7” x 4.0”

36.2” x 21.7” x 3.5”

40.2” x 24.0” x 3.5”

36.2” x 21.7” x 3.5”

40.2” x 24.0” x 3.5”

47.6” x 28.5” x 3.7”

61.2” x 36.4” x 3.9”

37.5 lbs.

55.1 lbs.

65 lbs.

57.3 lbs.

69.4 lbs.

94.8 lbs.

172 lbs.

B&H Product No.
Power Source

LCD Display Panel

Contrast Ratio
Screen Size (W x H)
Diagonal

Weight
Color System
Safety Standards
Terminals (AV)
(COMPONENT/RGB)

(PC)

(SERIAL)

NTSC, PAL, PAL 60, SECAM, Modified NTSC
UL6500/C-UL
VIDEO IN/OUT (BNC): 1.0 Vp-p (75-ohms), S-VIDEO (Mini DIN 4-pin): Y: 1.0 Vp-p (75-ohms), C: 0.286 Vp-p (75 ohms), AUDIO IN L/R (RCA x 2): 0.5 Vrms
Y/G (BNC): 1.0 Vp-p/composite (75-ohms); 0.7 Vp-p/non-composite (75 ohms), PB, PR/CB, CR (BNC): 0.7 Vp-p (75 ohms); R/B (BNC): 0.7 Vp-p (75 ohms)
AUDIO IN L/R (RCA pin jack x 2): 0.5 Vrms (high impedance)
(Mini D-sub 15-pin), fH: 15 — 110 kHz; fV: 48 — 120 Hz, R,G,B: 0.7 Vp-p (75-ohms), Y: 1.0 Vp-p (75-ohms: including sync)
PB, PR/CB, CR: ± 0.7 Vp-p (75-ohms); HD, VD/1.0 — 5.0 Vp-p (high impedance), Audio In (M3 jack): 0.5 Vrms (high impedance)
External control terminal (D-sub 9-pin), RS-232C compatible
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PLASMA DISPLAYS
Pioneer’s plasma displays have become the preferred standard for
applications including information visualization, lobbies, conference
and boardrooms, large area viewing command control centers, point
of information or public display, information kiosks and digital
signage. Utilizing Pioneer’s extensive understanding of industrial
displays, leading edge product design and manufacturing ability,
these displays take performance and flexibility to an entirely new
level by increasing brightness, sharpness and color reproduction
quality while also increasing reliability, operating ease and versatility.
Pioneeer initiated the development of plasma displays in 1991, and
have worked ceaselessly to achieve higher levels of detail, picture
quality and functionality. In 1999, they developed the industry’s first Encased Cell Structure panel and Advanced
Continuous Emission (ACE) technology. Then in 2001, they achieved a further breakthrough with the Deep Encased Cell
Structure. In terms of functionality, they were the first to provide expansion slots for professional applications and to be
certified by Microsoft’s WHQL (Windows Hardware Qualification Labs).

Pioneer Plasma Displays fit seamlessly and elegantly into corporate offices. They can be
used in lobbies, conference rooms, common office areas or even open meeting areas and
are highly effective tools in business.

Electronic advertising, promotions or up to date product information
can be easily displayed and read by customers on a Pioneer Plasma
Display in retail environments.

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO

Pioneer Plasma Displays can be used in control room type applications where space is a
premium. Important information can be easily read and monitored with wide viewing
angles and bright, sharp images.

Public information displays are gaining popularity using Pioneer Plasmas. High visibility combined with leadingedge Pioneer Plasma technology, make this venue a perfect fit. Get their attention, convey your message and
make an impression, all with the help of Pioneer Plasma Displays.
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PDP-424MV
42” WVGA Professional
Plasma Display
Pioneer’s PDP-424MV professional plasma display offers high
image quality at an affordable price, in a compact 42” size.
Offering commercial users another option for their digital
signage, boardroom and other business applications, the
PDP-424MV features superior brightness and contrast. A
wide range of user-friendly functions such as programmable
timer, up to 9x point zoom, energy and image burn-in
management and video wall capability, enable outstanding control and convenience. For added value, it offers significant
longevity for a commercial user. 60,000 hours is the time for the display panel to reach half of its original luminescence.
F E AT U R E S

High Image Quality

Superior Image Processing Technology Quality

◆ The PDP-424MV uses a precisely engineered

CCF (Capsulated Color Filter) that decreases
light reflection for better view ability and filters out unnecessary elements in the red,
green, and blue light for true color reproduction. Skin tones, for example appear
more natural because the filter is designed
to reduce the orange tint present in the red
color range. All images, even fast-moving
ones, will be accurate, crisp and natural.

◆ From input to output, through all processing steps, the video signal remains in the digital

domain. This ensures noise-free, no-loss processing of a variety of inputs from video to PC,
allowing the highest possible signal quality.
◆ For precision, four gamma modes allows a

more accurate display of the tone gradations,
even for images with low lighting.
◆ Scan converts input signals with high sampling

accuracy so even minor details such as small
letters are sharp and clear.

◆ I/P conversion and scaling Larger Scale

Integrated (LSI) circuits smooth jagged
edges, correct color bleeds and select the
ideal input resolution by simultaneously
sensing both Y and C signals, resulting in
images that are smooth and clean.

◆ Black Stripe inhibits the reflection of outer

light and enhanced contrast to ensure that
dark colors remain crisp and clear, even in
bright settings.

Video Wall Capability
Easy-to-configure multi-monitor
video walls. Possible configurations
are 2 x 2, 3 x 3, 4 x 4 and 5 x 5. Two
display modes are available, one that
enlarges all picture elements so the
entire picture is visible and one that
enlarges the whole image so lines
between units are not visible. Other
functions include Power On Delay to
reduce initial power load, ABL Link for
aligning monitor brightness in multimonitor displays and Auto ID Setting.

◆ Encased Cell Structure is a key factor in the

PDP-424MV’s superior performance. The
cells feature a larger phosphor surface area
that prevents light leakage enabling better
performance. Luminous efficiency is higher,
the screen is brighter, and subtle details are
enhanced.
◆ Pioneer knows that colors are crucial to your

business. “Red” can mean a lot of different
things to different companies. Get red rightor whichever colors you need to fine-tunewithout skewing the other colors in the picture-using Pioneer's essential Color Detail
Adjustment feature.
◆ Point Zoom

function lets you expand any
portion of a PC or video image from 1x to 9x
in 64 steps.

Conveniences
◆ ABL (Auto Brightness Limiter) Lock provides three selectable modes to reduce power

consumption when desired. Modes to manage image burn-in include Orbiter (moves image
one pixel at a time), Inverse (displays image as negative), Full Mask (white) and others.
◆ Timer function features a convenient Weekly Timer and the following programmable functions:

power on/off, input selection, activation of image burn-in management modes.
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PDP-425CMX
42” XGA Professional
Plasma Display
A professional plasma display, the PDP-425CMX offers the
flexibility of Expansion Solutions in a 42” size and displays
images with a new level and brilliance as well as exceptional depth. PureVision and the Pure Drive system ensure the
image you project is compelling and true-to-source. This
next generation panel has pure digital processing and is
ideally suited for a wide range of professional and public
display applications.
F E AT U R E S

Pure Black Panel
◆ In addition to Deep Encased Cell Structure

the PDP-425CMX uses another breakthrough technology called Crystal Emissive
Layer to achieve high luminous efficiency.
The result is unprecedented high brightness
of 1,400 cd/m2 (peak/panel) and greatly
improved dark-area contrast. Blacks are
blacker, while light areas maintain their true
brightness values. Bright-area contrast is
also much higher, meaning that the PDP425CMX will provide conspicuous, effective
displays in bright places such as shopping
malls, event venues and showrooms.

Dual Screen Function
The new Pure Drive Pro image processing engine greatly improves processing of not only the
main image, but also the sub-image in dual image modes. As a result, a variety of dual-image
displays not previously possible can now be shown, allowing presentations and product promotions that are impressive and persuasive.

Standard Dual Screen Mode
Remote control operation permits the use of Picture-in-Picture (P-in-P) and Side-by-Side modes.
With P-in-P you can shift the position of the sub-image among four locations. Side-by-Side
switches between the left and right images, and in addition to the swap function, you can also
switch the audio via remote control.

Intelligent Dual Screen Mode
The P-in-P mode permits a number of display variations. You can select four sizes of P-in-P
sub-images and you can set the transparency of the sub-image from 0 to 80%.

New Pure Drive Pro
Upgraded Side-By-Side Mode

◆ High efficiency and the best possible picture

Easily switch between Side-by-Side and
P-out-P modes with the Integrator Menu.
It is also possible to select three horizontal
aspect ratios for dual image, full screen
display.

quality have been achieved by mounting
the color management, scaling, GUI mix and
other image processing technologies on a
single chip that Pioneer developed
exclusively for their professional monitors.
◆ Superb scaling performance ensures that

even high-resolution signals are reproduced
with minimal data loss. Even when the
image is expanded by video wall or point
zoom functions, the monitor displays
detailed information with extreme clarity.
◆ In addition, ACE IV technology enables the

panel to accurately reproduce high level
gray scale for each color. The panel instantly
identifies the type of image being shown
(fast- vs. slow-motion scenes, dark vs. light
scenes) and dynamically optimizes the
distribution of color gradation.

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO

Side-by-Side

Banner PIP Mode Displays
On-Screen Titles
You can easily display titles prepared in
PowerPoint presentation software or
other programs on the screen. You can
Picture-out-Picture
choose four positions for the titles:
top, medium top, medium bottom, and
bottom. The transparency of the on-screen titles can also be varied.

Sub-Image Detection
If the sub-image input signal is lost during P-in-P display, this mode shuts off, and is automatically
selected again when the signal is restored (operates only with P-in-P mode).

www.bhphotovideo.com
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PDP-425CMX

Video Wall – Display up to 25 Images
Pioneer makes it easy to configure multi-monitor video walls.
Possible configurations are 2x2, 3x3, 4x4 and 5x5. Two display
modes provided: Normal, for showing data and text, enlarges
the image so that no elements are hidden by bezels, while
Adjusted, for pictures and video, enlarges the image as a single
whole unit, as though looking through a window. Video Wall
functions include Power On Delay, ABL Link, Auto ID Setting
and Repeat Timer. Video Wall is an internal function, no
external processing equipment required.

Power On Delay: The Power On Delay function automatically
varies the powering up of each display to reduce the load on the
power source.

ABL Link: The Auto Brightness Limiter Link function sets the brightness
display at a uniform level (operates only with 2x2 and 3x3 configurations).

Auto ID Setting: Automatically sets an ID for each display

Repeat Timer: This function allows the repetition of two settings.
For example, you the timer to display a video image on the full screen for
three minutes, a PC image divided into four screens for six minutes. This is
continuously repeated (operates only with 2x2 and 3x3 configurations).

connected via a combination control cable to permit simpler errorfree setting (operates only and 3x3 configurations).

Seamless Orbiter
Conventional orbiter modes reduce ghosting by moving the displayed image by one pixel at regular intervals.
Because viewers can notice the movement, it interferes with their viewing. The PDP-425CMX has an improved
Seamless Orbiter function, which moves the entire image in extremely small steps of less than a pixel. The most
effective orbiting pattern was adopted based on a variety of simulations, achieving the maximum possible
mitigation of ghosting without viewers noticing the process.
Conventional
Orbiter Mode
The entire image moves one or more
pixels at a time, easily noticeable in
meetings.
Conventional PDP

Seamless Orbiter Mode
The entire image moves in extremely small steps undetectable to the human eye. Three types of processing can
be selected to tailor the display s performance to the type of application and input — for example whether the
content is primarily still or video images.

PDP-425CMX
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PDP-425CMX
High Performance

CONVENIENCES

◆ When a command is transmitted from a

control device to the PDP via the RS-232C
interface, the PDP returns its status. This not
only permits remote confirmation of current
PDP status, it can also specify the cause of
errors, should they occur, speeding up
service response. The PDP-425CMX provides
high control capacity - combination
connections, variable baud rate setting,
acknowledge function and more:
— Serial number information, Product model
name, Hour meter, Interior temperature
information, Power on/off information,
Input signal information, Cause of error
◆ Programmable timer can control designated

functions according to a schedule. Take
advantage of a convenient weekly timer and
seven programmable functions including
power on/off, input selection, and activation
of image burn-in reduction modes.
◆ The PDP-425CMX has a high performance

dual image processing function that switches
from one input image to another at the high
speed of approximately 0.4 seconds. This
ensures smooth, comfortable viewing of
displays at exhibition halls or event
venues and presentations in offices.

Five Pro modes allow image adjustment
for professional applications:
– Under-Scan: Displays input video signals without modification.
– Color-Off: Removes color information for optimum display of black and white signals.
– Still Image Processing: Suppresses movement to display still images accurately by
varying movement detection processing.
– Pure Image: Displays images as close as possible to the original signal with no image
processing except I/P conversion.
– High Contrast mode: Uses special dynamic range expansion to make images more vivid.

Numerous image burn-in alleviation modes:
– Side mask brightness adjustment: Adjusts side mask brightness during 4:3 image
display.
– White signal display: Displays white over the entire screen. This restores ghosted
locations to their former condition.
– Screen reversal display: Restores ghosting by reversing the colors of the area where
ghosting occurs.
– Soft focus: Blurs the edges of the image, making ghosting difficult to see.

Low power consumption and four energy saver modes:
This PDP-425CMX achieves the industry’s lowest
power consumption of 285-watts thanks to the
high light emission efficiency of the new Pure
Black Panel. Four energy saver modes contribute
to further low power consumption:

◆ Dual Image Freeze displays stills of new

images as small images Image Freeze
temporarily freezes a displayed image. The
still image can be the sub-image in P-in-P
mode or the left-side image in Side-by-Side
mode. You will find this function to be
convenient during presentations or
meetings.

Power Save, Intermediate, Linear Brightness, which
decreases the peak intensity of high-brightness images, and Auto Brightness Control,
which automatically adjusts panel brightness depending upon room lighting.

Additional Features
◆ Large GUI Display
◆ Frame Rate Conversion mode
◆ Display Call ◆ Point Zoom
◆ Intelligent Auto Setup
◆ Color Detail Adjustment
◆ Smart Cooling System
◆ Vertical and Left to Right Reversal Modes
◆ Priority Input Mode
◆ Layered Key Lock
◆ Retake Specialized Color Temperature

Switching Function
◆ OSD Off

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO

◆ LED Off

◆ Memory Lock
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PDP-425CMX
Expansion Solutions
For the next-generation line of professional plasma displays, Pioneer offers a powerful
concept—Expansion Solutions. Imagine a display with Pioneer’s unprecedented image
quality, custom tailored to fit each unique installation minus all the extra boxes and
wires. These cutting-edge, open-architecture data and communications card-slot
solutions enable you to change functionality as your business needs evolve and grow.
Other manufacturers utilize proprietary technology that forces you to build your
concept around their constraints. Pioneer’s open-architecture card slots are integrated
right into all of the CMX models ranging from 42” to 50”, making it easy for third-party
card developers to develop customized cards to your exact specifications. And they
offer a wealth of extra features such as added security and monitoring capabilities.
The PDP-425CMX is designed to be ready for any type of application with the integration of two ES Card Slot interfaces, one for communication and
one for enhanced data. It comes supplied with a removable communication card that includes RS-232C and combination I/O interfaces. The second
slot may optionally be used to enable video capabilities through the input of a wide range of analog or digital signals, with additional control. This
means that one PDP-425CMX can be used for multiple tasks, including various applications that other PDPs can’t handle. You have extensive flexibility right out of the box, and it is also ready for additional needs that may arise in the future. Pioneer’s “Expansion Solutions” is just one more reason
why the PDP-425CMX is the first choice in professional plasma display.

PDA-5003

PDA-5004

BNC Connector Interface Card

RCA Connector Interface Card

Designed for exclusive use with Pioneer plasma
displays, the PDA-5003 enables the ability to
display high definition video through RGB/
component, S-Video and composite input
terminals. The plasma display has been originally
designed as a computer monitor, but by
installing the optional PDA-5003 video card,
the supplementary features are produced:

Enables the ability to display high definition video
through component, S-Video and composite input
terminals. The PDA-5004 is a video card designed
for exclusive use with the Pioneer plasma display.
The plasma display has been originally designed as
a computer monitor, but by installing the optional
PDA-5004 video card, the supplementary features
are produced:

◆ Allows use of additional input jacks (INPUT 3,4,5)

◆ Allows use of additional input jacks (INPUT 3,4,5)

supporting S-Video, composite video,
component video and analog RGB signals.

Communication Slot

supporting S-Video, composite video and
component video.

◆

Allows connection to a wide variety of optional
video and computer equipment.

◆ Allows connection to a wide variety of optional

◆

Has 3 video input connectors, video output
connector, and 2 audio input connectors.

◆ Has 3 video input connectors,

video equipment.
video output
connector, and 3 audio input connectors.

Video Slot

Pioneer Certified Third Party Expansion Solution Cards
Extron Electronics

Magenta Research

IP Link Interface Module (IPL M PDP-ES)
This compact
ethernet control
card enables
IP-based
remote control,
proactive monitoring, and troubleshooting.

MultiView AK1000PDP
Integrated Analog CAT-5 Receiver
Enables high
resolution
video
distribution
over CAT-5/UTP. Signals can be transmitted
over longer distances.

Alcorn McBride
HDSDI Digital Video Interface (PDP HDSDI)
Allows the
PDP to
connect
directly to
professional quality broadcast equipment or
any other device with SMPTE-292M and
SMPTE-259M output capability.
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PDP-505CMX
50” WXGA Professional Plasma Display
The consummate professional plasma display, the
PDP-505CMX PureVision plasma offers Pioneer’s
First Surface Pure Color Filter, creating incredibly
lifelike images for digital signage that truly stand
out from ordinary displays. A fourth-generation
panel has true 30-bit processing and is ideally
suited for a wide range of professional and public
display applications.
Super sleek, this 50” display capitalizes on
Pioneer’s Expansion Solutions technology, giving
you the ability to insert a variety of expansion
cards in a slot at the bottom of the plasma to
change or enhance the capabilities of the display. Expansion cards are available from Pioneer as well as a variety of
third-party manufacturers to create custom display solutions.
F E AT U R E S
◆ Pioneer’s Pure Drive technology encompasses the

entire range of image generation and processing that
gives the PDP-505CMX its astoundingly clear, smooth
and natural color. Unlike other PDP systems, Pure
Drive maintains all signals in the digital domain,
which eliminates image transmission loss, reduces distortion, and provides a far greater degree of
control. An important step in this process is Pioneer’s
ACE III (Advanced Continuous Emission III) technology,
which uses 10-bit processing to create a palette of
over a billion hues for much greater color gradation
accuracy and detail, ensuring that data images are
perfectly clear.

◆ The cells of a plasma display panel, where light is generated, are the most

important factor determining image quality.
Pioneer has continually refined their cell
technology, which is called Deep Encased Cell
Structure. The latest version incorporates and
additional green fluorescent body material,
contributing to ultra-high contrast and
1,000dc/m2 brightness.
◆

First surface pure color filter improves display performance in well-lit environments,
which means most professional applications. The thin precision filter is bonded
directly to the glass panel covering the plasma cells. Not only does it reduce
reflections and improve contrast, but each color is precisely balanced as it passed
through, resulting in more accurate reproduction of all images.

First Surface Pure Color Filter
Pioneer’s plasma displays have become
the preferred standard for applications
including information visualization,
boardrooms, large area viewing command
control centers, information kiosks and
digital signage. Pioneer’s extensive
understanding of industrial displays,
leading edge product design and
manufacturing ability has gone into
producing the PDP-505CMX. This plasma
takes performance and flexibility to an
entirely new level by increasing brightness and color reproduction quality while also increasing reliability, operating ease and versatility.
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PDP-505CMX
Three Dual Picture Modes

High Performance
◆ With a native resolution of 1,280 x 768, this

high precision panel can accurately display
person computer signals ranging from 640 x
400 and 640 x 480 (VGA) to 1,024 x 768
(XGA) and 1,280 x 768 (WXGA). It is also
compatible with display resolutions of 1,280
x 1,024 (SXGA) and 1,600 x 1,200 (UXGA).
◆ Intelligent Auto Setup feature improves

both performance and convenience,
allowing image adjustment via the remote
control. This display incorporates a new
function, Auto Adjust, which detects the PC
signal and automatically adjusts the position
of the image, making it unnecessary to have
to push the Auto Setup button.
◆ Pioneer knows that colors are crucial to your

business. “Red” means a lot of different
things to different companies. Get red right
– or whichever colors you need to fine-tune
without affecting the other colors in the
picture using Pioneer's essential Color Detail
Adjustment feature.
◆

A number of functions can be locked,
making the display system more secure.
Lock modes are on/off, main unit buttons,
remote control, main unit buttons plus
remote control, and memory lock, which
selects input and volume default settings
when the unit is turned on.

◆ Having a GUI display is a definite advantage,

making operation considerably easier, but
if it is too small to see when the unit is
mounted, its usefulness is limited. However,
the PDP-505CMX models provides an
extra-large display, which is visible even
when the unit is mounted in a high location.
◆ Peak Pattern Detection System also helps to

prevent burn-in monitoring the prolonged
display of still images and the concentration
of brightness in any segment of the panel.
◆ The PDP-505CMXcan transmit various

information to a PC via the RS-232C port
using the Get Command, including power
on/off, input number, signal detection and
complete error data. This ensures that
remote monitoring is worry-free.

The PDP-505CMX offers a
choice of three Dual
Picture modes for
simultaneous display
of images for two
connected sources.
Split screen shows
two images side
by side, Picture-in
Picture superimposes a small picture over a full-screen picture in any of the four corners, and
Picture-Out-Picture displays the second image on the right side of the screen.

Enhanced Point Zoom and 2x2 Image Expansion
◆ The Enhanced Point Zoom

function lets you instantly
expand any portion of a PC
image in three steps (1.5x, 2x,
3x), great for emphasizing key
points in presentations. The
Zoom Area sub-display area
makes it easy to confirm the expanded portion.
◆ 2 x 2 Image Expansion mode

allows a 2 x 2 data wall using
four units without the need for
an expansion device. Two
display modes are available,
one that will enlarge all picture
elements so the entire picture
is visible, and one that enlarges the whole image so lines between units are not visible.

Conveniences
◆ The PDP-505CMX consumes only 360-watts of power while producing bright images. This is

extremely low for a 50” XGA-class plasma displays. Standby power is a mere 0.8W.
◆ In addition to the normal operating mode, the PDP-505CMX provides a choice of four

energy save modes that further reduce power consumption. These modes are: Power Save,
Intermediate, Linear Brightness which decreases the peak intensity of high brightness images,
and Auto Brightness Control which automatically adjusts panel brightness depending upon
room lighting.
◆ The PDP-505CMX employs powerful tools to manage burn-in. These include RGB separate full

mask, side mask brightness adjustment, Orbiter mode for one-pixel-at-a-time movement of
displayed images at fixed intervals, and Inverse mode that displays images as negative. Full
mask and Inverse can be controlled by the on/off timer via the Screen Management functions.
◆ In order to minimize downtime, the PDP-505CMX displays comprehensive error information.

Errors, their causes and part serial numbers are displayed and identified by symbols. In
addition, various numbers are indicated by the two front LEDs, so even if the display
malfunctions, the cause can be quickly identified and corrected.

◆ Smart cooling system with internal fans

◆ Pioneer’s plasma displays are the industry's first to receive the Windows Hardware Qualification

which are only activated when needed,
keeping fan noise to a minimum and
conserving power.

Labs (WHQL) certification of compliance. The PDP-505CMX continues this tradition by providing
Plug & Play drivers to support Microsoft Windows and other operating systems. This is a
display you can use with confidence.
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PDP-505CMX
Expandable to Meet a Wide Variety of Present and Future Needs
The PDP-505CMX is designed to be ready for any type of application with the integration of two
ES Card Slot interfaces, one for communication and one for enhanced data. It comes supplied
with a removable communication card that includes
RS-232C and combination I/O interfaces. The second slot
may optionally be used to enable video capabilities
through the input of a wide range of analog or digital
signals, with additional control. This means that one
PDP-505CMX can be used for multiple tasks, including
various applications that other PDPs can’t handle. You
have extensive flexibility right out of the box, and it is also
ready for additional needs that may arise in the future.

PDA-5003
BNC Connector Interface Card
The PDA-5003 gives the PDP-505CMX the ability
to display compelling high-definition video
through RGB/component, S-Video and composite
input terminals. This card can use additional
input jacks (INPUT 3, 4, 5) supporting S-Video,
composite video and component video. It can also be connected to a wide variety of optional
video equipment.

PDP-S05-LR
Optional Side-Mount Speakers
2-way speaker with a dome tweeter and a
newly designed perpendicularly installed oval
unit. These speakers are compact, yet deliver
wide-range performance. Maximum output is
12-watts/8 Ohm. They weigh 4 lbs. each.

DK-TS01Tabletop Stand
This tabletop stand is for desk or boardroom
installations (for PDP-425CMX or PDP-505CMX)

PDA-5003
BNC Connector
Interface Card

Double-sided
Ceiling Adapter
(PCA-2)

PDA-5004
RCA Connector
Interface Card

PDA-5004
RCA Connector Interface Card
The PDA-5004 gives the PDP-505CMX the ability
to display compelling high-definition video
through component, S-Video and composite
input terminals. This interface card can use
additional input jacks (INPUT 3, 4, 5) supporting
S-Video, composite video and component video.
It can also be connected to a wide variety of optional video equipment.

Pioneer Certified 3rd Party Expansion Solution Cards
Extron Electronics IP Link Interface Module (IPL M PDP-ES)
This compact ethernet control card enables IP-base remote control, proactive monitoring,
and troubleshooting.
Magental Research Integrated Analog CAT-5 Receiver (MultiView AK1000PDP)
Enables high resolution video distribution over CAT-5/UTP. Signals can be transmitted over
longer distances.
Alcorn McBride HDSDI Digital Video Interface (PDP HDSDI)
Connects the PDP directly to professional quality broadcast equipment or any other device
with SMPTE-292M and SMPTE-259M input capability.

Adjustable Height
Suspension
Adapter (PSA-1)

Double-sided
Ceiling Adapter
(PCA-1)

Adjustable Height
Suspension Adapter (PSA-2)

Suspension and Ceiling Adapters
Adjustable Height Suspension Adapter (PSA-1)
Adjustable Height Suspension Adapter (PSA-2)
112⁄ ” NTP Single-sided Ceiling Adapter (PCA-1)
2” NTP Double-sided Ceiling Adapter (PCA-2)

Wall Mount Brackets
Tilt Wall Mount Bracket (PIPWM503) ............449.95
Flat Wall Mount Bracket (PDWB-503) ...............CALL
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PDK-50HW3
Plasma Touch Screen Device
The ideal tool for effective presentations, kiosks,
meetings and many other applications. Plasma
display panels are a great way to present digital
information, and now there’s another powerful tool
that makes them even more effective. Use the
PDK-50HW3 device plus touch screen software to
turn the Pioneer 50” PDP-505CMX professional
plasma into a touch-screen monitor—just touch it to
call up a wide variety of information, using a finger
or the dedicated pen (included) to write or draw
right over content shown on the screen. You can
add comments, highlight information, cross out
parts, make changes, and so on. The PDK-50HW3
features a quicker response, newly designed pen, USB 1.1 connection for communication and operating, easy single cable
setup, and redesigned appearance.

No Calibration Required

Presentations/Meetings

The PDK-50HW3 is highly reliable and holds its
own without calibration or drifting. The pen
coordinates do not slip, even when moved or
used for extended periods of time, making
this device ideal for use as a permanent installation in shops, public facilities and other high
traffic locations.

Make presentations and meetings more interactive and effective by controlling your software
applications with just a touch. When used with commercially available annotation and handwriting software, comments, arrows and circles can be used to emphasize important points as you
speak. Jot down opinions and comments expressed during a meeting or teleconference just like
using a whiteboard.

Easy Installation, Flexible Layout
Although a very sophisticated device, it is surprisingly easy to install. Installation area is
equivalent to that of the PDP-505CMX. Plus
it's lightweight—the total weight of the
device with pen stand is only 15 lbs. Simply
connect to the data source devices via the USB
1.1 cable. Mobile cart, wall-mount and ceilingmount installations are also available

High-Speed
Infrared Scanning System
Worried that using a touch screen device will
interfere with clarity? Stop worrying and start
presenting because the PDK-50HW3 doesn’t
cover the PDP surface. It features a high-speed
infrared scanning system that doesn’t interfere
with bright, clear PDP images. PDP surface
isn’t covered, thus no luminance degradation,
focus blurring parallaxing occurs. High-speed
response function supports the needs of most
handwriting input systems. Offers resolution
above WXGA (1280 x 768).

Promotions/Information Board
The touch panel device allows a Pioneer 50” professional plasma display to be utilized as an
interactive information board. Set it up as an information kiosk, allowing users to access a wealth
of content simply by touching the screen.

Microsoft Windows OS Driver Software
Microsoft Windows OS driver software enables optimal,
high-speed management of scanned coordinate data
and easy operation of various applications via pen or
finger-based input using only a USB 1.1 connection.
In addition to the recommended resolution of 1280 x
768, projection of resolutions from VGA to UXGA is
also possible.

MOUNTING
OPTIONS

Dedicated Pen Included
Choose the marking option that is most
comfortable for you. Finger-touch operation
is an easy way to go; a dedicated pen is also
provided to capture sudden flashes of
inspiration naturally. It's intuitive so you
can keep up with your thoughts. The pen
incorporates a mouse button feature
(left, right, middle), allowing it to be used
for the operation of various PC applications.

PDK-5011
Hang-on
Wall Unit

PDK-5012
Ceiling Mount Kit

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821
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PIONEER

PDP-614MX
61-inch WXGA Professional Plasma Display
There are many plasma display choices for professional and public display applications, but the
PDP-614MX is the best choice for three reasons:
what you see, what you don’t see and what’s
inside. What you see is an enormous 61˝ display
with with image clarity that is exceptional and colors that are rich and natural. What you don’t see
are artifacts and distorted images. What’s inside
are advanced technologies that maintain this high
image quality for extended monitor life and a wide
range of of useful functions for outstanding control and convenience.
The PDP-614MX measures a full 61˝ for big ideas
that need room to glow. PureVision™ technologies ensure the image you project comes to life with rich color and intense
clarity. A wide range of useful functions enable outstanding control and convenience.
F E AT U R E S

Superior Image Processing Technology Quality

High Image Quality
◆ The PDP-614MX uses a precisely engineered

CCF (Capsulated Color Filter) that decreases
light reflection for better view ability and filters out unnecessary elements in the red,
green, and blue light for true color reproduction. Skin tones, for example appear more
natural because the filter is designed to
reduce the orange tint present in the red
color range. All images, even fast-moving
ones, will be accurate, crisp and natural.
◆ Black Stripe inhibits the reflection of outer

light and enhanced contrast to ensure that
dark colors remain crisp and clear, even in
bright settings.
◆ The PDP-614MX’s Encased Cell Structure fea-

ture a larger phosphor surface area that prevents light leakage from neighboring cells.
Luminous efficiency is higher, so the screen
is brighter, and subtle details are enhanced.
◆ Colors are crucial to your business. “Red” can

mean a lot of different things to different
companies. Get red right—or whichever colors you need to fine-tune-without skewing
the other colors in the picture—using the
Color Detail Adjustment feature.
◆ Point Zoom

function lets you expand any
portion of a PC or video image from 1x to 9x
in 64 steps.

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO

◆ From input to output, through all processing steps, the video signal remains in the digital

domain. This ensures noise-free, no-loss processing of a variety of inputs from video to PC,
allowing the highest possible signal quality.
◆ For precision, four gamma modes allows for

a more accurate display of the tone gradations, even for images with low lighting.

◆ Scan converts input signals with high sam-

pling accuracy so even minor details such as
small letters are sharp and clear.

Video Wall Capability
Easy to configure multi-monitor video
walls. Possible configurations are 2x2,
3x3, 4x4 and 5x5. Two display modes
are available, one that enlarges all
picture elements so the entire picture
is visible and one that enlarges the
whole image so lines between units
are not visible. Other functions
include Power On Delay to reduce initial power load, ABL Link for aligning
monitor brightness in multi-monitor
displays and Auto ID Setting.

Conveniences
◆ ABL (Auto Brightness Limiter) Lock provides three selectable modes to reduce power consump-

tion when desired. Modes to manage image burn-in include Orbiter (moves image one pixel at
a time), Inverse (displays image as negative), Full Mask (white) and others.
◆ Timer function features a convenient Weekly Timer and the following programmable functions:

power on/off, input selection, activation of image burn-in management modes.

www.bhphotovideo.com
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DVD-7400
Professional DVD/CD Player
A professional DVD/CD player, the DVD-V7400 is ideal for a variety
of professional and industrial applications, including in-store sales
promotions, education, corporate training, museums and exhibitions,
video walls, trade shows and public presentations. Take a closer
look and you’ll be amazed at what this DVD-Video player can do
for your business.
To ensure easy operation, all major functions can be accessed via
wireless or optional wired remote. In addition, most user interface functions,
such as on screen menu buttons, can be accessed via a standard PS/2 mouse which connects directly to the front panel of
the player. For added convenience, it is compatible with with DVD Barcode and Laser Barcode control systems, as well as
NTSC and PAL video standards
F E AT U R E S
◆

Compatibility with both NTSC and PAL video
standards. The following disc formats and
disc media formats are supported:

◆ RS-232C port

enables connection to an
external computer or custom controller. The
player’s mnemonic command protocol is
backward compatible with Pioneer's other
industrial LaserDisc and DVD-Video players.
This compatibility makes it possible to use
LaserDisc control programs with little
revision and to control features unique to
DVD, such as multi-angle and sub-picture.

— Multiple Disc Formats: Video CD, CD-DA,
DVD-Video, DVD Hybrid (DVD-Video
segments)
— Multiple Disc Media: CD-R, CD-RW, DVD-R
— The player also adds component video and
DTS audio stream outputs to the host of
other hardware connections.

◆

video output (BNC), two composite video
outputs (BNC/RCA) and S-Video connector.
Connect a standard PS/2 mouse directly to
the front panel of the player, and users can
perform a variety of operations including
menu selections (during DVD video playback), player control and set up, similar to
operating a computer with a mouse.

◆

◆ The DB-15 computer connection provides

additional signal lines that allow simple
external switches to select DVD menu items
or execute Barcode Stack/Command Stack
functions. For example, with a simple contact closure switch, 70 separate commands
including Play, Pause, etc., can be performed.
Get sophisticated custom control from a
simple and inexpensive user input device.

◆

Weekly Timer function lets you simultaneously set the player's On/Off times and set
particular video segments for playback on
each day of the week. For added flexibility,
the timer memory can accommodate up to
24 events per week. Users can distribute the
commands throughout the week as required
by their specific application.

◆

The player can immediately display the DVD
disc’s first-play menu upon powering up –
ideal for exhibits, point-of-purchase &
information, and retail display applications.

◆

It can track user selections and store the
data in the player’s non-volatile flash RAM.
The data can then be retrieved to evaluate
user selections and preferences. This feature
is perfect for kiosk and point of purchase
and information installations.

◆

For extra flexibility, users can operate the
DVD-V7400 using the wireless remote
control accessory or the optional wired
remote control unit.

◆

The DVD-V7400 has a small foot-print and
takes up little space on a desk, shelf or store
counter. For multiple player installations,
two players will fit side-by-side in a standard
rack system. It weighs 10 lbs. and measures
8 14⁄ x 4111⁄ 6 x 16 11⁄ 6” (WHD).

control can be achieved by scanning printed
barcodes with the optional barcode reader.

◆ Hardware connections include component

◆

An external black burst sync signal can be
applied and looped through the EXT SYNC
IN/OUT terminals to enable clean switching
with other video sources and frame
synchronization when using multiple players.

◆ With DVD Barcode, video and audio playback

◆ Designed for the high level of durability that

industrial applications demand. Equipped
with a high-performance brushless spindle
motor combined with a heat and dust resistant enclosure for use in tough environments.

◆

◆

The DVD-V7400 supports X-Y coordinate
RS-232 commands that allow it to be directly
connected to special touch screens (available
through 3rd party developers). This feature
makes the DVD-Video player with touch
screen integration a reliable and cost-effective interactive display for use in museums,
art galleries, shopping malls or hotels.
Advanced frame search function offers the
precision of random access, frame accurate
search required in many industrial applications. Moreover, all frame search operations
are completely seamless with the player's
expanded video buffer.
Barcode Stack/Command Stack function lets
you save play lists into RAM (up to 300
command lines, organized in up to 150
groups) for automatic recall and display.
Playback of single commands or stacks of
several linked commands is possible. Users
can input command sequences via remote
control, barcode reader or RS-232c control.

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821
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SAMSUNG

LN-S SERIES
26-, 32-, 40- and 46” LCD Flat Panel TVs
Slim, light and beautiful, Samsung’s LCD Flat Panel TVs combine
sleek looks and high performance. Consisting of the LN-S2651D
(26”), LN-S3251D (32”), LN-S4051D (40”) and LN-S4692D (46”),
these widescreen LCD HDTV sets let you display HDTV images from
any high-definition source.
They feature 4000:1 dynamic contrast ratios and a fast response
time (12ms) for superb picture
playback and color vibrancy
on a 16:9 screen. Even highspeed sports remain clear-cut,
thanks to Samsung’s ultra-fast
switching technology.
Samsung’s Patterned Vertical Alignment (PVA) screens provide high contrast and
brightness for lifelike images with realistic colors and outstanding detail.
The LN-S Series of flat panel TVs offer a 170° viewing angle. They have hidden
bottom speakers that produce deep, rich SRS TruSurround XT sound to deliver a
superb audio-visual experience. They are versatile, as well, with two HDMI inputs
that allow connectivity to a wide range of digital devices, including digital
satellite/cable boxes, camcorders, HD-DVD up converters and more.
F E AT U R E S

DNle —Digital Natural Image Engine

Advanced Picture Quality

Samsung's revolutionary DNle technology offers digital perfection in
naturally presented, crystal-clear images that uncover even the most
minute detail.

◆

Dynamic Contrast 4000:1— Samsung’s PVA screen enables brighter
whites, deeper blacks and every shade in between. Its higher contrast
ratio provides an abundant palette of perfect colors.

◆ Motion Optimizer—

◆

Samsung’s 10-bit processing method produces billions of lifelike colors
to ensure a more natural and vivid picture and aids in video signal
processing of analog sources.

◆

To the left, to the right, even upside-down, Samsung’s 178° vertical and
horizontal wide-viewing screen solution ensures easy viewing from any
angle.

◆

Progressive scan virtually eliminates the flicker that you see on traditional,
interlaced scanning TVs. The LN-R series display progressive scan signals
with ease from DVD players and HDTV decoders.

Fast-moving images are optimized to produce
more natural-looking motion, thus reducing video noise or blurring.

◆

Contrast Enhancer— Brightness and contrast levels are enhanced
for deeper, richer blacks with greater detail and more natural
whites.

◆ Color Optimizer— Colors are reproduced with a more lifelike

realism, whites are more accurate, and skin tones are given a more
natural hue.
◆

Detail Enhancer— DNIe analyzes video signal elements to produce
sharper detail, clearer image separation, and more natural edge
transition.

◆ My Color Control—

Samsung’s patented “My Color Control”
technology lets you control specific colors without affecting the
whole screen. Samsung provides six-color control selections: white,
red, pink, yellow, green and blue. It’s your picture - you decide.

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO
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◆ High resolution 1366 x 768 pixel density with built-in image scaler to

handle inputs from a variety of digital and analog audio/video sources.
◆

3D Y/C digital comb filter constantly analyzes the 3 dimensions of picture
height, picture width, and picture changes over-time, to dramatically
reduce edge image artifacts while improving transition detail.
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SAMSUNG

LN-S SERIES
Easy Connections
◆

HDMI connection allows for the transmission
of both video and audio digital signals
through a single connection for higher
quality and fewer wires.

◆ Connect

DVD/DTV sources with two smart
component video inputs that accept
480p/720p/1080i signals. They can also
function as PC monitors.

Panel:
Pixel Resolution (HV)
Dynamic Contrast Ratio
Viewing Angle
Channel coverage

Surround Sound
◆

◆

◆

High-quality surround sound can be
experienced with just the speakers built into
the TV. SRS TruSurround XT technology
delivers an amazing, simulated 3-D effect
with clear dialog and powerful bass.
The interior hidden speaker system with
DACS (Dual Acoustic Chamber System)
simulates dual separate chambers for each
speaker to maximize low-range-sound
performance and enhance sound clarity.
Auto volume leveler keeps audio volume
consistent during channel changing.

◆

Samsung’s LCD panels have up to 60,000
hours of lamp life.

◆

Built-in brightness sensor automatically
detects the ambient light and adjusts the
TV’s luminance accordingly.

◆

Picture-in-picture (PIP) enables convenient
simultaneous viewing of TV programs and
video or PC sources.

◆

Swivel stand (on 40-and 46” models) provides a ±15° swivel. This convenient feature
makes it easy to move the screen without
lifting or moving the television.

◆

◆

◆

All except the LN-S2651 offer side A/V ports
to provide easy connections so you can
connect a camcorder, digital camera, or any
other digital device with no hassles.
Removable stand and VESA compatible hole
mounts let you install them on a wall. Easily
remove the stand and use a VESA compatible wall mount to safely and stylishly attach
them to the wall.

LN-S3251D

LN-S4051D

LN-S4692D

Wide (16:9) LCD

Wide (16:9) LCD

Wide (16:9) LCD

Wide (16:9) LCD

1366 x 768

1366 x 768

1366 x 768

1366 x 768

4000:1

4000:1

4000:1

5000:1

170°(H) / 170°(V)

178°(H) / 178°(V)

178°(H) / 178°(V)

178°(H) / 178°(V)

VHF 2-13, UHF 14-69,
UHF 14-69,
CATV 1-125
(up to 18 preselected channels)

VHF 2-13, UHF 14-69,
UHF 14- 69,
CATV 1-125
(up to 18 preselected channels)

VHF 2-13, UHF 14-69, VHF 2-13, UHF 14-69,
UHF 14-69,
UHF 14-69,
CATV 1-125
CATV 1-125
(up to 18 pre(up to 18 preselected channels)
selected channels)

75-ohm Antenna

CATV/VHF/UHF

CATV/VHF/UHF

CATV/VHF/UHF

CATV/VHF/UHF

VESA compatible

100 x 200

200 x 200

200 x 200

600 x 400

8ms

8ms

8ms

8ms

Response time

AU D I O
Speaker System

Watts per channel
SRS TruSurround XT

Conveniences

LN-S2651D

“Hidden” bottom
“Hidden” bottom
“Hidden” bottom
“Hidden” bottom
speakers with D.A.C.S. speakers with D.A.C.S. speakers with D.A.C.S. speakers with D.A.C.S.
(Dual Acoustic
(Dual Acoustic
(Dual Acoustic
(Dual Acoustic
Chamber System)
Chamber System)
Chamber System)
Chamber System)
5w x2
✓

10w x2

10w x2

10w x2

✓

✓

✓

CO N N E C T I O N S
HDMI

2

2

2

2

2 (air/cable)

2 (air/cable)

2 (air/cable)

2 (air/cable)

Component Video
Input (Y,Pb,Pr)
(480i/480p/720p/1080i)

1

1

1

2

S-Video input

1

1

2

2

R/F input

Composite video input

1

1

2

2

PC (RGB) input

1

1

1

1

Sound monitor out

1

1

1

1

Optical sound out

1

1

1

1

Stereo headphone jack

1

1

1

1

RS232C

1

1

1

1

N E T D I M E N S I O N S A N D W E I G H T (WxHxD)
Monitor without stand
Monitor with stand

Stylish design creates a look for any room.
Piano black finish and rounded corners give
these TV unmatched style.

Weight

◆

Multi-lingual on-screen displays in English,
Spanish or French.

Dimensions:

◆

Clock on/off timer as well as variable sleep
timer to turn the TV off in varying time
intervals.

26.6 x 18.7 x 3”

31.5 x 21.6 x 3.1”

39 x 25.9 x 3.4”

44.3 x 29.6 x 5.5”

26.6 x 20.9 x 8.5”

31.5 x 23.7 x 9.9”

39 x 28.1 x 12.8”

44.3 x 32.2 x 14.2”

22.3 lbs.

32.6 lbs.

50.3 lbs.

81.6 lbs.

SHIPPING DIMENSIONS

Weight
Warranty

30.5 x 25.6 x 8”

36.0 x 29.3 x 8.3”

43.7 x 32.5 x 16.1”

49.2 x 38.2 x 17.7”

30 lbs.

44.1 lbs.

66.6 lbs.

103.6 lbs.

1 year
parts and labor

1 year
parts and labor

1 year
parts and labor

1 year
parts and labor

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821
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SAMSUNG

HPS-4253 • HPS-5053
42- and 50” Widescreen HD Plasma TVs
Samsung’s 5th generation plasma panels combine with
a proprietary electronic chassis design, and incorporate
the latest DNIe picture enhancement circuitry to deliver
outstanding brightness, contrast and overall picture
clarity. Samsung’s high-quality smoothing technology
delivers a more pleasurable viewing experience —even
at a 175° angle.
Everything you’ll need in an HD (High Definition)
plasma flat panel TV is here - 10,000:1 contrast ratio,
13-bit processing, and 60,000-hour panel life. Two HDMI
connections and additional video inputs allow full digital
A/V playback; hidden speakers incorporate SRS Tru
Surround XT technology to maximize the audio effect.
All this performance and convenience in a package that is less than 4” deep.
F E AT U R E S

Video
◆ To reproduce natural images, they

incorporate 13-bit processing to produce
over 549 billion colors and over 64,000
shades of gray. From the faint sunlight of
dawn to the extreme spotlights of a fashion
show, they provide vivid, life-like images
that literally rival reality.

◆

High Performance
Two of the most important factors in overall
picture quality, the contrast ratio (10,000:1)
and brightness levels (1300 cd/m2) achieve
new heights in these latest plasma panels.

◆ Built-in HDTV tuner (ATSC/NTSC) with split

screen & PIP (small, large, double). Built-in
analog tuner allows you to connect an analog RF signal cable directly to the set and
watch “regular” TV right out of the box.

◆ 1024 x 768 (HP-S4253) and 1366 x 768

(HP-S5053 pixel resolution presents video &
text with outstanding clarity and resolution.

DNle —Digital Natural Image Engine

◆

Color Tone modes include: Normal, Cool1,
Cool2, Warm1, Warm2

◆

Picture modes include: Standard, Dynamic,
Custom and Movie

◆ 16:9 widescreen lets you fill you screen

Samsung’s exclusive DNIe technology dramatically improves the picture by enhancing
contrast, detail, white balance and reducing noise. It offers digital perfection in naturally
presented, crystal-clear images that uncover even the most minute detail.

Motion Optimizer: Fast-moving images are optimized to produce more natural-looking
motion, thus reducing video noise or blurring.

with DVD and HDTV images. On-board
aspect ratio controls also handles analog 4:3
sources in standard, wide screen, panorama
and zoom modes.
◆ 3D Y/C Digital Comb Filter constantly ana-

lyzes the three dimensions of picture height,
picture width, and picture changes overtime, to dramatically reduce edge image
artifacts while improving transition detail.

Contrast Enhancer: Brightness and contrast levels are enhanced for deeper, richer blacks
with greater detail and more natural whites.
Color Optimizer: Colors are reproduced with a more lifelike realism, whites are more
accurate, and skin tones are given a more natural hue.
Detail Enhancer: DNIe analyzes video signal elements to produce sharper detail, clearer
image separation, and more natural edge transition.
My Color Control: Allows you to adjust the individual colors of your set without distorting other colors. The range of color adjustment includes Red, Green, Blue, Yellow, Red and
White. This ensures true to life colors such as green grass, blue sky and realistic skin tones.
White Tone Enhancement also ensures the purest, brightest whites possible. DNIe with
“My Color Control” gives A/V presenters a powerful tool for customizing their picture.

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO
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◆ With 60,000 hour panel life, Samsung’s 5th

generation panels are made to last longer,
so you can be confident that the high
picture quality will endure.
◆

Burn-in resistant panel with:
— Auto pixel shift (user programmable)
— Signal pattern processing function
— White screen processing function

F L AT PA N E L D I S P L AYS
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HPS-4253 • HPS-5053
Audio

HPS-4253

◆ SRS TruSurround XT is a patented SRS tech-

nology that solves the problem of playing
5.1 multichannel content over two speakers.
TruSurround delivers a compelling, virtual
surround sound experience through the two
speaker internal playback system.
◆ They incorporate integrated speakers for

ease of use and beautiful design. Home
theater enthusiasts can use an An external
audio system can also be used if desired, for
full multi-channel audio effect.
◆

Powerful built-in amplifier to drive the
integrated stereo speakers.

◆

Sound modes include: Standard, Custom,
Music, Movie and Speech

◆

Closed Caption displays dialog that can be
read along with encoded broadcast TV
programs and pre-recorded videos.

Connections
Rear A/V Connections:
— 2 HDMI – High Definition Multimedia
Interface
— 2 component video inputs (Y,Pb,Pr)
— S-Video and composite video input

Monitor with speakers: 41.5” x 28.1” x 3.8”
With speakers and stand: 41.5” x 30.1” x 13.4”
Monitor weighs 88.2 lbs.

HPS-5053
Monitor with speakers: 48.3” x 31.6” x 3.8”
With speakers and stand: 48.3” x 33.3” x 13.4”
Monitor weighs 108 lbs.

PPM42M5H • PPM42M5H • PPM50M5H
42- and 50” Plasma Displays for PRO A/V and
Commercial Applications
Samsung’s professional plasma monitors
are ideal or digital signage, financial,
multimedia presentation and professional
audio and video applications. They offer
high brightness of 1,100 cd/m2, and a
super-high 10,000:1 contrast ratio for
whiter whites, blacker blacks and greater
shadow detail. In order to achieve the
super-high contrast ratio, Samsung has
developed an exclusive octal plasma pixel structure that increases the electrical
separation between the pixels. This reduces the tendency for one pixel to influence the
adjacent pixel, which increases the contrast. Samsung has also chosen a high-Xenon
gas, which is up to 50% more efficient in generating brightness.
◆ The 42” PPM42M5H features 1024 x 768 resolution and is true high-definition by matching

— PC (RGB) input

the 720p HDTV format without the need for processing. The more economical 42” standarddefinition PPM42M5S incorporates a 852 x 480 resolution. The 50” PPM50M5H is ideal for
use in presentation and digital signage applications and sports a 1366 x 768 resolution.

Side A/V Connections:
— S-Video and composite video input

◆ They offer a host of advanced features to ensure outstanding image quality and

— Headphone jack

performance. All models include:

Conveniences
◆ Fanless cooling

– Picture-in-Picture and Picture-by-Picture functionality that is ideal for videoconferencing
and a built-in processor for “tiling” displays in a 2 x 2, 3 x 3, 4 x 4, 1x 5 and 5 x1 configuration,
making them perfect for video wall applications.

for low noise operation

◆

FilterBright anti-glare filter

◆

Power save feature

– They can be mounted either horizontally or vertically.

◆ Trilingual on-screen displays

– For an array of display options, they feature variable aspect ratios with six separate modes
including 16:9 and 4:3, and a 10x digital zoom and pan control.

◆ HDMI interface allows for the transmission of

◆ Advanced anti-burn technologies include Auto Pixel Shift that keeps the images moving

both video and audio digital signals through
a single connection for higher quality and
fewer wires.
◆ Control all your Samsung A/V components

through a single TV remote with Samsung’s
Anynet. A network control solution for operating Samsung devices, Anynet allows you
to control key functions of the A/V devices
connected to your TV via on screen menu.
Many Samsung components now feature
Anynet.

imperceptibly and Samsung’s Always White technology combines with its Signal Pattern
Process to eliminate electrically charged residual images.
◆ They feature an array of signal inputs for direct hook up to nearly any video source. Each

includes inputs for composite and S-Video, component video that offers 480i/p, 720p and
1080i viewing, DVI for digital video sources and an RGB input for use with a PC.
◆ Additional features include multi-standard (PAL, SECAM, NTSC 3.58, NTSC 4.43), 3D comb

filter, selectable color temperature, selectable picture mode, Multiple Display Control
(RS232C), display power management signaling, digital NR, progressive scan, variable
aspect ratio, clock and clock phase adjustment, on/off timer, digital zoom and picture freeze.

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821
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SHARP

AQUOS LCD TVs
AQUOS LCD TVs capture attention with incredible image quality, uniquely sculpted style and contemporary design.
AQUOS not only changes the way you’ll look at television, but also the way television looks. These award-winning
TVs offer an elegant alternative to traditional CRTs, and make dramatic statements about your lifestyle. Whichever
model you choose, AQUOS TVs redefine what’s possible in home entertainment.
A WHOLE NEW PERSPECTIVE ON TELEVISION
From the sleek contemporary design, to the startling clarity of the LCD
panel, AQUOS will enhance every aspect of your television experience.
13”, 15” and 20” sizes allow you to bring amazing television into every
corner of your home. Plus all AQUOS offer component video, S-Video,
composite video and RF inputs. And that’s just the beginning.

LONG-LIFE BACKLIGHT SYSTEM
A redesigned backlight system minimizes light loss, providing a long
lamp life of about 60,000 hours (when used continuously in a room
at 25°C and in standard lighting conditions and brightness). AQUOS
Liquid Crystal Televisions also feature an Auto-Save function that
automatically adjusts the brightness of the backlight to match ambient
light conditions, contributing to further energy savings.

EARTH-FRIENDLY DESIGN
Thanks to their compact size, AQUOS TVs require fewer parts and
less packaging than conventional CRT televisions. The main unit
employs non-halogen materials and lead-free solder, while the
base stand is made of 30% recycled materials. The entire unit
disassembles easily and uses unified grades of non-combustible
materials for easier recycling. Sharp has eliminated the use of
polystyrene packaging and molded parts that contain vinyl
chloride, further reducing the burden on the environment.

LOW POWER CONSUMPTION
AQUOS TVs consume 30 to 50% less than comparably sized CRT
televisions, which not only makes them more economical, but also
contributes to the reduction of global CO2 emissions.

DV20U Series
20-and 26”16:9 LCD TV/DVD Combo’s
Slim and versatile space-saving solutions, the DV20U series are widescreen LCD
TV/DVD combination units that combine Sharp’s superior LCD TV performance
with the rich, true-to-life color output of a progressive-scan DVD player. They
feature built-in NTSC/ATSC/QAM tuners, HDMI and an HD component input for
simple, versatile set-up and high-definition compatibility when connected to a
separate set-top box. With true 16:9 (1366 x 768) resolution, the DV20U series is
capable of displaying 1080i and 720p high-definition signals.
Both models feature a high contrast ratio (800:1) for rich black tones and crisp
images. These units feature 170° viewing angles so they can be viewed clearly
from almost anywhere in a room, and high brightness levels for clear, vibrant
pictures and true-to-life color clarity in any lighting conditions. Because of Sharp’s
proprietary Advanced Super View (ASV) panel with “Black TFT” low-reflection coating, the units
can be placed near doors, windows or other light sources and still display a clear, vivid picture.
◆

True 16:9 aspect ratio (1366 x 768) LCD panel
displays widescreen programs without the
need for scaling or other video processing.

◆

170º/170º viewing angles let you view the
TVs from almost anywhere in the room!

◆

Built-in side-loading progressive scan DVD
player is the ultimate in convenience!

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO

◆ With high brightness

of 450 cd/m2 you can
put them anywhere – even near windows,
doors or other light sources – and their picture is still vivid.

◆

Built-in NTSC tuner (LC-20DV20U) and,
ATSC/QAM/NTSC tuners for DTV and analog
TV viewing (LC-26DV20U).

www.bhphotovideo.com

◆

HDMI input for convenient connection to
digital devices.

◆

800:1 contrast ratio provides incredible
images whether you’re watching dark or
bright scenes

◆

8ms response time ensures you enjoy all fast
motion video without blurring or delay.
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LC-15S5U • LC-20S5U
15- and 20” AQUOS 4:3 Enhanced Definition LCD TVs
Available in 15- and 20” screen sizes, the S5U Series offers exceptional
picture clarity and brightness in a sleek body, bringing superior LCD
performance to any room in the house.
The LC-15S5U (15”) and LC-20S5U (20”) have fixed bottom speakers
and a silver finish with black side trim, making them ideal for a
variety of rooms. They feature a Black TFT/Advanced Super View VGA
(640 x 480) panel that brings movies and television broadcasts to
life, and 480p compatibility for viewing progressive DVDs in
true-to-life color and clarity. The S5U series includes Optical
Picture Control (OPC) for automatic brightness adjustment to
accommodate a room’s lighting conditions. Both feature NTSC,
PAL and SECAM video playback capability, HD compatible input
and a high brightness level of 430 cd/m2 (15”) and 450 cd/m2 (20”),
so the picture can be seen clearly in any lighting environment.

F E AT U R E S
◆

◆

They provide a unique, versatile solution for
home installation. Their stylish yet simple
design, with speakers placed below the LCD
screen, makes them much narrower than
side-speaker models. This enables them to
fit into many places throughout the home,
all without sacrificing any features.
They incorporate Sharp’s proprietary ASV
(Advanced Super View) LCD Panel with Black
TFT low reflection coating to effectively
reduce screen glare caused by indoor lights
and sunlight.

◆

Built-in 181-channel tuner allows you to
plug your cable TV line right into the TV and
start watching.

◆

They are very bright, so you can put them
anywhere — even near windows, doors or
other light sources — and their picture will
still be vivid.

◆
◆

◆

480p (EDTV Monitor) compatibility enables
compatibility with progressive DVD players.
500:1 contrast ratio provides incredible
images whether you’re watching dark or
bright scenes!
170º/170º viewing angles are so wide that
you can view the TVs from almost anywhere
in the room!

◆

They include an easel-style table stand that allows the TVs to occupy an amazingly small
footprint. In addition, the stand is easily removed for wall mounting applications (VESA 100mm
standard mounting pattern and are compatible with a wide range of brackets.

◆

Sharp’s LCD backlight life is long enough (60,000-hour lamp life) to give you viewing pleasure
for many years.
LC-20DV20U

LC-26DV20U

LC-15S5U

LC-20S5U

B&H Number

SHLC20DV20U

SHLC26DV20U

SHLC15S5U

SHLC20S5U

Screen

20” ASV Black
TFT LCD panel

26” ASV Black
TFT LCD panel

15” ASV Black
TFT LCD panel

20” ASV Black
TFT LCD panel

1366 x 768

1366 x 768

640 x 480

640 x 480

Audio System

5W + 5W

5W + 5W

2.1W + 2.1W

2.1W + 2.1W

Contrast Ratio

800:1

550:1

500:1

500:1

Number of Pixels

HDMI In
HD Component Input
S-Video Input
Composite Video Input
Audio In
RF In
Composite Out
Audio Out
Cabinet Color
Dimensions* (WHD)
Weight*

HDMI x 1

HDMI x 1

—

—

Y/Pr/Pb x 1

Y/PB/PR x 1

Y/PB/PR x 1

Y/PB/PR x 1

4-pin DIN x 1

4-pin DIN x 1

4-pin DIN x 1

4-pin DIN x 1

RCA x 2

RCA x 2

RCA x 2

RCA x 2

RCA L/R x 4

RCA L/R x 4

RCA L/R x 3

RCA L/R x 3

Yes x 1

Yes x 1

Yes x 1

Yes x 1

RCA Video Out x 1

RCA Video Out x 1

RCA Video Out x 1

RCA Video Out x 1

RCA L/R x 1

RCA L/R x 1

RCA L/R x 1, Digital Audio Output x 1
Silver

Silver

Silver with black sides Silver with black sides

21.8 x 17.6 x 8.7”

26.9 x 22.3 x 10.3”

14.6 x 15.2 x 7.4”

19 x 18.7 x 9.5”

19.8 lbs.

35.2 lbs.

10.6 lbs.

15.9 lbs.

* with stand and speakers

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821
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SH20U SERIES
20-, 26- 32 -37- and 42”16:9 LCD HDTVs
Available in 20-, 26-, 32- and 37” screen sizes, the SH20U series
provides a slim, versatile high-definition television solution with
a distinctive design. They all feature a high-performance LCD
panel for high brightness, a high contrast ratio, low-reflection
glare protection and wide viewing angles, as well as Sharp’s
Emmy Award-winning LCD technology.
They feature true 16:9 resolution of 1366 x 768, built-in
ATSC/QAM/NTSC tuners (except the 20” model) and HDMI and
HD component terminals for the remarkable experience of HDTV
programming combined with simple and versatile connectivity
options. They feature a high contrast ratio of 800:1 for rich black
tones and crisp on-screen images, and a pixel response time of
less than 12ms for excellent picture quality even on fast-moving
action scenes. They offer a wide viewing angle (170°) so they can be
viewed clearly from almost anywhere in a room, and high brightness
levels for clear, vibrant pictures and true-to-life color clarity in any lighting conditions. The 20” LC-20SH20U has all of
the features of the SH20U Series except it is also PC compatible and is only an HDTV monitor (no built-in tuner.) It is compatible with all HDTV signals (480p, 720p an 1080i) but requires a separate decoder.
F E AT U R E S
◆ True 16:9 Aspect Ratio (1366 x 768) LCD

Panel displays 16:9 widescreen programs in
their native aspect ratio without the need
for scaling or other video processing.
◆ Built-in ATSC / QAM / NTSC Tuners for DTV

and analog TV viewing (LC-20SH20U
includes only NTSC tuner).
◆ High Brightness (450 cd/m2) Sharp Liquid

Crystal Televisions are very bright, so you
can put them anywhere – even near windows, doors or other light sources – and
their picture is still vivid.
◆ HDMI Input for convenient connection to

digital devices.
◆ 170°H x 170°V Viewing Angles are so wide

you can view Sharp Liquid Crystal
Televisions from anywhere in the room!

◆ Sharp’s 60,000-hour LCD backlight lamp life will give you viewing pleasure for many years.

B&H Number
Screen
Pixel Resolution

◆ 12ms response time ensures you enjoy all

fast motion video without blurring or delay.
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LC-26SH20U

LC-32SH20U

LC-37SH20U

LC-42SH20U

SHLC26SH20U

SHLC32SH20U

SHLC37SH20U

SHLC42SH20U

13” Active Matrix 15” Active Matrix 20” Active Matrix 15” Active Matrix 20” Active Matrix
VGA (640 x
RGB x 480)

VGA (640 x
RGB x 480)

XGA (H1024 x
RGB x V 768)

VGA (H640 x
RGB x V480)

640 x 480 x
R/G/B=VGA

Video Systems

NTSC, PAL,
PAL-M, PAL-N
SECAM, PAL-60

NTSC, PAL
PAL-M, PAL-N
SECAM, PAL-60

NTSC, PAL
PAL-M, PAL-N
SECAM, PAL-60

NTSC, PAL
PAL-M, PAL-N
SECAM, PAL-60

NTSC, PAL
SECAM

Audio System

2.1W + 2.1W

2.1W + 2.1W

2.1W + 2.1W

2.1W + 2.1W

2.1W + 2.1W

Contrast Ratio

500:1

500:1

500:1

500:1

500:1

HD Component Input

Y/PB/PR x 1

Y/PB/PR x 1

Y/PB/PR x 2

Y/PB/PR x 1

Y/Pr/Pb x 1

S-Video Input

4-pin DIN x 1

4-pin DIN x 1

4-pin DIN x 1

4-pin DIN x 1

4-pin DIN x 1

RCA x 2

RCA x 2

RCA x 2

RCA x 2

RCA x 2

Silver top and
bottom. Black
side speakers.

Silver top and
bottom. Black
side speakers.

Silver top and
bottom. Black
side speakers.

Silver

Silver

Composite Video Input
Cabinet Color

◆ 800:1 Contrast Ratio provides incredible

images whether you're watching dark or
bright scenes!

LC-20SH20U
SHLC20SH20U

Power Consumption AC

47W

54W

81W

36W

73W

Dimensions with Stand

71516⁄ 4 x 13
x 8131⁄ 6” (WHD)

19 596⁄ 4 x 14 31⁄ 6
x 8131⁄ 6” (WHD)

2518⁄ x 17 296⁄ 4
x 9 173⁄ 2” (WHD)

14196⁄ 4 x 14 7⁄8
x 71⁄8” (WHD)

19 13⁄ 2 x 18 253⁄ 2
x 8 536⁄ 4” (WHD)

9.5 lbs.

10.6 lbs.

19.4 lbs.

9.5 lbs.

15.2 lbs.

Weight with stand

www.bhphotovideo.com
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D40U SERIES
AQUOS 26- 32 -and 37” 16:9 Widescreen HDTVs
Sharp’s unrivaled selection of screen sizes, unique designs and
sophisticated cabinet finishes now includes the AQUOS D40U
series. Available in 26-, 32-,37-, and 45”, this competitively-priced
line of widescreen HDTVs delivers crisp on-screen images and the
most vibrant colors possible, as well as increased viewing angles,
for a stellar picture from almost anywhere in a room.
The D40U series includes an enhanced version of the ASV
(Advanced Super View) LCD panel, which provides an incredibly
sharp contrast ratio of 1200:1, and an enhanced pixel response time
of less than 6ms to further improve the picture quality on fast-moving action scenes. With multi-pixel technology enabling wider viewing angles than previous models (176°), the television can be viewed
from almost anywhere in the room. And with 1366 x 768 resolution
for a true 16:9 aspect ratio, built-in ATSC/QAM/NTSC tuners and dual
HDMI and HD component terminals, the D40U series delivers a stunning
experience of HDTV programming combined with incredible connectivity options for simple, versatile set-up. All feature
high brightness (450 cd/m2) and Black TFT low-reflection coating, so they can be placed near bright light sources or
windows without compromising picture quality. Available in an elegant piano black finish with fixed bottom-mounted
speakers and an included table stand, for flexibility in room placement.
F E AT U R E S
◆ 1366 x 768p panel displays HDTV program

images in 720p and is compatible with
off-air, cable and satellite HDTV broadcasts.
◆

Black TFT LCD panels deliver contrast ratios
up to 1200:1 and produce whiter whites and
blacker blacks than ever before achieved in
LCD television.

◆

Quick Shoot Sharp’s proprietary fast response time video circuit, for response time of 6ms,
resulting in smoother, more lifelike moving images, even in fast-motion scenes.

◆

Built-in speakers and Table Stand are the ultimate in convenience.
LC-26D40U

LC-32D40U

LC-37D40U

SHLC26D40U

SHLC32D40U

SHLC37D40U

26˝ Active Matrix
Advanced Super View LCD

32˝ Active Matrix
Advanced Super View LCD

37˝ Active Matrix
Advanced Super View LCD

HDTV 1366 x 768

HDTV 1366 x 768

HDTV 1366 x 768

Video Systems

8VSB (ATSC), QAM, NTSC

8VSB (ATSC), QAM, NTSC

8VSB (ATSC), QAM, NTSC

Audio System

10W + 10W

10W + 10W

10W + 10W

Contrast Ratio

1200:1

1200:1

1200:1

Y/PB/PR x 2, HDMI x2

Y/PB/PR x 2, HDMI x2

Y/PB/PR x 2, HDMI x2

4-pin DIN x 2

4-pin DIN x 2

4-pin DIN x 2

RCA x 2

RCA x 2

RCA x 2

Piano Black
with bottom speakers

Piano Black
with bottom speakers

Piano Black
with bottom speakers

B&H Number
Screen

◆ With high brightness

of 450 cd/m2 you can
put them anywhere – even near windows,
doors or other light sources – and their
picture is still vivid.

◆

Proprietary Low-Reflection Coating allows
Sharp LCD TVs to effectively reduce
reflection of sunlight and interior lighting to
provide vivid large-screen pictures wherever
you install your LCD television.

Pixel Resolution

HD Component Input
S-Video Input
Composite Video Input

◆

170º/170º viewing angles let yo view the TVs
from almost anywhere in the room!

Cabinet Color

◆

Fast 6ms response results in smoother,
more lifelike moving images, even in
fast-motion scenes.

Power Consumption AC

145W

170W

186W

Dimensions with Stand

26 78⁄ x 21111⁄ 6
x 10 496⁄ 4” (WHD)

32 51⁄ 6 x 25173⁄ 2
x 10 496⁄ 4” (WHD)

3714⁄ x 26356⁄ 4
x 12 16⁄ 4” (WHD)

Built-in speakers for added convenience.

Weight with stand

35.3 lbs.

43 lbs.

53.8 lbs.

◆

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821
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BRAVIA S SERIES
16:9 HDTV LCD Televisions
Sleek and stylish LCD TVs, Sony’s high-performance Bravia S Series
include the KDL-26S2000 (26”), KDL-32S2000 (32”), KDL-40S2000 (40”),
and the KDL-46S2000 (46”). Each has an integrated ATSC digital tuner
and each features 1366 x 768 screen resolution, 1000:1 contrast ratio, a
3D Y/C comb filter and ample inputs including HDMI, component, two
composite and a PC input. They also incorporate Sony’s new 1-chip
digital video processor that reduces “block noise” around letters, such
as on-screen graphics and subtitles and enhances contrast, producing
crisp and vivid images. The chip also automatically adjusts greens
and blues for truer and brighter colors.
They feature the latest in Sony’s unique S-PVA technology, which delivers
vivid and accurate colors along with wide 178° viewing angles and a blazing
8ms response time. Other features such as PC input allow users to connect a PC for viewing
content in a 16:9 high resolution environment. And with integrated HDTV capabilities, you can enjoy digital programming
with enhanced audio and video reproduction. Space-saving bottom speaker design (two 10-watt speakers with SRS Tru
Surround XT), a simple remote with direct input keys, and VESA compliant mounting holes round out the S-series package.
Providing exceptional value and performance, the KLV-32U100M (32”) and KLV-40U100M (40”) HD monitors are identical
to the S Series except they don’t have a tuner. They are designed to receive HD and standard TV signals via set top boxes
(cable or satellite).
F E AT U R E S
At the forefront of technological advancement in every
generation of television for the past 40 years, Sony’s
newest brand, BRAVIA, introduces the next generation
of LCD TVs. An acronym for “Best Resolution Audio
Video Integrated Architecture”, BRAVIA brings three
key advances to LCD televisions: larger color gamut,
higher refresh rates, and televisions that automatically
adjust to ambient light conditions.

Their Super-Patterned Vertical Alignment (S-PVA) panels divide pixels into more
segments than was possible with PVA (Pattered Vertically Aligned) technology. These
segments have an incredibly fast 8-millisecond response time that increases the
television’s refresh rate. Dividing the pixel display into more segments also allows a
cleaner break between dark and light pixels, improving viewing angles, color, and
contrast. The accompanying diagram demonstrates how, by increasing in the number
of segments per sub-pixel from one to two, and increasing speed of refresh rate
accordingly, picture quality can be achieved that can entirely eliminate flicker and bring
the viewing experience to a whole new level.
Sony brings decades of television expertise and experience to LCD with a revolutionary
backlight — WCG-CCFL (Wide Color Gamut-Cold Cathode Fluorescent Light) Displaying
a color gamut almost 30% larger than a conventional CCFL display, the larger color
gamut allows BRAVIA televisions to reproduce more faithfully the colors of real life
using new spectrum phosphors to achieve deeper reds, more vivid greens, and cleaner
blues. BRAVIA TVs using WCG-CCFL in concert with HDTV standards display an image
that is far closer to what your eye would normally expect to see. Images are reproduced
with enhanced vibrancy and intensity resulting in an even greater sense of realism.
BRAVIA televisions even feature LCD panels that automatically adjust to ambient light
to ensure the optimal image the entire time you’re watching. Within every BRAVIA S
Series LCD television is an intelligent light sensor that adjusts the screen brightness to
match the ambient light in a room. The benefit to you is that the sensor makes your
viewing experience more comfortable. In a dim room, for example, the screen
automatically reduces brightness. This “intelligent” adjustment results in a more
satisfying television viewing experience.
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BRAVIA S SERIES
◆ Integrated HDTV lets you watch digital

television programs and enjoy the audio/
video quality offered by these programs.
◆

◆

◆

◆

Component video input offers the best
video quality for DVD (480p and 480i), and
digital set-top box (1080i, 720p, 480p and
480i) connections.
HDMI Interface (High-Definition Multimedia
Interface) provides an uncompressed, alldigital A/V interface between the TV and any
HDMI-equipped A/V component, like set-top
box, DVD player and A/V receiver. HDMI
supports enhanced, or high-definition video,
plus multi-channel digital audio.

Display Resolution
Screen Size (Diagonal)
Display Panel Technology
HDMI Connection:

KDL-26S2000

KDL-32S2000

KDL-40S2000

KDL-46S2000

1366 x 768

1366 x 768

1366 x 768

1366 x 768

16”

32”

40”

46”

S-PVA LCD

S-PVA LCD

S-PVA LCD

S-PVA LCD

1 Rear (with L/R
RCA audio

1 Rear (with L/R
RCA audio

1 Rear (with L/R
RCA audio

1 Rear (with L/R
RCA audio

PC Input
Component Video Inputs

1 Rear with D-sub 15 and L/R stereo mini plug connections
2 Rear

S-Video Inputs

2 Rear

2 Rear

3 (1 side/2 rear)

3 (1 side/2 rear)

3 (1 side/2 rear)

1 Rear

1 Rear

1 Rear

1 Rear

5 (1 side/4 rear)

5 (1 side/4 rear)

5 (1 side/4 rear)

5 (1 side/4 rear)

Audio Out (Variable/Fixed)

1 Rear

1 Rear

1 Rear

1 Rear

WEGA GATE Easy Operation Guide allows you
to easily navigate to the most convenient TV
functions: favorite channels, TV channel list,
external input list or settings.

Digital Audio Output(s)

1 Rear

1 Rear

1 Rear

1 Rear

CineMotion technology using the reverse
3-2 pull down technology, the Cinemotion
feature provides smoother picture
movement when playing back movies or
other video sources on film.

Contrast Ratio

◆

VESA compliant mounting holes

◆

Freeze function allows you to freeze one
screen while the other screen continues
showing the program.

Composite Video Inputs

2 Rear

2 (1 side/1 rear) Rear with Auto S Video Input Detection

RF Connection Input
Audio In

Headphone Output(s)
Viewing Angle (L/R x U/D)
Aspect Ratio

3 (1 side/2 rear)

1 Side

1 Side

1 Side

1 Side

178° x 178°

178° x 178°

178° x 178°

178° x 178°

16:9

16:9

16:9

16:9

1300:1

1300:1

1300:1

1300:1

Panel Response Time

8 ms (gray to gray)

8 ms (gray to gray)

8 ms (gray to gray)

8 ms (gray to gray)

Tuner

ATSC Digital Tuner

ATSC Digital Tuner

ATSC Digital Tuner

ATSC Digital Tuner

3D digital

3D digital

3D digital

3D digital

Comb Filter
Picture Modes

Vivid/Standard/Custom

Wide Mode (16:9)

Wide Zoom/Normal/Full/Zoom

Light Sensor

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Noise Reduction

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Advanced Video
Processor

Motion and edge adaptive I/P converter; Contrast enhancer circuit; MPEG noise
reduction; Green and blue enhancer; CineMotion/Film Mode/Cinema Drive

◆

PC Input allows you to connect your PC and
display the PC screen on your TV.

VESA Compliant

Yes

Yes

Yes

◆

ATSC Integrated Tuner allows the reception
of local, off-air digital broadcasts providing
the viewing of free, true high-definition
network programming without the addition
of a set top box or a monthly fee.

Energy Star Compliant

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

VESA FDMI Complian

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Wide Screen Mode allows you to watch 4:3
normal broadcasts in wide screen mode
(16:9 aspect ratio).
Light Sensor allows the picture brightness
level to be optimized to ambient light. The
effect from the Light Sensor depends on the
setting of Picture Mode and Power Saving.
The factory setting is Off.

◆

◆

◆

◆
◆

SRS TruSurround XT audio enhancement
delivers a full and immersive Virtual
Surround Sound experience from any
two-speaker system playback system using
any multi-channel audio source.
Bottom speaker design saves space and
delivers dynamic sound.
Caption Vision/Info Banner allows Closed
Caption and/or Channel Programming
Information to be displayed.

Sound Mode
SRS TruSurround XT

Yes

Dynamic/Standard/Custom
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes (AC3 for ATSC)

Yes (AC3 for ATSC)

Yes (AC3 for ATSC)

Yes (AC3 for ATSC)

MTS Stereo Decoder

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

A/V Sync

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Picture Freeze

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Favorite Channel

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Channel Label / Skip, Add

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes / Yes

Dolby Digital Decoding

Parental Control (V-Chip)

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Input Skip

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Power Save Mode

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Clock

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Sleep Timer / Timer Clock

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Auto SAP / Video Label

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Closed Caption (CC)

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

ID1 Detection

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Weight with Pedestal

28.7 lbs.

37.5 lbs.

59.5 lbs.

75 lbs.

Weight w/o Pedestal

25.3 lbs

33.1 lbs.

46.3 lbs

61.7 lbs.

Dimensions with Pedestal

25 293⁄ 2 x 20 51⁄ 6 x 858⁄ ”

3131⁄ 6 x 23113⁄ 2 x 8 58⁄ ”

38 78⁄ x 28 31⁄ 6 x 13 53⁄ 2”

44 18⁄ x 3134⁄ x 1314⁄ ”

Dimensions w/o Pedastal

25 293⁄ 2 x 18 12⁄ x 3233⁄ 2”

3131⁄ 6 x 2112⁄ x 378⁄ ”

38 78⁄ x 26 53⁄ 2 x 4 11⁄ 6”

44 18⁄ x 29 34⁄ x 4 58⁄ ”

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821
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FWD-32LX1 • FWD-40LX1
32” and 40” High Definition Flat Panel LCD Monitors
Offering businesses advanced networking and display capabilities, the
FWD-32LX1 (32”) and FWD-40LX1 (40”) LCD monitors are designed to
fit a variety of businesses ranging from small retail shops to large
hotels. Restaurant, lounge and shopping mall operators will especially
appreciate the long lived high brightness display. They incorporate
the Sony WEGA Engine system, a digital processing system that
reduces video artifacts that can result from those analog/digital
conversions. They deliver 1000:1 contrast ratio, and both incorporate
S-LCD panels which produce exceptional black level reproduction and
drastically improves gradation.
For even more versatility, they are equipped with an option slot(s) for
a tuner, IP addressable network media card with flash memory, or
expanded video I/O. Each display can be controlled remotely with
Sony's BKM-FW32 Network Management Card or BKM-FW50 Network Media
Card via ethernet. The BKM-FW50 networking card also has the ability to remotely control multiple displays, as well as
transmit movies or still images.
At 40-inches, the FWD-40LX1LCD panel fits easily into most hospitality-standard dressers. As a result, guests are given a
better viewing experience without the added expense of a major room renovation. This model also has a 178/178° viewing angle, a key feature for conference room space. They feature Sony’s elegant bezel or flat design and are available in
three colors: pearl white, crystal silver and frosted black.
F E AT U R E S

Phenomenal Picture Quality
◆ High brightness, superior contrast (1000:1)

and super-fast 16ms response time combine
to deliver crisp, clear text and smooth
motion images for video applications.
◆ They use the latest S-LCD panel technology,

providing a 178° wide viewing angle, along
with WEGA Engine technology to deliver
remarkable resolution and image clarity.
◆ Unique WEGA Engine technology optimizes

the display’s potential by minimizing signal
deterioration caused by digital-to-analog
conversion. The result is better resolution
and sharpness, higher contrast, less digital
noise, and greater picture dimension.
◆ Their 1366 x 768 native resolution is capable

of delivering HD performance in an elegant
flat display design. They are capable of handling various input timings and sources,
including video and PC timings for use with
up to 1080i video or 1600 x 1200 PC timing.

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO

Flexible Inputs
◆ They come ready to work with a wide array

of video devices or PC applications. Inputs
include analog and digital HD video (using
component to HD15 cable, or DVI-D Cable
with HDMI to DVI-HDCP), as well as PC
input, using HD15 (RGB/YUV) or DVI-HDCP
inputs.

Multi Display
◆ Building a video wall? Don’t pay thousands

of dollars for external display processors!
They feature an Automatic Video Wall Set
Up Mode for up to 16 panels.
◆ The displays can be set used as a video wall

segment right out of the box. Simply select
the desired matrix size from the choices of
2 x 2, 3 x 3 or 4 x 4.
◆ Next, use the remote control to indicate on

the matrix graphic what position in the
video wall puzzle this TV will occupy.

www.bhphotovideo.com

High Performance
◆ They support P-i-P (Picture-In-Picture) as well

as P-i-P features for flexible multi-tasking.
P-i-P lets you watch two program sources
side by side with the ability to smoothly
zoom in on one picture and listen to the
program in the selected window.
◆ Discrete IR Codes are available for use with

installations where control systems are used
with the Control-S (In/Out) or front IR sensor.
In addition, users may select from the
Onscreen display (OSD) a setting to fix the
input to maintain its current setting.
◆ RS-232C port and serial control available for

advanced installations.
◆ They accept Sony expansion cards for more

inputs or networking control such as the
BKMFW50 digital signage card. The FWD32LX1 has one open card slot (the FWD40LX1 has two slots), with one populated
with a composite (BNC) / S-Video input card
with shared L/R audio input.
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FWD-32LX1 • FWD-40LX1
Optional Input Boards

Conveniences
◆ Confused by the endless picture sizing

options presented to you by 16:9 aspect
ratio wide screen TVs? The monitors can
interpret the new Identification Control
Signal embedded in some digital broadcasts. When selected, the Auto Wide function selects the most appropriate screen display size and aspect ratio based on the
Identification Control Signal.
◆

Compatible with NTSC, PAL, SECAM, NTSC
4.43, PAL60, PAL-M and PAL-N systems

◆ On/Off Timer lets you use them like an

alarm clock to wake you up, or be on time
for a teleconference. By programming the
On/Off Timer you can make your home or
office seem occupied while you’re not there.
◆ To make installation easier, Sony includes a

10’ component (Y/Pb/Pr) to HD15 cable for
connecting Digital Cable or satellite
receivers. Also included is a DVI-D cable for
versatile digital connections.
◆

Cable management system conceals wires
and cables, keeping the back looking
streamlined and uncluttered.

◆ Cinema Drive uses reverse 3-2 pull down

technology, also known as Inverse Telecine,
to detect the unique cadence of film-originated video and reconstruct the original
film frames resulting in smoother action
when watching movies.
◆

◆

Burn-in resistant LCD technology ensures
long life when using static images. Low
power consumption and long-life panel
delivers hours of use to keep total cost of
ownership low. Also features anti-glare and
anti-reflective screen protectors.

Component/RGB Interface Board (SOBKMFW11): This board enables the FWD-42PV1 to receive
component (5x BNC) signals. The audio input is realized via phone Jack (L/R)...........................149.00
RGB/Component Active Through Board (SOBKMFW12): With the BKM-FW12 interface a loop
function can be created to connect multiple plasma monitors in an active loop function. The
audio input is realized via a single audio-in ..............................................................................................149.00

Networking Options
Optional network cards and boxes let you centrally control, deliver and troubleshoot digital
content across a standard IP network to one or hundreds (up to 255) of networked displays.
Network Management Card (SOBKMFW32): Fits into the
FWD-series displays and provide status and control via IP.
The card provides network status and control functions, for
use with Sony’s PJNet! software program (sold separately),
for a centralized “command” center, which connects up to
255 networked devices including Sony’s flat-panel displays and LCD projectors ......................439.95
Network Media Card (SOBKMFW50): Provides status and control
via IP, as well as streaming video and media. Create content on
your PC for use on the card with industry standard development
languages/applications such as HTML, Photoshop, Microsoft
Movie Maker and other Windows applications. A CompactFlash
memory slot inside the monitor enables JPEG images and MPEG movies to be displayed in
slideshow mode, for local playback for users who do not wish to stream content ...................584.95
Network Streaming Box (SOEBSN200): Another key benefit of the
displays is their ability to remotely monitor and control them
and send content across a standard IP network. Sony’s
integrated network box enables network status and
control to monitor and troubleshoot multiple devices
from a central location. Additionally, it provides the ability
to stream MPEG video, access the Web and present remote
desktop applications across a standard IP network. Usercan continuously
loop feeds from internal sources, such as proprietary, in-house programming..........................739.95
Hospitality Clone Device (SOEBSSP15): A stand-alone TV tuner with hotel
networking, that works with the displays, the Hospitality Clone Device is
suitable for home use, recreation vehicles, corporate, campus, conference
rooms, and hotels. It provides connection to cable and over the air broadcasts
(181 channel CATV Tuner), and has internal Picture-in-Picture capability. It also
allows connectivity to all major hotel VOD systems (OnCommand, LodgeNet,
Hospitality Network, and others) ................................................................................654.95

On-screen display (OSD), available in 10 languages

◆

Built-in closed caption decoder

◆

Three custom picture modes as well as Vivid
and Standard

◆

Scratch-resistant crystal-look bezel in a
choice of three elegant colors adds upscale
refinement to any interior.

FWD-32LX1RB Frosted Black (SOFWD32LX1RB)
FWD-32LX1RS Frosted Silver (SOFWD32LX1RS)

FWD-32LX1
Composite Video
S-Video
RGB Component Vide
Stereo Audio for RGB Video
DVI
DVI Stereo Audio

FWD-32LX1RW Frosted White (SOFWD32LX1RW)

High Impedance Audio (500mVrms)

FWD-40LX1B Frosted Black (SOFWD40LX1B)

Composite Video (Loop- Through)

FWD-40LX1S Frosted Silver (SOFWD40LX1S)

S-Video (Loop-Through

FWD-40LX1W Frosted White (SOFWD40LX1W)

Dimensions (WxHxD) / Weight

FWD-40LX1

BNC x1

BNC x1

Mini Din 4 Pin x1

Mini Din 4 Pin x1

D-sub 15-Pin (female) x1

D-sub 15-Pin (female) x1

3.5 mm Stereo Minijack x1

3.5 mm Stereo Minijack x1

1

1

3.5 mm Stereo Minijack x1

3.5 mm Stereo Minijack x1

Pinjack x2

Pinjack x2

BNC x1

BNC x1

Mini Din 4 Pin x1

Mini Din 4 Pin x1

31.6 x 19.4 x 4.2”; 38.5 lbs.

39.3 x 23.7 x 5”; 60.6 lbs.

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821
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FWD-42PV1
42” Extended Definition
Plasma Monitor
The FWD-42PV1 PlasmaPro is a flat panel display with several
features that make it well-suited for the demands of today’s
business environment, including a category-leading 10,000:1
contrast ratio for vivid picture quality for digital signage,
hospitality and conference room applications. It also offers
WVGA resolution (852 x 480), and the ability to display images
and video from a wide assortment of inputs and formats.
The monitor has two slots to accommodate a television tuner
and the BKM-FW32 network card, enabling users to monitor
the display's status and troubleshoot multiple networked
displays from one central location. For added convenience when
integrating into a system, an AC outlet is provided to supply power to equipment such as twisted pair transceivers up to
0.5 A. Last, lower total cost of ownership, due in part to low power consumption, adds to overall value. A special edition
model FWD-42PV1A/S which works effectively at high altitudes, which can affect standard plasma displays is also available.
F E AT U R E S
◆ Incorporates a WVGA plasma display panel

that achieves a high brightness and high
contrast ratio. Resolutions of 852 x 480
pixels and a 1.08mm pixel pitch produce
excellent image quality and sharp colors
◆ Digital Video Input (DVI-D HDCP) offers a

high picture quality when used with a DVIequipped PC (DVI video cable is supplied).
◆ Ultra-high panel brightness and contrast

(10,000:1) ratio. Anti-reflection (AR) coating
on the glass protection panel reduces light
reflection for clear, high-contrast pictures.
Ideal for HD content or PC signals.

◆ Long panel life (60,000 hours to half

◆ Added flexibility comes from the format-free

brightness)

layout. The unit can be mounted horizontally,
fixed on an optional stand or to a wall, or
hung from the ceiling. The connector panel
is located on the lower back of the display
providing easy, inconspicuous hookup.

◆ Lower power consumption at only 260W
◆ Full screen saver functions including Auto

Dimmer function and on/off timer.
◆ 7-watt digital stereo audio amplifier with

optional speakers (SS-SP42FW/S)

◆ In addition to standard 4:3 mode, the

FWD-42PV1 can optimize the display of
other aspect ratios to eliminate or greatly
reduce the amount of dead space visible
around the image. Available modes include
Expanded 4:3 (16:9 wide zoomed), Letterbox
(16:9 zoomed), Full 16:9 and Subtitle 16:9.

◆ Supports standard and HDTV formats

including 1080i, 720p, 1080/24Psf, and 480p
as well as DVI and RGB computer signals
◆ Energy-saving mode decreases the power

consumption

◆ A core part of the FWD-42PV1’s appeal is its

versatility. In addition to fixed HD15
RGB/Component and DVI-HDCP inputs, it
has composite and S-Video inputs on a
removable module. This can be swapped out
for other options, including 5-way BNC or a
pass-through for connecting multiple
monitors in an active loop.

Get your Message Across
Combining attention-grabbing image quality with versatility, stylish design and long
product life, the FWD-42PV1 was designed to be noticed. The outstandingly bright and clear
picture is ideal for digital signage applications, public entertainment or any situation where
the aim is to get the message across.
Featuring 852 x 480 ED (Extended Definition) resolution and anti-reflective panel protection,
the FWD-42V1 PlasmaPro monitor is designed for sales and marketing promotions for digital
signage applications, including point-of-purchase and brand advertising, as well as
information display in transportation hubs. It is perfect for setting the right mood in
restaurants, casinos, clubs and lounges playing background video to entertain. The monitor’s
rugged yet durable design also makes it ideal for rental and trade show applications.

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO
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◆

Control-S and RS-232 ports for remote
management. Control-S allows for simple,
unidirectional control of single units or
daisy-chained arrays, while the RS-232 port
is bi-directional and provides feedback such
as status checks and even failure codes.
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FWD-42V1
Screen Saver

Multi Display

The lifetime of the plasma screen can be
greatly prolonged by a screen saver. That’s
because, if an image doesn’t change in
brightness, or a still image, such as the kind of
image displayed on a computer, is displayed
for a long time, an after-image (ghosting) may
be burned into the display panel. To correct or
lessen the severity of this problem, the monitor
is equipped with a screen saver function.
There are three screen saver modes: Picture
Orbiting; Picture Inversion and Background.
• Orbiting and Inversion are timer-programmable modes that move the image around and
reverse its color tones, both methods of
reducing the danger of burn-in.
• The Background function is used when there
is dead space around the image creating a
sharp contrast in brightness. The background
tone can be set from black to dark grey or
light grey to compensate.

For fast and easy video wall creation, the on-screen control features a Multi Display Setup
function. This lets users set the zoom factor or the amount of screens in the array, then the
location in the wall of each individual monitor. When audio is needed, users can rely on the
inboard amplifier to deliver 2x 7w of clean, punchy sound. Better still, the optional SS-SP42FW
speaker set mounts at the sides of the cabinet and delivers great sound from a compact but
stylish format which matches the overall design of the display. “
The zoom function can be used when multiple monitors are assembled into a video wall. By
setting the zoom level to 2x, 3x or 4x, arrays of 4, 9 or even 16 screens can be co-ordinated to
display a single image – all without any need for an additional picture processor.

Optional Interface Boards
To ensure that the FWD-42PV1 is compatible with the widest possible range of signal
types, three optional modules are available for adding more connectors. You can fit a
module using a slot next to the standard connectors on the rear panel:

Video Interface Board (SOBKMFW10)
The Video Interface Board enables the FWD-42PV1
to connect composite video, S-video and audio
sources ...........................................................................CALL

• An internal timer can be used to switch the
display on or off at specific times,
independently of the external control system.
This both reduces overall power consumption
and extends the life of the display.

Audio
◆

When audio is needed, users can rely on the
inboard amplifier to deliver 2x 7-watts of
clean, punchy sound. Better yet, the optional
SS-SP42FW speaker set mounts at the sides
of the cabinet and delivers great sound from
a compact but stylish format which matches
the overall design of the display.

Component/RGB Interface Board (SOBKMFW11)
This board enables the FWD-42PV1 to receive
component (5x BNC) signals. The audio input is
realized via the phone jack (L/R)...........................149.00

RGB/Component
Active Through Board (SOBKMFW12)
This card provides 15-pin input and loop output
connectors so that multiple monitors can be fed
the same computer/video signal .....................149.00

FWD-42V1
Signal System

RM-980 Remote Commander
◆

◆

To make setup as speedy as possible, the
FWD-42PV1 is supplied with the RM-980
Remote Commander. This allows direct
access to important functions such as input
selection, volume control, picture control,
aspect ratio and picture size and position.
The remote can also be used to select and
control an individual display in an array
using it’s ID-mode and numerical keypad.

◆

The monitor can also be configured using a
6-language graphical on-screen menu.

◆

When required the remote can be used to
disable the physical control panel on the
monitor itself, including the on/off function.

NTSC, PAL and Secam systems

Screen Size
Aspect Ratio
Number of Pixels
Contrast Ratio
Input and
Output Connectors

42”
16:9 wide screen panel
852 horizontal x 480 vertical pixels
10,000:1 contrast; over 1 billion colors differentiated
DVI-D- special 24-pin (x 1); Analog Component/RGB - 15-pin (x 1 input);
S-Video- 4-Pin (x 1 input); Composite Video- BNC (x 1 input, 1 loop output);
Audio- RCA (x 4 input, 2 stereo pairs); Headphone- stereo-mini (x 2 output);
RS-232C Control- 9-pin (x 1 input)

Speakers
Dimensions and Weight
Included Accessories

Optional
44.75” x 25” x 4” (WHD); it weighs 66 lbs.
Wireless remote control, 2x AA batteries, DVI-D cable, AC plug holder,
4x cable holders, 2 years parts and labor warranty except for the
plasma panel, which has a 1 year warranty

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821
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FWD-42PX2 • FWD-50PX2
42- and 50” High Definition
Plasma Monitors
Well suited for corporate and consumer applications, the FWD42PX2 and FWD-50PX2 are stylish 42- and 50” plasma displays
with a 10,000:1 contrast ratio and more than 60,000 hours of
life. The displays have both DVI-HDCP and dual option slots.
Additionally, they feature picture-in-picture, advanced video
wall and optional network connectivity, making them ideal for a
digital signage applications in office lobbies or reception areas.
Integrated stereo amplifier and optional speakers will support
all of your audio requirements. The FWD-42PX2 comes in black,
the FWD-50PX2 has a flat finish available in silver or black.
F E AT U R E S

High Performance
◆ Ultra-high panel brightness and contrast

Flexible Inputs
◆

The displays come ready to work with a
wide array of video devices or PC applications. Inputs include support for analog and
digital HD video (using component to HD15
cable, or DVI-D cable with HDMI to DVIHDCP), as well as PC input, using HD15
(RGB/YUV) or DVI-HDCP inputs.

◆

They are also capable of using compatible
Sony expansion cards for additional inputs
or networking control. The display has two
available card slots, with one populated
with a Composite (BNC) / S-Video input card
with shared L/R audio input.

◆

RS232 port and serial control available for
advanced installations.

(10,000:1) ratio. Anti-reflection (AR) coating
on the glass protection panel reduces light
reflection for clear, high-contrast pictures.
Ideal for HD content or PC signals.
◆

The 1366 x 768 native resolution is capable
of delivering HD performance in an elegant
flat display design. The display is capable of
handling various input timings and sources,
including video and PC timings for use with
up to 1080i video or 1600 x 1200 PC timing.

◆ The displays have a long-life panel of 60,000

hours—that’s seven years. The panels are
capable of 1.07 billion colors, the result is a
life-like image with rich color reproduction
for home theater applications.
well as P-i-P features for flexible multitasking. P-i-P lets you watch two program
sources side by side with the ability to
smoothly zoom in on one picture and listen
to the program in the selected window.

◆ Building a video wall? Don’t pay thousands

Discrete IR Codes are available for use with
installations where control systems are used
with the Control-S (In/Out) or front IR
sensor. In addition, users may select from
the Onscreen Display (OSD) a setting to fix
the input to maintain its current setting.

segment right out of the box. Simply select
the desired matrix size from the choices of
2 x 2, 3 x 3 or 4 x 4.

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO

User-selected screen saver adds a signal
monitor that identifies a static image on the
screen that can cause permanent image
retention. If the display senses this static
video image for several minutes, it will
automatically dim the display brightness to
reduce the potential effect of permanent
image retention.

◆

Other screen saver modes include
Background, Multi-Mode Picture Orbit,
Picture Inversion, Power Save, Smart Fan
Technology, Timers and White screen.

◆

Included accessories make a difference for
easy installations, which is why Sony
includes a 10’ component (Y/Pb/Pr) to HD15
cable for connecting digital cable or
satellite receivers. Also included is a DVI-D
cable for versatile digital connections.

◆

Cable management system conceals wires
and cables, keeping the back looking
streamlined and uncluttered.

◆

Low power consumption and long-life panel
delivers hours of use to keep total cost of
ownership low. Also features anti-glare and
anti-reflective screen protectors.

◆

Selectable color temperature modes include
Cool, Neutral, and Warm. Selectable picture
modes include Custom (3), Vivid and
Standard.

Multi Display

◆ They support P-i-P (Picture-In-Picture) as

◆

Conveniences
◆

of dollars for external display processors!
They feature an Automatic Video Wall Set
Up Mode for up to 16 panels.
◆ The displays can be set used as a video wall

◆ Next, use the remote control to indicate on

the matrix graphic what position in the
video wall puzzle this TV will occupy.

www.bhphotovideo.com
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Optional Input Boards
Component/RGB Interface Board
(SOBKMFW11): Enables the FWD-series displays to
receive component (5x BNC) signals.......149.00

Signal System

RGB/Component Active Through Board
(SOBKMFW12): Allows a loop function to be

created to connect multiple plasma monitors
in an active loop function ...........................149.00

Network Media Card (SOBKMFW50): Provides
status and control via IP, as well as streaming
video and media. Create content on your PC
for use on the card with industry standard
development languages/applications such as
HTML, Photoshop, Microsoft Movie Maker and
other Windows applications. A CompactFlash
memory slot inside the monitor enables JPEG
images and MPEG movies to be displayed in
slideshow mode, for local playback for users
who do not wish to stream content........584.95
Network Streaming Box (SOEBSN200): Enables
network status and control to monitor and
troubleshoot multiple devices from a central
location. Additionally, it provides the ability to
stream MPEG video, access the Web and
present remote desktop applications across
a standard IP network. Usercan continuously
loop feeds from internal sources, such as
proprietary, in-house programming .......739.95
Hospitality Clone Device (SOEBSSP15): A
stand-alone TV tuner with hotel networking.
For home use, recreation vehicles, corporate,
campus, conference rooms, and hotels. It
provides connection to cable and over the air
broadcasts (181 channel CATV Tuner), and has
internal Picture-in-Picture capability. It also
allows connectivity to all major hotel VOD
systems (OnCommand, LodgeNet, Hospitality
Network, and others) ....................................654.95

NTSC, PAL and Secam Systems

NTSC, PAL and Secam Systems

42”

50”

Aspect Ratio

16:9 Wide Screen Panel

16:9 Wide Screen Panel

Brightness

450cd/M2

450cd/M2

Number of Pixels (HV)

1024 x 768

1366 x 768

10,000:1

10,000:1

Contrast Ratio

Networking Options

Network Management Card (SOBKMFW32):
For use with Sony’s PJNet! software program
(sold separately). Provides network status and
control functions via IP, for a centralized
“command” center, which connects up to 255
networked devices including Sony’s flat-panel
displays and LCD projectors.......................439.95

FWD-50PX2

Screen Size

Input and Output Connectors

Optional network cards and boxes let you centrally control, deliver and troubleshoot digital
content across a standard IP network to one or
hundreds (up to 255) of networked displays.

FWD-42PX2

Dimensions (WxHxD) / Weight

421

YUV/RGB Component- 3 BNC (x 2 input); S-Video- 4-Pin (x 1 input);
Composite Video- RCA (x 1 input, 1 output);
Audio- RCA (x 4 input, 2 stereo pairs); RS-232C Control- 9-Pin (x 1 input)
40.7 x 24.8 x 4.8”; 66.1lbs.

49.4 x 29.6 x 4.4”; 96.8 lbs.

S A NYO PDP-42H2AMC
42˝ HD Multimedia Plasma Display
This HDTV-compatible
42” plasma monitor
offers a typical contrast
ratio of 1000:1 as well as
overall brightness rated
at 1100 cd/m2. It displays
a full 1024 x 1024 image
(up to 1080 lines
interlaced or 720 lines
progressive. 3D chrominancel and luminance
separation and digital progressive scanning further enhance its extraordinary
picture performance. Ideal for any type of multimedia presentation—in
addition to component and composite video options, it has been engineered
to function as a computer display monitor meeting XGA display specifications.
◆

The PDP-42H2AMC performs well in a
wide range of room settings. Its
unusually broad viewing angle–more
than 175° vertical & horizontal–ensures
that audience members at the extreme
right and left will see a clear,
undistorted image without straining.

◆

An innovative Dynamic AI circuit
constantly monitors different picture
performance parameters (ambient
lighting, white balance, etc.) and
automatically makes any adjustments
necessary to maintain optimum image
quality. A built-in screen saver to
reduce the possibility of burn-in.

◆

Select from three composite or S-Video
inputs (3 RCA and 2 BNC), one
component video/RGB input (D-Sub 15),
two computer inputs (D-Sub 15 and a
DVI-D input with HDCP for an HD set
top box) and an RS-232 control port.
There are also jacks for an external
monitor (BNC and RCA), component/
RGB output (D-Sub 15), optional PD-Net
Organizer and optional speakers.

◆

Optional network card lets you use the
PDP-42H2AMC as a network monitor,
using the web to monitor and control
the display. Additional software is not
required.

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821
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Television Mounts

BEI.....................................................................424
Bentley ................................................424-425
Bretford ...............................................426-431
Chief......................................................432-447
Peerless...............................................448-459
Premier Mounts .............................460-461

The

SourceBook

A/VPresentation
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Section6

Obtaining information and ordering from B&H is quick and
easy. When you call us, just punch in the corresponding
Quick Dial number anytime during our welcome message.
The Quick Dial code then directs you to the specific
professional sales associates in our order department.
For Section 6, Television Mounts,
use Quick Dial #: 813

T E L E V I S I O N M O U N TS
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BEI

PLASMA ACCESSORIES
Motorized Plasma Lift
BEI’s Motorized Plasma Lift is
designed for raising a plasma
display from a cabinet or lowering
it from the ceiling. The lift can
be supplied in BEI’s Plasma Lift
Cabinet or provided as
“mechanism only” to be
installed in an existing cabinet
or other suitable enclosure.
around a sturdy T-slot
aluminum frame system.
Works with most commonly
available wall mounts.

◆

Capable of lifting up to 200
pounds.

◆

Standard travels of 28”, 38”
and 48”.

◆

Custom configurations are
available.

◆

UL listed motor-in-roller.

LCD TV MOUNTS
CMW-610F
Fixed Wall Mount for 26 - 42” LCD Displays
Finished in silver or black
scratch-resistant aluminum,
the Bentley CMW-610F is the
ideal choice for 26”-to- 42”
LCD TVs. Designed very slim
so the mount virtually
disappears behind the
screen, it allows very close
to watt mounting. Supports
up to 120 lbs. and includes hardware for installation.

◆ Mechanism is designed

◆

BENTLEY

Available in Silver (BECMW610) and Black (BECMW610FB) ..........................59.95

CMW-202
◆

◆

Control options include line
voltage switching or low
voltage control via wall
switch, contact closure,
RS-232, IR remote or RF
remote.
5-year warranty

Tilt Wall Mount for 22” to 37” LCD Displays
Finished in silver scratch resistant
aluminum, the CMW-202 features 20° of
adjustable forward tilt and 5°of backward
tilt for the best viewing angle. Supports
screens with VESA hole mounting.
Mounts the TV 3.85˝ from wall.

CMW202 Wall Mount (BECMW202) ...39.99

Plasma Lift Cabinet
Designed around the Motorized Plasma Lift, the cabinet is built to
accomodate plasma displays up to 61”. The handbuilt hardwood
cabinet comes with fluted corners and furniture glides and is
available in a choice of birch or oak and in a choice of finishes.

Motorized Artwork System
BEI’s Motorized Artwork
System is designed for
raising and lowering a
framed canvas artwork to
conceal or reveal a plasma
display.
◆

CMW-422
LCD TV Double Arm Mount
A full articulating, extendable, swivel, tilt
wall mount, the CMW-422 can be pulled
out from the wall and offers significant tilt
left and right. VESA -compatible (75 x 75
and 100 x 100mm). Maximum clearance
from wall is 2.36 to 15”.
Chrome (BECMW422) .............................44.95
Black (BECMW422B) ................................49.95

CMW-523

Fits all models of
plasma displays.

◆

Choose from over 300 classic paintings and corporate and
military images. Or send BEI your own hi-resolution personal
artwork, images or company logos and they will apply it.

◆

Wide variety of designer and custom frames.

◆

Can be recessed or surface mounted on the wall.

◆

UL listed motor-in-roller.

◆

Control options include line voltage switching or low voltage
control via wall switch, contact closure or IR Remote.

Extendable Arm
LCD Wall Bracket
The CMW-523 incororates an extendable,
single arm articulating with tilt motion.
Adjustable tilt 15° up/down, it can swivel left
and right. Maximum clearance from the wall
is 2.36-7.48”. VESA -compatible (75 x 75 and
100 x 100mm).
Chrome (BECMW523)..................44.95

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO
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Black (BECMW523B) ....................54.95

T E L E V I S I O N M O U N TS

BENTLEY
PLAW-6000F
Fixed Wall Mount for
32 - 60” Plasma Displays
The PLAW-6000F is a universal
flat wall mount that works with
plasma TVs or LCD screens from
32˝ to 60˝. Made of solid heavygauge steel construction with
a durable powder coated finish
(black or silver), it supports
displays up to 175 lbs. A
low-profile mount, the screen
mounts only .85” from the wall. Mounting hardware included.

PLAW-6000F Fixed Wall Mount (BEPLAW6000F) .....................................89.95

PLW-101
8° Tilt Wall-Mount
for Plasma Displays

PLASMA MOUNTS
PLAW-1011
Single Arm Articulating Mount
for 40” - 60” Plasma Display
The PLAW-1011 wall mount is ideal for
obtaining side-to-side rotation and
upward/downward tilt. It supports
40” to 60” screens. It’s anodized
aluminum silver finish elegantly
complements offices, conference
rooms, merchandising displays,
hotel rooms or any room in the home.
Smooth, continuous tilt and roll
features allows you to easily adjust
the screen to the desired position for
comfortable viewing. Features 20° of smooth, continuous, one-touch
tilt (5° up, 15° down). Adjustable swivel of 360° in either direction.
Adjustable tilt up to 30°. Two knuckles for adjustment single arm.
Supports up to 132 lbs. Includes hardware for installation.

PLAW-1011 Single Arm Articulating Mount (BEPLAW1011) ...............99.95

PLB-16

The PLW-101 is an 8° tilt wall mount
compatible with plasma and LCD
screens from 32” to 63”. Solid heavygauge steel construction supports up 175 lbs. It has a scratch-resistant
silver finish, is easy to install, and has the mounting hardware included.

PLW-102

425

Low Profile Tilt Wall-Mount
for 23” - 37” LCD Displays
A universal tilt wall bracket for 23-37” flat
panel LCD monitors, the silver PLC-16 has a downward tilt of 15° and a
maximum loading capacity of 165 lbs. Easy to install, it includes the
mounting hardware.

15° Tilt Wall-Mount for Plasma Displays
The PLW-102 is a 15° tilt wall
mount compatible with plasma
and LCD screens from 32” to 63”.
The solid, heavy-gauge steel
construction supports up 175
lbs. It has a scratch-resistant
silver finish. Easy to install,
mounting hardware is included.

CMS-901
LCD Cart

PLB-WA3
LCD/Plasma Heavy-Duty
Double Arm Wall Mount
Used with the PLW-101 mount, the flat
panel is attached to this double arm
enabling it to be brought out from the
wall on an extended arm and positioned at various angles. The PLB-WA3
supports monitors weighing up to 150 lbs.

Bentley’s versatile LCD cart is
designed to take the rigors of
heavy use for years to come. Delivers
superior mobility making it a highly
functional presentation cart when
equipment is shared between rooms.
Lockable casters offer easy mobility.
Adjustable 60”, 72” and 84” post
heights. 50 x 50, 75 x 75 and 100 x
100mm VESA-compliant.
Adjustable tilt: 15° up and down
Swivel: Left and right 360°
Max. Load capacity: 50 lbs.

CMS-901: Available in Silver
(BECMS901) and Black (BECMS901B)..99.95

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 813
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GIBRALTAR SERIES
Yoke-Style Wall Mounts
Bretford’s Wall Yoke TV Mounts fit most 19-35” diagonal monitors depending on
the model. The mount features a yoke of 14- and 12-gauge steel and are finished in
black powder paint. Mounts are UL and C-UL listed for safety. Yoke arms are
height adjustable to snugly fit around most TV cabinets. Unique dual upper clamp
system on yoke arms prevents the monitor from sliding forward or backwards.
A width-adjustable lower tray is included for added stability. Design allows you to
construct and mount the TV to the platform while on the floor or a table and then
lift the unit into place on premounted arms. A 0-30° forward tilt (in 15° increments
except the TVWW3020-BK and the TVWW3027-BK, which are fully adjustable) and
360° swivel, allows the monitor to be set in any position. An optional DVD/VCR
bracket (VCR8-BK) is also available for these wall mounts.
◆ Design allows you to construct the platform,

◆ Yoke arms are height and width adjustable

to snugly fit around most 19-20” TV cabinets
for the TVWW3020-BK, 25-27” TV cabinets
for the TVWW3027-BK and most 32-35”
cabinets for the TVWW3035-BK
◆ Unique dual upper clamp system on yoke

arms prevents the monitor from sliding
forward or backward

◆ The 19-20” and 25-27” mounts feature a

mount the TV to the platform while on the
floor or a table and then lift the unit into
place on pre-mounted arms

◆ Mounts are UL and C-UL listed for safety

◆

Cover for back wall mounting plate provides
a professional looking installation

◆ Wall bracket assembly has knockouts for

0-30° forward tilt and the 32-35” a 0, 15 or
30° forward tilt that provides excellent
viewing angles for any size of room
◆ 360° swivel allows the monitor to be

positioned in any position
◆ Include a adjustable lower tray for added

electric and antenna leads

stability

◆ Optional security screws increase the

◆

mounts tamper resistance

TVWW3020-BK

TVWW3035HH-BK

For installation on an external single wood
stud. Recommended for use with 19-20”
monitors .............................................................Call

Same as above, except that it includes
hardware (BRTVEBP) for installation on a hollow
concrete/cinder block wall ...................................Call

TVWW3027-BK

TVWW3035KK-BK

For installation on an external single wood
stud. For use with 25-27” monitors....129.95

Same as above, but with hardware (BRTVMPBK) for
installation on an internal wood stud ..............Call

TVWW3035CC-BK

TVWW3035WW-BK

Includes hardware (BRTVULHDW) for
installation on a brick or concrete wall.
For use with 32-35” monitors ..............162.50

Same as above, except that it includes
hardware (BRTVMPEXBK) for installation on an
external wood stud .....................................Call

Wall yoke mount comes with all hardware
to mount on a single wood stud.

TVWW3020BK shown with
optional
VCR8-BK
DVD/VCR
mounting
hardware

G I B R A LTA R S E R I E S YO K E - S T YL E WA L L M O U N T S
Model

Overall
Dimensions (WDH)

Adjustable TV
Cabinet Dimensions

Tray
Dimension

Maximum Total
Weight Load

Weight

TVWW3020-BK

19 ⁄2 - 26 ⁄4 x 10 x 21 ⁄8 - 25 ⁄8˝

18 - 25 ⁄8 x 16 ⁄2 - 22 x 10˝

TVWW3027-BK

261⁄8 - 331⁄4 x 10 x 23 7⁄8 - 27 7⁄8˝

24 3⁄8 - 311⁄2 x 191⁄4 - 26 3⁄4˝

10˝ D

50 lbs.

45 lbs.

BRTVWW3020BK

Call

10˝ D

150 lbs.

48 lbs.

BRTVWW3027BK

129.95

TVWW3035CC-BK

30 1⁄2 - 37 3⁄4 x 14 x 29 5⁄8 - 33 5⁄8˝

28 7⁄8 - 36 x 22 3⁄8 - 30 1⁄4˝

TVWW3035HH-BK

14˝ D

175 lbs.

49 lbs.

BRTVWW3035CC

162.50

30 ⁄2 - 37 ⁄4 x 14 x 29 ⁄8 - 33 ⁄8˝

28 7⁄8 - 36 x 22 3⁄8 - 30 1⁄4˝

14˝ D

175 lbs.

40 lbs.

BRTVWW3035HH

Call

TVWW3035KK-BK

30 1⁄2 - 37 3⁄4 x 14 x 29 5⁄8 - 33 5⁄8˝

28 7⁄8 - 36 x 22 3⁄8 - 30 1⁄4˝

14˝ D

175 lbs.

59 lbs.

BRTVWW3035KK

Call

TVWW3035WW-BK

30 1⁄2 - 37 3⁄4 x 14 x 29 5⁄8 - 33 5⁄8˝

28 7⁄8 - 36 x 22 3⁄8 - 30 1⁄4˝

14˝ D

175 lbs.

57 lbs.

BRTVWW3035WW

Call

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO
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GIBRALTAR SERIES
OSHPD Approved
Yoke-Style Wall Mounts
Bretford’s Gibraltar Mounts have pass the most stringent testing to meet
California’s Building Code Section 1632. California’s Office of Statewide Health
Planning and Development (OSHPD) have earthquake standards for TV
mounts. To meet the standard, Gibraltar TV Mounts passed an 8.0 Magnitude
Earthquake Test, conducted by Equipment Anchorage & Seismic Engineering
(EASE) of Arcadia, California. Bretford offers four OSHPD Approved Gibraltar TV
Wall Mounts.
TVWWDS35OP-BK
Double-Stud

◆ Design allows you to mount the TV to the

Wall-Yoke Mount

platform while on the floor or a table and
then lift the unit into place on pre-mounted
arms, reducing possible damage to the TV
and installation time.

◆ Tested to an 8.0 magnitude earthquake,

meets California building code section 1632.
◆ Yoke arms are height and width adjustable

◆ The 25-27” mounts feature a 0°-30° forward

to snugly fit around the respective
TV cabinets.

tilt and the 32-35” monitors a 0°, 15° or 30°
forward tilt that provides excellent viewing
angles for any size of room.

◆ Unique dual upper clamp system on yoke

arms prevents the monitor from sliding
forward or backward and deters theft.

◆ A cover for the back wall mounting plate is

stability. Optional security screws increase
the mounts tamper resistance.

included with the wall-yoke mounts to
provide a professional looking installation.
It includes knockouts for electric and
antenna leads.

Double-Stud Wall-Yoke
Television Mounts

Wall-Yoke
Television Mounts

◆ They include adjustable lower tray for added

TVWWDS27OP-BK

TVWW3027OP-BK

Fully-adjustable OSHPD-approved double
stud wall-yoke style television mount. For use
with 25-27” monitors. Wall mounting hardware
not included.....................................................174.95

Fully-adjustable OSHPD-approved wall-yoke
style television mount. Recommended for
use with 25-27” monitors. Wall mounting
hardware not included ...............................174.95

TVWWDS35OP-BK

TVWW3035OP-BK

OSHPD-approved double-stud wall-yoke
style TV mount is adjustable in 15° increments
from 0-30°. For use with 32-35” monitors. Wall
mounting hardware not included ...........188.95

OSHPD-approved wall-yoke style television
mount is adjustable in 15° increments from
0-30°. For use with 32-35” monitors. Wall
mounting hardware not included ...........188.95

◆ Mounts feature a 360° swivel allowing the

monitor to be positioned in any position.
◆ Yoke constructed of 14 - and 12- gauge steel

and finished in an environmentally friendly
black powder paint.
◆ Double stud wall-yoke mounts include a

masonry plate designed for mounting to 16”
wood centers. Can also be used on hollow
concrete block, solid concrete, or brick
masonry wall installations when combined
with the proper mounting hardware.
◆ Mounts require the additional purchase

of mounting hardware based upon your
specific installation requirements.

TVWW3027OP-BK

O S H P D A P P R O V E D G I B R A LTA R S E R I E S YO K E - S T YL E WA L L M O U N T S
Model

Overall
Dimensions (WDH)

Adjustable TV
Cabinet Dimensions

Tray
Dimension

Maximum Total
Weight Load

Weight

TVWW3027OP-BK

26 ⁄8 - 33 ⁄4 x 10 x 23 ⁄4 - 27 ⁄4˝

24 ⁄8 - 31⁄2 x 19 ⁄4 - 26 ⁄4˝

10˝ D

175 lbs.

48 lbs.

BRTVWW3027OP

174.95

TVWW3035OP-BK

30 1⁄2 - 37 3⁄4 x 14 x 29 5⁄8 - 33 5⁄8˝

28 7⁄8 - 36 x 22 3⁄8 - 30 1⁄4˝

14˝ D

175 lbs.

49 lbs.

BRTVWW3035OP

188.95

TVWWDS27OP-BK

261⁄8 - 331⁄4 x 10 x 23 7⁄8 - 27 7⁄8˝

24 3⁄8 - 311⁄2 x 191⁄4 - 26 3⁄4˝

10˝ D

175 lbs.

44 lbs.

BRTVWWDS27OP

174.95

TVWWDS35OP-BK

30 1⁄2 - 37 3⁄4 x 14 x 29 5⁄8 - 33 5⁄8˝

28 7⁄8 - 36 x 22 3⁄8 - 30 1⁄4˝

14˝ D

175 lbs.

56 lbs.

BRBRTVWWDS35OP

188.95

1

1
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3

3
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1
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Double-Arm Yoke-Style Wall Mounts
Bretford’s UL-listed double-stud, double arm wall yoke TV mounts are width and
height adjustable to accomodate monitors from 32” to 42”. Designed for wall
installation on two single wood studs, the arms hold the mounts approximately
25” away from the wall, allowing a full 360° swivel.
◆ Unique dual upper clamp system on yoke

arms prevents the monitor from sliding
forward or backward.
◆ Supplied adjustable lower tray for added

stability.

◆ Optional security screws increase the

mounts tamper resistance.
◆ A 0°-30° forward tilt provides excellent

viewing angles for any size of room.
◆ 360° swivel allows positioning anywhere

◆ You can construct and mount the TV to the

platform while on the floor or a table, and
then lift the unit onto pre-mounted arms

◆ Yoke constructed of 14- and 12-gauge steel

and finished in an environmentally friendly
black powder paint.

TVWWDA35-BK: For installation on two single wood studs.
For use with 32-36” monitors ......................................................................184.95

TVWWDA40-BK: For installation on two single wood studs.
For use with 36-42” monitors .............................................................................Call

TVWWDA3CC5-BK: Same as above, but with hardware

TVWWDA40CC-BK: Same as above, but with hardware

(BRTVULHDW) for installation on a brick or concrete wall ...........................Call

(BRTVULHDW) for installation on a brick or concrete wall ...........................Call

TVWWDA3HH5-BK: Same as above, but with hardware

TVWWDA40HH-BK: Same as above, but with hardware

(BRTVEBP) for installation on a hollow concrete/cinder block wall .........Call

(BRTVEBP) for installation on a hollow concrete/cinder block wall .........Call

Double-Stud Yoke-Style Mounts
Bretford’s double-stud, wall yoke TV mounts are width and height adjustable
to accomodate monitors up to 35”. Designed to mount to a finished wall
using 16” wide wood stud centers. 360° swivel allows the monitor to be
positioned in any position.
Same as the above double-arm mounts, except—
◆ Double wood stud mounting plate is designed to mount to a finished wall using 16” wide

wood stud centers. Additional hardware (BRTVULHDW) is required for mounting to a masonry
wall. Optional security screws increase the mounts tamper resistance.

TVWWDDS27-BK: Fully-adjustable
0°-30° forward tilt. Recommended for use
with 25-27” monitors.......................................Call

TVWWDDS35-BK: Adjustable in 15°
increments from 0°-30° . Recommended for
use with 32-35” monitors...............................Call

G I B R A LTA R S E R I E S D O U B L E A R M / D O U B L E - S T U D YO K E - S T YL E WA L L M O U N T S
Model

Overall
Dimensions (WDH)

Adjustable TV
Cabinet Dimensions

TVWWDA35-BK

19 1⁄2 -26 3⁄4 x 10 x 215⁄8 -25 7⁄8˝

18 -251⁄8 x 161⁄2 - 22 x 10˝

TVWWDA40-BK

353⁄4 - 43 3⁄4 x 181⁄4 x 38- 42˝

34- 42 x 14 x 34- 38˝

TVWWDS27-BK

261⁄8 - 331⁄4 x 10 x 23 7⁄8 - 27 7⁄8˝

24 3⁄8 - 311⁄2 x 19 1⁄4 - 26 3⁄4˝

TVWWDS35-BK

30 1⁄2 - 37 3⁄4 x 14 x 29 5⁄8 - 33 5⁄8˝

28 7⁄8 - 36 x 22 3⁄8 - 30 1⁄4˝

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO
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Tray
Dimension

Maximum Total
Weight Load

Weight

10˝ D

175 lbs.

18 1⁄4˝ D

240 lbs.

10˝ D
14˝ D

SKU

Price

56 lbs.

BRTVWWDA35BK

184.95

59 lbs.

BRTVWWDA40BK

Call

150 lbs.

44 lbs.

BRTVWWDS27BK

156.50

175 lbs.

56 lbs.

BRTVWWDS35BK

172.95

T E L E V I S I O N M O U N TS
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GIBRALTAR SERIES
Yoke-Style Ceiling Mounts
Bretford’s Ceiling-Yoke TV Mounts will fit most 19-40” diagonal monitors
depending on the model. Yoke arms are height and width adjustable to
snugly fit around most TV cabinets. Unique 11-gauge steel upper clamp
system on yoke arms prevents the monitor from sliding forward or
backwards. Tray and arms are constructed from 14- and 12-gauge steel.
An adjustable lower tray for added stability is included. Design allows you
to construct and mount the TV to the platform while on the floor or a table
and then lift the unit onto pre-mounted arms. A 0-30° forward tilt (in 15°
increments except the TVCC3020-BK and the TVCC3027-BK which are fully
adjustable) and 360° swivel allows the monitor to be set in any position.
Mounting pipes and hardware are sold separately and are required for
installation. UL and C-UL Listed. Bretford recommends the use of a
professional installer to install TV mounts. An optional VCR bracket (VCR8-BK) is also available for these ceiling mounts.
◆ Yoke arms are height and width adjustable

to snugly fit around most TV cabinets.

◆ Includes an adjustable lower tray for added

stability.

◆ Unique dual upper clamp system on yoke

arms prevents the monitor from sliding
forward or backward.

◆ 360° swivel allows the monitor to be

positioned in any position.

◆ Optional security screws increase the

mounts tamper resistance.

◆ Yoke constructed from 14- and 12-gauge

◆ TVCC3020-BK and TVCC3027-BK feature a

◆ New design allows you to construct the

platform, mount the TV to the platform on
the floor or a table and then lift the unit into
place on pre-mounted arms.

◆ UL and C-UL listed for safety

0-30° forward tilt. The TVCC3035-BK and
TVCC3040-BK feature a 0°, 15° or 30° forward
tilt that provides excellent viewing angles
for any size of room.

TVCC3020-BK: Height and width
adjustable ceiling mount features a
fully-adjustable 0-30° forward tilt. For use
with 19-20” monitors...........................................Call

TVCC3027-BK: Height and width

steel and finished in black powder paint.
◆ Ceiling yoke mounts require a ceiling

bracket and 11⁄2” threaded NPS pipe for
installation. Brackets and pipes sold
separately by Bretford.

TVCC3035-BK: Height and width
adjustable ceiling mount features a 0°, 15° or
30° forward tilt. Recommended for use with
32-35” monitors .............................................129.95

adjustable ceiling mount features a
fully-adjustable 0-30° forward tilt. For use
with 25-27” monitors...................................119.95

TVCC3040-BK:Height and width
adjustable ceiling mount features a 0°, 15° or
30° forward tilt. Recommended for use with
36-40” monitors....................................................Call

Adjustable VCR/DVD Bracket (BRVCR8BK)
Attaches underneath the mount to hold a VCR
or DVD player. Bracket swivels 180° ...........34.95

Wire Wrap Kit (BRTVWJKBK): Wraps around TV,
VCR and projector cords to keep them
organized and free of tangles ......................27.95

G I B R A LTA R S E R I E S YO K E - S T YL E C E I L I N G M O U N T S
Overall
Dimensions (WDH)

Adjustable TV
Cabinet Dimensions

TVCC3020-BK

19 1⁄2 -26 3⁄4 x 10 x 215⁄8 -25 7⁄8˝

18 -251⁄8 x 161⁄2 - 22 x 10˝

TVCC3027-BK

263⁄8 - 331⁄4 x 10 x 23 7⁄8 - 27 7⁄8˝

24 3⁄8 - 311⁄2 x 19 1⁄4 - 26 3⁄4˝

TVCC3035-BK

30 1⁄2 - 37 3⁄4 x 14 x 29 5⁄8 - 33 5⁄8˝

28 7⁄8 - 36 x 22 3⁄8 - 30 1⁄4˝

14˝

TVCC3040-BK

35 3⁄4 - 433⁄4 x 14 x 38 - 42˝

34 - 42 x 27 1⁄4 - 38˝

181⁄4˝

Model

Tray
Depth

Maximum Total
Weight Load

Weight

10˝

50 lbs.

29 lbs.

BRTVCC3020BK

Call

10˝

150 lbs.

33 lbs.

BRTVCC3027BK

119.95

175 lbs.

41 lbs.

BRTVCC3035BK

129.95

240 lbs.

44 lbs.

BRTVCC3040BK

Call

SKU

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 813

Price
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Platform-Style Wall Mounts
Perfect for wall installations, platform style mounts are ideal for small to mid-size
monitors, that can be secured with a safety belt (that is included with non-locking
models). Non-locking models have a 1” front retainer lip to keep the monitor from
sliding. Each wall-platform style mount features at least a 0-10° tilt and 360°
swivel. The TVPW models feature back plates with knock-outs for easy wiring.
TVML models offer an anti-theft device to secure monitor to platform and protect
valuable equipment. An optional space-saving DVD/VCR bracket conveniently
mounts below any of the models and accepts 8-21” wide DVD or VCR players.
The bracket features an anti-theft device (use is optional) and has a 180° swivel
independent of the mount. Designed for mounting on a single wood stud, the
mounts are constructed from heavy-duty, 14-gauge steel with black powder paint
finish to withstand years of use.

Non-Locking Platform Mounts
◆ Non-adjustable platform features a 1” front

retainer lip and Bretford safety belt to keep
monitor from sliding (TVPW models only)

◆

Features 0 -10” forward tilt and 360° swivel for
the perfect viewing angle and position

◆ TVPW models are UL listed for safety

◆

Mounting plates include box cutouts for
electrical wiring and cable management

◆

TVM4 models are OSHPD approved

TVPW20-BK:

TVPW27-BK:

For use with 19-20” monitors......................64.50

For use with 25-27” monitors .....................67.50

TVM4: Adjustable width and depth. For use
with 19-27˝ monitors ...................................129.95

TVPW20R-BK: Same as above, with a
DVD/VCR bracket ............................................99.95

TVPW27R-BK: Same as above, with a
DVD/VCR bracket .........................................103.50

TVM4VCR: Same as above, with a
DVD/VCR bracket .........................................166.50

Locking Platform Mounts
◆

Anti-theft device (included) secures monitor
to platform to protect valuable equipment.

◆ Perforated tray allows TV to be bolted to tray

for added security.

◆ Features 0 -15° forward tilt and 360° swivel

for the perfect viewing angle and position.
◆ Load rated to hold up to 300 lbs. when

securely fastened.

TVML20-BK:

TVML27-BK:

For use with 19-20” monitors......................64.50

For use with 25-27” monitors .....................76.95

TVML20R-BK: Same as above, with a

TVML27R-BK: Same as above, with a

DVD/VCR bracket ............................................99.95

DVD/VCR bracket..........................................112.50

P R O F E S S I O N A L S E R I E S P L AT F O R M - S T YL E WA L L M O U N T S
Model

Overall
Dimensions (WD)

Maximum Total
Weight Load

Recommended
for use with

Weight

SKU

Price

TVPW20-BK

20 x 13 ⁄4˝

TVPW27-BK

26 x 13 3⁄4˝

50 lbs.

19-20˝ monitors

18 lbs.

BRTVPW20BK

64.50

95 lbs.

25-27˝ monitors

21 lbs.

BRTVPW27BK

TVM4

67.50

16 3⁄4 - 271⁄4 x 12 - 22 1⁄4˝

95 lbs.

19-27˝ monitors

22 lbs.

BRTVM4

129.95

TVML20-BK

20 x 131⁄2˝

50 lbs.

19-20˝ monitors

21 lbs.

BRTVML20BK

64.50

TVML27-BK

26 x 131⁄2˝

95 lbs.

25-27˝ monitors

26 lbs.

BRTVML27BK

76.95
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Furniture Platform Mounts
◆

Platform TV mount attaches directly to any cabinet or furniture top such as credenzas and bars.

◆

360° swivel for optimum viewing capability with optional stop feature at 20°, 27°, or 34° angles.

◆

Perforated tray allows TV to be bolted to mount and easily removed for maintenance.

◆

Anti-theft device provides security for valuable equipment by locking platform and mount together.

◆ Constructed from heavy-duty, 14-gauge steel with black powder paint finish to withstand years of use.

TVFM20-BK: 20 x 131⁄2” (WD), 15 lbs. For use with
19-20” monitors. Supports up to 50 lbs .........103.95

TVFM27-BK: 26 x 131⁄2” (WD), 20 lbs. For use with
25-27” monitors. Supports up to 95 lbs ...........46.50

Double-Stud Platform-Style Wall Mounts
These mounts can be easily mounted directly to a finished wall, eliminating the need for additional mounting plates. The
mounting plate is pre-drilled for 16” wide double wood mounting studs. A tubing extender arm attaches the mounting
plate to the platform. The mount has a non-adjustable platform that is perforated to allow attachment of the monitor.
Each mount features 360° swivel. Non-locking mounts feature 0-10° tilt, while the locking models feature 0-15° tilt. The
locking models also offer an anti-theft device to lock the monitor to the platform and protect valuable equipment. An
optional DVD/VCR bracket can be mounted to any mount. The bracket features an optional anti-theft device and has
180° swivel independent of the mount. Non-locking mount are UL-listed and include a safety belt.

Non-Locking Platform Mounts
TVDSPW20-BK:
For use with 19-20” monitors.......................79.95

TVDSPW27R-BK: Same as above, with a
DVD/VCR bracket...........................................117.95

TVDSPW20R-BK: Same as above, with a

TVDSM4: Adjustable width and depth. For

DVD/VCR bracket...........................................116.50

use with 19-27˝ monitors............................129.95

TVDSPW27-BK:

TVDSM4VCR: Same as above, with a
DVD/VCR bracket ..........................................208.95

For use with 25-27” monitors ......................82.50

Locking Platform Mounts
TVDSML20-BK:

TVDSML27-BK:

For use with 19-20” monitors .......................94.95

For use with 25-27” monitors ....................102.95

TVDSML20R-BK: Same as above with a
DVD/VCR bracket...........................................129.95

TVDSML27R-BK: Same as above with a
DVD/VCR bracket...........................................138.50

P R O F E S S I O N A L S E R I E S D O U B L E - S T U D P L AT F O R M - S T YL E WA L L M O U N T S
Model

Overall
Dimensions (WD)

Maximum Total
Weight Load

TVDSPW20-BK

20 x 13 ⁄4˝

50 lbs.

TVDSPW27-BK

26 x 13 3⁄4˝

95 lbs.

TVDSM4

16 3⁄4 - 271⁄4 x 12 - 22 1⁄4˝

95 lbs.

TVDSML20-BK

20 x 131⁄2˝

TVDSML27-BK

26 x 131⁄2˝

3

Recommended
for use with

Weight

SKU

Price

19-20˝ monitors

16 lbs.

BRTVDSPW20BK

79.95

25-27˝ monitors

20 lbs.

BRTVDSPW27BK

82.50

19-27˝ monitors

24 lbs.

BRTVDSM4

129.95

50 lbs.

19-20˝ monitors

20 lbs.

BRTVDSML20BK

94.95

95 lbs.

25-27˝ monitors

23 lbs.

BRTVDSML27BK

102.95

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 813
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Q2 SYSTEM—SMALL FLAT PANEL MOUNTS
Static Wall Mount

Tilt-Adjustable Wall Mount

FSM-4000 Series

FPM-4000 Series

The VESA compliant FSM-4000
series holds small flat panel
displays close to the wall for an
exceptionally slim appearance
at an attractive price. Q2
Mounting System ensures easy
installation, stable mounting,
quick release and optional
security.

The VESA compliant FPM-4000
series provides rigid pitch
adjustment (+5%/-18%) to help
you achieve the optimum
viewing angle for your small
flat panel display. Q2 Mounting
System ensures easy installation, stable mounting, quick
release and optional security.
◆ Quick installation

◆ Quick installation
◆ Exclusive Q2 Mounting System

◆ Low profile

◆ Includes interface bracket.

secures small flat panel display
with a lockable latch

◆ Touchscreen compatible
◆ Includes interface bracket.

Non-VESA compliant interface
brackets also available
◆ Display installs in

◆ Two mounting methods:

Single wall stud and Drywall
mounting

◆ 1” vertical or lateral shift

◆ Display installs in

◆ Exclusive Q2 Mounting System

secures small flat panel display
with a lockable latch

◆ Touchscreen compatible

Single Display Pole Mount

Dual Display Pole Mount

FSP-4000 Series

FDP-4000 Series

An innovative alternative to wall
mounting, the VESA compliant FSP4000 series allows you to attach small
flat panel displays to any 11⁄2” - 2” (OD)
diameter pole. A wide range of tilt
adjustment allows you to achieve the
perfect viewing angle. Q2 Mounting
System secures display with a lockable
latch. Includes pole clamp and interface
brackets. Pole not included.

Your solution for viewing small
flat panel displays from
opposing angles, the VESA
compliant FDP-4000 series
installs two displays back-toback and attaches to any
11⁄2” - 2” (OD) diameter pole.
Includes pole clamp and
interface brackets. Pole not
included.

◆ Quick installation

◆ Quick installation.

◆ Display installs in portrait and

◆ Non-VESA compliant interface

brackets available
◆ Tilt adjustment 10° up, 25°
down
◆ Set tilt for touchscreen use
◆ Yaw adjustment 360°

Single wall stud and Drywall
mounting

◆ Low profile

portrait/landscape views

◆ 1” vertical or lateral shift

portrait/landscape views

◆ Two mounting methods:

Non-VESA compliant interface
brackets available

landscape views

◆ Display installs in portrait and

landscape views

◆ Exclusive Q2 Mounting System

secures small flat panel display
with a lockable latch

◆ Universal clamp attaches to

any 11⁄2” - 2” (OD) diameter pole
(including 11⁄2” NPT)

◆ Non-VESA compliant interface

brackets available

◆ Q2 Mounting System secures

◆ Tilt adjustment 10° up, 25°

down; Yaw adjustment 360°
◆ Universal clamp attaches to

◆ Set tilt for touchscreen use

display with a lockable latch

any 11⁄2” - 2” (OD) diameter pole
(including 11⁄2” NPT)

S M A L L F L AT PA N E L D I S P L AY M O U N T S
Specifications
Depth from Wall / Pole
Overall Dimensions (HWD)

FSM Series

FPM Series

FSP Series

FDP Series

7/8”

11⁄2”

17⁄8”

17⁄8”

7 5⁄8” x 55⁄8” x 7/8”

6 7⁄8” x 55⁄8” x 11⁄2”

6 7⁄8” x 55⁄8” x 33⁄4”

6 7⁄8” x 55⁄8” x 33⁄4”

Interface Brackets
Color
Weight Capacity

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO

Compatible with all other 4000 Series products
Silver Metallic

Silver Metallic

Silver Metallic or Textured Black

Silver Metallic or Textured Black

45 lbs. stud mounted
30 lbs. drywall mounted

45 lbs. stud mounted
30 lbs. drywall mounted

45 lbs.

45 lbs. (per display)

www.bhphotovideo.com
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Q2 SYSTEM—SMALL FLAT PANEL MOUNTS
Small Flat Panel Display Mounting Solutions
Chief’s full line of small flat panel display mounting solutions are designed to support most flat
panel displays under 30” that use plasma or LCD technologies. Chief’s 4000 Series mounts
incorporate the exclusive Q2 Mounting System to provide you with easy installation, stable
mounting, integrated security and quick release.

Q2 Mounting System
Quick, easy and versatile, Chief’s exclusive Q2 Mounting System is designed to make small flat panel mounts exceptionally
user-friendly. Q2 uses self aligning mating components, a steel latching flag and an optional security accessory to help you
easily guide, latch and lock your screen to the mount. Due to its universal mounting pattern, Q2 allows you to install the
display in either portrait or landscape mode, quickly and easily change out displays, or move a display between mounts.
FSM-4000
Series

FPM-4000
Series

FSP-4000
Series

FDP-4000
Series

TV/Monitor

Item #

Item #

Item #

Item #

LG 26LX1D, 26LX2D, L3000, L3020, RU-27LZ50C, RM-26LZ30, RU-26LZ50, RU-30LZ50
Sony KDL-V26XBR1, KLV-S23A10, KLV-S26A10, KLV-27HR3, KLV-30HR3
Toshiba 30WL46 JVC GD-30L1G Sharp LC-20S1U-B, LC-26GA4U, LC-26GA5U Viewsonic N2750W
Samsung 242MP, LN-R237W, LN-R238W, LN-R2668W, LN-R268W, LN-R267W, LTP266W, LW-26A33W

FSM4101

FPM4101

FSP4101

FDP4101

Panasonic TC15LT1, TX-15LT2

FSM4200

FPM4200

FSP4200

FDP4200

Panasonic TC-22LT1, TX-22LT2, TX-22LT3

FSM4201

FPM4201

FSP4201

FDP4201

LG LT-15LA31, RE-15LA30, RE-20LA30, RJ-15LA30, RJ-15LA31, RJ-20LA30, RL-15LA30, RL-20LA30, RP-15LA30,
RP-15LA31, RP-20LA30, RT-15LA30, RT-15LA31, RT-15LA31, RT-20LA30, RU-20LA30, RZ-15LA31

FSM4202

FPM4202

FSP4202

FDP4202

BenQ FP-581, FP-781

FSM4203

FPM4203

FSP4203

FDP4203

LG LE-15A10, LE-15A15, LJ-15A10, LJ-15A15, LL-15A10, LL-15A15, LP-15A10, LT-15A10, LT-15A15

FSM4204

FPM4204

FSP4204

FDP4204

Samsung LTM1525

FSM4205

FPM4205

FSP4205

FDP4205

Samsung LTM295W, LW-29A13W

FSM4206

FPM4206

FSP4206

FDP4206

Sony KLV-15HR1, KLV-15SR1, KLV-15SR2, KLV-17HR1, KLV-17HR2

FSM4207

FPM4207

FSP4207

FDP4207

Sony KLV-21HR1, KLV-23HR1

FSM4208

FPM4208

FSP4208

FDP4208

Sharp LC-20M4U, LC-20VM2

FSM4210

FPM4210

FSP4210

FDP4210

Samsung 241MP

FSM4212

FPM4212

FSP4212

FDP4212

Sharp LC-15M4U

FSM4213

FPM4213

FSP4213

FDP4213

Sharp LC-10A3U

FSM4214

FPM4214

FSP4214

FDP4214

JVC LT-26WX84, LT-26X575, LT-26X576

FSM4215

FPM4215

FSP4215

FDP4215

JVC LT-26WX84, LT-26X575, LT-26X576

FSM4217

FPM4217

FSP4217

FDP4217

Teco TL3001FM, TL3011FM

FSM4219

FPM4219

FSP4219

FDP4219

ViewSonic N2700W

FSM4220

FPM4220

FSP4220

FDP4220

Price

$98.95

$128.95

$179.50

$226.95

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 813
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SMALL FLAT PANEL DESK MOUNTS
They all feature:
◆ They are 75 x 75mm or 100 x 100mm VESA compliant

◆ Portrait and landscape rotation and side-to-side pivot.

◆ They ship fully assembled for easy installation

◆ Built-in cable management for a clean installation

◆ Exclusive Centris Technology Gravity-centered tilt self adjusts to

◆ Maximum pivot at desk clamp, display connection and arm

securely hold different display weights.

connection.

◆ Independently adjustable tension at pivot points provides customized

control and can be optimized for touch-screens (FCS-110/FCD-110)
◆ Minimal hardware is visible from the underside of the work surface—

they offer a very clean look

◆ Clamp option allows mount to be installed from the top of the

mounting surface.
◆ Multiple mounting options:

• Edge clamp ( 6 3⁄16 x 51⁄8 x 4 3⁄16”) • Grommet clamp • Grommet thru-bolt

Single Swing Arm Desk Mount
FCS-110
The VESA-compliant FCS-110
swings away from the desk and
provides pivot/pitch adjustment
for ergonomic needs. Folds in
close to desk mount for a low
profile appearance. Perfect for
home and office installations.
Extends up to 9 7⁄8”.

Single-Arm
Height-Adjustable
Desk Mount
FCV-110
The VESA-compliant FCV-110 has
the ability to extend over 14” and
has a height adjustment of 13 3⁄4”
making it a leader in ergonomic
capabilities.

Dual Swing Arm
Desk Mount

Height-Adjustable
Dual-Arm
Desk Mount

FCD-110
The surface mount of the
VESA-compliant FCD-110 has
multiple installation capabilities that make it easy to use.
Low-profile desk mount with
swing arm for pivot and tilt
adjustment. Perfect for home
and office installations. Extends up to 97⁄8”

Centris Mounting Technology
Strong, attractive, and easy to install, Chief’s
Centris System is designed to enhance
the appearance and functionality of
your small flat panel display. All
Centris mounts incorporate
smooth tilt function, adjustable
pivots, easy display attachment,
and a hidden wall plate. Centris
System mounts will not sag or
drift over time by the weight of the
display and is the only mount on the
market that can support 40 lbs.

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO
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FCG-110
The VESA-compliant FCG-110
extends up to 20” and has a
height adjustment of 13 3⁄4”.
An ergonomic solution for the
home or office providing
excellent adjustability.

Height-Adjustable
Triple-Swing Arm
Desk Mount
FCB-110
The VESA-compliant FCB-110 is the
most versatile product in the small
flat panel display line. It extends
over 26˝ and height-adjusts 13 3⁄4”,
making the FCB-110 a leader in
ergonomic capabilities.

T E L E V I S I O N M O U N TS
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SMALL FLAT PANEL WALL MOUNTS
◆ They ship assembled for easy installation

◆ Smooth tilt adjustment ±15° down by hand.

◆ Easy to install—Attach wall plate to single stud. Attach display to

◆ Gravity-centered tilt self-adjusts to securely hold different display

mount. Slide mount onto plate. Secure hardware.

weights (Centris Technology).

◆ They are VESA-compliant (75 x 75mm or 100mm x 100mm).

◆ Independently adjustable tension at pivot points provides

Interface brackets are available for non-VESA compliant displays
◆ Built-in cable management for a clean installation.

customized control. Tension can be optimized for touchscreen use.
◆ Portrait and landscape rotation and side-to-side pivot (pivots 180°

at wall plate)

◆ Sleek, attractive design hides all hardware

Pivot/Pitch Wall Mount

Height-Adjustable
Single Swing Arm
Wall Mount

FWP-110:
The FWP-110 attaches small flat
panel displays to the wall and
provides smooth pivot and pitch
adjustment for different viewing
angles and ergonomic needs.

FWV-110: The FWV-110 attaches
small flat panel displays to the
wall and provides ergonomic
viewing height.

Single Swing Arm
Wall Mount

HeightAdjustable
Dual Swing Arm
Wall Mount

FWS-110: The FWS-110
swings out from the wall for
close viewing and provides
display pitch and pivot
adjustment for ergonomic
needs. The mount remains
hidden behind the display when it is folded against the wall.

Dual Swing Arm Wall Mount
FWD-110: Provides a broad range
of motion for viewing small flat panel
displays from multiple angles. Folds in
close to the wall for a low-profile
appearance. Mount remains
hidden behind the display
when folded against the wall.

Depth from Wall
Maximum Extension
Pivot
Dimensions (WHD)
Weight Capacity

FWG-110: Provides a broad range of motion for viewing displays
from multiple angles and heights. Ideal solution for installations that
require installation at a certain height and viewing at another.

Height-Adjustable Triple
Swing Arm Wall Mount
FWB-110: The most versatile product in
the small flat panel display line. The
ability to extend up to 26” makes
it a leader in ergonomic
capabilities.

FWP-110

FWS-110

FWD-110

FWG-110

FWB-110

215⁄16”

21⁄6”

21⁄6”

FWV-110
2 3⁄16”

2 3⁄16”

2 3⁄16”

—

9 7⁄16”

15 15⁄16”

13”

19 1⁄2”

26”

180°

180°

180°

180°

180°

180°

4 3⁄4 x 7 1⁄4 x 2 5⁄16”

10 x 9 3⁄4 x 21⁄6”

8 3⁄16 x 12 3⁄16 x 21⁄6”

7 3⁄8 x 5 11⁄16 x 1/8”

7 3⁄8 x 5 11⁄16 x 1/8”

7 3⁄8 x 5 11⁄16 x 1/8”

40 lbs.

Silver Color

(CHFWP110S)

$

Black Color

(CHFWP110B)

$

40 lbs.

98.95
98.95

(CHFWS110S)

$

(CHFWS110B)

$

128.95
128.95

40 lbs.
(CHFWD110S)

$

(CHFWD110B)

$

148.95
148.95

5-25 lbs.
(CHFWV110S)

$

(CHFWV110B)

$

226.95
226.95

5-25 lbs.
(CHFWG110S)

$

(CHFWG110B)

$

264.95
264.95

5-25 lbs.
(CHFWB110S)

$

(CHFWB110B)

$

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 813

312.50
312.50
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ASSORTED SMALL FLAT PANEL MOUNTS
NEW! FSR & FTR
Fixed & Tilt Wall Mounts
The FSR fixed wall mount and FTR tilt wall mount
are the newest members of the Fusion Series.
The FSR is designed to provide ultra low-profile
installation and built-in security. The FTR
provides fast installation, smooth tilt adjustment
and built-in security. Both include the Q-Latch Mounting System to
allow for portrait and landscape installation.
◆ Low-profile - only 0.6” deep (FSR) and

under 2” deep (FTR).
◆

Smooth fingertip tilt (FTR only).

◆ Multiple installation options (single

stud/drywall).
◆ Integrated security with an optional

padlock.
◆

VESA 75 x 75, 100 x 100 (custom interfaces also available).

FHP-110
Ceiling Mount with
Adjustable Column
The FHP-110 is a sleek, Centris mounting
system designed for VESA 75mm/
100mm compliant displays. The mount
includes an adjustable column, two
snap-on cable management covers,
and a variety of screen positioning
options. The all-metal mount is
available in either silver or black.
The slender column on the mount is
finely finished with easy adjustment
between 23- and 42” in 1” increments.
The snap-on cable management cover,
fitting snugly against the column,
conceals unsightly cabling. The mount
rotates 360°, allowing portrait or
landscape mounting of your display. The friction-adjustable pivot
points include 15° of up and down tilt for customized movement.
◆ Gravity-centered tilt self-adjusts to securely hold different display

weights (Centris Technology)
◆ Centris Technology also enables effortless tilt and pivot as well as

finger tip tilt and swivel for viewing at any angle
◆ Portrait and landscape rotation and side-to-side pivot
◆ Includes all installation hardware—ceiling plate, adjustable extension

column, two plastic snap-on cable management covers, and pivot/tilt
attachment for a variety of screen positioning options.

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO
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POLE MOUNTS
Chief’s pole mounts easily attach to poles and provide
smooth pivot and tilt adjustments
They all feature:
◆ Portrait and landscape rotation and side-to-side pivot.
◆ Gravity-centered tilt self-adjusts to securely hold different display

weights (Centris Technology)
◆ VESA compliant (75mm / 100mm). Interface brackets are available for

non-VESA compliant displays
◆ Easy height adjustment by adjusting a single screw.
◆ Friction-adjustable pivot points for customized movement.
◆ Extremely flexible, allows installation on pre-existing poles.

Small Flat Panel
Pivot/Pitch
Pole Mount
FPP-110: The FPP-110 easily
attaches small flat panel displays to
a pole and provides smooth pivot
and pitch adjustment.

Single Swing Arm
Pole Mount
FPS-110: The FPS-110 swings
out away from the pole for close
viewing and provides display
pitch and pivot adjustment for
ergonomic needs. The FPS-110
remains close to the pole in closed
position for a low-profile appearance. Easily attaches displays to poles and provides smooth pivot and
tilt adjustments. Allows extension up to 9 7⁄16”.

Dual Swing Arm
Pole Mount
FPD-110: The FPD-110 provides
a broad range of motion for
viewing displays from multiple
angles. The FPD-110 fully extends
15.27” for ergonomic adjustment
and folds in close to the pole
for a low-profile appearance. It
easily attaches displays to poles and provides smooth pivot and tilt
adjustments. Allows increased extension up to 1515⁄16”.

T E L E V I S I O N M O U N TS
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SMALL FLAT PANEL
TABLE STANDS
Great for boardroom applications, Multi-Monitor Table Stands are
designed to provide a rock-solid, free standing solution for multiple
monitors. They feature Centris pivot/tilt mechanism to provide a
smooth range of motion for hassle free monitor positioning.
◆ Heavy duty solid steel base

and oversize pole for
unmatched stability

437

MOUNTING
ACCESSORIES
Installation Adapters
Wall Plate Adaptor: Can be used to quickly
change a desk mount into a wall mount.
Available in Black (FSA1001B) and Silver
(FSA1001S) ...........................................................48.95

Wall Plate
Adaptor

Desk Mount Adapter: Can be used quickly
change a wall mount into a desk mount.
Available in Black (FSA1002B) and Silver
(FSA1002S) ..........................................................98.95

◆ Patented fingertip tilt and

pivot control
◆ VESA 75mm x 75mm and

100mm x 100mm compatible
◆ Snap-on cable cover for

quickly routing cables.

FTP-220 Dual Horizontal Table Stand: A low-profile table stand
that lets you view up to two displays horizontally. It mounts the two
displays side-by-side on a 14” pole. Available in Black or Silver.
FTP-230 Dual Monitor Vertical Table Stand: This low-profile,
sturdy table stand stacks two displays vertically on a 28” pole. It
provides smooth adjustments and modular versatility. The FPP-220 is
available in Black or Silver.
FTP-320 Triple Horizontal Table Stand: A rock solid, freestanding solution for mounting three monitors. Centris Technology
provides smooth motion for hassle free monitor positioning. Available
in Black or Silver.

FTP-440 Quadruple Table Stand: Easily stack four monitors
for easy viewing of multiple screens. A great solution for broadcast,
financial and graphics offices. Available in Black or Silver.

O P T I O N A L ACC E S S O R I E S
Grommet Accessory (FTA-1000): Provides a rock-solid bolt down option
for multiple monitors. Available in Black or Silver.

Multiple Monitor Array Connector (FTA-1001): Provides a connection
between two array components for multiple monitor installations.
Free Stand Base Accessory (FTA-1002): Can be used with other FTA
accessories to design a custom multiple monitor solution (with a maximum of 4 screens and 2 rows tall). Available in Black or Silver.

Pole Accessory: Provides different height options for customized multiple monitor solutions. It is available in Black or Silver finish in 14” (FTA-1014),
28” (FTA-1028) and 42” (FTA-1042) packages.

Dual Horizontal Array Pole Clamp (FTA-220): Used with other FTA array
accessories for a customized installation. Available in Black or Silver.

Triple Horizontal Array Pole Clamp (FTA-320): Used with other FTA
array accessories for a customized installation. Available in Black or Silver.

Desk Mount
Adaptor

Extension Arm: Attaches to single or dual
arm mounts and pivot/tilt wall mounts for
additional extension. Available in Black
(FSA1003B) and Silver (FSA1003S) ...................58.95
Extension Height Adjustable Arm:
Attaches to any single or dual arm mount for
height adjustment and additional extension
(a maximum of three arms can be used).
Not compatible with lifting arm solutions.
Available in Black (FSA1004B) and Silver
(FSA1004S) .......................................................179.50
Centris Quick Release Interface: Small flat
panel quick release bracket (to complete
installation you must order the correct
interface bracket). Available in Black
(FSA1007B) and Silver (FSA1007S) ...................58.95

Extension Arm

Extension Height
Adjustable Arm

Centris
Quick
Release
Interface

Security Accessories
Lockable Latch Accessory: Lockable latch for FSM, FPM, FSP and FDP
mounts. Includes adaptable accessory flag and set screw. Compatible
with padlocks. Available in Black (FSA1000B) and Silver (FSA1000S) .........18.95
Arm Security Hardware Kit
Replaces exposed hardware on any small flat
panel arm configuration with security arm.
Please note that it is not compatible with
height-adjustable arm mounts. Available in
Black (FSA1005B) and Silver (FSA1005S) ................28.95
Height-Adjustable Arm Security Hardware Kit
Replaces exposed hardware on any small flat panel height-adjustable
arm configuration with security hardware. Available in Black (FSA1009B)
and Silver (FSA1009S)..............................................................................................28.95
Security Screw Cover Kits: Provides added protection against theft.
It prohibits access to screws by covering hardware and locking with
padlocks or cable (not included). Each kit includes three covers for
screws. Kits are available for screws up to #10 (CHSSC1), screws up to 1/4”
(CHSSC2) and screws up to 5/16” (CHSSC3).......................................................28.95

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 813
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SMALL FLAT PANEL MOUNTING ACCESSORIES
C E I L I N G P L AT E S
8” Ceiling Plate with
Attached Adjustable 11⁄2” NPT Column
Mount your flat panel from the ceiling quickly and
easily. A universal solution for most structural ceiling
installations, it is adjustable in 3/4” increments, and
allows you to easily achieve your desired drop
distance from 24 1⁄4” - 46”. The 11⁄2” NPT threaded column
universally attaches to Chief accessories. It has a
weight capacity of 500 lbs, and is available in Black
(CMA100B), White (CMA100W) or Silver (CMA100S) .........156.95
5” Designer Ceiling Plate with 11⁄2” NPT Opening (CHCMA101)
A cost effective solution for simple installations.
Easy to install, the Designer Ceiling Plate is made
so versatile, it can hold equipment using all 4
holes or 2 opposing holes. The 4” x 4” mounting
pattern is designed to allow use of 3/8” mounting
bolts. It has a weight capacity is 500 lbs, and
includes set screw to secure 11⁄2” NPT to a ceiling plate.....................18.95
4 x 4” Ceiling Plate with 11⁄2” NPT Fitting (CHCMA105)
This ceiling plate combines with any CMA
adjustable or fixed extension column, allowing
you to customize your installation. Great for
installations where a short extension column
will be used, or in installations where there may
not be adequate space for a larger plate. Includes
set screw. Weight capacity is 500 lbs .......................................................38.95

E X T E N S I O N CO LU M N S
CMA Adjustable Extension Columns
◆ Use with any 11⁄2” NPT accessory to lower the display
◆ Provides a range of height adjustment in 1” increments
◆ Includes set screw for added rigidity
◆ Weight capacity is 500 lbs (227 kg).

Model

Length

SKU

Price

CMA-006009

6 - 9”

CHCMA006009

56.95

CMA-0090129

12”

CHCMA009012

79.00

CMA-012018

2-18”

CHCMA012018

98.95

CMA-018024

18 -24”

CHCMA018024

106.95

CMA-0203

2-3’

CHCMA0203

116.95

CMA-0305

3-5’

CHCMA0305

128.95

CMA-0406

4-6’

CHCMA0406

136.95

CMA-0507

5-7’

CHCMA0507

144.95

CMA-0608

6-8’

CHCMA0608

144.95

CMA-0709

7-9’

CHCMA0709

148.95

CMA-0810

8-10’

CHCMA0810

169.95

CMA-0911

9-11’

CHCMA0911

169.95

CMA-1012

10-12’

CHCMA1012

184.95

6 x 6” Ceiling Plate with 11⁄2” NPT Fitting
Combines with any CMA fixed or adjustable extension column or other
11⁄2” NPT extension columns threaded on both ends. Includes set screw.
It has a weight capacity of 500 lbs, and is available in Black (CHCMA115B),
White (CHCMA115W) or Silver (CHCMA115S) ....................................................48.95
8 x 8” Ceiling Plate with 11⁄2” NPT Fitting (CHCMA110)
Combines with any CMA extension column. It includes set screw and
has a weight capacity of 500 lbs................................................................58.95
Offset Fixed Ceiling Plate (CHCMA330)
Allows you to route cables through the extension
column and out the top of the ceiling plate.
It includes an 8” square ceiling plate with a 13⁄4”
high offset. It has an overall height of 4 1⁄16”,
attaches to a 11⁄2” NPT extension column and has
a weight capacity is 500 lbs .............................48.95

Installation Adapters
11⁄2” to 1” Adapter/Reducer (CHCMA151)
Adapts a 11⁄2” NPT accessory for use with
a 1” NPT column.............................................21.95
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CMA Fixed Extension Columns
◆ Use with any 11⁄2” NPT accessory to lower the display
◆ Includes 11⁄2” NPT column threaded on both ends,

3-to -6’ lengths
◆ Weight capacity is 500 lbs.

Model

Length

SKU

Price

CMA-003

3”

CHCMA003

8.95

CMA-006

6”

CHCMA006

14.95

CMA-008

8”

CHCMA008

26.95

CMA-012

12”

CHCMA012

28.95

CMA-018

18”

CHCMA018

32.95

CMA-024

2’

CHCMA024

34.95

CMA-036

3’

CHCMA036

39.95

CMA-048

4’

CHCMA048

58.95

CMA-060

5’

CHCMA060

69.95

CMA-072

6’

CHCMA072

84.95
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CYNERGY SERIES
Swing Arm Mounts for Medium Flat Panel Displays
Get ultimate flexibility and a broad range of motion for viewing medium and small flat panel displays with Chief’s
patented CYNERGY Series Swing Arm Wall Mounts. This line of custom mounting solutions provides maximum extension
or folds flat against the wall for a low-profile appearance. Centris Technology provides smooth pivot and tilt
adjustments that securely hold different display weights. The CYNERGY Series Mounts are full of innovative features
to complement any application.

Faster Installation

End-User Focused
◆

◆ Exclusive Centris Technology

Easy, 3-Step Installation

– Self-adjusts to support different display weights

1. Attach plate to wall

– Enables effortless tilt and pivot adjustments

2. Hang mount onto wall

◆

3. Attach display to mount

Customer-Friendly Designs
◆

– Fingertip tilt and swivel for viewing at any
angle – all without tools
– Hidden wall mount hardware and cable
concealment for a clean installation
◆

◆

Ultimate Flexibility

Integrated Cable Management
– Predefined pathway for routing cables inside each arm

– Maximum range of motion – from
low profile to full extension.

– Conceals and protects cables

Superior Support

Proven Quality
◆

Advanced Display Mounting
– Teardrop hole pattern makes
mounting the screen quick
and easy

◆

Solid construction—designed
with cast components and steel
uprights for ultimate strength.

Every mount goes through a
series of rigorous tests to ensure
a safe and secure installation.

◆

Expert and Accessible Customer Service
– Knowledgeable support from experienced industry
professionals.

Pivot/Tilt Wall Mount
for 26 - 40” Flat-Panel Display

Single Arm Wall Mount
for 26 - 40” Flat-Panel Display

Dual Arm Wall Mount
for 26 - 40” Flat-Panel Display

JWP-V

JWS-V: The JWS-V

The JWP-V provides a
broad range of
motion for viewing
displays from multiple
angles (single stud
wall mounting).
Available in black
or silver.

swings out for close
viewing or folds flat
against the wall.
It extends
over 11”
from the
wall, and
retracts to
211⁄16”. Available in black or silver.

JWD-V: Provides
the maximum flexibility for viewing
mid-size displays.

Model

Depth
from Wall

Max
Extension

Pivot

Dimensions
(WHD)

JWP-V

35⁄16”

—

Varies

JWS-V

211⁄16”

117⁄8”

JWD-V

2 ⁄16”

20 ⁄8”

11

3

It extends over 20” from the wall, retracts to
211⁄16”. Available in black or silver.
Weight
Capacity

Item #
Black

Item #
Silver

Price

6” x 8 5⁄16” x 3 5⁄16”

75 lbs

CHJWPVB

CHJWPVS

148.95

180°

131⁄8” x 111⁄2” x 211⁄16”

75 lbs

CHJWSVB

CHJWSVS

188.95

180°

12 ⁄8” x 14 ⁄16” x 2 ⁄16”

75 lbs

CHJWDVB

CHJWDVS

236.95

1

11

11

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 813
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FUSION SERIES
Fixed and Tilt Wall Mounts
for Medium and Large Flat Panel Displays
A line of custom mounting solutions, the FUSION Series combines functionality with low profile design for quick and easy
installation of large and medium flat panel displays. With a variety of fixed and tilt solutions for multiple screen sizes, you
can be sure you’ll find a mount to fit your needs.

End-User Focused
◆ Customer-Friendly Designs

Faster Installation
◆ Rapid Level System provides hands-free leveling of mount on wall

— Ultra low-profile design keeps mount hidden behind screen

◆

Q-Latch Mounting System

— Fingertip tilt adjustment for custom screen angles

— Provides quick display connect and disconnect

— Lateral shift allows screen to be centered at ideal positions

— Portrait or landscape mounting capability

◆ A complete solution, Fusion Series mounts are compatible with

— Integrated security

multiple accessories to customize any installation

Proven Quality
◆ Designed with heavy gauge steel,

press-in studs and lock nuts for
ultimate strength
◆ Rigorously tested, every mount

undergoes a series of tests to ensure
a safe and secure installation

— Compatible with multiple accessories
◆

For cable management, an expanded wall plate opening provides
cable access and reduces risk of outlet interference

◆

Integrated Lateral Shift
— Provides up to 4” of continuous shift left or right of 16” centers
— Allows for 16”, 20” and 24” center stud system mounting
— MSR/MTR mounts to single stud with up to 4” of shift, or 16”
centers with 3/4” left or right shift

Fixed Wall Mount
for 26 - 40” Flat-Panel Display

Tilt Wall Mount
for 26 - 40” Flat-Panel Display

Fusion MSR (CHMSR)

Fusion MTR-V (CHMTRV)

The MSR is designed to be a
low profile, fast installation wall
mount for mid-size flat panel
displays. Unique installer
friendly features and a
universal VESA interface make
it a great solution.

The MTR is an ultra low-profile
tilt wall-mount for mid-size flat
panel displays. Friction
adjustable tilt provides easy
positioning at any angle. A
universal VESA interface makes
this a great solution.

◆ Ultra low profile design just

◆ Ultra low profile design just

over 1” deep

over 11⁄2” deep

◆ Unique design provides cable access through sides of mount

◆ Friction adjustable tilt from 0 –15°

◆ Multiple mounting options provides single stud at 5 different

◆

positions and 16” center stud mounting

Multiple mounting options provides single stud at 5 different
positions and 16” center stud mounting

◆ Integrated lateral shift up to 4” on a single stud and 11⁄2” on 16” centers

◆ Integrated lateral shift up to 4” on a single stud and 11⁄2” on 16” centers

◆ Q-Latch Mounting System simplifies installation

◆ Q-Latch Mounting System simplifies installation

◆ Expanded wall plate opening provides cable access and reduces risk

◆ Expanded wall plate opening provides cable access and reduces risk

of outlet interference

of outlet interference

◆ Provides integrated security – just add a padlock

◆ Provides integrated security – just add a padlock

◆

◆ Heavy duty construction with steel components

Heavy-duty construction with steel components
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FUSION SERIES
Fixed Portrait or Landscape Wall Mount
for 37” - 65” Flat-Panel Display

Lockable Tilt Wall Mount
for 37” - 65” Flat-Panel Display

Fusion PST (CHPST)

Fusion PRO (CHPRO)

The installer-friendly Fusion
PST offers a low-profile design
that mounts just 15⁄16” from the
wall. It’s unique design provides
cable access through the sides
of the mount. Chief has coupled
these benefits with a security
option and seismic rating for
safety to make the Fusion PST
perfect for basic public display applications. A Rapid Level System
provides hands-free leveling of the mount on the wall.

The Fusion PRO is a low-profile
rock-solid tilt wall mount for
large flat-panel displays. With
wrench-adjustable lock-down
tilt from 0-15° and built-in
security, the Fusion PRO is
great for digital signage and
boardroom applications. It
features a heavy-duty
construction with steel components, and is compatible with displays up
to 200 lbs.

◆ Can support large displays up

◆ Ultra low profile design just

◆ Q-Latch Mounting System

to 200 lbs.

simplifies installation

over 11⁄2” deep
◆ Wrench-adjustable 0-15° tilt

◆ Heavy-duty construction

◆ Multiple accessories provide

with steel components

solutions for even the most
difficult installation

◆ Q-Latch Mounting System

◆ Lateral shift capabilities with

◆ Expanded open wall plate

◆ Expanded wall plate opening

provides cable access and
reduces risk of interference

hands-free leveling of the
mount on the wall
◆ Integrated lateral shift 4” left or

right of 16” stud system

simplifies installation

optional PAC-125 accessory

◆ Rapid Level System provides

cutout for cable management

◆ Compatible with multiple

accessories for customization

Low-Profile Pull-N-Tilt Wall Mount for 37” - 65” Flat-Panel Display
Fusion PLP (CHPLP)

◆ Q-Latch Mounting System

The “Cadillac” of tilt wall
mounts for large flat panel
displays, the Fusion PLP boasts
all the benefits you need for
high-profile applications such
as homes and corporate board
rooms. Using Chief’s exclusive
Pull-N-Tilt system, the Fusion
PLP allows you to smoothly
and easily tilt the display 0-15° by hand. Pull-N-Tilt holds the display in
place anywhere within the tilt range. Customized brackets and a mount
depth of only 11⁄2” provide an ultra-slim installation. The bottom of the
mount pulls forward 3” for simplified cable access. The Fusion PLP is
compatible with displays up to 200 pounds.

secures a large flat panel
display with a lockable latch
◆ Ultra low-profile design – 11⁄2”

standard mount depth
◆ Patented Pull-N-Tilt adjustment

control from 0–15° allows for
smooth adjustment by hand
◆ Bottom of mount pulls out 3”

for simplified cable access
◆ Integrated security allows

display to be locked to mount
by adding a padlock

◆ Expanded wall plate opening

provides cable access and
reduces outlet interference risk
◆ Integrated cable management

up to 4” left or right of 16”
centers
◆ Lateral shift capabilities with

PAC-125 accessory
◆ Rapid Level System for hands-

free leveling of the mount on
the wall
◆ Integrated lateral shift 4” left or

right of 16” stud system

FUSION SERIES
Model

Depth
from Wall

Tilt

Dimensions
(WHD)

Weight
Capacity

Integrated
Lateral Shift

Q-Latch

Mounting
Options

SKU

Price

MSR

11⁄4”

–

181⁄2” x 10 7⁄8” x 11⁄4”

100 lbs.

1-1/2” left/right
(2” left/right, single stud)

Yes

16”/single stud

CHMSR

128.95

Yes

16”/single

CHMTR

158.95

MTR-V

11⁄2”

0°–15°

181⁄2” x 10 7⁄8” x 11⁄2”

100 lbs.

1-1/2” left/right
(2” left/right, single stud) stud

PST

1 ⁄16”

–

26” x 18 ⁄8” x 1 ⁄16”

200 lbs

4” left/right Yes

Yes

16”/20”/24”

CHPST

169.95

PRO

11⁄2”

0°–15°

26” x 18 3⁄8” x 11⁄2”

200 lbs

4” left/right

Yes

16”/20”/24”

CHPRO

217.50

PLP

11⁄2”

0°–15°

26” x 18 3⁄8” x 11⁄2”

200 lbs

4” left/right

Yes

16”/20”/24”

CHPLP

283.95

5

3

5
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REACTION SERIES
Revolutionary Swing Arm Mounts
for Medium and Large Flat Panel Displays
View large and medium flat panel displays from any angle with the REACTION Series of swing arm wall mounts from
Chief. This line of custom mounting solutions offers unmatched functionality with a sleek look. The mounts provide
maximum extension while remaining low profile when latched in the home position! These mounts include all of the
standard features you can expect from Chief, plus several new exclusive features developed specifically for this series.

Faster Installation

End-User Focused
◆ G-Force Gravity-Centered Tilt Technology provides fingertip tilt

◆

from +5º to -15º.
◆

Mounting Guide System

Ultimate Flexibility

— Simplifies installation by allowing the mount to be hung on two
lag bolts

— Extreme range of motion for every viewing angle option

— Requires less time holding mount
◆

— Weight capacity options for every screen up to 200 lbs
◆ Aesthetic Design

◆

Q-Latch Mounting System
— Provides quick display connect/disconnect

— Curved arms provide a sleek look

— Portrait/landscape capability

— Available in black or silver to match screen

— Integrated Security

A complete solution, mounts adapt to multiple accessories to
customize any installation.

— Compatible with multiple accessories
◆ Integrated Lateral Shift

Proven Quality
◆

Solid construction—designed with cast components and steel
uprights for ultimate strength.

◆

Every mount goes through a series of rigorous tests to ensure a
safe and secure installation.

— Shift display up to 41⁄2” left/right of 16” centers along with additional
lag bolt hole. MWH provides 11⁄2” left/right shift off a single stud
◆

Post-Installation Height Adjustment (PDR and PNR only).

◆

CableTrac System
— Channeled cable management provides easy routing of cables

Single Swing-Arm Mount
for 26 -40˝ Flat-Panel Displays

Single Swing-Arm Mount
for 26 -40˝ Flat-Panel Display

Reaction MWR (CHRMWR)

Reaction MWH (CHRMWH)

The MWR provides ultimate
flexibility with almost 25” of
extension and weight
capacity up to 125 lbs.

The MWH mounts to a single
stud for a more discrete
installation. Has a 100 lb.
weight capacity.

◆

◆

Single stud mounting with
up to 41⁄2” lateral shift

◆

Extends 247⁄8” from wall
and remains low profile at
3 3⁄8” in the home position

Extends 247⁄8” from wall
and remains low profile
at 3 3⁄8” in the home
position

◆

Q-Latch Mounting System simplifies installation

◆

Integrated lateral shift up to 9”

◆

Q-Latch Mounting System simplifies installation

◆

G-Force Tilt Technology provides fingertip adjustment from 0 –15°

◆

G-Force Tilt Technology provides fingertip adjustment from 0 –15°

◆

Mounting guides provided for a hassle-free installation

◆

Mounting guides provided for a hassle-free installation

◆

Provides positive latch in home position to keep screen tight to wall

◆

Provides positive latch in home position to keep screen tight to wall

◆

CableTrac System provides a fast and effective way to route cables

◆

CableTrac System provides a fast and effective way to route cables
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REACTION SERIES
Dual Swing-Arm Wall Mount
for 37 - 65” Flat-Panel Display

Dual Swing-Arm Wall Mount
for 37 - 65” Flat-Panel Display

Reaction PDR (CHRPDR)

Reaction PNR (CHRPDR)

View large flat panel displays
from any angle with the new
PDR Dual Arm Wall Mount –
the newest innovation from
Chief. This custom mounting
solution swings out and
extends over 37” from the
wall, collapsing to only 2 7⁄8”
when in home position! The PDR includes all of the standard features
you can expect from a Chief mount, plus several new exclusive features
developed specifically for the PDR mount.

The PNR dual swing-arm wall
mount is rugged, versatile,
and installer-friendly. Perfect
for large flat-panel displays,
the dual arms extend up to
24 7⁄8”, pivot up to 90° left or
right of center, and fold down
to 31⁄4” in the home position.
The PNR is designed for installations that require a solid dual swing arm
with shorter extension. Available in black or silver color, it is compatible
with displays up to 200 pounds.

◆ Mounting guides provided for

◆ Post-Installation height

◆ Q-Latch Mounting System

a hassle-free installation.
◆ Gravity-centered tilt. No tools

◆ Extends 37” from the wall, only

◆ Integrated lateral shift up to 9”

remains low profile at 31⁄4” deep
in the home position

◆ Post-installation height

– 2” left/right of 16” stud system
without disassembly.

adjustment up to 3” for
ultimate installation flexibility.

◆ Built-in cable management

◆ Independently adjustable

channels inside the arms.

tension at pivot points.

◆ G-Force Tilt Technology

◆ Extends up to 24 7⁄8“ and

2 7⁄8” deep when collapsed.

necessary for adjustments.

◆ Integrated lateral shift up to 9”

adjustment of 11⁄2”

simplifies installation.

provides fingertip adjustment
from 0 –15°
◆ Provides positive latch in

◆ Q-Latch Mounting System

home position to keep screen
tight to wall

simplifies installation
◆ Mounting guides provided for

◆ CableTrac System for a fast,

effective way to route cables

a hassle-free installation

Single Swing-Arm Wall Mount for 37-65” Flat-Panel Display
Reaction PWR (CHRPWR)

◆ Extends 24 7⁄8“ from wall and

The Reaction PWR is a rugged,
versatile, single swing arm
mount for large flat panel
displays. The arm extends
24 7⁄8“ in length from the wall,
pivots up to 90º left or right of
center and collapses to 33⁄8” to
provide ultimate flexibility.
The PWR features G-Force Tilt Technology for fingertip adjustment from
0 –15° and the Q-Latch Mounting System. The PWR is great for home
entertainment or boardroom applications.

remains low profile at 33⁄8” in
the home position
◆ Q-Latch Mounting System

simplifies installation, and
provides integrated security.
It is compatible with multiple
accessories.
◆

G-Force Tilt Technology
provides fingertip adjustment
from 0 –15°

◆ Integrated lateral shift up to 9”
◆

Mounting guides provided for
a hassle-free installation

◆ Provides positive latch in

home position to keep screen
tight to wall
◆ CableTrac System provides a

fast and effective way to route
cables. You can route power,
audio, video cables through
the cable channel in top arm.

R E AC T I O N S E R I E S
Model

Depth
from Wall

Extension
from Wall

Dimensions
(WHD)

Weight
Capacity

Integrated
Lateral Shift

CableTrac

Q-Latch

MWR

31⁄4”

24 7⁄8”

235⁄8” x 18” x 31⁄4”

125 lbs.

4 1⁄2” left/right

Yes

MWH

31⁄4”

24 7⁄8”

235⁄8” x 18” x 31⁄4”

100 lbs.

11⁄2” left/right

Yes

PDR

7

2 ⁄8”

37 ⁄8”

39 ⁄2” x 29 ⁄4 x 2 ⁄8”

200 lbs.

4 ⁄2” left/right

PNR

3”

24 7⁄8”

271⁄4” x 19 1⁄2” x 3”

200 lbs.

4 1⁄2” left/right

PWR

3 ⁄8”

24 ⁄8”

23 ⁄8” x 18” x 3 ⁄8”

125 lbs.

4 ⁄2” left/right

3

3

7

1

5

1

7

3

1

1

SKU

Price

Yes

CHMWR

403.95

Yes

CHRMWH

399.00

Yes

Yes

CHRPDR

799.00

Yes

Yes

CHRPNR

699.00

Yes

Yes

CHRPWR

499.00

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 813
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HEAVY-DUTY WALL MOUNTS
Straight Column Single Ceiling Mount
PCS:

Single display ceiling mount
designed to thread directly into 1.5” NPT
for a fast and secure installation. The
PCS is a great solution for retrofit
applications with existing columns or
new construction digital signage,
airports, bars and restaurant installations.

◆ Exclusive Q-Latch Mounting System

secures the large flat panel display
with a lockable latch
◆

◆
◆

No tools tilt adjustment for ultra fast
screen positioning with lock down
option

Heavy-Duty Static Wall Mounts
PSH: A low-profile mounting
solution for the new 84” and 60”+
large flat panel displays with
smart overlays that weigh over
150 lbs. It uses Chief’s Q-Latch
mounting pattern for easy
installations, stable mounting,
quick release and optional
security. 60”+ flat panel displays
with smart overlays require a
corresponding custom PSB bracket, which must be ordered separately.
◆ Quick installation and quick display release.

Exclusive Q-Latch
Mounting System secures the display with a lockable latch

Cable management through extension
column

◆ Sturdy steel construction: Wall mount uses more surface area for bal-

Display installs in portrait or landscape

◆ Built-in lateral shift ◆ Able to span three studs spaced at 16” centers

ance and stability

◆ ±2° roll, +5/-20° pitch, 360° yaw

◆ Built-in security (just add a padlock)

◆ Weight capacity is 175 lbs.

◆ Dual safety latches and strong steel construction

Static Wall Mount
PSM: Look no further for
a cost-effective mounting
solution. The PSM is the lowest
priced mount on the market
while providing key features
and functionality. Each PSM
mount is a unique, one-piece
custom bracket that cuts down
on installation time, provides
the slimmest fit possible for
each display and lowers your shipping costs. Perfect for all basic large
flat panel display installations, including large LCD displays. Weight
capacity is 175 lbs.
◆ UL listed for proven strength; seismic rated for safer installations.
◆ Sturdy steel construction: wall mount uses more surface area for

balance and stability.
◆ Low profile – 1” standard mount depth.

Heavy-Duty
Pitch-Adjustable
Wall Mounts
PPH: A pitch-adjustable wall
mount that is well-suited for
large flat panel displays that
weigh over 150 pounds. It is
especially suitable for the new
84” and 60”+ large flat panel displays with smart overlays that weigh
over 150 lbs. 60”+ large flat panel displays with smart overlays require
a corresponding custom PSB bracket, which must be ordered
separately. It’s overall dimensions are 40 3⁄16” x 311⁄2” x 15⁄16” (WHD), and
it weighs 250 lbs. The exclusive Q-Latch Mounting System secures the
large flat panel display with a lockable latch.
◆ Quick installation and quick display release
◆ Sturdy steel construction: Wall mount uses more surface area for

balance and stability

◆ Offers quick installation and quick release (in landscape view only).

◆ Built-in lateral shift

◆ Q-Latch mounting system secures the flat panel display with a

◆ Centers on 16” or 24”, or is able to span three studs spaced at

lockable latch.

16” centers

◆ Multiple accessories available.

◆ Built-in security (just add a padlock)

◆ Lateral shift capabilities with accessory on most brackets.

◆ Q-Latch mounting system secures the large flat panel display with a

Non-standard lengths of ENS extrusion are available up to 108”.
◆ Compatible with locking flag accessories (PAC-130, PAC-135).
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HEAVY-DUTY CEILING & POLE MOUNTS
Fixed Pole & Truss Mount

Single Ceiling Mount
PCM: UL listed for proven

TPS: The versatile TPS accommo-

strength, the PCM is an innovative
ceiling mount that hangs your
plasma display with the natural
center of gravity to give you a
durable installation. Portrait or
landscape viewing, pitch adjustment
and cable management make the
PCM highly functional for digital
signage applications, such as those
found in retail stores or airports; or in a residential application with
many windows and a lack of wall space.

dates a large range of truss and
pole dimensions, includes security
options and provides flexible
features to achieve a custom
installation for multiple applications.
Perfect for exhibit, retail and digital
signage applications.
◆

Easy to install, the mount fits
vertical or horizontal truss systems
up to 14” OD.

◆

Display installs in portrait or landscape positions.

◆

Ultra low-profile, the mount sits snugly against truss or poles for an
integrated look.

◆

PAC-140 Q-Clamp accessory included.

◆

Q-Latch Mounting System secures the display with a lockable latch.

◆

Height adjustment 5” to fit multiple display sizes; 3° roll adjustment.

◆

Durable contructed with heavy-duty steel and lock-down tilt.

◆

Provides easy cable management through mount and extension
column by adding an optional CMA-330 accessory.

◆

Accommodates a wide range of truss and pole dimensions to make
a custom installation.

◆

Optional 13” x 13” USA-1 Accessory Shelf attaches to the PCM mount
offering a convenient platform for DVD player, VCR or accessories.

◆

Q-Latch Mounting System offers quick connect/disconnect and
secures the display with a latching flag.

Dual Ceiling Mount

Tilt Adjustable Pole and
Truss Mounts

PDC: The PDC offers advanced
functionality for public transportation, digital signage and
data presentation in high-traffic
commercial zones and theme
entertainment venues. UL-listed
for proven strenth, it securely
holds displays back-to back in
either portrait or landscape
mode. It allows smooth, easy tilt
adjustment on a gravity-centered
axis point. Multiple PDC mounts
can be connected for multiple display stacking. Cables can be routed
through the mount for a clean appearance.
◆

◆

Stackable mounting solution – an additional length of 2˝ NPT pipe
can be attached to the bottom of the mount allowing additional
units to be stacked underneath
PAC-140 Q-Clamp accessory included

TPM & TPP: An innovative solution for digital
signage applications where tilt is needed for
angled viewing.
◆ ±15° tilt up or down on gravity centered axis

point. Able to lock down tilt.
◆ Use pre-set pitch locking points at 0, 5, 10 and 15°

to quickly and easily align multiple displays.
◆

Gravity-centered tilt provides quick adjustment to any desired angle.

◆

Install in portrait position and use tilt adjustment for side-to-side
pivot.

◆

With TPM, install displays in portrait or landscape mode with poles
up to 6” OD; clamps available up to 3”.

◆

TPP spans most truss systems up to 14” (OD).

◆ Install on vertical or horizontal truss. ◆ Q-Latch Mounting System.

◆

Q-Latch™ mounting system secures the panel with a lockable latch

Pole and Truss Kits

◆

360° manual yaw; 3° roll adjustment; 5° upward tilt; 15° downward
tilt

(Order one of the following with your mount)

◆

Display installs in portrait/landscape views (some tilt is lost in
portrait for 60” screens)

TPK-1 Pole Kit: 2 clamps for 1”–2” OD round or square poles

TPK-2 Pole Kit: 2 clamps for 2”–3” OD round or square poles
TPK-3 Truss Kit: 4 clamps for 1” or smaller OD round or square truss

◆ Uses 2” NPT accessories for added strength

TPK-4 Truss Kit: 4 clamps for 1”–2” OD round or square truss

◆ Through-pipe cabling can be accomplished with CMA-332 accessory

TPK-5 Truss Kit: 4 clamps for 2”–3” OD round or square truss

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 813
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Floor Stand

Mobile Cart

PFS: A low-profile solution for digital
signage and presentations, the PFS
features a flat base that allows for easy
traffic around the display and video
conferencing shelf compatibility. The PFS
uses the Q-Latch mounting system for
easy installation, stable mounting, quick
release and optional security. (Required
PSB bracket must be ordered separately.)
◆

Unique design allows screen to be
mounted at any height on the post.

PTC: UL-listed for proven strength,
this sleek, mobile cart has chromefinished poles that allow you to
achieve the perfect display height,
and add on small flat panel displays
as well. Easily customize the PTC for
video conference or digital signage
applications by adding on shelves,
CPU holder or portrait/landscape
rotation device. (Required PSB
bracket must be ordered separately.)

◆

Presenter-friendly base reduces hazards.

◆

Includes PAC-140 Q-Clamp.

◆

UL-listed for proven strength.

◆

Includes four removable 4” swivel casters, two with total-lock brakes.

◆

Display installs in portrait/landscape positions.

◆

5° up/15° down tilt adjustment; 2° roll adjustment.

◆

Optional height-adjustable PAC-100 video conferencing shelf.

◆

Install display in portrait/landscape views, flexible height adjustment.

◆

Able to stack multiple displays (depending on post length, display
height and weight capacity.)

◆

Q-Latch mounting system secures the display with a lockable latch

◆

Shelf not
included

◆ 3 post lengths: PTC2041 - 45” (max. screen height: 60”); PTC2042 - 57”

Available in 3 heights: 60” (PFS2160), 72” (PFS2172), 84” (PFS2184).

(max. screen height: 72”); PTC2043 - 69” (max. screen height: 84”)

Floor Stand

Presenters Cart

PFB: The PFB is a heavy-duty
stand for rental/staging and digital
signage applications. It features
chrome-finished posts, infinite
height adjustment and multiple
display stacking capability. It uses
the Q-Latch mounting system for
easy installation, stable mounting,
quick release and optional
security. (Required PSB bracket
must be ordered separately.)

PPC: Designed specifically for

◆ Multiple configurations and

Accessory
shelves
(not included)

modular components to fit your
application needs.

presentations, the UL-listed
PPC cart is perfect for business
applications. The streamlined
design eliminates trip hazards,
allowing presenters to move
freely around the display and
even roll the cart up to a
conference table for better
viewing. (Required PSB bracket
must be ordered separately.)
◆

Presenter-friendly base
reduces trip hazards and
allows easy movement to
conference table for better
viewing.

◆

Display installs in portrait/landscape views.

◆

Easy disassembly of base for shipping or handling. Can also be
ordered separately for use on PTC cart.

◆

Sturdy design accommodates displays up to 200 lbs.

◆

Q-Latch mounting system secures the display with a lockable latch.

◆

For added versatility screen height can be adjusted in 2” increments.

◆

Flexible height adjustment lets you install a single screen at any
point on the pole.

◆

Includes four 4” swivel casters, two with total-lock brakes (casters are
removable, converting the cart into a stationary solution).

◆

Available in 3 heights: 57” (PFB2057), 69” (PFB2069), 84” (PFB2084).

◆

Q-Latch mounting system secures the display with a lockable latch.

◆

Available as a single screen or dual screen base.

◆

Four shelf positions for accessory placement at 6” apart.

◆

Stack multiple screens using additional head assembly accessories.

◆

Built-in cable mangement for a clean, professional installation.
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PLASMA MOUNTS
Electric Ceiling Lift

Dual Display Presenters Cart
PPD: Designed for mobile

PCL:

The ideal solution for
creating impressive, high
profile home and business
installations, the PCL electric
ceiling lift hides large flat
panel displays (up to 230 lbs.)
in the ceiling and smoothly
lowers them at the push of a
button or command of a
control system. Exclusive
Auto-Tilt feature automatically tilts the display to the angle of your
choosing as the display is lowered for the optimal viewing angle.
(Required PSB interface bracket must be ordered separately.)

video conferencing
application requiring two
displays, this completely
mobile cart offers you the
freedom to move the
monitors in any direction.
The streamline design
eliminates trip hazards,
allowing presenters to
move freely around the
display and even roll the
cart up to a conference
table for better viewing.
◆

Will accommodate
displays up to 200 lbs.

◆

Pitch adjustment: 0 -7 1⁄2°.

◆

UL listed for proven strength.

◆

Built-in cable mangement for a clean, professional installation.

◆

Four 4” swivel casters, two with total-lock brakes.

◆

Adjustable travel limit to set your viewing position.

◆

Covered ceiling opening in closed position for hidden installation.

◆

Will accept 5–30v AC/DC for triggering commands.

◆

Q-Latch mounting system secures the display with a lockable latch.

◆

Integrated cable mangement for a clean, professional installation.

◆

Supplied controls include: Single Momentary Pushbutton and Low
Voltage Controller.

◆

Q-Latch mounting system secures the display with a lockable latch.

◆

Compatible with video conferencing accessory shelf and smoked
acrylic equipment accessory shelf.

◆

Four shelf positions for accessory placement at 6” apart.

◆

Display installs in portrait/landscape view.

PUL: The “Pop-Up” Lift gives

◆

PAC-140 Q-Clamp accessory included.

◆

Can display monitors in both portrait and landscape positions.

you quiet movement and a
reliable system. The chaindriven system keeps the
motor at the bottom of the
lift, making it exceptionally
smooth and quiet for your
high profile home and office
installations. (Required PSB
interface bracket must be
ordered separately.)

“Pop-Up” Lift

Fixed and Swivel Table Stands
PTS/PSS: The stylish
solutions for residential,
commercial and business
applications, the PTS (fixed)
and PSS (swivel) Table
Stands provide a wide
variety of features for most
table top installations.
◆

They accommodate displays up to 32”. The PTS features five height
adjustments in 1” increments; the PSS features 5” height adjustment.

◆

The PTS has a sturdy, low-profile base, the PSS is free-standing with
bolt down capability for permanent installation and security.

◆

PSS offers smooth 45° swivel in either direction with optional stops
at 15°, 25° and 35°.

◆

Q-Latch mounting system secures the display with a lockable latch.

◆

Built-in cable mangement for a clean, professional installation.

◆ Quiet operation with

adjustable travel distance;
travel speed is approx.
1” per second.
◆ Chain-driven system keeps motor at the bottom of the lift, making

operation smooth and quiet.
◆

Display installs in portrait or landscape positions.

◆ Q-Latch mounting system secures the display with a lockable latch.
◆

Integrated display attachment system allows you to replace an old
display without reconfiguring the lift or redesigning cabinetry.

◆ Will accept 5–30v AC/DC for triggering commands.
◆

Suppled control options include: Single Momentary Pushbutton
and Low Voltage Controller.

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 813
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SMARTMOUNT
Universal Flat Wall Mounts
The SmartMount line of Universal Flat Wall Mounts is exclusively designed and engineered for the professional market.
Four models cover a comprehensive range of flat panel screen sizes from 10” up to 63”. Standard (Phillips head) fasteners
and integrated security fastener models are available. In addition to universal models, the SmartMount line also offers
dedicated (screen-specific) models. Dedicated models come in black, include both security and standard (Phillips head)
fasteners, and include only the hardware needed for a specific flat panel screen model.

Universal Flat Wall Mounts

Universal Flat Wall Mounts

for 23-63” Screens

for 10-37” Screens
The SmartMount Universal Flat Wall
Mount is available in several versions to
support virtually any 10” to 42” flat
panel screen. The ultra-slim wall plate
keeps the screen close to the wall for a
very discreet installation that is perfect
for digital signage, POS stations,
or office applications. For a quick
and easy installation they may
be mounted to a single wood
stud or concrete. They can also
mount to metal studs using
accessory metal stud fasteners.

Supports virtually any 23” to 63”
flat panel screen. The wall
plate keeps the screen close
to the wall for a very discreet
installation that is perfect for
boardrooms, digital signage,
or home theaters. The
mounts include simple to align
universal brackets and a unique
wall plate that can be mounted to a single wood stud,
two wood studs up to 16” (SF640 series) and 24” (SF660 series)
apart, or concrete. It includes a “Sorted-For You” baffle pack with all
screen hardware and security fasteners.

◆ Ultra-slim design holds the screen flat against the wall (less than 1”

◆ Ultra-slim design holds the screen flat against the wall (just 1.18˝

away from the wall).

away from the wall)
◆ Available in black or silver with or without security features.

◆ Available in black or silver with or without integrated security

features that provide effective theft deterrence.
◆ Screen adapter plate simply hooks onto the wall plate for quick and

easy installation.

◆

Screen hooks onto the wall plate for quick and easy installation.

◆

SF640 series allows optional horizontal adjustment of up to 6”
(depending on screen model), SF660 series allows optional
horizontal adjustment of up to 12” (depending on screen model)

◆ Supplied screen adapter plates are compatible with VESA 75mm and

100mm mounting patterns (SF630 series) as well as 200mm and 200
x 200mm (SF632 series). Non-VESA adapter plates are also available.
◆ Includes hardware for installation to wood studs, concrete, and

◆ Includes hardware for installation to wood studs, concrete, and

cinder block
◆ SF660 series comes with additional brackets to accommodate

cinder block.

screens with a built-in curve or component box on the back
◆

◆ UL tested to hold four times the stated weight load capacity.

UL tested to four times the stated weight load capacity

STANDARD MODELS
Model

Fits

Supports Weighs

SF630P

10-24” screens

80 lbs.

SF632P

10-37” screens

115 lbs.

Model

Fits

SF630

10-24” screens

80 lbs.

SF632

10-37” screens

115 lbs.

STANDARD MODELS

Black

Silver

Price

Model

Fits

Black

Silver

Price

2.2 lbs.

PESF630P

PESF630PS

27.95

SF640P

23-46” screens

150 lbs.

5.6 lbs.

PESF640P

PESF640PS

79.95

3.6 lbs.

PESF632P

PESF632PS

39.95

SF660P

32-60” screens

200 lbs.

11 lbs.

PESF660P

PESF660PS 159.95

Black

Silver

Price

Model

Fits

Black

Silver

2.2 lbs.

PESF630

PESF630S

27.95

SF640

23-46” screens

150 lbs.

5.6 lbs.

PESF640

PESF640S

79.95

3.6 lbs.

PESF632

PESF632S

39.95

SF660

32-60” screens

200 lbs.

11 lbs.

PESF660

PESF660S

159.95

SECURITY MODELS
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SMARTMOUNT
Universal Tilt Wall Mounts
These mounts are professional-grade solutions for applications requiring tilt to adjust viewing angle. Five models cover
the widest range of flat panel screen sizes, from 10” to 63”. Models ship with your choice of either standard (Phillips head)
fasteners or theft deterrent security fasteners packed in a conveniently sorted bag. In addition to universal models, the
SmartMount line also offers dedicated (screen-specific) models. Dedicated models come in black, include both security
and standard (Phillips head) fasteners and include only the hardware needed for a specific flat panel screen model.

Universal Tilt Wall Mounts

Universal Tilt Wall Mounts

for 10-37” Screens

for 23-63” Screens
Designed for large flat panel screens,
these mounts provide the solution for
boardrooms, hotels and stadiums.
One touch tilt allows easy +15°/-5°
tilt without the use of tools. The
simple-to-align brackets and a
unique wall plate can be mounted
to a single wood stud, two wood studs
up to 24” apart (ST650 and ST660 series
only) or concrete. Mounts are preassembled and include a
“Sorted-For-You” fastener pack with all screen hardware included.

The SmartMount Universal Tilt Wall Mount
keeps the screen close to the wall for a very
discreet installation that is perfect for digital
signage, POS stations, or office applications.
Featuring one-touch tilt, the
Smartmount allows the screen
to be tilted +15°/-5° without
the use of tools. For quick and easy
installation they can be mounted to
a single wood stud or concrete.
Metal stud mounting is possible with
accessory metal stud fasteners.

◆ Available in black or silver with or without integrated security

features that provide effective theft deterrence

◆ Available in black or silver with or without integrated security
◆

features that provide effective theft deterrence

◆

Screen adapter plate simply hooks onto the wall plate for quick and
easy installation

Self-balancing, one-touch tilt for effortless adjustment. Tilt can be
tightened in place if needed

◆

Up to 6” (ST640 series) or 12” (ST650/ST660 series) of horizontal
adjustment after the screen is mounted

◆

Mounts to single metal stud (ST640 series) or two metal studs
(ST650/ST660 series) with accessory metal stud fasteners

◆ Supplied screen adapter plates are compatible with VESA 75mm

and 100mm mounting patterns (ST630 series) as well 200mm, and
200mm x 200mm mounting patterns (ST632 series).
◆ One-touch tilt adjustment of +15° forward tilt/-5° backward tilt

without the use of tools for effortless adjustment of the screen
◆

Desired tilt angle can be locked in place if needed

◆

Includes hardware for installation to single wood stud, concrete,
and cinder block

◆ Brackets easily hook onto the mount bars for fast installation
◆ ST650/ST660 series include additional brackets to accommodate

screens with a built-in curve or component box on the back
◆ UL tested to four times the stated weight load capacity

◆ UL tested to four times the stated weight load capacity

STANDARD MODELS

STANDARD MODELS
Model

Fits

ST630P

10-24” screens

80 lbs.

ST632P

10-37” screens

115 lbs.

Model

Fits

Black

Silver

Price

ST640P

23-49” screens

Supports Weighs
150 lbs.

10 lbs.

PEST640P

PEST640PS

99.95

Black

Silver

Price

ST650P

30-50” screens

150 lbs.

20 lbs.

PEST650P

PEST650PS 119.95

2.6 lbs.

PEST630P

PEST630PS

29.95

ST660P

32-63” screens

200 lbs.

21 lbs.

PEST660P

PEST660PS 169.95

6.7 lbs.

PEST632P

PEST632PS

49.95

Model

Fits

Supports Weighs

SECURITY MODELS
SECURITY MODELS
Model

Fits

ST630

10-24” screens

80 lbs.

ST632

10-37” screens

115 lbs.

Black

Silver

Black

Silver

Price

ST640

23-49” screens

150 lbs.

10 lbs.

PEST640

PEST640S

99.95

2.6 lbs.

PEST630

PEST630S

29.95

ST650

30-50” screens

150 lbs.

20 lbs.

PEST650

PEST650S

119.95

6.7 lbs.

PEST632

PEST632S

49.95

ST660

32-63” screens

200 lbs.

21 lbs.

PEST660

PEST660S

169.95

Supports Weighs

Supports Weighs
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SMARTMOUNT
Articulating and Pivot Wall Mounts
For the ultimate in functionality and aesthetics, the SmartMount line of Articulating and Pivot Wall Mounts is unbeatable.
The six models in the line are compatible with both small (10”-22”) and mid-sized (22”-37”) flat panels. Choose from
pivot models that have one extending arm or articulating models that incorporate two or even three extending arms
for maximum adjustability. For optimum viewing, each model offers the ability to tilt and swivel the flat panel. Cord
management is included on most of the articulating models to conceal A/V cables.

Long Pivot Wall Mount
This mount supports 10” to 22” LCD
screens and is ideal for obtaining
side-to-side rotation and upward/
downward tilt. The enhanced ball
joint allows the user to smoothly turn
the screen in the desired position for
comfortable viewing.

SP730P-S

These arms fold flat against the wall,
and extend out for TV viewing. The
two-link arm provides easy one-touch
tilt and up to 180° of swivel. Cords are
routed internally within the arm to
maintain a clean look.

◆ Mounts to single wood stud, concrete, cinder block or metal stud

(with accessory metal stud fasteners)
◆ Arm extends up to 6” from wall or folds flat to save space
◆ Supports screens with VESA 75 or 100 mounting holes
◆ Offers 70° (±35°) of upward and downward tilt
◆ Offers between 60° (±30°) and 160° (±80°) of additional side-to-side

swivel at the ball joint (exact range is determined by screen size)

SP730P (PESP730P): Black color......................................................................87.95
SP730P-S (PESP730PS): Silver color ...............................................................87.95

Extended Reach Articulating LCD Wall Arm
This wall arm supports 10” to 22”
LCD screens. With internal cord
management, it folds flat against
the wall or extends up to 18.79”.
This 3-link arm provides easy one
touch tilt and up to 180° of swivel
for virtually limitless viewing
SAL730P-S
positions. Cords are routed
internally within the arm to maintain a clean look.
◆

4 pivot points for maximized
adjustment of viewing angle

◆ Comes with VESA 75/100

screen adapter plate
◆ Non-VESA screen adapter

plates sold separately
◆ Ball joint design at screen for

easy side-to-side movement
and ±35° of tilt

Articulating
LCD Wall Arm

◆ 180° of swivel on a wall; up to

270° of swivel around the side
of a cabinet or corner
◆ Built-in internal cord

management channels
◆ Includes hardware for

installation to the side of a
cabinet and to a single wood
stud or concrete

SA730P-S

◆ SA730P models fit 10”-22” LCD

screens, extend 15” from the wall,
and come with a VESA 75/100
screen adapter plate.

SA740P-S

◆ SA740P models fit 22”-37” LCD screens, extend 20” from the wall,

and come with a VESA 100/200/200 x 200mm screen adapter plate.
Three pivot points offer virtually limitless adjustment that can be
tightened to restrict movement. Adjustable 7° roll in either direction.
20° of smooth, continuous, one-touch tilt (5° up, 15° down).

SA730P (PESA730P)
Black color.............................103.95

SA740P (PESA740P)
Black color.............................183.50

SA730P-S (PESA730PS)
Silver color ............................103.95

SA740P-S (PESA740PS)
Silver color ............................183.50

Pivot Wall Arm for LCD Screens
Ideal for obtaining side-to-side
rotation and upward/downward tilt,
this wall arm supports 22” to 37” LCD
screens. Smooth, continuous tilt and
roll features allow you to easily adjust
the screen to the desired position for
SAP740P-S
comfortable viewing. The arm extends
10” from the wall, or folds flat to save space.
◆ Compatible with screens that

have VESA 100mm/200mm/
200mm x 200mm mounting
hole patterns
◆ Optional non-VESA screen

adapter plates sold separately

◆ Smooth anodized aluminum

finish in black or silver
◆ One-touch, continuous tilt
◆ Includes hardware for

installation to a single wood
stud or concrete

SAL730P (PESAL730P): Black color..............................................................134.95

SP740P (PESP730P): Black color...................................................................159.95

SAL730P-S (PESAL730PS): Silver color .......................................................134.95

SP740P-S (PESP730PS): Silver color ............................................................159.95
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ARTICULATING & PIVOT WALL MOUNTS
Swing Arm for 10” to 22” LCD Screens
Peerless’ LCD Swing arm with internal
LS-100
cord management is the perfect
complement to reception areas,
merchandising displays, or home
theaters. This product offers dual
swivel action and adjustable
forward tilt to easily obtain the most
comfortable and convenient viewing
angle. In addition, the telescoping arm lets the user adjust the length
of the arm to the installation requirements or needs. This product
accommodates small LCD screens in the 10” to 20” range and ships
fully kitted for ordering convenience.
The internally routed cord management is perfect for hiding wires.
This feature makes it ideal for a variety of wall mounting applications
such as in conference rooms, retail environments, other public arenas
or at home. While preserving the clean line of the equipment, this
mount offers full functionality, including two pivot points, adjustable
tilt and 180º of swivel. It comes fully kitted for ordering convenience.

LS100 (PELS100): Silver color ............................................................................55.95

Articulating Wall Mount
for 26” to 40” Screens
Articulating Wall Mounts
PLA-2S
allow multiple viewing
positions within the
same room. When
retracted, the screen sits
almost flush against the
wall. It can be extended
to maximum of 28.8”.
Three pivot points on the arm with 180° swivel create limitless viewing
positions. The 18” wall plate mounts to two studs with 16” centers. This
mount can be mounted to wood studs, solid concrete or cinder block
with appropriate fasteners. Screen adapter plate is sold separately.
◆ For use with LCD and Plasma

screens up to 90 lbs.
◆ Adjustable screen tilt with a

max. 5° forward, 0° backward
◆ Integrated cable management

contains and protects cords
◆ Screen mounts in landscape

Pivot Wall Mounts
for 32” to 61” Flat Panel Screens
The Pivot Wall Mount is designed for hotels
and resorts. The PS-1 accommodates
30”-50” screens, while the PS-2 is designed
to support the weight of larger plasma
screens in the 60”+ size range. These
mounts deliver exceptional screen
adjustment with a maximum 10° forward,
5° backward, and 15° swivel from left to
right—all without the use of a single tool.
A manual leveling adjustment keeps the
screen level (no tools required).
Theft-resistant security fasteners secure the
PS-1
screen to keep your equipment safe. The
Pivot Wall Mounts ship with a wall plate. A PLP screen adapter plate to
match your screen make and model, is sold separately.
◆ The arm on the PS-1 extends

8.75” from the wall and the
arm on the PS-2 extends
10.125” away from the wall
◆ Theft-resistant security

fasteners secure the screen
to the mount
◆ The 22” wall plate mounts to

two studs with 16” centers
◆ Screen mounts vertically or

horizontally

◆ Heavy gauge cold rolled steel

construction
◆ Complete detailed installation

instructions for wood and
concrete
◆ Includes hardware for

installation to wood stud and
concrete
◆ Designed specifically for

use with hotel guest room
furniture

PS-1 (PEPS1): Accommodates 30”-50” flat panel screens, black ......377.95
PS-2 (PEPS2): Accommodates 60”-61” plasma screens, black...........384.95

◆ Mount allows for leveling

adjustment of flat panel to sit
level at any angle; no tools
required
◆ Screw covers hide wall

mounting hardware
◆ Heavy gauge cold rolled steel

construction

orientation
◆ Mounts to wood studs, solid

concrete or cinder block

PLA-2 (PEPLA2): Black..........299.95

◆ Scratch resistant black or silver

fused epoxy finish

PLA-2S (PEPLA2S): Silver ...299.95l

Articulating Wall Mount
for 32” to 61” Screens
This mount extends,
swivels and tilts, and is
well-suited for recessed
applications. The arm
extends 30.5”, and folds
almost flush against the
wall. Three pivot points
on the arm allow 180°
swivel to create limitless viewing positions. Manual leveling adjustment
keeps the screen level (no tools required). The 18” wall plate mounts to
two studs with 16” centers (fasteners for wood stud included) or
mounts to solid concrete or concrete block with appropriate fasteners
(sold separately). Screen adapter plate is sold separately.
PLA-1

◆ Articulating arm can be

attached at the center of the
wall plate or at four other
points off-center
◆ Adjustable tilt with a max. 10°

forward and 5° backward

◆ Screen mounts vertically or

horizontally
◆ Heavy gauge cold rolled steel

construction
◆ Includes hardware for wood

stud mounting

◆ Theft-resistant security fasteners secure the screen to the mount

PLA-1 (PEPLA1): Black ...........498.95

PLA-1S (PEPLA1S): Silver......498.95
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CEILING MOUNTS
Ceiling Mounts for 13” to 29” LCD Screens
The slim design of these ceiling mounts
offers an ideal low-profile mounting
solution. The slender extension column
minimizes the mount’s appearance, yet
maximizes the screen’s presence in any
room. It is height-adjustable in 1”
increments and has a -5° to +20°
adjustable tilt. VESA 75/100 adapter
plate (included) and accessory non-VESA
adapter plates (sold separately) are
supported by all LCC models. The mount
allows the screen to be mounted in the
standard position or facing the floor
with the option of portrait or landscape
orientation. Includes a ceiling plate,
theft-resistant fastners and hardware for
wood or concrete installations.

LCC-18

LCC-18CS

LCC-18 (PELCC18): 18” to 30” height
range. Black color ...............142.95

LCC-36 (PELCC36): 36” to 48”
height range. Black color.159.95

LCC-18S (PELCC18S): 18” to 30”
height range. Silver color 142.95

LCC-36S (PELCC36S): 36” to 48”
height range. Silver color 159.95

LCC-18-C (PELCC18C)
18” to 30” height range. With
cable management covers.
Black color.............................174.95

LCC-36-C (PELCC36C)
36” to 48” height range. With
cable management covers.
Black color.............................190.95

LCC-18-CS (PELCC18CS)
18” to 30” height range. With
cable management covers.
Silver color ............................199.95

LCC-36-CS (PELCC36CS)
36” to 48” height range. With
cable management covers.
Silver color ............................190.95

Straight Column Ceiling Mount
for 32” to 63” Screens
The Straight Ceiling Mount
PLCM-1
offers a straight column
from the ceiling attachment
point to the plasma screen.
It is ideal for sports arenas,
airports, lobbies or retail
environments. Delivering
20° of adjustable tilt and
360° of swivel, this mount
ships with a 2.5’ fixed-length
extension column, and
theft-resistant security
fasteners. The straight
column mount is available both with a ceiling plate, or without a ceiling
plate - for those who want to use an alternative ceiling attachment. If a
different length is needed, you can use the optional fixed-length
extension column in place of the included extension column, or add
an optional 2.5’ column with an adjustable extension column.
Concrete anchors are available to attach this mount to concrete,
concrete block or brick.
Model-specific or universalstyle PLP adapter plates to
PLCM1
match your screen make and
model, are sold separately.
◆ Screen mounts vertically or

horizontally
◆ Uses standard 11⁄2” – 11.5 NPT

schedule 40 pipe
◆ Cord management
◆ Complete installation

Curved Column Ceiling Mount
for 32˝ to 63˝ Screens
The Curved Column Ceiling
Mount delivers 0° to 20° of
adjustable tilt and 360° of swivel.
Theft-resistant security fasteners
secure the screen. The screen can
mount vertically or horizontally.
The mount is available with a
ceiling plate, or without a ceiling
plate for those who want to use
an alternative ceiling attachment.
They accept optional extension
columns when added length is
needed. Includes instructions for
wood and concrete structures.
Model-specific or universal-style PLP adapter plates to match your
screen make and model, are sold separately.

PS1 (PEPS1): Accommodates 30”-50” flat panel screens, black .......377.95
PS2 (PEPS2): Accommodates 60”-61” plasma screens, black ............384.95
PLP-UNL (PEPLPUNL): Universal Adapter Plate 32-60˝ ..............................Call
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instructions for wood and
concrete structures

PLCM1 (PEPLCM1)
With ceiling plate .............208.95
PLCM1CP

PLCM1CP (PEPLCM1CP)
Bracket only. Comes without
a ceiling plate ....................229.95

Straight Column Mount
The Flat Panel Straight Column Mount is
designed to support a 32” to 61” plasma
screen. Accessory extension column, ceiling
plate, and screen adapter plate not included.
◆ Heavy gauge cold rolled steel construction
◆ Scratch resistant black fused epoxy finish
◆ 360° swivel

◆ 0° to 20° adjustable tilt

◆ Theft-resistant Penta-Pin security screws

PLCM-2 (PEPLCM-2): Extension column not included .........................178.95
PLP-UNL (PEPLPUNL): Universal Adapter Plate 32-60˝ ..............................Call
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TABLETOP & FLOOR STANDS
Tabletop Stand for
32” to 50” Flat Panel Screens
The Tabletop Stand is ideal for a tabletop in
a boardroom, your living room or bedroom.
With a twist of a knob, the screen tilts 5°
backward or 10° forward for a perfect viewing
angle. For added functionality, the base can
either sit in a fixed position or swivel with
360° rotation. This tabletop stand features
an indicator window as a visual guide to
help ensure a safe installation. Model-specific
or Universal style PLP adapter plates are
available to match your screen model, both are sold separately.
◆ All-steel support with black

◆ Base can either rest in a fixed

scratch resistant finish affixes
to laminate base

position or swivel with 360°
rotation

◆ Indicator window provides a

visual guide for easy and safe
installation
◆ Internal cord management

◆ A felt ring on bottom of base

protects tabletop surface
◆ Base dimensions: 25” L x 14” W

PLT-BLK (PEPLTBLK): Laminate base in Black graphite ...........................79.95

Pedestal Stand for
10” to 30” LCD Screens
A great mounting solution for
auditoriums, gymnasiums, broadcast
studios, retail environments or anywhere
an LCD screen needs to be mounted on a
pedestal. The foot pattern offers a
contemporary design and adjusts in
width along the main tubular structure,
making it ideal for placing under the front
of fitness equipment. Feet can also be
concealed under carpeting. Featuring
height-adjustment, 180° swivel, and
internal cord management, this stand
offers a sleek, convenient and practical
mounting option.
◆ Adjustable height from 60 3⁄4” to 80”.
◆ 180° of swivel at the head (up to 90°

on each side).

Floor Stand for
30” to 42” Flat Panel Screens
The Flat Panel Floor Stand is
specifically designed to support 30”
to 42” flat panel screens. It is a
perfect piece to display a flat panel
TV in a living room or bedroom,
or in distinctive boardrooms or
executive offices. While using little
space, its unique and clean design
elegantly displays high-end flat
panel televisions. The clean line of
the equipment is fully preserved
with complete internal cord
management.

FPFS-SLV

◆ Internal cord management for clean aesthetics
◆ Upper tray dimensions are 32” x 22.7” (WD). Stand height is 27.6”.
◆ Includes height adjustable (3” to 5” in height) tuner bracket.

FPFS-SLV (PEFPFSSLV): Flat panel floor stand. Silver color ................377.95

Pedestal Mount for
32” to 50” Flat Panel Screens
This pedestal offers the perfect mounting solution for plasma and LCD
screens in retail environments, sports arenas, airports or anywhere that
other mounting options are impractical. It delivers 360° of swivel and
15° of forward tilt. The screen can be rotated from landscape to portrait
with minor adjustments. Add an accessory DVD/ VCR shelf for your
video needs. Model-specific or Universal-style PLP adapter plates are
optionallly available to match your screen make and model.
◆ 15° forward tilt and 360°

swivel
◆ Cord management through

column pedestal
◆ Theft-resistant security

fasteners secure the screen
to the mount
◆ Black color, available in four

different height lengths

COL510P (PEPECOL510P): 5’ high
(68.15” with base).............469.95

◆ Comes with hardware to bolt to a

wood surface or concrete.
◆ Feet can move inwards along the

tubular structure if required (must be
bolted down if feet are not in full
outward position).

LCFS-100 (PELCFS100): Black color...............................................................282.95
LCFS-100S (PELCFS100S): Silver color..........................................................282.95

COL610P (PEPECOL610P): 6’ high
(80.15” with base).............482.95
COL710P (PEPECOL710P): 7’ high
(92.15” with base).............492.95
COL810P (PEPECOL810P): 8’ high
(104.15” with base)...........499.95

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 813
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MULTI-DISPLAY SYSTEMS
Flat Panel Dual Screen Mounts
Peerless’ Dual Screen Mounts are designed to safely support two plasma or large
LCD screens. The back-to-back design displays screens perfectly for retail or
commercial environments. Two dual screen mounts are offered: The universal
back-to-back ceiling mount design (PLB3342) will accommodate virtually any
screen in the 33” to 42” range, and attaches around your screen (height and
width adjustable.) For PLB-1, model-specific or Universal-style PLP adapter plates
are available to match your screen make and model, both are sold separately.

PLB3342

PLB-1

This black flat panel dual screen mount allows each
screen to swivel independently of each other and
offers top and front rollout protection and 30°
forward tilt for each screen. It is height and width
adjustable to the exact dimensions of the flat panel
screen. Screens can be mounted horizontally or
vertically. It includes complete detailed installation
instructions. For screens 33”- 42” ......................784.95

The entire PLB-1 dual screen mount
swivels a full 360° with the swivel
restriction/stop feature. It has a 20°
adjustable tilt for each screen, and
allows the screens to mount vertically
or horizontally. It includes complete
detailed installation instructions. For
screens 30”- 50” .............................346.95

Multi-Display System Accessories
Multi-Display I-Beam Clamps

Truss Ceiling Stress Decoupler (DCT300)

Truss
Ceiling Stress
Decoupler

This decoupler has a stub fitting for the attachment of an
extension column. The ceiling mount attaches to round, square,
rectangular, or I-beam. Black ..........................................................86.95

Structural Ceiling Stress Decoupler (DCS400)
Prevents damage to equipment from seismic or other vibrations.
Unit has stub fitting for attachment of an extension column.
Ceiling Plate attaches to concrete beam, slab, or other structural
member. Black ......................................................................................98.95

Structural
Ceiling Stress
Decoupler

Adjustable Extension Columns
This adjustable extension column combines
with a decoupler unit to make a complete dual
plasma ceiling attachment kit. Black.

ADJUSTABLE EXTENSION COLUMNS
Model

Fixed-Length
Extension Columns
This fixed length extension column combines
with a decoupler unit to make a complete
dual plasma ceiling attachment kit.

FIXED-LENGTH EXTENSION COLUMNS

Length

Weighs

Price

ADD012018

12-18”

5 lbs

77.95

Model

Length

Weighs

Price

ADD018024

18-24”

5.5 lbs

78.95

ADD101

1’

3.7 lbs

57.95
66.95

ADD0203

2-3’

8.2 lbs

119.95

ADD102

2’

6 lbs

ADD0305

3-5’

13.3 lbs

119.95

ADD103

3’

9 lbs

74.95

ADD0406

4-6’

16 lbs

124.95

ADD104

4’

10 lbs

82.95

ADD0507

5-7’

21 lbs

143.95

ADD105

5’

15 lbs

92.95

ADD0608

6-8’

22 lbs

143.95

ADD106

6’

16 lbs

98.95

ADD0709

7-9’

24 lbs

143.95

ADD107

7’

18 lbs

108.95

ADD0810

8-10’

26 lbs

184.95

ADD108

8’

20 lbs

116.95

ADD0911

9-11’

30.3 lbs

188.95

ADD109

9’

26 lbs

124.95

ADD1012

10-12’

34 lbs

203.95

ADD110

10’

29 lbs

134.95
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For use only with
Peerless Multi-Display
Systems in
combination with
adjustable length
Extension Columns
(ADD models).
Designed to accommodate large I-beams.
Includes built-in decoupler.

DCT500 (PEDCT500)
Fits beams 7”-12” wide, 1⁄4”-1” high. Maximum
load is 600 lbs. Weighs 9.4 lbs ..................133.95
DCT600 (PEDCT600): Fits beams 15”-191⁄2” wide,
11⁄2”-2” high. Maximum load is 600 lbs. Weighs
13.1 lbs...............................................................144.95
DCT700 (PEDCT700): Fits beams 15”-191⁄2” wide,
21⁄2”-3” high. Maximum load is 600 lbs. Weighs
13.6 lbs ..............................................................144.95
DCT800 (PEDCT800)
Fits beams 7”-12” wide, 21⁄2”-3” high. Maximum
load is 600 lbs. Weighs 14 lbs....................149.95
DCT900 (PEDCT900)
Fits beams 4”-7” wide, 21⁄2”-3” high. Maximum
load is 600 lbs. Weighs 9 lbs .....................149.95
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MULTI-DISPLAY SYSTEMS
Circular, In-Line and Curvilinear Mounts
The flat-panel Multi-Display Systems are ideal for use in retail environments, airports, and sports arenas. Available
configurations include straight, curvilinear, or circular support systems. They all support 3 to 4 plasma or LCD screens
ranging in sizes from 30” –50” and provide ideal merchandising tools for high impact visual displays. These pipe structures
suspend from the ceiling and use PLCM-2 straight column ceiling mounts and components. The components are ordered
individually to create the desired display.
Model-specific or Universal-style PLP adapter plates are available
to match your screen make and model, both are sold separately.

Curvilinea
r Display

Circular
Display

In-Line Mount
Multi-Display System

Number of
Screens
Required

Correct
Screen
Size

PLCM-2
Mounts
Needed

Configuration
Required

Pipe
Model
Required

Extension
Columns
Required

Ceiling
Decouplers
Required

ACC600
Brackets
Required

CIRCULAR

Pipes
MDJ700: In-line pipe. 120” length, 1000
lb. load capacity, weighs 31 lbs...166.95

3

32”

3

—

MDJ760

4

1

3

3

40”

3

—

MDJ760

4

1

3

3

42”

3

—

MDJ760

4

1

3

3

50”

3

—

MDJ760

4

1

3

4

32”

4

—

MDJ760

5

1

4

4

40”

4

—

MDJ760

5

1

4

4

42”

4

—

MDJ760

5

1

4

3

32”

3

In-Line

5

2

5

3

32”

3

Curved

MDJ701

5

2

5

3

40”

3

In-Line

MDJ700

5

2

5

3

40”

3

Curved

MDJ701

5

2

5

3

42”

3

In-Line

MDJ700

5

2

5

3

42”

3

Curved

MDJ701

5

2

5

3

50”

3

In-Line

MDJ700

5

2

5

3

50”

3

Curved

MDJ701

5

2

5

4

32”

4

In-Line

MDJ700

6

2

6

4

32”

4

Curved

MDJ701

6

2

6

PLCM-2:

4

40”

4

In-Line

MDJ710

6

2

6

4

40”

4

Curved

MDJ711

6

2

6

4

42”

4

In-Line

MDJ710

6

2

6

4

42”

4

Curved

MDJ711

6

2

6

4

50”

4

In-Line

MDJ720

6

3

7

4

50”

4

Curved

MDJ721

6

3

7

Supports a
32” to 61”
plasma
screen.
Accessory
extension
column,
ceiling plate, and screen adapter plate
not included ......................................178.95

IN-LINE OR CURVILINEAR
MDJ700

For the circular configuration, the extension column connects directly at the center and locks in place. No additional mounting
accessories other than the extension column and appropriate ceiling decoupler are required. Multi-Display Interface Brackets are
used both for suspending the screen mounts and as an attachment point for the extension columns to the pipe structure.

MDJ701: Curved pipe. 120” length, 1000
lb. load capacity, weighs 27 lbs ..384.95
MDJ710: In-line pipe. 180” length, 1200
lb. load capacity, weighs 45 lbs ..194.95
MDJ711: Curved pipe. 180” length, 1200
lb. load capacity, weighs 45 lbs ..429.95
MDJ720: In-line pipe. 240” length, 1500
lb. load capacity, weighs 62 lbs ..219.95
MDJ721: Curved pipe. 240” length, 1500
lb. load capacity, weighs 62 lbs ..459.95
MDJ760: Circular pipe. 48” diameter. 600
lbs. load capacity, 45 lbs................673.95

Ceiling Mount

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 813
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CARTS and ACCESSORIES
Accessories for Flat Panel Screens

Accessory A/V Shelf
for Flat Panel Floor Stand (PEACC910)
The A/V shelf allows you to add additional
A/V equipment to the Flat Panel Floor
Stand, such as a DVD player, a receiver, or a
satellite box. The cam shelf design fits snug
around the stand upright without any
drilling required. It holds safely up to 50 lb.
Up to three shelves can be mounted onto
the Flat Panel Floor Stand ......................44.95

Plasma Video
Conferencing Shelf (PEACC309)

ACC910 shown
on a Floor Stand

Multi Mount

DVD Tray Accessory
for Pedestal Mount (PEACC833)
Allows you to place a DVD unit below
the screen. This 15.5 x 17.22” (LxW) tray
mounts to the 3.5” column. Weighs 10 lbs.,
maximum load is 40 lbs .........................72.95

This 24.6 x 7.8˝ (WxL) shelf mounts
directly to the wall to install above or
below your flat panel screen. Includes
hardware for wood studs. Supports up to 25 lbs ..................................79.95

ACC833
shown on a
Pedestal
Mount

This space saving wall mount is
ideal for stacking audio and video
equipment, such as DVD players,
receivers, CD players and more.
Attachment hardware for wood
stud walls is included. It weighs 9
lbs. and supports up to 100 lbs.
PM600 (PEPM600): Black.........39.95
PM600W (PEPM600W): White ..........................................................................39.95

Flat Panel Cart
This presentation cart delivers
superior mobility to move
equipment between rooms.
Maximum height for the cart and
screen (floor to top of screen) is
approximately 76”. The screen
height can be adjusted in 4”
increments. Large casters allow
safe and easy maneuvering over
thresholds and through doorways.
Model-specific or Universal style
PLP adapter plates are available to
match your screen make and
model (sold separately).

Electronic Tower for Audio
and Video Equipment
The Electronic Tower is designed to
support up to four pieces of audio
and/or video equipment neatly on
the wall. This space saving wall
mount is ideal for office or home
theater applications. Ideal for
placement beneath flat panel
screen or monitor. Tower weighs 22
lbs. (52 lbs. with glass). Each shelf
supports up to 15 lbs.
◆ Comes in black, silver, or white, with or without glass shelves
◆ Four equipment supports with adhesive foam pads to protect

electronic components

Flat Panel Cart Accessories
Laptop Computer
Support Arm (PEACC106)
Mounts on
either upright
and supports
laptop or other equipment.
Height adjustable. 360°
swivel. 10 lb max. load .49.95
Additional
Adjustable Shelf (PEACC312)
Up to two
additional
shelves can
be added.
Maximum
load is 25 lbs....................88.95

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO

Video Conferencing
Shelf (PEACC311)
This 24.6 x
7.9” (WL) shelf
mounts directly
on the cart to
accommodate small to
large video conferencing
cameras. Maximum load is
25 lbs..................................94.95
Feet Accessory (PEACC310)
Optional
accessory
feet allow
you to use
the cart as a stand.........31.95

www.bhphotovideo.com

◆ Choice of seven equipment support positions at 3” increments
◆ Cord management
◆ Heavy-duty steel construction
◆ Includes fasteners for wood stud or wood beam mounting applications

PM610 (PEPM610): Black, without glass shelves.....................................126.95
PM610S (PEPM610S): Silver, without glass shelves ................................126.95
PM610W (PEPM610W): White, without glass shelves............................126.95
PM610G (PEPM610G): Black, with glass shelves......................................174.95
PM610SG (PEPM610SG): Silver, with glass shelves .................................174.95
PM610WG (PEPM610WG): White, with glass shelves.............................174.95

Additional Shelf
for Electronic Tower (PEACC102)
These heavy-duty steel supports can be added
to the electronics tower for extra equipment. It
includes foam pads. Supports up to 15 lbs. Weighs 3 lbs .......................Call
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FLAT PANEL MOUNTING ACCESSORIES
Wall Plates

TRIPLE METAL STUD WALL PLATES
Model

Centers

SKU

Price

Metal Stud Wall Plates - Triple Stud
An external wall plate that is designed for use on 25 gauge or heavier
metal studs to safely span the load between three studs. Compatible
with PLA-1 and PLA-2 models. Includes togglers for attachment to
studs and screws for attachment of wall mount to plate. Offered in
black or white for studs with 16”, 20” or 24” centers. Models come with
pre-scored electrical knockouts. Maximum load is 175 lbs.

WSP450

16”

Knockouts Color
Yes

Black

PEWSP450

88.95

WSP450W

16”

Yes

White

PEWSP450W

88.95

WSP460

20”

Yes

Black

PEWSP460

98.95

WSP460S

20”

Ye

Silver

PEWSP460S

79.95

WSP460W

20”

Yes

White

PEWSP460W

98.95

WSP470

24”

Yes

Black

PEWSP470

108.95

WSP470S

24”

Yes

Silver

PEWSP470S

86.95

Metal Stud Wall Plates - Double Stud
For LCWL, this external wall plate is designed for
use on 25 gauge or heavier metal studs to safely
span the load between two studs with 16”, 20” or
24” centers. Includes togglers for attachment to
metal studs and screws to attach wall mount to
plate. Offered in black or white, with or without electrical
knockouts. Can also be used on wood studs. Maximum load is
50 lbs.

WSP470W

24”

Yes

White

PEWSP470W

79.95

DOUBLE METAL STUD WALL PLATES

Wood Stud
Interior/Exterior Wall Plates
For LCWL models only. Recommended
for wood stud installations. Mounts on
surface of wall or behind dry wall.
Mounting hardware for attachment to
stud not provided. Includes screws for
attachment of wall mount to wall plate. Maximum load is 150 lbs.
Metal Stud Wall Kit (Silver) (PEACC908)
This wall kit is used for LS100, SA730, and SAL730 model
LCD screen mounts when mounting to metal stud.
Includes fasteners to attach mount to plate and plate to
metal stud wall. Maximum load is 25 lbs.

Model

Centers

Knockouts

Color

SKU

Price

WSP480

16”

Yes

Black

PEWSP450

39.95

WSP480S

16”

Yes

Silver

PEWSP480S

39.95

WSP480W

16”

Yes

White

PEWSP480W

39.95

WSP485

16”, 20˝, 24˝

Yes

Black

PEWSP485

44.95

WSP485S

16”, 20˝, 24˝

Yes

Silver

PEWSP485S

44.95

WSP485W

16”, 20˝, 24˝

Yes

White

PEWSP485W

44.95

WOOD STUD WALL PLATES
Model

SKU

Price

WSP410-1

Centers Knockouts Color
16”

Yes

Black

PEWSP4101

48.95

WSP410-1S

16”

Yes

Silver

PEWSP4101S

39.95

WSP410-1W

16”

Yes

White

PEWSP4101W

39.95

WSP410-2

24”

Yes

Black

PEWSP4102

54.95

WSP410-2S

24”

Yes

Silver

PEWSP4102S

44.95

WSP410-2W

24”

Yes

White

PEWSP4102W

44.95

Ceiling Plates
Black Ceiling Plate for Flat Panel Mounts
Can be attached to a finished
ceiling (wood joists on 16”,
20” or 24” centers), using
the four washer head
wood screws included, or
a structural ceiling, using
optional ACC210 concrete anchor accessory
kit. Unit has 11⁄2”-11.5 NPT threaded fitting to
accept an optional Peerless flush mount tube
or extension column. Maximum load is 300 lbs.
CMJ470 (PECMJ470): 16” centers ...................29.95
CMJ480 (PECMJ480): 20” centers ...................30.95
CMJ490 (PECMJ490): 24” centers ...................37.95

CMJ300

Black Unistrut and Structural Ceiling Plate
Can be attached directly to standard Unistrut (15⁄8” x 15⁄8”) or to a solid
structural ceiling. Accepts Peerless EXT or ADJ extension columns.
Can be used in conjunction with Unistrut fittings or other appropriate
fasteners (fasteners or fittings not included.) Maximum load is 250 lbs.
CMJ300 (PECMJ300): 4” x 4”...24.95

CMJ450

CMJ310 (PECMJ310): 8” x 8” ....29.95

CMJ450 White Suspended Ceiling Plate (PECMJ450)
Replaces one ceiling tile and is secured to the structure above with
four tie wires. Kit includes tie wire support system and ceiling plate
with two knockout panels for outlet boxes and antenna leads
(knockouts are for one-half size handy box with flanges.) Threaded
fitting in center of tray accepts an optional Peerless flush mount tube
or extension column. Maximum load is 250 lbs .................................148.95

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 813
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FLAT PANEL MOUNTING ACCESSORIES
Adapters and Decouplers for Individual Installations
Multi-Display Interface Bracket (ACC600)

Multi-Display Display I-Beam Clamps

Suspends a flat panel mount from a pipe up to 2” in diameter
for in-line and curvilinear configurations. For use with extension
columns models EXT or ADJ. If mounting from pipe larger than
2” in diameter, use ACC 557. Heavy gauge cold-rolled steel
construction with a scratch-resistant black-fused epoxy finish. It
weighs 3.8 lbs., and has a maximum load of 1200 lbs ...........48.95

For use only with
Peerless Multi-Display
Systems in combination
with adjustable length
Extension Columns (ADD
models). Designed to accommodate
large I-beams. Includes built-in decoupler.

Multi-Display
Interface
Bracket

Truss Ceiling Adapter (ACC557)
Suspends a flat panel mount from a square, round, rectangular
or I-beam trusses up to 3” in diameter. It can be used with or
without an extension column. Heavy gauge cold-rolled steel
construction with a scratch-resistant black-fused epoxy finish.
Maximum load is 1200 lbs................................................................44.95

DCT500 (PEDCT500): Fits beams 7”-12” wide,
1
⁄4”-1” high. Maximum load is 600 lbs. Weighs
9.4 lbs ............................................................133.95

Truss Ceiling
Adapter

DCT600 (PEDCT600): Fits beams 15”-191⁄2”
wide, 11⁄2”-2” high. Maximum load is 600 lbs.
Weighs 13.1 lbs ...........................................144.95

Truss Ceiling Stress Decoupler (DCT300)
This decoupler has a stub fitting for the attachment of an
adjustable-length extension column. The ceiling mount
attaches to round, square, rectangular, or I-beam. The column
attaches to the stub with a 2.75” long hex head bolt and nylock
nut. Black ................................................................................................86.95

Truss
Ceiling Stress
Decoupler

DCT800 (PEDCT800): Fits beams 7”-12” wide,
21⁄2”-3” high. Maximum load is 600 lbs.
Weighs 14 lbs ..............................................149.95

Structural Ceiling Stress Decoupler (DCS400)
Prevents damage to equipment from seismic or other vibrations.
Unit has stub fitting for attachment of adjustable length
extension column. Ceiling Plate attaches to concrete beam,
slab, or other structural member. Column attaches to stub with
60mm long carriage bolt and center lock nut. Black.............98.95

DCT700 (PEDCT700): Fits beams 15”-191⁄2”
wide, 21⁄2”-3” high. Maximum load is 600 lbs.
Weighs 13.6 lbs...........................................144.95

Structural
Ceiling Stress
Decoupler

DCT900 (PEDCT900): Fits beams 4”-7” wide,
21⁄2”-3” high. Maximum load is 600 lbs.
Weighs 9 lbs................................................149.95

Adapters and Decouplers for Multi-Mount Mount Installations
Escutcheon Ring (ACC640)
Chrome ring visually
enhances suspended
ceiling installations by
covering hole where
extension column passes
through ceiling tile. Ring is hinged to open,
wrap around extension column and snap into
place to cover hole in ceiling tile. (Ring is not
needed for installations using Suspended
Ceiling Plates CMJ 450 or CMJ 453.)...........12.95
Cathedral Ceiling Adapter (ACC556)
Adapts mounts to angled
ceiling. Can be used with or
without extension column.
Attaches to a finished
ceiling (wood joists above
drywall) using the included
hardware, or a concrete ceiling using concrete
anchor accessory kit ACC200 (sold separately).
Maximum load is 300 lbs. White .................39.95
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Unistrut Adapter for Truss Ceiling (ACC550)
Has a 11⁄2”-11.5 NPT fitting
to accept Peerless “EXT” or
“ADJ” extension columns.
Designed for use with a
15⁄8” x 15⁄8”, 12 gauge
Unistrut. Heavy-gauge steel construction.
Maximum load is 250 lbs. Black...................29.95
Internal Joist Mount (ACC120)
For extension column
installations. The
adjustable internal
joist mount attaches
between two wood
ceiling joists on 16” or 20” centers. The mount
features a 11⁄2”-11.5 NPT threaded fitting which
accepts any Peerless extension columns. The
attachment point for the extension column
may be positioned at any point within 3” of
either joist. Maximum load is 300 lbs. It
weighs 8.5 lbs. Black ........................................64.95

www.bhphotovideo.com

Truss Ceiling Adapter with
Stress Decoupler (DCT100)
Includes truss ceiling plate
with integral high density
rubber decoupler to prevent
vibrations from damaging monitors. Attaches
to cylindrical, square, rectangular or I-beam
trusses up to 3” in diameter. Unit has 11⁄2”-11.5
NPT fitting for attachment of extension column.
Maximum load is 300 lbs. Black...................59.95
Structural Ceiling Adapter
with Stress Decoupler (DCS200)
Includes structural ceiling
plate with integral high
density rubber decoupler
assembly to prevent
vibrations from damaging
monitors. Attaches to concrete beam, slab or
other structural member. Unit has 11⁄2”-11.5 NPT
fitting for attachment of extension column.
Maximum load is 300 lbs. Black...................79.95
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FLAT PANEL MOUNTING ACCESSORIES
Adjustable Extension Columns
Height adjustment at 1” increments. Lengths
from 6” to 12’ are available. Black.

ADJUSTABLE EXTENSION COLUMNS
Drop
Length

Weighs

Price

6-9”

2.8 lbs

57.95

ADJ012018

12-18”

4.8 lbs

109.95

ADJ018024

18-24”

7 lbs

114.95

ADJ0203

2-3’

9.1 lbs

119.95

ADJ0305

3-5’

14 lbs

129.95

ADJ0406

4-6’

16.6 lbs

133.95

ADJ0507

5-7’

22 lbs

138.95

Model
ADJ006009

ADJ0608

6-8’

23 lbs

134.95

ADJ0709

7-9’

25 lbs

139.95

ADJ0810

8-10’

27.6 lbs

149.95

ADJ0911

9-11’

31.2 lbs

154.95

ADJ1012

10-12’

34 lbs

164.95

Fixed-Length
Extension Columns

Fasteners
ALLIGATOR Concrete Anchors (ACC204)
Used for attachment of Peerless plasma mounts to concrete, concrete
block or brick. Used with wood screws supplied by Peerless. The
anchor expands in length and binds to the contours of the hole and
the screw. Includes four anchors .................................................................5.95

Metal Stud Fastener Kit
The metal stud togglers are recommended for mounting Peerless
Wall Mounts to metal studs.
Metal Stud Fastener Kit (ACC215): Two togglers .............................5.95
Metal Stud Fastener Kit (ACC415): Four togglers.............................7.95

Used for attachment of Peerless Plasma mounts to concrete or brick. Not recommended for
concrete block applications. Set of four anchors..........................................................................................7.95

Additional Accessories
Cord Wrap

FIXED-LENGTH EXTENSION COLUMNS
Drop
Length

Weighs

Price

EXT006 (Black)

8”

2.3 lbs

15.95

EXT006S (Silver)

8”

2.3 lbs

15.95

EXT018 (Black)

18”

4 lbs

31.95

EXT018S (Silver)

18”

4 lbs

31.95

1’

3.7 lbs

28.95

EXT101S (Silver)

1’

3.7 lbs

28.95

EXT102 (Black)

2’

6 lbs

34.95

EXT102S (Silver)

2’

6 lbs

34.95

EXT103 (Black)

3’

9 lbs

48.95

EXT103S (Silver)

3’

9 lbs

48.95

EXT104 (Black)

4’

10 lbs

58.95

EXT104S (Silver)

4’

10 lbs

58.95

EXT105 (Black)

5’

15 lbs

69.95

EXT105S (Silver)

5’

15 lbs

69.95

EXT106 (Black)

6’

16 lbs

84.95

EXT106S (Silver)

6’

16 lbs

84.95

EXT107 (Black)

7’

18 lbs

99.95

EXT107S (Silver)

7’

18 lbs

99.95

EXT108 (Black)

8’

20 lbs

114.95

EXT108S (Silver)

8’

20 lbs

114.95

EXT109 (Black)

9’

26 lbs

129.95

EXT109S (Silver)

9’

26 lbs

129.95

EXT110 (Black)

10’

29 lbs

143.95

EXT110S (Silver)

10’

29 lbs

143.95

EXT101(Black)

Joins two extension columns to create a maximum length of 20’. Can be used
for flat panel installations. If equipment weighs over 50 lbs, and the extension
exceeds 12’, an ADD column must be used as the upper segment and an EXT
column as the lower segment. Black.........................................................................12.95

Concrete Expansion Anchors (ACC210)

Used for lowering screen to the desired
height. Consist of 11⁄2”-11.5 NPT schedule
40 pipe threaded on both ends and
notched for “safety locking.” Available
in black or silver.

Model

Extension Column Connector (ACC109)

Designed to externally route cords along the
outside of an extension column. Sections can
be stacked to create longer lengths or cut to
desired length.

ACC856 (PEACC856)
Consist of four 6’ sections. Black...............89.95
ACC856W (PEACC856W)
Consist of four 6’ sections. White..............89.95
ACC856S (PEACC856S)
Consist of four 6’ sections. Silver ..............89.95

ACC852S (PEACC852S)
Consist of four 2’ sections. Silver ..............34.95

Extension Column Stabilizer Kit (PEACC050)
Can be used to reduce
unwanted swaying
that may occur with
extension columns
over 21” in length.
Includes a hose clamp, two stabilizer column
supports and hardware for mounting to
wood joists. Black...........................................53.95

Electrical Outlet Strip (PEACC551)
Includes one
outlet strip with
three outlets, a
20’ long cord
and a hanger
clamp designed
for use with
Plasma Carts.
Strip can be used without hanger clamp.
Black. Shipping weight is 3 lbs..................33.95

Electrical
Outlet Strip
with Cord
Wrap (PEACC552)
Includes one
outlet strip with
three outlets, a
20’ long cord and a hanger clamp with cord
wrap designed for use with Plasma Carts.
Strip can be used without hanger clamp.
Black. Shipping weight is 3 lbs.................41.95

ACC852 (PEACC852)
Consist of four 2’ sections. Black...............27.95
ACC852W (PEACC852W)
Consist of four 2’ sections. White..............27.95
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MOUNTS FOR FLAT PANEL DISPLAYS
Universal Mounts
for 37” to 61” Flat-Panel Screens

Multi-Monitor Mount with Adapter

These mounts fit most 37”-61” LCD and
plasma displays. They all feature
Premier Mount’s Griplate System that
supports the appropriate mounting
hardware with teeth set in detents
along the mounting bracket. The solid
fit keeps the display level securely in
place, eliminating the need to apply
excessive torque on the mounting
hardware - as is required with many
universal mounting products. Shipped
with installation hardware for
installation safety.

UFM Universal Mount for
37”- 61” Flat-Panel Displays
This UL-listed single-wall plate features
multiple mounting slots (16” and 24”) for easy
installation and versatility, built-in lateral shift
for precise placement and leveling feet for
precise vertical adjustment.
UFM (PRUFM) .......................114.95
Far left: Griplate
System
Left: Leveling feet
Right: Lateral
shift lock

PCM-MS2 Universal Wall Mount for 37”- 61” Flat-Panel Displays
With both 16” and 24” mounting
slots, this UL-certified flat-panel
mount has a 12° continuously
adjustable tilt. It features built-in
lateral shift for precise placement
and the Griplate System to
support your display without
requiring excessive torque.
PCM-MS2 (PRPCMMS2) .........176.50
CTM-MS2 Universal Mount for
37”- 61” Flat-Panel Displays
The UL-listed CTM-MS2 mounts to
walls, ceilings, and stands, has
multiple 16” mounting slots and a
12° continuously-adjustable tilt. It
features the Griplate System and
built-in lateral shift.
CTM-MS2 (PRCTMMS2) ..............176.50
CTM-MS1 Universal Mount for 24”-36” Flat-Panel Displays
Same as above, but for 24” to 36” flat-panel displays.
CTM-MS1 (PRCTMMS1) .....................................................................................139.95
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Mount three LCD displays side-by-side. The mounting arms feature
smooth articulation in any direction and the ability to slide monitors
from side to side. The mounting interface brackets offer additional tilt
and pivot for precise placement, plus the ability to rotate your screen
360°. Fits most VESA standard monitors ranging in size from 10” to 20”.

MMW Tabletop with Table Adapter (PRMMATA)
Mounts up to six 10”-20” displays to a tabletop..................................259.95
MMT Tabletop with Wall Adapter (PRMMAWA)
Mounts up to three 10”-20” displays to a wall .....................................259.95
Additional Arm for Multi-Monitor Mount (PRMMA)
This arm allows you to mount three additional 10”-20” displays to an
MMT Tabletop Multi-Mount .......................................................................257.95

Flip-Down Mount
The flip-down mount allows you to mount
your LCD beneath any cabinet or other
horizontal surface easily.
◆ Fits 10”-18” LCD displays
◆ Compatibility: VESA 50/75/100mm
◆ 180° pivot (once lowered)
◆ Display positioning anywhere along the

support post
◆ Flips down for easy use, flips up to keep

counters clear
FLIP (PRFLIP) ......................................................37.50
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MOUNTS FOR FLAT PANEL DISPLAYS
Ultra-Flat Mounts

Universal Swing-Out Arm

The stylish PRF ultra-flat mount
allows you to easily mount your
10”-40” flat panel display securely on
the wall. The revolutionary, extremely
low-profile design features a sleek
design and places your display just
1” from the surface of the wall. Easy
to install, the PRF ultra-flat mount is
compatible with VESA 75/100mm
mounting hole patterns. Plus, it’s backed by Premier Mount’s industryleading Lifetime Guarantee.

Recommended for 17”-40”
LCD displays, the AM2
full-articulation swingout
arm can be pulled out 17”
from the wall and allows
360° screen rotation. The
revolutionary design
features the patented
Radial Glide Technology
which offers smooth tilt
adjustment of ±15°. You can pull your LCD/Plasma up to 17” from the
wall and push it back to just under 3.5” off the wall when collapsed. All
of your cables can be hidden inside the innovative cable management
ports. Plus, it’s backed by Premier Mount’s industry-leading Lifetime
Guarantee.

◆ Supports most 75mm and 100mm VESA-

standard LCD flat panels on the market
◆ Security Screws.
◆ Conceals cables for clean look.

◆ Radial Glide Technology

◆ Stands less than 1” from wall.

◆ VESA 75 x 75 / 100 x 100 /

◆ Comes with Premier Mount’s lifetime

200 x 100mm compatible

guarantee.

◆ 15° tilt up or down

◆ Dimensions: 1.5 x 6 x 5.75”; max. load 50 lbs.
◆ UL Certified

◆ 180° swing, left and right

◆ Silver color

◆ 360° screen rotation

PRF Ultra-Flat Mount: For 10”-40” displays. 50 lb. max. load.

◆ 3.5”-17” extension from wall

PRF-220 Ultra-Flat Mount: For 40”+ displays. It includes a 200 x
100mm adapter, and has a maximum load of 50 lbs.

◆ Cable routing inside arms

and through wall plate

AM2 Swing Out Arm: For 17”-40” displays. It’s dimensions are 3.9” x
10” x 10” and has a 50 lb. max. load. Silver color.

Tilt and Pivot Mount
The PTM mount allows you
to easily mount your 10”-40”
display securely on the wall.
The revolutionary design
features Premier Mount’s
patented Radial Glide
Technology, which supports
your flat-panel display from
its true center of gravity
through the
use of a radial axis bearing surface. This allows effortless
tilt with release at any point for perfect adjustment and
viewing pleasure.
The PTM Tilt and Pivot mount allows 15° of tilt or sits flat
at just 3” from the surface of the wall. Easy to install, it is
compatible with VESA 75/100/200 x 100mm mounting
hole patterns. Plus, it’s backed by Premier Mount’s
industry-leading Lifetime Guarantee.
◆ Fits LCD displays from 10”-40”
◆ Compatibility: VESA 75x75/

100 x 100/200 x 100mm
◆ ±15° tilt and pivot
◆ 360° rotation

◆ Mounting distance is just 2 ⁄2”
1

from the wall.
◆ Cable routing inside tube.

PTM Mount: 2.8” x 9.8” x 4.8”.
Silver color. 50 lb. max. load.

Universal Swing Out Arm
for 40”-61” Displays
Featuring patented Radial
Glide Technology, which
offers smooth tilt adjustment
of ±10°, the AM3 allows you
to pull your LCD and Plasma
displays up to 25” from the
wall and push it back to just
under 4” off the wall when
collapsed. All of your cables
can be hidden inside it’s
innovative cable management ports. Plus, it’s backed by Premier
Mount’s industry-leading Lifetime Guarantee.
◆ 10° tilt up or down

◆ 4” -26” extension from wall

◆ 180° swing, left and right

◆ Features innovative, patented

◆ Cable routing inside arms and

through wall plate

Radial Glide Technology
◆ Lifetime Guarantee

AM3 Swing Out Arm: For 40”-61” displays. It’s dimensions are 22” x
29” x 29” and has a 160 lb. max. load. Silver color.

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 813
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Luxor ....................................................496-509
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Section7

Obtaining information and ordering from B&H is quick and
easy. When you call us, just punch in the corresponding
Quick Dial number anytime during our welcome message.
The Quick Dial code then directs you to the specific
professional sales associates in our order department.
For Section 3, Projector Mounts,
use Quick Dial #: 821
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PIXMOBILE
Advance Carts and Stands give the lasting
performance and quality you expect. Select
from convenient pre-assembled or ready-toassemble carts and stands. All are designed to
take the rigors of heavy use for years to come.
You’ll also appreciate the attention to safety
with no-slip pads, one-half inch safety lips and
no sharp edges. Carts are standard with aircraft
quality 4˝ casters and o-rings for smooth, quiet
operation and with a powder coated finish.
Advance offers a wide selection of models to
choose from including television/monitor carts,
video cabinets, projection carts and stands.

AV1 and AV2 Series Pre-Assembled Monitor/TV Carts
These carts come fully assembled for convenience and are robotic arc welded for added strength. A fixed center shelf is
included with models 32˝ high and above. Choose from two different top sizes to match your needs. The AV1 cart offers
a 14 x18˝ top. AV2 model carts provide a 18 x 24˝ top and are recommended for use with 17-20˝ monitors.
◆

Cabinet model offers storage cabinet measuring 18 x 24˝ (DxH)
with 171⁄4˝ High opening

◆

High quality 4˝ casters and o-rings for smooth and easy operation

◆

Models with “J” designation indicates adjustable height in 2˝ increments

◆

Optional UL listed six outlet surge suppressor or three outlet electrical
assembly with with built-in cord holder are available

PIXMobile AV1 with 14 x 18˝ Shelf
4501 (ADAV132): 32 x 18 x 14˝ (HxWxD), 28 lbs...................................................128.50

PIXMobile AV2 with Metal Cabinet and 18 x 24˝ Shelf
4714 (ADAV2C42J): 42 x 24 x 18˝ (HxWxD), 57 lbs..............................................238.95

PIXMobile AV2 Series with 18 x 24˝ Shelf
4502 (ADAV217): 17 x 24 x 18˝ (HxWxD), 29 lbs...................................................119.95
4503 (ADAV226): 26 x 24 x 18˝ (HxWxD), 33 lbs .................................................129.95
4541
4714

4504 (ADAV234): 34 x 24 x 18˝ (HxWxD), 42 lbs .................................................137.95
4505 (ADAV242): 42 x 24 x 18˝ (HxWxD), 45 lbs .................................................144.50
4541 (ADAVJ242): 42 x 24 x 18˝ (HxWxD), 43 lbs ................................................144.50
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PIXMOBILE
Pre-Assembled Monitor/TV Carts with 20 x 30˝ Top Shelf
These carts come fully assembled for convenience and
are robotic arc welded for added strength. They offer a
20 x 30˝ top-shelf and extra wide base for added stability
when moving heavier 25-27˝ monitors and televisions.
◆

4˝ casters and aircraft quality o-rings for quiet, smooth operation.

◆

Height-adjustable in 2˝ increments.

◆

Center shelf, for components, adjusts with top shelf

◆

Durable black powder coated finish

◆

Optional UL listed 6-outlet surge suppressor or 3-outlet electrical
assembly with built-in cord holder are available

PIXMobile AV5 Series with Wide Base

4998

4998 (ADAV5W54)
54 x 30 x 20˝ (HWD), 71 lbs .............................................................................219.50
5294 (ADAV5WS54)
54 x 30 x 20˝ (HWD), 71 lbs. This cart features a slanted top shelf ..232.50
4852 (ADAV5UL49J)
49 x 30 x 30˝ (HWD), 72 lbs. This UL listed cart includes 5˝ casters and a
safety belt..........................................................................................................246.95

5032

PIXMobile AV5C Series with Metal Cabinet
5032 (ADVT5C54)
54 x 30 x 20˝ (HWD), 84 lbs. One
shelf and a cabinet ................337.95

7034 (ADVT5CM54)
54 x 30 x 20˝ (HWD), 96 lbs. 2
shelves and a cabinet...........393.95

Pre-Assembled Monitor/TV Carts with 25 x 30˝ Top Shelf
These carts come fully assembled for convenience and are robotic arc
welded for added strength. They offer a 25 x 30˝ top-shelf and extra wide
base for added stability when moving heavier 25-29˝ monitors and TVs.
◆

25 x 30˝ top in standard or cabinet style carts

◆

Cabinet models offer secure steel enclosure with hinged locking door

◆

Optional UL listed six outlet surge suppressor or three outlet electrical assembly with
with built-in cord holder are available

PIXMobile AV6 Series with 25 x 30˝ Top Shelf
4506 (ADAV642): 42 x 30 x 25˝ (HWD), 63 lbs ......................................................................................184.95
4507 (ADAV648): 48 x 30 x 25˝ (HWD), 65 lbs ......................................................................................189.95
4508 (ADAV654): 54 x 30 x 25˝ (HWD), 67 lbs ......................................................................................199.95
4509 (ADAVJ654): Height-adjustable. 54 x 30 x 25˝ (HWD), 65 lbs ..............................................209.95
7000 (ADAV6M54): Multi-shelf and height-adjustable. 54 x 30 x 25˝ (HWD), 79 lbs..............255.95
7002

7001 (ADAVCT654): 54 x 30 x 25˝ (HWD), 109 lbs. Height-adjustable computer cart ............432.95

PIXMobile AV6C Series with Metal Cabinet and 25 x 30˝ Top Shelf
4506

5104 (ADAV6C54J): Height-adjustable. 54 x 30 x 25˝ (HWD), 84 lbs.............................................353.50
7002 (ADAV6CM54J): Multi-shelf and height-adjustable. 54 x 30 x 25˝ (HWD), 98 lbs..........387.50

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821
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PIXMOBILE
AV7 and AV8 Series Pre-Assembled Monitor/TV Carts
These carts come fully assembled for convenience and
are robotic arc welded for added strength. The AV7
models offer a 22 x 32˝ top-shelf for use with 32˝ monitors
and televisions, the AV8 models offer a 24˝ x 38˝ top for
use with 28˝ monitors and TVs.
◆

Cabinet models offer secure steel enclosure with hinged locking door

◆

UL listed models include 5˝ casters and a safety belt

◆ The

AV8-44LT incorporates 8˝ pneumatic wheels, 2 swivel with brake
and 2 non-swivel, for cushioned ride and greater maneuverability
under heavy load

◆

Optional UL listed six outlet surge suppressor or three outlet electrical
assembly with cord wind bracket available

PIXMobile AV7 Series
with Wide Base and 22 x 32˝ Top Shelf
4853 (ADAV7UL49)
UL listed 49 x 32 x 24˝ (HWD) wide base cart includes 5˝ casters and a
safety belt. Weighs 77 lbs..............................................................................293.95

PIXMobile AV7 Series
with Metal Cabinet and 22 x 32˝ Top Shelf
4863 (ADVT7ULC49)
49 x 32 x 24˝ (HWD) UL listed cart with 5˝ casters, safety belt, and secure
steel cabinet with a hinged locking door. Weighs 106 lbs ...............441.95

4853

7003

PIXMobile AV8 Series
with Wide Base and 24 x 38˝ Top Shelf
7262 (ADAV841)
41 x 38 x 24˝ (HWD). It weighs 78 lbs. Recommended for use with 38˝
monitors. Comes with 5˝ casters ..............................................................323.50
7003 (ADAV844LT)
44 x 38 x 24˝ (HWD). It weighs 109 lbs. It incorporates 8˝ pneumatic
wheels (2 swivel with brake and 2 non-swivel), for a cushioned ride
and greater maneuverability with a heavy load.................................437.95

Pre-Assembled Projection Cart Accessories
Skirting Kits
Dress-up and conceal equipment on your pre-assembled carts with this
black poly knit skirting. Available for 26˝ to 54˝ high carts.
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7065 (ADDKAV132)
For PIXMobile 4501. 64 x 28˝ .................49.95

7068 (ADDKAV642)
For PIXMobile 4506. 110 x 38˝ ...............84.95

7066 (ADDKAV234)
For PIXMobile 4504. 30 x 84˝ ................59.95

7069 (ADDKAV654)
For PIXMobile 4508. 110 x 50˝ ...............95.95

7067 (ADDKAV242)
For PIXMobile 4505. 84 x 38˝.................72.95

4737
For PIXMobile 4853. 118 x 45˝ ...............93.50

4736 (ADDKAV5W)
For PIXMobile 4998. 50 x 110˝...............84.95

4739
For PIXMobile 7262. 134 x 40˝............103.95

www.bhphotovideo.com
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PIXMATE
PM2 Series Ready-to-Assemble Projection Carts
Easy-to-assemble, the PM2 Series models offer an
18 x 24˝ top shelf and are available in heights from
17-42˝. The PM2C cabinet models also offer an
18 x 24˝ top shelf and are available in heights from
26-42˝. They come with aircraft quality 4˝ casters
and O-rings for smooth, quiet operation. The 7008
and 7012 models are height adjustable in 2˝
increments. The PM2 PIXMate projection carts are
recommended for use with 17-20˝ monitors.
◆

Cabinet models offer storage cabinet measuring 18˝ x 24˝
(DxW) with 17 1⁄4˝ (H) opening

◆

Optional UL listed six outlet surge suppressor or three
outlet electrical assembly with cord wind bracket available

◆

34˝ and 42˝ high models offer a fixed center shelf

7008

PIXMate PM2 Series with 18 x 24˝ Top Shelf

7010

7004 (ADPM217): 17 x 24 x 18˝ (HWD), 33 lbs.................................97.50
7005 (ADPM226): 26 x 24 x 18˝ (HWD), 35 lbs............................102.50
7006 (ADPM234B): 34 x 24 x 18˝(HWD), 46 lbs .............................116.95

PIXMate PM2C Series
with Metal Cabinet and 18 x 24˝ Top Shelf

7007 (ADPM242): 42 x 24 x 18˝(HWD), 47 lbs ...............................118.50

7009 (ADPM2C26B): 26 x 24 x 18˝ (HWD), 56 lbs ........................................................209.50

7008 (ADPM242JB): 42 x 24 x 18˝ (HWD), 45 lbs.
Height adjustable in 2˝ increments...........................................132.50

7010 (ADPM2C34B): 34 x 24 x 18˝(HWD), 66 lbs............................................................222.50

5574 (ADPM2S1B): Extra 24 x 18˝ shelf, 9 lbs................................56.50

7012 (ADPM2C42JB): 42 x 24 x 18˝ (HWD), 68 lbs. Height adjustable...................238.95

7011 (ADPM2C42B): 42 x 24 x 18˝(HWD), 67 lbs...........................................................223.50

Skirting Kits for Ready-To-Assemble Projection Carts
Dress-up and conceal equipment on your
ready-to-assemble carts with this black
poly knit skirting. Kits are available for
carts from 26˝ to 54˝ high.

7066 (ADDKAV234)
For PIXMate 7006. 30 x 84˝ .................59.95
7067 (ADDKAV242)
For PIXMate 7007. 84 x 38˝..................72.95
4708 (ADDKPL226)
For PIXMate 4690. 94 x 22˝ .................56.50
4709 (ADDKPL234)
For PIXMate 4691. 84 x 38˝ ..................59.50

4710 (ADDKPL242)
For PIXMate 4692. 112 x 38˝................72.95

4739 (ADDKAV7UL)
For PIXMate 7079. 134 x 40˝.............103.95

4736 (ADDKAV5W)
For PIXMate 6025. 50 x 110˝...............84.95

4694 (ADDKPL927R)
For PIXMate 4700. 122 x 40˝................64.95

7068 (ADDKAV642)
For PIXMate 7015. 110 x 38˝.................84.95
7069 (ADDKAV654)
For PIXMate 7019. 110 x 50˝.................95.95
4737
For PIXMate 5904. 118 x 45˝................93.50
4738 (ADDKPM754J)
For PIXMate 4774. 118 x 50˝.....................Call

4705 (ADDKPL940R)
For PIXMate 4701. 122 x 36˝ ................79.95
4706 (ADDKPL948R)
For PIXMate 4702 ...................................95.95
4707 (ADDKPL954R)
For PIXMate 4703.................................103.95
4740 (ADDKPM1049J)
For PIXMate 4889 and 7293.............109.95

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821
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PIXMATE
PM Series Ready-to-Assemble Projection Carts
Easy-to-assemble, the PM5 series is recommended for
use with 25-27˝ monitors, the PM6 series for 25-29˝
monitors, the PM7 series for 32˝ monitors, the PM8
series for 38˝ monitors and the PM10 series is for use
with 36-40˝ monitors. Cabinet models offers secure
steel enclosure with hinged locking door.

PIXMate PM5 Series
with Wide Base and 20 x 30˝ Top Shelf
6025 (ADPM5W54B)
54 x 30 x 20˝ (HWD), 63 lbs. Height adjustable in 2˝ increments ..........188.50
5364 (ADPM5S1B)
Extra 20 x 30˝ wide base shelf ...........................................................................59.50
6026 (ADPM5UL49JB)
49 x 30 x 20˝(HWD), 65 lbs. This UL listed cart includes 5˝ casters and a
safety belt. It is height adjustable in 2˝ increments ................................214.50

PIXMate PM6 Series with 25 x 30˝ Shelves
7014 (ADPM634B)
34 x 30 x 25˝ (HWD), 61 lbs....169.95

7019 (ADPM654B)
54 x 30 x 25˝ (HWD), 64 lbs ...176.95

7015 (ADPM642B)
42 x 30 x 25˝ (HWD), 62 lbs ...172.95

7020 (ADPM654JB)
54 x 30 x 25˝ (HWD), 65 lbs. This
cart is height adjustable in 2˝
increments................................174.95

7016 (ADPM642JB)
42 x 30 x 25˝ (HWD), 63 lbs. This
cart is height adjustable in 2˝
increments................................177.95
7017 (ADPM648B)
48 x 30 x 25˝ (HWD), 63 lbs ...173.95
7018 (ADPM6M48B)
48 x 30 x 25˝ (HWD), 77 lbs. This
unit has 4 shelves ..................233.95

6026

7021 (ADPM654B)
54 x 30 x 25˝ (HWD), 78 lbs. This
unit has 4 shelves ..................239.95
7022 (ADPM6M54JB)
54 x 30 x 25˝ (HWD), 79 lbs. This
4-shelf unit is height adjustable in
2˝ increments ..........................239.95

5361 (ADPM654B) Extra 25 x 30˝ shelf.................................................................59.95

7031

◆

PM5 models have 20 x 30˝ top with an adjustable center shelf for
components. They offer a wide base for added stability when
moving heavier monitors or televisions. The 6026 cart is UL listed
and includes 5˝ casters and a safety belt.

◆ The

PM6 Series offers models that have a 25 x 30˝ top in either
standard or cabinet style carts

◆

PM7 models have a 22 x 32˝ top in either standard or cabinet style.
The 5998 is UL listed and includes 5˝ casters and safety belt

◆

PM8 and PM10 models have a wide base and 24 x 38˝ top shelf.
The 7079 cart comes standard with 8˝ pneumatic tires instead of
the usual 4˝ casters.

◆

An optional UL listed six outlet surge suppressor or three outlet
electrical assembly with cord wind bracket available.
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PIXMate PM6C Series
with Metal Cabinet and 25 x 30˝ Shelves
7023 (ADPM6C26B)
26 x 30 x 25˝ (HWD), 74 lbs...251.95

7029 (ADPM6C54)
54 x 30 x 25˝ (HWD), 89 lbs...287.50

7024 (ADPM6C34B)
34 x 30 x 25˝ (HWD), 86 lbs...279.95

7030 (ADPM6C54JB)
54 x 30 x 25˝ (HWD), 90 lbs. This
cart is height adjustable in 2˝
increments ...............................288.50

7025 (ADPM6C42B)
42 x 30 x 25˝ (HWD), 87 lbs...283.50
7026 (ADPM6C42JB)
42 x 30 x 25˝ (HWD), 88 lbs. This
cart is height adjustable in 2˝
increments ...............................293.95
7027 (ADPM6C48B)
48 x 30 x 25˝ (HWD), 88 lbs...285.95

7031 (ADPM6CM54B)
54 x 30 x 25˝ (HWD), 103 lbs. This
unit has 3 shelves ..................353.50
7032 (ADPM6CM54JB)
54 x 30 x 25˝ (HWD), 104 lbs. This
3-shelf unit is height adjustable in
2˝ increments ..........................353.50

7028 (ADPM6CM48B)
48 x 30 x 25˝ (HWD), 102 lbs. This unit has 3 shelves.................................349.95
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PIXMATE
PM Series Ready-to-Assemble Projection Carts
PIXMate PM7 Series
with 22 x 32˝ Top Shelf

PIXMate PM8 Series
with Wide Base and 24 x 38˝ Top Shelf

5904 (ADPM748B)
48 x 32 x 22˝ (HWD), 66 lbs. Height adjustable in 2˝ increments...209.95

7263 (ADPM841)
41 x 38 x 24˝ (HWD), 80 lbs. Comes with 5˝ casters.................................279.50

5998 (ADPM7UL49JB)
49 x 32 x 22˝ (HWD), 69 lbs. This UL listed cart includes 5˝ casters and a
safety belt. It is height adjustable in 2˝ increments .........................259.95

7079 (ADPM844LT)
41 x 38 x 24˝ (HWD), 112 lbs. It incorporates 8˝ pneumatic wheels
(2 swivel with brake and 2 non-swivel), for a cushioned ride and greater
maneuverability with a heavy load ............................................................469.95

4774 (ADPM754JB)
54 x 32 x 22˝(HWD), 69 lbs. Height adjustable in 2˝ increments ....227.50

PIXMate PM7C Series with Metal Cabinet,
Wide Base and 22 x 32˝ Top Shelf
7070 (ADPM7C48JB)
48 x 32 x 22˝ (HWD), 94 lbs. Height adjustable in 2˝ increments...427.50
7145 (ADPM7C54JB)
54 x 32 x 22˝ (HWD), 96 lbs. Height adjustable in 2˝ increments.....439.50

PIXMate PM10 Series
with Wide Base and 25 x 42˝ Top Shelf
4889 (ADPM1049JB)
49 x 42 x 25˝ (HWD), 84 lbs. Height adjustable in 2˝ increments.......298.95
7293 (ADPM1052JLT)
52 x 42 x 25˝ (HWD), 116 lbs. Height adjustable in 2˝ increments.
It has 8˝ pneumatic wheels for greater maneuverability....................488.95

Ready-to-Assemble Plastic Carts
Lightweight, so they are easy to move and assemble, yet strong and durable, these carts feature shelves molded from
high-density polyethylene plastic and legs constructed from PVC pipe with 4˝ casters. The PL2 series holds monitors up to
19˝ diagonal, the PL9 series offers reinforced top shelf for added strength and holds monitors up to 25˝ diagonal. Their
top shelf offers cord management hole and built-in handle. An optional three-outlet electrical assembly with 20´ cord
and wind bracket is also available.
PIXMate Plastic Cart with 18 x 24˝ Shelf
4690 (ADPL226): 26 x 24 x 18˝ (HWD), 20 lbs .....................................................93.50
4691 (ADPL234): 34 x 24 x 18˝ (HWD), 26 lbs ...................................................104.95
4692 (ADPL242): 42 x 24 x 18˝ (HWD), 26 lbs...................................................112.95
4693 (ADPLE3): UL-listed 3-outlet electrical assembly with 20´ cord and
molded plug that can be added to the PIXMate ........................................28.50

PIXMate Plastic Cart with 24 x 32˝ Shelf
4700 (ADPL927R): 27 x 32 x 24˝ (HWD), 42 lbs................................................219.50
4701 (ADPL940R): 40 x 32 x 24˝ (HWD), 51 lbs.................................................257.50
4702 (ADPL948R): 48 x 32 x 24˝ (HWD), 55 lbs................................................259.95
4703 (ADPL954R): 54 x 32 x 24˝ (HWD), 59 lbs................................................274.50
4704 (ADPL9DUOR): 54 x 32 x 24˝ (HWD), 60 lbs. The height on this cart is
adjustable from 27˝ to 54˝ ................................................................................287.50

4702
4691

4693 (ADPLE3): UL-listed 3-outlet electrical assembly with 20´ cord and
molded plug that can be added to the PIXMate ........................................28.50

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821
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PIXMATE & PIXMOBILE
Multi-Purpose Overhead
Projection Carts and Stands
Choose from a variety of styles to suit your specific projection needs.
The PIXMobile and PIXMate models are ideal for overhead projectors
featuring added work shelves for reference or presentation materials.
Work shelves on the 5721, 5893 and 5864 models fold down for easy
storage. PIXMobile models adjust in cart height and well depth to
accommodate various projectors. They are also partially assembled for
convenience and arc welded for added strength.
The 90002 Universal Projector Cart handles projectors up to 100 lbs.
5531
Two adjustable shelves place the projector at optimum height for sitting
or standing presentations. It includes an integrated pencil tray and carpet
casters for easy mobility. An optional side platform holds presentation or reference materials
for added convenience.
The 90003 overhead projection cart on heavy-duty casters provides the presenter with the option to sit or stand during
the presentation. The projector shelf has two height positions. An optional side platform holds presentation or reference
materials for added convenience.
An optional UL listed six outlet surge suppressor or three outlet electrical assembly with cord wind bracket is available for
each of these carts and stands.
PIXMobile Overhead Carts
with 16 x 201⁄2˝ Projection Well
5721 (ADAVOH2939): 39 x 20 x 22˝ (HWD), 52 lbs. Work shelves fold down for
easy storage. Adjustable cart height and well depth.............................176.95
5531 (ADAVOH39): 39 x 40 x 22˝ (HWD), 61 lbs. Cart height and well depth
adjust to accommodate various projectors ...............................................253.50

PIXMate Overhead Carts
with 20 x 201⁄2˝ Projection Well
5721

5863 (ADPMOH29B): 29 x 24 x 20˝ (HWD), 49 lbs. Ideal for overhead projectors.
Work shelves fold down for easy storage....................................................149.95
5864 (ADPMOH39B): 39 x 24 x 20˝ (HWD), 49 lbs. Work shelves fold down for
easy storage. Ideal for overhead projectors ...............................................151.95

90002

Projection Carts and Stands
90002 Universal (DAPTU)
30 x 18 x 15 1⁄2˝ (HWD), 27 lbs. This cart holds a projector up to 100 lbs. and
features two adjustable shelves .....................................................................102.95
90003
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90003 OHP-75 (DAOHP75)
30 x 20 x 20˝ (HWD), 34 lbs. The projector shelf has two height positions so
you the option of standing or sitting during the presentation...........116.50
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PIXMATE
Ready-to-Assemble
Projection Tables
The 5208 and the 4614 ship ready-to-assemble and are available in a black
or dove gray powder coated finish. The 5208 has a 13˝ wide projector platform that adjusts from 7˝ to 13˝ deep and is height adjustable from 36 to
42˝. The 4614 features an 18 x 24˝ adjustable projector shelf that is ideal for
use with LCD and DLP projectors and a swivel laptop shelf. The top
projector shelf of both models adjusts to fine tune image on the screen, and
both are compatible with the optional 4836 cabinet for secured storage.
An optional UL listed six outlet surge suppressor or three outlet electrical
assembly with cord wind bracket is also available.

5208

Adjustable Projector Table with 7-13˝ x 12˝ Shelf

Adjustable Projector Table with 18˝ x 24˝ Shelf

5208 (ADAPT42B): 42 x 27 ⁄4 x 26 ⁄4˝ (HWD), 67 lbs.......................................316.95

4614 (ADAPT242B): 42 x 27 3⁄4 x 361⁄4˝ (HWD), 93 lbs .....................................394.95

3

1

4836 (ADAPTC): Cabinet with locking door for
the 5208 and and 4614. 43 lbs..........................Call

4876 (ADAP2LS)
Extra swivel laptop shelf for the 4614............Call

4878 (ADAP2KS)
Keyboard shelf for the 4614...............................Call

M O B I L E W O R K S TAT I O N S
Mobile Computer Tables
The 7049 and 7001 Mobile Computer Tables are the universal
solutions for computer-based multi-media presentations
using an overhead or video projector. These heavy duty
carts are finished in a durable black powder coat.
7049 (ADAVEC44JLT)
44 x 40 x 22˝ (HWD), 106 lbs. The 7049 has 3 reinforced shelves, and
incorporates 8˝ pneumatic wheels (2 swivel with brake and 2 non-swivel),
for a cushioned ride and greater maneuverability......................................494.95
7001 (ADAVCT654):
54 x 30 x 25˝ (HWD), 109 lbs. This cart is adjustable from 36˝ to 54˝ in height.
It hasa slide-out keyboard shelf with a mouse tray....................................432.95
7001

5123 (ADSKB)
Keyboard shelf for the 7049 Computer Table. 19 lbs ..................................149.50
7049

6068 (ADAVECFS)
Flip-up middle shelf for the 7049 Computer Table. 9 lbs ............................59.95

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821
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PROJECTOR STANDS
90004: PH 800-1250 (DAPH8001250)
This stand supports up to 70 lbs., making it ideal for overhead,
LCD and slide projectors. It adjusts in height in 2˝ increments
from 33˝- 49 1⁄2˝. Built-in safety rails prevent equipment from
sliding off. 211⁄2 x 16 x 20˝, 24 lbs ..............................................107.95
90101: PHT 800-1250 (DAPHT8001250)
Same as above except it has a shelf with 15° tilt for keystone
adjustment. Dimensions are 211⁄2 x 16 x 20˝, 24 lbs...........128.50

90001

90095: Stand Master I (DASM1)
The Stand Master I features two sturdy wheels for easy
movement. The height of both the upper and lower shelves
can be adjusted simply and safely with the gas pneumatic
spring system. 49 x 133⁄4 x 17 3⁄4˝, 32 lbs...................................312.95
90096

90096: Stand Master II (DASM2)
Similar to the Stand Master I, the Stand Master II features two
sturdy wheels. It is height adjustable in a continuous
movement using a crank. 47 1⁄4 x 17 3⁄4 x 251⁄2˝, 51 lbs..........499.95
90001: Gigant (DAPSG)
A portable folding projector stand that supports up to
100 lbs. Ideal for LCD video projectors, the top platform
adjusts down 3° and up 18° to eliminate keystoning.
Dimensions are 45 x 16 x 20˝, it weighs 24 lbs......................82.95

90095
90004

Project-O-Stands
With their telescoping aluminum legs, the Project-O-Stand and Deluxe Project-O-Stand are the ultimate in portability,
durability and versatility. They have a non-skid platform that supports up to 125 lbs. with the legs completely extended.
Their height is adjustable from 32˝ to 56˝. Removable legs clamp to the back of the platform. Use them for projectors,
speakers, audio visual or multi-media components. An optional accessory shelf is compatible with both stands.
42068 - 203 Project-O-Stand (DA203)
Dimensions are 10 1⁄2 x 18 x 56˝. It supports 85 lbs. with its legs fully extended.
Rubber tipped feet assure steadiness. 113⁄4 x 19˝ shelf, 11 lbs ......................139.95
42067 - 425 Deluxe Project-O-Stand (DA425)
Dimensions are 17 x 25 x 56˝. It supports 125 lbs. when its legs are fully
extended. 17 x 25˝ shelf, 14 lbs ...............................................................................163.95
42071 - 208 Accessory Shelf (DAAS)
Convenient 22 1⁄4˝ x 14 3⁄4˝ accessory shelf can be used on all Project-O-Stands
to create a storage place for dissolve units, trays, cassettes, and presentation
materials. Weighs 6 lbs .................................................................................................33.95

42068

42072 - PB-S Piggy Back Stand (DAPBS)
This lightweight, collapsible stand allows you to place two projectors
“piggyback” style for exact overlapping of on-screen images......................41.95
42067

Accessory Shelf
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69834 (DAPSS425B): Black 17 x 25˝
skirt for 42067 stand................152.50

69836 (DAPSS203B): Black 111⁄4 x 19˝
skirt for 42068 stand................129.50

69835 (DAPSS425BL): Blue 17 x 25˝
skirt for 42067 stand................152.50

69837 (DAPSS203BL): Blue 111⁄4 x 19˝
skirt for 42068 stand...............129.50
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BACKGROUND STANDS
Da-Lites’ extra light BGS
(Background Stand) System is
convenient for on-location work
where portability is required.
The Deluxe Background Stand
Systems are available in one and
three crossbar models with
heavy duty 11⁄8˝ and 1˝ tubing
to hold the heaviest roll of
backdrop or drapes.

Deluxe Background System
with Three Crossbars
BGS System

B AC KG R O U N D S TA N D S
BGS Background System with One Crossbar (DABGS)

Height

Crossbar Width

Weight

51-100˝

63-116˝

12 lbs.

Deluxe Background System with One Crossbar (DABGSD1)
Deluxe Background System with Three Crossbars (DABGSD3)

BGA Attachment Clamps (DABGA)
Set of two attacment clamps accommodates
a second or third roll of paper on the
Background Stands, the BG-M2 Double Roll
Wall Mount, or on any 7/8˝ tubing.............31.95
BG-M1 Single Roll Wall Mount (DABGWMS)
Set of two 4 1⁄2˝ diameter aluminum castings,
each with a 3/8˝ x 2 1⁄4˝ long stud to support an
optional crossbar..............................................46.95

54-98˝
54-98˝

BG-M2 Double Roll
Wall Mount (DABGWMD)
Set of two satin
anodized aluminum
wall mounts and two
sets of BGA Attachment
Clamps accommodate
optional crossbars. An
optional third set may
be added ................72.95

56-151˝
56-151˝

Price
$

79.50

11 lbs.

$

16 lbs.

$

144.95

226.95

2-CB 2-Section Crossbar (DACB2)
Two-section crossbar available to
hold additional rolls on BGS and
Deluxe Background Stand systems.
Extends 63˝ to 116˝ ...................36.95

2-CB
2-Section
Crossbar

3-CB 3-Section Crossbar (DACB3)
Same as above, the 3-CB threesection crossbar extends from 56˝
to 151˝ ............................................35.95

Cart and Stand Accessories
3-Outlet Electrical Assembly (ADE3)
Three-outlet electrical with 20´ cord and cord
wind bracket ......................................................28.50
6-Outlet Electrical Assembly (ADE62S)
With surge suppressor, 12´ long cord and cord
wind bracket..........................................................CAll
5˝ Casters
(ADC5)

Replaces the
standard 4˝
casters.
Two locking
and two
non-locking
casters...................................................................37.95

4˝ Casters (ADC4)
Set of 4 replacement casters........................28.50

Loadtoter Kit (ADA575)
This kit includes four 8˝ pneumatic tires, two
rigid and two swivel with mounting brackets
and hardware. It will increase the height of the
cart by 5˝............................................................218.50
Bumper
Guards (4103)
Set of four
bumper guards
protects any
4˝ or 5˝
casters during
transport ..33.95
Loadmaster Package (ADA549)
For the AV2 and PM2 Series only. This package
helps to manages the heaviest loads with
ease, and includes a handle basket, two 10˝
wheels, and equipment guard..................137.95

Safety Belt (ADSB)
Securely fasten monitors
and projectors to your
cart with this cinchable
style belt. Tested for
600 lbs ........................29.95
Ratchet Belt (ADA552R)
Securely fasten your monitor or projector to
your cart with this ratchet-style safety belt.
Tested for 600 lbs .............................................26.95
14˝ x 18˝ Rubber Mat (ADRM1418) .................7.95
18˝ x 24˝ Rubber Mat (ADRM1824).................9.95
20˝ x 30˝ Rubber Mat (ADRM2030) ..............11.95
25˝ x 30˝ Rubber Mat (ADRM2530) .............12.95
22˝ x 32˝ Rubber Mat (ADRM2232) .............12.95

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821
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PRESENTATION/AV CARTS
Diversity Lectern
Mobile lectern, projection station or stand up workstation.
◆ Adjusts from 37 1⁄2” to 451⁄2” in height for stand up

◆

Top and middle shelves features security
rails to safeguard equipment.

◆

Rolls out of the way when not in use on
3” casters (2 locking).

◆

Black steel frame and T-molding with
medium oak tops.

presentations.
◆

Top shelf measures 23 3⁄4 x 12” (WD), middle shelf
measures 183⁄4” x 15 3⁄4” (WD), slanted shelf (-40°)
measures 141⁄2 x 113⁄4” (WD).

◆

Storage box interior measures 141⁄2 x 18 3⁄4 x 91⁄2” (HWD)
to hold small CPUs, books, binders or equipment.

Diversity Lectern (89786): 371⁄2 - 451⁄2 x 233⁄4 x 26” (HWD), weighs 47 lbs ..................................................CALL

Web AV Cart
Compact cart that is ideal for use as a stand-up worstation or AV cart.
◆

Adjusts in height from 38 1⁄2” to 44 1⁄2”.

◆

Keyboard/laptop shelf measures 24 x 14” (WD).

◆

Width is 24” without CPU holder.

◆

Bottom panel holds a printer or supplies.

◆

Top shelf measures 24 x 18” (WD) and easily
accommodates a standard monitor or LCD
projector.

◆

Includes a CD rack, 3” heavy-duty locking
casters, and an adjustable, interchangeable
CPU holder.

◆

Black tops with black frame

Web AV Cart (85052): 381⁄2 - 441⁄2 x 34 x 31” (HWD), weighs 44 lbs...................................................................CALL
4-Outlet Electrical Assembly (66450): For Web AV Cart with a 25’ cord..................................................CALL

The Role Model
Finally, an AV cart designed to house all your equipment including rack
mounted components.
◆

18 x 18” (WD) pneumatic shelf adjusts from
34” to 44” (H) for holding document camera, etc.

◆

Two additional 20 x 17 2⁄3 x 41⁄2” (WDH) shelves
are stationary for equipment storage when
unit is locked.

◆

22 x 18” (WD) lift lid with cut-out for routing
cables and electrical.

◆

Lift lid and hinged front door lock when
closed to secure equipment.

◆

22 x 12” (WD) stationary top shelf for LCD
projector.

◆

Side magnet secures door to open position
when unit is in use.

◆

20 x 121⁄2” (WD) pull-out keyboard shelf for
laptop.

◆

Cut out in back lower panel and swing door
allows for ventilation and cable routing.

◆

201⁄2 x 17 3⁄4 x 31⁄4” (WDH) top stationary shelf
houses electrical surge protector and cords.

◆

3” casters (2 locking) for mobility.

◆

Black laminate with black frame.

The Role Model (89821): 34-44” x 48 ⁄2 x 24” (HWD), weighs 146 lbs.
1

6-Outlet Surge Protector (64320): Includes six electrical outlets and phone/modem ports.
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PRESENTATION/AV CARTS
Proview AV Cart

Presentation Cart

Deluxe double pneumatic adjustable stand

Keep laptops, LCD or
projection equipment at the
right height

◆

Platforms pneumatically adjust
in height; one from 341⁄2” to 441⁄2”
and the other 281⁄2” to 381⁄2”.

◆

Large platform measures
18 x 24” (DW), smaller platform
is 18 x 18” (DW).

◆

◆

Features a storage security box
(131⁄2 x 16 x 121⁄2” HWD) to secure
your laptop and LCD projector.
Includes 3” casters (2 locking).

ProView AV Cart (82692)
341⁄2 - 44 1⁄2 x 32 x 24” (HWD), 93 lbs.

◆

Stand up or sit down, adjusts
from 14” to 391⁄2” in height

◆

Holds all your equipment on 3
sturdy 18” W shelves that adjust
in 11⁄4” increments.

◆

3” casters (2 locking) for easier
movement between rooms.

◆

Grommets keep cords managed between shelves.

◆

Top shelf measures 18” x 16” (WD); lap top shelf measures 18” x 14”
(WD), bottom shelf measures 18” x 18” (WD).

Presentation Cart (89759): 401⁄4 ” x 18” x 30” (HWD), weighs 46 lbs.

Big Flip and Flip AV Stations
Perfect for overhead
and LCD projectors,
these AV stations
have flip up platforms
to expand workspace,
but fold down for
storage.

PBL AV Cart
Compact projection stand for
presentations
◆ Top platform adjusts from 411⁄2” x 47 1⁄2”

WD in height.
◆ Middle platform extends outward for

easy access to laptop.

◆ Includes height

◆ Lower wrap-lock stability panel pro-

adjustable slide-out
middle shelf.

vides storage.
◆ Includes 3” casters (2 locking).

◆ Big Flip middle shelf

◆ Black tops with black frame.

adjusts in height from
18” to 37”.
◆

Flip middle shelf adjusts in height from18” to 29 ⁄2”.

◆

2” casters (2 locking) included.

PBL AV Cart (81052)
411⁄2” - 471⁄2” x 18 x 20” (HWD), weighs 34 lbs.

1

Flip (49592): Available with
Metallic Gray platforms and Silver
frame. 29” x 43” x 18” (HWD), it
weighs 31 lbs.

Big Flip: Available with Black/
Black frame (89763) or Metallic
Gray/Silver (49692) frame. 401⁄2” x
43” x 18” (HWD), weighs 33 lbs.

View-Rite AV Cart
A double pneumatic adjustable stand,
the View-Rite is a compact and elegant
solution. The 18” x 18” platforms adjust
independently. 3” casters (2 locking)
provide safe mobility from room to
room. Black tops with black frame.

View-Rite (85352)
341⁄2” - 441⁄2” x 32” x 24” (WD), 52 lbs.

Multi-Media Presentation Station
◆

Durable steel presentation station holds a computer system
and 36” TV, and includes a
pull-out keyboard shelf and
mouse platform.

◆

Designed for sit down presentations with side access.

◆

Steel back panel offers extra
strength and support.

◆

9” x 27” x 5” (HWD) cable tray
and top shelf grommet.

◆

Includes 5” heavy-duty casters.

Multi-Media Cart (89758): 52 3⁄4” x 41” x 311⁄2” (HWD), it weighs 138 lbs.

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821
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TV CARTS
Wide-Body TV Carts
The pyramid design of Bretford’s Wide Body TV Carts provides the safety and support you need for large
monitors. All carts feature 18-gauge steel tubing, rounded shelf edges, smooth rolling casters and a square
locking design for easy assembly. Shelves are constructed from 18-gauge steel with 20-gauge steel stiffener.
Black textured powder paint finish will withstand years of use. “E” and “M” models include a UL and C-UL
listed, 2 or 3-outlet electrical unit (depending on the model) with 20´ extension cord and a cord winder.
◆

Choose from a variety of different cart sizes to put your monitor at a convenient height for all viewers.

◆

All steel construction with black textured powder paint finish will withstand years of use

◆

Grommet hole at rear of shelf provides cord management for your equipment

◆ Wide-body,
◆

pyramid design ensures superior stability even when transporting heaviest loads

Smooth rolling casters allow for easy maneuverability

BBUL44 • BBUL44-C4 • BBUL44-M4
UL Listed Wide-Body Carts for 25-27˝ TVs
Bretford’s open shelf wide-body TV carts, BBUL44, BBUL44-C4 and BBUL44-M4
are UL listed for safety and have the strength and stability to support heavy
audio visual equipment. Large television monitors of up to 27˝ diagonal
screens are easily supported. The wide-body design provides an oversized base
shelf for greater stability especially during transport and includes a safety belt
for the monitor.

BBUL44

◆

Pyramid design and steel construction
provide support for large monitors

◆

Steel construction with black powder paint
finish

◆

Recommended for use with up to a 27˝
diagonal TV monitor

◆

◆

Meets UL standards for institutional audio
visual carts

◆

4-inch “Quite-Glide” stem casters, 2 fixed
and 2 swivel with locking brakes

BBUL44-C4 comes with a 2-outlet, UL-listed
electrical unit with a 20´ power cord and
built in cord winder, BBUL44-M4 includes a
3-outlet, UL-listed electrical unit with a 20
foot power cord and built in cord winder.

◆

Includes an adjustable SB safety belt to
secure the monitor to the top shelf

BBUL44 (BRBBUL44)
UL Listed Wide-Body TV Cart ................................................................................................................................189.95
BBUL44-C4 (BRBBUL44C4)
Same as above but includes a UL-listed two-outlet electrical assembly .........................................216.95
BBUL44-M4 (BRBBUL44M4)
Same as above but includes a UL-listed three-outlet electrical assembly .....................................222.50
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◆ They

ship ready to assemble in one carton

S P E C I F I C AT I O N S
Dimensions Overall
Top Shelves
Bottom Shelf
Top to Middle Shelf
Middle to Bottom Shelf
Weight

32 x 27 1⁄2 x 44˝ (WxDxH)
32 x 22˝ (WxD)
32 x 27 1⁄2˝ (WxD)
10 1⁄2˝
23˝
59 lbs.
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TV CARTS
BBUL4435-P5 • BBUL4435-M5
UL Listed Wide-Body Carts for TVs up to 35˝
Bretford’s open shelf wide-body TV carts, BBUL4435-P5 and BUL4435-M5,
have the strength and stability to support heavy audio/visual
equipment. Large television monitors of up to 35˝ diagonal screens
are easily supported. Their wide-body design provides an oversized base
shelf for greater stability especially during transport.
◆

UL tip tested for safety for a 35˝
diagonal TV monitor.

◆

◆ Wide

BBUL4435-P
◆

S P E C I F I C AT I O N S
Overall Dimensions

36 1⁄4 x 28 3⁄4 x 44˝ (WxDxH)

Top/Middle Shelves

361⁄4 x 233⁄4˝ (WxD)

Bottom Shelf

361⁄4 x 283⁄4˝ (WxD)

Top to Middle Shelf

◆

5˝ plate casters, two lock and two fixed.

Includes a SBCL - ratcheted safety belt.

◆

Sturdy steel construction finished in
black powder paint.

◆

Ships ready to assemble in one carton
pack

two shelves include grommet holes
for cord management.

BBUL4435-P5 (BRBBUL4435P5)
UL Listed Wide-Body TV Cart ...................................................................................................................284.95

221⁄2˝

BBUL4435-M5 (BRBBUL4435M5)
Same as above but includes a UL-listed 3-outlet electrical assembly .................................317.50

93 lbs.

Weight

body design provides superior
stability.

◆ Top

10 1⁄2˝

Middle to Bottom Shelf

BBUL4435-M5 includes a UL listed
3-outlet electrical unit with 20´ power
cord.

BBUL4440-P5 • BBUL4440-M5
UL Listed Wide-Body Carts for TVs up to 40˝
Bretford’s open shelf wide-body TV carts have the strength and stability to
support heavy audio/visual equipment. Large television monitors of up to
40˝ diagonal screens are easily supported. Their wide body design provides
an oversized base shelf for greater stability especially during transport.
◆

UL tip tested for safety with TVs/monitors
up to 40˝ diagonal

◆

BBUL4440-M5 includes a UL listed 3-outlet
electrical unit with 20´ power cord.

◆

Wide body design lowers the center of
gravity and provides superior stability.

◆

5˝ plate casters, two swivel and lock and
two fixed.

◆

Includes a SBCL - ratcheted safety belt to
secure the TV monitor to the top shelf.

◆

Sturdy steel construction has a 30%
post-consumer recycled content and
finished in a durable and environmentally
friendly black powder paint.

Overall Dimensions

40 x 321⁄2 x 44˝ (WxDxH)

Ships ready to assemble in one carton

Top/Middle Shelves

40 x 27 1⁄2˝ (WxD)

Bottom Shelf

40 x 321⁄2˝ (WxD)

◆ Top

two shelves include grommet holes
for cord management.
◆

BBUL4440-P5 (BRBBUL4440P5)
UL Listed Wide-Body TV Cart .......................................................................................................................299.95
BBUL4440-M5 (BRBBUL4440M5)
Same as above but includes a UL-listed three-outlet electrical assembly ............................329.95

BBUL4440-P

S P E C I F I C AT I O N S

Top to Middle Shelf

10 1⁄2˝

Middle to Bottom Shelf

221⁄2˝

Weight

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821

108 lbs.
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BB44-P4 • BB44-E4 • BB44-M4
Wide-Body Carts for 25-27˝ TVs/Monitors
Bretford’s open shelf wide-body TV carts, BB44- P4, BB44-E4 and BB44-M4
have the strength and stability to support heavy audio visual equipment.
Large television monitors of up to 27˝ diagonal screens are easily supported
on the BB44. The wide-body design provides an oversized base shelf that
lowers the center of gravity and provides greater stability especially during
transport. Moves easily on 4˝ swivel casters, two with locking brakes.
◆

Wide-body, pyramid design and
steel construction lowers the
center of gravity for superior
stability with heavy TV monitors

◆

All steel construction with a durable black textured
powder paint finish

◆

Optional UL & C-UL listed 2- and 3-outlet electrical
units included with the BB44-E4 and BB44-M4.
Both come with a 20´ power cord and built-in
cord winder.

◆

44˝ height puts monitor at
convenient height for all viewers

◆

Recommended for use with up
to a 27˝ diagonal monitor

◆

Electrical units attach to pre-drilled holes on the
top or middle shelf.

◆

4˝ stem casters - two locking

◆

Grommet hole at rear of shelf for cord management

BB44-P4 (BRBB44P4): Wide-Body TV Cart ....................................................................................................153.50
BB44-E4 (BRBB44E4): Same as above with a UL-listed 2-outlet electrical assembly ..............179.50
BB44-M4 (BRBB44M4): Same as above with a UL-listed 3-outlet electrical assembly ...........184.95

BB44-P4

BB48-P4 • BB48-E4 • BB48-M4
Wide-Body Carts for 25-27˝ TVs/Monitors
Bretford’s extra-high, open shelf wide-body TV carts, BB48- P4, BB48-E4 and
BB48-M4 have the strength and stability to support heavy audio visual
equipment. Large monitors of up to 27˝ diagonal screens are easily supported
on the BB48. The wide-body design provides an oversized base shelf that lowers
the center of gravity and provides greater stability especially during transport.
◆

Wide-body, pyramid design and steel
construction lowers the center of gravity
for superior stability with heavy TV monitors

◆

4˝ stem casters - two locking

◆

Optional UL & C-UL listed 2- and 3-outlet
electrical units included with the BB48-E4
and BB48-M4. Both come with a 20´ power
cord and built-in cord winder.

◆

48˝ height puts monitor at convenient
height for all viewers

◆

Recommended for use with up to a 27˝
diagonal monitor

◆

Electrical units attach to pre-drilled holes on
the top or middle shelf.

◆

All steel construction with a durable black
textured powder paint finish

◆

Grommet hole at rear of shelf for cord
management

BB48-P4 (BRBB48P4): Wide-Body TV Cart...............................................................................................................169.95
BB48-E4 (BRBB48E4): Same as above but with a UL-listed 2-outlet electrical assembly ...............197.95
BB48-M4 (BRBB48M4): Same as above but with a UL-listed a 3-outlet electrical assembly .........203.50
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BB54-P4 • BB54-E4 • BB54-M4
Wide-Body Carts for 25-27˝ TVs/Monitors
The BB54 has the strength and stability to support heavy audio visual equipment.
Large television monitors of up to 27˝ diagonal screens are easily supported on
the BB54. Its wide-body design provides an oversized base shelf for greater stability
especially during transport.

SPECIFICATIONS

Wide-body pyramid design and steel
construction provides superior stability
for even the heaviest of TV monitors.

◆

54˝ height puts monitor at convenient
height for all viewers.

◆

All steel construction with black finish

◆

4˝ stem casters - two locking.

◆

Top and middle shelf have a rear grommet hole for
easy management of power and data cables.

◆

Optional UL & C-UL listed 2- and 3-outlet electrical
units included with the BB54-E4 and BB54-M4. Both
come with a 20´ power cord and built-in cord winder.

◆

Electrical units attach to pre-drilled holes in the top
or middle shelf.

BB54-P4 (BRBB54P4): Wide-Body TV Cart ...................................................................................................................188.95
BB54-E4 (BRBB54E4): Same as above with a UL-listed two-outlet electrical assembly.........................214.95
BB54-M4 (BRBB54M4): Same as above with a UL-listed three-outlet electrical assembly ..................219.95

BB54-P4

Overall Dimensions (WxDxH)

◆

BB44-P4

BB48-P4

BB54-P4

BB54SX-P4

32 x 27 1⁄2 x 44˝

32 x 27 1⁄2 x 48˝

32 x 27 1⁄2 x 54˝

32 x 27 1⁄2 x 54˝

32 x 22˝

32 x 22˝

32 x 22˝

32 x 22˝

32 x 27 1⁄2˝

32 x 27 1⁄2˝

32 x 27 1⁄2˝

32 x 27 1⁄2˝

Top/Middle Shelves (WxD)
Bottom Shelf (WxD)
Top to Middle Shelf

10 1⁄2˝

10˝

12˝

20˝

Middle to Bottom Shelf

23˝

261⁄2˝

311⁄2˝

231⁄2˝

60 lbs.

63 lbs.

62 lbs.

74 lbs.

Weight

BB54SX-P4 • BB54SX-E4 • BBSX54-M4
Wide-Body Carts for 25-27˝ TVs/Monitors
BB54SX-P4 has the strength and stability to support heavy AV/video equipment
and holds a television monitors of up to 27˝ diagonal. Adjustable upper middle
shelf, between the top and lower middle shelves, provides extra space for materials.
BB54SX-E4 and BB54SX-M4 come standard with a 2- and 3-outlet, UL listed
electrical unit that attaches to the top shelf.
◆

Wide-body pyramid design and steel
construction lower the center of gravity and
provide superior stability for even the
heaviest of TV monitors.

◆

54˝ height puts monitor at convenient height.

◆

Adjustable shelf between top and middle shelf
provides extra space for materials.

◆

All steel construction with black finish.

◆

4˝ casters, two locking.

◆

Grommet hole at rear of top three shelves for
cord management.

◆

Optional UL & C-UL listed 2- and 3-outlet electrical units included with the BB54SX-E4 and
BB54SX-M4. Both come with a 20´ power cord
and built-in cord winder. Electrical units attach
to pre-drilled holes in the top or middle shelf.

BB54SX-P4 (BRBB54SXP4): Wide-Body TV Cart .............................................................................................................208.50
BB54SX-E4 (BRBB54SXE4): Same as above with a UL-listed 2-outlet electrical assembly .......................233.95
BB54SX-M4 (BRBB54SXM4): Same as above with a UL-listed 3-outlet electrical assembly ....................239.95

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821

BB54SX-P4
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BBLM41 • BBLM41E • BBLM41M
Wide-Body Carts for up to 35˝ TVs/Monitors
Bretford’s open shelf wide-body TV/VCR cart, BBLM41, has the strength and
stability to support heavy A/V video equipment. Large television monitors of
up to 35˝ diagonal screens are easily supported. Its wide-body design provides
an oversized base shelf for greater stability especially during transport.
◆

Pyramid design provides superior stability
and is ideal for transporting today’s larger
television monitors (up to 35˝).

◆

41˝ high with 5˝ plate casters (2 locking) for
easy mobility.

◆

Solid steel construction for heavy-duty
strength and durability.

◆

Die-pressed shelves with smooth rounded
edges will withstand years of use.

◆

Assembles quickly and easily with a
unique ‘Square Lock’ design.

◆

BBLM41E includes a UL listed, 2-outlet
electrical assembly and BBLM41M
includes a UL listed, 3-outlet electrical
assembly. Both come with a 20´ power
cord and built-in cord winder that attaches
to the top shelf using wing nuts and
pre-drilled holes.

BBLM41E

S P E C I F I C AT I O N S
Overall Dimensions
Top Shelves
Bottom Shelf

BBLM41 (BRBBLM41): Wide-Body TV Cart .......................................................................................................277.50
BBLM41E (BRBBLM41E)
Same as above with a UL-listed two-outlet
electrical assembly.......................................303.50

37x 27 1⁄2 x 41” (WxDxH)
37x 24” (WxD)
37x 27 1⁄2” (WxD)

Top to Middle Shelf

BBLM41M (BRBBLM41M)
Same as above with a UL-listed three-outlet
electrical assembly.......................................308.95

10 1⁄2”

Middle to Bottom Shelf
Weight

18”
95 lbs.

BBILS1-P4 • BBILS1-E4 • BBILS1-M4
Wide-Body Carts for Interactive Learning Systems
Bretford’s open shelf Level 1 ILS cart, BBILS1 is designed for interactive learning
systems. Pull-out shelf at stand up height supports scanning materials and
barcode reader. Shelf pulls out to either side. Wide-body design provides an
oversized base shelf for greater stability especially during transport. Has the
strength and stability to support heavy A/V equipment and television monitors
up to 27” diagonal.
◆

BBILS1-P4

S P E C I F I C AT I O N S
Overall Dimensions
Top Shelves
Pull-Out Shelf

19 ⁄2 x 13 ⁄2” (WxD)

Bottom Shelf

32 x 27 1⁄2” (WxD)

Middle to Bottom Shelf
Weight

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO

44” height for easy viewing.

◆

Recommended for use with up to a 27˝
diagonal TV monitor.

◆

Slide out shelf is 39˝ high for easy use while
standing.

32 x 27 ⁄2 x 44” (WxDxH)
32 x 23” (WxD)

Top to Middle Shelf

◆

1

1

1

7 1⁄2”
211⁄2”
72 lbs.

Wide-body, pyramid design lowers the center
of gravIty and provides superior stability for
the heaviest loads.

◆

All steel construction with black finish.

◆

4˝ swivel casters, two with locking brakes.

◆

Grommet hole at rear of shelf for cord
management.

◆

Optional 2- or 3-outlet, UL listed electrical
units BBILS1-E4 and BBILS1-M4, attach to the
top shelf using pre-drilled holes and features
a 20´ power cord and built-in cord winder.

BBILS1-P4 (BRBBILS1P4): Level 1 ILS TV Cart .............................................................................................................209.50
BBILS1-E4 (BRBBILS1E4)
Same as above with a UL-listed two-outlet
electrical assembly ...........................................234.95

www.bhphotovideo.com

BBILS1-M4 (BRBBILS1M4)
Same as above with a UL-listed three-outlet
electrical assembly ...........................................239.95
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BBRB48-P8 • BBRB48-E8 • BBRB48-M8
Wide-Body TV Carts with 8˝ Casters
The BBRB48 has the strength and stability to support heavy audio visual equipment and hold large television monitors of
up to 27˝ diagonal. It’s wide-body design provides an oversized base shelf for greater stability especially during transport.
◆

◆

◆

Features four 8˝ rubber tires, two with locking
breaks. 2 tires swivel and 2 are rigid.

S P E C I F I C AT I O N S

Large tires provide a soft, smooth ride that is ideal
for transporting equipment between buildings and
over doorway thresholds. Pneumatic tires won’t
mark up floors .
Wide-body, pyramid design lowers the center of
gravity and provides superior stability for the heaviest loads.

Overall Dimensions
Top Shelves
Bottom Shelf

BBRB48

32x 27 1⁄2 x 48˝ (WxDxH)
32x 22˝ (WxD)
32x 27 1⁄2˝ (WxD)

Top to Middle Shelf

12˝

Middle to Bottom Shelf

23˝

Weight

94 lbs.

BBRB48-P8 (BRBBRB48P8)
Wide-Body TV Cart with 8˝ Casters ....477.50

◆

48˝ height puts monitor at convenient height.

◆

All steel construction with black finish.

◆

Grommet hole at rear of top two shelves for cord
management.

◆

BBRB48-E8 includes a UL-listed 2-outlet electrical
unit and the BBRB48-M8 includes a UL-listed 3-outlet electrical unit. Both come with a 20´ power
cord, and a built-in cord winder.

BBRB48-E8 (BRBBRB48E8)
Same as above with a UL-listed two-outlet
electrical assembly .....................................503.50
BBRB48-M8 (BRBBRB48M8)
Same as above with a UL-listed three-outlet
electrical assembly .....................................509.50

VTRRB44-P8 •VTRRB44-E8 • VTRRB44-M8
Wide-Body TV Carts with 8˝ Casters
Bretford’s open shelf wide-body TV/VCR cart, VTRRB44, has the strength and
stability to support heavy AV/Video equipment. Large television monitors of up
to 35˝ diagonal screens are easily supported. Its wide-body design provides an
oversized base shelf for greater stability especially during transport.
◆

Pyramid design lowers the center of gravity
and is ideal for transporting today’s larger
televisions between buildings and over
doorway thresholds.

◆

Soft rubber 8˝ casters provide a soft, smooth
ride that won’t mark floors and doesn’t
require inflation. Two casters have locking
brakes.

◆

44˝ high top shelf for easy viewing for all
viewers.

◆

Steel construction provides the strength and
durability for the heaviest of TV monitors.

◆

Constructed with 30% post-consumer recycled
steel and finished in an environmentally
friendly black powder paint.

VTRRB44 with Belt

VTRRB44-P8 (BRVTRRB44P8)
Wide-Body TV Cart with 8˝ Casters ....483.50
VTRRB44-E8 (BRVTRRB44E8)
Same as above with a UL-listed two-outlet
electrical assembly .....................................509.50
VTRRB44-M8 (BRVTRRB44M8)
Same as above with a UL-listed three-outlet
electrical assembly .....................................514.95

◆

Assembles easily with a patented “W” bracket
design that provides superior shelf strength.

◆

Die pressed shelves with smooth rounded
edges, top to shelves include rear grommet
holes for cord management.

◆

VTRRB44-E8 includes a UL-listed 2-outlet
electrical unit and the VTRRB44-M8 includes
a UL-listed 3-outlet electrical unit. Both come
with a 20´ power cord, and a built-in cord
winder.

S P E C I F I C AT I O N S
Overall Dimensions

37 x 271⁄2 x 44˝ (WxDxH)

Top Shelves
Bottom Shelf
Top to Middle Shelf
Middle to Bottom Shelf
Weight

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821

37 x 24˝ (WxD)
37 x 27 1⁄2˝ (WxD)
10 1⁄2˝
18˝
106 lbs.
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TV CARTS
For mid-size monitors, you need the heavy-duty support of Bretford’s TV Carts. Features include 18-gauge solid steel
construction, die-pressed shelves, smooth rounded shelf edges and “Quiet-Glide” casters. Carts assemble quickly and
easily with a unique square locking design. “E” models include a UL and C-UL listed, two-outlet electrical unit with a 20´
extension cord and cord winder. Carts are finished in black powder paint.

MP48-P4 (BRMP48P4)

MP54DX-P4 (BRMP54DXP4)

TV Cart is 48˝ high. It includes 4˝ casters,
two with locking brakes. Black color.
Recommended for use with up to 20˝
diagonal monitors......................................163.50

TV cart is 54˝ high and features five full
shelves. 4˝ casters, two locking. Black color.
Recommended for use with up to 20˝
diagonal monitors ......................................215.95

MP48-E4 (BRMP48E4)

MP54DX-E4 (BRMP54DXE4)

Same as above and includes a two-outlet
electrical assembly.....................................189.50

Same as above and includes a two-outlet
electrical assembly ....................................239.95

MP54-P4

MP54-P4 (BRMP54P4)
TV Cart is 54˝ high. It includes 4˝ casters,
two with locking brakes. Black color.
Recommended for use with up to 20˝
diagonal monitors......................................169.50

MP54-E4 (BRMP54E4)
Same as above and includes a two-outlet
electrical assembly.....................................194.95

MP48-P4

MP54-DX

S P E C I F I C AT I O N S
Overall Dimensions (WxDxH)
Shelf Size (WxD)

MP48-P4

MP54-P4

MP54DX-P4

30 x 20 x 48˝

30 x 20 x 54˝

30 x 20 x 54˝

30 x 20˝

30 x 20˝

30 x 20˝

Top to Middle Shelf (WxD)

17”

23˝

10˝

Middle to Bottom Shelf

20”

26 1⁄2˝

10˝

50 lbs.

51 lbs.

77 lbs.

Weight

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO
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MOBILE MULTIMEDIA WORKSTATIONS
BBILS3: Level 3 ILS Cart (BRBBILS3)
Designed to support a variety of multimedia equipment, this cart features a wide-body
design for extra stability when transporting an entire multimedia system. A pullout keyboard
drawer with mouse pad extender shelf (pulls out 12˝) at sit-down height and pull-out scanner
shelf make transport worry-free. Includes a surge-protected C-UL and UL-Listed, 10-outlet
electrical unit, ratcheted safety belt, and 5˝ plate casters for transporting heavy loads.
Recommended for use with up to 32˝ diagonal monitors.
◆

Wide-body, pyramid design lowers the
center of gravity and provides superior
stability for the heaviest loads.

◆

Features a pull-out keyboard drawer with
mouse pad extender and pull out scanner
shelf.

◆

Keyboard drawer at 261⁄2˝ typing height.

◆

All steel construction with black powder
paint finish for durability.

◆

Includes standard UL listed, 10-outlet
electrical unit and 8´ adjustable safety belt.

◆

5˝ plate casters, two locking, for easy
maneuvering.

◆

Grommet holes on top and middle shelves
with a large cord management bin for
cord organization.

◆

Optional AVB-BK Video Bracket supports a
VCR or DVD player from 8-21˝ W.

BBILS3 (BRBBILS3): Level 3 ILS Cart ...........................................................................................................522.50

S P E C I F I C AT I O N S
BBILS3

BBILSM52-GM

50 ⁄4 x 30 x 54 ⁄2˝

38 x 30 x 52 3⁄4˝

50 x 25-3⁄4˝

38 x 26˝

Bottom Shelf (WxD)

50 x 29 ⁄4˝

38 x 30˝

Top to Middle Shelf

21⁄2˝

Overall Dimensions (WxDxH)
Top and Middle Shelves (WxD)

1

1

3

20˝

1

23 ⁄8 x 23 ⁄8˝

23 ⁄2 x 20 3⁄8˝

23 5⁄8 x 2313⁄16˝

—

Maximum Weight Capacity

410 lbs.

—

Weight

196 lbs.

152 lbs.

Keyboard Shelf
Scanner Shelf

(WxD)

(WxD)

5

BBILS3
shown with the
optional AVB-BK
Accessory Video Bracket

1

1

BBILSM52-GM: Multimedia Presentation Cart (BRBBILSM52-GM)
Designed to support an entire multimedia system including monitor, laser printer, computer
and keyboard. Wide-body, pyramid design provides superior stability for the heaviest loads. It
features a keyboard drawer that pulls out 12˝ with mouse pad extender for easy access.
Grommet holes on top and middle shelves with a large cord management bin for cord
organization. It includes a C-UL and UL Listed 10-outlet electrical unit, a ratcheted safety belt,
and 5˝ plate casters (two rigid, two locking swivel). For use with up to a 32˝ diagonal monitor.
◆

Supports an entire multimedia system
including monitor, laser printer, computer
and keyboard on one portable unit.
pyramid design provides
superior stability for the heaviest loads.

◆

All steel construction with grey powder
paint finish for durability.

◆

Includes standard 10-outlet electrical unit
and ratcheted safety belt.

◆

5˝ plate casters, two locking and two rigid,
for easy maneuvering.

◆

Plenty of storage space on the bottom
shelf for peripheral materials or equipment.

◆ Wide-body,

◆

Features a pull-out keyboard drawer with
mouse pad extender for easy access.

◆

Keyboard drawer at 261⁄2˝ typing height.

BRBBILSM52-GM

BBILSM52-GM (BRBBILSM52-GM): Multimedia Presentation Cart....................................................508.95

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821
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CABINET TV CARTS
Bretford’s pyramid design provides maximum safety and support for today’s
monitors. Equipped with spacious locking cabinets that provide additional
stability when filled, these carts are the number one choice for the display and
storage of AV equipment. All carts feature steel tubing, rounded shelf edges and
a square locking design for easy assembly. Shelves are constructed from steel
with steel stiffener. Black powder paint finish. They roll smoothly on casters
(two of them lock). Grommet holes centrally located in the rear of the top two
shelves neatly manage cords and cables. “E” models include a UL Listed 2-outlet
electrical unit and “M” models include a UL Listed 3-outlet electrical unit . Both
come with a 20´ extension cord and cord winder.
◆

Solid steel construction and black powder paint finish for years of use

◆

Smooth rounded shelf edges give the cart a clean and sleek look

◆

2˝ grommet holes in rear of top two shelves help manage cords and cables

◆

Pyramid design provides maximum support for large monitors

◆

A locking cabinet on each cart secures your valuable AV and electrical equipment.

◆

Each cart comes with 4˝ casters (two lock) for easy mobility

BBC48-P4 • BBC48-E4 • BBC48-M4
Wide-Body Cabinet TV Carts for 27˝ TVs/Monitors
The BBC48-P4 is 48˝ high and features two sturdy shelves plus a lower locking
cabinet. Swivel casters, two locking. Safety belt many be purchased separately.
Designed for use with up to a 27˝ diagonal TV monitor. Maximum support and
stability provided by wide body cart design and lower cabinet. Spacious, locking
cabinet for valuable materials has a rear grommet hole for cord management.
◆

Maximum support and stability provided by
wide body cart design and lower cabinet.

◆

Environmentally-safe black powder paint
finish.

◆

Spacious, locking cabinet for valuable
materials has a rear grommet hole for cord
management.

◆

Rolls smoothly on 4˝ casters, all swivel, two
locking.

◆

Optional UL & C-UL listed 2- and 3-outlet
electrical units included with the BBC48-E4
and BBC48-M4 attach using pre-drilled holes
on the top shelf. Both come with a 20´ power
cord and built-in cord winder.

◆

Solid steel construction with smooth,
rounded edges.

◆

48˝ height for optimal viewing.

BBC48-P4 (BRBBC48P4): UL Listed Wide-Body TV Cart ........................................................................................353.95
BBC48-E4 (BRBBC48E4)
Same as above but includes a UL-listed
two-outlet electrical assembly.....................379.95
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BBC48-M4 (BRBBC48M4)
Same as above but includes a UL-listed
three-outlet electrical assembly..................384.95
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CABINET TV CARTS
BBC54-P4 • BBC54-E4 • BBC54-M4

BBC54-P

Wide-Body Cabinet TV Carts for 27˝ TVs/Monitors
BBC54-P4 (BRBBC54P4): Identical to the BBC48-P4 but combines a wide-body stability with a 54˝
height for optimal viewing. Swivel casters, two locking. Safety belt many be purchased separately.
Designed for use with up to a 27˝ diagonal TV monitor...........................................................................359.50
BBC54-E4 (BRBBC54E4): Same as above except with a UL-listed, 2-outlet electrical assembly with 20´
power cord and built in cord winder attaches using pre-drilled holes on the top shelf..............384.95
BBC54-M4 (BRBBC54M4): Same as above with a UL-listed 3-outlet electrical assembly with 20´ power
cord and built in cord winder. Attaches using pre-drilled holes on the top shelf ..........................389.95

BBULC48 • BBULC48-C4 • BBULC48-M4
Wide-Body Cabinet TV Carts for 32˝ TVs/Monitors
BBULC48 (BRBBULC48)
Identical to the BBC48-P4 but meets UL standards for institutional AV carts. Also features 4˝
casters, two rigid and two swivel. Includes safety belt. Designed for use with up to a 32˝ diagonal
TV monitor .................................................................................................................................................................369.95
BBULC48-C4 (BRBBULC48C4)
Same as above except with a UL-listed, 2-outlet electrical assembly with 20´ power cord and built
in cord winder attaches using pre-drilled holes on the top shelf .........................................................397.50
BBULC48-M4 (BRBBULC48M4)
Same as above with a UL-listed, 3-outlet electrical assembly with 20´ power cord and built in cord
winder. Attaches using pre-drilled holes on the top shelf.......................................................................402.95

BBSC44

BBULC48

BBSC44-P4 • BBSC44-E4 • BBSC44-M4
Wide Body Security Cart with Locking Cabinet
BBSC44-P4 (BRBBSC44P4): The BBSC44-P4 features a locking cabinet to conveniently store equipment and
supplies. It has a 2˝ hole in the cabinet and bottom shelf for cords. It rolls smoothly on 4˝ casters, two of them
locking. Black finish. Recommended for use with up to 27˝ diagonal monitors....................................................336.50
BBSC44-E4 (BRBBSC44E4): Same as above with a UL-listed, 2-outlet electrical assembly with 20´ power cord and
built-in cord winder attaches using pre-drilled holes on the top shelf .....................................................................362.50
BBSC44-M4 (BRBBSC44M4): Same as above with a UL-listed, 3-outlet electrical assembly with 20´ power cord and
built-in cord winder attaches using pre-drilled holes on the top shelf .....................................................................367.95

S P E C I F I C AT I O N S
Overall Dimensions (WxDxH)
Top Shelf (WxD)
Middle & Bottom Shelves (WxD)
Top to Middle Shelf
Cabinet Interior (WxDxH)
Weight

BBC48

BBC54

BBULC48

BBSC44

32 x 27 1⁄2 x 48˝

32 x 27 1⁄2 x 54˝

32 x 27 1⁄2 x 48˝

32 x 27 1⁄2 x 44˝

32 x 22˝

32 x 22˝

32 x 22˝

32 x 22˝

32 x 27 ⁄2˝

32 x 27 ⁄2

32 x 27 ⁄2˝

bottom: 32 x 27 1⁄2˝

20˝

23˝

10˝

—

30 x 26 x 16 3⁄4˝

261⁄2˝

10˝

30 x 20 1⁄2 x 10˝

92 lbs.

51 lbs.

77 lbs.

75 lbs.

1

1

1
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ADJUSTABLE CARTS
Imagine, one cart that adjusts to meet all of your needs! Adjusting to multiple heights is as simple as resetting
four screws. Open, roomy shelves provide ample storage space. Features 14-guage uprights, 20-guage die
pressed shelves and 4˝ casters (two locking). Top shelves are arc-welded and reinforced, and come with a
non-slip ribbed rubber mat. “E” models include a UL and C-UL listed, two-outlet electrical assembly with a 20´
extension cord and cord winder.
◆

Ribbed rubber mat keeps equipment from sliding

◆

◆

Ample room on top shelf accommodates monitors up to 20˝
diagonal or virtually any audio visual equipment of similar
dimensionsy resetting four screws

Durable shelves allow for storage of supplies and rounded
edges provide extra safety

◆

4˝ “Quiet Glide casters” (two lock) allow for for easy movement
and safety

◆

Quickly and easily adjusts to different heights for fast and easy changes by simply resetting four screws

A2642: Adjustable Cart (BRA2642)
Cart rolls easily on the 4˝ casters. Choice of black, cardinal, quartz, polo
and topaz powder paint finish. Also available with electrical assemblies.
◆

Quickly and easily adjusts to five
heights (26˝, 30˝, 34˝, 38˝, 42˝ ) for
fast and easy changes by simply
resetting four screws.

◆

Constructed from steel for
strength and durability.

◆

Includes ribbed rubber mat to
keep equipment from sliding.

◆

Durable shelves allow for storage
of supplies and rounded edges
provide extra safety.

◆

Four “Quiet Glide” casters (two
lock) allow for easy movement
and safety.

◆

In addition to black, it is also
available in four designer colors to
complement any decor: Cardinal,
Polo, Quartz and Topaz.

◆

Optional four-outlet electrical unit
with built-in cord winder and 20´
extension cord allows for easy
access to power.

◆

Ample room on top shelf for 20˝
diagonal monitor or virtually any
audio visual equipment.

◆

Black powder paint finish resists everyday wear and tear.

◆

A2642

Optional Big Wheel Kit includes 2
non-swivel and 2 swivel-locking
casters to increase mobility.
A2642-C

A2642 Adjustable Cart................................................................................................114.95

A2642E

(BRA2642E)

Same as above except with a two-outlet electrical assembly and 20´ grounded
extension cord ...............................................................................................................139.95

S P E C I F I C AT I O N S
Overall Dimensions (WxDxH)
Shelf Size (WxD)
Middle to Bottom Shelf (WxD)
Cabinet Interior (WxD)
Weight

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO

A2642

TVA3654

TVCA3654

CA2642

24 x 18 x 26-42˝

28 x 24 x 36-54˝

28 x 24 x 36-54˝

24 x 18 x 24-42˝

24 x 18˝

28 x 24˝

28 x 24˝

24 x 18˝

15 ⁄2˝

17 ⁄2˝

—

—

—

—

25 x 21 x 17 1⁄2˝

231⁄2 x 17 1⁄2 x 151⁄2˝

41 lbs.

58 lbs.

84 lbs.

58 lbs.

1
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ADJUSTABLE CARTS
TVA3654-P4: Adjustable Cart (BRTVA3654P4)

TVA3654-P4

The TVA3654-P4’s top shelf adjusts to ten different heights by simply resetting four
screws. Open, roomy shelves provide ample storage space. Black powder paint
finish. Tops come with a rubber mat. Cart rolls easily on 4˝ casters.
◆

10-height capability, from 36˝ to 54˝ high in 2˝ increments

◆

Easily adjusts by resetting four screws

◆

Durable all-steel construction with die-pressed shelves

◆

Finished in black powder paint

◆

Rolls smoothly on 4˝ Quiet Glide casters, 2 lock

◆

Ribbed rubber mat for non-slip top shelf

◆

Recommended for use with up to 20˝ diagonal monitors

◆

Optional UL-listed 2-outlet electrical unit with a 20´ extension cord and cord winder

◆

Optional Big Wheel Kit includes two 8˝ rigid big wheels and two 5˝ swivel casters.

TVA3654-P4 Adjustable Cart..........................................................................................................214.95

TVA3654-E4 (BRTVA3654E4)
Same as above with a UL and C-UL listed two-outlet electrical assembly, a 20´ extension
cord and cord winder ........................................................................................................................239.95

TVCA3654-P4: Adjustable Cabinet Cart (BRTVCA3654P4)
Same as the TVA3654-P4 except it has a lower locking cabinet to store more
equipment. The ower locking cabinet neatly stores videos and supplies, includes 2
keys. Easily adjustable 10-height capability, from 36˝ to 54˝ high in 2˝ increments.
Cabinet has a rear grommet hole. Black powder paint finish.
TVCA3654-P4 Adjustable Cabinet Cart.....................................................................................285.95

TVCA3654-E4 (BRTVCA3654E4)

TVCA3654-P4

Same as above with a UL and C-UL listed two-outlet electrical assembly, a 20´ extension
cord and cord winder..........................................................................................................................311.95

CA2642: Adjustable Cabinet Cart (BRCA2642)
The CA2642 adjusts to multiple heights by simply resetting four screws. Open, roomy shelves provide ample storage space, while the lockable
lower cabinet stores additional equipment. The cabinet has a rear grommet hole. The cart features
a black powder paint finish, a rubber mat on top and 4˝ casters for easy rolling.
◆

Features a 5-height capability, from 26 to 42˝ high
in 4˝ increments (26˝, 30˝, 34˝, 38˝ or 42˝)

◆

Easily adjusts by resetting four screws

◆

Durable all-steel construction with black powder
paint finish

◆

Includes a roomy lockable storage cabinet with
two keys

◆

Rolls smoothly on 4˝ Quiet Glide casters, 2 lock.

◆

Die-pressed shelves

◆

Ribbed rubber mat for a non-slip top shelf

◆

Recommended for use with up to 20˝ diagonal
monitors

◆

Optional UL and C-UL listed 2-outlet electrical
unit with a 20´ extension cord and cord winder.

◆

Optional Big Wheel kit includes two 8˝ rigid
wheels and two 5˝ swivel casters.

CA2642 Adjustable Cabinet Cart.....................................................................................................................................184.50

CA2642E (BRCA2642E)
Same as above CA2642 Cart, with a UL and C-UL listed two-outlet electrical assembly, a 20´ extension cord
and cord winder .....................................................................................................................................................................209.95

CA2642

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821
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BRETFORD

MOBILE A/V CARTS
When it comes to variety, Bretford’s “traditional” mobile A/V carts offern an unbeatable selection. 14- and
20-gauge all steel construction gives them the strength and durability to support your A/V equipment. Other
features include die pressed shelves with rounded edges and “Quiet-Glide” 4˝ casters (two lock). Black powder
finish. “E” models include a UL and C-UL listed, two-outlet electrical assembly with a 20´ extension cord and
cord winder. Each cart includes a ribbed rubber mat for the top shelf, and all carts ship assembled.
◆

◆

Ample room on top shelf accommodates a monitor up to
20˝ diagonal or virtually any audio visual equipment of similar
dimensions.

◆

Finished in environmentally-safe, textured black powder paint

◆

Just pop on the casters and it is ready to use

Sturdy all-steel construction featuing die pressed shelves with
rounded edges

◆

4˝ “Quiet Glide” casters (two lock) with arc-welded caster sockets
allow for easy movement and safety

Pre-Assembled Mobile A/V Carts
26-P4

34-P4

42-P4

26-P4

34-P4

42-P4

26˝ High AV Cart with Two Shelves

34˝ High AV Cart with Three Shelves

42˝ High AV Cart with Three Shelves

Overall Dimensions: 24 x 18 x 26˝ (WxDxH)

Overall Dimensions: 24 x 18 x 34˝ (WxDxH)

Overall Dimensions: 24 x 18 x 42˝ (WxDxH)

Shelf Size: 24 x 18 (WxD)

Shelf Size: 24 x 18˝ (WxD)

Shelf Size: 24 x 18˝ (WxD)

Top to Bottom Shelf: 17˝

Top to Middle Shelf: 13˝

Top to Middle Shelf: 14 1⁄2˝

Weight: 31 lbs.

Middle to Bottom Shelf: 11˝

Middle to Bottom Shelf: 17 1⁄2˝

26-P4 (BR26P4) ...........................................................116.50

Weight: 38 lbs.

Weight: 44 lbs.

34-P4 (BR34P4)...........................................................127.50

42-P4 (BR42P4)...........................................................132.95

34-E4 (BR34E4): Same as above with a two outlet electrical assembly, 20´ extension cord and
cord winder. It weighs 41 lbs ................................Call

42-E4 (BR42E4): Same as above with a two outlet electrical assembly, 20´ extension cord and
cord winder. It weighs 411⁄2 lbs .............................Call

26-E4 (BR26E4)
Same as above with a two outlet electrical
assembly, 20´ extension cord and cord winder.
It weighs 34 lbs ...............................................................Call
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MOBILE A/V CARTS
Ready to Assemble Mobile A/V Carts

MP26-P4

MP26-P4

(BRMP26P4)

26˝ high AV cart with two shelves. Overall dimensions are 20 x 18 x 26˝,
it’s shelf size is 20 x 18˝, there are 17˝ from the top to the bottom shelf
and it weighs 26 lbs............................................................................................112.50
MP26-E4 (BRMP26E4)
Same as above with a UL and C-UL listed two-outlet electrical unit with
a 20´ extension cord and cord winder. Weighs 28 lbs...........................137.95

MP30-P4

(BRMP30P4)

30˝ high AV cart with two 30˝ wide shelves. Overall dimensions are
30 x 20 x 30˝, it’s shelf size is 30 x 20˝, there are 14˝ from the top to the
bottom shelf and it weighs 35 lbs................................................................148.50
MP30-P4

MP30-E4 (BRMP30E4)
Same as above with a UL and C-UL listed two-outlet electrical unit with
a 20´ extension cord and cord winder. Weighs 38 lbs...........................173.95

MP34-P4

(BRMP34P4)

34˝ high AV cart with two shelves. Overall dimensions are 20 x 18 x 34˝,
it’s shelf size is 20 x 18˝, there are 13˝ from the top to the bottom shelf
and it weighs 29 lbs............................................................................................114.95
MP34-E4 (BRMP34E4)
Same as above with a UL and C-UL listed two-outlet electrical unit with
a 20´ extension cord and cord winder. Weighs 31 lbs. ..........................139.95

MP42-P4

(BRMP42P4)

42˝ high AV Cart with two shelves. Overall dimensions are 20 x 18 x 42˝,
it’s shelf size is 20 x 18˝, there are 21˝ from the top to the bottom shelf
and it weighs30 lbs.............................................................................................118.95
MP34-P4

MP42-P4

MP42-E4 (BRMP42E4)
Same as above with a UL and C-UL listed two-outlet electrical unit with
a 20´ extension cord and cord winder. Weighs 33 lbs...........................144.95

Ready to Assemble Fixed Height Mobile A/V Cart
Features a recessed top shelf and wider bottom shelf for sturdy, functional
support for audio visual equipment or television monitors up to 20˝ diagonal.
◆ Rolls smoothly on 2˝ ball casters.
◆ Finished in durable environmentally-safe black powder paint.
◆ Heavy-gauge steel construction with smooth rounded edges.

VTR20-P2 (BRVTR20P2): This AV cart has overall dimensions of 30 x 20 x 32˝, it’s top shelf is 30 x 16˝, it’s
bottom shelf is 30 x 20˝, there are 13˝ from the top to the bottom shelf and it weighs 34 lbs......119.95
VTR20-E2 (BRVTR20E2): Same as above with a UL and C-UL listed two-outlet electrical unit with a 20´
extension cord and cord winder. Weighs 37 lbs ..............................................................................................146.50

VTR20-P2

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821
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PLASTIC UTILITY CARTS
Bretford’s Plastic Utility Carts are strong yet lightweight so it’s easy to move them from room to room. The
BPTVDUO is designed with larger shelves for TV/VCR applications or select one of the BP series plastic carts
with smaller shelves for other AV and utility applications. Each cart features shelves molded from tough,
high-density polyethylene plastic with a black finish. The legs are designed from Black PVC pipe and each cart
is complete with 4˝ casters (two locking). Legs snap easily onto the tapered tube. The top shelf and handle
are formed from a single mold for strength. The large handle also acts as a convenient cord winder for the
UL-Listed, three-outlet electrical unit.
◆

Durable and versatile, these utility carts are ideal for the
transportation of AV equipment, lab materials, and more.

◆

◆ Tough

high-density plastic is resistant to scratches and stains
and is light weight for easy portability.

◆

Black PVC pipe legs with 4˝ casters, and textured black finish
on shelves. All will withstand years of use.

BP26-P4

Ample room on top shelf accommodates a monitor up to 20˝
diagonal or virtually any audio visual equipment of similar
dimensions.

◆ Top
◆

shelf includes grommet hole.

Optional Big Wheel Kit includes two 5˝ casters and two 8˝ rigid
big wheels.

BP34-P4

BP42-P4

BP34-P4

BP26-P4

BP42-P4

26˝ high plastic utility cart with two shelves,
ideal for desk-side use.

34˝ high plastic utility cart with 3 shelves, to
transport lab materials, mail room supplies, etc.

42˝ high plastic utility cart with 3 shelves —
ideal for transporting AV equipment.

Overall Dimensions: 24 x 18 x 26˝ (WxDxH)

Overall Dimensions: 24 x 18 x 34˝ (WxDxH)

Overall Dimensions: 24 x 18 x 42˝ (WxDxH)

Shelf Size: 24 x 18˝ (WxD)

Shelf Size: 24 x 18˝ (WxD)

Shelf Size: 24 x 18˝ (WxD)

Top to Bottom Shelf: 19˝

Top to Middle Shelf: 7˝

Top to Middle Shelf: 14 3⁄4˝

Weight: 26 lbs.

Middle to Bottom Shelf: 19˝

Middle to Bottom Shelf: 19˝

BP26-P4 (BRBP26P4)........................................................Call

Weight: 29 lbs.

Weight: 29 lbs.

BP34-P4 (BRBP34P4) ........................................................Call

BP42-P4 (BRBP42P4) ........................................................Call

BP34-E4 (BRBP34E4): Same as above with a 3-outlet
electrical assembly. Weighs 31 lbs ........................Call

BP42-E4 (BRBP42E4): Same as above with a 3-outlet
electrical assembly. Weighs 31 lbs....................Call

BP26-E4 (BRBP26E4)
Same as above with a 3-outlet electrical
assembly. It weighs 29 lbs........................................Call
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PLASTIC UTILITY CARTS
BPDUO-P4

BPTVDUO-P4

(BRBPDUOP4)

(BRBPTVDUOP4)

This Plastic Utility Cart has enough shelves and legs
to create a BP42, BP34 or BP26. When you need a
different height, simply switch the legs to the
appropriate length. Legs fit snugly onto each shelf
and remove with a simple twist. Overall dimensions
are 24 x 18 x 26-42˝, it’s shelf size is 24 x 18˝, and it
weighs 30 lbs .................................................................109.95

This Plastic Utility Cart comes with shelves and legs
to create six different heights: 23˝, 27˝, 32˝, 42˝, 48˝
and 54˝. Legs switch easily when you want to change
the height of the cart. Recommended for use with up
to 25˝ diagonal monitors. Overall dimensions are
32 x 24 x 23-54˝, it’s shelf size is 32 x 24˝, and it
weighs 51 lbs..................................................................239.50

BPDUO-E4 (BRBPDUOE4)
Same as above with a three-outlet electrical
assembly. Weighs 33 lbs ............................................136.95

BPTVDUO-E4 (BRBPTVDUOE4)
Same as above with a three-outlet electrical
assembly. Weighs 51 lbs.............................................266.50

Tech-Guard Adjustable AV Presentation Carts
Secures Multi-Media Equipment
The Adjustable AV Presentation Cart locks down valuable equipment and
adjusts to meet virtually all of your AV needs. They come with one Integrated
Security Point (ISP) welded to the cart and one 6’ security cable system. 6´
security cable system includes: Three Swivel- Node Security Points (SSP), one
heavy-duty 6´ cable and one padlock to secure multi-media equipment.
Cart is adjustable in 4” increments (26”- 42”). Open, roomy shelves provide
ample storage space. Top shelf is arc-welded and reinforced and comes
complete with a non-slip ribbed rubber mat. A26TG42E-GM also comes with
a UL-Listed two-outlet electrical unit.
3

1

1. Wipe Swivel-Node Security Point
(SSP) clean with alcohol pad. Apply
glue to SSP and then attach SSP to the
equipment.

3. Slide Cable through ISP and SSP on
equipment. Lock with resettable
combination padlock.

2

◆

6’ security cable system includes a 6’ galvanized steel aircraft
cable which is 1/4” thick and vinyl coated to 5/16” diameter
with a 7 x 19 strand.

◆

Also included is a 40mm diameter resettable combination
padlock and three 50mm diameter Swivel-Node Security
Points (SSP) in grey.

◆

A three gram tube of Cyanoacrylate Bonding Adhesive is used
to attach the SSP’s to the equipment.

◆

A 12-gauge mouse/keyboard cord clamp is also included in
the system.

◆

Cart features one Integrated Security Points constructed of
12-gauge CRCQ steel.

A26TG42-GM

(BRA26TG42GM)

24 x 18 x 26-42”. Weighs 44 lbs.......................................................129.95

2. Slide Cable through the Integrated Security Point (ISP).

A26TG42E-GM (BRA26TG42E-GM)
Same as above with a UL-listed two-outlet electrical unit. This
cart weighs 46.5 lbs ...........................................................................156.50

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821
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CART ACCESSORIES
Electrical Units
You can equip your Bretford audio-visual or TV cart with an electrical unit to best suit your needs. Accessory rubber mats
minimize slipping of valuable equipment. You can equip your Bretford audio-visual or TV cart with an electrical unit to
best suit your needs. Accessory rubber mats minimize slipping of valuable equipment.

E-Unit: Two-Outlet Electrical Unit

BPE: Plastic Cart Electrical Unit

This unit may be
attached to any steel
Bretford Mobile
Equipment Cart,
TV/AV Cabinet or
Cart, or any TV/VCR
Security Center
using pre-drilled
holes. It features a
20´, three-wire
grounded power cord with a built-in cord winder. UL and C-UL Listed,
110V. Black. 10-amps. It weighs 3 lbs.
E-Unit (BRE) ............................................................................................................53.95

Fits any Bretford Plastic Cart
on the previous page
(BP26-P4/E4, BP34-P4/E4,
BP42-P4/E4, BPDUO-P4/E4,
and BPTVDUO-P4/E4). This
3-outlet unit fits neatly
under the top shelf in the
pre-formed well. UL-Listed
unit includes a 20´ grounded
power cord. Excess cord
winds around the built in
handle. 110V. Black. The unit weighs 2.8 lbs.
BPE (BRBPE) .............................................................................................................54.95

ES-Unit: Three-Outlet Electrical Unit

EPS: Four-Outlet Electrical Power Strip

The ES-Unit can be
attached to any steel
Bretford Mobile
Equipment Cart,
TV/AV Cabinet or
Cart, or any TV/VCR
Security Center using
pre-drilled holes. and
wing nuts. It features
a 20´ three-wire
grounded extension cord, with a built-in cord winder. UL and C-UL listed.
110V, 10-amps. Black. It weighs 4 lbs.
ES-Unit (BRES) ........................................................................................................29.95

The EPS Electrical Power
Strip gives you four
outlets for your Bretford
AV Cart. It features a black
metal plate with four
outlets, a 20´ cord with a
grounded plug, 10-amps
with surge protection and
an on/off switch. The plate
acts as a cord winder and
attaches to the cart with
two wing nuts. 110V. UL and C-UL Listed. Black. It weighs 3 lbs.
EPS (BREPS) ..............................................................................................................49.95

Rubber Mats
Designed to minimize slipping of your valuable AV and video equipment, these ribbed Black rubber mats lay flat on the
top shelf. Rubber mat is 1⁄16˝ thick and has grommet holes. Order the mat that corresponds to your shelf size.
RM1820 (BRRM1820)
Fits 20 x 18˝ top shelfs........................................................................................19.95

RM2030 (BRRM2030)
Fits 30 x 20˝ top shelfs.......................................................................................26.95

RM1824 (BRRM1824)
Fits 24 x 18˝ top shelfs........................................................................................19.95

RM2036 (BRRM2036)
Fits 36 x 20˝ top shelfs.......................................................................................29.95

RM1836 (BRRM1836)
Fits 36 x 18˝ top shelfs .......................................................................................28.95

RM2232 (BRRM2232)
Fits 32 x 22˝ top shelfs.......................................................................................29.95

RM2024 (BRRM2024)
Fits 24 x 20˝ top shelfs .......................................................................................19.95

RM2428 (BRRM2428)
Fits 28 x 24˝ top shelfs.......................................................................................28.95
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BRETFORD

CART ACCESSORIES
Casters
Bretford carts are know for their mobility, and casters are a huge part of that. From TV Carts to Mobile Training Tables,
wheels, in many instances, make Bretford products unique. Bretford carts are designed with the most durable caster for
the style and potential applications of the cart. A description of each type of caster and accessory is listed below.

044-0026: Big Wheel Kit
This kit replaces the 4˝ casters on most Bretford AV/TV carts for additional stability. It includes two swivel-locking 5˝ stem casters and two
non-swivel 8˝ wheels with a hard rubber tread. Big Wheels add 1˝ to the
height of the cart and 5˝ to its width. Load rated to accept up to 300
lbs. Weight: 12 lbs.
044-0026 (BR0440026)..........................................................................................68.95
044-0026: Big Wheel Kit

PC4: 4˝ Twin Plastic Stem Caster Pack

044-0024: 4˝ Caster Pack

The PC4 twin plastic stem caster pack includes four 4˝ casters (two with
locking brakes). It may be used in place of the 4˝ caster for any Bretford
AV or computer cart. Each caster is load rated to accept up to 125 lbs.
Weighs 7 lbs.
PC4 (BRPC4) .............................................................................................................39.95

Pack includes four 4˝ casters (two with locking brakes). Each caster is
load rated to accept up to 115 lbs. Standard on many Bretford AV and
computer carts. Weighs 5 lbs.
044-0024 (BR0440024)..........................................................................................34.95

044-0404: 2˝ Ball Caster Pack

CBG: Caster Bumper Guards

A pack of four 2˝ ball casters that are found on smaller AV/TV carts.
Ideal for lowpile carpet. Each caster is load-rated up to 80 lbs. Includes
four casters. Weighs 3 lbs.
044-0404 (BR0440404)..........................................................................................42.95

Protects selected Bretford carts, booktrucks, and tables from wear and
tear. Includes four rubber bumpers which attach to stem casters. (You
need to verify compatibility with specific Bretford model numbers).
Weighs 2 lbs.
CBG (BRCBG) ............................................................................................................49.95

044-0025: 5˝ Caster Pack
Pack includes four 5˝ casters which may be ordered in place of the 4˝
casters for any Bretford AV or computer cart. They are especially useful
for deep carpet or rough surfaces. This pack includes four stem casters,
two with locking brakes. Each caster is load rated to accept up to 125
lbs. Weighs 7 lbs.
044-0025 (BR0440025)..........................................................................................46.50

PC4:
4˝ Twin
Plastic Stem
Caster

CBG:
Caster
Bumper
Guards

Accessories
SBRT

Left: SBCL

Beltight Ratcheted Safety Belt
The 9´ long SBRT safety belt secures your
television to your AV cart or television
mount using a ratchet system. The belt
surrounds the monitor and includes clips
which hold the belt securely to the monitor
to prevent slipping during movement. A
metal plate at each end secures the belt to
your cart with the screws included. It’s
dimensions are 1˝ width by 9´ length. Black.
SBRT (BRSBRT) ..................................................48.95

Below:
Two AVB-BK brackets stacked
one on another

AVB-BK
Accessory Video Bracket
Allows AV carts to hold VCRs and other
equipment, freeing up space. It attaches
below the shelf of any Bretford steel AV cart
and can be stacked two-up (each unit is
sold individually). Adjustable bracket holds
14˝-21˝ wide VCRs. Included anti-theft
device discourages tampering. Black. It’s
overall dimensions are 14-21 x 10 x 4 7⁄8 - 7 5⁄8˝
(WDH), and it weighs 10 lbs
AVB-BK (BRAVBBK) ..........................................76.50

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821
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OVERHEAD & LCD PROJECTOR CARTS
Bretford overhead or LCD projector carts let you organize your
next presentation. Select from a variety of sizes and models for
stand up or sit down applications. Features include durable steel,
adjustable-height designs, and roll-away mobility. Mobile
carts roll smoothly on 4˝ quiet glide casters, two
with locking brakes. “M” and “FF” models include a
UL and CUL Listed, electrical unit with a 20´ extension
cord and cord winder.
◆ Top

shelf supports a data projector or an overhead projector

◆

Constructed of solid steel, these carts withstand years of use

◆

Heavy-duty 1˝ square tubular legs with a “W” bracket shelf for
maximum strength

◆

Pull-out notebook computer shelf that can be set at seated or
standing heights to fit the user’s preference

◆

Each cart comes with a 4˝ Quiet Guide casters, two are locking for
easy mobility

ECILS1-BK

ECILS2-BK

Mobile Projector Cart

Mobile Projector Cart

This cart has enough room for a data
projector and presentation materials on
the top shelf and a notebook computer
with mouse on the middle pull-out shelf.
It is constructed of steel and rolls easily
on casters. The notebook computer shelf
can be set at seated or standing heights
at time of assembly ..............................154.95

Ideal for presentations that use a data
projector and a notebook computer, the
ECILS2 is constructed of steel and rolls
easily on 4˝ Quiet-Glide stem casters (two
are locking). The top shelf is 42˝ high and
supports a data projector or an overhead
projector. The notebook computer shelf
can be set at 3 heights in the standing or
seated position .......................................116.95

ECILS1-BK
42˝ High
Mobile
Projector Cart

Dimensions Overall (WxDxH): 32 x 24 x 42˝
Cord Bin (DxWxH):
Notebook Shelf (WxD):

3

Notebook Shelf (WxD):

9˝

Shelf pulls out:

30 x 22 ⁄4˝

Shelf pulls out:
Seated Heights:
Standing Heights:

Standing Heights:

33 ⁄2˝, 35 ⁄2˝ or 37 ⁄2˝
1

1

Same as above, but it features a UL-listed,
four-outlet electrical unit for powering
all of your projector and computer
equipment. Weighs 83 lbs.................209.50

13˝
25˝, 27˝ or 29˝
33 ⁄2˝, 351⁄2˝ or 371⁄2˝
1

Weighs:

79 lbs.

ECILS1FF-BK (BRECILS1FFBK)

22 x 16 3⁄4˝

Seated Heights:

25˝, 27˝ or 29˝
1

Weighs:

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO

Dimensions Overall (WxDxH): 24 x 18 x 42˝

41⁄2 x 10 x 30˝

ECILS2-BK
42˝ High
Mobile
Projector Cart

www.bhphotovideo.com

40 lbs.

ECILS2M-BK (BRECILS2MBK)
Same as above, but features a UL-listed,
three-outlet electrical unit for powering
all of your projector and computer
equipment. Weight: 43 lbs................148.95
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OVERHEAD & LCD PROJECTOR CARTS
EC2741-BK

AOH2741-P4

Height Adjustable LCD Projector Table
This table features an adjustable
worksurface (27-41˝ ), perfect for both
stand up or sit down applications.
Adjustable CPU holder mounts to left or
right side of workstation. Modesty panel
and integrated cord management bin.
Durable all-steel construction. 4˝ Quiet
Glide casters, two locking. Available in
Black or Grey. ..........................................199.95

Overhead Projector Table
The AOH2741-P4 adapts to stand up or sit
down presentations. The worksurface
adjusts from 27 to 41˝ in 2˝ increments
and the projector well adjusts from 5-11˝
in 1⁄2˝ increments by simply resetting
five screws. Convenient storage space
below the projector well holds papers
and transparencies for easy access.
Finished in Black ...................................237.50

Dimensions (WxDxH):

EC2741-BK
Height
Adjustable
LCD Projector
Table

37 x 22 1⁄2 x 27-41˝

Dimensions (WxDxH):

37 x 22 1⁄2 x 27-41˝

6 ⁄2 x 11 ⁄4˝

Lower Shelf (WxDxH):

1711⁄16 x 18 3⁄8 x 4˝

CPU Holder:

1

Cord Bin/Modesty Panel (WxD):
Weight:

3

11⁄2 x 4˝
73 lbs.

EC2741FF-BK (BREC2741FFBK)

Projector Well:
AOH2741-P4
Overhead
Projector
Table

Weight:

64 lbs.

AOH2741-E4 (BRAOH2741E4)
Same as above with a two-outlet
electrical assembly with a 20´ extension
cord and cord winder..........................263.50

Same as above with a surge-protected
four-outlet electrical assembly with an
on/off switch ..........................................254.95

OH29
Overhead Projector Cart

17 1⁄2 x 20 1⁄2˝

OH29 Overhead Projector Cart (BROH29)
Desk height is designed for sit down
presentations. It features folding, space-saving
drop leaves on both sides of the projector
well. The projector shelf adjusts from 19˝ high
to 27 3⁄4˝ high in four increments. All-steel
construction with Putty Beige or Black finish.
4˝ casters, two lock..........................................116.95
OH29E Overhead Projector Cart (BROH29E)
Same as above with a two-outlet electrical
assembly. Weighs 40 lbs...............................142.95

OH39 Overhead Projector Cart (BROH39)

SPECIFICATIONS

OH39
Overhead
Projector
Cart

OH39E Overhead Projector Cart (BROH39E)
Same as above with a two-outlet electrical
assembly. Weighs 43 lbs...............................153.95
OH29

OH39

22 1⁄2 x 19 3⁄4 x 29˝

22 1⁄2 x 19 3⁄4 x 39˝

Projector Platform (WxD)

17 x 19 3⁄4˝

17 x 19 3⁄4˝

Drop Leaves

11 x 20 ⁄4˝

11 x 20 ⁄4˝

17 x 19 ⁄4˝

17 x 19 ⁄4˝

38 lbs.

40 lbs.

Dimensions with Leaves Down (WxDxH)

(WxD)

Bottom Shelf
Weight

1

3

1

3

CR8526 Overhead Projector Cart (BRCR8526)
This cart adjusts from 28˝ to 41˝ high. Sturdy
leaves on each side of the projector well keep
papers and materials within reach. Wild Cherry
or Grey Mist laminate finish. Height of platform
can be adjusted from flush with the leaves to
14˝ below them. Steel base is black. 3˝
twin-wheel casters, two lock ......................249.95

SPECIFICATIONS

Ideal for stand up presentations, this cart is 10˝
higher than the OH29. It includes folding drop
leaves on both sides of the projector well.
All-steel construction with Putty Beige or Black
finish. 4˝ casters, two lock.............................127.95

CR8526
Dimensions (WxDxH)

401⁄4 x 23 3⁄4 x 28-41˝

Projector Platform (WxD)
Projector Well

(WxD)

Leaves (WxD)
Weight

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821

17 3⁄8 x 16 1⁄2˝
17 7⁄8 x 17˝
11 x 233⁄4˝
64 lbs.
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HEAVY-DUTY UTILITY CARTS
Multi-Purpose Carts with 18 x 24˝ Shelves
Available in black or gray with 2, 3 or 4 shelves, Luxor’s STC series of heavy-duty
multi-purpose utility carts (300 lb. capacity) roll easily and quietly on 4˝ casters
(two with a locking brake), and feature a push
handle molded into the top shelf. The top shelf
is reinforced with an aluminum bar. For
convenience, a rubber mallet is included to
simplify assembly. These heavy-duty carts are
Reinforced top shelf
backed by a lifetime warranty.

STC11 Two-Shelf Tub Cart

STC122 Three-Shelf Tub Cart

Utility cart with two tub shelves .................94.50

Utility cart with a top tub shelf. The middle
and bottom shelves are flat........................108.50

STC12 Two-Shelf Tub Cart
Utility cart with a top tub shelf and a bottom
flat shelf................................................................89.95

STC21 Two-Shelf Tub Cart
Utility cart with a top tub shelf and a bottom
flat shelf................................................................89.95

STC111 Three-Shelf Tub Cart
Utility cart with three tub shelves ..............109.95

STC112 Three-Shelf Tub Cart

STC11

STC211 Three-Shelf Tub Cart

STC111

Utility cart with a top flat shelf. The middle
and bottom have tub shelves....................108.50

STC212 Three-Shelf Tub Cart
Utility cart with top and bottom flat shelves,
and a middle tub shelf .................................103.50

STC221 Three-Shelf Tub Cart
Utility cart with top and middle flat shelves,
and a bottom tub shelf ................................103.50

Utility cart with a top and middle tub shelf
and a bottom flat shelf.................................108.50

STC1111 Four-Shelf Tub Cart

STC121 Three-Shelf Tub Cart

STC2111 Four-Shelf Tub Cart

Utility cart with a top and bottom tub shelf
and a middle flat shelf..................................108.50

Utility cart with top flat shelf, and three
bottom tub shelves .......................................134.95

STC221
shown with
optional STBW
Big Wheel
assembly

Utility cart with four tub shelves ..............138.95

S TC S E R I E S H E AV Y- D U T Y U T I L I T Y C A R T S
Model

Shelves

Shelf Clearance

Casters

Tub Depth

Dimensions (WDH)

Weight

Black

Gray

STC11

2

26˝

4˝

2 3⁄4˝

24 x 18 x 38 1⁄2˝

21 lbs.

LUSTC11B

LUSTC11G

94.50

STC12

2

26˝

4˝

23⁄4˝

24 x 18 x 36˝

23 lbs.

LUSTC12B

LUSTC12G

89.95

STC21

2

26˝

4˝

23⁄4˝

24 x 18 x 36˝

23 lbs.

LUSTC21B

LUSTC21G

89.95

STC111

3

12˝

4˝

23⁄4˝

24 x 18 x 401⁄2˝

30 lbs.

LUSTC111B

LUSTC111G

109.95

STC112

3

12˝

4˝

23⁄4˝

24 x 18 x 38˝

29 lbs.

LUSTC112B

LUSTC112G

108.50

STC121

3

12˝

4˝

23⁄4˝

24 x 18 x 38˝

30 lbs.

LUSTC121B

LUSTC121G

108.50

STC122

3

12˝

4˝

23⁄4˝

24 x 18 x 35 1⁄2˝

28 lbs.

LUSTC122B

LUSTC122G

103.50

STC211

3

12˝

4˝

3

2 ⁄4˝

24 x 18 x 38˝

31 lbs.

LUSTC211B

LUSTC211G

108.50

STC212

3

12˝

4˝

23⁄4˝

24 x 18 x 35 1⁄2˝

28 lbs.

LUSTC212B

LUSTC212G

103.50

STC221

3

12˝

4˝

23⁄4˝

24 x 18 x 35 1⁄2˝

28 lbs.

LUSTC221B

LUSTC221G

103.50

STC1111

4

3

8 ⁄4˝

4˝

3

2 ⁄4˝

24 x 18 x 46 3⁄4˝

40 lbs.

LUSTC1111B

LUSTC1111G

138.95

STC2111

4

8 3⁄4˝

4˝

23⁄4˝

24 x 18 x 44 1⁄2˝

39 lbs.

LUSTC2111B

LUSTC2111G

134.95
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HEAVY-DUTY UTILITY CARTS
Multi-Purpose Carts with 24 x 32˝ Shelves
The TC series of heavy-duty utility carts have a 400 lb. capacity, yet
they roll easily and quietly. They are available in black or gray with 2,
3 or 4 shelves, and feature a push
handle molded into the top shelf.
All shelves are reinforced with two
aluminum bars. A rubber mallet is
included for easy assembly. These carts
Shelves reinforced with 2 aluminum bars
are backed by a lifetime warranty.

TC11 Two-Shelf Tub Cart

TC122 Three-Shelf Tub Cart

Utility cart with two tub shelves...174.95

Utility cart with a top tub shelf. Middle
and bottom shelves are flat ............213.95

TC12 Two-Shelf Tub Cart

TC11

TC111

TC211 Three-Shelf Tub Cart

Utility cart with a top tub shelf and a
bottom flat shelf .................................166.95

Utility cart with a top flat shelf. Middle
and bottom are tub shelves............221.95

TC21 Two-Shelf Tub Cart

TC212 Three-Shelf Tub Cart

Utility cart with a top flat shelf and a
bottom tub shelf.................................166.95

Utility cart with top and bottom flat
shelves, and a middle tub shelf .....213.95

TC111 Three-Shelf Tub Cart

TC221 Three-Shelf Tub Cart

Utility cart with 3 tub shelves .........229.95

Utility cart with top and middle flat
shelves, and a bottom tub shelf....213.95

TC112 Three-Shelf Tub Cart
Utility cart with a top and middle tub
shelf and a bottom flat shelf...........221.95

TC1111 Four-Shelf Tub Cart

TC121 Three-Shelf Tub Cart

TC2111 Four-Shelf Tub Cart

Utility cart with a top and bottom tub
shelf and a middle flat shelf............221.95

Utility cart with top flat shelf, and three
bottom tub shelves ...........................278.95

TC211

Utility cart with four tub shelves..287.50
TC112

TC S E R I E S H E AV Y- D U T Y U T I L I T Y C A R T S
Model
TC11

Shelves

Shelf Clearance

Casters

Tub Depth

Dimensions (WDH)

Weight

Black

Gray

Price

2

25˝

4˝

2 3⁄4˝

32 x 24 x 37 1⁄2˝

48 lbs.

LUTC11B

LUTC11G

174.95
166.95

TC12

2

26˝

4˝

23⁄4˝

32 x 24 x 36˝

41 lbs.

LUTC12B

LUTC12G

TC21

2

25˝

4˝

23⁄4˝

32 x 24 x 36˝

41 lbs.

LUTC21B

LUTC21G

166.95

TC111

3

11˝

4˝

23⁄4˝

32 x 24 x 38˝

71 lbs.

LUTC111B

LUTC111G

229.95

TC112

3

11˝

4˝

23⁄4˝

32 x 24 x 37˝

65 lbs.

LUTC112B

LUTC112G

221.95

TC121

3

11˝

4˝

23⁄4˝

32 x 24 x 37˝

64 lbs.

LUTC121B

LUTC121G

221.95

TC122

3

11˝

4˝

23⁄4˝

32 x 24 x 35 1⁄2˝

60 lbs.

LUTC122B

LUTC122G

213.95

TC211

3

11˝

4˝

23⁄4˝

32 x 24 x 37˝

70 lbs.

LUTC211B

LUTC211G

221.95

TC212

3

11˝

4˝

23⁄4˝

32 x 24 x 35 1⁄2˝

64 lbs.

LUTC212B

LUTC212G

213.95

TC221

3

11˝

4˝

23⁄4˝

32 x 24 x 35 1⁄2˝

60 lbs.

LUTC221B

LUTC221G

213.95

TC1111

4

8˝

4˝

23⁄4˝

32 x 24 x 44 1⁄2˝

92 lbs.

LUTC1111B

LUTC1111G

287.50

TC2111

4

8˝

4˝

23⁄4˝

32 x 24 x 43˝

91 lbs.

LUTC2111B

LUTC2111G

278.95

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821
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DURAWELD TABLES
Luxor’s Duraweld Tables are robotically arc welded with roll formed shelves with powder coat paint finish. Each table
features a 1/4˝ retaining lip around each shelf, cable pass through holes, and 4˝ ball bearing casters, two with locking
brake. They include UL and CSA listed 3-outlet, 15´ electric assembly with cord plug snap. AV and AVJ models have safety
mats, cabinet models have reinforced locking doors with full length piano hinges.

Adjustable-Height Tables
AVJ42 Adjustable-Height Table, Black (LUAVJ42)
Adjustable-height open shelf table with 4˝ casters and a
three-outlet, 15´ electric assembly. 24 x 18 x 24-42˝ (WDH).
Weighs 48 lbs. Black color.........................................................158.95
AVJ42 Adjustable-Height Table, Color
Same as above in Green (LUAVJ42GN), Royal Blue (LUAVJ42RB),
Red (LUAVJ42RD), and Yellow (LUAVJ42YW) colors....................173.95
AVJ42B UL-Listed Adjustable-Height Table
Similar to the AVJ-42, this cart is UL-listed for 19˝ monitors. It
has two 8˝ big wheels on one side, and includes an LSS safety
strap. Weighs 52 lbs. Available in Black (LUAVJ42B), Green
(LUAVJ42BGN), Royal Blue (LUAVJ42BRB), Red (LUAVJ42BRD), and
Yellow (LUAVJ42BYW) colors ..........................................................219.95
AVJ42C Adjustable-Height Table with Cabinet (LUAVJ42C)
Adjustable-height table with cabinet, 4˝ casters and electric
assembly. Black only. Weighs 62 lbs .....................................245.95

AVJ42BC UL-Listed Adjustable-Height Table with Cabinet (LUAVJ42BC)
Similar to the AVJ-42C, this UL-listed adjustable-height cart has two 8˝ big wheels
on one side, and includes an LSS safety strap. Black only. Weighs 66 lbs ......305.95

Fixed-Height Tables
AV26 (LUAV26): 26˝ fixed-height open shelf AV table with 4˝ casters and a 3-outlet, 15´
UL/CSA listed electric assembly. 24 x 18 x 26˝ (WDH). Weighs 34 lbs ....................................166.95
AV34B

AV26B (LUAV26B): UL listed for 19˝ monitors. Same as the AV-26 with two 8˝ big wheels on
one side. It includes an LSS safety strap. Weighs 38 lbs ............................................................214.95
AV34 (LUAV34): 34˝ fixed-height open shelf AV table with 4˝ casters and a 3-outlet, 15´
UL/CSA listed electric assembly. 24 x 18 x 34˝ (WDH). Weighs 41 lbs.....................................179.50
AV34B (LUAV34B): UL listed for 13˝ monitors. Same as the AV-34 with two 8˝ big wheels on
one side. It includes an LSS safety strap. Weighs 45 lbs ...........................................................229.50
AV42 (LUAV42): 42˝ fixed-height open shelf AV table with 4˝ casters and a 3-outlet, 15´
UL/CSA listed electric assembly. 24 x 18 x 42˝ (WDH). Weighs 42 lbs ....................................185.95

AV42

OPTIONAL
BELTS & STRAPS

AV26
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AV42B (LUAV42B): UL listed for 19˝ monitors. Same as the AV-42 with two 8˝ big wheels on
one side. It includes an LSS safety strap. Weighs 46 lbs............................................................237.50

Safety Belt (LULHB)
10´ long, 2˝ wide belt................32.95

Ratchet Strap (LULRS)
12´ long, 1˝ wide strap with ratcheting buckle. ...........34.50

Safety Belt (LULSB)
8´ long, 1˝ wide strap with “J” hooks
and easy-lock buckle................34.95

Safety Strap (LULSS)
10´ long, 1˝ wide strap with easy-lock buckle ..............18.95
Safety Strap (LULSS2): Same as above, but 2˝ wide ...23.95

www.bhphotovideo.com

10´ long Safety Belt
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DURAWELD TABLES
Traditional TV Tables
ATV56 Adjustable-Height TV Table, Black (LUATV56)
Height-adjustable, 24˝ deep open shelf table with 4˝ casters.
28 x 24 x 36-54˝ (WDH). Weighs 77 lbs. Black color ...................................267.95
ATV56 Adjustable-Height TV Table, Color
Same as above in Green (LUATV56GN), Royal Blue (LUATV56RB), Red (LUATV56RD),
and Yellow (LUATV56YW) colors...........................................................................267.95
ATV56B Adjustable-Height TV Table with 8˝ Big Wheels
Similar to the ATV56, this height-adjustable TV table has two 8˝ big
wheels on one end. Available in Black (LUATV56B), Green (LUATV56BGN), Royal
Blue (LUATV56BRB), Red (LUATV56BRD), and Yellow (LUATV56BYW) colors....336.95
ATV56C Adjustable-Height TV Table with Cabinet (LUATV56C)
Same as the ATV56, with a cabinet. Weighs 89 lbs..................................353.95
ATV56BC Adjustable-Height TV Table
with Cabinet and 8˝ Big Wheels (LUATV56BC)
Same as the ATV56B, with a cabinet. Weighs 93 lbs ...............................432.95

Wide-Base TV/Video Tables
ATW56 Adjustable-Height Wide Base Table (LUATW56)
TV/Video table with 4˝ casters and electric assembly. 32 x 27 x 40-48˝ (WDH).
Weighs 80 lbs................................................................................................................256.50
ATW56C Adjustable-Height Wide Base Table with Cabinet (LUATW56C)
TV/Video table with 4˝ casters and electric assembly. 32 x 27 x 40-54˝ (WDH).
Weighs 106 lbs..............................................................................................................449.95
ATW48EUL UL-Listed Adjustable-Height Wide Base Table (LUATW48EUL)
UL-listed for 27˝ monitors. With 4˝ casters (2 fixed and 2 swivel, with locking
brake). It includes an LSB safety belt and a UL and CSA listed 3-outlet, 15´
electric assembly. Weighs 81 lbs............................................................................348.50
ATW48CEUL UL-Listed Adjustable-Height
Wide Base Table with Cabinet (LUATW48CEUL)
UL-listed for 27˝ monitors. With 4˝ casters (2 fixed and 2 swivel, with locking
brake). It includes an LSB safety belt and a UL and CSA listed 3-outlet, 15´
electric assembly. Weighs 102 lbs .........................................................................499.95

Vutec Adjustable AV Carts
26-42” Adjustable A/V Cart (VUVMFC4226E)
A 3-tiered welded steel mobile cart with a built-in
4-outlet surge protector and a 25’ line cord. It has
four 4” swivel casters (two that lock). It’s dimensions
are 24 x 26-42 x 18” (WHD) and weighs 49 lbs ...78.95

34-54” Adjustable Extra-Wide
A/V Cart (VUVMFC5434E): A 3-tiered welded steel
mobile cart with a built-in 4-outlet surge protector
and a 25’ line cord. It has four 4” swivel casters (two
that lock). 30 x 34-54 x 22” (WHD), 60 lbs .........156.50

26-42” Adjustable A/V Cart
with Cabinet (VUVMFCAB4226): Same as above, with a
locking cabinet. It weighs 64 lbs .............................99.50

44” Super Wide Body TV Cart (VUVWBC4440E): For
monitors up to 40”. It four 5” swivel casters (two that
lock). 40 x 44 x 27” (WHD)........................................156.50

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821
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TVW SERIES WIDE BASE VIDEO TABLES
Wide-Base Video Tables
These tables feature wide base for increased stability, roll
formed shelves with baked-on powder coat paint finish and
4˝ ball bearing casters, two with brake. They offer 1˝ square
tubular steel leg with durable black power coat paint finish,
and include a 3-outlet, 15´ UL and CSA listed electric assembly.
Backed with a lifetime warranty.

TVW54i

TVW44i

54˝ high, wide-base table with a
3-outlet, 15´ electric assembly.
4˝ casters, two with brakes

Same as above, but 44˝

TVW48i
Same as above, but 48˝

FRTVW4828i
48˝ high, extra wide-base table with
a 3-outlet, 15´ electric assembly.
8˝ foam rubber casters
TVW54i

FRTVW4824i

T VW SERIES WIDE-BASE VIDEO CARTS
Model

Shelves

Dimensions (HWD)

Weight

Black

TVW54i

3

54 x 32 x 22˝

59 lbs.

176.50

TVW48i

3

48 x 32 x 22˝

56 lbs.

162.95

TVW44i

3

44 x 32 x 22˝

58 lbs.

159.50

FRTVW4828i

3

48 x 27 1⁄2 x 37˝

96 lbs.

428.95

TVW44i

Wide-Base Open-Shelf Tables
shown with
optional
safety belt

TVW48LVC

TVW48

These tables feature an integral safety push handle, roll formed
shelves with a baked-on powder-coat paint finish, 4˝ ball-bearing
casters (two with brakes) and slots for an optional safety belt. The 1/2˝
retaining lip and sure grip safety pads prevent equipment from rolling.
They offer 1˝ square tubular steel legs with durable black power coat
paint finish, and include a 3-outlet, 15´ UL and CSA listed electric
assembly. For your convenience, a cabling hole in the top and middle
shelves makes it easy to pass a cord though, and a plug snap keeps
the plug secured to the wrapped cord. Backed with a lifetime warranty.

TVW554 (LUTVW554)

TVW48LVC (LUTVW48LVC)

Five-shelf, 54˝ high, wide-body table with 15´ electric assembly and 4˝
casters. 32 x 27 x 54˝ (WDH). Weighs 85 lbs ..............................................318.95

Same three-shelf, 48˝ high, wide-body table with 15´ electric assembly
and 4˝ casters as above, but with LVC VCR/DVD mount ..........................Call

TVW54 (LUTVW54)

TVW44 (LUTVW44)

Three-shelf, 54˝ high, wide-body table with 15´ electric assembly and 4˝
casters. 32 x 27 x 54˝ (WDH). Weighs 62 lbs .............................................262.95

Three-shelf, 44˝ high, wide-body table with 15´ electric assembly and 4˝
casters. 32 x 27 x 44˝ (WDH). Weighs 60 lbs ..............................................219.50

TVW48 (LUTVW48)

TVW42 (LUTVW42)

Three-shelf, 48˝ high, wide-body table with 15´ electric assembly and 4˝
casters. 32 x 27 x 48˝ (WDH). Weighs 61 lbs..............................................234.95

Two-shelf, 42˝ high, wide-body table with 15´ electric assembly and 4˝
casters. 32 x 27 x 42˝ (WDH). Weighs 38 lbs ..............................................212.95

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO
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TVW SERIES WIDE BASE VIDEO TABLES
Wide-Base Cabinet Tables
In addition to all the features of the above Wide-Base Open-Shelf Tables, these Cabinet
Tables have the added security of a cabinet with reinforced doors, full piano hinges
and a set of two keys. They have an integral safety push handle, roll formed shelves
with a baked-on powder-coat paint finish, 4˝ ball-bearing casters (two with brakes)
slots for an optional safety belt and include a 3-outlet, 15´ UL and CSA listed electric
assembly. They are also backed with a lifetime warranty.

TVW54C

TVWE54C (LUTVWE54C)

TVW48C (LUTVW48C)

Three-shelf, 54˝ high, wide-body table with locking
cabinet, 15´ electric assembly and 4˝ casters. 32 x
27 x 54˝ (WDH). Weighs 106 lbs ...........................487.95

Two-shelf, 48˝ high, wide-body table with locking
cabinet, 15´ electric assembly and 4˝ casters. 32 x
27 x 48˝ (WDH). Weighs 92 lbs .............................453.50

TVW54C (LUTVW54C)

TVW44C (LUTVW44C)

Two-shelf, 54˝ high, wide-body table with locking
cabinet, 15´ electric assembly and 4˝ casters. 32 x
27 x 54˝ (WDH). Weighs 93 lbs .............................459.95

Two-shelf, 44˝ high, wide-body table with locking
cabinet, 15´ electric assembly and 4˝ casters. 32 x
27 x 44˝ (WDH). Weighs 91 lbs..............................449.95

UL-Listed Wide-Base Open-Shelf and Cabinet Tables
These UL-listed wide-body tables have all the features of the TVW Series tables, plus
they are UL-listed and come with an LSB safety belt. The TVW48EUL features a heavy
gauge steel back panel.

TVW48EUL (LUTVW48EUL)

TVW48CEUL (LUTVW48CEUL)

UL-listed 48˝ high wide-body open-shelf table with
electric assembly, 4˝ casters (2 fixed, 2 swivel with
brake) and an LSB safety belt. 32 x 27 x 48˝ (WDH).
Weighs 62 lbs ...........................................................292.50

UL listed 48˝ high wide-body cabinet table with
electric assembly, 4˝ casters (2 fixed, 2 swivel with
brake) and an LSB safety belt. 32 x 27 x 48˝ (WDH).
Weighs 93 lbs ...........................................................487.95

TVW44EUL (LUTVW44EUL)

TVW44CEUL (LUTVW44CEUL)

UL listed 44˝ high wide-body open-shelf table with
electric assembly, 4˝ casters (2 fixed, 2 swivel with
brake) and an LSB safety belt. 32 x 27 x 44˝ (WDH).
Weighs 62 lbs ...........................................................268.95

UL listed 44˝ high wide-body cabinet table with
electric assembly, 4˝ casters (2 fixed, 2 swivel with
brake) and an LSB safety belt. 32 x 27 x 44˝ (WDH).
Weighs 93 lbs ...........................................................464.95

TVW48CEUL

TWP Series
46˝ Wide-Base Tables with 15´ Electric Assembly
TWP46 (LUTWP46)

TWP46P (LUTWP46P)

UL-listed, 46˝ high, wide-base table with a
3-outlet, 15´ UL/CSA listed electric assembly.
It includes 8˝ semi-pneumatic wheels (2 fixed,
2 swivel with brake) and an LSB safety belt.
32 x 27 x 46˝ (WDH). Weighs 95 lbs ...........485.95

A 46˝ high, wide-base table with a 3-outlet,
15´ UL/CSA listed electric assembly. It includes
8˝ non-marring pneumatic wheels (2 fixed, 2
swivel). Its dimensions are 32 x 27 x 46˝ (WDH)
and it weighs 95 lbs ......................................485.95

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821
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TVS VIDEO TABLES
These tables all have 20˝ deep x 32˝ wide roll formed shelves with baked-on powder
coat paint finish. They offer 1˝ square tubular steel legs with durable black power coat
paint finish, and include a 3-outlet, 15´ UL and CSA listed electric assembly. They
feature integral safety push handle and slots for safety belt, 2˝ or 4˝ ball bearing
casters, two with locking brake. 1/2˝ retaining lip and sure grip safety pads prevent
equipment from rolling. For convenience, cabling hole in top and middle shelves make
it easy to pass cord though, and plug snap keeps plug secured to wrapped cord.
Cabinet models have reinforced doors with full piano hinges and set of two keys.

TVS554 (LUTVS554)

TVS44 (LUTVS44)

54˝ high, five-shelf video table with 15´ UL/CSA
listed electric assembly and 4˝ casters ...........292.50

44˝ high, three-shelf video table with 15´ UL/CSA
listed electric assembly and 2˝ casters ............219.95

TVS54 (LUTVS54)

TVS34 (LUTVS34)

54˝ high, three-shelf video table with 15´ UL/CSA
listed electric assembly and 4˝ casters ...........237.50

34˝ high, three-shelf video table with 15´ UL/CSA
listed electric assembly and 2˝ casters ............215.95

TVS48 (LUTVS48)

TVS36 (LUTVS36)

48˝ high, three-shelf video table with 15´ UL/CSA
listed electric assembly and 4˝ casters ...........232.50

36˝ high, two-shelf video table with VCR/DVD
holder, electric assembly and 4˝ casters ........169.95

TVS48

T V S S E R I E S O P E N - S H E L F V I D E O TA B L E S
Model

Shelves

Casters

Dimensions (WDH)

Weight

SKU

Price

TVS554

5

4˝

32 x 20 x 54˝

81 lbs.

LUTVS554

292.50

TVS54

3

4˝

32 x 20 x 54˝

55 lbs.

LUTVS54

237.50

TVS48

3

4˝

32 x 20 x 48˝

54 lbs.

LUTVS48

232.50

TVS44

3

2˝

32 x 20 x 44˝

49 lbs.

LUTVS44

219.95

TVS34

3

2˝

32 x 20 x 34˝

48 lbs.

LUTVS34

215.95

TVS36

2

4˝

321⁄2 x 21 x 36˝

55 lbs.

LUTVS36

Call

TVS36

TVES54C (LUTVES54C)

TVS44C (LUTVS44C)

54˝ high, four-shelf cabinet video table with
electric assembly and 4˝ casters........................474.95

44˝ high, three-shelf cabinet video table with
electric assembly and 2˝ casters........................414.95

TVS54C (LUTVS54C)

TVS34C (LUTVS34C)

54˝ high, three-shelf cabinet video table with
electric assembly and 4˝ casters .......................428.50

34˝ high, three-shelf cabinet video table with
electric assembly and 2˝ casters .......................407.95

TVS48C (LUTVS48C)
48˝ high, three-shelf cabinet video table with electric assembly and 4˝ casters ............................................423.50

T V S S E R I E S C A B I N E T V I D E O TA B L E S

TVS44C
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Model

Shelves

Casters

Dimensions (WDH)

Weight

SKU

Price

TVES54C

4

4˝

32 x 20 x 54˝

96 lbs.

LUTVES54C

474.95

TVS54C

3

4˝

32 x 20 x 54˝

83 lbs.

LUTVS54C

428.50

TVS48C

3

4˝

32 x 20 x 48˝

82 lbs.

LUTVS48C

432.50

TVS44C

3

2˝

32 x 20 x 44˝

77 lbs.

LUTVS44C

414.95

TVS34C

3

2˝

32 x 20 x 34˝

76 lbs.

LUTVS34C

407.95

www.bhphotovideo.com
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LARGE SCREEN MONITOR TABLES
Designed to easily move heavy equipment, Luxor’s large screen
monitor tables are made of heavy guage steel and arc welded.
They feature durable baked-on powder coat paint, a safety
push handle, 11⁄2˝ retaining lip on all shelves and non-skid
safety pads. They include a UL listed 3-outlet, 15´ electric
assembly, and 8˝ non-marring pneumatic tires, 2 fixed and 2
swivel with brake. For convenience, slots in the top shelf allow
for an optional safety strap.

TVP44 (LUTVP44)

TVP44LTC (LUTVP44LTC)

Three-shelf, large screen monitor
table. Pyramid shape ensures
greater stability. Holds up to a 37˝
TV/monitor. 371⁄4 x 251⁄4 x 44˝ (WDH).
Weighs 121 lbs ............................518.95

Same as above except with locking
cabinet. Weighs 170 lbs ..........779.50

TVP32 (LUTVP32)

Same as TVP44 except with locking
cabinet. Weighs 165 lbs .................Call

Two shelf, large screen monitor
table. Pyramid shape ensures
greater stability. Holds up to a 37˝
TV/monitor. 371⁄4 x 251⁄4 x 32˝ (WDH).
Weighs 96 lbs .............................439.95

TVP44LT (LUTVP44LT)

TVP32LT (LUTVP32LT)

48˝ high, three-shelf video table
with 15´ UL/CSA listed electric
assembly and 4˝ casters..........566.50

Heavy duty, two-shelf, large screen
monitor table. Holds up to a 40˝
TV/monitor. 39 3⁄4 x 27 5⁄8 x 44˝ (WDH).
Weighs 101 lbs ............................469.95

TVP44SP (LUTP44SP)

TVS44 (LUTVS44)

TVP44LTC

TVP44C

Heavy-duty three-shelf, large screen monitor table. Holds up to a 40˝
TV/monitor. 39 3⁄4 x 27 5⁄8 x 44˝ (WDH). Weighs 126 lbs........................................414.95

Other
sters
optional ca able...
avail

SP8 Solid rubber
high profile
semi-pneumatic tires

FR8 heavy
duty 8˝ foam
rubber casters.

TVP44LT

Large Screen Multi-Media Carts
TVP400 40˝ High Extra-Wide Heavy-Duty Three-Shelf Cart (LUTVP400)
An extra wide, heavy duty, multi-media cart with 8˝ pnuematic tires (two with a
locking brake), and a 3-outlet 15´ UL/CSA listed electric assembly. Made with heavy
gauge steel with durable baked-on powder coat paint finish, the TVP400 comes
with a safety push handle. It holds up to a 42˝ TV/monitor. Dimensions are 48 x 28
x 40˝ (WDH). Weighs 136 lbs.........................................................................................................Call

TV40RT 40˝ High Pyramid Shape Two-Shelf Cart (LUTV40RT)

TVP400

Pyramid shape large screen multi-media cart with 5˝ casters (2 with locking brake),
a 3-outlet 15´ UL/CSA listed electric assembly, and a 2˝ wide, 20´ long safety strap
with an easy-lock buckle. It includes an 18 1⁄2 x 17˝ accessory shelf which mounts
under the top shelf, and holds up to a 30˝ TV/monitor. It weighs 103 lbs ...............Call

TV50RT 53˝ High Pyramid Shape Three-Shelf Cart (LUTV50RT)
TV40RT

A pyramid shape large screen cart with 5˝ casters (2 with locking brake), a 3-outlet
15´ UL/CSA listed electric assembly, and a 2˝ wide, 20´ long safety strap with an
easy-lock buckle. Holds up to a 30˝ TV/monitor. Weighs 135 lbs.................................Call

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821
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UNIVERSAL TABLE ACCESSORIES
BELTS AND STRAPS
LHB

Security Systems
Sound Alarm (LULSA)
Alarm lock with 6´ cable. Provides extra security by emitting an ear
piercing alarm when tampered with..........................................................53.95
Sound Alarm (LULSAK)
Same as above but keyed alike ....................................................................53.95

Sound Alarm

Extra Mounting Plates (LULSAP)
Two additional mounting plates for the Sound Alarms......................17.95
LHB Safety Belt (LULHB)
10´ long (2˝ wide) heavy-duty safety
belt, weighs 1 lb ..................................32.95
LSB

Security System (LULSK)
6´ cable with two mounting plates and lock...........................................29.95
Security System (LULCK)
3´ cable with two mounting plates and lock...........................................35.95

Security System

Extra Mounting Plates (LULSO)
Two additional mounting plates for the Security Systems ................17.95

Electrical Cord Wraps
LSB Safety Belt (LULSB)
8´ long (1˝ wide) strap with “J” hooks and
easy lock buckle..................................34.95
LRS

Electrical Cord Wrap (LUSW)
Plastic cord wrap for small plastic carts.........................................................Call

4”
Casters

Electrical Cord Wrap (LULW)
Plastic cord wrap for large plastic carts .........................................................Call

5”
Casters

Casters
4˝ Casters (LUDW)
Dual-wheel casters ............................................................................................39.95
LRS Ratchet Strap (LULRS)
12´ long (1˝ wide) strap with with
ratcheting buckle ...............................34.50
LSS Safety Strap (LULSS)
10´ long (1˝ wide) safety strap with
easy-lock buckle..................................18.95

5˝ Casters (LUC5)
Heavy-duty 5˝ ball bearing casters, two with locking brake .............43.95

Foam
Rubber Casters

Big Wheel Assembly (LULBW)
Two 8˝ big wheel rolling ball bearing, hard rubber wheels ...............53.50
Foam Rubber Casters (LUFR8)
Heavy-duty 8˝ foam rubber casters ............................................................79.95
Safety Strips

LSS2

Assorted Accessories
Safety Strips (LULSGS)
Set of six 2 x 10˝ adhesive strips with sure-grip, non-skid surface. Keeps
equipment from sliding ...................................................................................16.95

LSS2 Safety Strap (LULSS2)
10´ long (2˝ wide) safety strap with
easy-lock buckle..................................23.95
LCDWR Wire CD Holder (LULCDWR)
Wire CD holder holds up to 24 CDs. Can
be wall mounted or used on your
desktop. 51⁄2 x 15 x 51⁄4˝ (WHD), weighs 2
lbs. Chrome color....................................Call

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO

VCR Compartment Case (LUTRVC)
A compartment case that encloses your video equipment for security.
Fits all LE Endura models ................................................................................34.95
Recoil Power Assembly (LURE20)
UL-listed two-outlet, 20´ heavy-duty cord. Extends and locks .........68.50

VCR
Compartment Case

Recoil Power Assembly

Electrical Assembly (LUESE)
6-outlet, 15´ surge suppressing electrical assembly .............................43.50
Electric Assembly (LULEES)
3-outlet surge suppressing power cord and cord wrap bracket......39.95

www.bhphotovideo.com
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ENDURA VIDEO/EQUIPMENT TABLES
These tables feature an 18˝ deep x 24˝ wide top shelf reinforced with one
aluminum bar and an integrated safety push handle molded into the top shelf
for a sturdy sure grip. A 1/4˝ retaining lip and sure grip safety pads prevent
equipment from sliding. “Cable track” cord management system keeps cords
neatly secured and free of entanglements. Cabling hole in top shelf with cord
guide cover. They come with 4˝ ball bearing casters, two with locking brake
and UL & CSA listed 3-outlet, 15´ surge suppressing electric assembly. Molded
shelves and legs won’t stain, scratch, dent or rust—backed by lifetime warranty.
Cabinet models have full piano door hinge for maximum strength and recessed
door handle. Big Wheel models are UL listed.
LE42

26˝ HIGH VIDEO EQUIPMENT TABLES
LE26: Open shelf table ..............................144.50
LE26C: Locking cabinet table ................269.95
LEB26: UL-listed open shelf table with 8˝ Big

42˝ HIGH VIDEO EQUIPMENT TABLES
LE42: Open shelf table ..............................176.50
LE42C: Locking cabinet table .................301.95
LEB42: UL-listed open shelf table with 8˝ Big

Wheels on one end and a safety strap ...184.95

Wheels on one end and a safety strap ...218.50

LEB26C: UL-listed cabinet table with 8˝ Big

LEB42C: UL-listed cabinet table with 8˝ Big

Wheels on one end and a safety strap...309.95

Wheels on one end and a safety strap...346.50

34˝ HIGH VIDEO EQUIPMENT TABLES
LE34: Open shelf table ..............................169.95
LE34C: Locking cabinet table ................297.95
LEB34: UL-listed open shelf table with 8˝ Big

MULTI-HEIGHT ENDURA TABLES
LEDUO: Open shelf table ........................179.95
LEDUOC: Locking cabinet table...........307.50
LEBDUO: UL-listed open shelf table with

Wheels on one end and a safety strap ...213.50

8˝ Big Wheels ...................................................223.50

LEB34C: UL-listed cabinet table with 8˝ Big

LEBDUOC: UL-listed cabinet table with

Wheels on one end and a safety strap...339.50

8˝ Big Wheels ...................................................349.95

LE26C

LEDUO

E N D U R A S E R I E S V I D E O E Q U I PM E N T TA B L E S
Model

Shelves

Casters

Open-Shelf

2

4˝ ball bearing

✓

LE26C

2

4˝ ball bearing

LEB26

2

8˝ Big Wheels

LEB26C

2

8˝ Big Wheels

LE34

3

4˝ ball bearing

LE34C

3

4˝ ball bearing

LEB34

3

8˝ Big Wheels

LEB34C

3

8˝ Big Wheels

LE42

3

4˝ ball bearing

LE42C

3

4˝ ball bearing

LEB42

3

8˝ Big Wheels

LEB42C

3

8˝ Big Wheels

LEDUO

3

4˝ ball bearing

LEDUOC

3

4˝ ball bearing

LEBDUO

3

8˝ Big Wheels

LEBDOUC

3

8˝ Big Wheels

LE26

Cabinet

UL-Listed

✓
✓
✓

LULE26C
LULEB26

184.95

✓

24 x 18 x 26˝

55 lbs.

LULEB26C

309.95

24 x 18 x 34˝

30 lbs.

LULE34

169.95

24 x 18 x 34˝

52 lbs.

LULE34C

297.95

✓

24 x 18 x 34˝

40 lbs.

LULEB34

213.50

✓

24 x 18 x 34˝

62 lbs.

LULEB34C

339.50

24 x 18 x 42˝

32 lbs.

LULE42

176.50

24 x 18 x 42˝

54 lbs.

LULE42C

301.95

✓

24 x 18 x 42˝

42 lbs.

LULEB42

218.50

✓

24 x 18 x 42˝

64 lbs.

LULEB42C

346.50

24 x 18 x 16- 42˝

28 lbs.

LULEDUO

179.95

24 x 18 x 16- 42˝

51 lbs.

LULEDUOC

307.50

✓

24 x 18 x 16- 42˝

38 lbs.

LULEBDUO

223.50

✓

24 x 18 x 16- 42˝

60 lbs.

LULEBDUOC

349.95

✓
✓

269.95

45 lbs.

✓
✓

144.50

33 lbs.

✓
✓

Price

LULE26

24 x 18 x 26˝

✓
✓

SKU

23 lbs.

24 x 18 x 26˝

✓
✓

Weight

24 x 18 x 26˝
✓

✓
✓

Dimensions (WDH)

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821
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Open Shelf and Cabinet Tables
These tables have a top shelf reinforced with two aluminum bars
and an integral safety push handle molded into the top shelf for a
sturdy sure grip. Backed by a ifetime warranty, molded plastic
shelves and legs won’t stain, scratch, dent or rust. 1/2˝ retaining lip
and sure grip safety pads prevent equipment from sliding. For
convenience, a “cable track” cord management system keeps cords
neatly secured and free of entanglements. Cabling hole in top shelf
with cord guide cover. They come with 4˝ ball bearing casters,
two with locking brake and UL & CSA listed 3-outlet, 15´ surge
suppressing electric assembly.
Cabinet models feature recessed door handle, full piano door hinge
for maximum strength and includes set of two keys. 8˝ big wheel
models available. Molded cord wrap attaches around table leg and
swings out for easy access.

2 7 ˝ V I D E O TA B L E S

LE27

4 8 ˝ V I D E O TA B L E S

LE27 (LULE27)

LE48 (LULE48)

27˝ high open-shelf table. 32 x 24 x 27˝
(WDH). Weighs 43 lbs......................236.50

48˝ high open-shelf table. 32 x 24 x 48˝
(WDH). Weighs 53 lbs......................289.95

LE27C (LULE27C)

LE48C (LULE48C)

Same as above, with a locking cabinet.
Weighs 74 lbs...................................413.95

Same as above, with a locking cabinet.
Weighs 85 lbs...................................468.95

LEB27 (LULEB27)

LEB48 (LULEB48)

27˝ high open-shelf table with 8˝ Big
Wheels on one end. 32 x 24 x 27˝
(WDH). Weighs 48 lbs......................279.95

48˝ high open-shelf table with 8˝ Big
Wheels on one end. 32 x 24 x 48˝
(WDH). Weighs 60 lbs......................335.95

LEB27C (LULEB27C)

LEB48C (LULEB48C)

Same as above, with a locking cabinet.
Weighs 84 lbs...................................459.95

Same as above, with a locking cabinet.
Weighs 92 lbs...................................514.50

4 0 ˝ V I D E O TA B L E S

5 4 ˝ V I D E O TA B L E S

LE40 (LULE40)

LE54 (LULE54)

40˝ high open-shelf table. 32 x 24 x 40˝
(WDH). Weighs 52 lbs......................279.95

54˝ high open-shelf table. 32 x 24 x 54˝
(WDH). Weighs 54 lbs......................297.50

LE40C (LULE40C)

LE54C (LULE54C)

Same as above, with a locking cabinet.
Weighs 84 lbs...................................459.95

Same as above, with a locking cabinet.
Weighs 86 lbs...................................476.95

LEB40 (LULEB40)

LEB54 (LULEB54)

40˝ high open-shelf table with 8˝ Big
Wheels on one end. 32 x 24 x 40˝
(WDH). Weighs 60 lbs......................326.50

54˝ high open-shelf table with 8˝ Big
Wheels on one end. 32 x 24 x 54˝
(WDH). Weighs 62 lbs......................342.50

LEB40C (LULEB40C)

LEB54C (LULEB54C)

Same as above, with a locking cabinet.
Weighs 90 lbs...................................503.95

Same as above, with a locking cabinet.
Weighs 93 lbs...................................519.95

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO
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ENDURA VIDEO TABLES
M U LT I - H E I G H T TA B L E S
LELDUO (LULELDUO)
Multi-height open-shelf table with UL and CSA
listed 3-outlet electric surge. 32 x 24 x 27-54˝
(WDH). Weighs 56 lbs .....................................312.50

LELBDUO (LULELBDUO)
Same as above, with 8˝ Big Wheels on one end.
Weighs 65 lbs ..................................................356.50

LELDUOC (LULELDUOC)
Multi-height locking cabinet table with UL
and CSA listed 3-outlet electric surge.
32 x 24 x 27-54˝ (WDH). Weighs 88 lbs.....491.95

LELBDUOC (LULELBDUOC)
Same as above, with 8˝ Big Wheels on one end.
Weighs 97 lbs ..................................................535.95

Endura Equipment Table
with Tamper-Resistant Video Compartment
The Endura Equipment Tables feature a tamper-resistant video
compartment for extra security. They all have an integral safety push
handle molded into the top shelf for a sturdy grip, 4” ball bearing
casters (two with a locking brake) and a UL/CSA listed 3-outlet,
15’ surge-suppressing electric assembly.
LEVC34 (LULEVC34)

LEVC45

34” high, two-shelf equipment table. The
top shelf is reinforced with an aluminum
bar. 24 x 18 x 34” (WDH), 27 lbs.......177.95

LEVC42 (LULEVC42)
42” high, two-shelf equipment table. The
top shelf is reinforced with an aluminum
bar. 24 x 18 x 42” (WDH), 29 lbs.......183.50

LEVC45 (LULEVC45)
45” high, two-shelf equipment table. The
top shelf is reinforced with 2 aluminum
bars. 32 x 24 x 45” (WDH), 47 lbs ....264.50

LELDUO

Plate Caster and Pneumatic Wheel
Open-Shelf Video Tables
These video tables feature an integral safety push handle molded into
the top shelf, a UL/CSA listed 3-outlet, 15’ surge-suppressing electric
assembly and a cabling hole in the top shelf with a cord guide cover.

LPT48

T R AY S H E L F TA B L E S

LE41 (LULE41)
41” high table with heavy-duty solid core
5” plate casters. 32 x 24 x 41” (WDH). It
weighs 58 lbs........................................415.95

LPT27 (LULPT27)
Open-shelf table with lower tray, 4˝ casters,
two with brake. Dimensions are 32 x 24 x 27˝
(WDH). It weighs 39 lbs ..................................173.95

LE32P (LULE32P)
32” high table with 8” pneumatic tires.
32 x 24 x 32” (WDH), 66 lbs................414.95

LPT40 (LULPT40)
40˝ high, three-shelf table with the same
features as above. Weighs 54 lbs .............234.95

LE29 (LULE29)

48˝ high version of the above, 55 lbs .....243.50

29” high table with heavy-duty solid
core 5” plate casters, 47 lbs ............369.95

LPT54 (LULPT54)

LE44P (LULE44P)

LPT48 (LULPT48)

54˝ high version of the above, 56 lbs .....249.95

LPTBW (LULPTBW)

LE44P

44” high table with 8” pneumatic tires.
32 x 24 x 44” (WDH), 75 lbs...............459.95

Optional Big Wheel assembly, 11 lbs..........47.95

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821
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LOW PRICED PLASTIC TABLES
These tables feature a retaining lip around each shelf, integral safety push
handle and cord wrap and cabling hole in top shelf for cord management.
Backed by a lifetime warranty, the molded plastic shelves and legs won’t
stain, scratch, dent or rust. Some are equipped with 4˝ ball bearing casters,
and some with heavy-duty 8˝ Big Wheels. Models with an “E” suffix include
a 3-outlet, 15´ UL listed power cord that mounts in the handle.

26” OPEN-SHELF TABLES

26” TABLES with CABINET

LP26 (LULP26)

LP26C (LULP26C)

Open-shelf table. 24 x 18 x 26” (WDH).
Weighs 20 lbs...............................................95.95

Table with locking cabinet. 24 x 18 x 26”
(WDH). Weighs 43 lbs ...............................222.50

LP26E (LULP26E)

LP26CE (LULP26CE)

With a 3-outlet UL-listed power cord.
Weighs 21 lbs.............................................124.95

With a 3-outlet UL-listed power cord.
Weighs 44 lbs ............................................249.95

LP26BW (LULP26BW)

LP26CBW (LULP26CBW)

With 8” Big Wheels. Weighs 29 lbs.....139.50

With 8” Big Wheels. Weighs 51 lbs .....264.95

LP26EBW (LULP26EBW)

LP26CEBW (LULP26CEBW)

With 8” Big Wheels and 3-outlet UL-listed
power cord. Weighs 31 lbs....................168.50

With 8” Big Wheels, and a 3-outlet UL-listed
power cord. Weighs 53 lbs ...................293.95

34” OPEN-SHELF TABLES

34” TABLES with CABINET

LP34 (LULP34)

LP34C (LULP34C)

Open-shelf table. 24 x 18 x 34” (WDH).
Weighs 24 lbs ............................................104.95

Table with locking cabinet. 24 x 18 x 34”
(WDH). Weighs 49 lbs ...............................229.95

LP34E (LULP34E)

LP34CE (LULP34CE)

With a 3-outlet UL-listed power cord.
Weighs 25 lbs ............................................133.50

With a 3-outlet UL-listed power cord.
Weighs 49 lbs ............................................259.50

LP34BW (LULP34BW)

LP34CBW (LULP34CBW)

With 8” Big Wheels. Weighs 28 lbs.....147.50

With 8” Big Wheels. Weighs 51 lbs .....272.95

LP34EBW (LULP34EBW)

LP34CEBW (LULP34CEBW)

With 8” Big Wheels and 3-outlet UL-listed
power cord. Weighs 30 lbs ...................176.50

With 8” Big Wheels, and a 3-outlet UL-listed
power cord. Weighs 61 lbs....................301.95

42” OPEN-SHELF TABLES

42” TABLES with CABINET

LP42 (LULP42)

LP42C (LULP42C)

Open-shelf table. 24 x 18 x 42” (WDH).
Weighs 24 lbs ............................................108.50

Table with locking cabinet. 24 x 18 x 42”
(WDH). Weighs 47 lbs ...............................234.95

LP42E (LULP42E)

LP42CE (LULP42CE)

With a 3-outlet UL-listed power cord.
Weighs 27 lbs ............................................137.50

With a 3-outlet UL-listed power cord.
Weighs 49 lbs ............................................263.95

LP42BW (LULP42BW)

LP42CBW (LULP42CBW)

With 8” Big Wheels. Weighs 31 lbs .....149.95

With 8” Big Wheels. Weighs 54 lbs.....277.95

LP42EBW (LULP42EBW)

LP42CEBW (LULP42CEBW)

With 8” Big Wheels and 3-outlet UL-listed
power cord. Weighs 31 lbs....................179.95

With 8” Big Wheels, and a 3-outlet UL-listed
power cord. Weighs 54 lbs ...................306.50

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO
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LP34BW

LP34

CPU Holder (LUEMCPU)
CPU tower holder fits
most plastic carts ....57.50
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LOW PRICED PLASTIC TABLES
27” OPEN-SHELF TABLES
LP27 (LULP27): Open-shelf table. 32 x 24 x 27” (WDH). Weighs 36 lbs......................................173.95
LP27E (LULP27E): With a 3-outlet UL-listed power cord. Weighs 36 lbs .................................216.95

LP48C

LP27BW (LULP27BW): With 8” Big Wheels. Weighs 41 lbs ............................................................216.95
LP27EBW (LULP27EBW): With 8” Big Wheels & 3-outlet UL-listed power cord, 41 lbs ......244.95
LP27C (LULP27C): Table with locking cabinet. 32 x 24 x 27” (WDH). Weighs 68 lbs.............344.50

40” OPEN-SHELF TABLES
LP40 (LULP40): Open-shelf table. 32 x 24 x 40” (WDH). Weighs 44 lbs......................................224.95
LP40E (LULP40E): With a 3-outlet UL-listed power cord. Weighs 46 lbs ................................254.50
LP40BW (LULP40BW): With 8” Big Wheels. Weighs 54 lbs...........................................................267.95
LP40EBW (LULP40EBW): With 8” Big Wheels & 3-outlet UL-listed power cord, 55 lbs .....296.95
LP40C (LULP40C): Table with locking cabinet. 32 x 24 x 40” (WDH). Weighs 77 lbs.............394.95

48” OPEN-SHELF TABLES

LP27E

LP48 (LULP48): Open-shelf table. 32 x 24 x 48” (WDH). Weighs 47 lbs......................................234.95
LP48E (LULP48E): With a 3-outlet UL-listed power cord. Weighs 48 lbs ................................263.95
LP48BW (LULP48BW): With 8” Big Wheels. Weighs 55 lbs...........................................................277.95
LP48EBW (LULP48EBW): With 8” Big Wheels & 3-outlet UL-listed power cord, 59 lbs .....306.50
LP48C (LULP48C): Table with locking cabinet. 32 x 24 x 48” (WDH). Weighs 79 lbs.............404.95

54” OPEN-SHELF TABLES
LP54 (LULP54): Open-shelf table. 32 x 24 x 54” (WDH). Weighs 48 lbs......................................239.95
LP54E (LULP54E): With a 3-outlet UL-listed power cord. Weighs 49 lbs ................................269.95
LP54BW (LULP54BW): With 8” Big Wheels. Weighs 56 lbs...........................................................283.95
LP54EBW (LULP54EBW): With 8” Big Wheels & 3-outlet UL-listed power cord, 60 lbs ......312.50
LP54C (LULP54C): Table with locking cabinet. 32 x 24 x 54” (WDH). Weighs 80 lbs.............409.95

LPLDUOE

Multi-Height Low-Prices Plastic Tables
16-42” OPEN-SHELF TABLES
LPDUO (LULPDUO): Open-shelf multi-height
table. 24 x 18 x 16-42” (WDH), 25 lbs .........119.95

LPDUOE (LULPDUOE): With a 3-outlet UL-listed
power cord. Weighs 38 lbs..........................148.95

LPDUOBW (LULPDUOBW): With 8” Big Wheels.
It weighs 32 lbs ...............................................162.50

LPDUOEBW (LULPDUOEBW): With 8” Big
Wheels and a 3-outlet UL-listed power cord. It
weighs 32 lbs ...................................................189.95

16-42” TABLES with CABINET

27-54” OPEN-SHELF TABLES

LPDUOC (LULPDUOC): Multi-height table with
locking cabinet, 48 lbs .................................244.95

LPLDUO (LULPLDUO): Open-shelf multi-height

LPDUOCE (LULPDUOCE): With a 3-outlet
UL-listed power cord. Weighs 49 lbs.......274.50

LPLDUOE (LULPLDUOE): With a 3-outlet
UL-listed power cord. Weighs 54 lbs.......286.50

LPDUOCBW (LULPDUOCBW): With 8” Big
Wheels. It weighs 55 lbs ..............................287.95

LPLDUOBW (LULPLDUOBW): With 8” Big

LPDUOCEBW (LULPDUOCEBW): With 8” Big
Wheels and a 3-outlet UL-listed power cord.
It weighs 55 lbs...............................................317.95

LPLDUOEBW (LULPLDUOEBW): With 8” Big
Wheels and a 3-outlet UL-listed power cord. It
weighs 62 lbs...................................................328.95

table. 32 x 24 x 27-54” (WDH), 52 lbs.........257.50

Wheels. It weighs 60 lbs ..............................299.95

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821
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TUFFY PLASTIC UTILITY CARTS
Open Shelf and Cabinet Plastic Utility Carts
Is color coordination or color coding important to you? Would you prefer a
warm red or serene blue cart, rather than the normal black? If so, the wonderful
variety of color Tuffy carts are for you. They are constructed of injection-molded
thermoplastic that will not chip, warp, crack, rust or peel. All Tuffy shelves have
a 1⁄4˝ safety retaining lip. Included with every color Tuffy cart is a 3-outlet
UL/CSA electrical assembly, and three cable management clips. Cabinet models
have a steel key-locking cabinet with full piano hinge and set of two keys.
UL listed models include Wilson’s 8˝ Big Wheel Kit and tip-resistant ballast
system. You won’t find this many color choices in durable injection-molded,
thermoplastic carts ANYWHERE else!
◆ These

durable injection molded thermoplastic carts are available in
fourteen color choices.

◆

Constructed from an engineered thermoplastic resin,
injection-molded that will not chip, warp, crack, rust or peel.

◆

All Tuffy shelves have a 1/4˝ safety retaining lip and a raised texture
surface to enhance product placement and ensure minimal sliding.

◆

Included with every color Tuffy cart is a 3-outlet UL/CSA electrical
assembly with a 15´ cord, cord management wrap and three cable
management clips. Electrical attachment is recessed so it doesn’t add
to the width of the cart.

◆

UL-listed models also include Wilson’s 8˝ Big Wheel Kit and
tip-resistant ballast system.

TUFFY OPEN-SHELF UTILITY CARTS
Model

Shelves

Dimensions (HWD)

Weight

UL Listed

Black

WT16E

2

16 x 24 x 18˝

21 lbs.

No

152.95

Call

WT26E

2

26 x 24 x 18˝

22 lbs.

No

162.95

Call
Call

WT34E

3

34 x 24 x 18˝

28 lbs.

No

172.95

WT42E

3

42 x 24 x 18˝

29 lbs.

No

179.95

Call

WT1642E

3

16-42 x 24 x 18˝

30 lbs.

No

192.50

Call

WT42BEUL13

3

42 x 24 x 18˝

40 lbs.

Yes

279.95

Call

WT42BEUL20

3

42 x 24 x 18˝

50 lbs.

Yes

298.95

Call

Cabinet model carts have
the same features as the
Open Shelf Carts PLUS—
◆

Cabinets are made of
20-gauge steel

◆

WT42BEUL13 and WT42CBEUL13 are UL Listed up to 13˝ Monitors.
The WT42BEUL20 and WT42CBEUL20 are UL Listed up to 20˝ Monitors.

TUFFY UTILITY CARTS WITH CABINET
Model

Shelves

Dimensions (HWD)

Weight

UL Listed

Black

Color

include a lock with a set
of two keys

WT26CE

2

26 x 24 x 18˝

40 lbs.

No

176.95

Call

WT34CE

3

34 x 24 x 18˝

46 lbs.

No

Call

Call

Cabinet door clearance is
131⁄2 x 17˝ (HxW)

WT42CE

3

42 x 24 x 18˝

47 lbs.

No

Call

Call

WT2642CE

3

26-42 x 24 x 18˝

48 lbs.

No

Call

Call

WT42CBEUL13

3

42 x 24 x 18˝

59 lbs.

Yes

Call

Call

WT42CBEUL20

3

42 x 24 x 18˝

75 lbs.

Yes

472.95

Call

◆ They

◆

Color

Black carts have a black cabinet
and legs. Color models have a
putty cabinet and legs

Big Wheel Kit (WIBWLIT): 1˝ x 8˝ (WxD) Big
Wheel Kit allows your cart to roll over almost
any surface. When ordering, please specify on
which cart the kit will be used. 8 lbs .............Call
34˝ Cart Skirting (WISK34): Fits 34˝ cart 118.50
42˝ Cart Skirting (WISK42): Fits 42˝ cart 124.95

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO

Safety Strap (WIESS): This equipment safety
strap holds down your items and fits most TV
mounts and carts. 1˝ wide and 11´ long....19.95
Metal Drawer for 18 x 24˝ Tuffys (WIWTD)
A pullout 19 x 141⁄2 x 5˝ steel drawer. Great for
storing videos, DVDs, etc...............................66.50

www.bhphotovideo.com

Heavy-duty Strap (WIEHS): A 2˝ wide, 8´ long
heavy duty strap for securing larger, heavier
items. Hooks and adjustable buckle make it
easy to use ..........................................................39.50
Ratchet Strap (WIERS): Easily secure items. This
strap is 1” wide and 12´ ...................................39.50
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TUFFY PLASTIC VIDEO CARTS
What are the ingredients for the world’s strongest plastic cart? 2˝ thick injection
molded thermoplastic, 2˝ thick square tube legs and steel reinforcements—
exactly what goes into every Wilson Tuffy Video cart. These carts easily hold
32˝ TVs, copiers, laminators, computer equipment and more. The carts
feature 2˝ thick plastic shelves and legs, two steel reinforcements molded
into the top shelf, a 3-outlet UL/CSA electrical assembly and three cable
management clips. UL models are listed to hold up to a 27˝ TV and include
an 8˝ Big Wheel Kit and a tip-resistant ballast system. The locking cabinet
is constructed from heavy gauge steel.
◆

Both the shelves and legs are made from
recyclable material.

◆

Cabinet door clearance is 151⁄2 x 23”.
(HxW)

◆

Four 4” silent-roll full swivel ball bearing
casters, two with locks.

◆

Shelves are 32 x 2 x 24” (WxHxD)
with 1⁄4˝ retaining lip.

◆

Locking cabinet made from 20-gauge steel.

◆

Legs are 2” square tube.

UL-Listed
carts come
with the
Big Wheel Kit
which allows your
cart to roll over
almost any surface.

Silent roll ball-bearing
casters, two locking.

The WTV2854E and WTV2854CE include 3 shelves and the legs needed to make
the four height options: 28”, 42”, 48” and 54”.

TUFFY OPEN-SHELF VIDEO CARTS
Model

Shelves

Dimensions (HWD)

Weight

UL Listed

Black

Gray

WTV17E

2

17 x 24 x 32˝

43 lbs.

No

267.50

267.50

WTV28E

2

28 x 24 x 32˝

44 lbs.

No

273.50

273.50

WTV34E

3

34 x 24 x 32˝

46 lbs.

No

284.95

284.95

WTV42E

3

42 x 24 x 32˝

46 lbs.

No

336.95

336.95

WTV44E

3

44 x 24 x 32˝

46 lbs.

No

339.95

339.95

WTV48E

3

48 x 24 x 32˝

47 lbs.

No

345.95

345.95

WTV54E

3

54 x 24 x 32˝

48 lbs.

No

353.50

353.50

WTV2854E

3

28-54 x 24 x 32˝

72 lbs.

No

369.95

369.95

WTV42BEUL27

3

42 x 24 x 32˝

75 lbs.

Yes

449.95

449.95

WTV48BEUL27

3

48 x 24 x 32˝

76 lbs.

Yes

459.95

459.95

WTV54BEUL27

3

54 x 24 x 32˝

77 lbs.

Yes

467.95

467.95

WT42BEUL27, WT48BEUL27 and WT54BEUL27 open shelf carts,
and the WTV42BEUL27, WTV48BEUL27 and WTV54BEUL27 carts with security cabinet,
are all UL Listed up to 27˝ Monitors and include the 8˝ Big Wheel Kit and the tip-resistant ballast system.

TUFFY VIDEO CARTS WITH CABINET
UL/CSA approved
electrical assembly
Tuffy carts
feature an
ergonomic
handle
with a
textured
surface.

Model

Shelves

Dimensions (HWD)

Weight

UL Listed

Black

Gray

WTV28CE

2

26 x 24 x 32˝

64 lbs.

No

472.50

472.50

WTV42CE

3

42 x 24 x 32˝

74 lbs.

No

533.95

533.95

WTV44CE

3

44 x 24 x 32˝

74 lbs.

No

579.95

579.95

WTV48CE

3

48 x 24 x 32˝

75 lbs.

No

544.50

544.50

WTV54CE

3

54 x 24 x 32˝

76 lbs.

No

553.50

533.50

WTV2854CE

3

26-54 x 24 x 32˝

100 lbs.

No

584.50

584.50

WTV42BEUL27CE

3

42 x 24 x 32˝

103 lbs.

Yes

Call

Call

WTV48BEUL27CE

3

48 x 24 x 32˝

104 lbs.

Yes

Call

Call

WTV54BEUL27CE

3

54 x 24 x 32˝

105 lbs.

Yes

Call

Call

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821
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TUFFY PLASTIC JUMBO & WIDEBASE CARTS
Constructed from thermoplastic resin, Jumbo carts
feature a large 27” deep shelf with 2 steel reinforcements
molded into the 2” thick top shelf for extra strength.
Widebase and Pyramid carts offer the same super-tough
construction as the Jumbo carts, and have an exclusive
curved plastic leg design that enhances stability while
accommodating larger equipment. These Tuffy carts all
have a 3-outlet UL/CSA electrical assembly and three
cable management clips. Locking cabinet models are
constructed from heavy gauge steel and include a set of
two keys. Tuffy Jumbo (WTVJ) models all have shelves 27”
deep. Tuffy Widebase (WTVW) models have a 24” deep
top shelf and a 27” deep middle and bottom shelf. Tuffy
Pyramid (WTVP) has 24” deep top and middle shelves
and a 27” deep bottom shelf. Available in black only.
◆

Shelves and legs are made from recyclable material.

◆

Four 4” full swivel ball bearing casters, two with locks.

◆

Shelves are 32 x 27 x 2˝ (WDH) with 1⁄4˝ retaining lip and 32 x 24 x 2˝
(WDH) with 1⁄4” retaining lip.

◆

Cabinet door clearance is 23 x151⁄2˝ (WH)

WTVP42E

WTVW34E

WTVJ54E

TUFFY OPEN-SHELF JUMBO CARTS
Model

Shelves

Dimensions (HWD)

Weight

Black

WTVJ17E

2

17 x 32 x 27˝

51 lbs.

286.95

WTVJ28E

2

28 x 32 x 27˝

53 lbs.

293.95

WTVJ34E

3

34 x 32 x 27˝

54 lbs.

301.95

WTVJ42E

3

42 x 32 x 27˝

72 lbs.

427.95

WTVJ44E

3

44 x 32 x 27˝

73 lbs.

432.95

WTVJ48E

3

48 x 32 x 27˝

74 lbs.

437.95

WTVJ54E

3

54 x 32 x 27˝

75 lbs.

448.50

WTVW48CE

TUFFY OPEN-SHELF WIDEBASE CARTS
TUFFY JUMBO CARTS WITH CABINET
Model

Model

Shelves

Dimensions (HWD)

Weight

Black

3

34 x 32 x 24-27˝

53 lbs.

274.95

Shelves

Dimensions (HWD)

Weight

Black

WTVW34E

WTVJ42CE

3

42 x 32 x 27˝

102 lbs.

656.95

WTVW42E

3

28 x 32 x 24-27˝

72 lbs.

386.95

WTVJ44CE

3

44 x 32 x 27˝

103 lbs.

659.95

WTVW44E

3

34 x 32 x 24-27˝

72 lbs.

392.95

WTVJ48CE

3

48 x 32 x 27˝

104 lbs.

664.95

WTVW48E

3

48 x 32 x 24-27˝

73 lbs.

398.50

WTVJ54CE

3

54 x 32 x 27˝

105 lbs.

674.95

WTVW54E

3

54 x 32 x 24-27˝

748 lbs.

407.95

T U F F Y O P E N - S H E L F PYR A M I D C A R T S
Model
WTVP42E

TUFFY WIDEBASE CARTS WITH CABINET

Shelves

Dimensions (HWD)

Weight

Black

Model

Shelves

Dimensions (HWD)

Weight

Black

3

42 x 32 x 24-27˝

65 lbs.

349.95

WTVW42CE

3

42 x 32 x 24-27˝

101 lbs.

617.95
619.95

WTVP44E

3

44 x 32 x 24-27˝

66 lbs.

356.95

WTVW44CE

3

44 x 32 x 24-27˝

102 lbs.

WTVP48E

3

48 x 32 x 24-27˝

67 lbs.

363.50

WTVW48CE

3

48 x 32 x 24-27˝

103 lbs.

628.95

WTVP54E

3

54 x 32 x 24-27˝

68 lbs.

368.95

WTVW54CE

3

54 x 32 x 24-27˝

104 lbs.

637.50

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO
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ADJUSTABLE COLOR METAL UTILITY CARTS
Open Shelf and Cabinet Carts
These multi-purpose carts are loaded with features such as
durable all-steel construction, fully adjustable height, a non-slip
mat for the top shelf, a 3-outlet UL/CSA approved electrical
assembly and more. The open shelf carts are available in fifteen
different colors, while the cabinet versions are available in five
different colors, both with a beautiful powdercoat finish. These
extra-strong utility carts are perfect for color coding your
department, floor or office. Carts are fully adjustable from 26”
to 42” high (in 2” increments). Shelves are made from durable
20-gauge steel and the legs are constructed from thick
14-gauge steel. These carts easily roll over tile, carpet, cement
and hardwood floors utilizing 4” Silent-Roll ball-bearing casters.
The W42ABEUL20 is UL listed up to 20” monitors, and includes
an 8” Big Wheel Kit and tip-resistant ballast system.
◆

Fully adjustable from 26” to 42” high.
24” x 2” (DWH) shelves with 1⁄4”
retaining lip.

◆

Fifteen powdercoat color choices - you can’t
get this many colors anywhere.

◆

Carts easily roll over tile, carpet, cement and
hardwood floors utilizing 4” Silent-Roll full
swivel ball bearing casters, two with locks

◆

Includes a non-slip rubber mat for the top
shelf and three cable management straps.

◆ Three 18” x

◆

Shelves are constructed from 20-gauge steel
and feature smooth rounded edges for extra
strength.

◆

Legs are constructed from 14-gauge steel.

◆

UL listed model include 8” Big Wheel Kit and
tip-resistant ballast system.

◆ The

cabinet versions of the metal utility cart
includes the same all steel construction and
adjustable height as the standard W42AE
but has the added feature of a locking
cabinet. Available in five vibrant colors.

OPEN-SHELF METAL UTILITY CARTS: available in 15 colors

Handle for Metal Carts (WMH)
This 16 1⁄2” wide ergonomicallydesigned steel handle for
metal carts allows you greater
control when moving large or
heavy items..........................27.95

Metal open-shelf
and cabinet carts
all feature an
adjustable height
leg and silent roll
full swivel ball
bearing casters.

METAL UTILITY CARTS
with CABINET:
available in 5 colors

O P E N - S H E L F M E TA L U T I L I T Y C A R T S
Model

Shelves

Dimensions (HWD)

Weight

UL Listed

Black

W42AE

3

26-42 x 24 x 18˝

44 lbs.

No

212.95

Color
Call

W42ABEUL20

3

26-42 x 24 x 18˝

55 lbs.

Yes

329.95

Call

WT42ABEUL20 is UL Listed up to 20” monitors and includes a 8” Big Wheel Kit and tip-resistant ballast system.

M E TA L U T I L I T Y C A R T S W I T H C A B I N E T
Model

Shelves

Dimensions (HWD)

Weight

UL Listed

Black

Color

W42ACE

3

26-42 x 24 x 18˝

61 lbs.

No

329.50

Call

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821
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METAL UTILITY CARTS
WKD42AE Adjustable Metal Knockdown Utility Cart
Featuring the same all-steel construction and structural integrity as the popular W42AE
(previous page), but knocks down for great savings on
shipping costs. This easy to assemble multi-use cart
has a top shelf that is adjustable from 26-42”
height. All three 18” x 24” shelves feature a 1/4”
retaining lip so that your equipment stays where
you need it to. This cart easily rolls over tile, carpet,
cement and hardwood floors utilizing it’s 4”
Silent-Roll ball bearing casters, and includes a
non-slip rubber mat for the top shelf and a 3-outlet UL/CSA approved electrical
assembly. Attractive black powder coat finish.
KNOCKDOWN UTILITY CART
Model

Shelves

Dimensions (HWD)

Weight

Black

3

26-42 x 24 x 18˝

44 lbs.

214.95

WKD42AE

Metal Fixed-Height and Cabinet Carts
Available in three heights, these carts feature arc-welded 20-gauge steel shelves and thick
14-gauge steel legs for increased strength. The steel shelves are roll-formed and will hold
most 20” TVs. The carts come with a 3-outlet UL/CSA approved electrical assembly, four 4”
silent-roll casters (two with locks), and a non-slip rubber mat for the top shelf. The MC
Mobile Cabinet carts have a lockable door with a full piano hinge, a set of two keys and a
recessed chrome handle. Cabinet walls are made from 18-guage steel.
◆ These

carts feature arc-welded joints which are
incredibly sturdy.

◆

MC29E has large 24” x 36” steel shelves

◆

Non-slip mat for top shelf are also included.

◆

Steel shelves hold up to a 20” monitor.

◆

Four 4” silent-roll casters, two with locks.

◆

MC26E and MC34E have one adjustable interior
shelf, MC42E has 2 adjustable interior shelves.

◆

Non-slip mat for top shelf is included.

◆

Black powder coat finish.

M E TA L F I X E D - H E I G H T A N D C A B I N E T C A R T S
Model

Shelves

Dimensions (HWD)

Weight

Black

W26E

2

26 x 18 x 24˝

32 lbs.

223.95

W34E

3

34 x 18 x 24˝

41 lbs.

239.95

W42E

3

42 x 18 x 24˝

43 lbs.

249.50

MC26E

0*

26 x x 18 x 24˝

59 lbs.

389.95

MC29E

0*

29 x 24 x 36˝

67 lbs.

519.95

MC34E

1*

34 x 18 x 24˝

73 lbs.

409.95

MC42E

2*

42 x 18 x 24˝

77 lbs.

438.50

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO
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W42E
MC29E
* Shelves refer to the number of steel interior shelves.
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ADJUSTABLE-HEIGHT METAL AV CARTS
Straight-Leg and Wide-Base Metal Carts
Wilson’s adjustable-height metal carts are the perfect tool to easily move large equipment
such as 32” TVs. There are straight-leg and wide-base versions, cabinet models and UL-listed
options. They feature all-steel construction including 20-gauge steel shelves and 14-gauge
steel legs, four 4” Silent-Roll ball bearing casters, a non-slip rubber mat for the top shelf and
a 3-outlet UL/CSA approved electrical assembly with a 15´ cord and cord management
wrap. Straight-leg models have three shelves that measure
28” x 24” (WD), while the wide-base models, which reduce
the risk of tipping over, have a 32” x 20” (WD) top shelf,
32” x 27” (WD) middle and bottom shelves, and
14-gauge angled steel legs. Cabinet
models include a full piano hinge and a
set of two keys. Several UL listed models
(UL20 for 20” TVs and UL27 for 27” TVs)
include Wilson’s 8” Big Wheel Kit and
tip-resistant ballast system.
These carts will hold 400 lbs. of evenly
distributed weight, have convenient
grommet holes for cable management
and sure grip pads for enhancing
product stability. Durable, high-tech
W54TVACE
W54WAE
black powder coat finish.

W54WACE

A D J U S TA B L E - H E I G H T S T R A I G H T- L E G M E TA L C A R T S
Model

Shelves

Dimensions (HWD)

UL Listed

Weight

Black

W54TVAE

3

32-54 x 28 x 24˝

No

62 lbs.

358.95

W54TVACE

3

32-54 x 28 x 24˝

No

82 lbs.

474.95

W54TVABEUL20

3

32-54 x 28 x 24˝

Yes

68 lbs.

453.95

W54TVABEUL27

3

32-54 x 28 x 24˝

Yes

73 lbs.

459.95

The W54TVABEUL20 and W54WAEUL20 open shelf carts, and the W54WACEUL20 cabinet cart are
all UL Listed up to 20˝ monitors and include the 8˝ Big Wheel Kit and the tip-resistant ballast system.
The W54WAEUL27 open shelf cart, and the W54WACEUL27 cabinet cart are
UL Listed up to 27˝ monitors and include the 8˝ Big Wheel Kit and the tip-resistant ballast system.

A D J U S TA B L E - H E I G H T W I D E - B A S E M E TA L C A R T S
Model

Shelves

Dimensions (HWD)

UL Listed

Weight

Black

W54WAE

3

42-54 x 27 x 32˝

No

80 lbs.

343.95

W54WACE

3

42-54 x 27 x 32˝

No

115 lbs.

578.95

W54WAEUL20

3

42-54 x 27 x 32˝

Yes

80 lbs.

468.50

W54WAEUL27

3

42-54 x 27 x 32˝

Yes

85 lbs.

473.95

W54WACEUL20

3

42-54 x 27 x 32˝

Yes

115 lbs.

654.95

W54WACEUL27

3

42-54 x 27 x 32˝

Yes

120 lbs.

658.95

OPTIONAL CASTERS
5˝ Caster Set (CASTER SET 5˝): Set of four large 5˝
casters (1˝ wide), 2 with brakes, 7 lbs .............54.95
5˝ Wide Caster Set (CASTER SET 5˝ W): Set of four
extra-wide 5˝ casters (11⁄2˝ wide), 2 with brakes.
Weighs 11 lbs ...........................................................93.95
6˝ Pneumatic Tire Set (SET6˝PNEU): Set of four 6”
diameter casters (11⁄2˝ wide), 2 with brakes. Fits all
carts with standard stem casters, 8 lbs .........99.95

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821
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WKD METAL KNOCK-DOWN CARTS
Open Shelf and Cabinet Carts
WKD (short for Wilson Knock-Down) carts are easy to assemble. Their exclusive corner-clamping
system and round tube leg design gives these carts the same structural integrity of welded carts while greatly reducing the shipping
costs. It’s the best of both worlds.
These carts feature all-steel construction including 20-gauge
steel shelves and 16-gauge 11⁄2˝ round tube steel legs, and include
four 4˝ Silent-Roll ball bearing casters, four non-slip adhesive
pads for the top shelf and a 3-outlet UL/CSA approved electrical
assembly with a 15´ cord and cord management wrap.
WKD Straight-Leg carts have three shelves that each measure
32” x 24” (WD), while the Wide-Base models have a 27” x 20”
(WD) top shelf, and 32” x 27” (WD) middle and bottom shelves.
Pyramid-Style carts have a 32” x 20” (WD) top shelf, 32” x 24”
WKDW54E
(WD) lower shelve(s), and are similar to Wide-Base models
WKD44E
except that they have 2” silent roll casters. Cabinet models feature
20-gauge steel cabinets, dual opening doors, recessed chrome handles and a lock with a set of two keys. All models will
hold 400 lbs. of evenly distributed weight, and feature high-tech black powder coat finish.
W K D S T R A I G H T- L E G C A R T S
Model

Shelves

Dimensions (HWD)

Weight

Black

WKD44E

3

44 x 24 x 32˝

67 lbs.

Call

WKD48E

3

48 x 24 x 32˝

71 lbs.

Call

WKD54E

3

54 x 24 x 32˝

73 lbs.

Call

Closeup of WKD Locking
Cabinet for Straight-Leg
and Wide-Base models.

WKD STRAIGHT-LEG CARTS WITH CABINET
Model

Shelves

Dimensions (HWD)

Weight

Black

WKD44CE

3

44 x 24 x 32˝

98 lbs.

Call

WKD48CE

3

48 x 24 x 32˝

103 lbs.

Call

WKD54CE

3

54 x 24 x 32˝

104 lbs.

Call

WKD WIDE-BASE CARTS
Model

Shelves

Dimensions (HWD)

Weight

Black

WKDW44E

3

44 x 27 x 32˝

70 lbs.

Call

WKDW48E

3

48 x 27 x 32˝

71 lbs.

Call

WKDW54E

3

54 x 27 x 32˝

73 lbs.

Call

WKDX44E

WKDX302E

WKD WIDE-BASE CARTS WITH CABINET
Model

Metal Cart Handle
A 16 1⁄2” wide steel handle
for metal carts..............Call

W K D PYR A M I D - S T YL E C A R T S

Shelves

Dimensions (HWD)

Weight

Black

Shelves

Dimensions (HWD)

Weight

WKDW44CE

3

44 x 27 x 32˝

101 lbs.

Call

WKDX302E

2

30 x 20 x 32˝

47 lbs.

Call

WKDW48CE

3

48 x 27 x 32˝

103 lbs.

Call

WKDX30E

3

30 x 20 x 32˝

61 lbs.

Call

WKDW54CE

3

54 x 27 x 32˝

105 lbs.

Call

WKDX44E

3

44 x 20 x 32˝

67 lbs.

Call

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO
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Model

Black
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TRADITION SERIES METAL KNOCKDOWN CARTS
Straight-Leg and Wide-Base Economy Knockdown Carts
The Tradition Series of knockdown video carts offer ease-of-assembly, structural integrity,
durability, and stability making this series of straight-leg and
wide-base carts a superb choice. They feature 20-gauge steel shelves
that are fitted over braces and then fastened for increased strength,
and 1” square tube legs made from 18-gauge steel.
Straight-leg models have three shelves that measure 32” x 22”
(WD), while the wide-base models, which reduce the risk of tipping
over, have a 32” x 22” (WD) top shelf and 32” x 27” (WD) middle
and bottom shelves.
All models include access holes in the top and middle shelves for
cable management, four 4” silent-roll full-swivel ball bearing
casters (2 with locks), and a 3-outlet UL/CSA approved electrical
assembly with a 15´ cord and cord management wrap. Cabinet
models feature 20-gauge steel cabinets, dual opening doors,
recessed chrome handles and a lock with a set of two keys.

WE54E

WEW44CE

Tradition Series carts are available in 44”, 48” and 54” heights, and
will hold 400 lbs. of evenly distributed weight, and have a durable high-tech black powder coat finish.
S T R A I G H T- L E G C A R T S
Model

Shelves

Dimensions (HWD)

Weight

Black

WE44E

3

44 x 32 x 22˝

54 lbs.

189.95

WE48E

3

48 x 32 x 22˝

55 lbs.

199.95

WE54E

3

54 x 32 x 22˝

56 lbs.

219.50

S T R A I G H T- L E G C A R T S W I T H C A B I N E T
Model

Shelves

Dimensions (HWD)

Weight

Black

WE44CE

3

44 x 32 x 22˝

84 lbs.

534.50

WE48CE

3

48 x 32 x 22˝

85 lbs.

542.50

WE54CE

3

54 x 32 x 22˝

86 lbs.

549.95

WIDE-BASE CARTS
Model

Shelves

Dimensions (HWD)

Weight

Black

WEW44E

3

44 x 32 x 27˝

57 lbs.

222.50

WEW48E

3

48 x 32 x 27˝

59 lbs.

227.95

WEW54E

3

54 x 32 x 27˝

62 lbs.

246.95

WEW54IME
Multimedia Wide-Base Workstation
◆

Features 20-gauge steel shelves
and 18-gauge steel legs.

◆ The

two top shelves are 32”x 22”
(WD) and the bottom shelf is
32” x 27” (WD).

◆

Pullout keyboard tray with
mouse pad extender for use
with either hand.

◆

Includes a 6-outlet UL/CSA
approved surge suppressing
electrical assembly with 15’ cord
and cord management bin.

◆

Four 4” silent roll full swivel ball
bearing casters (two with locks).

◆

Hi-tech black powder coat finish.

WIDE-BASE CARTS WITH CABINET
Model

Shelves

Dimensions (HWD)

Weight

Black

MULTIMEDIA WIDE-BASE WORKSTATION

WEW44CE

3

44 x 32 x 27˝

91 lbs.

581.95

Model

WEW48CE

3

48 x 32 x 27˝

93 lbs.

585.95

WEW54IME

WEW54CE

3

54 x 32 x 27˝

96 lbs.

Call

Shelves
3

Dimensions (HWD) Weight
54 x 32 x 27˝

76 lbs.

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821

Black
316.50
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ATLAS SERIES METAL KNOCKDOWN CARTS
Straight-Leg and Wide-Base Premier Knockdown Carts
This premier series of knockdown TV tables
offer a unique user-friendly clamping system
that provides infinite adjustability and ease
of assembly. They are named “Atlas” since
the assembled table is as strong as or
stronger than it’s welded
Leg Clamp Attachment
Leg Clamp
counterpart. Just like
Atlas, these tables
support heavy-duty
weights. Both the
straight-leg and
wide-base carts feature
three adjustable-height
Locking Caster
Wide-Base leg
shelves and will easily
WA48KDE
handle a 32” television with plenty of room on the middle and bottom
shelves
for additional video equipment and accessories. The 1” round
WAW48KDE
tubular 16-gauge chrome legs and durable, high-tech black powder coat shelves
add a distinctive cosmetic touch that is a “cut above” the usual.
Straight-leg models have three shelves that measure 32” x 24” (WD), while the wide-base models, which reduce the risk of
tipping over, have a 32” x 20” (WD) top shelf and 32” x 27” (WD) middle and bottom shelves.
◆

User friendly clamping system provides infinite
adjustability and ease of assembly.

◆

As it is a knock-down cart, it is cost-efficient to
ship and store.

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES

◆

Convenient access holes for cable management
and sure grip pads for product stability.

◆

Super tough 20-gauge steel shelves will hold
400 lbs., evenly distributed.

Big Wheel Kit (WIBWLIT)
1˝ x 8˝ (WxD). Allows your cart to roll over
almost any surface ...................................Call

◆

20-gauge steel shelves feature smooth rounded
edges for extra strength.

◆

Four 4˝ Silent-roll, industrial full-swivel
ball-bearing casters, two with locks.

◆

Legs are constructed from 1˝ round, 16-gauge
steel with an attractive chrome finish.

◆

3-outlet UL/CSA approved electrical assembly
with 15´ cord and cord management wrap.

S T R A I G H T- L E G C A R T S
Model
WA44KDE

Shelves

Dimensions (HWD)

Weight

Black

3

44 x 32 x 24˝

70 lbs.

278.50

WA48KDE

3

48 x 32 x 24˝

71 lbs.

293.50

WA54KDE

3

54 x 32 x 24˝

73 lbs.

299.50

Safety Strap
(ESS)

Heavy-Duty
Strap (EHS)

S T R A I G H T- L E G C A R T S W I T H C A B I N E T
Model

Shelves

Dimensions (HWD)

Weight

Black

WAW44KDE

3

44 x 32 x 24˝

70 lbs.

Call

WAW48KDE

3

48 x 32 x 24˝

71 lbs.

Call

WAW54KDE

3

54 x 32 x 24˝

73 lbs.

Call

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO
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Ratchet
Strap (ERS)

Safety Strap (WIESS)
This equipment safety strap holds
down your items securely and fits most
TV mounts and carts. The strap is 1˝ wide
and 11´ long ............................................19.95
Heavy-Duty Strap (WIEHS)
A 2˝ wide, 8´ long heavy-duty strap for
securing larger, heavier items. With
hooks and adjustable buckle ...........39.50
Ratchet Strap (WIERS)
Ratchet strap to secure items for moving
or permanent storage. This strap is 1”
wide and 12´ ...........................................39.50
Metal Cart Handle (WIWMH)
This 161⁄2” wide ergonomic steel handle
for metal carts gives you greater control
when moving large items .................27.95

C A R TS & S TA N D S
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HEAVY-DUTY EQUIPMENT TRUCKS
W32TE8 & W44TE8 Equipment Trucks
These large arc-welded all-steel equipment carts have a 11⁄2˝ safety
retaining lip on all shelves. The shelves are made from 18-gauge steel,
the legs are made from 14-gauge steel. The top shelf includes an
ergonomic steel handle that helps you move large items easily. The
carts have four 8” air-filled pneumatic tires (two with brakes) that
are rated at a maximum weight of 150 lbs. each. They all feature a
3-outlet UL/CSA approved electrical assembly with a 15´ cord, cord
management wrap and 3 cable management clips.

W44TE8

◆ The W44TE8

is 44” high with three 37” x 25” (WD) shelves. It is available in a black
powder coat paint finish.
◆ W32TE8

is 32” high with two 37” x 25” (WD) shelves. It is available in a black
powder coat paint finish.

◆ W44TE8UL27

is UL -listed for 27” TV’s. The W44TE8UL32 is UL -listed for 32”
TV’s. Both UL models include the tip-resistant ballast system.

W32TE8

E Q U I PM E N T T R U C K S

U L- L I S T E D E Q U I PM E N T T R U C K S

Model

Shelves

Dimensions (HWD)

Weight

Price

Model

Shelves

Dimensions (HWD)

Weight

Price

W32TE8

2

32 x 37 x 25˝

97 lbs.

589.95

W44TE8UL27

3

44 x 37 x 25˝

132 lbs.

707.95

W44TE8

3

42 x 37 x 25˝

132 lbs.

666.50

W44TE8UL32

3

44 x 37 x 25˝

142 lbs.

719.50

WTV & WTVJ Large Equipment Trucks
Constructed from a super tough engineered thermoplastic resin that will not chip,
warp, crack, rust or peel, the WTV and WTVJ large equipment trucks have 2 steel
reinforcements molded into the 2” thick top shelf for extra strength. All shelves have
a 1⁄4˝ safety retaining lip and a raised texture surface
to enhance product placement and ensure minimal
sliding. WTV model shelves are 32” x 24” (WD).
WTVJ model shelves are 32” x 27” (WD).
All models have 2”square legs, four 8” solid rubber
semi pneumatic tires (two with brakes), and a
3-outlet UL/CSA approved electrical assembly with
WTV44E8
a 15´ cord, cord management wrap and 3 cable
management clips. The electrical attachment is recessed
to insure easy passage through doorways and other tight spots.
The WTV44E8 and WTVJ44E8 will each hold 400 lbs. of evenly distributed weight.
W T V E Q U I PM E N T T R U C K S
Model

W T VJ E Q U I PM E N T T R U C K S

Shelves

Dimensions (HWD)

Weight

Price

Model

Shelves

Dimensions (HWD)

Weight

Price

WTV32E8

2

33 x 32 x 24˝

66 lbs.

539.95

WTVJ32E8

2

33 x 32 x 24˝

76 lbs.

574.95

WTV44E8

3

45 1⁄2 x 32 x 24˝

76 lbs.

Call

WTVJ44E8

3

45 1⁄2 x 32 x 24˝

95 lbs.

608.95

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821
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WPS PRESENTATION STATIONS
Open Shelf Presentation Stations
All WPS Presentation Stations feature adjustable platform height, stem casters (2 lockable) to ensure mobility and either
laminated, light gray or black matte finished shelves. The sides and legs are metal with a black matte finish.

WPS1
◆

Hydraulic height adjustment from 27” - 37” for a
comfortable working environment.

◆ Work

surface is 17 3⁄4 x 17 3⁄4”, and has two 2” metal
bars to keep equipment safe and secure

◆

Shelf has a 15° tilt.

◆

Includes cord management tray.

◆

Five 2” stem swivel casters, two with locks.

◆

Gray laminate work surface.

◆

Multiple shelves hold all of your presentation
necessities, such as your notebook computers,
LCD Projectors, printers and more.

WPS3

◆

Middle shelf adjusts in 1” increments from
13”-18” high and adjusts outward 3”.

◆

Black matte finish

◆

Four gray laminate work surfaces. Sides are steel
with a black finish.

◆

Second shelf can be raised flush with the top
shelf in 2” increments or lowered up to 24”.

WPS4E

WPS1

WPS3

WPS4E

◆

◆

O P E N - S H E L F P R E S E N TAT I O N S TAT I O N S
Model

Includes 3-outlet UL/CSA approved electrical
assembly with 15’ cord and cord management
wrap.
Four 3” casters, two lockable, enable mobility.

Shelves

Dimensions (HWD)

Weight

Price

WPS1

1

27-37 x 171⁄2 x 171⁄2˝

24 lbs.

152.95

WPS3

3

511⁄2 x 181⁄4 x 25˝

50 lbs.

167.95

WPS4E

4

381⁄2 x 181⁄4 x 341⁄2˝

55 lbs.

268.50

WPSSA/WPSDA

2

321⁄2 - 41 x 31 x 141⁄2˝

29 / 31 lbs.

148.50/179.95

WPSSA & WPSDA Presentation Stations
◆

Adjustable in height from
32 1⁄2” - 41”.

◆

Easily suited for seated or
standing use.

◆

WPSDA

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO

1
⁄4” safety retaining lip on the
bottom edge.

WPSSA:
WPSD:

◆ The
◆

◆

Four 3” stem casters, two with locks.

◆

19” x 14 1⁄2” (WD) main platform

◆

12” x 14 1⁄2” (WD) accessory shelf

◆ They

both measure 321⁄2 - 41” x 31” x
14 1⁄2” (HWD).

main platform tilts 45°. The accessory shelf is stationary.

Platforms each tilt 45°. Both work surfaces are
independently adjustable in height.

www.bhphotovideo.com

WPSSA
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PRESENTATION STATIONS WITH CABINETS
WPS4CE
◆

Includes all the features of the
WPS4E but adds a locking security
cabinet that has inner dimensions of
18 3⁄4 x 13 3⁄4 x 13 3⁄4” (HWD) and a lock
with a set of two keys.

◆

Includes a 3-outlet UL/CSA approved
electrical assembly with 15’ cord.

◆

Retractable keyboard/laptop tray is
the perfect height for seated use.

◆

Keyboard door and adjustable height
platform lock for security.

◆

◆

◆

Four gray laminate work surfaces.

◆ The

second shelf can be raised flush
with the top shelf in 2” increments or
lowered 24” in 4” increments.

◆

WPS4CE

3” stem casters ensure mobility. Two
casters are lockable.

WPS5CE
◆

Split-top surface adjusts from
291⁄2” - 391⁄2” to meet the needs of all
multimedia presenters with cut out
cable management built in.

Locking cabinet with enough room
for a tower and other hardware.

◆

Includes 3-outlet UL/CSA approved
electrical assembly with 15’ cord.

12” x 18” pop-up side shelf for extra
work space.

◆

Durable gray laminate finish and four
3” Silent-roll casters, two with locks.

WPS5CE

WTPS Presentation Stations
WTPS Presentation Stations have multiple
24” x 18” shelves with a 1/4” safety
retaining lip and a raised texture surface
to enhance product placement and
minimize sliding. They feature a keyboard
tray with mousepad extender, four 4”
Silent-roll ball-bearing casters (2 lockable),
a 3-outlet UL/CSA approved electrical
assembly with a 15´ cord. The electrical
attachment is recessed so it doesn’t add
width to the cart. Cabinets are made of
20-gauge steel, have a recessed chrome
handle and include a lock with a set of
two keys.

WTPS4CE

WPS4E

WPS42CE

WTPS42CE/ WTPS42CE-M
◆ Three

24” x 18” shelves.

◆ WTPS42CE-M

includes a 24” x 12” monitor shelf.

WTPS4E/WTPS4CE
◆

Five 24” x 18” shelves.

◆ The WTPS4E

has one locking lower cabinet and
two side panels semi enclosing the middle shelf.
The WTPS4CE has one upper and one lower
locking cabinet.

P R E S E N TAT I O N S TAT I O N S W I T H C A B I N E T
Model

Shelves

Dimensions (HWD)

Weight

Price

WPS4CE

4

38 1⁄2 x 341⁄2 x 18˝

65 lbs.

353.95

WPS5CE

4

29 1⁄2 - 39 1⁄2 x 223⁄8 x 24˝

98 lbs.

383.95

WTPS4E

5

42 x 24 x 36˝

96 lbs.

376.50

WTPS4CE

5

42 x 24 x 36˝

96 lbs.

Call

WTPS42CE

3

42 x 24 x 18˝

57 lbs.

386.60

WTPS42CE-M

4

52 x 24 x 18˝

62 lbs.

Call

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821
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Scan Converters / Scalers

Aurora Multimedia ......................524-525
AV Tool ................................................526-529
CSI ..........................................................530-535
Kramer .................................................536-537
TV One.................................................538-545

The

SourceBook

A/VPresentation
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Section8

Obtaining information and ordering from B&H is quick and
easy. When you call us, just punch in the corresponding
Quick Dial number anytime during our welcome message.
The Quick Dial code then directs you to the specific
professional sales associates in our order department.
For Section 8, Scan Converters,
use Quick Dial #: 821

524

PROCESSORS

AU R O R A M U LT I M E D I A

DIDO
Ultra High Resolution Image Processor
DIDO is a high- resolution video scaler with
multi-image rotation in a compact enclosure.
It is a video processor, high-resolution
Picture-in-Picture (PiP) generator, and
audio/video switcher which supports a wide
selection of input and output resolutions and formats with the ability to rotate, stretch and crop multiple images. It
features image enhancing capabilities such as Motion Adaptive De-interlacing, Low-angle Directional Interpolation, 3:2
& 2:2 inverse pull-down, Moiré cancellation color correction, adaptive flesh tone adjustments, image zoom & shrink. The
powerful AARE (Aurora Advanced Rotation Engine) Picture-and-Picture (PAP) engine offers several modes of operation.
DIDO accepts digital and analog video inputs through a combination DVI / RGBHV / YPbPr connector and S-Video/
composite input connectors. Includes audio propagation delay compensation for correct sync with video. Internal event
scheduler with real time clock allows AARE special effects to be scheduled locally and between DIDO units when connected
via the RS-485 bus. Includes full featured IR remote control and interface cables.
F E AT U R E S

DIDO JR

◆ The DIDO is capable of quad image or

side-by-side (split screen) display allowing
up to four simultaneous high-resolution full
motion image display; perfect for video
teleconferencing, security, command and
control room applications.
◆

Ability to provide real time image rotation of
multiple inputs with no need to pre-format
the video content; perfect for digital signage
and kiosk applications.

◆

Stretch and crop features work in both
horizontal and vertical display modes, ready
made for video wall applications.

◆

DIDO is capable of translucent overlays to
maximize main image size while still seeing
PiP windows.

DIDO Jr. is the ideal
video wall processor
and video image
rotation engine.
Integrators can design video walls with up to 64 monitors and the monitors can
even be mounted in portrait position. DIDO Jr's image quality is visibly superior to
much more expensive video wall processors and it gives any integrator the ability
to produce a high quality video wall. On-screen display menus make the DIDO Jr.
a breeze to set up. Input and output resolutions are completely customizable to
match the displays’ optimal resolutions. User presets allow for simple manipulation of the video wall. You can easily set it up to go from a single large image
shown across all monitors to unique images on several groups of monitor.
◆

◆ Multiple DIDO units can be linked for

various video wall configurations up to
16x16 displays.
◆

◆

With component, computer, and DVI 1.0
outputs, the DIDO can work with virtually
any high resolution display device currently
on the market and assures future
compatibility (a perfect addition to
projectors, LCD display panels, plasma
display panels, video wall cubes, and even
desktop CRT or LCD monitors).
RS-232 port provides full feedback
(including IR control synchronization for
integration with control systems.
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◆

◆

Image enhancing capabilities including
Motion Adaptive De-interlacing, Lowangle Directional Interpolation, 3:2 & 2:2
inverse pull-down, Moiré cancellation,
color correction, flesh tone adjustments,
and image zoom & shrink.
AARE Picture-and-Picture (PAP) engine
offers several modes including:
Side-by-Side (split screen) images, Image
Rotation (for digital signage), Translucent
Overlays to maximize main image size
while still seeing PiP.
Includes audio propagation delay compensation to sync the audio with video.

www.bhphotovideo.com

◆

Small size allows it to be mounted
behind the display, providing optimal
video quality and flexible installation
options.

◆

Accepts digital and analog video inputs
through a combination DVI/ RGBHV/
YPbPr connector and S-Video/composite
input connectors.

◆

Internal Event Scheduler with Real Time
Clock allows AARE special effects to be
scheduled locally and between DIDO
units when connected via the RS-485 bus.

◆

Includes full featured IR remote control
and interface cables.

PROCESSORS

AU R O R A M U LT I M E D I A

525

D-TUNE
TV/FM Display Tuner
D-Tune is a high quality TV Tuner with 181 channels and an FM
tuner with RDS. It scales standard cable TV signals up to 480i /
480p /525i / 525p RGBHV/YPbPr output. D-Tune also provides
closed captioning with Aurora’s Exclusive DSCC (Display Safe CC)
technology as well as Teletxt for international PAL applications.
◆ High Quality TV/FM Tuner for flat displays.

◆ RS-232 port provides full feedback for integration with control systems.

◆ Hides behind display device.

◆ Bitmap image allows an image to be displayed at activation for a set amount of time.

◆ Improves signal quality.

◆ RDS information viewable on display for title and artist info.

XTUNE PRO
Scaler, Dual Tuner, PiP Generator and 6-in-1Switcher
XTune Pro is a high resolution scaler, 6 input switcher, TV/FM tuner
and PiP window generator in one economical device. Combine
the XTune Pro with plasma displays, LCD projectors or CRT
displays to make the ultimate integrated presentation and
multimedia display solution. The XTune provides enhanced
functionality to your display for a variety of applications.
Conference rooms, video conferencing, training facilities, video production, home entertainment, and even office desktops will benefit
from this small but powerful device.
◆ Dual TV Tuners, 181 Channels NTSC

◆ Provides a 4:3 and 16:9 aspect ratio output

◆ Multimedia Inputs: composite video, S-video,

YPbPr, DVI 1.0, RGBHV and analog audio L/R

◆ RS-232 character generation, 30 character

◆ Supports a wide range of video output

resolutions from 480i to 1366 x 768 RGBHV
and 1080i/720p/480p YPbPr
◆ OSD menu

for display setup, input configuration, image adjustments, and much more

◆ Supports a wide variety of picture-in-picture

(PiP) modes (including Side-by-Side PiP
Blending), PiP Size, and PiP Location)

selection and a variety of image stretch
modes
text messaging
◆ RS-232, IR, and contact closure controllable
◆ PiP and SBS (Side-by-Side) features allow

high-resolution to low-resolution and lowresolution to low-resolution combinations
perfect for video conferencing, home
theater, and surveillance applications

◆ Noise reduction & dot crawl reduction, 3/2

pull-down
◆ Improves signal quality and upscales input

signals to the native resolution of the display
◆ Supports channel scanning and storage
◆ Motion adaptive de-interlacing, and adaptive

4H comb filtering with Y/C processing
◆ Compact rack mount design (8.4 x 5.7 x 1”) -

easily hides behind display device
◆ Cost effective and firmware upgradeable

VTUNE PRO
RS-232 Controllable TV/FM Tuner w/Closed Captioning
The VTune Pro is a 181 channel TV tuner with composite video
out. It is a perfect low cost TV tuner for plasmas, LCD, and CRT
displays. Using RS-232, IR, or contact closure controls ensures
that this affordable compact TV/FM tuner is easily integrated
into any audio/video system.

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821
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S C A N CO N V E R T E R S

AV TO O L

AVT-1660 • AVT-1670
Standards Converters
The AVT-1660 is a digital standards converter that allows
you to freely convert between various worldwide television
standards. The input system can be NTSC 3.58, NTSC 4.43,
PAL, PAL-M, PAL-N or SECAM and the output system can be
either NTSC or PAL. It inputs and outputs composite and
S-Video signals.
The AVT-1670 employs a TBC (time base corrector) for
improved picture quality and better motion compensation than the AVT-1660. The input
system can be NTSC 3.58, NTSC 4.43, PAL or SECAM and the output system can be either NTSC or PAL. It inputs and outputs
composite video signals.

AVT-1660 Only

They Both Feature
◆ Full Digital Conversion Technology

◆

◆ Output Standards: NTSC 3.58, PAL
◆ Line Conversion: 525 to 625, 625 to 525
◆

Field Conversion: 60 to 50, 50 to 60

◆

They measure 1.8 x 9.3 x 5.1” (HWD), and
weigh 14 oz.

AVT-1670 Only

Built-in color bar generator

◆

◆

Composite and S-Video input/output

◆

Composite video input/output

◆

Automatic Input Standard Detection: NTSC
3.58, NTSC 4.43, PAL, PAL-M, PAL-N, SECAM

◆

Automatic Input Standard Detection: NTSC
3.58, NTSC 4.43, PAL, SECAM

2 Megabit Field Memory (TBC)

ATV-1660 Standards Converter (ATV1660) .................................................................................................179.95
ATV-1670 Standards Converter (ATV1670) .................................................................................................179.95

CDM-830T
Standards Converter
Remarkably affordable, the CDM-830T provides
broadcast quality conversion between numerous
worldwide NTSC, PAL and SECAM broadcast TV
standards. It also incorporates a Time Base
Corrector with full synchronization allowing it to
be genlocked to a composite video source. High
performance is achieved via digital conversion and Digital Comb filtering in the decoding process. An automatic gain circuit insures that the proper video output level is maintained, even when the input signal varies. Processing controls
include Brightness, Contrast, Color Saturation and Hue. Horizontal and Vertical Phase adjustments are also provided. Also
available in a rackmount version (CDM-830TR).
◆

Automatic detection of input signal standard

◆

Full digital decoding/encoding

◆

◆

Digital comb filter for input signal decoding

◆

◆

Built-in TBC/Synchronizer - active even in
bypass mode

Automatic Gain Control ensures 1V p-p
output

Adjustable Contrast, Brightness, Color
Saturation, Hue and H&V Phase

◆

Field conversion and line conversion

CDM-830T Tabletop (TVCDM830T) or Rackmount (TVCDM830TR)

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO
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899.95

S C A N CO N V E R T E R S
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AVT-3150 • AVT-3160 • AVT-3170
Scan Converters
The AVT-3150 converts PC and Mac computer signals to analog video. Settings are controlled
via top panel push-buttons. A Zoom feature allows you to enlarge a portion of the computer
screen to fill the entire video screen and the Pan feature allows you to move around to any
area you choose. The AVT-3150’s small size makes it ideal for use with laptops or desktop
computers and it handles resolutions up to 1024 x 768 at 60Hz. Composite and S-Video outputs
are simultaneously provided as well as a computer monitor loop-thru. Now, you
can convert anything on your computer screen for viewing on a TV or
recording to tape.
The AVT-3160 comes in a rugged metal case and steps up with NTSC and
PAL video output, brightness and sharpness control, and settings that can
be controlled via top panel push-buttons or via the supplied remote control.
Like the AVT-3160, the AVT-3170 converts PC and Mac computer signals to
NTSC or PAL composite and S-Video outputs. Plus, it is equipped with
genlock and overlay, so you can also add titles and graphics as well to
external video signals.

F E AT U R E S
◆

Compatible with PC and Mac computers with plug
and play operation

◆

Automatically handles 640 x 480, 800 x 600 and
1024 x 768 resolutions

◆

Supports 50Hz to 100Hz vertical refresh rates and
24KHz to 48KHz horizontal scan rates

◆

5-Line Anti-Flicker Filter

◆

Composite and S-Video output, plus
computer monitor loop-thru

◆

Underscan and Overscan switch

◆

Freeze and Zoom

◆

Includes PC input/output cable, composite and
S-Video output cables

◆

Rugged metal case

◆

3 levels of brightness control, 8 levels of sharpness
control

AVT-3160 Step-up Features

◆

Includes infrared remote control

◆

Switchable NTSC-PAL video output

◆

Component Down Converter
The AVT-3190 converts PC (up to
1600 x 1200) and HD component
signals (up to 1080i) to analog
NTSC or PAL video with
simultaneously composite,
S-Video and component outputs,
as well as computer or HDTV Pass-thru. Settings are controlled
via front panel push-button, supplied infrared remote control or RS-232
interface. Other features include over-scan which allows you to fill the
entire video screen and switchable 4:3 and 16:9 aspect ratios.
◆ Switchable PC or HDTV inputs

◆ Aspect Ratio adjustment

◆ NTSC or PAL outputs (composite,

◆ Test Functions include Overscan,

S-Video or component)
◆ Supports PC inputs up to UXGA

(1600 x 1200)
◆ Supports VGA refresh rates to 140Hz

AVT-3170 Step-up Features
(from the AVT-3150)
◆

AVT-3190

With genlock and overlay you can add titles and
graphics to external video signals. The internal
keyer lets you select Black or Blue background color

◆ Supports HDTV inputs up to 1080i
◆ Loop thru inputs - both PC and HDTV
◆ Adjustable image scaling: Pan,

Position and Zoom
◆ 2D flicker filter

Freeze, Test Pattern and Magnifier
◆ Remote Control with on-screen

display
◆ RS-232 control is fully supported
◆ Measures 2 x 8 x 6” (HxWxD), it

weighs 2.2 lbs.
◆ Supplied with PC I/O cable,

component, composite and S-Video
output cables

Switchable NTSC-PAL video output

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821
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VIDEO SCALERS

AV TO O L

AVT-3340
Video-to-XGA Scaler (Upconverter)
The AVT-3340 is a high performance, low cost video scaler
that converts virtually any video signal into a high
resolution VGA signal for improved picture performance.
Plus, each input has its own associated stereo audio
connection, so it is easy to switch between a composite,
S-Video or PC input without moving around any cables. The
PC loop-thru feature allows the unit to remain in your PC system
without affecting normal computer operation. When you want to view a video source on the computer monitor, just
switch the AVT-3331 out of the bypass mode. If fact, you do not even need a computer for operation - just the monitor.
The built in video processor provides adjustments for contrast, brightness, color and tint.
◆

Up-converts video to VGA, SVGA or XGA

◆

◆

◆

Selectable 640 x 480, 800 x 600 or 1024 x
768 output

Composite (RCA) and S-Video input with
their own separate stereo audio connectors

VGA output via HD15 connector with stereo
audio via mini jack connector

◆

On-screen display for ease of setup

◆

Adjustable brightness, contrast, color, tint

◆

Computer loop-thru input via HD15 connector with stereo audio (mini jack connector).

◆

Measures 1.8 x 9.3 x 5.1” (HxWxD)

◆

Automatic input standards selection for
NTSC, PAL, PAL/M, PAL/N or SECAM

AVT-3400
Video-to-XGA Scaler (Upconverter) w/PiP and Tuner
The AVT-3400 is a low cost video-to-SXGA converter with
Picture-in-Picture capability. This allows you to work on a
computer application and view a TV program or DVD at
the same time. In addition, you can preview 9 different
channels at the same time, making it easier to find the
channel you want to watch. The AVT-3400 turns any
computer monitor into a true multimedia center by merging
your computer with a wide variety of external video and
audio devices. It accepts video and audio from a VCR, camcorder, DVD player, satellite receiver or virtually any other video
source for display on any computer monitor, TFT display or LCD panel. Built in TV Tuner also allows you to watch broadcast
or cable TV on the computer monitor as well, without adding any software or hardware inside the computer. It even routes
the source device’s stereo audio to the computer’s speakers.
◆ View external video on any computer monitor
◆

Picture-in-Picture with 9 positions and 3 sizes

◆

Simultaneous 9 Channel Preview

◆ One-touch key to switch between TV and PC

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO

◆ Outputs 640 x 480 (VGA),

800 x 600 (SVGA),
1024 x 768 (XGA), 1280 x 768 (WXGA) and
1280 x 1024 (SXGA)

◆ Composite, S-Video and Stereo Audio Input

www.bhphotovideo.com

◆ IR Remote Control
◆ Saturation, Contrast, Hue and Brightness

adjustments
◆ Measures 1.25 x 7.5 x 5” (HxWxD)

VIDEO SCALERS

AV TO O L S

529

AVT-3800
ImageMAX PLUS Video Scaler
ImageMAX PLUS is a high performance video scaler for upconverting standard analog video for viewing on virtually
any HDTV, plasma, digital or PC display. Using advanced
frame buffer technology and line doubling, ImageMAX
transforms video from a DVD player, camcorder, video
game or satellite receiver into a high quality picture on any display device with an RGBHV (PC-type) or component (3 RCA
connectors) input. It even works with HDTV-ready TV sets, resulting in dramatically improved video image quality.
Frame buffering technology significantly increases the quality of images by doubling the standard video lines. ImageMAX
PLUS converts NTSC or PAL video signals from 15.75KHz up to 31.5KHz horizontal scan rate and provides 480p, 576p, 720p
or 1080i line resolutions for HDTV-ready displays, as well as VGA, SVGA, XGA and SXGA for PC-compatible displays. In
addition, its 3:2 Pull Down auto detection will ensure that
video sources will perform smoothly, flicker free and at the
highest possible image quality. The unit can be controlled via
front panel push buttons or infrared remote control.
F E AT U R E S
◆

AVT-8710 Time Base Corrector

Enjoy HDTV picture quality with anti-flicker
technology

◆

Watch high resolution images with movie
like quality

◆

3D comb filter for precise color management

◆

4:3 or 16:9 aspect ratio

◆

3:2 Pull Down auto detection

◆

Compatible with any display with RGBHV
(VGA-type) or component input

◆

Component , composite and S-Video input

◆

PC Loop-thru connector via HD-15

AVT-8710 TBC is a multi-system Time
Base Corrector/Frame Synchronizer

that accommodates NTSC, PAL and
SECAM video signals. It eliminates
picture jitter and time base errors
from videotape playback and
insures a stable on-screen image
through the use of dual-field fullframe reconstruction.
It restores distorted or misshapen vertical and horizontal sync and color burst
signals. An integral Processing Amplifier allows the adjustment of Brightness,
Contrast, Color Saturation, Hue and Sharpness. A Digital Comb Filter provides
superior video signal decoding and the AGC (Automatic Gain Control) insures
a proper 1-volt output signal from an input signal range of 0.5 to 2.0 volts.
A built-in Color Bar Generator sends out a test pattern when there is no video
input. Has composite and S-Video input/output.

◆

480p, 720p, 1080i HDTV-type outputs

◆

VGA 640 x 480, SVGA 800 x 600, XGA
1024 x 768 and SXGA 1280 x 1024 output

◆

IR Remote Control with On-Screen Display

◆

Saturation, Contrast, Hue and Brightness
adjustments

◆

Includes component output cable assembly
(HD15 to 3 RCA Connectors)

◆

◆ Composite video and S-Video input/output

◆

Includes RGBHV output cable assembly
(HD15 to HD15)

Video Standards: NTSC, NTSC 4.43, PAL
(B, D, G, I, K), PAL-M, PAL-N and SECAM

◆

◆

◆

Includes composite and S-Video cables

Video Adjustments: Brightness, Contrast,
Color, Tint (NTSC) and Sharpness

◆

Measures 1.75 x 8.1 x 6.2” (HxWxD)

◆

Built-in Color Bar Generator
Automatic Gain Control
◆ Measures 1.3 x 3.5 x 5.7” (HxWxD)

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821
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S C A N CO N V E R T E R S

COMMUNICATIONS SPECIALTIES (CSI)

SCAN DO FAMILY
Computer Video Scan Converters
The Scan Do line from Communications Specialties Inc. (CSI) is a premier family of scan converters for converting
non-interlaced computer-based video into NTSC and PAL television-based interlaced video. The industry leader
in performance, features and versatility, all models work with both VGA and Mac computers in all operating
environments and support high resolutions and refresh rates. Full digital processing and 24-bit input sampling
ensure the best possible picture quality. They require no special software or internal boards– eliminating software
and hardware compatibility issues. Completely external, they simply plug into the video output port of your
computer. They also feature user-friendly, front panel touch controls and multiple outputs for extra flexibility.
The Scan Do Pro II with component output and Scan Do Select support resolutions up to 1280 x 1024. The Scan Do
Pro II/D adds SDI output. Each Scan Do model is ideal for a wide variety of applications including presentations in
boardrooms or classrooms; videoconferencing; editing and production; broadcast environments; medical imaging
and multimedia. Ultra reliable, they are each backed by an extensive three-year warranty on parts and labor.

SCAN DO SELECT
Affordable XGA Scan Converter
The Scan Do Select offers the lowest cost/highest quality video in its
price class. It accepts input from computers with resolution as high
as 1280 x 1024 @ 60 Hz and converts it to high resolution
composite and S-Video in both NTSC and PAL formats.
Scan Do Select features image zoom, while shrink and
positioning controls allow for proper sizing and viewing
of the image. Image stability and crispness is achieved
through a sophisticated three-line flicker reduction
process. An RS-232 remote control provides for easy system
integration, while the built-in color bar generator aids in proper set up and testing.
An image freeze control “freezes” the image on screen, independent of the computer input. And, despite its compact size,
Scan Do Select features a completely internal universal input power supply. Also includes a unique VGA/Mac turnaround
input cable for ease of use. Optional rackmount kits are also available.
F E AT U R E S
◆

Supports up to 1280 x 1024 @ 60 Hz

◆ Input computer sync range from 31 to 71 kHz
◆ Selectable zoom range from 0.5x to 2.0x

with H & V positioning.

◆ Input zoom processing for true increase in

resolution when zooming.
◆ Built-in color bar generator.
◆ Composite, S-Video NTSC and PAL output.

◆ Adaptive computer sync processing.

◆ Image freeze.

◆ Advanced three-line flicker reduction.

◆ Single cable for VGA and Mac operation.

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO
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◆ Internal, universal input power supply; no

external “brick”.
◆ RS-232 port for remote control capability of

all front panel functions.
◆ Three-year warranty on parts and labor.

S C A N CO N V E R T E R S

COMMUNICATIONS SPECIALTIES (CSI)

531

SCAN DO PRO II
XGA Scan Converter w/Component Output
Scan Do Pro II combines the high resolution support (up to 1280 x 1024 @ 60 Hz) and
superior processing offered by the Scan Do Select with professional broadcastrelated features such as studio timeable genlock, component output (YUV and RGB
formats), a switchable vertical filter and optional SDI (serial digital output). True
multi-scanning with support for resolutions up to 1280 x 1024 (at 60 Hz) ensures it
will work with virtually any computer. A three-line flicker reduction filter produces
sharp, stable images and multi-level input zoom processing actually enhances resolution. Front-panel controls and
interface are designed for user-friendliness, but it also offers an internal, universal power supply and standard RS-232
remote, bringing convenience and ease-of-use to a new level.
◆ Broadcast-quality scan conversion of

◆ Component (YUV and RGB formats),

computer resolutions up to 1280 x 1024
@ 60 Hz to NTSC and PAL video

◆ Built-in color bar generator

composite and S-Video output

◆ RS-232 port for remote control capability of

all front panel functions

◆ Multi-step zoom with H&V positioning:

◆ Input computer horizontal sync range

0.85x, 1.0x, 1.3x, 1.6x, 2.0x

from 31 to 71 kHz
◆ Fully timeable genlock with horizontal

and subcarrier phasing

◆ Image freeze

◆ Switchable vertical filter

◆ Switchable NTSC or PAL outputs

◆ Adaptive computer sync processing

◆ Optional rackmount kits

SCAN DO PRO II/D
XGA Scan Converter w/Component & SDI Output
The Scan Do Pro II/D incorporates all the features of the Scan Do Pro II, except
this SDI equipped model converts high-resolution graphics to NTSC and PAL
video in serial digital component as well as composite, Y/C, YUV and RGB
formats. of their respective counterparts, plus both include an RS-232 port
for remote operation of all scan converter functions.
Scan Do Select (COSDS) ..................................999.95
Scan Do Pro II (COSDPROII) ...........................1549.95
Scan Do Pro II/D (COSDPROIID) ...................2799.95

Scan Do Select

Scan Do Pro II

Scan Do Pro II/D

Horizontal Sync
Frequency Range

31-71kHz (320 x 200 to 1280 x1024), analog RGB,
non-interlaced resolutions

Input Sync Types Supported

Separate H&V, composite sync, sync-on-green

5x BNC Input Cable (COHD15): 6’ RGBHV.....74.95

Input Loop-Through

4x BNC Input Cable (CO4BNCM3): 3’ RGBS ..79.95

Genlock Input with Loop-through

—

✓

✓

Rackmount Kit (COSRSDS)
1RU high, for Scan Do Select ...........................69.95

Composite (BNC) and S-Video

✓

✓

✓

NTSC and PAL (switchable)

✓

✓

✓

Rackmount Kit (CODRSDS): 1RU high, for two
Scan Do Selects side-by-side...........................69.95

VGA and Mac loop-through Output

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

—

✓

Rackmount Kit (COSRSDP)
2RU high, for Scan Do Pro II or II/D .............116.95
Rackmount Kit (CODRSDP): 2RU high, for two
Scan Do Pro II or II/D side-by-side ...............116.95

Passive, self-terminating if not used

YUV, RGB and RGBS/Component (BNCx4)
SDI (Serial Digital Interface) Output (BNC)

—

For Mac Input/Output

HD-15F (input) and DB-15F (output)

For VGA Input/Output
RS-232 Port

HD-15F (input) and DB-15F (output)
✓

✓
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COMMUNICATIONS SPECIALTIES (CSI)

DEUCE FAMILY
Intelligent Video Scalers
CSI’s Deuce family are affordable, high performance, intelligent scalers that provide conversion of NTSC and PAL
video to a wide range of non-interlaced, high resolution images that exactly match the “sweet spot” of any
LCD/DLP projector or plasma display. With a Deuce video scaler, projectors and displays have non need to
“re-process” the output of a doubler or quadrupler in order to match their own native resolution. Final displayed
image benefits from the least possible distortion. They accept any video source, de-interlace it with proprietary,
advanced motion compensation, and then intelligently scale it to the desired resolution with virtually no artifacts,
rendering traditional line doublers and quadruplers obsolete. You set the output resolution, they do the rest.
Models are available for every application, from professional A/V installations to home theater, including a model
designed especially for use with HDTV displays. Even projectors and displays with built-in scaling capabilities can
benefit from the additional level of motion compensation and video processing that Deuce scalers can provide.

DEUCE SDQ
Scaler, Line Doubler and Line Quadrupler
Providing a video scaling solution for the most price-conscious sector of
the professional A/V markets, the Deuce SDQ is a versatile scaler,
line doubler and line quadrupler that offers state-of-the-art
signal processing technology— but with a no-frills design
and at an extremely affordable price.
Deuce SDQ offers the most sophisticated level of
“intelligent” motion compensation processing available.
Making use of three different algorithms (adaptive frame
using inverse 3:2 pulldown, vertical temporal or static mesh), the scaler
automatically selects the most effective motion compensation method or combination of methods
based upon the source material being scaled. Deuce SDQ accepts composite, S-Video and Y/CB/CR component inputs in
NTSC or PAL standards. Intelligently scales to five output resolutions: 800 x 600, 1024 x 768, 1280 x 1024, line double and
line quadruple. The simple front panel has a lockout function and a non-volatile memory remembers all settings. In
addition, the compact unit boasts an RS-232 remote control and a universal input power supply.
◆ Intelligent video scaling to three resolutions,

◆

Output resolutions include: 800 x 600, 1024 x
768, 1280 x 1024, line double and quadruple.

◆

Supports 16:9 “letterbox” videotape and
DVD sources.

◆

Automatically detects and applies the best
motion compensation selecting from three
algorithms:

◆

RS-232 remote port for use with a
media controller.

◆

Non-volatile memory remembers all
settings.

plus line doubling and line quadrupling.
◆

Switchable composite, component and
S-Video inputs in NTSC and PAL standards.

◆

VGA-compatible HD-15 connector provides
RGBHV, RGBS or Y/CB/CR progressive scan
output formats.

– Static mesh (images with little or no motion).
– Vertical temporal (standard vide).

◆

Lockout function on front panel controls.

Output vertical refresh rate locked to input
vertical refresh rate (59.95Hz NTSC; 50Hz PAL).

– Adaptive frame (inverse 3:2 pulldown, for
video originating from a film source.

◆

Universal input power supply
incorporated in chassis.

◆
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DEUCE MC
Scaler, Line Doubler and Line Quadrupler
Otherwise identical to the Deuce SDQ, the Deuce MC has a unique user-selectable
Motion Compensation feature that can be set based on the specific input
source image. The motion compensation feature enables Deuce
MC users to select one of three different motion compensation
techniques: adaptive frame using inverse 3:2 pulldown,
vertical temporal or static mesh, or one of three automatic
modes that automatically analyze the video input. Because
each technique is set specifically for the type of input image, the
result is the clearest, crispest picture quality possible, making Deuce MC ideal for
professional A/V applications. Step features from as Deuce SDQ —
◆

Six user-selectable motion compensation settings using three different algorithms, applied individually or in combination:
— Static mesh (images with little or no motion)
— Vertical temporal (standard video) — Adaptive frame (inverse 3:2 pulldown, for video originating from a film source)

DEUCE HD High Definition Scaler
The Deuce HD is designed for applications that use projectors
and other display equipment featuring HD output
resolutions. Deuce HD enables HDTV-quality images from
any standard NTSC or PAL source material. It meets a wide
range of HDTV and DTV standard with five scaled outputs,
including 480p, 720p, 1080p, 1280 x 1024 and 1366 x 768.
Like the Deuce MC, Deuce HD makes use of three different algorithms (adaptive frame using inverse 3:2 pulldown,
vertical temporal or static mesh) and then automatically selects the most effective motion compensation method or
combination of methods based upon the source material being scaled. Deuce HD supports 4:3 and 16:9 aspect ratios, and
provides conversion from one to another as well.. Even projectors and displays with built-in scaling can benefit from the
additional level of image processing that Deuce HD can provide. Features composite, S-Video and component inputs and
RGB or Y/CB/CR component outputs, plus an RS-232 pot. The slim, black unit has a simple, intuitive user-interface and
internal, universal power supply.
◆

Intelligent video scaling to five DTV and
HDTV resolutions

◆

◆

◆

◆

Output vertical refresh rate locked to
input vertical refresh rate (59.95Hz NTSC;
50Hz PAL)

Automatically detects and applies the best
motion compensation selecting from three
algorithms:

VGA-compatible HD-15 connector provides
RGBHV, RGBS or Y-CB-CR progressive scan
output formats

– Static mesh (images with little or no motion)

◆

RS-232 port for use with an external media
controller

Three aspect ratio conversions from input to
output:

– Adaptive frame (inverse 3:2 pulldown, for
video originating from a film source

◆

Non-volatile memory remembers all settings

◆

Lockout function on front panel controls

◆

Universal input power supply incorporated
in chassis; no external power supply module

– Vertical temporal (standard vide)

— 4:3 to Full Screen (4:3 or 16:9)

◆

Supports 16:9 “letterbox” DVD sources

— 4:3 to 4:3 in 16:9 screen

◆

Switchable composite, S-Video and component inputs in NTSC and PAL standards

— 16:9 to 16:9 (letterbox to full 16:9 screen)
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DEUCE
Video Scaler
Instead of just doubling or quadrupling, the Deuce is an intelligent video
scaler that “thinks” about the optimum way to convert NTSC, SECAM or
PAL input into high-resolution, professional-quality images in the native
resolution of your LCD, CRT projectors or plasma display. Advanced
features include six output resolutions at 60 and 75 Hz vertical refresh
rates, adaptive motion compensation, and support for 4:3 and 16:9.
◆ Intelligent scaling to six output

◆ Advanced motion compensation when

resolutions:

de-interlacing input video

• 640 x 480, • 852 x 480, • 800 x 600
• 832 x 624, • 1024 x 768, • 1280 x 1024

◆ Two simultaneous outputs:

— VGA compatible (HD-15 connector)

◆ Selectable output vertical refresh rates of

60Hz and 75Hz (60Hz only at 1280 x 1024)
for the brightest, flicker free image

— RGBHV, RGBS or RGsB (BNCs)
◆

Horizontal and vertical positioning.

◆ Switchable

NTSC, PAL, SECAM composite
and S-Video inputs

◆ Processing controls for contrast, brightness,

color saturation and hue.
◆ Supports 4:3 and 16:9 modes
◆ Non-volatile memory remembers all settings,

lockout function of front panel controls.

DEUCE PRO
Full-Featured Video Scaler
In addition to composite and S-Video, Deuce Pro offers component
YUV and RGB inputs, as well as switchable stereo audio inputs
corresponding to each video input. It provides ten different output
resolution formats, including two “custom” outputs which are
user-defined, and it supports four aspect ratios to accommodate
normal and various wide-screen formats. You also have a choice
of three output refresh rates. Deuce Pro offers an enhanced level
of video processing and expanded range of features to generate
the highest quality of output. Advanced noise reduction and image sharpness circuitry provide independent control over
chroma and luminance noise reduction and image sharpness. And, unique to Deuce Pro, is a front panel button that
allows the removal of visible head switching lines found at the bottom of video frames coming from interlaced video.
◆

Eight fixed and two user-definable
resolutions:
640 x 480, 852 x 480, 800 x 600, 832 x 624,
1024 x 768, 1280 x 768, 1280 x 1024,
1365 x 1024, User 1, User 2 (via RS-232)

◆ Support for four different input aspect ratios

(4:3 and 16:9, 1.85:1, 2.35:1 widescreen)
◆ Selectable output refresh rates (60, 75Hz

and locked to input) for bright, flicker free
images

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO

◆ Output types:

◆ Horizontal and vertical positioning

—RGBHV, RGBS or RGsB and sync (6 BNCs)

◆ Recursive noise reduction (selectable lumi-

—RGBHV on HD-15F
◆ RS-232 remote control
◆ Processing controls for contrast, brightness,

color saturation and hue
◆ Two sets composite and S-Video (NTSC,

PAL, SECAM), component, RGB, and VGA
compatible (loop-through only) inputs

www.bhphotovideo.com

nance and chrominance
◆ Non-volatile memory remembers all settings,

lockout function of front panel controls.
◆ Advanced motion compensation when

de-interlacing input video
◆ Stereo audio switching for all inputs
◆ Rackmount (1RU) or free standing design
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DEUCE FAMILY COMPARISON CHART
Deuce SDQ

Deuce MC

Deuce HD

Deuce

Deuce Pro

NTSC and PAL

NTSC and PAL

NTSC and PAL

NTSC and PAL

NTSC and PAL

Composite

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

S-Video

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

YUV component

✓

✓

✓

—

✓

Inputs
Input formats

RGBS or RGsB

✓

✓

✓

—

✓

VGA compatible

—

—

—

—

✓

4:3/16:9

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

1.85:1 Widescreen

—

—

—

—

✓

2.35:1 Widecreen

—

—

—

—

✓

640 x 480

—

—

—

✓

✓

852 x 480

—

✓

—

✓

✓

800 x 600

✓

✓

—

✓

✓

832 x 624

—

—

—

✓

✓

1024 x 768

✓

✓

—

✓

✓

1280 x 768

—

—

—

—

✓

1280 x 1024

✓

—

✓

✓

✓

1366 x 768

—

—

✓

—

—

1365 x 1024

—

—

—

—

✓

Line Double

✓

✓

—

—

—

Input Aspect Ratios

Output Resolutions

Line Quadruple

✓

✓

—

—

—

HDTV 480p 16:9 user defined 1

—

—

✓

—

Via RS-232 Port

HDTV 720p 16:9 user defined 2

—

—

✓

—

Via RS-232 Port

HD-15F connector
with standard VGA
pin-out configurable
as RBHV, RGBS
or Y-CB-CR

HD-15F connector
with standard VGA
pin-out configurable
as RBHV, RGBS
or Y-CB-CR

HD-15F connector
with standard VGA
pin-out configurable
as RBHV, RGBS
or Y-CB-CR

HD-15F connector w/
standard VGA pin-out;
5 x BNC connectors
configurable as
RGBHS, RGBS or RGsB

RGBHV and CS
on 6 separate
connectors,
BNC RGBHV
on HD-15F

Brightness

—

—

—

✓

✓

Contrast

—

—

—

✓

✓

Output Types

Image Processing Functions

Saturation

—

—

—

✓

✓

Hue

—

—

—

✓

✓

Vertical Position

—

—

—

—

✓

Horizontal Position

—

—

—

—

✓

Luminance Noise Reduction

—

—

—

—

✓

Chrome Noise Reduction

—

—

—

—

✓

Detail Enhancement

—

—

—

—

✓
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VP-701SC
VGA/SVGA/XGA Scan Converter
The VP-701SC is a real-time, computer-video scan converter
designed to take the VGA (640 x 480), SVGA (800 x 600)
and XGA (1024 x 768) resolution output of a computer
and convert it to NTSC or PAL video. It features a 15-pin
HD input with a loop-through for the computers local
monitor, composite (RCA) and S-Video outputs, two-level
four-line flicker reduction, Horizontal & Vertical shift and
sizing controls, and compatibility with any VGA or SVGA computer signal, from 24-100 KHz Horizontal up to 150 Hz vertical
refresh rate. Its 24-bit color sampling features true-color and real-time image reproduction.
The VP-701SC features auto-scanning input signal detection and AutoTrak - Kramers unique auto-set-up button that
automatically sizes, shifts and centers to output signal on the video monitor or projector, a feature not found on any
other scan converter at or near its price-point. The VP-701SC is the perfect combination of features, performance and
compatibility in a unique, aesthetic vertical or horizontal desktop mount metal enclosure with front panel LED, on-screen
menu adjustment capability and IR remote control.
◆

Looping input.

◆

Selectable Over/Under Scan 7

◆

Selectable input signal termination or auto
sensing termination.

◆

Freeze Frame

◆ H/V shift and sizing to adjust output to display.

◆

Front panel lock out

◆

PAL or NTSC output (selectable).

◆

2x Zoom and Pan

◆

2 or 4-line flicker reduction (selectable).

◆

Simultaneous composite & S-Video outputs.

◆

◆

24-100kHz (H) and 40-150Hz (V) input
compatibility.

◆

Front panel and IR remote control (included)
with on screen menus.

Compact, desktop size, two units can be rack
mounted side-by-side in a 1U rack space
with the optional RK-701DBL adapter.

◆ AutoTrak Auto Set Up ; one button setup

automatically sizes, shifts, and centers any
input image on the display device.

VP-703SC • VP704SC • VP-706SC
VGA/SVGA/XGA/SXGA Scan Converters
The VP-703SC steps-up from the VP-701SC
(above) with SXGA (1280 x 1024) resolution
capability, is rack-mountable (1U high),
VP-703SC includes RS-232 control, and has
RGBHV outputs. It also offers three-level
six-line flicker reduction. The VP-703SC is the
perfect combination of features, performance
and compatibility in a rack-mountable,
metal enclosure with front panel LED,
on-screen menu adjustment capability,
RS-232 control and IR remote control.
The VP-704SC adds UXGA (1600 x 1200) resolution capability and RS-232 control . The VP-706SC steps up with component
video output and has a genlock input with loop.
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VP-719DS
Video Scaler
The VP-719DS is a true
multi-standard video to
RGBHV scaler that convert
composite, S-Video, component video (SDTV and HDTV), VGA-through-UXGA, and DVI signals to 14 user-selectable pixel
rates. It also acts as a 7-input seamless presentation switcher.
It digitally reprocess the signal to correct mastering errors, and regenerate the video at a higher line and pixel rate
format, providing native-resolution video for LCD, DLP and plasma displays. The VP-719DS also allows scaling of any
graphics resolution to any other resolution (scaling for example, a VGA input to an UXGA output, or an SXGA input to an
SVGA output, etc).
Audio channels are switched in audio-follow-video mode. The unit can be controlled via front panel touch keys, infra-red
remote control, and RS-232. It features a user-friendly on-screen display for making the adjustments. The VP-719SD
incorporates a full scale ProcAmp for video and audio correction and enhancement, and offers 3:2/2:2 pull down. It is
housed in a 19” 1U, rack-mountable metal enclosure and uses a universal 100-240v AC automatic power supply.
◆

Converts composite, S-Video, component video (SDTV and HDTV), VGA-through-UXGA, and DVI-D signals to14 user-selectable pixel rates:
VGA (640 x 480), SVGA (800 x 600), XGA (1024 x 768), SXGA (1280 x 1024), UXGA (1600 x 1200), 1024 x 852, 1024 x 1024, 1366 x 768, 1365 x 1024,
1280 x 720, 720 x 483, 852 x 480, 1400 x 1050, as well as user desired output mode.

VP-720XL • VP-723XL • VP-724XL
Video Scalers with Picture-in-Picture Inserter
The VP-720XL steps-up from the
VP-719DS (above) with a built in
Picture-in-Picture inserter, allowing
the insertion of any video source into
a graphics background and vice
versa, as well as allowing the inserted
image to be sized and positioned
anywhere on the screen. In addition,
the PIP can display a split-screen (two
images side by side). It offers ten user-selectable pixel rates. (Same as the VP-719SD except no 720 x 483, 852 x 480, 1400 x
1050 or user desired output mode.)
The VP-723XL steps-up with three additional output modes: 480p, 720p and 1080i in component format with tri-level
sync. The VP-724XL is identical to the VP-723XL except it also acts as an 8-input seamless presentation switcher.

KRAMER PRICING
VP-701SC (COVP701SC) .......760.00
VP-703SC (COVP703SC) ....1036.00

VP-704SC (COVP704SC) ....1564.00
VP-706SC (COVP706SC) ....1996.00

VP-719DS (COVP719DS)....1095.00
VP-720XL (COVP720XL) ....1276.00

VP-723XL (COVP723XL) ....1436.00
VP-724XL (COVP724XL) ....1596.00
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CS-320 CONNECT • CS-400 SELECT
CORIOscan Series Scan Converters
Designed for high performance, the CS-320 Connect and CS-400
Select are PC and Mac compatible and can be controlled from
their front panel or via an infrared remote. AutoSet takes the
hassle out of making the computer image fit onto the TV screen.
Just push a button and the computer image is automatically sized
and positioned to fit exactly onto the video screen. Settings are
retained in memory, even when power is turned off, for dozens of computers and resolutions. So, the next time you use it,
no setup is required. They feature 2x Zoom and Pan, advanced 4-Line Digital Flicker Elimination circuitry, and switchable
NTSC and PAL outputs in composite, S-Video and RGBs.
The CS-400 Select steps-up with an OSD (On-Screen Display) for status monitoring and easy setup, and an RS-232 interface
that enables the remote control to function as a remote mouse to control your computer from a distance. Also has a
brightness control and four video (two composite, two S-Video) outputs for greater connectivity.
◆

They automatically recognize and configure
for incoming resolutions up to 1600 x 1200,
and automatically size the incoming signal
to exactly fit the video screen.

◆

Automatic recognition of previously used
computer types and resolutions.

◆

Digital flicker reduction eliminates interlace
flicker without resolution loss.

◆

In addition to AutoSet, flexibility is provided
by wide range H-V size and positioning

◆

◆

User-definable Overscan/Underscan

◆

Advanced 4-Line Digital Flicker Elimination
circuitry provides crisp, clear images up to
1024 x 768, without line dropping, at any
vertical refresh rate.

2x Zoom and Pan, lets you enlarge a 1/4 of
the computer screen to fill the entire video
screen and the Pan feature allows you to
move around to any area you choose.

◆

Computer loop-thru allows normal use of
the local computer monitor while scan
converter is operating.

◆

Switchable NTSC or PAL video output

◆

Composite, S-Video and RGBS output

◆

They include full-function IR remote control
and universal 110/220v power supply

CS-400 Select Step-up Features
◆

RS-232 interface facilitates control of all scan
converter functions by external devices

◆ Use the IR remote as a Mouse to control the

source PC (Remote Mouse Emulation)

CS-450 ECLIPSE / CS-460 ECLIPSE INTERNAL /CS-470
CORIOgen Series Scan Converters
with Genlock and Overlay
CS-450 Eclipse provides the same high quality computer-to-video scan
conversion as the CS-400 Select (above), while adding a genlock and overlay feature.
It converts computer graphics to NTSC or PAL video and allows those graphics to be keyed over an external composite or S-Video
signal. All black areas of the image from the computer can be replaced with the external video. Choose between Hard (Solid) or Soft
(Transparent) Keys with five levels of transparency. Also, the Mix Mode permits glitch-free dissolving between the computer image
and external video. The dissolve rate is adjustable for both the Key and Mix Modes.
CS-460 Eclipse Internal is a PCI version of the CS-450. Designed specifically for system integration, the card
eliminates the need for external power supplies and greatly reduces the length of cables usually required
from the PC to the unit. Includes video breakout cables and control is via RS-232 using either your own
software or TV One’s CORIO Control Panel software. An IR Remote Control is available as an option and
requires the optional Infrared Receiver Module to work. The CS-470 is identical to the CS-450 Eclipse,
except that it is housed in a rackmount case.
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CS-500A/CS-520A/CS-550A
Pro S Series Scan Converters
CS-500A

The Pro S series (CS-500A, CS-520A and CS-550A) are high performance, high
resolution scan converters compatible with workstations, Macs and PCs. They
employ advanced Digital Filtering circuitry to insure maximum picture quality
and an advanced Digital 6-Line Flicker Reduction system for maximum clarity.
They handle resolutions up to 1600 x 1200 without horizontal line dropping, which means no data loss during the
conversion process. They accept vertical refresh rate and
horizontal scan rates up to 100KHz. In order to deal with a wide
variety of workstations, they accept computer signals
with Sync-on-Green, Mixed (Composite) Sync
and H&V Sync. Video outputs are NTSC/PAL
CS-520A
switchable and are simultaneously provided in
composite, S-Video, and RGBs (or YUV) formats,
CS-550A
as well as a computer monitor loop-thru.
◆

◆

The CS-500A is housed in a desktop case,
the CS-520A is housed in a 1RU rackmount
case and the CS-550A is two complete scan
converters in a single 1RU rackmount case.

◆

Auto Detect configures for incoming
resolutions up to 1600 x 1200, while TV One’s
exclusive AutoSet feature automatically
sizes and positions the computer image to
fit exactly on the video screen.

◆

CS-600A
CS-620A
CS-650A

All settings, including scalable Underscan
and Overscan, are stored in non-volatile
memory and are retained even when power
is switched off.
Front panel LCD makes setup easy
(provides ease of Menu Navigation, setup
and adjustment). All functions can be
controlled via front panel push buttons,
remote control or RS-232 connection.

Models
CS-320
Maximum Resolution

CS-400

◆

Menu selectable NTSC or PAL video output

◆

Digital flicker reduction eliminates flicker
without resolution loss.

◆

2x Zoom and Pan (superior because it is
done before conversion).

◆

Remote Mouse emulation is a standard
function of the remote control when used in
conjunction with the RS-232 connection.

CS-450
CS-470

CS-500A
CS-520A
CS-550A

CS-600A
CS-620A
CS-650A

PC to 1600 x 1200 PC to 1600 x 1200 PC to 1600 x 1200 PC to 1600 x 1200 PC to 1600 x 1200

Video Inputs
RGB

Pro SG Series
Scan Converters

✓

✓

✓

Composite Video

✓

S-Video

✓

✓

✓
✓
✓
✓

Genlock
Video Outputs

Pro SG Models (CS-600A, CS-620A and
CS-650A) provide all the performance
and features of the Pro S series, plus
studio genlock capability with adjustable
SCH phasing, subcarrier phasing and
horizontal sync timing. The studio
genlock feature enables these units to be
easily integrated into a broadcast studio
or post production environment.

Composite Video

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

S-Video

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

RGBS

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

YUV
Features
AutoSet

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

CORIO Powered

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

Key

✓

Mix

✓
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TV ONE-TASK
TV One-Task products are ultra compact, high performance units that perform a single specific function. When the
requirement is for high quality without the usual associated complexity to perform a dedicated job, a TV One-Task product
is the solution.

1T-V1280PCHD • 1T-V1280DVI Upconverters
TV One-Task Video Scalers are ultra compact, high performance products designed to
meet the most demanding requirements for signal conversion. The input video can be
composite, S-Video or component. The output signal is selectable in a wide variety of
presets in either RGBHV or YPbPr (component) format. Model 1T-V1280PCHD provides
an analog output, while the 1T-V1280DVI provides a DVI output. The integral processor
provides control over many signal parameters, such as: contrast, brightness, hue and
color. Both are 5v DC. For best performance, use high-grade output cables such as TV
One’s professional Z-Plus type.

TVOne 1T-PC1280PCHD top

1T-VGA-DVI • 1T-DVI-VGA RGB Scalers

TVOne 1T-V-VGA-DVI top

TV One-Task Series DVI-VGA converter/scalers are ultra compact, high performance
products designed to meet the most demanding requirements for signal conversion. Model
1T-VGA-DVI converts analog to DVI, while the 1T-DVI-VGA converts DVI to analog. A wide
variety of PC and HDTV I/O resolutions are supported. The input resolution is automatically
detected and can either be RGBHV or YPbPr format. The 1T-VGA-DVI can also accept a
component 480i YCbCr signal from a DVD player for example, and convert it to DVI at PC or
HDTV resolutions. The output resolution and refresh rate is selected via push buttons and
OSD menu. The integral processor provides control over many signal parameters, such as:
contrast, brightness, color saturation, R/G/B levels and H-V positioning. Both models are 5v
DC powered and include a small in-plug power adapter.

1T-PC1280HD • 1T-PC1280PC RGB Scalers
TV One-Task PC/HDTV converters are ultra compact, high performance products designed
to meet the most demanding requirements for signal conversion. The input resolution is
automatically detected and can either be RGBHV, YPbPr or YCbCr format. In addition to PC
to PC and PC to HDTV conversions, the unit can take a 480i component video signal, from a
DVD player for example, and convert it to PC or HDTV resolutions. The output resolution
and refresh rate is selected via push buttons and OSD menu. The 1T-PC1280HD provides
conversion to and from a wide variety of PC and HDTV signals, while the 1T-PC1280PC provides conversion to and from PC signals only. The integral processor provides control over
many signal parameters, such as: contrast, brightness, color Saturation, R/G/B levels and H-V
positioning. Both models are 12v DC powered and include a small in-plug power adapter.

TVOne 1T-PC1280PC top

1T-C2-100 • 1T-C2-150 Down Converters
Housed in a compact desktop case (rackmount kits are available), the 1T-C2-100 uses
CORIO2 technology to provides high quality scan conversion from computer or HDTV
signals to standard video formats in a compact package. It handles resolutions up to
2048 x 2048 at any vertical refresh rate and all HDTV resolutions up to 1080p. A wide
variety of computer signal formats can be accommodated. Video outputs are switchable
between NTSC and PAL and are simultaneously output in composite and S-Video. A PC loop-thru is also provided.
The 1T-C2-150 Down Converter PLUS adds Genlock, Chromakey and Lumakey. The Key Mode allows graphics to be keyed over an external
composite or S-Video signal. The keyed image may be faded in and out. Precise keying at the pixel level can be achieved. The Mix Mode permits
glitch-free mixing between the computer image and video. PIP Mode allows either of the computer inputs to be inset in a window over either
of the video inputs or visa versa.
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TV ONE-TASK CONVERTERS A GLANCE
Product Category
VIDEO OUTPUT

PC-HDTV RGB Scalers
1T-PC1280PC

Video Scalers (Up-Converters)

VGA-DVI Converters/Scalers

1T-PC1280HD

1T-V1280PCHD

1T-V1280DVI

1T-VGA-DVI

1T-DVI-VGA

1T-DVI-DVI

Yes

Yes

PC Resolution
VGA (640 x 480)

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

VGA70 (720 x 400)

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

VESA85 (640 x 400)

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

SVGA (800 x 600)

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

XGA (1024 x 768)

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Mac (1152 x 864)

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

WXGA (1280 x 768)

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

1280A (1280 x 960)

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

SXGA (1024 x 1024)

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

480P

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

576P

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

720P

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

1080i (540p Doubled)

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

RGBHV

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

YPbPr

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

1T-PC1280PC

1T-PC1280HD

1T-V1280PCHD

1T-V1280DVI

1T-VGA-DVI

1T-DVI-VGA

1T-DVI-DVI

VGA (640 x 480)

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

VGA70 (720 x 400)

Yes

Yes

VESA85 (640 x 400)

Yes

Yes

SVGA (800 x 600)

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

XGA (1024 x 768)

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Mac (1152 x 864)

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

WXGA (1280 x 768)

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

1280A (1280 x 960)

Yes

Yes

SXGA (1024 x 1024)

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

HDTV Resolution

Signal Type
DVI
Analog

Yes
Yes

Signal Format

VIDEO INPUT
PC Resolution

HDTV Resolution
480i

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

480P / 576P

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

720P

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

1080i

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Signal Type
DVI
Analog

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Signal Format
RGBHV

Yes

YPbPr

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

S-Video

Yes

Yes

Composite Video

Yes

Yes

YCbCr (YUV)

Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
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SC-1250
Video Scaler (Up Converter)
The SC-1250 is a high-performance, low-cost video scaler
that transforms component, composite or S-Video into
standard RGBHV computer signals at VGA, SVGA, XGA or
SXGA resolutions. It also has HDTV 16:9 outputs at 480p,
576p, 720p or 1080i. Ideal for use with LCD projectors,
projection TV systems, plasma or HDTV displays. The output resolution
is selectable between the most popular PC and HDTV formats. Available in desktop or rackmount version.
◆ Component, composite and S-Video

◆

Adaptive Film Mode with automatic 3:2 pull-down provides clear and crisp de-interlacing video
from 24 fps film. It offers significant enhancements when viewing movies on a large screen.
Smooth deinterlacing and video motion compensation is included.

◆

In addition to the front
panel controls, it can
be controlled via the
supplied infrared
remote control. In
addition, an RS-232
Windows
interface allows control
Control
Panel
by a variety of third
party control systems or from a PC with the bundled Windows Control Panel software.

inputs
◆

Adjustments are provided for color
saturation, hue, brightness, contrast and
sharpness.

◆

There is an HD-15 pass-thru for a
computer or HDTV signal.

◆

An OSD (On Screen Display) facilitates
menu navigation for setup and selection.

◆

Automatically detects a variety of NTSC
and PAL standards.

CSC-1600HD Video Scaler (Up Converter)
Like the SC-1250, the CSC-1600HD is a high-performance
video scaler for upconverting composite, S-Video or
YUV component video to high resolution computer
and HDTV signals. The output resolution is selectable
as VGA, SVGA, XGA, SXGA—plus WXGA and 1365 x 768,
720p or 1080i in the RGBHV format and as 480p or 576p in the YPbPr format.
The output signal can be assigned to either an HD-15 or 5 BNC connectors on the rear panel. A Vertical Temporal Filter
removes jagged edges and other de-interlacing artifacts for video motion sequences. Superior motion compensation
circuitry insures a smooth presentation of fast moving images. The CSC-1600HD is ideal for use with LCD projectors,
projection TV systems, plasma or HDTV displays to improve picture quality.

Step-up features from the SC-1250:
◆

Selectable resolution output up to WXGA
and 1365x768

◆

Two output formats – 480p and 576p in
YPbPr and all other resolutions in RGBHV.

◆

Direct video input selection – composite,
S-Video, YCbCr component video and
PC/HDTV bypass.

◆

Each of the eight output resolutions has its
own front panel button.

◆

Choose from sending the output signal to
either an HD-15 or 5 BNC’s.

◆ OSD (On-Screen Display) for easy operation

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO
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◆

Adjustments are provided for color, hue,
brightness, contrast and sharpness and
each of the three video input has its own
non-volatile memory to retain these
settings, even when the power to the unit
has been turned off
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C2-4100
Video Scaler, Switcher, Chroma/Luma Keyer, PiP Device
The C2-4100 is a high performance RGB,
PC-HDTV, HDTV-HDTV and PC-PC Scaler.
Incorporating TV One’s exclusive CORIO2
technology conversion engine, it handles any resolution from 640 x 480 up to 2048 x 2048, even non-standard resolutions,
plus all HDTV resolutions. It also offers seamless switching, a chroma and luma keyer, Picture-in-Picture, and RGB frame
sync. Other features include aspect ratio converter, RGB-HDTV genlock, windowing, genlock, logo insertion and aspect
ratio conversion. The 3-inputs and 2-outputs will accommodate RGBHV resolutions up to 2048 x 2048, and component in
all HDTV formats. Plus, the C2-4100 also has
an RGBHV preview output to facilitate live
event switching.
◆ Unparalleled P-I-P performance.

◆

– Any video input can be squeezed and placed
into a window of any size and positioned
anywhere on the screen.

Multiple C2-4100 units may be cascaded to
provide layer upon layer and window upon
window of images.

◆

Integral test signals are user defined.

◆

A Logo memory is provided, so the unit can
easily be used as a Logo Inserter.

◆

C2-4100’s output signal format flexibility
assures that the native resolution of virtually
any display can be matched.

◆

Windows Control Panel provides complete
control of the unit and adds Macros to facilitate long, complex sequence of commands.

◆

Adjustment is provided for contrast and
each video input has its own non-volatile
memory to retain these settings, even when
the power to the unit has been turned off.

◆

The unit can be controlled from the front
panel via a rotary encoder and LCD display,
via RS-232, optional infrared remote, or a
LAN with the optional Ethernet control.

– The window can be placed over any other
video input as the background.
– Amazingly powerful zoom of up to 1000%
and Image Shrink down to 10%, plus
seamless switching with cuts or fades and
any input can be genlocked to any other.

C2-5100 Multi-Format Video Processor
The C2-5100 is a multi-function image conversion
and scaling product coming very near the
ideal of “Anything In – Anything Out”. Not
only is it a high performance Video Scaler,
Up/Down Converter and seamless multiformat switcher, but also a worldwide
standards converter, Chroma/Luma keyer, P-i-P device, HDTV
converter, Frame Synchronizer, TBC, aspect ratio converter and a universal image genlock. 9-inputs inputs and 4-outputs
accommodate composite, S-Video, YCbCr, YPbPr, all HDTV formats and any RGBHV resolution up to 2048 x 2048 -not just
some predefined ones, but ANY resolution, even custom ones. The C2-5100 also has 2-outputs for Preview (RGBHV and
composite video) to facilitate live event switching.

Step-up features from the C2-4100:
◆

The C2-5100 is ideally suited for use with LCD projectors, projection TV
systems, Plasma or HDTV displays to improve picture quality. With its
output signal format flexibility, it is assured that the native resolution
of virtually any digital display can be matched.

◆

Because of the integral resolution calculator, even new resolutions can
be instantly added to the menu.

◆

Advanced motion compensation smooths out fast moving images and
automatic 3:2 pull-down efficiently de-interlaces video from 24fps film.

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821
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C2-5200
Multi-Format Video Processor w/SDI
The C2-5200 has all the features and functions
of the C2-5100 plus adds an SDI input and
output. This brings the unit’s I/O total to ten
inputs and five outputs. Additionally, a second
SDI input is provided exclusively as a genlock source. The SDI I/O is fully integrated into the architecture of the unit, so that any of the
other signal formats may be converted to and from SDI and the SDI signal can be used as either the background or insert in the
Picture-in-Picture window mode. Of course, it is also possible to seamlessly switch between any of the analog inputs and the SDI input.

C2-7200 • C2-7100 Dual Channel Video Processors
Beyond its versatile capabilities in
converting between analog and HD-SDI,
the C2-7200 has the power of many other
components ranging from a high-def
video scaler and multi-format seamless
switcher to a twin-window picture-in-apicture device, chroma/luma keyer, aspect
ratio converter, logo inserter, and much more. Behind this level of functionality are two completely independent scaling engines and
two video mixers all utilizing TV One's proprietary CORIO2® technology. Outfitted with true 4:4:4 processing providing full-bandwidth
color and precise keying (including soft keys), the device has eleven inputs accommodating multiple HD-SDI, SD-SDI, DVI, YPbPr,
RGBHV, RGBS, RGsB, YCbCr, composite, and S-Video signals, as well as all HDTV formats and any PC resolution up to 2048x2048, not
just pre-defined ones. A pair of independent output channels each offer SDI (SD or HD), DVI-I, any RGB format, and CV and SV. Armed
with the ability to alter the aspect ratio of any input, the unit also allows different SDTV and HDTV images to be intermixed in any
operating mode. The C2-7100 is identical to the C2-7200 except without the SDI inputs/outputs. This results in a total of 9 Inputs,
along with the two independent output channels.

Same features as the C2-5100 and C2-5200 (respectively), PLUS—
◆ 4:4:4 sampling provides full bandwidth

color which allows the C2-7200 to
provide precise pixel by pixel keying,
including soft (transparent) keys. 11
inputs accommodate multiple HD-SDI,
SD-SDI, DVI, YPbPr, RGBHV, RGBS, RGsB,
YCbCr, composite and S-Video signals.
◆

It handles all HDTV formats and any PC
resolution up to 2048 x 2048 - not just
some predefined ones, but ANY
resolution, even custom ones. The two
independent output channels each
offer SDI (SD or HD), DVI-I (also any RGB
format), CV and SV simultaneously. The
unit’s ability to alter the aspect ratio of
any input enables different SDTV and
HDTV images to be intermixed in any
of the modes.

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO

Three basic operating modes to simplify control:
Switcher Mode – Provides powerful Program and Preview channels for live event switching. In
addition to previewing inputs before selection, complex function such as chromakeys and
Picture-In-Picture, can be previewed for setup, totally independent of the Program channel output.
Seamless transitions from Preview to Program can be either by cut, variable duration cross-fade or
special effects. Any signal format can be freely mixed with any other.
Independent Mode - Provides the power of two independently functioning products, performing
different tasks in one box. Each output can deliver different formats and resolutions simultaneously.
For example, a presentation being fed to a high resolution display on Output 1 via DVI can also be
fed to a VCR for recording on Output 2 via Composite Video. In a broadcast environment, the
C2-7200 can function as two completely independent analog to HD-SDI Converters, each genlocked
to a different reference and each with a different logo or ID keyed in.
Dual PIP Mode - Any video input can be squeezed and placed into either of two windows of any size
and positioned anywhere on the screen, even overlapping each other with user defined layer priority control. The windows can be placed over any other video input or image from the unit’s memory
as the background. The image in the window can then be seamlessly switched or cross faded to
another video input or even zoomed in or out. Keying can be added independently to each window
and the background.

www.bhphotovideo.com
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COMPARISON CHART
Product Category

Dual Channel Video Processors

Single Channel Video Processors

C2-7200

C2-7100

C2-5200

C2-5100

3x

3x

3x

3x

3x

3x

RGB Scaler
C2-4100

Video Output
Composite / S-Video
RGB
DV-I (including RGB & YUV)
SDI (SD or HD)

3x

3x

3x

2x SD/HD

1x SD

Independent Output 1
Composite / S-Video

1x

1x

RGB
DV-I (including RGB & YUV)
SDI (SD or HD)

1x

1x

1x

2x

2x

2x

1x

1x SD/HD

1x SD

Independent Output 2
Composite Video

1x

1x

S-Video (Y/C)

1x

1x

1x

1x

RGB
DV-I (including RGB & YUV)
SDI (SD or HD)

1x SD/HD

Passive Prev

Passive Prev

Passive Prev

Passive Prev

Passive Prev

1

1

1x SD

General
CORIO2 Scaling Engines
Simultaneous PIP Windows
Sampling Format
IP Interface

2

2

2

2

1

1

1

4:4:4

4:4:4

4:4:2

4:4:2

4:4:2

▲

▲

Optional

Optional

Optional

SDI <––> Analog Conversion

SD/HD-SDI

SDI <––> DVI Conversion

SD/HD-SDI

DVI <––> Analog Conversion

1

▲

SD–SDI

▲
Features common to all products

SDTV <––> HDTV Conversion, SDTV <––> SDTV Conversion, HDTV <––> HDTV Conversion, Video Scaling, Scan Conversion, Video Transcoding, CORIO2 Technology,
Seamless Switching, Windows Control Panel, Chroma Keyer, Luminance Keyer, Input Parameter Adjustment, Genlock the Output to any Input, Time Base Correction,
Aspect Ratio Conversion, Integral Logo Inserter, Built-In Test Patterns, Windows Control Panel, RS-232 Interface, Audio Switcher Option Available, Frame Synchronization

A2-2000 Stereo Audio Switcher
The A2-2000 Stereo Audio
Switcher is available to add
Audio follow Video or Audio
Breakaway capability to the
C2-4100, C2-5100/5200 and C2-7100/7200. This separate unit is 1 RU high and connects to the processors via a 15-pin
interconnect cable. The microprocessor in the A2-2000 communicates with the microprocessor in the main unit, where all
control commands originate. The A2-2000 provides both balanced and unbalanced connections for its 10 inputs, plus its
Preview and Program outputs.

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821
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Obtaining information and ordering from B&H is quick and
easy. When you call us, just punch in the corresponding
Quick Dial number anytime during our welcome message.
The Quick Dial code then directs you to the specific
professional sales associates in our order department.
For Section 9a, Easels,
use Quick Dial #: 821
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WHEASEL
Best-Rite’s most popular presentation easel goes wherever it is needed in an office,
classroom, meeting area or conference room. Available in economical Melamine or
durable, magnetic Porcelain steel surfaces.
◆ Two durable, dry erase surfaces clean up easily
◆

Available in economical unframed melamine
that measures 401⁄4 x 281⁄4” (HW), or durable,
magnetic framed porcelain steel surface
measuring 391⁄2 x 27 1⁄4” (HW).

◆

Full-length marker trays and flip chart holders
are included on each side

◆

Lower shelf provides extra storage for
accessories

◆

Height adjustable in two positions: 581⁄2” or 65”

◆

Includes 2” locking casters for mobility
between rooms

Full-width accessory tray

Large lower storage tray

Melamine Wheasel (759)
Unframed melamine surface. 591⁄2 x 28 3⁄4 x 27”
(HWD), it weighs 51 lbs ...............................................Call
Porcelain Wheasel (770)
Magnetic framed porcelain surface. It measures
591⁄2 x 28 3⁄4 x 27” (HWD), weighs 61 lbs ..................Call

Porcelain Wheasel

FOLDING WHEASEL
The same versatility as the Wheasel and the added benefit of Peg holders for
portability, this easel conveniently folds for storage.

Folding Wheasel

◆

Two durable, unframed melanine dry erase
surfaces clean up easily.

◆

Two adjustable-height positions: 581⁄2” or 65”

◆

Available in economical unframed melamine
that measures 401⁄4” x 281⁄4” (HW)

◆

Includes 2” locking casters for mobility
between rooms

Folding Wheasel (778)
With two durable, unframed melamine
dry-erase surfaces. It measures 58 x 28 3⁄4 x 27”
(HWD) and weighs 52 lbs ..................................Call

◆

Full-length marker trays and flip chart
holders are included on each side

Optional Lower Tray (779)
Measures 28 3⁄4 x 28.5” (WD) ....................................Call

ECO WHEASEL

Eco Wheasel

Ideal for small work areas and presentations, the Eco Wheasel
features double-sided melamine easel and folds flat for storage.
◆

Double-sided melamine easel;
surfaces write on-wipe off easily

◆ Folds conveniently for storage
◆

Optional middle tray provides
stability and holds accessories

◆

Includes four 2” locking casters

◆ Includes two wire flip chart holders
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◆

Writing surface is 29.8” x 23” (HW)

Eco Wheasel (786)
Double-sided melamine easel folds flat
for storage. It measures 58 x 29 3⁄4 x 283⁄4”
(HWD) and weighs 35 lbs.......................Call
Optional Tray (786OT)
Measures 231⁄2 x 28 3⁄4” (WD) ...................Call

www.bhphotovideo.com

◆ Includes a middle storage tray, and offers

an optional lower shelf for extra stability
and storage of supplies.
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STORAGE WHEASEL
The same versatility as the Wheasel with the added benefit of tubs for storage.
◆Single-sided easel available with melamine

dry-erase or magnetic porcelain steel surface
◆
◆

Both surfaces write-on, wipe-off easily and
can be adjusted to two heights: 581⁄2” or 65”
Includes four clear tubs for storage

◆ Two standard flip chart hooks and two

removable snap-on hooks are included to
hold flip chart pads and pocket charts

Melamine Storage Wheasel (762)
Unframed melamine surface. It measures 581⁄2 x
281⁄2 x 29” (HWD) and weighs 48 lbs ....................Call
Porcelain Storage Wheasel (763)
Magnetic framed porcelain surface. It measures
581⁄2 x 281⁄2 x 29” (HWD) and weighs 55 lbs........Call
Middle Rack (764)
With two additional clear tubs............................Call

SPINNER EASEL

Rotates
360˚!

This versatile easel rotates 360° - and doubles as a tabletop easel, floor sign or
children’s easel. Take this portable easel along for a tradeshow, fair, or meeting.
◆ Double-sided magnetic dry-erase surface rotates 360°.
◆ Includes a set of handles for portability.
◆ Legs telescope to adjust in height from 401⁄2 -66” high to accom-

modate all users
◆ Also doubles as a handy tabletop easel or floor sign
Portable!

Adjustable!

Spinner Easel (799)
Measures 391⁄2 -72 x 27 x 27 3⁄4” (HWD), weighs 37 lbs .....................Call
Adjusts in height for users of all ages

TRIPOD EASEL
This adjustable magnetic dry-erase easel may be set at
various heights for tabletop or floor presentations.
◆

Writing surface is magnetic dry-erase and measures 23 x 32” (WH)

◆

Height-adjustable from 62” to 68” for floor use, or at a standard 43”
for tabletop use

Tripod Easel (815)
Adjustable magnetic dry-erase easel measures 43-68” x 26.5” (HW) and
weighs 25 lbs...............................................................................................................................Call

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821
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WOOD PRESENTATION EASEL
Perfect for boardrooms, offices, exhibit booths, the Wood Presentation Easel has a
magnetic markerboard surface is made of sturdy, natural oak construction with
radius corners for safety.
◆

Magnetic markerboard surface

◆

Includes brass pegs for flip charts

◆

Adjustable height makes viewing easier in a
large meeting room

◆

Folds flat for storage

◆

Writing surface is 39 3⁄4 x 27 3⁄4” (HW)

Wood Presentation Easel (745)
Measures 69 1⁄2 x 30 x 311⁄2” (HWD) and weighs 28 lbs .................................................................................................Call

NEST EASEL
Make a stylish statement with this contemporary black powder coated steel framed
easel. The tubular frame is set away from the dry erase surfaces making it easy to
hold onto for moving between rooms.
◆

Height adjustable in two positions: 65” or 72”

◆

Full-length marker trays hold accessories on
each side

◆

Utilize the perforated steel storage box for
maps, plans, books or supplies

◆

Includes 2” locking casters and flip chart hooks
on both sides

◆ Black powder coated steel round tubular frame
◆

Double-sided easel with magnetic porcelain or
melamine dry erase surfaces

◆ Writing surfaces measure 391⁄2 x 27 1⁄4” (HW)

Dura-Rite Nest Easel (781)
Dual-side easel with Dura-Rite dry-erase surface. Measures 72 x 311⁄2 x 24” (HWD), weighs 58 lbs...........Call
Porcelain Nest Easel (781P)
Dual-side easel with magnetic porcelain dry-erase surface. 72 x 311⁄2 x 24” (HWD), weighs 69 lbs...........Call

WOOD NEST EASEL
The elegant wood frame of this mobile easel makes it the perfect companion in a
meeting room or conference room.
◆

Height adjustable in two positions: 66” or 72”

◆

◆

Durable wood construction with a Light Oak
or Cherry finish.

Full-length marker trays hold accessories on
each side.

◆

◆

Double-sided easel with magnetic porcelain or
melamine dry erase surfaces.

Utilize the lower storage box for maps, plans,
books or supplies.

◆

Includes 3” locking casters and flip chart hooks
on both sides.

◆ Writing surfaces measure 39 3⁄4” x 27 3⁄4” (HW).

Melamine Wood Nest Easel
Measures 72 x 35 x 21” (HWD), weighs 56 lbs. Available in Cherry (BR790) and Oak (790OAK) ........................Call
Porcelain Wood Nest Easel
Measures 72 x 35 x 21” (HWD), weighs 60 lbs. Available in Cherry (BR790P) and Oak (790POAK) ....................Call
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EURO REVERSIBLE BOARDS
Black tubular steel frames add a high-end, contemporary look
that accents any furniture style. Smooth rounded corners offer
safety for use in a classroom or any meeting area. Move these
versatile boards from room to room on 4” casters (2 locking)
for presentations in any space. Twice the surface in half the
space, these versatile two sided boards go anywhere.
◆ Mobile, double-sided boards are

◆ Stable base design for added safe-

available in a variety of surfaces
◆ Black powder coated steel round

ty
◆ Extra-deep, full-length marker

tubular frame

tray holds accessories

◆

Boards revolve on a pivot hinge
that locks into place

◆

◆

Porcelain steel surfaces double as a magnetic tackboard

30 x 40” size ships UPS to save
freight costs

Euro Reversible 40” x 30” Boards

Euro Reversible 4’ x 6’ Boards

Projection Plus (667RUFF): Both sides. 82 lbs................................................Call

Projection Plus (667RGFF): Both sides. 163 lbs ..............................................Call

Dura Rite Markerboard (667RUHC): Natural Cork. 68 lbs ........................Call

Dura Rite Markerboard (667RGHC): Natural Cork. 115 lbs.......................Call

Dura Rite Markerboard (667RUHH): Both sides. 74 lbs.............................Call

Dura Rite Markerboard (667RGHH): Both sides. 115 lbs ...........................Call

Valu-Rite Chalkboard (667RUAA): Both sides. 74 lbs .................................Call

Valu-Rite Chalkboard (667RGAA): Both sides. 115 lbs ...............................Call

Valu-Rite Chalkboard (667RUAC): Natural Cork. 68 lbs.............................Call

Valu-Rite Chalkboard (667RGAC): Natural Cork. 155 lbs ..........................Call

Porcelain Markerboard (667RUDC): Natural Cork. 71 lbs.........................Call

Porcelain Markerboard (667RGDC): Natural Cork. 155 lbs ......................Call

Porcelain Markerboard (667RUDD): Both sides. 82 lbs.............................Call

Porcelain Markerboard (667RGDD): Both sides. 163 lbs ...........................Call

Porcelain Chalkboard (667RUEC): Natural Cork. 71 lbs.............................Call

Porcelain Chalkboard (667RGEC): Natural Cork. 155 lbs...........................Call

Porcelain Chalkboard (667RUEE): Both sides. 82 lbs .................................Call

Porcelain Chalkboard (667RGEE): Both sides. 163 lbs................................Call

Projection Plus (667RUFC): Natural Cork. 71 lbs ...........................................Call

Projection Plus (667RGFC): Natural Cork. 155 lbs .........................................Call

Projection Plus (667RUFD): Porcelain Markerboard. 82 lbs ......................Call

Projection Plus (667RGFD): Porcelain Markerboard. 163 lbs.....................Call

BRETFORD
FOLDING DRY ERASE/FLIP CHART EASEL
You can use either the dry erase surface or the easel with a standard two-hole pad (not included).
A 13⁄4” deep trough holds markers and an eraser (sold separately). The easel folds flat to 41⁄2” deep.
Black powder paint finish on a steel frame.

Folding Dry Erase/Flip Chart Easel (BRCR8504BK)
Measures 291⁄4 x 101⁄2 x 701⁄4” (WDH), weighs 48 lbs .....................................................................................201.95
Marker Kit (BRWMK1GM)
A kit consisting of four dry-erase markers (red, green, blue, black), cleaner, an eraser and a holder
tray with a magnetized back. White finish. Tray dimensions are 19 3⁄4 x 1 x 3” (WDH). Weighs 2 lbs.

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821
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PLATINUM REVERSIBLE BOARDS
Featuring sleek, contemporary design with added
durability and stability, the Platinum Reversible Board
will blend with furnishings in a boardroom, classroom
or meeting area. With twice the surface area of a wall
mounted board, these mobile boards are ideal for
presentations, meetings or training. A variety of
surface combinations add versatility.
◆ Wide base design provides stability and safety.
◆ Porcelain surface option is also magnetic for added versatility.
◆ Boards revolve on a pivot hinge and lock into place.
◆ Perforated steel accent panel and full-length tray can hold

magnets and accessories.
◆ Boards move from room to room on 3” locking casters.
◆ 40” x 30” (HW) unit ships UPS to save on freight costs.

Platinum Reversible 40” x 30” Boards

Platinum Reversible 4’ x 6’ Boards

Porcelain Markerboard (669RUDC): Natural Cork. 68 lbs
Porcelain Markerboard (669RUDD): Both sides. 72 lbs
Dura Rite Markerboard (669RUHC): Natural Cork. 80 lbs
Dura Rite Markerboard (669RUHH): Both sides. 65 lbs
Porcelain Chalkboard (669RUEC): Natural Cork. 100 lbs
Porcelain Chalkboard (669RUEE): Both sides. 100 lbs
Valu-Rite Chalkboard (669RUAC): Natural Cork. 80 lbs
Valu-Rite Chalkboard (669RUAA): Both sides. 80 lbs
Projection Plus (669RUFC): Natural cork. 100 lbs
Projection Plus (669RUFF): Both sides. 100 lbs
Projection Plus (669RUFD): Porcelain Markerboard. 76 lbs

Porcelain Markerboard (669RGDC): Natural Cork. 166 lbs
Porcelain Markerboard (669RGDD): Both sides. 186 lbs
Dura Rite Markerboard (669RGHC): Natural Cork. 132 lbs
Dura Rite Markerboard (669RGHH): Both sides. 120 lbs
Porcelain Chalkboard (669RGEC): Natural Cork. 164 lbs
Porcelain Chalkboard (669RGEE): Both sides. 165 lbs
Valu-Rite Chalkboard (669RGAC): Natural Cork. 120 lbs
Valu-Rite Chalkboard (669RGAA): Both sides. 128 lbs
Projection Plus (669RGFC): Natural cork. 160 lbs
Projection Plus (669RGFF): Both sides. 160 lbs
Projection Plus (669RGFD): Porcelain Markerboard. 173 lbs

DELUXE REVERSIBLE BOARDS
Roll these boards into any classroom, boardroom or
meeting room for presentations and training. The
two-sided boards are available in a variety of surface
combinations including printed graphic surfaces.
Boards revolve on a pivot hinge that locks into place.

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO
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◆

Get twice the board surface
into half the space

◆

◆

Stable base design for added
safety

◆ Heavy-duty aluminum or

◆

Includes full-length tray with
safer rounded corners

◆ 40” x 30” size ships UPS to

◆

Boards move from room to room on 3” locking casters

Porcelain surface is magnetic
for added versatility
solid wood frames available
save on freight costs
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DELUXE REVERSIBLE BOARDS
DELUXE REVERSIBLE ALUMINUM FRAME
30” x 40”

4’ x 5’

4’ x 6’

Weight

Catalog #

Weight

Catalog #

Weight

Catalog #

Porcelain Markerboard-Both sides

55 lbs.

668ACDD

129 lbs.

668AFDD

138 lbs.

668AGDD

Porcelain Markerboard-Natural Cork

69 lbs.

668ACDC

118 lbs.

668AFDC

130 lbs.

668AGDC

Dura-Rite Markerboard-Both sides

55 lbs.

668ACHH

82 lbs.

668AFHH

89 lbs.

668AGHH

Dura-Rite Markerboard-Natural Cork

69 lbs.

668ACHC

118 lbs.

668AFHC

118 lbs.

668AGHC

Porcelain Chalkboard - Both sides

55 lbs

668ACEE

129 lbs

668AFEE

138 lbs.

668AGEE

Porcelain Chalkboard - Natural Cork

69 lbs.

668ACEC

118 lbs.

668AFEC

130 lbs.

668AGEC

Valu-Rite Chalkboard - Both sides

55 lbs.

668ACAA

89 lbs.

668AFAA

89 lbs.

668AGAA

Valu-Rite Chalkboard - Natural Cork

69 lbs.

668ACAC

118 lbs.

668AFAC

118 lbs.

668AGAC

DELUXE REVERSIBLE OAK WOOD FRAME
30” x 40”

Porcelain Markerboard-Both sides

4’ x 5’

4’ x 6’

Weight

Catalog #

Weight

Catalog #

Weight

Catalog #

55 lbs.

668WCDD

138 lbs.

668WFDD

138 lbs.

668WGDD

Porcelain Markerboard-Natural Cork

69 lbs.

668WCDC

130 lbs.

668WFDC

130 lbs.

668WGDC

Dura-Rite Markerboard-Both sides

55 lbs.

668WCHH

82 lbs.

668WFHH

89 lbs.

668WGHH

Dura-Rite Markerboard-Natural Cork

69 lbs.

668WCHC

118 lbs.

668WFHC

118 lbs.

668WGHC

Porcelain Chalkboard - Both sides

55 lbs

668WCEE

138 lbs.

668WFEE

138 lbs.

668WGEE

Porcelain Chalkboard - Natural Cork

69 lbs.

668WCEC

130 lbs.

668WFEC

130 lbs.

668WGEC

Valu-Rite Chalkboard - Both sides

55 lbs.

668WCAA

89 lbs.

668WFAA

89 lbs.

668WGAA

Valu-Rite Chalkboard - Natural Cork

69 lbs.

668WCAC

118 lbs.

668WFAC

118 lbs.

668WGAC

Graphic
surfaces
are
available.

Wood
Trim

Porcelain
Markerboard
Aluminum
Trim 4’ x 6’

Cherry
Trim

▼

Aluminum
Trim

▼

AVA I L A B L E F I N I S H E S

▼

Magnetic Porcelain surface

DELUXE REVERSIBLE CHERRY WOOD FRAME
30” x 40”

Porcelain Markerboard-Both sides

4’ x 5’

4’ x 6’

Weight

Catalog #

Weight

Catalog #

Weight

Catalog #

55 lbs.

668CCDD

138 lbs.

668CFDD

138 lbs.

668CGDD

Porcelain Markerboard-Natural Cork

69 lbs.

668CCDC

130 lbs.

668CFDC

130 lbs.

668CGDC

Dura-Rite Markerboard-Both sides

55 lbs.

668CCHH

82 lbs.

668CFHH

89 lbs.

668CGHH

Dura-Rite Markerboard-Natural Cork

69 lbs.

668CCHC

118 lbs.

668CFHC

118 lbs.

668CGHC

Porcelain Chalkboard - Both sides

55 lbs

668CCEE

138 lbs.

668CFEE

138 lbs.

668CGEE

Porcelain Chalkboard - Natural Cork

69 lbs.

668CCEC

130 lbs.

668CFEC

130 lbs.

668CGEC

Valu-Rite Chalkboard - Both sides

55 lbs.

668CCAA

89 lbs.

668CFAA

89 lbs.

668CGAA

Valu-Rite Chalkboard - Natural Cork

69 lbs.

668CCAC

118 lbs.

668CFAC

118 lbs.

668CGAC

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821
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PAPER PAD EASELS
The Presenter’s Choice
for Versatility and Convenience
These multi-use easels hold paper pads or single page materials such as charts and
posters. Aluminum construction with welded reinforced corners provides a sturdy yet
lightweight easel. Built-in full length marker tray holds markers or pointers, as do the
convenient storage clips on the back of the easel.
◆

The easel can be folded and converted to a
tabletop model.

◆

Rubber tipped feet and smooth construction,
with no burrs or sharp edges, prevent any
snags or marring of the floor

◆

Paper Pad Easel (DAA502G)
Gray finish. 681⁄4 x 28 x 31” (WHD).
Weighs 17 lbs .........................113.95

Set up and take down is easy. A fingertip
hinge releases quickly, easily folding the legs. In
seconds, the easel is ready to transport.

Paper Pad Easel (DAA502BE)
Misty Beige finish. 681⁄4 x 28 x 31”
(WHD). Weighs 17 lbs ............113.95

Press fingertip hinge release
and legs fold up securely into
clips during transport.

◆

Heavy-duty, spring-hinged pad clamp securely
hold the paper pad in place. Paper tear away is
effortless and clean edged.

◆

Storage clips accommodate the two dry-erase
markers included with the easel.

◆

Folds to a compact 38 x 28 x 31⁄2” (HWD) size.

◆

Available in gold anodized finish or durable
gray, beige or black powder coated finish.

Paper Pad Easel (DAA502B)
Black finish. 681⁄4 x 28 x 31” (WHD).
Weighs 17 lbs .........................113.95

Paper Pad Easel (DAA510)
Gold Anodized finish. 681⁄4 x 28 x
31” (WHD). Weighs 17 lbs......143.95

Spring loaded pad clamp holds paper pads securely without screws or
other fasteners. Available on regular-sized and Giant Paper Pad Easels. Also,
integral spring loaded clamp can be used to hold a wide variety of material.

GIANT PAPER PAD EASEL
Twice the Space, Double the Value
Designed for large presentations, the Giant Paper Pad easel offers significant
writing or display space or can simultaneously hold two paper pads.
The Grip-Quick Chart Clamp holds your presentation materials, such as
posters and signs, securely and sturdily.
◆ A full length marker tray not only holds

markers or pointers but also serves as a shelf
for posters and charts.
◆ A fingertip hinge released quickly, easily

folding the legs. In seconds, the Giant Paper
Pad Easel is ready to transport

◆

Skid resistant rubber tipped feet keep the
easel firmly in place

◆

Handy storage clips are located on the rear
of the easel for easy access. The clips
accommodate the two dry-erase markers
included with the easel.

G I A N T PA P E R PA D E A S E L
Model

Finish

Open Dimensions

Folded Dimensions

Weight

SKU

Price

G-330

Gray Powder Coated

68 x 46 ⁄4 x 34 ⁄4” (WHD)

38 x 23 ⁄2 x 5” (HWD)

25 lbs.

DAG330

209.95
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PORCELAIN EASELS
Write-on, Wipe-off Versatility
White porcelain surface, bonded with steel, can be used with magnets to display
charts or photos. The white porcelain surface is also ideal for dry marker use, and
can be wiped off the erasable surface with no residue.
◆ Dry-erase markers can be wiped off the

◆ A fingertip hinge releases quickly, easily

erasable surface instantly with no residue
◆ Built-in full length marker tray holds markers

or pointer, as do the convenient storage clips
on the back of the easel
◆ Multi-use easel also holds paper pads or single

page materials such as charts and posters.
◆ A heavy-duty, spring-hinged pad clamp

folding the legs. In seconds, the easel is ready
for transport.
◆ Can be folded and converted to tabletop

model in seconds
◆ Comes bundled with a market kit which

includes four dry erase markers, an eraser and
a bottle of whiteboard cleaner
◆ Porcelain surface models available in gold

securely holds your paper pad or prepared
chart in place.

A-575 Porcelain Easel (DAA575BE)
Misty Beige finish. It’s open dimensions are
681⁄4 x 28 x 31” (WHD) and it folds down to 38 x
28 x 3 3⁄8” (HWD). It weighs 24 lbs................191.95

anodized finish, scratch resistant beige or
black powder coated finishes.

A-575 Porcelain Easel (DAA575B)
Black finish. It’s open dimensions are 681⁄4 x 28
x 31” (WHD) and it folds down to 38 x 28 x 3 3⁄8”
(HWD). It weighs 24 lbs..................................191.95

A-585 Porcelain Easel (DAA585)
Gold Anodized finish. It’s open dimensions are
681⁄4 x 28 x 31” (WHD) and it folds down to 38 x
28 x 3 3⁄8” (HWD). It weighs 24 lbs................215.95

O R AV I S U A L E A S E L S
Communicating to groups of
people was never easier than
with Da-Lite Oravisual easels.
Choose from a variety of writing
surfaces in paper pad, white
porcelain or multi-purpose
easels ideal for flip chart
presentations, display or
rollaround presentations.
Select models that are
lightweight and ideal for
presentations on the go or
easels that remain in meeting
rooms. Each offers the highest
quality construction and
materials for durability and
long lasting performance.

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821
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A-FRAME EASELS
Folding and Non-Folding Heavy-Duty Easels
The ultimate in rugged, heavy-duty easels for demanding
applications, Da-Lite’s A-Frame easels are constructed of Heliarc
welded, 1” square extruded anodized aluminum tubing legs for
strength and long product life. The satin anodized aluminum
legs and frame also give the easels a professional appearance.
Available in a folding model for compact storage and a
non-folding model that is perfect for demanding rental situations.
◆ Multi-use easels, they hold

paper
pads or single page materials such
as charts and posters.

◆ Load paper pads in seconds with

the heavy-duty, spring loaded pad
clamp. Simply open, load and close.
No knobs or screws to lose.
◆ Elastic pad retainer strip keeps

paper pad in place during transport.

◆ Attractive black enamel over steel

backboard doubles as a magnetic
display
◆ Full-length marker tray also serves a

shelf to hold charts, posters, pointers and erasers
◆ Folding model features latch-lock

hinge releases that allow the legs to
be folded in a snap with the simple
slide of a hand.

Folding A-Frame Easel (DAEAFF)

Non-Folding A-Frame Easel (DAEAF)

With open dimensions of 713⁄4 x 28 1⁄2 x 271⁄2” (WHD) and folded dimensions
of 39 1⁄4 x 28 1⁄2 x 5” (HWD) ......................................................................................233.95

With open dimensions of 713⁄4 x 28 1⁄2 x 271⁄2” (WHD) and folded dimensions
of 72 1⁄2 x 281⁄2 x 3 3⁄4” (HWD) ...................................................................................197.95

3M

Post-it Easel and Wall Pads transform mundane business gatherings into energized, effective meetings.
They are great for facilitating, brainstorming, problem solving, and planning projects.

Post-it Self-Stick Easel Pads
Perfect for brainstorming, problem solving and presentations. The
bleed-through resistant sheets pull off easily, stick securely to
most wall surfaces and remove cleanly. Available in Yellow with
faint blue lines, White and White with a grid. 25 x 30”, two pads
with 30 sheets each .................................................................................71.95

Post-it Self-Stick Wall Pads
Turn any room into a meeting room. These pads mount easily to
practically any wall surface with the included Command Adhesive
Strips and remove cleanly. No easel stand is required and no tacks
or tape are needed. The premium white paper resists marker
bleed-through. 20 x 23”, two pads with 20 sheets each............39.95

Post-it Self-Stick Table Top Easel Pads
No easel stand needed. These pads have bleed-through resistant
pull-off sheets, stick securely to most wall surfaces and remove
cleanly. Contains one 20 x 23” pad with 20 white sheets .........26.95
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DISPLAY EASELS
Lightweight, Versatile and Elegant
Lightweight and elegant alternatives to standard easels, Da-lite’s
display easels weigh only 8 lbs. (the Bantam weighs only 5 lbs.) but
are capable of supporting over 100 lbs. They each feature hinged
folding chart holders positioned at various heights to accommodate
various sizes of material. For added convenience, they fold out of
the way when not in use. Choose from three models: The 5’ Bantam
H-321, the 6’ H-323 and the 6’ D-305 with GripQuick Chart Clamp
each in an attractive gold anodized or black powder finish.
◆ Lightweight, elegant and durable

◆ The D-305 is the perfect dual purpose

gold anodized aluminum
extrusion design is capable of
holding up to 100 lbs.

easel with a Grip-Quick chart clamp.
This allows it to be used as a poster
easel or a paper pad easel.

◆ Hinged chart holders at various

◆ All models fold flat for easy transport.

heights for optimum display of
materials, fold out of the way
when not in use.

The H-321 Bantam weighs only 5 lbs,
the H-323 and D-305 weigh only 8 lbs.
for easy transport

H-321 Bantam Display Easel
With open dimensions of 62 x 31 x 24 3⁄4” (WHD)
and folded dimensions of 641⁄8 x 6 5⁄8 x 17⁄8” (HWD).
Available in Gold Anodized (DAH321G) and Black
Powder Coated (DAH321B) finishes................68.50

H-323 Heavy-Duty Display Easel

D-305 Display Easel with Chart Clamp

With open dimensions of 72 x 35 x 27 3⁄4” (WHD)
and folded dimensions of 741⁄8 x 6 5⁄8 x 17⁄8” (HWD).
Available in Gold Anodized (DAH323G) and Black
Powder Coated (DAH323B) finishes ...............74.50

Open dimensions of 72 3⁄8 x 35 3⁄4 x 261⁄2” (WHD)
and folded dimensions of 731⁄8 x 51⁄4 x 21⁄2” (HWD).
Available in Gold Anodized (DAD305G) and Black
Powder Coated (DAD305B) finishes ............109.95

BRASS EASELS
The Decorative Display
Perfect for lobby applications at hotels, restaurants and
businesses, brass easels display materials with distinction.
Choose from two finishes: polished plain brass or textured
swirled brass. Constructed of 1” diameter, .012 gauge tubing,
each stands 58” high for optimal viewing of your message.
Includes brass sign holders, leg chain, necessary hardware
and wrench for assembly.
Smooth Brass Easel (DAEPB)
Open dimensions are 581⁄2 x 241⁄4 x 271⁄2” (WHD) and the folded dimensions are
601⁄2 x 241⁄4 x 71⁄8” (HWD). It weighs 7 lbs ......................................................................56.50
Swirled Brass Easel (DAESB)
Open dimensions are 581⁄2 x 241⁄4 x 271⁄2” (WHD) and the folded dimensions are
601⁄2 x 241⁄4 x 71⁄8” (HWD). It weighs 7 lbs ......................................................................56.50

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821
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ROLL AROUND MARKER BOARDS
Dual Use Board
that Moves With You
A two-sided marker board that provides two full-size surfaces for
presentations, these boards flip over and lock into place with a hand
knob. They feature a sturdy black painted aluminum frame with carpet
casters for easy mobility. (Requires some assembly with hand tools).
Choose from three board sizes depending on your needs. Select any
combination of surfaces: white porcelain, green chalkboard and black
hook and loop compatible fabric over cork.
3’ x 4’ Roll Around Marker Board

31⁄2’ x 5’ Roll Around Marker Board

4’ x 6’ Roll Around Marker Board

Available in a combination of surfaces:
Whiteboard/Chalkboard (DAWBCB34),
Whiteboard/Loop Fabric Covered Cork (DAWBF34),
Whiteboard/Whiteboard (DAWBWB34) and
Chalkboard/Chalkboard (DACBCB34) ............536.50

Available in a combination of surfaces:
Whiteboard/Chalkboard (DAWBCB35),
Whiteboard/Loop Fabric Covered Cork (DAWBF35),
Whiteboard/Whiteboard (DAWBWB35) and
Chalkboard/Chalkboard (DACBCB35) ............589.95

Available in a combination of surfaces:
Whiteboard/Chalkboard (DAWBCB46),
Whiteboard/Loop Fabric Covered Cork (DAWBF46),
Whiteboard/Whiteboard (DAWBWB46) and
Chalkboard/Chalkboard (DACBCB46) ............579.95

E A S E L

ACC E S S O R I E S

Chalkboard Package (DAAPCB)

Paper Pad Package

Includes a telescopic pointer, an eraser,
and one 12-piece box of white chalk .........16.95

Carrying Cases
Durable nylon zippered case fits all sizes of
paper pad, writing surface and folding dualpurpose easels.

White Board Package (DAAPWB)

For standard-sized Paper Pad, Porcelain,
or A-Frame easels (DACE) ..................................77.95

Includes 4 dry erase markers (red, blue, green
and black), eraser, bottle of white board
cleaner and telescopic pointer.....................27.95

For Giant Paper Pad Easel (DACG330) ............86.50
Carrying Case

For D-305 Display Easel (DACD305) ................49.95

Paper Pad Package (DAPPAP)

For the H-321 or Brass Easels (DACT6060) .....47.95

Includes 4 dry erase markers (red, blue, green
and black), one standard paper pad, telescopic
pointer. ..................................................................37.95

For H323 Heavy-Duty Easel (DACT7070) .......47.95
Chalkboard Package

Dry Erase Markers (DAMS)
Package of four markers. Contains one each:
red, green, blue and black ................................9.95

Paper Pads
35 sheets per pad, 5 pads
A-306 (DAA306): Plain 27 x 34”.......................37.95
R-305 (DAR305): 1” Grid ruled, 27 x 34”........41.95
G-332 (DAG332): Giant Plain 45 x 34” ..........49.95
T-106 (DAT106): Junior Plain 19 x 24”.............32.95

White Board Package

Paper
Pads

Dry
Markers

Dozen Dry Erase Markers
Package of one dozen markers in your choice
of red (DAMR12), green (DAMGR12), blue (DAMBL12)
or black (DAMB12) .................................................16.95

Pointers

Post-It Paper Pads

Standard Telescoping Pointer (DAPT) ...11.95

30 sheets per pad, 2 pads

Standard Red Laser Pointer (DALP) ........43.95

P-400 (DAP400): Plain 25 x 30” .......................53.95
P-405 (DAP405): Grid ruled 25 x 30” .............56.50
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Laser Pointers

Blinking Red Laser Pointer (DALPB) ........39.95
Jumbo Red Laser Pointer (DALPJR) ........173.95
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EASELS
Easels for Effective Visual Presentations
Quality easels from one of the largest manufacturers of visual
communication products, Draper Easels stand rock-solid on legs that
fold easily for transport or storage. Numerous exclusive features
including pen tray and storage tray ensure effective, trouble-free
visual presentations time after time.
Draper offers the largest selection of paper pad, writing surface,
poster and decorative display easels in the world. From heavy-duty
modesl to decorative poster units, Draper offers easels for every
situation. Careful attention to quality, function, and appearance,
plus an expanded range of decorative finishes, make Draper the
preferred choice of professional presenters. In paper pad and writing
surface easels, Draper offers two separate standards—DR Series and
OP Series. Both are carefully assembled of high quality components
with all-riveted construction.

DR Series

OP Series

Constructed entirely of highest quality structural grade aluminum alloy.
Exclusive features such as a spring-loaded paper pad clamp, ball detent
leg locks, hinged pen tray/chart shelf, hinged chart holders and a
hinged storage compartment for writing instruments make the DR
Series Easels the preferred choice of professional presenters.

OP Series easels use many of the same high quality components as the
DR Series, and feature a spring-loaded paper pad clamp and ball detent
leg locks. OP Series easels have a trim, fixed pen tray, and do not have
hinged chart holders or a storage compartment for writing instruments.
OP Series easels feature a rugged, magnetic steel backboard.

F E AT U R E S
Spring-Loaded Paper Clamp

Accessory Storage Box

Paper pad attaches instantly to studs
concealed under the spring-loaded clamp.
The pad is held securely in place—there are
no moving parts to get lost.

Writing instruments are safely
stored in the built-in storage
compartment on all Draper DR
Series Easels. Latch releases at the
touch of a lever.

Spring-Loaded Paper Clamp

Accessory Storage Box

Ball Detent Leg Locks
Hinged Pen Tray

Rugged ball detent hinge automatically locks
legs in place, and releases at the touch of a
finger. No exposed parts to bend or break.

Rubber Leg Tips
Rubber leg tips keep your easel firmly in place
on any floor, won’t “walk” when you write.

Leg Locks

Leg Tips

Hinged Pen Tray

Hinged tray holds markers, an
eraser and charts. The tray holds
flat for transport or storage. No
protruding parts to break or to
damage other equipment.
Standard on DR Series Easels.

Fixed Pen Tray

Hinged Chart Holders

Narrow profile for transport or storage, yet
large enough for markers, pointer, eraser or
charts. Made of heavy gauge steel. Standard
on OP Series Easels.

Aluminum arms fold down to
support a hefty 80 lbs. of posters
or charts. Fold flat when not in
use. Standard on DR Series Easels.

Fixed Pen Tray

Hinged Chart Holder

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821
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PAPER PAD EASELS
Assembled with highest quality structural-grade aluminum, Paper Pad
Easels have a 28” x 38” panel that accommodates all standard easel
paper pads. They fold from a 70” height to a compact 28 x 38 x 2”, and
have a rugged magnetic steel backboard. Both the DR and OP Series
easels have a spring-loaded paper pad clamp and ball detent leg locks.

DR Series Paper Pad Easels

feature a hinged chart holder, a hinged
pen tray/chart shelf and an accessory storage box. They are finished in tough epoxy
powdercoat or attractive brushed anodized aluminum.

DR400 (DRDR400)
Grey Epoxy Powdercoat finish.........122.50

DR500 (DRDR500)
Silver Anodized finish .........................139.95

DR450 (DRDR450)
Black Epoxy Powdercoat finish .......122.50

DR550 (DRDR550)
Gold Anodized finish ..........................139.95

OP450

OP Series Paper Pad Easels

offer the same quality as DR Series
easels. They have a fixed pen tray, but do not include the chart holder or storage box.

OP400 (DROP400)
Grey Powdercoat Powdercoat .........117.50

DR400

OP450 (DROP450)
Black Epoxy Powdercoat....................117.50

WRITING SURFACE EASELS
Porcelain Whiteboard
Wipes Clean Instantly

DR800

DR650

DR Series Writing Surface Easels feature a hinged
chart holder, a hinged pen tray/chart shelf and an accessory
storage box. Choose from tough black epoxy powdercoat or
attractive brushed gold anodized aluminum finishes.
DR800 Writing Surface Easel (DRDR800)
Porcelain Whiteboard/Gold Anodized finish.....................213.50
DR850 Writing Surface Easel (DRDR850)
Porcelain Whiteboard/Black Epoxy Powdercoat finish..186.95
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All the quality and convenience of the Paper Pad Easels, plus a
built-in white porcelain on steel writing surface. The surface is
smooth, framed on all four sides and has no visible fasteners.
Use it with a paper pad for prepared presentations or to preserve
notes; without paper for impromptu “chalktalks”. Chip-proof
porcelain wipes clean instantly, never discolors. Useful for magnetic
displays, as a paper pad or poster easel, too.
Both the DR and OP Series Writing Surface Easels have a springloaded paper pad clamp, ball detent leg locks and rubber leg tips.
OP Series Paper Pad Easels
offer the same quality as DR Series
easels. They have a fixed pen tray, but
do not include the chart holder or
storage box.

OP850 Writing
Surface Easel (DROP850)
Porcelain Whiteboard/Black Epoxy
Powdercoat finish ........................182.50

DR650 Easel (DRDR650)
A lightweight all-aluminum version
of the DR850 with a Powdercoat
Whiteboard and a Black epoxy
powdercoat finish. The dry erase
finish will stand up to the toughest
use and still wipe clean.........155.95
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HEAVY-DUTY EASELS
Heavy-Duty Paper Pad Easels
Draper heavy-duty paper pad easels are the world’s toughest.
They are designed and built to perform time after time—and
keep their good looks. Heli-arc welded 1” square tubular
aluminum frames and sturdy aluminum backboards take the
hardest knocks with complete stability.
These easels feature an A-frame design with a durable satin
silver anodized finish. The steel pen tray is fixed in position.
They do not include an accessory storage box. The entire unit
folds flat for storage or transportation.
DR890 Heavy Duty Paper Pad Easel (DRDR890): A-Frame easel. 4 x 29 x 72”
folded dimensions. Weighs 19 lbs............................................................................191.95
DR891 Heavy Duty Paper Pad Easel with Casters (DRDR891): Identical to the
DR890, but with casters. 4 x 29 x 75” folded, it weighs 21 lbs.......................215.95

DR990

DR895 Folding Heavy Duty Paper Pad Easel (DRDR895): Identical to the
DR890, but with folding legs. 6 x 29 x 39” folded, it weighs 20 lbs.............227.95

DR895

Heavy-Duty Writing Surface Easels
The Heavy-Duty Writing Surface easels are identical to the Heavy-Duty Paper Pad easels, except that the panel and rivet
heads are finished in dry-erase white powdercoat. Finally, a dry erase easel that can really stand up to the demands of the
hotel and rental market!
DR990 Heavy Duty Writing Surface Easel (DRDR990): A-Frame
easel. 4 x 29 x 72” folded dimensions. Weighs 19 lbs ..........215.95

DR995 Folding Heavy Duty Writing Surface Easel (DRDR995): Identical to
the DR890, but with folding legs. 6 x 29 x 39” folded, it weighs 20 lbs.......251.95

ALUMINUM POSTER EASELS

DR250

Poster Easels are lightweight, yet rugged tripod-style easels that can be used for
posters or paper pads. Hinged chart holders are attached to the sturdy aluminum
legs at different heights for poster display. Poster Easels are available in folding and
non-folding versions.

DR205

Folding Poster Easels

Non-Folding Poster Easels

Lightweight Folding Poster Easels weigh only 7
lbs., travel easily and set up in seconds. Hinged
chart holders are attached to sturdy aluminum
legs at four different heights. The standard
Spring-Loaded Chart Clamp attaches without
tools. Folds easily to 41 x 5 1⁄4 x 2”.

Similar to the Folding Poster Easels except that
they weigh 5 lbs. or less, flatten in one quick
motion to 60” or 72 x 5 1⁄4 x 2”, and the Hinged
chart holders are riveted at 3 different heights.

DR250 (DRDR250): 6’ Gold Anodized .............107.95
DR270 (DRDR270): 6’ Black Powdercoat........107.95

DR200 (DRDR200): 5’ Gold Anodized................65.95
DR205 (DRDR205): 5’ Black Powdercoat ..........65.95
DR220 (DRDR220): 6’ Gold Anodized................71.95
DR225 (DRDR225): 6’ Black Powdercoat ..........71.95

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821
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DECORATIVE POSTER EASELS
Rich, Elegant Poster Easel
Make an impression in hotel and restaurant lobbies, art galleries,
museums, theatres—even shopping malls with Decorative Poster
Easels. Their classic design draws attention to posters and
announcements, and complements works of art. Just under five
feet tall, these easels enhance any setting.
Decorative Poster Easels are available in lacquered solid brass;
fine-grained hard maple finished in black; and solid oak in five
different finishes with elegant brass accents.
All Decorative Poster Easels are warranted for one year against
defects in materials and workmanship.

Brass Easel (DRDR150)

Stained Hardwood/Brass Easel

A fully lacquered solid brass easel inhibits
tarnishing. Just under 5’ tall, its classic design draws
attention to posters and announcements, and will
complement any work of art .................................53.95

A solid oak frame gives this easel its distinctive
appearance, while the elegant brass accents are
lacquer-coated. Available finishes include
Light Oak (DRDR170LO), Medium Oak (DRDR170MO),
Cherry (DRDR170C), Walnut (DRDR170W) and
Mahogany (DRDR170M) ................................................71.95

Black Hardwood/Brass Easel (DRDR160)
Featuring a style that is similar to the above easel,
the Black Hardwood/Brass easel has a fine-grained
hard maple that is finished in black lacquer. Its
decorative brass accents are lacquer-coated ..65.95

E A S E L

ACC E S S O R I E S

Easel Carrying Cases
Attractive, durable
leatherette carrying
cases protect your
easel and accessories
in storage or
transport.
Reinforced
stitching, zipper
or Velcro closures.

Easel Accessories
Paper Pad Pens (DRPEN1)
Quality water soluble chisel point marking pens. Set of 24 in black, blue, red and green,
or all one color on request ........................................................................................................................29.95

Dry-Erase Porcelain Marking Pens (DRPOR1)
Set of 4 includes black, blue, red and green. Ink dries instantly, wipes off porcelain with eraser or dry cloth.................................................................................................................................................12.95

Porcelain Cleaner (DRCLE1)

Carrying Case (DRSC20)

Restores dry erase panel to original factory
condition. 8 oz. pump spray bottle...............7.95

For folding aluminum Poster Easels (models DR250
and DR270). Zipper pocket for accessories .....48.95

Eraser (DRER1)
For dry erase surfaces ........................................7.95

Carrying Case (DRSC30)
For all aluminum Paper Pad and Writing Surface
Easels. Also for DR895 and DR995 Heavy-Duty
Easels..............................................................................76.95
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Magnets (DRMAG1)
Set of 24 colorful button magnets for dry-erase
porcelain easel presentations ......................22.95
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Economy Easels
L100 Hardwood Poster Easel (LUL100)
Hardwood poster easel constructed of solid mahogany with a satin
finish. It is lightweight, yet sturdy. Assembly is required. This easel is
65” high, and weighs 5 lbs...............................................................................29.95

L150 Hardwood Poster Easel (LUL150)

L200

Heavy duty hardwood poster easel. Solid mahogany A-frame
construction with a satin finish. Adjustable chart holder. Folds flat for
storage. Assembly required. 63” high, it weighs 11 lbs..........................64.95

L200 Portable Aluminum Poster Easel (LUL200)
Portable aluminum poster easel with fold out adjustable chart holder.
Push button leg release allows for easy height adjustment and
compact storage size. 68” high, it weighs 5 lbs.......................................92.50

L100
L150

Magnetic Whiteboard Easels
L220 Adjustable Magnetic Whiteboard (LUL220)
Adjustable magnetic whiteboard with an aluminum frame. Easy flip locks
allows you to adjust the height from 31” - 47”. Can be used as a tabletop or a
31” free-standing floor unit. It has a handle for easy transport and a 2” tray for
marker and eraser storage. The whiteboard measures 16 x 22 x 1” (WHD). The
aluminum frame measures 21 x 31-47 x 21” (WHD). Assembly required ...........Call
L300

L240 Adjustable Magnetic Whiteboard (LUL240)
Similar to the above adjustable whiteboard, the L240 is slightly larger, and
has an easy knob adjustment that allows you to adjust its height from
40” - 57”. The whiteboard measures 26 x 36 x 1” (WHD). The aluminum frame
measures 27 x 40-57 x 29” (WHD). Assembly required............................................Call
L270

L270 Double Sided Magnetic Whiteboard (LUL270)

Presentation Easel
L300 Lecturer’s Pad/Projection Easel (LUL300)
Lecturer’s pad/presentation easel, features aluminum tubular
frame, a white board surface which can be used with dry erase
markers or for a slide presentation. Includes 24” marker tray and
will accommodate easel pad. Push button leg release allows for
easy height adjustment and compact storage size. Floor or table
top application. 72” height, weighs 14 lbs................................184.95

Double sided magnetic whiteboard with an aluminum frame. Knob
adjustment locks the whiteboard into place once you have it at the required
position. Comes with 2” casters, two with locking brake. The whiteboard
measures 22 x 34 x 1” (WHD). The aluminum frame measures 40 x 60 x 24”
(WHD). Assembly required.................................................................................................Call

L340 Large Double-Sided Magnetic Whiteboard (LUL340)
Large double sided magnetic whiteboard with a heavy-duty aluminum
frame. The reversing mechanism is designed to make flipping to the other
side a cinch. Easy adjusting knob locks the whiteboard into place once you
have it at the required position. Comes complete with 2” casters, two with
locking brake. The whiteboard measures 46 x 34 x 1” (WHD). The aluminum
frame measures 47 x 73 x 24” (WHD). Assembly required .....................................Call

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821
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3M ..........................................................565-567
Egan ......................................................568-571
Mimio ...................................................572-573
Numonics ...........................................574-575
Plus ........................................................576-577
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Obtaining information and ordering from B&H is quick and
easy. When you call us, just punch in the corresponding
Quick Dial number anytime during our welcome message.
The Quick Dial code then directs you to the specific
professional sales associates in our order department.
For Section 9b, Digital Whiteboards,
use Quick Dial #: 821
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DIGITAL EASEL
3M has energized the easel! With the Digital Easel, you can electronically
capture meeting notes, thereby boosting participation and productivity
by focusing on brainstorming rather than note taking. Great for
paperless environments. Space saving design.
◆ Email and/or print out easel pad notes

◆

Keep absentee colleagues on track
with the Playback feature by allowing
brainstorming sessions to be reviewed
in sequence any time. Recording starts
once annotating begins, the users don’t
have to remember to press record.

◆

Scratch-resistant, porcelain enamel
whiteboard writing surface eliminates
the worries of running out of easel
paper.

◆

PC and Mac compatible

to share with colleagues; allows
everyone to leave the meeting with
the same notes
◆

◆

Preserve a record of the collaborative
brainstorming by saving the session in a
variety of formats including: WBD, PDF,
HTM, BMP, JPG and TIFF
Collaborate with participants in different
locations with the Shared Meeting
application with PC interaction.

Supplied Accessories

Optional Accessories

◆ Post-it Easel Pad Sample Pack ◆ Two digital marker sleeves
◆ Two Expo pens (black and red)

◆ Software CD

Digital Easel (3MDE43): Dimensions are 36 x 32” with
an active screen area of 33.5 x 24”.........................874.95

Accessory Tray (right) .......................................................................................124.95
Digital Pen Sleeve: Available in Red (3MDWD7410PEN), Blue (3MDWD7420PEN),
Green (3MDWD7400PEN) and Black (3MDWD7430PEN) .........................................39.95

◆ Digital Eraser

DIGITAL WHITEBOARD
◆

Software Features:
◆

◆

◆

Electronically captures notes in color to
save, print, or e-mail them in various file
formats instantly (ESB, JPEG, TIFF, HTML,
PDF, vector PDF, BMP, WBD) PowerPoint and
metafile (emf )
Capture user-defined snapshots of
various/multiple documents and programs
to add notes or create presentations
Use to help visualize difficult concepts

Quick access buttons on the
board surface allow you to
calibrate, access the interactive
tool bar, move forward or
backwards, access gallery, and
create a new page with one touch.

Designed for long-term durability
with a porcelain enamel surface
over steel design

◆

Digital presentation pen is
ergonomically comfortable and a
natural writing tool

◆

Connnects to a computer with a
simple USB connection to display
via digital projector, the internet
or images from the gallery of
clipart and other creative tools

◆

The interactive tool bar is actually
an interactive wheel that gives
access to save, highlight and has
special mouse features that allow
easy point and click. No need to
go back to the computer.

◆

Electronically capture notes to save and distribute instantly

◆

Use clipart and background gallery or paste
other programs images into Scrapbook.

◆

Interactive Display—control computer
mouse functions with the digital pen

◆

Annotate and edit text and drawings online from remote locations

◆ Compatible with Microsoft NetMeeting and

LiveMeeting
◆

◆

Playback allows a review of all drawings on
the board including erased items

◆

Import files from most business programs
and annotate and save changes. (PPT, BMP,
GIF, JPEG, ICO, EMF, WMF, Excel, Word and
Clipboard files).

DB565 (3MDB65): 65” diagonal size, 39 x 90”
board dimensions, 39 x 52” active screen area.
It weighs 54 lbs ...........................................1248.95
DB578 (3MDB78): 78” diagonal size, 47 x 70”
board dimensions, 47 x 62” active screen area.
It weighs 74 lbs ...........................................1579.95

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821
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9000 PD PLUS • 9200IW PLUS • 9200IC PLUS
Digital Wall Displays (DWD)
Whether the need is for display or collaboration and
interaction, 3M’s digital wall display’s are the perfect tool
to help you rev up a corporate meeting, conduct troop
training or motivate a classroom of students. For trainers
and presenters who need their message understood and
remembered, the displays are an excellent alternative to
projector installations, flat panel displays, and digital
whiteboards.
They combine state of the art projection and dry erase
board in a remarkably easy wall-mounted design to
maximize communication in the most demanding
settings. No need to worry about tracking down and
setting up your meeting equipment again, the multiple
tools integrated into the displays make them ideal for
capturing and communicating vast and complicated
quantities of information.

World-Class Visual Presentations
For professionals who need to make the right impression the first time, the Digital Wall Displays enable you to
deliver information in a manner that is understandable, memorable, remembered and engaging.
◆

Get a perfectly focused image virtually
every time with the press of a button.

◆

◆

Patented, integrated projection arm sharpens
image focus while eliminating bright spots
and shadows. With patented extreme off
axis design, you can present without
annoying light projected in your eyes.

◆ Excellent display for video conferencing,

◆ Picture-in-picture technology.

◆ Eliminate unnecessary clutter and the

60-inch diagonal screen ideal for viewing
content in any small to mid-sized room.

problem of trying to find space to place
your projector

training or presentations. 4:3 aspect ratio
provides an expansive 170° viewing angle
without distortion for clear, sharp images
from anywhere in the room. Gives you total
flexibility in arranging your room.

◆ Two integrated 20-watt speakers provide

robust stereo audio.
◆

Single button operation and and-held
remote control for most functions.
Presenting has never been so easy.

Choose Permanent or Mobile Mounting Solutions
Everything you need is included for wall-mounted installation, while an optional rolling cart
makes moving the displays a snap.

Installation

Mobility

Unlike other systems, when you purchase 3M Digital
WallDisplay, everything you need is in the box to be up
and running in a few hours.

◆ Due to their flat screen design, they are the ideal

Included are:
◆ One easy-to-install single piece mounting bracket and

hardware with instructions.
◆ All necessary cables, including global power cords
◆ Full documentation including a user’s guide and a

quick start guide.

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO
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solution for fixed or temporary locations.
◆ With their simple wall mount design, they are easily

moved from location to locations.
◆ Put them in locations that are architecturally

challenging due to odd room size, preventative
circumstances such as asbestos, or rented spaces.
◆ The optional mobile cart provides portability, or when

there is no space available to mount a display device.
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9000 PD PLUS • 9200IW PLUS • 9200IC PLUS
Collaboration and
Information Gathering

Model

When you need to gather information from a
variety of sources and locations, the 9200IW
and 9200IC you to brainstorm, bring it all
together, organize it and send it out.
◆ Stay in front of your audience by controlling

computer functions using the Digital
Presentation Pen as a mouse.
◆ Add emphasis by digitally drawing and

highlighting over any image.
◆ Data is permanently recorded to an

9200IC Plus

9200IW Plus

9000PD Plus

Integrated Projector

Yes

Yes

Yes

Eraseable Write-on Screen

Yes

Yes

Yes

Powerful Speakers

Yes

Yes

Yes

Copyboard

Yes

Interactive Whiteboard

Yes

Yes

Remote Collaboration

Yes

Yes

B&H #

3MDWD9200IC

3MDWD9200IW

3MDWD9000PD

Price

9474.00

9060.00

6474.00

electronic file for distribution or future
reference.

DWD 9200iw PLUS

◆ Scroll through presentations and print

selected screen-shots with the push of a
button.
◆ Digitally share information with multiple

locations to include those who can not
attend. DWD replaces the need to travel for
every meeting.

Achieve seamless collaboration with this interactive whiteboard display that lets you share the
content of meetings and discussions with associates at any location. Changes you make to
presentations can be seen by remote users as you make them. This tool includes a multimedia
projector, stereo sound, and digital whiteboard that lets you write notes in virtual ink then send
them to colleagues via the Internet. Step-up features from the DWD 9000PD PLUS—
◆

Capture notes in color and save or send
them in various file formats instantly (JPEG,
GIF, TIFF, HTML, PDF, vector PDF, EPS, BMP,
Powerpoint and metafile.

◆

Microsoft NetMeeting compatible.

◆

Playback feature lets you review all drawings
on the board including erased items.

◆

Interactive Display- control computer mouse
functions with the digital presentation pen.

◆

◆

Annotate and edit text and drawings on-line
from remote locations.

Import files from almost any program and
annotate and save changes. (PPT, BMP, GIF,
JPEG, ICO, EMF, WMF, Excel and Word).

◆

On screen keyboard.

DWD 9000PD Plus
Boost the
impact of your
meetings,
presentations,
briefings or
lectures with
a single tool
that combines
the best in
multimedia
projection with
an easy-erase, flat
screen display.
◆ Ideal for smaller meeting rooms, this one-

piece solution saves space, reduces setup
time and provides stereo sound. Includes:
◆

screen with a 4:3 aspect ratio.

◆ Replaceable dry erase screen.
◆

This advanced dual-mode Digital Wall Display combines a multimedia projector, stereo sound,
copy board and digital whiteboard. Write notes in virtual ink then send them via the Internet and
print them for handouts. Steps-up features from the 9200IW PLUS with copyboard with printer
hook-up (printer not included).

Digital Wall Display Accessories
eBeam Interactive Whiteboard Software: Download eBeam to capture meeting notes and
diagrams as you create them, so they can be viewed, saved, edited, shared, and printed.
Easy Erase Board (3MDWD7110SC): Provides superior dry erase performance while maintaining
excellent image quality. Easy to keep clean. Can be used as a whiteboard surface.....................237.50

XGA resolution projector.

◆ 60” diagonal

DWD 9200iC PLUS

Two built-in 20-watt per channel speakers
for stereo surround sound.

◆

PC and Macintosh compatible.

◆

Two computer (VGA, DVI) and three video
inputs (component, composite and S-Video).

◆

Hand-held remote for controlling all
functions with presenter features.

◆

Weighs approximately 85 pounds.

Easy Erase Write-On Screen (3MDWD7100SC) .............................................................................................256.50
Adjustable Height Mobile Cart (3MDWD9550MC) .................................................................................1448.95
Pen Sleeve: Available in Red (3MDWD7410PEN), Green (3MDWD7400PEN), Blue (3MDWD7420PEN) and Black
(3MDWD7430PEN) ...........................................................................................................................................................39.95
Digital Presentation Pen (3MDWD9520PP) ...................................................................................................104.95
Accessory Side Tray: Portable accessory side tray conveniently holds video conference devices,
pens and erasers. Available for left (3MDWD7130AS) and right-side (3MDWD7200AS) attachment...124.95
Laptop/Accessory Tray: Portable side tray conveniently holds a laptop computer or other
accessories. Available for left (3MDWD9500AT) and right-side (3MDWD9510AT) attachment ..............124.95
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TEAMBOARD
Interactive whiteboards support many different teaching/learning
styles and improve retention during class. Your school or business
recognizes the value of visual aids, and they depend on you to
spend IT dollars wisely. The paradox is that you buy based on
features and technology, but your users demand simplicity.
TeamBoard offers the latest in features and technology, deployed
at a level that ensures user satisfaction.
TeamBoard is a touch-sensitive, interactive whiteboard with
durable construction, that features a unique, 3-way surface:
1. It is an outstanding dry-erase writing/projection surface that
is guaranteed to clean.
2. It is an electronic whiteboard that can capture notes and drawings.
3. It is an interactive touchscreen that works with any PC or Macintosh application.
F E AT U R E S

Dry-Erase Writing/Projection Surface

◆ TeamBoard is a superior writing/projection

surface, and an interactive touchscreen.
◆ Works with virtually any application—you

decide

The most reliable hardware now features the best dry-erase writing/projection surface ever.
TeamBoard is more than a powerful technology solution; it can also be used as an outstanding
dry-erase whiteboard and an ideal projection surface. The secret is EVS Pro…

◆ Guaranteed to clean with no ghosting. Even

A TeamBoard exclusive, EVS Pro is an enhanced
dry-erase writing surface that is ideal for
classroom durability. In fact, EVS really is
guaranteed-to-clean. With EVS, even permanent
marker, if used by mistake, is easy to erase.

permanent marker gets erased.
◆ Exclusive guaranteed-to-clean, low-glare

EVS surface is excellent for use with both
dry-erase markers and data projectors.

The beautiful, low-glare EVS Pro surface is
perfectly suited for projection. It provides a
full 160° comfortable viewing angle, to project
a beautiful visual from practically any seat in the
house. The matte-white surface ensures that
you will not have hot spots or glare – even
without dimming the lights.

◆ Comes with a detachable controller that

slides on and off easily, for simple upgrade
replacement.
◆ No specialized equipment (eg. special pens

or gadgets). Use your fingertip or stylus.
◆ Most TeamBoard accessories are standard

office supplies. Use any quality dry-erase
marker/eraser.
◆ TeamBoard has no battery-operated parts.

POWERX

◆ A single standard network shielded cable

Interactive Touchscreen Designed Exclusively for PowerPoint

(RJ45 a.k.a ‘Cat5’) connects the serial or USB
TeamBoard to a computer—wiring can be
easily hidden in the wall or ceiling.
◆ No training required. The simple QuickStart

Guides are all you’ll ever need.
◆ Professionally manufactured, TeamBoard is

built to last. All components come with an
exceptional 5-year warranty, including the
writing surface.
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The philosophy behind PowerX is simple: get PowerPoint presenters in front of their
audiences - not stuck behind a laptop or pointing a handheld remoter. PowerX helps
you keep eye contact as you control the slides at the screen. PowerPoint functionality is
at your fingertips (or use the convenient PowerX stylus), allowing you to simply present.
No special pens or tools are required. One-touch on-screen notes, easy navigation,
useable hyperlinks; these intuitive PowerX features let you get technology out of the
way so you can focus on your audience and present with ease. Available in wall or track
mount or mobile stand.
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TEAMBOARD
Intelligent Whiteboard Mode
Created for true ease of use, TeamBoard ‘Whiteboard Mode’ captures what you draw
the instant you touch the writing surface. Notes and drawings are captured to your PC,
saved in popular cross-platform formats (PDF, JPEG, etc.), and shared electronically,
emailed, or printed.The TeamBoard ActionBar and TeamBoard Draw touchscreen tools
provides an easy-to-use interface designed to accommodate content preparation and
lesson development.

Interactive Touchscreen Mode
In ‘Interactive Mode’, TeamBoard Draw turns on the power of computer-based
presenting and training. Egan’s latest software includes all the powerful features
you need, in an incredibly simplified format. The innovative TeamBoard AccessBar
brings all the tools you need into one handy palette. The AccessBar is a virtual
‘tool box that provides quick access t interactive whiteboard tools and favorite PC
applications. Save favorite, frequently-used programs into the AccessBar. Drive any
of your applications – like Microsoft Excel, AutoCad, a web browser (virtually any
application) – right at the board, with a simple touch of your finger.

Makes interactive whiteboard teaching so easy
(Easiteach bundles are available to recognized educational institutions only.)

TeamBoard RM Easiteach Studio Bundle
Interactive whiteboards support many different teaching/learning
styles and improve retention during class. RM Easiteach Studio software (for Windows only) combines with TeamBoard to make lessons
exciting, fun to share, and easy to reuse. Suitable for use across the
entire curriculum, Easiteach Studio and optional ‘plug-in’ content
packs provide tools and content for specific subject and topic areas.
◆ Create interactive lessons that

engage the class.

ideas, and processes.

◆ Save and reuse lessons and share

them with colleagues.

◆ Promote effective questioning and

assessment.

◆ Select extra content and subject

support per lesson.

◆ Model and demonstrate concepts,

◆ Increase the depth and pace of

learning.

The TeamBoard touchscreen pictured above is
displaying a lesson plan examining the geometry of a
triangle from the software package included with the
TeamBoard RM Easiteach Studio bundle.

RM Easiteach features a variety of teaching tools including:
■ Resource Banks ■
■

Word Libraries ■ Multimedia Bank with 1000’s of graphics, video and flash animations ■ Handwriting Recognition

Spotlight feature focuses attention on image details ■ Calculator ■ Animation tools - Objects move and appear on command
■

Spreadsheet and Database tools ■ Speech Tool reads on-screen text out loud ■ Easiteach tools for drawings and shapes
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TEAMBOARD DRAW
Presentation, Training and Communication Application
TeamBoard Draw is an advanced presentation, training and communication application that adds remarkable
functionality to TeamBoard. Advanced four-point calibration provides excellent, high-resolution accuracy. TeamBoard
Draw provides the essential tools and aids to intelligently assist you in content preparation and delivery. You’ll really
enjoy this intuitive, easy-to-use annotation application. TeamBoard Draw offers a comprehensive feature set to
accommodate the most demanding environment. Users quickly understand TeamBoard’s AccessBar and ActionBar,
free from restricting tools and cumbersome functionality.
Start your presentations in PowerPoint, move to Excel to explain a graph or chart, jump on-line for up-to-the-minute
market comparisons, annotate data based on group input, and email PDFs of the final report before the group has left
the building.

‘Electronic Whiteboard Mode’
Simple, effective tools in a no
nonsense, uncomplicated format.

Electronic Whiteboard mode captures everything that is
drawn on the TeamBoard – without using a data projector –
directly into a digital file. This data can be printed,
shared electronically, or saved for later use. A great tool
for distance learning, you can freely download TeamBoard
Draw to virtually ANY computer. Remote sites can easily
share ideas.

Create:
◆ Draw and annotate freehand over any

application (no special gadgets required, just
your fingertip).
◆ Create shapes automatically, cut/copy/paste,

move/edit/erase selected or entire objects.
◆ Import background images from a scanner

or camera.
◆ Create short-cuts to frequently-used

applications.

Deliver:
◆ Access any computer application you need

‘Interactive Mode’
TeamBoard Draw, the industry’s smartest interface,
provides outstanding functionality. Connect TeamBoard
to your computer and data projector to access
computer applications right at the board.Your fingertip
works like the computer mouse, when your PC desktop
is projected on-screen. The touch of your finger acts like
the click of the mouse. There is no need to move from
the front of the room, you can operate virtually any
application at the board.

using your fingertip or stylus.

Workbook

◆ Use your scanner to bring up-to-the-minute

data into the presentation.
◆ Annotate the full screen or selected areas of

it, draw with a highlighter, dashed line and
custom colors.
◆ Type text into your drawing at the screen

using the Virtual Keyboard.

Publish:
◆ Capture revisions and share collaborative

screen input via print and email.
◆ Export pages, or your entire workbook, to

multiple image formats (.pdf, .html, .jpg,
.png, .bmp).
◆ Reorganize your pages with the Full Screen

Page Sorter
◆ Use industry-standard apps to collaborate

with your global team (NetMeeting, etc.).

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO

TeamBoard Draw captures screens into a workbook where
you can save, print, email, import images, rearrange
pages, create new screens… it's an extremely powerful
interface. Drive virtually any PC application right at the
board, with a simple touch of your finger. One-touch features, such as pen colors, print and erase are always available on the TeamBoard ActionBar that is printed along the
bottom of the TeamBoard. TeamBoard Draw’s powerful
annotation and drawing tools enable you to capture ideas and communicate them instantly.
TeamBoard Draw provides a permanent record of all notes, drawings, and lesson plans. Save
them for future use, print them for reference, or email them for later review.

The AccessBar
All the tools you need
reside in one handy
palette that floats over your applications. Annotation, Page Sorter, Virtual Keyboard and Virtual
Mouse assist you in commanding the computer right at the board. Assign favorite applications
to the pop-up folder, and customize them by saving frequently-used functions in the application
tool palette.
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TEAMBOARD / TEAMBOARD DRAW
TeamBoard Wall Mount: The Wall Mount
TeamBoard offers maximum utility in a rugged
anodized aluminum or custom color frame for simple
mounting – installs in seconds directly to your wall.
Sizes: 80” x 60”, 60” x 48”, and 48 x 36” (WH).

TeamBoard Mobile Stand: Ideal where multiple
location use is the norm or where wall mounting is
not practical. A substantial base and durable casters
are designed for easy movement. Options include an
equipment shelf and a swing out tray. Available for
60” x 48” and 48” x 36” TeamBoards.

TeamBoard
Cabinet;
closed
(above)
and open
(right)

TeamBoard Cabinets: Cabinets are offered in

TeamBoard Wall Mount

award-winning Egan Visual Cabinetry, in Wood
Veneer or Etex finishes. They include a tackable fabric
panel on the inside of each door, a flipchart and
tearbar. Available sizes: 60” x 48” and 48” x 36” (WH).

OVO Stand: Unique freestanding design, clear
anodized columns and machined solid aluminum
base. The 3.25” glides provide easy leveling and
placement. Locking casters for total mobility are also
available. An optional overhead light control canopy
is available for exceptionally bright environments.
Available sizes: 60” x 48” and 48” x 36” (WH).

TEAMBOARD WALL MOUNTS
80” x 60”: Available in charcoal (TMWM8060CL)
or anodized frame finish (TMWM8060AN)
60” x 48”: Available in charcoal (TMWM6048CL)
or anodized frame finish (TMWM6048AN)
48” x 36”: Available in charcoal (TMWM4836CL)
or anodized frame finish (TMWM4836AN)

TEAMBOARD MOBILE STANDS

OVO Stand

T E A M B OA R D C A B I N E T S
TeamBoard Wood Cabinets are available with
the following Veneer finishes: Black Oak, Dark
Oak, Medium Oak, Light Oak, Maple,
Mahogany, Walnut and Cherry.

For 60” x 48” TeamBoards (TMOVOSTAND60)
For 48” x 36” TeamBoards (TMOVOSTAND48)
Optional Light Control Canopy (TMOVO60LCC)

TEAMBOARD SUPPLIES

48” x 36” (TMBW48): Bullnose Wood

TeamBoard Markers: Package of 12, two of
each color or 12 of one color. Available colors
are Red (ACDZRD), Green (ACDZGR), Brown
(ACDZBR), Black (ACDZBL), Purple (ACDZPURPLE),
Blue (ACDZBLUE) and Assorted (ACDZ).
EganCloth: A 16” x 12” whiteboard cleaning
cloth. Available in a single-pack (EVEC1),
a 12-pack (EVEC12) and a 24-pack (EVEC24).
TeamBoard Stylus: Package of 12 (ACDZSTYLUS)

Mobile Stands: For 60” x 48” (TMMB6048CL) or
48” x 36” TeamBoards (TMMB4836CL)
60” Optional Equipment Shelf (TMEQS60CL)

60” x 48” (TMBX60): Bullnose Etex-Standard

48” Optional Equipment Shelf (TMEQS48CL)

48” x 36” (TMBX48): Bullnose Etex-Standard

Optional Keyboard Tray (TMKB)

Options include a 2nd Flipchart and a lock.

Wall Mount
60” x 48”;
48 x 36” (WH)

OVO STAND

60” x 48” (TMBW60): Bullnose Wood

TeamBoard Etex Cabinets are available in the
following finishes: EganMetallic, Taupe, Putty,
Platinum, Sand, Gray, Slate, Charcoal and Black.

Wall Mount
80” x 60” (WH)

TeamBoard Mobile Stand

Cabinet
60” x 48”;
48 x 36” (WH)

OVO Stand
60” x 48”;
48 x 36” (WH)

OVO Stand
with Canopy
60” x 48” (WH)

Mobile Stand
60” x 48”;
48” x 36” (WH)

Mobile Stand
with Shelf
60 x 48”; 48 x 36” (WH)
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MIMIO xi
Interactive Whiteboard Technology
mimio Xi is a lightweight, compact, and low cost device
that turns any whiteboard into an interactive board.
Whether used to digitally capture notes or drawings that
can be saved and/or integrated into other materials, or
with a multimedia projector to turn the whiteboard into
an interactive touch screen, students and teachers can
now be more engaged and interactive with class content.
mimio Xi is a portable and low cost device that attaches
to any whiteboard (up to 4 x 8’ in size), connects to your
PC/Mac and when used with a projector, allows you
control your desktop applications and documents directly
from the board. Without a projector, mimio enables you
to digitally capture notes or drawings that can be saved,
shared, and/or integrated into other materials.

Turn any whiteboard
into an interactive whiteboard.

Capture your whiteboard notes…
and your audience’s attention.

When used with a multimedia projector, teachers and students can
use one of the mimio stylus pens like a cordless mouse to control
(click, right click, drag and drop) computer applications and
documents directly from the whiteboard.

With Expo dry-erase markers inserted into the mimio stylus pens,
everything that you write or draw on the whiteboard is digitally
recorded —in color and real time— -in a highly portable and versatile
digital data format—so that it can be saved and:

◆ Control applications such as PowerPoint slides, Word documents

◆ Email or print files. Print board notes in color with perfect resolution—

and Excel spreadsheets directly from the whiteboard
◆ Browse educational websites on the Internet
◆ Navigate interactive instructional CDs
◆ Annotate, mark-up and edit slides or screens directly at the board
◆ Perfect for front of class and whole class instruction as well as

allowing students to be more interactive and engaged.

print for students with IEPs that require them
◆ Save as mimio files (.ink) or as images (jpg, .bmp, .pict) .ink files

can
be viewed as pages or replayed (stroke by stroke). Ideal for absent
students. mimio .ink data files are cross compatible between Mac
and Windows computers.

◆ Export to HTML and post the board notes to websites
◆ Copy or paste any whiteboard notes into any MS Office or Win/Mac

application
◆ Export to iMovie and/or QuickTime (Mac)
◆ Link directly to NetMeeting or a 3rd party conferencing solutions to

share your whiteboard wiht remote locations
◆ Teachers can archive class notes while students focus on understanding

the lessons presented instead of copying the board.

Ultra-portability...
No computer required!
With mimio Xi’s built-in memory, notes can be recorded and stored without a computer. After class, or at the end of the day, notes can be downloaded by connecting mimio Xi to your computer via the USB cable.
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MIMIO STUDIO
Elementary School
Project shared readings onto the whiteboard
and highlight new vocabulary words. Project
images of different volcanoes and point out
the differences between cinder cones,
composite and shield volcanoes. Let children
come to the board and interact with computer
software directly.

Middle / High School
Capture the steps to solving a multi-step math
equation and email the solutions to students
or post them to a website.
With the VCR-like playback feature, students
can rewind and replay the sequence of steps
ensuring that they arrive at the right solution.

Colleges / Universities
With mimio boardCast (Windows only), audio
can be synchronized with class notes to create
a file that enables students to see the notes
and hear the teacher’s explanation. Perfect for
distance and on-line learning applications.

Special Needs
With the playback feature, students can refer
back to and review notes as often as they
need to. With the zoom feature, visuallyimpaired students can magnify a word,
equation or diagram so that it is visible. Best
of all, mimio Xi is compatible with the most
commonly used assistive technology products.

Using mimio Xi with
Apple iMovie and QuickTime
The notes, drawings and diagrams that are
created on your whiteboard can be exported
directly to iMovie and/or QuickTime
(Macintosh only) where audio, video and
other special effects can be added to create
dynamic, multimedia content which can be
played on any computer.

mimio Studio is a suite of software tools that allow you to capture, create,
and present information the way you want to. When used with mimio
hardware and a data projector, mimio Studio turns your whiteboard into a
powerful interactive presentation tool. Without a projector, mimio Studio
records handwritten notes and drawings directly from your mimio enabled
whiteboard. mimio Studio can even be used, without mimio hardware, to
prepare presentations and manipulate previously created content. mimio
Studio works with your existing mimio Xi and mimioBoard capture devices.
Create and Present
With a host drawing tool and an extensive gallery, including graphs and maps, it is easy to create
entire presentations. Incorporate text, images, and pictures from any application or the web
easily and quickly. Then use the same tools and features to interactively present your lessons.

Annotate
You can use any of mimio Studio’s drawing and editing tools to markup applications and web
pages. All annotations are automatically saved for later editing, printing, or exporting

Focus Attention
With a host of interactive tools it has never been easier to direct the attention of your
audience. A spotlight tool allows you hide the entire screen, except for a region you wish to
focus on. A reveal tools can be used to progressively reveal bullet points and information in
any application.

Record Digital Ink
With mimio Studio’s wake-on-write technology digital ink is automatically recorded from
whiteboard. With up to eight available marker sleeves and two eraser sizes, mimio capture
devices provide the most flexible and advanced ink capture system on the market today.
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DPA
Interactive Digital Whiteboard
The Numonics DPA (Digital Presentation Appliance) is an
advanced digital electronic board that turn a computer and
projector into a powerful tool for teaching, collaborating
and presenting.
By touching the board surface with the electronic
Multimedia Pen, the teacher or presenter controls the
computer environment in real time. All program functions
are transferred to the pen enabling the presenter to stay
in front of the audience without touching the computer.
Annotate, Spotlight and Reveal presentation tools are
available by touching the predefined Softkey with the
pen. Annotations can be made directly on the projected
images to improve audience retention of the material.
Note taking software automatically saves written notations
or illustrations for distribution during or after the session. Using the DPA will improve the quality and content of your
presentation, resulting in greater audience participation and enhanced learning.
The DPA is an “entry-level” interactive whiteboard. Windows-based, it has the basic feature set you need and is easy to
learn and use. No need to spend hours learning it, like other interactive systems. It will make a great impression and a fast
transition into your classroom, conference room or anywhere you need to present and exchange information.
F E AT U R E S

Fast and Reliable

Great Image Quality

Utilizes Digita Electromagnetic Technology which generates the fastest
data transfer rate and the most accurate representation of any
presentation product on the market today. What you see is truly what
you get. With a resolution of 500 Ipi, the fastest writing or drawing is
captured in a natural and flawless manner. There are no distractions
caused by the cursor lagging behind the activity.

Image quality really matters if you expect to keep the attention of your
audience. Utilizing a specially formulated matte surface, the brightest
LCD or DPL projectors produce a clear sharp image without any
distortions or annoying hotspots on the screen to distract the audience.
In addition, dry erase markers will not damage or ruin the matte finish.

◆ Easily pick a point and get it the first time… Windows applications

require accuracy at picking points to size a screen, move an object or
drag and drop.
◆ Offers a fast and accurate calibration process. Interactive whiteboards

must align the desktop mouse cursor with the mouse pointer).

14 Pre-defined Softkeys
The DPA comes with 14 Softkeys (the icon strips located on both sides of
the board for easy access) that are pre-defined with Presentation Tools,
Virtual WhiteBoard software, Calibration software and an Online Help
file. The Softkeys which are easy to use, permit great flexibility for the
presenter by easily creating an informative, entertaining and
memorable presentation. With the quick touch of a Softkey, you may
Annotate, Spotlight or Reveal over any Windows screen. These
Presentation Tools help to make presentations more dynamic and fun.

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO
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One Multimedia Pen
Given the fact that we were all taught to write using a natural
instrument called a pen, why would anyone want to use anything else?
The power should be IN your hand, not your hand!
The DPA multimedia pen has a familiar and natural shape making it
comfortable and intuitive to use. Electronic, it incorporates functions
that make it perfect for taking advantage of thousands of applications.
The multimedia pen has full mouse capabilities such as mouse drag and
drop, left click, left double click, right mouse click and right double click.
Since it permits you to effectively control your computer environment,
there is no need to return to your keyboard to execute any commands.
You are free to focus your attention on your audience while they are
captivated by your presentation.
Simple method for modifying the color and size of the Annotation Pens
and the width of the Eraser.
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MOBILEPRESENTER BT
Virtual WhiteBoard Software
Virtual WhiteBoard (VWB) software eliminates
the need for a traditional black or whiteboard.
Notes and illustrations are made with virtual
ink, so there is no chalk dust, dry erase marker
smell or running out of ink. Plus, all notes and
illustrations are automatically saved to the PC.

Additional Features
◆ Intuitive screen capture, viewing and

retrieval method.
◆ Online Help menu.
◆

Fast digital computer interface.

◆

Software upgrades for advanced users and
power presenters.

◆ Choice of corded or cordless pen.
◆

Portable Presentation Device with Bluetooth
The Mobilepresenter BT communicates with the computer
through a wireless Bluetooth interface that plugs into any
USB port on the computer. It allows you to navigate your
computer while moving around the conference room or
classroom. Presenters and teachers no longer need to stay
rooted to one place - behind a lectern or in front of the
class. Mobilepresenter breaks the chains with innovative
Bluetooth technology.
Unique Softkeys, located across the top of the tablet, allow
instant access to various captivating presentation tools, such
as Annotation Pens, Spotlight and Reveal. The software also
includes a library of clip art with over 2000 images. Now you
can enjoy a higher level of interaction with your audience while delivering more captivating
presentations or lessons.
◆ Precise and lightweight cordless pens

◆ Special matte finish for great IQ-Image

Four-year warranty

Optional Accessories

Fully battery-operated

◆

Live annotations over presentations,
programs, documents and web pages

◆

◆

Clip art librarty for geography, math,
science, history and more

Maximum interaction with students or
audience because the teacher/presenter
isn’t required to remain at the front of the
room to conduct the lesson or presentation

◆

Applicable to all Microsoft Office programs,
including PowerPoint, Excel and Word

◆

◆

Virtual Whiteboard (VWB) to capture
written notes and ideas in color

Cost effective alternative to an interactive
whiteboard—all the software features at a
fraction of the price

◆

Up to 4 units can be connected to one PC

◆ Mobile stand or mobile adjustable stand
◆ USB Adapter

On-line help menu

◆

Quality.
◆

◆

provides all necessary mouse functions

Durable, hard Formica surface.

◆ RF Wireless Adapter

Application

PI-1500 15” LCD Tablet Monitor

◆ Teach and present with this easy-to-use

digital presentation tool.
◆ Develop multimedia presentations quickly.
◆ Deliver entertaining and informative com-

puter generated presentations easily.
◆ “Get the picture” by bringing ideas to life

with Virtual WhiteBoard.
◆ Capture brainstorming ideas in color for

data sharing anytime.
◆ Annotate over computer-generated images

and capture them for future use.
◆ Only pay for the software features you

actually use. Upgrade whenever you are
ready for more advanced features.
◆ Take advantage of the “Classroom Tough”

surface material designed to take daily
abuse without damage.

Now your monitor is also an interactive experience. Just
connect the PI-1500 to the computer’s USB and VGA
port, plug in the power cord and you’re ready to go.
Touch the screen with the Electronic Pen and experience
the immediacy and excitement of navigating any
Windows program with speed and accuracy. The PI-1500
utilizes electromagnetic technology, which guarantees
high accuracy and fast data transfer speed. It also features built-in speakers and an adjustable stand to
change the viewing angle for use at a podium, conference table or desk. Install the bundled software for a
variety of easy-to-use annotation and presentation tools. Ideal for the average Windows user
who wants to benefit from interactive presentation technology without the hours of learning
and preparation time associated with other interactive presentation systems.
◆

No software to install to replace the mouse

◆

Adjustable stand that pivots from 15° to 75°

◆

Easy to learn and use. Simply pick up the
pen and replace the mouse.

◆

Built-in speakers and front panel controls

◆

Annotate directly on the LCD monitor
with the interactive pen for powerful
communication capabilities after installing
the software

◆

Deliver entertaining and informative
computer-generated presentations

◆ Project on to the DPA’s matte finish, which

delivers IQ (Image Quality) for easy viewing.
◆ Ideal for classroom instruction, ssoftware

training, multimedia presentations, group
collaboration, distance learning, multi-site
conferencing, shared whiteboard.

◆

Easy to use presentation tools

◆

Perfect for large venue presentations

◆

Electromagnetic technology makes it fast
and accurate—make your point quickly.
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M-5
Compact Electronic Copyboard
A next generation electronic whiteboard featuring a unique design that measures
only 46” by 28” and offers two writing surfaces — traditional white board or
flip-chart capabilities, the M-5 Copyboard allows flexibility that is not offered
anywhere else in the marketplace today. The board can be taken anywhere, including
off-site meetings, and can be mounted on any surface such as an office wall, a
cubicle wall or a traditional stand.
The M-5 allows information written on the writing surface to be stored to internal
memory, or an optional CompactFlash memory card. To access the internal memory
“drive” a USB cable is attached to a PC, then the stored information is displayed
directly on your monitor or screen with no special software required. Notes stored in
internal memory or on a CompactFlash card can be easily printed out, stored on
networks or emailed to employees and business partners. The M-5 comes standard
with all the necessary accessories to function straight out of the box including, dry
erase markers, a USB cable, wall-mounting brackets, power cord and more.
F E AT U R E S
◆ Half

the size of the M-10, the M-5 is packed
with advanced features and functionality, in
a much more lightweight size!

◆ Use in standard horizontal position, or

flipchart style vertical format.Either work
with the optional expandable floorstand.
◆ Save your hand-written notes to the built-in

internal memory (1.8MB), or to a removable
CompactFlash card. Hook the M-5 directly to
your computer with a USB cable to print or
copy files. Or use a CompactFlash card for
file sharing on-the-go.
◆

When the writing on the copyboard is
downloaded to your computer, it is easily
viewed or edited with common
viewing/editing applications.

◆ Very portable, the M-5 is light enough for

one person to carry from room to room, or
to hang on your cubicle wall.
◆ The M-5 allows for black and white printing

through any USB enabled PC. Scan handwritten notes to save them into PNG graphic
files. Hook your computer directly up to the
copyboard, or transfer the files via a CF card.
Open the scans in your web browser or any
graphics program, then print them out.
◆

Includes wall mounting equipment. CF card
not included. Floor stand sold separately.
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BF Series
The economical BF Series comes with a built-in thermal printer (11-seconds
per copy), making it easy to save copies of your notes. With optional PC
connectivity, transfer your drawings to store, edit and distribute.
BF-030S: Standard width (36” x 51”) electronic copyboard, wall mountable and available
with optional wheeled floor stand. Optional PC interface kit also available. Copyboard
function includes a single panel copy and two panels reduced to one page option. This
electronic whiteboard is the popular choice for meeting professionals everywhere
because it delivers an extremely high performance value.
BF-030W: Same as above, except in wide (36” x 71”) version
BF-041S: Same as the BF-030S except it icorporates an on-board USB to PC interface.
This allows data storage to a computer and operation through a computer.
BF-041W: Same as above, except in wide (36” x 71”) version
BF-035: A total of five surfaces, four writing surfaces and one to project upon, ensure
that you’ll never run out of space when presenting. Plus, you can keep writing without
losing your train of thought—once you’ve filled one screen, with the simple touch of a
button, the electronic whiteboard automatically scrolls the next surface out. Copyboard
function includes a single panel copy and a repeat feature which enables copying of the
previous panel.

O P T I O N A L I N T E R FAC E K I T
PC Interface Kit for BF-030S/W and BF-035: Add a direct connection between the
BF-030S/W or BF-035 and your computer. Operate the copyboard from your keyboard.
Save drawings to your hard drive for further editing, adding to office documents, or
attaching to e-mails. Consists of PCI card, RS-232 cable and software.
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M-10S • M-10W
With a built-in memory card slot, the M-10S (standard)
and M-10W (wide) give you the choice of printing out your
notes, or saving a digital copy to a CompactFlash memory
card. Perfect for the corporate boardroom, education,
training, or brainstorming sessions, they enhance meeting
productivity by allowing participants to focus on the
meeting rather than taking notes. With memory card
functionality, the M-10S and M-10W expand organizationwide communications; allowing remote or absent participants to receive meeting results via e-mail or included in
an electronic presentation.
The memory card function allows you to scan and save
written notes in PNG image format. The PNG image
format is a universal image type, and can be viewed in
either Explorer or Netscape browsers, as well as any image
program. Once you’ve saved a copy of your notes, you can
e-mail them to the entire office, add to a digital archive, or
integrate into training materials such as PowerPoint.
They allow or color or black and white printing with any PCL-compatible HP DeskJet printer. The popular Deskjet series of
USB printers from HP print onto standard 8.5 x 11” copy paper, cheaper and longer-lasting than thermal printer. You can
utilize the printer in either the copyboard's wall-mounted or floor-standing configuration.
M5 / M10S / M10W SPECIFICATIONS

F E AT U R E S

M5

M10S

M10W

24.6 x 40”

36 x 51”

36 x 70”

22.8 x 38.5”

33 x 49”

33 x 69”

2

2

2

1.33 x 1.33”

2 x 2”

2 x 2”

Image Sensor

CCD Optical Sensor

CCD Optical Sensor

CCD Optical Sensor

Print Method

—

Inkjet

Inkjet

◆ Adjustable density control of print-out.

Paper

—

8.5 x 11” Plain Paper

8.5 x 11” Plain Paper

◆ Repeat button allows you to print again

Colors

—

4-Color

4-Color

Built-in Memory

1.8MB Flash Memory

—

—

CF Card Memory

CompactFlash Type I & II

CompactFlash Type I & II

CompactFlash Type I & II

Image File Format

TIFF/PNG

PNG

PNG

PC Connection

USB Cord

—

—

◆ Built-in memory card slot

Panel Size (HW)

◆ Fully functional easy-to-use and integrated

on-board control panel.
◆ Select between easy-to-read color copies or

economical and fast and black-and-white
copies to conserve printer ink.
◆ Up to 20 print-outs at a time from

copyboard.

without re-scanning.
◆ Built-in power outlet and USB connection

for printer.
◆ Lightweight design for added portability

and wall mounting.
◆ Optional stand with casters allows for easy

room-to-room transfer.
◆

Available in in standard and wide models,
the M-10 series is ideal for the conference
room or lecture hall.

Readable Area (HW)
Number of Panels
Grid

Included Accessories

Wall-Mount Kit, USB Cable,
Black & Red Markers, Eraser

Wall-Mount Kit, USB Cable (Printer),
Markers (Black, Red, Blue, Green), Eraser

Optional Accessories

Floor stand, Cubicle-Mount
Kit, CompactFlash Card

Floor Stand, Printer,
CompactFlash Card

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 821
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C 1000S
Dual Pattern Condenser Microphone
A “do-it-all” microphone famous for its flexibility, the C 1000S is a condenser mic designed for work on
stage. By placing the supplied acoustical converter over the end of the mic capsule— its polar pattern
can be quickly converted from cardioid to hypercardioid —without affecting it’s on-axis response. The
on-axis response of the C 1000S has a gentle (-6 db/octave) roll-off below 200 Hz which has been tailored
for normal close-in use of cardioid and hypercardioid microphones in sound reinforcement applications.
The mic also includes an attachable Presence Boost Adapter (PB1000) for increased intelligibility.
◆ Pristine condenser response, low

◆ Presence Boost Adapter (PB1000) can

noise and rugged construction makes
it ideal for demanding road work
◆ High sensitivity, high SPL handling

with low distortion (137dB for 1.0% THD)

be attached to create an emphasis of
the higher frequencies around 5 to
9kHz by 3 to 5dB.
◆ PPC1000 Polar Pattern Converter

allows quick change from cardioid to
hypercardioid when a more
directional pickup pattern is required.

◆ Extended low and high frequency

response is tailored for close
proximity to sound sources.

◆ Powered by 9-volt battery or 9 to 52v

DC phantom power.
◆ Silent on/off switch is recessed to

prevent inadvertent shutoff.
◆ Includes PB1000, PC1000S, SA63 stand

adapter, W1000 foam windscreen, and
a hard case.

C1000S (AKC1000S)..............................199.95

C1000S
Polar Pattern

D 880M / D 880MS

Cardioid, or hypercardioid (with PPC 1000 attached)

Frequency Range

50 to 20,000 Hz

Sensitivity

6 mV/Pa (-44 dBV)

Maximum SPL

137 dB (k=10⁄0)

Equivalent Noise Level

21 dB-A

Polar Pattern

Super-cardioid

Frequency Range

60 to 20,000 Hz

Sensitivity
Maximum SPL
Equivalent Noise Level

2,2 mV/Pa (-53 dBV re 1 μbar)
147 dB SPL (156 dB SPL for 10⁄0 / 30⁄0 THD)
22 dB (A) to DIN 45412

Impedance

200 ohms

Impedance

<= 600 Ohms

Dimensions

8.6 x 1.3” (Length x Diameter)

Dimensions

7.13 x 2.0” (Length x Diameter)

D 880M / D 880MS Dynamic Vocal Microphones
Rugged dynamic mics, the D 880M and D 880 MS features a hyper-cardioid polar pattern providing maximum gain
before feedback and minimizes noise at the off-axis sections of the capsule. This makes them suitable for live sound
reinforcement and public address situations where monitor speakers and ambient noise may be present. The element
yields a frequency response of 60Hz to 20MHz and features an SPL rating of 147dB.
◆ They have a heavy duty, dent-resistant spring steel windscreen with an integral pop filter (can be removed for cleaning or

replacement) for effective suppression of breath noise.
◆ They incorporate the VariMotion System in which diaphragm thickness varies from 20 microns at the edge to 40 microns

at the center. This distribution of mass produces extended bass response.
◆ A Doubleflex dual shock mount system reduces all kinds of handling and cable induced noise.
◆ These “modular” mics allow users to replace the output stage and XLR connector with an optional TM40 wireless transmitter,

allowing the flexibility to use the microphone with a cable or wireless receiver.

D880M (AKD880M)
With a light-weight body made of die-cast zinc alloy and a black matte soft-touch paint finish for minimum reflection and
glare. It includes an SA 61 Stand Adapter and a case .....................................................................................................................................88.95
D880MS (AKD880SM)
The same as the D880M with an On/Off switch on the modular output stage for added control...............................................98.95
TM 40

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO

(AKTM40): Optional plug-in transmitter module for going wireless with the WMS 40 system .......................................169.95
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BOUNDARY MICROPHONES
C 417

C 420

Condenser Lavalier Microphone

Headset Cardioid Condenser Mic
Head-worn condenser
microphone with
wide dynamic range
and full bandwidth
20 - 20 kHz frequency
response for perfect
vocal sound. It
captures the voice
with a detailed,
brilliant sound quality. It provides the performer with a pure, powerful
sound that carries the punch and presence to cut through to the
audience. Ideal for solo vocalists, singing keyboard players, drummers,
guitarists, dancers and anyone who needs high quality vocals in a
hands-free application. A fully adjustable behind-the neck steel
headband and adjustable ear pieces deliver a comfortable and secure
fit, with the cable exiting from the rear of the headband.

The C 417 is an extremely smooth omnidirectional
microphone intended to be worn by speakers
who demand highest audio quality and complete
freedom of movement. An affordable professional
miniature condenser microphone, its broadband,
flat audio reproduction in an omnidirectional
format is ideal for all types of broadcast and
theatrical applications. The sound is extremely
open and natural, making it ideal for wireless or
hardwire multi-mic situations. It is one of the
smallest lavalier microphones available today and
is available in both black and beige versions for ultimate concealing.
Frequency response extends from 20 Hz to 20 kHz, with a 4dB rise at
8 kHz for enhanced intelligibility.
◆ Ultra-slim profile and matte

finish for unobtrusive wearing
◆ Extended low and high

◆ High sensitivity (10 mV/Pa)
◆ High acoustic level capability

(126 dB-SPL for 3% THD)

frequency response

◆ External shock mount for high mechanical-noise rejection

◆ Includes

◆ Omnidirectional pattern for

natural speech quality

◆ Behind-the-head band for comfort and secure mounting

H 40/1 Clip, H 41
Tie pin and W 407 Foam
windscreen

◆ Miniature gooseneck for precise positioning near the user’s mouth
◆ Includes W 44 windscreen

C 417 PP (AKC417) : For hardwire applications, with standard XLR
connector for phantom powering............................................................219.00

C 420 PP (AKC420): For hardwire applications, with standard XLR
connector for phantom powering............................................................199.00

C 417 L: With mini XLR connector for use with battery operated power
supply, an external phantom power adapter, or AKG WMS bodypack
transmitters. Available in black (AKC417L) and beige (AKC417PL) ........149.00

C 420 L (AKC420L): With mini XLR connector for use with B 29 L battery
operated power supply, MPA III L external phantom power adapter, or
AKG WMS bodypack transmitters.............................................................199.00

C 417 a n d C 4 2 0 ACC E S S O R I E S
MPA III L (AKMPAIIIL)

B 29 L (AKB29L)

MicroMic Phantom Power Adapter
Adapter cable with 1/8” lockable jack socket and
male 3-pin XLR connector. It reduces the usual
phantom powering voltage (9 to 52v) supplied
by mixing consoles to the operating voltage
(9v maximum) of the C 417 L or C 420 L...............116.95

MPA III L

B15

B 15 In-line Battery Supply (AKB15)
For the C 417 PP and C 420 PP. An integrated on/off
switch that helps prolong battery life. Uses a single
AAA size 1.5v battery (battery life is 30 hours) ....57.50

B18E

B 18E 18v Battery Power Supply (AKB18E)
Uses two 9v batteries to phantom power the C 417PP
or C 420 PP for up to 100 hours..............................157.50

B29L

Power Supply and Mini Mixer
The B 29 L powers one or two
C 417 L or C 420 L microphones.
It features an on/off switch and a
status LED as well as a mic/line
selector for matching the output
level to the input of the connected
mixer or recorder, etc. It operates
on a 9v battery (battery life is
approximately 50 hours). Two
volume controls allow you to
balance the levels of the two
microphones. A supplied clip
makes it easy to attach to a belt or
guitar strap, etc..........................94.50

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 91
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BOUNDARY MICROPHONES
C 542 BL

C 400 BL

Omnidirectional Boundary Layer
Condenser Mic

Speech-optimized Hypercardioid
Boundary Layer Condenser Mic

A high-quality boundary microphone
designed to deliver superior results for
a multitude of sound reinforcement
and recording applications. The
boundary layer technique offers
non-directional pickup that is
frequency independent. It is small,
lightweight and easy to place—no
stand is needed. Since the transducer
sits in a metal plate only 0.2” thick, the
plate doesn’t interfere with or color the
sound. Frequency response is very uniform within its hemisphere.

Hypercardioid polar pattern, speech optimized
frequency response and extremely small
dimensions make the C 400 BL the first
choice for any application requiring a small,
low-profile boundary layer microphone.
Uses range from conferencing and lectures
to theaters, surveillance, paging, and many
others. Design is inconspicuous and the
housing can be painted easily in any color to
make it almost invisible against its backing.
◆ Frequency range has been tailored for

speech applications through a gentle bass
roll-off below 200 Hz and a slight high
frequency peak centered at 6 kHz, with a
gentle roll-off above that frequency.

The C 542 BL can be permanently attached to the floor or wall of a
studio using the screw holes in the plate or attached temporarily using
the supplied adhesive compound. Its 3-pin output connector also has
a switchable bass-cut filter to minimize surface-born noise.

◆ The combination of both narrow pickup angle and frequency

◆ Extremely small and inconspicuous, lightweight yet rugged.

response limited to the voice range makes the microphone doubly
insensitive to ambient noise.

◆ Delivers superior sound combined with outstanding ease of use.
◆ High sensitivity and low self-noise ensures generous headroom.

◆ 5’ cable with XLR connector.

◆ Adhesive compound for easy installation.

◆ Universally phantom powered

◆ 10’ cable with XLR connector and integrated bass cut filter.

◆ Matte black finish can be painted to match surrounding decor.

from 9 to 52v DC.

C 680 BL

C 547 BL

Small Cardioid Boundary Layer
Condenser Mic

Hypercardioid Boundary Layer
Condenser Mic with Non-Crush Case
A hypercardioid, studio-quality boundary
mic with a rugged, “non-crush” case and a
switchable bass-cut filter. It features
optimum acoustic properties, high
directivity, and neutral sound. Having the
same frequency response, the C 547 BL
can be combined with the CK47 with
excellent results. The C 547 BL is for use in
places of worship, theaters, and conferencing.
For tabletop use, the C 547 BL-T is identical to C 547 BL, but without a
windscreen.

Small and inconspicuous boundary mic
ideal for table use, lecterns, and houses of
worship. The transducer is internally shock
mounted for immunity to impacts on the
mounting surface. Supplied with a roll of
non-staining double-sided adhesive for
positive mounting of the microphone to a
table or other flat architectural detail.
◆ Phantom powered

from 9 to 52v DC

◆ Can be repainted

Frequency Response
Maximum Input Sound Level

C 542 BL

C 400 BL

C 680 BL

C 547 BL

20Hz - 20kHz

150Hz - 15kHz

60Hz - 20kHz

30Hz - 18kHz

130dB (for 1% THD)

115dB (k=1%)

115dB (k=1%)

133dB

Signal-to-Noise Ratio

78 dB

62 dB

67 dB

22 dB-A

Power Requirements

9v to 52v phantom power

9v to 52v phantom power

9v to 52v phantom power

9v to 52v phantom power

< 600 ohms

200 ohms

200 ohms

200 ohms

3.1 x 0.2” (DxH)

1.7 x 0.9 x 0.6”

3.9 x 2.6 x 0.8”

7.3 x 4.7 x 0.8”

Output Impedance
Dimensions

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO
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GOOSENECK MICROPHONES
C 562 CM

Discrete Acoustics Compact Series

Super Small Boundary Mic

Cardioid and Hypercardioid Gooseneck Microphones

The C 562 CM is a flush-mounted boundary
microphone specifically designed for
permanent, “invisible” mounting in ceilings,
walls, tables, stage props, etc. Owing to its
high sensitivity, the C 562 CM is a perfect
tool for surveillance or live recording since a
single microphone can cover an entire room.
The supplied XLR phantom power adapter
connects to the microphone cable through a
miniature connector so installation holes can
be smaller than the diameter of the phantom
power adapter.

C 747
Practically invisible, the
pencil-sized C 747
picks up voices and
instruments at
surprising distances
with phenomenal
fullness and clarity.
The C 747 is a
premium quality “spot”
or “accent” mic designed to solve difficult
placement problems in a variety of exacting
orchestral, choir, podium, and boardroom
applications. Smooth, extended frequency
response makes it suitable for high quality
live music recording, while it’s hypercardioid
response is designed to be “forgiving”,
making it an excellent choice for critical podium/pulpit or boardroom applications where
speakers tend to wander off-axis.
extended bass response, high sensitivity,
and excellent S/N ratio.
◆ LF roll-off switch filters out low-frequency

rumble.
◆ Operates on 9-52v phantom power.
◆ Mounting accessories include shock

mount/adapter, windscreen, mini
gooseneck, swivel stand adapter,
mounting clamp, and thread link.

◆ Choose between cardioid or hypercardioid 12” or 20” goosenecks.

They each feature rugged all-metal parts and are designed as a true
plug-and-play solution. Quick setup and takedown as well as permanent
installations all are possible.
◆ The gooseneck and microphone capsule form an inseparable unit. The

rugged metal front grill is joined permanently to the gooseneck, the
contacts inside are soldered. This protects the delicate condenser capsule
against mechanical stress and electromagnetic interference, and ensures
maximum reliability and excellent audio.
◆ The gooseneck foot features an XLR connector with gold-plated contacts,

Hypercardioid
Condenser Mic

◆ Tuned interference tube provides

A cost-efficient alternative for installations where budget, not modularity
is a major consideration, these goosenecks come with only one flexible
section, a rigid connection between gooseneck and capsule, and a 3-pin XLR
connector for joining the gooseneck to the cable. And while an
excellent price-performance ratio is achieved by focusing on essential
features, no compromise is made with regard to the sound of the capsules.
Each of these capsules provides the outstanding, “legendary” AKG sound.

making connecting and mounting incredibly easy. The metal case also
houses the electronic components of the microphone. The extra-strong flexible section
lets you position the microphone precisely as required.
◆ A wide range of optional accessories ensure optimum installation or placement.

CGN-321E/CGN-521E 12” and 20” Cardioid Gooseneck Mics
The cardioid polar pattern is the most popular because its uses are almost limitless. The
125° pickup angle is especially suited for inexperienced or very “vivacious” talkers who
often fail to talk directly into the microphone.
CGN321E (AKCGN321E): 12” Cardioid Gooseneck Microphone..................................................149.00
CGN521E (AKCGN521E): 20” Cardioid Gooseneck Microphone .................................................149.00

CGN-323E/CGN-523E 12” and 20” Hypercardioid Gooseneck Mics
The hypercardioid polar pattern with its narrow 95° pickup angle is suited best for
situations where noise typically occurs from all sides (particularly in worship centers),
where people talk into the microphone from a greater distance, or where several talkers
are grouped side by side.
CGN323E (AKCGN323E): 12” Hypercardioid Gooseneck Microphone ......................................169.00
CGN523E (AKCGN523E): 20” Hypercardioid Gooseneck Microphone ...................................169.00L

Choosing Polar Patterns
Selecting the correct polar pattern for installed sound is difficult since it depends
on a variety of factors. Of course the acoustics of the room play a key role. For
highly reverberant rooms such as worship centers, a hypercardioid polar pattern
will be the best choice to avoid high levels of unwanted noise.
Correct placement of the loudspeakers is also essential. If the speakers project right
at the capsule, a hypercardioid will be your best bet. The most difficult task is trying
to judge how the talkers will behave. For talkers who are inexperienced or move
around a lot, be sure to choose a cardioid polar pattern for reliable pickup; talkers
at a greater distance from the mic will be served best by a hypercardioid.

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 91
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DISCRETE ACOUSTICS MODULAR SERIES
Modular Microphone System
The excellent response and extremely good intelligibility make these mics the first choice whenever
quality and reliability have top priority. Used worldwide, AKG’s Discreet Acoustics Modular Series has
proven its worth for many years. It brilliantly fulfills the three key requirements that are essential for
sound system applications.
Modularity: Depending on the specific purpose, “special wishes” can often be fulfilled only by
modular systems. The series offers a choice of five capsule modules with different polar patterns and
frequency responses, as well as a wide range of goosenecks and installation modules. Plus, there are
special-purpose modules for applications that are not covered by any other products
available. They can be used as wireless or lavalier microphones as well as for single-user applications.
Reliability: A wide range of features minimizes the risk of operating errors, material fatigue, or signal
dropouts. The LED ring and self-cleaning gold-plated contacts for the threaded connections are
standard, as are anti-twist cables (HM 1000) and a switchable bass rolloff filter.
Low Profile: Extremely compact design and matte finish underscore their inconspicuous appearance.
The low-profile installation modules ensure quick setup and takedown of all versions of the series.
Goosenecks provide length and mounting options for permanent and semi-permanent installations. The flexible goosenecks allow for silent
positioning of the microphones while the thin profile and matte gray finish make them inconspicuous in use. All models require phantom
power. An LED driven by phantom power enables system status check at a distance. A bass roll-off beginning at 250Hz is provided for control
of proximity effect and low-frequency structural vibrations. Control of the light ring and bass roll-off is handled by internal jumpers. A rugged
connecting thread for the capsule module with large, self-cleaning gold-plated contacts ensures a stable, seamless joint for exceptional
reliability. Gooseneck modules are available in three sizes: 6” (GN15), 12” (GN30) and 20” (GN50) in four distinct product groups:

GN Series: Screw-on Goosenecks
With the exception of the GN30 (unterminated cable ends), GN Series
goosenecks incorporate DPA in-line XLR phantom power adapter with
integrated 200Hz bass rolloff and LED On/Off jumper. The DPA connects
to any mixer input with 9-52v power supply. A slotted bolt and rubber
bushings are included with each unit. The rubber bushings minimize
structure-borne vibrations and the slotted bolt allows the cable and
mini-XLR to pass through any hole from 11mm (0.44”) in diameter. This
eliminates the need for large holes or awkward unsoldering and
resoldering of the bigger phantom power adapter during installation.

GN15 (AKGN15)
6” Gooseneck

GN30 (AKGN30)
12” Gooseneck

GN50 (AKGN50)
20” Gooseneck

GN-E Series: Goosenecks with
Integrated XLR Connector
Same as the GN series, these mics feature an integrated XLR connector
for quick setup and takedown. They plug directly into the supplied PS3
F-Lock, surface mount XLR female receptacle or the optional H500 or
H600 shock mounts. As such, the E-series modules can be easily
removed when not in use. Locking features on the PS3 F-Lock and H600
provide added security when modules must be left in place.

GN15-E (AKGN15E)
6” Gooseneck

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO

GN30-E (AKGN30E)
12” Gooseneck

GN50-E (AKGN50E)
20” Gooseneck

www.bhphotovideo.com

GN-ES Series:
Goosenecks with
Integrated XLR Connector and Switch
The ES series is like the E-series but with the added flexibility of a
noiseless on/off switch integrated into the base of the gooseneck.
Rather than actually disconnecting the signal, it attenuates the
microphone by a minimum of 26dB, thus avoiding the irritating
crackling sound when phantom power is interrupted. Defaults to the
“off” position when the power source is turned off.

GN15-ES (AKGN15ES)
6” Gooseneck

GN30-ES (AKGN30ES)
12” Gooseneck

GN50-ES (AKGN50ES)
20” Gooseneck

GN-E 5-Pin Series:
Goosenecks with 5-pin XLR Connector
and X-large Controllable LED Ring
Similar to the GN-E Series, the GN-E 5-Pin modules come with an
integrated connector with phantom power adapter. One special feature
is the 5-pin XLR connector, which ensures that the extra-large LED ring
can be activated and deactivated using a separate power supply. The
LED ring is extra large for enhanced visibility.

GN15-E5 (AKGN15E5)
6” Gooseneck

GN30-E5 (AKGN30E5)
12” Gooseneck

GN50-E5 (AKGN50E5)
20” Gooseneck

WIRED MICROPHONES
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DISCRETE ACOUSTICS MODULAR SERIES
Hanging Module
HM1000

GN 15 HT Gooseneck for Wireless Mic Applications (AKGN15HT)
The GN 15 HT lets you convert an HT 4000 handheld transmitter into a
mobile gooseneck microphone. This setup provides easily accessible
controls and easy battery replacement. Thanks to the sensitive condenser
capsules, working distances can be much greater than with dynamic
wireless microphones. The LED ring illuminates to indicate the transmitter
is ON. The GN 15 HT can be combined with all Discreet Acoustics Capsule
Modules. The gooseneck is suited for any application where a sound
system with wireless microphones need to be set up quickly, e.g., at press
conferences, panel discussions, etc.

Using microphones
flown from the ceiling to
record music or speech
in places of worship,
conference rooms, or
on theater stages is
becoming more and
more popular.

The HM 1000 comes with
a 33’ special cable that
will not twist even if the
temperature varies. A spring steel hanging
clamp offers precise microphone alignment.

GN 30 Minijack Series
GN 15 HT

HM1000 Hanging Module
With 33’ cable. Available in Black (AKHM1000) and
White (AKHM1000W) colors .............................162.95
HM100020 Hanging Module
With 66’ cable. Available in Black (AKHM100020)
and White (AKHM100020W) colors.................178.95

GN 155 Set (AKGN155SET)
Elegant gooseneck
module with heavy,
shock mounted
floor stand in matte
gray finish for use
with all Discreet
Acoustics Capsule
Modules.
Integrated LED ring
status indicator.
Suited for standalone use on stage
or in front of a
lectern.
Two integrated
flexible gooseneck
sections allow
optimum alignment with talkers
of different heights
or positions.
A supplied
screw-on extension
tube can be used
to place the microGN 155 Set
phone higher for
tall talkers. The supplied 33’ cable with XLR
phantom power adapter is long enough to
reach the edge of most stages with no
extension cable. For use as a lectern mic in
worship centers, halls etc.

GN 30

The GN 30 Minijack System makes installing and taking down goosenecks
even quicker than before. The HCS mounting flange is built into the table.
The permanently soldered phantom power adapter can be fastened to the
underside of the tabletop by means of a clamp. The entire wiring remains
invisible. The goosenecks can be mounted and taken down quite easily as
required, while the integrated mini jack ensures perfect contact reliability.
The LED ring can be powered directly. When the gooseneck is detached,
the opening can be closed with the attached flap to prevent dirt or liquids
from getting inside.

The GN 30 Minijack is ideal when goosenecks of different lengths must be
interchanged quickly, or when theft can’t be prevented with standard locking systems. The
goosenecks together with the capsules can be taken to a safe place without having to alter the
setup. All that remains on the table is an unobtrusive disk.

PS 3 F-Lock (AKPS3FLOCK)
Classic lockable mounting accessory for easy, material-friendly installation. Requires a 17mm (0.7”) mounting hole ...........................................54.50

H 500 Shock Mount (AKH500)

PS 3
F-Lock

Designed for permanent installation of E and ES version gooseneck
modules, the H500 provides attenuation of structure-borne noise by
12dB. It consists of a durable plastic shell and flexible inner rubber
boot that allows for quick and easy set up and break down of a sound
system. Requires a mounting hole of 2” (50mm)...................................43.95

H 500

H 600 Shock Mount (AKH600)
Same as above, except the H600 provides maximum attenuation of
structure-borne noise (20 dB). Mount consists of a durable low profile
plastic shell with a flexible inner rubber boot, and for added security,
features a locking clutch that prevents easy removal of the gooseneck
module. Also includes the A 608 insert. The A 608 grips the narrow
section of the gooseneck and allows for custom height adjustments.
Requires a 2.1” (53mm) mounting hole......................................................92.50

H 600

ST45 Table Mount (AKST45)

ST 45

For extremely easy setup and takedown of mobile sound systems.
Solution for mobile applications or installations where supporting
surfaces must not be changed. Massive base and shock absorbing
rubber feet ensure optimum stability and reduce footfall noise..133.50

ST 1 Folding Mini-Tripod (AKST1)
Miniature 10” x 3.3” folding table tripod.....................................................CALL

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 91
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Screw-On Capsule Modules
All Discreet Series capsules feature pre-polarized condenser elements with gold plated contacts to ensure
reliable connections and trouble-free performance. The CK 31, CK 32, CK 33, CK 47 and CK 80 capsules can
be used with any of the “Discreet Acoustics Modular Series” installation modules.
Each 30-series capsule has a dual layer windscreen; the dark gray outer layer disperses the impinging air
stream while the inside layer smooths the air stream before it reaches the diaphragm. This two-stage process
efficiently reduces wind noise while maintaining acoustic transparency. The CK 47 and CK 80 are
supplied with a windscreen that reduces the impinging air stream. This reduction of air velocity reduces
wind noise while maintaining acoustic transparency.
CK 31 Cardioid
Modular Screw-on Capsule

CK 32 Omnidirectional
Modular Screw-on Capsule

CK 33 Hypercardioid
Modular Screw-on Capsule

The cardioid is the most popular polar
pattern since it can be used almost
universally. The 125° pickup angle is
especially suited for inexperienced or
very “vivacious” talkers who often fail to
talk directly into the microphone.

Due to its high sensitivity in all
directions, the CK 32 is an excellent
choice especially for lavalier applications,
but also for situations requiring
ambience pickup.

◆ Cardioid (125°) pickup pattern

◆ Wide 50Hz to 20kHz

Due to the narrow 95° pickup angle, the
hypercardioid polar pattern is a good
choice for situations when noise typically
arrives from the sides (especially in
places of worship), where people talk
into the mic from greater distances, or
where talkers are grouped side by side.

◆ Omnidirectional (360°) pickup pattern

◆ 50Hz to 20kHz frequency response

frequency

CK 80

◆ 50Hz to 20kHz frequency response

response

◆ High performance windscreen

◆ High performance windscreen

◆ High performance windscreen

CK 31 (AKCK31)...........................................89.00

CK 32 (AKCK32) .........................................89.00

CK 33 (AKCK33) ......................................139.00

CK 47 Hypercardioid
Modular Screw-on Capsule

CK 80 Hypercardioid
Modular Screw-on Capsule

The CK 47 combines an 80° pickup angle,
studio quality audio, and clean off-axis
response. It is an ideal tool wherever
studio-standard sound quality is
required, or for inexperienced talkers.
Includes W 70 windscreen.
◆ Hypercardioid (80°) pickup pattern

An 80° pickup angle microphone that is
optimized for speech frequency response
and provides excellent intelligibility in
acoustically critical environments. Its
price/performance ratio is as convincing
as its sound and high gain before
feedback. Includes W 80 windscreen.

◆ Wide 50Hz to 20kHz frequency

◆ 50Hz to 20kHz frequency response

CK 31

CK 32

CK 33

Polar Pattern
Pickup Angle
Frequency Range
Max. SPL
Equivalent Noise Level
Impedance
Dimensions (Diameter x Length)
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◆ Speech optimized frequency range

response
◆ Excellent working distance

◆ Excellent working distance

◆ Studio quality - shotgun type

◆ Internal shock mount

CK 47 (AKCK47)...........................................CALL

CK 80 (AKCK80)..........................................89.00

CK 47

CK 31

CK 32

CK 33

CK 47

CK80

Cardioid

Omnidirectional

Hyper-cardioid

Hyper-cardioid

Hyper-cardioid

125°

360°

95°

80°

80°

50 to 20,000Hz

20 to 20,000 Hz

50 to 20,000Hz

20 to 20,000 Hz

60 to 15,000 Hz

125 dB (for 1% THD)

125 dB (for 1% THD)

125 dB (for 1% THD)

133 dB (for 1% THD)

125 dB (for 1% THD)

21 dB-A

20 dB-A

21 dB-A

20 dB-A

17 dB-A

<=600 ohms

<=600 ohms

<=600 ohms

<=600 ohms

<=600 ohms

0.5 x 0.8”

0.5 x 0.8”

0.5 x 0.8”

0.5 x 5.7”

0.5 x 4.8”

www.bhphotovideo.com
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BROADCAST & PRODUCTION MICS
Miniature Condenser Microphones
Designed to be worn on the clothing of performers, Audio-Technica’s miniature
condenser microphones provide excellent yet unobtrusive sound pickup. Their
mic element is enclosed in a rugged housing with low-reflectance finish and
internal construction minimizes handling and clothing noise. The wide-range
capability of these mics ensure clean, accurate reproduction with high
intelligibility for lecturers, singers, and stage performers.
Frequency Response
Maximum SPL Input (Phantom/Battery)
Dynamic Range-Typical (Phantom/Battery)

AT803B

MT830R

AT831b
and
AT831R

AT-803b

AT-831b

AT-831R

MT830R

30Hz - 20kHz

40Hz - 20kHz

40Hz - 20kHz

30Hz - 20kHz

135 dB / 121 dB

135 dB / 121 dB

141 dB

131 dB

106 dB/92dB

106 dB/92dB

112 dB

107 dB
9 - 52v

Phantom Power

9 - 52v

9 - 52v

9 - 52v

Battery Type

1.5V AA

1.5V AA

—

—

18dB/oct @ 150 Hz

18dB/oct @ 80 Hz

—

—

139.95

149.95

183.50

163.95

Low-Frequency Roll-off
Price

AT849 Stereo Condenser Boundary Mic

AT803b
Omnidirectional Condenser Microphone
Intended to be worn on the clothing of performers for excellent,
yet unobtrusive sound pickup. The wide-range capability of
the AT803b ensures clean, accurate reproduction with high
intelligibility for lecturers, singers, stage and TV performers.
◆ AA battery (up to 1200 hours) or 9 - 52v phantom power.
◆ 6’ cable is provided between the mic and power module.
◆ A built-in 3-position switch on the power module allows
selection of off, on/flat response, or on/low-roll-off.
◆ Includes clothing clip, windscreen and carrying case.

The AT849 is a X/Y stereo condenser boundary
microphone designed for surface-mounting.
The two wide-range, optimally-positioned
miniature condenser cardioid elements
provide natural stereo ambience ideally
suited for broadcast and live sound
reinforcement applications.
◆ Consistent, natural sound over a 220° arc.
◆ Fully mono compatible L+R polar pattern is

virtually free of lobes and comb effects.

MT830R

◆ Uniform polar response over an extended, smooth and peak-free frequency

Subminiature Omnidirectional Condenser Mic
The MT830R’s wide-range capability ensures clean, accurate
reproduction with high intelligibility for lecturers, singers, stage
and TV performers, as well as instruments. Runs on 9-52v
phantom power only.
◆ 25’ cable is provided between the mic and power module.
◆ Includes clothing clip and windscreen

AT831b/AT831R

response of 30Hz to 20kHz.
◆ Requires 9-52v DC phantom power per channel.
◆ 2-position switch selects flat or low-roll-off response.
◆ Rugged low-profile housing protected by two layers of perforated steel. The

heavy case and rubber non-slip bottom pad minimizes mechanical coupling
of surface vibrations to the microphone.
◆ Low-reflectance black finish.
◆ Includes a soft pouch and 25’ shielded cable with a five-pin TA5F input

connector and two XLR output connectors.

Cardioid Condenser Microphone
Cardioid versions of the AT803b, the miniature AT831b and
AT831R (phantom power only) are designed for hands-free
applications in sound reinforcement systems. Cardioid pattern
provides improved gain before feedback. Close-up voice pickup
is crisp and clean, yet full sounding. Suppression of background
noise is significantly better than that of full-size microphones.
Same features and accessories as the AT803b.

Broadcast & Production—for entertainment, commercial & industrial use
Audio-Technica’s versatile Broadcast & Production microphones set
standards for clear, intelligible audio production at major broadcast
studios and field production sites around the world. Models are targeted
for every film, TV and radio production need, from ENG and EFP to
soundstages, narration and more.

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 91
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BROADCAST & PRODUCTION MICS
AT898 Subminiature Cardioid Lavalier Mic
Designed to be worn as a lavalier or hidden in loose clothing, the discreet-design cardioid
AT898 offers maximum intelligibility, accurate voice reproduction and unobtrusive
appearance for use by lecturers, stage and television talent, and worship leaders. Its
switchable low-frequency roll-off reduces sensitivity to popping. Battery or phantom power.
◆ Maximum intelligibility and clean, accurate

◆ Switchable low-frequency roll-off reduces

reproduction for lecturers, stage and
television talent, and houses of worship

sensitivity to popping in close vocal use

◆ Low-profile design (a mere 5mm in

diameter) is ideal for applications requiring
minimum visibility

◆ 9.8’ cable attached to mic, TA3F connector at

power module
◆ Operates on battery or phantom power

◆ Accessories include power module, clothing

clip, viper clip, magnet clip and lanyard, two
windscreens, three single and two double
mic holders, battery and carrying case

AT898 Lavalier Mic (AUAT898)
With 9.8’ cable, TA3F connector at power module...............................227.50

AT898cT4 Lavalier Mic (AUAT898CT4): No power module. 55” cable
terminated with TA4F connector for Shure wireless systems ...........154.50

AT898c Lavalier Mic (AUAT898C)
Same as the AT898, less power module. Unterminated 55” cable ..139.95

AT898cT5 Lavalier Mic (AUAT898CT5): No power module.
55” cable terminated with TA5F connector for ATW-U101 body-pack
wireless system...................................................................................................154.50

AT898cL4 Lavalier Mic (AUAT898CL4)
Same as the AT898, less power module. 55” cable terminated with Lemo
connector for Sennheiser SK wireless systems.......................................193.50

AT898cW Lavalier Mic (AUAT898CW): No power module. 55” cable terminated with locking 4-pin connector for UniPak wireless systems...154.50

AT899
Subminiature Omnidirectional Lavalier Mic
Designed for high-quality, unobtrusive operation, the AT899 provides maximum
intelligibility and clean, accurate reproduction for vocalists, lecturers, stage and
television talent, and houses of worship. A mere 5mm in diameter, the AT899 is
ideal for applications requiring minimum visibility. The omni element is enclosed
in a rugged, low-profile housing to minimize handling and wind noise.
◆

Supplied accessory kit includes single and double mounts, clothing clip, viper clip, magnetic clip, two open-pore foam windscreens, and two metal
mesh element covers and a convenient carrying case.

AT899 Lavalier Mic (AUAT899)
With a permanently attached 9.8’ cable and a 3-pin TA3F connection to
the supplied AT8537 battery/phantom power module ......................199.95
AT899c Lavalier Mic
Same as the AT898, less power module. Unterminated 55” cable for
custom applications. Available in Black (AUAT899C) and beige “theater”
color (AUAT899CTH) ................................................................................................139.95
AT899cL4 Lavalier Mic
Same as the AT898, less power module. Unterminated 55” cable with
Lemo connector for Sennheiser SK wireless systems. Available in Black
(AUAT899CL4) and beige “theater” color (AUAT899CL4TH).............................193.50
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AT899cT4 Lavalier Mic (AUAT899CT4): No power module. Unterminated
55” cable with TA4F connector for Shure wireless systems................154.50
AT899cT5 Lavalier Mic (AUAT899CT5): Same as the AT898, less power
module. Unterminated 55” cable with TA5F connector for ATW-U101
body-pack wireless system. Black finish....................................................139.95
AT899cT5-TH Lavalier Mic (AUAT899CT5TH)
Same as AT899cT5 but in beige “theater” color......................................154.50
AT899cW Lavalier Mic: Same as the AT898, less power module.
Unterminated 55” cable with locking 4-pin connector for A-T UniPak
wireless systems. Available in Black (AUAT899CW) and beige “theater” color
(AUAT899CWTH) ........................................................................................................159.95
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BROADCAST & PRODUCTION MICS
AT892 MicroSet
Omnidirectional Condenser Headworn Mic
With a capsule diameter of just 2.5mm, the AT892 MicroSet provides the ultimate in
low-profile, high-performance audio. It offers an ergonomic under-ear design with
flexible, lightweight contoured loop hooks behind either ear for an ultra-secure,
comfortable fit with or without glasses. Delivers extremely intelligible audio. Ruggedly constructed for day-to-day use in
production, house-of-worship and theater settings.
AT892c MicroSet: With 55” unterminated cable for custom wiring
applications. Available in Black (AUAT892C), beige “theater” (AUAT892CTH)
and cocoa (AUAT892CCO) color.

AT892cT4 MicroSet: 55” terminated cable with TA4F connector for
Shure wireless systems. Available in Black (AUAT892CT4), beige “theater”
(AUAT892CT4TH) and cocoa (AUAT892CT4CO) color.

AT892cL4 MicroSet: 55” terminated cable for Sennheiser wireless
systems using Lemo connector. Available in Black (AUAT892CL4), beige
“theater” (AUAT892CL4TH) and cocoa (AUAT892CL4CO) color.

AT892cT5 MicroSet: 55” terminated cable with TA5F connector for
ATW-U101 and Lectrosonics wireless systems. Available in Black
(AUAT892CT5), beige “theater” (AUAT892CT5TH) and cocoa (AUAT892CT5CO) color.

AT892cLM3 MicroSet: 55” terminated cable for Sennheiser wireless
systems using a locking 3.5mm connector. Available in Black (AUAT892CLM3),
beige “theater” (AUAT892CLM3T) and cocoa (AUAT892CLM3C) color.

AT892cW MicroSet: 55” cable terminated with locking 4-pin connector
for A-T UniPak wireless systems. Available in Black (AUAT892CW), beige
“theater” (AUAT892CWTH) and cocoa (AUAT892CWCO) color.

AT804 Omnidirectional
Moving Coil Dynamic Mic

AT808G Subcardioid
Dynamic Console Mic

Designed for use in broadcasting
studios, high-quality sound
reinforcement, and other
demanding sound pickup
situations. Hardened-steel grille
and die-cast case make the mic
ideal for field applications where
rugged construction is essential.
The omnidirectional polar
patterns ability to pick up sound equally from all directions means that
with close-up miking, the mic won’t accentuate bass frequencies due to
proximity effect. The omnidirectional pattern is also ideal for distant
miking where the reproduction of ambient environments is desired.

Designed for use as a quality talk-back
microphone in entertainment, commercial and
industrial applications, the AT808G features a
versatile gooseneck design that allows for
unlimited positioning and dependable
performance. Its custom-tailored frequency
response ensures excellent intelligibility in
environments with excessive ambient noise.
The mic’s subcardioid polar pattern reduces
pickup of sounds from the sides and rear,
improving isolation of desired sound source.
◆ Protective windscreen and rugged

construction

◆ Rugged die-cast case with hardened steel grille stands up to field use

◆ Plugs directly into an XLRF-type surface or

◆ Internal shock mounting reduces handling and cable noise.

cable connector

◆ Includes a snap-in clamp and soft protective pouch

◆ Overall length of 16.2”

AT-892

AT-804

Condenser

Moving Coil Dynamic

Dynamic

Omnidirectional

Omnidirectional

Subcardioid

Frequency Response

20Hz - 20kHz

50Hz - 15kHz

200Hz - 5kHz

Power Requirements

Voltage Range: 2.5-11V

None

None

.32 x .11”

5.94 x 1.42”

16.2 x .98”

Transducer
Polar Pattern

Dimensions (Length x Diameter)

AT-808G

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 91
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Pro49Q

Installed-Sound Condenser Microphones
From ceilings to stage floors, from podiums to tabletops, ProPoint microphones
have your miking needs covered.
◆ Wide-range condenser elements with

need for external power modules
placement, long-life goosenecks

maximum rejection of unwanted sounds

◆ Low-profile boundary mics for minimum

◆ Flat, smooth frequency response, high-SPL

visibility

handling for voice, choir and orchestra

◆ Rugged design and construction for

◆ They operate on 9-52v DC phantom power

Frequency Response
Open Circuit Sensitivity
Impedance
Maximum SPL Input (1kHz at 1% T.H.D.)

Pro45

◆ Podium mics feature quiet, fixed-

◆ Uniform cardioid polar pattern for

Polar Pattern

Pro44

◆ Self-contained electronics eliminate the

low-mass diaphragms for superior
performance

Element

Pro47T

Pro42

reliable service

PRO 42

PRO 44

PRO 45

PRO 47T/TL

PRO 49Q/QL

Condenser

Condenser

Condenser

Condenser

Condenser

c

c

c

c

c

70 - 14k Hz

70 - 16k Hz

70 - 16k Hz

70 - 16k Hz

70 - 16k Hz

-38 dB (12.5 mV)

-25 dB (56.2 mV)

-37 dB (14.1 mV)

-37 dB (14.1 mV)

-37 dB (14.1 mV)

100 Ω

100 Ω

100 Ω

100 Ω

100 Ω

134 dB SPL

114 dB SPL

134 dB SPL

134 dB SPL

134 dB

Signal to Noise Ratio (1kHz @ 1 Pa)

65 dB

66 dB

66 dB

66 dB

66 dB

Dynamic Range (Typical) (1 kHz @ Max SPL)

105 dB

86 dB

106 dB

106 dB

106 dB

Phantom Power (2.0mA Typical)

9 - 52V

9 - 52V

9 - 52V

9 - 52V

9 - 52V

Price

88.95

96.95

79.95

114.95 / 122.95

96.95 / 98.95

Pro 42 / Pro 44 Cardioid Boundary Mics
The miniature Pro 42 and low-profile Pro 44 are wide-range condenser
microphones with a hemi-cardioid (half-space cardioid) polar pattern
designed for surface-mounted applications in high-quality sound
reinforcement and other demanding sound pickup situations.
◆ Miniature Pro 42 measures 1.44 x 2.14 x .61” (WDH) while the

low-profile Pro 44 measures 2.87 x 3.56 x .59” (WDH)
◆ The Pro 42 (permanently-attached) and Pro 44 (detachable) include

a 25’ cable with XLRM-type connector
◆ Mic elements are enclosed in a a rugged case and protected by

heavy perforated steel. The rubber non-slip bottom pad minimizes
mechanical coupling of surface vibrations to the microphone

Pro 47T / Pro 47TL
Cardioid Thread-Mount Gooseneck Mics
Designed for high-quality sound reinforcement and other
demanding sound pickup situations. Standing 12.4” (Pro 47T) and
15.7” (Pro 47TL) above the mounting surface, their small-diameter
alternating gooseneck design permits highly flexible positioning
while maintaining a smooth, well-contoured surface.
◆ 9.8’ permanently-attached cable with an XLRM-type connectors
◆ Mic element is enclosed in a rugged housing with a low-reflectance

black finish. A 5/8”-27 threaded flange allows the mic to mate
with the threads of a standard microphone desk or floor stand.
A 5/8” -27 threaded stud is also provided so it can be secured to a
permanent mounting surface.

Pro 45 / Pro 45W Cardioid Hanging Mics
The Pro 45 is furnished with a vinyl-coated steel hanger that allows it to
be positioned inconspicuously over a choir, orchestra, stage, etc., for
low-profile situations.
◆ Has a 25´ permanently- attached cable with XLRM-type connector
◆ Enclosed in a rugged housing with a low-reflectance black finish.

Also available with a white-finished (Pro 45W) mic housing, cable and
steel hanger for the times you need the mic hung against a light
background

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO
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Pro 49Q / Pro 49QL
Cardioid Quick-Mount Gooseneck Mics
With an overall length of 13.07” (Pro 49Q) and 16.46” (Pro 49QL), their
small-diameter alternating goose-neck design permits highly flexible
positioning while maintaining a smooth, well-contoured appearance.
◆ XLRM-type connector insert at their base allows them to be

plugged directly into an XLRF-type jack or cable connector
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Pro 8HEx Headworn Hypercardioid Dynamic Microphone
The PRO 8HEx is a lightweight, headworn dynamic mic ideal for aerobics instructors and for anyone who
needs a professional-quality mic with hands-free operation. Featuring a Hi-ENERGY Neodymium magnet
with almi-chromate coating, the motor structure ensures excellent transient and frequency response, reduces
distortion, and provides a high output level not normally achieved by other headworn dynamic microphones.
The result is crisp, clean vocal pickup.
◆ Combination of hypercardioid polar pattern and

headworn design provides background noise
suppression that is significantly improved over
that of full-size, stand-mounted cardioid mics.

◆ Features include a mic capsule moisture barrier, a

durable cable assembly, and a covered stainless
steel headband which can be flexed to adjust for a
comfortable fit around the back of any head.

◆ Includes a permanently attached 7.2’ cable with XLR-M connector, two wind screens (large and small) and

a clothing clip.

Pro 70 Cardioid Condenser Lavalier Microphone
This miniature condenser microphone achieves full-sounding pickup and is known for outstanding
consistency and dependable performance. Supplied with a clothing clip, it provides natural and
articulate vocal reproduction when used as a clip-on lavalier. The Pro 70 is designed to make
speech clearly and comfortably audible, yet never draw attention to itself or its operation. The
versatile Pro 70 can be powered by battery or phantom power. Its cardioid polar pattern reduces
pickup of sounds from the sides and rear, improving isolation of the desired sound source.
Low-frequency roll-off switch allows for reduced pickup of room noise.
◆ Miniature condenser microphone ideal for

vocal applications

◆ Corrosion-resistant contacts from gold-plated

XLRM-type connector

◆ 6’ cable is permanently attached between the microphone and the power module.

Pro 31/41/61 Cardioid and
Hypercardioid Dynamic Handheld Mics
These affordable cardioid dynamic microphones are designed for close-up vocal performance. The
PRO 31 offers a broad frequency response and low handling noise in a tough, durable design. It sets
the price/performance standard for intelligibility, transparent sound quality and noise suppression.
The PRO 41 cardioid dynamic step-up is built to survive the realities of day-to-day use and still produce
clear, full-range vocal reproduction every time. Its superior internal shock mounting reduces handling noise. With its extended frequency response,
the PRO 61 provides optimal clarity and smooth, natural sonic characteristics. Its hypercardioid polar pattern improves isolation of the sound source.
They Feature:
◆ Cardioid polar pattern reduces pickup of sounds from the sides and
rear, improving isolation of desired sound source
◆ Hi-ENERGY neodymium magnet for high output and articulate vocal
reproduction
◆ Two-stage ball-type headcase for superior “pop” protection
◆ MagnaLock on/off switch
◆ Corrosion-resistant contacts from gold-plated XLRM-type connector

PRO 41 Step-up Features:
◆ Superior internal shock mounting reduces handling noise

PRO 61 Step-up Features:
◆ Extended frequency response provides optimal clarity and smooth,

natural sonic characteristics
◆ Hypercardioid polar pattern improves isolation of desired sound

source

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 91
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Cardioid and Line Cardioid
Hanging Condenser Microphones
Audio-Technica’s wide-range of miniature cardioid condenser hanging microphones
are designed for use in high-quality sound reinforcement, television, and other
demanding sound pickup applications. They are ideal for speech, theater, orchestra
and choir sound reinforcement. With robust construction, unobtrusive appearance,
and unsurpassed immunity to radio frequency interference, these hanging mics offer
sophisticated and versatile sound-reinforcement solutions.
Equipped with A-T’s new UniGuard technology, thy offer unsurpassed immunity from
radio frequency interference. All feature an 80Hz low-cut UniSteep filter that reduces
pickup of low-frequency ambient noise, while preserving a full sound.
Interchangeable condenser elements (cardioid, hypercardioid, omnidirectional and UniLine line cardioid) offer superior
on- and off-axis response, resulting in truly exceptional sonic quality and an angle of acceptance from 90° to 360°. They
are furnished with a vinyl-coated steel hanger that allows them to be positioned inconspicuously for very low-profile
situations and they all include a windscreen, power module, and a permanently attached 25’ cable. Elements are enclosed
in either a low-reflectance black or a white-finished housing, cable and steel hanger.
U853A Cardioid Condenser
Operates on battery or phantom power.
Available in Black (AUU853A) or White (AUU853AW)
finish....................................................................218.50

U853A
Frequency Response

U853R

U853PM

30Hz - 20kHz

30Hz - 20kHz

30Hz - 20kHz

80 Hz, 18dB/octave

80 Hz, 18dB/octave

80 Hz, 18dB/octave

Phantom: 200 ohms
Battery: 270 ohms

250 ohms

200 ohms

128dB SPL

Phantom: 133dB
Battery: 123dB

128dB SPL

Dynamic Range (Typical)
1 kHz at Max SPL

Phantom: 109 ohms
Battery: 99 ohms

115 dB

102 dB

Signal-To-Noise Ratio

Low Frequency Roll-Off
Open Circuit Sensitivity

U853AU UniLine Condenser
Operates on battery or phantom power; and
features a narrow 90º acceptance angle.
Available in Black (AUU853AU) or White
(AUU853AUW) finish ...........................................239.95

U853R Cardioid Condenser
Operates on 11v to 52v phantom power only.
Available in Black (AUU853R) or White (AUU853RW)
finish....................................................................184.50

Impedance
Maximum Input Sound Level
(1kHz at 1% T.H.D.)

70 dB, 1 kHz at 1 Pa

70 dB, 1 kHz at 1 Pa

68 dB, 1 kHz at 1 Pa

Mic Module Dimensions

.34 x .48” (L x D)

1.34 x .48” (L x D)

1.34 x .48” (L x D)

Power Module Dimensions

2.48 x .87” (L x D)

3.66 x .74” (L x D)

4.55 x 1.42” (L x D)

U853RU UniLine Condenser
Operates on phantom power only; narrow 90º
acceptance angle. Available in Black (AUU853RU)
or White (AUU853RWU) finish .........................202.95

U853PM Cardioid Condenser
Operates on phantom power only; wall/ceiling
plate power module. Available in Black
(AUU853PM) or White (AUU853PMW) finish ...184.50

U853PMU UniLine Condenser
Operates on phantom power only; wall/ceiling
plate power module; narrow 90º acceptance
angle Available in Black (AUU853PMU) or White
(AUU853PMUW) finish ........................................202.95
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R E P L AC E M E N T E L E M E N T S
Add versatility to your UniPoint microphones. Different pickup patterns are available with the
same high-quality UniPoint design, via interchangeable elements. These elements are screw-on
replacements for all AT851, AT853, AT857, AT871 and AT873R models.

Cardioid Element (AUAT853CELE)

Omnidirectional Element (AUAT853OELE)

Supplied with AT851, AT853, AT857 and AT871.
120° frontal pickup pattern .........................54.95

Allows operation in all directions with a 360°
pickup pattern .............................................54.95

Hypercardioid Element (AUAT853HELE)

Subcardioid Element (AUAT853SCELE)

Supplied with AT873R. Increases directionality
to 100° to provide better gain-before-feedback
and reduction of background noise ........54.95

This optional subcardioid element allows a
wider 170° frontal working area than a
standard cardioid........................................54.95

www.bhphotovideo.com
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UNIPOINT SERIES
Gooseneck Condenser Microphones
UniPoint adjustable gooseneck mic s are the flexible choice for boardroom,
school, government, house of worship and other installed applications
worldwide. These distinctive, durable mics feature an improved small-diameter
gooseneck with virtually no “memory”. The ultra-flexible, robust design permits
easy adjustment into desired shape while resisting inadvertent repositioning:
When you move the gooseneck, it stays put.
Equipped with A-T’s innovative UniGuard technology, they all deliver unsurpassed
immunity from radio frequency interference. And all feature an 80 Hz UniSteep
filter that reduces pickup of unwanted low-frequency ambient noise.
Interchangeable elements (cardioid, hypercardioid, omnidirectional and UniLine
line cardioid) offer an angle of acceptance from 90° through 360° and superior
on- and off-axis response for exceptional sonic quality. A two-stage foam
windscreen yields outstanding resistance to P-pops and other breath blasts.

U857RL
U857R

U857AL

U857Q

U857AL

U857QU/U857QLU

U857R/U857RL

Cardioid Condenser Adapter-Mount

UniLine Condenser Quick-Mount

Cardioid Condenser Adapter-Mount

◆ Direct mounts to any 5/8”-27 stand, or to

◆ UniLine polar pattern provides narrow 90°

included threaded mounting flange.

◆ Direct mounts to any 5/8”-27 stand, or to

acceptance angle

◆ Operates on a single AA battery for up to

1200 hours or 11-52V DC phantom power.
U857AL (AUU857AL) .......................................247.50

included threaded mounting flange.

◆ Phantom-powered, self-contained

electronics. There is no need for an external
power module

◆ Operates on phantom power only.

U857R (AUU857R): 12.01” length .................209.50
U857RL (AUU857RL): 16.7” length ...............209.50

◆ Quick-mount design with 3-pin XLR-M

U857AU
UniLine Condenser Adapter-Mount
◆ UniLine polar pattern provides narrow 90°

acceptance angle.

connector insert at the base allowing it to
be instantly installed and removed. Plugs
directly into any XLRF-type surface or cable
connector.
◆ Supplied shock mount attenuates noise,

◆ Direct mounts to any 5/8”-27 stand, or to

shock and vibration transmitted through
the mounting surface.

included threaded mounting flange.
◆ Operates on a single AA battery for up to

1200 hours or 11-52V DC phantom power.

U857AU (AUU857AU) ......................................266.50

U857Q/U857QL
Cardioid Condenser Quick-Mount
◆ Phantom-powered, self-contained electronics

U857QU (AUU857QU): 19.2” length .............219.95
U857QLU (AUU857QLU): 23.7” length........223.50

Frequency Response
Low Frequency Roll-Off
1

Open Circuit Sensitivity

— no need for an external power module.
◆ Quick-mount design with 3-pin XLRM-type

connector insert at base plugs into any XLRFtype surface or cable connector.
◆ Supplied shock mount attenuates noise,

shock and vibration transmitted through the
mounting surface.

U857Q (AUU857Q): 14.4” length ..................199.95
U857QL (AUU857QL) 18.9” length ...............199.95

Impedance
Max. Input Sound Level

2

Dynamic Range (Typical)3
Signal-To-Noise Ratio

◆ Narrow 90° acceptance angle.
◆ Direct mounts to any 5/8”-27 stand, or to

included threaded mounting flange.
◆ Operates on phantom power only.

U857RU (AUU857RU): 16.8” length .............232.50
U857RLU (AUU857RLU): 21.4” length .........232.50

U857A

U857Q

U857R

30Hz - 20kHz

30Hz - 20kHz

30Hz - 20kHz

80 Hz, 18dB/octave

80 Hz, 18dB/octave

80 Hz, 18dB/octave

Phantom:–42dB (7.9mV)
Battery: –43dB (7.0mV)

–39dB (11.2mV)

–39dB (11.2mV)

200 ohms / 270 ohms*

250 ohms

250 ohms

133dB / 123dB*

139dB SPL

139dB SPL

109dB / 99dB*

115 dB

115 dB

70 dB, 1 kHz at 1 Pa

70 dB, 1 kHz at 1 Pa

70 dB, 1 kHz at 1 Pa

0.48” / 0.74”

0.48” / 0.74”

Head / Base Diameter
1. re 1V at 1 Pa

U857RU/U857RLU
UniLine Condenser Adapter-Mount

2. 1kHz at 1% T.H.D.

0.48” /
3. 1 kHz at Max SPL

*Phantom / Battery

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 91
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UNIPOINT SERIES
Boundary Condenser Microphones
Offering outstanding sound for surface-mount applications, Audio-Technica’s boundary microphones are ideal for
high-quality sound reinforcement and conferencing application. Their small size makes them ideal in situations where
minimum visibility is required. Features include a PivotPoint rotating output connector, UniSteep filter and UniGuard
RFI-shielding technology. Available in omnidirectional (half space) or hemi-cardioid (half-space cardioid) polar patterns,
the microphones are enclosed in a rugged die-cast case and protected by two layers of perforated steel. The combination
of heavy die-cast case and rubber non-slip bottom pad minimizes mechanical coupling of surface vibrations to the
microphone. With superior off-axis rejection and maximum gain-before-feedback, these professional mics set audioquality standards in challenging acoustic environments.

T H E Y A L L F E AT U R E
◆ Designed for surface-mount applications such as high-quality sound

◆

Superior off-axis rejection for maximum gain before feedback.

reinforcement, professional recording, television, conferencing and
other demanding sound pickup situations.

◆ UniSteep filter (except the U841A) provides a steep low-frequency

◆ PivotPoint rotating output connector allows cable to exit from either

◆ Small-diameter UniPoint capsule near boundary eliminates phase

attenuation to improve sound pickup without affecting voice quality.

the rear or the bottom of the microphone.
◆ UniGuard RFI-shielding technology offers outstanding rejection of

distortion and delivers clear, high-output performance.
◆ Heavy die-cast case and non-slip silicon foam bottom pads minimize

coupling of surface vibration to the microphone.

radio frequency interference (RFI).

U841A Omnidirectional (Half Space) Condenser Boundary Mic
Low-profile design with low-reflectance black finish for minimum visibility, the U841A features an omnidirectional polar pattern
to offer a 360° pickup angle. Operates on a AA battery (up to 1200 hrs) or 11-52v phantom power. Built-in 3-position switch on
the AT8531 power module allows selection of off, on/flat response or on/low-roll-off. 25’ cable with TA3F-type connectors for
use between the microphone and the AT8531 power module is provided.

U841A Black finish (AUU841A) ........................................................................................................................................................................................229.95

U891R Cardioid Condenser Mic

U851A Cardioid Condenser Mic
◆

Low-profile design with low-reflectance black
finish for minimum visibility. Operates on a
single AA battery battery (up to 1200 hrs) or
11-52v DC phantom power.

◆ Phantom-powered (11-52v DC) U891R features

a programmable three mode touch-sensitive
on/off switch: touch-on/touch-off, touch-totalk (momentary on) and touch-to-mute
(momentary off )

◆ Built-in 3-position switch on the power

module allows selection of off, on/flat
response or on/low-roll-off.

◆ Red LED indicates when the mic is “on.”
◆ 2-position switch permits choice of flat response or low-frequency

roll-off to help control undesired ambient noise

◆ 25’ cable with TA3F-type connectors for use between the microphone

and the AT8531 power module is provided.

U851A Black finish (AUU851A) ........................................................................219.95

◆ A 25’ shielded cable with TA3F and XLRM-type connectors is provided

for use between the microphone and electronics inputs
U891R Black finish (AUU891R), U891RW (AUU891RW) ...............................228.50

U851R Cardioid Condenser Mic
◆ Phantom-powered (11-52v) U851R is equipped with self-contained

electronics, eliminating the need for an external power module.
◆ Recessed switch in the power module permits choice of flat response

or low-frequency roll-off to help control undesired ambient noise
◆ Includes 25’ miniature cable with a TA3F plug for connecting to the

microphone

U851R Black finish (AUU851R), U851RW White (AUU851RW) .................192.50

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO
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U891RC Cardioid Condenser Mic
◆

Same as above, except the ultra-smart U891RC is equipped with local
or remote switching options. For flexible control in conference and
boardroom installations, the unit’s external contact closure ability
allows a user to trigger an external device—a camera, for instance—
from a switch on the microphone. External LED control allows for
accurate depiction of the live status of the microphone.

U891RC Black finish (AUU891RC) ....................................................................239.95
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ADX SERIES
Contractor Microphones
Designed for professional sound contracting, installation, and live sound reinforcement applications, the ADX series
consists of pre-polarized, low impedance condenser microphones that operate on 9-52v phantom power. In cases where
phantom power is not readily available, Audix offers a phantom battery pack (PS-911) which operates on a single AA
battery. In the case of the podium microphones, there is an optional table-mount stand (ATS-10) with heavy-duty on-off
switch and LED indicator making them excellent choices for teleconferencing. The series includes the micro-sized ADX10
lavalier mic, ADX212 and 218 podium mics, the ADX40 hanging choir mic, and the ADX60 boundary microphone.

ADX10 Miniature Cardioid
Condenser Lavalier Mic (AUADX10)

ADX212 Gooseneck
Podium Microphones

The ADX10 is a mini-size cardioid lavalier with
a smooth frequency response (50Hz-18kHz)
ADX10 shown
and studio quality sound. It includes a
on an optional
tie clip
phantom power adapter (APS-910) and a
6’ cable which terminates to a miniature
3-pin Switchcraft XLR connector (TA3F) ........................................................129.00

The ADX212 (cardioid) and
ADX212HC (hypercardioid) are
miniature pre-polarized
condenser microphones
designed for professional speech
and vocal applications in live
sound and broadcast. Most
commonly used for pulpits,
podiums, board meetings, and
teleconferencing, they have a
12” shaft with flex gooseneck
near the base and a cardioid
or hypercardioid element.

ADX60 Low-Profile Cardioid
Boundary Microphone (AUADX60)
A pre-polarized cardioid condenser mic that can
handle a wide variety of recording and live
sound applications as well as permanent
installations. Ideal for podium, room ambience,
theater, plays, choirs, and teleconferencing.
Includes the APS-910 phantom power adapter ................................................Call

ADX40 Overhead
Condenser Microphone

ADX212 Cardioid Microphone (AUADX212) ..........................................Call
ADX212HC Hypercardioid Microphone (AUADX212HC) ..................Call

ADX218 Gooseneck Podium Microphones

A miniature, pre-polarized condenser mic that is
designed to hang from an overhead position for
applications in professional live sound, music and
broadcast. With a smooth uniform response over
a frequency range of 20Hz to 20kHz, the ADX40
provides a warm, rich sound not typical of mics
this size. Machined from solid brass and available
in non-reflective black or white. It includes a
phantom power adapter (APS-910) and an
attached 30’ cable terminating to a miniature
3-pin Switchcraft XLR connector (TA3F).

ADX40 Overhead Condenser Microphone (AUADX40)
Cardioid pattern. Non-reflective black color ......................................................Call
ADX40W Overhead Condenser Microphone (AUADX40W)
Cardioid pattern. Non-reflective white color......................................................Call
ADX40HC Overhead Condenser Microphone (AUADX40HC)
Hypercardioid pattern. Non-reflective black color...........................................Call
ADX40WHC Overhead Condenser Microphone (AUADX40WHC)
Hypercardioid pattern. Non-reflective black color...........................................Call

The ADX218 (cardioid) and ADX218HC (hypercardioid) are the same
as the ADX212 mics, except they come with an 18” gooseneck.

ADX218 Cardioid Microphone (AUADX218) ..........................................Call
ADX218HC Hypercardioid Microphone (AUADX218HC) ..................Call

Table Stand (AUATS10)
The ATS10 heavy-duty table stand
provides the ultimate in flexibility and
portability. Since the electronics for the
ADX212/218 are built right into the
base of the mic, all that is needed is to
plug the mic directly into the table
stand connector on the top of the base. The mic cable will be
plugged into the back of the base and connected to a low
impedance mic level input on the mixer or recording device. It has
a 2-position on/off switch and LED indicator for mic on. Phantom
power is required to operate .......................................................................Call

Rubber Shockmount (AUSMT1218R)
The optional SMT-1218R rubber shockmount is used when further
shockmount or isolation is required for the ADX212/218 ..............25.00
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SHM SERIES

SHM 201 AS

SHM 203F

SHM 205 G

SHM 205 AS

Miniature Condenser
Gooseneck Microphones
Beyerdynamic’s SHM 200 series are high output, miniature condenser gooseneck
microphones with extraordinary sensitivity. Their cardioid polar pattern reduces
undesirable off-axis sound while providing outstanding gain before feedback.
They are ideal for speech applications such as meetings, teleconferencing,
speaker’s desks, control and mixing consoles, conference halls, sport arenas—
anywhere maximum speech intelligibility, high gain before feedback and
unobtrusive design are required.
They have a sophisticated, modern design that allows the microphones to
blend into each architectural environment perfectly. The mics are mounted on
an 8mm thick gooseneck and are powered with any 11-52v phantom power
source. For connection the microphones are fitted with a XLR-plug, XLR-socket,
Nexusplug or 5/8” thread. Some with XLR-plug or socket are available with an
on/off switch. Optional anti-vibration base plates complete the product range.
Available in black in different lengths with or without illuminated ring.

SHM 201 A (BESHM201A)

SHM 205A (BESHM205A)

SHM 213 A (BESHM213A)

4” Condenser with XLR male .....................194.95

20” Condenser with XLR male...................198.50

SHM 201 AS (BESHM201AS)

SHM 205AS (BESHM205AS)

12” Condenser with 5-pin XLR male and
illuminated power indicator ring.............222.50

4” Condenser with XLR male and On/Off
switch .................................................................199.95

20” Condenser with XLR male and On/Off
switch .................................................................238.50

SHM 201 AZ (BESHM201AZ)

SHM 205G (BESHM205G)

4” Condenser with XLR male and shock-mount
fixture .................................................................209.95

20” Condenser, 5/8” female thread, with
pre-amplifier ..................................................238.50

SHM 214 A (BESHM214A)
16” Condenser with 5-pin XLR male and
illuminated power indicator ring.............229.95

SHM 215 A (BESHM215A)
Same as above except 20” long................238.50

SHM 201 ASZ (BESHM201ASZ)
4” Condenser with XLR male, On/Off switch
and shock-mount fixture ............................218.95

SHM 203A (BESHM203A)
12” Condenser with XLR male ...................182.95

SHM 203AS (BESHM203AS)
12” Condenser with XLR male and On/Off
switch .................................................................198.50

SHM 203F (BESHM203F)
12” Condenser with XLR-F...........................182.95

SHM 203G (BESHM203G)
12” Condenser, 5/8” female thread, with
pre-amplifier....................................................222.50

SHM 204A (BESHM204A)
16” Condenser with XLR male ...................189.95

SHM 204 AS (BESHM204AS)
16” Condenser with XLR male and
On/Off switch ..................................................198.50

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO

SHM 22 PF
3” Desk or Ceiling Mounted Condenser
Gooseneck Microphone
Designed for conference table or ceiling mounting, the unobtrusively
designed SHM 22 PF is a flexible gooseneck microphone ideal for
corporate conferences, distance learning, and tele/video conferencing.
It has a low profile that is preferable to longer goosenecks for
aesthetic reasons, while solving the problems created by boundary
microphones in situations where a boundary mic may be accidentally
covered. Designed for high-quality speech reproduction, it has a
cardioid polar pattern to provide high gain-before-feedback, and a
flat, wide range frequency response. Has an in-line preamplifier with
male standard XLR output.

SHM 22 PF (BESHM22PF): 3” flexible gooseneck terminating in a 3-pin Switchcraft TQG
female connector allowing for flush mounting to a table surface ....................................262.50

www.bhphotovideo.com
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ISOMAX SERIES
ISOMAX 4
Podium Microphones
ISOMAX 4 podium microphones deliver outstanding performance on a lectern, pulpit,
board table or witness stand. It features Active Vibration Isolation—so no shock mounts are
needed! It is available in three lengths, two colors, three polar patterns and a choice of the
location of the flexible sections. It includes a windscreen and a storage tube.
RIGID MICROPHONE

FLEXIBLE ON BOTTOM

FLEXIBLE ON TOP

HYPERCARDIOID

HYPERCARDIOID

HYPERCARDIOID

FLEXIBLE ON BOTH ENDS
HYPERCARDIOID

Black: 12” (COI4H12RB), 18” (COI4H18RB)
and 24” (COI4H24RB) .....................316.95

Black: 12” (COI4H12BB), 18” (COI4H18BB)
and 24” (COI4H24BB) .....................316.95

Black: 12” (COI4H12TB), 18” (COI4H18TB)
and 24” (COI4H24TB) .....................316.95

Black: 12” (COI4H12EB), 18” (COI4H18EB)
and 24” (COI4H24EB) .....................316.95

White: 12” (COI4H12RW),18” (COI4H18RW)
and 24” (COI4H24RW) ...................335.95

White: 12” (COI4H12BW),18” (COI4H18BW)
and 24” (COI4H24BW) ...................335.95

White: 12” (COI4H12TW),18” (COI4H18TW)
and 24” (COI4H24TW) ...................335.95

White: 12” (COI4H12EW),18” (COI4H18EW)
and 24” (COI4H24EW) ...................335.95

CARDIOID

CARDIOID

CARDIOID

CARDIOID

Black: 12” (COI4C12RB),18” (COI4C18RB)
and 24” (COI4C24RB) .....................316.95

Black: 12” (COI4C12BB),18” (COI4C18BB)
and 24” (COI4C24BB) .....................316.95

Black: 12” (COI4C12TB),18” (COI4C18TB)
and 24” (COI4C24TB)......................316.95

Black: 12” (COI4C12EB),18” (COI4C18EB)
and 24” (COI4C24EB)......................316.95

White: 12” (COI4C12RW),18” (COI4C18RW)
and 24” (COI4C24RW) ...................335.95

White: 12” (COI4C12BW),18” (COI4C18BW)
and 24” (COI4C24BW) ...................335.95

White: 12” (COI4C12TW),18” (COI4C18TW)
and 24” (COI4C24TW) ...................335.95

White: 12” (COI4C12EW),18” (COI4C18EW)
and 24” (COI4C24EW)....................335.95

OMNIDIRECTIONAL

OMNIDIRECTIONAL

OMNIDIRECTIONAL

OMNIDIRECTIONAL

Black: 12” (COI4O12RB),18” (COI4O18RB)
and 24” (COI4O24RB) .....................316.95

Black: 12” (COI4O12BB),18” (COI4O18BB)
and 24” (COI4O24BB) .....................316.95

Black: 12” (COI4O12TB),18” (COI4O18TB)
and 24” (COI4O24TB) .....................316.95

Black: 12” (COI4O12EB),18” (COI4O18EB)
and 24” (COI4O24EB) .....................316.95

White: 12” (COI4O12RW),18” (COI4O18RW)
and 24” (COI4O24RW) ...................335.95

White: 12” (COI4O12BW),18” (COI4O18BW)
and 24” (COI4O24BW) ...................335.95

White: 12” (COI4O12TW),18” (COI4O18TW)
and 24” (COI4O24TW) ...................335.95

White: 12” (COI4O12EW),18” (COI4O18EW)
and 24” (COI4O24EW) ...................335.95

ISOMAX 2 Choir Microphones
Designed for hanging over the choir, stage or audience, Countryman’s high-quality ISOMAX 2
choir microphones are so small you don’t notice them. They feature unusually uniform pickup
over an entire production, and use special cables that won’t twist with temperature changes.
Precision directional patterns are uniform with frequency. Available in two colors and three polar
patterns, it is supplied with windscreen, stiffener for hanging and phantom-powered preamplifier.
ISOMAX 2 Hypercardioid
Available in Black (COCMHCB) and
White (COCMHCW) ..........................212.50

ISOMAX 2 Cardioid
Available in Black (COCMCB) and White
(COCMCW) ..........................................212.50

ISOMAX 2 Omnidirectional
Available in Black (COCMOB) and White
(COCMOW) .........................................212.50

ISOMAX DBM Boundary Microphones
Use as a floor mic or podium or table mic, the ISOMAX DBM provides better reach with more
uniform gain over a larger area of stage. More gain before feedback with less audience feedback.
Includes cable reel, adjustable stage mounting plate and phantom-powered preamplifier.
ISOMAX DBM Stage Microphone with a Pre-Amplifier (COSM).............................................................................................219.95
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B3
Broadway Series Lavalier Microphone
The B3 is a very small, round, omnidirectional electret microphone specially-equipped
to withstand moisture and makeup when placed in the hair or on the body. It will even
survive an overnight bath in your favorite cola beverage. Extremely small, the B3 looks
great when you want to see it, hides easily when you don’t. Hide it
in hair of actors, news anchors and lecturers. Ideal for use in
churches, schools and general lavalier applications, the B3 features
up to 150dB SPL on 48v phantom power, has field-selectable
high-frequency response, and with Kevlar reinforced cable and an ultra thin diaphragm, sets a new
standard for low handling noise. Available in five colors (Black, White, Light Beige, Cocoa, Gray).
◆ Excellent choice for hair miking in theater
work. Features include moisture resistance,
small size, and flat frequency response.

◆ The protective cap on the B3 is easily
removed for cleaning or replacement when
clogged with makeup.

◆ Includes tie clip, wind screen, belt clip for
connector and two high-frequency response
control protective caps.

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES FOR THE B3 AND B6:
Single Tie Clip (COB[ ]STCB[ ]).......................9.95
Double Tie Clip (COB[ ]DTC[ ]) ...................16.50

Magnetic Clip (COB[ ]MAC[ ]) .....................12.95
Viper Clip (COB[ ]VC[ ]) ...................................9.95

Windscreen (COB[ ]WS[ ]) ..............................5.95
Protective Cap (COB[ ]PC[ ])..........................7.50

B6 Incredibly Tiny Lavalier Microphone
Only one tenth of an inch (2.5mm) in diameter, the B6 is smaller than the cable of
other lavalier microphones, yet out performs microphones many times it’s size. The
B6 is effectively hidden when it’s in plain sight. For example choose a protective cap
near the color of a shirt and poke the B6 out through a button hole. Tape the cable to
the back of the shirt to secure it and your done. Say goodbye to the hassle and
degraded sound quality you get burying mics under clothing! Hide it in hair or glue
on the faces of actors, news anchors and lecturers. It is designed to survive.
Highly resistant to moisture, makeup and other hazards found in a production
environment, the B6 will even survive an overnight soak in your favorite cola
beverage. The outer screen in the B6’s replaceable cap stops makeup and sweat
before it enters the mike element. If it clogs, simply remove the cap for cleaning or replacement. The B6 includes a tie clip,
wind screen, belt clip for connector and a set of three high frequency protective caps so you can match your application.

B3
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EMW
Square Omnidirectional
Lavalier Microphone
The Countryman EMW is a multi-purpose lavalier microphone designed for churches,
schools, interviews, news etc. It features an
omni-directional polar pattern, yielding an
even frequency and signal response at the
direct and indirect sections of the microphone.
It features a wide 20Hz to 20kHz frequency
response, and is also available in flat
(instrument miking, shelved (normal lavalier
use) and peaked (for use behind clothing)
frequency response curves. It is highly water resistant and is available in five colors
(Black, White, Light Beige, Cocoa, Gray). It includes a viper grip clip, a tie clip, a
wind screen and a soft case.

MICROPHONES FOR WIRELESS
Manufacturer
AKG

Audio-Technica

Mic System

Connector Type

B3 Omni Lav Mic

B6 Omni Lav Mic

EMW

PT40, 60, 61, 80, 8, 2000, 4000

Switchcraft TA3F

B3W[ ]FF05[ ]AK

B6W[ ]FF05[ ]AK

MEMW[ ]05[ ]AK

PT51, 300, 900

B-LOC (3.5mm)

B3W[ ]FF05[ ]AG

B6W[ ]FF05[ ]AG

MEMW[ ]05[ ]AG

T27, 31, 51, 210 ,310, 3000

Hirose 4-pin

B3W[ ]FF05[ ]AP

B6W[ ]FF05[ ]AP

MEMW[ ]05[ ]AT

T35, 75, 211, 601, 1000

Hirose 4-pin

B3W[ ]FF05[ ]AW

B6W[ ]FF05[ ]AW

MEMW[ ]05[ ]AN

Azden

41BT (UHF)

Hirose 4-pin

B3W[ ]FF05[ ]ZU

B6W[ ]FF05[ ]ZU

MEMW[ ]05[ ]ZU

Beyer

TS170, 170p, 190

Lemo “S” 4pin

B3W[ ]FF05[ ]BS

B6W[ ]FF05[ ]BS

MEMW[ ]05[ ]BS

Lectrosonics

M170, 175

Switchcraft 851

B3W[ ]FF05[ ]L2

B6W[ ]FF05[ ]L2

MEMW[ ]05[ ]L2

U100, 190, 195, 200, 300, M185

Switchcraft TA5F

B3W[ ]FF05[ ]LS

B6W[ ]FF05[ ]LS

MEMW[ ]05[ ]LS

M187, UM190, 195, 200, 250, 300

Switchcraft TA5F

B3W[ ]FF05[ ]LX

B6W[ ]FF05[ ]LX

MEMW[ ]05[ ]LS

Nady

Samson

Sennheiser

Lemo 4-pin

B3W4FF05[ ]NL

B6W4FF05[ ]NL

MEMWF05[ ]NL

Switchcraft TA3F

B3W4FF05[ ]NS

B6W4FF05[ ]NS

MEMWF05[ ]NS

UT5, TX3 (Black)

Hirose 6-pin

B3W[ ]FF05[ ]SA (X)

B6W[ ]FF05[ ]SA (X)

MEMW[ ]05[ ]SX

CT3, VT2L

Switchcraft TA3F

B3W[ ]FF05[ ]SV

B6W[ ]FF05[ ]SV

MEMW[ ]05[ ]SV

SK2012

Microdot

B3W[ ]FF05[ ]SE

B6W[ ]FF05[ ]SE

MEMW[ ]05[ ]SE

SK-50, SK250

Lemo 3-pin

B3W[ ]FF05[ ]S3

B6W[ ]FF05[ ]S3

MEMW[ ]05[ ]S3

BF1083

Lemo 1-pin

B3W[ ]FF05[ ]S1

B6W[ ]FF05[ ]S1

MEMW[ ]05[ ]S1

SK 1093 digital

3.5mm locking plug

B3W[ ]FF05[ ]SD

B6W[ ]FF05[ ]SD

MEMW[ ]05[ ]SD

Evolution Series EW100, 300, 500

3.5mm locking plug

B3W[ ]FF05[ ]SR

B6W[ ]FF05[ ]SR

MEMW[ ]05[ ]SR

Shure

L-1, L-11, LX1, SC1, U1, T1

Switchcraft TA4F

B3W[ ]FF05[ ]SL

B6W[ ]FF05[ ]SL

MEMW[ ]05[ ]SL

U1L

Lemo 4-pin

B3W[ ]FF05[ ]SU

B6W[ ]FF05[ ]SU

MEMW[ ]05[ ]SU

Sony

WRT-28, 420, 820

Twist-lock type 4-pin

EB3W[ ]FF05[ ]SO

B6W[ ]FF05[ ]SO

MEMW[ ]05[ ]SO

WRT822, WRT8B

Twist lock type 4 pin

B3W[ ]FF05[ ]SY

B6W[ ]FF05[ ]SY

MEMW[ ]05[ ]SY

WRT-805, URX-B1

3.5mm locking plug

B3W[ ]FF05[ ]SN

B6W[ ]FF05[ ]SN

MEMW[ ]05[ ]SN

If your wireless system is not listed here, give us a call or check our website for additional models (many more are available). When ordering, please specify desired color and microphone sensitivity.
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E6i EARSET
Ultra Light Headset Microphones
The E6i EarSet microphone is a world-class vocal mic so unobtrusive it’s barely seen as it
delivers high quality voice pickup, while rejecting surrounding noise and feedback.
Ideal for clergy, performers, trade show presenters, auctioneers, teachers and lecturers,
and ultra-miniature electret condenser element is held close to the mouth by a thin boom
and comfortable earclip. The entire assembly weighs less 0.2 oz. and virtually disappears
against the skin, so performers forget they’re even wearing a mic. The omnidirectional
element is nearly immune to wind and breath pops, even when used without a windscreen, while the boom keeps it very close to the mouth for excellent isolation. Light and
springy, the E6i clips around the ear, not the head so it doesn’t interfere with hairstyles,
headphones or hats. Available in Light Beige, Tan, Cocoa and Black colors.
F E AT U R E S
◆ The industry’s smallest, lightest and least

◆ Clips directly to your ear. No conflict with

hairstyles. No adjustment needed for the
width of your head. The cable attaches with
a quick connect connector for easy service.

visible headworn microphones.
◆

Sounds like a world-class, full-size performance microphone—frequency response is
better than 20Hz to 20 kHz and dynamic
range is over 100dB dynamic range—but
hands-free, and the performer has complete
freedom of movement.

◆

The E6i is exceptionally resistant to makeup,
sweat and moisture when used with the
supplied protective caps. Caps and cable
are field-replaceable without tools.

◆ Offers inexpensive cable replacement. With

other mics a worn cable requires purchasing
a completely new mic. But with the E6i you
can buy a replacement cable in advance and
easily replace it in less than a minute.
◆ Stainless steel, skin-colored almost

unbreakable boom can be bent and re-bent
many times to fit different performers.

◆ Extremely versatile,

the soft, highly
flexible boom is
easily shaped right
on your face.
◆ Changeable

protective caps let
you shape the
frequency response
for different situations or to match
other microphones.

Omni and Uni-Directional Versions
E6i EarSets are available in omni and directional versions, giving the user some exceptional
advantages. Very user-friendly for new and experienced users alike, the omni EarSet rejects
unwanted sound and reduces feedback in meeting rooms or houses of worship, better than a
lavalier almost any way you wear it (an average of 12dB compared to an omnidirectional
lavalier). For situations where there are loud monitors, extreme feedback or environmental
noise, choose the directional EarSet. It’s much smaller and less obtrusive compared to anything
else on the market.
Each mic is supplied with three response-adjusting protective caps, storage case, windscreen,
collar clips and positioning instructions. XLR models also include a belt clip. They are powered by
the wireless transmitter or via 9-48v phantom power.

◆ For use with most wireless transmitters or

Mic Options

hard-wired phantom power with adapter.
◆

◆

Includes easily-hidden,
quick-connect
miniature 1mm, or
optional heavy-duty
2mm cables. Cables
are available for
almost any wireless
transmitter or
phantom mic input
providing 3 - 48v.

◆ Available in four colors (light beige, tan, cocoa and black), with tan being the most popular. You

Different versions available for speaking or
singing with up to 140dB SPL capability.

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO

can also choose a separate color for the cable.
◆ The earsets are a available in three sensitivities for different performance styles:

E6OW5 (for general speaking and vocals)
Sensitivity: 6.0 mV/Pascal; 125 dB SPL

E6DW5 (normal conversational levels)
Sensitivity: 7.0 mV/Pascal; 125 dB SPL

E6OW6 (for powerful speaking and vocals)
Sensitivity: 1.9 mV/Pascal; 135 dB SPL

E6DW6 (projected voices, sermons)
Sensitivity: 2.0 mV/Pasca; 135 dB SPL

Model E6OW7 (for very powerful vocals)
Sensitivity: 0.6 mV/Pascal; 145 dB SPL

E6DW7 (very loud voices, monitor levels)
Sensitivity: 0.7 mV/Pascal; 145 dB SPL

www.bhphotovideo.com
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ISOMAX HEADSET MICROPHONE
The Isomax Headset Microphone consists of a headband and a boom
mike. The headband is a telescoping band of tubing that fits around
the back of the head like a backwards pair of glasses allowing it to be
easily concealed under the wearer's hair. The boom mike telescopes
and can be bent to provide a custom fit. Available with cardioid or
hypercardioid polar pattern in black or light skin tone colors.
◆ The headband fits around the back of your head for minimum visibility. It has a

telescopic, adjustable mini-mike boom. Designed to have a snug, comfortable fit.
◆ Wide 20Hz to 20kHz response shaped like the worlds most popular vocal micro-

phone. Not at all like a communications type headset. Truly dynamic warmth with
condenser clarity.
◆ Handles high sound levels up to 150dB SP.
◆ Special versions available for direct powering from most wireless transmitters.

Phantom powered version has pop free switch and belt clip built into the connector.
◆ Nearly perfect cardioid and hypercardioid patterns handle hot monitors better than

most handhelds.

MICROPHONES FOR WIRELESS
Manufacturer

Mic System

Connector Type

PT40, 60, 61, 80, 8, 2000, 4000

Switchcraft TA3F

E6OW[ ][ ]AK

E6DW[ ][ ]AK

M2[ ]W3HH05AK

PT51, 300, 900

B-LOC (3.5mm)

E6OW[ ][ ]AG

E6DW[ ]FF05[ ]AG

M2[ ]W3HH05AG

T27, 31, 51, 210 ,310, 3000

Hirose 4-pin

E6OW[ ][ ]AT

E6DW[ ]FF05[ ]AP

M2[ ]W5FF05AT

T35, 75, 211, 601, 1000

Hirose 4-pin

E6OW[ ][ ]AN

E6DW[ ]FF05[ ]AW

M2[ ]W5FF05AV

Azden

41BT (UHF)

Hirose 4-pin

E6OW[ ][ ]ZU

E6DW[ ]FF05[ ]ZU

M2[ ]W5FF05ZU

Beyer

TS170, 170p, 190

Lemo “S” 4pin

E6OW[ ][ ]BS

E6DW[ ]FF05[ ]BS

M2[ ]W5FF05BS

M170, 175

Switchcraft 851

E6OW[ ][ ]L2

E6DW[ ]FF05[ ]L2

M2[ ]W4FF05L2

AKG

Audio-Technica

Lectrosonics

Sennheiser

Shure

Sony

E6i Uni

ISOMAX Headset

U100, 190, 195, 200, 300, M185

Switchcraft TA5F

E6OW[ ][ ]LS

E6DW[ ]FF05[ ]LS

M2[ ]W5FF05LS

M187, UM190, 195, 200, 250, 300

Switchcraft TA5F

E6OW[ ][ ]LS

E6DW[ ]FF05[ ]LX

M2[ ]W5FF05LS

Lemo 4-pin

E6IOW5[ ]NL

Nady

Samson

E6i Omni

MHHW5HH05[ ]NL

Switchcraft TA3F

E6IOW5[ ]NS

UT5, TX3 (Black)

Hirose 6-pin

E6OW[ ][ ]SX

E6DW[ ][ ]SX

MHHW5HH05[ ]NS
M2[ ]W5FF05SX

CT3, VT2L

Switchcraft TA3F

E6OW[ ][ ]SV

E6DW[ ]FF05[ ]SV

M2[ ]W5FF05SV

SK2012

Microdot

E6OW[ ][ ]SE

E6DW[ ]FF05[ ]SE

M2[ ]W3FF05SE

SK-50, SK250

Lemo 3-pin

E6OW[ ][ ]S3

E6DW[ ]FF05[ ]S3

M2[ ]W3FF05S3

BF1083

Lemo 1-pin

E6OW[ ][ ]S1

E6DW[ ]FF05[ ]S1

M2[ ]W3FF05S1

SK 1093 digital

3.5mm locking plug

E6OW[ ][ ]SD

E6DW[ ]FF05[ ]SD

M2[ ]W3FF05SD

Evolution Series EW100, 300, 500

3.5mm locking plug

E6OW[ ][ ]SR

E6DW[ ]FF05[ ]SR

M2[ ]W5FF05SR

L-1, L-11, LX1, SC1, U1, T1

Switchcraft TA4F

E6OW[ ][ ]SL

E6DW[ ]FF05[ ]SL

M2[ ]W5FF05SL

U1L

Lemo 4-pin

E6OW[ ][ ]SU

E6DW[ ]FF05[ ]SU

M2[ ]W5FF05SU

WRT-28, 420, 820

Twist-lock type 4-pin

E6OW[ ][ ]SO

E6DW[ ]FF05[ ]SO

M2[ ]W5FF05SO

WRT822, WRT8B

Twist lock type 4 pin

E6OW[ ][ ]SY

E6DW[ ]FF05[ ]SY

M2[ ]W5FF05SY

WRT-805, URX-B1

3.5mm locking plug

E6OW[ ][ ]SN

E6DW[ ]FF05[ ]SN

M2[ ]W5FF05SN

If your wireless system is not listed here, give us a call or check our website for additional models (many more are available). When ordering, please specify desired color and microphone sensitivity.
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MB SERIES
Mini-Boundary Microphone System
With their incredibly small size, the MB Series offers a wide range of options
and flexibility—making boardroom installations much easier. Using
miniature, low-profile designs, these mini-boundary,
supercardioid mics virtually disappear when installed, yet provide the
same great sound as Crown’s highly-acclaimed PCC microphone series
at a substantial savings compared to traditional microphones.
Designed with the help of leading audio consultants and contractors, the
MB Series is a comprehensive system of microphones and electronics that’s
perfect for a wide range of applications. Comprised of five microphones—
three that work with the innovative MB-100 and MB-200 interfaces and
two that operate in a traditional stand-alone manner—the MB System lets you mix and match microphones as needed
for multiple configurations.
Designed to accommodate up to four microphones, the MB interfaces provide four separate inputs, outputs and
programmable switching connections. With easy-hookup Phoenix connectors and a low profile, the MB interface mounts
quickly and conveniently beneath a tabletop. All MB System microphones feature a surface-mounted supercardioid capsule for extended reach and clarity and a built-in red LED that illuminates when the microphone is active.
The MB-1, MB-2, MB-3 and MB-4 are each designed for multi-miking applications such as teleconferencing, distance
learning, boardrooms, and courtrooms. The MB-3 can also be used for surveillance in security applications, and the MB-4
in TV or theatrical applications.
F E AT U R E S
◆ Removable grille assembly can be

painted
◆ Remote sensing of switch closure

(in MB-200)
◆ A common interface for up to four

mics reduces the size and cost of
the system
◆ Electret condenser mic elements

deliver clean, clear, natural sound
◆ Low-Z balanced output prevents

hum and high-frequency loss
◆ On/off switches can be added
◆ Switches can be internally pro-

grammed for touch-on/touch-off,
momentary on, or momentary off
(not on MB-3)
◆ Defeatable LED (not on MB-3)

M B S Y S T E M E L E C T R O N I C S I N T E R FA C E
The MB-100 and MB-200 are
electronic interfaces that power up to
four Crown mini-boundary MB-1,
MB-2, or MB-4/E microphones.
Interfacing up to four mics reduces
the size and cost of the mic system
and reduces installation time.
The MB-100 provides programmable
switching to turn the mic on or off if
desired (switches not provided). The MB-200 is the same plus it also has remote switch sensing
via an optical coupler.
Two microphones can be wired to each pluggable terminal block, which plugs into the MB-100
or MB-200. Pluggable terminal blocks are also provided for the balanced outputs on the
interface, and for remote switch sensing. They are powered by 18 to 48v phantom power from
a mixer or a phantom power supply.
◆ Powers and equalizes up to four mics
◆ Provides balanced outputs from the

interface

◆ Common interface for up to four microphones

reduces the size and cost of the system
◆ Pluggable microphone inputs

◆ They operate on 12-48v DC

phantom power

MB-100 (CRMB100) ........................................265.95

◆ Three year warranty

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO
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MB-200 (CRMB200) ......................................354.95
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MB SERIES
MB-1

MB-2

MB-3

MB-4/MB-4E

Removable
Aluminum Insert

Removable
Phone Jack

Built-in
Electronics

For Temporary
Installations

The tiny MB-2 (less than 1 x 11⁄2”)
is a removable low-profile
rectangular mic featuring a 1/4”
stereo phone plug for quick
insertion and removal from a
standard contractor-supplied
jack (Switchcraft 152B Thick
Panel Phone Jack or equivalent).
A locating pin (removable)
prevents the microphone from
being rotated.

A stand-alone unit with a built-in
electronics package, the lowprofile MB-3 mounts easily into
tabletops, lecterns, walls or ceilings for permanent installation.

The MB-4 is a mini rectangular
microphone for stand-alone use.
A power module with an
attached 15’ XLR cable has all the
required mic electronics built-in.
The mic is powered by 12-48v
DC phantom power, and is
low-impedance balanced. The
cable may be positioned to exit
either the bottom or rear of the
microphone.

A low-profile circular microphone
just 1.3˝ wide, the MB-1 features a
bottom-mounted 1/4” stereo
phone plug for quick insertion
and removal from the supplied
table insert.
A table insert with a phone jack
that accepts the mic is included.
Featuring a black anodized
aluminum finish, the insert
flush-mounts in a hole drilled in
the table. It can be permanently
installed, and includes a black
dust cap for use after meetings
when the mic is removed.
Thanks to its supercardioid
pickup pattern, the MB-1 greatly
reduces ambient noise and
pickup of room reverberation. The
result is a clearer sound.
In combination with an MB-100
or MB-200 Interface, the MB-1 can
be programmed for multiple
switching functions.
Available in black anodized
(MB-1), solid brass (MB-1BR) and
paintable aluminum (MB-1AL)
finishes.

Thanks to its supercardioid
pickup pattern, the MB-2 greatly
reduces ambient noise and
pickup of room reverberation.
The MB-2 features multiple
switching modes when used
with an MB Interface.

On the bottom of the mic is a
tubular power module with a
3-pin XLR-type output
connector. It is powered by
12-48v phantom power, and has
a low-impedance balanced
mic-level output.
Thanks to its supercardioid
pickup pattern, the MB-3 greatly
reduces ambient noise and
pickup of room reverberation.
The result is a clearer, more
intelligible sound.

MB-1 Table Top Boundary Mic: Available in Black (CRMB1Q), Brass
(CRMB1BR) and Aluminum (CRMB1AL) finishes...........................................123.95
MB-2 Table Top Boundary Mic (CRMB2Q) ............................................105.95
MB-3 Surface-Mount Boundary Mic (CRMB3Q) ................................168.95
MB-4 Boundary Mic (CRMB4Q): With a standard XLR output........105.95
MB-4E Boundary Mic (CRMB4E): Same as the MB-4 with an
unterminated “pig-tail” connection........................................................105.95

Double-sided sticky tape is
provided for attaching the unit
under shelves, on walls, etc.
Thanks to its supercardioid
pickup pattern, the MB-4 greatly
reduces ambient noise and
pickup of room reverberation.
The result is a clearer sound.
The MB-4 is also available in
a pigtail version. The MB-4E is
the same, but without the
electronics connector. Its cable
fits through a small hole in the
mounting surface and is intended
for use with the MB Interfaces.
(Must be used with the MB-100
or MB-200).

M B S E R I E S S P E C I F I C AT I O N S
Frequency Response

Sensitivity

Impedance

Polar Pattern

50 Hz to 15 kHz

22 mV/Pa

50 ohms

Half-Supercardioid

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 91
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PCC SERIES
Phase Coherent Cardioid Microphones
for Stage Floor, Altar Tables, Boardrooms and Teleconferencing
Crown’s PCC (Phase Coherent Cardioid) Series microphones offer exceptional acoustic performance in handsome,
low-profile enclosures. Designed for high-end theatrical work, the PCC Series has become the standard for stage miking
applications. These mics also provide an elegant solution for discrete multi-mic applications, such as lecterns and
boardroom tables as well as altar, teleconferencing and distance-learning applications.
Each mic employs Crown’s Phase Coherent Cardioid boundary mic technology to provide impressive gain before
feedback and directional pickup without sacrificing tonal quality. This results in microphones with a wide, smooth
frequency response, free of phase interference from surface sound reflections. Designed to withstand the rigors of the
stage, each microphone has been finely crafted using the very best materials while maintaining affordability. Their
low profile enables them to be placed inconspicuously on the stage floor, on a lectern, or any other appropriate surface.
Flexibility is further enhanced by a membrane switch control option for boardroom and podium applications. This
unique, silent operating switch can be configured three ways: touch on/off, momentary on, or momentary off operation.
F E AT U R E S
◆

◆

◆

They are surface-mounted miniature
cardioid microphone of professional quality.
Handsomely styled, they are appropriate
for use on the most elegant boardroom
table or lectern. Other applications include
churches, courtrooms and teleconferencing
By mounting a small-diameter mic capsule
very near a surface or boundary, direct and
reflected sound waves arrive at the mic
in-phase. This increases sensitivity 6 dB and
ensures phase coherency up to the highest
frequencies in the audible spectrum
resulting in a wide, smooth frequency
response free of phase interference. Clarity
and reach are also enhanced
Electret-condenser capsules provides a
wide, smooth frequency response from
50Hz to 20kHz. RFI suppression is included.
Self-noise is low and sensitivity is very high

◆

◆

Capable of withstanding up to 120 dB
SPL without distortion, they will never
overload in practical use
All include three-position (Flat, Cut and
Boost) bass-tilt switch on the bottom of the
microphones allows you to tailor the
low-end frequency response for particular
applications. On the bottom of the mics are
a three-position switch allowing you to
adjust low-frequency response:

— The FLAT position provides a flat
low-frequency response, for normal
usage. They are shipped from the factory
in flat position
— The CUT position rolls off the bass,useful in
noisy or boomy surroundings
— The BOOST position boosts the bass for a
more natural sound when the mic is used
on a small surface such as a lectern

All except the PCC-160 are
available with a 1/4” stereo
phone plug on the
bottom of the base
plate instead of a cable. They
have the suffix “SPP” added to
the model number. For example,
PCC-130SPP or PCC-170SW/SPP.

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO
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◆ Self-contained electronics eliminate the

need for an in-line preamp. Powered by
12-48v DC phantom power, they have a
low-impedance balanced output which
permits long cable runs without hum
pickup or high-frequency loss.
◆ They use a Switchcraft TB3M mini-XLR as

their standard connection. In addition, all
except the PCC-160 can be ordered with a
1/4” stereo phone plug on the bottom of
the base plate (they have the suffix “SPP”
added to the model number)
◆ All mics (except SPP versions) include a

black 15’ cable with Switchcraft TA3F (mic
end) and an XLR-M connector (output).
◆

Because of their highly directional pickup
pattern, they minimize background noise
and feedback.

◆

Permanent mounting is enabled by screw
holes in the base

◆

Engineering attention-to-detail assures
years of reliable use.

◆

All except the PCC-160 (all steel construction)
are made of high-impact molded plastics
and steel mesh grille.

◆

They each include a three-year warranty.

◆

All mics are available in an off-white
version to blend with church altars or any
situation where a lighter color is called for.

WIRED MICROPHONES
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PCC SERIES
PCC-130/130W

PCC-130SW

Mighty Mini Boundary

Mighty Mini Boundary

Sometimes, unobtrusive just isn’t
enough. Enter the PCC-130, featuring
exceptional performance with the
appearance of the PCC-170 in a
package only about half the size.
When the situation simply demands
that a mic be heard but not seen, the
PCC-130 with its small size, gives you
an obvious choice. Its cardioid
pattern reduces background noise,
reverb, and feedback.

Same as the PCC-130, the PCC-130SW
also offers a membrane switch
control option. This makes it ideal
for multiple-microphone use on a
conference table where each person
wants control of his or her
microphone. A bottom-mounted
slide switch configures the silentoperating membrane switch for touch on/off, momentary on or
momentary off. A high-intensity LED lights when the unit is on. In
the off position, the mic is attenuated 70 dB.

PCC-130: Available in Black (CRPCC130) and White (CRPCC130W) ............239.50

PCC-130SW (CRPCC130SW): With XLR connection ..............................265.95

PCC-130SPP: Base-mounted, 1/4” stereo phone plug version. Available in
Black (CRPCC130SPP) and White (CRPCC130WSPP) .............................................239.50

PCC-130SWSP (CRPCC130SWSP)
Same as the PCC-130SW, but with a 1/4” stereo phone-plug .....265.95

PCC-160/160W
Industry-Standard Boundary Mic
Long recognized as an industry-standard stage-floor microphone, the supercardioid PCC-160 is
also great for lecterns, conference tables and news desks—anywhere maximum gain and
articulation are essential. Thanks to its low profile and black finish, the microphone becomes
almost invisible in use. A side-mounted connector complements the form factor of the PCC-160,
allowing the unit to be placed effectively at the stage edge, at the top of a lectern or in other
tight spots. If desired, the cable can be hard-wired for bottom entry. The heavy-gauge, all steel
body protects the unit from abuse. Available in off-white finish (PCC-160W) for blending with
church altars and other surroundings where a lighter color is appropriate.
PCC-160 (CRPCC160): Black finish..................284.50

PCC-160W (CRPCC160W): White finish.........283.95

PCC-170/170W

PCC-170SW

The Elegant Boundary

The Elegant Boundary

A larger, more elegant version
of the PCC-130, the PCC-170
features a frequency response
carefully tailored to create extremely
natural voice reproduction. Equally
adept in the boardroom, at the
lectern, or for teleconferencing.
Available in off-white finish for
surroundings where a lighter color
is appropriate.

The PCC-170SW is the same as the
PCC-170, plus it also offers a
membrane switch control option.
This is ideal for multiple-mic use on
a conference table where each
person wants control of his or her microphone. A bottom-mounted
DIP switch configures the membrane switch for touch on/off,
momentary on or momentary off. A high-intensity LED lights when
the unit is on. In the off position, the mic is attenuated 70dB.

PCC-170: Available in Black (CRPCC170) and White (CRPCC170W) ............257.95

PCC-170SWSP (CRPCC170SWSP): With 1/4” stereo phone-plug.......274.95

PCC-170SPP: Base-mounted, 1/4” stereo phone plug version. Available in
Black (CRPCC170SPP) and White (CRPCC170WSPP) .............................................257.95

PCC-170SWO (CRPCC170SWO): Includes all the features of the
PCC-170SW, and adds remote sensing of the switch closure.......319.95

PCC-170SW (CRPCC170SW): With XLR connection ...............................274.95
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LM SERIES
Lectern Microphones
for Schools, Government, Boardrooms, and Houses of Worship
Crown’s LM (lectern microphones) Series is designed to provide clear,
precise vocal reproduction with superior noise rejection in an elegant,
functional package. Simple installation and stylish looks complement any lectern
application, from the corporate boardroom to the bully pulpit, while their durable
high-quality design provide years of consistent, reliable performance. Featuring a
supercardioid element, they virtually eliminate the potential for undesirable noise to
enter the system, even at high gain levels. Performance is further enhanced by
specially designed pop filters that effectively reduce explosive breath sounds. Add
their silent-operating gooseneck and shock mount designs, and you understand why
LM Series microphones are so easy to position and use. Designed for the most demanding applications, they are
manufactured with top-quality materials and feature reinforced joints and connections. Each microphone is individually
tested to ensure perfect performance out of the box.
LM-201

LM-201

LM-300A/300AL

Supercardioid Condenser
Lectern Microphones

Supercardioid Condenser Dual Gooseneck Lectern Microphones

Slim, rugged and unobtrusive, the LM-201 is a
professional-quality, supercardioid condenser
microphone with a 16” arm, that is ideal for
legislature, city council and other demanding
lectern applications. It easily installs with the
included mounting screws. When swiveled to
the desired position, adjustment is far quieter
than conventional gooseneck microphones.
◆ Rugged and is built to withstand daily use.
◆ Ball-and-socket joint combines with a

rugged mic arm to provide quiet, long-term
operation.
◆ Wire-screen grille with two-stage pop filter

reduces pickup of explosive breath sounds.

No matter the situation, the elegant LM-300A,
LM-300AL and LM-301A can meet the need.
Dual-gooseneck microphones for lecterns,
pulpits, or similar applications, each is a
professional-quality, electret-condenser mic
with superb supercardioid performance and
noise rejection. Explosive breath sounds are
effectively reduced with the supplied foam
2-stage pop filter, while a flat/low-cut switch
further reduces breath pops.
The LM-300A (17 1⁄4”) and the 22” LM-300AL
(extended) plug directly to an XLR female
panel connector. The microphone screws onto
a standard 5/8”-27 thread. Includes LM-SM
shock mount for situations requiring even
more isolation from noise.

◆

An external foam windscreen is supplied for
extra pop rejection or for outdoor use.

LM-300A (CRLM300A): 17 1⁄4” gooseneck.....294.95

◆

The base and mic capsule are shockmounted to attenuate handling noise and
lectern thumps.

LM-301A

◆ Powered by 9-48v DC phantom power

LM-201 Lectern Microphone (CRLM201P)
Black finish .......................................................309.95
LM-201B Lectern Microphone (CRLM201B)
Brown finish.....................................................309.95
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LM-300A

LM-301A

LM-300AL (CRLM300AL): 22” gooseneck....299.95

Supercardioid Condenser Miniature Dual Gooseneck Mic
Designed for professional use on lecterns as well as inconspicuous miking of musical instruments,
the LM-301A comes in two parts: microphone cable and a cylindrical electronics housing. The
microphone has a built-in 5/8”-27 threaded collar that can be screwed onto a mic stand, mic
boom or an Atlas AD-12 male flange. Because of the unique design of the mounting collar, the
mic cable can be routed either outside or inside the mounting collar. Includes the LM-301SMA
shock mount adapter for use with the LM-SM shock mount. (CRLM301A) ........................................369.95

www.bhphotovideo.com
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FLEX SERIES
Gooseneck Mics for Podiums and Choirs

FM-360

FM-500

FM-720

Earthworks Flex Microphones are a dramatic improvement over other gooseneck microphones. Their clean, natural on-axis pickup, and smooth, uncolored
off-axis rejection make them superb for a wide range of applications including
sound reinforcement. In all of them, you will hear the exceptional Earthworks
microphone sound quality that has made them famous (i.e. an extremely
accurate and open sound that is crystal clear). Flex Mics are user friendly and
provide excellent gain before feedback, because there are no severe off-axis
peaks or dips in their response.
For podium use, Flex Mics are spectacular! They capture oration uniformly
across a wide area of the pickup pattern. This greatly improves intelligibility,
especially with inexperienced orators who can be as much as 90° off-axis.
With the Flex Mic, you will still hear them and they will still have the same
excellent sound quality as on-axis, just 2 or 3dB softer. All of this makes the
Flex Mics ideal for crystal clear communications in such venues as churches,
auditoriums, meeting and boardrooms. Once you have experienced the
performance of Earthworks Flex Mics, you will never use anything else for
podiums and similar applications.

FM360

FM500

Don’t let its diminutive size fool you. Although
it is only 13” long, the FM360 is equipped to
dominate in situations which require a very
low profile in order to get it right. It provides
superb intelligibility and sound quality, and is
ideal for a wide range of applications from a
tall lectern to courtroom and tabletops.
Orators will be highly intelligible and you will
have more gain before feedback. Available in
cardioid and hypercardioid.

At 19”, this is just the right length for most
podium and church applications. The FM500’s
swan-like neck can be adjusted with very little
handling noise and it will stay where you put
it. It is a good size to position unobtrusively
into an instrumental ensemble or in front of a
choir for sound reinforcement or recording.
Orators will be highly intelligible and you will
have more gain before feedback. Available in
cardioid and hypercardioid.

AT 27”, the extra-long FM720 is ideal for
applications where extra length in a
gooseneck is required. Totally flexible, it allows
precise positioning with no handling noise.
Orators will be highly intelligible and you will
have more gain before feedback. Available in
cardioid and Hypercardioid.

FM360 (EAFM360): Cardioid..........................449.00
FM360/HC (EAFM360HC): Hypercardioid ..449.00

FM500 (EAFM500): Cardioid..........................449.00
FM500/HC (EAFM500HC): Hypercardioid ..449.00

FM720 (EAFM720): Cardioid..........................449.00
FM720/HC (EAFM720HC): Hypercardioid ..449.00

Polar Pattern
Frequency Response1
2

Signal-to-Noise Ratio

Maximum Input Sound Level
Power Requirements3

FM720

FM360

FM360/HC

FM500

FM500/HC

FM720

FM720/HC

Cardioid

Hypercardioid

Cardioid

Hypercardioid

Cardioid

Hypercardioid

50Hz - 20kHz

50Hz - 20kHz

50Hz - 20kHz

50Hz - 20kHz

50Hz - 20kHz

50Hz - 20kHz

22dB

22dB

22dB

22dB

22dB

22dB

145dB SPL

145dB SPL

145dB SPL

145dB SPL

145dB SPL

145dB SPL

+48v

+48v

+48v

+48v

+48v

+48v

Output Impedance

600 ohms
between pins 2 & 3

600 ohms
between pins 2 & 3

600 ohms
between pins 2 & 3

600 ohms
between pins 2 & 3

600 ohms
between pins 2 & 3

600 ohms
between pins 2 & 3

Output Connectors

3-pin XLR

3-pin XLR

3-pin XLR

3-pin XLR

3-pin XLR

3-pin XLR

Dimensions (Length x Diameter)

13 x .86”

13 x .86”

19 x .86”

19 x .86”

27 x .86”

27 x .86”

1. ±2dB @ 6”

2. SPL Equivalent (A Weighted)

3. Phantom Power
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RE-SERIES
Installation Microphone Series
Using an EV RE-Series microphone is easy and enjoyable for
everyone. The presenter will sound his or her natural best,
without fear of feedback, cut-out, noise or distortion – or of
sounding like a different person when switching microphones.
These miniature electret condenser microphones are available
in podium, hanging, lapel and boundary models. Fixed.
Portable. Omnidirectional. Unidirectional. An EV family of
microphones suitable for many applications and venues.
Each with the same great sensitivity to sound pick-up and a
remarkable clarity and consistency. Even when shifting from one
RE-series mic to another — they have the same frequency response characteristics. No need to remix. It’s all in the family.
But there is more. Streamlined, they blend seamlessly into the architecture. For easy installation and use, the power
module is integrated within each mic — no need to install a separate unit. Yet, the lapel mic is smaller, the hanging mics
more shapely, the podium mics more slender, and the boundary mics lower in profile, than others on the market.

RE90P-12/RE90P-18

RE90H/RE90HW

Unidirectional Podium Microphone
Acoustically designed for high-quality
sound reinforcement and public address
applications, this slim-profile podium mic
picks up and reproduces sound naturally for
either distant or close-up delivery. The
gooseneck, 12” (RE90P-12) or 18˝ (RE90P-18),
can be precisely positioned without
excessive twisting and turning. Small in
diameter, it has two supple joints and a
rigid center tube. The electronics module
is housed in the gooseneck base, which
makes installation and service quick and
easy. The RE90P mounts to a lectern, pulpit,
or podium equipped with the proper
receptacle. Or install with the optional
flange-mount and shock-mount kits.
Unobtrusive, however it is used.

RE90P-12

◆ Small, streamlined appearance

Unidirectional Hanging Microphone
Ideal for choir, instrumental and vocal
groups, and live theatre, this hanging
microphone is so sensitive it catches the
smallest sigh, the softest note. So faithful
to the performance, so natural in
delivery, everyone in the audience can
hear every word. It’s ideally suited for
distant sound pick-up, with a precisely
controlled polar response designed to
suppress feedback without coloring the
sound. The RE90H features an exclusive
braided, shielded cable which prevents
the microphone from rotating, keeping it
firmly in place, even with wide swings in
temperature or humidity. There’s no need
for awkward “fish-line” tethering.

RE90H

◆ Available in a non-reflecting black (RE90H) or low-gloss white

(RE90HW) finish with a matching cable

◆ Quick-connect to female XLR-type, 3-pin receptacle
◆ Permanent installation with optional FMK flange-mount kit and

CPSM shock-mount kit

◆ Shielded pre-amp is highly-resistant to electrical noise and radio

frequency interference
◆ High gain electronics for added reach

◆ Position microphone exactly without unsightly twisting and turning
◆ Uniform cardioid polar pattern

◆ 25’ braided, shielded cable maintains microphone’s position (no

rotation)

◆ Steel construction reduces noise from magnetic field and RFI

◆ Cardioid polar pattern

◆ Exclusive Multiport windscreen virtually eliminates “P” pops.

◆ Three-pin male XLR-type output connector

RE90P-12 (ELRE90P12)
12” gooseneck

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO

RE90P-18 (ELRE90P18)
18” gooseneck

www.bhphotovideo.com

RE90H (ELRE90H)
Non-reflecting black finish

RE90HW (ELRE90HW)
Low-gloss white finish
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RE-SERIES
RE90L (ELRE90LAT)

RE90B/RE90BW

Ultra Miniature Omnidirectional Lapel Mic

Boundary Microphone

Hearing is believing (you have
to look closely to see it). Ultraminiature and ultra-lightweight,
you can easily forget that you are
wearing it. Designed for sound
reinforcement in
applications such as houses of
worship, schools and business
presentations, this small, light
microphone has the highest
quality sound characteristics. It is
well-balanced throughout its full range. Omnidirectional output
is uniform and natural, no matter where the mic is placed. The
lightweight polycarbonate compact electronics housing is very
durable. A side clip attaches the unit to belt, waistband or pocket.

With the lowest profile of any boundary
microphone, the RE90B/RE90BW is one of
the smallest available. Unidirectional, it
picks up every word and delivers it fully
and naturally, without the distraction of
ambient noise.
The RE90B is specifically designed for
surface-mounted applications such as
distance learning centers, video- or
teleconferencing systems, classrooms, and houses of worship. It can be
placed on a surface for temporary use, routing its miniature cable from the
rear where it’s barely visible. Or installed permanently, with the hidden
cable routed through a hole in the surface.

◆ Alligator and tie-tac clips included

The mic is equipped with internal padding, fiber washers for the mounting
screws, and a rubber, non-slip pad covering the entire base. These elements combine to give you the advantage of extremely low surface-tomicrophone vibration. And built-in equalization provides a fuller, more natural sound than other typical boundary microphones.

◆ Lightweight, clip-on electronics pack

◆ Heavy-duty zinc die-cast body and strong, perforated steel screen

◆ Ultraminiature and lightweight (the smallest available).
◆ Tiny but sturdy 6” shielded cable

◆ Low profile

RE92H/RE92HW

◆ Half-cardioid polar response promotes excellent gain

RE90B (ELRE90B)
Non-reflecting black finish

RE90BW (ELRE90BW)
Low-gloss white finish

Unidirectional Condenser Hanging Mic
The RE92H/RE92HW are professional
quality miniature cardioid electret
condenser mics designed for applications
where the microphone needs to be
suspended from above the sound source.
Ideal for theater, houses of worship, or
any application where a small, high
quality mic needs to be “heard but not
seen”. The integrated wire director can be
easily formed at the proper angle so that
the mic points at the desired sound
source. Has a cardioid polar pattern for
high gain before feedback, and a
condenser element provides clear and
natural sound reproduction. Available in black and white finishes,
the mic features 25’ of cable, and is terminated in an in-line amp
module. XLR output provides an ultra-low noise floor.
◆

Wide, smooth frequency response

◆ Cardioid polar pattern
◆ In-line electronics module
◆ 12dB/octave switchable high pass filter
◆ Transformerless differential output to drive long cables

RE92H (ELRE92H)
Non-reflecting black finish

RE92HW (ELRE92HW)
Low-gloss white finish

RE92L (ELRE92L)
Unidirectional Condenser Lavalier Microphone
Based on a great-sounding cardioid microphone
element, this capsule features a broad and smooth
frequency response for a warm and natural sound, a
tight cardioid polar pattern for excellent off-axis
rejection, and extremely low noise to give a clean and
unadulterated sound. Designed for unobtrusive
miking of speech, the RE92L is an excellent choice for
use in broadcast, stage performance, and presentation
applications.
It has a 4’ cable terminated into an in-line amplifier with
XLR output for connection to any standard mic input
capable of supplying 24 to 48v phantom power. The
amp features a 12dB/octave switchable high-pass filter
for rolling off low frequency noise, and its
transformer-less differential output easily drives longer
cable runs. Accessories include a two-stage mic wind-screen, both single
and dual mic tie clips, an amp housing belt clip, and a zippered gig-bag.
◆ Wide, smooth frequency response
◆ Cardioid polar pattern
◆ 12dB/octave switchable high

pass filter

◆ Transformerless differential

output to drive long cables
◆ Includes both single and dual

mic tie clips
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POLARCHOICE
All-in-One Podium Microphones
The first podium microphones with four polar patterns, the PolarChoice series offers unprecedented
performance and flexibility—they’re like having four microphones in one! With the option of four different
pickup patterns, you simply select the best pattern for the application. The ability to conveniently select from
omnidirectional, cardioid, supercardioid or hypercardioid assures the maximum protection against system
feedback and ambient background noise. No need to inventory single-pattern microphones or expensive
interchangeable heads. Just select the pattern that fits your needs with a convenient and easy turn of a
rotary switch. PolarChoice is available in five different versions. These include the standard XLR, FL (Flange
Mount), and PC Plus for conventional, mounted podium mic installations. If a free-standing podium mic is
called for, the hard-wired PolarChoice Desktop, and the one-of-a-kind, wireless PolarChoice Satellite, round
out the most versatile and flexible podium mic line in the industry.
EV’s exclusive dual-mounted condenser transducer and sophisticated
electronics ensure that regardless of the pattern selected, the
response will remain smooth, accurate and uniform. EV’s exclusive
Multiport windscreen virtually eliminates “P pops” commonly
associated with other podium microphones. Whether your
requirement is for houses of worship, hotels, meeting rooms, or
other multi-purpose facilities where exceptional sound quality and
unmatched flexibility are critical, the first choice is PolarChoice.

PolarChoice (XLR or Flange)

PolarChoice Desktop/Satellite
◆ Free-standing weighted base for reliable

◆ A smooth and uniform response, no matter

◆

Selectable polar pattern to easily adapt to
any situation
Selectable polar pattern to easily adapt to
any situation

◆

Available with XLR connector or
thread/flange mount (cable can exit from
the side or through the bottom of the
gooseneck)

◆

Includes two-piece shock mount with
shock mount adapter

what pattern is selected

stability.
◆

Selector switch at different positions

◆

Extended low-frequency response

◆

Switchable high-pass filter

◆

Exclusive Multiport windscreen virtually
eliminates “P pops”

◆

Switchable high-pass filter

PC-12XLR (ELPC12XLR): 12” gooseneck, XLR base

PC-12FL (ELPC12FL): 12” gooseneck, flange mount

◆

Easy to use on/off mic switch with mic status LED. Switch can be programmed to
operate as either latching on/off or momentary push-to-mute/push-to-talk

PC-18XLR (ELPC18XLR): 18” gooseneck, XLR base

PC-18FL (ELPC18FL): 18” gooseneck, flange mount

◆

Available in both wireless (PC Satellite) or
wired (PC Desktop)

PolarChoice PC Plus
PC PolarChoice
Plus-18

PolarChoice Desktop:
Integrated desk stand and configurable switch
with 10’ XLR cable.
PC Desktop-5 (ELPCD5): With 5” gooseneck
PC Desktop-12 (ELPCD12): With 12” gooseneck
PC Desktop-18 (ELPCD18): With 18” gooseneck

The push-button can be configured for either toggle (push
on/off ), or as push-to-mute (cough switch).

PolarChoice Satellite: Integrated desk
stand and configurable switch for use with
plug-in EV and Telex wireless beltpacks.
PC Satellite-5 (ELPCS5): With 5” gooseneck
PC Satellite-12 (ELPCS12): With 12” gooseneck
PC Satellite-18 (ELPCS18): With 18” gooseneck

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO

The PolarChoice PC Plus is the first miniature gooseneck mic to
combine the features and functionality of a desktop mic, with
the small unobtrusive size of an XLR mounted gooseneck
microphone. The unique profile of the PC-Plus housing places
the push button switch and status LED in a more natural
position and also creates a lower profile housing. It goes one
step further: the lower half of the PC-Plus (with XLR connector)
can be removed and the PC-Plus can be flush mounted. All
necessary mounting is supplied.

You can also configure the microphones’ state when power is
first applied in toggle mode. For example, if you have multiple
PC Plus microphones installed, you can configure them so that
only one mic is live, when the system is first turned on.
PC Satellite-12

www.bhphotovideo.com

PolarChoice
PC Plus-12 (ELPCP12)

PolarChoice
PC Plus-18 (ELPCP18)
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Broadcast Mics

N/DYM SERIES
Live Performance Mics

635A Dynamic Omnidirectional ENG/EFP Mic

N/D267a and N/D267as

Probably the most popular and well-known ENG/EFP microphone in the
world, the 635A has survived being dropped, run over, thrown and even
being shot while on location for film, TV and radio remotes. The 635A’s
uniform frequency response (80Hz-13kHz) is specially shaped for
up-close vocals. Also available with a Neodymium element (635N/D-B).

635A • 635A/B
◆ Completely pop-free performance
◆ Four-stage pop and dust filter
◆ Internal effective shock absorber
◆ Includes stand adapter

635A/B

635A (EL635A): Black finish................109.95
635A/B (EL635AB): White finish........109.95

Handheld Cardioid Vocal Microphones
The N/D267a incorporates EV’s unique
VOB (Vocally-Optimized Bass) technology
to provide the performer with reduced
resonant distortion at low frequencies.
Critical damping of the low frequency
resonant peak has resulted in a mic that
replaces the “muddiness” found in
competitive models with greater warmth
and increased vocal clarity. This permits
greater working distances and ensures a
clean, clear, consistent sound that
“punches through the mix.”
◆

635N/D-B
◆ N/DYM element offers higher output
◆ Uniform 80 Hz to 13kHz frequency response
◆ Integral windscreen and blast filter

smooth response over a wide frequency range

635N/D-B (EL635NDB): With Neodymium element. Black finish........129.95

RE50/B • RE50N/DB

VOB technology provides tailored bass
response for controlled “proximity
effect” and exceptional vocal clarity

◆

Consistent sound over greater working distances than other models

◆

Neodymium-based magnet structure provides greater sensitivity and
signal-to-noise ratio

◆

Warm Grip handle for more comfortable feel

◆

Both include stand adapter and soft zippered carrying pouch

N/D367s

These shock-isolated, omnidirectional, dynamic
microphones were created for the most exacting
professional applications. Incorporating advanced
shock-mounting techniques, they are designed
particularly for hand-held broadcast and sound
reinforcement use. Handling and clothing noise, even
cord shock are isolated from the mic element so that
mechanical induced noise is greatly reduced.
near lips
◆ Acoustalloy diaphragm material

for very smooth response over a
wide frequency range
◆ Extremely low handling noise

via Dyna-Damp “mic in-a-mic”
shock mount system
◆ Four-stage pop filter prevents

dust and magnetic particles
from reaching the diaphragm

Cardioid Dynamic Vocal Mic

◆ Integral windscreen and blast

filter provides excellent
protection from wind noise,
excessive sibilance, and
“popping”

N/D367A
(ELND367A)

◆ Withstands high humidity,

temperature extremes, and
corrosive salt air
◆ They include a stand adapter,

vinyl carrying pouch and hard
shell case

RE50/B (ELRE50B): Black finish.........................................................................159.95
RE50N/DB (ELRE50NDB): With Neodymium capsule. Black finish.......179.95

N/D267AS (ELND267AS)
With on/off switch

Cardioid pattern for superior feedback
rejection and acoustic isolation

Omnidirectional Dynamic Mics

◆ No muddy lows when used

N/D267A (ELND267A)

◆
635N/D-B

◆ Acoustalloy diaphragm material for very

611

Featuring excellent gain-before-feedback and smooth,
controlled frequency response, the N/D367s allows
the performer or speaker to easily “work” the mic for
optimal performance. The cardioid pattern delivers
enhanced front-area sensitivity and acoustic rejection
directly behind the microphone, reducing feedback
under live performance conditions. Additionally, it’s
polar patterns are unusually uniform with frequency,
ensuring superior isolation when used in the studio.
Although this is a popular choice for both genders, it
has become recognized as the perfect compliment to
a woman's voice.

◆

Classic N/DYM sound and
high sensitivity

◆

Warm Grip handle for more
comfortable feel

◆

Smooth, controlled frequency
response

◆

Noiseless on/off switch

◆

Also sounds great when used
on a podium

◆

Includes stand adapter and
soft zippered carrying pouch

◆

Superior multistage shock
mount for unmatched low
handling noise
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RØDE

NT-3
Multi-Powered 3/4” Condenser Mic (RONT3)
The stylish and modern NT3 is a very capable performer with a wide range of applications in studio, stage,
location and broadcast environments. Made from the finest components to deliver results demanded by
engineers and musicians alike, the NT3 is a true condenser with transformerless output. The internal capsule is
shock mounted and housed in a substantial cast-metal body with a satin-nickel finish. It features battery and
phantom power and its low noise (under 16dB SPL A-weighted) makes it hard to match. Dynamic range is
greater than 123dB with a maximum SPL of 140dB and sensitivity is a healthy -39dB (ref 1V/Pa).
◆ High immunity to RF interference

◆

Premium quality surface mount components

◆ Full frequency response

◆

Battery status LED indicator

◆

◆

Stainless-steel mesh grille with a dense
internal foam pop shield

High strength welded and heat
treated mesh head

◆

Includes a padded zipped
pouch, a foam windshield and
a rubber standmount clip with
a thread adapter for both 3/8”
and 5/8” microphone stands.

NT-4 Multi-Powered 1/2” X/Y Stereo Microphone

(RONT4)

In the past, true stereo recording required the use of ‘matched’ microphones. More than simply using two of the
same mic models, matched pairs had to be stringently manufactured so variables such as frequency plots,
sensitivity ratings and SPL characteristics would be almost identical. However, even with two matched ‘mono’
microphones, achieving a successful stereo image still depends on how each mic is placed in relation to the
other. Matched mic pairs also need a uniform angle between them to achieve the same effect. This all changes
with the NT4. A studio-grade go-anywhere stereo condenser, the NT4 is a totally flexible mic that enables direct
connection to most recording devices. It utilizes two 1/2” matched capsules in a perfectly aligned -90°, XY
arrangement. All you have to do is point and keep an eye on recording level. It requires 48v phantom power,
but for flexibility, a 9v battery can also be used. Includes case with a stand mount, wind shield and custom
stereo cables (XLR and minijack).

NT-6 Compact 1/2” Condenser Mic
Specifically designed for difficult mounting applications, the NT6 is extremely
well-suited to any situation where a small ‘unobtrusive’ but powerful microphone
system is required. Designed for film, broadcast, live performance, surround and
environmental recording applications, the NT6 utilizes the 1/2” (externally biased)
gold sputtered true condenser transducer used in the world- renowned NT5. The
capsule is designed to attach to a custom made, multi-position swivel mount
allowing it to be independently positioned with ease. To further increase the
versatility of the NT6, it is supplied with two thread adapters - 1/4” to 5/8” and
1/4” to 3/8” that enable the capsule assembly to be securely attached to a wide
variety of mic stands, tripods and boom poles.
◆

Mic capsule is connected to the pre-amp
(body) by a 10’ Kevlar fiber-reinforced cable.
In the heavy-duty satin-nickel-plated body
is a balanced output preamp with wide
dynamic range and full frequency response.
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◆

Includes two 2-position switches located on
the main body that provide the freedom to
step from a flat response to 80 Hz high-pass
filter and a pad adjustment of 0dB or -10dB
attenuation.

www.bhphotovideo.com

NT-6 (RONT6)

◆

Includes a mic preamp (body), capsule, a
10’ Kevlar fiber-reinforced cable, RM5 stand
mount, 2-axis swivel mount, two thread
adapters, zippered pouch (ZP1) and a
windscreen (WS5).
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IS SERIES
Gooseneck /Podium
Condenser Mics
Sennheiser’s IS Series consists of the MZH-3015 (15”), MZH-3040 (16”) and MZH-3042
(16” dual) metal goosenecks and the ME34 (cardioid), ME35 (supercardioid) and ME36
(lobar mini shotgun) condenser capsule heads. The rugged, matte black goosenecks
(Ø 6 mm) have a special anti-reflective coating and a balanced, floating XLR-3 connector,
enabling them to be powered from a 12-48v phantom power supply. The goosenecks
combined with the versatile ME34/35/36 condenser microphone heads are ideal for
applications like conference, PA, studio, broadcast, and churches.
MZH-3015 (SEMZH3015): Provides a low profile, unobtrusive placement option. Use with the ME36 when an
inconspicuous mic is required ....................................................................................................................................................89.95
MZH-3040 (SEMZH3040): With a single flex near its base, this elegant 16” gooseneck holds position while
maintaining a streamlined appearance................................................................................................................................103.50

MZH-3042 (SEMZH3042): Double flex design. Same length as the MZH-3040 but provides an additional top
bend for ultimate capsule placement precision................................................................................................................117.95

Capsules
Capsules are ideal for a range of
applications including: conference,
public address, studio, broadcast, video
and others. All contact points are gold
plated and corrosion-resistant, insuring
maintenance-free long term operation.
Each includes a windscreen.

ME 34 Cardioid Capsule (SEME34)
A permanently polarized condenser
microphone capsule with a Cardioid
polar pattern for universal miking
applications with a smooth response
across all frequencies........................114.95
ME 35 Supercardioid Capsule (SEME35)
A back-electret condenser microphone
capsule with a supercardioid polar patter
that achieves optimum isolation..114.95
ME 36 Mini Shotgun Capsule (SEME36)
A lobar mini shotgun back-electret
condenser mic capsule. It facilitates
inconspicuous placement when used
with the MZH-3015 gooseneck.
Detailed directionality, high SPL and
unprecedented low self-noise
(23dB A-weighted). Interference
tube/capsule housing rotates for
optimum alignment ..........................179.50

IS Series Accessories
12” Wired Floor Stand (SEMZFS30)
With an XLR-F top and XLR-M bottom.
For MZH goosenecks ......................159.95

XLR Female Flange Mount (SEMZT30)
For fixed installation. Requires 24.21mm
diameter hole.......................................16.95

24” Wired Floor Stand (SEMZFS60)
Same as above except 24” high ..169.95

Table Stand (SEMZTX31)
With 3-pin XLR connector................99.95

32” Wired Floor Stand (SEMZFS80)
Same as above except 32” high ..181.95

Table Stand (SEMZTX31PTT)
With push-to-talk button, 3-pin XLR
connector............................................149.95

Velour Windscreen (SEMZW34)
For the ME34 and ME35 ...................17.95
Velour Windscreen (SEMZW36)
For the ME36.........................................32.95

Thinline Metal Carrying Case (SECL)
Fits ME34, ME35, ME36 mic capsules,
MZH3015, MZH3040, MZH3042
goosenecks and MZQ100 clip.........73.95

Boundary Layer Adapter (SEMZBD36)
For the ME36. Stainless steel........129.95
Overhead Mounting Cable (SEMZC30)
1.1mm diameter Kevlar-reinforced 29.5’
cable with an integrated preamp. For
hanging applications......................128.95

Boundary
Layer
Adapter
(SEMZBD36)

Ceiling Hanger (SEMZH30) ...............21.95
Suspension Shock Mount (SEMZS31)
For use with MZT30, requires 50mm
diameter hole.......................................41.95
Microphone Clip (SEMZQ100)
For IS Series goosenecks, 3/8” and 5/8”
threads ....................................................26.95

Microphone Clip
(SEMZQ100)

XLR Female Flange
Mount (SEMZT30)

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 91
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K6 SYSTEM
Modular Electret Condenser Microphone System
The K6 Series is a modular condenser microphone system
of exceptionally high quality. Available with a wide
variety of interchangeable modules for different polar
patterns, and capsule sizes, the K6 System provides a
flexible tool for all sound reinforcement work.
The modular design of the K6 power supply allows you
to use different lavalier capsules for on air talent and live theater applications.

Omni-Directional Lavalier Capsules

K6/K6P
Powering Modules
At the heart of the K6 series is the K6 power
supply. The K6 is the backend of the multimike system and accommodates a balanced,
low impedance 3-pin XLR output connector.
The K6 Module supplies power to any capsule
in the series. It can run for 150 hours on a
single AA battery, or can be used with 12 to
48v phantom power (AA battery doesn’t drain
while phantom-powering). The K6 features an
on/off switch with LED battery status
indicator; and a bass roll-off switch which
will compensate for proximity effect in close
miking, or for wind rumble in field recording.
The K6P phantom powering module provides
an alternative to the K6 that is 42mm shorter
and 15 grams lighter, while offering the same
integrated bass roll-off switch. Ideal for fixed
installations and applications where size is a
factor and phantom power availability is not
a concern.

K6 System

MKE2-60 Gold
The industry-standard for TV and theatrical production, the MKE2-60
sub-miniature omni lavalier is unobtrusive and easy to conceal. Its
accurate frequency response reproduces natural, uncolored sound.
An extremely thin low mass diaphragm exhibits extraordinary transient
response. The stranded, stainless-steel reinforced cable provides
maximum tensile strength and low contact (clothing) noise. May also
be used as a clip-on instrument mic.

MKE102-60
Similar in size to the MKE2-60 with several significant differences. The capsule
head can easily be detached for use with straight or right angle cables.
Highly immune to moisture, it is a natural for theater or outdoor productions.
Frequency response is optimized for speech pickup with its 4 to 6 dB rise at
8kHz. Extremely low self-noise makes it ideal for broadcast as well.

MKE104-60
The MKE104-60 is the same as the MKE102-60 except it is a cardioid mic,
which makes it ideal for applications that require isolation of the source.
Use in live musical performances and for reporting when there are several
announcers covering a scene with different audio feeds.

(lavaliers for K6 do not include MZQ222 clip and MZW2 windscreen)

K6 (SEK6): Powering module (powered by AA

MKE104-60 (SEMKE10460): Cardioid lavalier

battery or phantom power). On/off switch
with LED indicator and bass rolloff.........209.95

for K6 with right-angle cable. Includes a mic
capsule, windscreen, right-angle cable to
lavalier with K6 collar and a tie clip ........289.95

MKE2-60/K6 (SEMKE260K6): Omnidirectional
lavalier system with K6 power supply. Includes
a black microphone, a K6 powering module, a
dual-post tie clip and a carrying case ....509.95

reduced sensitivity lavalier for K6, black with
integrated K6 collar ......................................276.95

MKE102S-60 (SEMKE102S60): Omnidirectional
lavalier system. Includes a black microphone
capsule, a windscreen, a straight cable with K6
collar and a tie clip........................................289.95

MKE102S/K6 (SEMKE102SK6): Omnidirectional
lavalier system with K6. Includes a black
microphone capsule, a straight cable with K6
collar, a tie clip, K6 and a carrying case.537.50

MKE102-60 (SEMKE10260): Omnidirectional
lavalier for K6 with right-angle cable.
Includes a microphone capsule, windscreen,
right-angle cable and black tie clip ........289.95

MKE104S-60 (SEMKE104S60): Cardioid lavalier
system. Includes a black microphone capsule,
a windscreen, a straight cable with K6 collar
and a tie clip ....................................................289.95

MKE104S/K6 (SEMKE104SK6): Cardioid lavalier
system with K6. Includes a black microphone
capsule, a straight cable with K6 collar, a tie
clip, K6 and a carrying case........................537.50

K6P (SEK6P): K6 with phantom power only. No
on/off switch ...................................................239.95
MKE2-60 Gold (SEMKE260): Omnidirectional
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K6 SYSTEM
Accessories for Lavalier Capsules
Windscreens for MKE2
Steel Mesh Grill and Windscreen
Available in Black (SEMZW2A) and Nickel (SEMZW2G)
finish..............................................................................9.95
Foam Windscreen (SEMZW2F) .............................4.95

Pin Clips for MKE102/104
A pin-style, lavalier clothing clip. Available in
Black (SEZH100B) and Grey (SEZH100G) finish.......9.95

Clips for Right Angle KA Cables
Available in Black (SEMZQ100B), Beige (SEMZQ100BE)
and Grey (SEMZQ100G) finish....................................4.50

Stand Off Clip (SES44435)
Available as add on accessory (black) ..............3.50
Gray Magnetic Microphone Holder
For MKE2,102, and 104 (SEMZM102) .....................CALL
Steel Mesh Grille for MKE-102
Available in Black (SEMZW102B) and Nickel
(SEMZW102N) finish ......................................................9.95
Steel Mesh Grille for MKE-104
Available in Black (SEMZW104B) and Nickel
(SEMZW104N) finish....................................................27.95

Foam Windscreen (SEMZW2F)
For MKE2 and MKE2 Gold......................................4.95

Accessory Kit for MKE-2 (SEMZ2)
This accessory kit includes a nickel and
black dual post tie clip, a nickel and
black windscreen, a black and grey pin
clip, and a carrying case ...................37.50

Steel Mesh Grill
Provides adequate protection from shock and
minimizes noise due to wind and proximity
effect. Available in Black (SEMZW2A) and Nickel
(SEMZW2G) finish..........................................................9.95

MKE-102/104 Accessory Kit (SEMZ100)
This accessory kit includes a nickel and
black dual post tie clip, a nickel and
black windscreen, a black and grey pin
clip, and a carrying case ...................41.95

Windscreens for MKE2

Tie Clips
Single Bar Lavalier Tie Clip (SETBUS)
For the ME102 and ME104 .....................................5.50
Dual Post Tie Clips
For MKE2/102/104. Available in Black (MZQ222)
and Nickel (MZQ222NI) finish ................................12.95
Double Tie Clip (MZQ22A): For MKE2..............15.95

Adjustable Headset Boom
A unique device that allows you to
adapt any Sennheiser lavalier for use as
a headworn microphone. Comfortable
and rugged, it fits any head. Available
in Black (SENB2) or Beige (SENB2BEI) .57.95

E815s / E825s / E835s
e815s

e825s

The e815s is a cardioid vocal microphone specially designed to perform under
pressure while cutting through the mix with its high output.
The e825s cardioid pick-up pattern provides excellent feedback and spillage
rejection. The rugged metal construction and internal damping isolates handling
noise. Ideal for general vocal and instrument miking and club PA. Complete with
silent on-off switch as standard. Unbeatable quality at an ultra competitive price.
The top-of-the line e835s is a vocal stage mic, designed to perform under pressure.
Uniform frequency pick-up pattern maintains signal quality when moving on and
off axis during performance. Gentle presence boost to even tonal response
ensures clarity and projection. Minimal proximity effect provides consistently
clear bass and performance when singing closer to or further from capsule.

T H E Y A L L F E AT U R E
◆ Rugged metal construction
◆ Low sensitivity to impact and handling

noise thanks to shock-mounted capsule
e835s

◆ Hum compensating coil reduces

electrical interference

◆ Neodymium ferrous magnet with boron keeps

the mics stable regardless of climate
◆ Falcon ring provides consistent sound over time
◆ On/off switch (magnetic reed), can be locked in

the “on” position if required

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 91
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PG48 • PG58 Cardioid Dynamic Speech and Vocal Mics
High performance dynamic cardioid microphones tuned specifically for vocal applications, the PG48 is
designed for spoken word applications, while the rugged PG58 is tuned to accentuate the clarity of lead
and back-up vocals. Both feature a tailored frequency response that is smooth and extended. Their
cardioid polar pattern picks up the most sound from in front of the microphone and some sound from
the sides. Less susceptible to feedback in high volume settings.
◆ Dynamic cartridge has a simple,

rugged coil. Handles extreme
volume levels without distortion.
◆ Cartridge includes a neodymium

magnet for high output level.

◆ Internal shock mount for reduced

handling noise (PG58 only).
◆ Durable metal construction
◆ On/off switch for onstage control.

◆ Steel mesh ball grille with integral

“pop” filter reduces explosive breath
sounds and wind noise.
◆ Includes 15’ cable, break-resistant

mic clip and storage bag.

PG48: Cardioid dynamic microphone. Available with XLR-to-1/4” cable (SHPG48QTR) or XLR-to-XLR cable (SHPG48XLR) ..............39.00
PG58: Cardioid dynamic microphone. Available with XLR-to-1/4” cable (SHPG58QTR) or XLR-to-XLR cable (SHPG58XLR) ..............59.00

SM48/SM48S Dynamic Cardioid Vocal Mics
The SM48 is a unidirectional dynamic microphone designed for professional sound reinforcement and
broadcasting applications. It maintains a true cardioid pattern throughout the frequency range,
ensuring high gain before feedback and rejection of off-axis sound. The tailored frequency response is
ideal for vocals. A presence rise brightens mid-range performance, and a low frequency rolloff controls
proximity effect. Includes a shock mounted cartridge, a steel mesh grille, and an integral “pop” filter.
The SM48S adds a lockable On/Off switch.
◆ Cardioid pickup pattern rejects

off–axis sound and provides
superior gain before feedback
◆ Rugged shock-mounted cartridge

for reduced handling noise.

◆ Frequency response tailored for

◆ Built-in “pop” filter reduces explosive

vocals with brightened mid-range.
Low-frequency bass rolloff controls
proximity effect.
◆ 55Hz to 15kHz frequency response.

SM48-LC (SHSM48LC): Dynamic Mic without a cable.....................................Call

breath sounds and wind noise
◆ Lockable On/Off switch (SM48S).
◆ Adjustable stand adapter & carrying

case included.

SM48S-LC (SHSM48SLC): Dynamic Mic with on/off switch, no cable .......Call

SM57 Dynamic Cardioid Vocal/Instrument Mic
A true classic, the SM57’s outstanding performance and diversity make it the “workhorse” of stages and
studios worldwide. Ideal for vocals, the SM-57’s carefully contoured frequency response means clean,
well-defined instrument reproduction and rich, warm vocal pickup on lecterns or stages. Extremely
effective cardioid pickup pattern isolates the main sound source while minimizing background noise. It is
also used on the podium of the U.S. President for over 30 years.
◆ Contoured frequency response for

◆ Unusually effective cardioid pattern

clean, instrumental reproduction
and rich vocal pickup.

isolates the main sound while
minimizing reflections caused by
poor studio or location acoustics
and background noise.

◆ Shock-mounted cartridge reduces

mic handling noise and mic stand
rumble.

◆ Ideal for narration and dialogue.

◆ Extremely durable - even under the

heaviest use.
◆ Frequency response: 40 to 15k Hz.
◆ Designed for hand-held use or on a

stand. Includes a break-resistant
swivel adapter that rotates 180°.

SM57-LC (SHSM57LC): Dynamic Cardioid Vocal/Instrument Mic without a cable ..................................................................................99.00
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SM58 Dynamic Cardioid Vocal Microphone
The SM58 is a unidirectional (cardioid) dynamic microphone designed for professional vocal use in live
performance and sound reinforcement. Cardioid pickup pattern isolates the main sound source while
minimizing unwanted background noise. In addition, it has a highly effective, built-in spherical filter
that minimizes wind and breath “pop” noise. The SM58 has a tailored vocal response for a sound which
is a world standard. Rugged construction, a proven shock mount system, and a steel mesh grille ensure
that even with rough handling, the SM58 will perform consistently. Outdoors or indoors, singing or
speech – the SM58 is the overwhelming choice of professionals worldwide.
◆ Unusually effective cardioid pickup pattern minimizes background noise and undesirable effects of studio and location

acoustics. Rear and side rejection uniform to very low frequencies and completely symmetrical about microphone axis
◆ Shock-mounted cartridge

◆ Designed for both field and studio use

◆ Self-contained spherical filter controls

— hand-held or on a stand. Includes
slip-in swivel adapter.

explosive breath sounds (“pop”) and
wind noise in outdoor locations.

reduces mic handling noise
and mic stand rumble.

SM58-CN (SHSM58CN): Supplied with break-resistant stand adapter which rotates 180°. With cable .....................................109.00
SM58-LC (SHSM58LC): Supplied with break-resistant stand adapter which rotates 180°. Without cable...................................99.00
SM58-S (SHSM58S): Supplied with break-resistant stand adapter which rotates 180°. With On/Off switch...........................104.00

SM86 • SM87A

SM-86

SM-87A

Cardioid/Supercardioid Condenser Vocal Mics
Ideal for professional use in live performance with stage or personal in-ear monitors, the SM-86
is an extremely rugged microphone designed to withstand the rigors of touring while delivering
studio-quality sound. The tailored frequency response of the SM-86 reproduces vocals with
clarity. A cardioid pickup pattern isolates the main sound source while minimizing unwanted
background noise. The built-in three-point shock mount minimizes handling noise, and a
two-stage pop filter reduces wind and breath “pop” noise.
The choice of the world’s top entertainers, the SM87A features a smooth frequency response
that is tailored for warm, rich vocal reproduction. Supercardioid polar pattern permits high gain
without feedback and rejects unwanted sounds. A three-stage wind/pop filter minimizes breath
noise and an excellent internal shock mount minimizes mic stand rumble and handling noise.

SM-86 Features

SM-87A Features

◆ Combines the ruggedness of Shure’s SM line

with the studio quality audio of a Shure
condenser—the first model to join the SM
line in over 10 years.
◆ Cardioid polar pattern and a wide

frequency response of 50 Hz to 18 kHz.
The mic additionally delivers high gainbefore-feedback and a tailored frequency
response for a clear reproduction of vocals.

◆

Equipped with an integral two-stage
windscreen and pop filter.

◆

Built-in, three-point shock mount virtually
eliminates stand and handling noise.

◆

Housed in a rugged, silver-colored,
enamel-painted enclosure incorporating a
steel-mesh grille.

◆

Requires phantom power for operation.

SM86 (SHSM86): Cardioid condenser handheld microphone ...........Call

◆ Flat frequency response for greater gain

before feedback.
◆ Low-frequency roll-off reduces low-

frequency rumble and handling noise and
compensates for proximity effect.
◆ Low RF and magnetic hum susceptibility
◆ Low distortion output and wide dynamic
range for a variety of load impedances.
◆ Operates on 11 to 52v DC phantom power.

SM87A (SHSM87A): Super-cardioid condenser handheld microphone.....214.95
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BETA 58A Vocal Dynamic Supercardioid Mic
The Beta 58A is a high-output dynamic vocal mic designed for professional sound reinforcement. It
has a shaped frequency response that is ideal for close-up vocals. And the superb performance of this
mic is not affected by rough handling because of its rugged construction, pneumatic shock mount
system, and hardened steel mesh grille. Ideal for speech applications, the Beta 58A maintains a true
supercardioid pattern throughout it’s frequency range. This ensures high gain before feedback,
maximum isolation from other sound sources, and minimum off–axis tone coloration. Also incorporates
a Neodymium magnet for high S/N ratio output, and an advanced electro-pneumatic shock mount
design to effectively minimize transmission of handling or stand noise.
◆ Wide and smooth frequency

◆ Humbucking coil permits use in strong

response adds extra clarity

hum fields produced by lighting

◆ Plug element pins are gold plated for

durable and low-noise transfer

Beta 58A (SHBETA58A): Super-cardioid handheld dynamic microphone ..................................................................................................Call

Beta 87A • Beta 87C Supercardioid
and Cardioid Condenser Vocal Mics

SM-86

SM-87A

The first choice of performers around the world, the Beta 87A and Beta 87C are premium
quality vocal mics with superb accuracy, detail, and rich vocal production. Used in professional sound reinforcement and broadcasting applications, they combine ruggedness
with superb performance. The Beta 87A (supercardioid) and Beta 87C (cardioid) provide
maximum isolation while offering high gain before feedback. Both offer a controlled lowfrequency roll-off that compensates for proximity effect and prevents the “boomy” sound
often associated with close-up use. They also feature improved shock mounting and a
hardened, dent-resistant steel mesh grille with a built-in pop filter.

◆ Advanced cartridge shock-mount

system reduces handling noise and
absorbs mechanical shocks.
◆ Very low susceptibility to RFI and

Beta 87A Only

Beta 87C Only

Supercardioid pattern provides maximum isolation
while offering minimal off-axis coloration and high
gain before feedback. It has an exceptionally
smooth frequency response with gradual presence
rise that brighten the upper midrange.

Maintains its cardioid pattern throughout its
frequency range, ensuring maximum isolation and
high gain before feedback. Exceptionally smooth,
wide frequency response includes a slight presence
rise for a warm, natural sound.

Beta 87A (SHBETA87A) ............................................249.95

Beta 87C (SHBETA87C) .............................................249.00

electromagnetic hum.
◆ Phantom powered (11-52v DC).
◆ Built-in three-stage pop filter mini-

mizes breath pop and wind noise.
◆ High S/N ratio of 69dB (Beta 87A)

and 72dB (Beta 87C).
◆ Maximum SPL of 142dB (Beta 87A)

and 139dB (Beta 87C).
◆ Wide dynamic range (117dB) and

low distortion characteristics.
◆ Thick handle for a comfortable feel

when hand-held. They include a
break-resistant swivel adapter.

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO

VP64A Omnidirectional Dynamic Mic
The VP64A combines performance and comfortable feel with handsome appearance.
Omni-directional pickup pattern provides uniform pickup on or off axis, eliminating the
need for critical mic positioning. Neodymium magnet for increased output and maximized
S/N ratio. Tailored frequency response (50Hz to 12kHz) with mid-range presence rise adds
crispness and clarity to speech. The internal rubber isolation mount protects the mic
cartridge and minimizes handling noise. Water-resistant mesh grille allows use in adverse
weather conditions. Supplied windscreen further reduces “pop” and wind noise.

VP64A (SHVP64A): Omnidirectional dynamic mic, 7.9 x 1.5”..............................................77.95
VP64AL (SHVP64AL): Same as above except with extended handle. 9.9 x 1.5”........... 89.95
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ALL-PURPOSE MICS

Beta 53
Omnidirectional Condenser Mic
The Beta 53 is designed for
applications where
inconspicuous appearance
and incredible sound quality
are required. Ideal for event
productions, trade shows or
seminars - the best sound
with minimal visibility.
It’s lightweight,
adjustable, modular
headband, flexible wireframe and soft earpieces provide a comfortable
fit while still allowing the Beta 53 to be positioned as close to the left
or right corner of the mouth as possible. The mic itself features an
extended frequency response and high SPL handling ability.
◆ Comfortable, latex-free Dynaflex earforms that hide behind the ears

619

588SDX Handheld Mic
A ball-type, cardioid dynamic mic that provides
excellent voice reproduction. Ideal for speech in
schools, churches, and meeting rooms, it’s spherical grille is an effective wind and pop filter, while
it’s symmetrical cardioid pickup pattern minimizes
feedback. Lockable On/Off switch and internal
impedance selection. Includes a slip-in breakresistant swivel adapter for stand-mounted use.
◆

Controlled low-frequency response combined
with a smooth high-frequency rise for clear and
intelligible voice pickup

◆

Neodymium magnet for high sensitivity

◆

Shock-mounted cartridge for quiet operation
and low stand/handling noise

◆

Dual impedance selectable by internal socket

◆ Tough, steel-mesh grille resists wear from constant use and handling;

◆

Ultra-thin detachable mic boom mount for right or left positioning

◆

Interchangeable frequency response caps (mild or high, 2 pc. each)

◆

◆

Includes two foam windscreens, clothing clip for securing cable,
durable carrying case.

588SDX (SH588SDX): With attached cable.....................................................64.50

die-cast handle
Frequency response is 80Hz to 15kHz

Beta 53 (SHBETA53): Detachable in-line preamp for wired applications,
requires phantom power. Black finish.......................................................... Call

545SD Unidyne III

WBH53: With TA4F connector for wireless applications. Available in
Black (SHWBH53B) and Tan (SHWBH53T) finish...................................................Call

A cardioid dynamic microphone, the 545SD Unidyne III
ships connected for low-impedance operation. Use on
lecterns for public address systems such as those used
in legislatures, convention halls, hotels, public auditoriums, stadiums, schools, and churches.

Beta 54
Supercardioid Condenser Mic

◆ Silent magnetic reed on/off switch with lock option
◆ Exceptionally uniform cardioid pattern minimizes

A subminiature, electret condenser
head worn mic, the Beta 54 provides
uncompromised sound quality
and reliability with minimal visibility.
Despite it’s small size, the
condenser element delivers full,
clear, and natural reproduction
of speech and vocals.

feedback in PA applications
◆

Frequency response is 50Hz to 15kHz

545SD-LC (SH545SDLC): Without cable........................99.95

565SD Unisphere 1

◆ Durable, low-profile wire

frame headband is fully
adjustable for stability and comfort.
◆

Supercardioid polar pattern provides maximum gain-before-feedback and ambient rejection

◆

Extended frequency response tailored for vocal performances

◆

Snap-fit foam windscreens stay in place during intensive movement

◆

Includes plastic carrying case to protect the mic and its accessories

Beta 54 (SHBETA54): Detachable in-line preamp for wired applications,
requires phantom power. Black finish ........................................................ Call
WBH53: With TA4F connector for wireless applications. Available in
Black (SHWBH54B) and Tan (SHWBH54T) finish .................................................Call

The 565 SD is a dual impedance, cardioid dynamic
microphone with a strong, wiremesh, spherical
front grille that contains a very effective wind and
“pop” filter. With sound characteristics similar to
the SM58, the mic provides excellent speech
reproduction on lecterns and stages. Ideal for use
in public auditoriums, churches, convention halls,
and schools.
◆ Silent magnetic reed on/off switch with lock-on
option
◆

Frequency response is 50Hz to 15kHz

565SD-CN (SH565SDCN): With 20’ XLR cable .............................................125.95
565SD-LC (SH565SDLC): Without cable........................................................107.50
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LAVALIER/HEADWORN MICS
SM11

SM93

Lavalier Omnidirectional Dynamic Mic

Miniature Omnidirectional Lavalier Mic

The SM11 is a miniature dynamic lavalier microphone
designed for use in sound reinforcement and similar
uses where a small, professional-quality, microphone is
required. The SM11 has an omnidirectional pickup
pattern, and its frequency response is optimized for
lavalier use. The microphone is supplied with a tie clasp
assembly, tie tack assembly, connector belt clip, and
zippered carrying/storage bag.
◆ Frequency response optimized for lavalier use. Acoustically matches

most stand- or desk-mounted microphones
◆ Small and lightweight for unobtrusive, virtually unseen operation
◆ Smooth exterior and recessed grille screen minimize clothing noise
◆ Extremely flexible long-life cable
◆ Two mounting options–tie clasp or tie tack
◆ Convenient, secure belt clip attaches connector to belt or clothing

The SM93 is an economical subminiature lavalier
condenser mic designed for use in speech
applications. Despite its small size, the SM93 mic
element provides full, clear sound comparable to
much larger mics. Its smooth frequency response
is specially tailored for chest-worn microphone
operation, while controlled low-frequency rolloff
reduces clothing and room noise. Runs on 11-52v
DC phantom power.
◆ Designed for wired applications, the SM93

includes a preamp assembly with XLR connectors. The preamp can be pocketed, strapped to
the body, or clipped to belt or waistband
◆ Supplied with small, inconspicuous mounting

hardware. Includes a sew-on mounting bracket,
a mounting block with attached tie bar, and an
acoustic windscreen.

SM11 Lavalier Omnidirectional Dynamic Mic (SHSM11CN)................99.95

SM93 Omnidirectional Lavalier Mic (SHSM93) ...................................146.50

WL50/WL51

WH20/WH30

Professional Subminiature Lavalier Mics
Only 5.8mm in diameter, and weighing just .34
grams, the WL50 and the WL51 set the standard
for miniature lavalier mics. Visually unobtrusive
they virtually disappear when in use, making
them ideal for theater, television broadcast,
video/film, and event production. And despite
their small size, the condenser element provides
full, clear and natural reproduction of speech.

Headworn Cardioid Mics
The WH20 (dynamic) and WH30
(condenser) are rugged, lightweight
headset mics with high-quality
voice pickup. They fit securely for
active users with low visibility.
Use for any voice communications
application where comfort and
reliability are required.

The omnidirectional WL50 has an extended frequency response and
comes in three colors and two sensitivity options; Standard (-45dBv/Pa)
and Reduced (-55dBv/Pa). It also includes four frequency response
caps: two silver mesh (4dB mild boost) and two gold mesh (10dB high
boost). Interchange them as needed to achieve optimal sound and
clarity for various mic placements and mounting configurations.

◆ Cardioid pattern provides greater gain-before-feedback and isola-

The cardioid WL51 features a smooth frequency response and low
-49dBv/Pa sensitivity to provide optimal gain with very low noise output.
Ideal for those situations where loud ambient environments limit the
use of an omni mic. Includes a watertight protective carrying case.

headset. The headband, wireframe, and gooseneck are adjustable.

WL50: Standard sensitivity, 5’ attached cable with TA4F connector.
Available in Black (SHWL50B), White (SHWL50W) and Tan (SHWL50T) ....203.95
WL50X: Standard sensitivity, 10’ attached cable. Without connector.
Only available in Black (SHWL50BX) ..............................................................189.95

tion from ambient noise or unwanted sound like air-conditioning
◆ Carefully shaped frequency response includes a voice-frequency

presence peak. Low-frequency rolloff compensates for the proximity
effect inherent in cardioid microphones during close-talk operation
◆ Integrated elastic CROAKIES headband comfortably secures the
◆ Extra-strong mic cable resists breakage. Collapsible mic boom for

easy storage and transportation. Includes foam windscreen and
clothing clip

WH20TQG (SHWH20TQG): With 4-pin mini-connector...........................79.50
WH20QTR (SHWH20QTR): With 1/4” connector .........................................79.50
WH20XLR (SHWH20XLR): With XLR-M connector .....................................74.95

WL50-LO: Reduced sensitivity, 5’ attached cable with TA4F connector.
Available in Black (SHWL50BLO) and Tan (SHWL50TLO) ..............................227.95

WH30TQG (SHWH30TQG): With 5.3’ cable terminated to a TA4-female
mini-connector .................................................................................................101.95

WL51: Available in Black (SHWL51B) and Tan (SHWL51W) .........................228.95

WH30XLR (SHWH30XLR): With a 10’ XLR cable & in-line pre-amp ....163.95
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INSTALLED SOUND - EASYFLEX SERIES
EZG Miniature Cardioid
Condenser Gooseneck Microphones
These miniature gooseneck condenser mics are the perfect choice to capture speech and
vocals in environments where quality, value and budget are primary considerations.
Designed for podium or desk applications, they offer a cardioid polar pattern, and are
available in either 12” or 18” lengths. Each charcoal gray microphone comes standard with
a single flexible gooseneck section for ease in accurate positioning, as well as a matching
slip-on foam windscreen. Choose a locking flange mount with an integrated preamp and
XLR connector for easy permanent install. Or, choose side-exit mounting with 10’ cables,
in-line preamps and threaded mounting flanges - easily adaptable to a standard mic stand.

EZG/12 (12”) and EZG/18 (18”) Mics

EZG/12SE (12”) and EZG/18SE (18”) Mics

• Cardioid polar pattern
• Integrated preamplifier with XLR connector
• Locking flange mount

• Cardioid polar pattern
• Attached 10’ side exit cable with in-line preamplifier
• Threaded mounting flange

EZO Overhead Microphones
The perfect choice to reinforce choirs and performance groups in recording or sound
reinforcement in environments where quality, value and budget are primary considerations.
The overhead condenser microphones feature a cardioid polar pattern, and are available
in charcoal gray or white for unobtrusive placement in most surroundings.
Each Easyflex overhead microphone ships with a flexible wire form for accurate and stable
positioning when suspension mounting to a ceiling, and ships with 30’ cable with in-line
preamplification, and a matching slip-on windscreen.

EZO/G Charcoal Gray and EZO/W White
Overhead Microphones
• Cardioid polar pattern
• Attached 30’ cable with in-line preamplifier
• Adjustable wire frame for easy positioning

EZB/C Cardioid and EZB/O
Omnidirectional Boundary Microphones
• Charcoal gray finish
• Attached 12’ cable with in-line preamplifier
• Recessed mounting holes for quick installation

EZB Miniature Cardioid Condenser Boundary Mics
The perfect choice for all types of low profile applications, where quality, value and budget are
primary considerations. The EZB microphones feature either a cardioid or omnidirectional
polar pattern, and are available with a charcoal gray finish for unobtrusive placement in most
surroundings. They ship with an attached 12’ cable with in-line preamplifier, and feature
recessed mounting holes for ease of installation.
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The entire Microflex family of miniature condenser microphones are designed with performance, consistency and ease of
installation in mind. Their cardioid, super-cardioid and omni-directional condenser cartridges are completely interchangeable and fit every Microflex Gooseneck, Overhead, Boundary, and Lavalier model for the ultimate in convenience and uniform
sound. Plus, each Microflex model includes all the basic accessories needed for complete installation.

MX-391/392/393

Surface-Mount Microphone Models Include:

Surface-Mount Mics

MX391/C: Cardioid. Includes attached 12’
cable and separate in-line preamp,
phantom power only. Available in Black
(SHMX391C) or White (SHMX391WC) .............162.95

The low-profile
Microflex Series
boundary mics are
designed to be
unobtrusively placed
flat on a stage, table
top or wall while
offering high quality
audio for sound
reinforcement, boardrooms, broadcast or
recording. Available with interchangeable
cardioid, super-cardioid and omni-directional polar patterns in battery power,
phantom power or pigtail versions, giving
you the flexibility for any application.

MX391/S: Super-cardioid version of above.
Black (SHMX391S) or White (SHMX391WS)...173.50
MX391/O: Omni-directional version of
above. Available in Black (SHMX391O) or White
(SHMX391WO) ....................................................154.95
MX391BP/C (SHMX391BPC): Cardioid.
Battery/phantom power version of above.
Includes MX1BP power module.............179.95
MX391BP/S (SHMX391BPS): Super-cardioid
version of above..........................................186.50
MX391BP/O (SHMX391BPO): Omni-directional
version of above..........................................167.50

◆ 50Hz to 17kHz frequency response

MX391LP/C: Cardioid. Without MX1BP power
module. Uses Tini Q-G connector. Black
(SHMX391LPC) or White (SHMX391WLPC) ......104.95

◆ Easy to use paint mask for your custom-

color installations

MX391LP/S: Super-cardioid version of
above. Available in Black (SHMX391LPS) or White
(SHMX391WLPS) .................................................109.95

◆ Programmable silent membrane switch-

es with LED indicator can be set for Push
to Talk, Push to Mute or Push On/Push
Off modes (MX392 and MX393 only)

MX391LP/O: Omni-directional version of
above. Available in Black (SHMX391LPO) or
White (SHMX391WLPO) ......................................95.95
MX392/C (SHMX392C): Cardioid. Includes
programmable membrane switch with LED
indicator, built-in preamp, logic input/output
control capability, unterminated. Phantom
power only.....................................................207.95
MX392/S (SHMX392S): Super-cardioid version
of above..........................................................213.95
MX392/O (SHMX392O): Omni-directional
version of above..........................................194.95
MX393/C (SHMX393C): Cardioid. Includes
programmable membrane switch with LED
indicator, built-in preamplifier, detachable
cable terminates to a male XLR connector.
Phantom power only.................................207.95
MX393/S (SHMX393S): Super-cardioid version
of above..........................................................213.95
MX393/O (SHMX393O): Omni-directional
version of above..........................................194.95

MX-183/184/185 Lavalier Microphones
Three wired lavalier microphones no larger than a paper clip. Optional interchangeable mic cartridges allows
you to tailor the mics to any audio environment. The mics attach to the supplied power supply with the Shure
Tini Q-G connector. When the power supply is removed, they can be used with any Shure wireless transmitters.
◆ Condenser lavalier microphones

◆ Frequency Response 60 - 20 kHz

◆ Interchangeable cartridges for

◆ Includes both a pivoting single and

omni-directional, cardioid and
super-cardioid polar patterns

dual microphone tie clip
◆ Compatible with all Shure wireless

◆ Black, snap-fit foam windscreen

L AVA L I E R

transmitters

M I C R O P H O N E

◆ Available with belt-clip phantom

power only preamp and MX1BP
battery/phantom power preamp
◆ Attached 4´ cable with Tini Q-G

connector

M O D E L S

I N C L U D E

MX183 (SHMX183): Omni-directional condenser lavalier, belt-clip
preamp, rotatable tie clip, dual tie clip, snap-fit windscreen.....167.50

MX183BP (SHMX183BP): Omni-directional condenser lavalier
microphone with 4’ attached cable, MX1BP preamplifier ...........179.95

MX184 (SHMX184): Super-cardioid version of above .......................186.50

MX184BP (SHMX184BP): Super-cardioid version of above.............194.95

MX185 (SHMX185): Cardioid version of above....................................179.95

MX185BP (SHMX185BP): Cardioid version of above..........................192.50
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Gooseneck Microphones
Designed with premium audio quality and
ease of installation in mind, these miniature
condenser gooseneck microphones feature
swappable cardioid, super-cardioid and
omni-directional cartridge capability and
come complete with all the necessary
accessories. A variety of mounting options
make these mics suitable for any installation.
All models run on phantom power and have
a frequency response of 50Hz to 17kHz.

Gooseneck Microphone Models Include:
MX412/C (SHMX412C): 12” gooseneck,
terminates to XLR connector. Flange
mount. Cardioid .......................................186.50
MX412/S (SHMX412S): Super-cardioid
version of above.......................................192.50
MX412/N (SHMX412N): Same as above
without a cartridge..................................141.95
MX418/C (SHMX418C): 18” gooseneck version
of above. Cardioid ...................................186.50
MX418/S (SHMX418S): Super-cardioid version
of above ......................................................192.50
MX418/N (SHMX418N): Same as above
without a cartridge .................................129.95

MX-418

MX412D/C (SHMX412DC): 12” gooseneck with
desktop base, with programmable switch,
logic input and output terminals and
attached 10’ XLR cable. Cardioid ........243.95
MX-412

SWAPPABLE CARTRIDGES
R183B: Omni-directional. Black
(SHR183B) or White (SHR183W) ........38.95
R184B: Super-cardioid. Black
(SHR184B) or White (SHR184W) ........53.95
R185B: Cardioid. Black (SHR185B) or
White (SHR185W) ..............................47.50

MX412S/C (SHMX412SC): 12” gooseneck with
push-button mute switch and LED status
indicator. Terminates to male XLR
connector. Cardioid.................................199.95
MX412S/S (SHMX412SS): Super-cardioid
version of above ......................................207.95
MX412S/N (SHMX412SN): Same as above
without a cartridge .................................159.95
MX418S/C (SHMX418SC): 18” gooseneck
version of above ......................................199.95
MX418S/S (SHMX418SS): Super-cardioid
version of above).....................................207.95
MX418S/N (SHMX418SN): Same as above
without a cartridge .................................159.95
MX412SE/C (SHMX412SEC): 12” gooseneck
with attached 10’ XLR cable and inline
preamplifier, threaded flange mount
and shock mount adapter....................194.95

MX412D/S (SHMX418S): Super-cardioid
version of above ......................................249.95

MX412SE/S (SHMX412SES): Super-cardioid
version of above ......................................199.95

MX412D/N (SHMX418N): Same as above
without a cartridge .................................199.95

MX412SE/N (SHMX412SEN): Same as above
without a cartridge .................................154.95

MX418D/C (SHMX418DC) 18” gooseneck
version of above. Cardioid ...................243.95

MX418SE/C (SHMX418SEC): 18” gooseneck
version of above. Cardioid ...................194.95

MX418D/S (SHMX418DS): Super-cardioid
version of above ......................................249.95

MX418SE/S (SHMX418SES): Super-cardioid
version of above ......................................199.95

MX418D/N (SHMX418DN): Same as above
without a cartridge .................................199.95

MX418SE/N (SHMX418SEN): Same as above
without a cartridge .................................154.95

MX-202 Hanging Microphones
These phantom power only miniature hanging condenser mics feature the same
interchangeable capsule design as the rest of the Microflex series. Available with
either plate-mount or stand adapters ideal for use as overheads for live theatrical and
musical productions. The flexible 4” gooseneck allows you to unobtrusively aim the
mics exactly the way you want them.

HANGING MICROPHONE MODELS INCLUDE:
MX202/C: Cardioid microphone. 4” gooseneck with in-line
preamplifier and stand adapter. Available in Black (SHMX202BC) or
White (SHMX202WC) finish ..........................................................................167.50

MX202P/C: Cardioid microphone. 4” gooseneck with plate-mount
preamplifier and 30’ cable. Available in Black (SHMX202BPC) or White
(SHMX202WPC) finish .....................................................................................167.50

MX202/S: Super-cardioid version of above. Available in Black

MX202P/S: Super-cardioid version of above. Available in Black
(SHMX202BPS) or White (SHMX202WPS) finish...........................................173.50

(SHMX202BS) or White (SHMX202WS) finish...............................................173.50

MX202/N: Hanging mic without a cartridge. Available in Black
(SHMX202BN) or White (SHMX202WN) finish..............................................124.95

MX202BP/N: Hanging mic without a cartridge. Available in Black
(SHMX202BPN) or White (SHMX202WPN) finish..........................................124.95
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MICROPHONE ACCESSORIES
A55M Isolation (Shock) Mount (SHA55HM)
Shock Stopper swivel
adapter/isolation mount that
reduces transmission of
mechanical noise and
vibration by more that 20dB.
For SM57, SM58, SM86, Beta
57A, Beta 58A, Beta 87C or
any Shure tapered handle mic....................38.95
A55HM Isolation (Shock) Mount (SHA55M)
Same as above, plus it has a patented design
that allows the microphone to be snapped in
and out without removing the cable. For
SM57, SM58, SM86, Beta 57A, Beta 58A, Beta
87C or any Shure tapered handle mic......44.95
A25D Stand
Adapter (SHA25D)
Break resistant adapter for
the SM57, SM58, SM87A,
Beta 87A and all other
mics with 3/4˝ and larger
handle .............................6.50
A26M Dual Microphone Mount (SHA25DM)
Dual microphone mount for 545 Series, SM57
and Beta 57A microphones ............................5.50

Quick-Release Shock Mounts
for Gooseneck Mics
These accessories allow
permanent installation
of a quick-release
shock mount for use
with a wide variety of
gooseneck mics.

A400SM (SHA400SM)
Offering Shock-Stopper construction, the
A400SM decouples the mic from the mounting
surface and reduces impact or surface noise
by up to 20dB .....................................................24.95
A400XLR (SHA400XLR)
Consists of an XLR-F connector and insert.
Existing A400SM Shock Mounts can be
retrofitted for quick release performance with
the A400XLR Connector/Insert ....................22.50
A400SMXLR (SHA400SMXLR)
An A400SM Shock Mount with the A400XLR
Connector/Insert ...............................................39.95
A99SMA Retrofit Adapter (SHA99SMA)
For the A400SM Shock Mount......................14.95
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MIC-SPECIFIC FOAM WINDSCREENS
For the 545 Series and SM57 (SHA2WSBK)
Locking black foam ........................................14.50
For the 545 Series and SM57 (SHA2WS)
Locking gray foam ..........................................14.50
For Beta 57 and Beta 57A (SHA57AWS)
Locking foam.......................................................7.50
For MX412 and 418 (SHRK412WS)
Contains four snap-fit screens....................18.95

Locking Foam for
Beta 57 and Beta 57A

For MX183, MX184 and MX185 (SHRK261BWS)
Contains four. Small, black ...........................17.50

Foam windscreens for
ball-type microphones

For MX183/184/185, WH30 (SHRK183WS)
Contains four black snap-fit screens........18.95
For SM86, SM87A (SHA85WS) .....................12.50
For SM93 (SHRK355WS) Set of 4, Black.......17.95

Gooseneck Windscreens
For Easyflex Gooseneck Mics (SHRPM310)
Charcoal Gray, 4 Pieces....................................6.50
For Easyflex Overhead Mics (SHRPM312)
Charcoal Gray, 4 Pieces....................................6.50
For Easyflex Overhead Mics (SHRPM314)
White, 4 Pieces....................................................6.50
High Performance Ball Foam Windscreen
(SHA99WS) For Microflex Gooseneck Mics...5.95

Locking Metal Windscreen (SHA412MWS)
For Microflex Gooseneck Mics....................19.95

Locking Black Foam for
545 Series and SM57
For MX412 and 418

Foam Windscreens for all
Shure Ball Type Microphones
Black Foam (SHA58WSBK) ....................................6.50
Blue Foam (SHA58WSBL) ......................................6.50
Gray Foam (SHA58WS) .........................................6.50
Green Foam (SHA58WSGN) .................................6.50
Red Foam (SHA58WSRD) ......................................6.50
Yellow Foam (SHA58WSYL) ..................................6.50

TIE CLIPS
Single Mount
Tie-Clips (SHRK183T1)
For the MX183/184/185.
Two pieces................32.95

Swiveling Lapel & Dual Tie Clips (SHRPM502)
For WL50 (two of each). Tan color .............39.50

Dual Mount Tie-Clip (SHRK183T2)
For the MX183, MX184 and MX185.............14.95

Black Swiveling Lapel Clips (SHRPM510)
For WL50 and Beta 53 (5 clips) ...................27.50

Double Tie Clips (SHRK307DB)
For SM93 (2 pc.) ................................................17.95

Tan Swiveling Lapel Clips (SHRPM512)
For WL50 and Beta 53 (5 clips) ...................26.50

Black Single Bar Tie Clips (SHRK354SB)
For SM93 (2 pc.) ................................................12.95

White Swiveling Lapel Clips (SHRPM514)
For WL50 (5 clips).............................................27.50

Swiveling Lapel & Dual Tie Clips (SHRPM504)
For WL50 (two of each). White color ........39.95

FOAM WINDSCREEN & CLIP PACKAGES
Tan Foam Windscreens
and Tie Clips (SHRK304T)
For SM93 (Contains two of each)...............24.95

www.bhphotovideo.com
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MICROPHONES ACCESSORIES
PROBLEM SOLVERS

STANDS

No matter how well you plan ahead, sooner or later you will probably run into an
audio-related problem. For example, eliminating the low end rumble picked up by a
sensitive mic due to handling noise or even automobile traffic. Shure has developed
a number of problem solving solutions to help you out in these types of situations
and many others.

Small Black Desk/Table Stand (SHA202BB)
For MX202 microphones ................................28.50

A96F Low- to Medium- Impedance
Matching Transformer (SHA96F)

A85F Economy Low- to High-Impedance
Mic Matching Transformer (SHA85F)

Low impedance, female XLR to medium
impedance 3.5mm mini-plug output
connector with 18” cable. Adapts a balanced,
low-impedance microphone to camcorder
recorder input. Also has a DC Bias Filter ..36.50

Provides 24dB of voltage gain and may be
used in reverse. Balanced 3-pin XLR female
input and 1/4” male output ..........................17.50

A95UF Low- to High-Impedance
Mic Transformer (SHA95UF)
Provides 24dB of voltage gain and may be
used in reverse (high- to low- impedance). It
has a balanced low-impedance 3-pin XLR-F
input and an Amphenol MC1M-type output
connector with a mating 1/4” male phone plug
and female phone plug adapters...............34.95

A95U Low- to High-Impedance
Mic Transformer (SHA95U)
Same as the A95UF, but with a 3-pin XLR male
low-impedance connector............................32.50

A15AS Switchable Mic Attenuator (SHA15AS)
Prevents preamplifier overload when strong
signals are applied. Provides 15, 20, or 25dB
of microphone attenuation. Requires use of
balanced signals; XLR-F in and XLR-M out.
Passes phantom power ..................................38.50

A15HP High-Pass Filter (SHA15HP)
Reduces unwanted low end rumble in
microphone signals. Provides low-end roll-off
of 12dB per octave below 100Hz. Slender,
in-line XLR (F) to XLR (M) configuration.
Requires use of balanced signals................38.50

A120S Accessory In-Line Switch (SHA120S)
Provides on/off, push-to-talk, cough button,
and transmitter relay keying functions for
wired mics. Convenient handheld size with
belt clip. For hardwired, in-line use with
various cable diameters.................................24.95

A15PRS Switchable
Phase Reverser (SHA15PRS)

A96F

Provides instant switch selection of normal or
reversed phase of a balanced line without
modification of equipment. Reverses polarity
of pins 2 and 3 of a balanced line. Slender,
in-line XLR (F) to XLR (M) configuration;
may be used in reverse. Requires use of
balanced signals...............................................38.50

A95U

A95UF

A85F

A15LA Line Adapter (SHA15LA)
A120S

A15HP

A15LA

Provides 50dB attenuation, allowing a
balanced line-level source to be connected to
a balanced microphone input. Slender, in-line
XLR (F) to XLR (M) configuration. Requires use
of balanced signals ..........................................34.95

A15BT Bridging Transformer (SHA15BT)
A15AS

Matches balanced or unbalanced devices of
different impedances. 33 kOhm primary: 600
or 7500 ohm secondary; may be used in
reverse ..................................................................39.95

Accessory Base (SHA412B)
For Microflex Gooseneck
microphones, 10’ attached
XLR cable......................59.50
Chrome Floor Stand (SHMS10C)
A chrome floor stand with gray metallic base,
the MS-10C quickly and easily adjusts from 35”
to 64” high ...........................................................39.95
Baby Boom Arm
for Chrome Floor Stand (SHBB77)
A 31” chrome-plated, adjustable boom that fits
the MS-10C Chrome Floor Stand...............29.95
Telescoping Mic
Floor Stand (SHS15A)
A rugged and stable,
yet portable and lightweight telescoping
tripod floor stand. It
features five telescoping
sections, adjustable
height between 3.5’
and 14’. It includes a
carrying case.........157.50
Desk Stand (SHS37A)
Provides a low profile,
stable base for
microphones with
swivel connector
assemblies, or
microphones using swivel adapters and shock
mounts. It has a non-reflective, textured, gray
finish ......................................................................26.95
Vibration-Isolation
Stand (SHS39A)
Provides excellent
shock isolation,
preventing floor or
table vibrations from
reaching a mounted mic. Use the S39A for
sportscasting, conference table or front-ofstage installations, or any application where
severe vibrations may occur .........................62.95
Tripod Desk Stand (SHS40B)
With three tripod-style folding legs. It is handy
for times that you need compact storage and
relative light weight, yet excellent stability.
Standard thread for microphone clip........19.95
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ECM-44 / 55 / 66 / 77 / 88
Electret Condenser Lavalier Microphones
Sony’s lavalier microphones are manufactured to meet the most demanding professional broadcast and recording
requirements. They are designed to deliver the highest level of performance and reliability. There are five primary lavalier
mics in the series, offering different sizes and applications. Additionally, they offer three big advantages over other systems.

High Performance: Sony’s lavalier microphones are distinguished by their superior
performance, as represented by the wide (20Hz~20kHz) frequency response of the top-of-the-line
ECM-88. They will more than measure up to your expectations.
Wide Selection: The ECM-88 is an extremely miniature, omni-directional

mic designed
for quality-critical applications in broadcasting, theater, and field productions. While slightly
bigger, the ECM-77B is also incredibly small and light. The uni-directional ECM-66B is designed for
close-miking of musical instruments. The popular ECM-55B incorporates a 10.6mm omni-directional
capsule for versatility, while the ECM-44B offers high performance at a lower cost.

Reliability and Convenience:

Careful attention is paid to make the capsule
immune to external noise and adverse ambient conditions. The cable is strengthened to achieve
a high resistance to damage caused by over flexing.

ECM-44B Omni-directional Electret Condenser Mic (SOECM44B)
Delivering clean, bright, yet natural reproduction, the ECM-44B makes Sony’s exceptional condenser
mics available for budget conscious productions, and a variety of sound reinforcement requirements,
such as lectures and demonstrations. With in-line battery for powering via 48v phantom power or a
single AA battery (for over 5000 hours). Supplied with urethane windscreen and clip......................194.95

ECM44BC (SOECM44BC)
With a Sony SMC9-4P 4-pin
connector .............................99.95

ECM44BMP (SOECM44BMP)
With a 3-pole mini jack and
stable lock mechanism....99.95

ECM44BPT (SOECM44BPT)
With an unterminated cable for
custom installations.......108.95

ECM-55B (SOECM55B)
Omni-directional Electret Condenser Mic
The ECM-55B is suitable for news, interviews and stage dramas. Frequency response is a wide 30Hz
to 18 kHz. Directivity is optimized to ensure uniform, dependable output, regardless of the direction
of the sound source. The metal mesh windscreen effectively eliminates both wind noise outdoors
and pop noise in close-up situations. Complete with in-line battery for 2-way powering (battery or
48v phantom power). Supplied with metal windscreen and metal holder clips .................................CALL

Frequency Response
Dynamic Range
Signal-to-Noise Ratio
Max Input SPL
Battery Life
Output Impedance at 1kHz
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ECM-44B

ECM-55B

ECM-66B

ECM-77B

ECM-88

40 - 15k Hz

30 - 18k Hz

70 - 14k Hz

40 - 20k Hz

20 - 20k Hz

≥90dB

98dB

≥101dB

≥90dB

≥99dB

≥62dB

66dB

≥62dB

≥64dB

≥68dB

122dB SPL

126dB SPL

130dB SPL

≥130dB SPL

125dB SPL

Approx. 5000 hrs.

Approx. 5000 hrs.

Approx. 300 hrs.

Approx. 5000 hrs.

250Ω

100Ω

100Ω

150Ω
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ECM-66B Uni-Directional Electret Condenser Mic (SOECM66B)
When superb rejection of ambient sound is desired, the ECM-66B yields clean, natural reproduction of
vocals or musical instruments while maintaining excellent isolation from the acoustic environment.
This miniature microphone has a uni-directional polar pattern, carefully contoured for better control
of feedback. The higher voltage supplied to the microphone by the built-in DC-to-DC converter
complements the electret condenser design, resulting in excellent transient response and thus better
tonal quality. Complete with in-line battery for 2-way powering (battery or 48v phantom power), and
a battery on/off switch to save power. An LED shows battery condition when the power is turned on.

ECM66BC (SOECM66BC): With a 4-pin connector ........................................................................................................Call

ECM-77B Omni-directional Condenser Microphone (SOECM77B)
Only 1/4” x 1/2” and a mere 0.04 oz., the microscopic ECM-77B offers increased mechanical impedance using a metal vaporized,
fine ceramic backplate to provide an exceptional 40Hz to 20kHz frequency response and to assure resistance to humidity and
temperature extremes. Combined with advanced techniques for sealing the capsule and acoustic housing, the ECM-77B delivers
sound that is audibly superior and more pleasing than other lavalier mics. Ideal for broadcasting and stage applications where
the mic must be inconspicuous, it enables unobtrusive miking plus also minimizes glare. Even when hidden inside a costume,
its frequency response is wide enough to pick up the voice with no perceptible change in quality, while minimizing the pick-up of rustling noise.

ECM77BC (SOECM77BC): With a 4-pin connector
for use with a bodypack transmitter......259.95

ECM77BMP (SOECM77BMP): With a 3-pole mini
jack and stable lock mechanism..............248.95

ECM77BPT (SOECM77BPT): Supplied without a
connector (pigtail) ........................................242.95

ECM-88B Omni-directional Condenser Microphone (SOECM88B)
An extremely miniature, omni-directional electret-condenser microphone for quality-critical
applications in broadcasting, theater, and field productions. It’s dual-diaphragm mechanism achieves
high-sensitivity, flat-and-wide frequency response and low noise characteristics. The diaphragm and
back-plates are fixed vertically to the microphone capsule, reducing the mechanical noise caused by
cable vibration and friction. Water-resistant architecture reduces the risk of water or perspiration
entering the mic capsule. The mic capsule measures just 5/32 x 5/32 x 11/16” allowing for easy, natural-looking concealment in a stage costume.
The ECM-88B includes a horizontal clip, a vertical clip, a double clip, a urethane windscreen and a Sony 4-pin connector (SMC9-4P) for use with the
supplied DC-78 power-supply or with the optional WRT-8B/822B wireless bodypack transmitters.

ECM88BC (SOECM88BC): With a 4-pin connector
for use with a bodypack transmitter. Does not
include the DC-78 power-supply ............339.95
ECM88PT: Supplied without a connector
(pigtail). Available in Black (SOECM88BPT) and
Beige (SOECM88FPT) ........................334.95/279.95
DC Power Supply Unit (SODC78)
Designed for use with the ECM-88, the DC-78
is powered via an AA alkaline battery or an
external DC (12-48v) power supply. Has an XLR
output...................................................................84.95
ECM-88 Microphone
Accessory Kit (SOADKIT88B)
Includes two types of microphone holders
(double-pin and tie-clip), a holder adapter for
dual-microphone operation, plus six urethane
windscreens (red, yellow, green, blue, gray,
and black).........................................................148.95

Tie Clips and Windscreens for Sony Lavalier Mics
Misc. 6-packs of Clips for the ECM-88B

Vertical Lavalier (Single ) Tie Clips

Safety Mic Clips (SOSADS88B) ............................149.95

For ECM-77B (SOSADV77B): Set of 10 ..........129.95

Dual Holder Adapter (SOSADW88B) ..................74.95

For ECM-88 (SOSADV88B): Set of 10.............159.95

Horizontal/Vertical Tie Clip (SOSAD88B).....134.95

Horizontal Lavalier (Single) Tie Clips
For the ECM-44B (SOSC44) ...............................16.95
For the ECM-44B (SOSADH44B): Set of 6.......99.95
For the ECM-55B (SOSADH55B): Set of 6.......99.95
For the ECM-77B (SOSC77) ...............................14.95
For the ECM-77B (SOSADH77B): Set of 6....139.95
For the ECM-88 (SOSADH88B): Set of 10.....159.95

Urethane Windscreens
Black for ECM-44 (SOWS44) ..............................11.95
Black for ECM-44 (SOADR44B): Set of 6 ..........99.95
Black for ECM-66 (SOADR66B): Set of 6 ..........79.95
Black for ECM-77 (SOWSU77S) ............................9.95
Black for ECM-77 (SOADC77B): Set of 12........99.95
Color for ECM88 (SOADC88): Set of 6 ...........134.95
Black for ECM88 (SOADR88B): Set of 12 .......118.95

Horizontal Lavalier (Double) Tie Clips

Metal Mesh Windscreens

For ECM-77B 6-pack (SOSADW77B) ..............119.95

Black for ECM-77 (SOWSM77S) .........................19.95

For ECM-88 6-pack (SOSADW88BL)...............149.95

Black for ECM-77 (SOADR77B): Set of 6 ..........94.95

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 91
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AKG ........................................................630-637
Audio Technica ...............................638-641
Azden ...................................................642-643
Electro-Voice....................................644-645
Lectrosonics .....................................646-649
Samson ................................................650-651
Sennheiser ........................................652-656
Shure ....................................................657-665
Sony ......................................................666-675
Telex ................................................................676
TOA ..................................................................677
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Obtaining information and ordering from B&H is quick and
easy. When you call us, just punch in the corresponding
Quick Dial number anytime during our welcome message.
The Quick Dial code then directs you to the specific
professional sales associates in our order department.
For Section 11, Wireless Microphones,
use Quick Dial #: 91
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WMS40 PRO
UHF Wireless Mic System
Drawing on the technology of the premium WMS 4000 and WMS 400
systems, the WMS 40 PRO system maximizes overall flexibility and
application-specific focus. Components include handheld and body pack
transmitters, head-worn, handheld and lavalier MicroMics. Systems are
tailor-made for vocalists, musicians, lecturers, coaches, trainers, worship leaders
– anyone who needs both clear communication and freedom of movement.
The WMS 40 PRO series includes three distinct ranges:
WMS 40 PRO FLEXX Diversity systems provide three selectable frequencies per frequency set, and can operate with up
to nine inter-modulation free channels simultaneously. In addition, it’s true diversity receiver with balanced XLR and
unbalanced 1/4” input jacks provide flexibility for all users.
WMS 40 PRO Single systems operate on fixed frequencies and can also be used in combination with several systems at a
time. The receivers’ metal housing and 1/4” unbalanced input jack makes it perfect for individual performers and users.
WMS 40 Pro Dual systems provide two independent channels of the WMS 40 Pro series within a single metal chassis,
thus offering greater value than single systems. Application-specific dual systems combine components such as head-worn
handheld, and lavalier mics, which provides customizable performance.
All WMS40 PRO transmitters deliver 30 hours of trouble-free operation via a single AA battery. In addition, transmitters can
be re-charged with the optional CU400 charging station which can accommodates two transmitters simultaneously.

RECEIVERS
All receivers are housed in an all-metal case
and feature High Definition Audio Performance
technology to ensure the legendary, realistic
AKG sound and perfect audio transmission.
They also offer multichannel capability for
simultaneous use of up to seven channels (SR
40 Single/Dual) or nine channels (SR40 FLEXX).

SR 40 FLEXX Only
◆

Three selectable UHF frequencies for
interference-free reception.

PT 40 FLEXX Bodypack
and HT 40 FLEXX Handheld Transmitters
◆ Three selectable UHF frequencies for interference-free reception.
◆ Multichannel capability for simultaneous use of up to nine channels (maximum number

of channel depends on local frequency plans).
◆ High Definition Audio Performance technology ensures the legendary, realistic AKG

sound and perfect audio transmission.
◆ Transmitter operates for at least 30 hours off a single AA size battery, saving cost,

maximizing dependability, and minimizing onstage stress.

◆ Diversity reception for maximum

transmission reliability even in difficult
environments. Automatically selects the
antenna providing the best signal.

PT 40 PRO Bodypack and
HT 40 PRO Handheld Transmitters

PT 40

◆ Miniature transmitters

◆ Adjustable squelch

◆ Single-battery powering

◆ Multichannel capability for simultaneous use of up to

seven channels (maximum number of channel depends
on local frequency plans).

SR 40 DUAL Only
Cost efficient alternative for operating two
transmitters at the same time. Two receivers in
a single case minimize space and cost.

SR 40 SINGLE Only
Single fixed frequency, the perfect solution for
a single channel wireless system.

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO

◆ High Definition Audio Performance technology ensures
HT 40

the legendary, realistic AKG sound and perfect audio
transmission.

◆ Transmitter operates for at least 30 hours off a single AA size battery, saving cost,

maximizing dependability, and minimizing onstage stress.

www.bhphotovideo.com
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WMS40 PRO
CU-400 Dual-Bay Battery Charger

CK 55 L
Clip-On Microphone
A low-profile and almost
inconspicuous cost
efficient clip-on
microphone for
applications including
houses of worship,
lecturers, etc. The CK 55 L
provides a natural, airy
sound, with a slight rise
above 10 kHz for added
clarity. Its cardioid polar pattern and bass
rolloff combine to suppress unwanted ambient
noise. Connects to AKG bodypack transmitters
via TA3 mini XLR connector.

CK 55 L (AKCK55L): Clip-On Microphone ......CALL

(AKCU400)

Any wireless mic system depends on sufficiently
charged batteries in all the transmitters. There is
nothing more embarrassing than a transmitter dying
in the middle of the show, or a voice fading as the
transmitter battery dies. The dual-bay CU-400 puts an
end to this kind of hassle. It can charge two batteries
simultaneously to full capacity within an hour, and
there is no risk of overcharging. Two LEDs on the
front of the unit indicate when the unit is charging.
Place both the HT-40 and PT-40 transmitters directly into the unit for fast charging without
having to remove the battery. The charger includes two “AA”-sized 1.2v high-current NiMh
batteries that deliver 25% more power than standard rechargeable or alkaline batteries. The
CU-400 fully charges the batteries either in the transmitters or just plugged into the bays in
under 90 minutes. WMS-40 transmitters can run 8 hours on a full charge.
◆ Monitors battery voltages and temperatures during charging.
◆ Generates a flag signaling the end of the charging cycle upon reaching maximum capacity.
◆ Monitors all required safety parameters and will stop the charging cycle if one of more safety

parameters are out of range.

C 444 L

◆ Quick charge transmitters in 11⁄2 hours yielding up to 8 hours operating time.

Head Worn Mic

SO 40 Snap-On Transmitter

A rugged and easy-to-use head-worn mic with
outstanding price/performance. Resting
securely and comfortably on the head, it is
ideal for any hands free application including
presentations and on-stage performance.
◆ Ergonomically optimized behind-the-neck

headband.
◆

With its cheek pads, the C 444 will stay in
place even if you turn your head abruptly.

◆ External shock mount reduces handling and

high mechanical-noise to a minimum.
◆

Frequency response rise at 10 kHz and rolloff
below 800 Hz ensure optimum audio and
intelligibility even in noisy environments.

◆ Moisture shield prevents perspiration from

penetrating into the transducer and other
design features provide optimum protection
from moisture.
◆ With mini XLR connector for use with with

PT40 bodypack transmitter.

C 444 L (AKC444L): Head Worn Mic..............149.00

Use professional wireless technology with
your existing equipment. The SO 40
snap-on transmitter turns every dynamic
microphone into a wireless one.
Professional features include glass fiber
reinforced miniature case, an input gain
control for optimum matching to mic output level and a DC/DC converter for constant,
transmission quality throughout battery life. To convert your mic to wireless, simply plug the
SO 40 into the XLR connector on the mic.

WMS40 PRO Systems
MS40 FLEXX
Wireless Headworn System (AKW40PFHS40)
SR40-FLEXX receiver and PT40-FLEXX
body-pack transmitter with C444L
head-worn microphone ............................319.00

WMS40 Single
Wireless Headworn System (AKW40PHS)
SR40 single receiver, PT40 Pro body-pack
transmitter and C444L headworn
microphone ...................................................249.00

WMS40 FLEXX
Wireless Handheld System (AKW40PFHH40)
SR40-FLEXX receiver and HT40-FLEXX
handheld transmitter .................................299.00

WMS40 Single
Wireless Handheld System (AKW40PHH)
SR40 single receiver and HT40 Pro handheld
transmitter......................................................199.00

WMS40 FLEXX
Wireless Lavalier System (AKW40PFL40)
SR40-FLEXX receiver, PT40-FLEXX bodypack
transmitter and CK55L lavalier................299.00

WMS40 Single
Wireless Lavalier System (AKW40PL)
SR40 single receiver, PT40 Pro body-pack
transmitter and CK55 lavalier mic .........199.00

WMS40 Dual Wireless Handheld System (AKW40PDHH)
SR40 dual receiver and (2) HT40 Pro handheld transmitters ...........................................................349.00

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 91
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WMS400 Wideband UHF Wireless Microphone System
The WMS400 system is your best choice for any application calling for a
solution that is more flexible than a simple plug-and-play system,
yet easy to set up and operate. The WMS400 provides cost-efficient,
high-performance solutions for situations where several radio
mics will be used simultaneously. Up to 12 channels can be
used simultaneously within the same sub band and even
large systems will work smoothly in environments hostile to
RF transmission.
The WMS 400 makes setting up a professional wireless system easier than ever before.
In Auto Setup mode, the receiver will scan the available bands, find an interference- free channel, and transmit the related
frequency data to the assigned transmitter via infrared. This technique significantly reduces the time it takes to set up a
multi-channel system. A Rehearsal function identifies dead spots, and a programmable display clearly indicates all
important system parameters. Two color display backlighting warns of critical conditions from a distance.

SR 400
True Diversity Receiver
The SR 400 makes setup and operation easy.
With simultaneous operation of up to 12
channels on each frequency band, you can be
certain of smooth operation even in critical RF
environments. You can set up even complex
wireless systems using antenna splitters,
power supply units and a whole range of
high-performance external antennas.
◆ Auto Setup mode significantly reduces the

time it takes to set up a multichannel system.
The receiver scans the available bands, finds
an interference-free channel, and transmits
the related frequency data to the assigned
transmitter via infrared.
◆

Rehearsal function (complete RF testing of
all components) identifies dead spots.

◆

Level control (to adjust output) is recessed
to prevent accidental readjustment.

◆

Infra-Red transmission of frequency settings
ensures reliable transmitter programming.

◆

◆

Two-color backlit LCD display gives you a
function check at a glance

Handheld and Bodypack Transmitters
The PT 400 and HT 400 are compact, high-performance transmitters with many innovative
features to enhance both system reliability and user friendliness. The LCD display indicates
all important system data at a glance, including the frequency selected from the factory
presets (country, group, channel), transmitter battery capacity, a low battery capacity
warning, as well as the current transmission mode. Once you have set a frequency on the
receiver, an infrared transmission link will feed the related data to the assigned transmitter
within seconds, making the setting up of large multi-channel systems child’s play.

PT 400 Bodypack Transmitter: Housed in a rugged case, the compact PT 400
has a 3-pin mini XLR input that allows you to connect a wide selection of microphones.
Input gain control sets the gain of the audio input stage. A special jack lets you connect
an optional external mute switch enabling users to mute the audio signal even if the
transmitter is hidden in the clothes.

HT 400 Handheld Transmitter: The rugged HT 400 comes with a dynamic or
condenser mic element. It has a noiseless ON-MUTE/PRG-OFF switch and status LED that
add to the transmitter’s user-friendliness.
◆ Available with D 880 or C 900 microphone element
◆ Extremely rugged spring steel wire mesh cap

protects the microphone transducer from

damage in tough usage on stage.

PT 400 and HT 400 BOTH FEATURE
◆ Integrated charging contacts for convenient plug-in charging on the CU 400 charger.
◆ Interchangeable color code labels for marking

transmitters by colors and lettering.

◆ Frequency and gain data is downloaded from the receiver via infra-red to their infra-red

Status LEDs provide detailed information
about important system parameters, such as
audio level, diversity status, RF level, etc.

◆ Backlit LCD display indicates the selected frequency or preset as well as the remaining

◆

Menu buttons facilitate easy programming.

◆ The transmitters can be powered by a single AA size alkaline or rechargeable battery.

◆

Half-rack width metal case for convenient
rack installation.

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO

sensors, making setup incredibly easy.
battery capacity in hours.
◆ Soft-touch enamel finish reduces handling noise.
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WMS400
C420/L Cardioid Headset Condenser Mic

Lavalier Mics
With mini XLR connectors for use with
WMS bodypack transmitters.
CK-97C
C417L

(AKC420L)

Ideal for vocalists, dancers, and aerobics instructors, the
C420/L is a head-worn condenser mic with a wide dynamic
range and full frequency response. Behind-the neck steel
headband and ear pieces are fully adjustable for a secure
and comfortable fit. The cable exits from the rear of the
headband. An external shock mount suppresses mechanicalnoise rejection, and the miniature gooseneck offers precise positioning near your mouth.

C477WR/L

(AKC477WRL)

Moisture-Resistant Omnidirectional Headworn Mic

CK-55L
CK-77WR/L

C417L Omnidirectional Mic (AKC417L)
Affordable professional miniature condenser
microphone. Its broadband, flat audio
reproduction in an omnidirectional format is
ideal for all types of applications. The sound is
extremely open and natural, making it ideal for
wireless use. Includes attachment clip, tie-pin,
and windscreen.

CK-55L Cardioid Mic (AKCK55L)
The CK-55L is a low-profile, cost efficient
clip-on mi for applications including lecturers,
houses of worship, etc. It provides a natural
sound, with a slight rise above 10kHz for added
clarity. Its cardioid polar pattern and bass rolloff
combine to suppress unwanted ambient noise.
Includes clip and windscreen.

Designed for working in the heat of the spotlight. Extremely small, it
is the perfect choice for “hidden” use where absolute mobility and
excellent audio are required. A sturdy metal headband ensures an
exceptionally stable fit and provides increased output level, as it
allows the mic to be placed very close to your mouth. The C477WR/L
has an extremely small omnidirectional lavalier mic, with a dualdiaphragm capsule designed specifically to protect the transducer
from moisture and perspiration. The capsule uses two vertical
diaphragms mounted back to back for suppression of cable noise.

CU-400 Dual-Bay Battery Charger

(AKCU400)

The dual-bay CU-400 can charge two batteries simultaneously to full capacity within an hour,
without the risk of overcharging. Two LEDs on the front of the unit indicate when the unit is
charging. Place both the HT-40 and PT-40 transmitters directly into the unit for fast charging
without having to remove the battery. The charger includes two “AA”-sized 1.2v high-current
NiMh batteries that deliver 25% more power than standard rechargeable or alkaline batteries.
◆ Monitors battery voltages and temperatures during charging, as well as all required safety

parameters and will stop the charging cycle if one of more safety parameters are out of range
◆ Generates a flag signaling the end of the charging cycle upon reaching maximum capacity

CK-77 WR/L Omnidirectional Mic
An extremely small omnidirectional lavalier
mic, the premium CK-77 WR/L has a patented
dual-diaphragm capsule designed specifically
to protect the transducer from moisture and
perspiration. The capsule uses two vertical
diaphragms mounted back to back for
suppression of cable noise. Includes attachment
clip, tie-pin, and windscreen. Available in Black
(AKCK77WRWL), Beige (AKCK77WRWLP) and White
(AKCK77WRLW) finishes.

CK-97C/L Cardioid Mic (AKCK97CL)
Miniature cardioid capsule for minimum
ambience pickup, the CK-97C/L is perfectly
suited for “invisible” miking. Consistent cardioid
pattern ensures good separation, minimum
ambience pickup, and high gain before
feedback in live sound applications.
Comes complete with a windscreen, tie pin,
hanger adapter, and lavalier clip.

◆ Quick charge transmitters in 11⁄2 hours yielding up to 8 hours operating time

WMS400 Systems
All systems include the SR400 Diversity Receiver
WMS400 Wireless
Lavalier Mic System (AK400PT407): With PT400
Transmitter and C407L Lavalier Mic.

WMS400 Wireless
Headworn Mic System (AK400PT477): With
PT400 Transmitter and C477L Headworn Mic.

WMS400 Wireless
Lavalier Mic System (AK400PT55): With PT400
Transmitter and CK55/L Lavalier Mic.

WMS400 Wireless
Headworn Mic System (AK400PT420): With
PT400 Transmitter and C420L Headworn Mic.

WMS400 Wireless
Lavalier Mic System (AK400PT77): With PT400
Transmitter and CK77/WRL Lavalier Mic.

WMS400 Wireless
Handheld Mic System (AK400HTC900): HT400
Handheld Transmitter with C900.

WMS400 Wireless
Lavalier Mic System (AK400PTP7): With PT400
Transmitter and CK97/WRL Lavalier Mic.

WMS400 Wireless
Handheld Mic System (AK400HTD880): HT400
Handheld Transmitter with D880M.

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 91
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WMS4000
UHF True Diversity Wireless Mic System
The WMS4000 is an advanced and innovative wireless systems for professional use. It
offers an inspiring combination of sophisticated engineering, exceptional flexibility,
surprising versatility, and maximum ease of use. The application range of
the WMS4000 is almost unlimited, from fixed installations or mobile
systems in architecturally difficult environments to broadcast work.
In large-scale projects including worship center sound systems,
theatrical productions, or stadium concerts, the WMS 4000 shows
off its professional qualities.
The advanced backlit display on the transmitters as well as on the receiver indicates the
selected Preset, remaining transmitter battery life, gain setting, or intermodulation-free frequencies.
Transmitters provide a silent mode and a “hidden” pilot tone system for status monitoring. An Environment
Scan function on the SR 4000 receiver finds interference frequencies within the RF environment. The Rehearsal function
lets you track important system parameters during the soundcheck to avoid potential problems before the show.
The CU/BP 4000 battery powering system is controlled by the unique SBMS Smart Battery Management System. It permanently monitors battery status and prevents overcharging, while providing maximum safety and reliability. Choose from
directional and omnidirectional antennas for every application.
F E AT U R E S

SR 4000 True-Diversity Frequency-Agile UHF Receiver
The SR 4000 is a state-of-the-art, true diversity receiver that provides maximum ease of use and the most useful functions in its class. Many features of
the SR 4000 were never before available or limited to extremely expensive systems. The accurate battery life readout is an invaluable advantage in
live sound applications. The transmitter uses a pilot tone to transmit battery status data to the receiver that displays the remaining battery capacity
in hours. The pilot tone decoder also detects and displays other important information including the current position of the MUTE switch on the
transmitter. The integrated software not only permits automatic setup and frequency scanning but remote control and monitoring from a PC via a
dedicated interface as well. Optional HUB 4000 and MCS 4000 Mission Control Software makes setting up and monitoring highly complex systems
incredibly easy. A logic output allows remote control of specific functions
on an external device, e.g., an automatic microphone mixer. Naturally, the
SR 4000 operates in an extremely wide UHF band (30 MHz) and each
frequency preset provides up to 24 intermodulation-free subchannels.
Housed in a half-rack, all-metal case, the SR 4000 is the most compact,
reliable, and powerful UHF receiver in its price bracket.
◆

◆

The SR 4000 operates on a 30 MHz-wide
UHF wide bandwidth containing preset
inter-modulation- free frequencies and
access to up to 1,200 switchable frequencies.
Three separate 30 MHz channels may be
selected for use in the U.S., offering a
maximum of approximately 50 usable
channels that are limited only to other
external RF interference.
Unique signal compression and expansion
circuits provide a dynamic range greater
than 112 dB.
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◆

An output level switch allows the selection
of three output levels at -30, 0, +6 dB for
optimum system gain structure.

◆

Internal software features AutoSetup for
inter-modulation free channel selection,
Environment Scan for scanning of the unit’s
RF range, and Rehearsal Mode selection for
saving system data during rehearsal set-up.
Settings like squelch threshold, carrier
frequency selection and user’s name can
be edited and stored in an easy menu
structure.

www.bhphotovideo.com

◆

Programmable status indicators on the
SR 4000 receiver include mute, audio level
bar graph, RF level bar graph, and a 6 x 14
segment alphanumeric display and menu
control. The unique, programmable Status
Control Ring can display the most important
system data at a glance.

◆

The large, backlit color display and a jog
wheel make the SR 4000 easy to use and a
programmable warning light indicates
selectable critical conditions within the
system.
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WMS4000
PT 4000 Bodypack and HT 4000
Handheld UHF Transmitters
Both the PT 4000 and the HT 4000 incorporate
programmed, pre-matched, optimized frequency
groups that allow for quick, easy frequency
selection. Other features include backlit LCD
displays for system status monitoring and a jog
wheel for quick system setup and navigation.
Encased in magnesium, the transmitters are
light yet rugged. They offer an operating
distance of up to 330’, with a system audio
bandwidth from 35Hz to20 kHz.
◆ The PT 4000 bodypack accepts mic and

line-level input signals and has an adjustable
input sensitivity. A lockable TA-3F mini-XLR
connector is used for connecting AKG
headsets and lavalier mics. The PT 4000 also
has a 2.5-mm jack connector for the optional
RMS 4000 remote switch device.
◆ The HT 4000 allows for interchangeable mic

modules with three dynamic models D 880,
D 3700, D 3800 and three condenser models
C 900, C 5900, and the C 535. It has a soft
enamel finish to help reduce handling noise.

CU 4000 Charger and
BP 4000 Intelligent Battery Pack
The CU 4000 has two charging bays to hold two
HT 4000 or PT 4000 transmitters or BP 4000 battery
packs. The CU 4000 can charge two battery packs
simultaneously in one hour. A three-step LED display
on the CU 4000 displays the charging status.
The CU 4000 is based on a trickle charge system with
inflection point switch-off automation to prevent the
battery pack from overcharging. It identifies possible
battery memory problems and suggests starting an
optional recovery cycle via a recovery button on the front panel. This function refreshes the BP
4000 battery pack by charging and discharging cycles to determine the actual capacity of the
battery. The CU 4000 has a lockable DC connector on its rear panel that allows it to be powered
by either an external DC adapter or by the optional PSU 4000 central power supply.
The BP 4000 quick-replacement battery pack features internal RAM to store charge/discharge
process data and provides a database for optimizing charging parameters (Charge Balance
Management). Data interface sends battery status information to the to transmitter electronics
for accurate capacity readout. Integrated temperature sensor protects the battery pack against
overcharging and damage. Charge Balance Management makes sure that only as much energy
is fed to the battery pack as had previously been drawn from it. A self-discharge counter
ensures correct charging after the battery pack has been stored for a long time. The battery
pack uses the integrated database and charger interface to set its own charging current.

HUB 4000 Network Interface

Common Features
◆ Electronically lockable On/Off button and

for WMS4000 Wireless System

protruding mute switch are easily seen.
◆ LED indicates the system’s operating status.
◆ Backlit display ensures easy setup and

accurate status monitoring even in dark
environments. Displays remaining battery life,
Gain menu (choice of manual and automatic
gain setting modes) and frequency presets.
◆ The HT 4000 and PT 4000 can be powered

by 2 AA batteries or a BP 4000 rechargeable
battery pack. Integrated charging contacts
allow the optional BP4000 battery pack to be
charged by the optional CU 4000 charger
while still inside the transmitter.
◆ ‘Silent’ Mode lets you set system parameters,

such as carrier frequency, gain, etc. —without
transmitting an RF signal. This lets you set up
a replacement transmitter behind the scene
without disrupting a performance.
◆ They transmit a 30KHz pilot tone inside the

radio signal to the receiver. This allows the
pilot tone detection circuit of the receiver’s
Tone Code Squelch (TCSQ) to determine
whether there is an active transmitter inside
the coverage area and then activate or mute
the audio output without any noise.

The HUB 4000 is the intelligent hardware
interface between an WMS 4000 wireless
system and a PC. No more cumbersome
cabling. It concentrates the data flow of
up to eight receivers and connects easily
to any PC with an ethernet interface.
Complex systems can use up to 16 4000s.
With eight receivers per hub, you can
operate up to 128 receivers from a single
PC. Connection is via Ethernet cables
with RJ- 45 connectors, while the data is transmitted via IP protocol. In REHEARSAL mode, you
can take the PC on the stage and monitor important data such as RF levels on site. This makes it
incredibly easy to set up the most complex system and ensures maximum operating reliability.
The HUB 4000 includes MCS 4000 Mission Control
software, which lets you to display the entire
setup of a WMS system on screen and to edit all
settings via mouse click. RF and audio levels,
diversity activity, battery status, Mute/Off etc. are
displayed in real time with important warning
messages inserted. Set up the basic parameters of
a complete system from the computer: remote
control software puts Environment Scan, Auto
Setup and Rehearsal Check at your fingertips.
History recording stores the monitoring data of all
channels in a log file to help with the setup and the analysis of completed system.
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WMS400 / WMS4000 ACCESSORIES
WMS4000 Wireless Bodypack Systems
Includes SR4000 Receiver, PT4000 Bodypack Transmitter and . . .
C477/WRL Omnidirectional Headset Mic: Black (AK4000477B) Beige (AK4000477BE)
CK77WR/L Omnidirectional
Lavalier Mic (AK400077)

C444/L Cardioid
Headset Mic (AK4000444)

CK97C/L Cardioid
Lavalier Mic (AK400097)

C417/L Omnidirectional
Lavalier Mic (AK400017)

C420/L Cardioid
Headset Mic (AK400020)

CK55/L Cardioid
Lavalier Mic (AK400055)

WMS4000 Wireless Bodypack Systems
Includes SR4000 Receiver & HT4000 Handheld Transmitter with . . .
C5900 Hypercardioid Condenser Mic Head (AK400059M2)
C535WL Cardioid Condenser Mic Head (AK4000535)
D3800M2 Hypercardioid Dynamic Mic Head (AK400038M2)
C900WL Cardioid Condenser Mic Head (AK4000900)
D3800WL Supercardioid Dynamic Mic Head (AK40003800)
D3700WL1 Cardioid Dynamic Mic Head (AK400037M2)
D880/WL Supercardioid Condenser Mic Head (AK4000880)

PS-4000 Multi-Coupler

(AKPS4000)

The PS-4000
multi-coupler
provides an
antenna signal
and DC power
for up to four
diversity wireless receivers.
It has a wideband antenna
signal amplifier/divider with a 220 MHz-wide UHF bandwidth
custom-tuned to all available WMS-4000 channels. Two additional
BNC outputs are also available on the rear panel for cascading the
diversity antenna signal to another multi-coupler. Up to three
multi-couplers can be cascaded to supply antenna signal to 12
receivers from a single pair of antennas.
◆ The PS-4000 has several operation and failure status LEDs that

allow monitoring of correct cable and antenna signal operation.
A 10-position switch on the front panel of the PS-4000 will adjust
for signal loss caused by cable length, thus providing reception
optimization.
◆ Either a single DC adapter or an ASU-4000 central power supply

WMS4000 Wireless Bodypack Systems
Includes SR4000 Receiver, PT4000 & HT4000 Transmitters with . . .

D5900WL1 Handheld and . . .
CK77WR/L Lavalier (AK40005927)

C417/L Lavalier (AK400059217)

CK97C/L Lavalier (AK400059297)

CK55/L Lavalier (AK400059255)

C535WL Handheld and . . .
CK77/WR Lavalier (AK400053577)

C417/L Lavalier (AK400053517)

CK97/L Lavalier (AK400053597)

CK55/L Lavalier (AK400053555)

unit can power the PS-4000. The PS-4000 is encased in all-metal
chassis and is one standard rack unit high and one-half rack unit
wide. When mounted it can be placed side-by-side with an
SR-4000 receiver, another PS-4000 multi-coupler, an ASU-4000
and other WMS-4000 rack-mountable accessories.
◆ The PS-4000 uses three different external antenna options; the

SRA1 passive directional, the SRA2 active directional and the
RA-4000B active omnidirectional. When cable length between
external antennas and PS-4000 exceed the maximum
compensation setting an AB-4000 in line amplifier can be added
to gain an additional 17dB of amplification.

D3700WL1 Handheld and . . .
CK77WR/L Lavalier (AK400037277)

C417/L Lavalier (AK400037217)

CK97C/L Lavalier (AK400037297)

CK55/L Lavalier (AK400037255)

AB-4000 Antenna Amplifier

CK77/WR Lavalier (AK400088077)

C417/L Lavalier (AK400088017)

The AB-4000 is an in-line antenna signal
amplifier used to compensate for the signal
loss from cable attenuation in large antenna
networks. The amplifier comes with an ultra
-linear rf amplifier circuit that offers up to
17dB of amplification and can be remotely
powered by the PS 4000 or by an external AC adapter. Therefore it
can be used with up to 90 meters (297’) of RG58 cable or 220 meters
(726’) of RG213 cable. In total, two AB-4000’s can be cascaded in
series without increasing the noise of the wireless microphone
system. To optimize the system’s performance, the AB-4000 comes
with a 10-position switch for compensation of the connected cable
length. The antenna booster also is equipped with 2 BNC connectors
and 1 power indicator LED. The splitter comes in a waterproof metal
housing and therefore is even suitable for use outdoors.

CK97C/L Lavalier (AK400088097)

CK55/L Lavalier (AK40008805)

AB-4000 Antenna Amplifier (AKAB4000) ...........................................169.95

D3800WL1 Handheld and . . .
CK77WR/L Lavalier (AK400038277)

C417/L Lavalier (AK400038217)

CK97C/L Lavalier (AK400038297)

CK55/L Lavalier (AK400038255)

D3800WL Handheld and . . .
CK77/WR Lavalier (AK400038077)

C417/L Lavalier (AK400038017)

CK97C/L Lavalier (AK400038097)

CK55/L Lavalier (AK400038055)

C900WL Handheld and . . .
CK77/WR Lavalier (AK400090077)

C417/L Lavalier (AK400090017)

CK97C/L Lavalier (AK400090097)

CK55/L Lavalier (AK400090055)

D8800WL Handheld and . . .
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WMS400 / WMS4000 ACCESSORIES
RA 4000 B Amplified Antenna (AKRA4000B)

PSU 4000

An active omnidirectional antenna
designed for the WMS 4000, the RA 4000B
comes with a specially-tuned wideband
UHF amplifier, perfectly matched to all
WMS 4000 channels. The integrated ultra linear RF amplifier circuit can be
remotely powered by the PS 4000 antenna splitter and offers approximately
17dB of amplification to compensate for the cable attenuation of up to 132’
of RG58 cable or 330’ of RG213 cable. If necessary, the SRA 2 can also be
cascaded with the optional AB 4000 antenna amplifier to compensate for
even more antenna cable length. The antenna provides a BNC connector
for connecting a BNC antenna cable ................................................................124.50

Central Power Supply Unit

AKPSU4000

SRA 1 Passive
Directional Antenna

AKSRA1

A passive UHF antenna with a hypercardioid
polar pattern. The antenna design provides
maximum on-axis gain of approximately
6dB, which is equivalent to increasing the
transmitter’s radiated power by four times.
The antenna provides a BNC connector for
connecting an antenna cable ....................206.50

The PSU 4000 is a central power supply unit for all WMS4000
system components. Use it to power up to twelve SR-4000 or
SR-400 receivers plus antennas via 3 PS-4000 antenna splitters,
or three CU-4000 chargers. Also powers the HPA-4000 headphone amplifier and HUB-4000 network concentrator.......339.95

HPA 4000 Headphone
Monitoring Amplifier

SRA 2B Active
Directional Antenna
Specially designed for the WMS 4000, the SRA 2B
comes with custom-tuned wideband UHF tuning.
The directional polar pattern offers approximately
70° of pickup with an on-axis amplification factor
of approximately 6dB. It can typically overcome
AKSRA2B
distances of up to 660’ on-axis, line-of-sight. The
integrated ultra-linear RF amp circuit can be powered by the PS 4000 multicoupler and offers amplification of approximately 17dB to compensate for
cable attenuation of up to 132’ of RG58 cable or 330’ of RG213 cable. The
SRA 2B can also be cascaded with the optional AB 4000 antenna amplifier
for compensation of even greater antenna cable length. The antenna input
utilizes BNC connectors for connecting the antenna cable.....................309.95

ASU 4000 Antenna Supply Unit (AKASU4000)
An in-line power supply unit for use in large
antenna networks to feed 12v DC into an antenna
line. With the help of the ASU 4000, all connected
AKG antenna network components such as the
AB 4000, SRA 2B and RA 4000B can be remotely
powered even if there is no power coming from
the connected PS4000 multi-coupler (e.g. in distributed antenna networks
using standard antenna combiners). The ASU 4000 is equipped with 2 BNC
connectors, 1 power indicator LED as well as a DC input for connection of
the AC adapter. The ASU 4000 is built into a waterproof metal housing and
therefore is suitable for outdoor use ................................................................159.95

AKHPA4000

The HPA-4000 is a headphone amplifier with eight stereo line
inputs and one stereo output. It allows you to monitor the output signal of any one of eight SR-4000 receivers on headphones.
AKG offers suitable headphones for every application. You can
use the HPA-4000 as a standalone unit or install it in a 19” rack
using the supplied rack mounting kit......................................437.50

ZAPD-21
Power and RF Splitter (AKZAPD21BNC)
Antenna combiner for
indoor and outdoor use,
specifically, for near-field
antenna setups with no
preferred direction. Two
inputs, 1 output. Reverse
operation possible. BNC
connectors ..............103.50
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2000 SERIES
10-Channel Frequency-Agile UHF
True Diversity Wireless System
The innovative 2000 Series wireless delivers professional performance
unheard of in its class. With this breakthrough series, Audio-Technica
makes easy setup, automatic scanning and other advanced wireless
features affordable as never before.
Featuring automatic frequency scanning, it finds and sets the best
available channel at the touch of a button. For those using multiple
wireless systems simultaneously, the 2000 Series offers another standout:
any of its 10 channels may be used together—eliminating confusing
frequency groups and other frequency-coordination problems.

◆

ATW-R2100

ATW-T210

ATW-T220

True Diversity Receiver

UniPak Transmitter

UniPak Transmitter

The ATW-T210 UniPak transmitter is a lightweight body pack microphone transmitter for
the 2000 series. It operates on the same
frequencies as the receiver and features a TA4
(mini 4-pin) input that is compatible with
Audio-Technica “CW” lavaliers and head worn
microphones. The UniPak operates up to 9
hours on two 1.5v AA batteries.

The ATW-T220 is a lightweight handheld mic
transmitter that operates on the same
frequencies as the receiver. The transmitter
features a features a PRO 41 cardioid capsule
for maximum feedback rejection and
consistent sound. The transmitter operates up
to 9 hours on two 1.5v AA batteries.

The ATW-R2100 is a a rugged metal half-rack
receiver with soft-touch controls and LCD
display featuring RF and AF metering.

◆ Clear sound quality and rock-solid,

dependable performance—up to 300’.
◆

Automatic frequency scanning finds an
open channel at the touch of a button

◆

All 10 user-switchable channels are
compatible for easy use with multiple
systems; no confusing frequency groups

◆

True Diversity operation selects the better
signal from the two receiver sections,
reducing dropouts

◆

Tone Lock tone squelch system fights
interference

◆

Balanced XLR and unbalanced 1/4” output
jacks

◆

AF level controls adjust audio output level of
both output jacks ( 1/4” and XLR)

2000 Series Systems
ATW-2110

ATW-2120

UHF Body-Pack System (AUATW2110)
ATW-R2100 receiver and ATW-T210
UniPak transmitter. (Requires a lavalier or
headworn mic to complete the system).

UHF Handheld Mic System (AUATW2120)
ATW-R2100 receiver and ATW-T220
handheld cardioid dynamic microphone/
transmitter.

Receiver Accessories
AEW-DA660D (AUAEWDA660D)
UHF active unity-gain antenna distribution
system (655-680 MHz).............................569.95

◆ Ground-lift switch disconnects the ground

pin of the balanced output jack from the
ground. This helps eliminate audible hum
caused by ground loops between the sound
system and receiver
◆

Cord hook to keep the DC plug from pulling
out accidentally.

◆

Includes two flexible UHF antennas, rackmount adapters, and AC adapter.
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ATW-A49 (AUATWA49)
Pair of UHF wide-band (440-900 MHz)
directional LPDA antennas. ...................252.50

ATW-A49

AT8630 (AUAT8630)
Joining-plate kit mounts two ATW-R2100
receivers in one 19” rack space................23.95
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3000 SERIES
200-Channel Frequency-Agile UHF
True Diversity Wireless System
Designed for a wide range of applications including live performance,
regional touring companies, fixed installation, public address and
places of worship, the 3000 Series operates in the UHF 600 MHz
frequency band (655-680 MHz, TV channels 44-49) with 200 selectable
frequencies and true diversity wireless technology. All components have
soft-touch controls for quick, easy access to the most important functions
during set-up and operation. An easy-to-read LCD information display
in each unit provides convenient visual indications of settings and
operation status.

ATW-R310

ATW-T310

ATW-T341

True Diversity Receiver

UniPak Transmitter

Handheld Mic/Transmitter

◆ The versatile ATW-T310 offers a multi-

◆ The ATW-R310 offers 200 PLL-synthesized

UHF frequencies, true diversity operation,
advanced Digital Tone Lock Squelch,
soft-touch controls with LCD information
display and step-through menus (for setting
preferences) to minimize set-up time.

◆ Low- and high-impedance inputs (with a bias

connection) permit use with dynamic and
condenser mics.
the ATW-T310 has a three-position sliding
cover to limit access to controls as
appropriate for the application and user.

open channel at the touch of a button for
easy setup.
◆ Adjustable-slope high-pass filter (Off, 6dB,

12dB, or 18dB)
Advanced Digital Tone Lock squelch system
provides enhanced rejection of interference. The squelch level is adjustable from
15dB (default value) to 39dB in 6dB steps.

◆ Meter hold setting function permits the AF

bar graph in the LCD window to capture
and display the highest level audio
modulation received from the transmitter
— very useful during setup or sound check.
◆ Transmitter battery-life fuel gauge is shown

on the receiver
◆

(specifically tailored for a more aggressive
sound quality that keeps the vocals up-front
in the mix) as ATs acclaimed Artist Elite
AE4100 microphone, the ATW-T341
provides a focused vocal pickup while
offering superior gain-before-feedback.

◆ In addition to its programmable functions,

◆ Automatic frequency scanning finds an

◆

◆ Using the same cardioid dynamic capsule

function LCD display and soft-touch
controls for easy set-up and operation.

XLR-balanced and 1/4” unbalanced outputs

◆ All-metal housing for superior shielding,

and a ground-lift switch
◆ Includes two flexible UHF antennas and

rack-mount adapters
◆ Two receivers can be mounted side-by-side

◆

Features rugged metal construction,
soft-touch controls and a multi-function
LCD display.

Both transmitters have dual-power setting: select high for maximum range or low for extended battery life
and are powered by two 1.5V AA batteries for 6-10 hours of operation.

3000 Series Systems
ATW-3110a

ATW-3141a

UniPak Body-Pack System (AUATW3110A)
ATW-R3100 receiver and ATW-T310
UniPak transmitter. (Requires a lavalier or
headworn mic to complete the system).

Handheld Mic System (AUATW3141A)
ATW-R3100 receiver and ATW-T341
handheld cardioid dynamic microphone/
transmitter.

Receiver Accessories
AEW-DA550C (AUAEWDA550C)
UHF active unity-gain antenna distribution
system (540-565 MHz) ........................569.95

ATW-A49 (AUATWA49)
Pair of UHF wide-band (440-900 MHz)
directional LPDA antennas ...............252.50

AEW-DA660D (AUAEWDA660D)
UHF active unity-gain antenna distribution
system (655-680 MHz) ........................569.95

AT8630 (AUAT8630)
Joining-plate kit mounts two ATW-R310
receivers in one 19” rack space...........23.95

in a single 19” rack space
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4000 SERIES / 5000 SERIES
Frequency-Agile
True Diversity UHF System
Building on the 3000 Series, the 4000 and 5000 Series
wireless systems can suit the most demanding performance
applications. Multiple receivers of both series can be linked,
and both systems feature IntelliScan frequency selection
and dual compansion. All components can store up to five
preset configurations, with customized “names” if desired.
The heart of the 4000 and 5000 Series is their true diversity
frequency-agile receivers. The half-rack AEW-R4100 and fullrack, dual-receiver AEW-R5200 offer two hundred selectable
UHF channels in the range of 655.500 to 680.375 MHz (TV
channels 44-49), with an operational range in excess of 300’.
◆

◆

◆

Receivers may be linked to form a complete system in which the
built-in IntelliScan capability can automatically determine and set
the best available frequencies on all linked receivers, minimizing
interference and intermodulation. An AC pass-through system allows
multiple receivers to be powered using only one outlet.
Dual-band compander circuitry compresses and expands low- and
high-frequency audio signals separately, minimizing artifacts such as
pumping and breathing and maximizing audio quality.
Digital Tone Lock squelch system ignores RF that does not carry the
wanted signal's unique signature. Concurrently, the digitally encoded
tone also communicates transmitter data for receiver display

◆

External mute switch jack to mute the system quickly and easily.

◆

The AEW-R5200 also includes Ethernet ports, enabling monitoring of
system parameters via the supplied Mac or Windows software.

◆ To complement both the 4000 and 5000 Series receivers, five wireless

transmitter options are available. All feature rugged, ergonomic
metal bodies, programmable on/off/mute switching, and 10 mW/35
mW switchable RF power, and are compatible with both systems.
Five user-programmable settings, plus a default setting, make these
transmitters extremely versatile.
◆ The AEW-T1000 UniPak transmitter offers advanced features such as a

recessed dual-impedance 4-pin locking connector, durable metal
body, soft-touch controls with sliding cover, and an input level that
is adjustable in 2dB increments.
◆

Developed from AT’s Artist Elite line of wired mics, the handheld
transmitters are specially optimized for wireless operation. Options
include two condenser and two dynamic types:

◆ The AEW-T5400 and AEW-T3300 cardioid condenser mics boast

superior clarity and realism, very low handling noise, and sturdy,
die-cast construction. The cardioid AEW-T4100 and hypercardioid
AEW-T6100 dynamic mics offer assertive sound, outstanding pop
protection, and rugged construction.
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AEW-R4100

AEW-R5200

AEW-T1000
AEW-T6100, AEW-T5400, AEW-T4100, AEW-T3300

4000 Series System Configurations
UniPak Transmitter System: Includes an AEW-R4100 receiver and an
AEW-T1000 UniPak transmitter (AUAEW4110) ....................................................Call

Handheld Systems: Includes AEW-R4100 Receiver and...
AEW-T3300 cardioid condenser mic/transmitter (AUAEW4230).................Call
AEW-T4100 cardioid dynamic mic/transmitter (AUAEW4240) .....................Call
AEW-T5400 cardioid condenser mic/transmitter (AUAEW4250).................Call
AEW-T6100 hypercardioid dynamic mic/transmitter (AUAEW4260) .........Call

Dual Transmitter Systems: Includes an AEW-R4100
Receiver, an AEW-T1000 Unipak Transmitter and an...
AEW-T3300 (AUAEW4313) .............Call

AEW-T5400 (AUAEW4315) .............Call

AEW-T4100 (AUAEW4314) ..............Call

AEW-T6100 (AUAEW4316) ..............Call

5000 Series System Configurations
Dual UniPak Transmitter System: Includes an AEW-R5200 Dual
Receiver and two AEW-T1000 UniPak Transmitters (AUAEW5111) ..............Call

Dual Handheld Systems
Includes an AEW-R5200 Dual Receiver and...
Two AEW-T3300 condenser mic/transmitters (AUAEW5233) .......................Call
Two AEW-T4100 dynamic mic/transmitters (AUAEW5244) ...........................Call
Two AEW-T5400 condenser mic/transmitters (AUAEW5255) .......................Call
Two AEW-T6100 dynamic mic/transmitters (AUAEW5266) ...........................Call

Dual Transmitter Systems: Includes an AEW-R5200
Dual Receiver, two AEW-T1000 Unipak Transmitters and...
Two AEW-T3300s (AUAEW5413)..Call

Two AEW-T5400s (AUAEW5415)..Call

Two AEW-T4100s (AUAEW5414) ..Call

Two AEW-T6100s (AUAEW5416) ..Call
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UNIPAK BODY-PACK TRANSMITTERS
Microphones for UniPak Body-Pack Transmitters
Pre-terminated with a HRS-type type connector for use with Audio-Technica wireless bodypacks, these mics allow you to
“personalize” your wireless system for a specific application. Plus, you can interchange mics without having to purchase
another wireless system or transmitter.
AT829cW (AUAT898CW)
Miniature cardioid
condenser lavalier
microphone. Includes
clothing clip and
windscreen. .......154.50

MT830cW (AUMT830CW)
Miniature omnidirectional
condenser lavalier mic.
Includes clothing clip and
windscreen.........................78.50

MT830cW-TH (AUMT830CWTH)
“Theater” model, same as MT830cW except
beige color mic and cable.............................78.50

Headworn noisecanceling condenser
microphone. Includes
windscreen and cable
clip. Rugged, moisture-resistant construction designed for
aerobics instruction and other demanding
applications .....................................................157.50

AT898cW (AUAT898CW)
Subminiature cardioid condenser lavalier mic.
Includes clothing clip base, viper clip base,
magnet clip base, three single and two double
mic holders, two windscreens ..................154.50

AT899cW (AUAT899CW)
An easily concealable subminiature omni-directional
condenser lavalier mic. It
includes the AT899AK
accessory kit ..............159.95

AT831cW (AUAT831CW)
Miniature cardioid
condenser lavalier mic.
Includes clothing clip and
windscreen................79.95

AT899cW-TH

AT889cW (AUAT889CW)

True Diversity Receiver
Number Channels / System
Intelliscan (Automatic System Channel Plan)
TX Mute Indicator / Battery Status & System Alert Indicators
Output

(AUAT899CWTH)

“Theater” model, same as AT899cW except
beige color mic and cable for concealment.
Includes AT899AK-TH accessory kit ........159.95

ATM73cW (AUATM73CW)
Headworn cardioid
condenser mic. Terminated
with locking 4-pin
connector. Includes windscreen..................................................................117.95

ATM75cW (AUATM75CW)
Headworn cardioid
condenser mic.
Terminated with locking 4-pin connector.
Includes windscreen .......................................79.95

PRO 8HEcW (AUPRO8HECW)
Headworn hypercardioid dynamic microphone
with a 55” cable. It includes a windscreen and
a cable clip ..........................................................79.95

AE 5000 Series

AE 4000 Series

3000 Series

2000 Series

AEW-R5200

AEW-R4100

ATW-R310

ATW-R2100

200

200

200

10

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

XLR, 1/4˝ TRS

XLR, 1/4˝ TS

XLR, 1/4˝ TS

XLR, 1/4˝ TS

12v DC In-Line

External Mute Contact Closure

✓

Power Supply Type

IEC

IEC

12v DC In-Line

Headphone Monitor Output

✓

✓

✓

Metal Case Construction

✓

Half-rack

Half-rack

Half-rack

Rear/Front

Rear/Front

Rear

Rear

Optional Powered Antennas

✓

✓

Frequency Display/Mute Indication

✓

✓

✓

Configurable/Defeatable Power/Mute Switch

✓

✓

✓

Soft Touch Configuration

✓

✓

✓

Interchangeable Mic Elements (Handheld)

✓

✓

Metal Case Construction

✓

✓

Antenna Location (BNC Connections)

Handheld Only
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VHF PERFORMANCE SERIES
VHF Wireless Systems
Designed for professional use, the Performance Series is available in a choice of 25 frequencies in the VHF band (174-216
MHz), for the ultimate in flexibility and versatility. With the ability to use up to 10 mics simultaneously, these systems are
ideal for schools, bands and house of worship. Working range is 300’ under average conditions.

31 LT

Body-Pack/Lavalier Systems

Lavalier Bodypack Transmitter

200LT (AZ200LT)

◆ Choice of high quality plug-in omni or

Consists of 200R with 31LT and EX-503 ............156.50

uni-directional electret condenser microphone
◆ Input level control for maximum flexibility

211LT (AZ211LT)

◆ Constructed of durable ABS housing

Consists of 211R with 31LT and EX-503..............179.95

◆ 3-position power switch with standby for

221LT (AZ221LT)

muting audio
31 LT

Consists of 221R with two 31LT transmitters and two
EX-503 lavalier mics .................................................349.95

EX-503

311LT (AZ311LT)

Lavalier Microphone

Consists of 311DR with 31LT and EX-503 ..........229.95

Omni-directional lavalier microphone. This
electret condenser microphone requires a bias
voltage of 5-9v DC which the 31LT transmitters
provide.

EX-503

311LTH (AZ311LTH)
Consists of 311DRH with 31LT and EX-503 .......289.95

200R Single Channel Receiver (AZ200R)
A “value” leader, the 200R is housed in a durable ABS case, with power on/off and volume control. Available in 25 frequencies, it gives you excellent RF performance at an
attractive price. With Power (red) to Receiving (green) LEDs, and 1/4” output jack with
volume adjustment .............................................................................................................................79.95

211R Single Channel Receiver (AZ211R)
Same features as the 200R except the 211R is housed in a metal case for better RF
shielding. This results in excellent RF performance even under adverse conditions, and
audio quality formerly associated with much more expensive equipment ...............119.95

221R Discrete 2-Channel Receiver (AZ221R)
Designed to allow the use of two mics simultaneously, the 221R receiver has 2 complete
receiver sets built into one case. With Power (red) to receiving (green) A & B LEDs, and
two 1/4” output jacks with independent volume adjustments. Housed in a metal case for
better RF shielding and excellent RF performance ..............................................................199.95

311DRH Half-Rack True Diversity Receiver (AZ311DRH)
The half-rack version of the popular 311DR, the 311DRH adds RF/Audio displays, On/Off
switch, external squelch and rear mounted detachable antennas. One of two units can
be rack mounted with either the HR-1 or HR-2 adapter kits, respectively...................219.95

311DR True Diversity Receiver (AZ311DR)
For the professional who needs “rock-steady” RF signal strength, less chance of dropouts, and exceptional audio performance. With Power and A/B true diversity reception
LEDs, 1/4” output jack, and volume adjustment ....................................................................164.95
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UHF DIVERSITY WIRELESS SYSTEM
51BT Bodypack Transmitter

(AZ51BT)

Housed in a sleek modern case, the 51BT has 63 user-selectable channels, input level control,
standby switch, Hirose 4-pin connector and metal belt clip. Available with a variety of lavalier
and headset mics, or as instrument transmitter ...............................................................................149.95

51HT Handheld Mic Transmitter

(AZ51HT)

Handheld with super-cardioid uni-directional mic element and 63 user-selectable channels.
Uses 2AA alkaline batteries.......................................................................................................................179.95

51XT Plug-in Transmitter with Phantom Power

(AZ51XT)

63 user-selectable UHF channels. Special “lockdown” XLR connector for secure grip allows
you to use your favorite microphone with an XLR output. Features phantom power,
adjustable input level control, power on/off and audio mute switches. LED AF Peak and
Power indicators ...........................................................................................................................................199.95

Microphones for the 51BT Transmitter
ECM-44H (AZECM44H)
The popular Sony omni-directional lavalier mic works exceptionally well
with the 51BT. An electret condenser microphone, it comes with a
locking 4-pin Hirose connector ....................................................................182.50
EX-503H (AZEX503H)
Omni-directional condenser lavalier microphone with locking 4-pin
connector to fit the 51BT bodypack transmitter .......................................39.95
EX-505UH (AZEX505UH)
Uni-directional condenser lavalier microphone with locking 4-pin
connector to fit the 51BT bodypack transmitter .......................................59.95

HS-9H (AZHS9H)
Multi-purpose omni-directional headset condenser microphone with a
wired mini-jack (3.5mm) ....................................................................................52.95
HS-11H (AZHS11H)
High quality uni-directional vocal headset condenser microphone with
locking 4-pin connector to fit the 51BT ........................................................79.95
HS-12H (AZHS12H)
High quality uni-directional vocal headset which has a gooseneckadjustable mic and adjustable rear head-band for a more comfortable
fit with locking 4-pin connector to fit the 51BT........................................89.95

UHF Broadcast Quality Wireless System
In today’s crowded RF world you need the ability to find clear channels and at the same time, to deliver rock-solid performance without
interference. Available with 63 “onboard” user-selectable channels, Azden’s UHF Series transmitters and receivers let you quickly and easily
find the clearest channels for superb performance at a very reasonable price. Consisting of three transmitters and three receivers, the UHF
Series works in the 794-806 MHz band and incorporates crystal-controlled PLL-synthesized circuitry for drift-free reception. The receivers are
all housed in heavy-duty die-cast chassis’ for better RF shielding and durability.

411UDR UHF Receiver
A crystal-controlled, PLL synthesized UHF receiver with 63 user-selectable channels in
the 794-806MHz band. Up to 9 systems may be used simultaneously. It has both 1/4” and
XLR output jacks and volume adjustment.
411LTS Rack Mounted/Table Mounted UHF Diversity Lavalier
Microphone System (AZ411LTS): Includes 411UDR Receiver, 51BT Belt Pack
Transmitter and Sony ECM-44H Lavalier Microphone..........................559.95
411XT Rack Mounted/Table Mounted UHF Diversity Plug-In System
(AZ411XT): Includes 411UDR Receiver and 41XT Plug-In Transmitter...489.95

411HT Wireless UHF Handheld System (AZ411HT): Includes the 411UDR
Diversity Receiver and 41HT Handheld Transmitter/Microphone ....459.95
411LT Rack Mounted/Table Mounted UHF Diversity Lavalier
Microphone System (AZ411T): Includes 411UDR Receiver, 41BT Belt Pack
Transmitter and EX-503H Lavalier Microphone ......................................449.95
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RE-2 Professional Wireless Mic System
Whether you’re lecturing at a corporate seminar or speaking in a house of
worship, the RE-2 brings ease-of-use, clear sound, and clean channels to
wireless. A third-generation wireless system, the RE-2 is affordable,
professional, and designed for those who are serious about their sound.
It takes frequency agility to a whole new level — professional power
with previously unmatched simplicity. Be assured that there will be no
interference, drop-outs, or compromised audio quality. Simply press the
one touch Auto-ClearScan button and the receiver finds the clearest
channel in seconds. Available with three different microphone elements
to fit individual style and application.

RE-2 UHF Bodypack Transmitter

RE-2
UHF Receiver

◆ Cell phone style beltclip — Offers quick and easy attachment.
◆ Optional pouches available for use under costumes or vigorous applications like aerobics.
◆ A wide selection of lapel and headworn microphone accessories are available, so you can

select the microphone suited to your application.

◆ One touch Auto-ClearScan finds the clearest

RE-2 Bodypack and Handheld Transmitters Both Feature

channel in the clearest group in seconds.
◆ Programmable in 25kHz steps across 28 MHz

operating bandwidth — 1112 possible
frequencies so it will always find a clear
channel.
◆ Backlit LCD displays the group, channel,

frequency, transmitter battery level, diversity
operation, and RF and audio signal level
meters — professional systems twice the
price don’t provide this much information.
◆ Balanced XLR audio output for mic or line

level signals and a 1/4” line level jack for
compatibility with any application.
◆ Fourth generation Posi-phase diversity and

advanced audio circuits provide maximum
range and professional sound quality.
◆ Detachable 1/4 wave antennas allow use

with optional rackmount kits, antenna
distributors and cables for permanent
installations.

◆ Unique “smart” battery makes it impossible

to put the battery in wrong. Great for
quick changes on a dark stage.
◆

All the info you need at a glance — LCD
displays group and channel, frequency, or
battery level.

◆ Low battery LED tells you when to change

the battery.
◆ On/Off button that also acts as a mute.

Ideal for pauses in presentations and
worship services. Disable it to prevent
accidental turnoffs during a performance.

RE-2 UHF Handheld Transmitter
◆ Internal 1/2 wave antenna — Excellent range and it stays out of harms way
◆ Available with three different microphone elements —to custom fit the vocalist’s

style and environment:
– N/DYM 267a Dynamic element: Classic dynamic sound and performance in applications
ranging from Rock and Roll to spoken word
– RE 410 Condenser: Low handling noise, crisp condenser sound and off mic performance.
Perfect for schools, houses of worship and any other multitasking application.
– NDYM 767a Dynamic premium vocal microphone with VOB (Vocal-Optimized-Bass):
Excellent sound and gain-before-feedback for high SPL stages

RE-2 PRO

: Electro-Voice also offers individual systems of upgraded RE-2 components. The RE-2 PRO UHF Receiver steps up from
the standard RE-2 receiver with rackmount capability and cables to mount the antenna on the front of the rack. The RE-2 PRO Bodypack
Transmitter has a detachable 1/4-wave antenna, and is made of cast magnesium housing for even more durability. The RE-2 PRO Handheld
Transmitter features Normal/High power transmission. Normal maximizes simultaneous systems and limits RF spillover into adjacent venues.
High maximizes the range and coverage in tough environments. Also available with the RE-510, a premium condenser mic for the spoken word.
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RE-2 ACCESSORIES
RMS-TNC (TERMSTNC)
Single rackmount kit with two FMC-K
front mount antenna cables...........69.95

OLM10 (ELOLM10)
Omnidirectional dynamic lavalier mic
with TA4F connection .......................39.00
UML21 (ELUML21)
Unidirectional lapel microphone with
TA4F connection ..................................CALL

UML21
RMS & RMD Brackets

RE90TX (ELRE90TX)
Premium omnidirectional lavalier mic
with TA4F connection.....................160.00

FMCK
RE90TX

RE92TX (TERE92TX)
Premium lapel unidirectional mic with
TA4F connection...............................199.00

AB-2 (TEAB2)
Universal front mount kit for 1/2-wave
antennas, with 10’ coax cable..........51.95

HM2

APD-4 (ELAPD4)
UHF antenna/power distribution system
(provides power and RF signals for 4
units). For use with RE-2/PRO ......399.00

RC-RE2

RC-RE2 (ELRCRE2)
Hard shell, foam lined road case...29.00
379 (EL3791)
Charcoal windscreen pop filter for
handheld mics .....................................19.95
HHCK (TEHHCK)
Handheld transmitter color kit ......14.00

FA-500 (TEFA500)
1/2-wave Rx antenna for wireless
system. (680-870 MHz) .....................49.00

RE92TX

HM7 (ELHM7)
Touring grade headworn cardioid mic
with TA4F connection.....................149.00

HM7

APD-4

TP-2 (ELTP2)
50 ohm TNC termination plug for use
with APD-4 .............................................CALL
LPA-500 (ELLPA500)
Directional log periodic antenna with
mounting hardware and 10’ coax..239.0

WP1000 (TEWP1000)
Leather pouch with zipper closure for
RE-2 bodypack transmitter..............45.00
RM-S (TERMS): Single rackmount kit —
for one RE-2 receiver..........................40.50

FMC-K (TEFMCK)
Four front mount antenna cables.52.95
ANU-14 (TEANU14)
1/4-wave UHF antenna for wireless
system. (668-746 MHz).....................34.95

ANU-14

HM2 (ELHM2)
Headworn cardioid condenser mic with
TA4F. Swivel-adjust boom.............114.00

RM-D (TERMD)
Rackmount kit - double for two RE-2
receivers .................................................48.95

WP1000

LPA-500

CXU (TECXU)
Low-loss coax cable (available in 25, 50,
75 or 100’ length) for use with remote
mount antennas...................................CALL

RE-2 UHF Wireless Bodypack Microphone Systems
RE-2 Receiver, BPU-2 Beltpack Transmitter
and RE97 Headworn Microphone (Brown) (ELRE2EBR) ....................CALL

RE2 Receiver, HTU-2 Handheld Transmitter
and RE510 Microphone Head (ELRE2510) .............................................CALL

RE-2 Receiver, BPU-2 Beltpack Transmitter, ULM21 Cardioid Lavalier
and HTU2D-267a Handheld Transmitter (ELRE2COMBO) ..................CALL

RE2 Receiver, HTU-2 Handheld Transmitter
and N/D767A Microphone Head (ELRE2N7) .........................................CALL

RE-2 Receiver, HTU-2 Handheld Transmitter
and RE410 Cardioid Capsule (ELRE2410) ................................................CALL

RE-2 Receiver, HTU-2 Handheld Transmitter
and N/D267 Cardioid Capsule (ELRE2N2) ..............................................CALL

RE-2 Receiver, BPU-2 Beltpack Transmitter
and ULM21 Cardioid Lavalier (ELRE2L21)...............................................CALL

RE-2 Receiver, BPU-2 Beltpack Transmitter
and OLM10 Omnidirectional Lavalier (ELRE2L10)...............................CALL
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400 SERIES—DIGITAL HYBRID WIRELESS SYSTEM
Digital Hybrid Wireless (or 400 Series) is a revolutionary
design that combines digital audio with an analog FM
radio link to provide outstanding audio quality and the
extended operating range of the finest analog wireless
systems. The process eliminates a compandor and its
artifacts, and preserves the RF spectral efficiency of the
optimized FM radio link. The design also overcomes
channel noise, digitally encoding the audio in the
transmitter and decoding it in the receiver, yet still
sending the encoded information via an analog FM
wireless link. In other words it is a technique which can
be accomplished only in the digital domain, even though the audio inputs and outputs are analog signals. Digital Hybrid Wireless
sets the benchmark for high end wireless mic systems. Using a patented design that combines digital audio with an analog FM
radio link, it offers the best of both worlds - the exceptional quality of digital audio and the extended range of the finest analog
wireless systems. Ideal or events theater, television, or corporate video, 400 Series products are also compatible with Lectrosonic
analog systems, and most analog systems from other manufacturers.

R400A Digital Hybrid Wireless Diversity Receiver
The R400A is a high performance, table-top, frequency synthesized UHF receiver
with 256 user selectable frequencies, and proprietary audio processing for very low
distortion and a superior S/N ratio. Compatible with all 400 Series Digital Hybrid
transmitters, as well as 100/200 series analog transmitters, it features a powerful
menu-driven LCD graphic display to view and alter settings. The LCD main window
displays the pilot tone indicator, diversity antenna activity, RF and audio levels,
operating frequency, transmitter frequency switch settings and transmitter battery
status. Settings can be changed via the menu. A built-in RF spectrum analyzer
conducts site surveys to find interference-free frequencies. It tunes the receiver
across its 256 frequencies and records a marker on the LCD indicating the strength
of any RF signals picked up. Within a minute, a display is generated showing the RF
activity across the entire tuning range of the receiver. An area with little or no RF activity is then easy to locate and select.
◆ DSP generated ultrasonic pilot tone controls

the receiver audio muting (squelch). By
sensing the pilot tone and incorporating
brief delays when the matching transmitter
is turned on/off, transients like thumps and
pops are eliminated.
◆ XLR-balanced audio output and 1/4” unbal-

anced line out and monitor output. Both
outputs operate independently and are controlled by their own digital attenuator.

SmartTune
◆ To find clear frequencies in RF-saturated

environments, SmartTune scans all the
frequencies available and tunes the receiver
to the frequency with the lowest RF interference, significantly reducing setup time.
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SmartDiversity
◆

Microprocessor controlled antenna phase
combining keeps the receiver small, yet still
able to deal with multi-path dropouts.
SmartDiversity analyzes both the incoming
RF level and the RF level’s rate of change to
determine the optimum timing for phase
switching, and the optimum antenna phase.

SmartNR
◆ To increase the effective dynamic range of

the system, the R400A is equipped with a
SmartNR (noise reduction) algorithm, which
removes hiss without sacrificing high
frequency response. Doesn’t affect desired
high frequency signals having some
coherence such as speech sibilance and tones.
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SmartSquelch
◆ With conventional squelch designs, if you

squelch too hard, audio may be lost; too
little, and excessive noise may be heard; too
rapidly, the audio is “choppy”; too sluggishly,
and words or syllables are cut off.
SmartSquelch overcomes these problems by:
— Waiting for a complete word or syllable
before squelching.
— Assessing recent squelching history and RF
signal strength.
— Assessing audio content to determine
available masking.
◆

By adjusting squelching, the R400A delivers
acceptable audio quality from otherwise
unusable signals.
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VENUE RECEIVER Digital Hybrid Wireless Diversity Receiver
A modular UHF design that operates with Digital Hybrid
Wireless and analog transmitters. It consists of a Venue
Receiver Master (VRM) and one to six plug-in receiver
modules. The VRM includes an antenna multi-coupler,
computer communications interface and the mechanical rack mounting for
the receiver modules. The VR’s design offers a tremendous degree of flexibility. For example, each of the three pairs of receivers can
be combined and used for ratio diversity or frequency diversity reception. Each individual receiver can be used by itself for phase
switched diversity reception. Combinations of reception techniques can be used at the same time.

F E AT U R E S

Three Diversity Modes

DSP-Based Pilot Tone

The receiver has three different diversity modes
that can be selected:

A DSP-generated ultrasonic pilot tone from the transmitter controls the receiver audio muting
(squelch). Brief delays at turn-on and turn-off eliminate thumps, pops or other transients that
can occur when the power is switched on/off. Pilot tone frequency is different for each of the
256 frequencies in the tuning range of a system. This eliminates squelch problems where a pilot
tone signal can appear in the wrong receiver via intermodulation products. The DSP-generated
pilot tone also eliminates the need for fragile crystals which allows the receiver to survive
shocks and mishandling much better than older crystal-based pilot tone systems.

SmartDiversity - a microprocessor controlled
antenna phase switching in 180° increments
to minimize dropouts caused by multi-path
reflections. Each receiver outputs a single audio
channel, so the overall system can provide up to
six channels per Venue Receiver.
OptiBlend - a ratio diversity audio combining
process that mixes the audio outputs from two
adjacent modules in a ratio controlled by the
relative RF signal levels at the receivers.
Frequency Diversity - automated redundancy
process pairs two transmitters with two
adjacent receiver modules. The RF signal level
at each receiver is monitored and the audio
component blended similar to ratio diversity.
This virtually eliminates problems associated
with transmitter failure.

Receiver Modules
Two different receiver modules are available.
Both are triple conversion, frequency synthesized
UHF receivers controlled by the DSP in the VRM.

VRS (Standard) - fixed bandwidth front end
design that is an excellent value and well suited
to all but the most congested RF environments.
VRT (Tracking) - same as the VRS module but
with the addition of advanced frequency
tracking front-end filters. Excellent for
congested and hostile RF environments.
The receiver modules and VRM allow quick
installation or changing offering the ultimate
flexibility in the studio or the field.

DSP Compatibility Modes
While the Venue Receiver sounds best when used in the Digital Hybrid Wireless mode, it also
offers backward compatibility with the 100 and 200 Series and analog wireless transmitters
from other manufacturers. The VR also ensures exact time alignment of the audio outputs in
the event that digital and analog transmitters are used simultaneously. The compatibility mode
is selected with the LCD interface or computer software. The compatibility modes are also
independent between the receivers, so some channels can be used in the native hybrid mode
while others might operate in an analog mode to work with other transmitters.

Controls and Monitoring
Setup options and adjustments can be made via the front panel LCD interface, or with an
attached computer via the rear USB and RS-232 port. The LCD interface consists of six channel
select switches, two selection and navigation switches and a pushbutton rotary encoder
control. A computer or touch screen control system, can be connected for setup or continuous
system monitoring via either the USB or serial port.

Front and Rear Panel
◆ The front panel provides an easy-to-use LCD interface for setup, and provisions for quick

monitoring to assist in troubleshooting. In normal operation, the LCD shows RF and audio
levels, diversity status, pilot tone status (where applicable) and transmitter battery status
(when available) for all six receivers at the same time. Individual screens for each receiver are
also available to provide additional information and setup adjustments. A headphone jack
and level control is provided for individual channel monitoring.
◆ The rear panel provides six balanced audio outputs on standard XLR connectors, 50 ohm

BNC antenna inputs, 50 ohm BNC antenna outputs from the built in zero-gain multicoupler,
power jack with a locking connector, USB port and RS-232 serial port for the computer
interface. It is powered from an external source at 10-18v DC, allowing the unit to operate
from a wide variety of sources in stage, studio and mobile applications.
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LM & UM400
Digital Hybrid UHF Beltpack Transmitters
The LM and UM400 beltpack transmitters offer affordable Digital Hybrid Wireless technology
while preserving superb performance and maximum flexibility. They feature 256 synthesized UHF
frequencies, DSP based pilot-tone signal and multi-mode compatibility with different hybrid and
analog receivers. Best performance is achieved when they are used with a hybrid receiver, however,
the DSP also provides emulation of an analog compandor so they can be switched for use with
100 and 200 Series Lectro receivers.
◆ A 5-pin input jack accepts low impedance

dynamic mics, electret lavalier mics and line
level inputs. Input gain is adjustable over a
43 dB range to perfectly match the audio
input level for optimum modulation,
minimum distortion and maximum S/N ratio.
Input levels are accurately indicated by two
LEDs on the control panel.
◆ The input amplifier uses an ultra low noise

op-amp for quiet operation. It is gain
controlled with a wide range dual envelope
input limiter which cleanly limits input signal
peaks over 30 dB above full modulation.

◆ Audio is digitized (24-bit) then filtered. The

signal is then encoded with a proprietary
algorithm to produce an analog data signal
for RF transmission. The RF transmission is an
aggressively optimized FM system with ±75
kHz wide deviation for a high S/N ratio.
◆

Two 16-position rotary switches adjust the
operation frequency of the transmitter over
a 25.6 MHz bandwidth in 100 kHz step.

◆ Dual bicolor LEDs indicate four different

levels (-20, -10, 0, +10dB) for accurate gain
adjustment.

MM400B

Same features as the
LM & UM400 Except—
◆

Transmitter input is designed primarily for electret microphones,
although modest line level signals can also be used.

◆

A watertight 2.5mm microphone plug includes a stainless steel
sleeve and silicon tubing strain relief to prevent accidents.

◆

The two rotary switches located on the bottom to adjust the operation
frequency are protected during use by an O-ring sealed door

◆

An O-ring seal around the battery compartment cover prevents
water or other liquids from entering. The waterproof Power On/Off
switch further prevents moisture from entering the unit. This
switch can also be programmed to mute the audio while leaving
the unit powered.

◆

Low-frequency roll-off is set at 70Hz.
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◆ Housings and belt-clips are machined

aluminum, powder coated and laser
engraved for ruggedness and legibility.
The belt clip is removable for convenience.
◆ They are powered by a 9v battery (battery

life is approx. 5 hours). The LM provides over
50 mW and the UM400 a full 100mW output
for extended operating range.
◆

The UM400 (only) has an adjustable (from
35Hz to 150Hz) low frequency roll-off.
Roll-off on the LM is set at 70Hz.

SM

Miniature Digital Hybrid UHF
Water Resistant Transmitter
Very similar to the LM and
UM400, the rugged and water
resistant MM400B is powered by
a single AA battery (4.5 hour
battery life), yet provides full
100 mW output.

◆ 5-pin output jack for mic and line level signals

Super Miniature Digital
Hybrid UHF Transmitter
The ultra miniature SM
sets the standard for size,
power, reliability and
functionality in a
transmitter. A drop bigger
than two AA batteries, the
100 mW SM packs all user
controls onto an easy to
operate control panel that includes an LCD, four membrane switches
for adjusting operating frequency and modulation level, plus both
modulation and power indicators.

Same features as the MM400B Except—
◆

The splash-proof SM housing is machined out of a single block of
aluminum, which is then plated with a superhard, non-corrosive
coating.

◆

Switching power supplies throughout the design allows nearly six
hours of operation using a single AA lithium battery, or 4.5 hours
with a rechargeable 2500 mAh NiMH battery. Even an alkaline AA
will run for about 1.5 hour.

◆

Servo bias input on the standard 5-pin connector automatically
adjusts for electret microphones.
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UT400VM

UH400A

Digital Hybrid Wireless
Handheld Transmitter

Digital Hybrid Wireless UHF
Plug-On Transmitter

A state-of-the-art,100mW handheld transmitter
incorporating many advanced features in order
to give the user a wide range of possibilities for
high-quality speech and vocal performance.
The proprietary VariMic element allows custom
tailoring of the microphone’s frequency
response, while a digitally-controlled input
limiter ensures distortion-free audio over a very
wide dynamic range. A stepped attenuator
control gives the user a precise gain adjustment
to match the microphone to each singer for
optimum signal to noise performance.

A state-of-the-art, 100mW handheld
transmitter incorporating many
advanced features in order to
give the user a wide range of
possibilities for high-quality
speech and vocal performance.
The proprietary VariMic element allows custom tailoring of the
microphone’s frequency response, while a digitally-controlled input
limiter ensures distortion-free audio over a very wide dynamic
range. A stepped attenuator control gives the user a precise gain
adjustment to match the microphone to each singer for optimum
signal to noise performance.

M152 Series Lavalier Microphones

Optional Accessories

The M152 is a highly sensitive omni-directional microphone with
a wide frequency response that accentuates the presence and
character of the human voice. Frequency response is measured at
20Hz to 20kHz with a slight rise around 10kHz, resulting in a
brighter, more “airy” response. A low frequency dip around 50Hz
reduces noise caused by proximity effect and ambiance. The
omni-directional polar pattern is less susceptible to handling and clothing noise, and provides a
generous response at the direct and off-axis sections of the microphone capsule.

A500RA(xx)
UHF flexible whip antenna with Right-Angle
BNC. Specify frequency block (last two digits
(xx), for example: A500RA21, A500RA22, etc.)

M152-5P:
High performance
omnidirectional model
with locking 5-pin
(Switchcraft TA5F) plug.
(Three-wire configuration.) Compatible with
SM and UM series belt-pack transmitters. (Use
MCA5X to convert 5-pin plug to XLR jack used
on Lectrosonics plug-on transmitters.

ALP600
“Shark fin” LPDA Antenna provides directional
pattern over 500 to 800 MHz range. Ideal for
portable applications including temporary
setups for field production. Not intended to
be left outdoors permanently.

M152-SM5P:
High performance
omnidirectional
model with locking
5-pin (Switchcraft
TA5F) plug and water
resistant boot for SM
transmitter.

M152-MC:
High performance
omnidirectional model
with locking micro plug.

M152-WP
High performance
omnidirectional model
with waterproof locking
micro plug.

SNA600
Collapsible dipole antenna adjustable from
550 to 800 MHz. Ideal when a full 360°
receiving pattern is required.

ARG
Coaxial cables for remote antennas in
2’ (LEARG2), 25’ (LEARG25) and 100’ (LEARG100)
lengths. Cables include Velcro tie wraps.
RMPR400-2
Single-space rack conversion kit for dual
R400A receivers. Includes extension cables for
mounting antennas on front panel.

R400A Diversity Digital Hybrid Wireless Handheld Microphone Systems
R400A Diversity Receiver and UT400 Handheld Transmitter with
AKG C5900 Hyper-Cardioid Head (LER400C590)........................................CALL
R400A Diversity Receiver
and UT400VM Handheld Transmitter (LER400VM) ..................................CALL

R400A Diversity Receiver and UH400 Plug-In (LER400UH) .................CALL
Add-On Wireless Handheld System for VR Modular Venue Receiver
(LEAOHHCS21): Includes a UT400VM Handheld Transmitter and a VRS
Standard Receiver Module.................................................................................CALL
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AIRLINE 77
UHF Wireless System
Traditional wireless systems consist of belt-packs
and wires that hinder the performer. Samson’s
Airline 77 system features micro-technology
transmitters— miniaturized transmitters with
built-in microphones for the ultimate in
convenience. With Airline 77 there are no
belt-packs and no cables—real wireless,
allowing the user complete freedom.
The Airline headset transmitter features the Samson Qe
Fitness and Qv Vocal mic elements, which go around the
back of the head rather than over the top. This allows the transmitter to be attached directly to the headband, completely unobtrusive, while being
comfortable and secure during performances or exercise routines.
The AL1 presentation transmitter is about the size of a book of matches and has a built in condenser lavalier element so it can be clipped on and worn
without any additional equipment. Tiny, the AL1 still has all power and mute switches, an input level control and a two-function red LED that indicates
when the transmitter is on and transmitting. If you want to hide the transmitter you can plug the QL5 cardioid condenser lavalier mic into the mini
jack, making the AL1 the world’s smallest belt-pack. An alligator clip allows it to be mounted on a lapel, pocket or belt. Or you can use the convenient
lanyard to wear it around your neck. All of the Airline transmitters can be powered for up to 14 hours by a single AAA battery.

CR77 UHF RECEIVER
The CR77 true-diversity UHF receiver works flawlessly with both Airline 77 and
Concert 77 UHF transmitters. A half-rack receiver, the CR77 features a front
panel display with large multi-segment audio and RF level LED meters, and a
large rotary volume knob for easy adjustment of audio output. Synthesized
PLL frequency control circuitry keeps the signal locked and true while dual
tuned molded antennas with LEDs monitor the true-diversity operation. The
rear panel features balanced XLR and unbalanced 1/4-inch outputs allowing
flexible connection options. Two CR77 receivers can be rack mounted together in a single 19” rack with optional adapter.

CONCERT 77 UHF Wireless System
The ideal solution ideal for any professional application, Concert77 is a
UHF (Ultra High Frequency) system which translates to crystal clear
operation with no interference, traditionally available on only the most
expensive systems. The Concert77 system can be configured with the
HT7 handheld transmitter available with Samson’s Q7 dynamic element,
as well as the C05 hand-held condenser element. The CT7 belt-pack
transmitter can be configured as a lavalier or headset. Both the CT7 and
HT7 feature a 3-segment battery indicator, separate power and audio
on/off switches, adjustable AF level (audio gain), and 12-hours of battery
life on a single 9-volt battery.
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AIRLINE 77 / CONCERT 77 SYSTEMS
Airline 77 Systems
Presentation System (SAAL77PQL5): AL1 transmitter with built-in electret
condenser mic, QL5 cardioid condenser lavalier mic, and CR77 receiver.

Aerobics Headset System (SAAL77AHSU): AH1/Qe transmitter with
Samson Qe aerobics mic, windscreen, and CR77 receiver.

Handheld System (SAAL77HH): AX1 plug-in handheld transmitter, Q7

Vocal Headset System (SAAL77VHSU): AH1/Qv transmitter with

dynamic handheld mic, and CR77 receiver.

Samson Qv vocal mic, windscreen, and CR77 receiver.

Concert 77 Systems
H A N D H E L D S YS T E M S
Concert 77 Handheld Wireless System (SAC77HHC05U): HT7 handheld
transmitter with CO5 mic head, CR77 receiver.

Concert 77 Handheld Wireless System (SAC77HHQ7U): HT7 handheld
transmitter with Q7 mic head, CR77 receiver.

L AVA L I E R S YS T E M S

H E A D S E T S YS T E M S

Lavalier System (SAC77LQL1U): CT7
body-pack transmitter with QL1
lavalier mic, CR77 receiver.

Lavalier System (SAC77L350U): CT7
body-pack transmitter with MT350
mic, CR77 receiver.

Lavalier System (SAC77L831U): CT7
body-pack transmitter with AT 831
mic, CR77 receiver.

Lavalier System (SAC77LLM5U): CT7
body-pack transmitter with LM5
lavalier mic, CR77 receiver.

Headset System (SAC77HSQVU): Includes CT7 body-pack transmitter
with QV headset mic and CR77 receiver.
Headset System (SAC77HSQEU): Includes CT7 body-pack transmitter
with QE headset mic and CR77 receiver.
Headset System (SAC77HSHS5U): Includes CT7 body-pack transmitter
with HS5 headset mic and CR77 receiver.

STAGE 5 • STAGE55
VHF Wireless Systems
The Stage 5 and Stage 55 systems are affordable VHF systems that are
ideal for schools, churches, or any other presentation application that
requires an inexpensive but dependable system. Based on their
respective SR5 (single antenna) or SR55 (dual antenna) Super
Heterodyne VHF receivers, they offer great RF reception for interference-free
performance. Featuring a half-rack VHF receiver design, the SR5 and SR55
both offer front-mounted tuned antenna(s), Tone Squelch control, XLR and
1/4” outputs, and easy to read battery, audio and signal level meters. Systems
are available in hand-held, lavalier and headset configurations.

L AVA L I E R S YS T E M S

H E A D S E T S YS T E M S

Stage 5 Handheld Wireless System:
Includes an HT5 handheld transmitter with a
Q7 cardioid element, and an SR5 receiver.

H A N D H E L D S YS T E M S

Stage 5 Lavalier Wireless System:
Includes an ST5 beltpack, an LM5 lavalier mic,
and an SR5 receiver.

Stage 5 Headset Wireless System:
Includes an ST5 beltpack, an HS5 headset mic,
and an SR5 receiver.

Stage 55 Handheld Wireless System:
Includes an HT5 handheld transmitter with a
Q7 cardioid element, and an SR55 receiver.

Stage 55 Lavalier Wireless System:
Includes an ST5 beltpack, an LM5 lavalier mic,
and an SR55 receiver.

Stage 55 Headset Wireless System:
Includes an ST5 beltpack, an HS5 headset mic,
and an SR55 receiver.

All Stage 5 and Stage 55 systems come with an AC power supply and a carry case.
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EVOLUTION WIRELESS G2 SERIES
UHF Diversity Wireless System
Designed from the ground up, the rugged Evolution Wireless G2 Series is constructed to survive the toughest performances – day
after day. Available in four interchangeable series – the 100, 300, 500 and 550 Series – each system can be configured to fit the
requirements of virtually every sound system or any other application. Each system is based on a compact, high performance,
steel-construction UHF receiver, and comes with your choice of Evolution wireless handheld and bodypack transmitters. Whether
for vocals, presentations, or wireless monitoring - there is a top-class system for every purpose. The 100 Series is an excellent
choice for adding UHF wireless capabilities without sacrificing sound quality or ease of use, and is extraordinarily affordable. The
300 Series offers enhanced performance. The 500 and 550 (dual-channel) Series provide utterly professional performance, and
are as comfortable on the stage of a national touring act as they are the conference table.
◆ System operates using switchable UHF

◆ Unique HDX compander technology delivers

frequency technology. 1440 digitally synthesized frequencies are instantly selectable in
25kHz increments, so it’s easy to pick a
wireless channel that’s free of interference.

crystal-clear sound. A noise suppression
system specifically developed for stage
applications, HDX compander optimizes
the mic’s dynamic range while minimizing
unwanted modulation and transmission
noise. The result is powerful, dynamic sound
quality, equal to a good wired microphone.

◆ Interference-free operation with the highest

transmission reliability. Advanced diversity
techniques receive the clearest signal at all
times, as every receiver contains dual
receiver circuits picking up signals
independently as the performers move
around the stage. Constantly comparing the
two signals, the receivers select the stronger
one at any instant for an audio output that’s
solid and free of interference.

◆ All transmitters feature a flashing low

battery warning. 300 Series adds a real-time
4-step battery level display on the
transmitter body, while the 500 Series also
displays it on the off-stage receiver, so the
sound engineer can keep an eye on power
levels without interrupting the performance.

◆ Designed to take hard knocks, each trans-

mitter and receiver is protected by a rugged
metal housing.
◆

At the touch of a button, Reset function
(ideal for rental companies) allows for the
system to be reset to its initial settings —
ready for its next job.

◆ Intuitive user menu and large, easy-to-read

backlit LED and LCD displays make it simple
to set-up and use. Frequency, channels,
sensitivity and other parameters can be
viewed and adjusted in an instant. All components offer this same operating system, so
as soon as you’re familiar with one product,
you know how the rest of the range works.

Evolution Wireless G2 100 Series
Simply the most affordable way to get professional-caliber
UHF wireless. The 100 Series offers four switchable presets
(reprogrammable to any of the 1440 available frequencies),
a true diversity receiver with variable-level unbalanced 1/4”
and balanced XLR connectors for stable, high-quality
transmission, and high-quality metal construction that can
stand up to the rigors of life on the road. Makes any stage
performance possible, from extreme rock to sensitive ballads,
and performers and presenters of any kind.
◆

◆

Eight preset banks with four pre-coordinated frequencies plus a user bank with four
user-defined settings for easily setting up
multi-channel systems.
Absolutely reliable transmission and
extended range due to high (30mW) RF
output power. Transmitters also offer
110db S/N ratio for high input level before
distortion.
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◆

HDX compander for crystal-clear sound.

◆

Mute function for the transmitter.

◆

◆

Bodypack transmitters are powered by two
AA-size cells to ensure long operating time
and stable RF performance. Feature “low
battery” indicators as well.
Pilot tone squelch for eliminating RF
interference when transmitter is turned off.

www.bhphotovideo.com

◆ True diversity receivers for highest

transmission reliability.
◆

Auto Scan function automatically searches
for free channels.

◆

Receiver features user-friendly menu
operation via large backlit LCD display.

◆

Lock function avoids accidental changing of
settings.
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UHF WIRELESS
Evolution Wireless G2 300 Series
For increased flexibility and power, the 300 Series steps up with enhanced RF
and AF properties for vocals and presentations, eight switchable presets
(reprogrammable to any of the 1440 available frequencies), peak-hold level
and battery meter status indicators. In addition, an alphanumeric name can
be assigned to the receiver. Systems come complete with rack adapter.
◆

The 300 Series has eight preset banks with
eight pre-coordinated frequencies plus a
user bank with eight user-defined settings
for easily setting up multi-channel systems.

◆ Absolutely reliable transmission and

◆ Transmitter and receiver with rugged metal

housing.
◆ Pilot tone squelch eliminates RF interfer-

ence when transmitter is turned off.
◆ Transmitter with backlit display (lights up

extended range due to high RF output
power.

◆

◆ True diversity receivers for highest

transmission reliability.
◆

◆ Transmitter has contacts for recharging the

BA2015 rechargeable battery pack directly in
the transmitter.

when a button is pushed.

Auto Scan function automatically searches
for free channels. The advantage is, if
several systems are used the matched
frequency banks avoid interference.

Receiver features user-friendly menu
operation via two-color backlit graphics
display.

◆

Lock function avoids accidental changing
of settings.

◆

Alphanumeric name can be assigned to
the receiver.

◆

HDX compander for crystal-clear sound.

◆

4-step battery status display, also transmitter to receiver.

◆

Mute function for the transmitter.

◆

Includes GA-2 rack mount.

Evolution 500 Series
Offering the ultimate in performance, the state-of-the-art 500
Series steps up with twenty switchable presets (reprogrammable
to any of the1440 available frequencies), assignable alphanumeric
names for each of the 20 presets, adjustable headphone output
on the receiver (for monitoring), four equalizer presets (High
Boost, Low Cut/High Boost, Low Cut and Flat), and extensive
metering including battery telephony. It also features an
innovative Soundcheck mode, which allows an artist or engineer
to perform their own on-stage level and RF-check. This enables
them to check whether dropouts are occurring and immediately
locate and act to correct them. Dropouts and their source are
clearly signalled on the display.

EM-550 Dual Channel RF Receiver
The EM550 dual-channel true-diversity RF receiver is designed
for professional touring and installation applications where
unwavering RF performance and rugged construction is
mandatory. Incorporates an active antenna splitter, all metal
frame with reinforcement, transformer-balanced outputs and headphone monitoring on the front panel.
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EVOLUTION WIRELESS MICS
SKM135/335/535
The wireless version of the Evolution e835
classic all-around performer. This mic is
designed to complement any vocal style,
delivering a punch output with a gentle
presence boost. Cardioid pattern offers
good signal isolation and feedback rejection.
Robust metal construction and shockmounted capsule minimize handling and
impact noise.

SKM 100

SKM 300

SKM 500

SKM145/345/545
The wireless version of the Evolution e845
high-quality vocal dynamic microphone.
Ruggedly constructed with a super-cardioid
pick-up pattern for a higher signal output to
cut through high on-stage volume. A full,
warm tonal response is matched with an
extended high frequency presence lift for
clarity and projection. Consistent on/off axis
and proximity response maintains the tonal
balance when moving around. Full metal
construction and extensive shock-mounting
minimize handling and impact noise. A
tough high performance stage microphone.

SKM165/365/565
The wireless version of the Evolution e865
condenser mic, the sound is marked by an
exceptionally smooth, linear frequency
response, capable of exceptionally detailed
reproduction with the lowest possible levels
of noise and distortion. A super-cardioid
pick-up pattern handles high on-stage sound
levels without feedback. Also well-suited for
broadcast and presentation work. Full metal
construction and sophisticated shock-mount
suspension shield and protect the capsule
for use in the most rigorous conditions.

SKM935
The wireless version of the Evolution e935
vocal microphone, the cardioid SKM935
handheld transmitter easily cuts through
the mix, offering clarity and projection even
with high ambient sound levels. A truly
professional stage microphone, the SKM935
can be combined with the EM500G2 receiver
as well as the EM550G2 dual receiver. The
SKM 935 features nine frequency banks with
up to 20 directly accessible presets each –
ready for immediate use.

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO

ME 3
ME 4

ME 2

ME 2
Ideal for presentation and interview work, this compact lavalier design clips discretely onto any
item of clothing. With an omni pick-up pattern it projects signals with a flat and extended frequency
response for increased vocal intelligibility.

ME 3

ME 4

A headset microphone of exceptional quality,
the ME3 is designed for music and speech
applications that require movement and close
proximity signal reproduction. The headband
is comfortable and immovable, enabling use
during exertive dance or sports activities.
Super-cardioid condenser design offers
excellent feedback rejection.

A high quality dynamic lavalier cardioid
design—perfect for clear, effective signal
projection even with high on-stage sound
pressure. Provides levels of ambient signal
and feedback rejection not associated
with the use of a lavalier microphone.
Ideal for presenters, vocalists and acoustic
musicians.

SKP100/500
Designed for use with the Evolution G2 100 Series, the SKP100G2 is a plug-in transmitter that
allows any standard dynamic mic with a 3-pin XLR to be used wireless. The transmitter provides
up to 1440 tunable frequencies and 4 frequency presets.
Designed for use with the Evolution G2 500 Series, the SKP500G2 allows any standard dynamic or
condenser microphone with a 3-pin XLR to be used as a wireless microphone. Provides up to 1440
tunable frequencies and 20 (max) frequency presets. Switchable +48V phantom power is available,
allowing use with condenser microphones.
Both feature a comprehensive LCD that provides frequency and channel information as well as
as battery life, usage time, signal status, mute status and more. Both are lightweight yet durable
featuring a rugged, metal enclosure for rigorous use in the field, and are powered by 2x AA
batteries or optional Sennheiser BA2015 accupack.

www.bhphotovideo.com
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EVOLUTION WIRELESS MICS
Evolution G2 100 Series

Evolution G2 300 Series

Handheld and Lavalier Sets with
EM100G2 Receiver, Power Supply and Antennas

Handheld and Lavalier Sets with
EM300G2 Receiver, Power Supply and Antennas

EW112G2 (SEEW112G2): With SK100G2 belt pack transmitter

EW312G2 (SEEW312G2): With SK300G2 belt pack transmitter

and ME-2 omni lavalier microphone ..........................................................499.95

and ME-2 omni lavalier microphone ..........................................................829.95

EW122G2 (SEEW122G2): With SK100G2 belt pack transmitter
and ME-4 cardioid lavalier microphone ....................................................499.95

EW322G2 (SEEW322G2): With SK300G2 belt pack transmitter
and ME-4 cardioid lavalier microphone ....................................................829.95

EW152G2 (SEEW152G2): With SK100G2 belt pack transmitter
and ME-3 headworn mic .................................................................................499.95

EW352G2 (SEEW352G2): With SK300G2 belt pack transmitter
and ME-3 headworn mic .................................................................................829.95

EW135G2 (SEEW135G2): With SKM135G2 handheld transmitter

EW335G2 (SEEW335G2): With SKM335G2 handheld transmitter

with a MD835 cardioid dynamic capsule..................................................499.95

EW145G2 (SEEW145G2): With SKM145G2 handheld transmitter
with MD845 dynamic supercardioid capsule..........................................589.95

EW165G2 (SEEW165G2): With SKM165G2 handheld transmitter
with MD865 condenser supercardioid capsule ......................................629.95

with a MD835 cardioid dynamic capsule..................................................829.95

EW345G2 (SEEW345G2): With SKM345G2 handheld transmitter
with MD845 dynamic supercardioid capsule..........................................859.95

EW365G2 (SEEW365G2): With SKM365G2 handheld transmitter
with MD865 condenser supercardioid capsule ...................................8999.95

Evolution G2 500 Series
EM500 (SEEM500G2): True Diversity rackmount receiver.................... 682.50
EM550 (SEEM550G2): Dual Channel True Diversity receiver............ 2044.95
SK500 (SESK500G2): Bodypack Transmitter ...............................................439.95
SKP500 (SESKP500G2): Plug-on Transmitter..............................................439.95
SKM535 (SESK5008352): Handheld Transmitter with an
MD835 cardioid dynamic capsule................................................................539.95

SKM545 (SESK5008452): Handheld transmitter with an
MD845 dynamic supercardioid capsule ....................................................579.95

SKM565 (SESK5008652): Handheld transmitter with an
MD865 condenser supercardioid capsule ................................................622.50

SKM935 (SESK5009352)
Handheld Transmitter for E935 condenser cardiod capsule..............547.50

Bodypack Package (SEEW512MKE2)
Consist of EM500 receiver, SK500 bodypack transmitter and MKE2-EW
GOLD lavalier mic............................................................................................1079.95
EW535 Handheld System (SEEW535G2)
Includes EM500 receiver and SKM535 handheld transmitter with a
MD835 cardioid dynamic capsule................................................................899.95
EW565 Handheld System (SEEW565G2)
Includes EM500 receiver and SKM565 handheld transmitter with MD865
condenser supercardioid capsule ................................................................959.95

freePORT Presentation Set
The freePORT Presentation Set is a reliable, robust, and user-friendly
wireless system. It gives you the high-quality audio you expect from
Sennheiser as well as foolproof setup and operation at an impressively
low price. It ensures maximum speech comprehensibility during
lectures, presentations and theater performances. The system includes
a bodypack transmitter, a diversity receiver and an inconspicuous
clip-on microphone with an omni-directional pick-up pattern.
◆ 4 switchable UHF frequencies for

◆

Diversity Technology for the highest reception
quality

FP35 freePORT (SEFP35)
Wireless Handheld Mic System....................CALL
FP12 freePORT (SEFP12)
Wireless Presentation Mic System ..............CALL

interference-free reception
◆

Absolutely safe transmission

◆

Adjustable Squelch for undisturbed operation

◆

Receivers built in robust metal housing

◆

Dynamic processor for crystal-clear sound
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EVOLUTION WIRELESS MIC ACCESSORIES
Omnidirectional UHF Antenna (SEA1031U)
A passive, omni-directional transmitting and receiving antenna
for G2 series rack-mount receivers or RF distribution amplifiers.
The omni-directional RF pick-up enables use in applications
where the transmitters are constantly in motion, and RF signal
is generated from various directions within a room. Frequency
range is 518-554 MHz .........................................................................133.95

ASP-2 Passive Antenna RF Splitter and DC Distribution

ASP-2 Passive Antenna RF Splitter
and DC Distribution (SEASP2)
A passive 2x 1:4 antenna splitter, the ASP-2 allows a single pair of
antennas to feed up to four (EM100G2, EM300G2 or EM500G2)
receivers simultaneously, reducing the number of antennas and
cables required. It also distributes the DC supply of the optional
NT-120 AC adapter to up to four receivers. By combining two
ASP-2 splitters, an 8-channel system can be operated with only
two antennas. The rear panel features standard BNC connections
for adapting antenna cable. The ASP-2 can be rackmounted
using the optional GA-2 rack mount hardware ........................419.95

ASP-2/NT-1 Passive Antenna RF Splitter and
DC Distribution with Power Supply (SEASP2NT1)

Omnidirectional
UHF Antenna
L2015G2 Quick Charger

AB2 Antenna Booster

Directional
Transmitting
Antenna

AM-2 BNC Antenna Cables for Rackmount Kit

Includes both an ASP-2 Passive Antenna RF Splitter and DC
Distribution and a 120v NT-120 AC adapter................................454.95

AB2 Antenna Booster
Antenna boosters compensate for the attenuation that occurs
when antenna splitters are used, and increase signal levels to the
receiver. The AB2 is a high-quality frequency-selective booster
that provides 10dB gain to improve RF signal strength when
operating several receivers with a single pair of antennas via the
ASP-2 passive antenna splitter. With the AB2, all RF signals within
the frequency window are amplified while RF signals on other
frequencies are attenuated.
In order to compensate for possible signal losses due to long
antenna cables, up to two AB2 can be connected in the antenna
cable line: one AB2 is directly connected to the antenna (e.g.
A1031U Omnidirectional UHF antenna), the second is connected
to the ASP2 antenna splitter.

AB2-A Antenna Booster (SEAB2A)
With 518-554 MHz frequency range .............................................185.95

AB2-B Antenna Booster (SEAB2B)
With 626-662 MHz frequency range .............................................173.50

AB2-C Antenna Booster (SEAB2C)
With 740-776 MHz frequency range .............................................173.50

Rack Mount Kit (SEGA2)
19” rack mount kit for mounting one or two Evolution Wireless G2
rackmountable devices side-by-side...............................................42.95

Foam-Lined Carrying Case (SECC2EW)
Custom cut foam interior accommodates G2 series wireless
microphone systems. Molded carrying handle...........................53.95
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Two Evolution Wireless G2 devices mounted side-by-side on a GA2 Rack Mount Kit

AM-2 Antenna Front Mount Kit (SEAM2)
This set of BNC cables allows the antenna to connect to the front of
the Rack Mount Kit when used with receivers or transmitters in a 19”
mounting arrangement, moving them from their usual rear position.
This enables easier access and installation when rack mounting........49.95

NT-120 AC Adapter (SENT120)
AC adapter for use with the ASP-2 Antenna Splitter or L2015GB quick
battery charger.........................................................................................................CALL

Directional Transmitting Antenna (SEA2003UHF)
Wideband passive directional antenna (each sold individually) .......253.50

BA2015G2 Rechargeable Battery Pack (SEBA2015G2)
An ACCUPACK rechargeable battery pack for the EW G2 bodypack transmitters. It contains two rechargeable NiMH cells and is used in place of
AA batteries. It features an integrated sensor which indicates the battery
status and monitors temperature during recharging. The matching
charger recharges the batteries either directly or - for the 300 Series and
above - while they are still inside the bodypack transmitter/receiver.
Requires the L2015G2 quick charger...............................................................68.95

L2015G2 Quick Charger (SEL2015G2)
Automatically recharges two BA2015G2 battery packs. The packs are
either inserted directly into the charger or remain in the bodypack
transmitters. Requires the NT-120 AC adapter...........................................133.95
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PGX|PERFORMANCE GEAR
UHF Diversity Wireless Mic Systems
It’s never been easier to go wireless and sound like a pro. Whether for vocal
or speech, PGX/Performance Gear Wireless brings the superior sound of
Shure, together with innovative setup features in easy-to-use packages.
Offered in UHF bandwidths and durably constructed they give you the
reliability and flexibility you need, at a price you can afford. They feature
Shure’s patented Audio Reference Companding for crystal-clear sound
beyond the limits of conventional wireless technology. Every PGX
system features Shure’s proprietary, microprocessor-controlled
Predictive Diversity reception and full frequency agility across an
18MHz bandwidth. Up to nine systems can be operated simultaneously per band, with the option of operating 12 systems
by using multiple frequency bands. For added convenience, each system also includes a carrying case.
F E AT U R E S

PGX1 Bodypack and
PGX2 Handheld Transmitters
Designed to meet the needs of presenters, the
PGX1 bodypack transmitter can be used with
headworn or lavalier microphones, while the
PGX2 handheld transmitter feature a selection
of award-winning vocal mics.
◆ Automatic Transmitter Setup.
◆ Multi-function LED Indicator (power, lockout,

mute, low battery).
◆ -10db pad.

Lavalier Systems
PGX14/85 (SHPGX1485)

PGX14/93 (SHPGX1493)

Includes WL185 lavalier mic with clip, PGX1
bodypack transmitter with belt clip, PGX4
Diversity receiver and carrying case ....449.00

Includes WL93 lavalier mic with clip, PGX1
bodypack transmitter with belt clip, PGX4
Diversity receiver and carrying case ...........Call

Handheld Systems
PGX24/PG58 (SHPGX24PG58)

PGX24/SM86 (SHPGX2486)

Includes PGX2 handheld transmitter with
PG58 cardioid mic head, stand clip, PGX4
Diversity receiver and carrying case...........Call

Includes PGX2 handheld transmitter with
SM86 cardioid mic head, stand clip, PGX4
Diversity receiver and carrying case...........Call

PGX24/SM58 (SHPGX2458)

PGX24/BETA58 (SHPGX24B58)

Includes PGX2 handheld transmitter with
SM58 cardioid mic head, stand clip, PGX4
Diversity receiver and carrying case...........Call

Includes PGX2 handheld transmitter with
Beta 58 cardioid mic head, stand clip, PGX4
Diversity receiver and carrying case...........Call

◆ 8 hours continuous use on two AA batteries.
◆ 18MHz operating range.

PGX4 Diversity Receiver
The microprocessor- controlled diversity PGX4
receiver makes wireless setup a snap. Press one
button and the receiver scans for an available
frequency. Press another button and the
transmitter syncs to that same frequency.
Now the system is ready for use.
◆ Automatic Frequency Selection locates a clear

channel instantly.
◆ Automatic Transmitter Setup uses an infrared

link to sync the transmitter and receiver.
◆ 90 selectable frequencies.
◆ 1/4 wave antennas.
◆ Channel display LED.
◆ XLR balanced and 1/4” unbalanced outputs.
◆ Audio peak indicator flashes red when the

input signal approaches clipping levels.

Headworn System
PGX14/WH20 (SHPGX14WH20): Includes WH20TQG headset mic, PGX1 Bodypack Transmitter
with beltclip, PGX4 Diversity receiver and a carrying case ....................................................................Call

Audio Reference Companding: Companding is the process of compressing the
audio signal prior to transmission and expanding it after reception. All pro audio wireless
needs companding to deliver a wide dynamic range (greater than 100dB). By employing a
more efficient companding scheme, the Shure system improves wireless sound quality.
Shure’s Audio Reference Companding is a level-dependent companding scheme. Instead of
companding across the entire dynamic range like most wireless systems (causing a whooshing
audio artifact known as “breathing”), companding only occurs at high audio levels. These
levels are high enough to make the companding artifacts inaudible. The result is that is sounds
more like a wired microphone, with less noise and greater dynamic range than other wireless
systems. No artifacts, lower noise floor, clearer sound at all audio levels.
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SLX SERIES
UHF Wireless Systems
Ideally suited for installed sound applications such as houses of
worship, corporate boardrooms and lecture halls, the SLX Wireless
System delivers superior audio quality in an easy-to-use and quickly
configurable package. Offering Shure’s patented Audio Reference
Companding technology, along with an innovative setup complete
with automatic synchronization, SLX supports up to 20 compatible
systems (area dependent). The system’s stellar sound is founded on
Shure's patented Audio Reference Companding, a technology which
brings more transmission clarity and dynamic range to wireless systems than ever imagined with traditional technologies.
On an operational level, the system employs features that make setup almost effortless. Utilizing Auto Frequency
Selection and Auto Transmitter Setup, the system scans the wireless landscape and identifies a clear channel instantly.
Then, guided by an infrared link, at the touch of a button the transmitter automatically syncs with the receiver. With over
960 operating frequencies across 24 MHz of UHF bandwidth, you can quickly and easily set up up to 20 systems in a given
location (area dependent).
F E AT U R E S

SLX4 Diversity Receiver
The rugged metal
SLX4 Wireless
receiver utilizes
diversity
technology to
improve reception
and minimize
dropouts. The receiver is outfitted with rack-mount hardware, detachable
1/4-wave antennas, a backlit LCD display, 1/4” and XLR output connectors,
frequency and power lockouts, an in-line power supply, and a rear-panel
volume control. The multi-function LCD displays group, channel,
frequency, transmitter battery strength, and locked/unlocked status.

SLX1 Bodypack and
SLX2 Handheld Transmitters
The SLX1 and SLX2 transmitters offer
a choice of Shure’s legendary
microphones, a timed backlit LCD,
frequency and power lockouts, a 300’
operating range, and operation on just
two AA batteries for eight hours of
continuous use. The bodypack
transmitter works with headworn and
lavalier mics, the handheld transmitters
are offered with SM58, SM86, Beta 58A,
Beta 87A, and Beta 87C capsules.

◆

Automatic Transmitter Setup and Frequency Selection

◆ Backlit LCD with timeout feature

◆

960 Selectable frequencies across 24 MHz bandwidth

◆

Frequency and power lockout

◆

Microprocessor- controlled diversity

◆

3-segment battery fuel gauge

◆

RF presence LED, 5-segment audio meter indicates strength of
incoming audio signal.

◆ 2 AA batteries provide 8 hours continuous use

◆

Sync Ready Indicator illuminates when frequencies of receiver and
transmitter are synchronized

◆

Transmitters are housed in tough molded ABS case.

◆

300’ operating range with 30 mW maximum RF transmitter output

◆

Rack-mount hardware included (short rack ear, long rack ear, link
bar to mount to similar receiver, extension cables and connectors
for front-mounting antennas, 8 rack ear screws, 4 rack mount
screws with washers, 2 antenna hole plugs).

◆

Includes protective bumpers with 8 screws, 2 AA batteries, power
supply and 2 1/4 wave antennas

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO
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◆ The SLX2 has two gain settings. Choose a setting appropriate for

vocal volume and for the performing environment: 0dB for quiet to
normal vocal performance, –10dB for loud vocal performance.
◆

The SLX1 has three gain settings. For a microphone (higher
amplification) and two for a guitar.

◆

The SLX1 weighs 3 oz., the SLX2 weighs 10 oz.
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SLX SERIES
Handheld Systems

Optional Accessories

Include SLX4 Diversity Receiver and
a choice of Handheld Mic Transmitter...

UA221 Passive Antenna Splitter/Combiner Kit (SHUA221)
The UA221 includes two adapters that can be used as one-input, twooutput or two-input, one-output passive antenna splitter/combiners for
the SLX4 receiver. The UA221 Kit lets you split an incoming signal into
two outgoing signals or combine two incoming signals into one signal.
Designed for use with the UA820A 1/2 wave antennas, and UA825/850
50ohm low loss antenna cable. Each kit includes two UA221
Splitter/Combiners, four coaxial cables, and attaching hardware ........................................119.95

SLX24/58 (SHSLX2458)
Includes SLX2 transmitter and SM58
microphone cartridge..........................................Call

SLX24/86 (SHSLX2486)
Includes SLX2 transmitter and SM86
microphone cartridge..........................................Call

SLX24/BETA58 (SHSLX24B58)
Includes SLX2 transmitter and BETA58
microphone cartridge..........................................Call

SLX24/BETA87A (SHSLX24B87A)
Includes SLX2 transmitter and BETA87A
microphone cartridge..........................................Call

SLX24/BETA87C (SHSLX24B87C)
Includes SLX2 transmitter and BETA 87C mic
cartridge – adds warmth to the frequency
response preferred by in-ear users .................Call

UA844 UHF Antenna and Power Distribution System (SHUA844US)
The UA844 is a
UHF antenna
distribution
system that allows the expansion of wireless mic systems by splitting one pair of antennas
to multiple receivers. It also amplifies RF signals to compensate for insertion loss that
results from splitting signal power to multiple outputs. One UA844 system can support up
to four wireless receivers. Multiple UA844 systems can be used in a tiered configuration
until the maximum number of compatible frequencies is reached....................................344.95

UA505 Remote Mount Antenna Kit (SHUA505)
Remote antenna mounting bracket kit lets you mount a 1/2 wave receiver antenna away
from the receiver or equipment rack. Includes one mounting bracket, a bulkhead adapter,
and bulkhead adapter nut. Mounting hardware not included................................................27.50

UA820 (SHUA820): 1/2 Wave Antennas................................................................................................37.95
UA825 Remote Antenna Extension Cable (SHUA825): (BNC-BNC, RG8X/U type), 25’........48.50
UA850 Remote Antenna Extension Cable (SHUA850): (BNC-BNC, RG8X/U type), 50’ ........85.95
UA830 Active Remote Antenna Kit (SHUA830WB)

Lavalier and
Headworn Systems
Includes an SLX4 Diversity Receiver, SLX1
Bodypack Transmitter and a Lavalier Mic

SLX14/93 (SHSLX1493): With WL93 miniature
omnidirectional condenser lavalier mic .......Call
SLX14/84 (SHSLX1484): With WL184 premium
supercardioid condenser lavalier mic............Call
SLX14/85 (SHSLX1485): With WL185 premium
cardioid condenser lavalier mic .......................Call
SLX14/WH30 (SHSLX14WH30)
With WH30TQG, a rugged headset mic ........Call

Combo Systems
SLX124/85/SM58 (SHSLX14WH30)
Includes SLX4 Diversity receiver, SXL1
bodypack transmitter with WL185 lavalier
mic and SLX2 handheld transmitter with SM58
mic cartridge...........................................................Call

A low-noise, in-line antenna amplifier, the UA830 is designed
for remote-mounting antennas to an SLX4 receiver in a large
installation, effectively shortening the distance from the
transmitters. When an antenna is remote-mounted, the UA830
amplifies the received radio signals to compensate for insertion
loss in the coax cable. A gain selector switch adjusts for longer
lengths of coaxial cable (3dB for under 25’, 10dB for over 25’).
Mountable on supplied desk/wall-mount or on a microphone stand ...............................139.95

UA870 Active Directional Antenna (SHUA870WB)
The UA870 is an active UHF wireless directional antenna
featuring a log periodic dipole array. Compared to an
omnidirectional 1/2-wave antenna, the UA870WB’s cardioid
pattern offers enhanced reception of the desired coverage
area and greater rejection of RF signals outside the coverage
area. On-board amp offers 3 or 10dB gain to compensate for
cable signal loss. 12v DC power is provided by the SLX4 or UA844. The UA870 can be
mounted on a mic stand, suspended from the ceiling, or mounted to a wall using the
integrated swivel adapter bracket. It is also weather resistant for use outdoors. For best
diversity performance, use two UA870 antennas.......................................................................239.95

WA610 Carrying Case (SHWA610)
Universal hard carrying case for SLX 1/2 Rack Wireless Systems .............................................78.95
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ULX STANDARD / ULX PROFESSIONAL
Professional UHF Wireless Systems
Affordable systems designed for live performance and system
integration applications, the ULX Standard and ULX Professional
UHF Wireless Systems feature Shure’s world-renowned audio
and proprietary Automatic Frequency Selection circuitry, an
innovation which simplifies system set-up by automatically
scanning a user’s environment for open frequencies. Over 30
system configurations available with a variety of handheld,
headworn, and lavalier microphone options.
The ULX Standard is designed for touring performers who have
multiple wireless system users, want quick setups between gigs,
and want the security of less signal interference and dropouts.
The ULX Professional with advanced controls and displays is designed for professional sound installers who require
programmable and lockable front panel settings, rely on advanced LCDs, and need a rack-mounted metal-chassis system.
F E AT U R E S

ULX1 Bodypack Transmitter
The ULX1 body-pack transmitter is lightweight
and portable, and features a belt-clip.
This body-pack transmitter also features over
1400 user selectable UHF frequencies, while a
comprehensive LCD displays group and
channel information and more.
An input attenuation switch allows 0dB and
20dB output. Adjustable audio gain control is
provided and the transmitter boasts 8-9 hour
battery life on a single 9v battery.

ULX2 Handheld Transmitter

ULX/S4 Standard and
ULX/P4 Professional Diversity Receivers
Frequency-agile receivers, they offer up to 1440
selectable frequencies organized into pre-programmed compatible groups. This enables you to
quickly set-up and operate up to 20 compatible
systems simultaneously (area dependent). ULX
receivers also include Shure’s Predictive Diversity
circuitry which virtually eliminates RF drop-out, as
well as an easy-to-read, multi-function LCD display for monitoring group/channel selection,
battery level, and TV channel.
The ULX Professional steps up with
group scan function (the ability to
scan all frequency groups to locate
the one with the maximum number of compatible frequencies), frequency and volume lockouts,
advanced front panel controls, RF signal strength indicators, remote mountable 1/2 wave antennas,
and an extruded metal chassis.
◆ Automatic Frequency Selection scans for

open channels—provides a straight shot to a
clear channel—allowing for fast setup.
ULX2 Handheld
Transmitter on a SM58
cardioid mic head.

Like the body-pack transmitter, the ULX-2
provides 1400 user selectable frequencies, a
comprehensive LCD display provides channel
and frequency information, battery life and
more. The ULX-2 is powered with a standard
9v alkaline battery (included).

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO

◆ Multi-function LCD display indicates group

and channel setting, current UHF TV channel
and remaining transmitter battery power.

◆ LED indicators confirm RF reception and

level, as as transmitter audio level.
◆ Durably constructed 1/2-rack plastic

chassis.
◆ Detachable 1/4-wave antennas allows

front mount capability.

ULX/P4 Step-up Features:
◆ Lockout settings (frequency and volume) protect from accidental changes.
◆ Easy to use LCD interface and advanced front panel controls.
◆ Remotable 1/2-wave antennas allow optimum antenna placement for enhanced
◆ Ruggedly constructed 1/2-rack metal chassis with supplied rackmount hardware.

www.bhphotovideo.com
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ULX STANDARD / ULX PROFESSIONAL
Professional Systems with ULX/P4 Receiver

Standard Systems
with ULX/S4 Receiver
Headworn Mic Systems
ULX1 transmitter and WH30TQG cardioid
condenser headworn mic (SHULXS1430) ...........Call

Lavalier Systems
ULX1 transmitter and WL50 sub-miniature
omni-directional mic (SHULXS1450) ....................Call
ULX1 transmitter and WL51B miniature cardiod
mic (SHULXS1451)........................................................Call
ULX1 transmitter and WL93
omni directional mic (SHULXS1493).....................Call
ULX1 transmitter and WL183
omni directional mic (SHULXS1483).....................Call

Lavalier and Headworn Systems

Handheld Systems

ULX1 transmitter and WL50 sub-miniature
omni-directional mic (SHULXP1450) ...........929.00

ULX2 transmitter and SM58 cardioid dynamic
mic (SHULXP2458)..............................................829.00

ULX1 transmitter and WL51B miniature
cardiod mic (SHULXP1451) ..............................969.00

ULX2 transmitter and SM86 cardioid
condenser mic (SHULXP2486) .......................789.95

ULX1 transmitter and WL183 omni-directional
lavalier mic (SHULXP1483) ...............................839.00

ULX2 transmitter and SM87 supercardioid
condenser mic (SHULXP2487) .......................869.00

ULX1 transmitter and WL184 supercardioid
lavalier mic (SHULXP1484) ...............................859.00

ULX2 transmitter and Beta 58 supercardioid
dynamic mic (SHULXP24B58) .........................869.00

ULX1 transmitter and WL185 cardioid lavalier
mic (SHULXP1485) ..............................................849.00

ULX2 transmitter and Beta 87A supercardioid
condenser mic (SHULXP24B8A) .....................929.95

ULX1 transmitter and WH30TQG cardioid
condenser headworn mic (SHULXP1430) ..859.00

ULX2 transmitter and Beta 87C supercardioid
condenser mic (SHULXP24B8C) .....................929.95

ULX1 transmitter and
WL184 supercardioid mic (SHULXS1484) ............Call

Optional Wideband Accessories

ULX1 transmitter and
WL185 cardioid mic (SHULXS1485) .......................Call

Optional wide band accessories includes an Antenna/Power Distribution
Amplifier, which enables the use of up to four ULX receivers with just one pair
of antennas; a Line Amplifier for boosting the RF signal from remote mounted
antennas; and a Powered Directional Antenna. (See previous page for
complete description of these accessories.)

Handheld Systems
ULX2 transmitter and SM58 cardioid dynamic
mic (SHULXS2458) ......................................................Call
ULX2 transmitter and SM86 cardioid
condenser mic (SHULXS2486) ................................Call

UA440 Front Mount Antenna Rackmount Kit (SHUA440): With (4) BNC to BNC
Coaxial and (4) Bulkhead Adapters . .................................................................................94.50

ULX2 transmitter and SM87A supercardioid
condenser mic (SHULXS2487) ................................Call

UA505 Remote Antenna Mounting Bracket Kit (SHUA505): Lets you mount a 1/2
wave receiver antenna away from the receiver or the equipment rack..............27.50

ULX2 transmitter and Beta 58 supercardioid
dynamic mic (SHULXS24B58) ..................................Call

UA506 Rackmount Kit (SHUA506): For one ULX receiver...........................................29.95

ULX2 transmitter and Beta 87 supercardioid
condenser mic (SHULXS24B87) ..............................Call

UA830WB Active Remote Antenna Kit (SHUA830WB) .............................................139.95

Combo Systems

UA870WB UHF Wideband Active Directional Antenna (SHUA870WB) .............239.95

ULX2 handheld transmitter with SM58 Mic
head, ULX1 bodypack transmitter with WL185
omni directional mic (SHULXS12485)...................Call

WA610 Universal Hard Carrying Case (SHWA610) .......................................................78.95

UA507 Rackmount Kit (SHUA507): For two ULX receivers.........................................29.95

UA844 UHF Antenna and Power Distribution System (SHUA844US)...........344.95

Combo and Dual Professional Systems
Two ULXP4 Receivers, ULX2 Handheld Transmitter with SM87 Mic Head and ULX1 Beltpack Transmitter (SSHULXP12487) ..........................................................Call
Two ULXP4 Receivers, ULX2 Handheld Transmitter with Beta 58 Mic Head and ULX1 Beltpack Transmitter (SHULXP124B5) .......................................................Call
Two ULXP4 Receivers, ULX2 Handheld Transmitter with Beta 87A Mic Head and ULX1 Beltpack Transmitter (SHULXP1248A) ....................................................Call
Two ULXP4 Receivers, ULX2 Handheld Transmitter with Beta 87C Mic Head and ULX1 Beltpack Transmitter (SHULXP1248C) ....................................................Call
Two ULXP4 Receivers and two ULX2 Handheld Transmitters with SM58 Microphone Heads (SHULXP24D58) ....................................................................................Call
Two ULXP4 Receivers and two ULX2 Handheld Transmitters with SM87 Microphone Heads (SHULXP24D87) ....................................................................................Call
Two ULXP4 Receivers and two ULX2 Handheld Transmitters with Beta 58 Microphone Heads (SHULXP24DB5) ..................................................................................Call
Two ULXP4 Receivers and two ULX2 Handheld Transmitters with Beta 87A Microphone Heads (SHULXP24D8A)...............................................................................Call
Two ULXP4 Receivers and two ULX2 Handheld Transmitters with Beta 87C Microphone Heads (SHULXP24D8C)...............................................................................Call
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UHF-R WIRELESS SYSTEMS
Premium Wireless Technology
Offering you more productivity, more
reliability and more control, UHF-R
takes wireless to a completely new
level while helping you master the
complexities of large-scale wireless
installations. With 2400 selectable
frequencies across 60 MHz of bandwidth, UHF-R allows up to 40 preset
compatible systems to be operated per
band, and up to 108 systems can be put to work using multiple bands. Complementing this expanded window of operation
is Shure’s Advanced Track Tuning Filtering Technology, which shifts onboard RF filtering within selected frequencies to
maximize compatibility and maximize isolation from interference.
You can rely on UHF-R for consistently reliable performance. All UHF-R components are engineered to withstand abuse.
UHF-R automates setup and control operations to save you time and effort on even the most complex networked
installations. Innovations include networked Automatic Frequency Selection with group scan, infrared automatic
transmitter sync and smart menu-driven system operation for fast setup and intuitive operation. Also included with all
UHF-R systems is Shure’s Wireless Workbench software, which provides comprehensive PC management of all system
parameters plus a real-time view of your complete networked environment.
UHF-R systems have a working range of 500’ under typical conditions. Any Shure headworn or lavalier mic can be used
with the UR1 bodypack transmitter.
F E AT U R E S
◆

Sounding more like a hardwired system
than a wireless, UHF-R draws its crystalclear audio characteristics from Shure’s
patented Audio Reference Companding
circuitry. Using a variable companding ratio
that automatically responds to audio levels,
Audio Reference Companding eliminates
wireless artifacts and increases dynamic
range far beyond the capabilities of
conventional wireless systems.

◆ Automatic frequency selection scans the RF

environment to find the best group and
channel settings for a particular installation:
— Group Scan: finds the group with the most
open channels, then sets all networked
receivers to channels in that group.
— Channel Scan: finds the first open channel
in the currently selected group and sets
the receiver to that channel.

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO

◆

Automatic Transmitter Sync automatically
transfers the group and channel settings
from a receiver to a transmitter. You can
also program other transmitter settings on
a receiver and transfer those settings too

◆

You can lock the receiver and transmitters
so settings can’t be changed. Power switch
can also be disabled, so that the transmitter
remains on if the power switch is accidentally
toggled during a performance.

◆

Audio Gain Structure (use these settings to
adjust audio gain throughout the system:

◆

Receivers have an RJ-45 port on the back
for connecting to other receivers over an
Ethernet network. Networking receivers lets
you automatically set channels for all the
receivers with a single group scan command.
You can also control and monitor all
networked receivers via the bundled Shure
Wireless Workbench PC software.

◆

Workbench software includes useful tools
for installing and managing multiple wireless
systems. Install the software on your
computer and connect it to a network of
receivers to monitor and control receivers
and transmitters throughout the network.

— Sensitivity: A 25dB range of gain adjustment
at the bodypack transmitter input.
— Transmitter Gain: A 30dB range of audio
gain adjustment within the transmitter
(affects audio level at the receiver, as
indicated by the Audio LEDS.)
— Output Level: 32dB of attenuation at the
receiver output, plus a mute setting.
— Mic/Line switch: -30dB pad for matching
audio levels at the receiver XLR output.

www.bhphotovideo.com
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UHF SERIES
UR4S/UR4D Wireless Diversity Receivers

UR1 Bodypack Transmitter
The low-profile, UR1 body-pack is a compact
transmitter that is compatible with any Shure
headworn, lavalier or instrument mic, or the
WA302 instrument cable. It has a removable
bodypack antenna, and is made of durable,
lightweight magnesium construction. It
weighs only 3.25 oz.

Available in both single and dual receiver designs, the UR4S and UR4D wireless
diversity receivers feature a flash memory capable of storing six 60-channel custom
frequency groups, AMX and Crestron compatibility, USB and Ethernet network
control and monitoring, and can be customized with an extensive range of
accessories including an antenna/power distribution system, passive antenna
splitter kit, and active or passive directional wideband antennas. They also feature
programmable multi-function LCD, tone key squelch, mic/line switch, full rack design,
internal power supply, headphone jack, rugged metal chassis, and switchable
120/220 power supply. They include front mount antenna cables and accessories.

UR1 and UR2
Transmitters Both Feature
◆ Switchable RF power (10/50mW or

10/100mW, regionally dependent)
◆ Frequency and power lockout
◆ Bit-mapped backlit LCD display

provides clear access and control for
all integral system functions

◆ 2400 selectable frequencies across 60 MHz

◆ They run on 2 AA batteries for up to

◆

Flash memory to store six 60-channel
custom frequency groups

bandwidth

8 hours of continuous use
◆ Infrared automatic transmitter sync

◆

Track Tuning Filtering Technology

◆

◆

Up to 40 preset compatible systems per
band

Shure’s patented Audio Reference
Companding

◆

Multi-function bit-mapped backlit LCD

◆

Up to 108 systems with multiple bands

◆

◆

Networked Automatic Frequency Selection

USB and Ethernet network control and
monitoring

◆

Infrared automatic transmitter sync
(including custom group upload)

◆

AMX / Crestron compatibility

◆

Remoteable antennas

Audio Reference Companding: The Basics
• What does it do? Improves wireless sound quality.
• What is it? A more efficient companding scheme.
• What is companding? Companding is the process of compressing the audio signal
prior to transmission and expanding it after reception. All pro audio wireless needs
companding to deliver a wide dynamic range (greater than 100dB).

• How does it work? Audio Reference Companding is a level-dependent companding

UHF Transmitters

UR2 Handheld Transmitters
Equipped with a bit-mapped LCD display
providing access and control to all integral
system functions, the UR2 handheld
transmitter features frequency and power
lockout, and is available with a full line of
Shure capsules including the SM58, SM86,
SM87, Beta 58, Beta 87A, and Beta 87C. Made
of all-metal die-cast construction.

scheme. Instead of companding across the entire dynamic range like most wireless
systems (causing a whooshing audio artifact known as “breathing”), companding only
occurs at high audio levels. These levels are high enough to make the companding
artifacts inaudible.

• Why is it better? Sounds more like a wired mic with less noise and greater dynamic
range than other wireless systems. No artifacts, lower noise floor, clearer sound at all
audio levels.

• Specific attributes of Audio Reference Companding that the listener will notice are:
– No “breathing” noise

– More headroom - won’t clip as easily

– Lower noise floor

– Clearer sound at all audio levels

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 91
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UHF-R WIRELESS WORKBENCH SOFTWARE
Advanced Network Control
and Operation
For those who require network control, Shure’s Wireless Workbench
software is included with UHF-R systems to offer complete PC
management of networked wireless systems. Wireless
Workbench is advanced software that streamlines wireless
system management and provides full PC control of all vital
system parameters. With Wireless Workbench, you have a real-time
view and a comprehensive tool for remote monitoring and control
of individual and networked receivers.
Comprehensive Infrared Sync

Ethernet and USB Compatibility

Automatically syncs frequencies, custom
groups, lockouts and power settings between
transmitters and receivers; provides PC control
of transmitter/receiver sync parameters.

No additional equipment required to connect
to network hub.

Custom Frequency Group Creation
Lets you customize and save frequency groups
for specific locations.

Band Limiting Feature
Allows the user to view custom frequency
band parameters to align with any country or
regional RF guidelines that might conflict with
the available bandwidth.

Frequency Compatibility
Calculator Wizard
Scans the RF environment to assess all
networked hardware and recommends
frequencies for all specified wireless systems.

Frequency Selection Wizard
Automatically scans and selects open
frequencies for all networked UHF-R receivers.

UHF-R System Accessories
UA845 Antenna/Power Distribution System (SHUA845US)
An amplified, UHF
Antenna Distribution
System designed to
expand a wireless microphone system by splitting one pair of antennas
to multiple Shure UHF-R wireless receivers. It also amplifies RF signals
to compensate for insertion loss due to splitting signal power to
multiple output connectors. Each UA845 allows up to four receivers to
use the same antennas. CASCADE connectors allows connections to a
fifth receiver or a second UA845. There are also power connectors for
powering Shure UHF and UC Wireless systems ...................................719.95

UA830 Active Remote Antenna Kit (SHUA830WB)
A low-noise, in-line antenna amplifier for
emote-mounting antennas to an SLX4 receiver
in a large installation, effectively shortening the
distance from the transmitters. When an antenna
is remote-mounted, the UA830 amplifies the
received radio signals to compensate for insertion
loss in the coax cable. A gain selector switch adjusts for longer lengths
of coaxial cable (3dB for under 25’, 10dB for over 25’). Mountable on
supplied desk/wall-mount or on a micr stand .....................................139.95
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UA221 Passive Antenna
Splitter/Combiner Kit (SHUA221)
The UA221 Kit lets you split an incoming
signal into two outgoing signals or
combine two incoming signals into
one signal...............................................119.95

UA870 Active Directional
Antenna (SHUA870WB)
The UA870 is an active UHF wireless directional antenna featuring
a log periodic dipole array.
Compared to an omnidirectional
1/2-wave antenna, the UA870WB’s cardioid pattern offers
enhanced reception of the desired coverage area and greater
rejection of RF signals outside the coverage area. On-board
amp offers 3 or 10 dB gain to compensate for cable signal loss.
12v DC power is provided by the SLX4 or UA844. The UA870
can be mounted on a mic stand, suspended from the ceiling, or
mounted to a wall using the integrated swivel adapter bracket.
It is also weather resistant for use outdoors. For best diversity
performance, use two UA870 antennas..................................239.95
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UHF-R WIRELESS SYSTEMS
UHF-R Wireless Mic Systems

UHF-R Dual Wireless Mic Systems

UHF-R Professional Diversity Wireless Mic System (SHUR24SB87A)

UHF-R Professional Dual Wireless Mic System (SHUR24DB87A)

Includes a UR4S single diversity receiver and a UR2 handheld
transmitter with a Beta 87A head.......................................................................Call

Includes a UR4D dual diversity receiver and (2) UR2 handheld
transmitters with Beta 87A heads ......................................................................Call

UHF-R Professional Diversity Wireless Mic System (SHUR24SB87C)

UHF-R Professional Dual Wireless Mic System (SHUR24DB87C)

Includes a UR4S single diversity receiver and a UR2 handheld
transmitter with a Beta 87C head .......................................................................Call

Includes a UR4D dual diversity receiver and (2) UR2 handheld
transmitters with Beta 87C heads.......................................................................Call

UHF-R Professional Diversity Wireless Mic System (SHUR24SSM8)

UHF-R Professional Dual Wireless Mic System (SHUR24DSM86)

Includes a UR4S single diversity receiver and UR2 handheld transmitter
with SM86 head.........................................................................................................Call

Includes a UR4D dual diversity receiver and (2) UR2 handheld
transmitters with SM86 heads .............................................................................Call

UHF-R Professional Diversity Wireless Mic System (SHUR24SB58)

UHF-R Professional Dual Wireless Mic System (SHUR24DB5)

Includes a UR4S single diversity receiver and UR2 handheld transmitter
with a Beta 58 head .................................................................................................Call

Includes a UR4D dual diversity receiver and (2) UR2 handheld
transmitters with Beta 58 heads .........................................................................Call

UHF-R Professional Diversity
Wireless Mic System (SHUR24SSM58)

UHF-R Professional
Dual Wireless Mic System (SHUR24DSM58)

Includes a UR4S single diversity receiver and UR2 handheld transmitter
with SM58 head......................................................................................................Call0

Includes a UR4D dual diversity receiver and (2) UR2 handheld
transmitters with SM58 heads .............................................................................Call

UHF-R Professional Diversity
Wireless Mic System (SHUR14)

UHF-R Professional
Dual Wireless Mic System (SHUR14D)

Includes a UR4S single-space diversity receiver and a UR1 body-pack
transmitter...................................................................................................................Call

Includes a UR4D dual diversity receiver and (2) UR1 body-pack
transmitters (H4/518-578 MHz)............................................................................Call

UHF-R Wireless Mic Combo Systems

UHF-R Dual Wireless Combo Systems

UHF-R Professional Diversity
Wireless Microphone Combo System (SHUR124S87)

UHF-R Professional Diversity
Dual Wireless Microphone Combo System (SHUR124D87A)

Includes: UR4D Dual Diversity Receiver, UR2 Handheld Transmitter with
Beta 87A Head and UR1 Body-Pack Transmitter ...........................................Call

Includes a UR4D dual diversity receiver, (2) UR2 handheld transmitters
with Beta 87A heads and (2) UR1 body-pack transmitters ........................Call

UHF-R Professional Diversity
Wireless Microphone Combo System (SHUR124S87C)

UHF-R Professional Diversity
Dual Wireless Microphone Combo System (SHUR124D87C)

Includes: UR4D Dual Diversity Receiver, UR2 Handheld Transmitter with
Beta 87C Head and UR1 Body-Pack Transmitter ...........................................Call

Includes: UR4D dual diversity receiver, (2) UR2 handheld transmitters
with Beta 87C heads and (2) UR1 body-pack transmitters ........................Call

UHF-R Professional Diversity
Wireless Microphone Combo System (SHUR124SSM8)

UHF-R Professional Diversity
Dual Wireless Microphone Combo System (SHUR124DSM8)

Includes: UR4D Dual Diversity Receiver, UR2 Handheld Transmitter with
SM86 Head and UR1 Body-Pack Transmitter ..................................................Call

Includes: UR4D dual diversity receiver, (2) UR2 handheld transmitters
with SM86 heads and (2) UR1 body-pack transmitters...............................Call

UHF-R Professional Diversity
Wireless Microphone Combo System (SHUR124SB58)

UHF-R Professional Diversity
Dual Wireless Microphone Combo System (SHUR124DB58)

Includes: UR4D Dual Diversity Receiver, UR2 Handheld Transmitter with
Beta 58 Head and UR1 Body-Pack Transmitter ..............................................Call

Includes: UR4D dual diversity receiver, (2) UR2 handheld transmitters
with Beta 58 heads and (2) UR1 body-pack transmitters ...........................Call

UHF-R Professional Diversity
Wireless Microphone Combo System (SHUR124SSM5)

UHF-R Professional Diversity
Dual Wireless Microphone Combo System (SHUR124DSM5)

Includes: UR4D Dual Diversity Receiver, UR2 Handheld Transmitter with
SM58 Head and UR1 Body-Pack Transmitter (J5/578-638 MHz)..............Call

Includes: UR4D dual diversity receiver, (2) UR2 handheld transmitters
with SM58 heads and (2) UR1 body-pack transmitters...............................Call
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UWP SERIES
Low-Cost UHF Synthesized
Wireless Microphone System
Most low-cost wireless systems usually lack in transmission stability
and have noise problems that are overlooked. The ideal solution for
budget-conscious users seeking rock-solid transmission, the UWP
Series incorporates sophisticated wireless technologies including
PLL-synthesized system, space-diversity reception and a tone
squelch function. Whether for low-cost PA, theater or presentation
applications, the UWP Series delivers the convenience of
non-compromised wireless microphone operation at a very
affordable price. The UWP Series consists of a lavalier/bodypack
transmitter, a wireless handheld mic, plug-in transmitter, a portable tuner, a half-rack-size tuner, and a tuner module.
They are available in turnkey packages, each comprising a microphone, transmitter and tuner, for a ready-to-go system
straight out of the box. Each package has been carefully compiled to address almost any application—from video
production and A/V presentations, to live performance and electronic news gathering.
F E AT U R E S
◆ PLL Synthesized System used in the transmitters

and tuners, achieves solid transmission and
reception by using a stable carrier signal to
avoid interference with other frequency
channels and to allow the selection of a
preferred channel from multiple frequencies
(188 selectable frequencies).

Bodypack Transmitter
◆ Compact and lightweight

design.

◆ Includes belt clip.
◆ Supplied lavalier is a

◆ 3.5mm, 3-pole mini-jack

input connector with lock
mechanism.

uni-directional, electretcondenser mic with a
windscreen and mic clip.

◆ Space Diversity Reception System—used in all

UWP tuners – reduces signal dropout to a
minimum. Achieves stable reception by using
dual-antenna inputs/reception circuits that
receive signals over two different paths and
automatically select the stronger RF signal for
output.
◆ The antennas of the portable and half-rack-size

tuners each allow for angle adjustments, which
helps to further eliminate signal dropout.
◆ Tone Squelch Circuitry prevents the output of

unwanted signals or noise from other signal
transmissions in the air, as well as the RF noise
and popping noise that occur when the
transmitter is powered on or off.

Bodypack and Handheld Transmitter
Both Feature
◆ Selectable RF-output level: 5 mW

for simultaneous multi-channel
operation: 30 mW for long-distance
transmission
◆ Attenuator function allows

adjustment of the mic-input level
to suit each user’s voice

◆ Allows simultaneous operation of up to 16

wireless mics. Optimum combinations of
practically tested, intermodulation-free
frequencies (stored in the UWP tuners) simplifies
the task of system setup.
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◆ Six hours operation on two AA batteries
◆ LCD screen displays the operating channel

number and its frequency in MHz,
attenuator level, RF-output level
(High/Low), audio-input and RF-output
status, transmitter- battery status and
accumulated operating time

Handheld Microphone
◆ Uni-directional, dynamic mic capsule
◆ Internal antenna design
◆ Supplied with a microphone holder

and a screw adapter
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UWP SERIES
Plug-on Transmitter: The UTX-P1 plug-on transmitter converts a wired microphone to a wireless
SOUTXP1

microphone via an XLR connector. This brings the convenience of uncompromised wireless microphone operation at a
very affordable price. Designed for use with the UWP Series wireless tuners, the UTX-P1 is extremely durable and is well
balanced for use with dynamic microphones. It accepts line-level audio input signal as well.

◆ Operates over a wide 24MHz frequency band

◆ LED indicator for audio-input status

◆ Runs six hours on two AA-size batteries

within the range of 758MHz to 782MHz
◆ 50 mW RF power output for stable and
long-distance transmission
◆ Mic/Line input level switchable

◆ LCD shows the operating channel number

◆ Attenuator function allows adjustment of

and frequency in MHz, attenuator level,
audio-input, RF-output, transmitter-battery
status, and accumulated operating time.

the mic-input level to suit each user’s voice
◆ Includes a soft case

TUNERS (RECEIVERS)
URX-R1 Half 19” Rack-Size Tuner

URX-M1 Tuner Module

The URX-R1 is a space diversity reception
system for stable RF reception. It is equipped
with both XLR (balanced) and 1/4” phone
(unbalanced) output connectors. The
output level on the XLR-type connector
can be switched between mic and line levels.

The URX-M1 is a compact, plug-in
diversity tuner module with
space diversity reception
system for stable RF reception.

◆ LCD screen displays the operating

channel number and its frequency
in MHz, plus the audio output status
and RF-input level.

◆

Angle-adjustable antennas to help
eliminate signal dropout.

◆

RF squelch function virtually
eliminates ambient noise and
unwanted signals from other
wireless microphone systems.

◆ Stereo headphone jack with monitor

volume-control on the front panel.
◆

A channel search function automatically seeks and selects the same RF
signal frequency as set on the UWP
transmitter.

◆

◆

◆ An LCD screen displays the operating channel

number and its frequency in MHz, plus the
audio-output status and RF-input level.
◆ RF squelch function virtually eliminates ambient

A green LED indicator illuminates
when RF-input signals are correctly
received.

◆ Supplied with an AC/DC adapter.

Up to two modules can be installed into a Sony
mixer/amplifier (SRP-X700P or SRP-X351P), while
up to six modules can be installed in the Sony
MB-806A tuner base unit.

noise and unwanted signals from other wireless
microphone systems.
◆ A green LED indicator illuminates when RF-input

signals are appropriately received.

Handheld Systems

Lavalier Systems
Each system includes a lavalier mic supplied with a windscreen and mic
holder clip, and a bodypack transmitter supplied with a belt clip.

Each system includes a handheld microphone supplied with mic
holder and screw adapter.

UWP-S1

UWP-S2

Includes unidirectional lavalier mic with
windscreen and mic-holder clip, bodypack
transmitter and half rack-size tuner.

Consists of a handheld microphone
with a mic holder and half rack-size
tuner.

◆ Suitable for use in PA systems.

◆ Suitable for use in PA systems.

◆ The half-rack-size tuner is supplied with

◆ The half-rack-size tuner is

an AC/DC adapter.

supplied with an AC/DC adapter.

UWP-X1

UWP-X2

Consists of a unidirectional lavalier mic with
a windscreen and mic-holder clip, bodypack
transmitter and tuner module.

Consists of a handheld microphone
with a mic holder clip and tuner
module receiver.

◆ Suitable for use in PA systems.

◆ Suitable for use in PA systems.
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UHF Synthesized Wireless Microphone System
An affordable system
with superb audio
quality and easy
handling, Sony’s UHF
Synthesized Wireless
Microphone System
is widely recognized
as the outstanding
wireless mic system
for professional
applications.
Operating in the 800
MHz UHF band range and equipped with a PLL (Phase Locked Loop) system, each of the components provide up to 94
channels, space diversity reception and LCD indicators. Reliable and sophisticated circuit technology assure low noise,
wide dynamic range, and extremely stable signal transmission and reception.

PLL Synthesized System
A PLL (Phase Locked Loop) synthesized system
controls the transmission and reception
frequencies of the system. Employed in
transmitters and receivers, PLL provided highly
stable, selectable frequencies to be generated
in increments of 125 kHz. Choose from 94
frequencies on A-series models and from 188
frequencies on B-series models.

Space Diversity
Reception System
A space diversity reception system is used to
eliminate noise and signal dropouts, thus
ensuring stable reception. Dual antenna
inputs and reception circuits incorporated in
the diversity system receive signals over two
different paths and select the stronger signal
as the output. This switching operation is
undetectable on the audio output of the
receivers. Also provides stable reception and
cleaner audio when working at extended
operating distances.

Consistent RF Power Output
DC-DC convert circuit built into the power
supply section of microphones/transmitters
provides consistent output power over the life
of the batteries.

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO

Pre-Programmed
Frequency Groups

Informative,
Easy-to-Read LCD

Wireless channels are conveniently preset
in the CPU of each tuner for use in a multichannel operation at one location. These are
optimum combinations of calculated and
practically tested intermodulation-free
frequencies. These frequencies are arranged
in groups, with each group pre-programmed
to allow inter-modulation free operation.
The use of preset channels makes it easy
to choose the correct frequencies for multichannel operation, and unlike random
selection of channels, prevents interference
such as beat noise in multi-channel operation
and guarantees better unit isolation.

Receivers and transmitters feature a built-in,
easy-to-read LCD, which provides extensive
status information. Receivers display the
diversity RF and AF signal strength, frequency
and channel groups chosen, and battery
status of the transmitter. Transmitters display
AF input level, and RF output, battery status,
current channel number, selected frequency,
input attenuation setting, and accumulated
battery operating time.

Tone Squelch Circuitry
To ensure accurate audio reproduction, the
system is equipped with tone squelch circuitry
control. Here’s how it works: The wireless
microphone transmitters transmit a 32 kHz
tone signal along with the program audio
signal. In the receivers, a squelch circuit is
present, and the program signal is only output
when the tone signal has been correctly
received. This squelch feature is designed to
eliminate undesired signals and noise from
other equipment and eliminates RF noise and
popping when the transmitter is powered off.

www.bhphotovideo.com

Remote Battery Alarm
Monitor the battery reserves of handheld,
body pack and plug-on transmitters.
Remaining battery life is indicated on both
the transmitter and receiver, with another
indication one hour before the battery goes
dead. On the receiver, the battery indicator
on the LCD and LED displays also flash, helping
to avoid the chance of battery failure at a
critical moment.

Memory Back-Up
Each unit has a convenient memory back-up
capability. When the Power switch is turned on,
the previous channel setting is automatically
recalled and displayed.
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WRT-822B
Beltpack Transmitter (SOWRT822B62)
The WRT-822B provides stable RF performance and high audio quality in a sturdy yet lightweight ergonomic
package. It is suitable for use with any Sony lavalier microphone, making it ideal for presentation work.
◆

Compact, lightweight, magnesium alloy
body - only 21⁄2” x 4 1⁄8” x 11⁄18”.

◆

Easy-to-read LCD shows channel number,
attenuator, RF and AF condition, battery
status and accumulated operating time

◆

Audio attenuation setting from 0 dB to
-21dB in 3 dB steps

◆

20mW RF output power

◆

Eight hours continuous operation with 2 AA batteries

◆

Low-battery alarm transmitted to compatible
receivers

◆

Includes low profile 1/4 wave length wire
antenna and leather case

L AVA L I E R M I C R O P H O N E S
ECM-44BC Omni-Directional Mic

ECM-77BC Omni-Directional Mic

The ECM-44BC makes the exceptional quality
of Sony’s electret condenser microphones
available for budget conscious productions,
and a variety of sound reinforcement
requirements, such as lectures and
demonstrations. Measuring 0.59 x 0.34”,
the ECM-44BC reduces the visual distraction
to the audience. The ECM-44BC can be
depended upon for clean, bright, yet natural reproduction.

Designed for professional broadcast, sound
reinforcement and recording applications, the
ECM-77BC has a miniature profile that allows
it to be easily concealed in performance and
broadcast situations. It provides a wide
frequency response of 40Hz - 20kHz that
enables it to accurately reproduce audio
signal from a wide variety of sources. The
omni-directional pattern provides even sensitivity and frequency
response at the direct and off-axis sections of the microphone capsule.

◆ Superior sound quality
◆

◆ Microphone head measures

0.59 x 0.34”; weighs just .07 oz.

Extremely durable black finish

◆ Professional Locking 4-pin

bayonet connector
◆ It has a frequency response of

40Hz to 1kHz

◆

Supplied with a single
horizontal type holder clip,
urethane wind screen, and case

ECM-44BC (SOECM44BC) .........99.95

◆ It has a frequency response of

40Hz to 20kHz
◆ Microphone head measures

.05 x .25”; weighs just .05 oz.

◆

Supplied with two holder clips
(single/horizontal and single/
vertical type), a metal-mesh
wind screen, and a mic case.

ECM-77BC (SOECM77BC) ...................................................................................259.95

ECM-166BC Uni-Directional Mic

ECM-88BC Omni-Directional Mic

The ECM-166BC is a uni-directional electret
condenser lavalier mic that features a 100Hz
to 10kHz frequency response, a 3.9’ cable
and a 4-pin (SMC9-4P) connector for use
with the WRT-822 beltpack transmitter.
It is resistant to howling by rejecting indirect
sound, and is ideal for institutional uses
and sound contracting applications such as
speeches, lectures and conferences. Extremely durable black finish.

The ECM 88BC is an ultra-miniature mic with
a rectangular dual-diaphragm mechanism
that contributes to a significant reduction in
handling noise. It features a 4-pin Hirose
connection for use with the WRT-822 beltpack transmitter. The capsule is 0.14 x 0.14 x
0.66”, allowing natural-looking concealment
on stage or camera.

◆ It has a frequency response of 100Hz to 10kHz

◆ Water-resistant design assures durability from the elements and sweat.

◆ Microphone head measures 1/2” x 15/16”; weighs approximately .12 oz.

◆

◆

Supplied with a urethane wind screen and a holder clip.

ECM-166BC (SOECM166BC)..................................................................................99.95

◆ Flat and wide frequency response of 20Hz to 20kHz.

Supplied with a horizontal clip, a vertical clip, a urethane windscreen
and a carrying case.

ECM-88BC (SOECM88BC) ...................................................................................339.95
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WRT-847B UHF Synthesized Transmitter Unit
The WRT-847 UHF Synthesized Transmitter Unit accepts a variety of optional microphone capsules,
providing a choice of characteristics to suit a range of different applications. (One head is required
for it to function). The CU-F780, CU-G780 and CU-E700 capsules are designed for vocal and speech
applications in broadcasting, live music performances and concert halls. Each features PLL frequency
synthesized circuitry for highly stable operation and an easy-to-read LCD screen.
◆ Audio compander time constant is

◆ Lockable power switch to avoid accidental

switchable to suit different capsules
◆ Selectable RF output level: 10 mW for

power off
◆ Battery status information is transmitted to

simultaneous multi-channel operation and
50 mW for long working distance
◆ Audio gain and attenuation setting from

the receiver and shown on an LCD for additional assurance of continuous operation
◆ Two AA-size alkaline batteries provide up to

+9 dB to -12 dB in 3 dB steps

eight hours of continuous operation

◆ Easy-to-read LCD with back light indicates

extensive information on operating
conditions such as channel number,
wireless channel frequency in MHz, audio
input level, compander time constant,
battery status and accumulated battery
operating time.

CU-F780

CU-G780

CU-E700

Dynamic Supercardioid Mic Capsule

Dynamic Cardioid Mic Capsule

Supercardioid Condenser Capsule

◆ Ideal for vocal applications

including live music performance

◆ Designed for critical vocal

applications, especially
those requiring increased
immunity to feedback

◆ Dynamic element for

and speech applications
◆ Super cardioid polar

pattern minimizes
off-axis pickup and
sensitivity to acoustic
feedback

◆ Dynamic element for

extreme durability and
high SPL handling

extreme durability and
high SPL handling

◆ Super cardioid polar

pattern minimizes off-axis
pickup and feedback
◆ Uses the same high quality edgewise

winding Copper Clad Aluminum Wire voice
coil used in the acclaimed F-780 wired mic.
◆ Wide 50 Hz to 18 kHz

◆ Ideal for live vocal

frequency response

◆ Super cardioid polar

◆ Built-in windscreen

pattern minimizes off-axis
pickup and feedback

◆ Electret element for

◆ Copes with high sound pressure level vocals

smooth, clear sound, excellent transient
response

providing outstanding feedback rejection

◆ Wide frequency response (50 Hz to 18 kHz)

◆ Wide 50 Hz to 20 kHz

frequency response

for natural sound reproduction

◆ Built-in windscreen

◆ Built-in windscreen

◆ Max. SPL: 150 dB

◆ Dimensions: ø 51 x 90 mm (6.3 oz)

◆ Dimensions: ø 51 x 90 mm (6.3 oz)

◆ Dimensions: ø 51 x 98 mm

WRT-807A
◆ High sound quality for vocals - powerful, crisp

and clean sound as well as presence in the low
end and mid frequency range.
◆ Dynamic microphone capsule, same as used in

the Sony F-780 professional vocal microphone.
◆ LCD for display of channels, attenuator and

accumulated hours.
◆ Up to 5 hours of continuous use with a single

AA battery.
◆ Battery alarm transmitted to compatible

receivers.
◆ Newly-developed lockable power switch to

prevent accidental operation.
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(6.0 oz)

WRT-808A
UHF Plug-In Transmitter with XLR Connector
◆ RF power output: 10mW.
◆ Plug-In transmitter works with any

dynamic microphone with an XLR
connector.
◆ 94-channel frequency agile.
◆ Battery level indicator.
◆ Level control.
◆ AF/Peak indicator shows condition of audio input level.
◆ Low-Battery alarm works with compatible receivers.
◆ Up to 4 hours continuous operation with two AA alkaline batteries.
◆ Variable input attenuation, 0dB to 50dB.
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HANDHELD TRANSMITTERS
WRT-867A/X
◆

Dynamic microphone capsule with
supercardioid polar pattern.

Carrier Frequency

◆ Resilient body structure for extremely

RF Power Output (50Ω)

high quality sound.
◆ Uni-directional dynamic mic capsule

Antenna

incorporates a high quality edge wise
winding voice coil with lightweight
CCAW (copper clad aluminum wire)
and AlNiCo magnet for powerful,
crisp and clear sound as well as
presence in the middle and high
frequency range.
◆

◆

WRT-867A/X

770 Mhz to 782 MHz (64)
782 MHz to 794 MHz (66)
794 MHz to 806 MHz (68)

770 Mhz to 782 MHz (64)
782 MHz to 794 MHz (66)
794 MHz to 806 MHz (68)

794 MHz to 806 MHz (68)

10mW (50 Ω load)

10mW (50 Ω load)

10mW (50 Ω load)

1/4 wave length wire antenna

Internal antenna

Helical antenna

50Hz to 15kHz

70Hz to 15kHz

40Hz to 20kHz

Signal-to-Noise Ratio

> 60 dB

> 60 dB

> 60dB

21dB, variable in 3 dB steps

0 dB to 50 dB (continuous)

0, 6,12 dB switchable

151 dB SPL (1 kHz)

N/A

130 dB SPL (1 kHz)

Max. Input SPL

Channel select switches, audio
attenuator switch and an LCD
indicator inside the body to help
prevent accidental operation.

WRT-808A

Frequency Response

Attenuator Range (pad)

Four hours of continuous operation
at 10 mW RF output level with one
AA battery.

WRT-807A

Directivity

Uni-directional

N/A

Uni-directional

Battery Life

Approx. 5 hours; (1) AA

Approx. 4 hours; (2) AA

Approx. 4 hours; (1) AA

Dimensions

2 1⁄8 x 9 3⁄8”

15⁄8 x 15⁄8 x 4 3⁄8”

2 1⁄8 x 73⁄4”

15.5 oz.

6.18 oz.

11.5 oz.

Mic holder,
Metal screw adapter

Soft case

Mic holder,
Stand adapter

Weight
Supplied Accessories

MB-806A and WRU-806B
Tuner Base Unit and UHF Synthesized Tuner Unit
The MB-806A is a tuner base unit
featuring slots for six WRU-806B
diversity receiver modules, with
an internal antenna divider for
six channels of diversity operation in a single rack space. Using the optional WD-820A Antenna Divider, you can go even
further, with up to 12 wireless mics operating simultaneously on a single pair of AN-820A active antennas! The MB-806A
also features a convenient autochannel assignment function. Once an operating group is set on one of the installed
WRU-806B receiver, channels within the same group are automatically assigned, and unusable channels for the additional
receivers will be automatically detected and skipped. This enables instant and automatic multi-channel setting of the
entire rack of receivers.
◆ Modular 19” rack mount tuner frame (1RU)

◆ Auto channel assignment for extra tuner

modules for instant programming of
interference-free multi-channel operation

◆ Six XLR-balanced output connectors plus an

XLR balanced mix output
◆ Selectable mic/line (-58dBm/-20dBm) output

◆

AF, RF and battery alarm indication by both
LED and LCD to double check operating
condition (channel indication by LCD only)

◆

RF input attenuator (10db / 0dB) switch

level switch
◆ Accommodates up to 6 WRU-806B diversity

receiver modules for up to six simultaneous
channels of operation. With the optional
WD-820A Antenna Divider, up to 3 systems
(18 mics) can be operated simultaneously

WRU-806B
UHF Tuner Module

◆ Supplied passive antennas for rear mounting

(with provision for front mounting

MB-806A

WRU-806B

(SOMB806A)

(SOWRU806B)

◆ Built-in antenna divider with 9v DC power
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MB-8N & WRU-8N
Wireless Mic Tuner Base Unit and UHF Synthesized Tuner Unit(s)
Incorporating cutting-edge
wireless microphone technology,
the MB-8N Tuner Base Unit
together with the WRU-8N UHF
Synthesized Tuner Unit set new
standards for performance, flexibility and functionality in a wireless mic system. Although only 1U high, the MB-8N tuner
base unit accommodates up to four WRU-8N tuner units, and it includes a built-in antenna divider making it easy to
daisy-chain up to four of these base units to form a 16-channel system. The WRU-8N offers exceptional standards of RF
performance. It features space diversity reception, and a wide dynamic range with low levels of noise and distortion.
But what sets this system apart from any other, is the level of remote operation and monitoring the MB-8N/WRU-8N
combination provides. Over standard Ethernet connections, a complete system can be set up and controlled from a PC
using the supplied GUI software. This includes the store and recall of different channel configurations, a feature that is
particularly useful for location use and equipment rental organizations. A separate audio monitoring feature is included
to allow the individual outputs of the tuner units to be checked.

MB-8N Tuner Base Unit
◆ Easy to install in both fixed and mobile applications,

the MB-8N Base houses up to four WRU-8N tuner units
in a compact 1U high, 19” rack mountable design. This
allows flexibility in expanding the number of wireless
channels in a system according to budgetary and
operational needs.
◆ Using the controls and LCD on the MB-8N’s front panel,

users can quickly generate and store channel names
for each WRU-8N Tuner Unit installed. Since the stored
names can be recalled to the LCD panel, operators can
immediately verify the sound source assigned to a
given unit. Additional controls include output level
(mic/line selectable), variable RF squelch level for each
tuner unit, antenna attenuator value, and power to the
AN-820A UHF Antennas connected to the MB-8N.

WRU-8N Tuner Unit(s)
◆ Wide dynamic range ensures that the WRU-8N can provide optimum reception of

signals from current and future Sony wireless mics and transmitters.
◆ The three technologies used in the WRU-8N —PLL frequency synthesized system,

pre-programmed frequency groups and Space Diversity Reception System—
result in extremely stable RF reception, a vital factor for any wireless microphone
system.
◆ Each tuner has a jog dial for quickly choosing channel/group number settings as

well as as LCD panel and LED indicators for information on operating conditions.
◆

LCD indicates the operating channel group and frequency, and has four-segment
displays of AF output and RF input levels, while the LEDs indicate RF input and AF
output status and the battery reserve of the transmitter. A red LED starts flashing
one hour before the transmitter’s battery will run out.

◆ The MB-8N has a built-in antenna divider, allowing four

units to be daisy-chained without the need of an external divider. Since each tuner base unit accommodates
up to four tuners, a 16- channel system is easy to configure (requires 16 tuner modules).
◆ With the use of the optional Sony WD-880A Antenna

Divider, simultaneous operation on up to 42 channels
is possible. This combined with the pre-programmed
channel plans, makes it easy to build a high-quality,
sophisticated, multi-channel wireless system.

MB-8N Tuner Base Unit

◆ Headphone monitor jack and level control are located

on the MB-8N front pane. Output can be selected to
monitor the sound from individual WRU-8N tuner units
or the mixed sound from all installed units.
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WRU-8N Tuner Units
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MB-8N & WRU-8N
Computer-Based Control
For added operational convenience, the MB-8N/WRU-8N system allows
computer-based remote control. To provide straightforward and intuitive
operation, the MB-8N and installed WRU-8N units can be set up, controlled
and monitored from a PC interfaced via a simple Ethernet connection and
running the supplied software. Full monitoring of operating status in one
window. The GUI simultaneously displays the status of up to 16-channels in
one window, which can be switched to a 25- channel or 49-channel display.
Both a quick reference to each tuner’s reception status and that of the entire
configuration are displayed on left side, while details of the channel status are
displayed on the right side. Through a simple drag-and-drop operation, the
operator can designate the channels to appear on the right side for access to an extensive range of operating controls and information
which includes the channel name, selected channel group/frequency, tone squelch status, noise squelch status, RF squelch level, AF/RF
input levels and transmitters battery alarm. The AF level is indicated in steps of approximately 2.5 dB, while the RF level is indicated in
steps of approximately 5 dB. The GUI also allows the control of all other settings available on the MB-8N Base Unit.
The pre-programmed channel frequencies can also be selected from this GUI. This is especially useful for complex multi-channel
operations, since operators can adjust frequencies while simultaneously viewing all channels. Once the appropriate frequencies are
selected, the setup can be stored as a file. This is extremely useful, since the setup for a particular multi-channel system can be easily
re-established by loading the appropriate file.

WD-820A UHF Antenna Divider
◆ Four diversity distribution output connectors for distributing the RF input signal

from up to three MB-806A tuners.
◆ Two pair of antenna input connectors for connection of up to four AN-820A

antennas– allowing expansion of the operating area.
◆ Cascade three WD-820A’s to control up to 19 channels.

WD-880A UHF Antenna Divider/Channel Multiplier
◆ Expands simultaneous operation from 19 channels to up to 42 channels.
◆ Incorporates RF bandpass filtering technology for stability and reliability.
◆ Supplies 9 or 12v power to the AN-820A.

WD-880A Antenna Divider/Channel Multiplier (SOWD880A) .............4088.50

AN-820A UHF Antenna
The AN-820A incorporates an amplifier to compensate for signal deterioration caused by cable transmission and distribution.
◆ Unique and inconspicuous design allows installation on a wall or in a mic stand with the supplied adapter.
◆ LED indication for installation check.

◆ Powered by the MB-806A or the WD-820A via coax cable.

AN-820A UHF Antenna (SOAN820A)...................................................................................................................................................................... 196.95
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SRP-X500P
All-in-One Digital A/V Powered Mixer
An cost-effective, all-in-one digital A/V powered mixer for
smooth multimedia presentations, the SRP-X500 is the ideal
choice for use in small to mid-scale presentation systems —
from conference rooms, corporate boardrooms and
classrooms to houses of worship. Within its compact chassis
the SRP-X500P has seven major presentation devices —
including an RGB/video switcher, audio mixer, wireless tuner slots, sound processor, and digital power amplifier. For
smooth control over presentations, the easy-to-use front-panel layout provides instant access controls for compatible
Sony DVD players, projectors and PCs. Plus, the built-in digital mixer offers important DSP functions, including a feedback
reducer and EQ for high-quality audio. Eliminating complicated operations, cumbersome installation procedures, and
complex adjustments of A/V parameters for optimized visuals and sound, the SRP-X500P is an efficient A/V presentation
system for conveying your messages as effectively as possible.
F E AT U R E S

All-in-One Design
◆ SRP-X500P incorporates the functionality of

seven presentation devices (RGB switcher,
video switcher, wireless tuner base unit,
audio mixer, power amplifier, feedback
reducer, EQ) in a compact 3U high, 19”
rack-mountable chassis, enabling modern
presentations using a wide variety of A/V
sources. Reduces cost, time-consuming
wiring and adjustments.

◆ Sound processing functions including Auto

Gain Control (AGC), equalizer, compressor
and feedback reducer, bring professional
sound quality into multimedia presentations.
Each mic input channel integrates a digital
feedback reduction function. At the touch of
a button, the audio frequency in which
howling is likely to occur, is detected and
suppressed, reducing unwanted
microphone feedback.

◆ Can accommodate two optional wireless

tuner units, selectable from the Sony UWP-X
series or the WRU-806A/806B, making it
simple to establish a high quality wireless
microphone system for the presentation.
◆ Setting up audio parameters of a presenta-

tion system can be a difficult task, especially
to deliver high-clarity audio to all areas of
the venue. The SRP-X500P offers nine factory
default system settings in its memory,
enabling more efficient audio adjustment.
◆ Speaker system configurations are also

included in these settings, allowing quick
setup of the audio system by recalling the
one best suited for the venue.
◆ In addition to composite and component

video inputs, it supports computer RGB
input and output, both of which accommodate up to SXGA resolution. For audio there
are four microphone inputs and two stereo
line inputs are available, each which can be
freely assigned to the four audio outputs.
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◆ The SRP-X500P is equipped with a four-

channel digital power amplifier that can be
switched between high and low impedance
modes to suit various room types.
◆ For system setup and operation from a PC,

the SRP-X500P is supplied with the Windowsbased SRP-X500P Manager software. From
its easy to- use GUI, operators can control
detailed settings such as the equalizer, AGC,
and compressor, before the presentation.

Comprehensive Remote Control
For integrated control of the presentation system the SRP-X500P offers a variety of control
interfaces - to control peripheral equipment or to be controlled from an external control system.
These include RS-232, Control S and Parallel ports. An optional RM-AV3000 Series Wireless Remote
also provides basic control functions for both the SRP-X500P and connected projector.

RS-232C Remote Control of the SRP-X500P:
Various settings of the SRP-X500P can be
altered from a PC running the supplied
SRP-X500P Manager. Third-party system
controllers can also be connected to this port
to control the SRP-X500P.
Remote Control of Peripheral Equipment
From the SRP-X500P
◆ RS-232C (PROJECTOR CONTROL): For remote

control of Power ON/STANDBY and input
selection of Sony projectors.
◆ Control S (PROJECTOR CONTROL): For

remote control of Power ON/STANDBY and
input selection of the Sony VPL-PX15.

www.bhphotovideo.com

Remote Control of Peripheral Devices from
an External Parallel Interface Box:
For remote control of peripheral devices such
as video screens (up/down), window curtains
(open/close), and lighting (on/off ).
Wireless Control of the SRP-X500P
or Peripheral Equipments
Using the optional RM-AV3000 Series Remote
Commander, frequently accessed operations
of the SRP-X500P and connected projector can
be wirelessly controlled:
◆ SRP-X500P (AV/RGB selection, Master

volume adjustment, Master volume muting)
◆ Projector (Power ON/STANDBY)

WIRELESS MICROPHONES
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SRP-X700P
Digital Powered Mixer
Designed for the modern presentation system, the
SRP-X700P has the ability to process material from a
wide range of sources including microphones, video,
audio, DVD and PC graphics. In fact, it provides the
functionality of up to seven traditional presentation
devices in a compact, 3U high rack-mounting chassis. And by
utilizing digital processing and control technology, the SRP-X700P combines
an impressive set of features with high quality processing and simple operation.

WRU-806 tuner slots

F E AT U R E S

Integrated Machine Control and Automation Control Interfacing

6x1 Multimedia Switcher
The SRP-X700P handles a wide variety of
sources such as wire/wireless microphones,
PC graphics, DVD playback and surround
sound audio, and has a ‘six into one’ switcher
that allows all the different material to be
routed to the presentation system.
◆ Six picture inputs: 3-RGB/component,

3-composite/S Video.

The SRP-X700P has extensive
machine control capabilities
with four CRTL-S control ports
for wired machine control,
as well as parallel and
RS-232C ports for extensive
control from professional
presentation controllers.
◆ RS-232C port allows for remote control of

◆ Six audio inputs: 4 stereo and 2 surround

Sony projector and plasma monitor.

sound (5.1 format).

◆ USB, RS-232C and parallel input ports for

◆ High resolution component signal

remote control from an external PC (or other
control systems).

processing, including 480p or 1080i.

◆ Control-S ports

◆ High-performance switching, with a

allow for remote operation
of Sony VCRs, CD and DVD players, Minidisc
recorders and projectors.

150MHz frequency response for RGB
signals (1280 x 1024 pixels, SXGA).

◆ A parallel output port for remote control of

such devices as a video screen (up/down),
window curtains (open/close), projector
(up/down), lighting (on/off ), etc.
◆ Up to two Sony WRU-806 wireless tuner

units can be directly installed into the
SRP-X700P, to integrate high quality Sony
wireless mics into the presentation system.

Bundled Software for Improved System Efficiency: The SRP-X700P is supplied with two PC applications (SRP-X700P
Manager and User Control Panel). The X700P Manager is a ‘set and forget’ application, supplied to allow the unit to be fully configured during
installation and provides a complete set of control GUIs. The User Control Panel provides a simple control GUI for real time presenter control.
Additionally, the unit’s 20 internal Scene memories, four of which can be recalled from front panel buttons or the user control panel, allow an
instant reset all of the internal processing, so downtime is minimized between operating modes.

◆ 6-mono and 2-stereo channels audio mixing

◆ Two additional tools allow ‘professional

with processing to maximize sound quality
– Can mix and process 6-mono (4 mic, 2
mic/line) and 2-stereo (a stereo line and the
5.1/stereo line input of the switcher) inputs
signals to 10 outputs (8 general purpose
outputs and a stereo record output).
– Comprehensive audio processing including
EQ, dynamics, routing and delay, allows the
audio signals to be maximized and provides
tools for correcting for room acoustics.

quality audio’ processing to be setup at the
touch of a button:
– ‘Feedback Reducer’ analyzes and ‘nulls out’
potential howl round frequencies.
– ‘Automix’ function allows the SRP-X700P to
analyze, in real time, the incoming signals
and make adjustments to maintain the
quality of the output.
◆

24-bit/48 kHz A/D -D/A conversion

◆ Multiple operating modes with 10 outputs

and the on board stereo power amplifier
◆ A routing function allows the SRP-X700P to

offer many different operating modes to
support surround sound matrix switching or
‘Zoned’ speaker configurations. In addition,
the on board 150W stereo power amplifier
can be switched between high and low
impedance modes.
◆ Power rating 200w + 200w (4 ohms), 150w +

150w (8ohms), Max 150w (70v Line)
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TELEX

SAFE-1000 UHF
Encrypted Wireless Mic System
Who’s listening to your conversation? While the wonders of
wireless technology bring freedom to communication, your
conversations are available to whoever wants to listen.
Until now.......
With their S.A.F.E.-1000 (Secure Audio Frequency Encryption)
system, Telex brings airtight security to wireless. Based on
technology adapted from Telex’s intercom used by the NFL,
the S.A.F.E.-1000 system is ideal for the transmission of
restricted or classified information over a wireless system.
A scanner cannot intercept encrypted conversation when
you’re on a S.A.F.E.-1000 system, unlike other brands of
wireless microphones. Each and every matched S.A.F.E.-1000 system comes with its own unique security code. Not even
another S.A.F.E.-1000 receiver can intercept your transmission. S.A.F.E.-1000 offers powerful features like Advanced
ClearScan automatic channel selections, 950 possible channels, and factory preset groups and channels that allow up to
16 simultaneous systems in one band. These tools make setting up a boardroom with 10 systems quick and easy.
F E AT U R E S

SAFE-WT Bodypack and
SAFE-HT Handheld Transmitters
The S.A.F.E.-1000 system is available with a
beltpack transmitter or a handheld mic. The
SAFE-WT is a compact rugged cast magnesium
beltpack transmitter that meets the needs of
almost any wireless user. The SAFE-HT handheld
microphone transmitter is fully featured and
includes a unique warmgrip handle.
◆ For quick, easy frequency setup, they use

advanced ClearScan technology. 950
channels are scanned and the clearest
channels within the clearest preset groups
are automatically selected.
◆ Controls include audio gain adjustment,

transmit power switch, and menu.
◆ Comprehensive LCD display shows

channel/group, frequency and battery level.
There is also a red LED low battery indicator.
◆ They offer high power output with 5mW in

Normal mode and 50mW in High mode
◆ They are powered for up to 7 hours on a

single 9-volt battery.
◆ The SAFE-HT transmitter is available with the

EV N/D 767/a dynamic, or RE-510 condenser
microphone cartridges.
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SAFE-1000 Receiver
The SAFE-1000 receiver features 950 selectable UHF channels, programmable in 25kHz steps.
The receiver is rack mountable with the included rack mount hardware. Microphone level and
line level outputs are provided via XLR-male balanced, and 1/4” phone-female unbalanced
connections. A comprehensive back-lit LCD display provides group & channel, diversity, label,
squelch, audio signal level and RF strength information.

SAFE-1000 - Encrypted UHF Lavalier Microphone Systems
Lavalier System (TES1000L)
Includes SAFE-WT bodypack transmitter,
ELM-22S omnidirectional lavalier mic,
SAFE-1000 receiver, and rackmount
hardware.
Handheld System (TES1000HD)
Includes SAFE-HD handheld transmitter
with ND/767 super-cardioid mic head,
SAFE-1000 receiver, and rackmount
hardware.
Combo System (TES1000HL)
Includes SAFE-WT bodypack transmitter,
ELM-22S omnidirectional lavalier mic,
SAFE-HD handheld transmitter with
ND/767 super-cardioid mic head, SAFE1000 receiver, and rackmount hardware.
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RC-510 Mic Capsule (TERC510)
Featuring the EV RE-510 electret mic
cartridge, the RC-510 is designed to mount
on the SAFE-HD handheld transmitter. The
super-cardioid pattern is effective in
suppressing feedback in highly ambient
environments. Ideal for vocal capturing in
performance applications.
UAD-4 UHF Narrow Band UHF Antenna
Combiner / Splitter System (TEUAD4)
A 4-channel diversity antenna signal and
power distribution system for SAFE-1000
receivers. It distributes conditioned RF input
signals to up to 4 receivers simultaneously.
In addition, the UAD-4 distributes power to
these receivers, eliminating excess power
cable and antennas.
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PASSWORD SERIES
Wireless Microphone System
Backed by a 5-year warranty, the Password series combines cutting
edge wireless technology with user benefits such as fast setup,
simple operation, and reliable performance. Systems are
frequency-agile with 64 user-selectable channels in the UHF band
(692 - 722 MHz) with simultaneous operation of up to sixteen systems.
The WT-4800 True Diversity receiver has an on-board scanner and three
squelch types, carrier, noise and tone-key, to ensure quiet, interference-free
operation. It also features antenna loop outputs for antenna distribution for up to
two additional receivers and a convenient Mix-In jack for connecting the audio output of a second WT-4800 or other
source. Receiver options include rack-mount kits for single or dual WT-4800 mounting in only one 19” rack space, the
WD-4800 Antenna Distributor and the YW-4500 Remote Antenna.
Password transmitter options include the WM-4200 handheld mc and the WM-4300 lavalier mic with bodypack. Both
offer ten hours of operation from one 9v battery, low battery indicator and adjustable sensitivity. The WM-4300 bodypack
also has a recessed on/off switch to prevent accidental shut-off, a mini-XLR jack for alternative mic elements and rotatable
lapel and bodypack clips for versatile mounting.
F E AT U R E S

WM-4200 Handheld Mic

WT-4800 True Diversity Receiver

◆ 64-channel Frequency-Agile

◆ 64-channel Frequency-Agile

◆ Output volume control

◆

Optimized for speech and vocals/singing

◆ On-board scanner

◆ RF and AF meters

◆

Dynamic mic element

◆ True diversity reception

◆ Balanced XLR-M and unbalanced 1/4”

◆ Unidirectional, cardioid pattern
◆

Low handling noise

◆

10 hours continuous operation on one 9v
battery

◆

Low battery indicator

◆

Includes mic clip and carrying pouch

WM-4300 Lavalier Mic with
Bodypack Transmitter
◆ 64-channel Frequency-Agile
◆ Electret Condenser Mic Element

◆ Includes two detachable antennas
◆ Squelch types (Carrier, Noise and

outputs
◆ Mic/Line switch
◆ Mix-In jack

Tone-Key)
◆ Antenna loop outputs

◆ Front panel LCD, antenna and Peak LEDs

Password Systems
Password H System
WT-4800 Receiver, WM-4200 Handheld
mic, MB-WT3 Rack Kit

Password LO System
WT-4800 Receiver, WM-4300 Omni
Lavalier Mic, MB-WT3 Rack Kit
Password B System
WT-4800 Receiver, WM-4300B Body pack
transmitter, MB-WT3 Rack Kit

◆

Unidirectional, Cardioid Pattern

◆

Adjustable input sensitivity

Password L System
WT-4800 Receiver, WM-4300 Lapel mic,
MB-WT3 Rack Kit

◆

10 hours continuous operation on one 9v
battery

Password HL System
WT-4800 Receiver, WM-4200 Handheld mic, WM-4300 Lavalier Mic, MB-WT3 Rack Kit

◆

Low battery indicator

◆

Recessed On/Off Switch

◆

Mini-XLR (TA-4F compatible) connector

◆

Rotating bodypack and lapel clips

MB-WT3 Rackmount Kit for one WT-4800

MB-WT4 Rackmount Kit for two WT-4800’s

◆

Includes mic clip and carrying pouch

WD-4800 Antenna Distributor for up to 4 WT-4800s

YW-4500 Remote Antenna

Password Accessories
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MULTIMIX SERIES
Alesis’ MultiMix series is a line of powerful, portable, affordable mixers designed for
a wide range of operating environments and applications. Both the 8FX and
12FX tabletop versions, as well as the powerful 12R rack mixer all feature
the high quality and high performance that Alesis is known for. Each
mixer features 99 on-board 24-bit Alesis digital effects, for incredible
control and creativity, as well as an intuitive interface design with superior
feel. And each mixer has been designed from the inside out to provide the level
of performance users expect from Alesis, at incredible prices.

MultiMix 8FX

MultiMix 12FX

A highly compact analog mixer, designed for live applications such as
piano bar, single musician, duets, etc., or for simple recording
applications such as live to 2-track, etc. Delivering powerful mixing
capabilities at a very low price, the MultiMix 8 FX includes 99 high
quality 24-bit Alesis digital effects, and is small enough to fit in a
“gig bag.” Featuring 8-input, 2-buss analog mixing with 4 mic preamps
with switchable 75Hz high-pass filters, 2 stereo line channels, a 3 band
EQ on each channel, and more.

A portable analog mixer that can handle a wide range of PA and
recording applications, such as live performances for small bands,
ensembles, and general PA, or recording applications such as live to
2-track, simple multi-track, etc. The low cost, yet powerful MultiMix
12FX includes a 12-input, 4-buss analog mixer featuring 4 mic preamps
with switchable 75Hz high-pass filters, 60mm linear faders on each
channel, 4 stereo line channels, a 3-band EQ on each channel, 99 high
quality 24-bit Alesis digital effects, and much more.

MultiMix 12R Rack Mixer
The MultiMix 12R is a very affordable 12-input, 2-buss analog rack
mixer featuring 8 XLR mic inputs with phantom power with 2
stereo line channels, in a compact, 3U rackmount design. It has a
2-band shelving EQ at 80Hz and 12 kHz on each channel, 2 aux
sends (pre-and post-fader) for monitor returns and effects, and
60mm linear faders for master level of each channel. The master section features an external stereo aux return level, stereo
LED bar graph meters, stereo master L/R buss 60mm fader, and a separate phones/monitor level control.

MULTIMIX USB MIXERS
The MultiMix USB series are compact, affordable, analog mixers with built-in
28-bit digital effects and digital stereo inputs and outputs. They feature
low noise analog electronics with studio-quality components and effects
processing with rock-solid construction. Each mixer includes a USB 1.1 audio
interface, which allows simultaneous stereo input and output, at 16-bit, with
your Mac or PC. Available in 8, 12 or 16 channel configurations, the mixers are are
ideal for applications ranging from desktop audio / video workstations, studio recording,
sound reinforcement and submixing.
◆ Compact, affordable 8-, 12- and 16-channel

analog mixers
◆ Integrated USB 1.1 audio interface with plug

◆ 3-band EQ per channel
◆ 100 28-bit onboard preset effects including

reverbs, delays, chorus, flanging and pitch

and play for Mac OS X and Windows
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◆ Separate 1/4” balanced main and monitor

outs, headphone out
◆ Easy to attach rackmount ears available
◆ Bundled with Steinberg Cubase LE
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MULTIMIX USB MIXERS
MultiMix 8USB Mixer

MultiMix 12USB Mixer Adds
◆ Four stereo balanced 1/4” line inputs

◆ Four high-gain mic/line inputs with

phantom power, switchable 75Hz highpass
filter, 3-band EQ, one prefader aux send
and obe post fader aux send assignable to
the onboard effects

◆ Channel mute switch routes audio to ALT3/4

outputs

◆ 60mm linear faders
◆ Channel pre-fader listen or solo-in-place

◆ 44.1 kHz S/PDIF digital out

MultiMix 16USB Mixer Adds
◆ 8 high-gain mic/line inputs with phantom power, 2 stereo balanced 1/4” line inputs

◆ Two stereo balanced 1/4” line inputs

MULTIMIX FIREWIRE MIXERS
Like the MultiMix USB series, the MultiMix FireWire series are analog
mixers available in 8-, 12- and 16-channel configurations with
high-gain mic presence and 28-bit digital effects. However,
these mixers also offer multi-channel, 24-bit interfacing via
FireWire (IEEE1394) with a computer. This allows you to record
every input of the mixer, plus the main outputs to your favorite
DAW and return two channels from the DAW back to the mixer. Their
compact size, clean analog paths, 24-bit A/D - D/A conversion and FireWire
interfacing make them ideal for location recording, sound reinforcement or any
application requiring, flexible multichannel support.
◆ Compact 8-, 12- and 16-channel analog

◆ 3-band EQ per channel

mixers and multi-channel FireWire audio
computer interface

A/D and D/A conversion throughout

(XLR and 1/4” balanced) inputs with
phantom power, 2 stereo balanced 1/4” line
inputs, aux send (can be sent to onboard or
external effects), stereo aux return. MultiMix
16 has 8 high-gain mic/line inputs

MultiMix 6FX

Main outputs. Up to 18 simultaneous
channels (with the MultiMix FireWire 16)

◆ 24-bit, 44.1/48 kHz resolution with high-end

◆ MultiMix 8 and 12 have 4 high-gain mic/line

Mixer

◆ Record every individual channel plus the

◆ Chain multiple MultiMix FireWire mixers

◆ 100 28-bit onboard preset effects including

together for expanded computer inputs

reverbs, delays, chorus, flanging, pitch, and
multieffects

◆ Compatible with Mac OS X and Windows XP
◆ Steinberg Cubase LE included

◆ Separate 1/4” balanced main and monitor

◆ Easy to attach rackmount available

outs, headphone out

Mono Inputs

Inserts

EQ

Aux Sends

Stereo Inputs

Bus Outs

2 mic/line

—

3-band

1

2 line

2-buss

MultiMix 12FX

4 mic / line

—

3-band

2

4 line

4-buss

MultiMix 12R

8 mic / line

Yes

2-band

2

2 line

2-buss

MultiMix 8USB

4 mic / line

—

3-band

2

2 line

2-buss

MultiMix 12USB

4 mic / line

—

3-band

2

4 line

4-buss

MultiMix 16USB

8 mic / line

—

3-band

2

4 line

4-buss

MultiMix 8 Firewire

4 mic / line

—

3-band

2

2-line

2-buss

MultiMix 12 Firewire

4 mic / line

—

3-band

2

4 line

4-buss

MultiMix 16 Firewire

8 mic / line

—

3-band

2

4 line

4-buss
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MIX WIZARD WZ3 12:2 & 16:2
Desktop / Rackmount Mixing Consoles
The third generation 12:2 and 16:2 MixWizard series are small format mixers available
with either eight mono mic/line inputs and two stereo channels (12:2), or 16
mono mic/line inputs (16:2). The WM3 series are designed to offer maximum
flexibility and feature many improvements over their already legendary
predecessors including new high performance mic preamps with individual
phantom power switches and an advanced grounding scheme that enhances
sonic quality. The WM3 series are built to the highest professional standards with
all-metal chassis, individual circuit boards, nutted rotary controls, smooth 100mm faders,
LED metering, as well as 6 aux sends, 4 band EQ, digital FX and expansion capability.

Inputs

Main Outputs

◆ The 12:2 has eight mono XLR mic / 1/4” TRS line

◆ Main L/R outputs include dual 100mm

inputs, and two stereo channels; the 16:2 has
16 mono XLR mic / 1/4” TRS line inputs
◆ Each mono input features 4-band EQ (with

sweepable mid-bands), switchable HPF,
independent phantom power, 6 aux sends, mute,
signal/peak LEDs and 100mm smooth action
fade, as well as 1/4” TRS direct out and insert.
◆ The two dual stereo input channels (12:2) include

4-band EQ, 6 aux sends and independent gain
controls for left/right inputs.

faders and XLR output connectors with
1/4˝ inserts and 12 segment 3 color
metering; a 100mm mono fader is also
provided that can access a sum of the L/R
or aux 6 mix
◆ There is also an additional A-B (L/R) out-

put selectable pre or post L/R faders. An
underpanel switch allows you to configure the A-B as a local monitor output for
additional stereo monitoring.

Built In Effects
◆ 32 internal effects programs are provided

with external midi editing / control
◆ Effects can be muted using a footswitch

Conveniences
◆ 1/4˝

headphone output and 4-pin XLR
lamp connector

◆ Quick-change connector system uses a

hinged connector panel to allow simple
reconfiguration of the mixer between
desktop, rack or flightcase mounting

GR05 Zone Mixer
The GR05 is a single space, custom configurable
audio zone mixer designed for serious
installation applications, yet simple enough to
be used by non-technical staff. The GR05 features two mic inputs and three stereo line inputs that can be assigned to 4
zone outputs configurable in mono or stereo pairs. The mixer can be controlled by the front panel or VCA remote control.
For additonal mic and/or line inputs, you can slave multiple units via the remote / expander interface. Lockout system
controls include the ability to disable the output levels controls, and all level controls may be set in three ways.
◆ Two balanced XLR mic inputs with front

panel level control and tri-color LED metering, rear panel gain trimmer and internal
trimmers for 2-band EQ, HMF with sweep
and LF shelving. An internal jumper system
provides 30dB attenuator pad, +15V
phantom power and HPF @ 200Hz.
◆ Three stereo RCA inputs with front panel

level control, tri-color LED metering and
-10dBV/+4dBu level matching via internal
jumpers
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◆ Four balanced XLR outputs with front panel

level controls and tri-color LED metering.
Internal trimmers are provided for -10dBV to
+4dBu operation as well as high and low
shelving EQ. VCA control can be configured
and outputs can be assigned to front panel
controls or remote control operation.
◆ Zone muting is assignable to a front panel

switch. Channels can be routed to outputs
direct or via VCA control. Outputs are duplicated on the expander/remote connector.
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◆ All inputs can be routed to any combination

of outputs direct or via the VCA control.
◆ Configurable VCA remote control is available

through the 25-pin expander/remote
connector on the rear panel with a remote
DC input for each of the 4 outputs.
◆ Internally or externally configurable ducking

with adjustable depth and release times,
status indicator and muting. VCA controllable
output ducking with 4 additional direct/VCA
buss inputs on expander/remote connector.
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MX-206 Six-Input Stereo Mic Mixer
The MX-206 is a 1RU rackmountable, 6-channel
stereo microphone mixer
designed for standalone
fixed or portable installations or to augment a larger format mixing console. Each of the six ultra low-noise studio-grade mic
preamps delivers 84dB of gain and features a switchable 20dB pad, continuously variable gain, three position trim switch
(-20, -40 and -60dB) and pan controls, and a peak LED indicator. 48 Volt phantom power is globally switchable for use with
condenser mics. The MX-206 offers a range of controllable outputs. The main stereo outputs are provided via balanced 1/4”
TRS jacks with dedicated level controls for the left and right channels. There is also a 1/4” headphone jack on the front panel
as well as a mono output via balanced XLR on the rear, each with their own dedicated level control. Aux stereo RCA I/O allows
you to utilize multiple units by linking the RCA outs of one unit to the RCA ins of another.

MX-406 Six-Input Mic/Line Mixer
Like the MX-206, the MX-406 is rack-mountable six input, stereo
mixer for fixed or portable applications. However, the 2RU
MX-406 accepts both mic and line-level signals with XLR and
1/4” TRS inputs on the rear panel. Each input also features a
dedicated aux send as well as continuously variable bass and treble shelving filters. A master Aux send with 1/4” output jack
and level control can be used for creating a monitor mix or to feed an outboard effects processor.

MX-508 Eight-Input Stereo Mixer
The MX-508 is an eight-input stereo mixer, housed in a 3RU
chassis, that offers the same routing and sound control
versatility usually found in larger format mixing consoles.
It’s professional, compact and rugged design is perfect for
live sound reinforcement, field production, broadcast,
mobile recordings, club installations, and more.
Each of the eight inputs features ultra low-noise
studio-grade XLR balanced mic preamps and 1/4” TRS line level inputs; three-band EQ with sweepable mid-band, continuously
variable input gain, pan and level controls, peak LED; two aux sends and 1/4” send and return insert jacks.
The main output section features independent left and right level controls, mute switches and 10-segmented LED meters.
The left and right main outputs are available via transformer-balanced XLR and balanced transformerless right and left TRS
1/4” outputs. Pre-Master left and right Sub-In/Out patch points are provided for slaving multiple units. The Aux section
employs two Master Aux Sends and two pannable Master Aux Returns. Stereo RCA inputs/outputs are also available for
accessing an external tape and/or CD deck. Designed for years of trouble-free operation, the MX-508 is backed by Ashly’s
exclusive 5-Year Worry-Free Warranty.
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DLM-821
Ducking Line Mixer
The DLM-821 is a 1RU stereo
mixer with built-in ducking that
can be configuerd to provide
eight stereo or sixteen mono line
input channels with the first four channels being assignable as mono mic inputs with switchable phantom power. The DLM-821
is designed for use in fixed installations requiring multiple microphones or stereo line-level sources and can provide paging in
a single or dual zone application. Each input channels features independant level and pan (balance) controls, mute switch
and signal LED. Input channels one and two can be used for ducking the outputs of channels three through eight. The ducking
depth and trigger threshold can be set internally. There are separate left, right and mono outputs with the mono output being
switchable for mic or line level signals. The left and right outputs feature level and pan controls with 6-segment LED metering,
while the mono output offers a dedicated level control. There is also a 1/4” headphone output on the front panel with a
dedicated level control. The DLM-821 uses euroblock connectors for all rear-panel audio connections and is housed in a sturdy
steel chassis. It is built in the USA, and has a five-year warranty.

LX-308B Mic / Line Mixer
The LX-308B is a true stereo
eight-channel line-level mixer
which may also be used as a
sixteen-channel mono mixing
unit. Additionally, channels one and two are switchable for either microphone or line-level applications. The LX-308B delivers
precise line-level mixing capabilities in an rugged 1RU package. It can be used as a standalone mixer for fixed or mobile
installations or as an expander unit for larger consoles. Each input channel features independent level and pan controls, mute
switches with LED status indicators on the front panel. There are left, right and mono outputs as well as pre-master sub inputs
and outputs that canbe used for linking between multiple units including MX series mixers. The main left and right outputs
offer pan and level controls and a mute switch along with two five-segment LED meters plus clip indicator LEDs. A 1/4”
headphone output with a dedicatd level control is provided on the front panel. Rear panel inputs and outputs are all on
balanced 1/4” TRS connectors. Backed by Ashly’s exclusive 5-Year Worry-Free Warranty, the LX-308B will provide years of reliable
performance in demanding professional audio applications.
Mixer

MX-206

MX-406

MX-508

DLM-821

LX-308B

6

6

8

8 (Euroblock)

8

6 XLR mic / line

6 XLR mic / 1/4˝ line

8 XLR mic / 1/4˝ line

4 mono mic / stereo line

2 mic / line, 6 line

—

Yes

Yes

—

—

Stereo Line Inputs

Aux (RCA)

Aux (RCA)

1/4˝ TRS / Tape (RCA)

4

8 1/4˝ TRS line stereo

Sub (Aux) Output

Aux (RCA)

Aux (RCA)

1/4˝ TRS / Tape (RCA)

—

1/4˝ TRS

1/4˝ TRS

XLR / 1/4˝ TRS

Euroblock

1/4˝ TRS

Mono Output

XLR

XLR

1/4˝ TRS

Euroblock

1/4˝ TRS

Aux (Send / Return)

—

—

2 mono / 2 stereo

—

—

Input Channels
Mono Mic / Line Inputs
Channel Inserts

Main Stereo Outputs
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EURORACK PRO RX1602
Professional Multi-Purpose 16-Input Line Mixer
The Eurorack PRO RX1602 is a professional
multi-purpose 16-input ultra low-noise
line mixer. It can be used as an
extremely flexible keyboard and
multi-purpose sub-mixer,
multi-track monitoring mixer,
level translator, FX return sub-mixer and so on. There are 16 balanced high-headroom line inputs for individual stereo or
mono use of each section. Simply the perfect mixer when you need more inputs and crystal-clear audio performance—
look no further!
◆ 16 balanced, ultra low-noise ULN designed,

high-headroom 1/4” TRS line inputs accessed
via 8 stereo input channels. Each input
channel can also be used for mono operation
◆ Each of the 8 input channels includes rotary

level, pan (balance) and monitor/FX send
controls, plus a mute switch with integral
clip LED. +4/-10 dB operation is switchable
for each input channel from the rear panel.

◆ 1/4” global master send with dedicated level

control for flexible monitoring, recording or
effects applications

◆ Highly accurate 2x 7-digit LED level meters

and individual level control for left and right
main mix signal

◆ The monitor/FX signal is assignable to the

◆ High quality components include detented

headphone output for added flexibility

ALPS rotary controls, plus a shielded
toroidal power transformer for low noise
performance

◆ 1/4” TRS main mix outputs with level control,

plus a front panel headphone output with
dedicated level control

◆ Extremely rugged construction

ULTRALINK PRO MX882 8-Channel Splitter/Mixer
and Level Conditioner/Converter
The MX882 is a 1RU signal distribution
wizard designed to help you solve a
diverse range of problems including
signal splitting, line mixing and
level conditioning. Features include
six mono inputs and outputs using
XLR and 1/4” connectors plus stereo main inputs and main outputs. Regardless of your application, the MX882 keeps your
signal paths short and clean. Ideal for use as an effects mixer, for P.A. monitoring, live sound systems, theaters, conference
rooms, hotels, churches, etc.
◆ Six mono inputs with level and balance

(pan) controls, 6 mono outputs, 2 (stereo)
main inputs and 2 (stereo) outputs
◆ Extremely wide bandwidth from 5Hz to

200kHz for audio purity
◆ A Main Link switch routes the main input

to the main output allowing you to link
multiple units

◆ 4/8-segment input/output level meters

for all channels
◆ Each channel can operate independently

in mixer or splitter mode
◆ Servo-balanced gold-plated XLR and

1/4” TRS inputs and outputs
◆ High-quality detented potentiometers

Applications
◆ 8-in/2-out line mixer, 2-in/8-out line splitter
◆ 6-in/6-out level matching amplifier or

direct inject (DI) box
◆ Converts levels between consumer -10 dBV

and professional +4 dBu

and illuminated switches

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 92
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▲

UB-502 • UB802 • UB1002 • UB1202
5, 8, 10 and 12-Input 2-Bus Mixers

▲

It may be small, but the UB502 features the same state-of-the-art Invisible Mic
Premap (IMP) and the same Ultra low-noise (ULN) design for highest possible
headroom as its larger brethren. Its one mono channel plus 2 stereo channels
with a 2-band EQ on the mono channel make it ideal for use with fixed audio
installations as well as keyboards, samplers and computer application.
A shade larger than the UB502, the UB802 features 2 mic preamps, 6 balanced
high-headroom line inputs, 1 post fader FX send per channel for external FX
devices and 1 stereo aux return for FX applications or as separate stereo input.
There is also an extremely musical 3-band EQ on all channels. The UB802 is
UB802
well-suited for use with fixed A/V installations as well as keyboards, samplers
and computer application.
The 10-input UB1002 features two mic preamps), while the 12-input UB1202
is equipped with four. Both feature an
effective, extremely musical 3-band EQ
plus switchable low-cut filter on all
mono channels. There is 1 post
fader FX send per channel for
external FX devices, main mix
outputs plus separate control
▲
UB1002
room, headphones and stereo
tape outputs. Tape inputs are assignable to
▲
UB1202
main mix or control room/phones outputs. These are extremely versatile mixers ideal for
running permanent video and audio installations.

F E AT U R E S
◆ One (UB502), two (UB802, UB1002) or four

(UB1202) XLR-balanced
discrete inputs featuring studio-grade “Invisible Mic Preamps” with:
- 130dB dynamic range for 24-bit, 192kHZ sampling rate inputs
- Ultra-wide 60dB gain range
- Lowest distortion 0.0007% (20Hz -20kHz)
- A bandwidth ranging from below 10Hz to over 20kHz for
crystal-clear reproduction of even the finest nuances

◆ Ultra-low noise ULN design, highest possible headroom,

ultra-transparent audio
◆ Effective, extremely-musical 3-band EQ (2-band on the UB502) and

peak LED on mono channel
◆ 5 (UB502), 6 (UB802) balanced high-headroom 1/4” line inputs
◆ Main mix outputs plus separate headphones and stereo tape outputs
◆ Tape inputs assignable to main mix or phones outputs
◆ External power supply for noise-free audio and superior transient

response

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO

UB 802 Step-up Features:
◆ Switchable +48v phantom power for condenser mics
◆ 1 post fader FX send per channel for external FX devices
◆ 1 stereo aux return for FX applications or a as separate stereo input
◆ Main mix outputs plus separate control room, headphones and

stereo tape outputs
◆ Tape inputs assignable to main mix or control room/phones outputs

UB1002/UB1202 Step-up Features:
◆ 10 (UB1002) or 12 (UB1202) balanced high-headroom 1/4” line inputs

with +4/-10 level selection on all stereo channels
◆ 3-band EQ plus switchable low-cut filter on all mono channels
◆ FX to control room function helps to monitor effects signal via

headphones and control room outputs
◆ Long-wearing 60mm logarithmic-taper ALPS master fader and

sealed rotary controls

www.bhphotovideo.com
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UB1204-PRO • UB1204FX-PRO
12-Input 2/2-Bus Mic/Line Mixers
These are mixers whose small size belies their incredible versatility and audio
performance. You get 8 balanced high-headroom line inputs, 4 Invisible Mic
Preamps, 2 aux sends per channel (1 pre fader for monitoring applications
and 1 post fader for external FX devices). There are 2 subgroups with
separate outputs for added routing flexibility and 2 multi-functional
stereo aux returns with flexible routing round off the list of highquality features.
The UB1204FX-PRO has all the same features plus a 24-bit digital stereo
FX processor with 99 great-sounding VIRTUALIZER presets including reverb, delay,
chorus, compressor, tube distortion, vinylizer and more, plus a 1kHz test tone generator. There are also
solo and PFL functions on all channels as well as a pre/post fader switchable aux send for monitoring/FX applications.

STEP-UP FEATURES (FROM THE UB1202):
◆ Only 8 balanced high-headroom 1/4” line

◆ Tape inputs assignable to main mix or

inputs (not 12) with +4/-10 level selection on
all stereo channels
◆ 2 aux sends per channel:

control room/phones outputs
◆ 2 subgroups with separate outputs for

added routing flexibility

1 pre fader for monitoring applications
1 post fader for external FX devices
channels routes signal to subgroup instead
of main outs

XLR connectors plus separate control room,
headphones and stereo tape outputs
◆ Internal switch-mode power supply for

◆ 2 multi-functional stereo aux returns with

◆ Peak LEDs and mute/alt 3-4 function on all

◆ Balanced main mix outputs with gold-plated

flexible routing
◆ Control room/phones outputs with

maximum flexibility (100-240v), noise-free
audio, superior transient response plus
lowest possible power consumption
◆ Includes rackmount brackets

multi-input source matrix

Mixer

UB502

UB802

UB1002

UB1202

UB1204-PRO/FX

Channel

1 mono+ 2 stereo

2 mono+ 2 stereo

2 mono+ 4 stereo

4 mono+ 4 stereo

4 mono+ 2 stereo

Mono Mic/Line Inputs

1 (XLR + 1/4” TRS)

2 (XLR + 1/4” TRS)

2 (XLR + 1/4” TRS)

4 (XLR + 1/4” TRS)

4 (XLR + 1/4” TRS)

Stereo Line Inputs

2 (1/4” TRS)

2 (1/4” TRS)

4 (1/4” TRS)

4 (1/4” TRS)

2 (1/4” TRS)

EQ Mono Channels

2-band

3-band

3-band + low cut

3-band + low cut

3-band + low cut

EQ Stereo Channels

—

3-band

—

—

3-band

Phantom Power (+48V)

—

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Main Outputs

1/4” TRS connectors

1/4” TRS connectors

1/4” TRS connectors

1/4” TRS connectors

XLR connectors

Headphones Output

1/4” TRS connector

1/4” TRS connector

1/4” TRS connector

1/4” TRS connector

1/4” TRS connector

RCA connectors

RCA connectors

RCA connectors

RCA connectors

RCA connectors

Control Room Outputs

—

1/4” TRS connector

1/4” TRS connector

1/4” TRS connector

1/4” TRS connector

Switch-Mode PSU

—

—

—

—

✓

Rack-mount Kit included

—

—

—

—

✓

1.9 x 5.3 x 7”

1.9 x 7.4 x 8.7”

1.9 x 7.4 x 8.7”

1.9 x 9.5 x 8.7”

3.8 x 9.7 x 12.9”

1.21 lbs.

2.21 lbs.

2.31 lbs.

2.97 lbs.

5.64 lbs.

2-Track I/O

Dimensions (HWD)
Weight
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XENYX SERIES
Premium Analog Mixers
The XENYX series represent Behringer’s latest and most advanced analog mixer
technology, the center piece of which is the new XENYX “Invisible” mic preamp
that matches the sound quality, transparency, headroom and dynamic
range of boutique style, standalone mic preamps. XENYX mixers are
available in a wide range of configurations ranging from five to twenty
four channels and can be broken down into three main categories:
analog mixers; analog mixers with built-in 24-bit effects; and analog
mixers with built-in 24-bit effects and stereo graphic EQ that can be applied
to the main or monitor outputs. All XENYX mixers feature a combination of mono
Mic / line and stereo line inputs with “British-style” two- or three-band EQ. And several of the XENYX mixers
come with an external USB/Audio interface that allows direct plug and play connectivity with a Windows or Mac computer.
Whether you need simple, single mic input mixer for an office meeting presentation or multiple mic and line level inputs,
with sub group routing for larger venues, the Xenyx series has got you covered.

502
◆ Ultra low-noise, high headroom, five input, two bus analog mixer.
◆ Five input channels including a state-of-the-art XENYX mic preamp,

with XLR and 1/4” connectors and 2-band “British style” EQ; two line
level stereo channels with 1/4” input connectors.
◆ 1/4” main mix outputs with dedicated level control, stereo CD/tape

outputs plus a separate 1/4” headphone output with dedicated level
control.
◆ CD/tape inputs assignable to headphone or main mix outputs.

802 (Same as the 502 except)
◆ Eight input channels including two XENYX mic preamps with XLR 1/4”

conectors and 3-band “British style” EQs; two stereo channels with
1/4” connectors and 3-band “British style” EQs.

1002FX/1202FX
(Same as the1002 and1202 respectively, except)
◆ They incorporate a studio-grade 24-bit stereo FX processor with 100

awesom presets including reverb, chorus, flanger, delay, pitch shifter
and various multi-effects.
◆ FX send control per channel for internal FX processor and/or as

external send.

1204 (Same as the1202 except)
◆ Twelve input channels including four XENYX mic preamps with XLR /

1/4” connectors, 3-band “British style” EQ and switchable low-cut filter;
two stereo channels with 1/4” connectors, 3-band “British style” EQ
and independently switchable for +4 / -10dB operation; and two
stereo aux returns with 1/4” connectors.

◆ Global phantom power switch for mic pres.

◆ Two aux sends per channel (one pre-fader and one post-fader).

◆ One post fader aux send per channel for use with external effects or

◆ Mute/alt 3-4 function, available on all channels, allows you to mute

monitor mixes.
◆ One stereo aux return for FX applications or as separate stereo input.
◆ Dedicated control room outputs with a level control shared by the

headphone output.

any channel and route it to a pair of alternate 1/4” outputs — ideal for
tracking or splitting a mix.
◆ Two stereo aux sends for monitor and effects routing.
◆ Balanced XLR main mix outputs.
◆ Control room/phones outputs with multi-input source matrix.

1002/1202 (Same as the 802 except)
◆ Ten input (1002) and twelve (1202) channels including two (1002)

or four (1202) XENYX mic preamps with XLR / 1/4” connectors and
3-band “British style” EQ; four stereo channels with 1/4” connectors,
independently switchable for +4 / -10 dB operation.
◆ FX to control room function helps to monitor effect signal via

headphones and control room outputs.
◆ Long-wearing 60mm logarithmic-taper master fader and sealed

rotary controls.

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO
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◆ Rackmount brackets included for ultimate flexibility.
◆ USB/audio interface included to connect directly to your computer.

Audio recording and editing software can be downloaded for free
from the Behringer website.

1204FX (Same as the1204 except)
◆ Incorporated a studio-grade 24-bit stereo FX processor with 100 presets

including reverb, chorus, flanger, delay, pitch shifter and various
multi-effects.
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XENYX 1222FX: 16-input 2/2-bus mixer with 7-band stereo graphic EQ, 24-bit
Multi-FX processor and USB/audio interface.

XENYX 1832FX: 18-input 3/2-bus mixer with 9-band stereo graphic EQ, 24-bit
Multi-FX processor and USB/audio interface.

XENYX 1622FX:
16-input 2/2-bus mixer with 24-bit Multi-FX processor and USB/audio interface.
XENYX 2222FX:
22-input 2/2-bus mixer with 24-bit Multi-FX processor and USB/audio interface.
XENYX 2442FX:
24-input 4/2-bus mixer with 24-bit Multi-FX processor and USB/audio interface.
502

802

1002 (FX) 1202 (FX) 1204 (FX)

1222FX

1622FX

1832FX

2222FX

2442FX

Input Channels
Mono Mic / Line Inputs
“British” Style EQ
Sweepable Mid

1

2

2

4

4

4

4

6

8

8

2-Band

3-Band

3-band

3-band

3-band

3-Band

3-Band

3-Band

3-Band

3-Band

–

–

–

–

–

–

✔

✔

✔

✔

Low Cut Filter

–

–

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

Aux Sends

–

1

1

1

2

2

2

3

3

4

1/4˝ TRS Inserts

–

–

–

–

–

Inputs 1-4

4

6

8

Inputs 1-8

Global Phantom Power

–

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

Stereo Line Inputs

2

2

4

4

2

4

4

4

4

2

“British” Style EQ

–

3-band

–

–

3-band

3-Band

4-Band

4-Band

4-Band

4-Band

Aux Sends

–

1

1

1

2

2

2

3

3

4

Switchable -10 / +4dB

–

–

✔

–

–

✔

✔

✔

–

Mono Mic/ Stereo Line Inputs

–

–

–

–

–

2

–

–

–

2

Built-In 24-bit Effects

–

–

1002FX

1202FX

1204FX

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

Aux Returns

–

1 Stereo

–

–

2

2 Stereo

2 Stereo

2 Stereo

3 Stereo

4 Stereo

Sub Groups

–

–

2

2

2

4 Stereo

1/4˝

1/4˝

1/4˝

1/4˝

XLR

XLR

XLR

XLR

XLR / 1/4˝

XLR / 1/4˝

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

✔

4-seg

4-seg

4-seg

4-seg

12-seg

12-seg

12-seg

12-seg

12-seg

12-seg

Control Room Outputs

–

1/4˝

1/4˝

1/4˝

1/4˝

1/4˝

1/4˝

1/4˝

1/4˝

1/4˝

RCA Tape I/O

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

Graphic Main/Monitor EQ

–

–

–

–

–

7-Band

–

9-Band

–

–

60mm Logarithmic-Taper Faders

–

–

Master Only

Master Only

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

USB Audio Interface Included

–

–

–

–

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

Rackmount Brackets

–

–

–

–

✔

✔

✔

–

✔

✔

Effects and Sub Groups

Alt 3-4

Main Section
Main Outputs
Main Inserts
LED Ouput Metering

General

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 92
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1202-VLZ PRO • 1402-VLZ PRO
12 x 2 and 14 x 2 Compact Mixers
Providing maximum performance in minimum sizes, the 1202-VLZ Pro and
1402-VLZ Pro are the mixers of choice for tens of thousands of musicians and
sound engineers who need equipment to serve “double duty” in studios and
on the road. With 12 or 14 balanced input channels divided between 4 (1202)
or 6 (1402) mono mic/line inputs and 4 stereo line input channels, these mixers
excel in the field or in the studio. Video suites doing dialog recording, voiceover
or sound effects and project studios will find the range of bussing flexibility a
blessing. For live gigging, the rugged steel chassis will stand up to the abuse
of the road and the 2 aux sends are perfect for monitor and or effects sends.
F E AT U R E S

Input Channels
◆ 4 mono balanced XLR mic/ 1/4” line inputs

with inserts, trim and rotary level controls.
◆ 4 balanced 1/4” stereo line inputs with

rotary level controls.

The 1202 and 1402-VLZ PRO are the standard for small-to-medium video post production
suites. They’re the most popular mixers for home project studios. They’re in touring racks
of performers. They record location sound for major Hollywood movies. They’re on duty
at major-league football games, recording the crunch of bodies and the sportscasters’
breathless play-by-play. They are also used as live field mixers by the news departments
of every major network.

◆ 2 Aux sends per channel can be used as

effects sends or for creating monitor mixes
and offer 15dB of extra gain above Unity
◆ Each input has 3-bands of EQ at 80Hz,

2.5kHz and 12kHz with a ±15dB boost/cut.
◆ Inputs have a -18dB/oct. 75Hz Lo Cut filter

that eliminates stage rumble, wind noise,
P-pops and other low frequency noise
◆ The Mute/Alt 3-4 buttons located on each

input channel serve two functions: muting
the input channel from the main mix, and
signal routing, where they act as your
gateway to an extra stereo bus.
◆ Constant-loudness pan pots on each input

channel keep sound at a consistent volume
when panning between left, center and
right positions.

Outputs
◆ Main stereo outputs are XLR-balanced

switchable from +4dBu to mic level.
◆ 1/4” balanced alternate outputs (alt 3/4) are

assignable from mute buttons on input
channels.
◆ 2 balanced 1/4” auxiliary sends.
◆ 1/4” TRS balanced stereo control room

outputs.

Additional Features
◆ Gain knobs have Unity gain detents,

when input levels are properly set, the
highest headroom and lowest noise floor is
at unity gain.
◆ 12-segment LED’s give accurate level status

of main outputs or soloed channels.
◆ 48-volt phantom power for condenser mics.
◆ Built-in power supply – no wall wart!

◆ Stereo RCA (2 track) tape outputs.
◆ Multi-input source matrix with level control

lets you route any combination of Main Mix,
Tape In and Alt 3-4 to the Control
Room/Phones bus. Routings can be used for
submixes, monitoring or tracking and can
be subsequently routed to the main mix.

◆ Rude Solo Light LED bluntly advises that a

channel is soloed.
◆ Tape input level control and Tape To Main

Mix switch.
◆ 3-year parts and labor warranty.
◆ Optional RM1202VLZ rackmount ears.

◆ PFL Stereo in-place Solo on each channel.

1402-VLZ PRO STEP-UP FEATURES
Aux Inputs

◆ 6 mono balanced XLR mic/ 1/4” line

◆ 2 balanced 1/4” stereo returns with EFX to

inputs instead of 4.

Monitor switch.

◆ Switchable AFL/PFL Solo.

◆ Aux 1 master control with Monitor/Post

assign switch.
◆ Stereo RCA 2 track tape return.

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO

◆ Optional RM1402VLZ rackmount ears.
◆ 60mm long-wearing log-taper faders ensure a consistent, smooth accurate response through

the length of the fader travel.
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Mackie Mixer Technology
Mackie revolutionized the compact mixer market by applying features and audio quality previously reserved for high-end, large format
mixers. From the smallest to the largest of their models, Mackie puts their best effort into every phase of board design. For example,
XDR (Extended Dynamic Range) mic preamps offer over 130dB of headroom, exceeding the performance of outboard preamps costing
hundreds per channel. Multimedia authors, live venues, broadcast facilities and houses of worship seeking uncompromising sonic
quality and maximum flexibility will find what they are looking for in Mackie’s VLZ PRO mixer line.

Very Low Impedance

EQ

◆ Low impedance is achieved by scaling

◆ Positioned at 12kHz, the Hi Shelving EQ

down resistor values by a factor of 4,
resulting in a corresponding reduction
in thermal noise.

Mix Amp Headroom
◆ Negative gain mix amplifier sets standard

mixing levels at -6dB. This offers a greater
amount of headroom, allowing up to 4
times as many hot signals to be summed
at the main mix bus without clipping.

adds sheen and presence to vocals,
enhancing the textures of sounds without
contributing to aural fatigue.
◆ Positioned at 80Hz, the Low Shelving EQ

XDR Mic Preamps

emphasizes the fundamental lows of kick
drums, and other bass instruments while
allowing you to fatten up male vocals and
instruments like guitars.

◆ 130dB dynamic range and extremely flat

frequency response allows the XDR mic
preamps to handle inputs up to192kHz
without added coloration.

◆ Mid-range frequency is placed at 2.5kHz

◆ DC pulse transformer reject RFI without

(1202/1402-VLZ PRO), harmonics of vocals
and instruments are enhanced without
becoming strident or fatiguing.

attenuating frequencies of 15kHz and
above.
◆ Ultra-high-speed, large-geometry input

Impact Resistant
◆ Knobs ride just thousandths of an inch

from the metal surface of a mixer chassis.
◆ Ultra-tight lip seal design provides a

continuously-sealed barrier against dust
and liquid.
◆ Brutal knob impact is absorbed by broad

◆ Sweepable Mid-Band EQ (1604/1642-VLZ

diodes protect the XDR mic preamps
from hot-patching and direct short circuits
in cables carrying phantom power.

PRO) from 100Hz to 8kHz for specific EQ
treatment of a broad range of frequencies.

pressure on a tough circuit board. A
braced, horizontal circuit board and
shock-absorbing structure eliminates
force transferred to the circuit board.

1642-VLZ 16 x 4 x 2 Compact Mixer
Bridging the gap between the 1604-VLZ Pro (next page) and the smaller 1402-VLZ Pro,
the 1642-VLZ Pro gives you 4-bus mixing flexibility, ten XDR mic preamps and four
stereo line-level channels—fewer mic preamps and more line-level inputs at your
fingertips. Yet it also has live-sound features like EFX to monitor, AFL/PFL solo,
pre-fader aux sends, and built like a tank construction. The ideal mixer if you
record with lots of keyboards, samplers and drum machines. Perfect for
home and project studios as well as video post-production applications.

STEP-UP FEATURES FROM THE 1402-VLZ PRO
Input Channels
◆ 16 input channels total— channels 1- 8 are mono

and channels 9 - 16 are stereo.

◆ Channels 1 - 8 feature balanced XLR mic/ 1/4” line

with inserts, direct outputs and 3 band EQ

◆ Each channel features input trim, 4 aux sends

(aux 1 & 2 assignable pre/post), -20dB pad, 75Hz HPF,
Solo (PFL and Solo-In-Place), mute, pan, bus 1/2, 3/4
and L/R assignment buttons and overload LEDs

◆ 2 stereo balanced XLR mic/ 1/4” line inputs,

2 balanced stereo 1/4” line inputs

Additional Features
◆ Four 1/4” balanced stereo

aux returns with level
controls and solo.
◆ Switchable AFL/PFL Solo

with level control

◆ 4-band active EQ on stereo channels

Outputs
◆ Four 1/4” balanced subgroup outputs have 60mm

faders, switchable L/R assignment to the main mix bus.
◆ Two 1/4” stereo headphone outputs

◆ Four 1/4” balanced aux sends. Aux send 1-2 master

section with level controls and solo
◆ 1/4” balanced mono output with level control

◆ Optional rack ears allow

mounting in a standard 19”
rack.
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1604-VLZ PRO
16 x 4 Compact Mixer
The highest headroom and lowest noise of any mixer in its class, the 1604’s flexible
4-bus architecture is ready for just about any project recording studio or live
venue. Post production and broadcast facilities will also appreciate the
myriad routing possibilities. VLZ design ensures quiet mixes with all 16
channels open during mix down, while the XDR mic preamps reveal all
of the subtleties and nuances of your favorite condenser mic. Mackie’s
rotopod design and supplied rackmount hardware allows you to configure the mixer
5 ways by allowing you to rotate the input and output jacks to the top, back or front of the mixer with or
without rackmounting. With unprecedented sonic performance, bandwidth, dynamic range and versatility, the 1604-VLZ meets the
demands of the most sophisticated digital audio workstations —while remaining totally affordable.

STEP-UP FEATURES FROM THE 1642-VLZ PRO
Input Channels
◆ 16 mono balanced XLR mic/ 1/4˝ line

inputs with inserts, input trim, 6 aux
sends/4 per channel (aux 1 & 2
assignable pre/post), -20dB pad, Solo
(PFL and Solo-In-Place), mute, pan,
bus 1/2, 3/4 and L/R assignment
buttons and overload LEDs

◆ Each input channel features 3-band

active EQ with sweepable midrange
(12kHz high shelving, mid eq sweep
between 100Hz - 8kHz, 80Hz low shelving
eq ±15dB) and 75Hz HPF
◆ Input channels 1-8 feature 1/4” balanced

direct outputs

Outputs
◆ 1/4” balanced main outputs with inserts
◆ 6 balanced 1/4” auxiliary send
◆ Single 1/4” headphone output with level control

Additional Features
◆ 5 physical configurations via rotating I/O pod
◆ Rack mount kit included

DFX-6 / DFX-12 Compact Live Sound Mixers with EFX
Combining Mackie’s sound quality with an extensive feature set, the DFX-6 and DFX-12 are
designed specifically for solo or small performing groups that don’t have the luxury of a
front-of-house sound technician. All knobs are color-coded and can be easily identified
at a glance. Channel faders are white. Effects and Monitor Sends are red. Master
level faders are blue. The jack field is on the top surface so connections are
immediate and every channel has a level set and overload LED that can be
easily seen on a dark stage. Both include a combination of mic/line and stereo
line inputs, silky smooth 60mm faders, and Mackie’s proprietary 32-bit EMAC
custom digital effects processor with 16 effects. Each also offers low-noise, low-distortion,
studio-grade mic preamps wrapped in a box rugged enough to withstand years of on-the-road wear and tear.
◆ Low noise, high headroom mic preamps

with switchable phantom power
◆ 5-band stereo graphic equalizer with 12dB

boost/cut, Bypass and Aux/Main Assign
◆ 2-band channel strip shelving EQ at 80Hz

and 12kHz
◆ 75Hz Low Cut filters and inserts on mono

mic/line channels
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◆ 32-bit Digital EFX Processor with 16 effects
◆ Input trim controls with LED level set indica-

tors
◆ Separate Aux Send and Effects Send for each

channel

◆ Effects to Monitor feature with separate

rotary level control
◆ Tape/CD inputs and tape outputs
◆ Vocal Eliminator switch for “Karaoke” use
◆ Break switch for playing music between sets

◆ 2 stereo Aux Returns

◆ Headphone output with level control

◆ Master Aux 1, Aux 2/EFX and CD/Tape

◆ Balanced /unbalanced

Return faders
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CFX12MKII • CFX16MKII
12- and 16- Channel Audio Mixers
with Digital Effects
Available in 12 (CFX-12MKII) and 16 channel (CFX-16MKII) configurations,
they are ideal all-in-one compact mixers for live sound applications.
They incorporate the same low-noise, high-headroom mic pres, four
assignable sub groups, 32-bit digital effects and 9-band graphic EQ as the
original CFX series with several ergonomic enhancements including Onyx styled
knobs, easier to read graphics for low light situations and impact resistant rubber side panels
for improved durability.

Input Channels

Subgroup

Outputs

◆ Four Subgroup buses with 1/4” balanced

◆ Level-setting LED for each channel.

◆ Balanced/unbalanced 1/4” TRS and balanced

direct outputs and L/R assign “collect”
channel signals assigned to them so you
can submix vocals, drums and other audio
signals for monitoring or tracking.

◆ Low-noise, high-headroom mic preamps

with 50dB of gain; 48v phantom power.
◆ +30dB of line level gain and a full 15dB of

XLR outputs for mains with inserts.
◆ Headphone jack w/level control.
◆ XLR balanced subwoofer output from

attenuation to “pad” hot signals.

built-in 18dB/oct. 75Hz crossover!

◆ Two Aux Sends with balanced 1/4” outs,

Effects

switchable to pre-fader for monitor use and
post-fader for use as effects sends.

◆ Extra 1/4” balanced utility stereo outputs

with level control (post-Main Fader).

◆ 32-bit digital FX with 9 reverbs, 4 delays,

phaser, chorus, flange; 2 parameter controls
and an EFX wide spatial expander and
bypass switch.

◆ One external and one internal EFX Send.
◆ Pan, Mute, PFL solo on each channel
◆ Pre-Fader Solo switch allows channel

Conveniences
◆ Break Switch mutes all channels and routes

Tape input to the mains while you’re on
break so you don’t have to worry about
feedback during breaks.

Master Section

monitoring via headphones.

◆ Studio-quality, 9-band stereo graphic EQ.

◆ 3-band EQ (12kHz shelving HF, ultra-wide

100Hz to 8kHz bandwidth sweepable
peaking Midrange EQ and 80Hz LF).

◆ Tape/CD inputs with level control

assignable to Main Mix via Break switch

◆ Inserts and 100Hz 18db/octave low-cut

◆ Long-wearing 60mm logarithmic taper

faders give you smooth, linear control
throughout the fader’s entire travel.

◆ RCA tape/CD inputs and tape outputs.

filters on all mic/line channels.

◆ Two stereo effects returns with balanced

◆ 4-band EQ on stereo line channels.

Mixer

CFX-16

◆ Rude Solo Light alerts of any current soloed

channels.

1/4” inputs.

1202-VLZ Pro

1402-VLZ Pro

1642-VLZ Pro

1604-VLZ Pro

CFX-12

CFX-16

CFX-20

Total Channels

12

14

16

16

12

16

20

Buses

2

2

4

4

4

4

4

Mono Inputs

4 Mic/Line

6 Mic/Line

8 Mic/Line

16 Mic/Line

8 Mic/Line

12 Mic/Line

16 Mic/Line

Stereo Inputs

4 Line

4 Line

2 Mic/Line, 2 Line

–

2 Line

2 Line

2 Line

XDR Mic Preamps

✓

✓

✓

✓

–

–

–

EQ Mono Channels

3-Band (Fixed)

3-Band (Fixed)

3-Band (Mid-Sweep)

3-Band (Mid-Sweep)

3-Band (Mid-Sweep)

3-Band (Mid-Sweep)

3-Band (Mid-Sweep)

EQ Stereo Channels

3-Band (Fixed)

3-Band (Fixed)

4 -Band (Fixed)

–

4 -Band (Fixed)

4 -Band (Fixed)

4 -Band (Fixed)

Aux Sends/Channel

2 Mono

2 Mono

4 Mono

6 Mono

2 Mono

2 Mono

2 Mono

Aux Returns

2 Stereo

2 Stereo

4 Stereo

4 Stereo

2 Stereo

2 Stereo

2 Stereo

Direct Outputs

–

–

8

8

–

–

–

Main Outputs

XLR, 1/4” Bal.

XLR, 1/4” Bal.

XLR, 1/4” Bal.

XLR, 1/4” Bal.

XLR, 1/4” Bal.

XLR, 1/4” Bal.

XLR, 1/4” Bal.

1/4” Bal.

1/4” Bal.

XLR Bal.

XLR Bal.

XLR Bal.

Mono Output
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ONYX 1220 / 1620
Premium Analog Mixers with FireWire Option
The Onyx 1220 and 1620 are small format, premium analog mixers that employ
Mackie’s latest technologies and an expanded feature set. These include
extremely low-noise ONYX microphone preamps and circuitry, classic
“British console” EQ, unmatched durability, and plenty of direct
instrument inputs. But the ONYX mixers don’t stop there —
they also offer an optional FireWire card that allows you to
intergrate the mixers into any computer-based system.
The Onyx mic preamps were designed to deliver the high
level of accuracy and transparency of esoteric, boutique
studio mic pres, while at the same time be able to function in
real world mixing environments when faced with the challenges of RF
and microwave interference as well as long cable runs. To combat these inevitablities, Onyx mic preamp use custom
high-performance IC chips developed specifically for low-noise, high-headroom audio with a dynamic range of 123dB.
The uncompromised audio and build quality as well as the flexibility of the ONYX range make them ideal for any recording
or sound reinforcement system.
F E AT U R E S
◆ Premium 12-channel small-format analog

mixer with four mono mic / line inputs and
four stereo line level inputs.
◆ 60mm Logarithmic Taper faders for smooth,

linear fades
◆ Balanced direct outs for every channel via

Master Section
◆ XLR balanced main outputs
◆ 1/4˝

TRS control room outputs and
headphone output with independent level
controls

◆ 12-segment LED output metering

◆ Two master Aux sends with pre / post

switches and two stereo Aux returns
◆ Unbalanced RCA Tape I/O
◆ Built-in Talkback section for use with internal

or external mic via XLR input.

dual DB-25 connections

ONYX 1620 STEP-UP FEATURES

◆ The four mono XLR mic / 1/4”

TRS line inputs
include ONYX mic preamps with 3-band
Perkins EQ with sweepable mids; switchable
low cut filter; 2 Aux sends; individual
phantom power switches for each channel;
1/4” inserts; mute switches w/ routing to
Alt 3-4 outputs; four-segment LED metering.

◆ Selectable Hi-Z instrument inputs are

available on the first two channels

◆ Premium 16-channel small-format analog

mixer with eight mono mic / line inputs and
four stereo line level inputs.
◆ Four-band Perkins EQ circuitry with true

hardware bypass
◆ Four mono Aux sends w/ Pre/Post switches

and four stereo Aux returns

◆ The 8 mono XLR mic / 1/4”

TRS line inputs
include ONYX mic preamps with 4-band
Perkins EQ with sweepable mids; switchable
low cut filter; 4 Aux sends; individual
phantom power switches for each channel;
1/4” inserts; mute switches with routing to
Alt 3-4 outputs; four-segment LED metering.

◆ Four stereo line-level inputs with 3-band

Perkins EQ; mute switches w/ routing to Alt
3-4 outputsfour-segment LED metering
◆ 3-band Perkins EQ circuitry with true

hardware bypass, based on classic “British
EQ” circuitry from mixing desks of the ‘60s
and ‘70s.
◆ “Planet-Earth” switching, internal power

96 kHz FireWire Option Card
◆ User installable 24-bit/96kHz FireWire

I/O Card allows you to stream 12 (1220)
or 16 (1620) independent channels of
audio, plus stereo mix, directly to Mac or
PC as well as monitoring two channels
of audio from the host computer.

supply for worldwide use.
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Audio
and MIDI Production Software with Final Mix
mastering tools

◆ Works with any Windows XP ASIO/WDM host

or any compatible Mac OS X Core Audio
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ZX2 • ZX4
Two & Four Zone Mixers
The ZX2 and ZX4 are 1RU zone mixers with two
and four output zones respectivley. They are
ideal for fixed installations including hotels,
convention centers, theaters, restaurants and
retail stores. They offer three stereo RCA line
inputs, one paging microphone input with EQ
and ducking depth control, and an emergency input.
The ZX2 offers two output zones, each with its own separate subwoofer output, while the ZX4 offers four zone outputs for even
greater zone coverage. Each unit also features a mono “utility” output for use in areas such as restrooms and foyers. Zone and utility
outputs all have an individual source selector and level control, while zone outputs have an added high and low EQ. An emergency
interface connector allows for override control and insert of emergency message paging. The added option of remote volume control
for each zone makes the ZX2 a must have for your zone mixing requirements.
◆ Three stereo RCA line inputs with individual

trim controls
◆ Paging microphone input and 1/4” TRS

◆ Microphone ducking depth and EQ controls

◆ Stereo/Mono switch on zone 1 and 2

◆ Utility output provides audio to general

◆ Remote level controls can be wired to the

utility areas (frestrooms, etc.)

emergency input for emergency message
broadcasting

◆ Utility output source selectable

two zones for applications requiring remote
adjustment of audio levels

ZX 2 Only
◆ Two stereo zone outputs with independent

◆ Subwoofer output on each zone
◆ High and low EQ controls on each zone

source select switches and level controls

ZX 4 Only
◆ Four stereo zone outputs with independent

source select switches and level controls

MU 200XP Powered Mixer
The MU 200XP is a table top powered mixer with a built-in 200w power amplifier and 12-inputs
consisiting of two sets of stereo inputs and four mono XLR mic / 1/4” line inputs with individual
phantom power. Each mono mic input feautres ultra low noise pre-amps and 75 Hz
(18 dB/oct.) low-cut filters that ensure high fidelity sound while eliminating low frequency
stage rumble, plosives and wind noise. A 3-band EQ on every channel and an onboard 24-bit
digital effects processor, with 16-preset programs and parameter control give you maximum
control over your mix. The MU 200XP is ideal for clubs and other applications that demand
power in a limited space. It also works great as a keyboard mixer, sub-mixer or monitor desk.
◆ Built-in 200W (100W + 100W) stereo power

amplifier

◆ ALT 3-4 stereo bus

◆ Four balanced XLR mic/ 1/4” line inputs

with
3-band EQ, 75Hz low-cut filter, 1/4” inserts,
alt 3-4 bus assignment

◆ Two 1/4” stereo Line channels

with 3-band

EQ, alt 3-4 bus assignment
◆ Mini 1/8” stereo and stereo RCA CD/tape

inputs and outputs

◆ +48V phantom power on Mic channels

◆ AUX cue allows channels 1 to 8 to be

independently monitored in stereo
◆ Dual 10-segment LED level meters
◆ 24-bit digital multi-effect processor with 16

programs plus one main parameter control,
tap control and foot switch jacks

◆ Two AUX sends per channel and two 1/4˝

stereo AUX returns mean that you can
combine the MU 200XP with a variety of
signal processors and other equipment
◆ Rec out with trim control for record level

matching
◆ Control room / headphone source matrix
◆ High-volume headphone output
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MU SERIES
Compact Mixers
MU series are compact, versatile and affordable analog mixers that
are available in a wide variety of channel configurations from 5 to
24 mono mic/line and stereo inputs. Each MU mixer employs ultra
low noise pre-amps to ensure high quality sound when used in
sound reinforcement. Low-cut filters on mono channels eliminate
unwanted sounds like stage rumble,
P-pops and wind noise. Multi-band EQ on every channel gives you maximum
control over your mix. Select MU series mixers feature onboard 24-bit digital effects
processor, with 16 preset programs including delay, reverb, symphonic and flange as well
as user-defined programs. The MU series’ monitoring section offers dual multi-segment LED level meters and high volume
headphone output. MU series mixers are available to suit any budget in any live sound reinforcement applications.

F E AT U R E S

MU502
◆ One XLR mic / 1/4” line input with level and pan, two-band EQ, low cut

filter, 1/4” TRS insert and Peak LED.
◆ One mono XLR mic / 1/4”

stereo line input with rotary level and pan

MU1202 (Same as MU1002 except)
◆ Two AUX sends per channel plus two 1/4” stereo AUX returns
◆ Control room/ headphone source matrix allows individual assignment

of Aux 1, Aux 2, main mix and 2-track return.

controls.
◆ One 1/4”

stereo line input with rotary level and pan controls

◆ Mini 1/8” stereo and RCA Tape/CD rec out and returns with

independent trim controls
◆ Global +48V phantom power
◆ Dual 4-segment master level meter
◆ Headphones output with volume control
◆ Balanced 1/4”

MU1202X (Same as MU1202 except)
◆ 24-bit digital multi-effect processor with 16 programs plus one main

parameter control, tap tempo control and foot switch jack.
◆ 1/4”

inserts on mono input channels

◆ ALT 3-4 stereo bus

master outputs

MU1705 (Same as MU1202 except)
MU802 (Same as MU502 except)
◆ Two balanced XLR mic / 1/4” line inputs with rotary level and pan

controls, 3-band EQ, post fader effects send and peak LED.
◆ Two 1/4”

stereo line inputs with rotary level and pan controls, 3-band
EQ and post fader effects send.

◆ 1/4”

mono effects send and 1/4” stereo AUX returns

◆ Stereo effects send cue for monitoring individual channel in stereo

image
◆ Mono/Stereo switch on main mix for checking mono system playback
◆ Separate main mix, control room and headphone outputs
◆ Balanced 1/4” master outputs with 60mm fader control, peak and VU

◆ Five balanced XLR mic / 1/4” line inputs with 60mm faders,

3-band EQ, low cut filter, two aux sends (1 assignable pre/post,
1 post), PFL, L/R and ALT group fader assignment switches; 1/4” inserts
on channels 1 and 2.
◆ Three 1/4”

stereo line inputs with 60mm faders, 3-band EQ, two aux
sends (1 assignable pre/post, 1 post), PFL, and ALT group fader
assignment.

◆ Two 1/4” stereo AUX returns with PFL, stereo RCA I/O with PFL for the

return.
◆ Dual 13-segment LED level meter
◆ Two 1/4” balanced audio (sub) groups

metering.

MU1722X (Same as MU1705 except)
MU1002 (Same as MU802 except)
◆ Total of four 1/4” stereo line inputs with rotary level and pan controls,

3-band EQ, low cut filter and post fader effects send.
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◆ 24-bit digital multi-effect processor with 16 programs plus one main

parameter control, tap tempo control and foot switch jack.
◆ Mini Stereo I/O and stereo RCA I/O each with trim control
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MU SERIES
MU1822X

MU2442X

(Same as MU1722X except)
◆ Eight balanced XLR mic / 1/4” line inputs

with 60mm faders, 3-band EQ with
sweepable mid range, low cut filter,
three aux sends (1 pre, 1 assignable
pre/post, 1 post), PFL, L/R and alt group
fader assignment switches; 1/4” inserts
on channels 1 and 2
◆ Four 1/4” stereo line inputs with 60mm

faders, 3-band EQ with sweepable
mid range, three aux sends (1 pre,
1 assignable pre/post, 1 post), PFL, and
alt group fader assignment
◆ Stereo 10-band graphic EQ, assignable to

main mix or AUX 1 send
◆ Built-in switching power supply with

universal connector, 100-240 VAC,
50/60 Hz

Mixer
Total Channels
Mono Inputs
Stereo Inputs

(Same as MU1822X except)
◆ Eight balanced XLR mic / 1/4” line inputs

with 60mm faders, inserts, 3-band EQ with
sweepable mid range, low cut filter, four aux
sends (2 assignable pre/post), PFL, L/R and
bus assignment assignment switches; pads
on first four channels
◆ Two mono XLR mic / 1/4” stereo line

inputs with 4-band EQ, four aux sends
(2 assignable pre/post), PFL, L/R and bus
assignment switches
◆ Two 1/4” stereo channels with 4-band EQ

four aux sends (2 assignable pre/post), PFL,
L/R and bus assignment switches
◆ Four 1/4” stereo AUX returns, two with effect

to monitor

◆ Direct outputs for multi-track recording
◆ Four true subgroups with main L and R

routing switches and double-bused outs
◆ Individual headphone, control room

◆ Mono button on main L/R out

monitors and solo level controls

MU200XP

MU502

MU802

MU1002

12

5

6

10

MU1202X
12

4 XLR mic / 1/4˝ line

2 XLR mic / 1/4˝ line

2 XLR mic / 1/4˝ line

2 XLR mic / 1/4˝ line

4 XLR mic / 1/4˝ line

2 1/4˝ line

4 1/4˝ line

2 1/4˝ Line

4 1/4˝ Line

4 1/4˝ Line

Channels 1 + 2

—

—

—

—

EQ Mono Channels

3-band

2-band (ch 1 only)

3-band

3-band

3-Band

EQ Stereo Channels

3-band

—

3-band

—

—

Aux Sends/Channel

2

—

1

1

2

2 Stereo

—

1 Stereo

1 Stereo

2 Stereo

—

—

—

—

—

Channel Inserts

Aux Returns
Direct Outputs
Busses

Alt 3/4

—

—

—

—

Stereo + Mono

Stereo

Stereo + Ctrl Room

Stereo + Ctrl Room

Stereo + Ctrl Room

MU1202X

MU1705

MU1722

MU1822X

MU2442X

8

11

11

14

Mono Inputs

4 XLR mic / 1/4˝ line

5 XLR mic / 1/4˝ line

5 XLR mic / 1/4˝ line

8 XLR mic / 1/4˝ line

10 XLR mic / 1/4˝ line

Stereo Inputs

2 1/4˝ Line

3 1/4˝ Line

3 1/4˝ Line

4 1/4˝ Line

4 1/4˝ Line

Main Outputs

Mixer
Total Channels

Channel Inserts

Mono Channels

Channels 1 + 2

Mono Channels

Channles 1 - 6

Channles 1 - 8

EQ Mono Channels

3-band

3-band

3-band / Sweepable Mid

3-band / Sweepable Mid

3-band / Sweepable Mid

EQ Stereo Channels

3-band

3-band

4-band

4-band

4-band

Aux Sends/Channel
Aux Returns
Direct Outputs
Busses
Main Outputs

2

2

2

3

4

2 Stereo

2 Stereo

3 Stereo

2 Stereo

4 stereo

—

—

—

—

8

Alt 3/4

2

2

2

4 stereo

Stereo + Ctrl Room

Stereo + Ctrl Rm + Mono

Stereo + Ctrl Room

Stereo + Ctrl Room

Stereo + Ctrl Room
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MLM 42
Mic/Line Mixer
The evolution of the entertainment industry
has necessitated the creation of an outboard mic/line device to compliment existing mixing consoles. Whether mobile mixing or
broadcasting, there are occasional needs to expand your existing arrangement. Frustrations abound when it comes to adding
mics for interviews, karaoke, and live performances because it it is expensive. Equipped with four Burr-Brown mic preamps, the
MLM 42 gives you the studio-grade quality you’ve want, offering an easy and inexpensive way to enhance your existing gear
and expand the number of live mics for any gig. Ideal for live sound, night clubs and fixed commercial installations.

Each input includes all the features you need to produce a high caliber show:
◆ Input level control

◆ Automatic line input recognition

◆ 3-band accelerated-slope, full-cut tone

◆ Overload indicator

controls

◆ Full-range Output mix Level control

◆ Four Burr-Brown mic preamps, quiet to

◆ Post-mix effects loop includes wet/dry

-126 dBu EIN

pan control

◆ RCA unbalanced; XLR and TRS balanced

parallel outputs
◆ Balanced outputs mic or line selectable
◆ 15-volt Phantom Power

MLM 82A Mic/Line Mixer
The MLM 82A features four XLR balanced,
studio grade, mono mic/line inputs and 15v
DC phantom power. Each of the mic/line
inputs may be assigned to A, A+B or B outputs. Independent level/gain trim controls and signal/overload indicators are provided
for each input. Phantom power is removed from any input set for line operation.
◆ Four stereo line level inputs with 12 dB of

line gain, and a recessed mono switch with
indicator and level control.
◆ Inputs may also be used with four mono A

inputs and four mono B inputs.

◆ A and B output level controls set the master

mix level independently for A and B outputs.
◆ A and B mix outputs each have an internal

switch for padding the output signal to Mic
level. The factory default is line level.

◆ The mix amplifiers feature independent

overload indicators. To correct any overload
condition, the entire mix can be reduced
and/or individual input levels adjusted.

MLM 103 Mic/Line Mixer
The MLM 103 features six balanced, studiograde mic inputs and two balanced, stereo
line-level inputs. The mic preamps feature
direct outputs. These can monitor the signal
‘pre’ or ‘post’ the mix Level control via rear
panel switches. Each mic and stereo line
input features 3-band EQ and mix level
controls. Input overload indicators are peak
detecting and illuminate 4 dB before clipping. Three balanced outputs are provided. A and B outputs may be used as a stereo
pair in a single zone or as two independent mono zones. The AUX output is mono.
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MLM 103
◆ Inputs 1 through 6 may be individually

◆ Each input may be assigned to the A, B or AUX

switched between Mic or Line level via
rear panel switches.

◆ The A, B and AUX outputs feature inde-

output.
◆ Stereo Line Inputs 7 through 10 accommodate +24dBu

◆ Inputs operate in Mic mode with a gain

signal levels. The gain range is infinity to +12dB.

range of +12 dB to 60 dB.

◆ The A/B assign switch for inputs 7/8 assigns 7 to

◆ Each pair of inputs may operate with

output A and 8 to output B. The A/B assign switch for
inputs 9/10 assigns 9 to output A and 10 to output B.
The mono switch sends the sum of inputs 7 and 8
(or 9 and 10) to bus A and bus B. Assigning 7/8 or
9/10 to AUX sends the sum of input 7 and 8 (or 9
and 10) to the AUX output.

or without 15 volt phantom power via
rear panel switches. When Inputs are
operated in Line mode, the gain range
is -4 to 12dB. When Line mode is
selected, phantom power is defeated.

pendent level controls and 10 segment
meters with peak hold. Each balanced
output provides an additional 6dB of
gain and delivers a minimum signal level
of +24 dBu into a 10k ohm load.

All connections are via Euroblock connectors.

SM 26B
Splitter Mixer
The SM 26B is a 1RU splitter mixer, with six 1/4” TRS balanced mono inputs and outputs as well as left and right Master
inputs/outputs, that can be configured for a number of useful applications.
◆ –10dBV to +4 dBu and +4 dBu to –10dBV

Applications

level matching

◆ The most basic application for the SM 26B is as a straight up six-to-two line level mixer. Each of

◆ Six 1/4” TRS balanced mono inputs and six

the six mono input channels features it’s own mix/pan and level control.

1/4” TRS mono ouputs
◆ Two 1/4” TRS balanced master left and right

inputs and two 1/4” TRS balanced master
left and right outputs
◆ Six input level controls and six mix/pan

controls

◆ Another application for the unit is splitter mode in which you can take one or two line level

signals and split them to any of the six mono outputs. In this mode, the Mix/Pan controls in this
mode control the level from each of the two input buses to be applied to each output. Internal
header blocks allow the Mix Output jacks to become an independent stereo out, allowing a
total of eight outputs.
◆ It may also be used as a 6 input, 6 output buffer amplifier which is useful for level matching and

◆ Master input and output level controls

minimizing the interaction that can occur between components with mismatched impedances.
In the buffer mode, the signal applied to Input 1 is delivered to Output 1, and so on.

◆ Although all of the inputs and outputs are

1/4” TRS active balanced, they are compatible
with unbalanced signals.

◆ You can also use the SM 26B in a combination of these modes. (For example, configure it as a 4

stereo input, stereo output line mixer, or one stereo input, four stereo output stereo splitter.)

SM 82 Stereo Line Mixer
The SM 82 is an affordable and versatile
8-channel stereo line mixer with a rotary
stereo level control, and balance and
stereo aux send slider controls per input channel. The compact 1RU, 5 1⁄4” deep mixer is flexible enough to do the job of mixers
many times its size and cost. Short signal path design keeps signals clean and quiet from input to output.
◆ The aux section features left and right 1/4”

◆ The main 1/4”

sends and left and 1/4” returns with balanced
and level control.

outputs feature a rotary level
control and a slide control for left to right
balance.

◆ Expand using the 1/4”

TRS Main expand
in/out jacks to create a 16, 32 or 48 stereo
channel system within a minimum footprint.
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RM64 Four Zone Mixer

RM65b Hexmix 6 x 4 Mixer

The RM64 is a 1RU four zone mixer that combines two XLR
paging microphone inputs with up to four stereo RCA
line-level source inputs. Dedicated front panel level controls
are provided for each input and output. Front panel toggle
switches allow youy to easily assign each input to the desired
zone output. Each of the four XLR balanced zone outputs
features a 1/4” remote volume jack that allows external
control of the volume, independently for each zone.
Switchable ducking of each line-level source offers easy
automatic paging, while independently switchable phantom
power is available for use with condenser microphones.
The RM64 is the ideal solution for multi-source presentations,
banquet rooms, offices, restaurant/night clubs and more.

The RM65b is a six input, four output rack-mount mixer in a
compact 1RU package, that thinks it’s a full-sized mixing
console. Each of the six XLR mic 1/4” line inputs channels has
a monitor send, FX send, bass and treble controls, and a
horizontally mounted volume slider. Rear panel trim controls
on the rear panel allowing precise level adjustment are
available for each mic input. Independently switchable 36v
phantom power is also provided for the mic inputs. The main
1/4” left and right outputs are controlled by master left and
right volume controls and dual 5-segment LED meters. There
is also a separate 1/4” monitor output and 1/4” send and
return jacks. An additional 1/4” Aux bus input allows you to
expand the system by connecting multiple units. The RM65b
is ideal for smaller systems that require flexibility and
portablitiy without sacrificing sound quality.

RM67 Mic / Line Mixer

RM68 ZoneWolf Mixer

The RM67 is a single rack space audio mixer with three XLR
mic / line inputs and four stereo RCA source line level inputs.
Each mic input features level control with clip LED, variable
tone control, switchable phantom power and pad. A 1/4˝ TRS
insert allows you to apply signal processing to the mic signals.
The four stereo consumer level source inputs have dedicated
level controls. Mic input 1 and source input 4 include a
talkover feature that permits paging and music priority
functions. 1/4˝ left and right main outputs feature a master
level control, as well as bass and treble controls. Master
volume can also be controlled externally via the 1/4˝ remote
volume jack. Pre-master RCA stereo record outputs are
provided as is an RCA contact closure main output mute jack
that allows the entire unit to be muted.

A commercial grade zone mixer, the RM68 lets you assign any
combination of 3 XLR mic inputs, and 6 stereo RCA line-level
source inputs to any one of two stereo zone outputs, or both.
Mic and Source inputs 1 through 3 share volume slider and
zone assign switches 1 through 3. Switchable talkover feature
allows mic input one to override any audio assigned to the
same zone. Source inputs 4 through 6 have their own volume
slider and zone switch. +12v DC phantom power is switchable
for each mic input. Each balanced 1/4˝ TRS zone output
features a dedicated master volume, bass and treble controls.
1/4” TRS inserts for adding signal signal procssing to the zone
outputs. 1/4” zone bus inputs allows cascading of multiple
units. With a compact 1RU steel chassis, the RM68 discretely
integrates into paging and music distribution applications for
meeting rooms, houses of worship, schools, etc.
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RM SERIES MIXERS
RM70 Mic/Line Selector

RM75 MixMate II

The 1RU RM70 is designed for applications where microphones
must be mixed with an audio sourcer. There are three balanced
XLR mic/line inputs with individually switchable +12v DC phantom power, and four stereo RCA source inputs. Each mic/line
input offers level and tone controls as well as peak LED metering
on the front panel. The desired source input is easily selected and
can be controlled via level, bass and treble controls. Talkover
function available on mic input 1 mutes all other audio signals
when mic 1 is active. The stereo source 1 input offers a music on
hold screw terminal output with dedicated level control. The
Master outputs are 1/4” balanced TRS connectors. Applications
include excercise studios, restaurants and hotels, Karaoke
lounges, as well as business and educational A/V applications.

The RM75 is a DJ/Karaoke mixer in a 1RU steel chassis, that
allows you to combine two balanced XLR mic inputs and four
stereo RCA source inputs. For convenience, the mix one inputs is
available on the front and rear of the unit and 12v DC phantom
power is available for each mic. A 1/4” TRS insert allows you to
add external signal processing and/or effects, such as reverb, to
the mic signal. The two mic inputs and four source inputs have
individual level controls. Additionally there are master Bass and
Treble controls and a stereo/mono switch for the source inputs. A
1/4” stereo headphone output with dedicated level control, and
cue select switch are conveniently located on the front panel for
easy access. Main outputs include balanced 1/4” TRS connectors
as well as unbalanced RCAs.

RM82 Mic/Line Mixer

RM203x Stereo Line Mixer

The 1RU RM82 offers eight XLR mic, 1/4” line inputs. Each of the
inputs features variable trim, level and tone controls. +48v DC
phantom power is individually selectable for each mic input. The
1/4” TRS line inputs can be internally configured to be used as
direct outputs or as inserts for applying signal processing to the
mic inputs. The main output uses a single balanced XLR conector
that can be internally switched for mic or line level compatibility.
An RCA pre-master bus in and bus out allows you to cascade
multiple units. Ideal for a variety of sound reinforcement
applications including board rooms and churches.

The RM203x is a ten channel stereo mixer with channel 1 being a
balanced XLR mic input and channels 2-10 being stereo 1/4˝ line
level inputs. Each input channel has a level control, a right/left
balance control, an Aux level control, and a LED clip indicator.
The mic input aso offers a trim control and +12v DC phantom
power. Master outputs are balanced 1/4” TRS connectors. There
are also dedicated stereo RCA tape outputs and returns. The
Master section, on the front panel, features a master level
control for the main and heapdhone outputs, level control for
the stereo 1/4” Aux return, as well as a tape input level control.

MX152 MixMate
The MX152 is a half-rack space mixer with two balanced XLR mic inputs and three stereo
RCA source inputs. It provides a compact and efficient way to mix sources such as AM/FM
tuners, CD players, and video players with dynamic or condenser microphones. Mic inputs
feature dedicated level and tone controls as well as switchable +12v DC phantom power. All
source inputs offer level control and source inputs 1/2 share a common bass and treble control. Main outputs are RCA connectors. A series
of DIP switches allows additional functionality.
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MDR 624 • MDR 1064
6- and 10-Input Stereo Mixers
The MDR624 is a low cost 6-input mixer with two high quality mono mic/line
inputs with XLR and 1/4” connectors and two stereo channels with 1/4” inputs.
Each input channel features 3-band EQ and an aux send. The main output
section features indpendent 1/4” main mix and and control room outputs plus
a 1/4” headphone output, and 8-segment stereo LED VU metering. Stereo RCA
CD/tape inputs and outputs are provided as well. The MDR1064 steps-up with
a total of 10-inputs including 6 mono mic/line inputs and two stereo channels.
It also has two aux sends per channel and XLR main mix outputs.
◆ Full-featured compact mixers for

live use
◆ Two high quality mic preamps

MDR 1064 Step-up Features

◆ 3-band EQ on all channels
◆ Two stereo channels

◆ Six high quality microphone preamps with channel inserts

◆ 8-segment stereo LED Bar VU meter

◆ Dual auxiliary sends

MDR 6 6-Input Stereo Mixer
The compact MDR 6 is a six-input tabletop mixer in a portable and rugged package with
4 mono mic/line inputs and two stereo inputs. Perfect for a small studio or simple live
setup, the MDR 6 features 60mm faders, 3-band EQ, aux send and pan or balance
on each channel. There are four high quality mic preamps, an Effects return, dual
5-segment LEDs and a headphone out and mono out both with level controls. The
left and right mix out also feature 60mm faders.
◆ 60mm faders on each channel and mains

◆ Mono out with level control

◆ Aux send with effects return

◆ 3-band EQ on each channel

◆ Dual 5-segment LEDs

◆ Headphone out with level control

◆ Four XLR mic inputs

◆ Hard disc mode for recording with a PC

◆ In-line power supply

MDR 8 8-Input Stereo Mixer
The MDR 8 is an eight input stereo mixer with 24-bit DSP featuring 60mm faders,
3-band EQ, two Aux sends and pan or balance on each channel. Included are six high
quality mic preamps, two Effects returns, dual 6-segment LEDs, a headphone out and
mono out both with level controls. The left and right mix out also feature 60mm faders.

Step-up features from the MDR 6—
◆ Six XLR inputs with mic preamps
◆ 2 Aux send with 2 effects return
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◆ 24-bit DSP effects (lush Hall, Room and Vocal reverbs, Chorus

and Delay) ◆ Dual 6-segment LEDs
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MDR 10
10-Input Stereo Mixer
The 10-input MDR 10 packs professional features into a compact package. All channels feature
a high quality mic preamp, 60mm faders, a pan control and a 1/4” and XLR input (with mic
preamp). Channels 1-6 offer a gain control, 3-band EQ with sweepable mids, a low-cut filter,
two Aux sends (1 switchable pre/post, 1 to the DSP), Solo and Mute switches and smooth 60mm
faders. Channels 7-10 feature 2-band EQ, 1 Aux send (switchable to Aux 1 or 2), Solo and Mute
switches and 60mm faders. The outputs and bus 3 and 4 are on 60mm faders and the master
section features selectable DSP, headphone out with level control, effects returns, mono out,
phantom power and more.

Step-up features from the MDR 8—
◆ 10-channel stereo mixer with 2+2 bussing

◆ 3-band EQ with sweepable mids and

a low cut filter on channels 1-6

◆ 10 XLR inputs with mic preamps

◆ Dual 12-segment LEDs
◆ I2-track in and out connectors with send to mix switch

MDR 16 16-Input Stereo Mixer
The MDR16 is a sixteen channel, four bus mixer with onboard 24-bit effects
and 9-band master graphic EQ for live sound and studio applications. The
mixer features eight mono XLR mic/ 1/4” line inputs, and four stereo/dual
mono inputs that use XLR, 1/4” combi connectors. The MDR16’s onboard effects offer
eight different presets including lush delays, choruses, and reverbs. The four subgroups can be
assigned to the main mix and/or sent to dedicated 1/4” outputs. The MDR16 is ideal for use in live sound
reinforcement and recording applications as well as commercial installations.
◆ 16 input channels including eight mono

◆ Each stereo input channel features 2-band

mic/line inputs and four stereo/dual mono
mic/line inputs.
◆ Each mono input channel features 1/4”

TRS insert; 3-band EQ with sweepable mid;
switchable low cut filter; two aux sends
(Aux 1 assignable pre / post); solo; bus assign
switches; clip LEDs

◆ There is also a dedicate 1/4” mono output

EQ; two aux sends; solo; bus assign switches

with level control

◆ Four 1/4” subgroup outputs with inserts

◆

Two Aux sends with two stereo returns

◆

Internal 24-bit DSP effects

◆

◆

60mm channel, subgroup and main faders

Control room and headphone outs with
dedicated level controls

◆

2-track RCA I/O with level control and send
to mix switch

◆

Switchable global phantom power

◆ The Main stereo output section features left

and right 1/4” outputs with inserts; dual 12segment LEDs; 9-band graphic EQ

S-Zone 4-Channel Zone Mixer
Mix microphones and line level sources such as CD,
tape and video players, and distribute independent
mixes to any of four stereo zones. The S- Zone features
two mic/stereo line inputs with ducking and an additional two stereo line inputs. Each of the input channels is assignable to any or all
of 4 stereo zones outputs via easy to use LED backlit switches. Each of the S Zone’s outputs has a 2-band EQ for adjusting the overall
tonal response of each zone, while a five segment LED bar VU meter on all outputs provides a visual display of the level of each zone.
◆ 4 Channel / 4 zone stereo mixer

◆ On board monitor speaker and headphone output allow you to listen

◆ 2 mic / stereo line inputs with ducking and 2 stereo CD/line inputs
◆ Euroblock input and output connectors

to zones without physically being in that zone’s location
◆ Remote volume control
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200M
4-Channel Microphone Mixer
The 200M mixer provides the flexibility microphone mixing provides,
at a budget-concious price point. It features 4 high-quality, low-noise
mic inputs with volume control. The first input is capable of excepting
“AUX” (line level) input as well as mic level. The output stage features
a balanced XLR male connection providing high output and low
noise floor. Additionally, it features “AUX IN” and “AUX OUT”
connections via unbalanced RCA phono connections. The AUX OUT
serves as a secondary output and the “AUX IN” excepts line level input
and signal from a second 200M for tandem operation.
◆ Four low-impedance microphone inputs

◆ Capability to use one balanced, low-impedance,

◆ Input 4 is switch-selectable for use with low-impedance microphones or an

microphone-level output and one auxiliary-level output
simultaneously

aux-level source.

◆ Requires Model PS20 Power Supply

◆ Connection of two mixers is possible for additional inputs

M367 Portable 6-Channel Mic/Line Mixer
An industry standard, the M367 is a six-input mono
mic/line mixer/remote preamplifier specifically designed
for professional applications. A complete and compact
console, the M367’s excellent performance, versatility
and features make it ideal for studio, remote, video
deposition and sound reinforcement applications as well
as an add-on mixer for expanding existing facilities.
Built to meet the requirements of the most demanding
field production applications.
◆ Six switchable XLR-balanced mic or line

level inputs with individual gain controls
and low-frequency roll-off switches.
◆ Two XLR-balanced outputs; one selectable

mic/line output and one dedicated line
output.
◆ Metal XLR connectors on both inputs and

outputs, detachable AC cable.
◆ Feedback-type input gain controls for

maximum clipping levels and dynamic
range.
◆ Built-in switchable peak limiter cuts output

overload distortion and adapts to power
supply voltage.
◆ LED indicator shows limiter operation or

overload with limiter defeated.
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◆ Externally adjustable limiter threshold

(-4 to +18dB).
◆ Wide, flat frequency response

(20Hz to 20 kHz) and extremely low
distortion up to +16dBm line level output.
◆ VU meter is calibrated for +4 and +8dB with

range switch. Meter is also illuminated
during AC operation.
◆ Phantom power for condenser mic

operation.
◆ Front-panel headphone level control and

monitor jack; can drive almost any stereo or
mono headphones.
◆ Headphone output level is high enough to

be used as an auxiliary unbalanced line feed
to drive a tape recorder or power amplifier.
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◆ Automatic muting prevents speaker

damage during power on/off.
◆ Highly stable, low-distortion tone oscillator

provides for line test and level checks.
◆ Rear panel Mix Bus jack facilitates stacking

multiple M367’s for additional input
capability without losing any inputs.
Two M367’s connected, provides two
independent master gain controls andtwo
isolated line amplifiers with eight
individually controlled inputs.
◆ Selectable 120 or 240v

AC operation as well
as portable DC capability (three 9v batteries
required).
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FP-410
Portable Automatic 4-Channel Mic Mixer with IntelliMix
A portable automatic mixer, the FP-410 is equipped
with Shure’s patented “IntelliMix” to deliver flawless
automatic microphone mixing. The remarkable
operating concept behind the FP-410, “Intellimix”
combines three unique functions: Noise-Adaptive Threshold, MaxBus and Last Mic Lock-On, to provide greater gain before
feedback, reduce pickup of ambient noise and eliminate comb filtering effects. Ideal for video production, broadcast, conference
recording and field production, the FP-410 is also useful for convention facilities, hotels and sound installations.

Noise-Adaptive Threshold:

MaxBus:

Last Mic Lock-On:

Distinguishes between constant background noise (such as air-conditioning)
and rapidly changing sound (such as
speech). This function continuously
adjusts the activation threshold so only
speech levels that are louder than
background noise will activate an
FP-410 channel.

Eliminates the poor audio quality that results
when a speaker is picked up by more than one
microphone. It does this by controlling the
number of microphones that may be
activated for a single sound source. With
MaxBus, one talker will activate only one
FP-410 channel, even if multiple microphones
are “hearing” that talker.

Maintains a seamless audio mix by keeping
the most recently activated microphone open
until a newly activated mic takes its place.
Without this function, a long pause in
conversation might cause all mics to turn off
and sound as if the audio signal has been lost.
With Last Mic Lock-On, background ambience
is always present.

“IntelliMix”—How it Works
Multiple miking situations — with a number of talkers
participating — have always presented problems for the audio
technician. If too few mics are used, the coverage of each talker
may vary, with one talker (nearest the mic) being louder and
clearer than the next. Talkers farthest from the mics will sound
“echoey” and reverberant, as very little of the direct sound from
their mouths reaches the microphones. If too many mics are
used, there’s more background noise and reverberation pickup,
as well as less gain before feedback if a sound reinforcement
(PA) system is used.

The FP-410 automatically attenuates any microphone not being used,
greatly reducing excess reverberation and feedback problems. When a
new talker starts, the FP-410 immediately selects and silently activates
the most appropriate microphone. “IntelliMix” electronic processing
enables the FP-410 to provide clear, natural voice pickup. The FP-410
significantly reduces the problems of “boomy” or “muddy” sound,
insufficient sound level (because of feedback or “howling”), and
operator errors. In fact, errors are virtually eliminated because the
FP-410 doesn’t need an operator or technician for continual adjustment
— once set up, it is completely self-sufficient.

It’s somewhat like having multiple video cameras all focused on
the same subject. If the camera signals are combined, the result
is a blurred image. When multiple microphones are open for a
single talker, the result is a blurred audio signal. But it’s often
not practical for someone to turn mics on when they are
needed and off when they are not. The answer is the FP-410.

The FP-410 has numerous applications in video production and audio
recording, broadcasting, and sound reinforcement. In any speech
pickup application with multiple microphones, the FP-410 dramatically
improves audio quality. Switching from manual to automatic
operation allows an individual’s voice to rise above background noise
and reverberation to become clearer and more intelligible.

◆ Four XLR-balanced inputs and two XLR-

◆ Selectable hold time keeps microphones on

balanced outputs. Each can be individually
set for microphone or line-level signals.
◆ Any high quality, low-impedance, balanced

mic (dynamic or condenser) can be used,
including wireless and shotguns

during short pauses in speech.
◆ Automatic gain adjusts as additional

microphones are activated.
◆ Wide, flat frequency response and low

distortion up to +18dB output.

◆ Additional FP-410 mixers can be intercon-

◆ LED indication of mic channel mix levels,

nected. Linked systems can contain over
25 mixers and 100 microphones.

output level and limiter action.
◆ Automatic muting prevents annoying

◆ Front-panel channel gain and master

controls operate as in conventional mixers.

thumps and loudspeaker damage when the
FP-410 is turned on and off.

◆ Separate monitor input and tape output

(aux-level) jacks.
◆ Front panel headphone monitor jacks with

level control.
◆ 48-volt phantom powering for condenser

microphones.
◆ Operates on AC or two 9-volt batteries.
◆ Includes optional bumpers (feet) for use on

horizontal surfaces; a short cable for linking
two FP-410’s; and a rack mount kit for
installation in a 19” rack.
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SCM262
Stereo Microphone Mixer
A half rack space stereo mixer intended for sound reinforcement
applications that integrate microphones with consumer stereo
products. It offers two active-balanced mic inputs with 12v
phantom powering for concdenser mics, as well as three unbalanced stereo aux level inputs. Easy to set up, it is ideal for use in
classrooms and business meetings as well as background music and paging applications for restaurants and health clubs, etc.
◆ Designed to combine paging with background music

◆ One mic/line 1/4” output

◆ Jukebox mute function (defeatable).

◆ One active balanced XLR mic input, one XLR mic, 1/4”

◆ One stereo RCA aux output

◆ Bass and treble EQ controls on ouput

◆ Ducking function (defeatable)

◆ Internal power supply with removable power cable

line input, and three stereo RCA inputs

SCM268 Four Channel Microphone Mixer
A straightforward, four-channel mic mixer for install applications,
the SCM268 is housed in a sturdy half rack enclosure. It provides
versatility and exceptional sound quality with low noise and a flat
frequency response. It’s wide range of balanced and unbalanced
I/O allows it to interface with both pro and consumer audio
sources. These include high-quality transformer-balanced XLR inputs, a switchable microphone/line level transformer-balanced
XLR output, additional RCA line inputs and output, phantom power, and an auxiliary input channel. It is an ideal primary or
sub mixer for sound reinforcement, recording, broadcast, or A/V presentation systems. The SCM268 can be securely mounted in
single or dual rackmount configurations using supplied hardware, or can be fastened on or below a shelf, counter, or tabletop.
◆ Four transformer balanced XLR mic inputs

and five unbalanced (-10dB0 RCA aux inputs
◆ Built-in low-cut filter (below 80Hz) and 12v

phantom power on microphone inputs

◆ One transformer balanced XLR output

(switchable for mic/line operation) and one
RCA aux output
◆ Six-segment LED output level meter

◆ Six transformers provide protection from RF

interference
◆ Internal power supply with a removable IEC

power cord connector

SCM800 Eight Channel Microphone Mixer
The SCM800 is a full-featured, single rack
space, eight channel mic mixer that is perfect
for for a wide range of applications in sound
reinforcement and installations, and presentation systems. Each mic channel offers adjustable EQ, 1/4” insert/direct outputs
and 48v phantom power for condenser mics. The SCM800’s linking capability allows you to connect four units for up to 32
simulataneous microphone channels.
◆ Eight active-balanced mic/line inputs with

block connectors, 48v phantom power and
2-Band EQ (low-frequency rolloff and
high-frequency shelving) per channel

◆ Front panel mixing of all input channels
◆ One balanced block line level output
◆ Front-panel 1/4”

headphone output with

level control

◆ Eight 1/4” TRS insert points or direct outputs

◆ Highly RF-resistant chassis and circuitry

◆ One 1/4” aux input

◆ LED indication of channel clipping
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◆ Peak-responding output limiter with selec-

table thresholds and LED indicator
◆ Two Aux-level input jacks that feed one

channel
◆ Compatible with SCM810 and FP410

automatic microphone mixers
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SCM810
Eight Channel Automatic Microphone Mixer
The SCM810 features most of the same
capabilities as the SMC800, including
eight balanced mic/line inputs, but it
adds automtic mic mixing using Shure’s
patented IntelliMix. IntelliMix helps minimize the poor audio conditions caused by having too many open micropones by
only only activating the mics that are currently being addressed. The SCM810 is designed specifically for installed sound
applications of any scale with linking capabilities for up to 400 microphones.
◆ Eight balanced mic-line input channels using

Phoenix block connectors with 2-Band EQ
(low-frequency rolloff and high-frequency
shelving), 48V phantom power and 1/4”
direct line level outputs per channel

◆ Front-panel 1/4” headphone output with

level control
◆ Highly RF-resistant chassis and circuitry
◆ Bi-color LED indication of channel activation

◆ One unbalanced 1/4” aux input level control
◆ One balanced master line/mic level output

using Phoenix block connector
◆ Peak-responding output limiter with

and clipping

microphones are activated (NOMA: Number
of Open Microphones Attenuator)
◆ Last Mic Lock-On circuit maintains ambient

sound

◆ Reliable, quick-acting, noise-free microphone

selection which automatically adjusts to
changes in background room noise
◆ User-configurable parameters for automatic

selectable thresholds

◆ Automatic gain adjustment as additional

operation

◆ Linking capability for systems up to 400

microphones
◆ Non-automatic aux-level inputs with level

control and LED indicator

SCM410 Four Channel Automatic Microphone Mixer
The SCM410 is a four-channel, half rack version of the SCM810
automatic mic mixer. The SCM410 offers four balanced XLR
mic/line inputs with 2-band EQ per channel and global 12v DC
phantom power. Multiple SCM410 mixers can be linked to each
other , as well as to the FP410, SCM810, and SCM800 mixers.
Thanks to it’s compact size and standard I/O connectivity, the
SCM410 is ideal for for both fixed installations such as houses of worship, schools, and conference facilities as well as
portable applications including A/V carts and mobile presentation systems.
◆ Four active balanced mic level XLR inputs

◆ Fast, noise-free microphone selection, automatically

with 2-band EQ and global phantom power
◆ One active balanced mic/line switchable

XLR output, and unbalanced RCA
auxiliary output
◆ Peak-responding output level meter

Mixer
Total Channels
Inputs
Phantom Power
Main Output

adjusts to changes in background noise
◆ Automatic gain adjustment as additional

microphones are activated-NOMA (Number of
Open Microphones Attenuated)
◆ Bi-color channel activation and clipping LEDs

◆ Last Mic Lock-On circuit maintains

consistent ambient sound
◆ Peak-responding output limiter with

LED indicator
◆ Includes rackmounting hardware and

a link cable

SCM262

SCM268

SCM800

SCM810

5

9

8

8

SCM410
12

2 XLR mic, 3 stereo RCA

4 XLR mic / 5 mono RCA

8 block connector Mic / Line

8 block connector Mic / Line

4 XLR Mic

12 V

12 V

48 V

48 V

12 V

1/4˝ TRS Mic / Line Stereo

XLR Mic / Line Mono

Block Mic / Line Mono

Block Mic / Line Mono

XLR Mic / Line Mono
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S O NY

SRP-X100
Rackmount Audio Mixer
The Sony SRP-X100 is a single rack space
audio mixer with a total of nine inputs
including two mono XLR mic inputs,
four mono XLR mic line inputs and three
stereo RCA line inputs. Outputs include ballanced XLR left and right main outs (switchable to dual mono) as well as two
mono unbalanced RCA sub outs and stereo RCA record outputs. The mixer’s flexible routing capabilities allow you to assign
the mic and line signals between the two sets of stereo outputs. Dedicated level controls are provided for all input channels,
the main ouputs and the sub outs. The SRP-X100 is ideal for use in any venue that requires intergating multiple and varied
audio sources such as boardrooms, conference centers, classrooms and lecture halls.
◆ Two mono XLR mic inputs with 30dB of

headroom, switchable +48 V phantom power
and 100 Hz high-pass filter
◆ Four mono XLR mic/line inputs with switchable

+48v phantom power and 100Hz high-pass
filters available in mic mode. In line input
mode, channels 3 and 5 feed the left outputs,
while 4 and 6 feed the right outputs

◆ Three stereo RCA line inputs

◆ Two, mono RCA Sub outputs

◆ Left / Right, pre-fader Recorder RCA bus

◆ A Separate switch, on the rear panel,

output carries all inputs, except Stereo-3
line input which is configured to monitor
the Record bus output
◆ Master L and R XLR outputs, switchable to

mono outputs.

routes Mic signals to the Sub output and
the Line inputs to the Master outputs
◆ Wide frequency range (20 Hz to 20 kHz,

+0.5/-1.0 dB) and excellent noise
performance.

S O U N D C R A F T EPM SERIES
Affordable, High-Performance 6-, 8- and 12-Channel Mixers
The EPM series are high-quality, affordable small format mixers designed for live sound
applications. They are available with 6-, 8- and 12 mono inputs that utilize Graham Blyth
designed, 30th anniversary, high-resolution GB30 mic preamps with 3-band EQ,
phantom power and 2 aux sends per channel. Each mixer also features two
stereo line input channels and a master section with comprehensive monitoring and independent monitor and headphone outputs. The EPM series’
incorporates Soundcraft’s legendary quality and ergonomic design principals with
a sturdy metal chassis and the use of surface mount technology that employs highly
accurate components that are laid out in an easily approachable control surface.
◆

6 x 2, 8 x 2 and 12 x 2 mono input configurations plus two stereo channels

◆ Each mono XLR mic / 1/4” line input features

60mm faders, variable gain, pan, 3-band EQ
with sweepable mid band, two aux sends, 1/4”
TRS inserts, mute and solo buttons
◆ The two stereo line inputs feature 1/4”

TRS
connectors, 60mm faders, variable gain, pan, 2
band EQ, two aux sends, mute and solo buttons
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◆ Global phantom power switchable

for all mic inputs
◆ Two auxiliary buses, globally config-

urable for pre/post fader operation,
for accessing external effects and/or
creating monitor mixes
◆ RCA phono stereo playback inputs

and record outputs
◆ Separate, 60mm faders for the left

and right main outputs
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◆ Ten-segment LED metering monitors

the main outputs or any solo’d channels
◆ XLR main outputs with 1/4”

TRS inserts

◆ Intuitive and comprehensive solo

system
◆ Independently controllable 1/4”

headphone output and left and right
1/4” monitor outputs
◆ Easily rack mountable
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MG SERIES
Analog Mixers
Yamaha’s analog MG mixer series cover
multiple applications, including PA, project
studio, classroom, house of worship,
personal monitoring and sub-mixing uses.
The MG-series features six models ranging
in size from the small MG10/2 10-channel/
2-bus unit right up to the very flexible
MG32/14FX 32-channel/14-bus type with
an impressive selection of built-in effects.
There have been no compromises. The mixers are built for great sound, total control, and superior reliability. In fact, they undergo the same rigorous quality
and reliability tests as Yamaha’s world-class PM-series mixing consoles. Yet, they take full advantage of the latest Yamaha technology and manufacturing techniques to offer more value than you’ll find anywhere
else. In short, they offer extraordinary performance and mixing power at remarkable prices. If you need a
high-performance analog mixer for music production or sound reinforcement, the Yamaha MG Series is the first
— and last — place you should look.

MG10/2 Mixing Console
If you simply need to mix a few sources to stereo, but still want the
finest, audio quality available, the MG10/2 is an outstanding choice.
Compact and easy to use—the MG10/2 can even be mounted on a
mic stand (with optional adapter) for totally flexible positioning and
easy access. Ideal for demo and music production in your personal
studio, for band rehearsal or small sound reinforcement applications.

10-Input Channels

Aux Sends and Returns
◆ Two 1/4” TRS post-fader aux sends are

◆ Channels 1 - 2 provide a choice of XLR mic

available for creating a monitor mix or
accessing an external effects processor.

or 1/4˝ TRS line inputs with insert I/O for
adding external compressors or EQ.

◆ 1/4” TRS stereo aux returns with level

◆ Channels 3 - 6 can be configured as two

control provide the means bringing an
external effects unit back into the mix.

1/4” TRS stereo line inputs or as two mono
microphone inputs.

3-Band Channel EQ & HPF
◆ Designed for smooth, “musical” response,

◆ The mic preamps use high-performance

head amplifiers and switchable phantom
power allowing you to bring out the best of
both dynamic or condenser microphones.

master level control
◆ 1/4” TRS balanced control room and 1/4”

headphone outputs with level control are
also provided.
◆ Left and right RCA record outputs as well as

2 track inputs with level control.

◆ Channels 7 - 10 are configured as two stereo

channels with a choice of 1/4” TRS or RCA
inputs.

Mains Section
◆ 1/4” TRS balanced main outputs with

a 3-band EQ is provided on all input
channels. Mono mic input channels also
feature a switchable highpass filter for
cutting unwanted low-frequencies.

◆ 12-segment LED output meters

Optional Mic Stand Mount
◆ Mounts on a mic stand with the optional

BMS-10A Mic Stand Adaptor, so the mixer is
always within easy reach.
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MG SERIES MIXERS
Analog Mixers
The mid-range MG models go beyond the basics to give you extensive
control for a wide range of applications - with the no-compromise
Yamaha sonic quality that makes the MG mixers the finest in their
class. Whether music is a hobby or profession, these mixers will
deliver total satisfaction. If you don’t need effects, or already
have an arsenal of outboard favorites, the MG12/4 or MG16/4
may offer all the capacity and capabilities you need. But if the idea
of having some of the finest effects available built right into the console
appeals to you, then consider the effect enabled MG16/6FX.

STEP-UP FEATURES (FROM THE MG10/2):
MG12/4 –12 Input Channels

◆ Faders are provided for the input channels,

◆ Channels 1 - 4 provide a choice of XLR mic

stereo group and main stereo bus.

or 1/4” TRS line inputs with insert I/O for
adding external compressors or EQ.

◆ Separate level controls are provided

◆ Channels 5 - 8 can be configured as two

1/4” TRS stereo line inputs or as two mono
microphone inputs.

for each channel’s two Aux Sends.
Additionally, Aux one can be switched
Pre or Post fader.

◆ Master Send controls for controlling output

levels independently for Aux 1/2
◆ The main stereo outputs feature both XLR

and 1/4” TRS output connectors.
◆ Supplied with rackmount adapters, use

them on a desktop or mounted in a rack

◆ Channels 9 - 12 are configured as two stereo

channels with a choice of 1/4” TRS or RCA
inputs.

MG16/4 –16 Input Channels
◆ Channels 1 - 8 provide a choice of XLR mic

or 1/4” TRS line inputs with insert I/O for
adding external compressors or EQ.
◆ Channels 9 - 12 can be configured as two

1/4” TRS stereo line inputs or as two mono
microphone inputs.
◆ Channels 13 - 16 are configured as two

stereo channels with a choice of 1/4” TRS
or RCA inputs.

Stereo Group Buss
◆ A stereo group bus with 1/4” TRS outputs

adds a convenient way of channel grouping
– ideal for creating a discrete signal path for
tracking or creating a monitor mix.

Illuminated Switches
◆ Each input channel features illuminated

switches for ON (Stereo buss assign), PFL
(Pre- Fader Listen), and phantom power
providing visual confirmation of settings.
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MG16/6FX Mixer with Effects
16 Input Channels
◆ Channels 1 - 8 provide a choice of

XLR mic or 1/4” TRS line inputs with
insert I/O for adding external
compressors or EQ.
◆ Channels 9 - 12 can be configured as

two 1/4” TRS stereo line inputs or as
two mono microphone inputs.
◆ Channels 13 - 16 are configured as two

stereo channels with a choice of 1/4”
TRS or RCA inputs.

Internal Digital Effects
◆ Built-in internal effects processor

with 16 superb reverb and delay
programs with a variable parameter
control.
◆ An effect send on each input is provid-

ed for controlling the amount of effect
for each channel.

www.bhphotovideo.com

7-band Stereo Graphic EQ
◆ A 7-band stereo graphic equalizer with

±12dB boost/cut per band is available for
flexible overall response shaping control.

Six Buses
(Stereo and Two Group Pairs)
◆ Two pairs of stereo group buses are

provided for convenient channel
grouping, in addition to the main
stereo bus.

Enhanced Channel EQ
◆ The mono input channels feature

3-band EQ with a sweepable mid band
as well as a High Pass Filter for cutting
out unwanted low frequencies on the
mic inputs.
◆ Stereo input channels feature four

fixed frequency bands (High, High-Mid,
Low-Mid and Low).
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MG10/2 • MG12/4 • MG16/4 • MG16/6FX
MG10/2

MG12/4

MG16/4

MG16/6FX

Input Channels

10

12

16

16

XLR Mic Inputs

4

6

10

10

1/4˝ TRS Line Inputs

2

4

8

8

Stereo Inputs

2

2

2

2

Ch 1 – 2

Ch 1 – 4

Ch 1 – 8

Ch 1 – 8

1/4˝ TRS Insert I/O
Phantom Power
Input Gain Control
High Pass Filter

+ 48 V

+ 48 V

+ 48 V

+ 48 V

44 dB variable

44 dB variable

44 dB variable

44 dB variable

80 Hz 12 dB/Oct

80 Hz 12 dB/Oct

80 Hz 12 dB/Oct

80 Hz 12 dB/Oct

2 (1/Pre, 2/Post)

2 (1/Post-Pre, 2/Post)

2 (1/Post-Pre, 2/Post)

2 (1/Pre, 2/Post-Pre),
1

AUX Send/Return
1/4˝ TRS Send
1/4˝ TRS Stereo Aux Return

1

1

1

Effect Send

—

—

—

1

2 Track In

Stereo RCA

Stereo RCA

Stereo RCA

Stereo RCA

Record Out

Stereo RCA

Stereo RCA

Stereo RCA

Stereo RCA

1/4˝ TRS

1/4˝ TRS & XLR

1/4˝ TRS & XLR

1/4˝ TRS & XLR

—

—

—

—

1/4˝ TRS

1/4˝ TRS

1/4˝ TRS

1/4˝ TRS

—

2

2

4

Main Stereo Out
Main Stereo Inserts
Stereo C/R Out
1/4˝ TRS Group Out
1/4˝ TRS Group Inserts
Stereo Headphone Output

—

—

—

—

1/4˝ TRS

1/4˝ TRS

1/4˝ TRS

1/4˝ TRS

±15 dB (Max.)

±15 dB (Max.)

±15 dB (Max.)

±15 dB (Max.)

CH EQ (Mono Channels)
Boost/Cut per band
High (Shelving)

10 kHz

10 kHz

10 kHz

10 kHz

Mid (Peaking)

2.5 kHz

2.5 kHz

2.5 kHz

0.25 – 5 kHz

Low (Shelving)

100 Hz

100 Hz

100 Hz

100 Hz

±15 dB (Max.)

±15 dB (Max.)

±15 dB (Max.)

±15 dB (Max.)

10 kHz

10 kHz

10 kHz

10 kHz

—

—

—

3 kHz (Peaking)

2.5 kHz

2.5 kHz

2.5 kHz

—
800 Hz (Peaking)

CH EQ (Stereo Channels)
Boost/Cut per band
High (Shelving)
Hi-Mid
Mid (Peaking)
Low-Mid

—

—

—

100 Hz

100 Hz

100 Hz

100 Hz

7-band Graphic Equalizer

—

—

—

(125, 250, 500, 1k, 2k, 4k, 8 kHz)

Boost/Cut per Band

—

—

—

±12 dB (Max.)

Internal Digital Effect

—

—

—

1 (16 Programs)

Low (Shelving)

Dimensions (WDH)
Mounting Capabilities

10.2 x 11.3 x 2.5”

12.5 x 16.4 x 4.1”

16.7 x 16.4 x 4.1”

16.7 x 16.4 x 4.1”

Mic Stand Mountable

Rack Mountable

Rack Mountable

Rack Mountable

SONIC SPECIFICATIONS
Total Harmonic Distortion
Frequency Response
Input Hum & Noise
Crosstalk

Less than 0.1% (THD+N) 20Hz – 20kHz @ +14dB 600 Ω (ST OUT)
0 +1, -3 dB 20Hz – 20kHz @ +4 dB 600 Ω (ST OUT)
128dB 20Hz – 20 kHz, Rs=150 Ω, Input Gain=Max, Input sensitivity=-60dB
-70 dB @ 1kHz
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Obtaining information and ordering from B&H is quick and
easy. When you call us, just punch in the corresponding
Quick Dial number anytime during our welcome message.
The Quick Dial code then directs you to the specific
professional sales associates in our order department.
For Section 12B, Processors,
use Quick Dial #: 92
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PROCESSORS

ALESIS

3630
RMS/Peak Dual Channel Compressor/Limiter with Gate
The 3630 is an affordable
single rack space dynamics
processor that provides two
independent full-featured
channels of compression, limiting and gating, suitable for any application from subtle gain control to in-your-face
punch. The compression section features variable Ratio, Threshold, Attack and Release controls as well as switchable
RMS and Peak detection circuitry and Hard and Soft knee compression curves. The two fully independent gates feature
variable threshold and rate controls to easily silence ambient noise. You can use the 3630 as an independent dualchannel compressor, with separate controls for each channel or push the Link button to strap the left and right channels
together for stereo processing. Also features 1/4˝ inputs and outputs, precise signal metering and a sidechain insert for
keying or ducking effects.
◆ Two discrete channels with identical con-

trols and I/O provide stereo or dual mono
operation – you can use each of the two
channels independently, or you can strap
both channels together, using the Link button, for stereo operation with both channels
being controlled by channel A

Compression
◆ Each channel features a variable Threshold

and Ratio controls
◆ Selectable Peak or RMS sidechain circuit

reacts to signal peaks and potential clipping
or average signal levels

◆ Selectable Hard and Soft Knee compression
◆ Bypass switches make it easy to compare

the processed and unprocessed signals

Noise Gate
◆ Variable Threshold and Rate controls
◆ A pair of LEDs indicate whether the gate is

open or closed

LED meters are switchable to show either
input or output levels

Rear Panel
◆ 1/4” unbalanced inputs and outputs

switchable for +4 dBu or -10dBV operation
◆ 1/4” TRS side chain I/O inserting an EQ or

other external control signal

Output and Metering
◆ Output (makeup gain) level control
◆ 12-segment LED gain reduction metering

(-1 to -30 dB range) as well as 12-segment

DEQ 230 DIGITAL EQ
Programmable Dual 1/3-Octave Graphic Digital EQs
Unlike so many EQs on
the market today, the
DEQ-230 has a friendly,
intuitive nature, making
it one of the easiest to use, manipulate and control. With a sleek industrial design including over 800 individual LEDs to
give a richly detailed view of EQ curves, the DEQ-230 is a clear standout in the world of graphic equalization. Plus its
feature set is well suited for professional studio applications, while its very affordable price also makes it attractive to the
recording hobbyist or performing musician.
Taking advantage of its internal digital signal processing and unique user interface, the DEQ-230 has the ability to store
and recall 25 preset and 25 user-defined curves, as well as a single bypass button that affects both channels simultaneously.
Sized to fit a single rack mount chassis, it includes 1/4” unbalanced analog I/O and an external AC power supply.
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240
Two-Channel, Logic Gated Compressor
The 240 is a two-channel
unit designed to have both
technologies work as a
seamlessly integrated
system. When the gate activates, the compressor is prevented from releasing. This avoids the conflict of the compressor
attempting to raise signal level while the gate attempts to reduce it. The Logic-Assisted Gate technology provides the most
reliable, accurate and stable operation of any gate. The circuitry of the gate is designed to never false trigger, click or chatter.
Once triggered, even by a microscopic transient, the gate progresses through its attack, hold and release sequence. Controls
on the gating portion include Threshold, Attack, Hold, Release and Depth. Controls in the compressor section include Drive,
Speed and Output. Each channel may be used independently or the two channels may be linked for stereo processing.
◆ The gate and compressor work as an

◆ A rear key insert jack allows line-level

integrated system, never fighting each
other. If the gate is triggered, the
compressor’s gain reduction is “frozen” until
the gate is open again.

equipment to be inserted into the signal
path of the gate’s threshold detector for
applications such as de-essing or keying the
gate to an external signal.

◆ Insert point is between the unit’s input

stage and gate detector.
◆ A front panel multicolored LED bar graph

meter displays either peak output level or
gain reduction.

323ACompellor/Aural Exciter
The 323A Compellor/Aural
Exciter is a single channel
dynamics processor and
program enhancer that
permits absolute control over program dynamics. The "Compellor" section is a self adjusting dynamic audio processor with
“intelligent” control electronics that monitor and control long term dynamics, while simultaneously providing excellent
leveling, compression and peak limiting action. Set-up and operation are simple and virtually fool-proof. The “Aural Exciter”
section enhances and restores program material, resulting in increased audio presence, intelligibility and articulation.
◆

Multi-function dynamic processor with
enhancer section.

◆

Smooth and transparent compression
action with intelligent attack and release
control.

◆

Delivers undetectable Automatic Gain
Control (AGC) for maximum stability of
program levels.

◆

Peak Limiter protects system components
from sudden and potentially damaging
peaks.

◆

LED metering system displays a choice of
input, output, or gain reduction levels.

◆

Aural Exciter section improved
performance and reduced distortion.

◆

A L E S I S VOCAL ZAPPER
Vocal Reduction Tool
An affordable stereo vocal reducer in an ultracompact 1/4-space rackmount chassis, the Vocal
Zapper has the ability to precisely reduce vocals
from any CD or stereo music source. It features 16 unique algorithms
that allow optimal reduction of different types of vocals in various types of mixes. There are
two 1/4” inputs and two 1/4” outputs operating at 24-bit conversion and 48kHz sample rate.
◆ 16 algorithms optimally reduce various

types vocals.
◆ Input CD/MP3 player, or any stereo line input.

◆ Sing along with any CD in your collection.
◆ Use for performance or practice.
◆ Dimensions:

1.5 x 4.25 x 5.3” (HWD).

Selectable nominal operating level.
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320A COMPELLOR
Dual Channel Compressor/Leveler/Limiter
The 320A delivers intelligent
compressor action, leveling and
peak limiting simultaneously. This
versatile and highly affordable processor can be used to solve audio level problems and improve audio signals in the
broadcast studio, recording studio and in live sound applications. Patented control circuits include analog computers that
continuously analyze the input signal and vary the control characteristics to provide for virtually undetectable operation,
regardless of the dynamics of the program. Extremely easy to use, you only need to set the Drive level to generate the
desired amount of processing, set the Process Balance control between leveling and compression and adjust the output
level for unity gain. The 320A is then ready to provide complete dynamic control - smooth, inaudible compression,
increased system gain, desired program density and the freedom from constant “gain riding” - fully automatically!
Its unique circuit design actually enhances transient qualities, thus making even heavy processing undetectable.
◆ Dual mono or stereo operation.

◆ Leveling Speed (fast/slow) switch is located on the front panel, as

◆ “Invisible” compression characteristics assure tight

dynamics and

transparent performance

is the defeat switch for the peak limiter.
◆ An RJ-11 connector on the rear panel facilitates remote relay

◆ Intuitive front panel metering system displays input/output or gain

reduction levels.

bypass of the unit.
◆ Instantaneous peak limiting for effective system protection (user

◆ Intelligent Automated Gain Control (AGC) for consistent program levels.
◆ All potentiometers are detented for accurate resetting of controls.
◆ Operating reference levels are selectable from -10dBV, +4dBu or +8dBu.

defeatable).
◆ Adaptive control circuits make for fast, simple set-up and no

readjustment for varying program dynamics.

622 Logic Assisted Expander/Gate
The choice of professionals in
recording, broadcast and sound
reinforcement, the 622 incorporates
proprietary detection circuitry to provide the most reliable, accurate and stable operation of any gate. And with the
ability to increase your dynamics along with lowering the noise floor of your gear, comes the highest quality VCA’s to
assure that you will never hear a click in your material again! The 622 also offers the highest quality audio path, flexible
high “Q” key filters, key headphone outputs on the front panel and remote controlled bypass relays. Whether using it to
keep your vocals clean or to control feedback, the 622 is a phenomenal addition to your processing rack!
◆ Use for live performance applications.

◆ 119 dB dynamic range, lowest distortion

◆ Logic Assisted Gate Circuitry combines

(0.005% typical) and widest frequency
response (5Hz-100kHz).

sophisticated level detection with logic
generated control voltage assuring positive,
stable and accurate triggering regardless of
attack time.
◆ VCA 1001 voltage controlled attenuator

assures the highest audio quality, speed
and freedom from DC control feed through
(no clicks regardless of attack time).
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◆ Switchable parametric key input filters

(-24dB/octave filters with frequency and
bandwidth controls).
◆ Switchable ducking mode with fully

adjustable control of trigger threshold,
attack time, hold time, release time,
expander ratio, and attenuation range.

www.bhphotovideo.com

◆ Front headphone jack to monitor key input

without disrupting audio output.
◆ Dedicated downward expander mode.

allows high resolution of ratio adjustment
from 1.2:1 to 10:1.
◆ Simple and accurate metering system.
◆ Servo-balanced input and output circuits.
◆ +4/-10 operation, rear panel selectable.
◆ Hardwire relay bypass: remote controllable.
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722 DOMINATOR II
Precision MultiBand Peak Limiter
The Dominator II is a stereo
MultiBand peak limiter designed
to fit a wide range of applications.
Through the use of MultiBand techniques along with proprietary circuits, the audibility of limiting action is greatly reduced,
especially when compared to conventional limiters. This means that greater limiting depth is possible, resulting in higher
loudness with maintained audio quality. At virtually any limiting depth, the Dominator II is free of “hole punching”, “dullness”,
and most other effects normally associated with limiters. As a peak overshoot protection limiter, the Dominator II is
undetectable in line while it absolutely prevents peak levels from exceeding a user settable output level. In addition, the
desired limiting effects of greater audio density and increased punch are readily available with the Dominator II.
◆ Peak Ceiling Trimmable in 0.2dB steps over a

34dB range

◆ LF and HF EQ provides shaping equalization

below peak ceiling

◆ 3-bands of limiting with switchable crossover

frequencies

◆ Relay bypass is remote controllable
◆ Servo-balanced transformerless inputs and

outputs

◆ Patented Automatic Limit Threshold (ALT)

circuitry

◆ Pre-emphasis is an equalization curve

◆ Freedom from pumping
◆ Freedom from Spectral Gain Intermodulation
◆ Adjustable density (relative crest height)
◆ Calibrated detented potentiometers
◆ 104dB dynamic range

expressed as a time value based on the ratio
of a resistor and capacitor. The higher the
value, the greater the equalization. It has
been employed as a noise reduction
technique for broadcast and transmission
links. There are primarily two world
standards- 50 and 75 microseconds.

◆ Separately switchable pre and de-emphasis

curves. With pre-emphasis switched in, either
50 or 75 microseconds, the equalization curve
is added after the input stage and before the
limiters. When de-emphasis is switched in,
the complementary de-emphasis curve is
inserted after the final clipper and before the
output stage.
◆ When both pre and de-emphasis are

switched in, the frequency response of the
output is flat. When the input is below
threshold and as the input increases above
threshold the output takes the shape of the
de-emphasis curve.

120 1 x 4 Servo-Balanced

124 Bi-directional Audio Level

Distribution Amp

Matching Interface

If you are
in the
market for a
high-quality,
performance driven Distribution Amp, then the 120 is just what
you are looking for! With specifications better than digital recordings (better than 90db and 5Hz - 100kHz specs), the 120 is
designed from the ground up to be rock-solid in any situation. So,
for any situation that you can throw at it, Aphex’s 120 Distribution
Amp offers 4 outputs that perform exceptionally well!
The 120 is a high performance audio distribution amplifier with a
single high impedance input and four low impedance outputs, all
electronically servo-balanced. The 120’s transformerless circuits are
designed for wide, flat frequency response free from ringing or
overshoot, making it ideal for distribution of SMPTE time code as
well as audio. Each output has its own amplifier and level control
for maximum versatility and isolation. The sturdy steel chassis may
be used stand-alone or rackmounted, singly or in pairs.

You want
to match
your gear’s
inputs and
outputs... but everything is starting to sound awful! A CD player
there, a recorder there... Throw in a few keyboards and a mixer.
Start mixing different line levels (-10dBV for your keyboards and
+4 for your mixer) and you're mixing levels are going to be all
over the place. One line is going to be really hot while another is
barely audible. But don’t forget the noise or loss of dynamics
that you are going to have with your gear when you start trying
to match levels! That's where the 124 comes into the picture! The
124 Audio Level Interface is designed to allow use of -10dBV consumer Hi-Fi equipment with +4 or +8dBm professional and
industrial audio systems. It provides an extremely clean, reliable
two-way buffer so both systems can operate at maximum performance levels, matching impedances and operating levels. The
124 is going to make your life so much easier!

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 92
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341 / 351 / 355
Graphic Equalizers
The 341(dual channel 15 band, 2/3
octave), 351(single channel 31 band,
1/3 octave), and 355 (dual channel 31
band, 1/3 octave) graphic equalizers
designed for use in a number of live
and studio applications including fixed
installations. All three models feature
constant Q circuitry and 20mm center
detent sliders with a selectable
boost/cut range of 6dB or 12dB, as well
as per channel input level control,
channel bypass switch with status LED,
and clip LED. The model 351 and 355 also offer adjustable high and low pass filters for controlling unwanted hiss and low
end rumble. Balanced XLR and 1/4” TRS as well as unbalanced RCA inputs and outputs are provided, allowing the units to
be interfaced with a variety of professional and consumer level equipment. The single rack space 341 and 351 as well as
the dual rack space 355 are housed in a rugged steel chassis.

341 (AREQ341)

351 (AREQ351)

355 (AREQ355)

Dual Channel 15-Band Graphic EQ

Single Channel 31-Band Graphic EQ

Dual Channel 31-Band Graphic EQ

HD-215 / 131 / 231 Graphic Equalizers
The HD-215 (dual channel, 15-band),
HD-131(single channel, 31-band), and
HD-231(dual channel, 31-band) are
rugged, dependable and affordable
graphic equalizers, designed for
professional use in live sound
installations such as church, nightclub
and PA systems as well as conference
rooms, class rooms and lecture halls.
Each model in the HD range features
20mm smooth action faders,
selectable for ±6db or ±12dB boost
and cut with accurate constant-Q precision center frequencies that minimize interactions between adjacent frequencies.
Other control features inlcude independent, variable high and low pass filtering and output gain controls as well as a
bypass switch. XLR, 1/4” and Euroblack barrier strip connectors ensure seemless integration into any system.

HD-215 (ARHD215)

HD-131 (ARHD131)

HD-231 (ARHD231)

Dual Channel 15-Band Graphic EQ

Single Channel 31-Band Graphic EQ

Dual Channel 31-Band Graphic EQ

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO
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HQ-15 / HQ-31 / HQ-231
Dual 15-Band/Single and
Dual 31-Band Graphic EQs with Feedback Detection
The HQ-15 (Dual Channel 15-Band EQ), HQ-31
(Single-Channel 31-Band EQ) and HQ-231
(Dual-Channel 31-Band) are equipped with
ART’s proprietary FDC (Feedback Detection
Circuitry) to help you keep live sound under
control. Different from other systems in that it
is extremely fast and accurate, FDC utilizes a
set of LED indicators that show which of the
many EQ bands has the greatest energy. And
while FDC illuminates the band with the
greatest energy with the brightest LED, it
doesn’t fully discriminate between bands and
will not get “stuck” on one band when there is
no signal. The LED indicators can immediately
show which band corresponds to the feedback
frequency, allowing sound engineers to reduce gain in that band to quickly kill the feedback while having minimal
impact on the sound of the live program material. The FDC also acts as a simple spectrum viewer while the concert proceeds showing where the “hot” areas are. During system setup and sound check, FDC may be used to help identify room
and sound system resonances. By increasing the gain until feedback, it is easy to identify those frequencies that are likely
to be problems. Reducing the gain in these bands helps tune the sound system, and, remove problem areas before the
show begins. It also helps increase the gain margin before feedback.

HQ-15 (ARHQ15)

HQ-31 (ARHQ31)

HQ-231 (ARHQ231)

Dual Channel 15-Band Graphic EQ

Single Channel 31-Band Graphic EQ

Dual Channel 31-Band Graphic EQ

Mixer
Frequency Bands (ISO spacing)

341

351

355

HD-215

HD-131

HD-231

HQ-15

HQ-31

HQ-231

2x15, 2/3 oct.

1x31, 1/3 oct.

2x31, 1/3 oct.

2x15, 2/3 oct.

1x31, 1/3 oct.

2x31, 1/3 oct.

2x15, 2/3 oct.

1x31, 1/3 oct.

2x31, 1/3 oct.

20mm

45mm

45mm

20mm

Filter Type
Slider Travel

Constant-Q -3% Center Accuracy
20mm

20mm

20mm

20mm

Range (Selectable)
Input/Output Connections
Maximum Input Level
Output Impedance (Typical)
Max. Output Level
Frequency Response (± .5 dB)

20mm
±6dB or ±12dB

XLR, 1/4” TRS
RCA

XLR, 1/4” TRS
RCA

XLR, 1/4” TRS
RCA

XLR, 1/4” TRS
Euroblock

XLR, 1/4” TRS
Euroblock

XLR, 1/4” TRS
Euroblock

XLR, 1/4” TRS
RCA

XLR, 1/4” TRS
RCA

XLR, 1/4” TRS
RCA

+22 dBm

+22 dBm

+22 dBm

+22dBm

+22dBm

+22dBm

+22 dBm

+22 dBm

+22 dBm

<150Ω

<150Ω

<150Ω

<150Ω

<150Ω

<150Ω

<150Ω

<150Ω

<150Ω

+22dBm

+22dBm

+22dBm

+22dBm

+22dBm

+22dBm

+22dBm

+22dBm

+22dBm

20Hz -20kHz

20Hz -20kHz

20Hz -20kHz

20Hz -20kHz

20Hz -20kHz

20Hz -20kHz

20Hz -20kHz

20Hz -20kHz

20Hz -20kHz

THD + Noise

0.01%

0.01%

0.01%

0.01%

0.01%

0.01%

0.01%

0.01%

0.01%

Signal to Noise Ratio

-94 dB

-94 dB

-94 dB

>95dB

>98dB

>98dB

-94 dB

-94 dB

-94 dB

13⁄4 x 19 x 81⁄2”

13⁄4 x 19 x 81⁄2”

31⁄2 x 19 x 81⁄2”

13⁄4 x 19 x 71⁄2”

13⁄4 x 19 x 7”

31⁄2 x 19 x 7”

31⁄2 x 19 x 81⁄2”

31⁄2 x 19 x 91⁄2”

31⁄2 x 19 x 71⁄2”

4.5 lbs.

4.5 lbs.

9 lbs.

7.5 lbs.

7.5 lbs.

12 lbs.

4.5 lbs.

4.5 lbs.

12 lbs.

Size (HWD)
Weight

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 92
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MQX SERIES
MQX-1310 Miniature 31-Band Graphic Equalizer
The MQX-1310 is a single rack space,
single-channel graphic equalizer that is
ideal for tuning a room’s acoustics and
controlling microphone feedback. It has
31 bands with standard ISO frequency intervals of 1/3 octave and a frequency range of 20 Hz to 20kHz. Each of the 31 bands
are controlled by 25mm, linear slide faders, with center detent and switch selectable boost / cut range of ±6dB or ±15dB.
The MQX-1310 offers balanced (transformerless) XLR and 1/4” as well as barrier strip terminal inputs and outputs. The use
of optimized Wein-bridge filters, for each frequency band, ensures minimum filter interacton and a constant bandwidth
regardless of a slider’s boost or cut setting. For greater signal to noise performance and transparency, filters in the center
detent position are electrically removed from the circuit.Other features include an -infinity to +6dB gain control, switchable
18dB per octave high pass filter at 40Hz, green signal presence and red clip indicators as well as an EQ bypass switch.

MQX-2150 Miniature Dual 15-Band Graphic Equalizer
The MQX-2150 is a single rack space
graphic EQ with most of the same
features as the MQX-1310, but is split
into two 15-band channels using ISO
frequency intervals of 2/3 octave that
cover a frequency range of 25Hz to 16kHz. Along with the dual 15-bands, gain control, EQ boost and cut range, HPF, signal
presence and red clip indicators as well as EQ bypass are independent for each channel. Inputs and output are available
via balanced (transformless) XLR and 1/4” connectors.

MQX-2310 Miniature 31-Band Graphic Equalizer
The two rack space MQX-2310 represents the
next logical step in Ashly’s Miniature
Garphic Equalizer series with 31 bands
available on two channels, allowing
dual mono or stereo operation. As
with the MQX-1310 , each band is
centered on standard ISO frequencies
at intervals of 1/3 octave and covering a frequency range of 20Hz to 20kHz. The MQX-2310 offers balanced (transformerless)
XLR and 1/4” as well as barrier strip terminal inputs and outputs.
MQX-1310 (ASMQX1310): Mono 31-Band
Graphic Equalizer ..................................374.95

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO

MQX-2150 (ASMQX2150): Stereo 15-Band
Graphic Equalizer .....................................CALL

www.bhphotovideo.com

MQX-2310 (ASMQX2310): Stereo 31-Band
Graphic Equalizer ......................................CALL
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GQX SERIES
GQX-1502 Two Channel 2/3 Octave Graphic Equalizer
The GQX-1502 is a dual-rack space stereo graphic
equalizer with two channels of 15-band 2/3
octave EQ, controlled by 45mm, linear travel
sliders. The 15 frequency bands cover a
range of 25Hz to 16kHz and can be boost
or cut ±15dB. The inputs and outputs are
provided on servo-balanced XLR, 1/4” and
barrier strip terminals. As with the Miniature Graphic Equalizer series, the use of Wein-bridge filters minimizes interactions
between frequency bands while maintaining constant bandwidth thoughtout each filter’s boost and cut range. Each filter
is electrically removed from the circuit in the center detent position. Other per channel features include a switchable 12dB
per octave high pass filter at 40Hz, an LED overload indicator as well as ±15dB gain control, and an overall EQ bypass.

GQX-3101 Single Channel 1/3 Octave Graphic EQ
A single channel 31-band, 1/3 octave graphic
EQ with Wein-bridge filters, housed in a sturdy
steel dual rack space. The 31 bands cover a
frequency range of 20Hz to 20kHz. The linear
slide faders feature 45mm travel, metal actuator
shafts and a tactile center detent. The range of
boost and cut per band is switchable between either ±6dB or ±15dB. It offers inputs and outputs that are (transformerless)
balanced type on both XLR, 1/4” phone jacks and barrier strip terminals. A switchable 18dB per octave high pass filter is
provided with a vraible frequency between 8Hz to 200Hz. The GQX-3101 also features a 2 color, 10-segment LED meter as
well as an overload LED indicator. Other features include varibale input gain and an overall EQ bypass switch.

GQX-3102 Stereo 1/3 Octave Graphic Equalizer
The GQX-3102 has the same features and
components as the GQX-3101, but with two
channels and a three rack space housing. It is
ideal for installation requiring maximum
flexibility, fidelity and accessibility. And like
all of Ashly’s graphic Equalizers, the GQX-3102
is backed by a five year warranty.
GQX-1502 (ASGQX1502): Dual Channel
15-Band Graphic Equalizer..................CALL

GQX-3101 (ASGQX3101): Single Channel
31-Band Graphic Equalizer ..................CALL

GQX-3102 (ASGQX3102): Dual Channel
31-Band Graphic Equalizer ..................CALL

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 92
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BEHRINGER

MDX-1600 / 2600 / 4600
Autocom Pro-XL ◆ Composer Pro-XL ◆ Multicom Pro-XL
The MDX-1600, MDX-2600
and MDX-4600 feature
Behringer’s revolutionary
MDX-1600: Autocom Pro-XL
IKA (Interactive Knee
Adaptation) circuit that
successfully combines the
“hard knee” compressor
MDX-2600: Composer Pro-XL
circuit with the “soft knee”
characteristic. They
implement the IGC
MDX-4600: Multicom Pro-XL
(Interactive Gain Control)
peak limiter that cleverly combines a clipper and program limiter. You’ll find the IRC (Interactive Ratio Control) expander
that automatically changes its ratio settings with the program material for ultra-musical and inaudible noise suppression.
A switchable low contour filter prevents “pumping”, while Behringer’s IDE (Interactive Dynamic Enhancer) specifically
makes up for the compression-induced loss of treble energy—assuring brilliant, lively audio even with heavy compression.
◆ Stereo couple function with independent

◆ Interactive Dynamic Enhancer (adjustable

output level settings

on the MDX1600)

◆ High-quality detented ALPS potentiometers

◆ Automatic or manually adjustable attack

and illuminated switches

and release times (MDX-1600/2600 only)

◆ Servo-balanced, gold-plated 1/4” and XLR

◆ Switchable side chain input with side chain

inputs/outputs (+4 dBu/10dBV switchable)

monitor function (MDX-1600/2600 only)

◆ The MDX-1600 has a de-esser while the

MDX-2600 has a switchable voice adaptive
de-esser that differentiates between male
and female voices. The MDX-2600 can also
simulate tube circuitry for extra warmth and
transparency.

MDX-1600

MDX-2600

MDX-4600

Channels

2

2

4

Inputs

2x XLR, 2x 1/4” TRS phone, 2x 1/4” TS Sidechain

4x XLR, 4x 1/4” TRS phone

Outputs

2x XLR, 2x 1/4” TRS phone, 2x 1/4” TS Sidechain

4x XLR, 4x 1/4” TRS phone

Maximum Input Level
Compression Threshold
Compression Ratio
Attack Time

Gate Rate

Make-up Gain
Frequency Response

Price

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO

+21dBu

-20dB to +20dB, variable

-40dB to +20dB, variable

-40dB to +20dB, variable

1:1 to infinity:1, variable

1:1 to infinity:1, variable

1:1 to infinity:1, variable

OFF to +10dB, variable

OFF to +10dB, variable

Attack: Program dependent; Release: SLOW/FAST, variable

Maximum Output Level

Weight

+22dBu

Automatic or manual; Manual: 0.3mSec to 300mSec

Gate Threshold

Noise

+22dBu

Automatic
—
—

+21dBu

+21dBu

+21dBu

-20dB to +20dB, variable

-20dB to +20dB, variable

-20dB to +20dB, variable

0.35Hz to 200kHz, +0/-3dB

0.35Hz to 200kHz, +0/-3dB

0.35Hz to 200kHz, +0/-3dB

SNR: 115dB, unweighted

SNR: 115dB, unweighted

>95dBu, unweighted

19 x 81⁄2 x 13⁄4”

19 x 81⁄2 x 13⁄4”

19 x 81⁄2 x 13⁄4”

(BEMDX1600) 99.95

(BEMDX2600) 109.95

(BEMDX4600) 129.95

www.bhphotovideo.com
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GEQ3102 ULTRA-GRAPH PRO
Dual-Channel
31-Band Graphic EQ
The GEQ3102 is a powerful graphic EQ
tool with two channels of 31 standard
1/3-octave center frequencies plus sweepable high- and low-pass filters for “pre-graphic” trimming. The dual 12-segment
LED chains can display either input or output level, and each EQ section can be bypassed for quick comparisons.
◆ 2x 31 ISO frequencies controllable via slide

◆ 12-segment LED input/output metering

controls with boost/cut range switchable
from 12dB to 6dB

◆ High-quality detented potentiometers and

◆ Relay-controlled hard-bypass with an

auto-bypass function during power failure
◆ Servo-balanced, gold-plated XLR and 1/4”

illuminated switches

◆ High-precision illuminated Alps faders

inputs and outputs

ULTRAGRAPH PRO FBQ 1502 / 3102 / 6200
Graphic EQ / Feedback Destroyers
The Ultragraph Pro series are professional stereo graphic
EQ/feedback destroyers designed for professional live
sound and studio applications. The three available models
include the single-rack space, 15-band FBQ1502, and two
31-band units, the dual rack space FBQ3102 and the three
rack space FBQ6200. They all feature a patent-pending
FBQ Feedback Detection System that provides instant
detection of offending feedback frequencies, as well as
comprehensive metering and balanced I/O connectivity.
Each model also offers a low cut filter for controlling low
frequency rumble and a dedicated mono subwoofer
output with adjustable crossover frequency. The FBQ3102
adds variable hi and low cut filtering, while the FBQ6200
adds a limiter with a variable threshold control and a pink
noise generator for aiding in the audio analysis process.
FBQ1502

FBQ3102

FBQ6200

Number of EQ Bands

15 (2/3 octave)

31 (1/3 octave)

31 (1/3 octave)

Switchable Fader Range

±6dB / ±12dB

±6dB / ±12dB

±6dB / ±12dB

–

–

Yes

4-digit LED (Input)

12-digit LED (input)

8-digit LED for I/O and subwoofer /
Gain reduction metering

Inputs and Outputs

XLR and 1/4” TRS

XLR and 1/4” TRS

XLR and 1/4” TRS

Dimensions (WHD)

19 x 13⁄8 x 83⁄8”

19 x 5 7⁄8 x 31⁄2”

19 x 5 7⁄8 x 51⁄4”

(BEFBQ1502) 79.95

(BEFBQ3102) 129.95

(BEFBQ6200) 179.95

Limiter
Metering

Price

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 92
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ULTRAGRAPH DIGITAL DEQ1024
Digital Stereo 31-Band 24-Bit/96kHz Equalizer/Feedback
Destroyer/Dynamics Processor
The DEQ1024 combines the sonic purity of a digital signal path
with the hands-on tactile controls of analog gear. Illuminated
45mm faders can be set to any of three selectable operating
ranges (±12dB, ±6dB and 0/-24dB), while an automatic Feedback
Destroyer is available with the ability to remove feedback in less than a second.
Servo-balanced XLR and 1/4˝ TRS connectors as well as AES/EBU and S/PDIF
inputs/outputs for integration into any analog or digital system. Has a
self-contained, realtime audio analyzer with a built in pink noise generator.

Additional features include sweepable low cut and high cut filters,
an “inaudible” Noise Gate/Peak Limiter as well as a stereo imager
that provides spatial enhancement and improved stereo imaging.

ULTRACURVE PRO
DEQ2496
Digital 24-Bit/96kHz EQ/RTA Mastering Processor
A high-precision digital EQ and 61-band realtime analyzer designed for live sound. Offers 4 simultaneously available EQ modules
including a 31-band graphic EQ, 10-band parametric EQ, Feedback Destroyer, as well as a three-band dynamic EQ per channel.
◆ 24-bit/96 kHz A/D- D/A converters and two

SHARC digital signal processors for superb
audio quality with a 113dB dynamic range.
◆ Ultra high-resolution, 61-band realtime FFT

analyzer features an auto EQ function for
room and loudspeaker equalization.

◆ Dedicated RTA XLR mic/line input with

switchable phantom power is also provided.
◆ Balanced XLR inputs and servo balanced

outputs, stereo aux output, AES/EBU and
S/PDIF inputs and outputs ensures that the
DEQ2496 can be integrated into any system.

◆ Has a wordclock input for syncing multiple

digital devices, and MIDI I/O for remote
control, preset dumps and system update.
◆ Multi-functional level meters (peak/RMS, VU

and SPL meter with dBA/dBC weighting via
RTA mic input), as well as 64 user memories.

ULTRAFEX PRO EX3200
2-Channel Multiband Spatial Sound Enhancement Processor
A popular psychoacoustics device that is geared for use
in smaller setups or clubs. Features include a “Natural
Sonic” processor that guarantees aural improvement
and high-end transparency, an integrated bass processor that works wonders for your audio’s low end, a Noise Reduction system,
hard bypass and XLR connectors. In addition, the adjustable surround processor allows flexible widening of the stereo spatial effect.
◆ Releases untapped resources and details

instruments, vocals and mixed program
material
◆ Multiband concept for bass power and high

frequency transparency
◆ VSP (Variable Sound Processing) circuit for

simultaneous Enhancer and Exciter process

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO

◆ “Dual Mode” ultra-bass enhancer produces

“soft” and “tight” bass sounds
◆ Surround processor provides real spatial

enhancement and improved stereo imaging
◆ High-quality detent potentiometers and illu-

minated switches
◆ Servo-balanced 1/4˝ TRS and RCA inputs

www.bhphotovideo.com

◆ Shift function allows you to control the

frequency range of added bass punch
◆ Solo facility for effect loop application
◆ Relay controlled Hard Bypass with an auto

bypass function during power failure
◆ Servo-balanced gold-plated XLR and 1/4˝ TRS

inputs and outputs
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DSP1124P FEEDBACK DESTROYER PRO
2-Channel Digital Feedback Suppressor/Parametric EQ
Powered by a 24-bit high-speed DSP the
DSP1124P locates feedback frequencies
immediately and sets extremely narrow
notch filters to “destroy” them, leaving
the remainder of the signal virtually
untouched. With its various modes
you can master just about any live
sound situation or use it as a creative sound-shaping tool with 24 bands of fully parametric equalization.
◆ Automatically and “intelligently” finds and

◆ Auto mode continuously monitors the mix,

destroys up to 12 frequencies per channel

resetting programmed filters automatically

◆ “Set-and-forget” default setting enables

◆ Select single-shot, auto or manual modes

immediate Feedback Destroyer performance
◆ Single-Shot mode automatically searches

for each filter
◆ Manual mode allows individual settings of

and destroys feedback and locks the filter
until manually reset

up to 2x 12 fully parametric filters with
frequency, bandwidth and gain

◆ 24-bit A/D and D/A converters
◆ Two software engines allow independent or

coupled functions on left and right channels
◆ Accurate eight-segment LED meters
◆ Full MIDI capability
◆ Servo-balanced XLR and 1/4” TRS I/O

FBQ2496 FEEDBACK DESTROYER PRO
Ultra-Fast 24-bit/96 kHz Feedback Destroyer
The FBQ2496 is a single rack space, digital
feedback supressor with 24-bit / 96kHz A/D
and D/A and 32-bit DSP that boasts a
>0.2 sec. reaction time — the fastest
feedback detection on the market.
Using its intelligent detection circuitry,
the FBQ2496 can automatically locate up to 20 feedback frequencies per channel and sets extremely narrow notch filters
(1/60/oct) to “destroy” them, leaving the remainder of the signal virtually untouched. The unit’s default “Set-and-Forget” setting
and streamlined user interfaced will get you up and running in no time. A single-shot mode automatically detects and destroys
feedback and locks the filter until it is manually reset. Additionally, a manual mode allows individual setting of up to 40 fully
parametric filters with frequency, bandwidth and gain adjustment. Inputs and outputs are available via balanced, gold-plated
XLR and 1/4” TRS connectors. The FBQ2496 can even be controlled and its software updated via MIDI.
DEQ1024
Number of Channels
Maximum Input Level

2
+12 or +22dBu, switchable

Maximum Output Level
Frequency Response
Dimensions (WHD)
Price

DEQ2496

EX3200

DSP1124P

FBQ2496

2

2

2

2

+21dBm

+16dBu

+20dBu @ +4dBu nominal level
+6dBV @ -10dBV nominal level

+12 or +22dBu, switchable
+12dBu

15Hz to 35kHz, ±3dB

10Hz to35kHz, -1dB

0.35Hz to 200kHz

20Hz to 20kHz

10Hz to 44kHz

19 x 31⁄2 x 5 5⁄16”

19 x 13⁄4 x 81⁄2”

19 x 13⁄4 x 81⁄2”

19 x 13⁄4 x 7 1⁄2”

19 x 13⁄4 x 7 1⁄2”

(BEDEQ1024) 149.95

(BEDEQ2496) 299.95

(BEEX3200) 79.95

(BEDSP1124P) 99.95

(BEFBQ2496) 149.95

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 92
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CX2310 SUPER-X PRO • CX3400 SUPER-X PRO
2-Way Stereo/3-Way Mono Frequency Crossover with Subwoofer Out
The CX2310 offers absolute precision, state-of-the-art
circuitry, professional components, ultra low-noise
op amps, balanced inputs and outputs and intuitive
operation. In addition to full-fledged 2-way stereo/3-way mono operation, the CX2310 a separate adjustable subwoofer output gives you
an extra low-frequency band.

3-Way Stereo/4-Way Mono
Frequency Crossover with Limiters
The CX3400 is an active frequency crossover enabling 2 or 3-way stereo or even 4-way mono operation. Each band features two 24-dB
Linkwitz-Riley filters, as well as individual IGC limiters, while the integrated delay enables flexible time alignment.
◆ World-class performance 24 dB per octave

◆ Individual phase reverse switches for instant

Linkwitz-Riley filters
◆ Absolute flat summed amplitude response,

phase correction
◆ Servo-balanced, gold-plated XLR inputs and

outputs

zero phase difference
◆ Separate subwoofer section with

independent frequency control

loudspeaker protection
◆ “Low Sum” function provides low-level

◆ Precision Alps potentiometers

mono output for subwoofer operation

◆ Illuminated switches for operation in dark

◆ Adjustable time delay for phase alignment

stage environments

◆ Individual output level controls for all

bands; individual output mutes for easy
band adjustment

CX3400 Only—
◆ Individual limiter on each output for

between drivers

◆ Shielded toroidal mains transformer for

◆ Switchable

equalization for constant
directivity horns

minimal noise

DSP110 Shark

HD400 Ultra-Compact

Digital 24-Bit Multi-function
Signal Processor

2-Channel Micro Hum Destroyer

An all-round problem-solver,
the DSP110 combines
mic/line preamp (60 dB
gain control, +48v
phantom power) with a
variety of signal
processing options,
including Feedback
Destroyer, variable delay
line for speaker time-alignment (up to 2.5 seconds of
delay, adjustable in msec, meters or feet), ultra-musical
compressor with adjustable density and speed
parameters, and an extremely fast automatic noise gate
with learn function and optional manual setting.
Add 24-bit A/D and D/A converters, servo-balanced XLR
and 1/4” inputs/ outputs, mic/line level conversion,
external power supply for maximum signal integrity
and headroom, and you can use the DSP110 in just
about any application.
◆ Status LEDs for all 12 filters

This ultra-compact 2-channel hum destroyer may be small
in size, but there is nothing lacking in its performance. This
super-compact solution removes AC hum and noise quickly,
easily and reliably. Ground loops are safely broken while the highest
sonic quality is maintained. Plus, it automatically converts unbalanced
signals into balanced without any signal loss. The unit carries two 1/4” TRS inputs
and outputs for 2 mono or 1 stereo signal. If maintaining a small visual profile without
any compromises on the quality is of the essence, then we got your gear!

CT100 Microprocessor-Controlled Cable Tester
The intelligent, CPU-controlled CT100 accepts
virtually any connector type: XLR, mono and TRS
phone (1/4”, 1/8”, TT), RCA and MIDI. It shows which
input pin is connected to which output pin.
Separate LED’s indicate proper shield connection
and phantom power presence. The CT100 also offers
an installed cable test mode and a continuity check
plus a test tone generator.
◆ Cable test mode, installed cable test

mode and test tone mode

◆ 4-digit multi-function display
◆ 6-segment clip level meter

◆ Continuity check, Intermittent detect,

◆ Subsonic filter with adjustable cut-off frequency

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO
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TENSIONED ADVANTAGE ELECTROL
266XL Dual Channel Compressor/Gate
The 266XL brings
affordable, high-quality
compression and gating
with intuitive operation
so you can easily smooth uneven levels, add sustain to guitars, squash drums or tighten up mixes. Auto Attack and
Release emulates the classic dbx compressors by continuously adjusting the attack and release times to optimally match
the program material. Manual controls are also available, allowing you tailor the attack and release response specifically
for individual tracks, mixed program material, special effects or system protection.
◆ Stereo or dual mono gating, compression

◆ Selectable OverEasy/Hard Knee compression

◆ Expander/Gate Circuit with variable release

time and +15dBu maximum threshold.
◆ Advanced gate circuitry uses an automatic

timing algorithm to produce ultra-smooth
release characteristics—even with complex
signals, such as voice or reverb decays
◆ Compressor/Limiter circuit with variable

threshold and ratio controls as well as auto
(program-dependent) or manual Attack and
Release control.

curves, depending if you’re looking for
“heavy” almost-special-effects compression
or soft, smooth gain leveling.
◆ Sidechain Inserts enables an outboard

processor to control compression or gating.
◆ RMS Level Detection senses the power in the

program in a musical manner, for much better
results than peak or average detection.
◆ 8-segment LED display for gain reduction (up

to 30dB).

266XL (DB266XL):
Dual Mono/Stereo Compressor with Gate .............149.95

◆ In Stereo Couple mode, Channel 1’s controls

become the master, and Channel 2 follows
precisely to ensure a rock solid stereo image,
even with high amounts of compression
◆ Signal does not pass thru any of the parame-

ter controls. Instead a DC voltage controls all
functions, eliminating any possibility of
potentiometer noise developing over time.
◆ Electronically-balanced XLR and 1/4” TRS

inputs and impedance-balanced XLR and
1/4” TRS outputs

166XL (DB166XL):
Dual Mono/Stereo Compressor/Limiter with Noise Gate ................249.95

166XL Dual Channel Compressor/Gate
The 166XL steps up
from the 266XL by
adding two channels
of PeakStop
limiting to provide studios, sound reinforcement companies, musicians, or anyone who needs quality processing quickly
and easily—with complete control of signal dynamics. Most compressor/gates provide less than musical compression,
coupled with gating that swallows transients—or closes early, cutting off decay and reverb tails. The superb engineering
in the 166XL ensures that both its compression and gating provide versatility and excellent sonic performance in situations
where other compressor/gates typically produce undesirable processing artifacts.
◆ Stereo or Dual Mono operation of gating,

◆ A Sidechain enable switch on each channel

compression and PeakStop limiting.

lets you activate or de-activate the Sidechain
inserts without repatching

◆ PeakStop Limiting provides control of

maximum peak levels at the a channel’s
output regardless of any other control.

◆ A Contour button in the Sidechain Path

◆ PeakStop comes after the compression, gat-

ing and other circuitry including the output
gain, so it sets an absolute limit for peak
excursions before they reach the output.

prevents sustained low frequency program
material from dominating the compressed
signal. This allows faster attack times which
preserve transients and allows higher
compression ratios with less artifacts.

◆ Hardwire System Bypass Buttons on both

channels allow the audio to pass even if the
unit loses power — also useful for A-Bing the
processed and unprocessed signals.
◆ 10-segment LED display for gain reduction

(up to 30dB)
◆ Electronically-balanced XLR and 1/4” TRS

inputs and outputs
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COMPRESSOR / GATES
160A Compressor/Limiter
The latest generation
of the legendary
dbx 160 family of
compressor / limiters,
the 160A offers the same classic sound, easy set-up and no compromise metering plus it has an improved signal path and
stronger chassis design. Digital-ready and road tough, the 160A features switchable OverEasy and Hard Knee compression,
extremely wide threshold ranges, and controls for ratio and output gain. It also includes true RMS level detection, providing
the most natural-sounding dynamics processing available—from subtle compression to “brick wall” peak limiting. And
with its unique “INFINITY +” inverse compression mode, the160A actually decreases the audio output level below unity gain
when the input exceeds threshold. Two 160As can be coupled to process a stereo mix without shifting the left/right image.
◆ Choose low ratios and OverEasy compression

◆ 19-segment LED display for high resolution

to transparently smooth out fluctuating vocal
and instrumental levels. Or use the 160A’s
Hard Knee compression and high ratios
(up to and beyond infinity:1 and over 60dB
gain reduction) for bombproof protection
against overload distortion in digital
recording, PA systems and broadcast signals.

monitoring of true RMS input/output levels

◆ 12-segment LED display for gain reduction

up to 40dB

◆ “INFINITY +” inverse-compression mode

decreases the output level below unity gain
when the input exceeds threshold — ideal
for correcting overbearing vocal choruses or
controlling runaway house mix levels.

◆ Input/output meter calibration allows the

160A to be used in a variety of situations
where the 0 reference is not consistent

◆ Detector input allows special applications

including frequency conscious compression
in which an external equalizer is used.

◆ Electronically balanced /unbalanced input

and output stages are fully compatible with
+4/-10dB. The output stage is an outstanding line driver for long cable runs.

◆ Input Ground Lift Switch eliminates any

ground loop hum problems that may arise.

Hard Knee vs. OverEasy Compression:
When the compressor is set for Hard knee, the compression ratio applies only to signals above the threshold level. If the compressor is set for
Soft knee (OverEasy), the compression ratio gradually increases from 1:1 to the current selected ratio over a range through the threshold area
which allows the transition from uncompressed to compressed to be more gradual. This greatly reduces compression artifacts and allowing
faster attack times and higher compression ratios while still maintaining the natural characteristics of the signal. Hard knee compression, on
the other hand, is ideal for “brick wall” limiting because it stops any transients from slipping through without affecting lower level signals.

266XL

166XL

160A

E X PA N D E R / G AT E C O N T R O L S
Threshold Control Range
Ratio Control Range

-60 to +10dBu

Off to +15dBu

N/A

1:1 to 4:1

1.2:1 to 8:1

N/A

CO M P R E S S O R CO N T R O L S
OverEasy Button with LED

Yes

Yes

Yes

Threshold Control Range

- 40dB to +20dB

- 40dB to +20dB

- 40dB to +20dB

Ratio Control Range

1:1 to ∞:1

1:1 to ∞:1

1:1 to ∞:1

Attack Time

Switchable; Manual and Automatic

Switchable; Manual and Automatic

Automatic

Release Time

Switchable; Manual and Automatic

Switchable; Manual and Automatic

Automatic

Tip = Input, Ring = Output

Tip = Input, Ring = Output

1/4” TRS Side Chain Insert
Bypass Switch w/LED

Yes

Yes

PeakStop Limiter Threshold Range

N/A

0dBu to +20dBu

N/A

Variable; -20dB to +20dB

Variable; -20dB to +20dB

Variable; -20dB to +20dB

True RMS Stereo Summing

True RMS Stereo Summing

True RMS Stereo Summing (with 2nd unit)

Gain Make-Up Range
Stereo Couple
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1066
Dual Channel Compressor/Limiter/Gate
Designed to provide simple,
flexible operation for recording,
broadcast or live sound
reinforcement applications, the 1066 steps up from the 166XL with several important features. At the heart of the 1066 is
dbx’s V2 VCA (voltage-controlled amplifier), which offers superb dynamic range characteristics while maintaining very
low distortion and almost immeasurable noise. This, combined with it’s world-class design, enables the 1066 to perform
like compressors selling for hundreds of dollars more. The 1066 also improves on the 166XL’s limiter, with a PeakStopPlus
limiter. In addition to simply preventing unwanted transients from blowing your speakers or causing digital clipping while
minimizing the distortion common to many other “hard” limiters, PeakStopPlus offers a two-stage limiting process for
more transparent control. The 1066 also adds a Side Chain Monitor button (SC Mon) that makes setting up and adjusting
the Side chain much easier by allowing you to listen to the audio source inserted into the Side Chain. Last, selectable
input and output metering helps determine that everything is matched up level-wise, maximizing signal-to-noise ratio.

SAME FEATURES AS THE 166XL, PLUS:

PeakStopPlus Level Control

◆ RF-filtered, gold-plated electronically-balanced/

unbalanced inputs and outputs
◆ V2 VCA boasts superb dynamic range characteristics

while maintaining very low distortion and
immeasurable noise.
◆ 12-segment LED for gain reduction (up to 30dB)
◆ Side Chain Monitor (SC) function makes setting up and

monitoring the Side Chain much easier
◆ Precision metering of input/output levels (between -24

and +18dBu) with switchable 8-segment LED meters

160A (DB160A): Single Channel
Compressor/Limiter .............................399.95

Applies fail-safe limiting using a unique two-stage process to control the output signal.

Stage 1 –

Stage 2 –

Instantaneous Transient Clamp

Intelligent Predictive Limiting

This is a soft logarithmic clamp
function that ensures that the signal
doesn’t exceed the threshold set by
the PeakStopPlus level control by
more than 2 dB (typically) and will not
introduce harsh artifacts.

1066 (DB1066): Dual Mono/Stereo
Compressor/Limiter with Gate .........CALL

This is a unique program limiter
which monitors the input signal and
intelligently predicts the amount of
gain reduction needed to keep the
output below the ceiling set by the
Instantaneous Transient Clamp.

1046 (DB1046): Four Channel
Compressor/Limiter .............................499.95

1046 Quad Channel Compressor/Limiter
Equally at home in recording
studios and live sound
reinforcement venues, the
1046 provides 4 channels of pristine sound and smooth classic dbx OverEasy or hard knee compression for a variety of
applications from multitrack recorders to PA systems. Stereo coupling is independently selectable for channels 1 and 2 and
channels 3 and 4 letting you configure the 1046 for 4 mono channels, two stereo pairs, or two mono and one stereo pair of
processing. Additionally PeakStopPlus is available to for protect your system from the oppressive peaks that can take out
valuable drivers in your sound reinforcement rig or studio monitors. So whether you need to control the level, placement in the
mix, or overall characteristics of 4 independent signals or control the gain leveling on a couple of stereo pairs, the1046 is for you.
The 1046 offers the same features and specifications as the1066 except that it has no manual Attack & Release and no Side Chain functions.
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2 SERIES GRAPHIC EQUALIZERS
The 131 (single 31 band, 1/3 ocatve), 215 (dual 15 band, 2/3
ocatve) and 231 (dual 31 band, 1/3 octave) are affordable
graphic EQs designed for demanding sound reinforcement
applications. Features include 4-segment LED metering and
front panel bypass switching, 20mm faders with selectable
±6dB or 12dB boost / cut ranges, ±12dB input gain control,
switchable 12dB/oct low cut filters at 50Hz as well as hum
elimintaing ground lift switching. Both balanced XLR and
1/4” TRS input and output connectors are provided for ease
of installation. Professional specs include 10Hz -50kHz
frequency response, 108dB dynamic range and internal toroidal transformers.

131: Single 31-Band Graphic EQ (DB131)

215: Dual 15-Band Graphic EQ (DB215)

231: Dual 31-Band Graphic EQ (DB231)

12 SERIES GRAPHIC EQUALIZERS
Dual Channel 15- Band and 31-Band Graphic Equalizers
The 1215 and 1231 dual channel EQs meet the needs of the most
demanding sound reinforcement environments, while offering
simple and straightforward controls. The 1215 provides 15 2/3
octave bands with ISO frequency centers, while the 1231 provides
31 1/3 octave bands with ISO frequency centers.
Both feature 45mm faders, selectable ±6dB or ±15dB boost/cut
ranges for precise gain adjustments, ±12 dB input gain range,
and switchable 40Hz/18 dB per octave Bessel low-cut filters.
Engineered to provide years of maintenance- free operation in
any application, they utilize only the best possible components.
RF filtered, electronically-balanced XLR, barrier strip, and 1/4” TRS inputs and outputs provide ease of installation, while magnetically
isolated transformers and chassis/signal ground lift capabilities ensure quiet performance.

1215: Dual Channel 15-Band Graphic Equalizer (DB1215).......249.95

1231: Dual Channel 31-Band Graphic Equalizer (DB1231) ......349.95

20 SERIES Graphic EQs with Type III Noise Reduction
There are three EQs available in the 20 Series; the 2031 single channel 31 band 1/3 oct, the 2215 dual channel 15 band 2/3 oct, and the
2231 dual channel 31 band 1/3 oct. Each of these offers the same precision engineering, top shelf components, I/O and features plus,
they add two powerful tools that let you use your system with confidence — dbx’s proprietary Type III Noise Reduction which is capable of increasing S/N ratios by up to 20dB, as well as the patented PeakPlus limiter which provides fail-safe system protection for your
sound system. A four stage LED ladder gives you a great visual indication as to what the limiter and signal levels are doing. Offering
great value and an unequalled feature set, dbx’s 20 Series equalizers have become crucial links in the sound systems of countless professionals all over the world.
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20 SERIES GRAPHIC EQUALIZERS
SAME FEATURES AS THE 12 SERIES PLUS:
PeakPlus Limiter

Type III Noise Reduction
◆ Each channel features individually switchable, transparent noise

reduction circuitry, capable of restoring up to 20dB S/N ratio.

◆ The PeakPlus Limiter circuitry available on each channel utilizes a variable

0dBu (off ) to +24dBu threshold control to provide fail safe system protection.

◆ A virtually instantaneous encoding and decoding algorithm allows

Metering

radical EQing without substantially affecting noise performance.

◆ Four segment LED bargraph provides metering for BOTH Gain Reduction and

Input and Outputs

Output Level
◆ Status LEDs offer visual feedback for all settings on the front panel.

◆ XLR, Barrier Strip, and 1/4" TRS connectors.

2031: Single Channel 31-Band (DB2031) ..399.95

2215: Dual Channel 15-Band (DB2215) ....399.95

2231: Dual Channel 31-Band (DB2231) .........CALL

DRIVERACK PA Equalizaton & Loudspeaker Control System
A 1RU high, all-in-one, multi-function
digital processor designed for live sound
applications. The intuitive graphic user
interface provides easy access to everything you need to analyze and tune your sound system with a minimum fuss and optimal results.
◆ State-of-the-art signal processing capabilities

include a Stereo Feedback Eliminator with
12 feedback notch filters, a Dual 28-band
Graphic EQ, Classic dbx Compression, the
model 120A Sub-harmonic Synthesizer,
Stereo Multi-band Parametric EQ as well as
a Peak Plus Output Limiters that provide
speaker output protection.

◆ A crossover with 2x3, 2x4, 2x5 and 2x6

configurations and an Alignment Delay are
also for properly assigning and time aligning
your speakers.
◆

Auto-EQ RTA (realtime analyzer) works in
conjunction with the on-board pink noise
generator to automatically EQ the 28-band
Graphic EQ.

◆ Font panel, phantom powered XLR mic input

with the optional RTA-M mic allows you
capture and analyze the pink noise signal.
◆ Two XLR inputs and six outputs with 24-bit

converters and over 110db dynamic range.
◆ 25 user-settings for storing custom configu-

rations as well as 25 factory programs that
can be used as templates.

ZONEPRO 640 / 641 Digital Zone Processors
ZonePro 640 and 641 are single rack zone
processors designed for commercial audio
applications. Each offers a total of six
inputs (two mic/line via balanced Euroblock
connectors and four RCA source) and four
stereo zone balanced Euroblock outputs with a range of flexible signal routing options and powerful DSP processing.
◆ Besides standard gain and EQ control, there are specific processing

capabilities available for optimizing paging mics including Gating,
De-Essing, Auto Gain Control, compression and feedback suppression.
◆ The 640 and 641’s routing module makes it easy to define an primary

source as well as apply source ducking for paging and priority override.
◆ Output processing is also available and includes dbx’s AutoWarmth

function which is designed to provide natural low frequency extension,
regardless of signal level.

◆ Each output also EQ, Bandpass and Crossover filters, Limiting and Delay.
◆ The 640 offers an onboard user interface, available on the front panel ,

as well as an RS-232 port on the rear that allows remote control and
programming via Zone Pro Designer software and a Windows 2000 / XP
compatible computer or via optional ZC Series wall panel controllers.
◆ The 641 forgoes the onboard user interface and features RS-232 ports

on both the front and rear. Additional ZonePro features include a simple
analog input buss that allows cascading multiple units.
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M80 Eight Channel Mic Preamp with Mix Bus
The M80 provides eight channels
of discrete Class A microphone /
instrument preamplification with
low noise, balanced input transformers along with several unique
features. An ultra low impedance
mix bus is available for assigning and panning any of the 8 channels to a pair of stereo outputs. A high gain headphone
output for monitoring the main bus. Another unique feature is the vintage warmth control provided on each channel
that emulates the effect of analog tape saturation and vacuum tubes. Each channel is equipped with balanced XLR / 1/4”
TRS mic/line inputs via Neutrik combo connectors and XLR balanced outputs. Separate 1/4” TRS send and return jacks are
also on hand for inserting outboard dynamics processors.

Each Channel Features
◆ Discrete Class A input buffer and twin servo

gain stage provide ultra low noise and wide
gain control allowing signal boost without
increasing unwanted background noise

Inputs and Outputs
◆ XLR / 1/4” TRS Neutrik combo connectors

accept mic or instrument inputs signals
◆ XLR-balanced direct outputs

◆ Gain control provides 60dB of gain — the

Stereo Mix Bus (8x2 Mixer)

amplifier has inherent gain of 12dB thus
delivering a total possible gain of 72dB

◆ A stereo mix bus lets you combine the input

◆ +28 dBu of headroom provides wide

dynamic range and excellent transient
response
◆ Switchable 48v phantom power, phase

(polarity) reverse, 20dB pad and a 6dB/oct
low-cut filter at 80Hz
◆ Full scale 7-segment LED metering

(-36 dBu to +18dBu) plus a clip indicator
◆ Phantom power is supplied at a constant

rate whether on one or all eight channels.

signals of each channel for monitoring or
live remote/straight to 2 track recording
◆ Each channel features a L/R Mix Bus

assign switch and a pan knob for placing
each signal within the stereo spectrum
◆ Stereo headphone output with level control

to monitor the Mix bus in loud or ambient
environments such as concert halls or clubs
◆ XLR mix output accommodates both bal-

Vintage Warmth Control
◆ The IDSS knob on each channel lets you

add “warmth”, much like a vacuum tube or
analog tape saturation, to the audio source
by boosting the even harmonic series of the
input signal

Additional Features
◆ Auxiliary Input lets you daisy chain several

M-80s together allowing them to share the
last stereo output in the chain
◆ Housed in a 2RU, steel chassis with a high

quality blue anodized front panel
◆ An external power supply ensure a noise

free preamp environment.

anced and unbalanced signals. Output level
control has a range of -72dBu to +10dBu

DEQ624
Digital Stereo Graphic Equalizer Plus Dynamics Processing
The DEQ624 is a 24-bit digital two
channel/stereo 31-band graphic EQ with
features that extends its capabilities way
beyond those of a standard graphic EQ.
This includes variable high and low pass
filters, brick wall limiting and expansion (noise reduction) for each channel. A proprietary Adaptive Hum Cancellation
algorithm allows you to virtually eliminate 60-cycle ground hum at the flick of a switch. Although the DEQ624 is a digital
processing unit, under digital control it has a familiar analog feel with 20mm digital encoding faders, knobs and switches
— no menus or sub-menus to scroll through that will slow you down on the gig. Rear panel provides balanced XLR and
1/4” TRS inputs/outputs as well as barrier-strip terminals for permanent installation.
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DEQ624
◆

24-Bit digital signal processing provides
accurate processing of analog signals

◆

Each channel of the graphic EQ section is
comprised of 31 digital EQ encoders (faders)
centered in 1/3 octave increments from
20 Hz to 20 kHz

◆

◆

◆

To help minimize overall system noise, both
channels have separate expanders with
variable ratio and threshold controls

◆

A hardwire bypass switch for each channel
ensures that audio will still pass from input
to output in the event of lost power

◆

A “brick-wall” limiter with a variable
threshold control provides fail-safe system
protection from extreme transients

◆

To facilitate ease of set-up, a Channel A
master switch, when engaged, will slave the
controls of Channel B to Channel A.

A range switch for each channel lets you
choose one of three boost/cut ranges for
the digital encoders – ±6dB, ±12dB or
+12/-24dB. The selected range is easily
identified by LED’s located at the left side of
the EQ section

◆

A HI Q switch let’s you narrow the bandwidth of the frequency bands from Normal
Q with a 1/3 octave bandwidth to Hi Q which
has a 1/8 octave bandwidth. With Hi Q
engaged, adjacent frequencies will be less
effected by boost/cut frequencies

Separate high (variable from 10 Hz to 410 Hz)
and low (variable from 10 kHz to 20 kHz) pass
filters are provided for each channel

◆

Adaptive Hum Cancellation greatly reduces
50Hz /60Hz system hum caused by grounding
problems with the flick of a switch

Preset Management
◆ Preset switch lets you toggle through 4

user-defined setups that include a “snapshot”
of the settings of the front panel controls
◆ A security lock-out feature, allows you to

defeat the front panel controls of the unit
which can be restored with user-created
three-switch code combination

CL44 • GTX44 Quad Series Dynamics Processors
The CL44 four-channel professional
compressor/limiter and the GTX44
four-channel frequency dependent
gate/expander both combine a digitallycontrolled, high-quality analog signal
path with the added flexibility of digital
sidechain processing which provides vintage compressor emulations, ducking and spectral processing. They feature stereo
linking of adjacent channels as well as sidechain inserts, balanced XLR inputs/outputs and a single unbalanced 1/4” TRS I/O
connector for each channel. The GTX44 features high and low pass filters, variable attack, release and hold parameters and
key listen control. The CL44 has a variable high pass filter with an independent limiter and full featured compressor.
◆ Hybrid VCA, analog dynamics processor

CL44 Features

under digital control with DSP flexibility

◆ Fully adjustable attack, release, ratio,

◆ Digital sidechain processing allows multiple

functions such as filtering, vintage
compressor emulation and other special
functions, to be applied simultaneously

◆ Compander circuit raises an audio signal

◆ Balanced XLR inputs and outputs
◆ Unbalanced inputs and outputs are also

available via a single 1/4” TRS jack – A ‘flip’
button reverses the ‘tip and the ‘ring’ on the
1/4” jack to match the wiring of your mixer
◆ 1/4” TRS compressor sidechain insert with

+4/-10dBv selector
◆ Adjacent channels are stereo linkable
◆ Internal Power Supply
◆ Backlit function buttons
◆ All steel chassis, one rack space

threshold control. Program dependent attack
and release is also available using the Auto
function that monitors audio over three
separate time constants
when it falls below a desired threshold –
when used in conjunction with the
compressor provides Automatic Gain Control.

◆ Variable High Pass Filter lets you pinpoint

the frequency range in which the compressor
operates
◆ Independent peak stop limiter
◆ A special ‘optical’ mode emulates the

optical transfer curve found in vintage
compressors
◆ 10-segment LED gain reduction meter

GTX44 Features
◆ Variable threshold, ratio, attack, release

hold and range controls can be applied
to achieve noise-gating or downward
expansion
◆ Zero-Crossing function provides truly

‘clickless’ operation and chattering on gate
settings that use quick attack-times

◆ Adjustable High- and Low- Pass filters allow

you to control the specific frequency range
over which the gate will open – a sidechain
monitor listen button lets you hear what
frequency range the gate is operating within
◆ Duck mode allows for external input of

microphone signal via Gate Key Input
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DC-22 2-Channel Dynamic Controller
The DC-22 is an easy to use,
dual-channel, dynamic
controller that combines high
quality VCA compression and gating with downward expansion. The Compressor section features a variable threshold ratio
control capable of subtle dynamics control to peak limiting. The Expander/Gate musically attenuates signals below the set
threshold level. This in contrast to a Gate only which shuts off any signals below the threshold. The link switch allows the DC-22
to be used for true stereo or independent dual channel processing. Compatible with balanced and unbalanced equipment.

Expander/Gate
◆ The adjustable gate is a downward

expander (a compressor working in reverse)
with a variable threshold control and fixed
ratio of 2:1. When the signal drops below the
set threshold, the gate threshold
indicator lights and the output level is
reduced by 2 dB for every 1 dB the input
signal level drop

Compressor

Inputs & Outputs

◆ The compressor features variable threshold

and a ratio controls

balanced/unbalanced inputs are provided

◆ The ratio control is variable from 1:1 up to

◆ An input gain switch, on the rear panel,

∞:1 to allow the compressor to be used for
limiting applications including system
protection and digital recording
◆ The ±15dB output level controls provide

allows you to connect professional
(+4dBu) and consumer (-10dBv) equipment
to the 1/4” TRS inputs
◆ XLR balanced and unbalanced 1/4”

make-up gain lost due to compression

DC-22 (RADC22):
Dual Mono/Stereo Compressor with Gating.........244.95

◆ Both XLR balanced and 1/4” TRS

TS outputs connectors are also provided

DC-24 (RADC24):
Dual Mono/Stereo Compressor with Gating and Crossovers ........448.95

DC-24 2-Channel Dynamic Controller with Built-in Crossover
The DC 24 is a two channel
dynamics processor with
independent expander/gate
and compressor functions as well as dedicated limiter circuits that provide overall system protection on top of the other
dynamics controls. Unique to the DC 24 is its built-in 24 dB/octave Linkwitz-Riley crossover which allows the unit to operate
as a two-way speaker dividing network or for multiband dynamics control of a single audio source. Both balanced XLR and
balanced/unbalanced 1/4˝ TRS inputs and outputs are provided as well as a 1/4˝ TRS side-chain insert on each channel.

STEP-UP FEATURES FROM THE DC22:
Expander/Gate
◆ Features variable threshold as well as ratio

controls allowing you to select the amount
of downward expansion — higher ratios
will provide greater attenuation to signals
below the set threshold.
◆ The attack and release times of the

compressor and expander/gate circuits
use dedicated RMS-sensing ICs that automatically adjust to the program material:
— If the input is mostly low frequency, the
times are made more gradual and slowed
— For more transient signals, the times are
tightened
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Crossover
◆ 24 dB/octave Linkwitz-Riley crossover with

two operating modes:
— Low-High crossover mode (1 In/2 Out) allows
the DC24 to be used as a two-way speaker
dividing network along with a fully featured
expander/gate, compressor and limiter on
each output

Limiter
◆ Bandsplit combine mode (1 In/1 Out) provides

multi-band dynamics processing by dividing
a single channel of audio in two separate
frequency ranges that can independently
processed and then recombined into
one channel
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— Bandsplit combine mode (1 In/1 Out)
provides multi-band dynamics
processing by dividing a single channel
of audio in two separate frequency
ranges that can independently
processed and then recombined into
one channel
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GE 215 / GE 130
Dual Channel 2/3 Octave and Single Channel 1/3 Octave
Graphic EQs
The 2RU GE 215 dual 15-band and GE130 single
30-band graphic equalizers each feature Rane’s
innovative constant-Q (constant bandwidth) design
which guarantees that the bandwidth of each filter
is narrow enough to prevent unwanted interaction
between filters, yet wide enough to produce exactly
the type of correction curve required to control even
the most unusual acoustical environment. Each
active filter band features a boost/cut range of +12/-15dB on rugged 45 mm filter slider controls. Additional front panel controls and
indicators include an overall input level control, overload LED indicators as well as fail-safe hardwire bypass switches for each channel.
The rear of the unit provides both active balanced XLR as well as Euroblock screw terminal inputs and outputs.

EQ Section

Additional Features

◆ Dual channel, 15-band and single channel

30-band graphic EQs — frequency bands
located on standard ISO center frequencies
◆ Constant-Q filter design minimizes

interactions between adjacent bands
◆ +12/-15 dB boost/cut range
◆ 45 mm filter slider controls with grounded

center detents and dust dams

◆ Input level control and overload indicators

for each channel
◆ Hard-wire bypass switches are provided for

each channel allowing direct comparison
between the equalized and non-equalized
signal – these switches require no power to
operate, and provide automatic bypass in
case of power failure.

◆ Built-in infrasonic and ultrasonic filters

eliminate low-end rumble and RFI
◆ Output relays provide a brief turn-on delay,

eliminating power-up thumps
◆ 2 RU high and only 5” deep
◆ UL/CSA/CE and 100/120/230 VAC remote

power supplies

GE 30 / GE 60
Single and Dual Channel 1/3 Octave Graphic EQs
Rane’s top of the line GE 30 single-channel and GE 60
dual channel, 1/3 octave graphic EQs are ideal for the
most demanding live sound reinforcement applications. They take the professional and robust GE 215
and 130 to the next level with added flexibility and
advanced features. Both feature long throw 60mm
high resolution slide controls on each filter band,
sweepable high and low band-limiting filters as well
as switch-selectable active balanced or transformer
balanced XLR and screw terminal outputs that will
ensure that any stubborn system ground problems
can be eliminated. Another important feature is the use of Interpolating Constant-Q filters, which allow you to equally boost or cut
two adjacent frequency bands and achieve a frequency peaks (or dips) that are in between the center frequencies of the filters. The GE
30 also adds the ability to choose between of boost/cut or cut only operating modes.
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ME 15B / ME 30B / ME 60
MicroGraphic Equalizers
Designed for people requiring the best
equalizer value possible in the smallest
space allowable. They offer the same
high quality constant-Q performance
as their long throw relatives, the GE’s.
No compromises or trade-offs exist in
selecting the microGraphics —Only the
slider throw is different. All circuitry,
components and specifications are
essentially identical. The microGraphic
series consists of three models — the ME 15B dual channel, 15-band 2/3-octave and the ME 30B, single channel 30-band
1/3-octave are housed in single space rack mount enclosures and feature a range switch that allows you to choose
between ±12dB and ±6dB boot/cut. The ME 60 is a dual channel 30-band 1/3-octave model house in a two space rack
mount chassis that inherits the Interpolating Constant-Q design of its big brothers the GE 30 and the GE 60.
◆ Constant-Q design minimizes interactions

between adjacent bands eliminating the
need to “equalize the equalizer”
◆ Compact 20mm sliders with dust dams

detented and positively grounded at 0 dB

◆ The boost/cut range is switchable between

±6dB and ±12dB. The ±6 dB mode offers the
highest slider resolution while the ±12dB
mode provides a wider range of control
over system audio (ME 15B and 30B only)
◆ Active balanced XLR and 1/4” TRS inputs

◆ Built-in infrasonic and ultrasonic filters

as the GE 30 and GE 60
◆ Sweepable High and Low Cut band limiting

Filters
◆ Unbalanced RCA inputs and outputs

and outputs

eliminate low-end rumble and RFI

ME 60 Adds
◆ The same Interpolating Constant-Q design

ME-15B (RAME15B)

ME-30B (RAME30B)

ME-60 (RAME60)

SEQ30S (RASEQ30S)

SEQ30L (RASEQ30L)

308.95

CALL

CALL

319.00

CALL

SEQ 30S / SEQ30L
Stereo Graphic Equalizers
The SEQ 30S and SEQ 30L are
professional 30-band stereo graphic
equalizers that use a single set of
sliders to control the left and right
channels simultaneously offering the
ultimate in ease of use and stereo
accuracy. Both units have exactly the
same features and specs except that
the SEQ 30S is a single space rack unit with 20 mm short-throw sliders, and the SEQ 30L is a dual space rack unit and
employs 45mm long-throw sliders. Basic features include ±12dB boost/cut, input level controls, signal present and overload
metering as well as XLR and 1/4” inputs and outputs.
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SEQ 30S / SEQ30L
30-band 1/3 Octave Stereo Equalizers

Inputs and Outputs
◆ Balanced XLR inputs and outputs are

long and more precise 45 mm sliders — all other features are identical

provided as well as balanced
1/4” TRS inputs and unbalanced 1/4” TS outputs

◆ A single set of faders controls the left and right channels simultaneously,

◆ The XLR and 1/4” TS outputs can be used simultaneously to drive two

◆ SEQ 30S uses short space-saving 20mm sliders while the SEQ 30L uses

maintaining true stereo tracking

sources such as an amplifier and a recorder

Additional Features

◆ Fills the void for true stereo applications while delivering precise

equalization down to a fraction of a dB

◆ Internal power supply with low noise toroid output transformers

◆ ±12dB input level control provided along with a bypass switch, enables

easy gain comparisons between equalized and unequalized signals.

that provides a wide 115 dB dynamic range
◆ +4dBu and overload indicators detect both input and post-EQ levels

AC 22 • AC 22B Active Crossovers
The Rane AC 22 and AC 22B
are both active crossovers
configurable for stereo 2-way
or mono 3-way operation using state-variable 4th-order Linkwitz-Riley filter alignments designed to minimize phase
difficulties in the critical crossover regions. The model AC 22 utilizes 1/4” TRS connectors with balanced/unbalanced
inputs and unbalanced outputs while
the AC 22B uses XLR connectors with
active balanced inputs and outputs.
They both feature variable input and output level controls, band mute switches and user-adjustable time delay circuits to
ensure proper mechanical phase alignment of adjacent drivers.

Crossover Features

Time Delay (Correction) Circuits

◆ Two independent active crossover channels

configurable as stereo 2-way or mono 3-way.
◆ State-variable 4th-order Linkwitz-Riley

filter alignments with 24 dB per octave slopes
are employed to minimize phase difficulties
in the critical crossover region.

◆ To ensure the mechanical and electrical phase

alignment of adjacent drivers will be acoustically
correct, adjustable time delay circuits are provided
on the low (and mid when used in 3-way mode)
outputs of each channel to compensate for any
physical misalignment of the drivers.
◆ The low delay circuit can be internally “transplanted”

◆ Crossover frequencies are selected using a

continuously variable control with 41
detents that provide mechanical reference
of crossover settings.

to the high output when necessary.

Inputs and Outputs
◆ Both units features two inputs, to allow stereo

Stereo 2-Way mode
◆ A mono sub mode switch allows you to

disconnect the channel 2 low output jack and
sum it with the channel 1 low output jack.

operation and four outputs configured as dual
low and high outputs in 2-way stereo mode or
low, mid and high in 3-way mode.
◆ The AC 22 utilizes 1/4” TRS connectors with

Band Limiting Filters
◆ Built-in 18dB/octave low cut filters at 20Hz

virtually eliminates infrasonic rumble while
provideing overall system protection.

balanced/unbalanced inputs and unbalanced
outputs.
◆ The AC 22B uses XLR connectors with active

balanced inputs and outputs.

Automatic 2-Way/3-Way
Configuration
◆ Both units are smart enough to know

whether you want to run a 2-way stereo,
or a single channel 3-way system by the
way the plugs are inserted and how your
system is to be configured — plugging
a signal into the channel 1 input and
nothing into the channel 2 input tells
the unit that you are running a single
channel system in mono 3-way mode,
and therefore sets the unit up to be a
single channel device.

Additional Features
◆ An internal CD horn equalization

modification is possible allowing a
constant directivity horn to cover the
same area as a long throw horn. This
modification should be made by an
experienced technician.
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AC 23 / AC 23B
Active Crossovers
The Rane AC 23 and AC 23B
active crossovers offer the
identical features and specs as
the AC 22 and AC 22B but with the ability to be configured for stereo 2- or 3-way, or mono 4- or 5-way operation. The AC 23,
like the AC 22 is available with 1/4” TRS balanced/unbalanced inputs and 1/4” TS unbalanced outputs while the AC 23B is
provided with XLR connectors
with active balanced inputs
and outputs.

SAC 22 / SAC 23
Stereo 2-Way and Stereo 3-Way Crossovers
The SAC 22 and SAC 23 employ the
same state-variable 4th-order
Linkwitz-Riley filters with steep 24dB
per octave rolloff slopes, as the AC 22
and AC 23 ensuring identical phase
characteristics on its low pass and high
pass outputs. The SAC 22 utilizes a single 31-position precision DC control voltage potentiometer to simultaneously select
the low and high frequency points while the SAC 23 uses two 31-position controls divided between low/mid and mid/high
crossover regions. This crossover circuit design provides a smart and easy way to biamp or triamp your audio system
while at the same time ensuring consistent accuracy from channel-to-channel and unit-to-unit that provides a distinct
advantage over continuously variable
designs using ganged potentiometers
which can yield large variations in
channel-to-channel matching. Both
units also feature active balanced XLR
inputs and outputs.

Crossover Features

Inputs and Outputs

◆ 31-position detented stereo crossover

◆ Separate balanced XLR connectors are

controls provide the simplest
way to biamp (SAC 22) or triamp (SAC 23) your system

◆ Same 4th order Linkwitz-Riley crossover design as the AC22/23
◆ An input level control allows decreasing the overall sensitivity of the

entire sound system, including the mono subwoofer if one is used
◆ Separate low, high and mono subwoofer output level controls allow

compensation for sensitivity variations in amplifiers and drivers

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO
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provided for the left and right
inputs as well as the stereo low and high outputs. Additional left and
right XLRs are provided for the mid outputs of the SAC 23

Subwoofer Output
◆ The mono subwoofer out, with switchable 100Hz LP Filter, provides a

separate mono sum of the left and right low outputs.
◆ The subwoofer output may be used along with the left and right low

outputs
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RA 30
30-Band Multi-Function Realtime Analyzer
Real Time Analyzer Mode

Sound Pressure Level Mode

Stereo VU Mode

The Rane RA 30 Realtime Analyzer is a single rack space unit providing 30 bands of realtime frequency/amplitude
information in a 5-LED per band format. The RA 30 serves three functions: Realtime Analyzer with Pink Noise generator,
SPL Meter and Stereo VU Meter with Peak Hold.

◆ Stereo VU mode is automatically enabled

visually judge the character of the signal
being generated by the built-in Pink Noise
generator (or any sound) using the included
measurement mic. You can then adjust an
external 1/3-octave EQ for the optimum
response of a sound system based on the
readings presented by the LED display.
◆ RTA mode divides broadband signals

when the Line input source is selected
◆ Levels are displayed as two horizontal rows

of yellow LEDs with a 1.5dB resolution: The
top row corresponds to the Left Input, and
the bottom row corresponds to the Right
Input. Levels above +3 dB on the VU scale
switch to the red LED rows.
◆ The VU can be calibrated to accommodate

applied to either the mic or line inputs into
1/3-octave increments using IEC 61260 Class
2 filters. The outputs of the filters are
displayed on the front panel to visually
indicate the amplitude of each band, in
user-selectable 1, 3 or 6 dB per LED scales.
◆ A Normalize button sets the 0 dB reference

to the maximum band level.

+4 dBu or -10dBV signals.
◆ An instantaneous Peak Hold function with a

2-second hold time is also provided using a
single LED display for each channel.

A professional quality back-electret condenser
microphone with an omnidirectional pickup
pattern. This microphone is supplied with
each RA 30, and connects to the front panel
Mic Input jack only. The tapered aluminum
mic housing fits most mic stand clips (one is
included), and comes complete with a 25’
cable to facilitate distant placement of the
mic from the analyzer. These factory tested
mics are flat to within 1dB from 20Hz to
16kHz. An Aux Mic Input is provided on the
rear panel, facilitating the use of other
microphones.

◆ Peak Hold is enabled or disabled by

pressing the NORM button.
◆ If the held peak value is greater than +12dB

on the VU scale, the +12dB LEDs stay illuminated. In this case, the Input gain can be
decreased until the peak value is not “stuck”
at +12dB. For a calibrated peak measurement,
the input gain can be set to minimum, which
sets the 0dB mark on the VU scale to +16dBu.

SPL Meter Mode
◆ Accurately displays SPL (Sound Pressure

Level) readings from a minimum of 51dBA
to a maximum of 120dBA.
◆ In SPL Meter Mode, the display is read hori-

zontally and calibrated to a 1dB resolution
using the included calibration mic which
auto ranges for maximized operation.

MIC 2 Condenser Microphone

Stereo VU Meter Mode

RTA Mode
◆ RTA (Realt Time Analyzer) Mode lets you

Mic 2 Condenser Microphone

Rear Panel
◆ Pink Noise Output jack with a recessed Pink Noise Level adjustment

◆ Aux Mic Input (XLR)

◆ Stereo Line Inputs (1⁄4” balanced, can operate in mono by using the left input only).
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S•COM / S•COM PLUS
Stereo Compressor / Limiters
The S•com is a dual-channel, single
rack space stereo compressor
designed to control signal levels
in a variety of applications. It’s
logical design and layout make
it simple to understand and
easy to use. Sonic integrity
offers clean, distortion free
audio, and a predictable, usable range of control from undetectable to clearly identifiable. Each channel combines an
Expander/Gate, a Compressor/Limiter and a fully adjustable Enhancer. This unique circuit reduces noise, increases
loudness and recovers high frequencies that might otherwise be compromised when audio is heavily compressed.
The Spectra switch adds a mid-band boost to the detector circuit to help smooth out harsh vocals.
The S•com PLUS has basically the same features, but also offers a variable de-esser to improve audio quality by removing
“S” from vocals and sibilance from overly bright sources such as cymbals. Both include a three-year extended warranty.
F E AT U R E S

Expander/Gate
◆ The Expander/Gate features a variable

Threshold control and switchable
(fast/slow) Release time.
◆ Twin (open and closed) LEDs provide visual

Metering
◆ 12-segment LED meter is provided for Gain

Reduction levels.
◆ Another 12-segment LED meter can be

switched to display input or output levels.

confirmation of the gate's operation

◆ Compressor/Limiter controls include

◆ Switchable AEG (Auto Envelope Generator)

function continuously analyzes the audio
input, and automatically adjusts the attack
and release times based on the changing
level.
◆ EFR (Enhanced Frequency Recovery) circuit

helps restore high frequency content that
can be lost when high gain reduction is
applied.
◆ The SKD (Smart Knee Detector) automatically

chooses between hard or soft knee
compression curve—based on the program
material. A hard knee curve activates the
compression circuit only when the audio
signal exceeds the threshold vs. a soft knee
curve which gradually increases the
compression ratio until the threshold is met.
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audition the Key input signal.
◆ An Enhancer level control allows you

to adjust the amount of Enhanced
Frequency Recovery being applied to
the signal
◆ In lieu of a dedicated de-esser, a

Compressor / Limiter
variable threshold, ratio, attack, release and
output level.

S•COM Only
◆ A Key Listen feature allows you to

Inputs and Outputs

switchable Spectra circuit allows you to
add a mid-band boost to the detector
circuit to tame sibilant vocals

◆ Servo balanced inputs and outputs on XLR

and 1/4” connectors with switchable +4 and
-10 operating levels.
◆ 1/4” key inputs and outputs

Additional Features
◆ A Key input switch, allows you to use an

external audio source to control processing.
For example, the signal from a kick drum
trigger the amount of compression applied
to a bass or you can use an EQ to specify
which frequencies should be used to
control dynamics.
◆ A link switch allows true stereo operation

with channel one controlling the processing
of both channels.

www.bhphotovideo.com

S•COM PLUS Only
◆ A switchable de-esser circuit with

variable level control, helps you tame
harsh and sibilant vocals. A five
segment LED meter shows you the
amount of high frequency gain
reduction being applied to the signal
◆ A dedicated Peak Limiter ensures that

output levels do not exceed the desired
threshold level. Ideal for speaker protection in your PA rig and for recording
and mixdown, especially to digital
devices. An LED lets you know when
the threshold level has been exceeded
and the Limiter circuit is activated.
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S•COM 4 / S•GATE 4
Four Channel Dynamics Processors
Compact and versatile, the
single-rack space S•Com 4 and
S•Gate 4 each four channels of
high quality dynamics
processing at an affordable
price. The S•Com 4 features
an Expander/Gate and
Compressor/Limiter on each
channel while the S•Gate 4 features an Expander/Gate/Ducker on each channel. Both units feature balanced XLR and 1/4”
inputs and outputs and have a link function that allows you to configure each unit to work as dual stereo processors.

S•COM 4
◆ 4 Channel Compressor/Limiter,

Expander/Gate with Enhancer
◆ Individual Threshold and Ratio controls

on each channel
◆ SKD (Smart Knee Detector) circuit

automatically switches from soft to hard
knee based on the level of input signal
applied
◆ EFR (Enhanced Frequency Recovery)

circuit helps restore high frequency
content that can be lost when high gain
reduction is applied.
◆ Expander/Gate circuit with variable

Trigger control and switchable Fast/Slow
Release
◆ 5-Segment LED meters provided for

input/output levels and Gain Reduction
on each channel

Samson’s S•Class processors represent a
new perspective on professional-level
audio processing. Elegant and powerful,
they combine proven circuitry, innovative
features and ease-of-use in beautifully
crafted cabinets.

Both Feature:
◆ Linkable in two stereo pairs. This allows

the settings on channels 1 and 3 to control the processing of channels 2 and 4.
◆ Advanced circuit design utilizing low

noise operational amps and high quality
VCA’s
◆ Servo balanced inputs/outputs on XLR

and 1/4” connectors with switchable
+4/-10 operating levels.

S•Gate 4
◆ Four channel Expander/Gate/Ducker
◆ Each of the gate channels has variable

Threshold, Attack, Release, and Range
controls
◆ Variable High and Low Pass Filters, on

each channel, allow frequency selective triggering
◆ Ducker feature allows you to automati-

cally attenuate (as opposed to gate)
the signal of a channel or stereo pair.
◆ Ducking can also be triggered by an

external audio source using the 1/4”
Key Input. A Key Listen switch lets you
monitor the key input signal.
◆ 8-segment LED meter lets you monitor

the amount of Gain Reduction on each
channel

◆ Three-year extended warranty

RDL ST-CL2 Stick-On Series Compressor/Limiter
The ST-CL2 is a is a miniature wall and surface mount, high performance compressor/limiter from RDL,
designed to maintain a constant average output level and effective peak control over a wide range of
input levels. The input and output are line level and each may be wired balanced or unbalanced.
Trimmers provide adjustment for all usual professional and consumer audio input and output levels.
Internal detectors feed three timing circuits. The threshold level and slope of each timing circuit are
incremented to respond sequentially to signals of varying amplitude and energy levels.
The ST-CL2 features a soft-knee compression threshold and compression ratio which automatically
adjusts to the program material. Two LED indicators cover the incremental ranges of compression, making setting of the input level quick and
easy. Two ST-CL2s may be strapped together for stereo operation by connecting the coupling terminals between the two modules.

ST-CL2 Stick-On Series Compressor/Limiter (RDSTCL2) ..............................................................................................................................................................147.50
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S•CURVE 215 / S•CURVE 131 / S•CURVE 231
Designed and built for professionals,
S•Curve EQs feature easy to read LED
displays and the extra features
professionals need. S•Curve EQs are also
exceptionally quiet, in fact up to 15dB
lower than comparable EQs. Three
models available, the S•Curve 215 is a
great, multi-purpose EQ packed with
features and easy-to-read lighted
display. The S•Curve 131 is for pros
looking for a full 31-band EQ, while the
S•Curve 231 is a totally comprehensive,
feature-rich dual 31-band EQ for the most demanding applications. They all feature Constant Q circuitry, balanced XLR
and 1/4” TRS inputs and outputs, LED faders and LED bar VU meters, boost/cut and cut only modes, and a bypass switch.

S•Curve 215 Dual 15-Band Graphic EQ
◆ 2/3 octave 15-band stereo graphic

equalizer ◆ High pass filter

◆ Single rack space chassis with aluminum

extrusion face plate

S•Curve 131 Dual 15-Band Graphic EQ
◆ 1/3 octave 31-band graphic equalizer
◆ Variable Low cut filter

◆ Single rack space chassis with aluminum

extrusion face plate

S•Curve 231
Dual 31-Band Graphic EQ
◆ 1/3 octave 31-band

stereo graphic
equalizer
◆ Switchable ±6dB or

±12dB filters

◆ Double rack

space chassis with
aluminum extrusion
face plate
◆ Subwoofer output

◆ Variable Low and High cut filters

S•3-Way Stereo/Mono Crossover
The S•3-way is a versatile
2-way, 3-way and 4-way
crossover with a difference.
First, it’s a perfect 2-way or
3-way stereo crossover. But its
mode is also switchable for use as a 4-way mono crossover. Both feature 2ms of delay for time alignment, Mute and
Phases switches for each output and XLR balanced outputs.
◆ Full-featured, Stereo 3-way, Mono 4-way

electronic crossover
◆ The input gain features ±12dB range with

LED metering and Peak indicators.
◆ The first crossover point is sweepable in

three ranges from 35Hz to 800Hz, from
350Hz to 8kHz with the 10x-Multiplier
switch engaged, or from 16Hz to 400Hz in
4-way low-mode.
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◆ The second crossover point is sweepable

from 175Hz to 4kHz or from 350Hz to 8kHz
depending on the setting of the mode
switch.
◆ A Delay section with up to 2ms of delay to

time-align low frequency outputs for
improved phase response of any PA system
◆ Low, Mid and High Frequency outputs with

±6dB of gain control.
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◆ Each output incorporates a Mute switch for

monitoring the individual frequency bands
and a phase switch to invert the polarity of
the output.
◆ High-quality 41-position detent pots and

backlit switches
◆ The global section features a variable

threshold Limiter, a CD function (for constant
directivity horns) and High Pass Filter.
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S•CLASS MINI PROCESSORS
The S•Class Mini processors offer
advanced signal processing in
incredibly durable, portable
enclosures. Very affordable, the
S•Class Minis are perfect for home,
on the road, or as a quick fix to a
house sound system.

▲
S•Amp

Eight processors in the series, they
include the S•Direct DI box,
S•Monitor for personal monitoring
on stage or in the studio, S•Mix
miniature 5-channel mixer, S•Amp
four channel headphone amplifier,
S•Convert for interfacing and level
matching consumer and
professional audio equipment,
S•Combine a 2 to 1 mic combiner,
and S•Split a 1-in 3-out mic splitter.

▲
S•Direct

▲
S•Monitor

Last, the S•Phantom is a 2-channel
48v phantom power supply with
two balanced XLR mic inputs and
two balanced XLR mic outputs and
an AC adapter included.

▲
S•Mix

▲
S•Convert

S•Combine (SASCOMBINE)

S•Direct (SASCOMBINE)

S•Mix (SASMIX)

2 to 1 mic combiner, this tiny box has two
balanced-XLR mic inputs, one balanced-XLR
mic output and includes an AC adapter.

A rugged and sturdy direct box that is ideal for
stage and studio. The S•Direct features a
switchable input level that handles instrument
and speaker levels, switchable ground lift
switch, gold-plated balanced XLR output and
a 1/4” link output for stereo using 2 boxes. 48v
phantom power or 9v operation with auto
battery shut off ..................................................29.00

A miniature 5-channel mixer with an XLR
balanced mic input with volume control,
stereo 1/4” and RCA inputs with volume
control, and RCA and 1/4” stereo outputs. A
12v AC adapter is included.

S•Monitor (SASMONITOR)
A lightweight personal headphone monitoring
solution with an XLR microphone input and a
1/4” stereo mix input, an XLR Thru/Out mic
send back to the console, and a 1/4” Mix Thru
for daisy-chaining additional units. Additionally,
it has two 1/4” headphone outputs, and
individual volume knobs for both Mic and
Mix control. Includes 12v AC adapter.

S•Split (SASSPLIT)
1-in 3-out mic splitter with one balanced
XLR mic input and three balanced XLR mic
outputs. Transformer isolated output for clean
signal. AC adapter included.

S•Convert (SASCONVERT)
The S-Convert is a bi-directional level matching and interfacing device for consumer and
professional audio products. The unit allows
for the conversion of stereo -10 dBv (RCA)
signals, which are typically output from
consumer grade CD players and cassette
recorders, to the +4 dBu (XLR) signals
associated with professional mixing consoles,
outboard effects processors, and recorders.

S•Amp (SASAMP)
Ideal for home recording, the S•Amp is a lowcost, portable, 4-channel headphone amplifier
that features individual output volume control
knobs, 1/4” stereo input and outputs conectors.
It includes a 12v AC adapter.

S•Phantom (SASPHANTOM)
An in-the-field, on-location solution, the
S-Phantom is a 2-channel 48-volt phantom
power supply with two balanced XLR mic
inputs and two balanced XLR mic outputs. It
includes an AC adapter.
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422 Stereo AGC-Leveler
Audio comes in all shapes and sizes.
There’s loud audio, quiet audio,
pretty audio and ugly audio. There’s
music and speech. There are CD’s mastered at drastically different levels. There are movie sound tracks where the effects are
too loud and the dialog so soft you can’t understand the words. To free yourself from unpredictable audio program levels, you
need the 422 Stereo AGC/Leveler. With simple and intuitive controls, the 422 converts “all over the map” signal levels into
smooth, intelligible, constant level audio. Unlike a compressor/limiter which only does half a job— it pushes down from the
top, preventing overload and distortion in subsequent stages, but does nothing from the bottom (the low level signals that
contribute so much to the intelligibility of speech and the enjoyment of music)—the 422 Stereo AGC-Leveler does it all. It
makes the loud sounds quieter and the quiet sounds louder. And it does it with finesse. The 422 works without the side effects
of compressors and limiters—no noise, pumping, and modulation.
The 422 is a remarkably sophisticated volume controller that is amazingly easy to use, because there are basically only four controls:
– The first and most important is the target level control. This sets the
volume where you want it. The 422’s input over output parallel VU
meters simultaneously show you the unmodified input signal on top
and the result of your target level setting just below it.

– Set the target level and detector, then use the ratio control to increase
or decrease the amount of leveling. At high ratios the program density
increase results in a more “present” or “up front” sound. At low ratios
the 422 performs subtle, yet effective, automatic gain riding.

– The detector control increases the sensitivity of the AGC. As you turn it
counterclockwise the 422 gently reaches down for the lower volume
audio and brings it up.

– Last, adjust the peak limit control to create an absolute ceiling level.
Great for protecting amps and speakers in discos where DJ’s often succumb to a disease known as “volume creep” as the night wears on.

528E Voice Processor (Channel Strip)
A complete, self-contained voice
processor with six separate functions:
mic preamp, de-essing, compression/
limiting, downward expansion, parametric EQ, and voice symmetry alignment. All six processors may be used simultaneously.
Although the 528E is called a “Voice Processor”, it is perfectly suitable for any signal, vocal or not. Each function features a full
complement of controls in an easy-to-use layout. Separate LED meters monitor mic gain and dynamics gain reduction
functions thus facilitating quick and accurate adjustment of controls. Works with any mic (or line input), enhancing vocal
intelligibility, increases perceived loudness and “presence”. Great for voices. Ideal for broadcast mics, voice-overs and music
recording, and sound reinforcement for PA/Paging systems.

Mic Preamp

Voice Symmetry

Variable gain up to 60dB and 48v phantom
power. Switchable 15dB pad prevents
distortion when close miking. Mic and line
inputs are balanced-transformerless XLR
and equipped with filters to prevent RFI.

Corrects for excessive positive or negative signal
peaks of the human voice. A simple in/out switch
controls voice symmetry.

De-esser
Program controlled high-cut filter, 12dB per
octave senses and regulates selectable
high frequencies to reduce or eliminate
annoying sibilance and “lip smacking”.
Controls are frequency and range (800Hz to
8000Hz).
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Compressor and Expander
Compressor maintains uniform levels while the
downward expander eliminates “breathing”, and
noise build up. And because it’s program
controlled, the 528E’s dynamic range processor
responds quickly to transients, and gently to
smaller level changes. Controls are expand
and compress threshold (-30 to 0dBu) and
compression/limiter ratio (1:1 to 10:1).

www.bhphotovideo.com

3-Band EQ
3-band— 16 to 500Hz (Low), 160 to 6300Hz
(Mid) 680Hz to 22kHz (High) parametric EQ
has a variable bandwidth from .3 to 4
octaves, 15dB boost/cut, and overlapping
frequency ranges.

Metering
◆ Type: Multi-segment LED bar graph
◆ Output Level: -20 to +3 VU (0 VU = +4 dBu),

VU calibrated, peak responding
◆ Gain Reduction: separate displays for

de-esser, downward expander, compressor

PROCESSORS

S YM E T R I X

745

322
DSP Engine
The 322 DSP Engine is an affordable, all-in-one, 24-bit
digital signal processor with stereo I/O, built into a
compact, half-rack space chassis. It combines all of the
processing needs for a small sound system including 16 bands of parametric EQ, compressor / limiter/ AGC, speaker alignment delay, high low and shelving filters, two-way crossover, small speaker EQ, as well as a gate with side chain filters.
Programming of the 322 is made simple: with a Windows-based PC connected to the 322’s front panel RS-232 port, you can control the 322’s parameters
using Symetrix’s 322 Designer software as well as a drag and drop setup facility that allows you to drag processing blocks to the desired location in
the signal chain. Using RS-232 for controlling the 322 has the added oadvantage of making the unit tamper-proof. Routing capabilities include the
ability to sum two signals down to one or split a signal along two signal paths. There is also a built-in pink noise generator to help facilitate proper
room and speaker tuning. The 322 features two inputs and outputs as well as a remote control port that can control up to four parameters — all
available via Euroblock connectors.

TA P CO
TWEEQ T-231 Dual Channel 1/3 Ocatve Graphic EQ
Tweeq T•231 is a dual channel, rugged,
two rack space, 31-band, 1/3 octave
graphic equalizer. The high precision,
20mm EQ sliders are switchable to
provide a boost / cut range of either
±6dB or ±12dB. Each of the two channels
also offer switchable high and low pass filters, at 40Hz and 16kHz respectivley, a bypass switch, signal clip indicators, output
gain control sliders. The balanced XLR and 1/4” TRS connectors and unbalanced RCA inputs and outputs ensure that the
Tweeq can intergate into any application regardless of whether the system is using professional or consumer level gear.

Squeez SQ-2 Two Channel Compressor / Gate
Squeez is a musical sounding, two-channel
compressor/gate with a unique
adjustable “Air” filter designed to the
natural high-end of classic studio
compressors. Squeez’s two indentical channels each feature variable threshold controls for gating and compression. The
compression section features variable ratio and output makeup gain controls as well as an attack and release section that can
be switched for manual or automatic control. The compression circuit features auto soft/hard knee curves that adjust to the
compression setting. Each channel also features a channel In/Out switch with status indicator, and precision 8-segment gain
reduction metering. Balanced XLR and 1/4” TRS inputs and outputs as well as 1/4” TRS side chain inputs. The 1/4” connections
accept both balanced and unbalanced signals. Squeez’s compression and gating capabilites are ideal for individual signal
control of microphones or line source material or for use on the main stereo bus to limit and noise supress an entire mix.
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ALESIS

RA SERIES
150/300/500 Watt Studio Reference Amplifiers
With their rugged construction, striking good looks,
RA150
and a long list of features, the RA series will quickly
find a home in project and commercial recording
studios, broadcast and post-production control
rooms around the world. Whether used for studio
reference monitoring, live sound reinforcement, or
instrument amplification, the RA-Series will provide
clean, quiet, reliable power with the high quality
found in all Alesis products.
RA300
They are designed to provide more power and better
performance at a lower overall cost per watt than
any other competing amp. As a result, they can better
match the power needs of virtually any passive
speaker or studio monitor, offering a significantly
better fit for an exceptionally wide range of budgets,
applications and customers.
RA500
They also provide a crisp, clean signal for outstanding performance and extended speaker life.
Designed for studio use, each RA series amp incorporates advanced convection cooling for heat dissipation. The result is
long, stable operation unaffected by heat-related complications and without the added distraction and annoyance of
fan cooling. Also helps eliminate the danger of losing hard-to-hear details due to noisy amp performance.
R A S E R I E S S P E C I F I C AT I O N S

F E AT U R E S
◆ DC coupled, fully complementary discrete

amplifier topology.
◆ Actively biased, dual differential inputs.
◆ Wide bandwidth, low distortion design.
◆ Fully protected from all fault conditions.
◆ Front panel level controls.
◆ LED output level metering

(RA300 and 500 only).
◆ Overload/fault indicators.

RA150
Height

RA300

RA500

2 RU

2RU

3U

Rated Output,
4Ω

75w RMS
per channel

150w RMS
per channel

250w RMS
per channel

Rated Output,
8Ω

45w RMS
per channel

90w RMS
per channel

150 RMS
per channel

Rated Output,
8Ω

150w RMS
Bridged Mode

300w RMS
Bridged Mode

500 RMS
Bridged Mode

◆ Bridged mono operation.

S/N Ratio

>105dB

>105dB

>105dB

◆ Relay-controlled turn on/off.

Frequency
Response

10Hz - 70kHz
+0, -3dB

10Hz - 70kHz
+0, -3dB

10Hz - 70kHz
+0, -3dB

Distortion

< 0.02% @ 4Ω,
20Hz - 20kHz

< 0.02% @ 4Ω,
20Hz - 20kHz

< 0.02% @ 4Ω,
20Hz - 20kHz

Input
Sensitivity

+4dB
for rated output

+4dB
for rated output

+4dB
for rated output

◆ XLR input connectors (RA 300, RA 500).

Crosstalk

-85dB, 1kHz

-85dB, 1kHz

-85dB, 1kHz

◆ Heavy-duty, dual binding post output

Output
Offset

±50 mV,
Servo controlled

±50 mV,
Servo controlled

±50 mV,
Servo controlled

◆ Silent convection-cooled design.
◆

Heavy-duty steel chassis.

◆ RCA inputs

(-10dB unbalanced).

◆ 1/4” TRS inputs (+4dB balanced).

connectors.
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POWERFLEX SERIES
Four- and Six-Channel Power Amplifiers
Using a state of the art, high-speed MosFet switching design
with spread spectrum switching technology, the Powerflex
4400 and 6250 provide uncompromised power with
exceptional efficiency greatly reducing
wasted power (heat). The 4400 delivers 275w RMS @ 8Ω
or 400W RMS @ 4Ω of superior audio fidelity through
four independent channels, while the Powerflex 6250—
five times as efficient as conventional Class A or AB linear
power amplifiers—delivers 150W RMS @ 8Ω or 250W
RMS @ 4Ω through six independent channels.
◆ Their four or six channels may be used as individual, independent

power amps with more than enough power to satisfy nominal audio
applications. Additionally, three and two channel configurations of
the Powerflex 4400 are possible for even greater flexibility. Channels
may be bridged in pairs delivering 800W RMS @ 8 ohms.
◆ On the Powerflex 6250, five, four and three channel configurations are

possible. Channels may be bridged in pairs providing for up to three
higher power (500W/Ch @ 8 ohms) or 70-volt applications. The
Powerflex 6250 can drive as many as six independent 25v or three
independent 70v amps without the need of external transformers.

Powerflex 4400, top; Powerflex 6250, bottom
◆ The 4400 features bridgeable channels and switchable high pass filter

on each pair of inputs. The 6250 offers a switchable high pass filter on
each input. Both feature level controls located on the rear panel,
XLR-1/4” and euroblock input connections, 5-way binding post output
connections and a quiet three-speed fan for on-demand cooling.
◆ Applications include any multichannel power amp application,

monitor amp, paging systems, cinema systems, boardroom audio
applications, multiple zone restaurant, bar, theme park or auditorium.
The Powerflex 6250 can also be used for any 25 and 70v system,
surround sound, recording studios, PA and DJ applications.

FTX SERIES III Stereo Amplifiers
The FTX-1501 and FTX-2001 utilize Ashly’s proven output stage
design, consisting of the latest generation of paralleled power
MOS-FETs for current gain. These devices have smooth
transconductance curves and run at a relatively high idle
current, thus preventing crossover notch distortion. FTX
Series III amplifiers require no dissipation limiting protective
circuitry and provide virtually infinite power gain. This keeps
load reflections from the driver stage, promoting stability
and extremely low distortion.
◆ The FTX-1501 outputs 185w at 8Ω,

◆ Superior sonic performance with MOSFET

275w at 4Ω and 275w at 2Ω.

outputs and class-A driver. Fan cooled for
continuous high-power operation.

◆ The FTX-2001 delivers a full 300w per

channel at 8Ω, 475w into four, and 550w
when confronted with a true two ohm load.
◆ Both can be mono-bridged at a power

rating twice their 4Ω per channel capability.

◆ They are UL approved to ensure compliance

with the specifications of commercial
installations, and are THX approved for use
in cinema and home theater applications.

◆ Both amps are Ashly PowerCard compatible
◆ Modular construction for reliability and

serviceability. They include Ashly’s exclusive
5-year worry-free warranty.
◆ The FTX-2001(only) can be used to drive 70v

systems when configured in bridged mono
mode without external transformers.
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PE SERIES
High Performance, Remote-Controlled Power Amplifiers
Ashly has long believed that the secret to great
sound and reliability is intelligent design and
meticulous execution. Optimized for cool
operation, modularity, ultimate compatibility
and maximum performance, the PE (Protea
Enabled) Series takes that philosophy and multiplies it ten-fold. Featuring superior audio quality
and reliability, the PE Series incorporates
everything you need to interface with virtually
any analog or digital equipment. They even
include future-proof expansion ports. No addons. No awkward fixes. Truly modern amplifiers
that address the needs of today’s professionals.
Six models in the series, each are high-power, high-efficiency, 2RU high, lightweight amps incorporating the latest in
power and control technologies. Each can drive 2, 4 or 8 ohm loads, and they utilize a 2-stage high-efficiency switched
mode power supply, which provides a high-power-to-weight ratio. They can be controlled and monitored via the built-in
ethernet port using Protea Software. The software gives you access to many features, including: input attenuation, channel mute, channel polarity, input level, output voltage, output current, clipping, temperature, and power on/off.
F E AT U R E S
◆ Each PE Series amplifier provides on-board

analog processing, including a selectable
subsonic filter, a selectable clip-limiter and
an input-sensitivity selector, which can
optimize the amplifier for load and the many
devices that can drive it.

◆ They provide DC voltage control of the calibrated Input attenuators, which makes it a snap to

control volume from remote locations, and Remote Power Turn-on/-off with sequential power
in/off circuitry built right into the amplifier.
◆

◆ Each includes an array of output current and

temp indicators to monitor various operating
parameters. It’s easy to tell at a glance, for
example, the status of the load being driven
(i.e. “are my drivers working?”).

◆ By adding Protea DSP technology and control to an amplifer,

Ashly has designed a comprehensive and easy to use audio
system. Protea Software allows you to setup, control and
monitor PE Series amps using standard, inexpensive, readilyavailable Ethernet hardware. Control anywhere from one to
hundreds of amps, as well as your Protea Series processors,
on- or off-site with the intuitive and friendly Protea software.

◆ Standard input connections are via XLR-1/4”

Neutrik combo connectors and 6-pin
Euroblock. XLR male connectors are also
provided for looping to additional amplifiers.
Output connectors are locking Neutrik
Speakon (NL-4) on all models and 4 position
screw terminal strip with safety cover on
models 800 and 1200.
◆ The PE-2400, PE-3000 and PE-3800 are

capable of driving 70-volt systems. Power
specifications are: PE-2400 - 1200W per
channel; PE-3000 - 1500W per channel; and
PE-3800 - 1700W per channel.
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Two optional Protea DSP Cards are available. Their SHARC
32-bit/96kHz processor enables 24-bit AD/DA, analog and
digital (AES3) inputs. Each offers two additional processed
output channels to drive additional amplifier channels.
(See next page to view the current DSP library).

Power
Model

8 ohms

Stereo
4 ohms

2 ohms

3800
3000

1100W

1900W

1500W

3800W

3000W

3800W

900W

1500W

1500W

3000W

3000W

3000W

2400

700W

1200W

1500W

2400W

3000W

2400W

1800

500W

900W

1400W

1800W

2800W

1800W

1200

300W

600W

1100W

1200W

2200W

1200W

800

200W

400W

700W

800W

1400W

800W
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Mono Bridge
8 ohms 4 ohms

Parallel Mono
2 ohms
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PE SERIES
Protea Software
Control from one to hundreds of amps, as well
as your Protea Series processors, on- or off-site
with intuitive and friendly Protea Software.

The PE DSP Card
◆

◆ Set up, control and monitor PE Series

amplifiers using standard, inexpensive,
readily-available Ethernet hardware.
◆ Protea mobile software

▲

allows wireless
control of PE-Series amps and the DSP-1 and
DSP-2 Option Cards for the PE-Series amps.

— Proteane DSP cards have an extensive
DSP library including: graphic, parametric,
notch and shelving equalization filter
types, Bessel, Butterworth and Linkwitz/ Riley high and low pass crossover filters with
slopes of up to 48dB/octave and all pass filters for phase correction. Additional
processing blocks include: signal delay, compressor/limiter, gate, matrix mixer, signal
generators (sinewave, white and pink noise) and metering.

Control
Screen

— A “Click and Hot-Plug” user interface allows you to select any processing block and
place it wherever required in your signal chain. The process is seamless and in real
time, with no need to wait for your system to recalculate or recompile its settings.

▲

Network Control

Proteane DSP cards use a SHARC 200MHz,
32-bit floating-point processor and
operate from 48 to 96kHz with a 24-bit
AD/DA. The Proteane DSP-1 XLR version
and DSP-2 Euroblock version offer both
analog and digital (AES3) inputs and two
additional processed output channels for
driving two more amplifier channels.

Control Screen
Simple and easy set up, control and monitoring of
your system, either on site or from anywhere in
the world. It’s browser-based for easy navigation
and no need to install custom drivers. Control and
monitor your entire sound system network – set
levels, enable/disable front panel and remote
attenuators, power on/standby, mute, monitor
in/out levels, temperature and current.

— By adding a DSP card to your PE-Series amplifier, you have just simplified system
implementation for many applications in live sound, commercial sound reinforcement
and installations. Best of all, standard Ethernet protocol, a PC and Ashly’s easy to
understand and navigate Proteane Software is used to control everything. Several
layers of security control allow you to determine who can access system settings and
also define the limitations of that access.
◆

In addition to the Ethernet control, remote control via hard-wire and contact closure
terminals to accommodate requirements for local operation is provided. These include
remote level control, power standby/power down and recall of up to three presets.

PE SERIES SPECIFICATIONS

Network Control
Allows you to set up your system – automatically!
Network Control will assign all your IP addressing –
no avanced IT or programming degree needed.
Or, if you wish, you can set up your system
manually, allowing you to isolate your audio gear
from everything else on the network.

Voltage Gain:

26dB, 32dB or 1.5V sensitivity (selectable)

Distortion (SMPTE, typical) - 8 ohm load, 10dB below rated power

<0.01%

Distortion (THD+N, typical) - 8 ohm load, 10dB below rated power, 20Hz - 10kHz

<0.01%

Frequency Response

20Hz - 20kHz, ± 0.15 dB

Damping Factor - 8 ohm load, <1kHz

> 400

Input Impedance

Security Control

Maximum Input Level

Gives you flexibility to determine who has access
and to define the limitations of that access.

Control Network

Functions include:

View Only: Lets someone see what’s going on
but does not allow them to tamper with the
settings
IP Only: Lets the network personnel set up the
network or subnetwork and inhibits their ability
to become an audio engineer
Full Audio: Full control of all audio functions
only
Unrestricted (Full): Full control of all functions

20k Ohm, balanced
+21 dBu
onboard, compatible with standard 100 MB Ethernet hardware
Front Panel Indicators

Per channel
Overall
Attenuators
Input Connectors, each channel

Clip, -6 dB, -12 dB, -18 dB, Temp, Output current
power, standby, protect, bridged mono, parallel mono, communications
1 per channel: front panel, software, offset and remote
XLR female/TRS, Euroblock, XLR male (looping)

Output connectors, each channel
Load Protection

Speakon
Adjustable clip limiter

Dimensions (WxHxD)
Net Weight
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22 to 24lbs.
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CE 1000 • CE 2000
Power Amplifiers
Crown’s CE 1000 and CE 2000 amplifiers are professional
tools designed and built for professional use. They
feature front-panel detented level controls, useful
function indicators, proportional fan-assisted cooling,
short- circuit protection and more.
For superior flexibility, they can work with a range of
Crown SST (System Solution Topologies) modules
which provide true professional features like fixed-point
crossover and summed bass output. With powerful,
reliable performance, the amps easily handle real
2-ohm loads and are capable of chest-thumping lows.
Backed by a three-year, no-fault warranty that covers everything.
F E AT U R E S
◆ Accurate, uncolored sound with very low

distortion for the best in music and voice
reproduction
◆ Bridge-mono/stereo mode switch allows

you to set up your amps/speakers in the
configuration that best suits your needs
◆ Extremely versatile they can handle a wide

range of speaker impedances and outputs

SST Modules
For superior flexibility, Crown CE-Series amplifiers are compatible with a range of Crown SST (System
Solution Topologies) modules to tailor the amp to your application. The modules provide true
professional features like fixed-point crossover and summed bass output and install easily into the
back of the amplifier to save rack space and simplify system wiring.
The SST-MX module is a fourth-order Linkwitz-Riley type crossover with a fixed crossover point
set at 100 Hz. Truly a professional crossover, the SST-MX uses hard-wired precision components
that stay at the frequencies you have selected for consistent bandwidth control.

◆ Switchable input sensitivity

◆ Stereo biamp

◆ Proportional speed fan optimizes cooling

◆ Barrier block balanced

◆ 24-dB/octave Linkwitz-Riley

efficiency

crossover fixed at 100-Hz

◆ Removable front-panel level control knobs

◆ Stereo sub outputs

◆ They can be mounted in 19” or shallow 14”

◆ Neutrik Combo input jacks

racks or stacked on top of each other

outputs
◆ Optional high-pass filter

bypass on amplified
outputs adapts system
for full-range use

◆ Choice of Speakon (comes standard),

binding post, or barrier strip outputs
◆ Choice of balanced 1/4” (6.35-mm), XLR, or

barrier strip inputs
◆ Advanced protection circuitry guards

against shorted, open or mismatched loads;
over- loaded power supplies; excessive
temperature; chain destruction phenomena;
input overload damage; and highfrequency blow-ups.
◆ They also protect loudspeakers from

input/output DC, large or dangerous DC
offsets and turn-on/turn-off transients.
◆ Three-year No-Fault (fully transferable)

warranty even covers round-trip ground
shipping in the U.S. for all warranty work.
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The SST-SX module is a fourth-order Linkwitz-Riley type crossover with the crossover point
switchable to either 80 or 120 Hz. High-frequency (HF) signals are routed to the internal
amplifier channels, and low-frequency (LF) signals are summed and routed the mono output
connector. Truly a professional crossover, the SST-SX uses hard-wired precision components that
stay at the frequencies you have selected for consistent bandwidth control.
◆ Stereo biamp
◆ 24-dB/octave Linkwitz-Riley tuned filters
◆ Crossover switchable to either 80 or 120 Hz

◆ Neutrik Combo (1/4” [6.35mm] phone and

3-pin XLR) input jacks
◆ Male 3-pin XLR Sub Output

◆ SST modules install into the back of your amp, saving rack space & simplifying system wiring

SST-MX: 100-Hz Linkwitz-Riley crossover with stereo sub-bass outputs
SST-SX: 80-/120-Hz switchable Linkwitz-Riley crossover with mono summed sub-bass output
SST-SBSC: variable Linkwitz-Riley stereo cross-over with mono-summed sub-bass output
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CE 4000
Engineered from the bottom up for top performance and
unmatched reliability, the CE 4000 was designed using
Crown’s award-winning BCA (Balanced Current
Amplifier) engineering to provide superior power
output, increased efficiency, legendary Crown sound,
and extraordinary reliability.With typical output power
at 1,200 watts per channel, and Burst Power up to 1,800
watts per channel, the CE 4000 not only handles but
excels at handling 2-ohm loads. In repeated stress tests,
the CE 4000 continued to perform at levels 12 dB into clip, long after others had shut down.
Flexibility is also unsurpassed with features like selectable on-board high- and low-filter sets, optional signal control
modules, and dual output connectors. Whether you’re a touring band, A/V rental company or looking for a fixed install
amp, the CE 4000’s lightweight, modern design and lowest cost per watt of any amp in its class, make it the obvious choice.
F E AT U R E S
◆

◆

◆

Patented BCA (Balanced Current Amp)
technology delivers high efficiency and
superb sound. Generates more power and
less heat than traditional linear amplifiers

◆ 5-Way Fault Indicator:

Delivers 1800 watts per channel (both
driven) into 2 ohms, 1200 watts into 4 ohms,
and 600 watts into 8 ohms

—5-way binding post plus barrier strip

2) excessive heatsink temperature;

—Dual Neutrik Speakon

3) transformer thermal protection;

◆

Enhanced switch-mode power supply with
PFC (Power Factor Correction) allows you to
plug the amp in anywhere in the world with
any line voltage.

◆

Easy to transport and set up (only 34 lbs.)

4) short at amplifier output;
5) output stage non-operational

Topologies) input modules for additional
signal control. SST modules offer a variety of
active crossover configurations
◆

31-step detented rotary level control for
each channel

◆

3-way sensitivity switch is switchable among
0.775, 1.4 or 3.46 volts for full output into
8-ohm load

◆

Protection from shorted, open or mismatched loads, input and high-frequency
overloads. Loudspeakers protected from
in/out DC, and power on/off transients

◆

◆ Choice of dual output connectors:

—5-way binding post plus Neutrik Speakon

1) blinks during power-up;

◆ Compatible with SST (System Solution

◆

Clip LED indicators for each channel

◆ Twice as energy efficient as conventional

switching amps, the CE 4000 requires much
less energy to deliver its massive power into
virtually any load. This efficiency means
major savings over the life of the amp. It also
allows more CE 4000’s to be plugged into a
single AC circuit, reducing installation costs.

Designed for the utmost in flexibility, the
CE 4000 features sub-bass output via
integral 4-position high- pass and 3-position
low-pass filter sets for each channel:

– 4-position, selectable High-Pass filter switch
provides settings for Flat, 30, 40 and 50Hz.
Filter rolloff is 18 dB per octave
– 3-position, selectable Low-Pass filter switch
provides settings for Flat, 80 and 100 Hz.
Filter roll-off is 24 dB per octave

harshest of conditions. However, just in case,
it includes a 3-Year “No-Fault” full warranty
(even covers round-trip ground shipping in
the U.S. for all warranty work).

CE1000

CE2000

CE4000

560w

975w

1800w

Rated Output, 4Ω

75w RMS per channel

150w RMS per channel

250w RMS per channel

Rated Output, 8Ω

45w RMS per channel

90w RMS per channel

150 RMS per channel

Rated Output, 8Ω

150w RMS Bridged Mode

300w RMS Bridged Mode

500 RMS Bridged Mode

2 ohms Dual*

Amplifier is automatically muted during
power up to avoid turn-on transients

◆ Extremely reliable keeps running under the

S/N Ratio

>105dB

>105dB

>105dB

Frequency

10Hz - 70kHz

10Hz - 70kHz

10Hz - 70kHz

Response

+0, -3dB

+0, -3dB

+0, -3dB

Distortion

< 0.02% @ 4Ω, 20Hz - 20kHz

< 0.02% @ 4Ω, 20Hz - 20kHz

< 0.02% @ 4Ω, 20Hz - 20kHz

+4dB for rated output

+4dB for rated output

+4dB for rated output

Input Sensitivity
Crosstalk
Output Offset

-85dB, 1kHz

-85dB, 1kHz

-85dB, 1kHz

±50 mV, Servo controlled

±50 mV, Servo controlled

±50 mV, Servo controlled

* with stand and speakers
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CTS SERIES
2-Channel and Multi-Channel Power Amps for Installed Sound
For fexibility and value for installed sound applications,
the CTs Series offers power levels and features carefully
chosen to perfectly integrate into fixed install design
requirements. They feature independent selection of high
and low-impedance operation for a specific channel, and
for added fl exibility, include both dual-channel and
multi-channel models. All models feature Crown’s new
Switching Power Supply for lighter weight and are
compatible with the the IQ System. Two-channel models
accept PIP2 modules, and also feature selectable highpass filters and input sensitivity for each channel.
Multi-channel models accept MC accessory modules
that provide enhanced control, monitoring, and system
integration. The CTs multi-channel amps also feature
FIT (Fault Isolation Topology), which isolates channel-specific faults and prevents them from affecting remaining channels.
If a CTs multi-channel amp is powering multiple zones, and a channel fails, the other zones continue to operate.
F E AT U R E S
◆

Switching power supply for reduced weight

◆

High power-density, with all two-channel
models in a 2U chassis.

◆

Direct constant-voltage (70/100/140/200v)
or low-impedance (2/4/8 ohm) operation.

◆

Input sensitivity independently selectable
for each channel.

◆

TLC protection circuitry protects the amp
from long-term excessive heat by subtly and
dynamically reducing the gain only when
necessary to reduce heat levels.

◆ Advanced protection circuitry guards against:

shorted outputs, DC, mismatched loads,
general overheating, under/over voltage,
high-frequency overloads and internal faults.
◆

◆

Legendary Crown AB+B (Multi-Mode) output
topology in the CTs 600/1200 and Class I
(BCA) output topology in the CTs 2000/3000
offer the best in amplifier reliability.

◆

Blue power indicator flashes if the AC mains
is under/ over voltage.

◆

JTS circuitry (CTs 600/1200 only) quickly
protects output transistors from unsafe
operating conditions without shutting the
channel down.

◆

3-year No-Fault, fully-transferable warranty
protects your investment. Crown’s advancereplacement Profit Protection Plan provides
no-questions-asked replacement of covered
amps should they fail at any time up to 6
months following date of installation.

Switchable high-pass filter for each channel
provides low-frequency roll off to eliminate
step down transformer saturation when used
in distributed systems.

◆ PIP2 (Programmable Input Processor)

CTS600

CTS1200

CTS2000

CTS3000

2-ohm Dual (per ch.)

150

250

1000

1500

4-ohm Dual (per ch.)

300

600

1000

1500

8-ohm Dual (per ch.)

300

600

1000

1250

16-ohm Dual (per ch.)

300

300

625

625

A soft-start circuit in the power supplyminimizes amp’s current draw when power-on.

70 Volt Dual (per ch.)

300

600

1500

1500

100 Volt Dual (per ch.)

NR

NR

1500

1500

◆

Continuously variable fans optimize cooling
efficiency.

4-ohm Bridged

300

500

3000

3000

8-ohm Bridged

600

1200

3000

3000

◆

Comprehensive array of indicators to
provide accurate diagnostics. These include:
Data and Bridge, along with Ready, Signal,
Clip, Thermal and Fault for each channel.

16-ohm Bridged

600

1200

2500

2500

140 Volt Bridged

600

1200

3000

3000

200 Volt Bridged

NR

NR

3000

3000

connector accepts accessory modules that
tailor the amplifier to suit specific
applications.
◆

◆

Removable terminal block input connectors,
with “Y” input switch in the standard
PIP2-BBY module.
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CTS SERIES
Multi-Channel (CTs4200/8200) Step-up Features

Mode

Channels Driven

CTS4200

CTS8200

◆ High power-density, with four channels (CTs 4200) or eight channels (CTs 8200) in a

4 Ω Dual

4 ch.

215 W

175 W

3U chassis
◆ Selectable constant-voltage (70v/100v) or low

impedance (4/8 ohm) operation for
each channel pair (channel pair must be operated in Bridge mode for 100v output)

8 Ω Dual

4 ch.

190 W

155 W

70 Volt Dual

4 ch.

220 W*

185 W*

4 Ω Dual

1 ch.

225 W

230 W

8 Ω Dual

1 ch.

210 W

220 W

70 Volt Dual

1 ch.

245 W*

230 W*

8 Ω Bridged

2 ch-pairs

430 W

350 W

◆ FIT (Fault Isolation Topology) circuitry isolates faults within affected channels
◆

◆

A fixed 35-Hz (70-Hz in CTs 4200) high-pass filter per channel pair is automatically
inserted when the mode switch is set to either of the constant-voltage settings.
The high-pass filter corner frequency in the CTs 8200 can be set to 70 Hz, or
bypassed, with a service option
Accepts MC accessory modules for remote VCA level control or IQ System control
to tailor the amp to suit specific applications:

IQ-MC4A and IQ-MC8: A single IQ-MC module provides IQ control and monitoring
capability to all channels of the amplifier. Features include basic IQ amplifier control
and monitoring, including attenuation, mute, polarity, input level, output level,
power supply temperature, and thermal level meters. Advanced features include IOC,
Thermal and Fault error reporting, Load Supervision, output limiting, Listen Bus, AUX
control port, 32 presets, and real-time “read-only” software indication of amplifier
hardware indicator, level control, and mode switch status.
VCA-MC4A and VCA-MC8: Provides independent remote level control for each
channel. 4-pin removable Phoenix-style barrier connectors provide the +10VDC
control voltage, ground, and control lines for two amplifier channels. Thus, 4-channel
amplifiers use two connectors; 8-channel amplifiers use four connectors.
Used in conjunction with a VCA-MC module, the 1-VCAP and 4-VCAP are wall-mounted
panels that provide remote volume control for one or more CTs amplifier channels.
The 1-VCAP is a 1-gang panel with one potentiometer, and the 4-VCAP is a 2-gang
panel with four potentiometers.The potentiometer(s) on the panel are wired directly
to one of the VCA connectors on the VCA-MC.

16 Ω Bridged

2 ch-pairs

380 W

310 W

100 Volt Bridged

2 ch-pairs

220 W*

185 W*

8 Ω Bridged

2 ch-pairs

450 W

460 W

16 Ω Bridged

2 ch-pairs

420 W

440 W

100 Volt Bridged

2 ch-pairs

245 W*

230 W*

All ratings measured @ 20Hz - 20kHz except * which are constant
Voltage full bandwidth power ratings at 100Hz - 20kHz due to
automatic High-Pass Filters

CTS SERIES
CTs 4200 4-Channel Power Amp (CRCTS4200)...............CALL
CTS-4200IQ (CRCTS4200IQ): With IQ-MC4............................CALL
CTS-4200VCA (CRCTS4200VCA): With VCA-MC4A..............CALL
CTs 8200 8-Channel Power Amp (CRCTS8200)...............CALL
CTS-8200IQ (CRCTS8200IQ): With IQ-MC4............................CALL
CTS-8200VCA (CRCTS8200VCA): With VCA-MC4A..............CALL

COMMERCIAL AUDIO SERIES
Commercial Audio Series amps deliver legendary
Crown quality to the commercial audio industry.
Consisting of the 80A, 280A and 1160A, these
high-value amplifiers provide both 4-ohm and
constant-voltage outputs (70v and 100v) for
use in a wide range of commercial applications
including schools, hospitals, factories, restaurant/retail, houses of worship, fitness facilities and A/V boardrooms.
◆ 1 or 2 inputs, 1 or 2 amplifier output channels
◆ Ideal for commercial and industrial use
◆ Balanced Phoenix-type line inputs; touchproofed

screw-terminal speaker outputs

◆ Advanced protection system includes

output current limiting, DC protection,
circuit breaker/fuse, and thermal
protection.

◆ Three-Year, No-Fault, Fully Transferable

Warranty completely protects your
investment and guarantees amp
specifications.

The amps vary in their number of inputs/outputs, and power range:
— 180A has 1 input and one 80W power amp
for single-zone systems.

— 280A has 2 inputs and dual 80W power
amps for two-zone systems.

— 1160A has 1 input and one 160W power
amp for single-zone systems.

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 92
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D-45 • D-75
With their long history of
reliability, D-45 and D-75A
amps are the ideal choice for
use on the road, in recording
studios, labs and in public
facilities. Very compact (1RU),
the convection cooled D-45 and D-75A provide ultra-low distortion for medium power applications making them perfect
for moderate power applications such as broadcast studio near-field monitoring, a recording/broadcast headphone
amp or a small paging system. Designed, built and carefully checked to ensure reliable operation with a wide variety of
loads, Crown’s AB+B circuitry ensures efficient use of output transistors while incorporating protection against shorted,
open, mismatched or low-impedance loads. Both include the industry’s only 3-year, no-fault, fully transferable warranty.
◆ Powerful AB+B class circuitry yields

◆ Very low noise and wide dynamic range

maximum efficiency with minimum
crossover “notch” distortion

POWER OUTPUT @ 1 kHz with 0.5% THD

◆ High damping factor provides exceptional

D-45

D-75A

4 ohm Dual*

35w

55w

8 ohm Dual*

25w

40w

loudspeaker motion control

◆ IOC (Input/Output Comparator) alerts of any

distortion that exceeds 0.05% to provide
proof of distortion-free performance
◆ Detented level controls for precise

repeatability
◆ Ultra-low harmonic and intermodulation

distortion result in the best dynamic
transfer function in the industry

◆ Signal presence indicators verify the

presence of amplifier output
◆ Convection cooling dissipates heat through

the heat sinks and chassis for optimal
cooling and maintenance-free operation
◆ Mounts in a standard 19” rack
◆ 3-Year, no-fault, transferable warranty

16 ohm Dual*

20w

25w

8 ohm Bridge-Mono

70w

110w

16 ohm Bridge-Mono

50w

80w

* maximum power @ 1 kHz with 0.5% THD

XLS SERIES
XLS-202, XLS-402, XLS-602, XLS-802
The XLS Series of power amplifiers from Crown represents a new
era in affordable, quality power amplification. Identical except for
output power and weight, the line consists of four models in a
uniform, rugged 2U chassis. They offer a Bridge/Mono Switch that
allow users to quickly and easily set the amp for Bridge Mono mode.
Also, the signal indicators greatly increase monitoring capabilities.
◆

POWER OUTPUT @ 1 kHz with 0.5% THD
XLS202

XLS402

XLS602

2 ohm Stereo*

250w

570w

240w

4 ohm Stereo*

200w

400w

600w

8 ohm Stereo*

145w

260w

370w

—

800w

1200w

8 ohm Bridge-Mono
* per channel

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO
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Housed in a rugged, all-steel 2U
chassis.

◆ Selectable high-pass filter on each

channel enables them to work more
efficiently when full band-width isn’t
required.

◆ Clip limiters protects loudspeakers

from being overdriven.
◆

Efficient forced-air fans prevent
excessive thermal buildup.

◆

Electronically balanced XLR inputs;
touchproof binding post and
Speakon outputs.

◆

Precision detented level controls,
power LED, and six LEDs which
indicate signal, clip and fault for each
channel.

◆

3-Year, no-Fault, fully transferable
warranty.
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CP-660
6-Channel Amplifier
Crown’s CP660 six-channel power amplifier
gives you super flexibility and the best
watts-to-dollar ratio around. With six
independent channels, the CP660 takes the place of three, two-channel amplifiers, yet still fits in a standard two-rack
space. Its 75-watt average power output per channel is ideal for a variety of surround-sound uses, as well as many
paging, zoning and background music applications. Plus, when you need it, you can easily bridge any pair of channels for
double the power.
Rear-mounted controls and connectors on the CP660 minimize
the chance of unauthorized changes, and provide a clean look
for the front panel. A super-quiet, variable speed fan provides
just the right amount of cooling, only when it’s needed.
Like all Crown amplifiers, the CP660 has been carefully constructed using graded, high-current metal transistors and
other quality components, ensuring years of reliable operation. Plus, it’s backed by Crown’s unmatched, industry-leading,
three-year, no-fault warranty, which guarantees the amp is covered no matter what, even if it's damaged by accident.
F E AT U R E S
◆ Designed for a wide range of demanding

◆

applications, including multi-channel,
distributed sound, surround and stereo
systems.
◆ Perfect for applications with multi-zone

needs, such as cafeterias, restaurants,
schools and theaters, the CP660’s efficient
design allows convenient, cost-effective,
reliable operation in a compact, 2RU
space format.

◆

power sharing design that provides extra
power to channels where it’s needed most.

Barrier strip connectors are provided for the
inputs, and heavy-duty 5-way binding posts
allow secure output connections.

◆

A discrete component power design
employs rugged, high-current metal output
transistors for maximum reliability.

Six independent level controls on the back
panel allow convenient level balancing of all
channels.

◆

Three Dual/Mono switches on the back
panel give a broad range of flexibility in
confi guring your system.

◆ This highly efficient amplifier includes a

◆

◆

The CP660 brings you maximum flexibility
for configuration, with six independent
amplifier channels. Each pair of output
channels can be bridged, using convenient
switches on the back panel, to provide
three, four or five channels with higher
output power. In addition, each channel
includes its own back-panel gain control
for convenient system balancing.

The super-quiet, variable speed fan operates
according to thermal demand, while the
front-panel air intakes provide the most
efficient cooling in any rack.

◆

Super-quiet, variable-speed fan with auto
trigger for silent, effective cooling.

Crown’s Three-Year, No-Fault, Fully Transferable Warranty
Crown offers a Three-Year, No-Fault, Fully Transferable Warranty for every new Crown amplifier—
an unsurpassed industry standard. With this unprecedented No-Fault protection, your new Crown
amplifier is warranted to meet or exceed original specifi cations for the first three years of
ownership. During this time, if your amplifier fails, or does not perform to original specifications,
it will be repaired or replaced at our expense. About the only things not covered by this warranty
are those losses normally covered by insurance and those caused by intentional abuse. And the
coverage is transferable, should you sell your amplifier.

◆

High-quality, standard-spaced double
banana- jack/binding-post output
connections facilitate any type of speaker
connection, including heavy-gauge wire.

◆

The CP660 amplifi er is protected against
shorted, open or mismatched loads;
overloaded power supplies; excessive
temperature; chain destruction phenomena;
input overload damage; and high-frequency
blowups. It also protects loudspeakers from
input/output DC, large or dangerous DC
offsets and turn-on/turn-off transients.

Six-Channel Mode
4-ohm

8-ohm

1 Channel/ 1 Load

130W

90W

4 Channels/ 4 Loads

100W

70W

6 Channels/ 6 Loads

75W

60W

Bridge Mode
8-ohm
2 Channels/ 1 Load

250W

4 Channels/ 2 Loads

200W

6 Channel/ 3 Loads

150W
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CXA120 • CXA240
120W and 240W Power Amplifiers
Although the CXA 120 (120w) and CXA 240 (240w) are single channel
power amplifiers mainly designed for low voltage applications (25V,
70V, 100V), they can also be used with a 4 ohm load. This makes the
CXA series amplifiers adaptable to most installations. Their ability to
be run from a 24v DC backup power supply, seamlessly switching to DC
when the AC power is lost, means that you can have a working system even
if there is in an emergency situation. Applications for the CXA Series include paging systems, houses of worship, hotel and ballrooms, meeting rooms, schools, offices,
foreground/background music systems.

CXA 120/240

CXA 120 Only

CXA240

CXA 240 Only

◆ Single channel

◆ Discrete component 120w power amplifier

◆ Discrete component 240w power amplifier

◆ 4 Ohm - 25v - 70v - 100v outputs

◆ Convection cooled for quiet operation

◆ Dual speed fan cooling for quiet operation

◆ Adjustable input levels

◆ Two actively balanced screw terminal inputs

◆ Actively balanced XLR inputs, unbalanced

◆ Automatic 24v DC backup power input

◆ Voice activated priority override

◆ 115v or 230v AC mains determined by a

◆ Hi and Lo EQ on the front panel

voltage select switch

◆ Rack mounting kit included

RCA jacks — dual channel inputs are
summed to mono
◆ Thermal protection circuitry

CAM60 • CAM150
60W and 150W Integrated Mixer/Amplifiers
The CAM60 (60w RMS) and CAM150 (150w RMS) are designed
for continuous use in installations that may require the mixing
of several input sources before being fed throughout a venue.
By integrating the mixer and amplifier together they save
precious real estate and money. The powered outputs include
use for 25v, 70v, 100v, and 4 ohm connections. Applications for
the CAM60/150 include multi-input paging systems, house of
worship, hotel and ballrooms, meeting rooms, schools, offices,
foreground/background music systems.
◆ 60W RMS (CAM 60), 150W RMS (CAM 150).
◆ Four, actively balanced, XLR, 1/4” mic/line

combi inputs with a sensitivity switch for
line level, mic level.
◆ Front panel Mic/Line input, Aux, and master

level controls, as well as bass and treble.
◆ 25v, 50v, 70v, 100v and 4 Ohm outputs.
◆ Switched 24v phantom power.

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO

◆ RCA aux stereo and srew terminal telephone

paging inputs.
◆ A signal processing loop for adding

outboard dynamics and/or EQ.
◆ An LED meter indicates signal strength and

output overload.
◆ An internal 1 watt amplifier with level

control allows monitoring of the Aux input.

www.bhphotovideo.com

◆ Automatic 24v DC backup power input.
◆ The CAM 150 adds fan cooling.

Voice Priority Function
◆ Input 1 has voice-activated priority over

Inputs 2 to 4 and the Aux Input. Inputs 1 to
4 have switch-activated priority over the
Aux input. The Telephone Paging input has
voice-activated priority over all inputs.
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CAZ SERIES
800w, 1400w and 2500w Stereo Power Amplifiers
The CAZ Series of stereo power amplifiers are designed for continuous
use in sound reinforcement applications that demand high
performance and rugged dependability. The CAZ800 offers
800 watts continuous at 4 ohms bridged; the CAZ1400 provides
1400 watts continuous at 4 ohms bridged; and the CAZ2500
delivers a walloping 2500 watts continuous at 4 ohms bridged.
The CAZ series are all easily switchable for mono, stereo and bridged mono
operating modes and they are ideal
for use in paging systems, houses of worship, hotel and
ballrooms, meeting rooms, schools, offices and foreground/
background music systems.
◆ Discrete component power amplifiers.

◆ Balanced screw terminal input connectors.

◆ Robust chassis, proven design.

◆ Ultra low-noise/low-distortion design.

◆ Screw terminal output connectors

◆ Double-sided, quality circuit boards.

◆ Switchable limiter and low-cut filter @ 30 Hz

(Ch. A, B, and Bridged Mono).

◆ Power LED indicator.

◆ Detented, dB calibrated, rotary gain

on both channels.
◆ Balanced/unbalanced 1/4” TRS and XLR line

◆ 2.5 second turn on delay.

controls.

◆ Variable speed fans and large-finned

◆ Signal present and OL (overload) LEDs.

input jacks.

heatsinks for superior cooling.

CXA120

CXA240

CAM60

CAM150

Low Z

120 W, 4 ohm

240 W, 4 ohm

60 W, 4 ohm

150 W, 4 ohm

High Z

25 V,15 ohm

–

25 V, 10 ohm

25 V, 4 ohm

High Z

70 V, 42 ohm

70 V, 21 ohm

70 V, 83 ohm

70 V, 33 ohm

High Z

100 V, 83 ohm

100 V, 42 ohm

100 V, 170 ohm

100 V, 67 ohm

3.9 x 17.1 x 13.2”

5.25 x 18.9 x 14.5”

3.9 x 17.1 x 13.2”

3.9 x 17.1 x 13.2”

19.4 lbs

31.1 lbs

22.3 lbs

25.6 lbs

Ouput

Dimension (HWD)
Weight

Topology

CAZ800

CAZ1400

CAZ2500

Class AB

Class AB

Class H

Output: (Continuous sine wave average output power per channel with both channels driven; 120 VAC)
8 ohms (20 Hz to 20 kHz)

205 watts/channel

310 watts/channel

575 watts/channel

4 ohms (20 Hz to 20 kHz)

300 watts/channel

450 watts/channel

750 watts/channel

2 ohms (20 Hz to 20 kHz)

480 watts/channel

800 watts/channel

1400 watts/channel

Output: (Bridged Mono operation; 120 VAC)
8 ohms (20 Hz to 20 kHz)
4 ohms (20 Hz to 20 kHz)
Dimensions (HWD)
Weight

560 watts

900 watts

1500 watts

800 watts

1400 watts

2500 watts

3.5” x 19 x 15.7”

3.5” x 19 x 15.7”

3.5” x 19 x 15.7”

43.6 lbs

48.5 lbs

56.2 lbs
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M-SERIES
Class-H Power Amplifiers
There are three models available in Mackie’s M-Series
stereo power amplifiers: the M-2000, M-3000 and
M-4000, with 2000W, 3000W and 4000W, respecitvely.
M-Series power amplifiers utilize the highly efficient
Class-H circuit topology, which modulates the amplifier’s
voltage as determined by the input signal. This technology maximizes power while
allowing the amps to run cool, thus adding to their long term reliability. The M-Series also feature Mackie’s own Baker
Clamp-based Fast Recovery circuitry, which prevents harmonic distortion, while preserving the intergrity transients.
Inputs include Neutrik XLR, 1/4” TRS combi connectors, as well as balanced screw terminal connectors. A switchable filter,
with settings for full, high-pass and low-pass, is available for each channel. This circuitry acts as a built-in crossover that
allows you to, for example, use one channel for a woofer or subwoofer and the other channel for mid and high frequencies.
Speaker outputs include industry standard Speakon connectors and binding posts. Independently switchable output
limiters are provided for each channel, on the rear panel. Their front panels feature channel one and two level controls, as
well as 6-segment LED metering and internal staus LEDs for each channel. For reliability, they use of advanced protection
circuitry, including thermal protection, output DC offset
protection, input slew protection and extensive output stage
protection. The M-Series are housed in robust, 3RU steel
chassis and include a 5-year limited warranty.
◆

◆

High efficiency Class-H stereo power
ampsdeliver more clean power and less
destructive heat from a 120/240V power
outlet.
Adaptive Slewing Technology for
incredibly fast transient response with
minimal distortion.

◆

Fast Recovery circuitry reduces distortion at
the edge of clipping and beyond.

◆

Switchable 150Hz LPF/HPF for instant 2-way
loudspeaker systems.

◆

Low feedback / Low distortion design with
triple Darlington output stages.

M•2000

◆

Extensive Protection Circuits for power
supply over-temperature protection, low
voltage / brownout protection, and fusible
resistors throughout.

◆

True 2-Ohm power drive capability means
the amps can sustain real-world 2-Ohm
loads.

M•3000

M•4000

Continuous Average Output Power in watts, both channels driven
20 Hz-20 kHz into 8 ohms per channel

325

475

650

20 Hz-20 kHz into 4 ohms per channel

525

800

1050

40 Hz-20 kHz into 2 ohms per channel

800

1200

1600

Bridge Mono: 20 Hz-20 kHz into 8 ohms

1050

1600

2100

Bridge Mono: 40 Hz-20 kHz into 4 ohms

1600

2400

3200

Maximum Output Power in watts, both channels driven
1 kHz @ 1% THD into 8 ohms per channel

400

600

800

1 kHz @ 1% THD into 4 ohms per channel

650

1000

1300

1 kHz @ 1% THD into 2 ohms per channel

1000

1500

2000

Bridge Mono: 1 kHz @ 1% THD into 8 ohms

1300

2000

2600

Bridge Mono: 1 kHz @ 1% THD into 4 ohms

2000

3000

4000
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JUICE SERIES
Two Channel Power Amplifiers
The Juice Series deliver big performance at an affordable
price for almost any live sound reinforcement situation.
Whether it’s the 800 Watt/CH (4Ω) J•800, 1400 Watt/CH
(4Ω) J•1400 or the 2500 Watt/CH (4Ω) J•2500 each amp
offers serious power and professional features with rugged build quality — both inside and out. Connectors include
balanced XLR and 1/4” TRS inputs as well as robust Neutrik Speakon connectors and binding post speaker outputs.
◆ Easily switchable mono/stereo/bridged mono operating modes
◆ Separate Speakon outputs for Channel A and Channel B plus a

J•800

J•1400

J•2500

Class AB

Class H

Class H

2 ohms (Stereo)

480 W/ch

800 W/ch

1400 W/ch

4 ohms (Stereo)

300 W

450 W

750 W

8 ohms (Stereo)

205 W

310 W

575 W

4 ohms (Bridged Mono)

800 W

1400 W

2500 W

8 ohm (Bridged Mono)

560 W

900 W

1500 W

Gain

30 dB

32 dB

34 dB

25Hz - 25kHz

25Hz - 25kHz

25Hz - 25kHz

43.6 lbs

48.5 lbs

56.2 lbs

Amp Topology

third Speakon output for mono bridged applications as well as
providing both output channels on a single NL4 connector

Average Output Power:

◆ A switchable 9db @ 30Hz subsonic filter provides low-frequency

speaker protection
◆ Front mounted handles for easy transport and protection of level

controls
◆ Defeatable clip limiter; 2.5 second turn on delay
◆ Dual variable-speed fans with back to front airflow cooling system
◆ Front panel channel A and B signal present, overload and power

Frequency Response
Weight

indicators

P H O N I C ICON 300 / ICON 700
Contractor Power Amplifiers
The ICON 300 and ICON 700 are cost effective contractor power
amplifiers that provide you with standard low impedance outputs
via binding post connectors and 25v, 70v and 100v line operation
via barrier strip outputs. A separate toroidal secondary transformer in each amp offers full electrical isolation and ensures
maximum audio separation. They also feature power up muting, full short-circuit temperature, DC offset protection and
a built-in 45 Hz subsonic filter that prevents speaker transformer saturation with minimal effect on program material.
◆ Barrier strip connection determines output mode of

25v, 70v or 100v.
◆ XLR and barrier strip inputs plus XLR link outputs for

easy pass through for use in multi-amp setups.
◆ Automatic, dual-speed, high efficiency fan keeps the

ICON 300

ICON 700

Max. Power Rating @ 8 ohms (Stereo)

120W/side

2x 240W/side

Max. Power Rating @ 4 ohms (Stereo)

200W/side

400W/side

Max. Power Rating @ 2 ohms

300W/side

550W/side

420W

850W

Mono Bridge at 4 ohms

540W

1100W

200v or 140v Bridge

300W

700W

150W/side

350W/side

Mono Bridge at 8 ohm

amplifiers running cool.
◆ 25V, 70V or 100V and low impedance outputs are

available simultaneously.
◆ Rear panel detented gain controls.

100v or 70v

◆ Stereo, bridge, or parallel operating modes.

25v

◆ Full short-circuit, temperature and DC offset protection.

Frequency Response

120W/side

280W/side

50Hz-50KHz

50Hz-50KHz
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RMX SERIES
Professional Power Amplifiers
The RMX Series amplifiers offer clean, dynamic power with legendary QSC
sound quality and reliability for unmatched performance. Providing
professional quality at affordable prices, they range in power from 430 watts
to 2000 per channel at 2 ohms, all in a compact chassis only 2 rack spaces
high and less than 16” deep.
A powerful high-current toroidal transformer and ample filter capacitance
ensure generous energy reserves. This makes a critical difference in sound
quality, because it allows the amps to effortlessly punch out high level
transients, even when driving abusive 2-ohm speaker loads. A full
complementary output circuit using the highest-grade linear output devices
delivers ultra-low distortion and a ruler-flat frequency response. RMX output
devices are direct-mounted to the heat sink for optimum thermal coupling
and cooling. Other features include user-defeatable clip limiters and selectable
low-frequency filters to optimize sonic performance. They are equipped with
XLR and 1/4” balanced inputs, and Speakon and binding post outputs.

F E AT U R E S

RMX Series Features
◆ High-current toroidal transformers for

greater 2-ohm power and low noise
◆ Barrier strip, XLR and 1/4” balanced inputs

plus Speakon and binding post
outputs provide easy connections.
◆ Low-noise variable speed fans with rear-to-

front air flow keep amps and racks cool
◆ Front mounted gain controls for easy access

◆ Independent defeatable clip limiters

RMX 850

RMX 1450

RMX 1850HD

RMX 2450

RMX 4050

8Ω EIA 1 kHz, 0.1% THD

200W

280W

360W

500W

850W

4Ω EIA 1 kHz, 0.1% THD

300W

450W

600W

750W

1400W

2Ω EIA 1 kHz, 1% THD

430W

700W

900W

1200W

2000W

monitor performance
circuit, open circuit, thermal, ultrasonic,
and RF protection. Stable into reactive or
mismatched loads.
◆ Independent DC and thermal overload

protection on each channel automatically
protects amp and speaker
◆ 3-year warranty plus optional 3-year

2 ohms Dual

BRIDGE MONO MODE

RMX “HD” Step-up Feature
provide improved thermal performance
to give you higher continuous power in
2-ohms stereo or 4-ohms bridged
applications.
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Bridge Mono Mode Operation

8Ω EIA 1 kHz, 0.1% THD

600W

900W

1150W

1500W

2800W

4Ω EIA 1 kHz, 1% THD

830W

1400W

1800W

2400W

4000W

extension available

◆ RMX 1850HD and 4050HD “Heavy Duty”

selectable 30 or 50Hz low-frequency filters
and boost your system’s response by
matching the amp’s range to the speakers.
Each channel is separately adjustable:
50Hz for compact full-range speakers;
30Hz for subwoofers and large full-range
systems (OFF for studio monitoring).

◆ The clip limiter and low-frequency filter are independently adjustable for each channel

◆ Signal and Clip LED indicators help
◆ Amplifier protection includes full short

◆ Prevent low-frequency muddiness with

reduce distortion without sacrificing peak
performance. When an RMX is pushed to
extremes, the clip limiter automatically
finds the exact point of overload and
keeps the amp in its “Peak Zone”, preventing
severe distortion without reducing
performance.

Thermal Management
System provides
continuously variable speed
fan for quiet operation.
Rear-to-front air flow keeps
amps and racks cool.
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QSC

PLX II SERIES
Professional Power Amplifiers
The PLX2 series is a range of premium quality, high-power amplifiers,
that combine superlative audio quality, with plenty of clean,
undistorted output, and proven QSC reliability in a lightweight
package. The range of PLX2 amplifiers are divided into two groups:
the 02 models and the 04 models. The 02 models (PLX1802, PLX2502,
PLX3102 and PLX3602) are able to drive up to four loudspeakers
from each amplifier channel (2 ohm loading), or can deliver
extremely high power when bridged mono operation is required.
The 02 models feature built-in subwoofer processing, filter switches,
and front panel indications of bridge mono status.
The 04 models (PLX1104, PLX1804) are even more compact and light
weight (just 13 pounds) than the 02 models. They offer the same
uncompromised performance and technology as the rest of the PLX
series, and yet they have been made more affordable for applications
that don't require bridged or 2 ohm operation. Instead, the 04 models
are designed to power one or two speakers from each amplifier channel
(4 ohm minimum loading). The 04 series amplifiers are perfect for portable presentation
rigs, as well as reference-quality playback.
F E AT U R E S

All PLX II Models Feature

04 Models Feature

◆ Very light weight (“02” models, 21 lbs, “04”

models 13 lbs).
◆ Cooling design exhausts hot air out the

front, keeping the rack cool. Flow-through
heat sinks require no filters that could
potentially become clogged.

◆ Value combined with uncompromised PLX

technology, quality and performance for
applications that don’t require bridged or
2 ohm stereo operation.

◆ 100Hz high pass and low pass filters for

◆ Two models with power ratings up to 900

watts per channel @ 4 ohms.

◆ Front panel LED power, clip, -10 dB, and

signal present indicators for system
monitoring and troubleshooting. 02 models
also feature bridge and parallel mode LED
indicators.

◆ Clip limiting protects speakers; thermal

limiting maintains operation even during
abnormal overloads.

◆ Speakon NL-4 output connectors provide a

positive-locking speaker connection. Ch 1
output uses all 4 wires for single-cable
connection to bi-amplified speakers.
◆ 21-position front-panel gain controls for

precise, repeatable level adjustment.
◆ Balanced (Parallel) XLR and 1/4” TRS inputs

with support for loop-through operation.
◆ Patented PowerLight power supply

technology with other patents pending.

02 Models Feature
◆ Speakon NL4 and binding post outputs

8 ohms*
PLX1104

325W

bi-amping subwoofer and satellite systems
without the need for an external crossover
◆ Defeatable 33Hz infrasonic filters protect

woofers from over-excursion damage
◆ Defeatable clip limiters
◆ Four models with power ratings up to 1800

watts per channel @ 2 ohms, 3600 watts
bridged @ 4 ohms

Stereo watts per Channel
4 ohms*
2 ohms**
550W

-

Bridged watts
8 ohms*
4 ohms**
-

-

PLX1804

600W

900W

-

-

-

PLX1802

330W

575W

900W

1200W

1800W

PLX2502

450W

750W

1250W

1500W

2500W

PLX3102

600W

1000W

1550W

2100W

3100W

PLX3602

775W

1250W

1800W

2600W

3600W

* 1 kHz, 0.1% THD, both channels driven / ** 1 kHz, 1% THD, both channels driven
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MA3
Multichannel Amplifier
The MA 3 is a three-channel amplifier
specifically designed for use in paging,
foreground music, and background
music distribution. Each channel of the
MA 3 delivers 40 watts of continuous
average power into 8 ohms and 60 watts into 4 ohms. Up to three optional 40 watt, 70.7 volt or 100-volt constant-voltage
audio transformers may be installed inside the MA 3, eliminating the need for external wiring or transformer mounting.
The combination of a solid, conservative power supply and forced air cooling allows the MA 3 to simultaneously deliver
60 watts of continuous-average-power to all three channels.
◆ SPiKe dynamic protection circuitry

completely safe-guards each channel
against over-voltage, under-voltage,
overloads, transients from inductive
loads, thermal runaway and
instantaneous temperature peaks.
Biasing is not allowed to occur when an
under-voltage condition exists, reducing
turn on and turn off transients.

◆ Fast-response limiters allow the MA 3 to tolerate

up to 20 dB of overdrive into 8 and 4 ohm loads
while holding THD below 1%. This means no loss
of speech intelligibility or harsh clipping. Greatly
increases the dynamic range of the
system without external limiters. Peak-responding,
load-adaptive meters accurately indicate the
remaining headroom, and are helpful in setting
system levels and indicating signal compression.

◆ Balanced inputs with Euroblock connectors

are provided. Euroblock output connectors
accept up to 12 gauge wire. Rear panel
level controls allow amplifier sensitivity
adjustment.
◆ Internally selectable 80 Hz highpass filters

offer protection against over excursion of
small bookshelf speakers and saturation of
distribution transformers at low frequencies.

MA6S Multichannel Amplifier
The MA6S supplies six completely independent
amplifier channels in one 3-space rack-mount
unit. Each channel delivers 100 watts RMS
into an 8-ohm load, or 150-watts each into a
4-ohm load. Adjacent pairs of Channels (1 & 2,
3 & 4, 5 & 6) operate bridged to provide
300-watts into an 8-ohm load. Each channel
of the MA 6S includes an input Voltage Controlled Attenuator (VCA). This carefully designed VCA prevents clipping at the
output of the amplifier for any load for up to 15 dB of input overdrive. This VCA provides additional headroom to each
Channel, making the 100 watt ratings effectively much higher, and the results much louder.
◆ Unprecedented degree of flexibility:
◆ Use it as a monitor amplifier for six separate

Channels of stage monitor mixing;
◆ Drive a pair of two-way speakers bi-amped

with two bridged pairs at 300w for the low
end and two 100w channels for the high
end, each with limiters for driver protection
◆ Run three bi-amped monitors at 100w each
◆ Drive three passive two-way monitors at

300 watts each

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO

◆ All channels of the MA 6S are completely

independent. Each is contained on its own
circuit board making it immune to the actions
of any other channel.
◆ Power supply is designed so that signal won’t

back-feed from a heavily loaded channel to
any other channel. This makes power supply
cross talk between channels inaudible.
◆ Euroblock quick disconnects allow fast and

inexpensive connection of input and output
signals. Up to 12 AWG wire can be used.

www.bhphotovideo.com

◆ Individual indicators for each channel

indicate the status of the Mute Relay,
Clipping Protection, and Safe Operating
Area (SOA) Protection circuits.
◆ Heavy gauge all-steel construction offers

a high level of mechanical integrity,
even when the amp is rack-mounted and
unsupported in the rear. As an added
benefit, mounting holes are provided on
the side rails so the amplifier may be
supported from the back.
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RA235 • RA200 • RA900
Stereo Power Amplifiers
RA Series power amps deliver clean and efficient
power for use in studios, schools and houses of worship.
The RA235 is a 35-watt stereo power amp built into an
industrial-strength single rack space enclosure. The
RA235 is also quiet because it uses a front panel
heat sink instead of a noisy fan.
The dual rack spaced RA200 offers 100-watts/channel
stereo into 4 ohms and features MOSFET drivers in a voltage and current gain circuit that are fault protected from momentary
output shorts. A one second power-up delay prevents audio spikes from damaging your speakers, while LED power output
meters provide assurance that your system is running properly. The RA900 is a two channel amp than can drive 410 watts into
4 ohm outputs. When bridged, the RA900 can be connected to a 4 or 8 ohm load supplying up to 1100 watts or 850 watts
respectively. The RA900 is ideal for demanding sound reinforcement applications such as front-of-house speakers or monitors.

RA170 • RA2100B 70-Volt Install Power Amplifiers
The RA170 is a sturdy, single rack space, mono 70v amp
designed for installation applications. It requires no transformer coupling to drive 70v speakers directly. It offers a
choice of RCA and 1/4” unbalanced inputs, while outputs
are provided via spring-loaded terminals. The simple front
layout panel includes a power and clip indicator LEDs and
a volume control. The output circuitry is protected from
momentary shorting and excessive load by a specially designed protective circuit.
The RA2100b is a stereo power amp with a flexible architecture that will allow the unit to be used to drive 4 or 8 Ohm speakers,
25V speakers (individual channels) or 70v speakers (in bridged mode). Designed for use in small to medium sized install
applications, it is housed in a dual rack space chassis and features high performance transformers and a fused power line.

Power Output (Stereo, 8Ω)
Power Output (Bridged 8Ω)
Inputs
Outputs
Fault Protected Outputs
Cooling
Output Metering
Dimensions (W x H x D)
Weight

RA235

RA200

RA900

RA170

RA2100B

35 Watts/ch

70 Watts/ch

260 Watts/ch

–

85 Watts/ch
200W

N/A

200 Watts

850 Watts

70 Watts

1/4˝ TS and RCA

1/4˝ TRS and RCA

1/4˝ TRS and XLR

RCA and 1/4˝

Spring-loaded

1/4˝ and 5-way

5-way Binding Posts

Spring-loaded

1/4˝ and 5-way

Terminals

Binding Posts

Terminals

Binding Posts

–

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Convection

Convection

2-Speed Fan

Yes

Yes

Clip LEDs

4-segment LEDs

4-segment LEDs

Clip LED

4-segment LEDs

19 x 1.75 x 5˝

19 x 3.5 x 7.5˝

19 x 3.5 x 15.9˝

19 x 1.75 x 5˝

19 x 3.5 x 7.5˝

5.5 lbs

12 lbs

31 lbs

5.5 lbs

12 lbs
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SERVO 200 • 300 • 600
Power Amplifiers
Samson’s Servo amplifiers feature large 10-segment
3-color level LED meters and independent channel
volume controls. The rear panels include 1/4” balanced
and RCA input connectors, as well as 5-way binding post
and 1/4” speaker outputs.
The Servo amp line also feature a 4-stage power protection
circuitry that ensures optimal performance and protection
of connected components.
Perfect for installation sound, the Servo 200 is ideal for
powering small to medium sized speaker chains, as well
as playback and studio monitors.
The Servo 300 is a great choice for powering a small to
medium sized PA, or an integrated conference room audio system. The Servo 600 is ideal for larger applications where
added power is needed to drive multiple speaker chains, or larger format speakers.

Power Rating 4 Ohms (Stereo)
Power Rating 8 Ohms (Bridged)
Damping Factor
Total Harmonic Distortion
Frequency Response (+0, -0.5 dB)
Cooling System
Dimensions (WxDxH)
Weight

120A

200

300

600

60 Watts/side

100 Watts/side

150 Watts/side

300 Watts/side

120 Watts

200 Watts

300 Watts

600 Watts

>150

280 (400 Hz)

280(400 Hz)

0.01%*

0.01%**

0.01%**

N/A

10Hz to 20kHz

20Hz - 20kHz

20Hz - 20kHz

N/A

Convection

Vari-speed fan

Vari-speed fan

Vari-speed fan

17.5 x 11.5 x 1.75”

19 x 11.7 x 3.5”

19 x 11.7 x 3.5”

N/A

15.6 lbs

15 lbs.

20 lbs.

N/A

*80kHz LPF @ 1kHz, rated output power **(20Hz - 20kHz, 10dB below rated output power)

SERVO 120A
Power Amplifier
Ideal for powering near field monitors or
installation sound, the new Servo 120a
provides you with “reference-class” audio
performance and reliability in a compact package. Perfect for studio, live sound and home theater applications, the
120a’s bipolar design and toroidal transformer power supply ensure reliability and quiet performance.
◆ 1RU high power, convection-cooled
◆

60 Watts per side at 4 ohms stereo

◆

120 watts at 8 ohms (bridged mono)
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amp

◆
◆

1/4” balanced phone jack and RCA inputs

◆

Individual left and right Level controls

Bi-polar design and toroidal transformer
power supply

◆

5-segment, 3-color LED meters

◆

Headphone jack with speaker output mute

www.bhphotovideo.com
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SX1200 • SX1800 • SX2400 • SX2800
Power Amplifier
The SX-1200 is an affordable stereo power amp with
an efficient class AB architecture that delivers 600w
per side at 2 ohms, or 1200w mono at 4 ohms —
enough power to effectively drive a moderate sized PA,
monitors, or fixed installation system. The SX-1200 is
housed in a sturdy, all steel dual rack space chassis
and is cooled with a variable speed fan. The
combination XLR and 1/4” TRS line inputs along with
the 5-way binding post and speakon outputs provide
the wide range of secure connectivity required by
demanding professional applications. Front panel
Signal, Peak and Protection LED indicators ensure
that you set the level controls properly.
The SX-1800 also uses the efficient class AB design,
but steps up with a power rating of 1800w (mono),
or 900w per side (stereo) at 2 ohms.
The SX-2400 utilizes a high output rail-switching amplifier design allowing 1200w per side or 2400w bridged mono at 4
ohms. This kind of power is perfect for large multi-format full-range and subwoofer systems. With locking XLR inputs and
Speakon speaker outputs your connections are secure, solid, and worry free.
The SX-2800 is the most powerful amplifier in the lineup, yet it is housed in a similar dual rack space enclosure as the
other amps. It also utilizes a high output rail-switching amplifier design allowing 1400w per side or 2800w bridged mono
at 4 ohms. This is perfect for driving 18” subwoofers and mains for larger venues such as auditoriums.
◆ Professional Class AB (SX1200/SX1800) and

professional high power rail-switching
(SX2400/SX2800) power amplifiers

◆ Dual variable-speed fan cooling system
◆ Signal, Peak, and Protection circuit indicators

outputs
◆ Dual rack space design

◆ XLR and 1/4” TRS inputs

SX1200

◆ 5-way binding post and speakon speaker

SX1800

SX2400

X2800

Rated Output Power
Stereo both channel driven 8 ohms

300 Watts

400 Watts

550 Watts

700 Watts

4 ohms

450 Watts

600 Watts

750 Watts

900 Watts

900 Watts

1200 Watts

1500 Watts

1800 Watts

102dB

102dB

104dB

104dB

20Hz-20kHz,10dB below rated power

0.01%

0.01%

0.03%

0.03%

1kHz, rated power

0.1%

0.1%

0.1%

0.1%

Damping Factor (400Hz)

280

280

350

350

Bridged mono
8 ohms
Signal to Noise Ratio (20Hz-20k)
Distortion (typical @4 ohms)

Frequency Response @ 8ohms 1Watt

0/-0.5dB:20Hz-20kHz,0/-3dB:5Hz-60kHz

Dimensions (W x H x D)
Net Weight

19” x 3.5” x 16” rack mounting to rear support
33 lb.

37 lb.

40 lb.
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900 SERIES
Eight Channel Mixer / Amplifiers
The 900 series mixer / amplifiers are designed for
paging and music distribution applications. They
have a customizable architecture that allows you to
choose from a wide array of input modules to suit
your specific system. Three models in the 900 Series;
the A-903MK2 (30w), A-906MK2 (60w) and A-912MK2 (120w), each offer eight input module slots that can accept any of
the many TOA microphone, line or specialty plug-in modules that are available.
◆

The range of plug-in modules not only offer a variety of connectors
types (XLR, RCA, etc...), they can also provide a number of smart
functions, including mutes (for setting paging priorities), remote
volume control, as well as signal processing capabilities such as filtering
and gating. Each 900 Series amp includes transformer isolated 25v,
70v outputs as well as standard 8 ohm (906MK2, 912MK2) and 4 ohm
(903MK2) outputs. There is even a direct low-impedance mode if
non-transformer operation is required. Speaker connections as well as
remote mute and volume functions interface via screw terminals.

◆

Onboard protection circuitry from overload, short-circuit, DC offset or
overheating. Their front panel feature input level controls, bypassable
master bass and treble controls, low cut filter, master volume as well
as normal, peak, power, protect and signal LEDs. Other rear panel I/O
connectors include and Aux output for accessing an external mixing
or recording unit; preamp out / power amp in for inserting an outboard signal processor; as well as bridging I/O for system expansion.
Optional accessories, besides input modules, include rack-mount kit
(MB-25B), and pack of 4 volume control security covers (YA-920).

Microphone Input Modules

Line Input Modules

M-01F: Balanced, 200 Ω, Lo/Hi-Cut Filters,
Female XLR-F

B-01F: Balanced, 10k Ω transformer, XLR-F

M-01M: Same as M-O1F with XLR-M
M-01P: Same as M-O1F with Phone Jack
M-01S: Same as M-O1F with Screw Terminals
M-03P: HiZ, Unbalanced, 50k Ω, Lo/Hi-Cut
Filters, Phone Jack
M-11S: Balanced, 200 Ω, Lo/Hi-Cut Filters,
Mute-Receive, Screw Terminals
M-21S: Balanced, 200 Ω, Lo/Hi-Cut Filters,
Remote Vol. Control, Screw Terminals
M-41S: Balanced, 200 Ω, Lo/Hi-Cut Filters,
Mute-Send, Removable Terminal Block
M-51F: Balanced, 200 Ω, Lo-Cut Filter, Voice
Gate, Female XLR
M-51S: Same as M-51F with Screw Terminals
M-61F: Balanced, 200 Ω, Lo/Hi-Cut Filters,
Compressor, Female XLR
M-61S: Same as M-61F with Screw Terminals

B-11S: Balanced, 10k Ω transformer,
mute-receive, screw terminals

B-01S: Same as B-01F with screw terminals

B-21S: Balanced, 10k Ω transformer,
remote Volume Control, screw terminals
B-41S: Balanced, 10k Ω transformer,
Mute-Send, removable terminal block
L-01F: Line matching Input module, 600 Ω
transformer, balanced, female XLR
L-01S: Same as L-01F with screw terminals
L-11S: Line matching input module, 600 Ω
transformer, balanced, mute-receive, screw terminals
L-41S: Line matching input module, 600 Ω transformer, balanced, mute-send, screw terminals
U-01F: Line input module, unbalanced, 220k Ω,
female XLR
U-01P: Same as U-01F with phone jack

Special Function Processors

Special Function I/O
T-01S: Line Output Module, Balanced, 600 Ω,
Screw Terminals
T-02S: Line Input Module for Music-on-Hold,
Unbalanced, 220k Ω Input, 600 Ω Balanced
Output, Screw Terminals
T-12S: Same as T-02S with Input Mute-Receive
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U-01R: Same as U-01F with RCA jack
U-01S: Same as U-01F with screw terminals
U-03R: Stereo line input module, Lo/Hi-Cut
filters, stereo summing dual RCA jacks
U-03S: Line input module, Lo/Hi-Cut filters,
screw terminals
U-11R: Unbalanced, 220k Ω, mute-receive,
RCA jack
U-11S: Same as U-11R with screw terminals
U-12S: Unbalanced, 220k Ω, variable
mute-receive depth, screw terminals
U-13R: Same as U-03R with mute-receive
U-13S: Same as U-03S with mute-receive
U-21S: Unbalanced, 220k Ω, remote volume
control, screw terminals
U-43R: Same as U-03R with mute-send
U-43S: Same as U-03S with mute-send
U-61S: Line input module, unbalanced,
220k Ω, compressor, screw terminals

E-03R: for F-121C/CM speakers, dual RCA
E-04R: for H-1 speakers, dual RCA

S-01S: Signal generator module, 1 kHz sine
wave, screw terminals

E-05R: for H-2/H-2WP speakers, dual RCA

S-02S: Signal generator module, buzzer/yelp,
screw terminals

E-07S: Low pass filter output module for
FB-100 and HB-1, removable terminal block

S-04S: Signal generator module, 8 selectable
tones, screw terminals
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P2500/P3500/P5000/P7000S
“P” Series II Amps
Yamaha’s engineers have designed these P-Series II
power amplifiers as perfect mates to their popular
Club Series speakers. To achieve this, they provided
them with big power output that matches the power
handling capabilities of the speakers. Each amp is also
equipped with the specially designed YS (Yamaha
Speaker) Processing circuit to deliver a signal that is
tuned to the specific response of the Club Series
speakers for superior audio quality and performance.
The amps feature both XLR and1/4” TRS inputs and
Neutrik Speakon, phone plug, and 5-way binding
post outputs to make connections quick and easy.
Other features include Yamaha’s exclusive EEEngine
technology which delivers high performance with
exceptional efficiency, sweepable high and low pass
filters for optimizing output to any loudspeakers, compact and durable 2U chassis, and variable speed cooling fans.
F E AT U R E S
◆ They deliver a robust amount of profes-

◆ Continuously variable-speed fans mounted

sional quality power in a wide range of
configurations. In a 4-ohm bridged
application, the P7000S delivers 3200
watts, the P5000S delivers 2600 watts,
the P3500S 2000 watts, and the P2500S
1300 watts.

◆ Comprehensive protection consists of

internally on either side of the front panel
offer quiet, efficient cooling.

power on/off muting, DC detection, thermal
protection, current limiting, and a protective
cover for the attenuators.

◆ Their industrial design delivers a refined and

impressive look with deep blue faceplates
bordered in silver trim, handles, and mounts.
The chassis is specially designed to provide
added durability and strength.

◆ Each is equipped with independent

sweepable high and low pass filters on
each channel so you can optimize output
for subwoofer or full range systems to
provide peak audio quality and
performance from any speaker system
you may be using.

◆ With YS (Yamaha Speaker) Processing, you

◆ EEEngine Technology makes more efficient

use of AC power by reducing power
consumption and heat generation without
degrading output power or sound quality.
See box on previous page.

◆ The P2500S and P3500S are respectably

light in weight making transport and setup
less strenuous. What's amazing though, is
the comparison in weight per watt when
you look at the P5000S and P7000S. The
use of a switching power supply makes
these two models very lightweight while
maintaining superior audio quality.
◆ To provide the most flexible connectivity

possible, all four are equipped Neutrik
Speakon output jacks, and 1/4” output
jacks for each channel in addition to 5-way
binding post. Channel inputs consist of
both XLR and 1/4” TRS jacks.

Models

P7000S

get direct compatibility with Yamaha’s Club
Series speaker. This circuit optimizes output
from the amps to match the characteristics
of Club Series delivering a signal that is
precisely what the speaker requires. With the
YS Processing system, extra-smooth highs
and enhanced low frequency from your Club
Series loudspeaker system is assured.

P5000S

P3500S

P2500S

1kHz, THD+N=1%
8Ω/Stereo

750W+750W

525W+525W

390W+390W

275W+275W

4Ω/Stereo

1100W+1100W

750W+750W

590W+590W

390W+390W

8Ω/Bridge

2000W

1500W

1180W

780W

20-20kHz, THD+N=0.1%
8Ω/Stereo

700W+700W

500W+500W

350W+350W

250W+250W

4Ω/Stereo

950W+950W

700W+700W

450W+450W

310W+310W

8Ω/Bridge

1900W

1400W

900W

620W

1KHz, 20mS nonclip
2Ω/Stereo

1600W+1600W

1300W+1300W

1000W+1000W

650W+650W

4Ω/Bridge

3200W

2600W

2000W

1300W
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Speakers

Behringer ...........................................772-774
EAW .................................................................775
Electro Voice ....................................776-777
FBT .........................................................778-779
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Obtaining information and ordering from B&H is quick and
easy. When you call us, just punch in the corresponding
Quick Dial number anytime during our welcome message.
The Quick Dial code then directs you to the specific
professional sales associates in our order department.
For Section 12D, Speakers,
use Quick Dial #: 92
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EUROLIVE PERFORMER SERIES
400-Watt PA Loudspeaker/Floor Monitors
Behringer’s most affordable, full range loudspeakers, the Performer Series is
comprised of the E1220 with a 12” long excursion woofer and 1” horn driver,
and the E1520 which offers a deeper 15” woofer. Both loudspeakers offer power
handling of 400 watts (peak), wide dispersion characteristics and a wide
frequency response suitable for delivering powerful music and speech to a
large audience. The E1220 and E1520’s flexible design allows the monitors to be
stacked, stand mounted or used as floor monitors, and their rugged construction
ensures that they will put up with any abuse that the road can throw at them.
◆ Extremely powerful 12” (E1220) and 15”

(E1520) long-excursion drivers provide
incredibly deep bass and acoustic power
◆ Proprietary 1” HF driver for exceptional

high-frequency reproduction
◆ Ultra-wide 55Hz - 20kHz frequency range

(-10dB), impedance 8 ohms
◆ Proprietary horn design for ultra-wide

sound dispersion
◆ High SPL (sound pressure level of 93dB)

◆ Overload-protection circuitry ensures opti-

mal HF driver protection.
◆ Neutrik Speakon-compatible connectors
◆ High-quality components and exceptionally

rugged construction ensure long life
◆ Versatile enclosure profile allows different

positioning:
- 10 and 35° luster and stacking mode
- stand mounting with 35mm pole socket
- floor monitor wedge.

◆ Rugged steel grill for optimal speaker

protection and ergonomically shaped
handles for easy transportation.

EUROLIVE PROFESSIONAL SERIES
800-Watt PA Loudspeaker/Floor Monitors
Rugged high performance loudspeakers, the affordable Eurolive Professional Series
consists of the B1220 and B1520. Designed for PA applications and for use as floor
monitors, the B1220 features a 12” long excursion bass driver and a 13⁄4” titanium
diaphragm compression driver and can handle 800 watts of continuous program.
The B1520 offers the same 800 watt capability with a larger (15”) bass driver, for even
deeper bass. Both feature a flexible enclosure design that allows a variety of speaker
positions including 10 and 35° cluster and stacking modes, stand mounting with the
35mm pole socket or positioning as a floor monitor wedge.
◆ Passive 800 watt (peak) / 400 watt (RMS) speakers with 12” (B1220) or 15”

(B1520) long-excursion drivers and 1.75” titanium diaphragm compression
driver deliver powerful deep lows and crystal clear open highs.
◆ They feature a wide frequency range of 55Hz -18kHz (B1220) and

50Hz-18kHz (-10dB), impedance 8 ohms.

◆ Enclosure design allows a variety of positioning:

- 10° and 35° cluster and stacking mode
- Stand mounting with 35mm pole socket
- Floor monitor wedge

◆ 95dB (B1220), 96dB (B1520) SPL.

◆ Parallel input connectors allow linking of additional loudspeakers.

◆ Rotatable horn design allows driver adjustment for horizontal or vertical

◆ Comfortably shaped handles for easy transport and rugged steel

speaker grills.

positioning.
◆ HF driver overload-protection circuitry.

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO
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◆ Neutrik Speakon-compatible speaker connectors.
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EUROLIVE E1800X
Professional 800-Watt
18” PA Subwoofer
Behringer’s most affordable, passive subwoofer, the E1800X is the ideal low end
extender for use with the Eurolive Performer Series. Featuring an 18” bass driver
with a 45HZ - 300Hz frequency range and the ability to handle up to 800 watts,
the E1800X will deliver serious bottom end to your live sound reinforcement rig.
A switchable crossover is also provided for bi-amping applications. Professional
Neutrik Speakon compatible connectors provide a secure connection for speaker
cables. Additional features include rugged steel speaker grill, easy access handles
and a pole socket for compatibility with commercial spacer poles.

EUROLIVE B1800X
1600-Watt 18” PA Subwoofer
The B1800X is Behringer’s top-of-the-line live sound reinforcement subwoofer.
It delivers up to 1600 watts of tight bottom end using an 18” long-excursion bass
driver producing sound pressure levels (100 dB half space 1 W @ 1 m) in the
frequency range of 40 - 300Hz. The built in crossover is switchable to allow for
optional passive or bi-amping operating modes. Professional Neutrik Speakon
compatible speaker connectors are provided for securely connecting to
amplification. Additional features include a rugged, protective steel speaker
grill, ergonomically shaped carry handles and a pole socket for mounting with commercial spacer poles.

E1220

E1520

E1800X

B1220

B1520

B1800X

2-way full-range

2-way full-range

Subwoofer

2-way full-range

2-way full-range

Subwoofer

60 Hz - 20 kHz

55 Hz - 20 kHz

45 Hz - 300 Hz

55 Hz - 18 kHz

50 Hz - 18 kHz

40 Hz - 300 Hz

Power Rating1 (RMS)

200 W

200 W

400 W

400 W

400 W

800 W

Power Rating (Peak Program)

400 W

400 W

800 W

800 W

800 W

1600 W

93 dB (Full Space)

94 dB (Full Space)

99 dB (Half Space)

95 dB (Full Space)

96 dB (Full Space)

100 dB (Half Space)

90° x 40°

90° x 40°

–

100° (50°) x 50°

100° (50°) x 50°

–

Speaker Type
Frequency Response (-10dB)

Sound Pressure Level (1w @ 1m)
Dispersion
Crossover Frequency
Dimensions (W x H x D)
Weight (approx.)

3 kHz

2.8 kHz

–

15 ⁄8 x 22 ⁄5 x 16”

18 ⁄10 x 25 ⁄5 x 19”

44 lbs.

48.5 lbs.

5

4

3

1

2.5 kHz

1.8 kHz

–

21 ⁄2 x 25 ⁄5 x 21 ⁄5”

15 ⁄5 x 25 ⁄8 x 16”

18 ⁄10 x 27 ⁄5 x 19”

21 ⁄2 x 27 3⁄5 x 213⁄4”

66 lbs.

52.1 lbs.

59.5 lbs.

77.2 lbs.

1

1

4

3

1

3

3
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B300
Active 2-Way PA Loudspeaker System with 15” Woofer
A 300 watt, bi-amped sound reinforcement loudspeaker, in a rugged, low-resistance
plastic enclosure, that employs a 15” long-throw woofer with a high-power magnet and a
high-efficiency 1.25” titanium wave-guided compression driver. The amplification is split
between the woofer and horn 230 and 70 watts (peak) respectively. The B300 provides a
ULN spec XLR mic preamp input for connecting a dynamic microphone as well as a 1/4”
TRS line level input. An XLR line output is provided as a loop through for connecting to
additional B300s. Onboard circuitry features include high and low shelving EQ at 12kHz
and 80Hz, a built-in crossover, phase and time correction circuits and an opto-controlled
speaker protection limiter. Additional features include easy access handles as well as integrated suspension points and a pole socket for a range of mounting options.

CE1000P 300-Watt Business Environment
Speakers with Repaintable Front
The CE1000P are multi-purpose, 2-way loudspeakers designed for use in commercial
indoor installations such as restaurants, shops, museums, conference rooms and houses
of worship. They feature powerful 8” woofers and specially designed, high-resolution
waveguided tweeters that combine to deliver a linear frequency response along with the
ability to handle up to 300 watts (peak program), at 8 ohms. Their attractive black wood
enclosure features an interchangeable, dark silver front that is repaintable to match your
installation’s interior. Plus, the included wall-mount brackets ensure that secure mounting
of the speakers is a hassle-free.

MONITOR 1C
Ultra-Compact Monitor Speakers
The MONITOR 1C is a super-affordable, compact 2-way loudspeaker system,
designed for audio/video multimedia applications, home recording studios and
surround-sound systems. It has a powerful 5.5” woofer, and a high-resolution
.5” tweeter with a phase-optimized high-precision crossover that delivers an
impressive power handling capability of up to 100 watts (full range).
◆ Multi-purpose 2-way studio monitors ideally

suited for fixed installation, multimedia,
home recording studio, audio/video
production and surround-sound systems.
◆ Ultra-linear frequency range from 60 Hz to

23 kHz.

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO

◆ High power handling capability (100w /

IEC268-5) produces full-range output with
extremely low distortion.
◆ Powerful 51⁄2” woofer with extremely light-

weight cellulose cone and high-resolution
1/2” tweeter.

www.bhphotovideo.com

◆ Auto overload protection prevents tweeter

damage and resets automatically
◆ Phase-optimized and high-precision

crossover for absolute phase linearity
◆ Solid protective grille and rugged

construction for long life and durability.
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CIS SERIES
Ceiling Mount Speakers
EAW offers a wide variety of flush-mount, ceiling mount speakers, with multi-tap
70V/100V transformers, designed to meet the increasing demands for quality install
sound systems. The use of polypropylene cone woofers offer greater stability and
longevity than paper-coned woofers.
CIS50
The economical CIS6, CIS50, CIS65, and CIS80 each use a coaxial speaker design
and include an integrated 70v/100v transformer. These models are ideally suited
for paging and light and background music systems. They are voiced to offer clarity
of speechmaking them well suited for waiting rooms, hallways, restrooms and for
emergency messages. The CIS80, CIS65, and CIS50 include a backcan firedome,
while the CIS6 is a simple, low profile solution. Each speaker features spring loaded
hardware for quick and easy installation.
CIS400
For those that require superior audio quality, the CIS300 and CIS400 2-way, bass
reflex “ceiling monitors” go beyond mere background music and paging systems.
They borrow design concepts originally developed for studio monitors including, waveguide-loaded high frequency transducers
that deliver greater dispersion patterns over standard designs. Both units can operate using the integral 70v/100v transformer
or via low impedance amplification. The CIS300 and CIS400 are ideal for installations where the higher fidelity is needed such
as presentations or any applications requiring quality music playback. Two input terminals and two loop-thru output terminals
are provided via removable locking connector with screw-down terminals.
CIS6
Enclosure
Low-Frequency (Woofer)

CIS50

2-way coaxial

2-way coaxial

6.5˝ twin cone driver

5.25˝ twin cone driver

CIS65

CIS80

6.5” polypropylene

8” polypropylene

CIS300

CIS400

2-way, front loaded

2-way, front loaded

4” polypropylene

6.5˝ polypropylene

1” cloth
Neodymium dome

1” damped cloth

90Hz - 22kHz

70Hz – 22kHz

—

—

2” mylar dome

2.5” mylar dome
Neodymium dome

Frequency Response (–10dB)

100Hz - 20kHz

100Hz - 20kHz

70Hz - 20kHz

50Hz - 20kHz

Frequency Response (Low-Z)

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Horizontal Coverage (–6dB, 1kHz to 6kHz)

120°

130°

120°

120°

140° averaged

110° averaged

Vertical Coverage (–6dB, 1kHz to 6kHz)

90°

50°

45°

40°

124° averaged

110° averaged

100dB

92dB @ 1m

89dB @ 1m

89dB @ 1m

102dB @ 1m

107dB @ 1m

6W

6W

10W

20W

30W

40W

Transformer Taps 70v (Watts)

0.38 / 0.75 / 1.5 / 3

0.375 / 0.75 / 1.5 / 3

0.625 / 1.25 / 2.5 / 5

1.25 / 2.5 / 5 /10 / 20

3.7, 7.5, 15, 30

5, 10, 20, 40

Transformer Taps 100v (Watts)

0.75 / 1.5 / 3 / 6

0.75 / 1.5 / 3 / 6

1.25 / 2.5 / 5 / 10

2.5 / 5 / 10 / 20

7.5, 15, 30

10, 20, 40

N/A

Steel

Steel

Steel

Steel

Steel

High Impact
ABS

Perforated
metal

Perforated
metal

Perforated
metal

2.8” x 9.1”

7.09” x 4.86”

7.87” x 9.06”

5.0” x 10.6”

8.7” x 5.7”

9.1”

4.5”

5.6”

Cutout Size

7.87”

6.3”

7.8”

10.8”

Net Weight

2.1 lbs

2.87 lbs

6.2 lbs

7.9 lbs.

High-Frequency (Tweeter)
Crossover

Rated Maximum SPL
System Input Power Rating

Rear Enclosure Material (Fire Dome)
Grille

Dimensions (Diameter x Height)

2.0 kHz

Front of Ceiling Tile to Back of Can

3.75 lbs

5.7 lbs

89Hz - 20kHz (-3dB)

Perforated metal with
weather-resistant coating

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 92
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SXA SERIES
Self-Powered Speaker Systems
If you need solid, clean powerful audio in the lightest package possible, direct your
ears to the SxA-Series. These self-powered, bi-amped speakers work well in a wide
range of sound reinforcement applications, from a simple vocal reinforcement PA to a
large, multi-box, high-SPL sound system.
These full-range systems set the highest performance standards for powered speakers.
The SxA100+ and SxA250 provide multiple inputs with full mix capability, a flexible EQ
section and plenty of power in compact, easy-to-move enclosures. The SxA360 offers
the highest power rating of the full range SxA series with an awesome 350 watts of
power for the woofer and 150 watts for the HF driver. The compact SbA750 powered
subwoofer adds hard-hitting bass to the SxA or other full-range systems.

SxA100+/SxA250 Powered Speakers
Full range loudspeakers ideal for most applications requiring high-quality
sound. Their design provides multiple inputs with mix capability, an easy to
use EQ section, and plenty of power in very compact, attractive packages.

◆ Linear response is easily optimized for speech or music with the on

board multiband equalization.
◆ Built-in pole mount and optional hardware makes it easy to

position them without expensive accessories.

◆ Designed to provide high SPL without excessive heat, the high-quality

mic preamp provides great sounding vocals or speech. A master level
control sets the desired SPL, and the line input can be mixed and
balanced with a mic with its level control.

◆ High frequency section utilizes a molded-in constant-directivity

horn coupled to a DH2010A. The result is vocals that sound natural
yet “cut through” in reverberant, noisy rooms.

SxA360 Powered Speaker

SbA760 15” Powered Subwoofer

A full range powered speaker that is ideal for applications
requiring easy setup without compromising, powerful,
high-quality sound. It offers a unique combination of
high SPL, natural frequency response, and dynamic
headroom that delivers feedback-free sound without
the need for equalization.

The SbA760 is a high-power compact sub designed to
match the SxA100+, SxA250 and SxA360. The state-ofthe-art class H power amplifier module delivers 760
Watts RMS power to an EV DL15Y 15” woofer.

◆ 350W LF amplifier, 150W HF amplifier.

◆ Includes an integrated pole mount, 4 casters, and a

◆ Compact and ergonomic design for easy transport.
◆ Dynamic limiter and full protection.

◆ Built-in suspension points and pole mount.

Frequency Response (-10 dB)
Rated Output Power long term
Max. Sound Pressure Level

PowerCon Lead.

SxA100+

SxA250

SxA360

SbA760

50Hz - 20kHz

55Hz - 20kHz

60Hz - 18kHz

42 - 150Hz

LF 150 W / HF 50 W

LF 150 W / HF 50 W

LF 350 W / HF 150 W

760 W
128 dB

124 dB

126 dB

126 dB

65° x 65°

80° x 55°

65° x 65°

—

LF Components

12” woofer

15” woofer

12” woofer

15” woofer

HF Components

DH2010A

DH2010A

1” DH2T Compression Driver

XLR Mic

XLR Mic

XLR / 1/4” Line Level

XLR / 1/4” Line Level

XLR / 1/4” Line Level

2x XLR slave through

XLR out (slave)

XLR out (slave)

XLR out

2x XLR Mid/Hi out

HF Coverage (nom.)

Inputs

Level Controls

Mic Level (-35 dBu to 0 dBu); Master Level (- ∞ to 0dB)

2-Band EQ
Dimensions (HWD); Weight

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO

—
2x XLR/jack combo

Master Level (- ∞ to +10dB)

LF: ± 6 dB; HF: ± 4 dB

LF: ± 6 dB; HF: ± 4 dB

—

—

23.1 x 16.9 x 12.3˝; 43 lbs.

24.6 x 17.9 x 13.1”; 49 lbs.

23.1 x 16.9 x 12.3”; 36 lbs.

23.7 x 16.9 x 26.2”; 94.7 lbs.
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ZX1 / ZX1i
Compact Sound Reinforcement Speakers
The ZX1 and ZX1i (install) are a series of compact sound reinforcement speakers
designed for a wide variety of fixed and portable use applications including fixed
installations for 70v - 100v systems. The entire ZX1(i) line features 8”, high output,
low frequency transducers and 1” compression drivers that are capable of 200 watts
continuous, 800 watts peak power handling, with a wide, smooth frequency
response and up to 123dB of max SPL. A velocity compensated bass port delivers
exceptional low frequency response without the introduction of unwanted
mechanical noise or distortion. For added flexibility, the HF horns are rotatable,
accommodating vertical and horizontal speaker orientation.
The ZX1i install models are suited for both
indoor and outdoor use and feature an
integrated, heavy duty mounting bracket,
called QuickSAM, that offers hassle-free, foolproof installation. The ZX1 features an
integral handle pocket and a built-in pole mount for use with readily available
speaker stands. The ZX1(i) are housed in a high-tech enclosure that has been
engineered to provide maximum rigidity and acoustic performance. The long term
reliability of the ZX1(i) is assured thanks to the full-bandwidth overload protection.
ZX1-90

ZX1i-90

ZX1i-100

ZX1i-100t

Portable Version

Fixed Install Version

Fixed Install Version

70v/100v Version

Frequency Response (-3dB)

60Hz - 20kHz

60Hz - 20kHz

60Hz - 20kHz

60Hz - 20kHz

Frequency Range (1) (-10dB)

48Hz - 20kHz

48Hz - 20kHz

48Hz - 20kHz

48Hz - 20kHz

Axial Sensitivity (1)

94dB (1W/1m)

94dB (1W/1m)

92dB (1W/1m92

92dB (1W/1m)

123dB

123dB

121dB

121dB

90° or 50°

90° or 50°

100°

100°

Maximum Calculated SPL
Horizontal Coverage
Vertical Coverage
System Power Handling
LF Transducer

50° or 90°

50° or 90°

100°

100°

200W Continuous,
400W Program

200W Continuous,
400W Program

200W Continuous,
400W Program

200W Continuous,
400W Program

EV8L, 8” Driver

EV8L, 8” Driver

EV8L, 8” Driver

EV8L, 8” Driver

HF Transducer
Connectors
Overload Protection

DH2005, 1” Exit Compression Driver
4-Pin detachable Phoenix style

4-Pin detachable Phoenix style

Full protection

Full protection

Full protection

Full protection

N/A

6.5, 12.5, 25, 50,
100 watts 70/100v

Transformer Taps

N/A

Mounting System

Four M8 studs on bottom of speaker

Built-In Monitor Angle
Available Colors
Included Accessories
Dimensions (H x W x D)
Weight

DH2005, 1” Exit Compression Driver

Two NL4 Connectors

N/A

4-Pin detachable Phoenix style

QuickSAM Heavy-Duty Strong-Arm Mounting Bracket

Yes

No

No

No

Black

Black/White

Black/White

Black/White

None

QuickSAM Mount

QuickSAM Mount

QuickSAM Mount

17.75 x 11.12 x 10.35”

17.75 x 11.12 x 10.35”

17.75 x 11.12 x 10.35”

17.75” x 11.12” x 10.35”

18.5 lbs.

18.5 lbs.

18.5 lbs.

12 lbs.
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FBTMAXX
Powered Speaker Systems
The new generation of FBTMaxX speakers is made of
polypropylene with gas injection molding, producing an
ultra-light FBT product that is extremely sturdy. The special
design, coupled curves and rounded edges, permits
multi-functional application in all audio-professional
application systems: such as stage monitors, for wall or ceiling
installation and with special adapters to stack the enclosures.
Special attention has been paid to the accessibility of controls
in all conditions of use. FBTMaxX is the perfect marriage of
power, mechanics and leading-edge technology.

FBTMaxX 2A
◆ Extremely light and sturdy enclosure made

FBTMaxX 4A

◆ Incorporates ADAP (Advanced Dynamic

Active Protection) Processor for total
protection of the LF & HF drivers and a
24dB/oct active crossover filter.

of polypropylene with gas injection molding
◆ 200w RMS 10” low frequency woofer with a

Neodymium magnet and die-cast aluminum
frame, and a 50-watt RMS 1” high frequency
compression driver with Titanium
diaphragm coupled to a custom-designed
constant directivity 90° x 60° horn.

◆ Frequency response is 50Hz to 20kHz and it

will handle 250 watts @ 8 ohms.
◆ The built-in ergonomically designed carry

handle allows for a “balanced” feel when
transporting.

◆ The control panel designed for accessibility

under all operating conditions, features both
Neutrik XLR and 1/4” inputs, mic/line switch
and ground lift switch. Volume control,
variable gain control, 3-band EQ, and LED
clipping indicators are also provided.

stacking and two M-10 flying points for wall
or ceiling mounting, either vertically or horizontally, as well as a standard 13⁄8” speaker
socket for speaker stand mounting.

ACTIVE VERSION
FBTMaxX 4A

FBTMaxX 6A

FBTMaxX 9Sa

LF Driver

10”

12”

15”

15”

HF Driver

1”

1”

1.4”

—

Built-in LF/HF Amplifier

200W / 50W

300W / 100W

700W / 200W

900W / —

Frequency Response

50Hz - 20kHz

50Hz - 20kHz

40Hz - 20kHz

40Hz - 125kHz

Input Impedance
Max. SPL

◆ 300w RMS12” LF woofer with a Neodymium

magnet, die-cast aluminum frame, and a
100w RMS 1” HF compression driver with
Titanium diaphragm coupled to a custom
constant directivity 90° x 60° horn.
◆ Frequency response is 50Hz to 20kHz and it

will handle 400 watts @ 8 ohms.
◆ Four M-10 flying points

◆ Built-in stacking adapters enable cabinet

FBTMaxX 2A

Sensitivity@1W/1m dB

Same as FBTMaxX 2A except:

97

98

98

97

22kΩ

22kΩ

22kΩ

22kΩ

121dB

123dB

128dB

126.5dB

Dimensions

13.9 x 21.7 x 12.1”

16 x 25 x13”

19 x 29.9 x 15.7”

19.5 x 25.5 x 19.1”

Net Weight

28.6 lb.

35.3 lb.

72.8 lb.

64 lb

PASSIVE VERSION

FBTMaxX 6A
Same as FBTMaxX 4A except:
◆ 700w 15” LF woofer with a Neodymium

magnet and die-cast aluminum frame, and
a 200w RMS Class G high frequency
compression driver with Titanium
diaphragm coupled to a custom-designed
constant directivity 90° x 60° horn.

FBTMaxX 9SA
◆ 900 watt RMS 15” dual coil low-frequency

woofer with a Neodymium magnet and
die-cast aluminum frame.
◆ Frequency response is 40Hz to 125Hz and it

will handle 400 watts @ 8 ohms.
◆ Two M-10 flying points for wall or ceiling

mounting, either vertically or horizontally,
as well as a standard 13⁄8” speaker socket for
speaker stand mounting.

FBTMaxX 2

FBTMaxX 4

FBTMaxX 6

FBTMaxX 9S

◆ Control panel features left and right channel

Power Handling

250W

300W

700W

900W

Impedance

4 or 8Ω

4 or 8Ω

4 or 8Ω

4Ω

Net Weight

22 lb.

28.6 lb.

64 lb.

57.3 lb.

inputs with a built-in crossover, both input
channels with XLR/Neutrik input, XLR
Neutrik link connectors, XLR high pass
filtered output and volume control.
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JOLLY
Live Sound Reinforcement Speakers
FBT’s JOLLY active series encompasses a complete range of 2-way, bi-amplified
sound reinforcement monitors and subwoofers. Each 2-way, full-range monitor
features polypropylene molded enclosures, and are available with woofer diameters of 5-, 8- and 12”. The subwoofers utilize a vented band-pass design and are
available with 10- and 12” woofers and feature birch plywood
enclosures with a scratch-resistant finish.
Models 5BA, 8BA and 12BA feature mic/line switchable XLR / 1/4” combo input
with volume control and two band (high and low) EQ, XLR male output, ground
lift switch and ADAP (Advanced Dynamic Active Protection) limiter. Models 5RA,
8RA and 12RA offer XLR / 1/4” combo input with volume control, XLR male output, ground lift switch and ADAP (Advanced Dynamic Active Protection) limiter.
Also available are the Sub 10a - 10” woofer, and the Sub 12a - 12” woofer, which
are are housed in birch plywood enclosures and feature left and right XLR / 1/4”
combo inputs, XLR Link, XLR filtered output for satellites, volume control,
ground lift switch, and 0° - 180° phase reversal switching, as well as ADAP (Advanced Dynamic Active Protection) limiter.

Jolly 5 - Accessories
MS30BK Adapter (FBAJ5BK): Jolly 5 to
microphone stand ................................................8.95

Steel Flange, Recessed (FSSJ5CW): For wall or
ceiling mounting. White finish ......................19.95

Nylon Carrying Case (FBV36)........................39.95
Adjustable Floor Stand (FBMS30BK)............CALL

Directional Wall Mount: Available in Black
(FBSJ5BK) and White (FBSJ5W) .............................39.95

Horizontal Wall Mount: Available in Black
(FBSJ5UBK) and White (FBSJ5UW) ........................23.95

Adjustable T-shaped Support (FSSJ5T): For 2
speaker cabinet....................................................CALL

Jolly 8 - Accessories

Jolly 12 - Accessories

35mm ø to 25mm ø Adapter (FBAJ8BK) ...................................................19.95

Horizontal Wall Mount (FBBOX112) .............................................................64.95

Directional Wall Mount (FBSJ8BK) ...............................................................58.95

Nylon Carrying Case (FBV38).........................................................................59.95

Horizontal Wall Mount (FBSJ8UBK) ..............................................................33.95

Metal Floor Stand (FBBOX30BK) .......................................................................CALL

Nylon Carrying Case (FBV37) .........................................................................49.95

Metal Floor Stand (FBBOX40BK) .......................................................................CALL

Metal Floor Stand (FBBOX20BK) ......................................................................59.95

Adjustable Subwoofer to Satellite Speaker Mounting Pole
(FBBOX50): With safety locking device .............................................................CALL

Adjustable T-shaped Support (FSSJ8T): For 2 speaker cabinet........CALL

Internal Amplifier W rms
Frequency Response @-6dB

Jolly 12B A

Jolly 12R A

Jolly 8B A

Jolly 8R A

Jolly 5RA

Jolly 5RA

250+50

150+50

150+50

80+20

60+20

60

Jolly SUB 12A Jolly SUB 10A
300

300

50Hz - 20kHz

60Hz - 20kHz

60Hz - 20kHz

70Hz - 20kHz

80Hz - 20kHz

90Hz - 20kHz

40Hz - 120Hz

45Hz - 120Hz

Low Frequency Woofer
Voice Coil

1x 12.5”
2” coil

1x 12.5”
2”

1x 8”
1.5”

1x 8”
1.5”

1x 5”
1”

1x 5”
1”

1x 12”
2.5”

1x 10”
2”

High Frequency Driver
Voice Coil

1 x 1” + horn
1”

1 x 1” + horn
1”

1 x 1” + horn
1”

1x Tweeter+horn
0.8”

1x Tweeter
0.8”

1x Tweeter
0.8”

–

–
123

Maximum SPL dB

123

121

119

114

112

107

126

90° x 60°

90° x 60°

90° x 60°

90° x 60°

90° x 60°

90° x 60°

–

–

Crossover Frequency kHz

active 1.8kHz

active 2kHz

active 2kHz

active 2.5kHz

active 2.7kHz

passive 3.5kHz

active 120Hz

active 120Hz

Dimensions (WHD)

16 x 26 x 15”

16 x 26 x 15”

10 x 16.3 x 9.65”

10 x 16.3 x 9.65”

6.7 x 10.8 x 7”

6.7 x 10.8 x 7”

16 x 21.6 x 23”

14.5 x 19 x 20.5”

40.75 lbs.

35.25 lbs.

18 lbs.

12 lbs.

7.75 lbs.

6.6 lbs.

77 lbs.

61.75 lbs.

Dispersion HxV

Weight
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EON G2
Hassle-free with professional sound quality and performance,
JBL’s EON G2 series is designed for applications ranging from live
sound reinforcement, speech and vocals to music playback in
entertainment, A/V and institutional environments. Consisting of
the compact EON10 G2 (10” woofer) and full-range EON15 G2
(15” woofer) powered speakers with three input mini-mixer, and
the EONSUB G2 powered subwoofer, they are ideal for hotels,
meeting planners, AV companies and just about any application
where portable compact sound reinforcement is required.
They deliver 125 and 300 watts of power (respectively) to a
Neodymium Differential Drive low frequency driver. The driver
EON Sub G2
boasts a dual neodymium magnet and dual voice coil motor
that delivers high output and low distortion from a lightweight
woofer. Meanwhile, the high frequency amplifier delivers 50- and
EON10 G2
100 watts of power to a titanium diaphragm compression driver
with ferro-fluid cooling. JBL’s revolutionary “ThermoMaster Total
Thermal Management System” eliminates the need for any internal or external cooling fans. Instead, a single piece,
cast-aluminum baffle integrates the woofer frame, horn and amplifier heat-sink while air movement through the
finned ports dissipates heat. With their integrated three-input mixer, the speakers can directly accommodate electronic
keyboards, drum machines, electrified acoustic guitars, and microphones. An additional XLR output allows the speakers
to be daisy-chained together or send the mixed output to an external mixing console.
With 125 watts for low frequencies and 50
watts for the highs, the EON10 G2 can be
used in AV applications, smaller musical
and spoken word performances. Versatile
cabinet design allows use in several ways:
As a front of house speaker, sitting on a flat
hori surface or raised in the air using standard tripod speaker stands. Angled back
allows use as a vocal or instrument monitor
on stage. The EON10 G2 can also be snugly
placed atop the EONSUB G2 powered subwoofer for added volume and extended
bandwidth. Combined, they provide a full
range sound system for small and medium
sized events.
With 400 watts of power, excellent sound
quality, easy to transport and set up, the
EON15 G2 is at home as a main PA or on
stage as a monitor. Use by itself for casual
solo or duo work, or combine multiple
EONs into a complete, powerful PA system.
Electric guitarists using amp modeling
modules will find that the clean, full-range
sound of EON15 G2 reproduces all of the
subtle tones the modules can produce.

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO

EON10 G2
◆

Multi-angle enclosure for FOH or stage
monitor applications

◆

Selectable balanced mic/line input and
one dual-channel, 1/4” TRS line-level input

◆

60° x 90° constant directivity horn

◆

with neodymium magnet for light weight
and reduced distortion

Balanced loop/mix output. “Daisy-chain”
additional EON speakers or send the
mixed output to a mixing console

◆

1” JBL compression driver with titanium
diaphragm and ferro-fluid cooling

Rugged, lightweight, black co-polymer
enclosure

◆ Integral 35mm pole mount receptacle

◆ 10” Differential Drive low frequency driver

◆
◆

125 watt low-frequency and 50 watt
high-frequency (bi-amplified) amplifiers –
actual power delivered to the drivers

with securing thumb screw
◆

Attachment points for fixed-angle and
adjustable mounting brackets

EON15 G2 Step-up Features
◆

15” Differential Drive low-frequency
driver with dual neodymium magnet for
light weight and reduced distortion

◆

One balanced mic/line input, two 1/4”
phone line-level inputs.

◆

Two-band equalization.

◆

1” (throat diameter) JBL compression
driver with 1.75” titanium diaphragm and
ferro-fluid cooling

◆

Extended low-frequency performance —
delivers powerful bass down to 39Hz.

◆

◆

300 watts low-frequency and 100 watts
high-frequency (bi-amplified) - actual
power delivered to the drivers.

Tailored dynamic processing protects
amplifiers and speakers from being overdriven without producing extreme changes
in frequency response as level varies.

www.bhphotovideo.com
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EON G2
EONSUB G2
The EONSUB G2 offers powerful low
frequencies in a compact, durable enclosure,
making it a perfect companion for either
the EON10 G2 or EON15 G2 powered
speaker, or any sound system that needs
additional low end.
When you combine the EONSUB G2 with the
EON10 G2 or EON15 G2, you have a full range
sound system whose clarity, volume and low
end are truly amazing, considering their
small size. Because the power amp and
crossover are internal to all EON speakers,
set-up time and outboard equipment are
minimized. Just plug in and play.
◆ 250 watts of low-end power and a

frequency range of 40 to 200Hz.
◆ Patented Neodymium Differential Drive

woofer generates maximum efficiency
with minimum weight.
◆ Thermomaster cooling system allows the

amplifier and 15” woofer to stay cool, even
under the most challenging circumstances,
without the need for noisy fans or
protruding external heatsinks
◆

Specifically designed to securely hold the
EON10 G2 using receptacles built into the
top of the EONSUB G2

E-Systems
JBL offers the EON10 and
EON15 G2 in complete
full- function sound
systems that include
two speakers, a mixer,
two JBL dynamic M50S
microphones and four 25’
XLR cables for connecting
the mixer to the microphones
and speakers. Ideal for
speeches, schools, churches
or any application that requires
quality sound in a smaller venue, the 14-input, 350 watt EON10 G2 sound system
includes the Soundcraft E6 mixer and a pair of EON10 G2 speakers. When
combined with the EONSUB G2 subwoofer, the power of the system is more than
doubled. Featuring twice the power and greatly enhanced sound, the 16-input,
800 watt EON15 G2 System sound system includes the Soundcraft E8 mixer and
two EON15 G2 speakers.

THE ORIGINAL EON SERIES
EON was the first professional sound system made to be
truly portable. The secret behind EON’s feather-weight is
a rare earth material called neodymium with 10 times the
magnetic strength of ceramic magnets, enabling a few
ounces of neodymium to replace nearly
20 lbs. of conventional magnetic
materials. For flexibility, the EON
speakers are built to work as both
upright speakers and wedge monitors.
With ergonomic handles and light weight,
they are remarkably easy to carry. Simple to
set up. And a pleasure to use.

◆ Scratch-forgiving black covering and

embossed grill cover for added rigidity

EON G2 Accessories
Suspension Kit for EON15 (JBESK15) ......35.95
Suspension Kit for EON10 (JBESK10) ......27.95
Fixed Angle Mounting Bracket (JBEONBRK1)
For EON 15” models........................................44.95
Fixed Angle Mounting Bracket (JBEONBRK2)
For EON 10” models........................................34.95
Black Anodized Aluminum
Tripod Speaker Stand (JBSS2BK) ...........142.50
Zippered, Plush-Lined Cordura Bag
(JBEON10B): For EON 10 G2 .............................44.95
Zippered, Plush-Lined Cordura Bag
(JBEON15B): For EON 15 G2..............................53.95
Zippered, Plush-Lined Cordura Bag with
Wheels (JBEON15BW): For EON 15 G2......104.95

EON 15P-1

EON 1500

The EON 15P-1 is a two-way powered
speaker system which incorporates a
discrete 130 watt power amplifier for low
frequencies and a 50w power amplifier for
the high-frequency driver in a light weight
rugged enclosure. Designed for multipurpose usage, the EON 15P-1 may be driven
from a mixer or a single microphone.

The EON 1500 is designed for use with a powered
mixer or external amplifier. Features proven JBL
components like a liquid-cooled compression driver
and SonicGuard protection. It’s unique design
allows you to use them as a main speaker, tripod
mounted or a dual-angle floor monitor. Accepts a
1/4” phone jack or Speak-On input connection
wired in parallel for ease of hookups.

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 92
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MPRO 200 SERIES
The MPro Series speakers are designed for music pros looking
for professional performance and appearance in live sound
reinforcement speakers. The MPro line has two segments, the
200 Series with carpet-covered enclosures and the 400 Series
with higher power handling, DuraFlex coated enclosures and
a Crown-powered Subwoofer.
The MPro 200 Series features premium-grade carpet covered
18mm plywood enclosures. The edges of the carpet are
captured by the joint detail to prevent visible seams or
peeling. The large-mouth horn design of the MP212, MP215
and MP225 delivers smooth, natural reproduction –
especially in the critical mid-range. A 16-gauge, steel grille
protects the woofers.
The MP400 Series features JBL’s DuraFlex-coated enclosures and a a Crown-powered subwoofer. The MP412 and MP415
feature the ARD (Annular Ring Diaphragm) compression driver to deliver extraordinary high-frequency extension.
F E AT U R E S

They All Feature
◆ 70° x 70° horn designed for even coverage

and smooth response on and off axis.
◆ Ferro-fluid cooled compression driver with

titanium diaphragm.
◆ SonicGuard protects high-frequency driver

from excess power without interrupting the
performance.
◆ Low frequency drivers with 21⁄2” (64 mm)

edgewound voice coil.
◆ Rectangular (MP212/225) and trapezoidal

(MP215) enclosures constructed of 18mm
plywood using tongue-and-groove joint
detail for durability and years of service.
◆ Molded baffle is constructed of SMC (sheet

molding compound), a durable, cross-linked
thermo-plastic also used in automotive
body panels.

◆ Laminar Flow Baffle reduces distortion and

diffraction effects by providing smooth,
rounded baffle contours.
◆ Precision engineered crossover for optimal

power response and performance in the
critical mid-range region.
◆ Covered in dark gray, premium grade, 12 oz.

carpet - the most durable and attractive
carpet covering available.

MP212
12” Two-Way Speaker
Compact, portable, 12” two-way speaker in a
multi-angle enclosure that’s equally at home
as a FOH (front-of-house) speaker or as a
stage monitor. Designed for portable
applications in live performance, music
playback and speech reinforcement, the
MP212 delivers excellent performance by itself
or as a satellite over the MP255S subwoofer.

◆ An attractive 16-gauge, hexagon perforated,

steel grill protects speaker components
from damage.
◆ Input panel includes a Neutrik Speakon

NL-4 input and a 1/4” phone jack for flexible
connectivity.
◆ 35mm pole mount receptacle (all except the

MP215
15” Two-Way Speaker
The MP215 is a portable, 15”, two-way
speaker designed for live performance, music
playback, and speech reinforcement.

MP225).

MP225
The MPro line offers a unique, professional appearance, superb acoustical performance and
cutting-edge configurations. MPro includes the first mid-priced subwoofers to offer VGC
(Vented Gap Cooling) technology and the first speaker systems offering JBL’s Laminar Flow
Baffle technology. The JBL Laminar Flow Baffle incorporates smooth, contoured surfaces
that greatly reduce distortion caused by turbulence and diffraction. Constructed of Sheet
Molding Compound (a super tough, cross-linked, polymer also used for automotive body
panels), this one-piece baffle integrates horn, ports and woofer-mounting into a single part.
This permits features to be tightly spaced, allowing a large horn-mouth (for improved
mid-range and directivity performance) without making the cabinet too large.

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO
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Dual 15” Two-Way Speaker
The MP225 is a portable, dual 15”, two-way
speaker system designed for live performance,
music playback, and speech reinforcement.
The crossover network employs separate
low-pass filters for each woofer. The lower
woofer is rolled off at a lower frequency than
is the upper woofer. This reduces mid-range
phase anomalies while retaining the strong
low-frequency output that is the primary
appeal of a dual woofer system.
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MPRO 200 SERIES
MP255S

MP410 Series

Dual 15” Subwoofer

The MPro 400 Series steps up with enclosures coated
with JBL’s exclusive DuraFlex - a rugged, advanced,
poly-urea finish. They also feature dual Neutrik
Speakon NL-4 input connectors. Designed for
portable applications in live performance,
music playback, and reinforcement of speech,
the MP410, MP412 and MP415 deliver excellent
performance by themselves or as satellites
over the MP418S and MP418SP subwoofers.

The MPro MP255S is a
dual 15” subwoofer
designed to
supplement
and extend the
low-frequency
output of
full-range
systems in a
variety of
portable and
fixed applications.
Bandpass design
(uses two tuned
chambers to shift its energy
down into the low-frequency region)
combined with an internal Low Pass Filter
(to get rid of the remaining mid-range
output) assures solid performance in
bi-amplified or single amplified systems.
While configured for vertical orientation, the
speaker may also be used in a horizontal
position when a larger footprint and lower
vertical height are preferred.
◆ Dual 15” band-pass design puts the energy

in the bass region where it’s needed for
“punch” and power.
◆ Low-pass filter blocks mid-range output

MP412/MP415 12” and 15” Two-Way Speakers
The MP412 and MP415 are portable 12” and 15” two-way speaker systems in a
multi-angle enclosure that supports main PA or stage monitor applications. Their
high-frequency performance makes them outstanding choices for high-level music
playback, especially when combined with subwoofers.
Harmonic Geometry) technology reduces harmonic distortion and improves power
response.
◆ With a design that combines very high motor strength with low moving mass, their

unique, ARD (Annular Ring Diaphragm) compression driver delivers smooth, extended
high-frequency output to 20kHz.
◆ High power handling - 350 watts (average) and 1,400 watts (peak) power capacity.

MP418S/MP418SP 18” Subwoofer Systems

◆ Dual Neutrik Speakon NL-4 input

connectors provided for secure connection
and loop-through capability.
◆ Input connections may be reconfigured for

pin 1± or pin 2± for compatibility with any
cabling scheme.
◆ Heavy duty casters mounted on the rear of

◆ 35mm pole mount receptacle. 24” steel

The MP410 is a compact, portable, 10”, two-way speaker system
using JBL components in a professional quality enclosure that
looks and sounds like the high-end, specialty speaker systems that
top audio pros rely on. It incorporates a 10”, woofer with 2”, edgewound voice-coil. Surround design is optimized for maximum
excursion and low distortion using FEA (finite element analysis)
modeling. The compression driver with pure titanium diaphragm
and ferro-fluid cooling provides improved smoothness and thermal
power handling.

◆ JBL 2023 12” and 2033 15” woofer with 3”, edge-wound voice-coil. SHG (Selective

from the subwoofer. Combined with the
band-pass design, this assures that the
MP255S will combine with the mid / high
speaker for excellent low-frequency
performance - even without a separate
subwoofer amplifier. Even greater
performance and control is possible in
bi-amplified configurations.

the enclosure for easy transport.

MP410 10” Two-Way Speaker

The MPro MP418S (passive) and MP418SP (powered)
compact subwoofers, each with a single 18” speaker, are
housed in bass reflex enclosures. Both subs utilize a VGC
(Vented Gap Cooling) 18” low frequency transducer which
is designed to handle up to 600 watts (RMS). The MP418SP
is powered by a Crown dual channel amplifier with 660
watts RMS per channel into 4 ohms or 400 watts RMS into
8 ohms. One amp powers the internal sub, while the other
can be used to power a satellite or MP418S. The MP418S
offers a pair of Neutrik Speakon NL-4 connectors for inputs.

pole included
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C200 / C300Z
Passive 10” and 12” 2-Way Speakers
The C200 and C300z with 10” and 12” LF transducer, respectively, are the portable,
passive cousins to the popular SRM350 and SRM450 active monitors. Both units
are housed in impact-resistant enclosures with sturdy handles, pole-mount, and
integrated rigging points, and offer Speakon and 1/4” connectors for connecting
to a powered amp or mixer. They are ideal for use in a portable or fixed sound
system and work seamlessly with Mackie’s PPM Series powered mixers.
The C200’s 10” LF transducer is complemented by a 1.4” HF titanium compression
driver and a low-impedance compensated crossover and transducer protection
system that combine to deliver 500W peak power handling at 8 ohms. The
C300z’s 12” LF transducer is accompanied by a 1.75” HF compression driver that
delivers 750W of peak power handling.

SRM350 & SRM450
Active Sound Reinforcement Monitors
The SRM350 and SRM450 are portable, two-way bi-amplified, active sound
reinforcement speakers designed for small to medium mobile and fixed
installations. Both units provide a balanced XLR input that is conveniently
switchable for mic and line operation, potentially eliminating the need for
an external mixer. Both units are built into rugged, lightweight, high-impact
polypropylene enclosures with recessed ‘D’ handles, M5 rigging points and
pole mounts.
The SRM350 features discrete165w and 30w amplifiers for the10” LF transducer
and 1.4” high-output precision titanium compression driver, respectively. The
SRM450 features 300w and 100w amplifiers for the 12” LF transducer and 1.75”
high-output precision titanium compression driver, respectively.
C200

C300Z

SRM350

SRM450

Speaker Type

2-way passive

2-way passive

2-way active

2-way active

Frequency Response (–3 dB):

89Hz – 20kHz

55Hz – 18kHz

83Hz - 18.5kHz

55Hz - 18kHz

Frequency Range (–10 dB):

59Hz – 22kHz

45Hz – 20kHz

61Hz - 22kHz

45Hz - 20KHz

Maximum SPL Long-term @ 1m:

118dB

123dB

118dB

127dB

Crossover Frequency:

1.8 kHz

1.8 kHz

2.4 kHz

1.6 kHz

Power Handling (RMS/Peak) (8Ω):

200 watts / 500 watts

300 watts / 750 watts

LF Amplifier (continuous)

N/A

N/A

165 Watts

300 Watts

HF Amplifier (continuous)

N/A

N/A

30 Watts

100 Watts

90° x 80°

90° x 45°

90° x 80°

90° x 45°

20.75 x 13.1 x 12.25”

26 x 15.4 x 14.8”

20.75 x 13.1 x 12.25”

26 x 15.4 x 14.8”

26 lbs.

43 lbs.

32 lbs.

51 lbs.

Dispersion
Dimensions H x W x D
Weight
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400 SERIES
Precision Passive Loudspeakers
Comprised of the S408 full-range loudspeaker and the S410 subwoofer,
Mackie’s Precision Passive loudspeakers utilize Tetrad, a proprietary
technology developed by both Mackie and EAW, that employs four drivers,
instead of one, to deliver superior definition with a much greater coverage
area than conventional loudspeaker designs.
The portable S408 can handle 600W of power RMS at 8 Ohms, and features
four 8” LF transducers and a 1” HF driver feeding a large high frequency horn
with a 75 by 40° dispersion. It has a frequency response of 60Hz - 22kHz.
Locking NL4 (Speakon) connectors are provided on the rear panel, for input
and parallel thru connections. The S408 offers four top and side mounted
handles, for easy transport, and is horizontally and vertically flyable via 12
integrated 3/8” threaded inserts. The S408 can also be pole mounted using
commercially available speaker stands, and is easily stackable atop the
410. Additionally, the symmetrical trapezoidal design allows the S408 to
be used for monitor wedge applications.
The S410 subwoofer can handle 750W of power RMS at 8 Ohms, and features four 10” woofers designed to deliver
improved transient response vs using a single 18” sub.The S410 has a frequency response of 40Hz - 400Hz and features an
integrated, high quality180Hz low pass filter that eliminates the need for an external crossover, when used with the
S408 loudspeaker. The S410 has recessed foothold for stacking an S408 or additional S410. It also offers a pole mount
receptacle on the top and can be transported using its two side-mounted carry handles. Two Speakon connectors are
provided for inputs and pass through.

SWA-1501 15” High Output, Active Subwoofer System
Ideally suited for small to medium sized touring and mobile DJ applications as well
as fixed installations in churches, corporate facilities, and nightclubs, the SWA-1501
features high-quality 15” RCF Precision transducers with high-temperature
inside/outside coil combined with a 500-watt continuous/700 watt peak (SWA-1501)
application-specific amplifier. Together, these robust components allow them to
deliver an impressive 128dB of peak output. The SWA-1501’s cabinet is constructed
with 18mm thick, 13-ply Baltic-Birch plywood finished in back splatter paint and
equipped with cast aluminum side handles for efficient loading and transport as well
as a female pole mount fixture.
Input output options allow them to be easily configured for most any application.
Stereo and mono inputs are provided through XLR style connectors while a high-pass
output allows for connection to active full-range speakers or amplifiers powering
passive full range speakers. Four function LEDs provide power on, limit, signal present,
and thermal condition indication. A rotary level control allows adjustment from -15dB to +5dB.
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All-In-One
Portable PA System
Expedition Express is the total solution to professional
sound, made portable. It gives you everything you need
to make a professional presentation anywhere you can
roll it. Expedition Express is a great solution for performers
on the move. Bands, mobile DJ’s, schools, houses of
worship, corporate A/V and institutional applicationsanywhere portable, high quality sounds required.
Unlike most portable PA systems, the Expedition Express
is designed to sound great. Not just for public speaking
either—but for live and recorded music, too.
The system is comprised of a pair of rugged, acoustically
balanced two-way loudspeakers, a 4-channel mixer with
DSP, a powerful 250-watt amplifier and all the accessories you need. What’s more, the system interlocks, and packs up
into a single rolling unit so it’s easy to transport.

The Expedition Express combines a powered speaker with built-in amplification and controls, and a light-weight
second speaker or “slave”. When set up for performance, the two cabinets are connected by a single cable. When they are
packed of for the road, the lightweight passive speaker cabinet locks into the top of the amplified speaker cabinet with a
unique auto-locate mechanism. Each loudspeaker is housed in a lightweight, yet heavy-duty, molded resin
cabinet with extensive internal bracing to give it rigidity, low resonance and the maximum possible volume.

Pro Quality Electronics
The Expedition Express’s integrated 250-watt amplifier is perfectly matched to
the drivers for surprisingly high efficiency. The sound is clear and hard-hitting.
Built-in digital signal processing (DSP) adds dramatic pro-quality effects like
reverb and echo at the flip of a switch. Selecting from six preset effects makes
getting great sound easy and fast.
❧ It features custom designed high and low frequency drivers. The High
Frequency section employs an elliptical wave-guide horn that offers extra wide
dispersion for maximum coverage.
❧ With molded-in handle and wheels, you can roll the cabinet anywhere you
want. This makes Expedition Express ideal for boardrooms, classrooms and
fitness studios, either as a portable speaker or mobile all-in-one sound system.
❧ The Expedition Express takes the guesswork out of public presentations.
Everything you need is in one package: Speakers, built-in mixer with DSP,
Samson microphone and all the cables. Best of all, you don’t have to be an
engineer to hook it all up. Sets up (and packs up) in less than five minutes.

ACCESSORIES
Expedition Express All-In-One Portable PA System (SAEX250)

Rechargeable Battery (SARB2030)

Includes a cardioid dynamic microphone, a microphone clip, microphone
cable, extension speaker cable, .......2x protective nylon carrying cases and a
1-year warranty. Weighs 84.4 lb...........................................................................599.00

RB2030 rechargeable battery kit is for high quality sound
anywhere electricity is not available - from the street to the beach,
from parks to pool-side ..........................................................................89.95
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EXPEDITION PRO SERIES
Three Enclosures,
Unlimited Possibilities
The Expedition series are versatile two-way loudspeaker enclosures with
Celestion woofers, telescoping handle and locking wheels, available in three
different versions: passive (XP100), powered (XP200) and powered with a
built-in 4-channel mixer and digital signal processing (XP300).
Delivering huge sound with lots of headroom, a smooth top end and
articulate bass response—without taking up much space, these loudspeakers
represent smart solutions for clubs and performance halls, mobile DJ use,
houses of worship, corporate A/V, fixed installations and any application
where portable audio is required. Incredibly rugged, Expedition enclosures
are injection-molded with Polypropylene construction with substantial
internal bracing supporting the nearly 1/2” thick side wall construction.
Convenient fly-points, a steel grille and a scuff-resistant textured finish
ensure extreme versatility, ruggedness and dependable performance.
To finish your system, a range of Expedition options are available including
a rechargeable battery kit, a cassette recorder/player with pitch control and
plug-in Samson VHF and UHF micro wireless systems.

XP100
The passive XP100 enclosure is housed in a sleek molded cabinet with
substantial internal bracing to support its thick side wall construction.
Designed to be lightweight and compact, the XP100 is still rigid enough to
allow maximum energy to be transferred from the cabinet into the room.
Two 1/4” Speakon connectors, convenient fly-points, a steel grill and
scuff-resistant textured finish ensure exceptional versatility and long life.
The XP100 is a passive enclosure equipped with a custom designed,
Kevlar-impregnated 12” Low Frequency driver with a 2.5” voice coil and a
49 oz. barium ferrite magnet to produce an accurate, super-tight bass
response. The XP100’s High Frequency section employs a 1” titanium
compression driver along with an elliptical wave guide horn that controls
dispersion. This in combination with a phasing plug produces a linear
overall response with a clear, musical top end.

XP200
Using the same cabinet and speaker design as the XP100 the XP200 adds
200-watts of bi-amped power. It also includes an active crossover and
built-in limiter with two XLR inputs.
The XP200’s power module gives you three stages of speaker protection,
including relay switching for power up and power down. The onboard
limiter circuit ensures a clean output even when you push it to maximum
sound pressure levels. Because of its perfectly matched amplifier and
speakers, the XP200 is particularly effective as a powered monitor.
AC daisy-chain output for adding additional Expeditions enclosures in
stereo, recording and presentation or performance applications.

Exceptional
Versatility
Because of their telescoping (as well
as retractable) handle and wheels,
you can pull out the handle and roll
the cabinet anywhere you want.
This makes the Expedition series
ideal for boardrooms, classrooms,
and fitness studios, either as a
portable speaker (XP100 or XP200) or
mobile all-in-one sound system (XP300).
Optional hardware allows
you to mount Expedition
cabinets on wall and ceilings.
The MP1020 mounting plate
makes it easy to install the
cabinets anywhere you
want and is compatible
with industry standards
such as Omnimount.
In an angled position,
hey make perfect wedge
monitors.
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XP300 Expedition Pro
The most comprehensive version of Expedition, the XP300 is a powered loudspeaker with a
built-in 4-channel stereo mixer and digital effects processing. This all-in-one PA system is ideal
for people who want superior audio anywhere they go. Whether you just want rugged and
versatile loudspeaker enclosure that consistently delivers big sound, or a complete professional
audio system in a highly mobile design for today’s fast-paced world, the XP300 is the answer.
The XP300’s mixer features two bands of equalization, two Mic/Line channels and a Stereo
Channel with a mic preamp. In addition to a standard TRS stereo line input, channel three also
has RCA inputs that allow you to easily interface a CD, Mini Disk or Tape player. The digital
processing section consists of six high-quality presets that range from a touch of room ambience
to lush, reverberant halls. Versatile and easy to use, the XP300’s mixer has balanced XLR Left and
Right outputs for daisy-chaining additional enclosures (XP200) in stereo, recording and presentation or performance applications. The mixer’s output can be monitored via its multi-segment VU
meter, and there is also an LED meter indicating power level available from the optional RB20/30 rechargeable battery cartridge.
Like the XP100/200, the XP300’s enclosure is equipped with a custom designed, Kevlar-impregnated 12” Low Frequency driver with a
2.5” voice coil and a 49 oz barium ferrite magnet to produce an accurate, super-tight bass response. The XP300’s High Frequency section employs a 1” compression driver along with an elliptical wave guide horn that controls dispersion. This in combination with a
phasing plug produces a linear overall response with a clear, musical top end.

EX500 Active Subwoofer
The EX500 active subwoofer can produce 500 watts of power in tandem with a
custom, heavy-duty 15” low frequency driver. It functions as an ideal complement to
Expedition series cabinets, or any loudspeaker system, when the application requires
a focused yet deep bass response. The built in stereo crossover lets you use the EX500
in mono or as a common subwoofer in a stereo system. It also features a steel grill
and rigid corners for durability, as well as an integral pole mount for conveniently
mounting Expedition cabinets.

db500a Active Monitor System
Inside the rigid custom designed cabinet is an exclusively designed 15” driver, matched
with a 1.75” Neodymium high frequency driver, aimed through a 1” diameter horn.
The dB500a features 500 watts of Class H power (400 watts low frequency/100 watts
high frequency) and has a crossover designed for high SPL. The exclusive Optimax
signal processing circuitry provides total speaker protection but won’t cut the low end
at high volumes, as similar speakers with sliding filters do.
The back panel has a built-in mixer-like preamp section with mic and line inputs, XLR
connectors and level controls. Controls for the selectable low pass filter and Optimax
processing are also included.
The dB500a speaker cabinet features an array of mounting options. Designed with
floor monitoring in mind, they are also easily stacked or permanently installed. A 13⁄8”
pole receptacle is built in, and 10 reinforced fly points are available.
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TXD SERIES
2-way Passive Loudspeakers
The Turbosound TXD Series two-way passive loudspeakers are
designed for a variety of sound reinforcement mobile and fixed
install applications. Consisting of the TXD-081, TXD-121, and
TXD-151 with 8-, 12-, and 15” reflex-loaded low frequency drivers
respectively, and 1” high frequency drivers that are complimented
by an internal passive crossover that ensure seamless transition
between the HF and LF drivers. The crossover circuitry features a
two-stage thermal overload protection system, that applies
transparent compression to the high frequency drivers as level
increase. Two Neutrik Speakon NL4MP speaker connectors allow
input and parallel connections to between TXD series cabinets
and bass enclosures.
The TXD Series loudspeakers are constructed out of 1/2” (TXD-081)
or 5/8” (TXD-121, TXD-151) birch plywood that is screwed and
glued together for maximum rigidity, while a grey powder coated perforated steel mesh grille protects the speakers.
Mounting options are provided via a 35mm pole socket, as well as rigging points on the top and rear of the cabinets for
suspended and angled placement in permanent installations using shoulder eyebolts. Additionally, the enclosure is also
fitted with internal rigging points for use with Turbosound and Omnimount wall and ceiling brackets. Rear access
recessed flush handles provide easy transport.

Passive Subwoofers
Also available in the TXD Series are the TXD-115 and TXD-118 passive, front-loaded 15” and 18” subwoofers (respectively).
Constructed out of 5/8” birch plywood and with pole mounting and optional M10 eyebolts for suspending the units, both
subs are ideal for adding extended low frequency capabilities to the TXD Series’ 2-way speaker systems.

Speaker Type

TXD-081

TXD-121

TXD-151

TXD-115

TXD-118

Two-way Passive

Two-way Passive

Two-way Passive

Subwoofer

Subwoofer

LF Driver

8”

12”

15”

15”

18”

HF Driver

1” Waveguide

1” Compression Driver

1” Compression Driver

N/A

N/A

70Hz - 20kHz ±4dB

60Hz - 20kHz ±4dB

45Hz - 20kHz ±4dB

43Hz - 150Hz ±4dB

36Hz - 150Hz ±4dB

100°H x 60°V

70°H x 40°V

70°H x 40°V

N/A

N/A

200 / 400

300 / 600

300 / 600

300 / 600

300 / 600

400 watts @ 8 ohms

600 watts @ 8 ohms

600 watts @ 8 ohms

600 watts @ 8 ohms

600 watts @ 8 ohms

93dB

97dB

99dB

96dB

98dB

116dB Continuous

122dB continuous

124dB continuous

121dB continuous

123dB continuous

8Ω

8Ω

8Ω

8Ω

8Ω

Passive Crossover

3kHz 12dB/oct HP
12dB/oct LP

1.8kHz 12dB/oct HP
12dB/oct LP

1.8kHz 24dB/oct HP
12dB/oct LP

12dB/oct LP @ 150Hz

12dB/oct LP @ 150Hz

Dimensions (HxWxD)

16.3” x 12.1” x 10.6”

21.8” x 16.2” x 13.9”

25.7” x 18.3” x 16.7”

25.7” x 18.3” x 16.7”

25.7” x 21.3” x 19.1”

24.9 lbs.

44 lbs.

61.6 lbs.

55 lbs.

61.6 lbs.

Frequency Response
Nominal Dispersion @ -6dB points
Power Handling (Watts RMS/Program)
Recommended Amplifier Power
Sensitivity (1 Watt @ 1 meter)
Maximum SPL
Nominal Impedance

Net Weight
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CLUB SERIES V
Unpowered Speakers
Ideal for clubs, church installations and small
theaters, these rugged, durable performers
have a proven track record.
Now in there fifth generation, Yamaha Club
Series speakers feature larger enclosures for
improved low-frequency performance,
improved drivers for higher power handling,
redesigned crossovers, stronger grilles, and
dual Speakon and 1/4” connectors.
Club SeriesV speakers feature rugged steel
handles, metal corner protectors, and heavyduty steel grille for easy and secure handling.
Two input jacks mounted on a metal jack plate allow for loop-through connections. Rugged carpet-covered, trapezoidstyle cabinets allow seamless array arcs. Black carpet covering also helps them stand up to abuse.

S112V and S115V
12- and 15” 2-way Loudspeaker Systems
The S112V and S115V are trapezoid shaped cabinets, with oversize steel handles, steel corner
protectors, steel jackplate with two heavy duty 1/4” jacks, and a built-in pole socket (13⁄8”) for easy
stand mounting. The S112V’s 12” woofer is a high power, custom design, the S115V’s 15” woofer is a
high power, cast aluminum frame, with a cooling port in the pole piece for extended high power
handling. The high frequency driver on both the S112V and S115V is a custom 2” titanium diaphragm
(1” exit) design with an exclusive phase plug that reduces harmonic distortion inside the driver itself.
This driver is mated to a 90° x 40° constant directivity horn to give smooth, even coverage over the
pattern of the horn. The internal passive crossover has protection circuitry to help guard against
damage that may occur from over powering or sending clipping signals to the speakers.

SM10V/SM12V/SM15V
10-, 12- and 15” 2-way Floor Monitor Systems
The SM10V, SM12V and SM15V are low-profile, (horn beside woofer style) floor monitor
cabinets, with steel corner protectors, steel grille to protect the woofers, and a heavy steel
jackplate with 2 heavy-duty 1/4” jacks. A 13⁄8” pole socket is installed on the end of the cabinet
for easy pole mounting, FOH (front of house) duty. They are covered in tough, abuse
resistant black carpet. Their low frequency driver is a high power, cast aluminum frame,
with a cooling port in the pole piece for extended high power handling. High frequency
drivers are a custom, 2” diaphragm (1” exit) design with an exclusive phase plug that
reduces harmonic distortion inside the driver itself. This driver is mated to a 40∞ x 90∞
constant directivity horn to give smooth, even coverage over the pattern of the horn. The
internal passive crossover has protection circuitry to help guard against damage that may
occur from over powering or sending clipping signals (underpowering) to the speakers.
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CLUB SERIES IV
SW115V 15”
Subwoofer
The SW115V is a low
profile subwoofer
system. Using a cast
frame 15” driver, it is
one of the most
cost effective ways
to add extra bass to
your system. Long travel for solid bass down
to 35Hz. Integral socket for main speaker pole.
The SW115V has a frequency response of
35Hz-2kHz, a sensitivity of 95dB, and is
20” x 24” x 21”. It weighs 64 lbs.

SW118V 18” Subwoofer
A low profile
subwoofer, the
SW118V uses a
cast frame 18”
drive to deliver
powerful low
frequency energy
to augment
smaller systems.
Large, heavy steel
handles make transporting the
SW118V an easy one person job. 24” x 29” x 25”.

S215V Dual 15”
2-way Speaker

SW218V Dual 18” Subwoofer
The SW215V is a dual 15” subwoofer in a particle
board enclosure (needed for rigidity). The
drivers are butyl surround, long travel, 3” voice
coil, vented pole drivers. They assure very high
SPL (sound pressure level) operation without
damage or fatigue. The enclosure is rectangular
in shape, and the baffle is designed to fold
back in the center of the cabinet to form the
port for this bass reflex design. This unique
construction keeps the large top and bottom sheets that form
the top and bottom of the cabinet from resonating. This makes the cabinet one of the most
rigid boxes available today. Installed in the top of the cabinet is a metal socket that accepts a
13⁄8” diameter tube to allow satellite placement of another loudspeaker.

Club Series V (‘C’ Version)
Club V loudspeakers with the C prefix are coated with a
heavy-duty elastomeric spray coating. Designed as an
installation alternative to the carpeted S versions, they
can easily fit any décor. The finish is very tough, and
readily paintable to match surroundings. The steel
grilles are foam-lined with acoustically transparent
material to provide a more subdued appearance.
C112V 12” 2-way Speaker (YAC112V)
With high-power woofer, titanium HF
driver. Great for vocals.
C115V 15” Speaker (YAC115V)

The S215V is a trapezoid shaped cabinet,
with oversize steel
handles, steel corner
protectors, and a
steel jackplate with
two heavy-duty 1/4”
jacks. Its covering is
tough black carpet,
and it has a heavy
gauge perforated
steel grille for driver
protection. The
woofers are high
power, vast aluminum
frame, with a cooling
port in the pole piece for extended high
power handling. The high frequency driver is
a custom, 2” diaphragm (1” exit) design that
mates to a 90∞ x 40∞ constant directivity
horn to give smooth, even coverage over the
pattern of the horn.

15” cast frame woofer with 1000 watt peak
power handling. Excellent for live music.

C215V 15” Speaker (YAC215V)
Two 15” cast frame woofers with 2000-watt
peak power handling. Perfect where high
sound pressure levels are required.

CM10V 10” Floor Speaker (YACM10V)
10” floor monitor with 1” titanium dome
compression driver. Can also be used as a
main speaker. Great where size is a concern.

CW115V 15” 2-Way Speaker (YACW115V)
15” cast frame driver with efficient
bass-reflex design. Integral socket for main
speaker mounting Solid response down
to 35Hz ......................................................379.00

CW118V 18” Speaker (YACW118V)
18” cast frame driver. 1200 watt peak
power handling. Bass reflex design 429.00

CW218V 18” Subwoofer (YACW218V)
Dual 18” subwoofer with unique folded
baffle design. Low-profile cabinet...649.00

C112VA 12” 2-way Speaker

12” 2-way floor monitor with 2” titanium
HF driver. Rugged, low-profile design.
Great for vocals.

with Flyable Hardware (YAC112VA)
12” hi-compliance woofer with 2” titanium
compression driver, 12 integral fly points
and bracket mount attach points. Terminal
strip for easy wiring. Ready to hang right
out of the box.

CM15V 15” 2-Way Speaker (YACM15V)

C115VA 15” 2-way Speaker

15” 2-way floor monitor with wide
frequency response. Pole socket allows
use as a main speaker.

with Flyable Hardware (YAC115VA)
15” version of the above. Ready to hang
right out of the box.

CM12V 12” 2-Way PA Speaker (YACM12V)
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C SERIES and FLYABLE MODELS
Model

C112V(A)

C115V(A)

C215V

CM10V

CM12V

CM15V

CW115V

CW118V

CW218V

Woofer

12”

15”

15” (2)

10”

12”

15”

15”

18”

18” (2)

Tweeter (Diaphragm)

2” titanium

2” titanium

2” titanium

1” phenolic

2” titanium

2” titanium

n/a

n/a

n/a

Frequency Response (-10db)

60Hz-16kHz

55Hz-16kHz

42Hz-16kHz

70Hz-20kHz

60Hz-16kHz

55Hz-16kHz

35Hz-2kHz

30Hz-2kHz

30Hz-2kHz

Power Handling*

175/350/700

125/250/500

175/350/700

250/500/1000

250/500/1000

300/600/1200

600/1220/2400

250/500/1000 500/1000/2000

Sensitivity

97dB

99dB

99dB

96dB

97db

99db

95db

96db

98db

Max SPL

126dB

129dB

132dB

123dB

126db

129db

125db

127db

132db

16 x 25 x 13”

19 x 28 x 15”

19 x 46 x 23”

22 x 14 x 11”

25 x 16 x 13”

28 x 19 x 13”

20 x 24 x 21”

24 x 28 x 25”

48 x 23 x 26”

42.5 lbs.

60.5 lbs.

101 lbs.

27 lbs.

43 lbs.

57 lbs.

64 lbs.

71 lbs.

132 lbs.

Dimensions (WHD)
Weight

* (noise Per IEC RS-426 specifications/program/peak)

BR SERIES Unpowered Speakers
The BR series consists of five speakers designed to fit the budgets of small
churches, and schools, while delivering the full frequency response and
high output of more costly systems. Although their “BR” prefix was chosen
to represent “bass reflex”, it also proves very appropriate for describing the
line’s advanced feature set...
Built Right...
Combining their knowledge of acoustics and advanced computer controlled woodworking,
Yamaha Music Manufacturing in Thomaston, Georgia, crafts the BR line of sound reinforcement
loudspeakers. This world class, environmentally friendly, ISO 14001-registered facility carefully
assembles each cabinet to exacting tolerances. Each model’s large steel handles, corner
protectors, and built-in pole sockets, assure both durability and flexibility.

◆ A large non-resonant, constant-directivity

horn provides even 90° x 40° high-frequency
dispersion.
◆ Steel corner protectors keep your cabinets

Better Response...
BR cabinets are carefully designed for the best balance of small, easy to handle size and great
low-frequency response, using Bass Reflex technology. High-frequency response is also enhanced
with a new titanium HF driver and 90° by 40° non-resonant horn.

free from dings and damage associated with
frequent transport.
◆ Large metal handles mounted at each

cabinet’s center of gravity make them very
easy to carry.

Best Reliability...

◆ All models, including the monitors, come

BR-Series models are covered by a three-year warranty. With integral protection circuitry built
into the passive crossover, you can expect a long life of high output and minimal distortion.
MODEL

BR10

BR12

Woofer

10”

12”

Tweeter (diaphragm)

with stand/pole sockets for flexibility of use.
BR15

BR12M

BR15M

15”

12”

15”

1” titanium

Frequency Response (-10dB)

65Hz-20kHz

65Hz-20kHz

60Hz-20kHz

65Hz-20kHz

60Hz-20kHz

Power Handling (noise*/program/peak)

125/250/500

150/300/600

200/400/800

150/300/600

200/400/800

Nominal Impedance
Nominal Dispersion
Sensitivity 1W, 1m

8 ohms
90° H x 40° V C.D.

90° H x 40° V C.D.

90° H x 40° V C.D.

40° H x 90° V C.D.

40° H x 90° V C.D.

96dB

97dB

98dB

97dB

98dB

14 3⁄4 x 21 x 12 3⁄4”

15 3⁄4 x 221⁄2 x 131⁄4”

19” x 25 3⁄4 x 141⁄2”

221⁄2 x 16 x 131⁄4”

25 3⁄4 x 19 1⁄4 x 14 1⁄2”

31.5 lbs.

35.2 lbs.

46.9 lbs.

34.3 lbs.

46 lbs.

Input Connectors
Approximate Dimensions (WHD)
Weight
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MSR400 & MSR800W
Powered Speaker and Powered Subwoofer
Much of the work in putting together a high-performance sound
system involves amplifier and speaker selection and setup. Here are a
pair of solutions that can take you directly to great sound without
the usual complications. The MSR400 powered speaker can be used
alone or in combination with the MSR800W powered subwoofer to
assemble sound reinforcement systems from modest to massive. They
look great, too. So good, in fact, that they can be used as-is in many
permanent installations without requiring any cosmetic cover-up.
F E AT U R E S
◆ The MSR400 is a bi-amped, 400-watt, 2-way

system (12” woofer and 1.75” compression
driver). Frequency division is accomplished
prior to the power amplifiers via a line-level
electronic crossover—eliminating
problems that are virtually unavoidable in
conventional passive crossover networks.
◆

◆

Another advantage of a powered system is
that power can be assigned to low-frequency
and high-frequency units for optimum
efficiency as well as smooth, natural balance
across the entire audio spectrum.
The MSR400 has three parallel-connected
connectors—two balanced XLR-type
connectors and 1 balanced phone jack can
be used as either inputs or parallel outputs.
The MSR400 also has input level control for
matching with the source signal. Low and
high EQ controls can be used to adjust the
respective bands over a± 3dB range.

◆

The MSR400 accepts nominal input levels
ranging from 36dB to +4dB, so you can
directly connect any source from mics to
professional line-level gear.

◆

The MSR800W subwoofer is the perfect
companion for the MSR400, extending the
low end and completing the musical spectrum for maximum punch and impact.

◆

Both the MSR400 and MSR800W feature LED
power indicators as well as clip indicators
that warn of impending clipping. This
allows the engineer to make appropriate
adjustments to the source level.

◆

◆

Speaker placement is as much a performance
issue as it is a convenience and aesthetic
issue. Proper placement provides optimum
sound as well as coverage while being as
unobtrusive as possible. The MSR400 can
be stacked or pole-mounted (there is even
a pole-mount hole provided on the
companion MSR800W subwoofer). And its
flyable so you can benefit from the unrivaled
coverage and positioning precision that only
ceiling suspension can provide.

The high-quality birch plywood bass-reflex
cabinet houses a 15” cone woofer powered
by an ultra-efficient burst 800 watts amplifier,
a configuration that can deliver the elusive
40Hz through 120Hz frequency range with
precision and authority.

◆

Two balanced XLR connectors are provided
for connection to the source, and that same
signal can be directly passed on to the main
speakers via a pair of XLR THRU outputs.
Alternatively, the main speakers can be fed
by the MSR800W’s dual HIGH PASS outputs,
high-pass filtered at 80 Hz through 100 Hz,
depending on the setting of the cutoff
frequency control, with a steep 18dB/octave
cutoff slope.

The Advantage of Powered Speakers

MSR400 Specs
Type

Biamp. 2-way Powered Speaker

There are many advantages to using powered speakers – the most obvious being that you don’t
have to drag separate power amps around or find a place to install them. Fewer cables need
connection as well—for example, just plug your mixers outputs directly into the speaker inputs.
But there are sonic advantages as well. Optimum matching of amplifiers and speakers involves
much more than simple impedance figures, and can be a formidable task given the vast number
of choices available. In the MSR400 and MSR800W the internal amplifiers have been ideally mated
to their respective speakers in every way possible, delivering reproduction quality that only such
stringent matching can achieve.

Crossover Frequency

For a simple system, you can use just a pair of MSR400s and a small mixer (they have mic inputs as
well as line inputs, with gain controls, so in a pinch you can connect a mic directly to the speaker).
The MSR400 employs bi-amplification for the best possible sound across the entire audio spectrum.
But if you want serious low end, pair each speaker with a MSR800W subwoofer that delivers bass
your audience will feel as well as hear. A simple pole stand adapter allows an MSR400 to be piggybacked on each MSR800W for optimum positioning, phasing, and overall sound.

Type

1.6 kHz

Overall Frequency Response

50Hz - 20kHz

Maximum SPL

121dB (1m)

Dispersion

90° (H)/40° (V)

Dimension (W x H x D)

16” x 25 3⁄4” x 13 7⁄8”

Weight

50.7 lbs.

MSR800W Specs
Powered Subwoofer

Overall Frequency Response

40 - 120 Hz

Maximum SPL

122dB (1m)

Dimension (W x H x D)

23 5⁄8v x 20 5⁄8” x 231⁄4”

Weight
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MSR100
300-Watt Powered Speaker System
With the MSR100’s built-in 3-channel line mixer and power amplifier, you can actually use it as an
all-in-one PA system. The built-in mixer has independent gain controls on each of the three channels,
as well as master level and master low and high EQ controls, a link out jack so you can connect to
another MSR100, and a clip indicator. But the MSR100 also makes a great 100-watt powered speaker
for use with a small mixer. MSR100’s can be pole-mounted, wall-mounted, suspended, or stacked –
anywhere you need them. You can even lay them on their side for monitor service. The MSR100 is a
serious contender in the sound category, too, with a top-performance 100-watt amplifier perfectly
matched to a two-way speaker system consisting of a custom 8” woofer and 1” titanium diaphragm
compression driver feeding a 90° x 40° horn. A durable molded enclosure with integral handle makes
this one of the most portable, convenient speaker systems available.

F E AT U R E S
◆ All-in-one sound solution - powerful, versatile,

reliable. Compact in size but big in sound and
features, the MSR100 packs a powerful sonic
punch - making it ideal for a wide range of
applications.
◆ As a mixer, power amp, and speaker system

◆

The compact, lightweight MSR100 is ready
to go anywhere you go. Besides a built-in
handle, its distinctive design lets you
stand the unit upright for conventional
sound reinforcement, or lay it on its
angled side for use as a floor monitor.

combined in a single, compact unit, it’s perfect for small events and club gigs. Mix in a CD
player, rhythm machine and/or keyboard with
your voice - all without the need of a separate
mixer or power amplifier.
◆

Built-in 100-watt power amp ensures that you
will be heard with full dynamic range and
clarity. It has been optimized for use with the
speaker section of the MSR100 to give you the
clearest and cleanest sound possible.

◆

8” custom woofer and 1” pure titanium
diaphragm compression driver deliver the low
end and high frequencies. The MSR100’s horn
provides a wide 90° x 40° sound dispersion for
optimum audience coverage.

◆

◆

Simple but effective mixer built into the rear
provides 3 inputs with master EQ for precise
sound control. The input 1 XLR connector
accommodates almost any mic or line input
(with a -50dB/+4dB pad switch), while line
sources can be connected by phone jack to
the input 2 and input 3 connectors.
Each input has its own level control, with a
Master Level control for overall output.
Two-band EQ gives you further control over
the final sound. CLIP indicator alerts you when
the input signal is too high, letting you avoid
distortion. For larger events, the MSR100’s
special LINK OUT jack can be used to connect
multiple units and expand sound coverage.
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◆

The rugged MSR100 has a polypropylene
enclosure that stands up to the rigors of the
road. A variety of mounting options also let
you place it on a pole, suspend it from the
ceiling, attach it to a wall, or even safely stack
multiple units on the floor.

EMX5014C Powered Mixer
A winning combination of superior sound quality,
convenient mixing control, and reliability, the
EMX5014C is ideal for houses of worship, corporate
and educational facilities. This fully integrated mixer
offers a range of features to mix, process, and deliver
your sound with maximum quality and creative
control. Equipped with ultra-lightweight amplifier
circuits, power is the priority of the 500-watt per
channel multi-mode stereo power section.
A total of 14 input channels with a selection of mono
mic/line and stereo line inputs. Connections include
XLR, TRS 1/4” phone, and RCA. A power mode switch
allows the two amplifier channels to be used with
the stereo outputs, drive main speakers and separate monitor mixes, while power amp
mode selector switches allow you to configure the amp channels.
For sound shaping and feedback control, the EMX5014C includes 3-band EQ on each
input channel, a stereo 9-band graphic EQ on the main stereo output, and a separate
graphic for the monitor output. Each channel also contains a Feedback Channel Locator
(FCL) indicator that pinpoints the input channel creating the problem. Additionally,
channels 1 thru 6 provide single knob compressors.
Onboard signal processing includes a selection of 16 professional-grade programs
(reverb, echo, chorus, flanger, phaser, drum ambiance and distortion) from Yamaha’s
renowned SPX series processor products. In addition, onboard proprietary YSProcessing
tailors the signal for optimum use with Yamaha’s Club Series loudspeakers.
Can be used as a stand-alone unit or rack mounted with the optional RK5014 kit.
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STAGEPAS 300
Complete, Portable 300-watt PA System
There’s no telling where your presentation will take you.
But no matter where, Yamaha’s STAGEPAS 300 portable PA
system has all the power and high-quality sound you need
to fill a small performance space, yet it’s small and light
enough to bring it wherever you need it. Combining a
built-in powered mixer and PA speakers, it’s also incredibly
easy to use – allowing you to set up and be playing in a
matter of minutes!
Exceptionally compact and portable, it’s the perfect road
companion, providing powerful, reliable, convenient sound
reinforcement for a wide variety of applications. The
STAGEPAS 300 is ideal for a wide range of applications, including outdoor events, school functions, church gatherings,
conferences. Great sound has never been so portable – and so easy to use. High quality, convenience, and power to go!
F E AT U R E S
◆

The STAGEPAS 300 delivers a remarkably
clear, powerful sound. Its exceptional
high-quality and power makes it ideal for
almost any PA application. Its rugged,
durable construction makes it perfect for
the road. And its compact, all-in-one
convenience makes it an essential gig
companion you’ll never want to be without.

◆ Two passive speakers with two built-in 15’

powered mixer speaker cables. The two-way
bass reflex speakers are suitable as mains or
monitors
◆

◆

◆

Eight-channel powered mixer features four
mic plus two stereo line inputs and Class D
power amplifier (150w + 150W). The mixer
can be mounted on a mic stand with the
optional BMS10A mic stand adapter.
The built-in amp puts out a full 150 watts of
power into each channel, and utilizes Class
D amplification for maximum efficiency, low
heat, and remarkably high fidelity. It has all
the sonic muscle you need to fill small- and
medium-sized venues. Ready to perform –
wherever you go!
Easy-to-use mixer provides controls and
connections, for maximum flexibility in your
stage setup – including two sets of stereo
inputs for keyboards or CD/MP3 players, and
a high-quality digital reverb for adding a
rich ambience to your vocals.

◆

Independent level controls for the four
mic/line channels and the two stereo inputs

◆

Flexible placement options let you stand the
speakers up or lay them on their sides. Or
use the optional ADP138 adapter to put the
cabinets on speaker stands, high above the
the audience for optimum projection. With
the convenient Monitor Out jack and the
angled sides of the cabinet, you can even
use one of the speakers as a floor monitor.

◆

For minimum stage clutter, the built-in
powered mixer can be left inside the
storage compartment of one speaker during
operation. Speaker cables are included, too.
There’s even a convenient storage
compartment in the other speaker box for
packing the included power cable, speaker
cables, and manual. Carry the STAGEPAS
300 with you, and you’ve got all you need to
set up and perform – anywhere, anytime.

Optional Accessories
BMS10A: Mic Stand adapter makes it easy to
mount the mixer on a microphone stand.

ADP138: Stand mount for STAGEPAS 300
speakers. Fits on SS138B or any 13⁄8” pole.

SS138B: Aluminum tripod speaker stand

YBSP300: Rolling Case for STAGEPAS 300

General Specifications
Maximum Output Power 6Ω @ 10% THD at 1kHz (SPEAKER L/R)

150 W + 150 W

Maximum Output Power 6Ω @ 1% THD at 1kHz (SPEAKER L/R)

100 W + 100 W

Weight (mixer and two speakers)

18 kg

Speaker Enclosure

Bass-reflex type

LF Driver

8” Cone

HF Driver

1” Compression Driver

Cross Over Frequency
Frequency Range
Maximum Output Level (1m)

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 92

4 kHz
55 Hz - 20 kHz
112 dB
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Azden .............................................................806
Califone .........................................................807
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Obtaining information and ordering from B&H is quick and
easy. When you call us, just punch in the corresponding
Quick Dial number anytime during our welcome message.
The Quick Dial code then directs you to the specific
professional sales associates in our order department.
For Section 12E, Portable PA,
use Quick Dial #: 92
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PORTABLE AUDIO SYSTEMS
MiniVox – Battery Operated Portable Sound System
The MiniVox is a lightweight (only 5.2 lbs.), public address system with a compact design and
long-life battery operation. Featuring a 15W amplifier and high efficiency speaker that delivers
up to 103dB of SPL, MiniVox is powerful enough to project to a crowd of up to 150 people. It
includes a handheld mic (Mic-25) with a 6” coiled cord and is available with an optional VHF
wireless receiver and a choice of handheld, lavalier, collar, or headset mics with transmitter. A
1/8 line level input is provided for accessing an external CD or tape deck. The MiniVox runs for
24 hours on a set of nine “C” batteries. An optional rechargeable battery kit is also available.
MiniVox (ANPB25): Battery-powered portable
PA speaker with handheld dynamic wired
microphone with 6” coiled cable, shoulder
strap, carrying case (CC-25) and 6-year
warranty. ............................................................CALL
MiniVox with Built-In Wireless Receiver
(ANPB25W): Same as above, plus it adds the
PB-25WB 2-channel VHF receiver. ............CALL

Minivox Basic Package (ANMINIBPHH)
Same as above, plus it adds the WH-1000
wireless handheld transmitter. ..................CALL
Minivox Basic Package (ANMINIBPL)
Same as above, except w/ WL-1000 bodypack
transmitter and LM-30 tapel mic...............CALL
Minivox Basic Package (ANMINIBPC): Same as
above except with CM-1000 collar mic. ..CALL

Minivox Basic Package (ANMINIBPHS)
Same as the above, except with an HBM-35
headband mic. ................................................CALL

Rechargeable Battery Kit
for Minivox (ANRC25) ............................................CALL
Speaker Monitor Carrying Bag
for MiniVox (ANCC25) ............................................CALL

AN-130 Powered Monitor
The AN-130 is a portable sound system ideal for use in classrooms, conference rooms or
any presentation venue with up to 100 people. Built into a durable injection-molded
polypropylene case, the monitor features a 30w amplifier and a high efficiency, woven
carben fiber, magnetically shielded speaker that delivers up to 101dB of clear speech
reproduction. Connectivity includes an unbalanced low impedance 1/4” mic input and
two RCA summing line level inputs for use with equipment such as a DVD, VCR, CD or
tape player. An optional, built-in wireless UHF receiver with 16 selectable channels offers
even greater flexibility. The AN-130 also includes a remote control for adjusting volume
and mute. Independent bass and treble controls let you adjust the tone to suit the current ambient environment. And at only 8.5 lbs.,
the AN-130 is light enough to be taken just about anywhere.

Individual Components

Wireless Packages

AN130: Powered 2-Way Portable PA Speaker. White (ANAN130) ...........152.00

All packages include the AN130U1 (white) portable PA monitor
with UHF wireless receiver and remote volume control:

AN130BK: Powered 2-Way Portable PA Speaker. Black (ANAN130BK) ..152.00
AN130RC: AN-130 with remote control (White) (ANAN130RC) ...............172.00

AN130BPHH: With WH-6000 Handheld Mic/Transmitter (ANAN130BPHH)
AN130BPL: With LM-60 Lapel Mic and WB-6000 Bodypack Transmitter

AN130RCBK: AN-130 with remote control (Black) (ANAN130RCBK) .......172.00

(ANAN130BPL)

AN130U1: AN-130 with built-in 16-channel UHF wireless receiver and
remote control (White) (ANAN130U1)...............................................................280.00

AN130BPC: With CM-60 Collar Mic and WB-6000 Body Pack Transmitter

AN130U1BK: AN-130 with built-in 16-channel UHF wireless receiver and
remote control (Black) (ANAN130U1BK) ............................................................280.00

AN130BPHS: With HBM-60 Headband Mic and WB-6000 Body Pack
Transmitter (ANAN130BPHS)

(ANAN130BPC)

AN-130 Accessories
RM-1: Black rackmount Kit (3U) for single AN-130 (ANRM1) ....................CALL
CC100: Speaker monitor carrying bag for AN-130 (ANCC100) ................CALL
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SB-3: Wall-mounting U-bracket for AN-130 (Black) (ANSB3) ..................22.00
REMOTE130: Infrared remote control for AN-130 (ANR130) ..................CALL
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PORTABLE AUDIO SYSTEMS
MEGA-6000—MegaVox Pro
The MegaVox Pro is a portable and lightweight, speech oriented sound
system with a powerful 30w amplifier and high-efficiency, re-entrant
horn driver that delivers 126dB SPL — enough power to reach crowds of
3000 people. The MEGA-6000 base unit can be powered via AC or DC and
can run up to 10 hours on the internal, rechargeable 12v battery.
Connectivity includes two 1/4” mic inputs and a 1/4” line input as well
as a 1/4” external speaker output for use with the Mega-6001 passive
companion speaker. A corded, dynamic microphone is included and
systems are available with one or two 16-channel, UHF wireless
microphones and sturdy speaker stand. For situations where an expanded system is required, a 1/4” line level output allows
you to daisy chain multiple units together. The MegaVox Pro features a durable injection-molded case, with a comfortable
integrated carry handle on the top of the unit. Dimensions are 13 x 9 x 14” and it weighs 15 lbs.

Individual Components
MEGA-6000: Megavox Pro Powered PA
Speaker (ANM6000)

MEGA-6000U1: Megavox Pro with built-in
16-channel UHF Wireless Receiver (ANM6000U1)

MEGA-6000U2: Megavox Pro with two
16-channel UHF Wireless Receivers (ANM6000U2)

Basic Packages (Include MEGA-6000U1and...)
WH-6000 handheld mic
and SS-550 speaker stand
(ANMBPHH)

WB-6000 bodypack,
LM-60 lavalier mic and
SS-550 speaker stand (ANMBPL)

WB-6000 bodypack,
CM-60 collar mic and
SS-550 speaker stand (ANMBPC)

WB-6000 bodypack,
HBM-60 headband mic and
SS-550 speaker stand (ANMBPHS)

Dual Packages (Include MEGA-6000U2 and...)
Two WH-6000 handheld transmitters and
SS-550 speaker stand (ANMBPDHH)

Two WB-6000 bodypacks, CM-60 collar mic, LM-60 lavalier mic
and SS-550 speaker stand (ANMBPDLC)

WB-6000 bodypack, LM-60 lavalier Mic , WH-6000 handheld transmitter
and SS-550 speaker stand (ANMBPDHHL)

Two WB-6000 bodypacks, HBM-60 headband mic,
LM-60 lavalier mic and SS-550 speaker stand (ANMBPDLHS)

WB-6000 bodypack, CM-60 collar microphone, WH-6000 handheld
transmitter and SS-550 speaker stand (ANMBPDHHC)

Two WB-6000 bodypacks, two CM-60 collar mics
and SS-550 speaker stand (ANMBPDC)

WB-6000 bodypack, HBM-60 headband mic, WH-6000 handheld
transmitter and SS-550 speaker stand (ANMBPDHHHS)

Two WB-6000 bodypacks, HBM-60 headband Mic, CM-60 collar mic
and SS-550 speaker stand (ANMBPDCHS)

Two WB-6000 bodypacks, two LM-60 lavalier mics
and SS-550 speaker stand (ANMBPDL)

Two WB-6000 bodypacks, two HBM-60 headband mics
and SS-550 speaker stand (ANMBPDHS)

Deluxe Packages
MEGA-6000U1 (with wireless receiver) and MEGA-6001 Unpowered Companion Speaker,
SC-50 connection cable, WB-6000 Bodypack Transmitter, LM-60 Lavalier Mic and two SS-550 Speaker Stands (ANMDPL)
Same as above except with CM-60 Collar Mic (ANMDPC)

Same as above except with HBM-60 Headband Mic (ANMDPHS)

Accessories
Traveling Hard Case for Megavox Pro (ANHC1650MV) ....................245.00

Rolling Nylon Soft Tote Bag for Megavox Pro (ANST) ......................CALL

Megavox Pro Unpowered Companion Speaker (ANM6001) ..........CALL

NL-MEGA Slipcover Megavox Pro Speakers (ANNLMEGA) ................CALL

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 92
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AN-1000X
Sound Systems
The AN-1000X is an especially versatile, portable powered monitor.
Built into a rigid injection-molded case, it delivers 106 dB SPL via it’s
50-watt amplifier and high efficiency, magnetically-shielded, 4.5”
woven carbon fiber woofer and dome tweeter. The AN-1000X is ideal
for use as a studio or live stage monitor as well as in trade show
booths and presentation centers. Inputs and outputs include a balanced XLR mic / line input with switchable phantom power, Hi-Z RCA
and 1/4” line level inputs, RCA line output as well as a 1/4” speaker
output for use with the AN-1001X passive companion speaker. The
front panel offers overall volume, bass and treble control.
AN-1000X (ANAN1000X)
Powered 2-way portable stage monitor with 50
watts of amplification....................................364.00

AN-1001X/70 (ANAN1001X70): 2-Way 4.5”
Unpowered companion speaker with 70v transformer for AN-1000X.......................................132.00

AN-1001X (ANAN1001X): Passive companion
speaker with a 1/4” input jack and parallel
input/output wire terminals ........................114.00

Optional Accessories
MIC-90 (ANMIC90): Dynamic, balanced, low
impedance mic with a 20’ cable and mic clip.
SS-250 (ANSS250): Collapsible speaker stand
with a rated load capacity of 25 lbs. (Requires
SB-1 bracket.)

SB-1 (ANSB1): U-shaped swivel bracket. Mounts
to a wall, ceiling or on a speaker stand (adapter
included).

RM-12 (ANRM12): Dual Rackmount Kit to mount
two AN-1000X’s in a standard rack.
SC-50 (ANSC50): Heavy duty 50’ speaker cable.

RM-1 (ANRM1): Rackmount Kit for single AN1000X in a standard equipment rack.

EXP-6000 EXPLORER PRO
Strong, Full-Range Sound for Crowds 800+ People
The Explorer Pro is an easy to operate, portable sound system designed to deliver
up to 110dB of crystal clear speech and/or music for indoor or outdoor settings.
An Explorer Pro system is based around the EXP-6000 powered speaker / mixer,
with features a 60 watt (AC), 30 watt (DC) power amplifier, 6.5” woven fiber
woofer and high output horn tweeter. It is available with a number of built-in
options including one or two UHF wireless microphone receivers, choice of
handheld, lavalier, headset and collar microphones, and expandability with the
EXP-6001 passive companion speaker.
Additional inputs and outputs include two balanced XLR mic inputs, 1/4” line
input and output, as well as stereo RCA tape inputs and outputs. The Explorer
Pro offers many smart capabilities designed to deliver a hassle-free, easy to sue
PA system including bass and treble controls, a “voice-over” music feature as
well as an active distortion limiter and thermal overload protection.
Explorer Pro packages include all necessary cables and speaker stands. This durable and surprisingly light weight (23 lbs.)
system is ideal for classrooms, lecture halls and corporate training seminars and can be operated from an AC or DC source as
well as a rechargeable internal battery. The EXP-6000 measures 16.5 x 10.5 x 10”.
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EXP-6000 EXPLORER PRO
Explorer Pro Components & Accessories
EXP-6000: Portable Powered PA Speaker (ANEXP6000)

Basic Packages
(all include EXP-6000U1, SS-550 Speaker Stand and...)

EXP-6000U1: Portable Powered PA Speaker with built-In wireless UHF
receiver (ANEXP6000U1)

WH-6000 Handheld Wireless Mic (ANEBP6000HH)
WB-6000 Bodypack Transmitter and LM-60 Lapel Mic (ANEBP6000L)

EXP-6000U2: Portable Powered PA Speaker with two built-in wireless
UHF receivers (ANEXP6000U2)

WB-6000 Bodypack Transmitter and CM-60 Collar Mic (ANEBP6000C)

HC1620: Watertight Traveling Hard Case with Black Dolly for Explorer
Pro Sound Systems (ANHC1620)

WB-6000 Bodypack Transmitter
and HBM-60 Headband Mic (ANEBP6000HS)

Rolling Nylon Tote Bag: For Explorer Pro Sound Systems (ANEST)
Nylon Tote Bag: For Explorer Pro Mics and Accessories (ANEMT)

WB-6000 Bodypack Transmitter and
EM-60T UltraLite Over the Ear Mic (ANEBP6000ES)

Dual Packaged
(all include EXP-6000U2, SS-550 Speaker Stand and...)
Two WH-6000 handheld wireless mics (ANEBPDHH)
WB-6000 bodypack transmitter, handheld transmitter
and LM-60 lapel mic (ANEBPDHHL)
WB-6000 bodypack transmitter, WH-6000 handheld wireless mic
and CM-60 collar Mic (ANEBPDHHC)
WB-6000 bodypack transmitter, WH-6000 handheld wireless mic
and HBM-60 Headband mic (ANEBPDHHHS)

Two WB-6000 bodypack transmitters, CM-60 collar mic
and HBM-60 headband mic (ANEBPDCHS)
Two WB-6000 bodypack transmitters and
two HBM-60 headband mics (ANEBPDHS)
Two WB-6000 bodypack transmitters and
two EM-60T UltraLite Earset mics (ANEBPDES)

Two WB-6000 bodypack transmitters and two LM-60 lapel mics (ANEBPDL)

WB-6000 bodypack transmitter, WH-6000 handheld wireless mic
and EM-60T UltraLite Earset mic (ANEBPDHHES)

Two WB-6000 bodypack transmitters, CM-60 collar mic
and LM-60 lapel mic (ANEBPDLC)

Two WB-6000 bodypack transmitters, LM-60 lapel mic
and EM-60T UltraLite Earset mic (ANEBPDLES)

Two WB-6000 bodypack transmitters, LM-60 lapel mic
and HBM-60 headband mic (ANEBPDLHS

Two WB-6000 bodypack transmitters, CM-60 collar mic
and EM-60T UltraLite Earset mic (ANEBPDCES)

Two WB-6000 bodypack transmitters
and two CM-60 collar mics (ANEBPDC)

Two WB-6000 bodypack transmitters, HBM-60 headband mic
and EM-60T UltraLite Earset mic (ANEBPDHSES)

Deluxe Dual Packages
(all include EXP-6000U1, EXP-6001unpowered companion speaker, two SS-550 Speaker Stands and...)
WB-6000 bodypack transmitter, WH-6000 handheld wireless mic
and LM-60 lapel mic (ANEDPDDPHHL)

Two WB-6000 bodypack transmitters, LM-60 lapel mic
and CM-60 collar mic (ANEDPDDLC)

Two WH-6000 handheld wireless mics (ANEDPDDHH)

Two WB-6000 bodypack transmitters, LM-60 lapel mic
and HBM-60 headband mic (ANEDPDDLHS)

WB-6000 bodypack transmitter, WH-6000 handheld wireless mic
and CM-60 collar mic (ANEDPDDHHC)
WB-6000 bodypack transmitter, WH-6000 handheld wireless mic
and HBM-60 headband mic (ANEDPDDHHHS)

Two WB-6000 bodypack transmitters, LM-60 lapel mic
and EM-60T UltraLite Earset mic (ANEDPDDLES)
Two WB-6000 bodypack transmitters and
two CM-60 collar mics (ANEDPDDC)

WB-6000 bodypack transmitter, WH-6000 handheld wireless mic
and EM-60T UltraLite Earset mic (ANEDPDDHHES)

Two WB-6000 bodypack transmitters and
two HBM-60 headband mics (ANEDPDDHS)

Two WB-6000 bodypack transmitters
and two LM-60 lapel mics (ANEDPDDL)

Two WB-6000 bodypack transmitters, EM-60T UltraLite Earset mic
and HBM-60 headband mic (ANEDPDDHSES)

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 92
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BEACON
Line Array Sound System
Beacon is a unique, transportable, line array sound system that utilizes three 8” woofers
and a lightweight speaker array with eight 4.5-inch mid-range speakers. The speakers
are fed by a 300 Watt (AC) 60 Watt (DC) class D power amplifier that can deliver 110 dB
of SPL @ one meter and can project a 120° dispersion pattern to a distance of 500’— the
area of a football field. Beacon provides plenty of connectivity for integrating microphones as well as line level peripherals with the system including balanced XLR / 1/4”
mic inputs with phantom power; 1/4” balanced line outputs; as well as unbalanced RCA
inputs and outputs. The Beacon is available with an optional built-in CD player as well
as a sixteen channel UHF wireless microphone system. The Beacon’s durable case is
outfitted with wheels and a retractable handle. Sound control features include discrete
mic one, mic two and line input level controls as well as global bass and treble EQ. The
“Voice-over” music feature automatically ducks line level signals and the CD player,
by 12 dB, when signal is present at a mic input. The Beacon uses a patent-pending
enclosure that stands at a proud six feet when deployed, thus eliminating the need for a
speaker stand. The Beacon can be powered by AC or via the built-in heavy duty, rechargeable 12v battery. The Beacon weighs
in at 45 pounds and measures 26.25” high by 11” wide by 28” deep when the system is fully collapsed.

Beacon Sound System Components
Beacon Sound System (ANBEA6000)
Beacon Sound System with Built-In CD Player (ANBEA6000C)
Beacon Sound System with Built-In Wireless Receiver (ANBEA6000U1)
Beacon Sound System with two Wireless Receivers (ANBEA6000U2)

Beacon Sound System with
Built-In CD Player and Wireless Receiver (ANBEA6000CU1)
Beacon Sound System with
Built-In CD Player and two Wireless Receivers (ANBEA6000CU2)

Beacon Basic Systems (all include BEA6000CU1and...)
WB-6000 Bodypack Transmitter and LM-60 Lapel Mic (ANBBP6000L)

WH-6000 Handheld Mic Transmitter (ANBBP6000HH)

WB-6000 Bodypack Transmitter and
EM-60T UltraLite Headset Mic (ANBBP6000UL)

WB-6000 Bodypack Transmitter and CM-60 Collar Mic (ANBBP6000C)

WB-6000 Bodypack Transmitter and HBM-60 Headband Mic (ANBBP6000HS)

Beacon Deluxe Systems (all include BEA6000CU2 and...)
WH-6000 handheld mic transmitter, WB-6000 bodypack transmitter
and CM-60 collar mic (ANBDP6000HHC)

Two WB-6000 bodypack transmitters, LM-60 lapel mic
and EM-60T UltraLite headset mic (ANBDP6000LUL)

WH-6000 handheld mic transmitter, WB-6000 bodypack transmitter
and HBM-60 headband mic (ANBDP6000HHH)

Two WB-6000 bodypack transmitters, LM-60 lapel mic
and HBM-60 headband mic (ANBDP6000LHS)

Two WH-6000 handheld transmitters (ANBDP6000HH)

Two WB-6000 bodypack transmitters and 2 CM-60 collar mics (ANBDP6000C)

WH-6000 handheld mic transmitter, WB-6000 bodypack transmitter
and LM-60 Lapel mic (ANBDP6000HHL)

Two WB-6000 bodypack transmitters, CM-60 collar mic
and EM-60T UltraLite headset mic (ANBDP6000CUL)

WH-6000 handheld mic transmitter, WB-6000 bodypack transmitter
and EM-60T UltraLite headset mic (ANBDP6000HHU)

Two WB-6000 bodypack transmitters, CM60/HBM60 (ANBDP6000CHS)

Two WB-6000 bodypack transmitters
and two LM-60 lapel mics (ANBDP6000L)

Two WB-6000 bodypack transmitters, HBM-60 headband mic,
EM-60T UltraLite headset mics (ANBDP6000HSU)

Two WB-6000 bodypack transmitters, LM-60 lapel mic
and CM-60 collar mic (ANBDP6000LC)

Two WB-6000 bodypack transmitters,
two EM-60T UltraLite headset mics (ANBDP6000UL)
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XTREME / LIBERTY SERIES
AC- and DC-Powered
Portable Sound Systems
With a built-in CD player and up to three built-in Anchor Wireless UHF
Receivers, the Xtreme and Liberty expands their capabilities beyond any
other system in the industry.
An AC-powered sound system, the 130-watt Xtreme delivers a powerful
123dB of crystal clear speech projection—enough to reach crowds of up to
5000 people. The 50-watt Liberty is a DC-powered system that delivers
117dB of clear sound to crowds of 2000 or more.
With the convenience of a built-in CD player and a wireless microphone,
the Xtreme is great for large indoor and outdoor events such as press
conferences, sports events, graduation ceremonies, musical productions or any other settings needing powerful and clear
voice or music amplification. Rugged, reliable and crystal clear, Liberty is used at the White House for Presidential press
conferences, at thousands of schools around the world, at corporate training centers and on many U.S. aircraft carriers.

Xtreme
◆ Clear and powerful sound, thanks to an 8” woofer and

constant-directivity horn inside a ported enclosure.
◆

Delivers up to 123 dB of clear sound

◆

Handles crowds of 5000 or more.

◆

Biamplified; separate high and low frequency amplifiers for enhanced
performance.

◆

The XLR input allows the use of line level or microphone sources, with
or without condenser mic power

◆

Active limiter—keeps sound clean even when driven hard.

◆

Line-level, balanced output supplies signal to additional sound system

◆

Neutrik Speakon connector for use with XTR-6001 passive companion
speaker

◆

Bass and treble controls

◆

Speech projection mode provides crystal-clear voice projection

◆

Comes with a hassle-free 6-year warranty

◆ Xtreme Basic Packages include the Xtreme XTR-6000CU1 sound system, built-in CD player and built-in Anchor

Wireless UHF with16-user selectable channels, speaker stand (SS-550) and choice of wireless mic.
◆ Xtreme Deluxe Packages include the Xtreme XTR-6000CU1 sound system, built-in CD player and built-in Anchor

Wireless UHF with16-user selectable channels, unpowered companion speaker (XTR-6001) two speaker stands
(SS-550), 50’ cable connection (SC-50NL) and choice of wireless mic

XDP-6000 Xtreme Deluxe
2-Speaker Package

Liberty
◆

Comes with a hassle-free 6-year warranty.

◆

Tough, injection-molded case is remarkably durable

◆

8” woofer and titanium dome compression driver in tuned enclosure

◆

Features lead-acid batteries and a built-in charger

◆

Handles crowds of 1,000 people or more

◆

External speaker output powers optional companion speaker

◆

Integrated circuit amplifier with short circuit and thermal overload
protection

◆

Speech projection mode (on/off selectable) provides crystal-clear
voice projection

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 92
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LIBERTY SERIES
Individual Components
AC/Battery Powered 2-Way Portable Speaker System (ANLIB6000H)
AC/Battery Powered 2-Way Portable Speaker
with Built-in Wireless Receiver (ANLIB6000HU1)

AC/Battery Powered 2-Way Portable Speaker
with 2 Built-in Wireless Receivers (ANLIB6000HU2)

AC/Battery Powered Two Way Portable PA Speaker
with CD Player and UHF Wireless Receiver (ANLIB6000HCU)

AC/Battery Powered 2-Way Portable Speaker
with 2 Built-in Wireless Receivers and CD Player (ANLIB6000HCQ)

Liberty Basic Package (all include LIB-6000HCU1, SS-550 Speaker Stand and...)
Portable PA System includes
WH-6000 Handheld Mic/Transmitter (ANLBP6000HH)

Portable PA System includes CM-60 Collar Mic
and WB-6000 Bodypack Transmitter (ANLBP6000C)

Portable PA System includes LM-60 Lapel Mic
and WB-6000 Bodypack Transmitter (ANLBP6000L)

Portable PA System includes HBM-60 Headband Mic
and WB-6000 Bodypack Transmitter (ANLBP6000HS)

Liberty Basic Dual Package
(all include LIB-6000HCU2 Powered Sound System, SS-550 Speaker Stand and...)
Two WH-6000 handheld mic/transmitters (ANLBPDHH)
Bodypack transmitter, collar mic
and handheld mic/transmitter (ANLBPDHHC)

WB-6000 bodypack transmitter, LM-60 lapel mic
and WH-6000 handheld mic/transmitter (ANLBPDHHL)
WB-6000 bodypack transmitter, HBM-60 headband mic,
WH-6000 handheld mic/transmitter (ANLBPDHHHS)

Two WB-6000 bodypack transmitters and two LM-60 lapel mics (ANLBPDL)

Two WB-6000 bodypack transmitters, LM-60 lapel mic
and CM-60 collar mic (ANLBPDLC)

Two WB-6000 bodypack transmitters, LM-60 lapel mic
and HBM-60 headband mic (ANLBPDLHS)

Two WB-6000 bodypack transmitters and two CM-60 collar mics (ANLBPDC)

Two WB-6000 bodypack transmitters, HBM-60 headband mic
and CM-60 collar mic (ANLBPDCHS)

Two WB-6000 bodypack transmitters
and two HBM-60 headband mics (ANLBPDHS)

Liberty Deluxe Packages (all include LIB-6000HCU1 powered sound system, LIB-6001
Companion Speaker, two SS-550 Speaker Stands and...)
WH-6000 handheld mic/transmitter (ANLDP6000HH)

WB-6000 bodypack transmitter and CM-60 collar mic (ANLDP6000C)

WB-6000 bodypack transmitter and LM-60 lavalier mic (ANLDP6000L)

WB-6000 bodypack transmitter and HBM-60 headband mic (ANLDP6000HS)

Liberty Deluxe Dual Packages (all include LIB-6000HCU2 Powered Sound System,
LIB-6001 Companion Speaker, two SS-550 Speaker Stands and...)
Two WH-6000 handheld microphone transmitters (ANLDPDHH)
WH-6000 handheld transmitter, WB-6000 bodypack transmitter,
and LM-60 lavalier mic (ANLDPDHH)
WH-6000 handheld transmitter, WB-6000 bodypack transmitter
and CM-60 collar mic (ANLDPDHHC)

Two WB-6000 bodypack transmitters, LM-60 lavalier mic
and CM-60 collar mic (ANLDPDLC)
Two WB-6000 bodypack transmitters, LM-60 lavalier mic
and HBM-60 headband mic (ANLDPDLHS)
Two WB-6000 bodypack transmitters and two CM-60 collar mics (ANLDPDC)

WH-6000 handheld transmitter, WB-6000 bodypack transmitter
and HBM-60 headband mic (ANLDPDHHHS)
Two WB-6000 bodypack transmitters and two lavalier mics (ANLDPDL)

Two bodypack transmitters, collar microphone,
headband microphone and two stands (ANLDPDCHS)
Two WB-6000 bodypack transmitters and
two HBM-60 headband mics (ANLDPDHS)

Accessories
Traveling Hard Case for Xtreme or Liberty
Portable Sound Systems (ANHC1650LX)
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Rolling Nylon Tote Bag - for Liberty, Xtreme or
Megavox Pro Sound Systems (ANST)
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Slipcover - for Anchor Audio Liberty or Xtreme
Speakers (ANNL6000)
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XTREME SERIES
Individual Components
Xtreme Full Sound System (ANXTR6000)

XTREME Unpowered Companion Speaker (ANEXP6001)

Xtreme Portable Biamplified Sound System
with Built-In Wireless Receiver (ANXTR6000U1)

Xtreme Portable Biamplified Sound System
with Built-In CD Player and UHF Wireless Receiver (XTR-6000CU1)

Xtreme Portable Biamplified Sound System
with two Built-In Wireless Receivers (ANXTR6000U2)

Xtreme Portable Biamplified Sound System with
Built-In CD Player and Two UHF Wireless receivers (XTR-6000CU2)

Xtreme Basic Packages
(all include the XTR-6000CU1 Sound System, SS-550 Speaker Stand and...)
Portable Sound System (ANXBP6000HH)

Portable Sound System with Collar Mic (ANXBP6000C)

Portable Sound System with Lapel Mic (ANXBP6000L)

Portable Sound System with Headband Mic (ANXBP6000HS)

Xtreme Dual Basic Packages
(all include the XTR-6000CU1 Sound System, SS-550 Speaker Stand and...)
Two WH-6000 handheld transmitters (ANXDPDHH)

Two WB-6000 bodypack transmitters
and two LM-60 lavalier mics (ANXBPDL)

Two WB-6000 bodypack transmitters and LM-60 lavalier mics (ANXDPDL)
Two WB-6000 bodypack transmitters and two CM-60 collar mics (ANXDPDC)
Two WH-6000 handheld transmitters (ANXBPDHH)

Two WB-6000 bodypack transmitters, CM-60 collar mic
and LM-60 lavalier mic (ANXBPDLC)

WB-6000 bodypack transmitter, LM-60 lavalier mic
and WH-6000 handheld Mic (ANXBPDHHL)

Two WB-6000 bodypack transmitters,
headband microphone, lavalier mic (ANXBPDLHS)

WB-6000 bodypack transmitter, CM-60 collar mic
and WH-6000 handheld mic (ANXBPDHHC)

Two WB-6000 bodypack transmitters and CM-60 collar mic (ANXBPDC)
Two bodypack transmitters, CM-60 collar microphone,

WB-6000 bodypack transmitter, HBM-60 headset microphone
and WH-6000 handheld mic (ANXBPDHHHS)

HBM-60 headset mic (ANXBPDCHS)
Two bodypack transmitters and two headset mic (ANXBPDHS)

Xtreme Deluxe Packages (all include the XTR-6000CU1Sound System,
XTR-6001 Companion Speaker, Two SS-550 Speaker Stands and....)
Xtreme Deluxe Portable Speaker System (ANXDP6000HH)

WB-6000 Bodypack Transmitter and CM-60 Collar Mic (ANXDP6000C)

WB-6000 Bodypack Transmitter, Lavalier Mic (ANXDP6000L)

WB-6000 Bodypack Transmitter , Headband Mic (ANXDP6000HS)

Xtreme Dual Deluxe Packages (all include the XTR-6000CU2 Sound System,
XTR-6001 Companion Speaker, Two SS-550 Speaker Stands and...)
WB-6000 Bodypack Transmitter, LM-60 Lavalier Mic and WH-6000 Handheld Transmitter (ANXDPDHHL)
WB-6000 Bodypack Transmitter, CM-60 Collar Mic
and WH-6000 Handheld Transmitter (ANXDPDHHC)

Two WB-6000 Bodypack Transmitters, HBM-60 Headband Mic
and LM-60 Lavalier Mic (ANXDPDLHS)

WB-6000 Bodypack Transmitter, HBM-60 Headband Mic
and WH-6000 Handheld Transmitter (ANXDPDHHHS)

Two WB-6000 Bodypack Transmitters, HBM-60 Headband Mic
and CM-60 Collar Mic (ANXDPDCHS)

Two WB-6000 Bodypack Transmitters, CM-60 Collar Mic
and LM-60 Lavalier Mic (ANXDPDLC)

Two WB-6000 Bodypack Transmitters and
two HBM-60 Headband Mic (ANXDPDHS)

Accessories
Traveling Hard Case for
Xtreme or Liberty Portable Sound Systems (ANHC1650LX)

Rolling Nylon Tote Bag for
Liberty, Xtreme or Megavox Pro Sound Systems (ANST)

Slipcover for Anchor Audio Xtreme Pro Speakers (ANNLEXP)

Slipcover for Anchor Audio Liberty or Xtreme Speakers (ANNL6000)
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APS 25 POWERED SPEAKER SYSTEM
The Azden APS 25 is a versatile, two-way powered speaker that features a 20 watt
amplifier with a 5.25” hih efficiency, shielded woofer and a 1” wide dispersion
tweeter that delivers crystal clear speech and music to boardrooms, classrooms
or other small event with an impressive SPL of 101 db at one meter. The APS 25
features a flexible array of connectivity including a balanced, high gain 1/4”
microphone input, unbalanced (L+R) line level inputs and up to two userinstallable UHF, VHF or infrared wireless microphone systems. Independent level
controls are provided for all four inputs, while a master volume control and a
-6dB / octave low pass anti-feedback filter allow you to tweak the overall sound.
The APS 25 is built into a high-impact ABS housing and can be stand-mounted or
wall-mounted with the supplied U-mount bracket. The APS 25 can be ordered in
a number of configurations; with or without wireless capabilities, and with the
ability to always expand into wireless later on. The APS 25 measures 12.4 x 7.09 x 5.6” and weighs only 8.5 pounds.
◆ The VHF receivers are available with 30 fixed frequencies (169-213mHz);

UHF receivers offer 63 user-selectable frequencies (794-806mHz); and
infrared systems are available for two fixed frequencies
◆ Two-year warranty

◆ Speaker systems include: removable wall-mount bracket with 2

screws, rubber anti-rotate pads, removable right-angle, AC cord, 4
self-adhesive anti-skid pads, 4 module screws, 1 or 2 noise-canceling
circuit boards (depending on how many modules are installed

APS-25 Components
Multi-Purpose/Multi-Function
2-Way Powered Speaker System (AZAPS25)..........................................................159.95
Modular Plug-in
UHF Receiver (AZAPSUR) .................................199.95

Multi-Purpose/Multi-Function 2-Way Powered Speaker with Wireless VHF
Lavalier Microphone System (AZAPS25VL1) ................................................309.95

Modular Plug-in
VHF Receiver (AZAPSVR) .................................109.95

Modular Plug-in
Infrared Receiver (AZAPSIR) .................................TBA

APS-25 Systems (all include APS-25 and...)
Internal VHF Receiver and Wireless VHF
Handheld Mic Transmitter (AZAPS25VH1) .349.95
Internal VHF Receiver and Wireless HS12
Headset Microphone (AZAPS25VS12) ..........379.95
Internal VHF Receiver and Wireless HS11
Headset Microphone (AZAPS25VS11)..........379.95
Internal UHF Receiver and Wireless EX502
Lavalier Microphone (AZAPS25UL1) ............469.95
Two Internal VHF Receivers
and two Wireless EX503 Lavalier
Microphones (AZAPS25VL2) ...........................469.95
Internal UHF Receiver and Wireless 10-HT
Handheld Microphone (AZAPS25UH1) .......479.95
Internal Infrared Receiver and Wireless EX503
Lavalier Microphone (AZAPS25RL1) .............499.95
Internal Infrared Receiver,
IR Bodypack Transmitter and IR Handheld
Transmitter (AZAPS25RH1) ..............................539.95
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Two Internal VHF Receivers and
two Wireless VHF Handheld Microphone
Transmitters (AZAPS25VH2) ............................539.95

Two Internal UHF Receivers and two
Wireless UHF Handheld Microphone
Transmitters (AZAPS25UH2) ............................799.95

Two Internal UHF Receiver and Wireless HS12
Headset Microphone (AZAPS25US12) ..........549.95

Two Internal Infrared Receivers and two
Wireless EX503 Lavalier Microphones
(AZAPS25RL2) .......................................................839.95

Two Internal UHF Receiver and Wireless HS11
Headset Microphone (AZAPS25US11) ..........549.95
Two Internal Infrared Receiver and Wireless
HS12 Headset Mic (AZAPS25RS12).................579.95
Two Internal Infrared Receiver and Wireless
HS11 Headset Mic (AZAPS25RS11) ..................579.95
Two Internal VHF Receivers and
two Wireless HS12 Headset
Microphones (AZAPS25VS22) .........................599.95
Two Internal VHF Receivers and two Wireless
HS11 Headset Mics (AZAPS25VS21)...............599.95
Two Internal UHF Receivers and two Wireless
EX503 Lavalier Mics (AZAPS25UL2) ..............779.95

www.bhphotovideo.com

Two Internal Infrared Receivers, two IR
Bodypack Transmitters and two IR Handheld
Transmitters (AZAPS25RH2) ............................919.95
Two Internal UHF Receivers and two Wireless
HS12 Headset Mics (AZAPS25US22) ..............929.95
Two Internal UHF Receivers and two Wireless
HS11 Headset Mics (AZAPS25US21) ..............929.95
Two Internal Infrared Receivers
and two Wireless HS12 Headset
Microphones (AZAPS25RS22) .........................999.95
Two Internal Infrared Receivers
and two Wireless HS11 Headset
Microphones (AZAPS25RS21) .........................999.95
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PA-300
Portable Presentation System
The PA-300 is a lightweight and portable sound system with a 5 1⁄4”
high efficiency woofer and a 0.5” mylar dome tweeter fed by a 30
Watt (RMS) power amplifier. It a wide dispersion angle of 90° by
120” and a wide 60Hz to 20 kHz (±3dB) frequency response that is
well suited for delivering music and or speech in a mobile presentation system or for classrooms, small theaters, assemblies or
other indoor/outdoor functions. The PA-300 offers one balanced
XLR mic input with +15VDC phantom power and one 1/4” mic
input, as well as a 1/4” auxiliary and RCA line inputs for use with
projectors, computers or other media players. A 1/4” line input is
provided for feeding additional PA-300s, thus allowing an expanded coverage area. Independent bass and treble controls allow you
to tailor the system’s sound to the your venue’s ambient environment. The PA-300 is available with a built-in, sixteen channel UHF wireless receiver and choice of wireless handheld or
body pack transmitter and collar, lapel or headset microphone. The PA-300 also includes a remote control for volume and
mute functions. The PA-300 weights a mere 10 pounds and measures only 6.25 x 10 x 8.5”. Complete PA-300 packages are
available with a number of practical accessories including stand, mounting bracket and carrying case.

Wireless Presentation Pro Packages

Accessories

Worry-free wireless portable audio systems with go
anywhere flexibility and power to spare packed into
a secure, portable carry case and tripod includes:

PresentationPro Tripod (CATP30): Tension-adjustable knob for height adjustment; Includes
heavy-duty Cordura carry bag ...............................................................................................................35.95

◆ Wireless Presentation Pro+UHF with a choice of a

Tripod and Wall Mounting Bracket (CAMB-350): Sturdy locking brass inserts with sunburst
teeth won’t loosen; Omni-directional for optimal adjustment ....................................................CALL

wireless handheld mic or belt pack transmitter
lapel, collar or headset microphone

Volume/Mute Remote Control (CARC300): 50’ range allows classroom movement and still
retain control ..................................................................................................................................................21.95

◆ Portable tripod with bag and mounting bracket
◆ Infrared mute/volume control for remote operation

PA-300+ System (CAPA300UHFPQ): With handheld
Q-316 wireless mic.....................................................429.95
PA-300+ System (CAPA300UHFPC): With belt pack
transmitter with flexible UHF neck mic .............446.95
PA-300+ System (CAPA300UHFPH): With belt pack
transmitter with UHF headset mic ......................446.95
PA-300+ System (CAPA300UHFPL): With belt pack
transmitter with UHF lapel mic.............................446.95
PA-300+ System (PA300UHF-TR): With TR-16,
PADM-515, MB-350, custom foam-lined case,
TP-30, RC-300).................................................................CALL
Presentation Pro Plus Package (CAPA300PQ):
PresentationPro Plus with volume/mute remote
control (RC-300); Handheld XLR-style microphone
(PADM-515); Wall /tripod mounting bracket
(MB-350); Foam-lined Carry Case; Portable tripod
with Carry Case (TP-30)............................................295.95

PA-916 Power Pro Companion Packages
The PA-916 “Companion” packages deliver power and performance with an easy
two-step setup: turn on the power for the speaker and wireless mic: set the PA-916-PS
speaker and the wireless mic to one of the same 16-channel UHF frequencies
◆ A single PA-916 PowerPro Companion offers 90 Watts of

input power — enough to reach up to 1000 people.
◆ 10” woofer with 2” voice coil; 4.25”

tweeter with 1” voice coil

◆ Dual AC/DC use with 6-hour operation on a single battery

charge
◆ Systems include PA-916-PS, wireless volume/mute remote,

speaker cover (with storage pocket) and your choice of a
handheld or hands-free wireless mic.
◆ Rugged 3.5” wheels for portability, plus telescoping

4-position handle
PA916PS-E (CAPA916PSE): With a wireless handheld mic..................................................704.95
PA916PS-F (CAPA916PSF): With a belt-pack transmitter and lavalier mic ....................718.95
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PASSPORT SYSTEMS
Complete Self-Contained Portable Sound Systems

The innovative Passport Sound Systems are truly portable PA system. Designed with simplicity, flexibility, versatility, reliability,
ease-of-use, and efficiency in mind, each Passport system is ideal for working musicians, acoustic groups, club and lounge
performers, school and day-care teachers, coaches, auctioneers, religious organizations, aerobics instructors, corporate
educational presenters — anyone or any application that requires a portable audio sound system that sets up easily and quickly
(in under 5 minutes!). The truly remarkable aspect of a Passport Audio System design is that for all their high-tech technology,
you don’t have to be a sound engineer to get professional quality sound. Fender has incorporated years of pro audio experience
into the Passport Systems’ unique design and powerful features. These include proprietary elements like Vocal Input Priority
circuitry that automatically lowers all other signals in the system when you speak into the microphone –(particularly useful when
you want to make an announcement over music being broadcast), and One Touch EQ, an extremely powerful tone control circuit
that takes the guesswork out of getting great sound quickly. Plus, each custom cabinet contains specially designed, full-range
speakers positioned at critical angles to maximize projection and clarity without feedback.
Each system offers flexible input and output connections, tone control on each channel, system tone control, effects send and
returns, digital reverb, recording outputs and inputs (for CD, tape, video, DVD, or computer connections), speaker and microphone
cables, and Fender’s P-51 microphones. All systems are compatible with the new Passport Wireless systems for the ultimate in
flexibility and portability. The Passport’s durable power supply delivers consistent power - in stereo - whether you are using the
system with an AC or DC source, and the entire system is packaged into a unique, weather-resistant, portable case utilizing a
patented latching system.

They All Feature:
◆ Mic/line inputs are balanced XLR, plus either

◆

balanced or unbalanced 1/4” TRS. (On the
P-150 and PD-150 Deluxe, Input 3 also has
stereo RCA connectors buffered to mono).
Stereo AUX Return is 1/4” TRS.

Overall system EQ (for room conditions) and
individual channel EQ

◆

Tape out and reverb footswitch jacks

◆

◆

Digital reverb provided with EFX / AUX Send
on each channel. EFX Return to main control provided with remote bypass

◆

Single switch configures for stereo (R/L) or
(Main/Monitor) use. Master level controls
provided for each power amplifier. (P-250
and PD-250 Deluxe systems only)

◆

Pan controls for Mic/Line channels;
balanced controls for stereo input channels

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO

◆

13⁄8” stand adapters included

◆

Exclusive VIP (Vocal Input Priority) control
provides automatic priority of channel 1.
Perfect for voice over announcements, and
a systems operator isn’t required

Switching power supply delivers rated
performance even when encountering low
power line voltages

◆

Switchable line voltage for international use

◆

◆

Docking connector for passport wireless
receiver

Systems can run on 12v DC power with
optional DC adapter

◆

◆

Innovative deluxe speaker array design for
superior sound in any application

◆

Superb feedback rejection allows the speakers to be placed behind the user, eliminating
the need for separate monitor speakers

Systems include one (P-150/PD-150 Dlx)
or two (P-250/PD-250 Dlx) professional
cardioid dynamic microphones, 18’
microphone cable(s), two 20’ speaker cables
and a detachable power cable. For super
convenience, they have a mic/cable storage
compartment with latching lid

www.bhphotovideo.com
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PASSPORT SYSTEMS
PD-150

PD-250

◆ 28 lbs.

◆ 55 lbs.

◆ Four input mixer: Three

◆ Six input mixer: Four mic/line,

mic/line, One mono/stereo

Two mono/stereo

◆ Operates on AC or DC power

◆ Operates on AC or DC power

◆ 150 watts (75 per channel)

◆ 250 watts (125 per channel) stereo,

stereo, with digital reverb

with digital reverb

◆ One P-51 microphone (with

◆ Proprietary DSA speaker design

mic clip, cable and carrying
pouch)

featuring four custom speaker
drivers per cabinet

◆ Proprietary DSA speaker

◆ Two P-51 microphones

design featuring three custom
speaker drivers per cabinet

(with mic clips, cables and
individual carrying pouches)

ACCESSORIES
Wireless Executive System (FEPWES)
The ultimate in convenience! Plug the docking
receiver into a 150 or 250, pop a 9v battery into
the transmitter, and away you go! Comes with
lavalier mics and instrument cable ..........229.95

12v DC-DC Power Converter (FEPCP)
Allows Passport systems to run off a DC power
source. The converter connects between any
12-volt automotive or marine battery and the
Passport system ..................................................77.95

Wireless Executive Kit (FEWKIT)
Same as above without the receiver........164.95

Passport Battery Pack (FEBPP)
For use with the 12v DC-DC Power Converter.
This 12v deep-cycle 17 amp battery powers a
Passport system for 6 to 8 hours. Included AC
adapter recharges the battery ....................109.50

Wireless Hand-Held Mic System (FEPWHHS4)
Includes a handheld electret-condenser
cardioid mic and a docking receiver........179.95

Wireless Mic (FEWMIC2)
Same as above without the receiver........109.95
P-51 Microphone Kit (FEP51)
A high quality, cardioid pattern dynamic mic.
Comes with a cable, stand clip, a custom pouch
and a lengthy microphone cable for strolling
around during singing or speech.................59.95

Travel Pack 250 (FETPP)
A steel adjustable luggage cart and padded
water-resistant canvas cover ..........................69.95
250 Series Protective Cover (FEPCP250)
Padded, water-resistant canvas cover.........42.50
150 Series Protective Cover (FEPCP150)
Same as above for the 150 series ..................26.95

ST-275 Stand Kit (FEST275)
Two heavy-duty tripod stands constructed of
anodized aluminum alloy tubing with a nylon
carrying bag..........................................................74.95
ST-280 Stand Kit (FEST280)
The same as the ST275, with two additional
mic tripod stands .............................................109.95
Speaker Wall Mount Kit (FESWMP)
Custom fitted, universal position wall mounting
bracket for a Passport speaker.......................19.95
Dual Speaker Mount (FEDSMP)
Allows you to mount two speakers (P-150 or
P-250) on a single speaker stand..................34.95
DC Power Accessory Bag (FEACPDC)
Holds the Passport Battery Pack, DC-DC
converter, all cables and microphones. It has 3
durable zipper pockets for accessories ......49.95

Passport P-10 and P-10W
A highly portable, personal sound system that is ideal for paging applications,
tour guides, classroom and day-care activities, crowd communications and all
situations where you need to raise the volume of your voice to communicate
effectively with a crowd or small audience. The systems are battery powered
and weigh only 6.5 lbs.
P-10W (FEP10W): Comes with a built-in
wireless receiver and hand-held wireless
cardioid, electret condenser mic, battery,
recharger and shoulder strap.

P-10 (FEP10): Comes with a
dynamic microphone and a 3’
coiled cable, battery recharger
and shoulder strap.
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ULTRA-PORTABLE PA SYSTEMS
Micro Spot Series
The Powered Micro Spot and Micro Spot VC are ultra-portable spot monitors that offer a frequency
response specifically tailored for vocal reproduction. The Powered Micro Spot features a 30-watt amp
that feeds a 4.5” full range speaker and offers parallel XLR and 1/4” mic/line inputs with +15v DC
phantom power and 2-band (high and low) shelving EQ. The Micro Spot VC (Volume Control) is a
passive companion speaker with a 100-watt continuous power rating and volume control that allows
you to adjust the speaker’s volume without affecting any other monitors. Based around Galaxy Audio’s
proprietary NEOLITE neodymium 5” driver with Ferrofluid cooled voice coil, the Micro Spot VC is capable
of delivering high SPLs without introducing compression artifacts or distortion. Stand mount brackets
allow Micro Spots to be mounted to any microphone stand.

Hot Spot Series
Stepping up, the Galaxy Hot Spots are ultraportable, lightweight speakers that deliver
an unprecedented amount of power
considering their unassuming size. Available
either powered or unpowered, Hot Spots
deliver high power in a package the size of a
shoebox. The speakers can be easily mounted
on mic stands using the supplied adapter.
The Powered Hot Spot features two independent mic/line inputs, 3-band EQ and cranks
out an awesome 100-watts of power at 8 Ohms to Galaxy’s NEOLITE 5” neodymium, full
range driver. The amplifiers Class H design uses two pairs of transistors: a low voltage pair
for lower level signals; and a high voltage pair for when additional power is required. A
built-in compressor/limiter circuit controls amp gain by simultaneously controlling transient
signals with the compressor, while the “brick-wall” limiter prevents signals from exceeding a
predetermined limit. The attractive, all black Powered Hot Spot is housed in a fire-retardant
styrene with a cast aluminum faceplate designed to dissipate heat.
The HOT SPOT VC is a passive monitor designed to accurately project the mid/high range
frequencies required to deliver optimum vocal clarity. The Hot Spot VC features two of
Galaxy Audio’s NEOLITE speakers providing a continuous power rating of 200 watts at 16
ohms. For personal monitoring convenience, the Hot Spot VC features a seven-position
volume control, mounted on the front of the speaker, that offers 18dB of adjustment in 3 dB
increments. The Hot Spot VC is encased in high impact ABS plastic with a handsome grill
made of cloth.

Micro Spot VC

Galactic
Monitor Package
Includes one Powered Hot Spot PA5X140 and
two Hot Spot VC 146 Watts to deliver a total
of 146 watts of power — The whole system
weighs only 27 lbs.
The package includes all required cables and
stand adapters — three SA-1 stand adapters;
two 25’ 16 gauge speaker cables with right
angle 1/4” plugs and cable locks.
Also includes a heavy duty, water resistant
nylon bag, with removable inner dividers,
shoulder strap, handle and wheels.
Galactic Monitor Package (GAGMP) .....579.95

MICRO SPOT VC

POWERED MICRO SPOT

HOT SPOT (VC)

Rated Power (8 Ohms)

–

30 watts

–

100 watts

Equalization

–

2-Band Center Detent

–

3-Band Center Detent

(2) parallel 1/4˝ inputs

1/4˝ mic/line, XLR mic w/
15v DC phantom power

(2) parallel 1/4˝ inputs

1/4˝ mic/line, XLR mic w/
24v DC phantom power

Input Connections
Output Connections
Speaker Type
Speaker Power Handling (8 Ohms)
Max SPL
Dimensions / Weight
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POWERED HOT SPOT

–

–

–

1/4˝ speaker level, RCA Line out

5” NEOLITE (Neodymium)

4.5˝ full range

(2) 5” NEOLITE (Neodymium)

5” NEOLITE (Neodymium)

100 watts

30 watts

200 watts

100 watts

117dB (100 watts/ .5 meter)

99 dB (1watt/1 meter)

126 dB (200 watts/.5 meter)

114 dB (100 watts/ 1 meter)

7 x 6 x 5.125” / 2.7 lbs.

7 x 6 x 5” / 7.48 lbs.

6.75 x 10.94 x 6” / 4.5 lbs.

6.75 x 10.94 x 6” / 10.7 lbs.

www.bhphotovideo.com
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MESSENGER
Complete, Super-Portable Audio System
The Peavey Messenger is a compact PA system that offers everything
that you need to deliver your business or educational presentation. The
Messenger includes a five channel mixer with a 100-watt amplifier and
5-band EQ with FLS (Feedback Locating System); two speakers with 15’
speaker cables and Peavey’s PVi dynamic cardioid microphone with
XLR mic cable. The Messenger is a completely self-contained package
that is only 24” wide when collapsed with storage compartments for all
of the included accessories. When the unit is being set up, the two
speakers are detached from the sides and the lid serves as a lectern.

ESCORT Portable Sound System
Like the Messenger, the Escort is a completely selfcontained portable PA system, housed in a molded case
with wheels and handle, that is as easy to transport like
as a piece of carry-on luggage. When it is time to set up,
open the case and you have a powered mixer, two
speakers and a microphone complete with connecting
cables and speaker stands.
The Escort is built around a five channel powered mixer
with 75 Watts of output power per channel. The five inputs
are comprised of four XLR mic inputs with 15 volt phantom
power and 2 stereo line level inputs, and each channel
offers independent bass and treble controls. The mixer
also features a 5-band graphic EQ, digital reverb and the
Feedback Locating System. The system’s two speakers
feature 10” woofers and piezoelectric horn tweeters. The
Escort's case also provides enough room for additional
microphones and cables.

Total System Power
Speakers

MESSENGER

ESCORT

100 Watts

150 Watts

Two 4” Woofers, 1” Tweeter

10” Woofer, piezoelectric horn tweeter

Dimensions (Unpacked, WxHxD)

24.25 x 6.25 x 13.75˝

36.75 x 14.5 x 15.5”

Dimensions (Packed, WxHxD)

27.625 x 8.5 x 16.312˝

40.25 x 17.75 x 18.5”

Weight (Unpacked)
Weight (Packed)

24.5 lbs.

67 lbs.

29 lbs.

80 lbs.
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Atlas Sound .......................................814-816
Gator ......................................................818-821
Konig & Meyer ...........................................817
Ultimate....................................816, 822-823
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Obtaining information and ordering from B&H is quick and
easy. When you call us, just punch in the corresponding
Quick Dial number anytime during our welcome message.
The Quick Dial code then directs you to the specific
professional sales associates in our order department.
For Section 12F, Audio Accessories,
use Quick Dial #: 92
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AT L A S S O U N D

MIC STANDS
Microphone and Equipment Stands, Booms, & Accessories
Synonymous with durability and quality, Atlas is the world recognized leader for cast-base and tripod style floor stands,
desk, and studio boom stands; boom attachments; loudspeaker/equipment stands; and over 40 adapters and fittings.
The unique selection, developed over the past 60 years, offers the professional musician, performer, educator, and
lecturer great flexibility in choosing models that satisfy unique application, performance, and budget requirements.
Classic styling in mirrored chrome or non-reflective ebony epoxy (perfect for video application) combine with the famous
Atlas Sound wear-proof clutches to provide attractive, durable, and reliable service for all types of communication and
entertainment applications.

MS Series Microphone Floor Stands
Your microphone is a valuable investment, so why trust it to a cheap
stand. Manufactured with fine U.S. craftsmanship, Atlas stands are
simply built better. Each clutch is made of a wearproof, three piece
construction. The bases and housings are high-stability cast metal, and
the tubings are finished in ebony or mirrored chrome. With more than
60 years of performance, both on-stage and off-stage, these stands are
proven performers. And with 12 models to choose from, Atlas offers the
widest selection of floor stands available.

MS-10C / MS-10CE

MS-12C / MS-12CE

MS-20

All-Purpose Floor Stands

Professional, Full-Height Stands

The cost-efficient MS-10C (chrome finished
tube) and MS-10CE (ebony finished tube)
assemblies are the most popular stands in the
world for dependable performance in music,
entertainment, business, education, and social
functions. Stability is provided by the circular
cast iron ebony base.
MS-10C (ATMS10C): Chrome finished............24.95
MS-10CE (ATMS10CE): Ebony finished...........24.95

These all purpose stands feature the same
wearproof clutch and high-quality
craftsmanship as the MS-10 series with the
beauty of a lower profile base section.
MS-12C (ATMS12C): Chrome finished ..........29.95
MS-12CE (ATMS12CE): Ebony finished .........29.95

Extra-Stable Stands
with Oversized Base

MS-43 / MS-43E
Fully Adjustable
Three-Section Stands

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO

Heavy-duty stands for studio, recording,
church and school applications, the MS-20
(chromed finish tube) includes an extra-height
11⁄8” diameter tube assembly with wearproof
clutch, top adapter, and low contour highstability cast iron ebony base.
MS-20 (ATMS20) ...................................................54.95

MS-25 / MS-25E
Studio Stands with
Air Suspension System

These versatile stands adjust from 25” to 65”
to meet the needs of seated and standing
instrumentalists and performers. Model
includes three-section chrome (MS-43) or
ebony tubed (MS-43E) assembly with two
wearproof clutches for optimum vertical
height adjustment and high stability.
The MS-43 Series base is 12” in diameter and
weighs 8 lbs. (also finished in ebony).

The MS-25 (chromed finish tube) and MS-25E
(ebony finished tube) are heavy-duty studio
recording stands featuring a 11⁄8” diameter tube
assembly with integral air suspension system
to protect sensitive microphones. Triangular
cast base includes sculptured sides, ebony
finish, and decorative chrome cover.

MS-43 (ATMS43): Chrome finished ...............79.95
MS-43E (ATMS43E): Chrome finished...........79.95

MS-25 (ATMS25): Chrome finished..............107.95
MS-25E (ATMS25E): Ebony finished.............107.95

www.bhphotovideo.com
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MIC STANDS
T R I P O D S TA N D S

DESKTOP MIC STANDS
DS-5 / DS-5E
General Purpose Stands

TE-E Series
Tripod Stand
Lightweight, professionally styled stand with
the fit and feel of tripod costing much more.
Features full-height extension (37” to 65”) to
meet versatile miking needs, a three-piece
clutch with protective insert & metal clutch
barrel for secure and scratch-free positioning,
and easy-locking legs that tighten with a
single motion of the metal leg attachment
“cup” for fast set-up and teardown. Durable
tripod legs attach to a metal retainer
assembly that includes a thumbscrew/ brake
system to provide secure positioning and
prevent tube marring. Tube assemblies are
durable CRS construction terminated in 5⁄8”27 thread pattern. Satin ebony finish.

TE-E
Musician
Series Tripod
Stand

DS-5 (ATDS5): Chrome finish ..........................11.95
DS-5E (ATDS5E): Ebony finish .....................11.95

DS-2 Vibration
Isolating Stand (ATDS2)
A low-silhouette stand,
the DS-2 features an
integral tension mount
to reduce conductivity
of external mechanical
vibrations. High-stability
metal base with protective pads includes
notched area for convenient placement of
cards or pens. Fixed-height tubing is chrome
finished. Base is ebony ...................................27.50

TE-E Tripod Stand (ATTEE): 5 1⁄2 lbs..............23.95

TEB-E Tripod/Boom
This tripod/boom features the TE-E stand with
the removable BE-E telescopic boom to
provide microphone extension from 24” to
39”. The boom includes a molded plastic
handle, metal swivel clamp with protective
rubber inserts, and an easy-grip knob for
vertical alignment. Adjustment for the main
and extension boom include a thumbscrew/
brake system to provide secure positioning
and prevent tube marring Tube assemblies
are manufactured of CRS and terminate in
5⁄8˝-27 thread pattern. Satin Ebony finish.
TEB-E Tripod/Boom (ATTEBE): 71⁄2 lbs .......39.95

B O O M

These fixed-height
stands include
traditional, circular
cast iron base and
choice of chrome or
ebony tubing finish.
Stands are suitable for
application with any standard microphone.

DS-7 / DS-7E
Adjustable Stands
These versatile stands have a vertical height
adjustment from 8” to 13”, with wearproof
clutch and ebony finish cast iron base.
TEB-E Tripod/Boom

DS-7 (ATDS7): Chrome finish...........................16.50
DS-7E (ATDS7E): Ebony finish..........................16.50

AT TA C H M E N T S

PB11XE Mini Adjustable Boom (ATPB11XE)
Compact booms extend from 161⁄4” to 241⁄2” with a
single motion—perfect for drum/piano/guitar amp
and short distance miking. Units include a threaded
end cap and a fixed 3/4 lb. counterweight for
stability. Ebony epoxy ..................................................39.95

PB21XE Extendable-Length Booms (ATPB21XE)
Booms extend from 251⁄4” to 381⁄2” with a single
motion and are suitable for a wide variety of
miking applications. Units contain a fixed 3/4 lb.
counterweight and threaded end cap. Ebony
epoxy finish......................................................................42.95

BE-E Series
Extendable Length Boom (ATBEE)
Versatile, low-cost BE-E boom has
adjustable-length positioning for extended
microphone range applications. Two-piece
boom extends 24-39”. The boom includes a
molded plastic handle, metal swivel clamp
with protective rubber insert, and an easygrip knob for vertical alignment. Adjustment
for the main and extension boom include a
thumbscrew/brake system to provide secure
positioning and prevent tube marring. Satin
Ebony. 21⁄2 lbs ...................................................17.50

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 92
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MIC STAND ACCESSORIES
Atlas offers the industry’s largest selection of problem-solving microphone adapters, extensions, fittings and flanges for
use with floor, desk, loudspeaker, and studio boom stands.

Gooseneck Flexible Extensions

BC-1 Multi-Purpose Clamps (ATBC1)
Bracket-style surface clamp with 6” high chrome
tube attaches to tables, desk, keyboard stands, and
countertops for mounting mic and accessory items
with standard 5⁄8” threads ..............................18.95

6, 13, and 19” flexible goosenecks attach to any
mic stand or adapter with 5⁄8”-27 male and
female threads. Inside diameter is .338”.
GN-6 (ATGN6): Chrome finish. 6” gooseneck .......5.50
GN-6E (ATGN6E): Ebony finish. 6” gooseneck ......5.50
GN-13 (ATGN13): Chrome finish. 13” gooseneck ..7.95
GN-13E (ATGN13E): Ebony finish. 13” gooseneck .7.95

CO-1B Clamp-On
Microphone Swivel (ATCO1B)

LO-2B

GN-6, GN-13, GN-19

Connect-on swivel adapter/clamp provides for the
addition of a second mic with standard 5⁄8”-27
threads to any floor or desk stand with 5/8” or 7/8”
diameter tubing. Ebony finish.........................18.50

GN-19 (ATGN19): Chrome finish. 19” gooseneck ..9.95
GN-19E (ATGN19E): Ebony finish. 19” gooseneck .9.95

LO-2B Clip-Mounting
Microphone Accessory

MAC-1 Microphone Adapter Clamp (ATMAC1)

BC-1

Lock-On accessory allows fast on and off of
plastic mic clamp holders and boom attachments
with 5 ⁄8˝-27 threads for safe transportation.

Multi-use adapter/clamp holds mics, booms, or
accessories having 5⁄8”-27 threads in vertical or
horizontal orientation. Versatile unit also clamp
mounts to 5⁄8”, 7⁄8”, and 11⁄8” diameter tubing.
Made of high-strength extruded aluminum. Ebony
finish. Weighs 1.5 lbs ...........................................34.95

MAC-1
CO-1B

LO-2B (ATLO2B): Chrome finish ................................13.95
LO-2BE (ATLO2BE): Ebony finish ...............................13.95

U LT I M AT E MICROPHONE STANDS
MC-05B Round Base
Microphone Stand (ULMC05B)
The MC-05B features a traditional cast iron
round base and an ergonomically-designed
clutch that provides easy height adjustment
and reliable locking. The stand is adjustable
between 34” - 64” ................................19.95

MC-40 Microphone Stand
and Boom Package (ULMC40)
The MC-40 offers a 3-way easy-adjust boom
that tightens with just one knob. Smoothly
raise or lower the height with a quick-release
clutch. Durable resin base, and legs that lock
into place. Cable management allows you to
simply snap cables into place ......................23.95

MC-87 One-Hand (ULMC87)
The MC-87 features a quick-release clutch allowing quick
placement on the base. The weighted base features a cut
out allowing multiple stands to be stacked and stored
effortlessly. The stand adjusts between 34” - 64” ..........CALL

MC-97 Freedom (ULMC97)

Ergonomic
Clutch

The MC-97 features one-handed height adjustment from
40” - 68” using a non-slip, die-cast ergonomic clutch. The
stackable base design allows six stands to easily stack and
store in the footprint of one. Weighs 9.9 lbs ...................CALL

MC-05
Round
Base
Stand

M I C R O P H O N E S TA N D S
MC-40

MC-78

MC-05B

MC-87

MC-97

Height

36” - 63”

38.5” - 68”

34 3⁄4” - 64”

35” - 62”

40” - 68”

MC-78 Microphone Stand (ULMC78)

Weight

4.35 lbs.

4 lbs.

8 lbs. 13 oz.

9.3 lbs.

8.9 lbs.

The MC-78 features one-hand height
adjustment, locking legs and a heavy-duty
enamel coated finish that resists rust and
scratches. Fast set up and break down into
a compact unit....................................................CALL

Base

Tripod

Tripod

Round
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One-Hand Clutch

Round Stacking

—

Y

—

—

Y

Finish

Black

Black

Black

Black

Black

Warranty

3-year

3-year

3-year

5-year

Lifetime

www.bhphotovideo.com
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MIC STAND ACCESSORIES
Mic Booms

Mic Stand and Boom Packages

The quality you expect from K&M
microphone booms so you can mix
and match with the stand of your
choice.

The heavy-duty K&M Mic and Boom packages have a durable finish and
feature rubber washers and easy-to-grip knobs that fasten booms securely.
The stands with cast-alloy sockets have stress-absorbing inserts to protect legs,
reduce vibration and increase stability.
Height Adjustment

Durable Finish

Proven clutch design for easy adjustment
and reliable locking

Plastic inserts prevent metal-to-metal contact
and protect the finish

Heavy Duty Construction

Sturdy Base

Heavy gauge steel stand is very stable

Stands with cast alloy sockets have stressabsorbing inserts to protect legs, reduce
vibration and increase stability

KM21120B

Folds Easily and Compactly
KM21100B

KM21110B

Telescoping Boom
with Counterweight (KM21100B)
33” fixed length boom with counter weight.
Weighs 1.6 lbs. Black finish ..............................29.95

2-Section Telescoping Boom (KM21110B)
18” - 30” telescoping boom with counter
weight. Weighs 1.6 lbs. Black finish ..............34.95

Extra-Long
Telescoping Boom (KM21120B)
21090B

22” - 38” telescoping boom with counter
weight. Weighs 1.9 lbs. Black finish ..............34.95

27105B

21020B

THREADED ADAPTERS
5/8” -27 female to
3/8” male (KM21600N) ....6.50
1/2” female to
3/8” male (KM21800N) .....5.95

TABLE TOP TRIPOD
Sturdy and foldable
small nickel stand
with tripod base
for table or desktop.
8.5” base diameter
(6 oz.)...............12.95

KM23110N

20130B

20130B: Cast-alloy base stand

21020B: Cast alloy stand (20130);
with a fixed-length boom (21100)

21090B: Cast-alloy base stand
(20130); with a telescoping
boom (21110)

27105B: Lightweight, glass-fiber
reinforced resin base stand (26500);
with a fixed length boom (21130)

Stand

Finish

Height

Weight

Boom Length

Base Diameter

Price

KM20130B

Black

351⁄2” - 65”

6 lb.

—

28”

57.50
64.95

KM21090B

Black

35 - 65”

7 lb. 10 oz.

18 - 30”

28”

KM21020B

Black

35 1⁄2 - 65”

7 lb. 10 oz.

32”

28”

59.95

KM27105B

Black

35 1⁄2 - 631⁄2”

5 lb. 2 oz.

32”

27”

49.95
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PRO AUDIO CASES
Console Racks
Gator’s line of console racks features a revolutionary design that maximizes space, thus offering
the rack mount space you need in a more compact, easily movable case. The top 19-inch rack rail
is slanted for easy use with mixers; the bottom, front and rear load have threaded rack rails. The
entire case, including the handle assembly, is constructed from the nearly indestructible military
grade Polyethylene. Sloped side handles make these cases easy on the hands. Large latches are
durable and make set-up quick and easy. Weighing in at 1/2 the weight of a carpeted rack, this is
the perfect lightweight but strong solution for A-V, DJ’s, live sound reinforcement or the portable
audio application.
GRC-6x2 (GAGRC6X2)
6U slant top, 2U front and 4U rear ...........159.95

GRC-10x6 (GAGRC10X6)
10U slant top, 6U front and 8U rear .........189.99

GRC-6x4 (GAGRC6X4)
6U slant top, 4U front and 6U rear ...........169.99

GRC-10x8 (GAGRC10X8)
10U slant top, 8U front and 10U rear .......214.99

GRC-10x2 (GAGRC10X2)
10U slant top, 2U front and 4U rear .........174.99

GRC-10x8PU (GAGRC10X8PU)
10U pop-up, 8U front and rear ..................234.95

GRC-10x4 (GAGRC10X4)
10U slant top, 4U front and 6U rear .........184.99

GRC-10x12PU (GAGRC10X12PU)
10U pop-up, 12U front and rear.................349.99

GRC-10x11PUP (GAGRC10X11PU)
10U pop-up,12U front and rear, casters and 5
outlet power distribution center ..............379.99

Deluxe Racks Cases
Gator’s deluxe rack cases are molded from incredibly durable high-density military grade
Polyethylene. This lightweight yet super strong material insures maximum protection at a weight
you can easily handle. The cases have 19.5˝ of rackable depth with front and rear threaded rack
rails that are field replaceable. Exclusive to the Gator racks are locking front and rear lids. Sloped
side handles molded from Polyethylene make them comfortable to carry when the racks are
loaded and they are virtually indestructible. The ridges on the top and bottom make them
universally stackable with Gator racks and those of other manufacturers. The latches are strong
twist style and are designed to take the beatings of a rack on the road.
GR-2L (GAGR2L): 2U Deluxe Rack.................89.99

GR-8L (GAGR8L): 8U Deluxe Rack ..............124.99

GR-4L (GAGR4L): 4U Deluxe Rack.................99.99

GR-10L (GAGR10L): 10U Deluxe Rack .........139.99

GR-6L (GAGR6L): 6U Deluxe Rack ...............114.99

GR-12L (GAGR12L): 12U Deluxe Rack .........159.99

Powered Roller Racks

GRR-4PLUS (GAGRR4PLUS)
4U Polyethylene Powered Roller Rack .................199.95

GRR-8PLUS (GAGRR8PLUS)
8U Polyethylene Powered Roller Rack .................224.99

GRR-6PLUS (GAGRR6PLUS)
6U Polyethylene Powered Roller Rack .................209.99

GRR-10PLUS (GAGRR10PLUS)
10U Polyethylene Powered Roller Rack...............244.99

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO
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Front View ▲

▲

Gator’s revolutionary Powered Racks contain everything you need for your rackable gear. A built-in power
distribution center provides 5 power sources, 15 amp push to reset circuit breaker, and front panel on/off
control with pilot light. In addition, surge protection keeps your gear safe against power spikes! The
power unit is mounted under the rack rail and doesn’t use up a rack space like other distribution units.
Like other Gator racks, these also have threaded rails and locking covers. The best part is that this unit is
put into their roller rack. Thus giving you a rack with wheels, pull out handle, lightweight, super durability
and power!

Rear View
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PRO AUDIO CASES
Shallow Racks
Gator’s mini racks are the perfect solution for shallow rack gear such as effects,
EQ’s, and the new smaller amps. Compact with the exterior depth of 17.5”, and
total rackable depth of 14.5”, these racks are easy to carry. Packed with all the
features such as front and rear rack rail, universally stacking, durable front and
rear lids and comfortable sloped side handles these are the perfect space savers
offering all the benefits of a full size rack in a compact size!
GR-3S (GAGR3S)
3 space shallow polyethylene
19” rack ................................79.99

GR-4S (GAGR4S)
4 space shallow polyethylene
19” rack ................................89.99

GR-6S (GAGR6S)
6 space shallow polyethylene
19” rack ................................99.99

Shock Racks
With today’s ever-increasing amount of gear that contains disc drives and
LCDs, the need for an affordable shock rack has become mandatory. Gator’s
G-SHOCK deluxe shock rack cases have a 20.5” rackable depth and are molded
from the incredibly durable high-density military grade Polyethylene. This
lightweight yet super strong material insures maximum protection at a
weight you can easily handle. Gator uses rubber shock absorbers on all eight
corners which assures a soft ride in every direction. The internal 19” rack frame
has threaded front and rear rack rails. In addition, Gator has another exclusive
– a moveable rear support system. This does away with needing a machine shop in your garage to make a rear support for
your power amps or rack gear. Furthermore, those threaded rack rails are field replaceable. Exclusive to the Gator racks are
locking front and rear lids. Sloped side handles molded from Polyethylene, make these cases comfortable to carry when the
racks are loaded and they are virtually indestructible! The ridges on the top and bottom make these cases universally stackable
with both Gator racks and those of other manufacturers (if in accordance with EIA specifications).
G-Shock 4L (GAGSHOCK4L): 4 RU Shockmount Rack Case.....................249.99

G-Shock 12L (GAGSHOCK12L): 12 RU Shockmount Rack Case...............349.99

G-Shock 8L (GAGSHOCK8L): 8 RU Shockmount Rack Case.....................299.99

G-Shock 16L (GAGSHOCK16L): 16 RU Shockmount Rack Case...............399.99

Roller Racks
Gator is the original case manufacturer to add built-in wheels and pull out handles to the
rack mount case. We took the high quality construction and design of our deluxe racks and
strategically placed roller blade style wheels and a pull out handle. The best part is that the
wheels do not interfere with the universal stack ability of these racks! The pull out handle
has a locking mechanism to hold the handle firmly in place when in the extended position.
GRR-4L (GAGRR4L)
4U Polyethylene Roller Rack.................................139.99

GRR-8L (GAGRR8L)
8U Polyethylene Roller Rack.................................164.99

GRR-6L (GAGRR6L)
6U Polyethylene Roller Rack.................................144.99

GRR-10L (GAGRR10L)
10U Polyethylene Roller Rack...............................179.99
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GPA-700 Rolling Speaker Bag
The GPA-700 is designed to fit the popular molded speaker cabinets such as the JBL Eon Series,
Mackie, DAS, American DJ and Peavey. The case has a large side pocket designed to fit 100’
speaker cables, two accessory pockets, heavy-duty six wheel assembly and strong pull out
handle. The bottom of the case has skid bars for going up stairs and over obstacles. Handles
are strategically located to allow easy lifting. 10mm side foam and a sculptured industrial foam
interior over a floor of Polyethylene, makes your speakers ride from van to venue easily and
safely! Rated up to 100 pounds.
GPA-700 (GAGPA700): Rolling Speaker Bag. 28 x 19.5 x 13” interior; 32.5 x 20 x 17” exterior .......94.99

Utility Cases
The Gator Utility Case meets the needs of the semi pro and pro users. The GX-3 features Diced Foam
for designing your own interior. The GX-2 has Velcro dividers that make available 7 separate areas for
storing wireless, in-the-ear-monitors or small effects units. These cases are made from the incredibly
durable high-density military grade Polyethylene and include a heavy-duty valance and recessed
lockable twist latches. This is a case built for the road. This case is also available in a shallow model,
GB-1, that has a briefcase interior.
GX-1 (GAGX1): Utility Briefcase. 17.5 x 12.25 x 5.25” interior; 18.5 x 14 x 6.5” exterior; weighs 7 lbs .....74.99
GX-2 (GAGX2): Moveable Divider Utility Case. 17.5 x 12.25 x 5.25” interior; 18 x 14 x 9” exterior..........89.99
GX-3 (GAGX3): Universal Utility with Diced Foam. 17.5 x 12.25 x 5.25” interior; 18 x 14 x 9” exterior ..89.99

The Ultimate Rolling Cable Caddy
Hauling your cables and snakes to the gig is much easier with the Cable Caddy line! The GX-20 design
features a compartment in the bottom of the case to house small snakes and all sorts of cabling. A deep lift
out tray on the top holds smaller cables and accessories. A front zipper pocket is perfect for other accessories.
The GX-22 Snake Caddy is the big daddy to the GX-20 and is built to easily carry a 100´ hard wired snake
along with all the other required cabling. The lift out tray is large enough for small mixers, cabling and other
devices required to setup a professional sound system. The front zipper pocket holds smaller items. Both
the Snake and Cable Caddy are made with the Gator semi-hard construction technique, which is both
lightweight and rugged.
GX-20 (GAGX20): Rolling Cable Caddy. 131⁄2 x 12 3⁄4 x 14” interior; 151⁄2 x 17 x 241⁄4” exterior; weighs 21 lbs ...........99.99
GX-22 (GAGX22): Snake Rolling Cable Caddy. Weighs 26 lbs ......................................................................................144.99

ATA Multi-Functional
Rolling Utility Case
This rolling utility case is perfect to carry all of your accessories and microphones. This
versatile case boasts a very unique system for dividing the interior to match your storage
needs. Included are 2 movable Velcro dividers along with 1 Velcro Nylon pouch that may
be attached wherever you like.
GX-42 (GAGX42): ATA Multi-Functional Rolling Utility Case ...................................................149.99
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ATA Mixer Case
Today there is an avalanche of small to medium size mixers that need an affordable way to
travel to and from the gig. The Gator G-MIX series is the answer. Molded from the incredibly
durable high-density military grade Polyethylene, this lightweight yet super strong material
insures maximum protection at a weight you can easily handle. This case boasts a heavy-duty
valance, recessed latches with wheels and pull out handle. The interior is fully adjustable to
firmly hold the mixer in place during transport. Lockable and ready for road, the Gator G-MIX
is the answer.

G-Mix-12x24 ATA
Mixer Case (GAGMIX12X24)
4.5 x 12 x 23.25” interior,
8 x 16 x 27” exterior.
It weighs 14.3 lbs........109.99

G-Mix-20x30 ATA
Mixer Case (GAGMIX20X30)
6 x 20 x 30” interior,
8 x 22 x 33” exterior.
It weighs 19 lbs ...........159.99

G-Mix-22x46 ATA
Mixer Case (GAGMIX22X46)
21.9 x 46 x 6.5” interior,
27 x 51 x 11” exterior.
It weighs 32 lbs...........199.99

Lightweight Mixer Cases
The lightweight mixer cases are constructed of heavy duty EPS foam to give incredible protection during transportation. The exteriors are made from 600 denier nylon. The interior liner
will adhere to Velcro for blocking in smaller mixers. An exterior pocket is perfect for cables and
accessories. Deluxe shoulder strap and webbed handles make these cases easy to carry.
G-Mix-L-12x24 (GAGMIXL1224)
12 x 24 x 5” interior, 16 x 31 x 9” exterior.
It weighs 4 lbs...................................................59.99

G-Mix-L-16x18 (GAGMIXL1618)
16 x 18 x 5” interior, 20 x 31 x 9” exterior.
It weighs 4 lbs...................................................59.99

G-Mix-L-17x24 (GAGMIXL1724)
17 x 24 x 6” interior, 28.35 x 22.05 x 9.06”
exterior. It weighs 10 lbs ...............................69.99

G-Mix-L-16x22 (GAGMIXL1622)
16 x 22 x 5” interior, 20 x 31 x 9” exterior.
It weighs 4.5 lbs ...............................................64.99

Deluxe Padded Universal Mixer Bags
The Gator mixer bag series comes in
all the sizes to fit the popular mixers
on the market today. The exteriors
are made out of high impact 600D
polypropylene material with super-size
#10 zippers, removable shoulder strap
and web handles. An external
accessory pocket fits cables and
accessories. The interior is constructed
of a rugged tricot material with 5mm
of spongy foam protection. The
G-MIX-B series of bags is perfect for
the small compact mixers, drum
machines and various support
accessory products.
G-MIX-B-1212 (GAGMIXB1212): 12” x 11.75” x 3.5” interior, 12” x 12” x 4” exterior ................24.99
G-MIX-B-1515 (GAGMIXB1515): 15.1 x 14.75 x 5.5” interior, 15 x 15 x 6” exterior ..................34.99
G-MIX-B-1818 (GAGMIXB1818): 18 x 17.75 x 5.5” interior 18 x 18 x 6” exterior......................39.99

Rolling Powered
Mixer Case
Finally – a way to
easily move and
protect your
expensive
powered mixers
that is stylish and
durable! Designed
to fit all major
brands such as
Yamaha, Peavey
and Mackie, the
case is constructed
from 1/2” plywood covered with 600-denier ballistic
material. Large industrial size wheels and pull out
handle make this case ready for easy transport.
GPA-720 Powered Mixer Transporter. 13” x 13.5” x 20”
interior, 16” x 17” x 24” exterior, 23 lbs.......................89.99

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 92
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SPEAKER STANDS
TS-80 Series Speaker Stands
These high-quality aluminum and steel tripod speaker stands feature a built-in socket adapter
that accommodates both 13⁄8” and 11⁄2” speaker sockets. A glass-reinforced telescoping collar has a
die-cast metal clamp for maximum security and durability. The secure leg collar slides smoothly
on the tube for easy set-up.
◆ Glass reinforced polycarbonate

fitting at the leg juncture uses a
metal clamp over the fitting to
minimize over-tightening and
breakage
◆ The stands raise and lower with

place by both internal and
external friction so they stay
on gig after gig
◆ The connector tube, which telescopes up to

accommodate 13⁄8” speaker sockets and down for
11⁄2” sockets. Locks firmly into desired position.
Minimizes the need for adapters. The telescoping
tube lock prevents accidentally pulling out the
center tube

the turn of a knob, locking
tightly for secure support.
Metal clamps minimize
over-tightening and breakage

TS-80
shown with
speaker

◆ The rubber footcaps are held in

Telescoping and Leg Collars
Die-cast metal clamps fit snugly over glass-reinforced
polycarbonate fittings creating the strongest, most durable
telescoping collar and leg collar possible. Since the handknob
actually tightens the metal clamp and not the plastic directly,
these collars aren’t easily overtightened, snapped or cracked!

TS-90 Series Speaker Stands
A step-up from the TS-80, the TS-90 tripod speaker stands features a telescoping tube lock that
increases safety and prevents accidentally pulling the center tube. It has an internal
friction mechanism with three settings. In the “RAISE” setting, the mechanism grips
and holds the tube, allowing you to incrementally pull the center tube up to the
required height. “LOCK” the collar in place for extra security. In the “LOWER” setting,
TeleLock eases off and assists lowering the center tube. This unique design safely
takes the strain off you!

TS-90
shown with
speaker

Stand

TS-70B

TS-80B

TS-80S

TS-88B

TS-88S

TS-90B

TS-99B

TS-99S

TS-99BL*

Height

50” - 77”

44” - 79”

44” - 79”

62” - 110”

62” - 110”

44” - 79”

62” - 110”

62” - 110”

62” - 110”

Weight

5 lbs. 4 oz.

6 lbs. 4 oz.

6 lbs. 4 oz.

8 lbs.

8 lbs.

6 lbs. 4 oz.

8 lbs.

8 lbs.

9 lbs.

Base Diameter

40˝

47˝

47˝

62˝

62˝

47˝

62˝

62˝

62˝

Load Capacity

100 lbs.

150 lbs.

150 lbs.

150 lbs.

150 lbs.

150 lbs.

150 lbs.

150 lbs.

150 lbs.

Folded

41.5” x 5”

43.5” x 5.5”

43.5” x 5.5”

57.5” x 5.5”

57.5” x 5.5”

43.5” x 5.5”

57.5” x 5.5”

57.5” x 5.5”

57.5” x 6”

Color

Black

Black

Silver

Black

Silver

Black

Black

Silver

Black

Price

33.95

CALL

CALL

109.95

101.95

CALL

128.95

113.95

149.95

*The TS-99BL is a Leveling Leg Tripod. The leg adjusts in length to level the stand on uneven surfaces.
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SPEAKER STANDS
M U S I K A T S - 7 0 B E CO N O M Y S P E A K E R S TA N D
The Musika TS-70 tripod speaker stand was designed to bring Ultimate quality to the masses with a
more affordable speaker stand. Although it is not a heavy duty stand like the TS-80 or TS-90 series, it
still brings quality and innovation to this segment.
◆ Glass reinforced telescoping

ULTS70B
$

33.95

◆ Glass reinforced tripod leg fitting

collar secures the
telescoping tube without
slipping. A safety pin is also
included for extra security

secures the base of the tripod.
By using a glass reinforced plastic
ultimate tripods are stronger and
more durable that the competition

◆ Like all tripod speaker stands from Ultimate, the TS-70B includes an adapter for 11⁄2” speaker sockets

as well as 13⁄8” sockets

MOUNTING BRACKETS

BAGS

BMB-200K Large Mounting Bracket
◆ External 4 x 6” bracket securely mounts any

speaker cabinet with a flat bottom on an
Ultimate tripod (11⁄2” tube)
BMB-200K

◆ Glass-reinforced polycarbonate fitting holds

100 lbs.
◆ All hardware included for installation

TMB-400K

BMB-200K (ULBMB200K) ................................22.95

BAG-90 Zippered Tote Bag (ULBAG90)
Holds one TS-80 or TS-90 series tripod stands.
10.5” x 49.5”. Made from a 600d water-resistant
PVC coated fabric...........................................26.50

TMB-400K Slide Mounting Bracket
◆ Low-profile external 4 x 4” bracket securely

mounts any speaker cabinet with a flat
bottom on an Ultimate tripod (11⁄2” tube)
◆ Two-piece design: the plate attaches to the

bottom of the speaker, and the slide-in base
connects securely to the tripod

TSM-150K

BAG 90D Zippered Tote Bag (ULBAG90D)
Double bag—holds two TS-70, TS-80 or TS-90
series tripod stands. 14.5” x 49.5” ..............47.95

◆ All hardware included for installation
◆ Strong glass-reinforced polycarbonate

fitting holds 100 lbs.
TMB-400K (ULTMB400K) ...................................CALL

TAD-100 Adapter Stud (ULTAD100)
◆ Converts a 11⁄2” tripod top tube

o mount a speaker cabinet with
a 1” inside diameter socket
◆ Strong glass-reinforced
polycarbonate fitting holds
100 lbs.

TAD-138 Adapter Stud (ULTAD138)
Same as above but converts 11⁄2” top tube to
1-13⁄8”. Holds 100 lbs.

TSM Series
Socket Mounting Brackets
◆ Internal 4” diameter bracket securely

mounts to most any speaker cabinet with
a flat bottom on an Ultimate tripod
◆ All hardware included for installation

BAG-99 Zippered Tote Bag (ULBAG99)
A heavy-duty, padded tote bag that holds
one TS-88 or TS-99 stand. 10.5” x 60.5” ...37.95

TSM-150K (ULTSM150K)
11⁄2” cavity. Glass-reinforced polycarbonate
fitting holds 100 lbs .........................................CALL

TSM-150MK (ULTSM150MK)
11⁄2” cavity. Metal fittings hold 150 lbs ......18.95

TSM-138MK (ULTSM138MK)
13⁄8” cavity. Metal fittings hold 150 lbs ......CALL

BAG-99D Zippered Tote Bag (ULBAG99D)
A heavy-duty, padded, zippered tote bag that
holds two TS-88 or TS-99 series tripod stands.
14.5” x 60.5” ......................................................53.95

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 92
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Obtaining information and ordering from B&H is quick and
easy. When you call us, just punch in the corresponding
Quick Dial number anytime during our welcome message.
The Quick Dial code then directs you to the specific
professional sales associates in our order department.
For Section 13, Lecterns,
use Quick Dial #: 92
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ADMIRAL LECTERN
The Admiral lectern is an impressive housing for an Xtreme, Liberty or Explorer
Pro sound system. The sound system fits into the rich oak cabinet space. The
mic connection cable plugs into the back of the sound system, and you have
turned a portable sound system into a formal, powered lectern.
◆ Connects to your existing P.A. system via

◆

Console designed to safely hold Xtreme,
Liberty or Explorer sound system in place

XLR mic connector
◆

Sensitive electret microphone picks up the
most soft-spoken presenters

◆

Microphone mounted on detachable 18”
gooseneck

◆

Shock-absorbing mic mount lets you boost
the volume without adding feedback or
vibration noise

◆

Tilt-n-roll casters for easy transport

◆

Dual-intensity reading light

◆

Mic cable with XLR connector routed to
center console for easy access

◆

Rich, golden oak surfaces and solid oak trim

Admiral Lectern (ANLKLIB)
With Liberty LIB-6000H
sound system...................CALL

Admiral Lectern (ANLKXTR)
With Xtreme XTR-6000
sound system...................CALL

24” Gooseneck Microphone (ANLM618)
With XLR connector .........................................CALL

Admiral Lectern (ANFL6000)
With Gooseneck electret
microphone ...............1081.00

Padded Nylon Slipcover (ANLC400)
For the Admiral Lectern .................................CALL

SEVILLE LECTERN
The Seville lectern brings an air of strength and integrity to any presentation.
With its built-in sound system and rich oak finish, the Seville is at home on
stage, in an elegant hotel or in the university auditorium. The wireless
model allows the presenter to use a projector or white board with
hands-free microphone.

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO

◆

Reach crowds of 750+

◆

6 1⁄2” woofer coupled with extended-range
horn tweeter provide natural voice
projection

◆

Powerful built-in 70-watt sound system

◆

Sensitive electret microphone

◆

Shock-absorbing mic mount

◆

Dual-intensity reading light

◆

◆

Line-level output for recording

Optional built-in wireless microphone
system

◆

Deluxe model has rich, golden oak
surfaces and solid oak trim

◆

Microphone mounted on 18” gooseneck

◆

Tilt-n-roll casters for easy transport

Seville Lectern (ANLP500)
With Gooseneck electret microphone ...CALL

Seville Lectern (ANLP500W)
With built-in VHF Wireless Receiver ........CALL

Wireless Handheld Mic (ANWH58) ..........CALL

HBM-60 Headband Mic (ANHBM60) ........CALL

Wireless Bodypack Transmitter (ANWBII)

HBM-60 Headband Mic (ANHBM60) ........CALL

CM-60 Collar Mic (ANCM60) ........................CALL

LM-618 Gooseneck Mic (ANLM618) ..........CALL

LM-60 Lapel Mic (ANLM60) ..........................CALL

Padded Nylon Slipcover (ANLC650) ........CALL

www.bhphotovideo.com
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ENS-6000 ENSIGN PRO
Portable Tabletop Lectern
The ENS-6000 is a lightweight, high-output portable lectern, powered by
60 watts of amplification driving dual 4.5” neodymium speakers. Versatile
enough to meet the needs of the most demanding user, it is capable of
reaching crowds exceeding 400 people, and serving a variety of conference,
educational, and presentation requirements. With an option of up to two
wireless receivers, users also have a choice of hands-free microphones.
The rear panel features Bass and Treble tone controls, and three volume
controls for the full complement of inputs and outputs. These include a pair of XLR mic inputs, both 1/4” and RCA
input/output, and a speaker output for connection to an optional passive satellite. The ENS-6000 also offers an unusually
flexible set of powering options, including internal battery and charger, AC power with a multi-voltage power supply, and
a 12v DC power in; allowing the lectern to be operated from a car, if necessary.
◆ Portable tabletop lectern with 60-watt

amplification, dual 4.5” neodymium
speakers and true AC/DC - 110/220
multi-voltage power supply
◆

ENS-6000 Lectern (ANENS6000): Includes a 24”
electret gooseneck microphone, detachable
reading light and a power supply.

ENS-6000 Lectern Package (ANENSEP6000):
Includes an ENS-6000 lectern and a lightweight
Soft-Tote rolling case for storage and carting.

ENS-6000 Lectern with a built-in...

Clear, undistorted sound with up to
105 dB output level; projected crowd
reach of over 400 persons

CD Player (ANENS6000C)

◆

Sensitive 24” electret gooseneck mic,
detachable reading light

Two 16-channel
Wireless UHF Receivers (ANENS6000U2)

16-channel Wireless UHF Receiver and a
WH-6000 Wireless Handheld Mic (ANENSBP600HH)

◆

Internal battery with rapid charger
circuitry for quick 60-minute recharge
when drained

CD Player and a 16-channel
Wireless UHF Receiver (ANENS6000CU1)

Two 16-channel Wireless UHF Receivers and 2
WH-6000 Wireless Handheld Mics (ANENSBPDHH)

◆

Dedicated LED displays for battery level
and charge status

◆

Active distortion limiter for increased
system headroom and lowered
distortion

CM-60 collar microphone (ANENSBP6000C)
HBM-60 headband microphone (ANENSBP600HS)

◆

Automatic Speech Projection circuit
isolates and boosts 2 -12 kHz frequency
range for greater speech clarity

ENS-6000 Lectern with two 16-channel wireless UHF receivers,
a WH-6000 wireless handheld mic, a WB-6000 bodypack transmitter and...

◆

’Voice Over’ ducker knob lowers
line level program music for
announcements, paging

◆

Short circuit and thermal overload
protection circuitry for amplifier

◆

Bass and treble tone controls, dual pull
knobs provide separate level control
over microphone inputs and receivers

◆

Weighs less than 22 lbs. for easy
transportation; durable all-weather
molded polyethylene case for reliable
long-term use

16-channel Wireless UHF Receiver (ANENS6000U1)

CD Player and Two 16-channel
Wireless UHF Receivers (ANENS6000CU2)

ENS-6000 Lectern with a 16-channel wireless UHF receiver,
a WB-6000 bodypack transmitter and...

CM-60 collar microphone (ANENSBPDHHC)
HBM-60 headband microphone (ANENSBPDHHHS)

EM-60T ear set microphone (ANENSBP600ES)
LM-60 lapel microphone (ANENSBP6000L)

EM-60T ear set microphone (AANENSBPDHHES)
LM-60 lapel microphone (ANENSBPDHHL)

ENS6000 Lectern with two 16-channel wireless UHF receivers,
two WB-6000 bodypack transmitters and...
2 CM-60 collar mics (ANENSBPDC)
CM-60 collar and LM-60 lapel mics (ANENSBPDLC)
HBM-60 headband / EM-60T earset (ANENSBPDHSES)
2 HBM-60 headband mic (ANENSBPDHS)
LM-60 lapel and EM-60T earset mics (ANENSBPDLES)

SS-550 Heavy-Duty Stand (ANSS550)

LM-60 lapel / HBM-60 headband (ANENSBPDLHS)
2 LM-60 lapel mics (ANENSBPDL)
CM-60 collar / EM-60T earset mics (ANENSBPDCES)
CM-60 collar / HBM-60 headband (ANENSBPDCHS)
2 EM-60T earset mics (ANENSBPDES)

CC-550 Speaker Stand Bag (ANCC550)

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 92
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Pneu-Lect Adjustable Lectern
◆

Finger tip height
adjustable

◆ Versatile

lectern
adjusts pneumatically
from 39.5” to 49.5”
high to accommodate
various users

◆ Top

platform tilts to
three different angles
to hold presentation
materials

◆

Also great as an LCD
projection stand

◆

Includes 3” casters for mobility (2 locking)

◆ Teak

Speak Easy
A handsome mobile oak lectern and book/dictionary
stand, the Speak Easy is perfect for conference rooms,
training rooms, churches or libraries.
◆ Two 16” x14.75”(HD)

Hold books or notes at the right height on sloped 13” x 23” (DW)
top surface with lip.

◆

Mobile unit moves into place on heavy-duty 3” casters (2 locking)

◆

Light Oak or Medium Oak finish on solid oak and oak veneers

Multi-Podium
Lock up your valuable equipment. The podium
secures expensive equipment in libraries,
auditoriums or training rooms.

tops with black frame

T-Lect Lectern
The lightweight and
portable T-Lect lectern
adjusts in height from
30” to 42”. A heavy gauge
inner tube slides and
locks into position for
preferred height.
◆ Top

surface is 16” x 20”
(DW) with raised metal
lip to keep books in
place.

◆

shelves store equipment or books

◆

◆

◆

Access wires and equipment from any angle

◆

Use as a podium or AV stand for all kinds of projection
equipment.

◆

Locking doors on three sides allow easier access to
equipment.

Locking “slide-out” top reveals a
compartment for laptop storage, which is
also an extra surface for an LCD projector.
interior storage area holds two
adjustable storage shelves

◆

Heavy-duty 3” casters (2 locking) for
mobility between rooms

◆

Medium Oak finish on solid oak and oak
veneers

◆

Optional side shelf available for additional
equipment (mounts on the left side of the
unit).

◆ Ample

◆

Oak top with black
frame

Grommet holes in each shelf for cable
management

Rolz-2 Conference Center
Tilter Lectern
Adjustable and affordable,
the Tilter lectern is the
perfect music or speaker
stand that adjusts to the
right angle and height.
surface can be tilted
to a positive tilt of 50°
and negative tilt of 20°.

A mobile “all-in-one” presentation center,
podium or AV stand, the Rolz-2 also keeps
expensive equipment secure.
◆

◆ Grommets

guide cords from top surface, through
shelves and front panels for quick set up.

◆ Top

◆

◆

Height adjustable
from 31-47.5” on steel
support with knob
that locks.
Laminate surface
measures 19.5” W x 14.5” D.

◆ Teak

top with black edge band and frame

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO

Presentation center with storage for A/V equipment and
supplies.

◆ Secure

expensive equipment behind locking doors in a
classroom, training room or conference room.

◆

Retractable shelf pulls out for laptop or notes.

◆

Convenient handle rotates downward and out of the way during use, and up for easier control
when moving.

◆

Has two shelves; middle shelf adjusts up or down 3˝ in three positions to hold larger equipment.

◆

Storage drawer measures 8 x 17.25 x 11” (HxWxD)

◆

Gray laminate with 5” heavy-duty casters

www.bhphotovideo.com
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MULTIMEDIA LECTERNS
Scamp Speaker Stand
◆

Ergonomic, fully adjustable speaker stand
that adjusts to the right height every time.

◆

Adjusts from 27” to 43” with a positive tilt of
30° and negative tilt of 25° to accommodate
any user.

◆

Includes padded wrist rest for comfort and
2” casters for mobility.

◆

Black laminate with black frame.

The BEI line of multimedia
lecterns is designed for the
integration of audio-visual
equipment. These products are
semi-custom and the standard
styles can be factory modified
to accommodate a wide range
of electronic equipment.
◆ Available

in three standard widths
(25˝, 35˝ and 45˝)

Oak Lecterns
Made of solid oak and veneer construction,
these hand crafted lecterns offer classic
design. Perfect for
conference rooms,
meeting halls, or
classrooms.
◆

Choose from four
styles in three
finishes: The T-15
has a lift lid for
storage. The T-30
has a recessed top.
The T-40 is a full
pedestal lectern
that has an open
back style with
storage shelf.

Bretford
CR8503 Lectern
The CR8503
lectern features
a large platform
top which rests
at a 25° viewing
angle. The
lectern is height
adjustable from
40-51” to
accommodate
most presenters.
Choice of
laminate, Gray
or Cherry.
Overall dimensions are 22” x 20 1⁄4” x
40-51”(WDH). The platform is 181⁄4” x 16 1⁄4”
(WD), and it weighs 30 lbs.

◆

Constructed using screws - not nails

◆

Can be factory equipped with 19”
rack rails, keyboard drawer,
document camera drawer and
recessed LCD monitor mounts.

◆ The

front is removable for easy equipment
wiring access

◆

Heavy duty casters are standard

◆

Hand finished hardwood veneer plywood

◆

Choice of wood species and stain color

◆ Many

more options allow you to build a
lectern to fit your needs

Lectern Components & Accessories
Basic Lectern (05025024)
25” x 24” x 48” (WDH)

Basic Lectern (05035031)
35” x 31” x 48” (WDH)

Basic Lectern (05045031)
45” x 31” x 48” (WDH)

• Locking Doors (05110001)

• Fluted Corners (05114001)

• Locking Pocket Doors (05110002)

• Radius Corners (05114002)

• Slideout Keyboard Drawer (05111001)

• Custom Stain Match (05114003)

• Locking Document Camera Drawer (05111002)

• Split Work Surface (05114004)

• Rack Mounted (2 RU)
Storage Drawer (05111003)

• Upgrade to Cherry,
Mahogany or Walnut (05114005)

• Rack Mounted (5 RU)
Storage Drawer (05111004)

• Upgrade to Maple (05114006)

• Hinged Side Shelf (05111005)
• Pull Out Drawer (05111006)
• LCD Monitor Well (05112001)
• CRT Monitor Well (05112002)
• Sub-Surface LCD Monitor Mount
with Plex Cover (05112003)
• Sub-Surface CRT Monitor Mount
with Plex Cover (05112004)

• Upgrade to Laminate (05114007)
• Extra Shelf (05115001)
• AC outlet in work surface (05115002)
• Installed Littlite (05115003)
• EIA Rack Rails with screws (05115004)
• AC Fan (05115006)
• Digital Clock in Work Surface (05115008)
• Extra Grommet in work surface (05115009)

• Work Surface Divot (10005112005)

• Lock for front panel (05115010)

• Work Surface Turret (05112006)

• Side Mounted Desk (05115011)

• Rectangular Work Surface Cutout (05113001)

• AC Power Strip with 6 outlets (05115012)

• Up to 4” Round Work Surface Cutout (05113002)

• Lock for Keyboard Drawer (05115013)

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 92
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LECTERNS
All Bretford lecterns are constructed from steel and are available in a variety of colors to
match your décor and enhance your presentation. Choose from large models for video
projection, mobile lecterns, traditional and tabletop lecterns. Lecterns with wood
tops feature mar-resistant laminate with bull-nose PVC plastic edge. All are finished
in an environmentally safe powder paint.
◆ There are several different kinds of lecterns to

◆ Lecterns are available to accommodate data

choose from to accommodate all presenters.

projectors and notebook computers for
interactive presentations.

◆ All lecterns are constructed of steel and finished

in an environmentally safe powder paint.

LECT3 Floor Lectern with Shelf
The wide base LECT3 features a large platform that rests at a 9° angle, a front
retainer lip to hold materials or a laptop computer in place and a lower 3”
high shelf for presentation materials and other equipment. It’s lightweight
construction makes moving and storing the lectern easy. The LECT3 is
constructed from “prime” steel, and is available in a choice of four colors.

LECT4
Floor Lectern
shown in
Putty Beige
color

LECT3 Floor Lectern with Shelf: Available in Raven (BRLECT3RN), Putty Beige
(BRLECT3PB), Grey Mist (BRLECT3GM) and Topaz (BRLECT3TZ) colors ............................155.95

LECT4 Floor Lectern
The LECT4 features an all steel construction, a wide base for stability, and a large
lectern platform that rests at a 12 1⁄2° with a retention lip for presentation
materials. Constructed from “prime” steel, the LECT4 is lightweight which makes
moving and storing the lectern easy. It is finished in your choice of four colors.

LECT3
Floor Lectern
shown in
Raven color

LECT3 and LECT4 Color Options

LECT4 Floor Lectern: Available in Raven (BRLECT4RN), Putty Beige (BRLECT4PB),

Putty Beige

Raven

Grey Mist

Topaz

Grey Mist (BRLECT4GM) and Topaz (BRLECT4TZ) colors ......................................................124.95

LECT5 Deluxe Table Top Lectern
The table top LECT5 features an angled 1” laminate lectern platform with a retention lip, a steel
frame with storage space and rubber feet bumpers. Grommet holes are included for management
of computer cords. It is available in nine different color combinations.

LECT5 Deluxe Table Top Lectern: Available in Grey Mist (BRLECT5GMGM) , Putty Beige/Maple
(BRLECT5PBMP), Raven top/Bannister Oak base (BRLECT5RNBO), Raven/Wild Cherry (BRLECT5RNCY),
Raven/Grey Mist (BRLECT5RNGM), Raven/Storm Nebula (BRLECT5RNSN), Topaz/Grey Mist (BRLECT5TZGM),
Aluminum/Cherry (BRLECT5ALCY), Aluminum/Grey Mist (BRLECT5ALGM).................................................................73.95

LECT5
Color Options
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Raven/Wild Cherry

Putty Beige/Maple

Grey Mist/Grey Mist

Raven/Storm Nebula
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Raven/Bannister Oak

Aluminum/Wild Cherry

Raven/Grey Mist

Topaz/Grey Mist

Aluminum/Grey Mist
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LECT1 Projector Lectern
The LECT1 features a large laminate platform top with a retaining lip which can
hold a laptop, and a shelf for an overhead projector. The platform can be
positioned on the left or the right or can be removed for table top use. Two
large shelves for storage include grommets for cord management. The top shelf
comes with a rubber mat. The LECT1 includes 2” twin casters for easy mobility.
◆ Lectern platform has a front retainer lip and

will mount to the left or right side or can be
removed for use on a table top.
◆ Projector shelf is left or right of the lectern

platform and includes a non-slip rubber mat.
◆ Durable steel construction with a 1” laminate

lectern platform finished in your choice of
seven color choices.

◆ Grommet holes to manage computer and

projector cords are included. Optional UL
listed, 4-outlet electrical unit (CFPS) can be
attached to pre-drilled holes and features
surge protection, on/off switch and a 20’
power cord.
◆ 2” twin wheel casters for mobility, two with

locking brakes.

LECT1 Projector Lectern: Available in Grey Mist (BRLECT1GMGM) , Putty Beige/Maple
(BRLECT1PBMP), Raven/Bannister Oak (BRLECT1RNBO), Raven/Wild Cherry (BRLECT1RNCY), Raven/Grey Mist
(BRLECT1RNGM), Raven/Storm Nebula (BRLECT1RNSN), Topaz/Grey Mist (BRLECT1TZGM), Aluminum/Cherry
(BRLECT1ALCY), Aluminum/Grey Mist (BRLECT1ALGM) .........................................................................................................284.50

2
LECT1 and LECT
ns
Color Optio

Raven/Wild Cherry

Putty Beige/Maple

Grey Mist/Grey Mist

Raven/Storm Nebula

Raven/Bannister Oak

Aluminum/Wild Cherry

Raven/Grey Mist

Topaz/Grey Mist

Aluminum/Grey Mist

LECT2 Mobile Lectern
Mobile Lectern features large angled laminate top with retaining lip which can
hold a laptop and three shelves for storage. Grommets for cord management.
2” twin casters, two lock, for easy mobility.
◆ Large lectern platform rests at a 12 1⁄2° angle

and features a front retainer lip.

◆ Durable steel construction with a 1” laminate

platform finished in your choice of seven
color choices.

◆ Three interior shelves hold equipment

◆ 2” twin wheel casters for mobility, two with

or presentation materials.

locking brakes.

◆ Grommet holes for management of

◆ Constructed from “prime” steel

computer or microphone cords.

LECT2 Mobile Lectern: Available in Grey Mist (BRLECT2GMGM) , Putty Beige/Maple (BRLECT2PBMP),
Raven top/Bannister Oak base (BRLECT2RNBO), Raven/Wild Cherry (BRLECT2RNCY), Raven/Grey Mist
(BRLECT2RNGM), Raven/Storm Nebula (BRLECT2RNSN), Topaz/Grey Mist (BRLECT2TZGM), Aluminum/Cherry
(BRLECT2ALCY), Aluminum/Grey Mist (BRLECT2ALGM) ........................................................................................................212.95

Overall Dimensions (WDH)
Lectern Platform (WD)
Projector Shelf
Lectern Footprint
Platform Angle
Weight

LECT1

LECT2

LECT3

LECT4

LECT5

30 x 18 x 45”

24 x 16 x 45”

23 x 12.5 x 47”

23 x 12.5 x 47”

18 x 20 x 13.5”

18 x 20”

26 x 18”

26 x 18”

23 x 18”

18 x 20”

15 x 18 x 31.5”

15 x 18 x 31.5”

N/A

N/A

15 x 18 x 31.5”

15 x 17.75”

24 x 16”

N/A

N/A

15 x 17.75”

12.5°

12.5°

9°

12.5°

12.5°

106 lbs.

90 lbs.

52 lbs.

31 lbs.

45 lbs.

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 92
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CONCORD
The Concord is a sleek and elegantly styled lectern that blends with any modern
room decor. Appealing curvilinear design makes it universally suitable for
conference rooms, private offices and training rooms.
Available in floor, stacking and table top models, as well as a 23” portable model.
The Concord is available in a laminate or veneer finish, or in a grey carpeted
finish for rental applications. (For special needs floor models, see page 836.)
◆ Floor models are available in 25” or 32”. They

feature an over-size reading surface that
holds a three-ring binder, and heavy-duty
industrial casters for easy mobility. They also
offer a spacious storage shelf.
◆

◆

The 25” stacking model converts from a
full-size floor lectern to a table top model
with a matching projection stand with
built-in electrical receptacle and casters.

◆

All models incorporate a high intensity
reading light and an LED digital clock/timer
with countdown capability.

The 25” table top model sits on any surface,
yet performs like a full-size floor model.

Overall Dimensions (WDH)
Reading Surface (WD)
Laminate Finish

23” Portable

25” Stacking

25” Tabletop

25” Floor

32” Floor

19 x 23 x 19 1⁄2”

48 x 25 x 22”

18 x 25 x 22”

48 x 25 x 22”

48 x 32 x 22”

213⁄4 x 12 3⁄8”

221⁄2 x 151⁄2”

221⁄2 x 151⁄2”

221⁄2 x 151⁄2”

291⁄2 x 151⁄2”

(DALCP23_) 949.00

(DALCS25_) 1499.00

(DALCT25_) 925.00

(DALCF25_) 1531.00

(DALCF32_) 1644.00

Veneer Finish

(DALCP23_) 1119.00

(DALCS25_) 173.00

(DALCT25_) 1139.00

(DALCF25_) 1777.00

(DALCF32_) 1948.00

Gray Carpet

(DALCP23CG) 915.00

(DALCS25CG) 1419.00

(DALCT25CG) 890.00

(DALCF25CG) 1378.00

(DALCF32CG) 1495.00

VENEER FINISHES

Honey Maple

Light Oak

Medium Oak

Natural Walnut

L A M I N AT E F I N I S H E S

Heritage Walnut

Cherry

Mahogany

Light Oak

Gunstock Walnut

Mahogany

LEXINGTON
The Lexington is ideal when you need a lectern with functional design, practical good
looks and plenty of convenient features. Distinguished by clean rectilinear styling, the
Lexington blends easily with the decor most often found in today’s offices, hotels and
conference rooms. The Lexington is available in floor, stacking and table top models
as well as a 23” portable model in both laminate and veneer finishes. (For special
needs and multimedia floor models see page 836.)

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO

Model

Overall Dimension

Reading Surface

23” Portable

19 x 23 x 19 ⁄2” (HWD)

21 ⁄4 x 12 ⁄8” (WD)

(DALLP23_) 529.95

(DALLP23_) 529.95

25” Stacking

48 x 25 x 22” (HWD)

221⁄2 x 151⁄2” (WD)

(DALLS25_) 1445.95

(DALLS25_) 1429.95

25” Tabletop

18 x 25 x 22” (HWD)

221⁄2 x 151⁄2” (WD)

(DALLT25_) 729.95

(DALLT25_) 909.95

25” Floor

48 x 25 x 22” (HWD)

22 ⁄2 x 15 ⁄2” (WD)

(DALLF25_) 1089.95

(DALLF25_) 1445.95

32” Floor

48 x 25 x 22” (HWD)

29 1⁄2 x 151⁄2” (WD)

(DALLF32_) 1179.95

(DALLF32_) 1575.95

1
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Laminate Finish

Veneer Finish
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YORKSHIRE
Yorkshire is the lectern to choose when unique styling matters. Its beautiful natural
veneer is trimmed with your choice of brass, bronze, or other decorative finish to
enhance the lectern’s luxurious appearance. Yorkshire is available in floor and table top
models in any veneer. (For special needs floor models, see page 836.)
◆ Floor models are available in 25” or 32”. They

feature an over-size reading surface that holds
a three-ring binder, and heavy-duty industrial
casters for easy mobility. They also offer a
spacious storage shelf.
◆

◆

The 25” stacking model converts from a full-size
floor lectern to a table top model with a
matching projection stand with built-in
electrical receptacle and casters.

◆

All models incorporate a high intensity reading
light and an LED digital clock/timer with
countdown capability.

The 25” table top model sits on any surface, yet
performs like a full-size floor model.
Model

Overall Dimension

Reading Surface

Veneer Finish

25” Tabletop

181⁄2 x 25 x 22” (HWD)

231⁄2 x 151⁄2” (WD)

(DALYT25_) 1338.50

25” Floor

48 x 25 x 22” (HWD)

231⁄2 x 151⁄2” (WD)

(DALYF25_) 1424.50

32” Floor

48 x 32 x 22” (HWD)

29 1⁄2 x 151⁄2” (WD)

(DALYF32_) 1559.95

Please specify bronze or brass
trimming when ordering.

TO C H O O S E YO U R CO LO R A N D F I N I S H . . .
HM

C

LOV

M

MO

LO

NW

...add the correct code into the parenthesis in the coresponding charts.

HW

GW

For Veneer finishes add (HM) for Honey Maple; (LOV) for Light Oak; (MO) for Medium Oak;
(NW) for Natural Walnut; (HW) for Heritage Walnut; (C) for Cherry; and (M) for Mahagony. For
Laminate finishes add (LOL) for Light Oak; (GW) for Gunstock Walnut; and (FM) for Mahagony.

M

CAMBRIDGE
The Cambridge lectern displays a sleek contemporary design, accented with handsome
wood trim. It’s available in a variety of natural veneer or laminated finishes to blend
with any decor. As an added benefit, company colors and logos can be applied to the
front of the lectern. Available in floor, stacking and table top models. (For special needs
floor models, see page 836.)
◆ Floor models are available in 25” or 32”. They

feature an over-size reading surface that holds a
three-ring binder, and heavy-duty industrial
casters for easy mobility. They also offer a
spacious storage shelf.
◆

The 25” table top model sits on any surface, yet
performs like a full-size floor model.
Model

◆

The 25” stacking model converts from a full-size
floor lectern to a table top model with a
matching projection stand with built-in
electrical receptacle and casters.

◆

All models incorporate a high intensity reading
light and an LED digital clock/timer with
countdown capability.

Overall Dimension

Reading Surface

25” Stacking
25” Tabletop

Laminate Finish

Veneer Finish

48 x 25 x 22” (HWD)

1

23 x 15 ⁄2” (WD)

(DALCS25_) 1338.50

(DALCS25_) 1338.50

18 x 25 x 22” (HWD)

23 x 151⁄2” (WD)

(DALCT25_) 1424.50

(DALCT25_) 1424.50

25” Floor

48 x 25 x 22” (HWD)

23 x 151⁄2” (WD)

(DALCF25_) 1424.50

(DALCF25_) 1424.50

32” Floor

48 x 32 x 22” (HWD)

30 x 151⁄2” (WD)

(DALCF32_) 1559.95

(DALCF32_) 1559.95

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 92
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HAMILTON
The classic boardroom look that never goes out of style, the traditional Hamilton
Lectern complements even the most formal meeting rooms with its classic style and
rich, warm textures. Available in floor, stacking and table top models, in any veneer.
(For special needs floor models, see page 836.)
◆ Floor models are available in 25” or 32”. They

feature an over-size reading surface that holds
a three-ring binder, and heavy-duty industrial
casters for easy mobility. They also offer a
spacious storage shelf.
◆

The 25” table top model sits on any surface, yet
performs like a full-size floor model.
Model

◆

The 25” stacking model converts from a full-size
floor lectern to a table top model with a
matching projection stand with built-in
electrical receptacle and casters.

◆

All models incorporate a high intensity reading
light and an LED digital clock/timer with
countdown capability.

Overall Dimension

Reading Surface

Veneer Finish

25” Stacking

48 x 25 x 24” (HWD)

24 x 15 3⁄4” (WD)

(DALHS25_) 1338.50

25” Tabletop

18 1⁄2 x 25 x 24” (HWD)

24 x 15 3⁄4” (WD)

(DALHT25_) 1424.50

25” Floor

48 x 25 x 24” (HWD)

3

24 x 15 ⁄4” (WD)

(DALHF25_) 1424.50

32” Floor

48 x 32 x 24” (HWD)

31 x 15 3⁄4” (WD)

(DALHF32_) 1559.95

TO C H O O S E YO U R CO LO R A N D F I N I S H . . .
HM

C

LOV

M

MO

LO

NW

GW

...add the correct code into the parenthesis in the coresponding charts.

HW

For Veneer finishes add (HM) for Honey Maple; (LOV) for Light Oak; (MO) for Medium Oak;
(NW) for Natural Walnut; (HW) for Heritage Walnut; (C) for Cherry; and (M) for Mahagony. For
Laminate finishes add (LOL) for Light Oak; (GW) for Gunstock Walnut; and (FM) for Mahagony.

M

PROVIDENCE
The Providence series is a clean, modern design with 1/4” reveals that accent the
basic lines of this beautiful series. Available in floor, stacking multi-media and
table top models, in a variety of natural veneer or laminated finishes to blend
with any decor. (For special needs and multimedia floor models, see page 836.)
◆ Floor models are available in 25” or 32”.

They feature an over-size reading surface
that holds a three-ring binder, and heavyduty industrial casters for easy mobility.
They also offer a spacious storage shelf.
◆

The 25” stacking model converts from a
full-size floor lectern to a table top model
with a matching projection stand with
built-in electrical receptacle and casters.

◆

All models incorporate a high intensity
reading light and an LED digital clock/timer
with countdown capability.

The 25” table top model sits on any surface,
yet performs like a full-size floor model.
Model

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO

◆

Overall Dimension

Reading Surface

Laminate Finish

Veneer Finish

25” Stacking

48 x 25 x 22” (HWD)

231⁄2 x 151⁄2” (WD)

(DALPS25_) 529.95

(DALPS25_) 529.95

25” Floor

48 x 25 x 22” (HWD)

23 ⁄2 x 15 ⁄2” (WD)

(DALPF25_) 1089.95

(DALPF25_) 1445.95

32” Floor

48 x 32 x 22” (HWD)

29 1⁄2 x 151⁄2” (WD)

(DALPF32_) 1179.95

(DALPF32_) 1575.95

www.bhphotovideo.com
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LANCASTER
The Lancaster combines simple rectilinear lines with handsome bull nose styling
for a design that will compliment any presentation venue. The oversized flat
reading surface offers adequate room for a laptop, notes and a binder, while the
included high intensity reading lamp keeps notes visible when the house lights
are down. The fixed center shelf provides convenient storage and rolling carpet
casters make transport effortless. Touch panels and thin panel monitors as well
as additional shelves, cooling fans and a microphone can easily be integrated into
the Lancaster. Available in floor, stacking and table top models, in any veneer.
Model

Overall Dimension

Reading Surface

Laminate Finish

25” Stacking

NA

NA

(DALP23_) 1614.95

25” Tabletop

NA

NA

(DALPF25_) 1076.95

25” Floor

NA

NA

(DALPF25_) 1534.95

32” Floor

NA

NA

(DALPF32_) 2252.95

EURO SERIES
The Euro Series are utilitarian lecterns that
perform and look great. Ideal for conference
rooms, meeting rooms, classrooms etc., they
are specifically designed for situations in
which mobility and portability are important.
Constructed of steel, each has a large
laminate reading surface and a durable
powder coat finish for every day functional
use. Meeting and Classic Euro have a
convenient storage shelf under their reading
surface to put material aside for later use.
Classic Euro

Desk Euro
Meeting Euro

Classic Euro (DALCE23)
A mobile floor lectern with four 2” carpet casters (two
that lock), the Classic Euro has a dark gray steel frame
with a gray laminated surface. It’s dimensions are
47 x 23 x 17” (HWD). The large laminate reading surface is
23 x 17” and its shelf is 55 x 25” ....................................239.95

Meeting Euro (DALME25)
Featuring a perforated front panel and carpet glides,
the Meeting Euro is 48 x 25 x 17” (HWD) with a reading
surface of 24 x 17”..............................................................239.95

Desk Euro (DALDE25)
The Desk Euro is a table top lectern with a perforated
front panel. It’s dimensions are 16 x 25 x 22” (HWD) and its
reading surface is 24 x 17” ..............................................143.95

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 92
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MULTI-MEDIA LECTERNS
The classically-styled Lexington or modern-styled Providence multi-media lecterns
provide you with a platform to do a complete computer-based presentation; yet
their design is simple, clean and stylish.
◆

The monitor shelf can accommodate up to a
15” diagonal monitor.

◆

Custom cutouts allow a control panel to be
placed in the reading surface

◆

The keyboard shelf has a fixed height pullout
with a fold-down door so keyboard can be
concealed when not in use.

◆

Adjustable equipment shelves store a CPU or
other equipment. A projection equipment
drawer holds a multi-media presenter or an
overhead or LCD projector. When not in use,
the drawer is concealed by a fold-down door.

◆

Available optional accessories include a
locking drawer, a 19 x 19 x 14” rack mount for
the interior of the lectern, and cooling fans to
protect equipment from overheating.

◆

Hinged reading surface allows access to
monitor and routing cords.

◆

Two electrical outlets inside the lectern offer easy connection to power sources

Model

Overall Dimension

Reading Surface

Laminate

Veneer

Lexington 32” Multi-Media Floor

48 x 32 x 22” (HWD)

291⁄2 x 161⁄2” (WD)

(DALLMM32_) 2139.95

(DALLMM32_) 2019.95

Lexington 42” Multi-Media Floor

48 x 42 x 30” (HWD)

401⁄2 x 29” (WD)

(DALLMM42_) 2479.95

(DALLMM42_) 2376.95

Lexington 48” Multi-Media Floor

51 x 48 x 32” (HWD)

453⁄8 x 27” (WD)

(DALLMM48_) 2771.95

(DALLMM48_) 2888.50

Providence 32” Multi-Media Floor

48 x 32 x 22” (HWD)

291⁄2 x 161⁄2” (WD)

(DALPMM32_) 2049.95

(DALPMM32_) 2169.95

Providence 42” Multi-Media Floor

48 x 42 x 30” (HWD)

401⁄2 x 29” (WD)

(DALPMM42_) 1649.95

(DALPMM42_) 1884.95

Providence 48” Multi-Media Floor

51 x 48 x 32” (HWD)

453⁄8 x 27” (WD)

(DALPMM48_) 1649.95

(DALPMM48_) 1884.95

VENEER FINISHES

Honey Maple

Light Oak

Medium Oak

Natural Walnut

L A M I N AT E F I N I S H E S

Heritage Walnut

Cherry

Mahogany

Light Oak

Gunstock Walnut

Mahogany

SPECIAL NEEDS LECTERNS
Wheelchair accessible, Special Needs lecterns are available in all of Dalite’s styles. They
feature height adjustment that moves smoothly and quietly from seated (40”) to fullstanding height (46”). Braille identification of the control panel components helps meet
the needs of the visually challenged. Countdown clock/timer lets presenters pace
themselves throughout their presentations. Choose from the distinctive styles of the
Concord, Lexington, Cambridge, Hamilton and Yorkshire Lectern Series.
Model

Overall Dimension

Reading Surface

Laminate Finish

Veneer Finish

Gray Carpet

42” Concord

42 x 30” (WD)

401⁄2 x 29” (WD)

(DALCSN42_) 1649.95

(DALCSN42_) 1884.95

(DALCSN42CG) 1536.50

42” Lexington

42 x 30” (WD)

401⁄2 x 29” (WD)

(DALLSN42_) 1523.50

(DALLSN42_) 1622.50

—

42” Yorkshire

42 x 30” (WD)

401⁄2 x 29” (WD)

—

(DALYSN42_) 1906.50

—

42” Cambridge

42 x 30” (WD)

40 ⁄2 x 29” (WD)

(DALCSN42_) 1739.95

(DALCSN42_) 1957.95

—

42” Hamilton

42 x 30” (WD)

401⁄2 x 29” (WD)

—

(DALHSN42_) 2245.95

—

42” Providence

42 x 30” (WD)

401⁄2 x 29” (WD)

(DALPSN42_) 1559.95

(DALPSN42_) 1559.95

—

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO
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PEDESTALS
Pedestal lecterns will dramatically enhance your presentations
with their impressive styling in both traditional and contemporary
models. Available in 25” only, they have heavy-duty industrial
casters for easy mobility and offer an over-size reading surface
that holds a three ring binder. Sculpted design and flowing designs
adapt to any room decor. Available in any veneer finish.
Model

Traditional

Contemporary

Overall (HWD)

48 x 25 x 24”

48 x 25 x 22”

Pedestal (HWD)

33 x 19 3⁄4 x 10 3⁄4”

34 7⁄8 x 16 x 8”

Top Only (HWD)

12 5⁄8 x 25 x 24”

10 1⁄4 x 25 x 22” (WD)

Base Only (HWD)

2 ⁄4 x 23 ⁄4 x 20 ⁄4”

2 3⁄4 x 23 1⁄2 x 20 1⁄4”

Price

(DALPTS25_) 1467.50

(DALPCS25_) 1489.95

3

3

1

ACCESSORIES
Custom Cut-Outs (DACORPL)
Mount multimedia controls flush in the
reading surface to your specifications......47.95

Lectern Covers
Padded and lined nylon covers protect
lecterns. For all models except the Hamilton.

Cover for 23”
Portable Lecterns (DACPL23) .......................71.95
Cover for 25” Floor
and Stacking Lecterns (DACFL25) ...........164.50
Cover for 25”
Table Lecterns (DACTL25) ...............................83.95

Anchor Sound System (DAAXXX)
Add a premium sound system by Anchor
Audio to any lectern (except Euro Series).
Provides 60 watts of RMS power.................59.95

Wireless Mic System (DAWMSHHL)
Handheld mic. Matte black finish ............332.50

Speaker Pairs

Hand-held Omni-Directional Mic (DAM15L)
With 15” extension cord ...............................158.50

25w accessory speakers complement
Lexington and Concord lecterns. They each
stand 8” tall and have a 100’ self-storing cord.

For Lexington (DASLL_): Any laminate...263.95
For Lexington (DASLL_): Any veneer.......347.95
For Concord (DASCL_): Any laminate ......289.95
For Concord (DASCL_): Any veneer ..........374.50

Cover for 32”
Floor Lecterns (DACFL32) .............................183.50

Cover for 42”
Multi-Media Lecterns (DACMML42) .........186.95

Speaker Pair

Cover for 48”
Multi-Media Lecterns (DACMML48) .........198.95

Locking Door
Security for storage area in 25” or 32” floor and
stacking lecterns ............................................249.95

Cover for 25”
Hamilton Floor Lecterns (DACHFL25) ....164.95
Cover for 25”
Hamilton Table Lecterns (DACHTL25) ......83.95
Cover for 32”
Hamilton Floor Lecterns (DACHFL32) ....183.50

Hand-held Omni-Directional Mic (DAM25L)
With 25” extension cord ..............................198.95
Mic Mount (DAMML)
Keep hand-held microphone in position with
gooseneck mount.............................................49.95
Microphone for Lecterns (DAMSML)
With shock mount and XLR cable............264.95
Pull Out Rack (DARLMML)
For the Lexington Multi Media and 32” Floor
Model lecterns ................................................482.50

Cover for 42”
Special Needs Lecterns (DACSNFL42) .....183.50

Hamilton Lectern Covers

Wireless Mic System (DAWMSLL)
Lavalier mic. Matte black finish.................306.95

Locking Door

Set of 2 Cooling Fans (DACFSMML)
For Multi Media lecterns..............................112.95
Gooseneck Light (DAGNLL) ...........................74.50

Locking Door
For 42” or 48” models....................................319.95
Height Adjustment
With a push of a button, electronically raise or
lower a lectern’s height within an 8” range.
This option must be factory-installed at the
time of your order. (Not available on stacking,
table top or pedestal models.)

Cooling Fan

Pull Out Rack

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 92
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EGANLECTERNS
Wood Veneer & 202 EganLecterns
Egan’s ‘Classic’ Front of the House lecterns are available in a choice of real wood veneers. The 202 Collection signature
design series updates these lecterns with aluminum extrusions that frame your choice of real wood veneer or nine
durable Etex finishes. Both versions of this EganLectern feature two casters on the presenter’s side. The lectern can be
easily moved when tipped (which prevents “run away” when upright). They have lockable storage and wiring grommets
for field set-up of laptops, tablets, and microphones. A 17° angled surface with a lip on the bottom is suitable for reference
notes. An optional lamp and an LCD clock/timer is available.

Wood Veneer
EganLectern (LCLF)

202 EganLectern (S2LF)
The updated 202 Collection features an
aluminum extrusion that frames your
choice of real wood veneer or durable
Etex finishes, lockable storage and wiring
grommets, and a 17° angled surface with
a lip on the bottom.

The Classic ‘Front of House’ lectern in
your choice of eight wood veneer
finishes. It features two casters on the
presenter’s side, lockable storage and
wiring grommets, and a 17° angled
surface with a lip on the bottom.

◆ Lower cabinet with lock and adjustable

shelf to secure electronic equipment

◆ Lower cabinet with lock and adjustable

shelf to secure electronic equipment

◆ Two casters on the presenter’s side.

◆ Two casters on the presenter’s side

◆ 13⁄4” ID. Grommets on both sides and

prevents ‘run-away’ when you lean on
the lectern.

top worksurface
◆ Available wood veneer finishes include

◆ 13⁄4” ID. Grommets on both sides and

Light, Medium, Dark or Black Oak, as
well as Cherry, Mahogany, Natural
Maple and Walnut.

top worksurface
◆ Available in Light, Medium, Dark or

Black Oak, as well as Cherry, Mahogany,
Natural Maple and Walnut

◆ Available Etex finishes include Metallic,

Black, Charcoal, Gray, Platinum, Putty,
Sand, Slate, and Taupe.

◆ Dimensions are 24” x 48” x 21” (WHD)

ADA Lecterns
Height-adjustable ADA lecterns are equipped with a pushbutton electriclift mechanism that adjusts the working height from 34” to as high as
44”. Inside clearance accommodates wheelchair access and complies
with the American with Disabilities Act. Wiring grommets for field set-up
of laptops, tablets and microphone. 2” locking casters for easy mobility.

Wood Veneer ADA Lectern
202 ADA Lectern
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Upper Position

Lower Position

Work Surface

37 3⁄4” x 44” x 24”

37 3⁄4” x 34” x 24”

36” x 24”

Inside Clearance
30” x 24”

39” x 44” x 25”

39” x 34” x 25”

38” x 24”

30” x 24”
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INSTUCTION & MEDIA CENTERS
202 Mobile Instruction Center
The large work surface of the 202 Mobile Instruction
Center provides ample space for a laptop and
reference material. The design features easy access to
powerstrips, a large drawer to contain a document
camera or overhead projector, and an articulating
keyboard arm that can be used standing or seated.
The cabinet is available in wood venner or Etex finishes.
◆ Features shelf space to

accommodate computers, DVD
players, other presentation
equipment and a large drawer
for a document camera or
projector.
◆ Aluminum extrusion “bumper”

corners help prevent damage
when moving

◆ The front panel opeans for

access to two, supplied
6-outlet powerstrips
◆ An articulating arm supports

a keyboard and mouse pad
◆ Grommets located on upper

crown facing and bottom
shelf with 2 1⁄4” ID

◆ Large worksurface provides ample space for a monitor and written material

Compact & Mobile Centers
202 Compact Projector Center
S2VM
Video Center
S2LH
ADA Lectern

The Mobile Projector Center provides convenient storage, safe mobility and
the ability to adjust the position of the projector for optimum picture size.
It features a well-designed work surface and easily accessible, lockable
storage. It is ideal for direct data projector display on Egan’s interactive
TeamBoard whiteboard. The cabinet is made of Etex and is available in a
choice of nine different finishes. It’s dimensions are 25 x 35 x 19 3⁄4” (WxHxD).

202 Mobile Projector Center

S2LF EganLectern

S2DT
Projection Center

The ideal solution for stability and security of your projection equipment.
When not in use, the gas cylinder scissor lift lowers the projector into the
cabinet securely locked away, under the flip top, which doubles as
additional work surfaces. Release the foot-lock and the gas-cylinder
scissor-lift raises the projector. A low center of gravity and 3” locking casters
ensure safe and easy mobility. Lid is made of Etex; Cabinet comes in wood
veneer or Etex. Dimensions are 32 x 34 x 18” (WxHxD).

202 Mobile Video Center
Where heavy audio visual equipment must be moved from room to room, safety becomes an issue. The Mobile Video Center offers worry-free
transportation and storage for your valuable A/V equipment. The Mobile Video Center is the safe, stable and simple solution. Equipped with an
electrically-operated scissor lift and 5” casters, the Video Center can safely transport a television as large as 28” plus a VCR or DVD to a maximum
weight of 125 lbs. A touch of the remote button allows raising and lowering of the television when required. When the lift is retracted, it creates a low
center of gravity for ease of mobility. The cabinet doors are equipped with a security lock. The electric lift motor has a one-year warranty. Lid is made
of Etex; Cabinet is made of wood veneer. Dimensions are 37 x 42 x 26” (WxHxD).

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 92
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OVO SERIES
A Progressive, Soft-Line Design
Egan’s commitment to design is showcased in these exciting aluminum lecterns. The document platform is an angled surface with a lip at the front and is suitable for reference notes, includes soft rubber grips, and is height-adjustable from 37”
to 42”. Adjusts to horizontal for laptop use.
The fine lines of OVO Slim lecterns house a powerful lectern with wiring support for a laptop or tablet and dimmable
lighting. They are finished in clear anodized aluminum with a black document platform, crown and casters.
The OVO Wide lecterns has soft rubber grips that keep the presenter firmly connected to the presentation. The perforated
steel front and solid black panels are available in a choice of nine smooth Etex finishes.

OVL Slim Lectern (OVLS)
Dimensions are 29” x 51” x 25 5⁄8”. The height-adjustable
angled document shelf is 19” x 15” (WD) with a lid to
keep your notes in place, and adjusts from 37” to 42”.
The 13” x 4” (WD) below shelf storage reduces to 1” at
the front. The document platform, crown and casters
are all finished in Black.

OVL Wide Lectern Etex Finishes
Etex finishes are
available in Metallic,
Black, Charcoal, Gray,
Platinum, Putty, Sand,
Slate, and Taupe. The document platform, crown and casters are all finished in Black.

OVL Wide Lectern (OVLW)
Dimensions are 22 1⁄2” x 49” x 21”. The height-adjustable
angled document shelf is 19” x 15” (WD) with a lid to
keep your notes in place, and adjusts from 37” to 42”.
The 13” x 4” (WD) below shelf storage reduces to 1” at
the front. The document platform, crown and casters
are all finished in Black.
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The angled shelf
is height-adjustable
from 37” to 42”
and features
below-shelf storage
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OVO SERIES ACCESSORIES
Lamp Options

Bottle Holder Option

Bottle
Holder

The lamp, with dimmer switch, is
mounted on a flexible arm. This allows
the light to position over the document
platform and the presentation material.

Clock/Timer

A collapsible mesh container mounted on
a hinged support arm stores under the
hinged lid of the Document Platform and
swings out from under the lid when
desired.

Powerstrip

Clock/Timer Option

Powerstrip Option

Flush mounted in the top right corner of
the document platform lid is an optional
digital timer to keep the presenter on
schedule.

Mounted in the back of the document
platform storage area, the powerstrip has
6 outlets with a 4’ cord.

LUXOR LEC TERNS
LX25 Table Top Lectern
Ships fully assembled. Available in oak (LULX25O) or walnut (LULX25W)
finish. Weighs 39 lbs...................................................................................154.95

LX75 Lectern Stand
LX25

For audio visual equipment. On glides or with optional 2” casters, two
with brake. Ships fully assembled. Available in oak (LULX75O) or walnut
(LULX75W) finish. Weighs 55 lbs ................................................................124.95

LX100 Two-Piece Wooden Lectern
Ideal for conference rooms, this two-piece lectern can be used
together as a full-height floor lectern or be detached and used
separately. When detached, the top is perfect for use as a table top
lectern, while the bottom half becomes a convenient stand for audiovisual equipment. On glides or with optional 2” casters,
two with brake. Ships fully assembled. Available in oak (LULX100O) or
walnut (LULX100W) finish. Weighs 92 lbs ...............................................266.50

LXC Optional 2” Casters (LULXC)
Set of four. 2 with brake. the casters will raise the height of the
lectern 21⁄2”. Weighs 2 lbs .............................................................................22.95

LX100

LX75 shown with
optional LXC casters

LX50 All-Steel Lectern (LULX50)
An all-steel electrically-welded lectern with a black finish. It tilts
back on it’s rear wheels for easy mobility, and ships assembled.
It weighs 43 lbs ............................................................................................133.95

LX9128 Adjustable-Height Lectern (LULX9128)
An adjustable-height lectern that comes complete with 2” casters,
2 with a brake. A plastic knob on the adjusting mechanism allows
for easy height adjustments. Top with retainer lip tilts to allow for
flat work surface. Constructed of heavy-duty laminate with a steel
frame. Minimal assembly required. Red Oak with black frame.
It weighs 23 lbs................................................................................................CALL

LX50

LX9128

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 92
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SOUND LECTERNS
Oklahoma Sound lecterns are available in many designs, styles and colors, along with technology-driven features.
Cabinetry is handcrafted and steel parts assembled by American craftsmen in the Oklahoma Sound factory. There is a
comprehensive 2 year guarantee on all electronic parts. Full multimedia capability, including power outlet selections from
20 to 50 watts, phantom power, switchable dynamic/condenser mic inputs, tape and CD, play and record capability to
name just a few, are built in. Sound lecterns include AC plug and optional 12v battery capability where the lectern
recharges the battery! All products are UL-listed. Oklahoma Sound also offers wired and wireless capability, all built into
each sound lectern, with a full choice of optional wireless microphones—hand held, tie clip or headset style.

Prestige Lectern 711
For Audiences up to 3000 People

Prestige 711 back view

Prestige Color Options:

The contemporary-styled Prestige Sound Lectern is a beautifully
hand-crafted podium that commands a dignified presence. It has a wide
reading surface that is illuminated by a recessed fluorescent lamp and a
self-contained solid state multimedia amplifier that offers three mics
and one line in for CD/Tape play plus a wireless mics. Two line-out jacks
provide expansion possibilities for additional speakers and tape
recording. You can customize the sound via the full range tone controls.
The Prestige also features a surface-mounted digital time piece. The
lectern moves easily on four concealed easy roll castors (two locking),
and is available in Walnut, Mahogany, Light Oak and Medium Oak.
It measures 22 x 18 x 47” (WDH) and weighs 110 lbs.

Prestige Lectern 711
Light Oak Medium Oak

Walnut

Mahogany

Available in Walnut (OK711W), Mahogany (OK711M), Light Oak (OK711LO) and
Medium Oak (OK711MO) colors ..................................................................................1136.95

The Orator 800 (Height-Adjusting)
For Audiences up to 2000 People
Suited to every speaker and environment, the versatile Orator offers a spacious
reading surface that can be height adjusted from 42 - 52”, and is illuminated by a
brass lamp. A built-in amplifier accommodates two microphones and a line
source plus optional wireless mics. Four 6” speakers provide a rich full sound.
The amplifier runs on 117v AC or 12v DC with the optional rechargeable battery.
Four easy roll casters are concealed under an elegant cabinet featuring gold
appointments. The Orator also features a convenient digital time piece. It
measures 22 x 17 x 42-52” (WDH) and weighs 90 lbs.

Orator Height-Adjustable 800: Available in Walnut (OK800W), Mahogany
(OK800M), Light Oak (OK800LO) and Medium Oak (OK800MO) colors ...........................1019.95

Orator Standard Height 800x: The Orator 800x is identical to the Orator
800, except it is not height-adjustable. It measures 22 x 17 x 46” and weighs 66 lbs.
It is available in Walnut (OK800XW), Mahogany (OK800XM), Light Oak (OK800XLO) and
Medium Oak (OK800XMO) colors .........................................................................................714.95
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Orator Color Options:

Light Oak

Medium Oak

Walnut

Mahogany
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SOUND LECTERNS
Power Plus Lectern 111PLS
Oklahoma Sound’s most popular lectern, the 111PLS has made its mark in every venue by combining
clean, functional styling with great sound and ease of use. Four 8” high efficiency speakers are
matched to a 30 watt amplifier that kicks out more sound for its size than any in its class. The control
panel provides two mic inputs plus line in/out and a full array of multimedia functions for a total A/V
experience. An extension output is included and the sound can be custom tailored via the full range
tone controls. It measures 22 x 17 x 45” and weighs 60 lbs.

Power Plus Lectern 111PLS: Available in Walnut (OK111W),
Mahogany (OK111M), Light Oak (OK111LO) and Medium Oak (OK111MO) colors .................................................................519.95
Power Plus, Power Plus
Table-Top and Aristocrat
Lectern Color Options

Light Oak Medium Oak

Walnut

Mahogany

Power Plus Table-Top Lectern 101PLS
A table-top lectern, the Power Plus 101PLS is identical to the Power Plus 111PLS except it only features
one 8” high efficiency speaker matched to a 30 watt amplifier—yet still kicks out more sound for its
size than any in its class. Control panel provides two mic inputs plus line in/out and a full array of
multimedia functions for a total A/V experience. Measures 22 x 17 x 14” and weighs 34 lbs.

Power Plus Table-Top Lectern 101PLS: Available in Walnut (OK101W), Mahogany (OK101M), Light Oak (OK101LO) and Medium Oak (OK101MO)..........489.95

Aristocrat Floor Lectern 6010

The Aristocrat
Floor Lectern 6010

Perfect for the smallest to largest venues, this executive-style podium has a built-in
50-watt multimedia amplifier and two built in 8” speakers surrounded by gold
appointments. Includes microphones, holders, digital time piece and rolls on four
casters. The self-contained amplifier offers two mic inputs and one line input for
CD/Tape play. Two line out jacks provide expansion capabilities for additional
speakers and tape recording. The sound may be customized via the full range
tone controls. The Aristocrat measures 46 x 25 x 20” (HWD) and weighs 83 lbs.

Aristocrat Floor Sound Lectern 6010: Available in Walnut (OK6010W),
Mahogany (OK6010M), Light Oak (OK6010LO) and Medium Oak (OK6010MO) colors. Some
assembly required .............................................................................................................................................749.95

Portable Folding Lecterns 123/321
Portable
Folding
Lectern
321 (shown
folded) is
available in the
following color options:

Medium Oak

Portable Folding Lectern 321

Walnut

Two lecterns in one! Designed for easy carrying and storage, the 321 consists of
the 123 Table Lectern with a folding floor stand that converts it to a full-size floor
podium. Both units fold 4 1⁄2” flat for easy transport. If you’re taking your show on
the road or only as far as the conference room, this is the system for you. They
have an 8” full range speaker matched to a powerful 25 watt multimedia solid
state amplifier with mic input. Combined with the floor stand, the 321 measures
22 x 14 x 44” (WDH) and weighs 65 lbs. Available only in Walnut and Medium Oak.

Portable Folding Lectern 321

Portable Folding Lectern 123

Available in Walnut (OK321W) and
Medium Oak (OK321MO) colors ........864.95

Available in Walnut (OK123W) and
Medium Oak (OK123MO) colors ........607.95

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 92
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NON-SOUND LECTERNS
Floor Lectern 600
The perfect lectern for an upscale look in your
conference, training, and formal meeting rooms. It is
available in four woodgrain thermofused laminates of
the highest quality, is accented by T-mold edging and
moves effortlessly on four easy-roll castors (two locking).
Two built-in shelves for storage and one side mounted
slide out shelf for A/V presentation equipment. It
measures 46 x 25 x 20” (HWD) and weighs 97 lbs.
Assembly required. Available in Walnut (OK600W),
Mahogany (OK600M), Light Oak (OK600O) and Medium Oak
(OK600MO) colors ................................................................................324.95

Floor Lectern 600
(front and back)

Table Top Lectern 60
Same upscale styling as the Floor Lectern 600 in an
easy-go table version. Move this attractive, affordable
lectern from room to room and keep your notes in order
and your audiences wowed. Made of thermofused
laminate with T-mold edging, it includes protective
non-marring glides. It measures 15 x 25 x 20” (HWD) and
weighs 35 lbs. Assembly required. Available in Walnut
(OK60W), Mahogany (OK60M), Light Oak (OK60O) and
Medium Oak (OK60MO) colors ..................................................177.95

Table Top
Lectern 60
(front and back)

Full Floor
Lectern 222
(front and back)

Full Floor Lectern 222
Attractive and durable, the Full Floor Lectern 222 is
made of 3/4” stain and scratch resistant thermofused
melamine laminate on MDF, and features a full size
reading surface, a built-in shelf and a paper/book stop.
An optional caster kit is available. It measures 45 x 23 x
16” (HWD) and weighs 60 lbs. Available in Walnut (OK222W),
Mahogany (OK222M), Light Oak (OK222O) and Medium Oak
(OK222MO) colors. Assembly required .................................154.95

Table Top Lectern 22

Caster Kit for Full Floor Lectern 222 (OK2CS) ..........16.50

Table Top Lectern 22
A versatile and portable table top lectern that can be
used on its own or placed on the Lectern Base - AV Cart
112 to create a full floor lectern. Made of 3/4” stain and
scratch resistant thermofused melamine laminate on
MDF, it includes a paper/book stop. It’s dimensions are
131⁄4 x 231⁄4 x 19 7⁄8” (HWD) and it weighs 35 lbs. Available in
Walnut (OK22W), Mahogany (OK22M), Light Oak (OK22O) and
Medium Oak (OK22MO) colors ......................................................89.95

Lectern Base - A/V Cart 112
Can be used on its own as an A/V cart, or as a base for
the the Table Top Lectern 22, converting it to a full floor
lectern. It includes a storage shelf and four easy-roll
castors two locking. It measures 331⁄4 x 211⁄8 x 171⁄2” (HWD)
and weighs 52 lbs. Available in Walnut (OK112W),
Mahogany (OK112M), Light Oak (OK112O) and Medium Oak
(OK112MO) colors. Assembly required .....................................13.95
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Lectern Base
- A/V Cart
112

All lecterns on this page are available in these colors:
Table Top Lectern 22 shown
on a Lectern Base - A/V Cart 112
Light Oak

Medium Oak

Walnut

Mahogany
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NON-SOUND LECTERNS
Premium Floor Lectern 501
The contemporary-styled Prestige Floor Lectern is a
beautifully hand-crafted podium that commands a
dignified presence. It features a wide reading surface
and a mounted digital time piece. The lectern moves
easily on four concealed easy roll castors (two locking).
It measures 22 x 18 x 47” (WDH) and weighs 96 lbs. It is
available in Walnut (OK501W) and Medium Oak
(OK501MO) colors ...........................................................................584.95

Premium
Floor Lectern
501

Portable Presentation
Lectern 70 Color Options:

Light Oak

Portable
Presentation
Lectern 70

Portable Presentation Lectern 70

Medium Oak

Walnut

This practical and convenient speaker stand lectern
features continuous adjustable height from 30- 44” to
suit all speakers, has a large 16 x 20” reading surface,
and a generous book stop for your presentation
materials. Available in Walnut (OK70W), Mahogany
(OK70M), Light Oak (OK70O) and Medium Oak (OK70MO)
with a black edge and base/pole in black enamel steel.
It is also available with a Gray laminate top with a gray
base/pole (OK70G)...........................................................................77.95

Mahogany

Premium Floor Lectern 501 Color Options:
Gray
Medium Oak

Walnut

SOUND and NON-SOUND LECTERN SPECIFICATIONS
S O U N D L E C T E R N S P E C I F I C AT I O N S
Power Output

711

800

800x

111PLS

101PLS

6010

123

321

50 Watts

40 watts

40 watts

30 Watts

30 Watts

50 Watts

25 Watts

25 Watts

Microphones
Speakers
Inputs

2 Condenser type: Handheld with 9’ cable; Tie-clip/lavalier with 10’ cable
Four 8”
High Efficiency

Four 6”
Full Range

Four 6”
Full Range

Four 8”
Full Range

One 8”
Full Range

Two 8”
High Efficiency

One 8”
Full Range

One 8”
Full Range

2 Mics,
1 Aux.

2 Mics,
1 Aux.

2 Mics,
1 Aux.

2 Mics,
1 Aux. Line

2 Mics,
1 Aux. Line

2 Mics,
1 Aux. Line

1 Mic

1 Mic

Outputs

Line out 1 - Extension Speaker; Line out 2 - Tape recorder

Wireless

Switchable; Two Frequency

Controls

Interior Shelf (WD)

—

14 x 22 x 14”

44 x 22 x 14”

117 Volt AC, 12v DC with Optional Battery

Recharger

Weight

—

Four Volume, Bass/Treble, On/Off

Power Supply

Dimensions (HWD)

Extension Speaker

Internally mounted, with LED indicator
47 x 22 x 17”

42-52 x 22 x 17”

46 x 22 x 17”

46 x 22 x 17”

14 x 22 x 17”

46 x 25 x 20”

110 lbs.

78 lbs.

70 lbs.

57 lbs.

35 lbs.

93 lbs.

30 lbs.

65 lbs.

20.5 x 11”

20.5 x 6”

20.5 x 6”

20.5 x 6”

20.5 x 6”

2x 23.5 x 18”

20.5 x 13”

20.5 x 13”

N O N - S O U N D L E C T E R N S P E C I F I C AT I O N S
Dimensions (HWD)
Weight
Interior Shelf (WD)

600

60

222

22

46 x 25 x 20”

15 x 25 x 20”

45 x 23 x 16”

13 ⁄4 x 23 ⁄4 x 19 ⁄8”

33 ⁄4 x 21 ⁄8 x 17 ⁄2"

97 lbs.

35 lbs.

60 lbs.

35 lbs.

52 lbs.

23.5 x 18”

23.5 x 18”

1

1

112
7

1

1

501
1

70

47 x 22 x 17”
96 lbs.

19 lbs.

20.5 x 11”
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CONFERENCE FURNITURE
900 Series Lecterns
Rich veneer lecterns on 3/4” plywood core in contemporary/transitional style are
available as full floor units or tabletop versions. These lecterns have modern
stylistic radius curves, contoured edging and command a dignified presence.
The 900 Series offers a choice of tabletop lecterns, (the 910 without sound and the
950 with sound), and a 901 lectern base to convert them to full floor lecterns.

Table
Lectern
910

Veneer Contemporary Table Lectern 910
A rich veneer lectern with modern, stylistic radius curves and contoured edging. A concealed
fluorescent reading lamp illuminates the large 22 x 14 1⁄2”(WL) reading surface, which is large enough
for a 3-ring binder. The Lectern 910 has an 23 x 11” (WL) shelf and includes a digital timepiece. It’s
dimensions are 20.5 x 24 x 20” (HWD) and it weighs 55 lbs. It is available in a choice of two finishes:
Cherry on Cherry (OK910CC) and Mahogany on Walnut (OK910CC) ............................................................1049.95

Veneer Contemporary Lectern Base 901
A contemporary/transitional style rich veneer lectern base that converts the Contemporary Table
Lectern 910 to a full floor lectern, which will command a dignified presence. The base features two
locking doors that conceals an adjustable shelf with five adjustment levels. Fingertip cutouts make
it easy to open the door. The 901 rolls easily on the included four furniture-grade casters. The shelves
are 22 x 16” (WL). It’s dimensions are 27.5 x 24 x 20” (HWD) and it weighs 70 lbs. When combined with
the Contemporary Table Lectern 910, its height is 48”. It is available in a choice of two finishes:
Cherry on Cherry (OK901CC) and Mahogany on Walnut (OK901MW) ............................................................816.95

Lectern Base 901 shown with a Table Lectern 910

Veneer Sound Table Lectern 950

Table Lectern 950
shown Mahogany on Walnut

Lectern Base 901 shown with
a Sound Table Lectern 950 in
Cherry on Cherry color

This rich veneer amplified sound lectern has a custom built-in
75-watt multimedia amplifier sound system that broadcasts for
audiences up to 7500 people or 75,000 sq ft. Four 4” speakers
mounted directly on the radius corners with a radius-style grille
contribute to its luxurious appearance and deliver high quality
audio amplification. Multimedia capabilities include capacity for
three microphones and one wireless user. The 950 includes a
digital timepiece, and has inputs for tape and CD and extension
speaker and recording outputs. It runs on AC or DC with an
optional battery. A concealed florescent reading lamp illuminates
the generous reading surface large enough for 3 ring binder.
It’s shelf is 23 x 11” (WL), it’s dimensions are 20.5 x 24 x 20” (HWD)
and it weighs 62 lbs. When placed on the Contemporary
Lectern Base 901, its height is 48”. The 950 is available in a choice
of two finishes: Cherry on Cherry (OK950CC) and Mahogany on
Walnut (OK950MW) ..............................................................................1259.95

S O U N D L E C T E R N 9 5 0 S P E C I F I C AT I O N S
Power Output: 50 Watts

Outputs: Line out 1 - Extension Speaker;
Line out 2 - Tape recorder

Power Supply: 117v AC, 12v DC with optional battery

Wireless: Switchable; Two Frequency

Dimensions (HWD): 28 x 24 x 20”

Speakers: Four 4” High Efficiency

Controls: Four Volume, Bass/Treble, On/Off

Weight: 62 lbs.

Inputs: 2 Mics, 1 Aux.

Fuse: Internally mounted, 2A

Interior Shelf (WD): 23 x 11”

Microphones: 2 Condenser type: Handheld with 9’ cable;
Tie-clip/lavalier with 10’ cable
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CONFERENCE FURNITURE
Wood Conference Cabinet 1100
Transitional-style veneer conference cabinet with built-in accent
wood molding provides a stately and sophisticated add on to
any corporate executive boardroom environment. Full-length
piano hinges provide stable, easy opening with easy access. The
included corkboard is concealed behind the doors. Fingertip
cutouts make it simple to open the door, while magnetic door
clamps provide a secure closure. The melamine white board
writing surface wipes off easily. Includes a marker kit with six
markers (Black, Red, Green, Blue, Orange and Yellow), a writing
pad, a conference pointer and a whiteboard sponge cleaner.
Grooved marker holders are contoured into base. Hooks provide
easy hanging. It’s dimensions are 40 x 36 x 2.5” (HWD).
The viewing board is 381⁄2 x 361⁄4” (HL). It is available in a choice
of two finishes: Cherry on Cherry (OK1100CC) and Mahogany on
Walnut (OK1100MW)...............................................................................759.95

Veneer
Radius Style
Lectern 75

Wood Conference Cabinet 1100

Veneer Radius Style Lectern 75
This beautiful lectern has a contemporary style round steel base that is matched to a rich wood veneer writing surface to produce a high-end look
with a low-end price. The 16 x 20” veneer lectern top is manufactured on a 3/4” MDF core and mounts to the telescoping pole which adjusts in height
from 31”- 48”. For an added convenience, the lectern top has a built-in coffee cup holder. A 2” radius steel base provides a functional yet stylish look
that complements the most basic room to the most stylistic boardroom furniture ensemble. Floor leveling glides and an adjustable knob are included.
It is available in a choice of three finishes: Cherry on Cherry (OK75CC), Walnut on Cherry (OK75WC) and Mahogany on Walnut (OK75MW) ........................109.95

4 0 0 S E R I E S AC RYL I C L E C T E R N S
These contemporary designed lecterns are made from 1/2” and 3/8” acrylic plexiglass. Very popular in the
Evangelical Church, or any modern setting that calls for an attractive and unique looking podium. There are
five different styles to choose from:
410 “V” Style Acrylic Lectern (OK410)
15 x 24 x 46” (DWH), 49 lbs.............469.95
401 Acrylic Lectern (OK401)
15 x 24 x 46” (DWH), 54 lbs.............464.95

401S Acrylic Lectern
with Shelf

401S Acrylic Lectern
with Shelf (OK410S)
Same as the 401, but it has a most
convenient 8 x 14” (WD) shelf.
15 x 24 x 46” (DWH), 55 lbs.............479.95
471 Curved Acrylic Lectern (OK471)
15 x 24 x 46” (DWH), 47 lbs.............549.95
481“Z” Style Acrylic Lectern (OK481)
The “Z” Style lectern offers a smooth,
clean look with contemporary lines
made from 1” thick plexiglass. 15 x 24 x
46” (DWH), 88 lbs ...............................494.95

410 “V” Style
Acrylic Lectern

471 Curved
Acrylic Lectern

481 “Z” Style Acrylic Lectern

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 92
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Smart Cart Lectern SCL
A ready-to-assemble, multi-purpose “computer-friendly” lectern, the
Smart Cart Lectern features a 2” deep area for a laptop that locks
with a slide-out locking shelf for projectors and multimedia
equipment. Three locking doors provide secure storage on three
inner shelves for equipment and A/V material. Wire management
grommets on the inside are provided for a laptop, LCD projector, and
accessory equipment use. Constructed from high-quality melamine
thermofused MDF with a stained pine wood finish on the base. The
SCL rolls on 4” casters (two locking). It assembles in minutes.

Sliding projector shelf

Locking
laptop
compartment

Media
shelf
Wire management
grommets

Smart Cart Lectern SCL: Available in Walnut (OKSCLW), Mahogany
(OKSCLM), Light Oak (OKSCLO) and Medium Oak (OKSCLMO) colors ........359.95

SCLS
Sound Option

SCLS Sound Option (OKSCLS)
Add sound to your SCL Smart Cart Lectern. This option features an 8”
full range speaker matched to a powerful 25 watt multimedia solid
state amplifier with mic input .........................................................................CALL

Built-in
power strip

Industrial
4” casters

PORTABLE PUBLIC ADDRESS SYSTEMS
PRA-6000
50-watt Public Address System
The PRA-6000 is a powerful unit that is built into a rugged case with a carry
handle. It is perfect for voice amplification on the go or in any venue. Simply plug
in and attach the supplied handheld microphone for audio coverage to thousands
of people. A built-in CD and cassette player allows music and multimedia sound
effects during the presentation, or you can record the presentation onto onto
cassette during use. The PRA-6000 has standard base/treble controls with mic
volume, and line out for extension speaker capability.

PRA-7000

PRA-6000

PRA-7000
100-watt Wireless Public Address System
This wireless public address system has 100 watts of power for audiences up to
10,000! Converts any room large or small into an amplified hall. It allows freedom
of movement up to 200’ with the included handheld wireless microphone.
Retractable carry handle and wheels offer easy transport and set-up at all
locations. The built-in CD and cassette allow music and multimedia effects during
presentation, plus you can record your speech at the touch of a button. Multiple
mic inputs for additional speakers, with a full array of features; line in, line out,
base/treble and separate mic volume controls. AC/DC power is included.

PTA-TRD
optional
tripod

PTA-TRD Optional Tripod (OKPRATRD)
For Mounting the PRA-6000 or PRA-7000 PA systems ..........................................64.95

P R A - 6 0 0 0 / P R A - 7 0 0 0 P U B L I C A D D R E S S S YS T E M S P E C I F I C AT I O N S
Speaker Size

Power

Microphone

Mic Inputs

Dimensions

Weight

SKU

Price

PRA-6000

8” full-range + 4” tweeter

AC/DC

Hand Held

3

21 x 10 x 13” (HWD)

35 lbs.

(OKPRA6000)

414.95

PRA-7000

10” full-range + 4” tweeter

AC/DC

Wireless

3

22 x 10 x 13” (HWD)

42 lbs.

(OKPRA7000)

789.95
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PORTABLE PUBLIC ADDRESS SYSTEMS
PA-In-Case Sound Attache 007HT (OK007HT)
PA Sound System built into handsome black brief-case. Includes 2 practical
mic systems: Tie/lapel-Clip style mic and gooseneck mic holder with
hand-held mic. Use as a lectern with 14 x 15” fold-out reading table;
folds away neatly allowing ample storage for your presentation materials.
Removable shoulder-strap lets you sling brief-case over your shoulder for
hands-free operation. Standard with AC power adapter; or use with
batteries for complete mobility ...............................................................................289.95

PA - I N - C A S E S O U N D AT TAC H E 0 0 7 H T S P E C I F I C AT I O N S
Power Output: 20 Watts
Mic/007: 2 Condenser type,
handheld with 9’ cable;
tie-clip/lavalier with 10’ cable
Speakers: Two 4” high efficiency

Outputs: Line Out 1: Extension speaker;
Line Out 2: Tape recorder
Fuse: Internally mounted
Power Supply: 110v AC;
DC (batteries not included)

Controls: One volume, two tone, on/off

Dimensions: 18 x 13 x 5” (LWH)

Inputs: One mic

Weight: 15 lbs.

PAW-90x Personal PA (OKPAW90X)
PAW-90x

Free yourself of wire constraints and be heard from anywhere in the room! This
portable system includes a receiving station, transmitter and lavalier mic - all in
one compact travel case that weights 4.5 lbs. Clip on the transmitter with the
included belt clip or simply slip it into your pocket. It includes a lead acid
rechargeable battery for complete mobility. The maximum operating distance
from the receiver is 200’. Dimensions are 9 x 8 x 4.5” (HWD) ..............................267.95

PAW-95

PAW-95 Portable Wireless PA with Cassette (OKPAW95)
Be heard from anywhere in the room. This powerful 20 watt amplifier will
broadcast your voice from up to 200’ away. This compact portable wireless voice
amplification system includes a wireless receiver with a built-in amplifier
speaker and rechargeable battery. Clip on the belt pack transmitter and lavalier
mic for wire free use. It includes a built-in cassette recorder to record speeches
or to play music. Dimensions are 18 x 13 x 5” (HWD) ..............................................354.95

TRANSMITTER

PAW-90x Transmitter

RECEIVER

Frequency
Response

Battery
Life

AF
Output Power

Frequency
Range

PAW-90x

100 -1200 Hz

8 hrs. (average)

7W

160-240 MHz

PAW-95

100 -1200 Hz

8 hrs. (average)

20W

165-270 MHz

WIRELESS MICROPHONES
Handheld Wireless Mic (OKPWM905)
For the PAW-90x PA...............119.95

Handheld Wireless Mic (OKPWM905)
For the PAW-95 PA .................119.95

Handheld Wireless Mic (OKPRA5)
For the PRA-6000/7000 .......119.95

Handheld Wireless Mic (OKLWM5)
For all sound lecterns...........129.95

Lavalier Wireless Mic (OKPWM906)
For the PAW-90x PA..................88.95

Lavalier Wireless Mic (OKPWM906)
For the PAW-95 PA....................88.95

Lavalier Wireless Mic (OKPRA6)
For the PRA-6000/7000 ..........88.95

Lavalier Wireless Mic (OKLWM6)
For all sound lecterns..............97.95

Headset Wireless Mic (OKPWM907)
For the PAW-90x PA..................18.95

Headset Wireless Mic (OKPWM957)
For the PAW-95 PA....................18.95

Headset Wireless Mic (OKPRA7)
For the PRA-6000/7000 ..........18.95

Headset Wireless Mic (OKLWM7)
For all sound lecterns..............18.95

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 92
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LECTERN ONE Wood Lectern
Available in floor (LE1) or table (TE1) model, the Lectern One is a classic
blend of contemporary technology and ageless craftsmanship that
will add visual and functional distinction to your board or meeting
room. Created from the finest solid hardwoods available, the Lectern
One is carefully assembled and hand finished to enhance and preserve
the natural wood beauty.
◆ A fluorescent lamp with an integrated hood provides subdued, unobstructed light

on your notes - not in your eyes. The slanted black matte reading surface eliminates
glare and may be conveniently removed for access to the electronics cavity.
◆

The shelf unit provides essential storage every presentation needs.

◆

The digital display timepiece is designed into the control panel. It provides a silent,
reliable way to time speeches and coordinate events.

◆

A variety of options allow you to tailor the LE1 to your precise requirements.

Lectern One Series Floor Model
Featuring a lacquered finish, and a laminated reading surface, shelf, and cast aluminum
base. Standard with fluorescent lamp and digital clock. Available in six colors:

Natural Oak (LE1O) ...................................Call

Natural Cherry (LE1Y)..............................Call

Dark Oak (LE1K) ..........................................Call

Black Laquer (LE1B) ..................................Call

Walnut (LE1W) .............................................Call

Dark Cherry (LE1R)....................................Call

LE1 and TE1 Specifications
LE1

Depth

Width

Console

15”

24 ⁄2”

27 1⁄4”

Column

28”

6 1⁄2”

19 1⁄2”

Base

6”

20”

27 1⁄2”

Shelf

6 ⁄4”

8 ⁄4”

19 1⁄2”

1

Overall Height

3

LE1

TE1

49”

201⁄2”

Reading Surface (WD) 231⁄2 x 171⁄2” 231⁄2 x 171⁄2”
Weight

170 lbs.

Natural
Oak

Dark Oak
Oak

Walnut

Natural
Cherry

Black
Lacquer

Dark
Cherry

Lectern One Options

Height

1

LE1 and TE1 Color Options:

75 lbs.

Height Adjustment: The unique hydropneumatic lift mechanisms are smooth,
quiet, trouble-free, and permit you to accommodate individuals of varying heights.
They must be installed at the time of your original order.
Model H Height Adjustment
Electric height adjustment, switch
controlled. It smoothly raises and lowers
the lectern over full 6” (±3) range.

Model L Height Adjustment
Manual height adjustment, the Model L
allows the lectern unit to be raised and
lowered over a 6” (±3) range.

Model C Rear Mounted Casters: If you occasionally need to move your lectern,
these rear-mounted casters permit the lectern to be tipped back and moved by one
person. (They must be installed at the time of your original Lectern purchase.)

TE1Table Model
The TE1 lectern incorporates the same quality construction and materials as the LE1, but without the
leg unit, shelf or base. Extra height is built into the TE1 making it suitable for tabletop use. A reading
light and clock are supplied as standard equipment. A microphone and microphone support arm are
the only accessories available for the TE1 as insufficient cavity space does not permit inclusion of a
public address system. Available in your choice of six colors:

Natural Oak (TE1O) ..................................................Call
Dark Oak (TE1K) .........................................................Call
Walnut (TE1W) .............................................................Call

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO
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Natural Cherry (TE1Y) .............................................Call
Black Laquer (TE1B) .................................................Call
Dark Cherry (TE1R) ...................................................Call
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LECTERN TWO Wood Lectern
The Lectern Two is a series of compact lecterns crafted entirely
of solid hardwood that will complement the most distinctive of
interiors. Only the finest solid oak, walnut, cherry, maple or
mahogany is used throughout, with each unit hand finished
and lacquered to highlight the natural beauty of the wood.
They are available in a floor model (LC), a modular unit (TCFLS)
and a table model (TC).

TC

LC

LC: A compact floor lectern, the LC may be ordered with or without a
built-in, custom-engineered AC/DC sound system — not just an add-on.
An optional matched amplifier and acoustical system allow each word to be
heard clearly. The LC includes a reading light and casters.

TC: A table top version of the LC floor lectern. Construction, materials and
finish are identical, and the unit may be equipped with the optional custom
AC/DC sound system. This lectern is a perfect complement to a banquet table,
lecture room, or meeting facility. The TC includes a reading light.
TCFLS: A modular lectern that combines the best features of the
Lectern Two floor and table models. You can use the top by itself for table
applications, then set it on the stand when a floor lectern is needed. The
TCFLS is constructed of solid hardwood throughout, and includes a reading
light and casters.

TCFLS

All LECTERN TWO Lecterns (LC, TCFLS, and TC) are available in the following colors:

Natural Oak

Dark Oak

Walnut

Natural Cherry

Dark Cherry

Natural Mahogany

Dark Mahogany

Black Lacquer

Natural Maple

LC Floor Lectern

TC Table Lectern

TCFLS Floor Lectern

Natural Oak (LCO) ..............................................Call

Natural Oak (TCO) ..............................................Call

Natural Oak (TCFLSO) ........................................Call

Dark Oak (LCK) .....................................................Call

Dark Oak (TCK) ....................................................Call

Dark Oak (TCFLSK) ...............................................Call

Walnut (LCW).........................................................Call

Walnut (TCW) ........................................................Call

Walnut (TCFLSW) ...................................................Call

Natural Cherry (LCY) .........................................Call

Natural Cherry (TCY) ........................................Call

Natural Cherry (TCFLSY) ...................................Call

Dark Cherry (LCR) ...............................................Call

Dark Cherry (TCR) ..............................................Call

Dark Cherry (TCFLSR) .........................................Call

Natural Mahogany (LCM) ...............................Call

Natural Mahogany (TCM)...............................Call

Natural Mahogany (TCFLSM) .........................Call

Dark Mahogany (LCA) ......................................Call

Dark Mahogany (TCA) .....................................Call

Dark Mahogany (TCFLSA) ................................Call

Black Laquer (LCB) .............................................Call

Black Laquer (TCB) ............................................Call

Black Laquer (TCFLSB) .......................................Call

Natural Maple (LCX) ..........................................Call

Natural Maple (TCX) .........................................Call

Natural Maple (TCFLSX) ....................................Call

L E C T E R N T W O S P E C I F I C AT I O N S
Console Dimensions

Column Dimensions

Base Dimensions

Overall Height

Reading Surface

Weight

LC

9 x 21 x 22” (HDW)

38 x 9 x 12” (HDW)

16 x 20” (DW)

47”

20 x 14” (WD)

75 lbs.

TC

9 x 21 x 22” (HDW)

—

—

17”

20 x 14” (WD)

40 lbs.

TCFLS

9 x 21 x 22” (HDW)

38 x 12.5 x 16” (HDW)

18 x 22” (DW)

47”

20 x 14” (WD)

110 lbs.

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 92
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CARPETED & VENEERED LECTERNS
SC Series
Featuring a simple rectilinear design, SC lecterns are available in 27” or 36” widths, and are 24”
deep to accommodate an optional slide-in rack box with up to 13 rack units of available space.
A full width shelf provides convenient, at-hand storage for presentation accessories. Matching
existing décor is simple, with a broad range of wood veneer and carpeted finishes from which
to choose. All work surfaces are covered in Nevamar ARP laminate for the most durable,
scratch-resistant finish available. SC series lecterns include casters and can be equipped with
an optional deluxe 18 Watt RMS amplifier system.

SCV27 Veneered Lectern: Available in Natural Oak (SCV27O), Dark
Oak (SCV27K), Walnut (SCV27W), Natural Cherry (SCV27Y), Dark Cherry
(SCV27R), Natural Mahogany (SCV27M), Dark Mahogany (SCV27A), Natural
Maple (SCV27X), Black Painted Oak (SCV27B) and Dark Cherry Stained Oak
(SCV27RO)...........................................................................................................................................Call

SCV36 Veneered Lectern: Available in Natural Oak (SCV27O), Dark
Oak (SCV36K), Walnut (SCV36W), Natural Cherry (SCV36Y), Dark Cherry
(SCV36R), Natural Mahogany (SCV36M), Dark Mahogany (SCV36A), Natural
Maple (SCV36X), Black Painted Oak (SCV36B) and Dark Cherry Stained Oak
(SCV36RO)...........................................................................................................................................Call

SCC27 Carpeted Lectern: Available in Gunmetal (SCC27G),

SCC36 Carpeted Lectern: Available in Gunmetal (SCC36G),

Charcoal (SCC27C), Brick (SCC27B), Navy (SCC27N), Hunter (SCC27H), Butternut
(SCC27B) and Onyx (SCC27RO)................................................................................................Call

(SCC36B) and Onyx (SCC36RO)................................................................................................Call

Charcoal (SCC36C), Brick (SCC36B), Navy (SCC36N), Hunter (SCC36H), Butternut

S C S E R I E S S P E C I F I C AT I O N S

R C S E R I E S S P E C I F I C AT I O N S

Overall Dimensions

Reading Surface

Weight

SC27

47 x 24 x 27” (HDW)

25.5 x 23” (WD)

90 lbs.

SC36

47 x 24 x 36” (HDW)

34.5 x 23” (WD)

135 lbs.

Overall Dimensions

Reading Surface

Weight

RC27

47 x 24 x 27” (HDW)

25.5 x 16” (WD)

147 lbs.

RC36

47 x 24 x 36” (HDW)

34.5 x 16” (WD)

200 lbs.

RC Series:

RC Series lecterns feature 3” radius front corners for a clean, uncluttered appearance
with no edge banding to chip or peel. They are available in a variety of wood veneer and carpeted finishes in
both 27” and 36” widths. The standard depth of 24” easily accommodates up to 15 rack units or adjustable
shelves. Made of lightweight unibody construction for rigidity, RC Series lecterns come with a reading light
and casters (two fixed and two swivel) for easy mobility. For applications requiring sound, the optional deluxe
25-watt sound system complete with fluorescent reading light and digital clock is the perfect complement.

RCV27 Veneered Lectern

RCV36 Veneered Lectern

Available in Natural Oak (RCV27O), Dark Oak (RCV27K),
Walnut (RCV27W), Natural Cherry (RCV27Y), Dark
Cherry (RCV27R), Natural Mahogany (RCV27M), Dark
Mahogany (RCV27A), Natural Maple (RCV27X), Black
Painted Oak (RCV27B) and Dark Cherry Stained Oak

Available in Natural Oak (RCV27O), Dark Oak (RCV36K),
Walnut (RCV36W), Natural Cherry (RCV36Y), Dark
Cherry (RCV36R), Natural Mahogany (RCV36M), Dark
Mahogany (RCV36A), Natural Maple (RCV36X), Black
Painted Oak (RCV36B) and Dark Cherry Stained Oak

(RCV27RO)......................................................................................................Call

(RCV36RO)......................................................................................................Call

RCC27 Carpeted Lectern: Available in Gunmetal (RCC27G),
Charcoal (RCC27C), Brick (RCC27B), Navy (RCC27N), Hunter (RCC27H), Butternut
(RCC27B) and Onyx (RCC27RO) ...................................................................................................Call

RCC36 Carpeted Lectern: Available in Gunmetal (RCC36G),
Charcoal (RCC36C), Brick (RCC36B), Navy (RCC36N), Hunter (RCC36H), Butternut
(RCC36B) and Onyx (RCC36RO) ...................................................................................................Call

CARPET OPTIONS

Gunmetal
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Navy

Hunter

Butternut

Onyx
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LT3
Wood Veneered Lectern
Combining presence and style in an aesthetically pleasing package that won’t overwhelm a small
room, the LT3 lectern bridges the gap between conventional floor lecterns and multimedia lecterns
by incorporating many of the most sought after features as standard. A locking front access panel
and rear door provide easy access without compromising security, with cable routing ports on both
sides as well as underneath. Notes, binders, and other presentation materials are easily reached in a
convenient built-in storage area. Casters are provided for room to room mobility. Available in ten
standard hardwood veneers, all capped with matching rolled solid hardwood trim.
◆ Available options include public address system, wireless microphone system, microphone and

support arm, 220v power supply, cable port outlet, digital clock, 15 space rack mount, adjustable shelf,
keyboard drawer, custom work surface, cutouts, task light, folding document camera shelf.
◆ Overall dimensions are 481⁄2 x 27 3⁄4 x 291⁄4” (HDW). Work surface measures 26 x 251⁄4” (WD), weighs 225 lbs.

LT3 Floor Lectern: Available in Natural Oak (LT3O), Dark Oak (LT3K), Walnut (LT3W), Natural Cherry (LT3Y), Dark Cherry (LT3R), Natural Mahogany (LT3M),
Dark Mahogany (LT3A), Natural Maple (LT3X), Black Painted Oak (LT3B) and Dark Cherry Stained Oak (T3RO).........................................................................................................Call

VENEER OPTIONS

Natural
Oak

Dark
Oak

Walnut

Natural
Cherry

Dark
Cherry

Natural
Mahogany

Dark
Mahogany

Natural
Maple

Black Painted
Oak

Dark Cherry
Stained Oak

ADA-2
Lectern for the Mobility Impaired
The ADA-2 lectern offers a stylish yet functional approach to ADA compliance that
easily accommodates the mobility-impaired as well as the standing presenter. A
conveniently located oversized rocker switch allows movement over a 10” range,
adjusting from an ADA-compliant height to a conventional standard lectern height.
◆ A spacious work surface provides more than ample space for laptops, notebooks,

docking stations, and other presentation material, plus may be removed to access
additional space for mounting small peripherals such as wireless receivers, controllers,
etc. Seated presenters will appreciate the ease of entry and exit afforded by the
oversized access area.
◆ For room-to-room mobility, the ADA-2 features 3” locking swivel casters for easy portability, yet lock it securely in place once positioned. Service

access to the motor is provided by means of the removable work surface, while limit switches can be serviced through removal of an access panel.
◆ Made of quality wood construction featuring a steel inner frame for extra rigidity and long service life. Work surface finished in Nevamar charcoal

matrix laminate with ARP scratch-resistant coating. Eight standard wood veneer finishes are offered, as well as plastic laminates. A wide variety of
options are available to further enhance versatility and functionality.
Available in Natural Oak (ADA2O), Dark Oak (ADA2K), Walnut (ADA2W), Natural Cherry (ADA2Y), Dark Cherry (ADA2R), Natural Mahogany (ADA2M), Dark
Mahogany (ADA2A), Natural Maple (ADA2X), Black Painted Oak (ADA2B) and Dark Cherry Stained Oak (ADA2RO)..................................................................................................Call

A DA - 2 S P E C I F I C AT I O N S
Raised Dimensions

Lowered Dimensions

Work Surface

Work Surface Height

Presenter Access

Weight

47 1⁄2 x 47 1⁄2 x 30 3⁄4” (HDW)

47 1⁄2 x 37 1⁄2 x 30 3⁄4” (HDW)

45 3⁄4 x 29 3⁄4” (WD)

Adjustable from 31 x 41”

34 x 27 5⁄8 x 20 7⁄8” (WHD)

325 lbs.

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 92
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SPECTRUM SERIES Economy Lecterns
Spectrum Series lecterns are attractive, functional and durable value-priced contemporary
lecterns. Models include the CFL floor lectern, a CML modular lectern that easily converts
from a floor to a table model, and a CTL table top lectern.
◆ Constructed of structural fiberboard covered in polypropylene carpet-like material, the finish

is extremely durable and abrasion, stain, and fade resistant. Velcro compatible, they readily
accept signs or logos equipped with hook tape. The top and base are of solid oak, walnut or
a black painted hardwood.
◆ Includes a 30-watt reading light, plus two rear mounted casters for easy mobility.

A convenient storage area is provided for materials and supplies.
◆ Available in Gunmetal Gray (special order colors include Charcoal, Brick, Navy, Hunter

Butternut and Onyx). Options include a shock-mounted microphone arm, with or without
mic, or a complete, custom-engineered 18 watt RMS sound system, with or without wireless
microphone. Padded and lined protective covers are also available.
◆ Dimensions are 48 x 26.5 x 24” (HWD). Work surface is 20 x 18” (WD). The CFL floor lectern weighs

70 lbs.; the CML modular lectern weighs 73 lbs., and the CTL table lectern weighs 33 lbs.

CFL Floor Lectern

CML Table Lectern

CTL Modular Lectern

Black Trim (CFLB) .................................................Call

Black Trim (CTLB) .................................................Call

Black Trim (CMLB) ...............................................Call

Natural Oak Trim (CFLO) .................................Call

Natural Oak Trim (CTLO) .................................Call

Natural Oak Trim (CMLO) ................................Call

Walnut Trim (CFLW) ............................................Call

Walnut Trim (CTLW)............................................Call

Walnut Trim (CMLW) ..........................................Call

SPECTRUM AND FOLDING LECTERN CARPET OPTIONS
Gunmetal

Charcoal

Brick

Navy

Hunter

Butternut

Onyx

Folding Lecterns
A totally unique approach to your meeting room needs, Sound-Craft’s folding lecterns set up
in a flash, look great during your meeting, and take up little room when stored. They’re
available in seven colors of polypropylene fabric. That means they are spill and stain proof
as well as resistant to abusive handling. Add an optional reading light, mic arm and custom
logo that attach with velcro and you have a lectern that will work for you, and look great for
years. Models include the FFL folding floor lectern, the FTL folding table lectern, and the
ADA-1 folding special needs lectern.
FFL Folding
Floor Lectern (FFL)
Sets up to 481⁄4 x 24 x 17 3⁄4”
(HWD), 36 lbs ........................Call
◆ Constructed of multi-ply, solid core Baltic

birch and solid poplar
◆ Easy to carry, lightweight, and convenient,

and the perfect answer anywhere a lectern
is needed at a moment’s notice. They open
instantly into a full size lectern without
tools. Six full length hinges and captured
reading surface provide a rigid cabinet and
stable reading surface. For easy storage,
they collapse to less than 5” thick.
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FTL Folding
Table Lectern (FTL)
Sets up to 19 x 24 x 17 3⁄4”
(HWD), 19 lbs.........................Call

◆ Clad with 100% polypropylene carpet, FFL

folding floor lecterns will add distinction to
your presentations for years. They won’t
scuff, scratch, or mar.
◆ FTL folding table-top lecterns are perfect

for banquet tables, lecture halls or where
ever a table is already present.
◆ Available in Gunmetal Gray (special order

colors include Charcoal, Brick, Navy, Hunter
Butternut and Onyx).

www.bhphotovideo.com

ADA-1 Mobilitiy-Impaired
Lectern (ADA1)
Sets up to 37 x 36 x 23”
(HWD), 38 lbs ........................Call

◆ The ADA-1 is a dignified, affordable lectern

for the mobility-impaired. In compliance
with ADA guidelines for wheelchair usage,
the ADA-1 allows appropriate line of sight
from the presenter to the audience and is
ergonomically designed for maximum user
comfort and utility. It sets up in seconds
without tools. Continuous steel hinges
allow instantaneous folding. It includes a
reading light with an integral shade and
built-in carrying grips.

LECTERNS
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LECTERN ACCESSORIES
Public Address (PA) Systems
These custom-engineered sound systems are designed to be both an
aesthetic and acoustic match to your lecter. They include a solid state
amplifier, a microphone with a flexible arm, and speakers. They also
have three mic inputs, an auxiliary output and two speaker outputs.
These systems must be ordered at the time of your lectern purchase.

Model PE (PE)
For Lectern One Series, RC, SC and LT3 lecterns. 25-watt RMS, cardioid
electret microphone, and two extended-range 5” speakers...................Call
Model PC (PC)
For Lectern Two (LC, TC, and TCFLS) Series. 18-watt RMS, cardioid
electret mic, eight 4” cone speakers. TC and TCFLS supplied with four
4” speakers. AC/battery operated......................................................................Call
Model PL (PL)
For carpeted RC, SC, LT3 lecterns and Spectrum Series (CML, CTL and
CFL) lecterns. 18-watt RMS, cardioid electret mic, four 4” speakers.
AC/battery operated ..............................................................................................Call

Wireless Microphones
The ultimate option for freedom of
movement and audience participation.
Permits 100’ of cable-free operation.
Receiver is built-in, with wireless control
located on master control panel. Must be
factory installed and requires the PE, PC
or PL system.

Protective Covers
Protect your investment with a fully lined and padded cover. The covers
are manufactured of blue nylon to last for years.

Cover for LE1
Floor Lectern (COVLE)................Call

Cover for
Spectrum CTL (COVCT) .............Call

Cover for TE1
Floor Lectern (COVTE) ...............Call

Cover for 27”
RC and SC (COV27R) ....................Call

Cover for LC or TCFLS
Lecterns (COVLC)..........................Call

Cover for 36”
RC and SC (COV36R) ....................Call

Cover for TC
Table Lectern (COVTC)...............Call

Cover for LT3
Floor Lectern (COVLT3) ..............Call

Cover for Specrum CFL and CML (COVCL) ................................................Call

Solid Front Panels
Add a distinctive look to your non-amplified
Lectern One or Lectern Two by replacing
the standard grille cloth with a matching
veneered solid front panel.

For LE-1 Lectern One: Available in Natural
Oak (ESO), Dark Oak (ESK), Walnut (ESW),
Natural Cherry (ESY), Dark Cherry (ESR), Black
Lacquer (ESX) .....................................................Call
For LC Lectern Two: Available in
Natural Oak (CSO), Dark Oak (CSK),
Walnut (CSW), Natural Cherry (CSY), Dark
Cherry (CSR), Natural Mahogany (CSM), Dark
Mahogany (CSA), Natural Maple (CSX) and
Black Lacquer (CSB) .........................................Call

EWTU-L (EWTUL)
Lavalier Wireless Mic System....................Call
EWTU-H (EWTUH)
Handheld Wireless Mic System ...............Call

Microphone and Support Arm
For those who already have a house or room amplification system and
need only microphone or mic support arm.

Lavalier Mic Set (SC46)
A lightweight clip-on lavalier microphone
perfect for walk-around use. Set includes
cardioid lavalier mic with 25’ cable, tie-clip,
mic cord and windscreen .....................................................................................Call
Low Impedance UniDirectional Dynamic Mic (MK20)
Heavy-duty, die-cast unidirectional handheld microphone complete
with 20’ cable, on/off switch and stand adapter. Perfect for audience
participation..............................................................................................................Call

Commercial Wireless Systems
T332L Bodypack Transmitter (T332L): Featuring the high-quality M55L
uni-directional lavalier mic, the T332L also has an input level
control, a durable ABS case, on-off-standby switch, power LED,
mini locking 3.5mm jack and metal belt clip.
T331H Handheld Transmitter (T331H): Incorporating a high quality
uni-directional mic element, the T331H has a unique rubber-coated
durable ABS housing adn 3-position power switch with standby. Comes
with an additional “range extender” wire antenna.

Gooseneck Mic Arm (GS)
19” flexible gooseneck mic arm with
5/8”- 27 male thread ..........................Call

211R Single Channel Receiver (T211R): Housed in a metal case, with
power on/off and volume control, provides audio quality associated
with much more expensive equipment at an attractive price. Delivers
excellent RF performance— even under adverse conditions. With Power
(red) and Receiving (green) LEDs, and 1/4” output jack with volume
adjustment.

Gooseneck Mic Arm
with Microphone (GSM)
Same as the above 19” gooseneck mic
arm, plus a microphone ...................Call

221R Discrete 2-Channel Receiver (T221R): Designed to allow the use of
two VHF mics simultaneously, the 221R has 2 complete receiver sets
built into one case. With Power (red) and receiving (green) A & B LEDs,
and two 1/4” output jacks with independent volume adjustments.

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 92
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LECTERNETTE SERIES
Portable Lecterns
Complete and compact, the Lecternette is the original, patented, portable public address system of lectern construction.
Everything needed for convenient operation is contained in one, ease-to-use, single folding cabinet. Ample storage space
is provided for accessories and all controls are at fingertip reach. The design of the basic unit is compact, aesthetically
pleasing and easy to handle. It is both easy to set up and to put away. The control panel is conveniently arranged with all
the essential controls and instruments readily at hand. Operation is simple and efficient...anywhere. Lecternette is
designed to make any indoor or outdoor area a suitable meeting place by providing both an efficient public address set
and a reading counter. Self-contained batteries eliminate the need for AC power.

L8C ‘Compact‘ Lecternette (SOL8C)

L56C ‘Professional’ Lecternette (SOL56C)

The smallest, lightest and easiest to use
portable public address system for classroom
or small meeting areas. Weighing just 19 lbs., it
sets up quickly and effortlessly, yet it is built
with the same quality components as the
other larger units. Standard features include a
solid state 8-watt RMS amplifier, unidirectional
mic and telescopic microphone support, an
auxiliary input for high-level accessories, and
one auxiliary microphone input. An optional
A08C extension speaker that stores inside the
L8C is also available.

The professional L56C includes features that make it the choice for those needing a system
where large groups or difficult conditions are anticipated. Exclusive features include a separate
built-in amplifier with volume control for Add-On Speakers, tone controls, auxiliary microphone
volume controls, and auxiliary input volume controls.

R600 ‘Industrial Strength’ Lecternette (SOL600)
The R600 is a modified L46C Lecternette designed to withstand the rigors of daily commercial
and rental use. Features include a fully carpeted cabinet, heavy-duty luggage latches, and permanently attached microphone and power cord to eliminate loss and theft. Both XLR and 1/4”
phone jacks are provided to accommodate most microphones. RO6 Add-On speakers and RS6
floorstand are available as accessories.

L16C ‘Economy‘
Lecternette (SOL16C)
The L16C is a compact, easy-to-use, portable
sound system designed for medium sized
groups of up to 600 people. Features one
lectern mic input, one auxiliary mic input
with independent volume control, and one
combination auxiliary input and output for
tape recorders, CD players, etc. An on/off
switch and battery condition meter complete
the controls and switches provided. Extra
extension speakers such as the A06C Add-On
Speakers may be connected for extended
audience coverage.

L8C

L16C

L56C

L46C

R600

L46C ‘All Purpose’
Lecternette (SOL46C)
The most popular Lecternette, the L46C with
tape recorder connectors and reading lamp
is designed as an all-purpose sound
amplification system for schools, churches,
hotels, or any place high quality sound is
needed but not normally provided. AC and
battery operation permits you to use the
Lecternette anywhere. For medium sized
groups of up to 600 people.
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The standard color is
Gunmetal. The other
custom colors are available
for an additional $60:

Gunmetal
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Charcoal

Brick

Navy

Hunter

Butternut

Onyx
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LECTERNETTE SERIES
2-way Foreground Speakers

L E C T E R E N E T T E S P E C I F I C AT I O N S
L8C

L16C

L46C/R600

L56C

Audio Power (Watts-RMS/Peak)

8/15

14/27

14/27

22/44

Integrated Amplifier

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Audience Capacities

100

600

600

1000

With Add-On Speakers

150

1000

1000

2000

4” Cone Speakers

3

4

4

4

Cardiod Microphone

1

1

1

1

Master Volume Controls

0

0

1

1

No

No

No

Yes

Bass/Treble Tone Controls
Output Channels

1

1

1

2

Reading Light

No

No

Yes

Yes

Battery Condition Meter

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Aux. Input and Output

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

15 3⁄4 x 91⁄2 x 181⁄2”

10 1⁄4 x 18 3⁄4 x 20”

10 1⁄4 x 18 3⁄4 x 20”

10 1⁄4 x 18 3⁄4 x 20”

111⁄2 x 15 3⁄4”

113⁄4 x 18 3⁄4”

113⁄4 x 18 3⁄4”

113⁄4 x 18 3⁄4”

19 lbs.

32 lbs.

33 lbs.

35 lbs.

150

100

75

75

Closed Dimensions
Reading Counter Dimensions
Weight with Batteries
Battery Life (Hours)

Wireless Microphone System

Carpeted Folding Stand

A general purpose, lightweight 14-watt RMS
sound system, complete with a choice of lavalier or a hand-held mic, this system is perfect
for classrooms, trade shows, business presentations, and training sessions. It is also ideal for
those with voice projection difficulties, or
those who must speak for extended periods
such as teachers, lecturers, trainers, and
instructors. Both battery and AC operable, the
system has two speaker outputs for Add-On
speakers, a 1/4” wired mic input, and line level
input and output.

The perfect complement to the Lecternette,
this stand enhances the appearance of the
lectern while preserving portability. A built-in
speaker column offers increased audience
capacity and places the Lecternette at the
proper height. The stand folds into a compact,
easy-to-carry unit, complete with handles.

Add real freedom of movement with wireless
microphones. The receiver is built into the
lectern so there are no cables to become lost
or worn. Transmitter and microphone store in
the handy Lecternette accessory compartment.

Amplifier System with
Handheld Transmitter / Mic (SOAR62CTH)
With two 5” speakers and receiver. For interactive audience participation...............................Call
Amplifier System with
Lavalier Transmitter / Mic (SOAR62CTL)
With two 5” speakers and receiver. Body-worn
transmitter for hands-free operation ............Call

Carpeted Folding Stand (SOFS6C)
For the L16C, L46C and L56C............................Call
Carpeted Folding Stand (SORS6)
For the R600 ...........................................................Call

An ideal complement to wood and carpeted
lecterns, these speakers are perfect where
room acoustics or large audiences require
additional coverage and open installation.
They can be wall or tripod mounted and are
supplied with 5-way binding posts. They are
available in Natural Oak (SOSP820O), Dark Oak
(SOSP820K), Walnut (SOSP820W), Natural Cherry
(SOSP820Y), Dark Cherry (SOSP820R), Natural
Mahogany (SOSP820M), Dark Mahogany
(SOSP820A), Natural Maple (SOSP820X), Black
Painted Oak (SOSP820B) and Dark Cherry Stained
Oak (SOSP820RO).......................................................Call

Tripod Stand Set (SOTR45)
For use with AO6C and RO6 Add-On speakers
and 2-way Foreground Speakers. This set of
two heavy-duty tripods are constructed of 11⁄2”
anodized aluminum tubing with a 13⁄8” center
support column. Their height adjusts from
3’ 8” to 6’, they have a 100 lb. capacity and
weigh 6 lbs. each. The set includes speaker
mounting brackets, safety pins, and nylon
carrying bags .........................................................Call

Ceiling Speaker Set (SOCSP820)
Designed for conference, meeting, and
hospitality applications, these drop-in ceiling
speakers offer excellent sound quality in a
cost-effective package. Perfect for both
foreground and background applications,
coaxial design delivers a flat uniform response
over a wide listening area. Fully assembled,
these speakers install in standard 2 x 2’ T-bar
drop-in ceiling grids. Includes white polyester
knit grille cloth.......................................................Call

Add-On Speakers
Lecternette companion speakers extend voice
amplification to larger groups. Each set
consists of two sections, each containing a
four-speaker column and 50’ of self-storing
cable. Both sections fit together for transport
to make a compact, portable unit, complete
with carrying handles.

Carpeted Add-On Speaker Set (SOA06C)
A set for the L16C, L46C or L56C
Carpeted Add-On Speaker Set (SOR06)
A set for the R600
Carpeted Add-On Speaker (SOA08C)
A single Add-On speaker for the LC8C

SCA06 Add-On Speaker
on a Tripod Stand

Lecternette on a
Carpeted Folding Stand

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 92
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MULTIMEDIA LECTERNS
Presenter Series
Presenter lecterns provide the ideal solution to your presentation needs. They are
available in a carpeted finish with a choice of seven colors or in a wide variety of
wood veneers. Presenter lecterns are available in 36”, 48”, and 60” widths with a
standard depth of 31” and an assembled height of 48”.
Designed for utmost accessibility, Presenter lecterns offer unmatched ease of
equipment installation and maintenance. A removable reading surface and
a full width front access panel allow simplified cable routing with no
restrictions. All units are supplied with a 125v, 15 amp power strip and 3” swivel
casters to aid in positioning. For room to room transport, optional heavy-duty
3” casters are recommended. Work surfaces can be sloped (standard), flat, or a
combination. Select either an adjustable recessed monitor mount with acrylic
cover, monitor well or a raised mount. Oversize document camera and keyboard
drawers on heavy-duty ball bearing slides accommodate even the largest components, with room to spare for mouse/trackball storage.
Many options are available to custom-design the Presenter to your needs. Optional cooling fans, custom cutouts for reading surface mounted
controls, and optional mics and mic mounts, task lighting, and cable ports to handle laptops complete the console options. Rack mounting or
adjustable shelves may be installed, or any combination of the two. Security won’t be a problem with either Euro-hinged doors or pocket pivot
doors with optional locks. Cap off a winning installation with Sound-Craft’s wiring duct option for neat and orderly cabling.

VENEER OPTIONS

Natural
Oak

Dark
Oak

Walnut

Natural
Cherry

Dark
Cherry

Natural
Mahogany

Dark
Mahogany

Natural
Maple

Black Painted
Oak

Dark Cherry
Stained Oak

CARPET OPTIONS

Gunmetal

Charcoal

Brick

Navy

Hunter

Butternut

Onyx

36” Presenter Veneered Lectern: Available in Natural Oak

48” Presenter Veneered Lectern: Available in Natural Oak

(SO3636VO), Dark Oak (SO3636VK), Walnut (SO3636VW), Natural Cherry

(SO4848VO), Dark Oak (SO4848VK), Walnut (SO4848VW), Natural Cherry

(SO3636VY), Dark Cherry (SO3636VR), Natural Mahogany (SO3636VM), Dark

(SO4848V), Dark Cherry (SO4848VR), Natural Mahogany (SO4848VM), Dark

Mahogany (SO3636VA), Natural Maple (SO3636VX), Black Painted Oak
(SO3636VB) and Dark Cherry Stained Oak (SO3636VRO).......................................Call

(SO4848VB) and Dark Cherry Stained Oak (SO4848VRO).......................................Call

36” Presenter Carpeted Lectern: Available in Gunmetal

48” Presenter Carpeted Lectern: Available in Gunmetal

(SO3636CG), Charcoal (SO3636CC), Brick (SO3636CB), Navy (SO3636CN), Hunter

(SO4848CG), Charcoal (SO4848CC), Brick (SO4848CB), Navy (SO4848CN), Hunter

(SO3636CH), Butternut (SO3636CB) and Onyx (SO3636CRO) ...................................Call

(SO4848CH), Butternut (SOS4848CB) and Onyx (SO4848CO)....................................Call

Mahogany (SO4848VA), Natural Maple (SO4848VX), Black Painted Oak

60” Presenter Veneered Lectern
Available in Natural Oak (SO6060VO), Dark Oak (SO6060VK), Walnut (SO6060VW), Natural Cherry (SO6060VY), Dark Cherry (SO6060VR), Natural Mahogany
(SO6060VM), Dark Mahogany (SO6060VA), Natural Maple (SO6060VX), Black Painted Oak (SO6060VB) and Dark Cherry Stained Oak (SO6060VRO) ..................................Call

60” Presenter Carpeted Lectern: Available in Gunmetal (SO6060CG), Charcoal (SO6060CC), Brick (SO6060CB), Navy (SO6060CN), Hunter (SO6060CH),
Butternut (SO6060CB) and Onyx (SO6060CO)..............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................Call
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MULTIMEDIA LECTERNS
RACK MOUNT ENCLOSURES FOR PRESENTER and CAMBERLIN SERIES
Enclosures
include rack rails,
removable front
access panels
with a lock, a
euro-hinged
door with a lock
and positioning casters. They are
available in the same finishes as the
Presenter and Camberlin lecterns.

Presenter Series with Carpeted Finish

Camberlin Series with Carpeted Finish

16 Space Enclosure (SOS16RKC)........................Call
20 Space Enclosure (SOS20RKC) .......................Call
24 Space Enclosure (SOS24RKC) .......................Call

16 Space Enclosure (SOR16RKC) ..........................Call
20 Space Enclosure (SOR20RKC) .........................Call
24 Space Enclosure (SOR24RKC) .........................Call

Presenter Series with Veneered Finish

Camberlin Series with Veneered Finish

16 Space Enclosure (SOS16RKV) .......................Call
20 Space Enclosure (SOS20RKV).......................Call
24 Space Enclosure (SCS24RKV) .......................Call

16 Space Enclosure (SOR16RKV) ..........................Call
20 Space Enclosure (SOR20RKV) .........................Call
24 Space Enclosure (SOR24RKV) .........................Call

Camberlin Series
Camberlin lecterns feature a smooth, flowing design with 3” radius
corners that complement any transitional or contemporary décor.
Constructed of MDF and plywood, all joints are glued and then secured
with wood screws rather than staples or T-nails. Work surface and
shelves are covered in Nevamar laminate with ARP coating for the
most scratch-resistant laminate surface available. Removable reading
surface, front access panel, and doors allow quick, easy access to
components and cabling. A variety of options allows you to custom
design your lectern to meet your specific needs.
Camberlin lecterns come with a locking keyboard drawer, Euro-hinged
doors with locks, removable front access panel and reading surface,
15-amp power outlet strip, and positioning casters. They are available in 36”, 48”, and 60” widths, with wood veneer or carpet finishes.
Options include a document camera drawer, monitor mounts, folding document camera shelf, cooling fan, cable port outlet, task
light, rackmount, shelves, pocket pivot doors, heavy duty casters, wiring duct, covers, digital clock and custom logos.
36” Camberlin Veneered Lectern

48” Camberlin Veneered Lectern

Available in Natural Oak (SOMMR36VO), Dark Oak (SOMMR36VK), Walnut
(SOMMR36VW), Natural Cherry (SOMMR36VY), Dark Cherry (SOMMR36VR),
Natural Mahogany (SOMMR36VM), Dark Mahogany (SOMMR36VA), Natural
Maple (SOMMR36VX), Black Painted Oak (SOMMR36VB) and Dark Cherry
Stained Oak (SOMMR36VRO) ..................................................................................................Call

Available in Natural Oak (SOMMR48VO), Dark Oak (SOMMR48VK), Walnut
(SOMMR48VW), Natural Cherry (SOMMR48V), Dark Cherry (SOMMR48VR),
Natural Mahogany (SOMMR48VM), Dark Mahogany (SOMMR48VA), Natural
Maple (SOMMR48VX), Black Painted Oak (SOMMR48VB) and Dark Cherry
Stained Oak (SOMMR48VRO) ..................................................................................................Call

36” Camberlin Carpeted Lectern

48” Camberlin Carpeted Lectern

Available in Gunmetal (SOMMR36CG), Charcoal (SOMMR36CC), Brick
(SOMMR36CB), Navy (SOMMR36CN), Hunter (SOMMR36CH), Butternut
(SOMMR36CB) and Onyx (SOMMR36CRO)...........................................................................Call

Available in Gunmetal (SOMMR48CG), Charcoal (SOMMR48CC), Brick
(SOMMR48CB), Navy (SOMMR48CN), Hunter (SOMMR48CH), Butternut
(SOMMR48CB) and Onyx (SOMMR48CO) .............................................................................Call

60” Camberlin Veneered Lectern: Available in Natural Oak (SOMMR60VO), Dark Oak (SOMMR60VK), Walnut (SOMMR60VW), Natural Cherry (SOMMR60VY),
Dark Cherry (SOMMR60VR), Natural Mahogany (SOMMR60VM), Dark Mahogany (SOMMR60VA), Natural Maple (SOMMR60VX), Black Painted Oak (SOMMR60VB) and
Dark Cherry Stained Oak (SOMMR60VRO) ..................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................Call
60” Camberlin Carpeted Lectern: Available in Gunmetal (SOMMR60CG), Charcoal (SOMMR60CC), Brick (SOMMR60CB), Navy (SOMMR60CN), Hunter
(SOMMR60CH), Butternut (SOMMR60CB) and Onyx (SOMMR60CO) ....................................................................................................................................................................................................................Call
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MULTIMEDIA LECTERNS
Educator Workstation
Value pricing and quality construction combine to make the Educator multimedia
workstation the best buy for those educational facilities that demand the most
for their money. Designed specifically for classroom applications, the Educator
incorporates the most sought after features in a compact, attractive, and fully
functional design. A large flat work surface covered in wear-resistant Nevamar
plastic laminate supports the use of either CRT or LCD monitors as well as laptop
computers. A pullout keyboard shelf is standard, as is a locking accessory drawer
to keep presentation supplies readily at hand. Locking euro-hinged doors provide
security for the two equipment bays. A spacious folding document camera shelf
mounted on the presenter’s right hand side easily folds down when not in use or
during transport. 3” casters allow for easy mobility.
Installers will appreciate standard features such as a locking removable front
access panel, bottom and side cable accesses, and a cable port on the right side to
simplify document camera hookups. The Educator is offered in rotary sliced red
oak veneer only, with a choice of three finish options - natural, dark oak, or dark
cherry stained oak. The finish is a durable lacquer.

Educator Workstation: Available in Natural Oak (SOWSV40VO), Dark Oak (SOWSV40VK)

Natural Oak

Natural Oak

Dark Cherry Stained Oak

and Dark Cherry Stained Oak (SOWSV40VRO)...............................................................................................Call

M U LT I M E D I A L E C T E R N O P T I O N S
Recessed Monitor Mount (SOREMM)
For 15” monitors or smaller ............................Call
Raised Monitor Mount (SORAMM)
For CRT monitors ...............................................Call
Recessed Mount (SORELM)
For flat screen LCD monitors .........................Call
Monitor Well (SOMW)
For flat screen LCD monitors .........................Call

Custom Cut-Out (SOCO) .................................Call

10-Space Rack Mount (SORM10MML) .........Call

Slide-Out Document
Camera Drawer with Lock (SOSVM)
Supplied with lock and equipped with
heavy-duty ball bearing slides .....................Call

16-Space Rack Mount (SORM16MML) .........Call

Folding Document
Camera Shelf (SOFDCSMML)
Ideal for when a standard document camera
drawer is impossible.........................................Call

Adjustable Shelf with Standards (SOSHLF)
Includes one shelf, clips, and pre-mounted
shelving standards............................................Call
Shelf Only (SOSHLFA) .........................................Call
Euro Hinged Doors
with Lock (SOEHD) .............................................Call

Swivel Monitor Mount (SOSVM) .................Call

Cable Port Outlet (SOCPO) ............................Call

Combination Flat/Sloped
Work Surface (SOCWS) ....................................Call

18” LittLite with Dimmer (SOLL18) ...........Call

Pocket Pivot Doors
with Lock (SOPPDMML) ......................................Call

15w Under-Dash Lamp (SORL15) ................Call

3” Casters (SOHDC3) ..........................................Call

Digital Clock (SODC)
Surface mounted clock displays time or date
in easy-to-read 3/4” high numerals. Operates
on a single AA battery (included). .............Call

Wiring Duct Option (SOWD) ........................Call

Cooling Fan (SOCF)
Factory-installed in the base of your lectern.
Protects heat-sensitive equipment.............Call
Keyboard Drawer with Lock (SOKD) ..........Call

Duplex Outlet (SODPLX) ..................................Call
Roll-Top Cover (SORTC36)
For 36” Presenter-stytle lecterns ..................Call
Roll-Top Cover (SORTC48) ...............................Call
36” Protective Cover (SOCOV36)
Padded and lined protective cover ............Call
48” Protective Cover (SOCOV48) .................Call

Euro-hinged doors with lock
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60” Protective Cover (SOCOV60) .................Call
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Credenzas
Low profile credenzas are an attractive, alternative solution to
equipment storage. They are available in two, three, and four
bay models. Choose from wood veneer or carpeted finishes.
They come with euro-hinged doors, rear access panel, casters,
and ventilation louvers.
Available options include 13-space rack mounts or adjustable
shelving, locking pocket pivot doors, cooling fans, heavy duty
casters, and cable port outlets.
VENEER OPTIONS

Natural
Oak

Dark
Oak

Walnut

Natural
Cherry

Dark
Cherry

Natural
Mahogany

Dark
Mahogany

Natural
Maple

Black Painted
Oak

Dark Cherry
Stained Oak

CARPET OPTIONS

Gunmetal

Charcoal

Brick

2-Bay Veneered Credenza: 48 3⁄8 x 26 x 30” (WDH). Available in
Natural Oak (SOCRDZ2BCVO), Dark Oak (SOCRDZ2BCVK), Walnut
(SOCRDZ2BCVW), Natural Cherry (SOCRDZ2BCVY), Dark Cherry (SOCRDZ2BCVR),
Natural Mahogany (SOCRDZ2BCVM), Dark Mahogany (SOCRDZ2BCVA),
Natural Maple (SOCRDZ2BCVX), Black Painted Oak (SOCRDZ2BCVB)
and Dark Cherry Stained Oak (SOCRDZ2BCVRO)......................................................Call

2-Bay Carpeted Credenza: 48 3⁄8 x 26 x 30” (WDH). Available in
Gunmetal (SOCRDZ2BCG), Charcoal (SOCRDZ2BCC), Brick (SOCRDZ2BCB),
Navy (SOCRDZ2BCN), Hunter (SOCRDZ2BCH), Butternut (SOCRDZ2BCB)
and Onyx (SOCRDZ2BCRO) .......................................................................................................Call

Navy

Hunter

Butternut

Onyx

3-Bay Veneered Credenza: 713⁄8 x 26 x 30” (WDH). Available in
Natural Oak (SOCRDZ3BCVO), Dark Oak (SOCRDZ3BCVK), Walnut
(SOCRDZ3BCVW), Natural Cherry (SOCRDZ3BCV), Dark Cherry (SOCRDZ3BCVR),

Natural Mahogany (SOCRDZ3BCVM), Dark Mahogany (SOCRDZ3BCVA),
Natural Maple (SOCRDZ3BCVX), Black Painted Oak (SOCRDZ3BCVB)
and Dark Cherry Stained Oak (SOCRDZ3BCVRO)......................................................Call

3-Bay Presenter Credenza: 713⁄8 x 26 x 30” (WDH). Available in
Gunmetal (SOCRDZ3BVG), Charcoal (SOCRDZ3BVC), Brick (SOCRDZ3BVB),
Navy (SOCRDZ3BVN), Hunter (SOCRDZ3BVH), Butternut (SOCRDZ3BVB)
and Onyx (SOCRDZ3BVO)..........................................................................................................Call

4-Bay Veneered Credenza: 94 3⁄8 x 26 x 30” (WDH). Available in Natural Oak (SOCRDZ4BVO), Dark Oak (SOCRDZ4BVK), Walnut (SOCRDZ4BVW), Natural
Cherry (SOCRDZ4BVY), Dark Cherry (SOCRDZ4BVR), Natural Mahogany (SOCRDZ4BVM), Dark Mahogany (SOCRDZ4BVA), Natural Maple (SOCRDZ4BVX), Black Painted
Oak (SOCRDZ4BVB) and Dark Cherry Stained Oak (SOCRDZ4BVRO) ..............................................................................................................................................................................................................Call

4-Bay Carpeted Credenza: 94 3⁄8 x 26 x 30” (WDH). Available in Gunmetal (SOCRDZ4BCG), Charcoal (SOCRDZ4BCC), Brick (SOCRDZ4BCB), Navy (SOCRDZ4BCN),
Hunter (SOCRDZ4BCH), Butternut (SOCRDZ4BCB) and Onyx (SOCRDZ4BCO)................................................................................................................................................................................................Call

CREDENZA
OPTIONS

13-Space Rack Mount (SORM13CRDZ) .............................Call

Pocket Pivot Doors with Lock (SOPPDMML) ...............Call

Adjustable Shelf with Standards (SOSHLF) ...............Call

Cooling Fan (SOCF).................................................................Call

Extra Shelf (SOSHLFA) .............................................................Call

Cable Port Outlet (SOCPO) .................................................Call

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 92
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Computers & Accessories

Apple ...............................................864-875
Crystal Graphics..........................876-877
HP......................................................878-887
Sony .................................................888-901
Toshiba ...........................................902-907
Hard Drives....................................908-921
USB Flash Drives.........................922-923
Wireless Mice & Keyboards....923-933

The

SourceBook

A/VPresentation
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Obtaining information and ordering from B&H is quick and
easy. When you call us, just punch in the corresponding
Quick Dial number anytime during our welcome message.
The Quick Dial code then directs you to the specific
professional sales associates in our order department.
For Section 14, Computers & Accessories,
use Quick Dial #: 842
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POWER MAC G5
Dual and Power Mac G5 Quad
Desktop Computers
Featuring dual-core PowerPC processors, a modern PCI Express architecture, and wickedfast workstation graphics, the Power Mac G5 Dual and Power Mac G5 Quad are the most
powerful systems Apple has ever made.
The Power Mac G5 Dual and Power Mac G5 Quad offer leading-edge expansion with
industry-standard PCI Express architecture, providing four expansion slots to support highperformance video and audio devices and multiple standard graphics cards to drive an
array of up to eight displays. They support up to 16GB of 533 MHz DDR2 SDRAM and each
feature two Gigabit Ethernet ports—ideal for customers working in an Xsan environment.
Providing industry-leading connectivity and high-performance I/O, each also includes one
FireWire 800 port, two FireWire 400 ports, four USB 2.0 ports, two USB 1.1 ports, optical and
digital audio input and output, and built-in support for AirPort Extreme and Bluetooth
2.0+EDR. They also include Apple’s next generation mouse, Mighty Mouse, featuring up to four programmable buttons
and an ingenious Scroll Ball that lets users scroll in any direction—vertically, horizontally and even diagonally.
F E AT U R E S

Dual-Core PowerPC G5 Processor
Enter the dual-core PowerPC G5 processor: one silicon chip with two independent 2.5GHz processor cores—double the computational power in the
same space as a single-core processor. Now take two of those chips and you have the Power Mac G5 Quad, for groundbreaking quad-core processing.
With four processing cores, you’ll have more 64-bit resources: more L2 cache, more Velocity Engines (4) and and more double-precision floating-point
units (8) for blistering performance of up to 76.6 gigaflops.
That means you can manipulate mountains of images or miles of footage. Crunch enormous data sets. Encode HD video or high-bit-rate audio. All at
speeds you never imagined possible. Videographers can edit more footage, filmmakers can produce more real-time effects, designers and photographers can process more higher-resolution images, and researchers can crunch through data sets for faster results.

64-bit Memory Addressing
◆ The dual-core PowerPC G5 joins forces with Mac OS X Tiger to enable

64-bit computation. With 42 bits of physical address space, it supports
a colossal 4 terabytes (4TB) of system memory. Although 4TB of RAM
is not currently feasible, the advanced architecture of the PowerPC G5
allows for plenty of growth in the future.
◆ More practical and still far more than a typical PC, the Power Mac G5

can be configured with 16GB of addressable memory. Such large
quantities of memory enable the system to contain massive digital
images or a sequence of video entirely in RAM.

64-bit Computational Power
◆ The other advantage provided by the 64-bit PowerPC G5 is the ability

to perform multiple simultaneous 64-bit floating-point and integer
calculations. The PowerPC G5 features full 64-bit data paths and data
registers, allowing it to express the extreme precision needed for
floating-point mathematics and to express integers up to 18 billion
billion. By contrast, a 32-bit processor must break these types of
computations into multiple pieces — requiring multiple passes
through the processor and slowing down application performance.

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO
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Eight Double-Precision Floating-Point Units
The PowerPC G5 core contains two double-precision floating-point
units, each capable of performing a multiply and an add at the same
time. This means a Power Mac G5 Quad, with four processor cores and a
total of eight floating-point units, can complete up to sixteen 64-bit
floating-point operations in a single cycle. Such immense computational
power accelerates applications in many fields, including audio creation,
3D content creation, and scientific visualization and analysis .

Four Velocity Engines
The Velocity Engine in each core is optimized with two independent
queues and dedicated 128-bit registers and data paths for efficient
instruction and data flow. This 128-bit vector processing unit accelerates
data manipulation by applying a single instruction to multiple data at
the same time, known as SIMD processing. Vector processing is useful
for transforming large sets of data, such as manipulating an image or
rendering a video effect. Each Velocity Engine pipeline speeds up these
tasks by processing up to 128 bits of data — in four 32-bit integers, eight
16-bit integers, sixteen 8-bit integers, or four 32-bit single-precision
floating-point values — in a single clock cycle.
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POWER MAC G5
Dual Gigabit Ethernet
Two independently configurable 10/100/
1000BASE-T (Gigabit) Ethernet interfaces
deliver tremendous networking bandwidth
with no contention between your network
traffic and other I/O. Each Gigabit Ethernet
controller in the new Power Mac G5 supports
jumbo frames (packets up to 9000 bytes),
Virtual LAN tags (VLAN 802.1q), and link
aggregation. Dual Gigabit Ethernet is ideal
for users in an Xsan environment that
requires independent networks for metadata
and general networking.

SuperDrive with
double-layer support
The built-in SuperDrive reads and writes to a
wide variety of DVD and CD media, including
double-layer (DVD+R DL) discs capable of
holding up to 8.5GB of data. This means you
can author discs with over 3.5 hours of video
encoded in standard MPEG-2 format on one
DVD+R DL disc, compared with 2 hours of
video on a standard DVD-R disc

Talk about fast. On the inside, dual-core PowerPC G5
processors and a host of state-of-the-art technologies
translate into ferocious performance. Of course, an
exceptional computer demands an exceptional
enclosure. The Power Mac G5 sports a handsome
and meticulously designed exterior that’s graced
with convenient ports and an easy-to-open side
panel. Take a look inside and outside the sleek
aluminum chassis of the Power Mac G5.

Truly Intelligent Design
Apple engineers are pretty obsessive about clutter. Look inside the Power Mac G5 and
you won’t see any. “A place for everything and everything in its place” isn’t just something
your mom said: It’s an important philosophical precept that Apple applies rigorously to
hardware design.

Workstation Graphics Arrive on the Mac
Ready to experience the real world in real time? With an all PCI Express architecture
come state-of-the-art graphics technologies that ensure a spectacular visual experience.
And reality looks better than ever when you add the NVIDIA Quadro FX 4500, the first
workstation graphics card for the Mac platform.

How Much Reality Can You Handle?

Serial ATA storage
The Power Mac G5 can hold two internal
500GB Serial ATA drives for a total capacity
of 1TB of storage. Each drive is on an
independent bus, so there’s no competition
for drive performance as with Parallel ATA.
Designed to keep pace with the demands of
digital video creation and editing, audio
storage and playback, and other data-intensive
applications, Serial ATA supports 1.5-Gbps
throughput per channel (equivalent to a data
rate of 150 MBps).

Integrated I/O
Serial ATA, FireWire, USB, audio, and wireless
technologies are integrated through two
bidirectional 800MHz HyperTransport
interconnects for a maximum throughput of
1.6 GBps, providing ample throughput for a
host of peripheral devices.

Each Power Mac G5 graphics card supports two displays in
extended desktop and video mirroring modes. The PCI
Express architecture means you can install up to four graphics
cards in your Power Mac G5 — for connecting up to eight
Apple Cinema Displays. Imagine viewing high-resolution
satellite images across an array of displays. Or consider
controlling a suite of public information kiosks or a multimedia
museum exhibit from a single Power Mac G5 system.

16-Lane PCI Express on Every Power Mac G5
A new lineup of PCI Express graphics cards provides professional capabilities and
programmable graphics choices at all levels. Every Power Mac G5 supports two displays
— including a glorious 30” Apple HD Display — and can be expanded to drive an array
of up to eight displays. Choose a standard configuration equipped with a card for
general graphics applications, or upgrade to a high-performance card for ultra responsive graphics and true onscreen stereo 3D — perfect for scientific visualization.

FireWire and USB 2.0 ports
Ports on the front and back — two FireWire
400, one FireWire 800, and four USB 2.0 —
allow you to plug in your choice of peripherals
and devices. The included keyboard also has
two USB 1.1 ports.

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 842
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POWER MAC G5
The new Power Mac G5 introduces a modern PCI Express architecture to the Mac platform. A future-savvy choice for your lab or studio, PCI Express
opens up a world of high-performance system technologies and peripherals — and paves the way for emerging solutions for media and networking.
The new PCI Express architecture allows you to customize your Power Mac G5 to the needs of your workflow — providing tremendous power and
productivity in a single system. As your needs change, you’ll have the flexibility to add solutions for emerging workflow scenarios, such as: audio DSP
solutions from Digidesign; video capture cards from Blackmagic Design or AJA Video; data acquisition devices from National Instruments; or the
Apple Fibre Channel PCI Express Card for connecting to Apple’s Xserve RAID storage solution.
From the dual-channel bidirectional frontside bus (one for each processor) to the 16-lane PCI Express graphics bus, the Power Mac G5 architecture
ensures the throughput required for handling huge media files and massive data sets — without bottlenecks.

PCI Express graphics

PCI Express expansion

With the introduction of PCI Express architecture comes a new 16-lane
PCI Express graphics interface, supporting the latest graphics controllers
for up to 4 GBps of data throughput. That’s double the throughput of
the previous AGP 8X protocol. And by supplying up to 150 watts of
power to the primary graphics processing unit, the new Power Mac G5
provides the headroom for high-performance, next-generation graphics
processors and applications.

533MHz DDR2 main memory
The new 128-bit memory controller in the Power Mac G5 supports DDR2
main memory running at speeds up to 533MHz. In addition to writing
data at a double rate, or twice the rate of the clock speed, the memory
controller increases efficiency by reordering read and write operations.
By addressing two banks of SDRAM at the same time, the new Power
Mac G5 can reach a memory throughput of up to 8.5 GBps, a 25 percent
increase over its predecessor. Power Mac G5 systems can hold up to
eight 2GB DIMMs — up to 16GB of memory — with the option of ECC
(Error Correction Code) memory for users in mission-critical or
compute-intensive environments.

Unlike older parallel technologies,
PCI Express guarantees each
device dedicated bandwidth to
and from the system controller.
PCI Express cards and slots are
defined by their bandwidth, or
number of data lanes — typically
one lane, four lanes, eight lanes,
or 16 lanes. At 250 MBps per lane,
a four-lane slot can transfer data
at up to 1 GBps and an eight-lane
slot, up to 2 GBps — almost twice as fast as a 133MHz PCI-X slot at a
maximum throughput of just over 1 GBps.
In addition to the 16-lane graphics slot, the Power Mac G5 features three
PCI Express expansion slots: two four-lane slots and one eight-lane slot.
Each slot uses a standard connector that can accommodate a card of any
size. This means you can install a PCI Express graphics card in any PCI
Express slot — enabling a single Power Mac G5 to support four, six, or
even eight displays.

Power Mac G5 Dual 2GHz

Power Mac G5 Dual 2.3GHz

Power Mac G5 Quad 2.5GHz

M9590LL/A

M9591LL/A

M9592LL/A

Processor

Dual-core 2GHz PowerPC G5

Dual-core 2.3GHz PowerPC G5

Two dual-core 2.5GHz PowerPC G5

L2 Cache

1MB per core

1MB per core

1MB per core

1GHz

1.15GHz

1.25GHz per processor

Model

Frontside Bus
Main Memory

512MB of 533MHz DDR2 SDRAM (PC2-4200); supports up to 16GB

Standard Graphics
Hard Drive

NVIDIA GeForce 6600 LE with 128MB of GDDR
SDRAM; one single-link and one dual-link DVI port
160GB Serial ATA; 7200 rpm

Optical Drive

NVIDIA GeForce 6600 with 256MB of GDDR SDRAM,
one single-link DVI port, and one dual-link DVI port
250GB Serial ATA; 7200 rpm

250GB Serial ATA; 7200 rpm

16x SuperDrive with double-layer support (DVD+R DL/DVD±RW/CD-RW)

Expansion

Three open PCI Express expansion slots: two four-lane slots and one eight-lane slot

Ports and Bays

One FireWire 800 port, two FireWire 400 ports (one on front), four USB 2.0 ports (one on front),
two USB 1.1 ports (on keyboard), two internal hard drive bays (one occupied)

Audio

Optical digital audio input, optical digital audio output, analog line-level input, analog line-level output, front headphone minijack and speaker

Networking

Dual 10/100/1000BASE-T (Gigabit) Ethernet ports; integrated wireless antenna; optional AirPort Extreme and
Bluetooth 2.0 + EDR (build-to-order option or through an Apple Authorized Service Provider)
Mac OS X, Spotlight, Dashboard, Mail, iChat AV, Safari, Address Book, QuickTime, iLife (includes iTunes, iPhoto, iMovie HD, iDVD, and GarageBand),
iCal, DVD Player, Classic environment, Art Directors Toolkit X, FileMaker Pro Trial, GraphicConverter, Microsoft Office 2004 for Mac Test Drive,
OmniGraffle, OmniOutliner, QuickBooks New User Edition, Zinio Reader, Xcode Development Tools

Software

Hardware Accessories
Limited Warranty
and Service

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO

Apple Keyboard, Mighty Mouse, USB keyboard extension cable, DVI to VGA adapter
90 days of telephone support and a one-year limited warranty.
Purchase the AppleCare Protection Plan to extend your service and support to three full years.

www.bhphotovideo.com
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MAC MINI
Live the digital life in stylish simplicity. Inside its 2˝ high, 6.5˝
square anodized aluminum enclosure, Mac mini houses a
blazing fast Intel Core processor (Solo or Duo), 60 or 80GB
hard drive, slot-loading Combo or SuperDrive, as well as builtMonitor, mouse
in wireless — all whisper-quiet. Power has never been this
and keyboard
are optional
small or this economical.
Mac mini makes it easy to work with digital photos, movies,
music, and the web. Connect digital cameras, iPod, printer or
keyboard to the Mac mini over USB 2.0 or FireWire. Share files
at blazing speeds with built-in 10/100/1000 BASE-T Ethernet.
Enjoy high quality sound on almost any speaker system with
double-duty analog/digital audio. Record digital and analog sources through the line in.
F E AT U R E S

Intel Core
◆ More than an evolution of processor design,

Intel Core is an order-of-magnitude leap forward. These are the first power-efficient Intel
chip born of the new 65-nanometer process,
which allows for the creation of transistors
so small, you could fit a hundred inside a
single human cell. Choose the Solo for a
low-cost option, or select the Duo model for
unprecedented power in such a small package :
– The Intel Core Duo is actually two processors
built into a single chip, giving this Mac mini
up to 4x the horsepower it had previously.
With two powerful processors designed to
share resources and circuitry so unimaginably small, Intel Core Duo achieves far higher
levels of performance while actually consuming less power. In fact, it is even quieter
than the already whisper-quiet previous
generation.
– The Intel Core Solo processor shares most of
the revolutionary features of the Intel Core
Duo, but sports a single processor that delivers two times the performance of the original Mac mini. It includes 2MB of onboard
cache, and is built with the 65-nm process,
for more power per watt.
◆ Applications with the Universal symbol run

on either PowerPC- or Intel-based Mac mini
computers. Most existing applications will
run on your Intel-based Mac mini, too.
Simply launch them as always. Thanks to the
Rosetta technology in Mac OS X, they look
and feel just like they did before.

Mac mini comes with iLife ’06, a suite of easy-to-use applications: Enhance, organize and share
photos via iPhoto. Make movies with iMovie. Turn photo and movie creations into professional
DVDs with iDVD. Make podcasts and blogs. The full-screen Front Row media experience — with
its intuitive menus, large text and brilliant graphics — lets you browse the music, photos, and
videos on your Mac mini as easily as you browse music on your iPod. The included Apple Remote
lets you enjoy your media from anywhere in the room.

1.5GHz Mac mini
Model
Processor
Memory

1.66GHz Mac mini

MA205LL/A

MA206LL/A

1.5GHz Intel Core Duo

1.66GHz Intel Core Duo

512MB of 667 MHz DDR2 SDRAM (PC2-5300), supports up to 2GB

Hard Drive

60GB 5400-rpm Serial ATA

80GB 5400-rpm Serial ATA

Optical Drive

Slot-loading Combo drive
(DVD-ROM/CD-RW)

Slot-loading SuperDrive with DL support
(DVD+R DL/DVD±RW/CD-RW

Graphics
Ports
Audio
Networking
Wireless

Intel GMA 950 graphics processor with 64MB of DDR2 SDRAM shared with main memory
One FireWire 400 port (8 watts); Two USB 2.0 ports (up to 480 Mbps);
DVI output ; VGA output (using included adapter); composite and S-Video output
Built-in stereo speakers, combined optical digital audio input/audio line in,
combined optical digital audio output/headphone output
Built-in 10/100/1000BASE-T (Gigabit)
Built-in 54 Mbps AirPort Extreme Wi-Fi (802.11g) and Bluetooth 2.0+EDR module

Pop a DVD into the slot-loading combo drive. Connect a digital camera, printer or DV camcorder
via FireWire or USB ports on the back. Surf the web over built-in AirPort wireless. It’s all there. In
fact, it’s hard to believe that there’s any place left for the rest of the computer. But squeezed in, is
an Intel Core Solo or Duo processor, room for up to 2GB memory, Intel GMA950 integrated
graphics chip with 64MB shared memory, and up to 120GB hard drive. There’s even space for
AirPort Extreme wireless networking and internal Bluetooth.

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 842
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iMAC
No computer on earth makes it as easy to work with
digital photos, movies, music and the web as iMac. And
now it all happens with blazing speed — powered by
the revolutionary Intel Core Duo. With two processors
built onto a single chip, this new Intel engine kicks iMac
performance up to a whole new level. Coupled with the
ATI Radeon X1600 graphics processor and the world’s
most advanced operating system, Mac OS X, iMac will
run all your software, fast.
Available with a 17-inch or 20-inch monitor, they offer a
sleek, new design that is even thinner than their predecessors, the iMac also features a built-in iSight video
camera for out-of-the-box video conferencing and the
Apple’s breakthrough Front Row media experience.
Front Row gives users a simple, intuitive and powerful
way to play their music, enjoy their photo slideshows, and watch their DVDs and iMovies on their iMac from up to 30-ft.
away using the new bundled Apple Remote.
F E AT U R E S

More Computer. Less Space

Intel Core Duo
◆ Powered by the Intel Core Duo processor,

they let you do the most amazing things fast
and easy. This revolutionary bit of technology is actually two processors built into a single chip, giving iMac up to twice the horsepower it had previously.
◆ More than an evolution of processor design,

Intel Core Duo is an order-of-magnitude
leap forward. It’s the first Intel chip born of
the new 65-nanometer process, which
allows for the creation of transistors so
small, you could fit a hundred inside a single
human cell. With two powerful processors
designed to share resources and circuitry so
unimaginably small, Intel Core Duo achieves
far higher levels of performance while actually consuming less power.
◆ In the world of iMac, nothing is complicated

— even when it comes to running software
on your Intel-based iMac. Applications with
the Universal symbol run on either
PowerPC- or Intel-based iMac computers.
Most existing applications will run on your
Intel-based iMac, too. Simply launch them as
always. Thanks to the Rosetta technology in
Mac OS X, they look and feel just like they
did before.

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO

Yes, there really is a computer in there. The iMac stands as a model of great design, suspended
gracefully in mid-air, perfectly balanced. With hardly any desktop footprint, iMac conceals almost
an entirely new interior as well as an extraordinary range of features to enhance your digital life.
The refined design of the new iMac is now up to 1/2-inch thinner and 15 percent lighter than the
previous generation. The battle over desktop clutter is over — before you start.
While the iMac with Intel Core Duo sports the same svelte exterior as iMac G5, the inside’s another
matter. With all new parts for CPU, system bus and graphics processor, amongst other things,
Apple engineers had to literally reweigh all their decisions. To let you adjust the viewing angle
with such a light touch, the center had to be the center. The result is simply stunning — even
when you’re not using it.
◆ The simple six-button Apple Remote gives you control over your music, movies and photos

from anywhere in the room — and it stows away neatly (and magnetically) on the side of your
iMac when you're not using it.
◆ An array of rear ports make it easy to connect your iPod or just about any other digital device.

Though it’s hard to believe, iMac’s slim shape contains everything from the power supply (no
unsightly power brick to deal with) to a pair of high-quality speakers for beautiful stereo sound.
◆ Mighty Mouse is standard, so you’ll feel iMac power right down to your fingertips. You get the

programmability of a four-button mouse in an unexpectedly simple design — along with the
power of the revolutionary Scroll Ball. Scroll up, scroll down, even scroll diagonally within a document without lifting a finger. See all your open windows with a single squeeze. Or assign other
functions to buttons as you wish. Your fingertips never had it so good.
◆

With its built-in iSight video camera, the iMac provides video conferencing right out of the box
using Apple’s award-winning iChat AV software. They also include Photo Booth, Apple’s fun-touse new application that lets users take quick snapshots with the built-in iSight video camera,
add entertaining visual effects with the touch of a button, and share them via Mail, save them in
iPhoto, or use them as icons in iChat or Address Book.

www.bhphotovideo.com
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iMAC
PCI-Express ATI Radeon X1600 Graphics Processor

Interfaces
With the latest in high-performance I/O, they
include built-in 10/100/1000BASE-T Gigabit
Ethernet for high-speed networking, built-in
AirPort Extreme for fast 54 Mbps wireless networking, built-in Bluetooth 2.0+EDR, five USB
ports (3 USB 2.0) and two FireWire 400 ports.

◆

The 17- or 20-inch iMac display hides the whole computer, but you can widen your horizons
with a second display on a pure digital DVI connection in extended desktop mode. And power
them up with over-the-top ATI Radeon X1600 graphics with up to 256MB DDR SDRAM.

◆

ATI Radeon X1600 Graphics gives iMac the PCI Express treatment on a 16-lane bus interface.
That means it’s screaming fast. Up to 256MB GDDR3 graphics memory offers plenty of
headroom for games, Dashboard widgets, games, even faster user switching, games, iPhoto
full-screen mode, games, Front Row, games, and, well, games.

Under the Hood
Delivering even greater value, the 17-inch and
20-inch model both come standard with a
SuperDrive™ with double-layer support for
burning professional-quality DVDs, 533 MHz
DDR2 SDRAM memory expandable to 2.5GB,
hard drive storage capacity up to 500GB, and
ATI Radeon X600 PCI Express-based graphics
with 128MB of dedicated video memory for
outstanding graphics performance. System
memory is easily upgraded via a convenient
access door along the bottom edge.

Built-in17- or 20-inch Display
◆

The 17-inch widescreen iMac delivers a resolution of 1440 by 900 pixels on its flat-panel LCD
screen, the same screen area as a 19-inch CRT monitor.

◆

The 20” widescreen iMac, with its 1680 x 1050 resolution, provides even more real estate —
36% more onscreen viewable area, to be exact, than the 17” iMac. Its 16:10 wide aspect ratio is
perfect for watching DVD movies — using the built-in DVD Player — in their original format.

◆ Designed to live in any room of the house, iMac now offers features that make it every bit at

home in the office. For the first time ever, iMac lets you use a second display in extended
desktop mode, in addition to simply mirroring the first. The mini-DVI port lets you connect to
DVI displays, VGA monitors and projectors, and S-Video and Composite connectors, with the
appropriate adapter (sold separately). iMac graphics supports up to 23” Apple Cinema Display.
◆

Mighty Mouse
The iMac includes Apple’s Mighty Mouse,
featuring up to four programmable buttons
and an ingenious Scroll Ball that lets users
scroll in any direction—vertically, horizontally
and even diagonally.

Front Row
Apple’s breakthrough Front Row media
experience uses the bundled Apple Remote to
let users enjoy the content they have on their
iMac—including songs from their iTunes music
library, slideshows of their photo albums in
iPhoto, videos including Podcasts, iMovies and
DVDs—from up to 30 feet away. Front Row is
easily controlled using the Apple Remote,
which has only six buttons, compared to
remote controls for Microsoft’s Media Center
which typically have over 40 buttons.

Bundled Software

Even when it’s sleeping, iMac thinks about what’s best for you. In low-light environments, a
sensor detects the room’s ambient light and adjusts the sleep light to match — so you and
your iMac can both catch some sleep.

17-inch iMac
Model

MA200LL

Processor

1.83GHz Intel Core Duo

2GHz Intel Core Duo

L2 Cache

2 MB Shared

2 MB Shared

667MHz

667MHz

Frontside Bus
Memory
Hard Drive
Optical Drive
Video Camera
Graphics
Display

• Collection of productivity and entertainment
titles including AppleWorks, Quicken 2006 for
Mac, 2006 World Book, Photo Booth,
Nanosaur 2 and Marble Blast Gold.

160GB 7200-rpm Serial ATA

250GB 7200-rpm Serial A

Slot-loading 8x SuperDrive with 2.4x Dual Layer burn (DVD+R DL/DVD±RW/CD-RW
Built-in iSight
ATI Radeon X1600 w/128MB GDDR3

ATI Radeon X1600 w/128MB GDDR3,
with upgrade option to 256MB

Built-in 17” (viewable) widescreen

Built-in 20˝ (viewable) widescreen

Ports
Audio

Built-in stereo speakers, built-in mic, headphone/optical digital audio output, audio line in

Wireless

• Mac OS X version 10.4 “Tiger,” the world’s
most advanced operating system

512MB (single SODIMM) 667MHz DDR2 SDRAM (PC2-5300), supports upto 2GB

Two FireWire 400 port; three USB 2.0 ports, two USB 1.1 ports (on keyboard); Mini-DVI port;
DVI, VGA, composite and S-Video output (require optional adapter)

Networking

• iLife ‘06, Apple’s award-winning suite of
digital lifestyle applications

20-inch iMac

MA199LL

Built-in 10/100/1000BASE-T (Gigabit)
Built-in 54 Mbps AirPort Extreme Wi-Fi (802.11g);
built-in Bluetooth 2.0+EDR (Enhanced Data Rate) module

Supplied Accessories

Supplied with Apple Remote, Apple Keyboard, Mighty Mouse

Optional Accessories

Apple mini-DVI to DVI Adapter (M9321G/A); Apple mini-DVI to VGA Adapter (M9320G/A)
Apple mini-DVI to Video Adapter (M9319G/A)

Warranty

90 days of telephone support and a 1-year limited warranty

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 842
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MACBOOK
With MacBook, you get the world’s fastest mobile architecture in a beautifully
designed notebook that costs less than slower, clunkier models. Available in
bright white or sleek black, you can get up to an 80GB hard drive, an optional
DVD-burning SuperDrive, built-in Bluetooth, wireless-ready (802.11g) AirPort, and
up to 2GB of RAM. With a long battery life you won’t find the combination of
affordability and sheer effortless wireless anywhere but on MacBook. Thanks to a
13.3-inch glossy widescreen display that’s 79% brighter with 30% more viewing
area than the iBook before it, the 5.2 lb. MacBook provides the perfect combination of pixels and portability.
MacBook comes with iLife ’06 – a suite of applications
that make it easy to live the digital life. Front Row lets
you navigate movies, music, and photos at the touch of
the included Apple Remote – no matter where you roam.
F E AT U R E S

Durable Space-Age
Construction

High Performance
◆

◆ Designed with durability in mind, the

MacBook uses ultra-tough polycarbonate
plastic – the same material used in bulletproof glass, with an internal magnesium
frame for added strength. The hard disk
drive is rubber-mounted for impact resistance. And there are no doors or protruding
elements that can accidentally get triggered, break off or snag on clothing.

◆ The MagSafe Power Adapter is a magnetic connection instead of a physical one. So tripping over

a power cord won’t send your MacBook flying off a table or desk; the cord simply breaks cleanly away, without damage to either the cord or the system.
◆

Equipped with Apple’s Sudden Motion Sensor to help protect your most valuable asset: your
data. The Sudden Motion Sensor senses change in axis position and accelerated movement. In
the event of a drop or fall, the Sudden Motion Sensor instantly parks the hard drive heads so
they won’t scratch the disks on impact, lessening the risk of damage and improving your
chances of retrieving valuable data. When the Sudden Motion Sensor senses your iBook G4 is
once again level, it unlocks the hard drive heads automatically.

◆

Every MacBook ships with a built-in 56K V.92(2) modem for dial-up connections and
10/100BASE-T Ethernet to enable you to connect to a DSL, cable modem or a high-speed network. The Setup Assistant takes you through the steps of connecting to the Internet easily,
whisking you online and surfing the Web in minutes.

◆

MacBook has a superfast FireWire 400 port built in, so you can easily connect to iPod, digital
camcorders and high-speed disk drives. Two USB 2.0 ports let you connect your iBook to hundreds of cameras, printers, mice and PDAs.

◆

Scrolling through web pages or large documents on a trackpad can challenge even the most
nimble fingers. That’s why MacBook features a trackpad with scrolling capability. Just drag two
fingers over the trackpad to scroll vertically and horizontally or pan around any active window.
Change this feature to suit your needs: Customize your trackpad settings or turn off scrolling
completely via System Preferences.

◆

They come equipped with roomy hard drives (up to 80GB capacity). With MacBook’s slot-loading
Combo Drives you can watch DVDs, play music CDs and burn your own data CDs and music
CDs. And if you’d also like to burn DVDs on the road, the 2Ghz version MacBooks come
equipped with Apple’s impressive SuperDrive.

◆

Enjoy your music, photos and videos from across the room and even across the house with the
Front Row media experience and Apple Remote. Intuitive Apple hardware and software make it
easy to put on a show.

Intel Core Duo
◆ The Intel Core Duo powering MacBook is

two processors built into a single chip. This,
combined with myriad other engineering
leaps, boosts performance up to 4x higher
than the iBook. With this awesome power,
it’s a breeze to render complex 3D models,
enjoy smooth playback of 1080p HD video,
or host a four-way video conference.
◆ Intel Core Duo uses Intel’s groundbreaking

65-nanometer process to achieve higher
levels of performance as it uses fewer watts.
This makes it possible to design a superpowerful MacBook that’s only one 1˝ thin.
◆ Nothing is complicated — even when it

comes to running software on your Intelbased MacBook. Applications with the
Universal symbol run on either PowerPC- or
Intel-based iMac computers. Most existing
applications will run on your Intel-based
iMac, too. Simply launch them as always.

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO

Perhaps the most profound design element of MacBook is what it lacks: bulk. At 1.08 inches thin
— more than a quarter of an inch thinner than the iBook G4 — MacBook cuts a slim profile on
any desk (or in any backpack).

www.bhphotovideo.com
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MACBOOK
iLife ’06

Display

MacBook comes
with the entire
suite of iLife ’06
applications —
iTunes, iMovie
HD, iPhoto,
iDVD and iWeb.
Apple’s awardwinning software lets you
create your own
music CDs, manage digital photos, edit proquality movies, write music, record podcasts,
publish websites and author DVD projects.
Everything works seamlessly together, so you
can easily bring in photos and songs from your
iPhoto and iTunes libraries, into iMovie HD
and iDVD. Or select songs from iTunes to
accompany an iPhoto slideshow.

◆ With a brilliant 13.3-inch TFT

XGA active-matrix display,
MacBook is perfect for playing games, editing videos,
watching QuickTime movies
and managing digital photos.
◆

Supported resolutions: 1280
by 800 (native), 1152 by 720,
1024 by 768, 1024 by 640, 800
by 600, 800 by 500, 720 by
480, and 640 by 480 at 16:10
aspect ratio; 1024 by 768, 800
by 600, and 640 by 480 pixels
at 4:3 aspect ratio; 720 by 480
at 3:2 aspect ratio.

◆ MacBook features a video port that can display VGA, composite and S-Video, in NTSC or PAL.
◆

For graphics and video support, they are equipped with Intel GMA 950 graphics processor
with 64MB of DDR2 SDRAM shared with main memory

◆

Extended desktop and video mirroring: Simultaneously supports full native resolution on the
built-in display and up to 1920 x 1200 pixels on an external display, both at millions of colors

The Center of Digital Life
◆ Use your digital devices with no hassle.

MacBook software makes them all work.

1.83GHz MacBook

2GHz MacBook

2GHz MacBook

Model

MA254LL/A

MA255LL/A

MA472LL/A

Color

White

White

Black

Processor

1.83GHz Intel Core Duo

2GHz Intel Core Duo

2GHz Intel Core Duo

L2 Cache

2 MB

2 MB

2 MB

667MHz

667MHz

667MHz

◆ Supports just about every digital camera.

Connect over USB or FireWire, and MacBook
imports pictures to iPhoto. You can use a
media reader the same way. .
◆

The ultimate iPod companion, connect iPod
via USB or FireWire and auto-sync your
iTunes music library.

◆ Plug in iSight using FireWire to video confer-

ence with other iSight owners via iChat AV
or AIM 5.5 for Windows users. A magnet
holds iSight in place.

Frontside Bus
Memory
Hard Drive

60GB 5400-rpm Serial ATA

60GB 5400-rpm Serial ATA

80GB 5400-rpm Serial ATA

Optical Drive

Slot-loading Combo drive
(DVD-ROM/CD-RW)

Slot-loading SuperDrive
(DVD±RW/CD-RW)

Slot-loading SuperDrive
(DVD±RW/CD-RW)

Built-in iSight

Built-in iSight

Built-in iSight

◆ Connect a speaker system via the stereo
Video Camera

headphone jack.

Graphics
Display

MacBook automatically launches iMovie HD,
so you can edit your footage. No drivers.

13.3” (diagonal) glossy TFT widescreen display, 1280 x 800 resolution
One FireWire 400 port (8 watts); Two USB 2.0 ports (up to 480 Mbps);
Mini-DVI port with support for DVI, VGA, composite and S-Vdeo output
(requires optional adapters )

Audio

Built-in stereo speakers, built-in omnidirectional microphone, combined optical
digital audio input/audio line in, combined optical digital audio output/headphone out

Wireless
Optional Acc.

◆ Use USB or built-in Bluetooth 2.0+EDR to

connect keyboards, gamepads and mice.
Virtually everything, including two-button
mice, just works with no extra software.

Intel GMA 950 graphics processor with 64MB of DDR2 SDRAM shared with main memory

Ports

Networking
◆ Connect your DV camcorder via FireWire and

512MB of 667MHz DDR2 SDRAM (PC2-5300) on two SO-DIMMs, supports up to 2GB

Limited Warranty
and Service

Built-in 10/100/1000BASE-T (Gigabit)
Built-in 54 Mbps AirPort Extreme Wi-Fi (802.11g);
built-in Bluetooth 2.0+EDR (Enhanced Data Rate) module
Apple mini-DVI to DVI Adapter (M9321G/A); Apple mini-DVI to VGA Adapter (M9320G/A)
Apple mini-DVI to Video Adapter (M9319G/A)
90 days of telephone support and a one-year limited warranty. Purchase the
AppleCare Protection Plan to extend your service and support to three full years.

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 842
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MACBOOK PRO
MacBook Pro is th first Mac notebook built on the new Intel Core Duo —
which is actually two processors (up to 2.16GHz) engineered onto a single chip. It provides 2MB of Smart Cache, L2 cache that can be shared
between both cores as needed. It delivers higher performance in 2D and
3D graphics, video editing, and music encoding. And the new engine is
only part of the story. MacBook Pro has a frontside bus and memory
that, at 667MHz, runs faster than any previous Mac notebook. It’s the
first Mac notebook with PCI Express, a Serial ATA hard drive and the
ATI Mobility Radeon X1600 for superfast graphics performance.
Featuring the Intel Core Duo processor, the MacBook Pro notebook
delivers up to four times the speed and eight times the graphics bandwidth of the PowerBook G4. Featuring a stunning
aluminum enclosure just 1” thin, and weighing only 5.6 pounds, the MacBook Pro includes the built-in iSight video camera for video conferencing on-the-go, and the Apple Remote and
Front Row software to dazzle everyone in the room. It also features Apple’s patented MagSafe magnetic power connector,
designed especially for mobile users.
F E AT U R E S

Cool Design

Intel Core Duo
◆ You’ve seen improvements in notebook per-

formance before — but never on this scale.
The Intel Core Duo powering MacBook Pro is
actually two processors built into a single
chip. This, combined with myriad other engineering leaps, boosts performance up to 4x
higher than the PowerBook G4. With this
awesome power, it’s a breeze to render complex 3D models, enjoy smooth playback of
1080p HD video, or host a four-way video
conference.
◆ Intel Core Duo uses Intel’s groundbreaking

65-nanometer process — resulting in transistors so small, you could fit a hundred inside a
single human cell. With smaller distances for
electrons to travel, and two processors
designed to share resources and conserve
power, Intel Core Duo achieves higher levels
of performance as it uses fewer watts. Which
is what makes it possible to design a superpowerful MacBook Pro that’s only one 1˝ thin.
◆ Nothing is complicated — even when it

comes to running software on your Intelbased iMac. Applications with the Universal
symbol run on either PowerPC- or Intel-based
iMac computers. Most existing applications
will run on your Intel-based iMac, too. Simply
launch them as always. Thanks to the Rosetta
technology in Mac OS X, they look and feel
just like they did before.

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO

In the world of notebooks, there’s an eternal struggle between the forces of design and the forces
of thermodynamic reality. Many notebooks simply raise the flag of surrender, opting for clunkier or
weightier designs to deal with internal heat. MacBook Pro innovates its way to a better place. Not
only are its parts engineered to squeeze out every last joule of performance, they’re meticulously
placed to minimize size. The result? Ultra performance in a thin, light package.
MacBook Pro represents a new level of Apple notebook design, a perfect home for the all-new
Intel architecture. Battery: new lithium-polymer technology, stacked with the hard drive. Vents:
gone from the sides, moved to the rear. Wireless antennas: gone from the display, moved to the
hinge. One tenth of an inch in thickness: just plain gone
◆ Where else can you find a backlit keyboard? MacBook Pro also has a built-in ambient light sensor

that adjusts the brightness of both the keyboard and display for optimal visibility.
◆ MacBook Pro can tell if you’ve got one finger on the pedal, or two. With two, you can easily scroll

around your documents. And it's easier now, with a larger trackpad.
◆ With an integrated sudden motion sensor, MacBook Pro protects your data if it detects a fall, by

parking the hard drive head during fast changes in orientation.
◆ The MacBook Pro features Apple’s patented MagSafe magnetic power connector, designed espe-

cially for mobile users. The MagSafe power connector makes charging the notebook’s battery
easier than ever by magnetically coupling the power cord to the MacBook Pro. The MagSafe
power connector safely disconnects from the notebook when there is strain on the power cord.
So, tripping over a power cord won’t send MacBook Pro flying off a table or desk; the cord simply breaks cleanly away, without damage to either the cord or the system.

Bundled Software
Every new MacBook Pro comes with the latest release of the world’s most advanced operating system, Mac OS X version 10.4.4 “Tiger” including Safari™, Mail, iCal®, iChat AV, Front Row and Photo
Booth, running natively on Apple’s first Intel-based notebook. Mac OS X Tiger includes an innovative software translation technology called Rosetta that lets users run most Mac OS X PowerPC
applications seamlessly.

www.bhphotovideo.com
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MACBOOK PRO
iSight & Video Conferencing

Wireless Capabilities
◆ Free yourself from the confines of a desk

with the wireless technology in MacBook
Pro. Collaborate with colleagues around the
world from across the room using a
Bluetooth headset and iChat AV over wireless Internet. Make last-minute changes to a
presentation by sharing files over Bluetooth.
MacBook Pro makes it easy to take your
show on the road.
– AirPort Extreme connects you at blazing
speeds up to 54 megabits per second using
the 802.11g standard. This turbocharged
technology lets you connect to the Internet
without wires, additional phone lines, or
complicated networking hardware.
– Hundreds of hotels around the world have
made Wi-Fi compliant 802.11b wireless local
area networks (WLANs) available. Because
AirPort Extreme is 802.11b-compatible, you
can use your MacBook Pro to surf the
Internet in them.
– Built-in Bluetooth connects to your PDA or
cell phone. Download pictures from your
cell phone. Add a special effect. Send an
SMS using your MacBook Pro keyboard. Talk
on a wireless headset. Quickly share files
with a colleague. Bluetooth pairing makes it
possible. MacBook Pro makes it easy.

Artfully placed, the iSight camera lets
you use iChat AV, iMovie HD, and Photo
Booth to make statements anywhere.
Talk to anyone, anywhere with iChat AV.
iChat video conferencing is completely
integrated into your iChat buddy list, so
initiating a video conference is straightforward and easy. Just click the meeting
attendees on your buddy list and each
colleague steps into your virtual office.
View their faces as if they’re all sitting
around a table with you. Make your
multi-way video conference full screen
and instantly turn your hotel room into a video conference room.

Graphics
Promote your ideas on a display 67% brighter than the previous PowerBook G4. An aggressive ATI
Mobility Radeon X1600 graphics processor coupled with up to 256MB SDRAM power the mobile
visual studio you’ve been waiting for. See blacker blacks, whiter whites and many more colors in
between on a brilliant 15.4˝ (diagonal) 1440 x 900 or 17˝ (diagonal) 1680 x 1050 digital display.
Enjoy a view unavailable on other portables. Retouch color, edit on location, video conference.
Designed for high-performance portables, the Radeon X1600 is a graphics powerhouse that packs
more punch into a much smaller space. The X1600 pushes data through 12 pixel shader pipelines
and five vertex processors on the 16-lane PCI Express bus interface with 8x the bandwidth of the
previous PowerBook G4. Enjoy sharp videos and photos, smooth video playback, astonishing
effects, and vibrant colors. Connect a projector to MacBook Pro and lose nothing in the translation. That’s because the DVI connection gives you a pure digital signal from system to display.

15.4˝ MacBook PRO

15.4˝ MacBook PRO

17˝ MacBook PRO

MA600LL

MA601LL

MA902LL/A

Processor

2.0 GHz Intel Core Duo

2.16 GHz Intel Core Duo

2.16 GHz Intel Core Duo

Memory

512MB (single SODIMM 667MHz
DDR2 SDRAM (PC2-5300)

Model

Front Row and iLife '06,
◆

◆

With Front Row, MacBook Pro makes it easy
(and rather spectacular) to showcase your
latest creations. Whether you’re at the
client’s office, on location, or in a hotel
room, you just use the Apple Remote to
control your videos, music, movies, and
more (from up to 30-ft. away). Front Row
lets you quickly navigate through your work
and play from anywhere in the room. You
can even use the Apple Remote to navigate
through Keynote presentations.
Includes iLife '06, Apple’s award-winning
suite of digital lifestyle applications featuring major new versions of iPhoto®, iMovie
HD, iDVD®, GarageBand™ and iWeb™, a new
iLife application that makes it super-easy to
create amazing websites with photos, blogs
and Podcasts for viewing by anyone on the
Internet with just a single click. All the iLife
'06 applications are Universal applications
that run natively on the new Intel-based
MacBook Pros for maximum performance.

Display
PCI Graphics

1GB (single SODIMM 667MHz
DDR2 SDRAM (PC2-5300)

15.4” TFT widescreen display,
1440 x 900 resolution
ATA Mobility Radeon X1600 with
128MB SDRAM and dual-link DVI

17” TFT widescreen display,
1680 x 1050 resolution

ATA Mobility Radeon X1600 with 256 MB
of GDDR3 GDDR3 SDRAM and dual-link DVI

Video

Built-in iSight Camera, DVI, VGA ( includes DVI to VGA adapter)

Audio

Built-in stereo speakers, built-in omnidirectional microphone, combined optical
digital audio input/audio line in, combined optical digital audio output/headphone out

Hard Drive

80GB 5400-rpm Serial ATA

Optical Drive
Ports

One FireWire 400 port; Two USB 2.0
ports, and ExpressCard/34 slot

Networking
Wireless
Input
Dimensions
Warranty

100GB 5400-rpm Serial ATA

120GB 5400-rpm Serial ATA

Slot loading 4x Super Drive (DVD±RW/CD-RW)
Adds one FireWire 800 port
and one more USB 2.0 port

Built-in 10/100/1000BASE-T (Gigabit)
Built-in 54 Mbps AirPort Extreme Wi-Fi (802.11g) and Bluetooth 2.0+EDR
Apple Remote; full-size illuminated keyboard with ambient light sensor, Scrolling Trackboard
14.1 x 9.6˝, 5.6 lbs.

14.1 x 9.6˝, 5.6 lbs.

15.4 x 10.4˝, 6.8 lbs.

90 days of telephone support and a one-year limited warranty

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 842
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iWORK ’05
Keynote Creation and
Presentation Software Suite
Designed to take full advantage of the advanced typography and graphics
engine of Mac OS X, and seamlessly integrated with iLife ’05, Apple’s iWork ’05
software bundle help users easily create, present and publish professionallooking documents and presentations. iWork ’05 includes Pages, an
innovative word processor with an incredible sense of style, and Keynote 2,
a powerful presentation software that lets anyone create cinematic-looking
presentations. iWork ’05 imports AppleWorks and imports and exports
Microsoft Word and PowerPoint files along with supporting a wide range
of file formats including PDF, Photoshop, TIFF, JPG and QuickTime. Keynote 2
can also export presentations to Macromedia Flash.

PAGES Innovative Word Processor
Pages gives users the tools to create great looking letters, newsletters,
reports, brochures and resumes with advanced typography, multiple
columns, footnotes, tables of contents and styles. Featuring dynamic text
wrapping and alignment guides, Pages lets users create free-form
arrangements of text, graphics, photos, tables and charts. An integrated
iLife media browser lets users drag and drop photos from the iPhoto library
directly into documents, and with over 40 Apple-designed templates,
Pages makes it easy to create amazing documents in minutes.
◆ From the simple one-page letter to a com-

plex research paper complete with a table of
contents, headers, footers, facing pages,
footnotes and a bibliography — Pages
accommodates. It offers over 40 professionally designed templates to get you started.
They range from stationery to three-column
brochures to newsletters to invitations.
Whether you’re a student, teacher, or a
small business owner, you’ll find templates
that help you present your ideas stylishly.
◆ All Pages template includes multiple page

designs, making it easy to build a full document from scratch. Writing a newsletter?
Just by pulling down a menu, you can add a
Cover page, one with a 2-column layout, or
even a page for address information, so you
can mail your newsletter when it’s finished.

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO

◆ Templates include fully coordinated fonts,

colors, even tables and charts. Text and
image placeholders make it easy to add your
content just by dragging and dropping it,
eliminating the need to reformat your document constantly. Templates also include
paragraph and list styles. And you can customize your text flow with multiple
columns, section breaks and page breaks.
◆ Pages supports the most popular graphic

file formats, including JPEG, TIFF and even
Adobe Photoshop’s native PSD format.
Alignment guides (like those in Keynote)
help you precisely place everything on your
page. And with the freeform graphics canvas, you get live feedback when you resize,
move or rotate images. The text even flows
around your graphics instantly.

www.bhphotovideo.com

◆ Includes 40 Apple-designed templates –

from letters to newsletters, stationery to
brochures, school reports to white papers.
But the best part is, Templates is designed to
take advantage of your iLife content. Like
Travel Journal, which has gorgeous photo
frames for your images and text styles that
make your story look great. Or, if you like,
add a page with nothing but text. Business
owners will find templates that make it easy
to create flyers, white papers and even
brochures with iLife content.
◆ Pages imports AppleWorks documents and

imports and exports Microsoft Word documents. Want to share your documents
online? Pages also offers the easiest way to
create great looking PDF files. Pages makes
it easy to share your work with others.
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iWORK ’06
KEYNOTE 2 Presentation Software
Keynote 2 is a powerful application that gives users everything they
need to create compelling presentations, portfolios, interactive
slideshows and storyboards. Keynote 2 delivers powerful slide animations to synchronize the movement of multiple objects and cinematic
real-time animated text. The iLife media browser within Keynote makes
it easy to insert photos, movies and music directly into presentations
and with image masking, it’s easy to frame the exact part of the photo
users want to display. Keynote 2 comes with 20 great-looking themes
making it easy to create stunning presentations in minutes. It also
helps presenters stay on track with the ability to use a second monitor
to display upcoming slides, notes and a timer.
◆ Keynote 2 puts you in the director chair with cinema-quality transi-

tions, animated text effects and powerful animation controls. It makes
it easy to present with a second monitor display that offers current
and next slide, a timer, a clock and your notes. And most remarkably,
it adds interactive and self-playing features that dramatically expand
the way you can use Keynote. Build self-playing demos to educational
content to self-running storyboard animations and quickly share them
with others by exporting to QuickTime interactive or Macromedia
Flash. Keynote 2 comes with 20 Apple-designed themes. Keynote
imports AppleWorks presentations; imports and exports Microsoft
PowerPoint presentations; and exports PDF, QuickTime and Flash.

◆ With more than 20 Apple-designed themes to get you started, you

can easily build cinema-quality presentations that have coordinated
colors, text, charts and tables. And talk about cinema-quality,
Keynote 2 even lets you add real-time animated text to your presentations. Using these cinema-quality animations, you can have text
drop, flip or spin on and off the screen, riveting the attention of those
in your audience. In all, you’ll be able to take advantage of nine different text animations, all of which let you set characteristics for direction, duration and order.

Apple iWork '06 Software with Pages and Keynote: Single Client License (APIW06) ..................................................................................................................................79.00
Apple iWork '06 Software with Pages and Keynote: Five Client License (APIW06FP) ..................................................................................................................................99.00

S E R I O U S M A G I C OVATION
Turn lifeless PowerPoint slides into a stunning
visual experience
The perfect companion to PowerPoint, Ovation™ turns lifeless PowerPoint slides into
stunning presentations. Import your PowerPoint presentation, then choose from one of
the hundred templates and watch Ovation—in seconds— turn lifeless PowerPoint
slides into dynamic presentations so professional they look like they cost thousands of
dollars to produce. It’s that simple. Ovation also includes several tools like
TimeKeeper™ and Teleprompter to help you become a more effective presenter.
◆ Uses high-resolution fonts, smooth motion,

bullet emphasis, animated backgrounds and
special walk-in, walk-out and title slides.
◆ Exclusive PowerLooks™ add smooth motion

to your message. From subtle to eye-catching, Ovation brings presentations to life.

◆ Hold attention by unveiling your message

with style. As each new bullet is revealed, the
previous bullet steps back from the spotlight
and becomes transparent or defocused.
◆ Allows you to set all or part of your presenta-

tion to use the original PowerPoint layout,
text treatment, or slide background.

◆ Scrolling teleprompter displays notes to the

presenter and a timer help you keep on pace
during the presentation. Store notes in a
slide to help you address audience questions,
preview the next bullet point before it is
revealed to the audience and automatically
advance slides based on the timer.

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 842
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POWERPLUGS FOR POWERPOINT
Software Plug-ins for PowerPoint
Energize your PowerPoint presentations. Impress your audiences with
stunning 3D transition effects, full-screen still or moving backgrounds,
cool Flash animations, sophisticated 3D charts, TV-style animated 3D titles,
beautiful templates, inspiring photos and more!
PowerPlugs for PowerPoint are revolutionary presentation software plug-ins
for Microsoft PowerPoint. Easy to use, they work right inside of PowerPoint!
PowerPlugs: Transitions (6 Volumes)

PowerPlugs: Pictures (100 Photos)

PowerPlugs: Transitions adds sophisticated television-style 3D slide
effects to your presentations. Its stunning visual effects and realistic, synchronized sounds are a sure way to keep your audiences' attention and
make your message more memorable. The easy-to-use software plugs
directly into PowerPoint, enabling you to add 3D animated transitions
right from the Slide Show menu. Each volume includes more than 70
PowerPoint transition effects, based on variations of sophisticated and
eye-catching styles.

A diverse, dynamic collection of over 19,000 royalty-free JPEG business
photos on CD and/or download. Easily drop them into presentations to
make your point with pictures. Pictures can enhance almost any kind of
project—PowerPoint presentations, Web pages, emails, print projects,
Word documents, desktop backgrounds and more. All images are supplied in a high-quality JPEG file format and are available at a wide range
of resolutions to suit all your needs.
PowerPlugs: FlashReady

PowerPlugs: Video Backgrounds Player & Content
PowerPlugs: Video Backgrounds Player allows you to add full-screen
moving backgrounds to PowerPoint presentations. What's more, you can
easily do it with just 3 clicks! Use your own video clips or some of the
incredible ones that are included.
The Player plugs right into PowerPoint and is compatible with all of
PowerPoint's animation tools and text editing capabilities, so you can
still display PowerPoint's still or animated bulleted text and clip art in the
foreground of your presentation while impressive full-screen video clips
play simultaneously in the background. Supports a number of popular
video file formats including AVI, MPEG and WMV.
Includes over 100 unique background video clips optimized for use with
PowerPoint so they can play back smoothly in real time on Pentium 3 or
higher PCs. Footage is royalty free so you can use it as many times as you
like in your presentations with no added cost.
PowerPlugs: Charts
Over 100 2D & 3D pre-formatted chart templates help you easily create
television-quality charts, without the assistance of a graphic artist. It
offers you a wide variety of unique 2D and 3D charting styles with a rich
set of powerful editing tools — so you can get just the results you need
directly from within Microsoft PowerPoint and Excel. including Area, Bar,
Bubble, Column, Histograms, Lines, Pies, Scatter, and Surface. Robust
editing tools let you adjust data right from the chart view.
Templates are organized into 11 categories: Basic, Big Data Set,
Corporate, Gradients, Letter Size Black and White, Letter Size Color,
Models, Rendered, Surveys, Textured and Trendlines.
Choose over 31 chart types based on the following types of categories:
Area, Bar, Bubble, Column, Histograms, Lines, Pies, Scatter, and Surface.
Its unique Data Analyzer feature can automatically recommend the best
type of chart to use for your data set.
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Flash animations can be powerful, yet cool. PowerPlugs: FlashReady lets
you embed your Flash animations directly into PowerPoint in a very
straightforward and hassle-free way. It allows you to select them, preview them, embed them and even loop them if you want – all in as few
as two clicks. They automatically rewind and run properly in PowerPoint
without any technical difficulty or programming by you. And, to further
improve your out of box experience, it comes with over 90 Flash animations – all ready to use and royalty free.
PowerPlugs: Presentations to Go
Have you ever sat through—or delivered—a PowerPoint presentation
that was poorly organized, visually boring, cluttered, or hard to follow
with no clear message?
PowerPlugs: Presentations to Go will instantly give you a jump start on
creating well-organized and attractive presentations that communicate a
clear message every time. PowerPlugs: Presentations to Go is a totally
unique product that consists of a series of professionally designed presentation “shells”—including layouts, backgrounds and outlines—covering 23 of the most common presentation topics. Each graphically-rich
shell helps you quickly organize your ideas and clarify your key message
for your selected topic. Simply read the included recommendations for
content, then drop in the text and you'll have a complete and great-looking presentation…to go!
Each presentation shell includes over twenty slides covering your selected topic in a professional, audience-focused way . Carefully chosen
sophisticated graphical designs illustrate key concepts and keep your
audience's attention. Each presentation shell also includes a unique
accompanying “how-to” presentation that will lead you through the
process of identifying your key objectives and planning how to engage
your audience. These how-to presentations also include expert tips on
the best ways to effectively organize and present your own content.
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POWERPLUGS FOR POWERPOINT
PowerPlugs: Templates

PowerPlugs: Music Volumes I and II

PowerPlugs: Templates is the simplest way to give your presentations a
unique and professional look. Choose from a spectrum of over 5000
hand-selected templates. Some now include impressive Flash animation.

Energize your PowerPoint presentations with upbeat background music!
Each volume includes 25 or more upbeat song soundtracks in the WAV
format. Styles include jazz, rock, Caribbean , modern, traditional, country,
and many more. Add upbeat background music to an entire PowerPoint
presentation in just three clicks - without any annoying speaker icons
that must be manipulated or clicked on to start the music during your
presentations.

Give your presentations a neat, unified, and memorable appearance – a
sophisticated look that today's audiences expect. Each template includes
a pair of slide masters – one designed for the title slide and another
especially for the body of the PowerPoint presentation – with complementary background images for both. Some templates even include a
third variation designed especially for print. Each template's text boxes
are carefully positioned and tinted to complement the background
design, and enhanced with intelligent font styles and layout for optimal
readability.
PowerPlugs: PhotoActive FX I and II
PowerPlugs: PhotoActive FX adds over 300 television-style still and animated effects to the photos in your presentations. And it does all this
right inside PowerPoint! This helps makes it incredibly easy to use, and
lets you avoid the hassle of importing and exporting graphics files.
PhotoActive FX's stunning visual effects will focus your audience's attention on your key visuals - helping you to communicate more effectively.
PowerPlugs: SuperShapes I and II
SuperShapes adds TV-style still and animated shape effects to your
PowerPoint presentations. SuperShapes goes way beyond the static 2D
world of PowerPoint's AutoShapes with over 250 artistically designed,
colored and animated 3D shapes such as arrows, buttons, text frames,
banners, separators and more! These professional quality shape effects
will visually direct your audience's attention to your key points by pointing, surrounding, and underlining them. SuperShapes is not a clipart
package. It has as its foundation a powerful software engine that lets
you easily browse and select from a wide variety of pre-created shape
effects. It also lets you edit the effects to your heart's content. For example, you can change colors, timing, size, even proportions. Get the exact
effect you want with just a few clicks. Its interface is very intuitive. And it
works right inside PowerPoint, which helps make it even easier to use!

PowerPlugs: Screensaver Creator
Create impressive screen savers, right within PowerPoint! Use them to
inform, motivate, persuade. Imagine your key company or department
goals, announcements, policies, motivational messages or sales messages coming up on all the inactive computers in your office, school
room, retail store or trade show booth. What a great and inexpensive
way to get your message out to your employees, students, customers
and potential customers. PowerPlugs: Screensaver Creator also includes
the award-winning SereneScreen Marine Aquarium Crystal screensaver.
PowerPlugs: Quotations
The world's largest quotation collection at your fingertips! A must-have
for writers and presenters, these 45,000 searchable quotes plug right
into both PowerPoint and Word.
PowerPlugs: Slides that Win!
A training CD created by two professional presenters with 20+ years of
collective experience. Learn the secrets of delivering a winning presentation, some great PowerPoint shortcuts. Covers an impressive range of
topics important to any successful presentation. It teaches you a variety
of ways to improve the readability, comprehension, and aesthetic quality
of the slides you create.
PowerPlugs: Headings I and II
Over 2,000 semi-transparent slide headings, including popular English
words and phrases, artistically-styled letters and numbers, and coordinated backdrops—will add style, depth and emphasis to your slides.

PowerPlugs: 3D Titles I and II
Add impressive animated 3D title slides in seconds. Includes 60 different
3D title animations inspired by television and film, ready to customize
with your own text. Simply pick the 3D animation you want, type your
title (and optional subtitle) text and voila! — you're done. Your personalized 3D title, along with other artistic elements, will automatically animate together smoothly, just like the ones on TV. 3D Titles' Advanced...
button leads to a rich editing environment which allows you to customize your selected 3D title animation by changing the colors, materials, sizes, orientation and other attributes of each of its element.
PowerPlugs: Flash Clips - 3D Motion Graphics 1
Professional Flash movies will instantly energize your PowerPoint presentations and websites. There are 18 volumes of flash clips and each volume includes 12 royalty-free Flash movies. Movies are in the universally
playable Shockwave (SWF) format.

PowerPlugs: Ultimate Combo16
Get the whole set! The most
powerful enhancement
suite for PowerPoint on the
market today, PowerPlugs:
Ultimate Combo 16
includes 30 volumes of the
16 rich-media plugins,
add-ons and content that
you see on these two pages.
Energize your presentations
and keep your audiences on
the edges of their seats.
PowerPlugs:
Ultimate Combo 16 Plug-in Software for Power Point (CRUC16) ....624.00

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 842
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PAVILION DV1600 SERIES
Entertainment Notebook PCs
The ultimate digital entertainment experience, the HP Pavilion
dv1600 series offers the perfect balance of style and PC performance. Weighing just 5.3 lbs. and 1.18˝ tall they are so thin and light,
they can be taken almost anywhere.
Engineered for true mobile performance, they incorporate a14˝
high-definition BrightView wide-format screen with the same width
as a 15˝ display, but with an overall form factor of a 12˝ notebook.
The widescreen display is perfect for DVD viewing or multitasking,
allowing for two programs not only to be open at once, but
viewable at the same time.
Perfect for students and business users alike, the dv1600 Series
offers features for work or play. In addition to the multitasking
advantages, they offer multimedia functionality like HP QuickPlay, which allows for listening to CDs or watching DVDs
without booting the system, dual headphone jacks, Altec Lansing speakers, and a 6-1 digital card reader for fast photo
transfer. For convenience, the supplied PC-Card shaped remote control stores in the PC Card slot when not in use.
F E AT U R E S
◆ The 14˝ high-definition widescreen display

brings movies and photos to life with amazing color and clarity. While this notebook is
actually as wide as standard 15˝ displays, it
has the form factor as a 12˝display, so it
takes up less space on a desk or briefcase.
Plus, its high resolution provides 25% more
information than standard 15" XGA displays.
◆ With HP QuickPlay pre-installed

– entertainment is faster than ever. HP QuickPlay allows
you to view DVDs or listen to music, bypassing a full-system start up with just the touch
of a button. HP QuickPlay is easy-to-use and
navigate with dedicated media control keys.

◆ Altec Lansing speakers provide exceptional

sound, and the supplied mobile stereo earbud headphones even have individual
adjustable volume control.

◆ Bundled HP Photosmart Premier photo and

imaging software makes it easy to organize,
edit, print, share and store digital photos.
◆ The dv1610us and dv1629us feature a

DVD±R/RW and CD-RW combo drive with
double layer support. The others include
LightScribe Double Layer DVD±RW drive
with CD-writer capabilities
◆ Dual headphone jacks allow two people to

discreetly listen to films, music or Internet
radio without disturbing others.
◆ Dedicated media and menu controls enable

you to navigate your video and music files
quickly and easily. They can also be configured with the remote control. Control playback settings from up to 10-ft. away with the
supplied Mobile Remote Control, which conveniently stores in the PC-card slot.

◆ Get lightning-fast downloads of music, pho-

tos, and more with the integrated 6-in-1 digital digital media reader. Compatible with xD
digital memory, SD, Memory Stick, MS-Pro
Memory Stick™, and SmartMedia cards.
Simply remove the card from the other
device and insert it in their PC-card slot.
◆ dv1620us, dv1650us and dv1680us feature

LightScribe technology that lets you burn
custom, silkscreen-quality labels and artwork directly onto LightScribe-enabled CDs
and DVDs, right inside the drive.
◆ You won’t even notice that you're carrying

these lightweight, thin machines as you zip
around town. For added freedom they feature Intel Centrino™mobile technology and
integrated wireless LAN connectivity so you
can stay in touch wirelessly.
◆ Achieve breakthrough mobile performance,

Award-Winning Support
HP stands behind their products and protects your investment with with award-winning service
and support available around the clock by phone, e-mail, and online —whichever —you prefer.
• HP Total Care offers expert assistance 24 x 7:
- Toll-free telephone support in English and Spanish in the US or English and French in Canada
- Real-time online chat at www.hp.com/support - E-mail, usually answered within one hour
• A desktop icon offers one-click access to online technical support, support, troubleshooting, and
downloads at www.hp.com/support.
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increased connectivity, extended battery
battery life, and high-definition entertainment with Intel Centrino Duo mobile technology (dv1650us and dv1680us only) providing powerful dual-core core capabilities.
◆ They are bundled with Windows XP Home

Edition + Service Pack 2 pre-installed as an
extra layer of protection for your notebook
against network based attacks, unwanted
Internet pop-up ads, viruses, and more.
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PAVILION DV1600 SERIES
dv1610us

dv1620us

dv1629us

dv1650us

dv1680us

Intel Celeron M 380

Intel Centrino Mobile
Technology featuring
Intel Pentium M 735A

Intel Centrino Mobile
Technology featuring
Intel Pentium M 735A

Intel Centrino Duo Mobile
Technology featuring
Intel Core Duo T2300

Intel Centrino Duo Mobile
Technology featuring
Intel Core Duo T2400

Processor Speed

1.6 GHz

1.7 GHz

1.7 GHz

1.66 GHz

1.83 GHz

Processor Cache

1MB L2 Cache

2MB L2 Cache

2MB L2 Cache

2MB L2 Cache

2MB L2 Cache

Bus Speed

400MHz Front-side Bus

400MHz Front-side Bus

400MHz Front-side Bus

667MHz Front-side Bus

667MHz Front-side Bus

Memory

512MB 533MHz DDR,
Max supported 2048MB

512MB 533MHz DDR,
Max supported 2048MB

1024MB 533MHz DDR
Max supported 2048MB

1024MB 533MHz DDR2
Max supported 2048MB

1024MB 533MHz DDR2
Max supported 2048MB

2

2

2

2

2

Intel Graphics Media
Accelerator 900 (128MB)

Intel Graphics Media
Accelerator 900 (128MB)

Intel Graphics Media
Accelerator 900 (128MB)

Intel Graphics Media
Accelerator 950 (128MB)

Intel Graphics Media
Accelerator 950 (128MB)

60GB (4200RPM)

80GB (4200RPM)

80GB (4200RPM)

100GB (5400RPM) SATA

100GB (5400RPM) SATA

––

––

––

––

Integrated

Processor

Accessible Memory Slots
Video Graphics and
Video Memory
Hard Drive
WebCam & Micorphone
Multimedia Drive

DVD±R/RW, CD-RW Combo LightScribe 8X DVD±R/RW DVD±R/RW, CD-RW Combo LightScribe 8X DVD±R/RW LightScribe 8X DVD±R/RW
with Double Layer Support
Combo, Double Layer
with Double Layer Support
Combo, Double Layer
Combo, Double Layer

Network Card

10/100BASE-T Ethernet LAN

10/100BASE-T Ethernet LAN

10/100BASE-T Ethernet LAN

10/100BASE-T Ethernet LAN

10/100BASE-T Ethernet LAN

Wireless Option

54g 802.11BG WLAN with
125HSM / SpeedBooster

Intel Pro/Wireless 2200
802.11BG WLAN

Intel Pro/Wireless 2200
802.11BG WLAN

Intel Pro/Wireless 3945ABG
Network Connction

Intel Pro/Wireless 3945ABG
Network & Bluetooth

Fax/Modem

High Speed 56k modem

High Speed 56k modem

High Speed 56k modem

High Speed 56k modem

High Speed 56k modem

Altec Lansing

Altec Lansing

Altec Lansing

Altec Lansing

Altec Lansing

Audio
Power
Dimensions (LWH)
Weight
PC Card Slots
Digital Media
Display
Keyboard
Pointing Device
External Notebook Ports
Security

65W AC / 6-Cell Lithium Ion 65W AC / 6-Cell Lithium Ion 65W AC / 6-Cell Lithium Ion 65W AC / 6-Cell Lithium Ion 65W AC / 6-Cell Lithium Ion
13.15” x 9.24” x 1.18”

13.15” x 9.24” x 1.18”

13.15” x 9.24” x 1.18”

13.15” x 9.24” x 1.18”

13.15” x 9.24” x 1.18”

5.33 lbs.

5.33 lbs.

5.33 lbs.

5.33 lbs.

5.33 lbs.

Type I/II 32-bit card bus (also support 16-bit)

ExpressCard/54 Slot (also support ExpressCard/34)

6-in-1 integrated Reader for Secure Digital andMultimedia cards, Memory Sticks, Memory Stick Pro, SmartMedia or xD Picture Cards
14.0” WXGA High-Definition BrightView Widescreen Display (1280 x 768)
101-key compatible & 2 Quick Launch Buttons - HP Quick Play Music and DVD
Touch Pad with On/Off button and dedicated vertical Scroll Up/Down pad
• 3 USB 2.0 • 2 headphone-out • microphone-in • VGA (15-pin) • S-Video • RJ-11 (modem) • Expension Port 2 • IEEE 1394 Firewire • Consumer IR
• Kensington MicroSaver lock slot • Power-on password • Accepts 3rd party security lock device

Bundled Software
Operating System
Security and Support
Productivity and Finance
Multimedia

• Microsoft Windows XP Home Edition + Service Pack 2
• Symatec Norton Internet Security 2006 • HP Total Care • Adobe Acrobat Reader • Wireless Home Network • PC Recovery
• Microsoft Works, Money, MSN Encarta Plus, Office Activation Wizard, Office 2003 Student and Teacher Edition: 60 day trail version
• Sonic Digital Media Plus • HP Games powered by Wild Tanget • AOL Music • realRhapsody • HP Quick Play • Muvee AutoProducer DVD Edition
• Microsoft Windows Movie Maker, Media Player • HP PhotoSmart Premier

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 842
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PAVILION DV5000 SERIES
Entertainment Notebook PCs
Delivering portable digital entertainment and powerful entertainment,
the HP Pavilion dv5000 series offers the perfect balance of style and PC
performance. Optimized for mobility, they weigh only 6.5 lbs. and are
just 1.38˝ high.
Engineered for true mobile performance, they incorporate a15.4˝ highdefinition BrightView wide-format display for rich, lush color and dazzling high-definition detail. The 15.4˝ widescreen is also perfect for DVD
viewing or multitasking, allowing for two programs not only to be
open at once, but viewable at the same time. Have data open next
to a word processing program to avoid moving back and forth
between programs.
Perfect for students and business users alike, the dv5000 Series offers features for work or play. In addition to the multitasking advantages, they offer multimedia functionality like HP QuickPlay, which allows for listening to CDs or watching
DVDs without booting the system, Altec Lansing speakers, and a 6-1 digital card reader (except the dv5110us) for fast
photo transfer. For convenience, a supplied PC-Card shaped remote control stores in their PC Card slot when not in use.
F E AT U R E S
◆ The 15.4˝ high-definition, widescreen with

BrightView provides crystal-clear imagery,
bringing your movies and photos to life with
amazing color and clarity.
◆ With HP QuickPlay pre-installed

– entertainment is faster than ever. HP QuickPlay allows
you to view DVDs or listen to music, bypassing a full-system start up with just the touch
of a button. HP QuickPlay is also easy-to-use
and navigate with dedicated media control
keys. In addition, you can control entertainment software from the palm of your hand
with the supplied Mobile Remote Control.

◆ Dedicated media and menu controls enable

you to navigate your video and music music
files easily and quickly.
◆ Bundled HP Photosmart Premier photo and

imaging software makes it easy to organize,
edit, print, share, and store digital photos.

◆ The dv5110us features a DVD±R/RW and CD-

RW combo drive with double layer support.
The rest of the series include LightScribe
Double Layer DVD±RW drive with CD-writer
capabilities. LightScribe technology lets you
burn custom, silkscreen-quality labels and
artwork directly onto LightScribe-enabled
CDs and DVDs, right inside the drive.
◆ Altec Lansing speakers provide exceptional

sound, and the supplied mobile stereo earbud headphones even have individual
adjustable volume control.
◆ All (except the dv5110us) allow you to get

lightning-fast downloads of music, photos,
and more with the integrated 6-in-1 digital
media reader. Compatible with xD digital
memory, SD, Memory Stick, MS-Pro Memory
Stick™, and SmartMedia cards. Simply
remove the card from the other device and
insert it in their PC-card slot

Award-Winning Support
HP stands behind their products and protects your investment with with award-winning service
and support available around the clock by phone, e-mail, and online —whichever —you prefer.
• HP Total Care offers expert assistance 24 x 7:
- Toll-free telephone support in English and Spanish in the US or English and French in Canada
- Real-time online chat at www.hp.com/support - E-mail, usually answered within one hour
• A desktop icon offers one-click access to online technical support, support, troubleshooting, and
downloads at www.hp.com/support.
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◆ They can also be configured with their own,

exclusive remote control. Control playback
settings from up to 10-ft. away with the supplied Mobile Mobile Remote Control, which
conveniently stores in the PC-card slot.
◆ For added freedom they feature integrated

wireless LAN connectivity. The dv 5140us
and 5190us offer Bluetooth as well.
◆ The dv5110/5120/5130/5140us provide

exceptional performance with AMD mobile
technology, featuring extended battery life
ad Enhanced Virus Protection.
◆ Achieve breakthrough mobile performance,

increased connectivity, extended battery
battery life, and high-definition entertainment with Intel Centrino mobile technology
featuring Intel Core Solo (dv5150/5170us)
and Duo processors (dv5190us).
◆ The dv5110/5120us are bundled with

Windows XP Home Edition + Service Pack 2
pre-installed as an extra layer of protection
against network based attacks, unwanted
Internet pop-up ads, viruses, and more.
◆ The rest of the dv5000 series are bundled

with Microsoft Windows XP Media Center
Edition 2005. The Media Center operating
system is a simple, convenient way to manage all your multi-media—photos, music,
videos and movies from one location.
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PAVILION DV5000 SERIES
dv5110us
Processor

dv5120us

dv5130us

dv5140us

dv5150us

dv5170us

dv5190us

Mobile AMD Sempron

AMD Turion 64

AMD Turion 64

AMD Turion 64

Intel Centrino Mobile

Intel Centrino Duo

Intel Centrino Duo

3000+ with AMD

Mobile ML-32 with

Mobile ML-37 with

Mobile ML-37 with

Technology featuring

Mobile Technology

Mobile Technology

PowerNow! Tech

AMD PowerNow!

AMD PowerNow!

AMD PowerNow!

Processor Speed

1.8 GHz

1.8 GHz

2.0 GHz

2.0 GHz

1.66 GHz

1.66 GHz

1.83 GHz

Processor Cache

128KB L2 Cache

512KB L2 Cache

1MB L2 Cache

1MB L2 Cache

2MB L2 Cache

2MB L2 Cache

2MB L2 Cache

Bus Speed

up to 1600MHz

up to 1600MHz

up to 1600MHz

up to 1600MHz

667MHz Front-side

512MB 533MHz
DDR, Max 2048MB

512MB 533MHz
DDR, Max 2048MB

1024MB 533MHz
DDR, Max 2048MB

2048MB 533MHz
DDR, Max 2048MB

2

2

2

2

ATI Radeon Xpress
200M IGP (128MB)

ATI Radeon Xpress
200M IGP (128MB)

ATI Radeon Xpress
200M IGP (128MB)

ATI Radeon Xpress Intel Graphics Media Intel Graphics Media NVIDIA GeForce GO
200M IGP (128MB) Accel. 950 (128MB) Accel. 950 (128MB) (128MB +128MB)

80GB (4200RPM)

100GB (4200RPM)

120GB (4200RPM)

120GB (4200RPM)

Memory

Memory Slots
Video Graphics and
Video Memory
Hard Drive
Multimedia Drive
with Double Layer Support
Network Card

DVD±R/RW,
CD-RW Combo
10/100BASE-T Ethernet

Wireless Option

667MHz Front-side 667MHz Front-side

512MB 667MHz
1024MB 667MHz
1024MB 667MHz
DDR2, Max 2048MB DDR2, Max 2048MB DDR2, Max 2048MB
2

100GB (5400RPM)

2

100GB (5400RPM)

2

100GB (5400RPM)

LightScribe 8X
LightScribe 8X
LightScribe 8X
LightScribe 8X
LightScribe 8X
LightScribe 8X
DVD±R/RW, CD-RW DVD±R/RW, CD-RW DVD±R/RW, CD-RW DVD±R/RW, CD-RW DVD±R/RW, CD-RW DVD±R/RW, CD-RW
10/100BASE-T Ethernet 10/100BASE-T Ethernet

54g 802.11BG WLAN with
125HSM / SpeedBooster Support

Display

Intel Core Solo T1300 with Core Duo T2300 with Core Duo T2400

10/100BASE-T Ethernet

10/100BASE-T Ethernet

802.11BG WLAN
& Bluetooth

10/100BASE-T Ethernet 10/100BASE-T Ethernet

Intel Pro/Wireless 3945ABG Network Connection
––
––
Bluetooth

15.4” WXGA High-Definition Bright-View Widescreen (1280 x 800) Display

Fax/Modem

High Speed 56k modem

Audio

Altec Lansing

Power

65W AC Adapter / 6-Cell Lithium Ion

Dimensions (LWH)

10.4 x 14.1 x 1.38” (min)/1.77” (max)

Weight

6.5 lbs.

PC Card Slots

ExpressCard/54

ExpressCard/54 Slot (also support ExpressCard/34) & Type I/II 32-bit card bus (also support 16-bit)

Digital Media

––

6-in-1 integrated Reader for Secure Digital and Multimedia cards, Memory Sticks, Memory Stick Pro, SmartMedia or xD Picture Cards

Keyboard
Pointing Device
External Ports
Security

101-key compatible & 2 Quick Launch Buttons - HP Quick Play Music and DVD
Touch Pad with On/Off button and dedicated vertical Scroll Up/Down pad
• 3 USB 2.0 • 2 headphone-out • microphone-in • VGA (15-pin) • S-Video • RJ-11 (modem) • Expension Port 2 • IEEE 1394 Firewire • Consumer IR
• Kensington MicroSaver lock slot • Power-on password • Accepts 3rd party security lock device

Bundled Software
Operating System

• Microsoft Windows XP Home Edition + Service Pack 2

Security and Support

• Symatec Norton Internet Security 2006 • HP Total Care • Adobe Acrobat Reader • Wireless Home Network • PC Recovery

Productivity/Finance

• Microsoft Works, Money, MSN Encarta Plus, Office Activation Wizard, Office 2003 Student and Teacher Edition: 60 day trail version

Multimedia

• Sonic Digital Media Plus • HP Games powered by Wild Tanget • AOL Music • realRhapsody • HP Quick Play • Muvee AutoProducer DVD Edition
• Microsoft Windows Movie Maker, Media Player • HP PhotoSmart Premier

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 842
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S7400N SERIES

Pavilion Slimline PCs—the Power of a PC that
Fits Almost Anywhere
The Pavilion Slimline PC series gives you all the power
of a fully loaded loaded PC in 1/3 the size of a traditional tower PC. Their small size and sleek sleek design
let you place them almost anywhere in a home or
office. They also work well in a family room where
there may be a smaller desk or limited workspace.
While their size is small, their functionality is not. They
including including plenty of memory, a fast processor, lots of hard drive space and and even a 9-in-1
memory card reader, so you can transfer your video,
digital photos and music directly to your PC. They
include a DVD-RW drive and Lightscribe technology
so you can can produce custom CD’s and DVD’s with professional labeling. In addition, they are bundled with a full suite
of software including including HP Photosmart Premier to manage your photos, Sonic MyDVD to make movies and burn
DVDs, and Norton Internet Security 2006 AntiSpyware pre-installed to protect your new PC right right out of the box
F E AT U R E S

Operating Systems
The s7400n is bundled with Windows XP
Home Edition, the s7410n and s7420n include
Microsoft Windows XP Media Center Edition
2005. The Media Center operating system is a
simple, convenient way to manage all your
multi-media—photos, music, videos and
movies from one location.

Award Winning Support
◆ HP provides help when you need it. Award

winning service and support is available by
phone, e-mail or on-line. The s7400n series
come standard with a 1 year warranty.
◆ Each is backed by HP Total Care Support--

dedicated to helping you – on the phone,
online or with the built-in tools on the PC
desktop. Real-time chat with a technician is
available 24/7, and an e-mail response is
usually sent within an hour

Processor
Processor Speed

s7410n

s7420n

Intel Celeron M Processor 380

Intel Celeron M Processor 390

Intel Pentium M 735A

1.6 GHz

1.7 GHz

1.7 GHz

Memory

512MB PC2-3200/DDR2
1GB PC2-3200/DDR2
1GB PC2-3200/DDR2
SDRAM Memory (2x256MB) SDRAM Memory (2x512MB) SDRAM Memory (2x512MB)

Hard Drive

160GB (7200RPM) Serial ATA

250GB (7200RPM) Serial ATA

250GB (7200RPM) Serial ATA

Video Graphics and

Intel Graphics Media Accelerator 900 with up to 128MB Shared Video Memory

Multimedia Drives

Double Layer 16X DVD±R/RW drive with CD writer capabilities and LightScribe technology

Network Interface

10/100BASE-T network interface

Sound / Modem

Intel High Definition Audio, 8 speaker configurable / 56k Modem

Keyboard/Mouse

• HP Multimedia keyboard / • HP Scroller Mouse

Specifications

• Intel 915GV Chipset • 1MB L2 Cache • 400MHz Front Side Bus

External Ports

• Front Panel 9 in 1 Card Reader • 5 USB 2.0 ports (1 front) • IEEE1394 Firewire • 2 PS/2
• Headphone Out (front) • S/PDF-out, Mic-in, line-in, line-out (back)

Operating System

• Microsoft Windows XP Home Edition

Bundled Software

Photo and Video: • HP Photosmart Premier • Sonic DigitalMedia Plus • muvee autoProducer
• InterVideo WinDVD 5 player: Play DVD movies. Entertainment: • Sonic MyDVD • Real Player,
Productivity: • Microsoft Works 8 • Microsoft Office Student and Teacher Edition 2003
• MSN ® Encarta Standard Online • Adobe ® Reader 7.0: Read and print PDF files
PC Security: • Norton Internet Security 2006. Finance: • Quicken 2006 • Microsoft Money 2006

• Toll-free, 24/7 support is available in English
and Spanish in the United States
• Desktop icon provides one click access
access to HP Instant support, online access to
questions, answers and and troubleshooting
information via www.hp.com/support.
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A1400N SERIES

PCs for Digital Photography
Designed for storing, processing and the
printing of digital photos, the a1400n series
offer a host of features that make digital
photography fun and easy.
The front-panel 9-in-1 memory card reader
makes it easy to transfer photos from your
camera to your PC.
The hard drive offers enough storage space
for the most enthusiastic photographer—
up to 60,000 photos on 160GB, up up to
75,000 photos on 200GB, and more than
100,000 photos photos on 250GB.
HP Photosmart Premier photo and imaging software makes
digital photography fast, fun, and easy by helping you organize,
edit, protect, and share your digital pictures and video clips. The Double Layer 16x DVD±R/RW drive lets you create your
own own digital photo albums on DVD or CD. LightScribe technology burns custom, silkscreen-quality labels and artwork
directly onto LightScribe-enabled discs, right inside inside the drive. They are bundled with Microsoft Windows XP Media
Center Edition 2005 and include HP’s award-winning support.
a1410n

a1419h

a1420n

AMD Athlon 64 3800+

Intel Pentium 4 524

Intel Pentium 4 620

2.4 GHz

3.06 GHz

2.8 GHz

2.0 GHz

2.8 GHz

2.2 GHz

Memory

1GB PC3200 DDR
SDRAM (2x512MB)

1GB PC2-4200 DDR2
DDR2 SDRAM

1GB PC2-3200/DDR2
SDRAM (2x512MB)

1GB PC3200 DDR
SDRAM (2x512MB)

2.0GB PC2-4200
DDR2 SDRAM

2.0GB PC3200 DDR
SDRAM (2x1GB)

Hard Drive

200GB (7200RPM) S ATA

160GB (7200RPM) S ATA

200GB (7200RPM) S ATA

250GB (7200RPM) S ATA

250GB (7200RPM) S ATA

250GB (7200RPM) S ATA

Memory Slots

4 DIMM (2 avialable)

2 DIMM (1 avialable)

2 DIMM (occupied)

4 DIMM (2 avialable)

4 DIMM (2 avialable)

4 DIMM (2 avialable)

Video Graphics

GeForce 6150 LE

ATI Radeon Xpress 200

ATI Radeon Xpress 200

Processor
Processor Speed

a1430n

a1440n

AMD Athlon 64 X2 3800+ Intel Viiv Pentium D 820 AMD Athlon 64 X2 4200+

NVidia GeForce 6150 LE NVidia GeForce 7300 LE NVidia GeForce 6150 LE

Multimedia Drives

Double Layer 16X DVD±R/RW drive with CD writer capabilities and LightScribe technology

Network Interface

10/100BASE-T network interface

Sound / Modem

Intel High Definition Audio, 8 speaker configurable / 56k Modem

Keyboard/Mouse

• HP Multimedia keyboard / • HP Scroller Mouse

External Ports

a1450n

• Front Panel 9 in 1 Card Reader • 7 USB 2.0 ports (3 front) • 2 IEEE1394 Firewire • Parallel and 2 PS/2
• Headphone Out • Microphone-in, line-in, line-out (front and back)

Operating System

• Microsoft Windows XP Media Center Edition 2005

Bundled Software

Photo and Video: • HP Photosmart Premier • Sonic DigitalMedia Plus • muvee autoProducer • DVD Play: Watch DVD Movies
Entertainment: • Sonic MyDVD • Real Player,
Productivity: • Microsoft Works 8 • Microsoft Office Student and Teacher Edition 2003 • MSN ® Encarta Standard Online
• Adobe ® Reader 7.0: Read and print PDF files PC Security: • Norton Internet Security 2006.
Finance: • Quicken 2006 • Microsoft Money 2006

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 842
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M7400N SERIES
Pavilion Media Center PCs
HP’s Media Center computers each offer a built-in drive bay
that fits an optional HP Personal Media Drive (PMD) for up
to 300GB of additional storage that you can carry away
away with you when you go. A media station at the top of
the PC offers a convenient place to store store DVDs and
CDs, and it can be reconfigured to support a dock for for an
HP digital camera or certain other peripherals. The HP
Media Center Remote Control provides access to your digital digital music, photos, and videos from across the room.
The front-panel 9-in-1 memory card reader makes it easy to
transfer transfer photos, music, and other files to and from
your digital camera camera and other peripheral devices.
DVD SuperMulti Drive lets you create your own digital
photo albums albums and music mixes on DVD or CD. LightScribe technology burns custom, silkscreen-quality labels
and artwork artwork directly onto LightScribe-enabled discs, right inside the drive.
F E AT U R E S
m7434n

◆ Built-in TV tuner (and FM tuner) and person-

al video recorder (PVR) let you watch, pause,
pause, rewind, and record live television on
a Media Center PC. Store up to 308 hours of
digital video on a 500GB hard drive.
◆ The m7434n incorporates wireless LAN

(802.11 b/g) and comes with a wireless keyboard and optical mouse.
◆ The m7480n and m7490n incorporate Intel

Viiv™ technology to unlock an amazing new
world of digital entertainment with a dualcore Intel processor, wireless home networking, (802.11 b/g) high-definition video, and
7.1 surround sound. They also come with a
wireless keyboard and optical mouse.
◆ Pre-installed security software helps protect

you from viruses, spam, spyware, and other
online threats, right out of the box.
◆ Include Microsoft Windows XP Media Center

Edition 2005. The Media Center operating
system is a simple, convenient way to manage all your multi-media—photos, music,
videos and movies from one location.

Processor
Processor Speed

m7470n

AMD Athlon 64 X2 Dual Core 4200+

m7480n

m7490n

Intel Viiv Pentium D930 Intel Viiv Pentium D940

2.2 GHz

2.2 GHz

Memory

1GB PC3200 DDR
SDRAM (2x512MB)

2GB PC3200 DDR
SDRAM (2x1GB)

Hard Drive

200GB (7200RPM) S ATA

300GB (7200RPM) S ATA

Memory Slots

4 DIMM (2 available) 4 DIMM (2 available) 4 DIMM (2 available) 4 DIMM (2 available)

Video Graphics

NVidia GeForce 6200 SE ATI Radeon Xpress 200 NVidia GeForce 7300LE ATI Radeon Xpress 200

Wireless Connectivity
Keyboard/Mouse
Sound

3.0 GHz

3.2 GHz

2GB PC2-4200/DDR2 2GB PC2-4200/DDR2
SDRAM (2x1GB)
SDRAM (2x1GB)
300GB (7200RPM) S ATA

500GB (7200RPM) S ATA

LAN 802.11 BG

—

LAN 802.11 BG

LAN 802.11 BG

Wireless

Multimedia keyboard

Wireless

Wireless

Integrated Audio, 6 speaker configurable

Intel High Definition, 8 speaker configurable

Multimedia Drives

• Double Layer 16X DVD±R/RW drive with CD writer capabilities and LightScribe technology
• DVD ROM Drive 16x maximum speed

Network Interface

10/100BASE-T network interface

External Ports

• Front Panel 9 in 1 Card Reader • 6 USB 2.0 ports (2 front) • 2 IEEE1394 Firewire
• Microphone line-in/out • Front Composite Video, S-Video, Audio • Digital Audio

Operating System

• Microsoft Windows XP Media Center Edition 2005

Bundled Software

Photo and Video: • HP Photosmart Premier • Sonic DigitalMedia Plus • muvee autoProducer
Entertainment: • Sonic MyDVD • Real Player • DVD Play
Productivity: • Microsoft Works 8 • Microsoft Office Student and Teacher Edition 2003
• MSN Encarta Standard Online • Adobe Reader 7.0: Read and print PDF files
PC Security: • Norton Internet Security 2006. Finance: • Quicken 2006 • Microsoft Money 2006

◆ The m7434n and m7470n have integrated

audio and are 6 speaker configurable. The
m7480n and m7490n feature Intel High
Definition Audio and are configurable for up
to eight speakers.
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PAVILION Z556 • Z558
Digital Entertainment
Centers
HP’s Pavilion z556 and z558 Entertainment Centers are
high performance, multimedia computers specifically tailored for delivering the ultimate digital video, audio and
photography experience. Built on Microsoft's intuitive
Windows XP Media Center and Intel Pentium 4 processors,
they give you access to TV with video recording, progressive scan DVD,
movies, music, photos, and FM radio all with power to burn.
Connect a TV or projector through DVI, VGA, component, composite or S-Video outputs. And don’t forget the audio — using the Intel
High Definition Audio chip with 7.1 surround sound and Dolby Digital surround sound support you can output digital or analog surround sound through your A/V receiver with the highest possible quality. Store all of your data on the 250GB (z556) or 300GB (z558)
internal Serial ATA hard drive. Additional high-speed storage can be added via the HP Personal Media Drive (included with the z558).
Built-in double-layer DVD±R/RW drive allows you to create your own media library by recording TV, home videos, and music on
space-saving DVDs and then personalize them with LightScribe labels complete with custom text, photos, and designs.

F E AT U R E S

Audio

Television and Video

◆ Supports playback of MP3, AAC, WMA, WAV and PCM music files. Supports playback of audio

◆ Three high-performance TV tuners (two

standard-definition, one ATSC over-the-air
high-definition) and a personal video
recorder (PVR) let you pause, replay and
record from cable, digital cable, digital satellite, or over-the-air TV. Record up to three TV
programs simultaneously.

quency and an 85dB signal-to-noise ratio (SNR).
◆ Support for Dolby Digital 5.1 surround sound and analog 7.1 pre-amp surround sound.

Input and Output
Connectors

Storage
◆ Internal 7200RPM Serial ATA

CDs and DVD-video.
◆ Intel High Definition Audio chip with 7.1 surround sound (pre-amp), 20Hz to 20kHz audio fre-

250GB

(z556)and 300GB (z558)
◆ Additional high-speed storage can be added

via the HP
Personal
Media Drive,
which fits
right in the
front for
storage of
larger media
files and collections.

◆ Video outputs include DVI-D, VGA, compo-

nent, composite and S-Video.
◆ Eight analog RCA audio outputs for 7.1 sur-

round sound
coaxial) for 5.1 digital output
◆ Video inputs include RF for standard

and
digital TV, two S-Video, composite video,

◆ Audio inputs include two sets (one front

panel) of stereo RCA (L/R) and a front panel
microphone input

Internet Connectivity
(RJ-45) and wireless LAN (WiFi) with 802.11
b/g wireless adapter. Removable antenna
included.

◆ Two front and 4 rear hi-speed USB 2.0 ports
◆ One front 4-pin Firewire (IEEE1394) and rear

6-pin Firewire (IEEE1394)

◆ Two digital outputs (1 optical digital and 1

◆ Built-in 10/100/1000 Base-T Gigabit Ethernet

◆ A 1/4˝ headphone output in the front panel

◆ Front-accessible 9-in-1 media card reader

supports SD, xD, MultiMedia Card, Smart
Media, Compact Flash, Microdrive, Memory
Stick/Memory Stick Pro.
◆ Two rear infrared (IR) blaster ports with IR

blaster cables allows control over the TV
channels on digital cable and satellite settop boxes.

Supplied Accessories and Bundled Software
◆ 49MHz RF HP wireless entertainment key-

board with integrated track ball.

◆ Infrared remote control and system recovery

DVD

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 842
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XW4300
Professional Workstation
An elegant combination of form and function, this
customized version of the xw4300 brings you
ground-breaking technology in an award-winning,
tool-less package. ISV collaboration and application
certification are coupled with the futureproofing of
64-bit computing to bring you a reliable, high-performing workstation. Configured with a Pentium 4
3 GHz processor and NVIDIA Quadro NVS-285
Display Card, it is designed to meet the needs of
video editors, graphic designers, educators, and
business people. The XW4300 is equipped with an
800 MHz front-side bus (FSB) full of power. This
incredibly fast computer is loaded with an 80 GB
SATA hard drive, 512 MB of RAM, RAID support, and
a combo optical Drive that writes CD discs and reads DVDs. It comes preloaded with Windows XP Professional.
F E AT U R E S
◆ Intel 955X Express chipset enables fast, dual

channel DDR2 553 MHz memory and PCI
Express x16 graphics—and includes an integrated 4-channel SATA 3 Gb/s controller
with native command queuing (NCQ) and
RAID 0/1/5/10 capability.
◆ This outstanding PC includes a single-core

Intel Pentium 4 processor running at 3 GHz
with 2 MB L2 cache giving you enough
power to run multiple Windows applications
with lightning fast response time.
◆ Features 800MHz of front-side data bus

(FSB) to power off your operations and keep
the RAM, PCI card, and hard disk functions
lined up for action.

◆ NVIDIA Quadro

285 NVS has full screen/full
frame video playback of HDTV and DVD content, DVD-ready motion compensation for
MPEG-2, and independent hardware color
controls for video overlay. It also offers hardware color-space conversion (YUV 4:2:2 and
4:2:0), IDCT motion compensation, and 5-tap
horizontal by 3-tap vertical filtering.

◆ Two slots of the next generation PCIe I/O

interface increases bandwidth to 1 GB/s (unidirectional peak) and 2 GB/s (full duplex
peak) with the PCIe x4 slot—or 250 MB/s
(unidirectional peak) and 500 MB/s (full
duplex peak) with the PCIe x1 slot.

◆ Supports EM64T (Extended Memory 64-bit

Technology). By extending the address
space to a maximum of 16TB virtual memory, EM64T makes it possible to design and
manipulate huge data sets or models.
Typically, 32-bit applications run at full performance, and the xw4300 is also capable of
supporting 64-bit operating systems and
applications.

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO

efficiency in data replication and data sharing. This XW4300 includes integrated fourchannel serial ATA 3Gbps controller with NCQ
and RAID 0, 1, 10, 5 functionality.
◆ Expand with the xw4300’s two internal hard

drives (up to 4 drives using the optical bays),
up to three optical disks, optional floppy, one
PCIe x16 graphics slot, one PCIe x1 slot, one
PCIe x4 (x8 connector) slot, and 3 PCI slots.
◆ The xw4300’s versatile, convertible chassis

allows a minitower or desktop configuration,
and its award-winning, tool-less design
makes it easy to upgrade and maintain.

xw4300 Specifications:

◆ The PCI Express (PCIe) x16 graphics interface

provides four times the full duplex peak
bandwidth and two times the unidirectional
peak bandwidth of AGP graphics. This system includes the NVIDIA Quadro 285 NVS
professional 2D graphics card.

◆ RAID builds the ultimate array to maintain

Chipset: Intel 955X Express (supports up to
1066 MHz FSB)
Memory: Up to 8 GB of DDR2 533 MHz ECC
with 2 GB DIMM or DDR2 667 MHz ECC (4 GB
max.) or DDR2 533 MHz non-ECC (1 GB max.)
Drive Controllers: Integrated 4 channel SATA 3
Gb/s controller with RAID 0, 1/5/10 capability,
optional Ultra320 SCSI controller/drives,
optional Ultra320 RAID controller
Removable Media: 48X CD-ROM/CD-RW, 16X
DVD-ROM, 48X CD-RW/DVD combo, 16X
DVD±RW with LightScribe Direct Disc Labeling
(requires LightScribe media for labeling)

www.bhphotovideo.com

Expansion Slots: 6 slots; 1 PCIe x16 graphics
slot, 1 PCIe x4 (x8 connector) slot, 1 PCIe x1slot
and 3 PCI slots
Audio: Integrated Intel/Realtek HD audio, opt.
SoundBlaster X-Fi XtremeMusic (PCI)
I/O Ports & Connectors: Front: Headphone,
mic and 2 USB 2.0, 1 optional IEEE 1394A
Rear: 6 USB, serial port, 1 opt. serial port, 1 parallel port, PS/2 keyboard and mouse, 1 RJ-45, 3
audio ports - any port can act as an audio in or
audio out/headphone or stereo microphone
Input: PS/2 or USB keyboard; 2-button scroll
(optical or mechanical); 3-button optical mouse
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XW8200

Professional Workstations
HP xw8200 workstations will satisfy your insatiable
demand for performance and expandability. Combining
the latest processing and I/O power from Intel and new
graphics technology, the xw8200 delivers top-of-the-line
dual-processing performance, large computational and
visualization capacity, expandability, and HP’s
renowned reliability.
The xw8200 features Intel 64-bit technology, which will
greatly expand addressable memory space. Intelligently
engineered to meet your present and future business
demands, they feature ISV-certified 3D and 2D PCI
Express (PCIe) graphics solutions and include
Windows XP Professional operating system.
F E AT U R E S
◆ Intel’s E7525 next-generation, high-end per-

formance chipset for Intel Xeon™ processors
supports dual processing, an 800 MHz system bus (6.4 GB/sec bandwidth) and a dualchannel DDR2 400 MHz SDRAM memory
subsystem. Intel Xeon processors have 2MB
of cache putting increased power and efficiency behind demanding applications.
◆ Supporting up to five internal HDD, three

optical disks, two PCIe, three PCI-X (1 x 133
MHz and 2 x 100 MHz), and 2 PCI slots, the
HP xw8200 provides the hard disk space
and performance needed for large models
and storage-intensive projects.
◆ The xw8200 implements 8 memory DIMM

slots. With 2GB DIMMs, the xw8200 can
achieve the largest memory configuration
supported by the Intel E7525 chipset - 16
GB on Windows XP Professional x64 Edition.
◆ Supports EM64T (Extended Memory 64-bit

Technology). By extending the address
space to up to16TB virtual memory, EM64T
makes it possible to design and manipulate
huge data sets or models. Typically, 32-bit
applications run at full performance, and
the xw8200 is also capable of supporting
64-bit operating systems and applications.
◆ PCIe x16 graphics interface provides 4x the

total peak bandwidth and 2x the unidirectional bandwidth of AGP 8X graphics.

xw8200 Specifications:
Chipset: Intel E7525 chipset (supports an 800 MHz FSB)
Memory: Up to 16 GB of registered ECC DDR2 400 MHz SDRAM in 8 DIMM slots
Drive Controllers: Integrated 2 channel SATA 1.5 Gb/s controller with RAID 0 or 1 capability, integrated 2 channel Ultra320 SCSI controller with RAID 0 or 1 capability, opt. 4 channel SATA 1.5 Gb/s
controller with RAID 0 or 1 capability, opt. single channel Ultra320 SCSI controller with RAID 0, 1,
10, 5 capability
Hard Drives: Up to 4 SATA drives, 2 TB max.; 74 GB (10k rpm) SATA 1.5 Gb/s or 80, 250 GB (7200
rpm) SATA 3 Gb/siv or 160, 500 GB (7200 rpm) SATA 3 Gb/s NCQiv
Up to 5 Ultra320 SCSI drives, 1.5 TB max.; 73, 146, 300 GB (10K rpm) or 36, 73 GB (15K rpm)
Optical Drives: 48X CD-ROM, 48X CD-RW, 16X DVD-ROM, 48X CD-RW/DVD combo, 16X DVD+/RW DL with LightScribe Direct Disc Labeling (Microsoft Windows 2000 & XP only, requires
LightScribe media for labeling)
Drive Bays: 3 external 5.25 inch bays (opt. StorCase enclosure enables 3.5 inch SATA drive to be
added to 5.25 inch bay), 5 internal 3.5 inch bays
7 Slots: 1 PCIe x16 graphics slot, 1 PCIe x8 mechanical (x4 electrical), one 133 MHz PCI-X slot, two
100 MHz PCI-X slots, & 2 PCI slots
Audio: Integrated AC’97/16-bit stereo full-duplex, opt. SoundBlaster X-Fi XtremeMusic (PCI), opt.
Sound Blaster Audigy 2 ZS (PCI)
Network: Integrated Intel Pro/1000 MT Gigabit LAN, opt. Intel Pro MT/1000 or opt. Intel Pro
GT/1000 NIC (PCI), opt. Intel Pro/1000 XT NIC (PCI-X), opt. Broadcom Gigabit NIC (PCI)
Ports: Front: Headphone, microphone, and 2 USB 2.0, 1 IEEE 1394
Rear: 6 USB, 1 standard serial port, 1 parallel port, PS/2 keyboard and mouse, 1 RJ-45, 1 audio in, 1
audio out, 1 IEEE 1394
Input Devices: USB or PS/2 keyboard; choice of 2-button scroll mouse (optical or mechanical);
USB 3-button mouse (optical); USB SpaceBall, USB SpacePilot
Dimensions: 17.9 inches (45.5 cm) x 8.3 inches (21.0 cm) x 20.7 inches

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 842
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TX SERIES
Ultra-Portable 11.1”
Widescreen Notebooks
Combining no-nonsense business functionality and a
fashion-forward physique, the feather-weight VAIO TX
notebooks feature cutting-edge materials, wireless WAN
connectivity, enhanced entertainment capabilities , and
a white LED display in a slick carbon fiber chassis that
lends not only lightweight (only 2.8 lbs.) durability but
head-turning elegance.
Less than 1” thin, they offer unparalleled battery life of 4
to 7.5 hours with a standard battery , an advanced
DVD+R double layer/DVD+RW drive, and Sony’s Instant Mode which allow you to watch movies, listen to music or view
photos with the touch of a button, without having to boot the machine. The11.1” WXGA widescreen display with XBRITE
LCD technology delivers brilliant colors for stunning multimedia playback, while Dolby Headphone and Virtual Speaker
technologies provide surround sound when you’re wearing headphones.
They are bundled with Sony multimedia applications, including SonicStage Mastering Studio for managing music and
Click to DVD software for easy one-click DVD mastering. They also come standard with a host of connector interfaces,
including both an i.LINK (IEEE 394) and USB 2.0 port as well as Memory Stick PRO and Secure Digital media slots.
F E AT U R E S

Sleek and Smart Design

◆ Sony's original SmartWi™ technology seam-

◆ Designed for the agility and function-

lessly integrates and allows you to toggle
between wireless Wide Area Network (WAN),
802.11 b/g wireless LAN, and Bluetooth
technologies.

ality a mobile professional requires,
the TX series are ultra-lightweight,
ultra-portable, and with 4 to 7.5 hours
of standard battery life, they have the
stamina to power you through your
most demanding applications.

◆ They feature integrated 802.11 b/g wireless

LAN technology, enabling easy access to
your existing home or office wireless network and local hotspots without the need
for additional hardware or network cards.

◆ They sport a razor-thin LCD panel

which at 4.5mm is approximately the
width of four stacked credit cards, yet
still boasts incredible surface pressure, making it 230% less likely to crack.
◆ 11.1˝ widescreen display with Sony's original

XBRITE™ LCD technology provides brilliant
colors, sharp contrasts and crisp images to
help you deliver high-quality, professional
presentations. Anti-reflective coating to minimize reflection ensures an exceptionally
clear image from any viewing angle.
◆ Sony's innovative battery technologies com-

bined with Intel Centrino™ Mobile technology work to expertly manage power resources
to increase computing stamina and deliver
up to 7-1/2 hours of standard battery life.
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Communications

◆ They offer integrated Bluetooth technology
◆ Although the TX Notebook is amazingly thin

it still has room for a built-in DVD+R Double
Layer/DVD±RW drive, letting you burn CDs
and DVDs with ease. With Click to DVD™ software, you can create or record up to 8.5GB of
movies, music or photos on one DVD disc.
◆ Built to last through the toughest daily wear

and tear, the TX Notebooks are enclosed in a
carbon-fiber casing, the same cutting-edge
material used to keep jet airplanes light, yet
durable. This heavy-duty form factor is made
of multi-layered carbon fiber, which is much
lighter and stronger than the magnesium
alloy used for most notebooks.

www.bhphotovideo.com

for effortless communication with
Bluetooth-enabled devices, such as PDAs
and wireless headsets, without the need for
additional hardware or software.
◆ You will no longer be limited to your home,

coffee shops, or airports for a wireless
Internet connection. Integrating WAN technology using a SIM chip (similar to those in a
cell phone) TX series connect to Cingular's
national EDGE network when you sign up on
a Cingular Wireless Data Connect plan. The
Cingular Wireless national EDGE network is
available in over 13,000 U.S. cities and towns
and along nearly 40,000 miles of highway.
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TX SERIES
Instant Mode
Equipped with Sony's ingenious Instant Mode,
you can go straight to watching a movie, playing music, or viewing photos at the touch of a
button, without having to boot-up the operating system. Convenient, built-in A/V control
buttons let you stop, play, FF/REV eject, mute,
and control volume with one-touch ease.

Digital-Content & DVD Creation
With Sony's original multimedia software, you
have the power to easily create, customize,
and distribute impactful presentations, videos
and training materials. Then use professional
Sony tools to easily create DVDs. With Click to
DVD™ software and advanced DVD+R Double
Layer/DVD±RW drive, present digital video
content in a professional-looking package–
including interactive menus and customized
themes. Create or record up to 8.5GB of digital content (or up to 4 hours of MPEG-2 video)
on one Double Layer DVD disc.

Listen To Music

VGN-TX750P/B

VGN-TX770P/B

Intel Pentium M Ultra Low Voltage 753

Intel Pentium M Ultra Low Voltage 773

1.20 GHz

1.30 GHz

Memory

512MB PC2-3200 DDR2 (1x512MB)
1.5GB Max, 400MHz Speed

1GB PC2-3200 DDR2 (2x512MB)
1.5GB Max, 400MHz Speed

Hard Drive

80GB (4200RPM) Ultra ATA

80GB (4200RPM) Ultra ATA

Processor
Processor Speed

Processor Technology
Action Buttons

Display

Graphics Card

Intel Graphics Media Accelerator 900 (128MB dynamically allocated shared RAM/Video memory)

Optical Drive

Dual-Layer DVD+/-RW Drive. Reads: CDs: 24x, DVDs: 8x Writes: CD-Rs: 24x, CD-RWs: 10x,
DVD-Rs: 4x, DVD-RWs: 2x, DVD+Rs: 4x, DVD+RWs: 2.4x, DVD+R DL: 2.4x

PCMCIA Expansion

PCMCIA Type I/Type II CardBus slot

Multimedia Reader

Card Readers for: Memory Stick (with MagicGate), Memory Stick Pro, Secure Digital Media

Keyboard/Keypad

82 keys with 1.7mm stroke and 17mm pitch / Electro-Static touch pad

Modem
Inputs/Outputs

Wireless LAN: Intel PRO/Wireless 2200BG Network Connection (802.11b/g)
Wireless WAN: Integrated Wireless Wide Area Network accessing Cingular Wireless
Bluetooth Technology: Integrated Bluetooth Technology
Integrated V.92/V.90 Modem (RJ-11)
Ports: (1) 4-pin i.Link/IEEE-1394, (2) USB 2.0, (1) RJ-45, (1) RJ-11, (1) Port Replicator Connector
Display: 1x 15-pin D-Sub VGA, out, Video: (1) 4-pin i.Link/IEEE-1394, I/O
Audio: Built-in Stereo Speakers, (1) 3.5mm Headphone, out, (1) 3.5mm MIC, in

Network Interface

Operating System

Widescreen design lets you watch movies and
DVDs with stunning clarity in the intended
aspect ratio. Dolby Headphone and Virtual
Speaker provide true-to-life audio even when
you're wearing headphones.

Active Matrix TFT LCD, 11.1” Screen Size, (WXGA) 1366 x 768 pixel Native Resolution,
XBRITE LCD Technology

Battery

Watch Movies

DVD/CD (instant on) Play/Pause/Stop/Volume, Mute, Wireless Lan On/Off,
Bluetooth On/Off, Magnify

Networking

With SonicStage Mastering Studio software,
you can easily manage your music in a variety
of file formats (WAV, ATRAC3®/ATRAC3plus™,
or Windows™ Media), rip and burn your audio
CDs, and transfer your music files to a Sony®
portable music device. And with Dolby®
Headphone and Virtual Speaker technologies,
you'll experience superior sound even when
you're wearing headphones.

Intel Centrino Mobile Technology with 2MB L2 Cache and 400MHz Bus Speed

Dimensions & Weight

10Base-T/100Base-TX Fast Ethernet (RJ-45)
Lithium-ion (Standard Capacity) VGP-BPS5 battery type, with 4.0-7.5/hrs Battery Life
Microsoft Windows XP Pro (Service Pack 2)
10.7 x 1.12” x 7.7” (WxHxD); 2.76 lbs.

Supplied Accessories
• Cingular SIM Card, Lithium-ion Battery (VGP-BPS5), AC Adapter (VGP-AC16V8)

Windows XP Professional
Windows XP Professional provides rich, wireless network support, helping you easily connect to wireless networks whether in your
home, office, or out on the road. The
Encrypting File System, only in Windows XP
Professional, provides an additional level of
file protection from hackers and data theft by
transparently encrypting files with a randomly
generated key. If your laptop gets stolen or
lost, unauthorized users should not be able to
read or view your confidential files.

Optional Accessories
Standard Capacity Battery (SOVGPBPS5)............................................................................................................199.95
Large Capacity Battery (SOVGPBPL5) ...................................................................................................................274.50
Replacement AC adapter (SOVGPAC16V8) ............................................................................................................74.95
TX Series Docking Station (SOVGPPRTX1) ..........................................................................................................199.95
Bluetooth Wireless Mouse Black (VGPBMS30) ....................................................................................................69.95
Bluetooth Wireless Mouse Silver (VGPBMS30S) ..................................................................................................69.95
Privacy Filter (SOVGPFL11) .........................................................................................................................................99.95
Leather Protection Case (SOVGPCKTX2) ....................................................................................................................Call

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 842
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SZ SERIES
Lightweight 13.3”
Widescreen Notebooks
In its quest to put more power into a small package, Sony raises the bar with the
VAIO SZ series notebooks. Using the latest mobile technology from Intel, these
diminutive notebooks deliver feature-rich computing at top speed with
remarkably low power consumption, helping savvy travelers work faster
and play longer.
To keep you safe on the road and at home, they have a biometric fingerprint sensor to protect valuable data from
hacks and snoops, and G-Sensor Shock Protection, which
can lock your hard drive when it senses a change in-force or
risky movement—like being dropped.
The 13.3” widescreen display makes the PC compact yet still provides a vibrant viewing experience, enhanced with Sony’s XBRITE LCD technology. Hybrid Graphics System extends battery life by letting you
toggle between an internal graphics chip to conserve power, or external graphics chip for superb performance.
For convenience, a built-in microphone and camera makes it easy to communicate long-distance with colleagues, family
and friends. Last, wireless freedom is provided with integrated Bluetooth, 802.11a/b/g wireless Local Area Network (LAN)
and wireless Wide Area Network (WWAN) technology, which allows you to surf the web and check e-mail virtually anywhere there's a cellular signal.

F E AT U R E S

Portability
◆ An inspiring fusion of mobility, power and

style, these slim, lightweight PCs measure a
mere 0.9˝ thin with a 13.3" widescreen display, long battery life and a generous,
ergonomically designed keyboard (19mm
wide with a 3mm stroke for ease of use.) And
with a durable magnesium casing, they are
the portrait of sleek, contemporary style.
◆ Capitalizing on a high-capacity battery, Intel®

Core™ Duo processor, innovative Hybrid
Graphic System and a white LED LCD backlight you get battery life of up to 6 hours.
◆ Integrated 802.11 a/b/g wireless LAN tech-

nology enables easy access to home or office
wireless networks and local hotspots without
any extra hardware or network cards.
◆ Integrated Bluetooth technology

provides
effortless communication with Bluetoothenabled devices, such as wireless headsets.

◆ Wireless Wide Area Network (WWAN) tech-

nology combined with optional Cingular
Edge provides access to the web and e-mail
virtually anywhere there's a cellular signal.

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO

Power
◆ They incorporate Intel’s Core Duo processor

13.3˝ Widescreen Display
◆ Expertly-designed display circuitry allows

designed exclusively for mobile notebooks.
Optimizes performance by combining two
execution cores into one processor. The
result is an incredibly powerful notebook
that also manages to use less battery life.

a
razor-thin profile, while Sony’s XBRITE LCD
technology provides deeper blacks, brighter
whites, brilliant colors, and sharp detail. Antireflective coating minimizes reflections, so it
can be viewed from almost any angle.

◆ Mobile Intel® Express chipset and fast front

◆ Light-emitting diode (LED) backlight technol-

side bus speed let you experience superior
graphic quality for great visual presentation
of integrated graphics and HD content.
◆ NVIDIA® GeForce® Go 7400 display card with

TurboCache™ technology delivers best-inclass 3D graphics and high-definition video
◆ Sony's revolutionary Hybrid Graphic System

lets you set your graphics performance. A
simple hardware switch enables you to toggle between an internal graphics chip for
optimal power consumption with excellent
performance and an external graphics chip
for even more robust performance, for
unmatched control of your time and output.

www.bhphotovideo.com

ogy provides a brighter LCD display and a
wider color reproduction range. Three LEDs
produce white light with emission wavelengths very close to the red, green and blue
primary colors, resulting in more realistic red
and green colors.

Create DVDs
◆ With Click to DVD® software and advanced

DVD+R Double Layer/DVD±RW drive, presenting digital content in a professional-looking package - including interactive menus
and customized themes — is quick and easy.
Record up to 8.5GB of videos, movies, music,
or digital photos (or up to 4 hours of MPEG-2
video) on one Double Layer DVD disc.
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SZ SERIES
Security

VGN-SZ220/B

◆ Biometric fingerprint sensor is a convenient

and secure way to protect your computer
and the information on it with a simple
swipe of your finger. It also stores passwords
to secure web sites you visit, so authentication and access are quick and easy – you
only need your fingerprint.
◆ Password protection at hard disk level can

prevent unauthorized access to sensitive
data, applications, and network architecture.
HDD Password Protection encrypts and protects disks, partitions, and removable data
from unauthorized use or alteration.
◆ G-Sensor™ Shock Protection makes data less

vulnerable to loss or damage. When the
built-in 3D acceleration sensor detects a
risky movement like being dropped, the
HDD-head will lock up to secure its position
and protect the disc from scratching. An
intelligent algorithm judges the movement,
activating disk drive protection only when
hardware is at risk.

High Performance
◆ Select "Presentation Mode" to adjust display

Processor

nect to an external projector or display. It
automatically senses and selects the appropriate input and adjusts the output to an
optimized resolution. Start your presentation with an effortless air of professionalism.
◆ Watch movies with stunning clarity or listen

to music with the incredibly high-quality,
rich and full sound that Sony's original
Sound Reality™ technology delivers.

Intel® Core™ Duo Processor T2400

Processor Speed
Memory

1.83 GHz
1GB PC2-4200 DDR2
2GB Max, 533MHz Speed

Hard Drive
Processor Technology
Action Buttons
Display

1GB PC2-4200 DDR2 SDRAM (2x512MB)
2GB Max, 533MHz Speed

120GB (5400RPM) Serial ATA
Intel Centrino Duo Mobile Technology with 2MB L2 Cache and 667MHz Bus Speed
S1, S2 (programmable), Wireless Lan On/Off, Bluetooth On/Off
Active Matrix TFT LCD, 13.3” Screen Size, (WXGA) 1280 x 800 pixel Native Resolution,
XBRITE LCD Technology

Graphics Card
Video Ram

Optical Drive

NVIDIA GeForce Go 7400 and Intel Graphics Media Accelerator 950

128MB (Go 7400) and 128MB dynamically
allocated Shared (RAM/Video) Memory

128MB Intel Dynamic Video Memory
Technology 3.0

Dual-Layer DVD+/-RW Drive. Reads: CDs: 24x, DVDs: 8x Writes: CD-Rs: 24x, CD-RWs: 16x,
DVD-Rs: 8x, DVD-RWs: 4x, DVD+Rs: 8x, DVD+RWs: 4x, DVD+R DL: 2.4x

PCMCIA Expansion

PCMCIA Type I/Type II CardBus slot

Multimedia Reader

Card Readers for: Memory Stick (with MagicGate), Memory Stick Pro, Secure Digital Media

Keyboard/Keypad

86 keys with 3mm stroke and 19.05mm pitch / Electro-Static touch pad

Networking

brightness to the maximum setting, or
"Ultimate Battery" for extra-long battery life
◆ Smart Display Sensor makes it easy to con-

VGN-SZ230P/B

Inputs/Outputs

Wireless LAN: Intel PRO/Wireless 3945BAG Network Connection (802.11a/b/g)
Wireless WAN: Integrated Wireless Wide Area Network accessing Cingular Wireless
Bluetooth Technology: Integrated Bluetooth Technology
Ports: (1) 4-pin i.Link/IEEE-1394, (2) USB 2.0, (1) RJ-45, (1) RJ-11, (1) Port Replicator Connector
Display: 1 x 15-pin D-Sub VGA, out, Video: (1) 4-pin i.Link/IEEE-1394, I/O
Audio: Built-in Stereo Speakers, (1) 3.5mm Headphone, out, (1) 3.5mm MIC, in

Network Interface
Battery
Operating System
Hardware
Dimension/Weight

10Base-T/100Base-TX Fast Ethernet (RJ-45)
Lithium-ion (Standard Capacity) VGP-BPS2C battery type, with 2.5-6.0/hrs Battery Life
Microsoft Windows XP Home Edition (SP2)

Microsoft Windows XP Professional (SP2)

Built-in Camera and Microphone
12.5" (W) x 1.0" - 1.5" (H) x 9.3" (D) / 4.07 lbs

◆ They support ExpressCard™ technology, a

smaller, faster solution with the throughput
to port data at incredible speeds, making it
ideal for transfers of video and uncompressed files.
◆ Integrated camera with microphone makes

it easy to send vide e-mails. A privacy filter
masks the environment around you, so you
don’t give away your location.
◆ They include a 6-in-1 multi-card reader let-

ting you download digital photos from all
types of memory cards. They also support
Memory Stick Duo™ media, Sony's highcapacity removable flash memory.

Supplied Accessories
• Lithium-ion battery (VGP-BPS2C), AC Adapter (VGP-AC19V10) Memory Card Adapter (VGP-MCA20)

Optional Accessories
SZ Series Docking Station (SOVGPPRSZ1) ...............................................................................................................................199.95
Standard Capacity Battery (SOVGPBPS2C)....199.95

Large Capacity Battery (SOVGPBPL2C)..........299.95

Battery Charger (SOVGPBC1) ..........................199.95

Replacement AC Adapter (SOVGPAC19V10)....89.95

512MB Memory Module (SOVGPMM512M)..299.95

1GB Memory Module (SOVGPMM1GA) ...........599.95

Bluetooth Wireless Mouse in Black (SOVGPBMS30) or Silver (SOVGPBMS30S) ...............................................69.95
40GB Ultra-portable Hard Drive with Security (SOVGPUHDP04N)..........................................................................279.95
80GB Portable Hard Drive (SOVGPUHDM08) ..........................................................................................................................274.95
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FJ SERIES
Mobile 14.1”
Widescreen Notebooks
The VAIO FJ series are sleek mobile companions. Weighing
just 5.3 lbs with standard battery, they are lightweight and
slim with a generous 14.1” widescreen display with exclusive Sony’s XBRITE-ECO LCD technology. They offer powerful performance with 1.86 GHz Intel Centrino Pentium M
processor, fast 100GB Serial ATA hard drive, advanced
DDR2 memory, 1GB of RAM, Intel Graphics Media
Accelerator 900 video card with 128 MB of shared video
RAM, built-in DVD+R Double Layer/DVD±RW drive, and
are bundled with wide assortment of pre-loaded software
titles (including Sony multimedia applications). A built-in
camera and microphone keep you connected to family and friends when you’re on-the-go. For wireless freedom they integrate 802.11 b/g wireless Local Area Network (LAN) technology. Otherwise identical, the FJ270B includes Microsoft’s
Windows XP Home Edition, the FJ270PB includes Windows XP Professional.
F E AT U R E S

Powered by Intel
◆ The Intel Centrino Pentium M 750 (1.86 GHz)

processor is designed specifically for mobile
computing, offering a balanced level of
mobile-optimized processor technology,
good mobile performance, and exceptional
value. Deep Sleep state enables long battery
life by minimizing power consumption of the
processor during brief periods of inactivity.
◆ Also offer a fast 533 MHz front-side bus (FSB)

speed and a large 2 MB L2 cache to help
speed up system performance.

Slim, Lightweight Design
◆ The VAIO VGNFJ270B/PB notebook pack all

the power and mobile utilities you need into
a highly portable, slim and lightweight body.
Witha generous 14.1˝ WXGA widescreen display and a comfortable keyboard, they still
only weigh just 5.3 lbs. with a standard battery. Integrated 802.11b/g wireless LAN and
efficient battery usage keep you powered up
and connected when you're on the go.
◆ They are powered by the VGP-BPS2A lithium-

ion rechargeable battery for up to 3.5 hours.
An optional large-capacity battery (VGPBPL2) enables battery life up to 5.5 hours.
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14.1˝ Widescreen Display
◆ They offer an exceptional 14.1˝ widescreen

(1280 x 800 pixel) display with Sony XBRITEECO LCD technology for higher brightness
levels than standard displays while consuming less power than a standard LCD. The
result: deeper blacks, brighter whites, trueto-life color, and razor-sharp detail. And with
the anti-reflective coating to minimize reflection, you can enjoy a beautifully clear image
from any viewing angle.

Under the Hood
◆ 100 GB Serial ATA (SATA) hard drive

offers
higher speed transfer of data--more like
Firewire and USB 2.0--than typical ATA hard
drives. It offers a fast 5400 RPM speed and
more than enough capacity for storing documents and software for road warriors.

◆ They have two memory slots, enabling you to

add a maximum of 2GB of RAm to handle
graphics-intensive presentations and multiple open business productivity applications.
◆ They have a standard 88-key keyboard and

CD/DVD Drive
◆ The built-in DVD+R Double Layer/DVD±RW

Drive doesn't just play DVDs and CDs, it
allows you to create your own. Copy your
movies to a DVD and add interactive menus
using the included Click to DVD™ software, or
use the SonicStage software to make a mix
CD that sets the perfect mood every time. (as
well as manage your music files).
◆ Offering the latest in DVD writing technolo-

gy, the multiformat DVD/CD drive is compatible with both DVD+ and DVD- disc formats
as well as dual-layer DVD+R discs, which can
store up to 8.5 GB of data.

www.bhphotovideo.com

electro-static two-button touchpad.
◆ Video is powered by the Intel Graphics Media

Accelerator (GMA) 900, which uses Dynamic
Video Memory Technology (DVMT) and provides up to 128 MB of shared video memory.
Provides incredible visual quality, versatile
display options, and 3D performance— without the additional cost, noise and power that
discrete graphics cards require.
◆ The integrated audio card provides 16-bit

stereo sound via the built-in stereo speakers.
◆ Optional Port Replicator unit includes three

additional USB 2.0, VGA, RJ-45, and DVI-D
video out (for a crisp, lossless digital picture
to an external LCD monitor) ports.
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FJ SERIES
High Performance

VGN-FJ270/B

◆ Smart Display Sensor makes it easy to con-

nect to a projector or display. It automatically senses and selects the appropriate
input and adjusts the video output to an
optimized resolution. Start your presentation with an effortless air of professionalism.
◆ They have an integrated 54g wireless LAN

(Intel PRO/Wireless 2200BG) that's compatible with 802.11b and 802.11g networks.
◆ Keeping in touch has never been easier or

more fun. They feature an integrated camera and microphone so you can easily chat
and video mail with family and friends.
◆ Connectivity options including both USB 2.0

and i.Link (Firewire):

Processor

Intel® Pentium® M Processor 750

Processor Speed
Memory

1.86 GHz
1GB PC2-4200 DDR2 (2x512MB)
2GB Max, 533MHz Speed

Hard Drive
Processor Technology
Action Buttons
Display

1GB PC2-4200 DDR2 (2x512MB)
2GB Max, 533MHz Speed

100GB (5400RPM) Serial ATA
Intel Centrino Mobile Technology with 2MB L2 Cache and 533MHz Bus Speed
S1, S2 (programmable), Wireless Lan On/Off
Active Matrix TFT LCD, 14.1” Screen Size, (WXGA) 1280 x 800 pixel Native Resolution,
XBRITE ECO Technology

Graphics Card
Video Ram

– Three USB 2.0 ports for connecting a wide
range of peripherals--from digital cameras to
MP3 players

VGN-FJ270P/B

Optical Drive

Intel Graphics Media Accelerator 900

128MB dynamically allocated Shared (RAM/Video) Memory,
Intel 915GM Chipset, VGA out w/Smart Display Sensor interface
Dual-Layer DVD+/-RW Drive. Reads: CDs: 24x, DVDs: 8x Writes: CD-Rs: 24x, CD-RWs: 24x,
DVD-Rs: 8x, DVD-RWs: 6x, DVD+Rs: 8x, DVD+RWs: 8x, DVD+R DL: 4x

– FireWire (also known as IEEE1394 or i.Link)
port for connecting digital video camcorders
and other peripherals

PCMCIA Expansion

PCMCIA Type I/Type II CardBus slot

Multimedia Reader

Card Readers for: Memory Stick (with MagicGate), Memory Stick Pro, Secure Digital Media

– Memory Stick media slot, compatible with
Memory Stick, Memory Stick Pro, Memory
Stick Duo with MagicGate functionality

Keyboard/Keypad

88 keys with 2mm stroke and 19.05mm pitch / Electro-Static touch pad

Networking
Inputs/Outputs

Operating Systems

Wireless LAN: Intel PRO/Wireless 2200BG Network Connection (802.11b/g)
Ports: (1) 4-pin i.Link/IEEE-1394, (3) USB 2.0, (1) RJ-45, (1) RJ-11
Display: 1 x 15-pin D-Sub VGA, out, Video: (1) 4-pin i.Link/IEEE-1394, I/O

◆ The VGN-FJ270B comes bundled with the

Windows XP Home Edition Service Pack 2
operating system. Incorporating Advanced
Security Technologies,you get safer browsing and communication, powerful security
tools, and improved experiences. It is also
packed with multimedia features
◆ The VGN-FJ270P/B comes bundled with

Windows XP Professional (Service Pack 2).

Audio: Built-in Stereo Speakers, (1) 3.5mm Headphone, out, (1) 3.5mm MIC, in

Network Interface
Battery
Operating System
Hardware
Dimensions

10Base-T/100Base-TX Fast Ethernet (RJ-45)
Lithium-ion (Standard Capacity) VGP-BPS2A battery type, with 1.5-3.5/hrs Battery Life
Microsoft Windows XP Home Edition (SP-2)

Microsoft Windows XP Professional (SP-2)

Built-in Motion-Eye Camera and Microphone
13.4" x 0.83" - 1.3" x 10" (WxHxD) ; Weight 5.3 lbs.

– Automatically keep your PC up-to-date with
the latest security enhancements including
the Windows Security Center, Windows
Firewall, and more to protect your computer
from viruses that spread via the Internet.

• Lithium-ion battery (VGP-BPS2A), AC adapter (VGP-AC19V10)

– Provides rich, wireless network support, letting you easily connect to wireless networks
whether in your home, office, or on the road.

Large Capacity Battery (VGP-BPL2).............................................................................................................................................268.95

– Encrypting File System provides another
level of file protection from hackers and data
theft by transparently encrypting files with a
randomly generated key. If your laptop gets
stolen or lost, unauthorized users will not be
able to read or view your confidential files.
– Extends battery life by managing the way
your laptop uses power.

Supplied Accessories
Optional Accessories
Standard Capacity Battery (VGP-BPS2) ....................................................................................................................................168.95
FJ Series Docking Station (VGP-PRFJ1) .....................................................................................................................................199.95
Replacement AC Adapter (VGP-AC19V10) .................................................................................................................................89.99
USB Optical Mobile Mouse (VGP-UMS50)..................................................................................................................................34.95
Wireless Presentation Mouse (VGP-WMS50)............................................................................................................................74.95
512MB memory expansion module (VGP-MM512L) .......................................................................................................299.95
Sport Backpack (VGP-AMB2) ...............................................................................................................................................................64.95
80GB Portable Hard Drive (VGP-UHDM08) .............................................................................................................................274.95
Battery Charger (VGP-BC1) ....................................199.95

Memory Card Adapter (VGP-MCA10) .................36.95
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FE SERIES
Portable 15.4”
Widescreen Notebooks
Now, even power users no longer have to be chained to a desk. High-performance mobile media centers, the VAIO FE series notebooks are built on
the latest advances and have an incredibly well- balanced design. They
are slim and lightweight, yet provide an exceptional 15.4” widescreen
display with Sony’s original XBRITE LCD technology and
Smart Display Sensor.
Equipped with the muscle to power through the
most demanding tasks at top speed, they deliver
smoking performance for a wide array of productivity and entertainment activities, such as running resourceintensive programs while maintaining communications or sharing pictures, movies or music. The 15.4” widescreen display
with XBRITE HiColor LCD technology ensures that multimedia playback is rich and vibrant. Sony’s advanced display technology delivers extraordinary color purity and saturation, even in bright daylight. Sound Reality technology, Sony’s
advanced audio integration, adds the aural component to a superb movie-viewing experience. Windows XP Media
Center Edition 2005 offers intelligent and seamless control of entertainment content from a single, easy-to-use interface.
F E AT U R E S

High Performance

Portability
◆ VAIO FE series notebooks combine ample

workspace and powerful performance with
the slim, lightweight design a mobile user
demands. Weighing just over 6 lbs. and only
1˝ thin, they deliver an exceptional viewing
experience with a 15.4” widescreen display
—ideal for presentations and using applications such as Excel and Outlook.

◆ With Sound Reality™ technology, VAIO® FE

notebooks deliver exceptional sound quality.
Unlike conventional computers, Sony's
advanced audio integration technology
allows you to enjoy professional audio quality directly from your notebook computer.
◆ Select "Presentation Mode" to adjust display

brightness to the maximum setting, or
"Ultimate Battery" for extra-long battery life.

◆ Magnesium alloy casing provides protection

from rain, dust and everday wear and tear.
Typically, notebooks encased in magnesium
alloy casings are more durable and have a
longer life span.
◆

Integrated Bluetooth® Technology provides
effortless communication with Bluetoothenabled devices, such as PDAs and wireless
headsets, without the need for additional
hardware or software.

◆ Integrated 802.11 a/b/g wireless LAN tech-

nology enables easy access to home or
office wireless networks and local hotspots
without any extra hardware or network
cards. With the tri-mode connection, the
notebooks offer a much wider range of
wireless capabilities.

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO

◆

The VGN-FE670G (only) offers an integrated
camera with zoom utility and microphone,
allowing you to easily conduct instant realtime video conferences (video conferencing
software not included) . Also includes a privacy filter that masks the environment
around you, so you can video chat without
revealing your location or workspace.

Power
◆ They incorporate Intel’s Core Duo processor

designed exclusively for mobile notebooks.
Optimizes performance by combining two
execution cores into one processor. The
result is an incredibly powerful notebook
that also manages to use less battery life.
◆ Mobile Intel® Express chipset and fast front

side bus speed let you experience superior
graphic quality for great visual presentation
of integrated graphics and HD content.
◆ NVIDIA® GeForce® Go 7400 display card with

TurboCache™ technology delivers best-inclass 3D graphics and high-definition video
◆ Power through the most demanding tasks

with a fast 5400 rpm Serial ATA hard drive
and advanced DDR2 memory for high-speed
computing with low power consumption.

VGP-PRFE1—Optional Docking Station
Essential for the mobile user, the docking station,
gives you one connection to your office network
and all your peripherals without having to disconnect
every time you are away from the desk. Ports include
4 USB 2.0, VGA, DVI-D, GB Ethernet (1000/100/10Base-T) network, headphone,
composite (RCA) and S-Video out, and DC in. Also includes a Kensington PC lock and AC Adapter.

www.bhphotovideo.com
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FE SERIES
15.4˝ Widescreen Display

VGN-FE660G

◆ They feature an exceptional 15.4˝

widescreen display with Sony’s exclusive
XBRITE-ECO LCD technology for higher
brightness levels than standard displays
while consuming less power. The result:
deeper blacks, brighter whites, true-to-life
color, and razor-sharp detail. And with the
anti-reflective coating to minimize reflection, you can enjoy a beautifully clear image
from any viewing angle.

Processor

Intel® Core™ Duo Processor T2300

Processor Speed

1.66 GHz

Memory

1GB PC2-4200 DDR2 (2x512MB) 2GB Max, 533MHz Speed

Hard Drive

100GB (5400RPM) Serial ATA

Processor Technology
Action Buttons
Display

Intel Centrino Duo Mobile Technology with 2MB L2 Cache and 667MHz Bus Speed
S1, S2 (programmable), Volume and Mute
Active Matrix TFT LCD, 15.4” Screen Size, (WXGA) 1280 x 800 pixel Native Resolution,
XBRITE HiColor Technology

Create DVDs
◆ Sony puts professional-quality tools at your

fingertips. With Click to DVD® software,
DVgate Plus™, SonicStage Mastering
Studio™ and the advanced DVD+R Double
Layer/DVD±RW drive, presenting your digital content in a professional-looking package is quick and easy. Record up to 8.5GB of
videos, movies, music, or digital photos (or
up to 4 hours of MPEG-2 video) on one
Double Layer DVD disc

Graphics Card
Video Ram
Optical Drive

Connectivity
ting you download digital photos from all
types of memory cards. They also support
Memory Stick Duo™ media, Sony's highcapacity removable flash memory.
Equipped with S-Video output, enabling
convenient connectivity to TVs, cameras,
projectors and more

◆ Smart Display Sensor makes it easy to con-

nect to an external projector or display. It
automatically senses and selects the appropriate input and adjusts the video output for
optimized resolution. Start your presentation with an effortless air of professionalism.
◆ In addition to PC card support, they support

ExpressCard™, a smaller, faster PC card solution with the throughput to port data at
incredible speeds, making it ideal for transfers of video and large files.

Media Center Edition 2005
◆ They include Windows XP Media Center

Edition 2005 with Update Rollup 2.
Software provides a large-font, remotely
accessible interface for TV viewing on the PC
as well as recording/playback, DVD, video
and music playback, and photo viewing.

128MB Dynamically Allocated Shared (RAM/Video) Memory
Dual-Layer DVD+/-RW Drive. Reads: CDs: 24x, DVDs: 8x DVD-RAM: 5X Writes: CD-Rs: 24x,

PCMCIA Expansion

PCMCIA Type I/Type II CardBus slot with CardBus Support

Multimedia Reader

Card Readers for: Memory Stick (with MagicGate), Memory Stick Pro, Secure Digital Media

Keyboard/Keypad

86 keys with 2.5mm stroke and 19.05mm pitch / Electro-Static touch pad

Network Interface

◆ They include a 6-in-1 multi-card reader let-

Intel Graphics Media Accelerator 950

CD-RWs: 16x, DVD-Rs: 8x, DVD-RWs: 6x, DVD+Rs: 8x, DVD+RWs: 8x, DVD+R DL: 4x

Networking

◆

VGN-FE670G

Modem
Inputs/Outputs

Wireless LAN: Intel PRO/Wireless 3945ABG Network Connection (802.11a/b/g)
10Base-T/100Base-TX Fast Ethernet (RJ-45)
Integrated V.92/V.90 Modem (RJ-11)
Ports: (1) 4-pin i.Link/IEEE-1394, (3) USB 2.0, (1) RJ-45, (1) RJ-11, (1) Port Replicator Connector
Display: 1 x 15-pin D-Sub VGA, out, Video: (1) 4-pin i.Link/IEEE-1394, I/O, S-Video out
Audio: Built-in Stereo Speakers, (1) 3.5mm Headphone, out, (1) 3.5mm MIC, in

Battery
Operating System
Hardware

Dimensions

Lithium-ion (Standard Capacity) VGP-BPS2B battery type, with 2.0-3.5/hrs Battery Life
Microsoft Windows XP Media Center 2005 with Update Rollup 2
Docking Station Connector

Docking Station Connector
Built-in Camera and Microphone

14.41" (W) x 1.02" - 1.39" (H) x 10.81" (D); Weight: 6.17 lbs

Supplied Accessories
• Standard Lithium-ion battery (VGP-BPS2B), AC adapter (VGP-AC19V13), Memory Card Adapter
(VGP-MCA20), Power Cord

Optional Accessories
Standard Capacity Battery (VGP-BPS2C)..................................................................................................................................199.95
Bluetooth Adapter (PCGA-BA2) .........................89.95

Large Capacity Battery (VGP-BPL2C)...............299.95

Battery Charger (VGP-BC1) ....................................199.95

Replacement AC Adapter (VGP-AC19V10).......89.99

512MB Memory Module (VGP-MM512M) .....299.95

1GB Memory Module (VGP-MM1GA) ..............599.95

Wireless Presentation Mouse (VGP-WMS50).............................................................................................................................74.95
Neoprene Notebook & AC Adapter (VGP-AMC3) .................................................................................................................19.95
Multi-Function Docking Station (SOVGP-PRFE1) ................................................................................................................279.95
DVD R Double Layer/DVD±RW Drive Bay Unit (VGPDRWBX1).................................................................................365.95
CD-RW/DVD-ROM Bay Unit (VGP-CRWBX1)...264.95

80GB HDD Bay Unit (VGP-HDBX08A) ................299.95

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 842
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Next Generation 17” Widescreen Notebooks
The VAIO AR100 Digital Studio Notebook series are the pinnacle of mobile
multimedia performance, combining the power of a desktop with the
convenience of a notebook. Luxuriously designed with a black exterior and
sleek profile, interfaces and ports are easily accessible yet stylishly and
discreetly integrated. They include a stunning 17” WXGA+ widescreen
display with Sony’s original XBRITE LCD technology to deliver brilliant
clarity and true-to-life color, for crisp playback of photos, home videos
and DVDs. They are 1080i HD camcorder ready and have HDMI output
to connect to your HDTV and home theater. Windows XP Media
Center Edition 2005 lets you enjoy your movies and photos,
while integrated camera and microphone allows easy
video messaging with family and friends.
Intel Core Duo processor and NVIDIA GeForce Go 7 series
graphics deliver blazing performance. Fast Serial ATA hard drives
and DDR2 memory deliver a robust computing performance. Create a digital
library using the DVD+R Double Layer/DVD±RW drive with Sony’s Click to DVD software.
The AR150G and AR190G step-up with a TV tuner that lets you watch and record high-quality television. The top-of-theline AR190G is the premier Blu-ray Disc notebook PC. Store 25-50GB of HD video or data on a single Blu-ray Disc media—
5x times the capacity of standard DVDs. It includes a dedicated suite of applications to playback, capture, edit and burn
Blu-ray Disc media. It also offers end-to-end High Def 1080i support, and lets you watch movies like never before with an
exceptional 17” WUXGA (1920 x 1200) widescreen display.
F E AT U R E S

Portability
◆

Despite their massive 17˝ wide screens, they
still only measure 16.4 x 1.32 x 11.8˝ (WxHxD)
and weigh just 8.4 lbs.

◆ Integrated 802.11 a/b/g wireless LAN tech-

nology enables easy access to home or office
wireless networks and local hotspots without
any extra hardware or network cards. With
the tri-mode connection, they offer a much
wider range of wireless capabilities.
◆

◆

Integrated Bluetooth® Technology provides
effortless communication with Bluetoothenabled devices, such as PDAs and wireless
headsets, without the need for additional
hardware or software.
A built-in camera and microphone means
they are video conference and VoIP ready.
Or simply use them for video messaging with
family and friends. Keeping in touch has
never been easier or more fun.
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Power
◆ They incorporate Intel’s Core Duo processor

designed exclusively for mobile notebooks.
Optimizes performance by combining two
execution cores into one processor. The
result is an incredibly powerful notebook
that also manages to use less battery life.
◆ Intel 945PM Chip set and fast 667 MHz Front

Side Bus speed let you experience superior
graphic quality for great visual presentation
of integrated graphics and HD content.
◆ To power you through the most demanding

tasks, they include a fast 5400rpm Serial ATA
hard drive and advanced DDR2 Dual Channel
RAM (533 MHz) for ultra high-speed computing with low power consumption.
◆ NVIDIA GeForce® Go 7 series graphics card

with TurboCache™ supports 256MB to offer
advanced performance to create exceptional
viewing or video editing opportunities.

www.bhphotovideo.com

17˝ Widescreen Display
◆ The VAIO AR Digital Studio™ Notebooks are

the ultimate in portable entertainment performance. With a breathtaking 17" WXGA+
(1440 x 900) widescreen display and Sony's
XBRITE™ LCD technology, you can view your
movies and photos with stunning clarity and
brilliant, true-to-life color. The AR190G steps
up with WUXGA (1920 x 1200) resolution.
◆ They deliver deep blacks and bright whites,

true-to-life color, and razor-sharp detail. And
with a glare filter and anti-reflective coating
to minimize reflection, you'll experience a
beautifully clear image.
◆ The AR150G and R190G (only) let you watch

and record high-quality television with a fully
integrated NTSC TV tuner, bundled remote
control, and XP Media Center Edition 2005.
Create a digital library for viewing at your
convenience, using the DVD drive and Sony’s
Click to DVD™ software.
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AR SERIES
Video Editing

AR-190G — World’s First Blu-Ray (BD) Notebook

◆ Sony's original DVgate Plus™ software allows

The AR190G a Blu-Ray Disc enabled notebook PC, can play, record, and re-write Blu-ray Disc media,
a format that provides five times the capacity of standard DVDs - up to 25GB (single-layer) and
50GB (dual-layer). Watch 1920 x 1080p HD-resolution movies with clarity like you’ve never seen
before. The AR190G also features end-to-end High-Def (1080i) HDV camcorder support, so you can
capture, view, edit, and burn HD resolution content - like the pros. Best of all, the Blu-ray Disc drive
is backwards compatible with current DVD formats such as DVD±RW/±R Dual Layer .

you to capture, edit, and store your 1080i
HD camcorder video content (both motion
and stills) in just a few simple steps. After,
quickly convert and burn it to disc with
easy-to-use Click to DVD® software and the
advanced DVD±R Double Layer/DVD±RW
drive, creating a standard-def DVD that's
compatible with any home DVD player.
◆

They also come with a full suite of Sony multimedia applications, including SonicStage™
Mastering Studio software for managing
music in a variety of formats.

Connections
◆

◆

◆

Processor Speed
Memory
Hard Drive

VGN-AR150PB

VGN-AR190G

Intel Core Duo T2300

Intel Core Duo T2400

Intel Core Duo T2400

1.66 GHz

1.83 GHz

2.0 GHz

1GB PC2-4200 DDR2 SDRAM (2x 512MB) 2GB Max, 533MHz Speed
160GB (4200RPM) Serial ATA

160GB (5400RPM) Serial ATA

200GB (5400RPM) Serial ATA

Processor Technology

Intel Centrino Duo Mobile Technology with 2MB L2 Cache and 667MHz Bus Speed

The VAIO® AR Digital Studio™ Notebooks are
designed for access and connectivity. HDMI,
VGA, and S-Video ports enable easy connection to TV and A/V receiver.

Action Buttons

S1, S2, AV Mode, Volume, Mute, Eject Play/Pause/Stop, Wireless Lan, FF and Rewind

To make data sharing and transfer a breeze,
they come standard with an i.LINK (IEEE
1394) interface and three USB 2.0 ports.
They even offer a S/PDIF connector for 5.1
digital output to a home theater system.

Graphics Card

They support ExpressCard™, an emerging
standard in smaller, faster PC card solutions
with the throughput to port data at incredible speeds, making them ideal for transfers
of video and large files.

Conveniences
◆ Magnesium alloy casing provides protection

from rain, dust and everday wear and tear.
Typically, notebooks encased in magnesium
alloy casings are more durable and have a
longer life span.
◆ Multimedia shortcut keys at your fingertips

make it easy to control your entertainment.

Optional Docking Station
◆

Processor

VGN-AR130G

The optional VGP-PRFE1 is a unique and
flexible multi-function docking station that
is essential for the mobile user. It enables
simple swapping of powerful peripherals:
optional DVD+R Double Layer/DVD±RW Bay,
CD-RW/DVD-ROM Bay and 80GB HDD Bay.
Connections include 4 USB 2.0, VGA, DVI-D,
GB Ethernet (1000/100/10Base-T) Network,
headphone, composite (RCA) and S-Video
out, and DC in. Also includes Kensington
lock and AC Adapter.

Display

Video Ram

Optical Drive

Active Matrix TFT LCD, 17” Screen , (WXGA+)

17” Screen , (WUXGA)

1440x900 Resolution, XBRITE Technology

1290 x1200 Resolution

NVIDIA GeForce Go 7400

NVIDIA GeForce Go 7600

NVIDIA GeForce Go 7600GT

64MB +TurboCache
Supporting up to 128MB

128MB

256MB

Dual-Layer DVD+/-RW Drive. Reads: CDs: 24x, DVDs: 8x DVD-RAM: 5X Writes: CD-Rs: 24x,
CD-RWs: 16x, DVD-Rs: 8x, DVD-RWs: 6x, DVD+Rs: 8x, DVD+RWs: 8x, DVD+R DL: 4x

PCMCIA Expansion

PCMCIA Type I/Type II CardBus slot

Multimedia Reader

Card Readers for: Memory Stick (with MagicGate), Memory Stick Pro, Secure Digital Media

Networking

Inputs/Outputs

Wireless LAN: Intel PRO/Wireless 3915ABG Network Connection (802.11a/b/g)
Bluetooth Technology: Integrated Bluetooth Technology
Ports: (1) 4-pin i.Link/IEEE-1394, (3) USB 2.0, (1) RJ-45, (1) RJ-11, (1) Port Replicator Connector
Display: 1 x 15-pin D-Sub VGA, out, HDMI Video: (1) 4-pin i.Link/IEEE-1394, I/O, S-Video out
Audio: Built-in Stereo Speakers, (1) 3.5mm Headphone, out, (1) 3.5mm MIC, in

Network Interface
Battery
Operating System

10Base-T/100Base-TX Fast Ethernet (RJ-45)
Lithium-ion (Standard Capacity) VGP-BPS2C battery type, with 1.5-2.5/hrs Battery Life
Microsoft Windows XP Media Center 2005 with Update Rollup 2

Hardware

Built-in Camera and Microphone

Dimensions/Weight

16.4 x 1.32 x 11.8” (WxHxD), 8.4 lbs.

Supplied Accessories
• Lithium-ion Battery (VGP-BPS2C), AC Adapter (VGP-AC19V15), Remote Control/IR Receiver,
RF Cable, HDMI Cable and HDMI to DVI-D Adapter (VGN-AR190G only)

Optional Accessories
Multi-Function Docking Station (SOVGP-PRFE1) ................................................................................................................279.95
Bluetooth Wireless Mouse in Black (VGP-BMS30) or Silver (VGP-BMS30S) .....................................................69.95
Carrying Case (SOVGP-AMB1) ..............................................................................................................................................................43.95
CD-RW Drive Bay (SOVGPCRWBX1) ....................264.95

DVD±RW DL Drive Bay (SOVGPDRWBX1).......365.95

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 842
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VAIO VGX-XL2
Digital Living System
The VAIO XL2 Digital Living System merges
Sony’s industry-leading home theater
expertise with the computing performance
of a VAIO PC. Designed from the ground-up
to seamlessly integrate into any home theater
setup, it combines the basic features of a
computer, DVD player, DVR (Digital Video
Recorder) and stereo into one compact unit.
It also features a 200-disc mega-changer and
optimized Windows Media Center Edition 2005 interface
to revolutionize content management— making CDs, DVDs, photos, HD camcorder content, recorded TV shows readily
accessible and enjoyable with the touch of the wireless keyboard or remote control.
In addition to being the ultimate home A/V entertainment center, the XL2 is a powerful PC delivering robust performance
for running multiple applications simultaneously. With its Intel Pentium D dual-core processor, ample DDR2 memory, PCI-E
graphics and room for up to three SATA hard drives (RAID ready), the VAIO XL2 system is well-equipped to speed you
through computing applications and present dazzling video images. Frequently-used features, such as optical drives,
ports and multi-card readers, are also easy to access. An innovative liquid-cooling system (for internal PC components)
and advanced noise-reduction technology enable screaming-fast performance in a quiet environment. Advancements such
as Sony’s Sound Reality technology boost audio performance for high-quality digital sound.

F E AT U R E S

Computer Section
◆ At first glance the computer looks like a

high-end home theater component. This
aesthetic look lets you easily integrate it with
your existing home theater system.

◆ The computer is powered by an Intel

Pentium D 920 2.80 GHz Dual Core Processor
giving you the power to run software to
interface with digital cameras DV camcorders
and MP3 players. Dual-Core technology
delivers two execution cores in one CPU,
giving you better performance than
comparable single-core processor.
◆ Loaded with 1GB of RAM, two 160 GB hard

drives for 320 GB of total storage and a duallayer DVD burner with a 200-disc changer.
◆ A wireless keyboard with trackpad and an

infrared remote control are included with the
computer so that you can easily control your
shows as you watch them, taking away any
physical tethers to the computer as you use it
to watch television or movies.
The XL2 Digital Living System can access
meta data, so you can view the contents
of your entertainment library with cover
art, liner notes and track listings.
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◆ Built-in 9-in-1 card reader lets you download

digital photos from all types of memory
cards without the hassle of connecting the
camera to the computer. View photos from
the comfort of your living room.

www.bhphotovideo.com

◆ Use the computer to surf the web and

download media, watch DVD movies, record
TV shows digitally, listen to CDs and MP3 files
and even play computer games.
◆ FireWire ports let you capture video directly

from a mini DV camcorder. Then edit and
burn them onto DVDs with the bundled
DVGate Plus and Click to DVD software
◆ Sony’s DVgate Plus lets you import footage

from several sources and edit it. With
one-click video capture on the DVgate Plus
interface, you can input video footage and
retain the high video resolution of the original.
◆ Bundled Sony SonicStage Mastering Studio

lets you record music off of vinyl or tapes
using Studio’s 24bit/96kHz processing technology, producing crisp digital quality sound.
Also includes four effects that allow you to
enhance the sound in the original recordings
or to add new effects for remixing. Finish off
with the editing feature and clean-up any
unwanted noise or background sounds.
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VAIO VGX-XL2
DVR with TV Tuner

CD/DVD Mega-Changer (VGP-XL1B2)

Two built-in TV tuners allow you to easily
watch television and even listen to FM radio
on your computer. Coupled with the included
DVR software you can record TV shows automatically, even if you aren't at home. You can
then watch the shows on your computer or
burn them onto a DVD to watch on your
home theatre system. The installed 320 GB of
storage space will hold approximately 215
hours of programming.

It’s the player you’ve been waiting for, and since it’s also a PC, you’re conveniently connected to
the data that will let you keep track of your media and enjoy it to the fullest. Manage all your content – from personal photos and high-definition camcorder video, to downloaded movies and
music, to recorded TV shows, to your CD and DVD collection, and more – from the comfort of your
couch. With its 200-disc mega-changer, the VAIO XL2 Digital Living System can store up to an
incredible 1.7TB of optical data.

TV Connections
The computer seamlessly connects to your TV
with HDMI, DVI-D (using the included HDMI to
DVI-D adapter) and component video output.
Audio connections include a standard goldplated line-out for connection directly to a TV.
You can also connect the computer with an
existing surround sound setup using the
Toslink optical or coaxial digital connections
for 5.1 channel output.

Ultimate A/V Entertainment
◆ Sleek and flush design, constructed with

brushed aluminum and a smoked acrylic
front, the XL2 Digital Living System fits
seamlessly into the A/V world and into any
home theater. Horizontally-stacked, it fits
most entertainment centers, with optimized
cooling, near-silent operation and easy
access to all functions and connections.
◆ By combining cutting-edge content storage

and management options with the functionality of a powerful PC, the XL2 delivers
the ultimate A/V entertainment experience.
– View photo and high-definition camcorder
footage. Relax in your living room and enjoy
your favorite music and movies.

Consolidate your music library by backing up your music CDs to your hard drive to be stored
along with all of your downloaded music. With the touch of a few buttons, you can automatically
and sequentially record up to 200 audio CDs from the media changer to the hard drive along with
available album covers and track information. You can also record a series of television show
episodes to the hard drive and easily transfer them to blank DVDs stored in the changer. The
system alerts you to how many discs are needed and you can burn a whole season of your favorite
TV program to DVDs to take on your next road trip.
But the really groundbreaking functionality is the additional ability to easily organize, sort, and
access packaged content — all of the DVD movies and audio CDs that have been traditionally
relegated to a bookshelf. Keep your CDs and DVDs in one convenient location, with cover art and
track listings viewable at the touch of the included remote control or wireless keyboard.
Optimized Microsoft Windows XP Media Center Edition 2005 makes content management a
breeze. Close collaboration with Microsoft and tight integration with Windows XP Media Center
Edition 2005 operating system ensure unique functionality when using the changer. Discs inserted
into the changer are automatically detected by the PC which downloads (over a wired or wireless
network) available metadata on each one, including jewel case covers and artist information. For
movies, an in-depth synopsis is also downloaded in addition to the star, director, producer details
and more. All of this information is easily sorted and accessed using the included wireless keyboard or remote control.

VGX-XL2 Specifications
Processor / Speed
Specifications

Intel Pentium D Processor 920 / 2.80 GHz
• Intel Duo Core Technology• 4MB L2 Cache (2MBx2) • 800MHz Front Side Bus Speed

Memory

1GB (PC2-4200 512MB x 2) DDR2 Memory, 2GB Max, 533MHz Speed

Hard Drive

320GB (2x160GB) 7200RPM SATA (Preconfigured RAID 0 ready)

Video Graphics

NVIDIA GeForce 6600 with 128MB DDR SDRAM dedicated memory, Intel 945P Chipset,
HDMI™ (High Def Interface), DVI-D (through HDMI™ to DVI-D adpt.), Component (YPbPr)

Multimedia Drives

Double Layer 16X DVD±R/RW drive with CD writer capabilities and DVD Reader 2nd Drive

– Download digital content from Connect™.
Watch and record your favorite TV-shows
with Windows XP Media Center Edition 2005
enhanced by Sony’s Giga Pocket engine.
Download movies and music from the Web.

Network

Protocol: Gigabit Ethernet (RJ-45), Ethernet Speed: 10/100/1000Base-T, Wireless LAN: 802.11b/g

– Media Center Edition 2005’s smart, easy-touse onscreen menus and content management functions make enjoying your entertainment media better than ever.

Inputs and Outputs

• Composite Audio/Video • Component Video output • Ethernet • HDMI Connection
• Headphone Jack • iLink Interface: 3 (2 6 pin rear / 4 pin front) • Microphone input
• S-Video • USB Port(s): 4 (2 Front, 4 Rear) (2.0 compliant) • VHF/UHF input
• S/PDIF Input and Output • IR inputs: 2 • Coaxial Digital Output

– With the included wireless remote and keyboard, you can interface with the unit as you
would with a traditional PC or choose the
10-foot experience of controlling files and
discs from the comfort of your couch.

Expansion Slots

Multimedia Card Reader: Memory Stick®, Memory Stick PRO Memory Stick PRO Duo™ ,
Compact Flash® Type I and Type II, Smart Media, SD/ MultiMediaCard™ , xD Picture Card®
PCI Slot: 2 (available). x16 PCI Express: One x16 PCI Express (occupied by Graphics Card),
TV Tuner: 1 NTSC Giga Pocket® MPEG2 Realtime Encoder Board

Sound
Operating System

Sony® Sound Reality™ technology with DSD (Direct Stream Digital) support
Microsoft® Windows® XP Media Center Edition (2005) (Update Rollup 2)

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 842
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VGC-RC310G • VGC-RC320P
VAIO Digital Studio Desktop PCs
Experience the best in multimedia computing with Blu-ray Disc support and
advanced hardware solutions including Intel 3.2 GHz Pentium D Processor 940
with dual-core technology and 2GB of advanced DDR2 memory. Equipped with
Sony’s original multimedia software, you’ll be able to create, manage, and edit
digital photos, videos, movies, and music. Easily convert VHS and 8mm videos into
DVDs and enjoy thrilling video performance with NVIDIA GeForce 7600 GT graphics.
Watch and record high-quality TV with Windows XP Media Center Edition, plus the
VGC-RC310G and RC-320P Desktop is easily expandable and cleverly engineered to
reduce cable clutter while providing easy access to frequently used features.
Incredibly versatile, they have a built-in 9-in-1 digital media card reader to
easily import digital photos; two S-Video inputs, and two conveniently located
i.LINK FireWire (IEEE1394) ports to capture digital video; and almost unlimited
connectivity with their 7 installed USB 2.0 ports. Otherwise the same, the VGC-RC310G comes bundled with Windows XP
Media Center Edition 2005, the VGC-RC320P comes with Windows XP Professional.
F E AT U R E S

Bundled Software

Under the Hood
◆ These multimedia powerhouses are capable

of playing back Blu-ray Disc movies in stunning clarity and can store massive amounts
of data on a single disc (up to 50GB). They
can also burn HD camcorder content in its
original 1080 HD resolution, opening new
doors in world of high definition.
◆ Providing the power you need for the most

demanding A/V applications, they bring you
screaming-fast performance in a whisperquiet environment.
– Intel® Pentium® D dual-core processor with
800 MHz Front Side Bus Speed delivers
robust performance for running multiple,
demanding applications simultaneously.
– 2GB of installed advanced DDR2 memory
provides ultra high-speed computing. PCI
Express x16 video graphics capabilities
enable cinematic-quality effects and color.
– Enjoy thrilling video performance with
NVIDIA GeForce 7600 GT graphics.
– Already equipped with 300GB (RC310G) and
400GB (RC320P) 7200 rpm drives, they are
designed for expansion to accommodate
large collections of high-quality media files.
You can expand capacity up to an incredible
2TB of storage in multiple hard disk drives.
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In addition to software to burn and play Blu-Ray and DVD movies, do word processing, manage
finances, and connect to the Internet, they are bundled with Adobe software to capture and edit
video, and organize digital photos.

Adobe Premier Elements:
Harness the power of a Hollywood studio with special effects, titles, credits, and Dolby Digital
sound. Easily transfer DV footage by USB or FireWire directly to the timeline so you can start editing sooner. Import video, audio, and still images from virtually any device, including DV and DVD
camcorders, unprotected DVDs, digital still cameras, MPEG-4 video recorders, and cell phones.
Easily delete unwanted scenes, and the timeline automatically adjusts for you. See edits and
effects as you make them. Choose from hundreds of amazing special effects that you can customize and use again. Try anything! With Auto Save, multiple undos, and the History panel, you
can always go back to a previous version. Create a rich, full soundtrack for your video with Dolby
Digital stereo, up to 99 audio tracks, and precise waveform controls. Design custom DVD menus
from scratch, or choose from dozens of menu templates that you can personalize with your own
images and audio. Add moving backgrounds, move and resize buttons, edit text, and more.

Adobe Photoshop Elements:
Everything you need to edit, organize, and show your photos, Photoshop Elements software combines power and simplicity to help you do it all. Edit and enhance your photos by fixing common
flaws instantly or using advanced options for more control. Keep every photo at your fingertips.
Show off your creativity in entertaining slide shows, photo mail, web galleries, and countless other
ways. Fix photos in a flash with intelligent tools that automatically correct skin tone, lighting,
color, and contrast. Even remove red eye automatically as you download photos. Quickly retouch
specific areas by brushing over any element of your photo to make a range of adjustments to a
specific area or object. Perfect your photos with advanced editing options that give you more
control. Stylize your photos with special effects, and combine elements from different photos on
multiple layers to create artistic composites or surreal scenes.

www.bhphotovideo.com
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VGC-RC310G • VGC-RC320P
Giga Pocket TV Tuner

Blu-Ray Disc Support

◆ Watch and record your favorite shows with

Microsoft Windows XP Media Center Edition
2005 enhanced by Sony's Giga Pocket®
engine. The installed Giga Pocket TV tuner
will let you watch and record television
directly on your computer. It's convenient
and easy with on-screen program listings
and navigation. Create a digital library for
personal viewing at your convenience.
◆ You'll also be able to use it to import analog

video from sources such as VHS tape, allowing you to easily convert them to digital
DVD format. A remote control is also included to help you control your TV tuner.

Digital Video
Capture and Editing
◆

Integrated FireWire ports let you capture
video directly from a digital camcorder to
your PC. Bundled Adobe Premier Elements
software lets you edit your home movies.
You'll even be able to burn them onto DVD
or Blu-Ray for friends and family to watch.

The RC310G and RC320P are Blu-Ray Disc™ enabled desktop PCs that can play, record, and rewrite Blu-ray Disc™ media, a format that provides five times the capacity of standard DVDs - up to
25GB (single-layer) and 50 GB (dual-layer). Watch HD-resolution movies with clarity like you’ve
never seen before. They are aslo capable of burning HD resolution content in its original 1080
high-definition resolution. Best of all, the Blu-ray Disc drive is backwards compatible with current
DVD formats such as DVD±RW/±R Dual Layer .

VGC-RC310G

VGC-RC320P

Intel Pentium D Processor 940

Intel Pentium D Processor 940

3.2 GHz

3.2 GHz

Memory

2GB PC2-4200/DDR2 Memory
2GB Max, 533MHz

2GB PC2-4200/DDR2 Memory
2GB Max, 533MHz

Hard Drive

300GB (7200RPM) SATA (RAID Ready)

400GB (2x200GB) 7200RPM SATA (RAID)

Processor
Processor Speed

Video Graphics

NVIDIA GeForce 7600GT Graphics with 256MB GDDR3 SDRAM Video RAM,
Intel 945P Chipset, with TV-Out, DVI-I Out, DVI-D Out, x16 PCI Express

Specifications

• Intel 964P Chipset • 4MB L2 Cache (2MBx2) • 800MHz Front Side Bus Speed

Multimedia Drives

Double Layer 16X DVD±R/RW drive with CD writer capabilities and DVD Reader 2nd Drive

Network Interface

Ethernet 10Base-T/100Base-TX/1000Base-T, Gigabit Ethernet speed

Sound

Conveniences
◆

Operating System

They come standard with a wireless keyboard and mouse. This gives you freedom in
configuring your system, allowing you to
control it without being tethered by a cable.

Inputs and Outputs

◆ The built-in 9-in-1 card reader lets you easily

download your pictures from all major digital camera memory types without the hassle
of connecting cables between your camera
and computer. The included Adobe
Photoshop Elements software lets you easily
organize and retouch your photos.

Advanced Cooling
and Acoustic Technology

• Microsoft Windows XP Media Center
Edition 2005 with Update Rollup 2

• Microsoft Windows XP Professional
with Service Pack 2

• Audio-in • Headphone Jack • iLink Interface: 2 (6 pin rear / 4 pin front) • Microphone input
• Parallel Port • PS/2® Port: 2 (Mouse/Keyboard) • DVI Output(s): 2 (1 with HDCP)
• USB Port(s): 7 (3 Front, 4 Rear) (2.0 compliant) • VGA Output • S/PDIF Output(s): 1
• Subwoofer/Center Audio Output(s) • Analog Audio Output(s): 1 (Front)

Expansion Bays

5.25" Half-Height: 2 (occupied), 3.5" (External): 1 (occupied), 3.5" (Internal): 4 (2 occupied)

Expansion Slots

Multimedia Card Reader: Memory Stick®, Memory Stick PRO Memory Stick PRO Duo™ ,
Compact Flash® Type I and Type II, Smart Media, SD/ MultiMediaCard™ , xD Picture Card®
PCI Slot: 2 (available). x16 PCI Express: One x16 PCI Express (occupied by Graphics Card),
One PCI Express x1 (available)

Bundled Software

• Adobe® Photoshop® Elements • Adobe® Premiere® Elements • Microsoft® Digital
Imaging Starter Edition • Microsoft® Works 8.5 • Intuit Quicken® New User Edition
• InterVideo® WinDVD® BD for VAIO®/ InterVideo®WinDVD® • ULead® BD Disc Recorder
• Roxio® DigitalMedia SE

◆ The innovative liquid-cooling system and

advanced noise-reduction technology of the
RC Digital Studio™ PC enables premier performance without the heat or noise of traditional fan-cooled PC configuration. A unique
liquid-flow heat pipe draws heat away from
the processor, while air-intake from the
desktop tower’s mid-section maximizes air
flow and optimizes acoustics. The result:
cool, quiet and reliable performance from
incredibly powerful desktop computers.

Sony Sound reality -Audio Enhancer

Sony Software

Anti-Virus & Recovery

Size / Weight
Supplied Accessories

• Click to DVD® - DVD Creation • SonicStage® Mastering Studio - Audio Mastering &
Remastering • DVgate Plus™ - Digital Video • SonicStage® - Digital Music
• VAIO Media™ - Network File Sharing • Image Converter - PSP Transfer
• Norton® Internet Security™ 60-Day Sub. - Norton AntiVirus®, Norton Personal Firewall,
Norton Privacy Control, Norton AntiSpam®, Norton Parental Control
• TrendMicro™ Anti-Spyware • VAIO® Recovery Wizard, VAIO® Support Central
7.7" (W) x 15.7" (H) x 17.9" (D) / 30.9 lbs
5.1 Channel Speakers • Wireless Keyboard and Mouse

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 842
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PORTEGE M405
Infused with Toshiba’s most advanced technologies, the Portege M405 delivers mobility and
productivity beyond expectations-and beyond mere notebooks. The compact but brilliant
12” diagonal display converts from a highly capable notebook to a highly versatile Tablet
PC that lets you work the way you want, wherever you are. Use the mouse, the keyboard,
your voice, or the familiar digital-ink-enabled pen to manipulate information and
maximize productivity. On-demand productivity features include an integrated
swappable optical drive, one-click docking, complete connectivity options, and
extended battery life. Featuring the latest Intel Centrino Duo Mobile Technology,
the Portégé M405 effortlessly handles the most demanding business applications,
in a platform that is as portable as it is powerful. Toshiba EasyGuard technology
enhances reliability, security, connectivity and customization-in any mobile setting.
Mobility meets durability with EasyGuard innovations like HDD protection and shockabsorbing design. Add the upgraded Serial ATA hard disk drive with up to 4GB of DDR2 667MHz
Dual Channel Memory, and you have a system that’s ready to work and ready to go.

F E AT U R E S
◆ Featuring business-level performance and

mobility, the Portégé M405-S8003 weighs
only 4.5 lbs. and is designed for those who
require on-demand business applications
and all the functionality of a notebook
computer with the benefits of digital penbased input and control.
◆

◆

Intel Core Duo Processo T2400 reduces
power consumption while boosting overall
performance from graphics to wireless
capabilities.
Bright, 12.1” XGA
diagonal display
easily switches
into “slate” mode
so users can
stay productive
at their desk,
standing, in a
meeting or lounging at home.
◆ With the Portégé

M405-S8003, users
can use the mouse,
keyboard, digital-inkenabled pen or their
voice to manipulate
information and
maximize
productivity.
◆

Proprietary Toshiba Power Save maximizes
battery life.

◆

Toshiba’s Presentation button, a one-touch
button to display the screen’s image onto an
LCD projector or external monitor easily.

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO

M405-S8003 Specifications
Processor
Operating System
Processor Speed / Cache
Bus Speed

Intel Centrino Mobile Technology featuring Intel Core Duo Processor T2400
Microsoft Windows XP Tablet Edition 2005
1.83 GHz / 2MB L2
667MHz Front-side Bus

Memory

1024MB DDR2 533MHz SDRAM

Hard Drive

100GB (5400RPM) Serial-ATA

Video Graphics

Intel Graphics Media Accelerator 950 with 8-128MB Shared Graphics Memory

Display

12.1” diagonal TruBrite TFT Active-Matrix LCD at 1024 x 768 resolution (XGA)

Multimedia Drive

DVD SuperMulti (±Double Layer) Drive supporting 11 formats

Keyboard / Input

• 84-key US Keyboard • Fn keys • Touch Pad • Control Buttons

Sound
Network / Wireless Option

• Built-in Stereo Speakers • Sigma Tel STAC9200 24-bit stereo • Volume control
• 10/100/1000 BASE-TX Ethernet / Intel Pro Wireless Network Connection 3945ABG (802.11a/b/g)

PC Card Slots

• Supports Type II, PCMCIA R2.01, PC Card 16 CardBus

Digital Media

5-in-1 Bridge Reader for Secure Digital, Memory Stick / Pro, MultiMedia, xD Picture Cards

External Notebook Ports

• 3 USB 2.0 • IEEE 1394 Firewire • Headphone • Microphone • RGB • S-Video • RJ-11 • RJ45

Power
Dimensions / Weight

75W AC 100-240v Universal Input / 6-Cell Lithium Ion
11.6” x 9.8” x 1.53” (WDH) / 4.5 lbs.

Incorporates Toshiba’s Exclusive EasyGuard Technology:
Shock-absorbing materials safeguard critical components such as the hard drive and LCD display.
Enhanced, spill-resistant keyboard. Trusted Platform Module, an embedded security chipset, stores
encryption keys, passwords and user credentials to ensure data isn’t accessed by anyone but
authorized user; integrated biometric fingerprint reader with single sign-on functionality.

www.bhphotovideo.com
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SATELLITE M105 SERIES
Stay productive and mobile with a Satellite M105 series notebook. They are sleek,
light and ergonomic, yet loaded with advanced technology. Like fast Intel Centrino
Mobile Technology and integrated wireless LAN (802.11a/b/g) for effortless on-thego performance. Teamed with the 5-in-1 Bridge Media Adapter for incredible
multimedia flexibility, Toshiba’s DVD SuperMulti Drive reads and writes up to 11
formats, including DVD-RAM which acts like a second hard drive.
Multimedia images and movies are presented with eye-opening realism on
Toshiba’s 14.1” diagonal WXGA widescreen TruBrite display. There’s never
any waiting to enjoy your favorite CDs or movies with Toshiba’s
Express Media Player, which let’s you to play either without
the Windows boot-up. A high-capacity, high-performance
hard drive (5400rpm, Serial ATA) delivers all the quick access
storage you need for work or play. You get it all, even a longer
battery life for mobility that works as long as you do.
F E AT U R E S
◆ DVD SuperMulti Double Layer drive reads

and writes in 11 formats that can nearly
double a recordable DVD’s storage capacity
for photo, music and video files in either
DVD+R or DVD-R double layer formats.
◆

High-capacity 5,400 rpm serial-ATA hard
drive for faster access to stored files;

M105-S3001
Processor

Intel Centrino Mobile
Solo Processor T1300

M105-S3004

M105-S3011

Intel Centrino Duo Mobile featuring
Intel Core Duo Processor T2300

Operating System

Windows XP Home

XP Media Center 2005

Windows XP Home

Processor Speed / Cache

1.66 GHz / 2MB L2

1.66 GHz / 2MB L2

1.66 GHz / 2MB L2

◆

DDR2 533 MHz memory for better performance of productivity applications and music,
picture and video multimedia files;

Bus Speed

667MHz Front-side Bus

667MHz Front-side Bus

667MHz Front-side Bus

Memory

512MB 533MHz DDR2,

512MB 533MHz DDR2,

1024MB 533MHz DDR2

◆

5-in-1 bridge media adapter for easy file
sharing and downloads;

Hard Drive

80GB (5400RPM) SATA

100GB (5400RPM) SATA

100GB (5400RPM) SATA

◆

Updated Mobile Intel 945 Express chipset
and the Intel PRO/Wireless 3945 ABG network connection as part of Intel Centrino
Mobile Technology.

Video Graphics

◆

◆

◆

Express Media Player lets users instantly
access DVDs or CDs with the push of a button on the PC chassis without having to
boot the operating system.
Starting at 5.4 lbs. with a 14.1-inch diagonal
widescreen TruBrite™ display, the Satellite
M105 series notebooks are designed for
those who want on-the-go productivity and
entertainment in an attractive, compact
form factor.
The Satellite M105 notebook also includes
four USB 2.0, TV-Out (S-Video), iLINK IEEE
1394, RGB, RJ-11 modem (v.92), RJ-45 LAN,
headphone and microphone ports. The
chassis dimensions of the Satellite M105
series are 13.5 x9.53 by 1.5 inches.

Display

Intel Graphics Media Accelerator 950 with 8-128MB Shared Graphics Memory
14.1” diag. Widescreen TrueBrite TFT Active-Matrix LCD at 1280 x 800 res. (WXGA)

Multimedia Drive

DVD SuperMulti (±Double Layer) Drive supporting 11 formats

Keyboard / Input

• 85-key US Keyboard • Fn keys • Touch Pad • Control Buttons • Remote Control

Sound

• Built-in Stereo Speakers • RealTek ALC861 16-bit stereo software • Volume control

Network / Wireless Option

• 10/100BASE-TX Ethernet / Intel Pro Wireless Network Connection 3945ABG (802.11a/b/g)

PC Card Slots

• Supports Type II, PCMCIA R2.01, PC Card 16 CardBus

Digital Media

5-in-1 Bridge Reader for Secure Digital, Memory Stick / Pro, MultiMedia, xD Picture Cards

External Notebook Ports

• 4 USB 2.0 • IEEE 1394 Firewire • Headphone • Microphone • RGB • S-Video • RJ-11 • RJ45

Power
Dimensions / Weight

75W AC 100-240v Universal Input / 6-Cell Lithium Ion
13.15 w x 9.53 d x 1.5 h” / 5.42 lbs.

To help stay connected while traveling for business or leisure, the Satellite M105 line integrates
Toshiba ConfigFree® software, the company’s intuitive graphic connectivity management utility
for optimum wireless access. Also includes Microsoft Office OneNote™ 2003 software

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 842
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SATELLITE A105 SERIES
Toshiba’s Satellite A105 series notebooks are feature packed and priced to please. Light,
and multimedia savvy, they incorporate a 15.4” diagonal WXGA TruBrite display that
adds incredible realism to movies and games. For added convenience, Toshiba’s
Express Media Player lets you watch DVDs or listen to CDs instantly, at the push of a
button. All except the A105-S2001 include a DVD SuperMulti (±R double layer) drive.
The drive is double layer for maximum storage, and supports 11popular CD and
DVD formats, including DVD-RAM, giving you the ability to use it as an
optical hard drive.
These notebooks are pre-loaded with Microsoft Windows XP
Home Edition or Media Center Edition 2006 operating system,
and offer plenty of storage for all your MP3s, work, picture and
video files. And managing the data is fast and easy, thanks to
Toshiba’s optional Bridge Media Adapter. Add the latest wireless
technology and you have notebooks that beautifully balance power and price.
F E AT U R E S
◆ Intel Core Duo Processor (S4004 and S4014

only) provides true parallel processing when
running multi-threaded applications or multiple applications simultaneously.
◆ The chipset has enhanced audio specifica-

tions to deliver enriched audio, with support
for Dolby Digital 5.1 and 7.1 surround sound
– great for music, video, or virtually any
audio-enriched applications.
◆ Integrated 11-in-1 DVD SuperMulti optical

removable/ rewritable DVD drive (except the
S2001) reads and writes up to 11 formats
including DVD-RAM.
◆ Toshiba's Bridge Media Adapter allows you

to quickly transfer documents, images and
music files between your PC, MP3 players,
digital cameras, PDAs and more.
◆ Express Media Player starts the music or the

show with push button simplicity, instantly
launching a CD or DVD by bypassing
Windows boot-up.
◆ TruBrite screen technology lets you enjoy a

brighter, more vivid visual experience. This
technology also extends the viewable range
of the notebook's display, allowing images
to be seen clearly from a wider angle than
most notebook screens.
◆ Integrated 802.11 wireless technology lets

you work and play on the move. You're easily connected via wireless LAN networks in
your home, office, and in wireless LAN
hotspots at airports, hotels and coffee shops.

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO

Stylish, and smartly designed, yet built to be durable and reliable, Toshiba Satellite notebooks
feature high-quality PC technology at price points for every budget. Engineered to deliver solid
performance, they can easily handle today's most popular business applications.

A105-S2001

A105-S4001

Value priced with technology you’ll value, the
S2001 is sleek and lean, combining Intel
Celeron M performance with a 15.4” diagonal
display and TruBrite technology.

Equipped with Centrino Mobile technology,
this system provides more computing power
using an Intel Core Solo Processor T1300, and
longer battery life (up to 3.45 hrs.)

A105-S4004

A105-S2021
This system features an Intel Celeron M
Processor 390, a DVD burner, and 100GB HDD.
Atheros wireless LAN (802.11b/g) keeps you
connected to vital documents.

Great for multitaskers! An Inte Core Duo
Processor T2300 has two execution cores so
even multiple CPU intensive programs may run
with ease. Also includes 1024MB memory, and
a 100GB high performance HDD.

A105-S4014
This system includes and Intel Core Duo Processor T2400, 120GB high performance HDD, DVD
burner. Windows XP Media Center Edition 2005 for enhanced multimedia support.

OneNote
Save time and frustration by organizing information the way you want with bundled Microsoft
Office OneNote. With OneNote, you have a single place where you can safely store and easily
access all your important information. From saving hand-written notes to sharing presentation
slides and prioritizing schedules, OneNote makes it easier than ever to keep you organized.
◆ Arrange information the way it makes

◆ From email and meeting notes to hand-

sense for you. With OneNote it’s simple to
customize folders and documents according to your preference.

drawn pictures and even audio — it’s easy
to compile and organize all of your data in
a single location on the A105 notebook PC.

◆ No more digging through folders looking

◆ Use the Note Flags to stay reminded of key

for a file. OneNote makes it fast and easy to
find the info you want when you want.

www.bhphotovideo.com

dates and other critical information that
needs your attention.
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SATELLITE A105 SERIES
A105-S2001

A105-S2021

A105-S4001

A105-S4004

A105-S4014

Intel Celeron M 380

Intel Celeron M 380

Intel Centrino Duo Mobile
Technology featuring
Intel Core Solo T1300

Intel Centrino Duo Mobile
Technology featuring
Intel Core Duo T2300

Intel Centrino Duo Mobile
Technology featuring
Intel Core Duo T2400

Processor Speed

1.7 GHz

1.7 GHz

1.66 GHz

1.66 GHz

1.83 GHz

Processor Cache

1MB L2 Cache

1MB L2 Cache

2MB L2 Cache

2MB L2 Cache

2MB L2 Cache

Bus Speed

400MHz Front-side Bus

400MHz Front-side Bus

667MHz Front-side Bus

667MHz Front-side Bus

667MHz Front-side Bus

Memory

512MB DDR2 SDRAM,
Max supported 2048MB

512MB DDR2 SDRAM,
Max supported 2048MB

512MB DDR2 SDRAM,
Max supported 2048MB

1024MB DDR2 SDRAM,
Max supported 2048MB

1024MB DDR2 SDRAM,
Max supported 2048MB

2

2

2

2

2

Intel Graphics Media
Accelerator 950 (128MB)

Intel Graphics Media
Accelerator 950 (128MB)

Intel Graphics Media
Accelerator 950 (128MB)

60GB (5400RPM) SATA

100GB (5400RPM) SATA

120GB (5400RPM) SATA

Processor

Accessible Memory Slots
Video Graphics and
Video Memory
Hard Drive
Multimedia Drive

Network Card
Wireless Option
Audio
PC Card Slots
Power
Digital Media
External Notebook Ports
Display
Dimensions / Weight
Keyboard
Pointing Device
Security

ATI Radeon Xpress X200M ATI Radeon Xpress X200M
(64-128MB shared memory) (64MB shared memory)
60GB (5400RPM) SATA

100GB (5400RPM) SATA

DVD±R/RW,
CD-RW Combo

DVD±R/RW SuperMulti
Double Layer for 11 formats

DVD±R/RW SuperMulti
DVD±R/RW SuperMulti
DVD±R/RW SuperMulti
Double Layer for 11 formats Double Layer for 11 formats Double Layer for 11 formats

10/100BASE-TX Ethernet LAN

10/100BASE-TX Ethernet LAN

10/100BASE-TX Ethernet LAN

10/100BASE-TX Ethernet LAN

10/100/1000 BASE-TX LAN

Atheros 802.11BG Wireless LAN

Intel Pro/Wireless 3945ABG Network Connction

Built-in Stereo Speakers, SRS Labs, Realtek 16-bit

Built-in Stereo Speakers, Realtek ALC861 16-bit, SRS Lab enhancements

Supports Type II, PCMCIA R2.02, CP Card 16, CardBus

also includes ExpressCard/54 Slot (supports ExpressCard/34)

65W 110-240V AC / 4-Cell Lithium Ion

75W 110-240V AC / 6-Cell Lithium Ion

––

5-in-1 Bridge Media Adapter for Secure Digital, Memory Sticks, and Pro, SmartMedia

4 USB 2.0, Headphone, Microphone, RGB, S-Video, RJ-45 • RJ-11

4 USB 2.0, Headphone, Microphone, RGB, S-Video, RJ-45 • RJ-11, IEEE-1394 Firewire

15.4” Diagonal Widescreen TrueBrite TFT Active Matrix LCD 1280 x800 Native Resolution (WXGA)
14.2 x 10.5 x 1.17” (WxDxH), 6.0 lbs.
85-key US Keyboard, Hot Key and Windows functions, Internet Quick Launch and Quick Play Music and DVD
Touch Pad with On/Off button and dedicated vertical Scroll Up/Down pad
• Kensington MicroSaver lock slot • Power-on password • Accepts 3rd party security lock device
Bundled Software

Operating System
Security and Support
Productivity and Finance
Multimedia

• Microsoft Windows XP Home Edition, Toshiba Xpress Media Player

XP Media Center 2005

• Symatec Norton Internet Security 2006 • HP Total Care • Adobe Acrobat Reader • Wireless Home Network • PC Recovery
• Microsoft Works, Money, MSN Encarta Plus, Office Activation Wizard, Office 2003 Student and Teacher Edition: 60 day trail version
• Sonic Digital Media Plus • HP Games powered by Wild Tanget • AOL Music • realRhapsody • HP Quick Play • Muvee AutoProducer DVD Edition
• Microsoft Windows Movie Maker, Media Player • HP PhotoSmart Premier

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 842
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SATELLITE P105 SERIES
Single and Dual Processor 17” Widescreen Notebooks
Starting at a mere 7 lbs. the feature-rich Satellite P105 series feature a
17” diagonal widescreen WXGA TruBrite display to dramatically expand
multimedia and multi-tasking possibilities. Next-generation Intel
Centrino Mobile Technology and professional-grade graphic chips meet
the demands of multimedia users, creative professionals and gamers.
Robust sound is provided via built-in Harman/Kardon speakers.
Toshiba’s Express Media Player adds instant-on performance, for
CD and DVD play without booting up the operating system.
For the ultimate in flexibility, they include a high capacity hard drive,
5-in-1 Bridge Media Adapter, i.LINK IEEE1394 and 4 USB 2.0 ports,
and a DVD burner supporting up to 11 formats including
DVD-RAM. The P105-S6004 includes Windows XP Media
Center 2005 to better manage multimedia files, the
P105-S921 comes with Windows XP Professional.
P105-S6004

P105-S921

Intel Centrino Mobile
Solo Processor T1300

Intel Centrino Duo Mobile featuring
Intel Core Duo Processor T2400

Windows XP Media Center Edition 2005

Windows XP Professional

1.66 GHz / 2MB L2

1.83 GHz / 2MB L2

Bus Speed

667MHz Front-side Bus

667MHz Front-side Bus

Memory

1024MB 533MHz DDR2

1024MB 533MHz DDR2

Hard Drive

100GB (5400RPM) SATA

160GB (4200RPM) SATA

Video Graphics

Intel Graphics Media Accelerator 950

nVidia GeForce Go 7900

Display

17” diag. Widescreen TrueBrite TFT Active-Matrix LCD at 1440 x 900 res. (WXGA)

F E AT U R E S
Processor
◆ They pack powerful desktop functionality

into a thin, light, value-priced notebook. The
massive 17” diagonal widescreen WXGA display with1440 x 900 resolution incorporates
TruBrite technology for a crisp, clear display
that enhances the multimedia experience.
◆ Centrino Mobile Technology enhances

overall system performance from graphics to
wireless while reducing power consumption.
Provides greater battery life (up to 3.5 hours).
◆ 5-in-1 bridge media adapter for easy file

sharing and downloads;
◆ Integrated 802.11a/b/g wireless LAN

connectivity
◆ Built-in Harman/Kardon stereo speakers for

a rich audio experience;
◆ Full-size keyboard with 10-key pad for easy

numerical entry. The P105-S921 (only) has a
customizable Dual Mode touch pad that can
provide one-tap short cuts to launch e-mail,
web browser and other selected programs.
Both have a fingerprint reader for secure
access management.
◆ The P105-S6004 includes four USB 2.0,

TV-Out (S-Video), iLINK IEEE1394, RGB, RJ-11
modem (v.92), RJ-45 LAN, headphone and
microphone ports. P105-S921 adds DVI-D
(for connection to HDTV) and S/PDIF output
(shared with the headphone port).

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO

Operating System
Processor Speed / Cache

Multimedia Drive

DVD SuperMulti (±Double Layer) Drive supporting 11 formats

Sound

• Built-in herman/kardon Stereo Speakers • 16-bit stereo software • Volume control

Network / Wireless Option

• 10/100BASE-TX Ethernet / Intel Pro Wireless Network Connection 3945ABG (802.11a/b/g)

PC Card Slots

• Supports Type II, PCMCIA R2.01, PC Card 16 CardBus

Power

75W AC 100-240v Universal Input / 6-Cell Lithium Ion

Dimensions / Weight

◆ Supplied Express Media Player remote gives

fast access to power, CD, DVD, volume and
other multimedia functions without booting
up the operating system.
◆ Includes Toshiba’s intuitive ConfigFree

software for optimum wireless access.

www.bhphotovideo.com

15.5” x 10.8” x 1.41” (WDH) / 7.1 lbs.

◆ They incorporate a DVD SuperMulti Double

Layer drive that reads/writes 11 formats and
nearly doubles a recordable DVD’s storage in
either DVD+R or DVD-R double layer formats.
◆ Bundled with Microsoft Office OneNote

software (see previous page for full details.)
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QOSMIO G35-AV600
Entertainment on Demand
Featuring Windows XP Media Center Edition 2005 and integrated TV tuner,
digital video recorder (DVR), virtual surround-sound stereo and all the
capabilities of a powerful, full-featured notebook PC, the Qosmio G35-AV600
will change the way you thought about notebook computers. Powered by
Intel Centrino Duo Mobile technology, it is t he ultimate 4-in-1 portable
entertainment center Enjoy more screen, viewing angles, and brilliance
courtesy of the 17” diagonal Widescreen XGA+ Ultimate TruBrite display.
Stunning visuals come courtesy of the Toshiba-unique QosmioEngine and
NVIDIA GeForce Go 7300 high-performance graphics card. In-your-face
graphics meets on-demand entertainment with the integrated TV tuner
(NTSC) and QosmioPlayer. Enjoy movies and music with the double-layer
DVD SuperMulti Drive. And amplify your audio with Toshiba’s 1-bit Digital
Amplifier and Harman/Kardon enhanced Bass Reflex speakers.
F E AT U R E S

Audio

◆ Enjoy stunning visuals on the 17˝ wide

(1440 x 900 resolution) display with its twolamp Ultimate TruBrite technology that
rivals the brightness of an LCD TV.
◆ In addition the QosmioEngine—Toshiba’s

proprietary software—adjusts digital
images, sharpens edges, enhances color
saturation and reduces digital noiese for
crystal-clear images and super bright colors.

◆ Intensify the audio experience with the built-in Harman/Kardon Bass Reflex system speakers,

the the world’s first PC-integrated 1-bit digital amplifier, usually found in high-end audio
systems. Adding more available bass, the Bass Reflex speaker increases the maximum speaker
power for louder, clearer, crisper sound you can feel as well as hear.
◆ With Dolby Home Theater, every sound is richer, fuller and more realistic. You experience this

whether you’re listening through headphones, or on 2- or 5.1-channel speaker systems.

G35-AV600

◆ Customizable Dual Mode touch pad can

provide one-tap short cuts to launch e-mail,
web browser and other selected programs.
A fingerprint reader adds security.

Processor
Operating System
Processor Speed / Cache

◆ Includes two 80GB 5400 RPM serial ATA

hard disk drives (for a total of 160GB) that
incorporate Toshiba RAID software. This
gives you the flexibility of optimum storage
capacity using both drives or secure data
redundancy on one drive.
◆ DVD SuperMulti Double Layer optical drive

can nearly double storage capacity in
dual-layer format.

Bus Speed

listen to CDs with a touch of a button on
the unit or on the remote control without
booting up the operating system. Enjoy
audio or video content within seconds as if
it were stand-alone TV, stereo or DVD player.
◆ 5-in-1 bridge media adapter lets you quickly

access and share photo and video content,
or hook-up a camcorder to display movies.

Microsoft Windows XP Media Center 2005, Toshiba Qosimio Player
1.83 GHz / 2MB L2
667MHz Front-side Bus

Memory

1024MB DDR2 533MHz SDRAM

Hard Drive

100GB (5400RPM) Serial-ATA

Video Graphics
Display

◆ QosmioPlayer lets you watch TV, DVDs or

Intel Centrino Mobile Technology featuring Intel Core Duo Processor T2400

Multimedia Drive
Sound
Network / Wireless Option

Nvidia GeForce Go 7300 with 256MB discrete Graphics Memory
17” diag. widescreen Ultimate TruBrite TFT Active-Matrix LCD at 1440 x 900 (WXGA)
DVD SuperMulti (±Double Layer) Drive supporting 11 formats
• Built-in Harman/Kardon Stereo Speakers • 1 bit digital amplifier • 16-bit stereo
• 10/100/1000 BASE-TX Ethernet / Intel Pro Wireless Connection 3945ABG (802.11a/b/g) • Bluetooth

Digital Media

5-in-1 Bridge Reader for Secure Digital, Memory Stick / Pro, MultiMedia, xD Picture Cards

External Notebook Ports

• 4 USB 2.0 • IEEE 1394 Firewire • Headphone • Microphone • RGB • S-Video • RJ-11 • RJ45

Dimensions / Weight

16.0 x 11.6 x 2.11” (WxDxH), 10.1 lbs.

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 842
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G-DRIVE MINI
40GB to 120GB Ultra Portable Hard Drives
G-Drive mini hard drives are the perfect storage solutions for people on the go.
Weighing less than 9 oz., the G-Drive mini is the ultra portable and stylish way
to travel with up to 100 GB of storage space for your important documents,
MP3s, digital video and digital photo files. G-Drive mini is bus powered,
eliminating the need to carry an external AC power supply.They also
feature a fan-less cooling system and the latest technology 5400 or 7200
RPM hard drives with 8 MB of cache. Available in three high-performance versions:
FireWire 800 (2 ports), FireWire 400 and USB 2.0 and USB 2.0 and in two colors—Titanium or Stealth Black Finish.
F E AT U R E S
◆ They incorporate the latest hot-pluggable

◆

FireWire and USB interfaces to provide high
performance and universal connectivity.
◆ FireWire 800 is a 9-pin bilingual cable that

◆ Store loads of MP3 files and uncompressed video

has a throughput of up to 80Mbps.
Backward compatibility with FireWire 400

files in a compact 4.9 x 3.1 x .87” (LxWxH) casing.

◆ A 100GB hard drive will hold up to 7.5 hours

of DV footage, 50 hours of DVD MPEG2,
25,000 MP3 files, and up to 50,000 digital
photos. Go where you want, when you want.
You'll never have to juggle for available
space again.

Drives weigh in at a mere 0.5 lbs., and are
housed in a lightweight, yet sturdy, aluminum
enclosure. Pop it into your leather carrying case
and take it where you want.

◆ 2-year factory warranty

G-DRIVE MINI PRICING
G-Drive mini FireWire 800 Bus-Powered Ultra Portable Drives:

◆ Mac OS and Windows compatible

40GB Drive: 5400rpm. Available in Titanium (GTMGDFW840) or Black (GTMGDFW840B) .....................178.95

◆ A typical and potentially damaging problem

60GB Drive: 7200rpm. Available in Titanium (GTMGDFW860Z) or Black (GTMGDFW860BQ) ................278.95

of internal and external peripherals is overheating. To solve this problem, G-Drive mini
features a “fan-less” cooling system and is
designed to silently dissipate heat for
superior reliability and data integrity.
◆ Drives are hot-swappable and plug-and-

play. Connect and remove them from a
computer without the need to reboot.
◆ Bus powered - no AC adapter required
◆ Cool industrial design compact and sturdy

aluminum enclosure
◆ Include cables and leather carrying case

60GB Drive: 5400rpm. Available in Titanium (GTMGDFW860) or Black (GTMGDFW860B) .....................208.95
80GB Drive: 7200rpm. Available in Titanium (GTMGDFW880Q) or Black (GTMGDFW880BQ) ...............328.95
80GB Drive: 5400rpm. Available in Titanium (GTMGDFW880) or Black (GTMGDFW880B) .....................228.95
100GB Drive: 7200rpm. Available in Titanium (GTMGDFW8100Q) or Black (GTMGDFW8100Z) .............388.95
100GB Drive: 4200rpm. Available in Titanium (GTMGDFW8100) or Black (GTMGDFW8100B)................278.95

G-Drive mini FireWire-400 and USB2.0 Bus-Powered Ultra Portable Drives:
40GB Drive: 5400rpm. Available in Titanium (GTMGDFWU40) or Black (GTMGDFWU40B) ....................148.95
60GB Drive: 5400rpm. Available in Titanium (GTMGDFWU60) or Black (GTMGDFWU60B) ....................178.95
60GB Drive: 7200rpm. Available in Titanium (GTMGDFWU60Q) or Black (GTMGDFWU60Z) .................229.95
80GB Drive: 5400rpm. Available in Titanium (GTMGDFWU80) or Black (GTMGDFWU80B) ....................198.95
80GB Drive: 7200rpm. Available in Titanium (GTMGDFWU80Q) or Black (GTMGDFWU80BQ)...............298.95
100GB Drive: 5400rpm. Available in Titanium (GTMGDFWU100) or Black (GTMGDFWU100B) ...............248.95

FireWire 800

100GB Drive: 7200rpm. Available in Titanium (GTMGDFWU100Q) or Black (GTMGDFWU100Z) ............358.95

G-Drive mini USB2.0 Bus-Powered Ultra Portable Drives:
FireWire 400
and USB 2.0

40GB Drive: 5400rpm. Available in Titanium (GTMGDU40) or Black (GTMGDU40B) ...............................118.95
60GB Drive: 5400rpm. Available in Titanium (GTMGDU60) or Black (GTMGDU60B) ..............................139.00

High-Speed
USB 2.0

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO

80GB Drive: 5400rpm. Available in Black (GTMGDU80B) .............................................................................168.95
100GB Drive: 4200rpm. Available in Titanium (GTMGDU100) or Black (GTMGDU100B) .........................238.95
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ONETOUCH III MINI EDITION
60GB 7200RPM Portable USB 2.0
Hard Drive with 8MB Buffer
Maxtor’s OneTouch III Mini Edition is a high capacity 60GB portable USB 2.0 hard drive in a tiny package.
The drive features an interface that allows it to be connected via USB 2.0, a rotation speed of 7200 rpm
and sustained data transfer rates of up to 33 MB/sec. The drive is bus powered and weighs less than
8 oz. making it a truly portable solution for adding storage capacity to your mobile computer.
◆ Work on the go. This lightweight, portable

◆ 60GB capacity lets you store over 40,000

drive lets you bring important files with you.
◆ With a USB 2.0 interface, the Mini draws

power from the computer, so you don’t need
an extra power cord.

◆ Automatically synchronize your files

between two computers every time you
connect or disconnect the drive, so you are
always working with the most current data.

photos, or 31⁄2 hours of DV video, or 800
hours of music.
◆ With an easy-to-use interface, you get

up and running fast. It simplifies drive
management, security, and backup
scheduling. Simply plug it in, connect the
USB 2.0 cable, and the OneTouch III
automatically appears on your desktop.

◆ Maxtor DriveLock lets you password protect

the contents of your drive for an extra
measure of security.
◆ 5400 RPM and 2MB cache buffer for fast

drive performance and instant access to files.

◆ USB expansion makes it easy to connect

◆ Built-in shockproof design ensures durability

additional drives for even more storage.

◆ A plug and play, hot swappable drive, so

there is no need to turn off your computer
while connecting or disconnecting it.
◆ System Rollback feature restores your system

to a point in time just before it crashed,
while keeping your data current.
◆ Includes USB cable.

OneTouch III Mini Edition 60GB Portable USB 2.0 Hard Drive (MAOT3UD60) ...............................................................................................................................149.95

P E XAG O N STORE-IT DRIVE
60GB, 80GB and 100GB Portable Hard Drives
Store-It is an ultra-portable, pocket-sized hard drive with integrated EZ-Touch One Button
Backup! Each Store-It Drive storage solution uses a Hitachi Travelstar hard drive and includes
award winning Retrospect backup software. Store-It’s rugged extruded aluminum design ensures
durability for ultimate data protection and a Hi-Speed USB 2.0 interface ensures fast data transfers.
Store-It Drives are perfect for adding storage capacity and one button backup to any USB enabled computer.
◆

◆

◆

A convenient, portable backup solution for
Mac/Windows, Store-It is constructed with a
black anodized extruded aluminum enclosure that encases an ultra thin (0.5” thick)
5400 RPM USB 2.0 Travelstar hard drive.

◆

Store thousands of digital video, data files,
MP3 files, and more with the touch of a
button. Easily exchange data files, photos,
video, documents and more between laptops, desktops, home and office computers

◆

The drive is bus-powered, which means no
power cords are necessary. This combined
with its tiny size, means it is truly portable.

◆ Patented Progressive Backup technology

60G Store-It Drive (PEUPD60) .................137.95

High-Speed USB 2.0 Interface makes it easy
to add to your computer system and run
transfers at the highest speed possible. USB
also has the added bonus of plug-and-play
functionality for both Mac and Windows.
Each Store-It Drive includes award winning
Retrospect backup software (for Windows).
Install the software, then press the EZ-Touch
Backup Button and backup your entire
computer in just minutes.
backs up only new and changed data to
save time and space.

80GB Store-It Drive (PEUPD80) ..............169.95

◆

Password protect, encrypt and verify your
backups easily.

◆

View reports, customized backups, and
choose multiple sources, and more.

◆

Scheduled, unattended data backups.

◆

Backs up all OS files, settings, device drivers,
as well as applications and their settings.

◆ Automatic backup verification to ensure

that your data is safe.
◆ Bright LED for power and activity status.
◆ They include

USB cable and soft case.

100GB Store-It Drive (PEUPD100) ..........202.50

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 842
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MICRO MINI
4GB and 8GB Hi-Speed USB 2.0
Micro Mini Hard Drives
These lightweight (less than 2 oz.) 4GB and 8GB USB hard drives are rugged enough to safely
store large amounts of data in the toughest travel environments. A USB-powered hard drive
that is truly portable with drop shock technology and no external power supply needed. Save
up to 32,000 photos, 148 hours of music or 4 hours of video. Includes Touch-Free backup and
fully-system disaster recovery software at your fingertips. The perfect all-in-one storage device
for the mobile professional. Protective carrying case and USB power cable included.
◆ About the same

Active Disk Enabled: Iomega Active Disk allows your software applications to run
everywhere you do. Stay mobile and organized with Active Disk Powered titles that live on,
launch and run directly from your Iomega Active Disk enabled device. Insert the disk or drive
and your application launches automatically. When finished, simply eject, and everything is
saved to your secure Iomega device.

size as a box of
matches, and
weighing less
than 2 oz. you
can take these
drives anywhere.
◆ Plug-and-play with swivel USB connector;

◆

◆

The robust, secure Micro Mini incorporates drop shock technology to offer ultimate protection.

simply plug it into any computer’s USB port
and take your files anywhere you go.

◆

They include protective carrying case and USB power cable.

USB powered so no external power supply
required.

4GB Micro Mini USB 2.0
Portable Hard Drive (IOMMDU4) ...............109.95

8 GB Micro Mini USB 2.0
Portable Hard Drive (IOMMDU8) ...............149.95

MINI HARD DRIVE
20GB, 40GB and 60GB
Hi-Speed USB 2.0 Mini Hard Drives
Compact storage on the go! These ultra lightweight, USB-powered Mini Hard Drives require no external power supply.
They are a high capacity travel companion that lets you take your important files, photos and music anywhere. Save up
to 240,000 photos, 1,110 hours of music or 90 hours of video. Includes a stylish leather carrying case.
◆ Ultra Portable - weighing only 3.5 ounces

you can take your Mini Hard Drive anywhere
◆ Easy to use – USB powered so no external

power supply required.
◆ Versatile – On/Off switch so you can control

power.
◆ Dimensions are 3.50” x 2.9” x 0.5” (LWH)
◆ Includes a leather carrying case.

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO
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MINI PRICING
20GB Hi-Speed USB 2.0
Mini Hard Drive (IOMUD20) .....................129.95
40GB Hi-Speed USB 2.0
Mini Hard Drive (IOMUD40) .....................199.95
60GB Hi-Speed USB 2.0
Mini Hard Drive (IOMUD60) .....................249.95
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SILVER PORTABLE
40/60/80/100/120/160GB
Hi-Speed USB 2.0 Hard Drives
These ultra compact, affordable USB-powered Portable Hard Drives require no external
power supply. At a capacity of up to 120GB, they are high capacity travel companion that lets
you take your important files, photos and music anywhere.
◆

Compact and ultra-portable - these hard drives
fit easily into a shirt pocket

◆

Easy to use:

◆

PRICING

— USB powered, no external power supply is

40GB Silver Portable (IOUPD40)....................99.95

required

60GB Silver Portable (IOUPD60) .................122.50

— No rebooting required for live system backups

80GB Silver Portable (IOUPD80) .................149.95

— Hot plug and play
◆

Durable - Hard metal enclosure to handle
the wear and tear of travel

100GB Silver Portable (IOUPD100) .............179.95

Secure – the Silver Portable includes
professional level backup and disaster recovery
software, Iomega Automatic Backup Pro

120GB Silver Portable (IOUPD120) .............219.95
160GB Silver Portable (IOUPD160) .............299.95

BLACK SERIES 40 and 60GB USB/FireWire Drives
Don’t let their sleek design fool you! Even though the Black Series portable hard drives are so small
they can fit in your pocket, they pack a lot of punch. They are a versatile high-capacity data
protection and storage solution. Because of their dual interfaces, which make them
USB 2.0/1.1 and FireWire compatible, they don’t require an AC adapter. And with the
patented drop-shock technology and Kensington Security Slot, they are both sturdy
and secure. At 4200 RPM, these portable drives are fast and functional because you can
run applications directly from them using Active Disk technology. Plus, Iomega Automatic
Backup Pro & Disaster Recovery software is included FREE, so you can designate certain files to be
backed up or restore an entire system. Add data storage - and security - with Iomega Portable Hard Drives.
B L AC K S E R I E S
Capacity

40GB

60GB

250GB

FireWire Ports

1

1

2

USB 2.0 Ports

1

1

1

Drive Speed

4200 rpm

4200 rpm

7200 rpm

Dimensions

3.54 x 0.71 x 5.91”

3.54 x 0.71 x 5.91”

4.75 x 1.6 x 7.75”

Weight
Item Number
Price

.48 lbs.

.48 lbs.

2.62 lbs.

IOUFWPD40

IOUFWPD60

IOUFWD250Q

119.95

149.95

179.95

BLACK SERIES
250GB USB/FireWire Drive
The 250GB external hard drive is a high-capacity
drive with a dual interface which makes it FireWire or
USB 2.0 compatible. It has a rotation speed of 7200
rpm, a 10 ms seek time, and is bundled with Iomega
Automatic Backup Pro, which makes data backup a
breeze. With data transfer rates of up to 50 MB/sec
using FireWire and 60 MB/sec using USB 2.0, the 250GB USB/FireWire Hard
Drive is an excellent solution for video editing, high resolution imaging, data
backup or general storage.

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 842
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BRICKS (MOBILE EDITION)
The original creation of world-famous designer Ora-Ïto, Lacie’s Brick
drives express a playfulness in a user-friendly, portable storage
solution. Stack & Play multiple LaCie Brick Hard Drives (Mobile
and Desktop) to add vibrant colors to your computing life while
expanding capacity and saving desk space. Available in 3 vibrant
colors (red, white and blue) and 4 capacities (40GB, 60GB, 80GB
and 120GB), they come with either USB 2.0 interface or USB 2.0 &
FireWire dual interfaces. Use this compact and lightweight drive to
conveniently back up important files on the road or share and
exchange data with others anywhere – whether on PC or Mac.
◆ Plug-and-play, the drives are as easy to use

◆ Setup is effortless; the Brick Mobile is ready

as 1-2-3. Driver-free for Windows 2000, XP
and Mac OS X. Software is included for
‘1-Click’ back up and drive management
utilities.

to use seconds after taking it out of the box.
Simply attach the USB or FireWire cable to a
computer for quick access. Stacked drives
can be easily connected as well.

◆ Use your Brick Mobile drives to back up

◆ The Brick Mobile hard drive can achieve

important files on the road or share and
exchange files across distances and with
others—whether on a PC or a Mac.

interface transfer rates of up to 480Mbits/s
with high speed USB 2.0 and 400Mbits/s
with FireWire. These high performance,
bus-powered storage solutions provide the
fast data transfer rates required for downloading digital photos, saving MP3s or
transferring home videos for a camcorder.
◆ Measuring 5 x 4 x .78”, these compact drives

fit easily into briefcases, purses and even
pockets for convenient mobility.

HI-SPEED USB 2.0 HARD DRIVES
40GB
Color

White

60GB

80GB

120GB

Red

Blue

Red

Color

1 x Hi-Speed USB 2.0 port

Interface

Interface Transfer Rate

up to 480Mbits/s (60MB/s)

Interface Transfer Rate

Rotational Speed
Seek Time
Cache

5400rpm
<12ms

5400rpm

Includes

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO

5400rpm

<12ms

<12ms

2MB or greater

5400rpm

Data Transfer Rate

<12ms

Rotational Speed

8MB or greater

89.95

LABUPD60

109.95

LABUPD80

129.95

LABUPD120

CALL

Hi-Speed USB 2.0 cable, USB power-sharing cable,
LaCie Utilities and PDF User’s Manual, Quick Install Guide

www.bhphotovideo.com

fanless, so operation is

always quiet.
◆ Crafted by the world-famous designer

Ora-Ito, they express a ludic playfulness in a
high-performance, portable hard drive. The
Brick makes professional storage as amusing
as a child’s game with it’s unique, modern
design. Stack and play multiple Bricks to add
vibrant colors to your computing life while
expanding capacity and saving desk space.

40GB

60GB

80GB

120GB

Blue

White

Red

Blue

1x Hi-Speed USB 2.0 port, 1x FireWire port
USB 2.0: up to 480Mbits/s (60MB/s)
FireWire: up to 400Mbits/s (50MB/s)
USB 2.0: up to 25-30MB/s; FireWire: up to 30-40MB/s
5400rpm

5400rpm

5400rpm

5400rpm

<12ms

<12ms

<12ms

<12ms

2MB or greater

Dimensions & Weight

7.9 oz.
LABUPD40

Seek Time
Cache

5.1 x 4.4 x .78”

Weight

Price

◆ Brick Mobiles are

up to 25-30MB/s

Dimensions

Item Number

and blue) and four capacities (40GB, 60GB,
80GB and120GB), the Brick Mobile comes
with either Hi-Speed USB 2.0 interface or
Hi-Speed USB 2.0 and FireWire dual
interfaces.

HI-SPEED USB 2.0 & FIREWIRE DRIVES

Interface

Data Transfer Rate

◆ Available in three bright colors (red, white

Item Number
Price
Includes

8MB or greater

5.1 x 4.4 x .78”, 7.9 oz.
LABFWUPD40

LABFWUPD60

LABFWUPD80

LABFWUPD120

109.95

129.95

149.95

249.95

FireWire 6:6 pin cable, USB 2.0 cable, USB power-sharing
cable, Utilities and PDF User’s Manual, Quick Install Guide
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CARTE ORANGE
4GB, 6GB and 8GB
Credit card-sized USB Key
As small as a credit card and easy-to-use, the Carte Orange
USB key is Lacie’s smallest storage device ever with up to
8GB capacity (at a better price per GB than flash keys). With
a plug & play Hi-Speed USB 2.0 connection, it can be used
anywhere without the need for a cable, power-supply or drivers. The optional extension cable
is a convenient way to access computers that require a longer cable. Its compact, durable
metal design stylishly supports its ultra-thin 6mm (.23”) width. Store thousands of files,
photos, or songs - and even hours of video - or transfer them from computer to computer
thanks to the newfound freedom and ultra-mobility that only the Carte allows.

True Portable Convenience

Hi-Speed USB 2.0

Carry your photo album, MP3 library, and camcorder in a device the
size of a credit card for sharing whenever you want to. The Carte
Orange is extremely convenient to carry thanks to its rugged design
and credit card sized shape. With its sturdy metal design and plastic
bumper, Carte Orange is far thinner than traditional 1- or 2GB USB keys.

Carte Orange easily works without the need for a
cable or cumbersome power-supply because it’s Hi-Speed USB 2.0
bus-powered. This enables it to deliver a fast interface transfer rate of up
to 480Mbits/s. To achieve USB 2.0 speed, your drive must be connected to
a USB 2.0 host port. The flexible connector lets you plug Carte Orange
into the port wherever it may be located on the computer, and retracts
for safe transportation.

Ultra-Compact Data Storage
Store and transport your files, photos, songs and video. Simply plug it in
to almost any computer for easily backing up, archiving and exchanging files. The optional extension cable is a convenient way to access
computers that require a longer cable. It comes pre-formatted as a FAT
32 volume and can be used across multiple platforms (Windows 98SE –
Windows XP, Mac OS 9 and 10).

Simple1-Step Installation
Couldn’t be easier to install. Just plug the integrated Hi-Speed USB 2.0
cable into any laptop or desktop running on Windows 2000/XP or Mac
OS X with a USB port and begin to use it. Windows 98SE/ Me users can
easily install the included driver software and Silverlining 98. Mac OS 9.x
users can easily install the included Silverlining Pro software.

CARTE ORANGE USB KEY
Capacity
Interface

4GB

6GB

Hi-Speed USB 2.0 (compatible with USB 1.1)

Interface Transfer Rate

up to 480Mbits/s

Max Data Transfer Rate

up to 9MB/s

Rotational Speed
Dimensions
Weight
Item Number
Price

8GB

DATA BANK

Design by F.A. Porsche

The award-winning
Data Bank, Design by
F.A. Porsche, is the
ideal traveler, offering
a large amount of
storage capacity and
Hi-Speed USB 2.0. The perfect
alternative to USB keys and Flash 1” devices, it’s bus-powered,
hot-plug and playable and no driver is needed, making it
easy-to-use and convenient. Powerful enough to back up most
laptops or to carry thousands of photos, songs and videos, this
1.8” hard disk is about 10 times more affordable per MB compared
to USB keys. This stylish data-shuttle weighs just a few grams, is
thinner than a mobile phone, and comes in an ingot-shaped
magnesium design.
• Hi-Speed USB 2.0 powered for universal connectivity
• Thin, ultra-lightweight magnesium design

3600rpm or greater
2.16 x 3.34 x .23”

2.16 x 3.34 x .23”

2.16 x 3.34 x .23”

.12 lbs.

.12 lbs.

.12 lbs.

LAUKD4

LAUKD6

LAUKD8

89.95

CALL

139.95

• Driver-free and power supply-free for true mobility
30GB DataBank Hard Drive (LAUDBD30) ............................................179.95
40GB DataBank Hard Drive (LAUDBD40) ...............................................CALL
60GB DataBank Hard Drive (LAUDBD60)............................................286.00

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 842
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LITTLE BIG DISK
160GB-to -320GB
Triple Interface Portable Drives
More compact and much faster than conventional hard drives, these small portable triple
interface powerhouses boast unmatched high capacity and speed for their size.
Exclusively designed by Neil Poulton for LaCie, they have a unique sturdy, aluminum body
engineered to dissipate heat without a fan, for silent operation. They offer the universal
connectivity of Triple Interface (two FireWire 800, FireWire 400 and USB 2.0 port). FireWire
bus-powered, there’s no need for a cumbersome AC adapter and they’re capable of
FireWire daisy-chaining. With unrivaled portable speed and built-in RAID 0, they are ideal
for demanding users such as audio-video professionals who need mega mobile storage.
F E AT U R E S
◆ The first portable hard drive ever without compromising speed, the Little Big Disk is much faster

than conventional hard drives. A unique, new innovation, it employs built-in RAID 0 technology
for superior mobile performance. Approximately 50% faster than conventional portable drives
and 30% faster than conventional desktop drives, it provides up to an incredible 82MB/s drive
burst transfer rate—fast enough for DV, HDV and some SD video projects
◆ The world-renowned designer Neil Poulton—the creator of the award-winning D2 range—

designed this distinctive drive exclusively for LaCie. With unmatched silent operation for such
a high capacity drive, it was engineered with a unique, fanless cooling system. Its sturdy
aluminum body was designed to dissipate heat. Much quieter than conventional desktop
hard drives, its silent operation makes it ideal for AV professionals as well as home users.
◆ This Triple Interface (2x FireWire 800, 1x FireWire 400 and 1x USB 2.0 ports), cross-

platform hard drive offers the best connectivity for a mobile storage device. With
two FireWire 800 connections for maximum speed and daisy-chaining, it’s perfect for
audio/video professionals who require more capacity on the go or in the studio. Conveniently
FireWire bus-powered, there’s no need for a cumbersome AC adapter.
For maximum
performance
and minimum
dimensions,
the LaCie Little
Big Disk
mobile hard
drive is
the perfect
compact,
portable
powerhouse.
About 60%
smaller and
lighter than conventional desktop hard drives,
this Triple Interface storage solution goes with
you anywhere.

L I T T L E B I G D I S K S P E C I F I C AT I O N S
Capacity
Interface
Interface Transfer Rate

160GB

Average Seek Time
Dimensions
Weight
Item Number
Price

300GB

400GB

500GB

FW 800: up to 800Mbits/s (100MB/s); FW 400: up to 400Mbits/s (50MB/s);
USB 2.0: up to 480Mbits/s (60MB/s)

Data Transfer Rate
Rotational Speed

250GB

2x FireWire 800 (9-pin) ports; 1x FireWire 400 (6-pin) port (compatible with iLink, DV);
1x Hi-Speed USB 2.0 (compatible with USB 1.1)

FW 800: up to 61MB/s; FW 400: up to 40MB/s; USB 2.0: up to 34MB/s
7200rpm

7200rpm

7200rpm

7200rpm

7200rpm

<10ms

<10ms

<10ms

<10ms

<10ms

1.7 x 6.3 x 6.8”

1.7 x 6.3 x 6.8”

1.7 x 6.3 x 6.8”

1.7 x 6.3 x 6.8”

1.7 x 6.3 x 6.8”

3.31 lbs.

3.31 lbs.

3.31 lbs.

3.31 lbs.

3.31 lbs.

LAEFW8UD160

LAEFW8UD250

LAEFW8UD300

LAEFW8UD400

LAEFW8UD500

154.95

179.95

219.95

CALL

379.95

Each Little Big Disk drive includes a FireWire 800 (9-to-9-pin) cable, a FireWire 400 (6-to-6-pin) cable, a Hi-Speed USB 2.0 cable, an AC power adapter
kit, and a removable drive stand foot kit.

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO
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MOBILE HARD DRIVE, DESIGN BY F.A. PORSCHE
40/60/80/100GB USB 2.0
and FireWire/USB Hard Drives
Made with a durable exterior to withstand life on the go, this stylish,
compact drive was designed by F.A. Porsche, and lets you safely travel
with your data, including MP3s, audio tracks and photos. Available in
both USB and FireWire/USB versions, these hard drives are bus-powered,
so no cumbersome AC adapter is required. There is also no software to
configure on Windows 2000/XP and Mac OS X,
because they are driver-free. With plug and play convenience, it’s preformatted
for immediate use on either a PC or Mac.

Travel with up to 100GB

Fast backup

LaCie’s Mobile Hard Drive was specially
designed for getting your files from point
A to point B, quietly. Featuring whisper
quiet operation for a quieter working
environment, this portable drive lets you
safely travel with up to 100GB of personal
information, and is perfect for shuttling
MP3s, photos and digital videos.

Available in a choice of Hi-Speed USB 2.0 or
FireWire and Hi-Speed USB 2.0 interfaces, LaCie’s
Mobile Hard Drive features fast transfer rates (up
to 480Mbits/s with Hi-Speed USB 2.0) so you can
download data or back up important files quickly.

Lightweight, ultra-portable
Weighing just a little more than 7 oz., these
lightweight drives neatly fits in any travel, tote or
computer bag, giving you the flexibility to work
comfortably at home or away. LaCie’s Mobile Hard
Drives are bus-powered and do not require AC
adapters, providing more freedom to roam while
staying connected. Rubber feet underneath
prevent the drive from slipping off a desk and
plane or train tabletops, and a sturdy metal plate
aids in heat dissipation to help prolong the life of
the drive.

Simple sharing
Without driver or software installation
required, this drive offers true plug and
play convenience, and can be easily shared
among Windows and Macintosh platforms.
Use the LaCie Mobile Hard Drive to back
up your files while on the road, share
information with clients, or take data from
home to the office.

USB 2.0 MOBILE HARD DRIVES
Capacity

40GB

Interface

60GB

Rotational Speed
Seek Time
Cache

Price

Capacity
Interface

480Mbits/s

40GB

Yes

Yes

Yes

4200rpm

4200rpm

4200rpm

4200rpm

<12ms

<12ms

<12ms

<12ms

2MB

8MB

8MB

8MB

LAUPDP40Q

LAUPDP60Q

LAUPDP80Q

LAUPDP100Q

89.95

123.95

129.95

199.95

0.65 x 3 x 5”; 7.05 oz.

Bus Powered1
Rotational Speed
Seek Time
Cache

1. For standard USB- or FireWire-equipped computers, AC adapter free. Non-powered USB
hub or host adapter requires optional AC adapter.

Price

80GB

100GB

FireWire: 400Mbits/s USB 2.0: 480Mbits/s
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

4200rpm

4200rpm

4200rpm

4200rpm

<12ms

<12ms

<12ms

<12ms

2MB

8MB

8MB

8MB

Dimensions & Weight
Item Number

60GB

1x Hi-Speed USB 2.0 port and 1x FireWire port

Interface Transfer Rate

Yes

Dimensions & Weight
Item Number

FIREWIRE & USB 2.0 COMBO MOBILE HARD DRIVES
100GB

1x Hi-Speed USB 2.0 port

Interface Transfer Rate
Bus Powered1

80GB

0.65 x 3 x 5”; 7.05 oz.
LAFWUPDP40Q LAFWUPDP60Z LAFWUPDP80Q LAFWUPDP100Q

109.95

129.95

149.95

199.95

1. For standard USB- or FireWire-equipped computers, AC adapter free. Non-powered USB
hub or host adapter requires optional AC adapter.

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 842
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RUGGED ALL-TERRAIN HARD DRIVE
USB 2.0 and Triple Interface Hard Drives
To survive in the real world, your data needs the protection of the LaCie Rugged All-Terrain hard
drive. The exclusive creation of world-renown designer Neil Poulton, this durable, portable series
offers an 80GB hard drive with a Hi-Speed USB 2.0 interface connection, or an 80GB, 100GB or
120GB hard drive with a USB 2.0, Firewire 400 and Firewire 800 port. Simply plug it into any PC or
Mac to archive and exchange large data anywhere. Its unique scratch-protected aluminum shell
and shock-resistant rubber bumper make the LaCie Rugged All-Terrain Hard Drive especially
resistant to harsh elements for extra protection along the road of your adventures.
R U G G E D A L L-T E R R A I N H A R D D R I V E
Capacity

80GB

Interface

1x mini USB 2.0 port

1x FireWire 800 (9-pin) port; 1x FireWire 400 (6-pin) port;
1x mini USB 2.0 port

Interface Transfer Rate

up to
480Mbits/s (60MB/s)

FireWire 800: up to 800Mbits/s (100MB/s);
FireWire 400: up to 400Mbits/s (50MB/s);
Hi-Speed USB 2.0: up to 480Mbits/s (60MB/s)

Data Transfer Rate

up to 30MB/s

FireWire 800: up to 40-50MB/s; FireWire 400: up to 30-40MB/s;
Hi-Speed USB 2.0: up to 30MB/s

Rotational Speed

5400rpm

5400rpm

7200rpm

5400rpm

3.5 x 1 x 5.7”, 8.8 oz.

3.5 x 1 x 5.7”, 8.8 oz.

3.5 x 1 x 5.7”, 8.8 oz.

3.5 x 1 x 5.7”, 8.8 oz.

LARUD80

LARFW8UD80

LARFW8UD8100

LARFW8UD8120

139.95

169.95

349.95

279.95

Dimensions & Weight
Item Number
Price

80GB

100GB

120GB

◆ The rugged, all-terrain shock-resistant

rubber bumper is ideal for protecting
your valuable data
◆ Portable storage for people on the go
◆ High speed USB 2.0 bus-powered or

triple-interface universal connectivity
◆ Convenient plug & play

SKWARIM 30GB Pink, 60GB Blue USB 2.0 Hard Drives
Brighten your computing world with the lively colors and high fashion look of the LaCie
Skwarim. The original creation of award-winning designer Karim Rashid, its futuristic
design is complemented by the feel of its compact, soft-touch square case. The
Skwarim offers a great amount of storage in a very small ultra-portable device.
Back up and exchange thousands of photos, songs, files and even video clips with
this easy-to-use hard drive with an integrated USB cable. Just plug the Skwarim into
your PC or Mac laptop or desktop to back up and exchange files, then toss it into your
pocket and bring it with you everywhere.
◆ Brighten up your work with the high fashion look of world-reknown

Karim Rashid. Available in blue or pink, Skwarim’s futuristic design is
complemented by the feel of its soft-touch square case.
◆ Easy to install and use, just plug the cross-platform Skwarim into any

laptop or desktop with a USB port and begin to use it. Great for backing up and exchanging, you can store and transport thousands of photos, songs, files and even video clips with the Skwarim.
Skwarim (LASWUD30): Pink 30GB Portable Hard Drive.....................142.95
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◆ The Skwarim is not only fashionable; it offers

storage capacity of up to

60GB—while fitting in the palm of your hand.
◆ Integrated USB 2.0 cable tucks discretely and safely back into the case

when not in use. A USB extension cable is included for accessing computers that require a longer cable. USB bus-powered, so there is no
need for a cumbersome power-supply. Fast interface transfer rate of
up to 480Mbits/s with Hi-Speed USB 2.0.
Skwarim (LASWUD60): Blue 60GB Portable Hard Drive.....................189.95
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SAFE MOBILE HARD DRIVES
USB 2.0 Mobile Hard Drive with
Fingerprint Access Control
Safely store and transport your private data on the new LaCie SAFE Mobile Hard Drive.
Once registered, simply swipe your finger over the sensor to be authenticated as
an authorized user - enabling the drive to unlock. This cutting-edge biometric
technology based on a unique biological user trait is far more secure, convenient
and user-friendly than password or smart-card protection. This level of security is
ideal for parental control at home, protecting confidential professional information
at work and keeping your files safeguarded on the road.
◆ Data remains secure if it’s stolen or lost when you’re on the go;

there
is no technology available today enabling fingerprint corruption.

◆ SAFE Mobile Drives offer a level of security that allows for protecting

financial information at work and on the road without any concern.

SAFE MOBILE HARD DRIVE

SAFE MOBILE HARD DRIVE WITH ENCRYPTION

Capacity

40GB

Interface

1x Hi-Speed USB 2.0 port (USB 1.1 compatible)

Interface Transfer Rate

80GB

up to 480Mbits/s (60MB/s)

Data Transfer Rate
Rotational Speed
Seek Time
Cache

Price

40GB

80GB

Interface

1x Hi-Speed USB 2.0 port (USB 1.1 compatible)

5400rpm

5400rpm

<12ms

<12ms

<12ms

8MB or greater

8MB or greater

5.43 x 3.15 x 0.98”; 8.11 oz.

Rotational Speed
Seek Time
Cache

up to 25-30MB/s
5400rpm

5400rpm

4200rpm

<12ms

<12ms

<12ms

8MB or greater

8MB or greater

8MB or greater

Dimensions & Weight

LASUD40

LASUD80

LASUD120

99.95

149.95

249.95

Item Number
Price

120GB

up to 480Mbits/s (60MB/s)

Data Transfer Rate

5400rpm

8MB or greater

Capacity

Interface Transfer Rate

up to 25-30MB/s

Dimensions & Weight
Item Number

120GB

5.43 x 3.15 x 0.98”; 8.11 oz.
LASUD40Q

LASUD80Q

LASUD120Q

149.95

199.95

299.95

USB 2.0 Mobile Hard Drive with Encryption
and Fingerprint Access Control
With hardware encryption and biometric access technology, the
LaCie SAFE Mobile Hard Drive with Encryption guarantees
impenetrable protection for your highly confidential files.
Transfer and carry your sensitive data without concern of
misuse, unauthorized access or intellectual property theft if it were to get
in the wrong hands. Corruption is impossible - the encryption in each drive
is unique since this innovative technology depends on a key based on a
24-character pass phrase stored on the board. Up to 5 different users can be
registered with customized access privileges such as read/write or read-only.
◆ Specially designed for professionals with top-secret data such as

intelligence agencies, government authorities, financial institutions,
and offices with highly sensitive files such as law firms.

◆ Take the SAFE Mobile Drive on the road with the assurance that your

trade secrets or private financial information are safeguarded in the
event of it being lost or stolen.

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 842
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SAMSUNG

PLEOMAX
2GB, 5GB and 6GB
Ultra-Portable Hard Drives
Samsung’s Pleomax ultra-portable hard drives are the ideal storage device for
when you’re on the road and just need some extra back-up memory. They feature
a stylish stainless steel design, Hi-speed data transfer rate, 2GB, 5GB or 6GB
capacity and offer a simple plug & play setup with any USB port. The 6GB is
basically the same, but sports a different design. (Sort of the like a USB key).
◆ 2GB, 5GB or 6GB of storage space

◆

Indicator LED shows connection status
and activity

◆

Plug & Play via USB port

◆

Ultra-portable with a small and lightweight design

◆

USB 2.0 Hi-Speed (1.1 compatible)

◆

Windows, Macintosh & Linux compatible

◆

Includes USB extension cable

Pleomax
6GB

Pleomax
2GB

Pleomax
5GB

P L E O M AX U LT R A - P O R TA B L E H A R D D R I V E S
Capacity

2GB

Interface
Dimensions & Weight
Item Number
Price

5GB

6GB

USB 2.0/1.1

USB 2.0/1.1

USB 2.0/1.1

3.5 x 2.2 x 0.6”; 5.7 oz.

3.5 x 2.2 x 0.6”; 5.7 oz.

3.6 x 2.2 x 0.6”; 5.7 oz.

SAHD2GB

SAHD5GB

SAHD6GB

CALL

139.95

127.95

40GB and 80GB Ultra Portable 2.5”
USB 2.0 Hard Drives
The Samsung Pleomax 40GB and 80GB Ultra Portable 2.5” USB 2.0 Hard Drives are small,
but powerful 5400 RPM drives that run with an incredibly fast maximum transfer speed of
480 Mbps. The Pleomax drive has a stainless steel casing that will stand the trials of travel.
They measure just 3 x 0.5” and weigh only 8 oz., yet their huge storage space invites you to
store several thousand digital videos, data files, and MP3 files. Designed for use with
Windows 98SE/ME/2000/XP, Mac OS 9.0 or higher, or Linux 2.4 or higher.
◆ The drives feature a USB 2.0 interface, making it easy to add to your

computer system and run transfers at the highest speed possible.
USB also has the added bonus of plug-and-play functionality for
Mac/Win as well.
◆ The drives are

bus-powered which, combined with their tiny size,
makes them truly portable, allowing them to operate without the
need for a power outlet.

◆ USB 2.0 technology allows for compatibility with Windows,

Macintosh or Linux 2.4+ operating systems.
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P L E O M AX U LT R A - P O R TA B L E H A R D D R I V E S
Capacity
Interface
Drive Speed
Dimensions & Weight
Item Number
Price

40GB

60GB

USB 2.0

USB 2.0

5400 RPM

5400 RPM

3.0 x 4.5 x 0.5”; 0.6 oz.

3.0 x 4.5 x 0.5”; 0.6 oz.

SAUHD2540G

SAUHD2580G

119.95

179.95
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FIREFLY
Ultra-Portable, Palm-sized 20GB Drive
Extreme portability, striking design and high performance— a groundbreaking
achievement in personal storage. Store thousands of MP3s, photos or videos. Smaller
than a pack of cards, and only 3.3 oz., the FireFly easily fits in a pocket or purse. When
you need files, get them at fast USB 2.0 speeds. FireFly is bus-powered by your computer,
so no AC adapter needed. Simply plug the drive into your USB port and go. And, compared
to the highest capacity pen drives, FireFly gives you superior cost-effective storage. When
you consider the cost per gigabyte, FireFly is the clear choice.
◆ Forget copying documents to CDs to use between home and office:

store them on the ultra-portable FireFly, and then take the entire drive
with you wherever you work.
◆ Whether you use a laptop, desktop or both, FireFly adds storage. It

takes up very little space on a desk or in a computer case. Speedy
transfer rates mean you can work directly with applications and data
on the disk— no need to copy anything to an internal hard drive first.

SMFFU20
$

144.95

◆ Don’t have a CD burner built into your system? Have one, but hate

creating dozens of CDs to duplicate data that absolutely must not be
lost? Back-up your critical files to FireFly instead. FireFly can copy large
numbers of files from your local hard disk, is easily connected and disconnected through a single cable, and is convenient to use in your
office or on the go. If your laptop fails while youre traveling, your data
can still travel safely with you on your FireFly drive.

FireFly and FireLite both feature a unique magnesium alloy housing
FireFly’s and FireLite’s miniature size and weight are made possible through the use of magnesium alloy—by weight, one of the strongest
materials on earth. Its thermal dissipation properties also help to wick away heat, increasing drive longevity. Hold them in your hand and you’ll
sense the aesthetic and functional advantages of a metal housing over plastic.

FIRELITE High-Performance Portable
USB 2.0 or FireWire Drives with
BounceBack Express Backup Software
The “drive for perfection” is built into the FireLite line of 5400 RPM portable external drives. Palm-sized, durable and stylish with
outstanding performance and capacity, they offer the ultimate in a convenient, highly portable data storage solution. Quite simply,
FireLite provides quality without compromise, combining the best features of today’s hard drive designs in one attractive package.
◆ FireLite drives are bus powered directly via

the FireWire or USB 2.0 cables to your
computer. For portability, this is the utmost
in convenience. Just plug it in and start
using it. For configurations that don’t supply
sufficient cable power, FireLite can operate
from an optional AC adapter.
◆ High performance hard drive mechanisms

provide outstanding data transfer speeds
with either FireWire or USB 2.0. For most
applications, you can even use FireLite as an
internal hard drive, then unplug it and take it
with you when your done.

◆ FireLite drives are equipped with either a USB

USB MODELS

2.0 or FireWire (IEEE1394A) connection. USB
models support USB 2.0 operation (up to
480Mbits/sec) and are compatible with USB
1.1. FireWire models (up to 400Mbits/sec)
feature two ports for daisy-chaining several
FireWire peripherals together.

40GB USB 2.0 (SMFLU40) ..........................119.95

◆ Plug and Play for Windows and Mac systems

such as Windows XP, 2000, Window Me, and
Mac OS X, no driver installation is required.
Just plug in FireLite to maintain access to
important data or transfer large amounts of
data between computers.

◆ Bundled CMS BounceBack Express Backup easily and automatically backs up content. This soft-

ware incorporates scheduling, backup sets, automatic launch options and QuickRestore feature.

60GB USB 2.0 (SMFLU60) .........................139.95
80GB USB 2.0 (SMFLU80) .........................159.95
100GB USB 2.0 (SMFLU100) .....................199.95
120GB USB 2.0 (SMFLU120) .....................229.95

FIREWIRE MODELS
40GB FireWire 400 (SMFLFW40) ............129.95
60GB FireWire 400 (SMFLFW60) ............149.95
80GB FireWire 400 (SMFLFW80) ............169.95
80GB FireWire 800 (SMFLFW880) ..........219.95
100GB FireWire 400 (SMFLFW100) ........209.95
120GB FireWire 400 (SMFLFW120) ........239.95

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 842
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VGP-UHDM08
VAIO Portable Hard Drive
with Security
The VAIO portable hard drive with a slim and light design is
perfect for mobile or home use. The spacious 80GB storage
capacity with USB 2.0 interface allows you to instantly save
AV files and backup data. Ingenious wireless keys easily locks
and unlocks your data to keep it secure.
◆

◆

Instant data transport between PCs so you
can store your digital images, MP3s and
videos, or just backup important files.
Slim and light design is perfect for mobile
or home use.

◆ Ingenious wireless keys let you lock and

◆ 80GB memory capacity (4200 rpm)

unlock your hard drive so you can keep your
data safe and secure.
◆ High-speed/Full-speed/Low-speed USB 2.0

interface lets you easily plug in the drive
directly to your PC.

◆ For use with Sony VAIO personal computers

and IBM PC/AT compatible computers with
Windows XP Professional, XP Home Edition
or Windows 2000 Professional

VGP-UHDP04
Silver Ultra-Portable Hard Drive
with Security
Sony’s VAIO 40 GB Portable USB 2.0 Silver Hard Drive with Wireless Key is a
powerful hard drive that fits right into your pocket or purse. Running at
4200 RPM, this hard drive has an incredibly fast maximum transfer speed
of 480 Mbps, and comes with wireless security keys to keep your data safe and secure. Store and carry several thousand
digital videos, data files, MP3 files, and more on this high-powered marvel. Designed for use with Windows XP
Professional, XP Home Edition or 2000 Professional.
◆

◆

◆

◆

Ultra-compact and ultra-portable with a slim and light
design, the drive is perfect for mobile or home use.
The drive features a USB 2.0 interface, making it easy to add
to your computer system and run transfers at the highest
speed possible. USB also has the added bonus of plug-andplay functionality as well.
If it is data security and storage that you want, then that is
what you will get with the VAIO portable hard drive with
security keys to keep your data safe and secure. Ingenious
wireless keys let you lock and unlock your hard drive so you
can keep your data safe and secure.
The design of the VAIO hard drive is one of artistic durability.
It dons a polished metal case that slips right into your pocket
for easy and stylish travel.
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P O R TA B L E H A R D D R I V E S W I T H S E C U R I T Y
Model
Capacity
Interface
Drive Speed
Data Transfer Rate

VGP-UHDP04

VGP-UHDM08

40 GB

80 GB

USB 2.0

USB 2.0

4200 rpm

4200 rpm

Up to 480 Mbps in high-speed

480 Mbps

Power Requirements

4 Watts, bus-powered

4 Watts, bus-powered

Dimensions & Weight

2.48 x 0.83 x 3.74”, 3.7 oz.

3.2 x 0.9 x 6.2”, 9.7 oz.

SOVGPUHDP04N

SOVGPUMHD08

279.95

299.95

Item Number
Price
◆

For use with Sony VAIO and IBM PC/AT compatible computers with Microsoft
Windows XP Professional, XP Home Edition or Windows 2000 Professional.
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WD PASSPORT
Portable USB Hard Drive
Instantly add portable storage for all your business files, music, video,
and games with a WD Passport portable USB hard drive. Available in
capacities from 40 to 120 GB, this high-performance 5400 RPM drive is
simple to set up, light and easy to carry, and requires
no power adapter – it’s powered directly through the USB cable.
Ideal for backing up your existing notebook hard drive for extra data
safety or sharing large files between office and home. Plus, Western Digital
understands the importance of the information on your drive. That’s why they’ve designed a cool,
rugged, shock-absorbing case to protect the 2.5” WD hard drive and the data on it. No one does
more to safeguard your data than WD.
◆

Elegant, soft-touch case.

◆

Offers maximum protection from data loss
with a rugged, protective case and shocktolerant 2.5” hard drive.

◆

◆

Powered by the USB bus, so no separate
power supply needed.

◆

5400 RPM hard drive – almost 50% faster
than 4200 RPM drives

One of the few external drives with
certification to meet all applicable safety
requirements.

40GB WD Passport (WEUPD40) .......119.95

◆

Ultra quiet. Cool running.

60GB WD Passport (WEUPD60).......129.95

◆

Power-conserving design prolongs laptop
battery life.

80GB WD Passport (WEUPD80).......149.95

◆

Compatible with Mac and Windows PCs

◆

0.8” x 5.7” x 3.5” (HLW), weighs .61 lbs.

PRICING

100GB WD Passport (WEUPD100).. 179.95
120GB WD Passport (WEUPD120)..199.95

WD PASSPORT POCKET
USB Pocket Hard Drive
Sometimes big things can come in small packages. And that’s what
this ultra-thin drive delivers; big capacity in a pocket-sized device
designed to let you store and carry your photos, music, video, and
document files — large and small.
◆

Fits easily in a purse or pocket

◆

Great add-on storage for your notebook computer

◆

Provides an easy way to carry files from place
to place and from your Mac to your PC or from
your PC to your Mac.

◆

Ideal for transporting digital music, photos, video
and business files, large and small.

◆

◆

Includes a convenient, flip-out, rotating USB
connector that connects easily - even in tight
spaces. No power supply is needed!

WD Sync synchronization and encryption software
lets you securely take your data with you, edit
files, read e-mail, view photos on any PC, and sync
your changes to your home or office computer.

◆

Includes a free rubberized sleeve for additional
protection.

◆

It’s dimensions are .37” x 2.41” x 1.8” (HLW), and it
weighs just 0.1 lb.

Passport 6GB USB 2.0 3600RPM Pocket Hard Drive (WEUPPD6) ..........................................................................................................................................................99.95

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 842
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USB FLASH DRIVES
JumpDrive Mercury

JumpDrive Lightning

JumpDrive Mercury provides a
simple way to monitor available
storage capacity with an innovative
easy-to-read, 10-bar on-board
capacity meter that displays the
amount of drive storage space and retains its display after being
unplugged from your computer.

The premium JumpDrive Lightning
offers the highest speed, distinctive
design in a stylish stainless steel
case, and value-added software
features. It is ideal for business
professionals, power users or anyone looking for high performance and
style in a portable storage solution. The pre-loaded software application
provides convenience and peace of mind with file synchronization and
data security features. Security features ensure your data stays safe, even
if the drive is lost or stolen. And since the application runs entirely from
the JumpDrive there is no need to install any software on any computer.

◆

Load vast amounts of data and easily gauge storage space at a glance.

◆

Leveraging innovative electronic paper display technology from E Ink,
JumpDrive Mercury boasts a paper thin, low-power capacity display
that is controlled by embedded software and functions independently
of the host computer.

◆

◆

Create password-protected and public areas on the JumpDrive. This
allows users to easily share files, and at the same time prevent access
to sensitive or private information. The public area has no password
protection and is accessible by anyone using the JumpDrive, while the
private area is password-protected so no one can open, copy or write
files to the drive without entering the correct password. For additional
security encrypt and decrypt any file on your computer or JumpDrive
using AES 256-bit encryption.

◆

Sync files between PCs and the JumpDrive, so you’ll always have the
most current data with you. You can even setup preferences to include
or exclude subfolders or filter specific file types to be synchronized.

To keep your data is safe, JumpDrive Mercury includes Secure II
advanced security software. Create multiple password-protected areas
called Encrypted Vaults and use the File Shredder feature to securely
delete files so they can never be recovered.

JumpDrive Mercury 1GB (LEJDM1GB)........49.95

2GB (LEJDM2GB).......... 79.95

JumpDrive Secure II
Lexar’s best selling USB Flash Drive
just got better. Half the size of the
original Secure, JumpDrive Secure II
sports a sleek industrial design that
does not obstruct neighboring USB
ports. JumpDrive Secure II also has a fresh new metallic silver look.
◆ Comes preloaded with advanced security software to quickly and easily

protect your data. Creating a secure area using both password protection
and 256-bit AES encryption is a snap. Simply drag files to the secure area
and JumpDrive Secure II encrypts your files for you. Drag them out and it
decrypts them. Secure II software is cross-platform so you can secure
data and access it on PCs and Macs. The File Shredder allows to securely
delete files so that they can never be re-accessed or recovered.
JumpDrive Secure II 512MB (LEJDS2512MB) .....................................................29.95
Secure II 1GB (LEJDS21GB) ..........49.95

Secure II 2GB (LEJDS22GB)........74.95

JumpDrive TouchGuard
The JumpDrive TouchGuard
remembers your Web addresses,
user names and passwords to simplify your life without having to
remember login information. It also
keeps your information secure,
since it relies on your fingerprint for authentication.
◆ Login to web sites automatically. No need to install software
◆ Encrypt (AES 256-bit encryption) and Decrypt any file on your computer or

on the JumpDrive

1GB: 22MB per second Read (140X), 15MB per second Write (100X)
2GB: 24MB per second Read (160X), 18MB per second Write (120X)
JumpDrive Lightning 512MB (LEJDL512MB) ....................................................36.95
Lightning 1GB (LEJDL1GB) .........54.95

Lightning 2GB (LEJDL2GB) ........94.95

JumpDrive FireFly
JumpDrive FireFly is an ultra-portable
USB flash drive that provides a
convenient solution for storing,
transferring, and sharing multimedia
and more. The powerful, hi-speed
JumpDrive FireFly has a plug-and-play design that allows you to quickly
and easily transfer and store documents, photos, MP3 files, and video clips.
◆ Specially marked packages of JumpDrive FireFly include free Google

Desktop, Google Toolbar, and Picasa software, so you can quickly and
easily edit photos, find files, and search the web from wherever you are.
◆ In addition to its attractive design, JumpDrive FireFly also has a tethered

cap for security and a cool blue tail light LED that blinks during data
transfer so you have confidence in knowing when the job is done.
◆ JumpDrive FireFly comes in five stylish colors for its five varying

capacities – up to a whopping 4GB. It also serves as a fashionable
accessory and comes with a keychain hole so it can be easily tethered
onto a keyring, attached to a backpack, or hooked to a purse or briefcase.
JumpDrive FireFly 4GB (LEJDF4GB) ................................................................................139.95

◆ Security ensures your information stays private

FireFly 2GB (LEJDF2GB) ................ 69.95

FireFly 1GB (LEJDF1GB) ............... 44.95

◆

FireFly 512MB (LEJDF512MB).......26.95

FireFly 256MB (LEJDF256MB).......19.95

Interactive tutorial with step-by-step instructions
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USB FLASH DRIVES
Cruzer Titanium

Cruzer Micro USB Flash Drive

Cruzer Titanium is an extremely
rugged and incredibly fast USB
Flash Drive (UFD). Easily store documents, pictures, music and video
clips and transfer them to another
computer with a USB port. Small and compact, fits on any keychain.
Retractable USB port eliminates the need for caps and protects your USB
connector. Rugged, Cruzer Titanium is built with Liquidmetal casing that
is crush-resistant over 2,000 lbs. It also has lightning speed of 15MB/s
read speed & 9MB/s write speed.

Cruzer Micro is an incredibly small USB
Flash Drive for storing key documents,
pictures, music and video clips. Then
transfer them to another computer with
a USB port. Small and portable, Cruzer
Micro fits on any keychain. Retractable
USB port eliminates the need for caps
and protects your USB connector.

Includes U3 smart technology giving you the ability to carry your files
AND your software on a USB drive. You can have your wallpaper,
preferences, favorites, profiles, and more - everything you need for a
familiar computing experience on any PC, wherever you go.

U3 smart technology lets you carry files AND software on a USB drive.
Take your wallpaper, preferences, favorites, profiles, and more - everything you need for familiar computing on any PC, wherever you go.
512MB (ACMCMU3512M) ...............25.95

1GB (SACMCMU31GB) ...................39.95

2GB (SACMCMU32GB) .....................67.95

4GB (SACMCMU34GB) .................134.95

Cruzer Titanium 512MB (SACT512MB)..............................................................................37.95
1GB (SACT1GB).......................................49.95

2GB (SACT2GB).....................................79.95

Cruzer® Freedom
The Cruzer Freedom is a unique
USB flash drive designed for students to safely carry personal files
on the go. Powered by SanDisk’s
FlashCP™ technology, this drive
becomes a “digital backpack”. SanDisk’s proprietary software allows easy
and secure downloads of copyrighted content including textbooks, novels, study guides, educational software, and much more. (FlashCP software runs directly off the USB flash drive and is not installed on the PC).
Cruzer Freedom 256MB (SACF256MBQ) .............................................................19.95

Cruzer Profile
With built-in biometric security, this highlysecure product stores your data and passwords, accessible only with the swipe of
your fingerprint. Just plug in the drive,
swipe your finger, and you can log-on to
any of your stored protected areas in a snap with the exclusive CruzerPass™
password bank. You can use any host PC with your Cruzer Profile without
having to install any cumbersome software or leave any trace on that PC.
Just position the product and sensor for a convenient swipe. Special twopiece design allows flexibility for different USB port configurations, and the
slide on cap protects sensor for safe travel. Includes trial versions of
CruzerSync™ (synchronization) and PocketCache™ (backup) software.
512MB (SACP512MB) .....................36.95

1GB (SACP1GB) ............................54.95

APPLE
Wireless Mouse

Wireless Keyboard

Works with the Bluetooth option in a Mac to provide
cable-free interaction with your system up to 33’ away.
Bluetooth virtually eliminates interference with other
wireless devices such as other keyboards and mice in
an office setting. Apple’s intelligent software prevents
interference with Airport wireless networks without any
performance degradation.

Works with the
Bluetooth option in
your Mac to provide
a cable-free way to
interact with your
system up to 33’ away.
A robust 128-bit over-the-air encryption keeps sensitive information safe
as it is being typed. Apple’s intelligent software prevents interference
with Airport wireless networks without any performance degradation.

◆ Sleek, easy-to-use mouse fits most size hands and is equally

comfortable for right and left handed users. A click tension
adjustment accommodates both heavy-handed users as well as those
with a light touch.
◆

Optical tracking engine provides smooth accurate tracking on most
surfaces. An advanced power management system automatically
switches to low power modes during periods of inactivity. The off
switch lets you conserve power when traveling with your system.
The optical mouse is an ideal input device to throw in your bag to use
on the road with your PowerBook or iBook.

Apple Wireless Mouse with Lithium AA batteries (APMWL).....................59.00

◆ Full-size, yet compact, the keyboard

easily fits on a user's lap.

◆

Features16-function keys, full numeric keypad, document navigation
keys, and an inverted-T for quickly zipping up, down and sideways in a
a spreadsheet. Conveniently located audio controls and the ability to
eject optical media are also included.

◆

Advanced power management system automatically switches to low
power modes during periods of inactivity. Also has an off switch.

Apple Wireless Keyboard w/ Lithium AA batteries (APKBWL) .....................59.00

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 842
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WIRELESS MICE & KEYBOARDS
MiniWireless Optical Mouse

Wireless Keyboard & Optical Mouse (USB or PS/2)

Using innovative
optical technology,
the mouse tracks
every motion with
digital accuracy and
frees you from
using your mouse
within a restricted
space. Travel-friendly, the mouse also comes with a 3’ extension
cable so you can work on your notebook from
as far as three feet away.

Wireless freedom and optical precision in one
package. The Belkin Wireless Keyboard and
Optical Mouse bundle uses digital radio technology to give you the luxury of using your
keyboard and mouse in comfort, anywhere
within six feet of the receiver. Access the
Internet and your favorite applications with
just one touch. Seven multimedia keys and
seven hot keys offer you an easy method to
manage and enjoy your computer, at both work and play.

◆

Operates with optical precision on a variety
of surfaces

◆ Allows you to identify usage patterns with 2 conveniently located LEDs for keyboard and mouse

◆

Has an On/Off switch

Includes: Wireless keyboard and wireless optical mouse, USB and PS/2 receiver, one keyboard PS/2
Adapter, batteries (BEKBMOWL) .........................................................................................................................................................48.95

MiniWireless Optical Mouse (BEMMWLO) 34.99

Bluetooth Wireless Optical
Mouse w/USB Adapter
Navigate with optical
precision from up to 33’
away from your desktop or
laptop. Sets up easily
and requires no
separate desktop
receiver. Simply use
the mouse with a
Bluetooth- enabled PC.
◆ Navigates easily using four buttons and the
◆

◆ Slender and easy-to-connect design; works seamlessly for right- and left-handed users
◆ 14 hot keys for one-touch access to multi-media functions and web

Wireless Keyboard and Mouse (PS/2)
Enjoy wireless convenience combined with
the latest in synchronization technology. The
auto-sync feature enables the receiver to automatically detect your mouse and keyboard,
making setup and operation fast and easy. An
integrated wrist rest provides comfortable,
long-term use, and you’ll enjoy quieter typing
with the patented QuietType™ keyboard construction.
◆ Works up to 6’ from the receiver
◆ Integrated wrist rest for comfortable use

scroll wheel

◆ Connects to any computer with PS/2 connector

Delivers the accurate response of optical
technology

◆ Includes 9 multimedia and Internet access keys
◆ Comes with a Belkin Lifetime Warranty and free technical support

BT Wireless Optical Mouse (BEMOBT) .......67.95

Includes: RF Receiver , Wireless Keyboard and Wireless Mouse (BEKBMWLPS2)...........................................32.95

ErgoFit Wireless
Optical Mouse

Wireless PDA Keyboard

The ErgoFit provides
you with five
customizable
buttons and a
convenient scroll
wheel for tackling
everything from
spreadsheets to graphic design.
◆

Works from up to 6’ away without a cord

◆

Fits right-handed users for perfect comfort

◆

Supports USB and PS/2 connectors

ErgoFit Wireless Optical Mouse (BEMEWL) ..32.95
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Communicate with your handheld PC without the
hassle of cumbersome wires and adapters. The
Wireless PDA Keyboard uses universal dual-beam
infrared technology, making it compatible with
most Pocket PCs. Input data quickly and conveniently anywhere and anytime. Designed to work
with future PDA devices through driver updates so
you won’t have to buy another keyboard even if
you update your handheld device.
◆

Quick-Start keyboard application keys

◆

Generous key spacing and comfortable key travel

◆

Convenience of wireless connectivity

◆

Folds in half, making it the smallest, movable keyboard around. Use it at the airport or on the plane. Use it anywhere you can imagine.

Belkin Wireless PDA Keyboard (BEKBWLI) ..........................................................................................................38.95

www.bhphotovideo.com
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WIRELESS MICE & KEYBOARDS
Wireless RF Keyboard and Optical Mouse Combo
Enjoy the freedom of wireless connectivity with IOGEAR's wireless keyboard/mouse
combo. The keyboard and mouse allow you to work up to 6-ft. away from the USB
receiver connected to your computer. In addition, the optical mouse provides great
accuracy over most surfaces and minimal hand movement due to its 800 dpi resolution. The ultra thin, lightweight, and stylish keyboard offers mobility and comfort wherever you type. Take complete control of your desktop with hotkeys. Included software
makes your web surfing experience much more efficient with the use of Enhanced
function keys. The customizable function keys, allow you to launch your favorite websites to make your web experience easy and convenient.
◆

Control keyboard and mouse with one single
USB receiver

◆

Less hand movement with 800 dpi mouse

◆

Hotkeys give you quick access to some of
your most common tasks such as e-mail
access, volume control, and launching your
web browser - at the push of a button

◆

◆

Reprogrammable function keys let you customize the keyboard to fit web surfing needs

◆

Ultra thin lightweight keyboard, slim design
for comfortable usage

ment and can be used on most surfaces

◆

3-year limited warranty

Great range offered with up to 6 feet signal
distance

IOGEAR Wireless RF Keyboard and Optical
Mouse Combo - USB (IOKBOMWLRF).................52.50

Rechargeable mouse batteries save you time
and money; simply place the mouse in the
charging station to charge the batteries

◆ Optical mouse delivers precise cursor move◆

USB RF Wireless Optical Mini Mouse
Using RF- or ‘radio frequency’- a power-efficient wireless technology —this mouse is the ultimate tool for
today’s road warrior. The small and portable design saves precious space in mobile work area, and it is
one less tangled wire in ar laptop carrying case. Ergonomically contoured design and optical sensor offer
comfortable use on most surfaces, without the need for a mouse pad. This mouse features 800 dpi
resolution, meaning it offers twice the accuracy of typical mouse movement, which is ideal for any type
of computing where precision matters.
◆

800 dpi resolution offers twice the accuracy
of typical mouse movement

◆

Operates on most surfaces without the need
for a mouse pad

◆

Comes with a USB charger to allow you to
charge batteries through the laptop

◆

Works up to 4-ft. from the computer and can
be positioned wherever it is most comfortable. Saves precious space in your mobile
work area

◆

Power on/off switch conserves electricity for
maximum battery life

◆

Ergonomically contoured design for
comfortable use

◆

Plug-n-Play and hot pluggable

◆

3 Year Limited Warranty

IOGEAR USB RF Wireless Optical Mini Mouse (IOMMWLO) ............................................................................................................................................................................................................34.95

Bluetooth Optical Mini Mouse
This mouse delivers the convenience of a wireless mouse, the robustness of Bluetooth technology, and
the elegance and precision of a fine instrument. Ideal for mobile computing and presenting, the compact Bluetooth Mini Mouse lets you control your notebook or desktop from up to 66-ft. away. Works
with any Bluetooth-enabled PC or Mac that supports the HID profile. Compact design saves precious
space in your mobile work area and eliminates yet another tangled wire in your notebook carrying case.
Ergonomically contoured design and optical sensor offer comfortable use on most surfaces, even without a mouse pad. High 800 dpi resolution is ideal for any type of computing where precision matters.
Supplied Bluetooth USB Adapter lets you add Bluetooth capability to desktop or laptop computers.
◆
◆

800 dpi optical sensor offers twice the
accuracy of typical mouse movement

◆

Includes a USB charger cable so you can
recharge your mouse via a USB port on your
computer while working.

◆

Operates on most surfaces without the need
for a mouse pad
Works up to 66 feet from your notebook or
desktop

◆

Ergonomically contoured design for comfort

◆

Power On/Off switch lets you avoid battery
drainage during travel.

◆

3 Year Limited Warranty

IOGEAR Bluetooth Optical Mini Mouse (IOMMOBT) .............................................................................................................................................................................................................................49.95
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WIRELESS MICE & KEYBOARDS
Wireless Optical Desktop for Macintosh
Macintosh Freedom! Remove the wires that clutter your desktop and pull at
your keyboard and mouse. This USB wireless optical mouse and keyboard combination set also has a battery charger built right into the radio receiver, so you
always have a fresh set of batteries charged up and ready to go.
◆

Wireless connectivity for workspace freedom

◆

Eliminate cord clutter and hassles

◆

◆

Complete wireless desktop with keyboard
and mouse

◆

Always have fresh batteries with built-in
recharger

Hot keys for quick access to internet and
multimedia controls

◆

Great looks to complement the iMac

Kensington Wireless Optical Desktop for Macintosh (KEKBWLODM).......................................................................................................................................................................................68.95

PilotBoard Wireless Desktop for Mac
Right at home with your Mac’s contemporary styling, the PilotBoard Wireless
Desktop for Mac is a virtual checklist of all the must-have tools for easy navigation.
It features QuickRF high-speed wireless technology for cords-free, no-hassle
connection, and USB plug-in RF receiver for easy, plug-and-play installation.
DiamondEye optical technology for a silky-smooth, super fast-tracking mouse.
Multimedia, internet, and user switching keys to launch tasks with fast, one-touch
ease. A detachable wrist rest for uncompromising keyboard comfort.
◆

QuickRF wireless technology connects keyboard and mouse without cords and hassles

◆

Multimedia and internet button let you
launch popular tasks with one-touch ease

◆

Scroll wheels on keyboard and mouse quickly navigate through long documents

◆

USB RF receiver plugs in for fast and easy
installation on your Mac or Mac mini

◆

Innovative user-switching key makes it easy
to swap users on shared computers

◆

Contemporary good looks are a stylish
complement to your Mac or Mac mini

◆

DiamondEye optical technology lets mouse
track smoothly on virtually any surface

◆

Detachable keyboard wrist rest provides
supportive, all-day comfort

Kensington PilotBoard Wireless Desktop for
Mac (KEKBPBWLDM) .........................................................57.95

Comfort Type Wireless Optical Desktop
Remove the wires that clutter your desktop while increasing your comfort
and productivity. The Comfort Type Wireless Optical Desktop (wireless
keyboard and mouse set) allows you to do both while saving you valuable
time and money with its innovative rechargeable mouse. Provides speedy
access to most often used functions as well as multimedia and internet
functions. Available PS/2 Keyboard port and PS/2 Mouse ports for data
transfer and an available USB port for charging the mouse. Great
appearance compliments many current PC model designs.
◆ Rechargeable mouse for uninterrupted

◆

Hot keys for quick Internet access and
multimedia control

◆

Complete desktop with multimedia keyboard
and two-button mouse

◆

Silver and black color scheme complements
today's PCs

◆

PS/2 connection for operation; USB port for
charging

computing
◆ Comfort Type angled keys for comfortable,

relaxed wrist position

Kensington Comfort Type Wireless Optical Desktop (KEKBMCTWLO).....................................................................................................................................................................................48.95
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WIRELESS MICE & KEYBOARDS
PilotBoard Wireless Desktop
Connect to any computer with a PS/2 or USB interface. The keyboard features a blue and
black color scheme with Internet and multimedia function buttons. The mouse is also blue
and black and features two buttons and a scroll wheel. A detachable wrist rest is included
to help provide comfort while typing. This wireless bundle is an excellent choice for users
who would like to add the freedom afforded by wireless interface to their computers.
◆

Sleek wireless multimedia keyboard and
optical mouse combine one-touch
functionality and space-saving design.

◆

Convenient side wheel accurately zooms or
scrolls in Microsoft Office applications.

◆
◆

◆ Comfortable PilotMouse optical mouse

features QuickRF wireless technology and
DiamondEye optical technology.

◆

Window "user switch" key provides instant
transition between multiple users.

Innovative "F" hot key toggles between
standard "F" key functions and alternative
time saving functions.

◆

Works with either USB or PS2 to provide all
functions required by both PC and Mac.

Detachable wrist rest supports the hand for
hours of computing comfort.

◆

5-year warranty and free technical support.

Kensington PilotBoard Wireless Desktop (KEKBPBWLD) ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................65.95

Comfort Type Rechargeable Wireless Optical Desktop
Wireless convenience for maximum comfort! This wireless optical desktop frees you from
the wires that clutter your desktop while at the same time providing a intelligent battery
charging wireless receiver so you will always have a fresh set of batteries on-hand. In
addition, you will enjoy the comfortable Comfort Type key structure.
◆

Wireless connectivity provides workspace
freedom

◆

Comfort Type angled keys for a comfortable,
relaxed wrist position

◆

Always have fresh batteries with built-in
battery charger

◆

Complete wireless desktop with multimedia
keyboard and optical mouse

◆

Hot keys for quick Internet access and
multimedia control

◆

Silver and black color scheme complements
today's PCs

◆ PS/2 connection for range of compatibility
◆

5-year warranty and free technical support

Kensington Comfort Type Rechargeable Wireless Optical Desktop (KEKBMCRD).........................................................................................................................................................59.95

Wireless Optical Desktop Keyboard and Mouse
This wireless keyboard and mouse can be connected to any computer with a PS/2 or USB
interface. The keyboard features a silver and black color scheme with 19 Internet and
multimedia function buttons. The optical mouse is also silver and black and features three
programmable buttons and a scroll wheel. A detachable wrist rest provides comfort while
typing. The wireless receiver operates using RF technology, eliminating the need for a line
of sight connection to between devices that is associated with IR communication. The
receiver is keyed specifically to the bundled keyboard and mouse, letting you use multiple
wireless keyboard and mice in the same workspace without interference.
◆

The wireless receiver connects to computers
with the either the standard PS/2 interface or
a USB interface.

◆

The keyboard includes a detachable wrist
rest which makes typing for extended
periods of time more comfortable.

◆

Users who already have their own wrist rest
can detach this one from the keyboard, making it easy to implement in any work space.

Kensington Wireless Optical Desktop Keyboard and Mouse (KEKBWLOD) ..........................................................................................................................................................................41.95
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Mouse in a Box
Wireless Optical
Mouse in a Box
Wireless Optical
offers a stylish,
contoured design
for easy and
comfortable use.
DiamondEye
optical technology ensures maximum accuracy
and simplicity. And as it’s wireless, you can work
no matter how cluttered your desk may be.
◆

Wireless RF connection frees users to work
anywhere within 6’ of computer.

◆

Optical tracking is accurate and easy on
nearly any surface.

◆ Comfortable shape designed for right-

PilotMouse Optical Pro

PilotMouse Optical Wireless

This mouse
features Quick
RF wireless
connectivity
and
DiamondEye
optical
technology for
maximum performance. Kensington’s Quick RF wireless technology prevents annoying cursor hesitation
providing ultra-smooth movement and precise
control. The comfortable, sleek shape looks
good and feels great!

Featuring Quick
RF high-speed
wireless connectivity, the
PilotMouse
Optical Wireless
offers a refined
shape and
flexible
rubber grips
for maximum
comfort. The speed and pinpoint accuracy of
DiamondEye optical technology respond to
even your fastest movements.

◆

◆

Wireless freedom with QuickRF technology

◆

DiamondEye optical technology for
high-speed tracking and precise control

◆

Unique shape and rubber grips provide
ultimate control and comfort

◆

Works right out of the box with PC and Mac

◆

5-year warranty and free technical support

Wireless freedom and no interference with
QuickRF technology

handed users.

◆

◆

MouseWorks Software programs all
5 buttons for one-click ease.

◆

Works right out of the box with PC and Mac

◆

5-year warranty and toll-free tech support.

◆

Unique shape is comfortable for either hand

◆

5-year warranty and free technical support

Mouse-in-a-Box
Wireless Optical Mouse (KEMIABOWL) ........29.99

DiamondEye optical technology for highspeed tracking and precise control

PilotMouse Optical Pro (KEPMPOWL) ..........35.95

PilotMouse Optical Pro (KEPM2BWL)...........29.95

PilotMouse Bluetooth Wireless

PocketMouse Convertible Mini

PilotMouse Laser Wireless

Enjoy unparalleled freedom
and power.
The PilotMouse
works seamlessly
with Bluetoothenabled
computers and
up to 7 other Bluetooth devices. Contoured
form and flexible rubber grips provide
unmatched comfort for both left- and righthand use. Blue and silver mouse with two programmable buttons and scroll wheel.

Two mice in one.
On the road, it is
ultra-compact
with an
unbeatable
combination of
go-anywhere
size and precision performance. Using
wireless QuickRF and
DiamondEye optical technologies, the Mini
tracks smoothly and accurately on virtually
any surface. In the office, a soft AirForm shell
clips onto the mouse, transforming it with the
palm-cradling comfort of a full-size.

With precise
laser tracking,
2.4Ghz wireless
technology,
4-way tilt-scroll
wheel and up to
one year of
battery life, this
3-button mouse
is a powerhouse.

◆

◆

Contoured form and flexible rubber grips
combine to create the most comfortable
mouse ever built.

◆

30’ wireless range for maximum freedom

◆

DiamondEye optical technology provides
unmatched acceleration control and ultrahigh speed tracking.

◆

PC and Mac compatible. Includes batteries

◆ 5-year warranty and free technical support.

PilotMouse Bluetooth (KEPMBTQ) .......................Call
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◆
◆

The versatility of a ultra-compact mouse
with the comfort of a full-size mouse
Two programmable buttons streamline
tasks with single-click convenience
Innovative scroll wheel speeds through long
documents or web pages.

PocketMouse
Convertible Mini (KEPMC).....................................39.95

www.bhphotovideo.com

◆

Advanced laser tracking works precisely on
almost any surface--with 20x the surface
sensitivity as optical

◆

2.4Ghz wireless technology ensures highspeed wireless performance up to 30’

◆

Runs for a year on 2 AA batteries

◆ 4-way tilt-scroll wheel lets you move

side-to-side or up and down easily
◆

Flexible rubber grips provide excellent
comfort and control

◆

Mini USB wireless receiver keeps your desk
free of clutter

PilotMouse Laser Wireless (KEPML)...............39.95
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WIRELESS MICE & KEYBOARDS
PilotMouse Laser
Wireless Mini

PocketMouse
Optical Limited Edition

PilotMouse Bluetooth
Mini Mouse

The PilotMouse
packs advanced
technology
into a portable
package.
It features
precision laser
tracking, 2.4GHz
wireless connection, and power-saving
technology that doubles battery life. Nonvisable laser safe for all environments.

The PocketMouse
Optical LE delivers
all the comfort and
performance of an
optical desktop
mouse with the
compact size
and carrying
convenience that
traveling demands.
The advanced optical technology operates
smoothly and precisely on virtually any
surface. And the retractable USB cord
conveniently stores for tangle-free travel.

The ultimate in
mobile freedom,
the PilotMouse
Bluetooth Mini
easily connects
to any
Bluetoothenabled laptop
without wires or an added receiver. With
advanced optical technology, you can
navigate accurately and easily virtually
anywhere - even up to 65’ away - so you can
remotely control your presentations. And
with programmable buttons, scroll wheel,
ergonomic shape, integrated grips, and
unrivaled ease of use, you have a new standard
for power and portability.

◆

Advanced laser tracking with 20x the
surface sensitivity of optical

◆

Long range – up to 30’ – for workspace
freedom and presentation flexibility

◆

RF receiver attaches securely to base and
automatically shuts down power –
eliminating battery drain and lost parts

◆
◆

◆

DiamondEye optical technology for smooth
operation on virtually any surface

◆

Retractable USB cable stores for carrying
convenience

Three programmable buttons and scroll
wheel make fast work of repetitive tasks

◆

Flexible rubber grips provide all day comfort

◆

◆

Compact and stylish design is perfectly at
home on the road

DiamondEye optical technology tracks
smoothly and accurately on most surfaces.

◆

On-off switch helps conserve battery power.

Compatible with Windows and Macintosh

◆

Easy to carry and comfortable to use.

PilotMouse Laser Mini (KEPMLM).................43.95

PocketMouse Optical LE (KEPMLE) ..............24.99

Mini Pilot Bluetooth Mouse (KEPMMBT) ...59.95

PilotMouse Wireless
Mini Mouse

PocketMouse Optical
Micro Wireless

PocketMouse Wireless Mini

This mini
27MHz optical
wireless
mouse is the
perfect travel
companion just plug it in
and go. When
you’re done, the USB micro receiver clips to
the bottom of the mouse, so it’s always at
hand. The mouse automatically shuts off
when the receiver is stowed, saving battery
power. Additional features include two
programmable buttons, a scroll wheel, and
integrated rubber grips.

When it comes to
features, the
lightweight
PocketMouse
Optical Micro is a
real heavyweight.
A simple, plug-in
USB receiver
tucks right inside
so you’re never left without a receiver and,
when stowed, it automatically shuts off the
mouse to save batteries. Programmable
buttons and scroll wheel make fast work of
navigation. All this in an ultra-compact and
comfortable chassis that takes up virtually no
room in a computer bag.

◆
◆
◆

DiamondEye optical technology tracks
smoothly on virtually any surface.
On-off switch helps you conserve battery
power for when you really need it.
Two programmable buttons and a scroll
wheel streamline tasks.

PilotMouse Wireless Mini (KEPMMWL) ............29.95

Ideal for travelers,
the PocketMouse
Wireless Mini
features QuickRF
wireless that
allows you to
work without hesitation, delay or interference.
A battery-saving on/off switch saves time and
replacement batteries. DiamondEye optical
technology provides precise tracking on
virtually any surface so you can work anywhere.
And with the ultra-compact design and travel
bag, it’s just one very small thing to carry!
◆

Freedom and no interference with QuickRF
wireless technology

◆

Convenient on-off switch.
One-touch convenience with two buttons
and a scroll wheel.
USB connection for convenient, universal
plug-and-play.

◆

Stow away the receiver, and the mouse
automatically shuts off, saving batteries.

◆

◆

DiamondEye optical technology.

◆

◆

Two programmable buttons and scroll
wheel make fast work of navigation.

◆ 1-year warranty and free technical support.

PocketMouse Optical Micro (KEPMMWLQ) ....49.99

PocketMouse Wireless Mini (KEPMMWLZ) ....25.95
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PilotMouse Optical Pro

PilotMouse Optical Wireless

PocketMouse Ultra Wireless

The wireless
PilotMouse
Optical Pro
features a
refined shape
and flexible
rubber
grips that
put all 5
programmable buttons at your fingertips. The
speed and pinpoint accuracy of Kensington’s
unique DiamondEye optical technology
responds to even your fastest movements.

Stylish versions of
the PilotMouse
Optical Wireless,
they add color
and excitement to
any desktop. They
feature Quick RF
high-speed wireless
connectivity, a
refined shape and flexible rubber grips for
maximum comfort. The speed and pinpoint
accuracy of DiamondEye optical technology
responds to even your fastest movements.

◆

Wireless freedom and no interference with
QuickRF technology.

◆

Wireless freedom and no interference with
QuickRF technology.

Perfectly sized
for the notebook
user who wants a
stylish mouse
that is both
comfortable to
use and to carry.
With QuickRF
technology, this
wireless and optical wonder frees you from
cables and mouse pads. Easy to install - just
plug in the mini wireless RF receiver and go.
With a scroll wheel, programmable buttons,
and soft grips, you have a mouse that’s as easy
to use as it is to carry.

◆

Unique shape provides ultimate control and
comfort for right-handed users.

◆

Unique shape provides ultimate control and
comfort for right-handed users.

◆

QuickRF wireless technology eliminates cord
hassles and tangles.

◆

6’ wireless range for wide performance.

◆

Works out of the box with PC and Mac.

◆

◆

One-touch convenience with four mouse
buttons and scroll wheel.

◆ 5-year warranty and free technical support.

DiamondEye optical technology delivers
accurate tracking on virtually any surface

Works out of the box with PC and Mac.

PilotMouse Optical Wireless: Midnight metallic
black and silver, patterned (KEPMWLB) ............39.99

◆

◆

Has built-in power management and on/off
switch to conserve battery life.

◆

Soft grips deliver all-day, slip-free comfort

◆ 5-year warranty and free technical support.

PilotMouse Optical Pro (KEPMPOWL) ..........35.95

PilotMouse Optical Wireless: Cobalt blue and
silver, patterned (KEPMWLC) .................................34.99

PocketMouse Pro Wireless

Expert Mouse Wireless

Optical Wireless Mouse

The ultimate
traveling
mouse, the
PocketMouse
Pro Wireless is
packed with
the smartest
features,
including a USB receiver that stows INSIDE the
mouse, battery-saving technology, and a 3’
wireless range.

Expert/Turbo
Mouse trackballs have
been setting
the standard for
performance
and comfort for
15 years. The
new Expert
Mouse Wireless, is no different.

The Optical
Wireless Mouse
features Quick
RF high-speed
wireless
connectivity,
which prevents
annoying cursor
hesitation, and
DiamondEye
optical technology for maximum performance.
The comfortable, sleek shape looks good and
feels great!

◆

Wireless RF connection works up to 3’ from
your computer.

DiamondEye optics and large ball provide
unrivaled control, precision and accuracy.

◆

◆

The receiver stores inside the mouse for an
all-in-one, travel convenience.

QuickRF wireless technology that’s as fast as
a corded mouse.

◆

Scroll Ring for precision scrolling.

◆

Mouse turns off when the receiver is stored,
extending battery life.

◆

◆

DiamondEye optical technology tracks
precisely on any surface.

◆

◆

The rotating USB receiver fits any port
configuration.

PocketMouse Pro Wireless (KEPMPWL)......42.95
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PilotMouse Ultra Wireless (KEPMWLU) .......31.95

◆

Detachable rest comfortably cradles hand
for increased productivity.

QuickRF technology provides ultra-smooth
movement and precise control. Enjoy
wireless freedom without interference.

◆

◆

MouseWorks software reduces complex
tasks to a single click.

DiamondEye optical technology for
high-speed tracking and precise control

◆

Work right out of the box with PC and Mac

◆

USB and PS/2 connectivity for PC and Mac.

◆

Unique shape is comfortable for either hand

◆

5-year warranty and free technical support.

◆

5-year warranty and free technical support

Expert Mouse Wireless (KEEMWL)..............119.95

www.bhphotovideo.com
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WIRELESS MICE & KEYBOARDS
G7 Laser Cordless Mouse

LX5 Cordless Optical Mouse

Extreme
cordless
performance
with a 2000
dpi laser
engine for
blinding
speed and
precision.

The LX5 Cordless
Optical Mouse
installs effortlessly
and reduces
desktop clutter.
Smart Power
Management
technology extends
the battery life.

◆

◆

◆

◆

Full-speed, bi-directional USB connection
sends a blazing 500 reports/second over 2.4
GHz wireless for a bulletproof connection.
Dead batteries won’t stop you thanks to a
Five-level power indicator and twin
“hot-swappable” Li-ion battery packs that
recharge while you´re racking up points.
Logitech´s SetPoint software can customize
your mouse with advanced features such as
adjustable sensitivity (including independent
x- and y-axis settings).

Ambidextrous design with flared sides offers
a thumb rest for either hand—use it with
either hand.

◆

View digital photos and spreadsheets.
Instantly zoom in and out; scroll horizontally
or vertically with Tilt Wheel Plus Zoom.

◆

Connects easily to a Mac or PC USB port. The
standard three-button configuration works
immediately.

◆

Get up to 8 months of battery life with the
automatic standby feature, or use the
On/Off button to go even longer. Battery
indicator light provides advance notice
when batteries need replacing.

◆ Programmable tilt wheel adds an

unprecedented level of control

LX5 Cordless Optical Mouse
Smart Power
Management
for extended
battery life.
Soft-touch
rubber grip and
contoured shape
provide natural
comfort.
◆

Tilt Wheel Plus Zoom™ is perfect for viewing
digital photos and spreadsheets. Instantly
zoom in or out, and scroll horizontally and
vertically without moving your mouse.

◆

Enhance your web surfing. Universal forward/back buttons speed up web browsing
and paging through large documents.

◆

Get up to 8 months of battery life with the
automatic standby feature, or use the
On/Off button to go even longer. Battery
indicator light provides advance notice
when batteries need replacing.

5-year warranty and full product support

G7 Laser Cordless Mouse (LOG7) ................69.95

LX5 Cordless Optical Mouse (LOLX5).........25.95

MediaPlay Cordless Mouse

V200 Cordless Notebook Mouse

V400 Cordless Notebook Mouse

This mouse is
like nothing
you've ever
seen before.
First, it has all
the features
you need to
use it as your
everyday mouse: smooth optical tracking,
clutter-free cordless freedom, extra navigation
buttons, and a powerful scroll/tilt wheel that
lets you scroll up and down, left and right, and
in and out. And when you're ready to relax,
the MediaPlay mouse relaxes with you.

Designed for
the demanding
mobile professional, the
V200 guarantees comfort
and reliable
performance
on the road. Its
2.4GHz digital cordless technology provides
longer range compared to traditional wireless,
and delivers interference-free operation. The
micro-receiver snaps into the mouse for easy
transport and turns it off for power efficiency.

Features a dual
laser engine to
detect microscopic surface
variations. The
result is all-terrain performance merged
with pixel-precise tracking.

◆

◆

Back-lit extra buttons like play/pause, forward/back, and volume up/down let you
control your media player without effort.

◆

You can also hold it like a remote control
and use it away from your desk thanks to
the expanded cordless range.

◆

Wireless mini receiver eliminates clutter and
installs instantly.

MediaPlay Cordless Mouse (LOMMPC) .......39.95

Invisible Light optical tracking delivers
smooth, precise control and the Tilt Wheel
Plus Zoom makes side-to-side scrolling
effortless.

◆

Durable design for business-class mobility

◆

Super-long battery life (runs up to 1-year)

◆

Available in four colors (Red, Blue, Black and
Silver)

V200 Cordless Mouse (LOV200)........................34.95

LX7 Cordless Optical Mouse (LOLX7).........35.95

◆

For the most powerful and reliable cordless
experience available, 2.4 GHz Digital
Cordless provides uninterrupted performance and superior 30-ft. range—even in the
busiest wireless environments.

◆

Shock-resistant design features a secure
rubber grip for extra control.

◆

Tilting scroll wheel adds side-to-side scrolling plus zoom; ideal for viewing large photos and web pages.

◆

Programmable forward/backward buttons

◆

Battery indicator light eliminates surprises.

V400 Cordless Mouse (LOV400)........39.95/49.95

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 842
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WIRELESS MICE & KEYBOARDS
Cordless Comfort Duo
Combines the exceptional comfort of a split-key keyboard layout with the
high-performance Cordless MouseMan Optical. This combination fits
where you want it without compromising performance, precision, or power.
The keyboard's design allows your hands and wrists to rest in a natural
position while offering one-touch access to your files, applications, email,
and the Web. Maintenance-free cordless optical mouse moves easily on
almost any surface with no ball or moving parts to maintain.
◆

Cordless (up to 6-ft. away) freedom through
digital radio technology

◆

Powerful optical sensor for twice the speed
and accuracy of standard optical mice

◆

Access favorite web sites, directories, and
applications with one-touch hot keys

◆

Customizable, keyboard-based access to any
application, including email and multimedia

◆

Convenient scroll wheel

◆

◆

Windows and Macintosh compatible

Control audio and video directly from the
keyboard

◆

Comfortable, contoured mouse shape that
fits snugly in right hand

◆

Get comfortable with the keyboard's splitkey layout

◆

Use the mouse in either hand thanks to a
sleek, comfortable shape

Logitech Cordless Comfort Duo (LOKBCCD) ..........................................................................................................................................................................................................77.95

Cordless Desktop LX 300
Give yourself a comfortable workspace without cords and without hassles. With
its low-profile keyframe and other ergonomic features, the LX300 sets a higher
standard for comfort and style, and with a variety of extra keys and buttons, it
also lets you be more productive — without changing the way you work.
◆

◆

Ultra-flat profile with 0° tilt. This striking
keyboard design delivers ergonomic comfort
— without changing the way you work.

◆

Two-handed navigation: Use your left hand
for moving forward and back in your browser

◆

One-touch keyboard controls let you control
A/V playback, access email, launch Microsoft
Office applications, and more -- or reprogram
the buttons to do whatever you want.

Precision refinements to key shape, feel,
identification, and layout make keystrokes
effortless and sure.

◆

Smooth, precise tracking on a wide range of
surfaces, and no mouse ball means you'll
never have to stop to clean it.

Cordless Desktop LX300 (LOLX300) ..............44.95

Cordless Desktop S510 Media Remote
Bundled with remote control, you can direct your own media show, or
share music, photos and stories —from up to 16 feet away. The ZeroDegree Tilt™ keyboard offers leading-edge comfort and a built-in palm
rest. Well-integrated one-touch keyboard controls include random
music play, quick image zooming and even handy image-rotation.
Programmable F-keys launch applications with a single touch. An
advanced cordless optical mouse delivers fast, consistent performance,
plus vertical or horizontal scrolling. Enjoy longer battery life as well.
◆ Sophisticated battery management allows

batteries to last up to 6 months. Plus, keyboard and mouse include LED battery level
indicators.
◆

Easily access and control digital music via
media controls with the “Shuffle” hotkey for
random playback.

◆

Rotate photos on the fly, and zoom in for a
better look. Snap back to 100% size when
you´re done. Side-to-side scrolling with
zoom for viewing of photos and web pages.

◆ Logitech´s encrypted, secure cordless tech-

nology avoids interference. Fast RF™ gives
crisp, immediate mouse response.

◆

Zoom images with precision. With the optical
mouse with tilt wheel, you have maximum
control of scrolling (both horizontally and
vertically) and zooming—on any surface. Use
the forward/back buttons to quickly browse
web sites and large documents, and customize the controls to fit your style.

Logitech Cordless Desktop S 510 Media Remote (LOS510) .........................................................................................................................................................................69.95
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WIRELESS MICE & KEYBOARDS
Cordless Desktop MX3000
Enjoy cordless freedom and laser performance. The Cordless Desktop
MX3000 Laser offers unmatched precision and comfort on surfaces
where ordinary optical mice can’t go. SecureConnect wireless technology
and extended battery life add the finishing touches to a desktop that will
make using your computer more personal and more exciting.
◆

Enjoy world-class comfort featuring a ZeroDegree Tilt keyboard design.

◆

Experience powerful two-handed navigation.
With scroll and zoom controls on both keyboard and mouse, your right and left hands
can work together to make using your computer more convenient, more efficient, and
more comfortable.

◆

◆

Bring your music, photos and videos
together in a single interface with
Logitech Media Life software

◆

Enjoy horizontal and vertical scrolling and
full zoom control. Use the forward/back
buttons to quickly browse web sites and
large documents, or customize the controls
to fit your needs.

Use everything right out of the box without
any worry or hassle. With Logitech's new
SecureConnect technology, your wireless
keyboard and mouse have been preconnected to the receiver, providing a secure
link with your computer.

Logitech Cordless Desktop MX3000 (LOMX3000)....................................................................................................................................................................................................................................69.95

Cordless Desktop MX 5000
Ordinary keyboards and mice only send information to your PC; the MX 5000
Laser, the world’s first intelligent desktop, also sends information back to you.
It’s the smart desktop that combines an LCD keyboard display, a high-speed
wireless hub with Bluetooth and SecureConnect technology, the precision of
a MX Laser mouse, and innovative touch-sensitive media controls.
◆

◆

LCD keyboard display notification of new
IM or email messages, view application
information, check the date and time, or
see caps lock status at a glance.

◆

Synchronize your PC calendar and address
book with your mobile phone or PDA.

◆

Rapid-charging base station ensures MX
Laser mouse is always ready to go.

Works seamlessly with your Windows Media
Center PC, allowing you to control your
computer from up to 60 feet away.

◆

Side-to-side scrolling and in/out zoom.

◆

Illuminated battery indicators on keyboard
and mouse tell you it's time to recharge.

◆

Touch-sensitive media controls let you glide
to the desired volume or image size.
Programmable smart keys launch your
favorite applications, websites or folders.

Logitech Cordless Desktop MX5000
(LOMX5000)........................................................................119.95

diNovo Media Desktop Laser
The diNovo Media Desktop Laser gives you a wireless keyboard, numeric
keypad and mouse that can be connected to any USB-equipped computer.
The keyboard features a silver and black color scheme with multimedia
function buttons. The numeric keypad can operate on its own and is ideal
for notebook owners who want to have an easily portable, wireless
numeric keypad to use when traveling. The optical mouse is also silver and
black and features two buttons and a scroll wheel.
◆

◆

The ideal keyboard and mouse for either a
full-size PC or a notebook PC being used as a
main desktop computer.

◆

An elegant, ultra-flat keyboard, with full-size
typing layout and full-travel keys — much
more comfortable for notebook users.

◆

A compact USB mini-receiver that plugs
either directly into your PC or into the convenient USB desktop stand.
Portable optical mouse features an on/off
switch to extend battery life and comes with
a carrying case.

◆ A separate cordless numeric pad that dou-

bles as a smart calculator and thermometer,
displays time and date, and gives you more
flexibly in arranging your desk space.
diNovo Media Desktop Laser
(LOKBDMDL) .......................................................................149.00

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 842
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CABIN

LIGHT PANELS
Cabin light panels are designed to compliment your work. Accurate, bright and
evenly illuminated, they show the true colors of your transparencies. Yet, they are so
thin and elegant, they enhance your presentation and set you apart from the
competition. Unlike most other small light panels, Cabin products are precision
engineered and manufactured to exacting standards. They are designed to be the
finest products of their kind. These superb presentation tools are light-weight
and handy enough to carry around at all times. You can always be prepared to
show your work and to show it well. Daylight color temperature of 5000K is
achieved using a unique, high-tech inverter-driven cold cathode fluorescent lamp (cold light).
Illumination is absolutely flicker-free. And lamp life is 10,000 hours. Cabin light panels set your presentation apart from
the rest with a clean looking, high-tech tool that doesn't detract from your work. No more hunting for a light box in a
cluttered office, or craning your neck to squint at the overhead lights.

Pocket-Vue CL-5000P (CACL5000P)
Operating on AAA batteries, or AC with optional adapter,
the Pocket-Vue CL-5000P handles transparencies from
35mm to 4 x 5” with ease. Only 1/2” thick, it weighs less than
10 ounces, including batteries..................................................59.95

Notelite CL-5000N (CACL5000N)
Measuring 10.5 x 6.8 x 0.5” and weighing only 14 oz., the
Notelite CL-5000N easily slips into a camera bag, briefcase
or even a large jacket pocket. The large 5 x 9” viewing area
accommodates three six-frame strips of 35mm, four strips of
6 x 4.5”, or two 4 x 5” transparencies .....................................149.00

Attache CL-5000M (CACL5000M)

Portfolio CL-5000L (CACL5000L)

Little more than 1/2” thick, the Attache CL-5000M allows
viewing a full page of 35mm transparencies; up to six 4 x 5”
transparencies simultaneously; or a full 8 x10” transparency,
negative contact sheet, or slide page. And it fits conveniently
into your briefcase. Adjustable for flat, horizontal or vertical
desktop viewing positions, total viewing area is 113⁄4 x 9” —
also ideal for European A4 size pages. Includes 110v AC
adapter. An optional black, padded nylon carry case with
extra compartments for images, is available ...................249.95

Less than 3/4” thick, the Portfolio CL-5000L allows viewing a page of 35mm
transparencies; up to six 4 x 5” transparencies simultaneously; or a mix of
smaller images with an 8 x10” transparency, sheet of negatives, or slide page. It
fits into portfolio cases for top quality display and presentation. Adjustable for
flat, horizontal or vertical desktop viewing positions, total viewing area is 13 3⁄4 x
11”. Two handy adjustable support rails are included to hold film and mounted
slides when the light panel is in the upright position. Includes 110v AC adapter.
An optional black, padded nylon carry case with extra compartments for
images, is available .........................................................................................................259.00

Color Temp
Luminance
Viewing Area
Lamp Life

Pocket-Vue CL-5000P

Notelite CL-5000N

Attache CL-5000M

Portfolio CL-5000L

5000K +270K, -250K

5000K ±300K

5000K +270K, -250K

5000K +270K, -250K

1400 300cd/m

2

4 x 5”

2

1400cd/m (±300)

1400 300cd/m

5 x 9”

11 ⁄4 x 9”

2

3

1400 300cd/m2
13 3⁄4 x 11”

10,000 hours

10,000 hours

10,000 hours

10,000 hours

Lamp

1x cold cathode tube

1x cold cathode tube

2x cold cathode tube

2x cold cathode tube

Power

AC adapter

4 x 1.5 AAA (2.5 hrs)

AC adapter

AC adapter

AC Adapter

Optional

Included

Included

Included

Dimensions

7 5⁄8 x 4 1⁄2 x 1/2”

10.5 x 6.8 x 0.5”

13 3⁄4 x 11 x 3/5”

15 3⁄4 x 131⁄2 x 3/4”

0.6 lb.

0.9 lb.

2.7 lb.

4.2 lb.

Weight

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO
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PRO SLIM DAYLIGHT ILLUMINATORS
Gepe’s Pro Slim Illuminators offer slim, attractive styling with 5000K daylight
viewing for use at home, in the studio or on the road. Available in four sizes
with viewing areas of 4x5”, 5x7”, 6x8” and 8x12”, they are between 0.8 an 1”
thick, and are equipped with 10,000 hour, 5000K ±270K CCFL (cold cathode
fluorescent lamps) tubes that supply even daylight illumination. CCFL lamps
are ultra-small (about the diameter of a pencil lead), warm up quickly, and
are flicker-free, so they can even be used as a light source for digital cameras.
The G2001 (4x5”) and G2002 (5x7”) run on batteries or AC while the G2003
(6x8”) and G2004 (8x 12”) run on AC only. All four models include an AC
adapter and a practical pouch case.
For those needing larger illuminated surfaces, Gepe offers two professional illuminators, only 1.5” thick, that use 5000K ±270K,
13-watt 10,000 hour CCFL tubes with a high CRI of 95. They are available with either an 8x18” or 12x18” illuminated area. Both
units feature a front mounted on/off switch and an adjustable angle arm for the best viewing angle. They are easily wall
mounted and have built-in strips to hold film vertically.

Color Temperature

G2001

G2002

G2003

G2004

G2024

G2025

5000K ±270K

5000K ±270K

5000K ±270K

5000K ±270K

5000K ±270K

5000K ±270K

Viewing Area

4 x 5”

5 x 7”

6 x 8”

8 x 12”

8 x 18”

12 x 18”

Light Source

1 CCFL lamp

1 CCFL lamp

2 CCFL lamps

2 CCFL lamps

Two 13w lamps

Two 13w lamps
±10,000 hours

Lamp Life
Power Source
Dimensions

±10,000 hours

±10,000 hours

±10,000 hours

±10,000 hours

±10,000 hours

6 AAA or AC adapter

6 AAA or AC adapter

AC adapter

AC adapter

AC adapter

AC adapter

6.2 x 6 x 0.6”

8.7 x 7.5 x 0.8”

9.7 x 7 x 0.8”

14.5 x 11 x 1.0”

21.8 x 11.8 x 1.5”

21.8 x 16.0 x 1.5”

Weight

9.2 oz.

27.2 oz.

29.6 oz.

68.8 oz.

7 lb.

9 lb. 8 oz.

B&H #

GE2001

GE2002

GE2003

GE2004

GE2024

GE2025

Price

44.50

52.50

59.95

89.95

159.95

204.95

G E P E DAYL I G H T S L I D E V I E W E R S E R I E S
G5001: 3x Daylight Slide Viewer

G5001

G5003

This small tabletop viewer accepts either mounted 35mm
slides or continuous strips of film. An on/off switch leaves
your hands free to handle your film or mounts.

G5002: 1.8x Daylight Slide Viewer
The folding G5002 provides accurate illumination for 35mm
frames, and has a convenient neckstrap so you can have it
with you at all times. The flip-up magnifier is positioned 90°
from the viewing surface and features excellent eye relief.
When not in use, the unit folds flat for easy storage.

G5002

Color Temperature
Glass Lens
Power Source

G5003: 2x Daylight Slide Viewer
The versatile G5003 accommodates formats ranging from
35mm, 6x4.5, 6x6, 6x7 up to 6x17cm. The 2x sliding glass lens
floats at a 90° angle from the viewing surface and easily slides
side-to-side to cover the negative area required. It folds flat
for easy storage and is supplied with a protective soft pouch.

Size
Weight
Lens Size
B&H No. and Price

G5001

G5002

G5003

5000K ±270K

5000K ±270K

5000K ±270K

3x

1.8x

2x

4 AA (not included)
or optional AC adapter

4 AA
(not included)

6 AA or optional
AC adapter

6.5 x 6.1 x 3.2”

6.1 x 2.4 x 0.95”

10.2 x 5.7 x 0.8”

13 oz.

4.8 oz.

16.5 oz.

2.8 x 2.8”

1.7 x 1.7”

2.8 x 2.8”

GE5001 34.95

GE5002 22.50

GE5003 49.50

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 73
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GTI

COLOR MATCHING SYSTEMS
GTI offers multi-source viewing booths that produce spectrally dissimilar sources of illumination for the visual evaluation
of color and metamerism. Also available as multi-source luminaires for larger sample color matching and evaluation.
These systems are ideal for the inspection and color matching of paints, plastics, textiles, paper, colorants, cosmetics, and
packaging materials.

Color Rendition Demonstrator
Color Rendition Demonstrators are portable three compartment
viewers that simultaneously demonstrate the color rendition of
three varied light sources on “identical” prints or color samples.
These “demonstrating” units are excellent tool for styling, design,
or educational purposes, and are available in two sizes.
CRD-1 (GTCRD1)
90-watt Color Rendition Demonstrator.
It measures 17” x 30” x 6.5” (HxWxD), it
weighs 25 lbs ....................................639.95

CRD-2 (GTCRD2)
50-watt “Mini” Color Rendition
Demonstrator. It measures 11” x 20” x 6”
(HxWxD), and weighs 17 lbs ........429.95

MiniMatcher Series
Compact, multi-source viewing systems available in three sizes to fit all of your color matching needs. The compact and
affordable MM-1e and MM-2e and the top-of-the-line MM-4e.

MM-1e • MM-2e

MM-4e

The MM-1e and MM-2e
provide three spectrally
dissimilar sources of
illumination to assure
accurate visual color
assessment and color
comparison as well as easy
detection of metamerism.
Both models are simple to
operate, using individual
rocker switches for each
source. An optional
elapsed time meter to monitor usage of the daylight source is available.

The MM-4e provides
five spectrally dissimilar
sources of illumination
for accurate visual color
assessment and color
comparison, duplication
of your client’s lighting
environment, and
easy detection of
metamerism. The
MM-4e includes a digital
control which confirms
your selected source via an illuminated push button and is easily
programmable to provide one touch automatic light source sequencing.
Built-in daylight lamp timer to monitor usage of the daylight source.

◆

Three standard light sources plus the
option of Ultraviolet (UVA BLB):

◆

• Artificial Daylight (D65 or D50)

Five Standard Light Sources:
• Artificial Daylight (D65 or D50) • Store Light (CWF or TL84)

• Store Light (CWF or TL84)

• Home Light (Incandescent A or Horizon)

• Home Light (Incandescent A)

• Your Choice (D50, 30U, TL84, TL83) • Ultraviolet (UVA BLB)

Model

Viewing Area

Physical Dimensions

Electrical

Shipping Weight

B&H Number

MM-1e

14 1⁄4” x 24” x 131⁄4” (HWD)

19” x 261⁄2” x 161⁄2” (HWD)

180 watts

30 lbs.

(GTMM1E)

MM-2e

13” x 18” x 10” (HWD)

18” x 20 ⁄2” x 13 ⁄4” (HWD)

160 watts

22 lbs.

(GTMM2E)

MM-4e

141⁄4” x 24” x 16” (HWD)

19” x 261⁄2” x 19” (HWD)

215 watts

38 lbs.

(GTMM4E)

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO
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GTI

COLOR MATCHING SYSTEMS
ColorMatcher Series
The ColorMatcher series is a family of color matching systems designed to
deliver every option and feature you need to evaluate and communicate color
with absolute confidence. The three standard sizes of the CMB (Color Matching
Booth) will accommodate nearly any sample size (and if not, larger custom
sizes are available). Multiple light sources provide an essential tool for visual
color assessment, comparison of color variation, and detection of metamerism
(when color samples appear to match under one illumination condition but
distinctly change when viewed under a different illumination condition).
◆

Five Light Sources:

– Artificial Daylight (D65, D75, or D50)
– Store Light (CWF or TL84)
– Home Light (Incandescent A)
– Optional Source (D50, 30U, TL84, TL83, Horizon)
– Ultraviolet Light
◆

Push Button - “Instant On” Lamp Selector

◆

Automatic Light Source Sequencing

◆

Munsell N7/ Gray Surround

◆

GTI ColorGuard II Timing Center

◆

Optional Stand & Drawer / Cabinet

◆

Complies with the following standards:
ASTM D1729, SAE J361, Tappi 7515,
BS-950 Part 2, AS 1580.6001.1

◆

Height-adjustable floor stand with casters is
available for all sizes.

Model

Description

Physical Dimensions

Electrical

Weight

CMB-2028

19” x 28” x 20” Booth

24.75” x 30” x 21.5”

225 watts

70 lbs.

CMB-2540

25” x 40” x 25” Booth

31” x 42” x 26.75” (HWD)

602 watts

97 lbs.

CMB-3052

30” x 52” x 30” Booth

36” x 54” x 31.5” (HWD)

788 watts

155 lbs.

FS-2028

Floor stand for CMB-2028

Adjustable table height 32”-48” (HWD)

—

55 lbs.

FS-2540

Floor stand for CMB-2540

Adjustable table height 32”-48” (HWD)

—

79 lbs.

FS-3052

Floor stand for CMB-3052

Adjustable table height 32”-48” (HWD)

—

90 lbs.

STORAGE OPTIONS
File Drawers
Single deep (1F) or double shallow (2F) drawers for all models.
Can be used with or without floor stands and cabinets.

Storage Cabinet
Available for CMB-2540 or CMB-3052. Can be used with single
(1F) or double (2F) drawer, or riser (TS).

Flat Files
Available for CMB-2540 or CMB-3052. Can be used with single
(1F) or double (2F) drawer, or riser (TS).

Floor Stand
Height adjustable floor stand on casters. Available for the
CMB-2028, CMB-2540, and CMB-3052.

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 73
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GTI

DESKTOP COLOR VIEWING STATIONS
Accurate D5000 color viewing on the desktop or countertop...
perfect for the professional involved in inspecting color prints, proofs
and transparencies! These compact desktop viewing systems are
available in models that offer reflection viewing or combination
transmission/reflection viewing.

Soft-View –
Variable Intensity Print/Transparency Viewer
The Soft-View series of soft-proofing viewers is designed to enhance the
color management process by allowing an optimal intensity match
between hard copy artwork and a color monitor. Placed next to the
monitor, the Soft-View provides intensity adjustable transparency and
reflection viewing, eliminating the extreme brightness difference between D5000 viewers and color video displays.
◆ Digital dimming with light level display for precise soft proofing,

built-in lamp timer with relamp signal, and removable side walls and
mask. Available in two sizes.

◆

For your most critical soft-proofing applications… the enhanced
Model SOFV-1ex adds a lower illumination source to provide the most
uniform light distribution possible.

TRV- Print/

TRV-1e
without sides

Transparency Viewer
Transmission and reflection viewers, the
TRV-1e and TRV-2e provide improved light
evenness and versatility (with removable
side walls) for effective color evaluation
of the reflective print appearance from
transparencies and proofs. These
combination viewers permit either
transmission only or reflection only
viewing; the addition of a mask allows
side by side comparison of prints/proofs
to transparencies. Available in two sizes.

SOFV-1e

TRV-2e
SOFV-2e

Units can be ordered with the optional LiteGuard II viewing system monitor.
Model

Dimensions

Reflection

Transmission
without Side Masks

Transmission
with Side Masks

Side by Side Proofing
of Print to Transparency

SOFV-1e

23.5” x 25” x16.5”

17” x 22”

12” x 22”

12” x 16”

Reflection: 17” x 12” Transmission: 12” x 10”

SOFV-2e

21.5” x 19” x15.5”

14” x 16”

10” x 16”

10” x 10”

Reflection: 14” x 8˝ Transmission: 10” x 8”

TRV-1e

23.5” x 25” x16.5”

17” x 22”

12” x 22”

12” x 16”

Reflection: 17” x 12” Transmission: 12” x 10”

TRV-2e

21.5” x 19” x15.5”

14” x 16”

10” x 16”

10” x 10”

Reflection: 14” x 8˝ Transmission: 10” x 8”

RV- Print Viewer
The RV-1e and RV-2e are reflection-only viewing units. Comparable in appearance and design to the TRV-1e and TRV- 2e they are for exclusive
viewing of color prints on the table or countertop. The RV-1e and RV-2e provide improved light evenness and versatility (with removable side walls)
for effective color evaluation of transparencies and proofs. This combination viewer permits either transmission only or reflection only viewing; the
addition of a mask allows side-by-side comparison of prints/proofs to transparencies.
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GTI

DESKTOP COLOR VIEWING STATIONS
PDV - Professional Desktop Viewers
Compact D5000 Color Viewing Systems for prints and
transparencies, the PDV Professional Desktop Viewers provide
industry-standard D50 color viewing conditions right on
your desktop. These accurate color viewers utilize innovative,
energy efficient slim-line lamps and electronic ballasts.
Improved lamp/reflector technology provides a smaller
and more convenient light source without compromising
light intensity and evenness of illumination.
These compact, affordable color viewers are available in
three basic sizes with two types of viewing options.
Reflection Only units allow vertical and horizontal
comparison viewing of reflection copy; Transmission and
Reflection units (TR) can be used for the comparison of transparencies and prints (available with PDV-2 and PDV-3 only).

Exceptional Features
◆ Standard D50 ISO compliance
◆

Dimming option for soft-proofing

◆

Horizontal and vertical viewing surfaces

◆

Easy transport with folding models

◆

Space saving small base accessory

◆

Tighter control with optional side walls
PDV-2

Available Options

PDV-1

Sidewalls: The addition of sidewalls reduces
the influence from high ambient lighting
and provides tighter control of the viewing
environment. Available for all standard models
(except folding versions).

PDV-3TR/D

Model

Physical
Dimensions

Base
Dimensions

Electrical
Power

Weight

Replacement
Lamp

PDV-1

13.5” x 16” x 9.5”

10.25 x 9.5”

25 watts

8 lbs.

L211

Dimming Models: Visual color comparison

PDV-1F

13.5” x 16” x 9.5”

10.25 x 9.5”

25 watts

8 lbs.

L211

between a color monitor and a transparency,
print, or proof is significantly enhanced by
bringing the light intensity of the viewing
system closer to the light output of the
monitor. (Designated with a “D” after the
model number.)

PDV-2

17” x 19” x 15”

12” x15”

35 watts

15 lbs.

L215

PDV-2/D

17” x 19” x 15”

12” x15”

35 watts

15 lbs.

L215

PDV-2F

17” x 19” x 15”

12” x15”

35 watts

15 lbs.

L215

PDV-2F/D

17” x 19” x 15”

12” x15”

35 watts

15 lbs.

L215

PDV-2TR

17” x 19” x 15”

15.75” x15”

45 watts

19 lbs.

LPDV-2TR

PDV-2TR/D

17” x 19” x 15”

15.75” x15”

45 watts

19 lbs.

LPDV-2TR

Folding Models: For easy
transport, the PDV-1 and PDV-2
models are available in a
folding version. Ideal for client
presentations or offsite color
reviews. (Designated with an
“F” after the model number.)

PDV-3

18.5” x 15”

20” x 25” x 15”

40 watts

22 lbs.

L217

PDV-3/D

20” x 25” x 15”

18.5” x 15”

40 watts

22 lbs.

L217

PDV-3TR

20” x 25” x 16”

18.75” x 16”

55 watts

31 lbs.

LPDV-3TR

PDV-3TR/D

20” x 25” x 16”

18.75” x 16”

55 watts

31 lbs.

LPDV-3TR

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 73
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TRANSPARENCY VIEWERS
GTI offers a variety of transparency viewers to fit all of your viewing needs. The GLX series is the foundation for other
top-of-the-line Graphiclite transparency viewers including recessed viewers, GCX and GTX viewing & editing consoles,
and the economical GLE viewers.

GLX Viewers
These sleek, smartly-styled viewers are precisely
balanced to provide strict compliance with the
photographic and graphic arts D5000 standards.
GLX viewers offer unexcelled viewer to viewer
consistency. Each viewer is individually tested and
boasts GTI’s official Control Lab Certification Seal,
guaranteeing strict adherence to ISO standards.
(GLX Viewers are available in five standard model sizes as well as larger custom sizes.)
◆ Full spectrum Graphiclite 100 color viewing

◆

High efficiency reflector system producing
uniform luminance

lamps
◆

Non-glare Plexiglas viewing surface

◆

Optional LiteGuard viewing system monitor

◆

Unique chrome grip

◆

Adjustable stand and integrated handle

◆

Extension Arms are available to install the
GLX transparency viewers into a CVX or EVS
viewing station.

Model

Dimensions

Viewing Area

Electrical

Shipping Weight

Replacement Lamp

GLX-10

15” x 16” x 5”

10” x 10”

24 watts

17 lbs.

L211

GLX-16

15” x 25” x 5”

10” x 18”

38 watts

23 lbs.

L217

GLX-20

21” x 25” x 5”

16” x 18”

54 watts

29 lbs

L317

GLX-30

21” x 37.5” x 5”

16” x 30”

90 watts

33 lbs.

L325

GLX-44

21” x 49” x 5”

16” x 42”

102 watts

49 lbs

L211

GLE Viewers
The GLE-10, GLE-12 and GLE-16 transparency viewers offer Graphiclite quality
and accuracy at an extremely affordable price. Features include: Standard
D5000 viewing compliance, full spectrum Graphiclite 100 color viewing lamps,
and spectrally balanced reflector and diffuser.
Model

Dimensions

Viewing Area

Electrical

Shipping Weight

Replacement Lamp

GLE-10

3.25” x 15.5” x 12.25”

8” x 10”

13 watts

7 lbs.

L11

GLE-12

3.25” x18.5” x 12.25”

8” x 12”

17 watts

9 lbs.

L15

GLE-16

3.25” x 24.5” x 12.25”

8” x 20”

19 watts

10 lbs

L17
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LARGE FORMAT COLOR VIEWING STATIONS
CVX – Color Viewing Stations
The CVX family of D50 color viewing stations features state-of-the-art electronic ballasts
combined with Graphiclite T8 fluorescent lamps, producing superior light evenness,
improved rear wall illumination, and enhanced energy efficiency. All units include the
LiteGuard II, which displays lamp warm up, lamp hours, and remaining lamp life.
The CVX comes complete with side walls (removable). The attractive design of the CVX
makes it a versatile viewer, compatible with either an office/conference room setting
or a production/pressroom work area. In addition to the standard Graphiclite system
features, the CVX also includes horizontal & vertical viewing positions, side walls for
strict compliance to industry standards, and a built-in print bar. Model CVX-4052 has
been designed to accommodate image sizes up to 40” x 52”. Model CVX-A integrates
features designed to accommodate a scanning densitometer or spectrophotometer.

Standard for all CVX and EVS Systems
GTI’s line of Graphiclite large format viewing stations team up to meet all of your color management needs in both production and nonproduction viewing areas. All models are visually compatible, providing viewing accuracy and consistency from station to station regardless of
the specific model style. While each model offers it own unique benefits, all models provide the following system features:
• ISO compliance • D50 light quality

Every CVX and EVS color viewing system includes the Graphiclite 100 Color Viewing Lamp.
To ensure optimum viewing conditions, the lamps are manufactured with a unique blend of
fluorescent phosphors. Unequaled by any other 5000K lamp in the industry, the lamps
produce a true full spectrum white light which renders colors with the highest degree of
accuracy and efficiency. In the CVX and EVS viewers, the Graphiclite 100 lamp produces an
actual system CRI approaching 95.

• Evenness of illumination
• Aluminized high efficiency reflectors
• Spectrally neutral, non-yellowing diffusers
• Reduced glare
• Munsell N8/ Gray surround– Standard Gray
Neutral 8 is a water-reducible vinyl latex for
use in color viewing areas which require
Munsell N8/ gray surround as specified by
ISO 3664:2000

Each system also includes the LiteGuard II Viewing System Monitor, a backlit LCD of lamp
hours used and lamp hours remaining on the daylight source. Also displays warm up time,
hours used, and hours remaining until recommended relamping. It also provides a warning
in advance of relamping, indicates “out of tolerance” when relamping time has been exceeded,
and gives information on where to obtain replacement lamps. The LiteGuard II helps keep
standard D50 viewing system within industry tolerances.

EVS – Executive Viewing Stations
EVS Executive Viewing Stations are available in four standard models and can be
equipped with numerous accessories to maximize viewing applications. Three models
(EVS-1, EVS-2, and EVS-2540) are perfect for large format viewing. Model EVS-2028 is
ideal for smaller format viewing and is very popular as a desktop or countertop unit.
The EVS systems include asymmetrical luminaires, horizontal & vertical viewing
positions and a built-in print bar. Optional side walls are available for strict compliance
to industry standards.
The print bar is a custom extrusion featuring GTI’s unique chrome grip design which
enables you to engage and disengage chromes and prints quickly and easily. Available
in standard (24”, 36”, or 52”) or custom lengths to fit your every need. Adheres to most
common wall surfaces. Ideal display device for retail environments, educational
acilities, galleries, studios, and building lobbies.

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 73
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HAKUBA

LIGHT BOXES
Hakuba offers viewing accessories to meet the needs of every market segment, from demanding professionals to
cost-conscious students. For professional photographers and graphic designers, Hakuba has inverter viewers featuring
advanced cold-cathode tube technology, in sizes ranging from single-slide 35mm “HandyViewers” to full-size professional
tabletop viewers. For enthusiasts and students, Hakuba has affordable light boxes in a variety of sizes.
Light boxes come in three sizes, are portable and offer a simple solution to transparency viewing needs. All Hakuba light
boxes are A/C adapter or battery-operated.

LB-45

LB-57

LB-810

4 x 5” Light Box

5 x 7” Light Box

8 x10” Light Box

The LB-45 is a compact, portable and
economical light box. It operates on 4 “C”
batteries (not included) or an optional AC
adapter. It also features a fold out tilt stand
on the back. It’s dimensions are 61⁄4 x 51⁄4 x
11⁄2” (WDH), it’s viewing area is 4 x 5”, and it
weighs 8.8 oz.

The LB-57 is a small, basic light box which
operates on either 6 “AA” batteries
(not included) or an optional AC adapter.
It features a fold out tilt stand on the back.
It’s dimensions are 91⁄2 x 71⁄4 x 11⁄2”(WDH), it’s
viewing area is 5 x 7”, and it weighs 1 lb.

A simple solution for your transparency
viewing needs. It operates on either 6 “D”
batteries (not included) or an optional AC
adapter. It features an acrylic panel for
holding down negatives as well as a fold out
tilt stand. It is 121⁄4 x 101⁄4 x 2”(WDH), it’s
viewing area is 8 x 10”, and it weighs 1.3 lbs.

LB45

LB-57

LB-810

KLV-5700 Pro

KLV-7000 Pro

N/A

N/A

N/A

5000K +270K, -250K

5000K ±400K

Viewing Area

4 x 5”

5 x 7”

8 x 10”

5 x 7”

8.25 x 11.75”

Light Source

N/A

N/A

N/A

Two 5000K lamps

Two 5000K lamps

Power Source

Four“C” batteries or AC
adapter (not included)

6 AA or AC adapter
adapter (not included)

Six“D” batteries or AC
adapter (not included)

4“AA” batteries or
AC adapter

AC adapter
15.25 x 10 x .25”

Color Temperature

6.25 x 5.25 x 1.5”

9.5 x 7.25 x 1.5”

12.25 x 10.25 x 2”

9.5 x 6 x .75”

Weight

8.8 oz.

1 lb.

1.3 lb.

1.1 lb.

2.6 lb.

B&H #

HALB45

HALB57

HALB810

HALV5700

HALV7000P

Price

19.95

29.95

37.95

89.95

169.95

Dimensions

ACC E S S O R I E S
AC Adapter (HAACALB45)
For LB-45 Light Box ........................................9.95

AC Adapter (HAACALB57)
For LB-57 Light Box ........................................9.95

KLU-07 10x Fine Loupe (HALF10X)
The 10x Fine Loupe is an inexpensive, high-powered magnifier. It’s
dimensions are 1.75 x 1.25” and it weighs 0.9 oz ...............................12.50
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AC Adapter (HAACALB810)
For LB-810 Light Box....................................12.95

KLU-A07 7x AC Loupe (HALAC7X)
The focusable 7x AC loupe offers exceptional accuracy without distortion.
Dimensions are 1.97 x 2.8 and weighs 4.2 oz. It includes a neck strap...59.95
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SLIM VIEWERS
The Lightviewer 5700 Pro and 7000 Pro are award-winning viewers,
remarkable for their slim design, wide viewing area, even light intensity and
zero flicker. High quality viewers, they meet most of the professional’s
requirements for transparency and color checks, yet are light enough to carry
in a briefcase. They also feature an angled frame and retractable legs and
both include a carrying case. They are powered via the supplied AC adapter,
while the 5700 Pro can also be powered by 4 AA batteries.

KLV-5700

KLV-7000

LightViewer 5700 Pro

LightViewer 7000 Pro

◆ Super thin design (0.71” thickness)

◆ Super thin design (0.87” thickness)

◆ Built-in inverter

◆ Built-in inverter

◆ Perfect light intensity

◆ Perfect light intensity

◆ 5 x 7” viewing area

◆ 81⁄4 x 113⁄4” viewing area

◆ Color Temperature: 5000K (+400, -400)

◆ Color Temperature: 5000K (+270, -250)

◆ Dimensions: 9 ⁄2 x 6 x

◆ Dimensions: 15 ⁄4 x 10 x 1/4” (WDH)

1

KLV-5700

⁄4” (WDH)

3

KLV-7000

1

◆ Weight: 1.1 lbs.

◆ Weight: 2.6 lbs.

AC Adapter (HAACALV5700)
For KLV-5700 Light Box....................................................................................12.95

AC Adapter (HAACALV7000)
For KLV-7000 Light Box....................................................................................12.95

POCKET SLIDE VIEWERS
The KLV-M35 viewer is a pocket slide viewer with a backlit polymer screen
that holds 35mm slides up to 2mm thick. A sleek, vision-friendly inverter
light viewer, it incorporates advanced cold cathode fluorescent tube
technology to produce daylight-balanced luminance in the 5000K range —
perfect for all types of transparency checks. Basically the same as the
KLV-35, the unique KLV-M70 has a viewing area of 3.46 x 1.5” allowing you
to view two 35mm slides at the same time. Finger tabs allow the sleeve
adapter to be opened from either side (left/right) for placement and
retrieval of slides. The KLV-M35 (2.95 x 4 x 0.6˝ and 4.1 oz. with batteries)
and KLV-M70 (4.6 x 4.1 x 0.55” and 5.8 oz. with batteries) both include a
stand slot. This means you can insert an empty slide mount up to 1.6mm
thick and prop them up as an angled viewer. Finally, both are powered by
4 “AAA” batteries (included) or with an optional AC adapter.

KLV-M35

KLVM35
KLV-M70

KLVM70

Handyview M35

Handyview M70

HAHVM35 ....................................................29.95

HAHVM70 ....................................................26.95

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 73
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IMAGE PRO 5000
A line of exceptionally styled color viewing desktop
products with a color rendering index of 98 and D50
illuminant featuring a color temperature of 5000
Kelvin, these are the ideal desktop workstations for
checking proofs and prints under ISO standardized
lighting. Available in three different sizes for
various printing and proofing formats, each evenly
illuminates proofs without glare or reflection, while
their built-in clamping rails make it easy to position
even smaller proofs.
The Image Pro S (small) has a work surface of 11 x 13”,
while the Image Pro L (large) has a work surface of
12 x 19”. The Image Pro XL DI offers a 17.5 x 22” work
surface, and provides even lighting from the top
(two 13w bulbs) and from below (one 13w bulb).
It also has integrated standard side walls, a dimmer
and a digital hour meter.

Image Pro XL DI

Image Pro L

F E AT U R E S
◆ Color rendering index of 98 (highest in the

graphic art and photo industry) and D50
(standard D 50 – 5000 Kelvin ISO 3664:2000
and ANSI compliance) illuminant featuring a
color temperature of 5000 Kelvin makes
them ideal for checking proofs and prints
under ISO standardized lighting.
◆

Even illumination which is completely glare
and reflection free

◆ Built-in clamping rails make it easy to

position smaller proofs/prints near the top
of the unit
◆

Optional side walls for all S and L models for
tighter control of ambient light. This makes
it possible to place the Image Pro next to
other prepress equipment

◆ Optional electronic dimmer for controlling

light intensity for soft-proofing

XL DI version Only
◆

XL DI version provides two 13w standard
bulbs lighting from top, one 13w from the
bottom. It also has integrated standard side
walls, electronic dimmer and digital display
with LEDs, and digital hour meter with automatic warning for relamping after 2500
hours of light bulb use. Provides excellent
illumination for color proofs up to A3+.

Image Pro 5000S

Image Pro 5000S DI

Image Pro 5000L

Image Pro 5000L DI

Image Pro 5000 XL DI

Small

Small with dimmer

Large

Large with dimmer

X Large with dimmer

Viewing Area (HW)

10.5 x 12”

10.5 x 12”

19 1⁄4 x 12”

19 1⁄4 x 12”

22 x 17 1⁄2”

Outside Dimensions

15 ⁄4 x 14 x 18”

15 ⁄4 x 14 x 18”

24 x 15 x 18”

24 x 15 x 18”

23 ⁄2 x 131⁄2 x 25”

Type

1

1

1

Weight

15 lbs.

15 lbs.

18 lbs.

18 lbs.

32 lbs.

Watts

2x 8w

2x 8w

2x 13w

2x 13w

3x 13w

B&H #

JU8094

JU8391

JU8292

JU8409

JU24869

Price

405.00

468.00

580.50

599.95

1189.95

ACC E S S O R I E S
Optional Sidewalls (JU8771)
For the 5000S and 5000L ...............................84.50
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Single 12” Fluorescent Tube (JU18150)
Replacement for the 5000S...........................29.95
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Single 20” Fluorescent Tube (JU17558)
Replacement for the 5000L and XL DI ......29.95
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COLOR MATCH 5000
In the high-end area automated processes are predominant.
Correct color rendering is a key factor for the quality of
printing results. Colors, regardless of hard- and software
being incorporated, must stay identical from start to finish.
The Color Match 5000 series is especially designed for the
publishing and pre-press area. Reflective and transmissive
lighting with an electronic dimmer for exact adjustment to
monitor brightness for transparency, proof or print-out,
they guarantee successful color assessment. The visual color
comparisons in every processing phase add an element of
security along the way. All models except the Color Control
Professional include an hour meter with LED display.

Color Match 5000
with Base

Color Match 5000 Combi
with Swivel Arm/Clamp

Color Match 5000

Color Match 5000 Duo

Available in two sizes, the Color Match
5000 is designed for reflective lighting
with lots of space for prints or proofs.
Includes hour meter with LED display.

Simultaneous color matching between transparencies and
proofs are quick and simple with transmissive and reflective
lighting. Offered in two versions, the Duo is the complete
solution for desktop publishing workstations. They also
include an hour meter to keep track of bulb usage and the
appropriate time for bulb replacement.

Color Match 5000 Combi
Available in two sizes, with or without a
swivel arm/clamp, the Combi provides
color matching of slides and proofs with
reflective and transmissive lighting. Ideal
for using at the color monitor workplace.
Includes hour meter with LED display.

Color Match 5000 Duo with side-by-side light surface

Color Control Professional

Compact and space-saving unit for exact color matching
under standardized lighting conditions. You can put proofs
and transparencies side by side – both with an electronic
dimmer. With a light surface of 8 x 121⁄2”, you can view just
about any size transparency. Reflective lighting area is
adjustable 10” or 23” width. It includes an hour meter with
an LED display.

Color Control Professional
High-quality, compact and portable, this
12 x 12” transparency bracketed viewer is
ideal for presentations anywhere.
Complete with electronic ballast, which
means instant start and no flickering, it
also features a carrying handle that
converts to an adjustable stand. An
optional light guard is also available.

Color Match 5000 Duo with light surface on the base:
More space for prints or proofs. The light surface on the
base allows for viewing small and middle-sized
transparencies, and is large enough for seven small, or five
middle-sized transparencies. Both sides have electronic
dimmers. It includes an hour meter with an LED display.

Color Match 5000 Duo

COLOR MATCH 5000 SPECIFICATIONS
Model #

Type

Viewing Surface
Transmissive (HW)

Viewing Surface
Reflective (HW)

Outside
Dimensions (WDH)

Color Match 5000 Reflective

Base

—

17 x 12 3⁄4”

19 1⁄4 x 12 1⁄4 x 231⁄4”

1x 15w

JU10629

Call

Color Match 5000 Reflective

Base

—

23 x 12 ⁄4”

25 x 12 1⁄4 x 231⁄4”

1x 18w

JU10652

1161.00

Color Match 5000 Combi

Base

113⁄4 x 12 3⁄4”

17 x 12 3⁄4”

191⁄4 x 12 1⁄4 x 231⁄4”

3x 15w

JU10728

1332.00

Color Match 5000 Combi

Swivel Arm/Clamp

11 ⁄4 x 12 ⁄4”

17 x 12 ⁄4”

191⁄4 x 12 1⁄4 x 231⁄4”

3x 15w

JU10751

1476.00

Color Match 5000 Combi

Base

17 1⁄2 x 12 3⁄4”

23 x 12 3⁄4”

25 x 12 1⁄4 x 231⁄4”

3x 18w

JU10801

1341.00

Color Match 5000 Combi

Swivel Arm/Clamp

17 1⁄2 x 12 3⁄4”

23 x 12 3⁄4”

25 x 12 1⁄4 x 231⁄4”

3x 18w

JU10827

1485.00

Color Match 5000 Duo

Top/Bottom

15 x 31⁄4”

23 x 12 3⁄4”

25 x 12 1⁄4 x 231⁄4”

1x 15 or 18w

JU6007

1422.00

Color Match 5000 Duo

Side-by-Side

81⁄2 x 12 3⁄4”

111⁄2 x 12 3⁄4”

25 x 12 1⁄4 x 231⁄4”

3x 18w

JU5983

1485.00

Bracketed

113⁄4 x 12 3⁄4”

—

211⁄2 x 33⁄4 x 16 1⁄4”

2x 15w

JU19109

634.95

Color Control Professional

3

3

3

3

Watts

B&H
SKU#

(212) 444-6605 • 1-800-947-9905 • Quick Dial 73
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PORTABLE VIEWERS
Color Match Portable
Ever been on the road trying to set up a color presentation of your proofs?
Equipment is too big and hard to set up? Wherever your presentations may
take you - rely on the Color Match Portable. Simply open and present your
work under the same standardized light commercial printers worldwide
have depended on for decades. Get the maximum Color Rendering Index
(and greatest level of confidence) illumination technology can deliver.
Professional presentation of slides, proofs and copies can be done
anywhere— in the photo studio, advertising agency or at your customer’s
facility. Simply open and present. Easy to fold, Color Match Portables fit into
any suitcase. For added convenience, a carry handle converts to an adjustable stand. They include clamping and resting
rail as well. Available in two versions: Reflective lighting only, or a combination transmissive and reflective.
CM5/VM 2C Combi

CM5/VM 2 Reflective

CM5/VM 4C Combi

9 3⁄4 x 12”

—

11 x 10”

Viewing Area Transmissive (WH)
Viewing Area Reflective (WH)
Outside Dimensions (WDH)

13 x 12”

13 x 12”

12 x 18”

16 1⁄4 x 91⁄2 x 17 1⁄2”

16 1⁄4 x 91⁄2 x 17 1⁄2”

13 x 25 x 4”
3x 13w

Watts

3x 8w

1x 8w

B&H #

JU3244

JU64193

JU1990

Price

603.00

504.00

756.00

Color Match 5000
DN mini 2A

The professional-quality instant-start Mini 5000 Series
Transparency Viewers are super-flat, with a non-reflective
acrylic light surface. They are lightweight and easy to
handle. For presentation anywhere, they offer reduced eye
strain via flicker-free operation and include clamping and
a resting rail. The bracketed versions are equipped with a
carrying handle that converts to an adjustable stand,
clamping and resting rail.

Color Match 5000
DM mini 2A

Type
Viewing Area Transmissive (WH)
Outside Dimensions (WDH)

Mini 5000 Series
Transparency Viewers

CM5/DN mini 1A

CM5/DN mini 2A

CM5/DN mini 4

CM5/DM mini 1A

CM5/DM mini 2A

Bracketed

Bracketed

Bracketed

Flat

Flat

CM5/DM mini 4
Flat

9 3⁄4 x 8”

9 3⁄4 x 12”

181⁄4 x 12”

9 3⁄4 x 8”

9 3⁄4 x 12”

181⁄4 x 12”

181⁄4 x 3 x 10”

16 1⁄4 x 31⁄2 x 131⁄2”

25 x 31⁄2 x 131⁄2”

15 x 91⁄2 x 2”

15 x 131⁄2 x 2”

24 x 131⁄2 x 2”

Watts

1x 8w

2x 8w

2x 13w

1x 8w

2x 8w

2x 13w

B&H #

JU21873

JU21253

JU21287

JU12062

JU21857

JU12104

Price

323.95

369.95

416.50

179.95

239.95

324.95
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COLOR COMMUNICATOR
Color Communicator (JU10173)
The Color Communicator allows exact color matching
during any stage of the imaging process. Two light
sources on swivel arms optimally integrate the color
monitor. The complete system allows color matching
among a slide, color monitor and a proof during any
stage of the imaging process. This space-saving unit
has a flexible range from approximately 43” to 63”.
Reflective and transmissive lighting are equipped
with an electronic dimmer for an exact adjustment
to monitor brightness ............................................1161.00

Smart Light 5000 Series and Classic Line
Smart Light 5000
SL 5 / DL-1

Classic Line
CL/DL 3 EVG

Not quite as thin as the Mini 5000’s, the Smart
Light 5000 Series are functionally the same,
offering a price-attractive flat viewer in five
different sizes for every field of application.
Uncompromising quality to fit every budget.
The premium quality transparency flat viewer.
With convenient features like electronic ballasts
and dimmer, Classic Line is an ideal light
source for reproduction of transparencies or
digitalization via scanner. Electronic ballasts
and dimmer guarantee non-flickering lighting
and even illumination.

SMART LIGHT 5000 and CLASSIC LINE SPECIFICATIONS
Model #

Type

Viewing Surface Transmissive (HW)

Outside Dimensions (WDH)

Watts

B&H SKU#

Price

SL 5 / DL-1

Smart Light 5000

14 3⁄4 x 101⁄4” (HW)

19 x 121⁄2 x 21⁄2”

1x 15w

JU2139

184.95

SL 5 / DL 1A

Smart Light 5000

21 x 101⁄4” (HW)

25 x 121⁄2 x 21⁄2”

1x 18w

JU2147

192.95

SL 5 / DL 2

Smart Light 5000

14 3⁄4 x 101⁄4” (HW)

19 x 161⁄2 x 21⁄2”

2x 15w

JU8268

259.95

SL 5 / DL 2A

Smart Light 5000

21 x 14 1⁄4” (HW)

25 x 161⁄2 x 21⁄2”

2x 18w

JU8276

279.95

SL 5 / DL 2C

Smart Light 5000

44 3⁄4 x 14 1⁄4” (HW)

49 x 161⁄2 x 21⁄2”

2x 36w

JU12153

509.95

CL/DL 1 EVG

Classic Line

15 x 14”

201⁄2 x 15 x 31⁄2”

2x 15w

JU17632

529.95

CL/DL 3 EVG

Classic Line

231⁄2 x 131⁄2”

24 x 19 x 31⁄2”

2x 18w

JU17301

647.95

CL/DL 4 EVG

Classic Line

29 x 19”

30 x 241⁄2” x 41⁄4”

4x 18w

JU17814

969.95

CL/DL 5 EVG

Classic Line

34 x 14”

391⁄2 x 15 x 41⁄4”

2x 36w

JU2154

817.50

CL/DL 6 EVG

Classic Line

34 x 23”

391⁄2 x 24 x 41⁄4”

3x 36w

JU2170

1079.95

CL/DL 7 EVG

Classic Line

431⁄4 x 14”

481⁄2 x 15 x 41⁄4”

2x 36w

JU17335

842.95

CL/DL 8 EVG

Classic Line

431⁄4 x 23”

481⁄2 x 24 x 41⁄4”

3x 36w

JU17343

1096.50
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MULTI-FUNCTIONAL PROOF STATIONS
Proof Top Multi
Widely used in publishing and prepress, Proof Top Multi is the perfect
multi-functional color quality control system for the presentation of
layouts, proofs, print-outs or transparencies. Used as table top unit or
complete proof station, Proof Top Multi is equipped with many features and
is highly adaptable to customers’ needs and different workplace conditions.
Allowing you to optimize visual control for proofs up to 20 x 28”, the
multi-purpose Proof Top is useful for several prepress requirements and
adaptable to different workplace conditions. It can be used as a stand alone
unit or placed on existing furniture. Equipped with a trolley, the Proof Top is
turned into a free-standing, mobile and spacesaving proof station.
Proof Top Multi 5000 (JU20420)
32 1⁄4 x 29 1⁄4 x 39 3⁄4”, weighs 100 lbs .......1035.00
Tall Trolley (JU20453)
Turns the Proof Top Multi 5000 into a mobile
proof station. With rollers. 32 1⁄4 x 233⁄4 x 371⁄4”,
weighs 50 lbs ................................................441.00
Short Trolley (JU20503)
Similar to the above trolley, but a bit smaller.
32 1⁄4 x 27 1⁄2 x 28 3⁄4 ..........................................441.00

6” Storage Drawer (JU20602)
Drawer dimensions are 32 x 23 1⁄4 x 8 1⁄4”.
Weighs 44 lbs ................................................459.00
Side Walls (JU20461)
2 walls. Weighs 11 lbs..................................144.00
Transparency Viewer (JU10264)
15 x 131⁄2 x 11⁄2”.................................................612.00
Rear Wall with Light Area (JU13086)
6 x 8”, 22 lbs ...................................................468.00

PROOF TOP MULTI and CHALLENGE 5000 SPECIFICATIONS
Item

Model #

Viewing Surface Reflective (WH)

Outside Dimensions (WDH)

B&H SKU#

Challenge 5000

CPS / SR 3B DU

40 x 28”

50 x 46 x 901⁄2”

JU20149

Price
Call

Challenge 5000

CPS / SR 6B

55 x 40”

62 x 46 x 901⁄2”

JU22756

Call

Proof Top Multi 5000

CPT / SR 0B

281⁄2 x 211⁄2”

32 1⁄4 x 29 1⁄4 x 39 3⁄4”

JU20420

1035.00

Challenge 5000
The Challenge 5000 is a price-attractive proof station for 3B (28 x 40”) and
6B (40 x 55”) printing sizes. It is designed to fit perfectly into conference rooms,
pre-press studios or advertising agencies. An asymmetrical proof light eliminates
glare and shadows on the viewing surface. Light casts on the rear wall and work
surface for comparison of proof and press sheet simultaneously. Includes special
5000K fluorescent tubes.
Challenge 5000 SR 3B DU (JU20149)
For 3B printing sizes. 50 x 46 x 90 1⁄2” .................Call

Side Walls 6B (JU9613)
For Challenge 5000 SR 6B .....................................Call

Challenge 5000 SR 6B (JU22756)
For 6B printing sizes. 62 x 46 x 90 1⁄2” .................Call

Transparency Viewer (JU20735)
An optional glare and shadow-free
transparency viewer for the Challenge 5000.
With light guard and swivel arm. 113⁄4 x 12 3⁄4”
viewing surface.........................................................Call

Side Walls 3B (JU4374)
For Challenge 5000 SR 3B DU..............................Call
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MULTI-FUNCTIONAL PROOF STATIONS
Control Station Large Format
Ideally suited for color evaluation of large format prints as large as 81” wide,
the Control Station Large Format provides even illumination of the whole
viewing area. Large format prints can be attached to the magnetic rear
wall and comfortably viewed in upright position. Hour meter with LED
display serves as a reminder to change tubes in a timely manner in order
to guarantee a constant 5000 Kelvin color temperature. Available in three
sizes ranging from 48 1⁄2” wide to 81”, each is available with either overhead
asymmetrical lighting or both overhead and base lighting for more even
illumination. The perfect, multifunctional color quality systems for
advertising agencies, publishing houses, and pre-press studios.
CONTROL STATION LARGE FORMAT SPECIFICATIONS
Model #

DESCRIPTION

Viewing Surface REFLECTIVE (HW)

Outside Dimensions (WDH)

Watts

B&H SKU#

Price

65177

LVS / SR1

481⁄2” x 44”

56” x 311⁄2” x 87 3⁄4”

4 x 36

JU65177

1759.95

65151

LVS / SR1-DU

48 1⁄2” x 44”

56” x 311⁄2” x 87 3⁄4”

6 x 36

JU65151

2399.95

65102

LVS / SR 2

60 ⁄4” x 44”

67 3⁄4” x 311⁄2” x 87 3⁄4”

4 x 58

JU65102

CALL

65094

LVS / SR 2-DU

601⁄4” x 44”

67 3⁄4” x 311⁄2” x 87 3⁄4”

6 x 58w

JU65094

CALL

65086

LVS / SR 3

81” x 44”

88 1⁄2” x 311⁄2” x 891⁄4”

8 x 36-1

JU65086

CALL

65078

LVS / SR 3 DU

81” x 44”

88 1⁄2” x 311⁄2” x 891⁄4”

12 x 36-1

JU65078

CALL

64402

LVS/SW side walls (2 x)

JU64402

CALL

1

Pantone Color Viewing Light
The 752 Color Viewing Light with three different light colors (D65, TL 84, A) or 513 Color Viewing Light with five different
light colors (D65, D 50, TL 84, A , UV) offer ideal conditions for color decisions under standardized lighting. They feature
electronic ballasts, service hour meter, interior reflection system, and glare-free viewing surface, so Metameric effects can
be recognized in time. Outside dimensions are 27 1⁄4” x 16 1⁄2” x 18 1⁄4” (WxDxH), usable space is 24” x 14 1⁄4” x 13” (WxDxH).
The 513 also incorporates an electronic control panel. The panel offers manual
and programmable selection of light sources and an automatic mode which is
important to maintain regularity when viewing different colors by providing a
constant test criteria. Permanent monitoring of the lifespan for all tubes
ensures a consistent test environment by avoiding the use of aged tubes that
no longer have the correct light color. The digital display, along with diodes that
change in appearance serves as a reminder to change tubes in a timely manner.

Light Options:
— D65: North sky daylight, conforms to all
important international regulations for
visual color matching (CIE D 65).
— D50: Daylight for color matching in the
graphic arts industry. For reproductions
and color proofs (CIE D50, ANSI PH 2.30,
ISO 3664).

752 Pantone Color Viewing
Light (JU752) .....................805.50
513 Pantone Color Viewing
Light (JU513) ...................1345.50

752

— TL84: Typical lighting for stores, offices,
supermarkets and exhibition halls.
— A: Typical incandescant for homes, offices
or hotels.
— UV: For textile or paper industries, stimulates
optical brightness, whitening agents,
fluorescent pigments.

513
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STUDIO LIGHT SYSTEM 5000
The Studio Light System 5000 offers a complete solution for digital and
analog photography. Fully equipped with compact design and large
format flicker-free daylight quality, it is the ideal tool for “in house”
photography. The entire studio offers the user a complete solution,
quick set-ups and an efficient working environment. The studio is ready
in minutes and completely equipped with three lamps that are variably
adjustable on mobile support arms. The studio surface is equipped with
dimmable transmissive lighting. Work surface height is 32 1⁄4”. Complete
studio includes three lamps (2/4/6 x 55w) and backdrop.
For those seeking a more compact solution, the Studio Light Compact
5000 is a a complete studio light system in small format. Completely
equipped with two daylight lamps (2x 36w) on mobile support arms,
back drop, transmissive lighting. An optional third daylight lamp can be
used to cast light on rear wall.
◆ Large surface light spread with constant

◆

Absolutely flicker free due to new
electronic ballast.

◆

Voltage fluctuation below 1%

daylight 5000 Kelvin quality.
◆

Suppression of upper wave frequency

DTS/FS Compact Studio Light System (JU14514): Includes two 36w
Fluorescent Fixtures with Barndoors, Jointed Arms, Plexiglass Shooting
Table with 72e Built-in Base Fixture, Fluorescent Tubes (216 total watts)
Trolley Compact (JU64485): Trolley with rollers for Compact Studio Light

◆

Electronic slide dimmer to regulate light
intensity.

Studio Light Fluorescent System 5000 (JU7492)
Includes: 2- Dimmable, 1- Non-Dimming Fixtures with Barndoors,
Lighted Dimmable Plexiglass Table Base with Legs, Jointed Grip Arms,
12 Fluorescent Tubes (804 total watts)

STUDIO LIGHT HF 5000
Just Normlicht has been known for its premium quality film and
transparency viewers for many years. So in the digital revolution, it is only
logical that they developed fluorescent lighting fixtures that emit low-heat,
flicker-free daylight balanced light. Ideal light for digital photography,
the fixtures provide a large surface light spread with constant daylight
5000 Kelvin quality. Absolute flicker free due to new electronic ballast.
The fixtures include two fluorescent tubes, jointed mounting arm and a
2-leaf barndoor set for lighting control. The fixtures may be attached to a
light stand or ceiling mount. The 7450 and 7385 also have an electronic slide dimmer to regulate light intensity.
65052 (JU65052): HF5/SL 0 Studio Lamp (2 x 36w) ....................................CALL

7450 (JU7450): HF5/SL 2 DI Studio Lamp (4 x 55w) ...................................CALL

7476 (JU7476): HF5/SL 1 Studio Lamp (2x 55w)..........................................CALL

7385 (JU7385): HF5/SL 3 DI Studio Lamp (6 x 55w) ...................................CALL

Power Light HF 5000 (JU7419)
Part of the Studio Light System 5000, this model includes 24 55w 5000K tubes, 12 electronic ballasts, 4 barn door
reflectors, and a heat exhaust fan. Designed to mount directly to the top of the Studio Light 5000 System (JU7492)
to illuminate larger items or can be used as a separate ceiling light mounted with the silver support bars.
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LIGHT BOXES
True-View
Portable Light Box (LOLB501)

Porta-View Light Box

A lightweight (only 3 lbs.), portable unit that
uses 6 “C” batteries and a daylight fluorescent
lamp to achieve an extremely bright, evenly
illuminated surface. It easily fits into a case,
briefcase, or drawer, and offers a viewing
surface of 5 1⁄2 x 9 1⁄2”. Built-in flip-up stand
provides a comfortable 10° working angle.
Equipped with a 9v DC adapter socket. Overall
size is 12 1⁄4 x 8 3⁄4 x 2” (WHD). Can also operate via
AC and includes an AC adapter...................47.95

The portable, economical Porta-View has a
12 x 17” viewing area and comes with a vinyl
cover and a heavy-duty strap handle. It’s
overall dimensions are 14 1⁄2 x 18 x 3 1⁄2” (WHD).
LO2020 Porta-View Light Box (LOLB2020): With
a 5000K color-corrected lamp....................109.95
True-View Portable Light Box

True-View Light Box
For viewing and editing slides, transparencies
and negatives. For tracing, layouts, paste-ups
and overlays. All metal, welded construction
with a white baked enamel finish. For use on
tabletop or can be hung on wall.

Slim-Edge Light Pads
Lightweight and portable, these ultra thin
(only 1/2” thick) light pads provide extremely
even, bright illumination with color corrected
lamps. Great for viewing slides, negatives and
transparencies, they feature 5400K color
corrected lamps with 20,000 hour lamp life.
They can be used flat on a table, standing at
an incline, or hung flat on a wall. The Light Pad
has also been designed to display photo
transparencies held under a clear plastic
panel. Fits easily in a briefcase or stores in a
desk drawer. Powered via the supplied 12v
DC adapter.
A3A Slim-Edge Light Pad (LOLBA3A)
Super large 11.5 x 16” viewing surface. It’s
overall size is 14 x 19.3 x 0.75”....................169.95

A3A
Slim-Edge Light Pad

8 3⁄4 x 111⁄2 ” True-View (LOLB920): With a standard
lamp. Overall size is 91⁄2 x 121⁄2 x 2” ...............55.95
8 3⁄4 x 111⁄2 ” True-View (LOLB810): With 5000K
color-corrected fluorescent lamp................53.95
111⁄2 x 15” True-View (LOLB1215): With a standard
lamp. Overall size is 12 1⁄4 x 151⁄2 x 31⁄2”...........79.95
111⁄2 x 15” True-View (LOLB1515): With 5000K
color-corrected fluorescent lamp................91.95

LO2020
Porta-View Light Box

A5A Slim-Edge Light Pad (LOLBA5A)
The A5A has a 8 x 10” viewing surface. It’s
overall size is 9.25 x 12.25 x 0.5”...................92.95

16 x 24” True-View (LOLB1624)
With two standard lamps. It’s overall size is
12 1⁄4 x 151⁄2 x 31⁄2” ...............................................216.95
16 x 24” True-View (LOLB4816): With two 5000K
color-corrected fluorescent lamps ...........234.95

A6A Slim-Edge Light Pad (LOLBA6A)
With an overall size of 6.25 x 9.5 x .5”, the A6A
has a viewing surface of 5 x 7”.....................54.95
A7A Slim-Edge Light Pad (LOLBA7A)
The A7A has a viewing surface of 4 x 5”, and an
overall size of 6.1 x 5.8 x 0.5”........................41.95

LO2131 Porta-View Light Box (LOLB2131): With
a Daylight non-color-corrected lamp......114.95

8 3⁄4 x 11”
True-View Light Box

24 x 36” Tru-View (LOLB2436)
With four standard lamps. It’s overall size is
24 1⁄4 x 36 x 3 3⁄4”..................................................381.95
24 x 36” Tru-View (LOLB2500): With four 5000K
color-corrected fluorescent lamps ...........309.95

Futura 18 x 12” Light Box
The Futura is an economically designed light box with a 18 x 12” break resistant translucent
acrylic panel and is illuminated by a bright 15w 5000K color-corrected lamp. All metal,
welded construction, it has a white baked-enamel finish and features a scientifically
designed reflector for better distribution and uniformity of light. 110-120v AC. 10’ cord and
plug with on/off switch. Overall dimensions are is 181⁄4 x 12 1⁄4 x 31⁄2” (WHD).
18 x 12” Futura Light Box (LOLB1812)
Illuminated by a bright 15 watt 5000K
color-corrected fluorescent lamp........67.99

18 x 12” Futura Light Box (LOLB1925)
Illuminated by a bright 15 watt 5000K noncolor-corrected fluorescent lamp........52.50
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STAINLESS STEEL FRAME LIGHTBOXES
Stainless Steel Frame Lightboxes
Lightboxes have exploded in popularity because they are a versatile tool
for use in art, photography, surveying and engineering applications.
These rugged lightboxes are affordable, versatile and deliver bright, even
illumination. They are ideal for embossing, stenciling, memory books,
calligraphy, pattern tracing, rubber stamping, stained glass, fabric
inspection, and slide, negative or transparency viewing.
UL-listed with a stainless steel frame for durability and beauty, they all
feature bright, even daylight illumination, with 5000K daylight tubes
that virtually eliminate “hot spots”. Porta-Trace lightboxes can be wall
mounted, have an adjustable stand (up to 14 x 17” models), include a 3-prong grounded AC plug and have a thick plexiglass to provide uniform and even lighting over the entire durable, stable viewing surface.
Model

Viewing Size

Nominal Overall Size

Fluorescent Lamps

Total Watts

B&H #

Price

618-1C

6 x 18 ⁄8”

One 5000K lamp

15w

POLB6181C

64.49

1012-1

10 x 12”

One 4200K lamp

8w

POLB10121

39.95
39.95

3

1012-1C

10 x 12”

One 5000K lamp

8w

POLB10121C

1012-2C

10 x 12”

Two 4200K lamps

16w

POLB10122C

39.95

One 4200K lamp

15w

POLB11181

59.95

1118-1

9 7⁄8 x 17 5⁄16”

11 x 18 3⁄8”

1118-1C

9 7⁄8 x 17 5⁄16”

11 x 18 3⁄8”

One 5000K lamp

15w

POLB11181C

61.95

1118-2C

9 7⁄8 x 17 5⁄16”

11 x 18 3⁄8”

Two 5000K lamps

30w

POLB11182C

89.95

14 x 17”

Two 5000K lamps

30w

POLB14172C

114.50

1618-3C

15 7⁄8 x 17 5⁄16”

16 x 18 3⁄8”

Three 5000K lamps

45w

POLB16183C

119.95

1618-4C

15 7⁄8 x 17 5⁄16”

16 x 18 3⁄8”

Four 5000K lamps

60w

POLB16184C

169.95

1824-3C

16 ⁄8 x 23 ⁄4”

18 x 24 3⁄8”

Three 5000K lamps

60w

POLB18243C

219.95

1824-4C

16 7⁄8 x 231⁄4”

18 x 24 3⁄8”

Four 5000K lamps

80w

POLB18244C

210.95

2436-6C

22 7⁄8 x 351⁄4”

24 3⁄8 x 36”

Six 5000K lampps

120w

POLB24366C

272.95

3648-4C

34 1⁄4 x 46 1⁄2”

36 x 48”

Four 5000K lamps

160w

POLB36484C

566.95

1417-2C

7

1

Portable 5/8” Thick Solid Oak Frame
Gagne is proud to introduce an oak portable light box deserving of the
Porta-Trace name. These light boxes have all the features of the stainless steel
frame light boxes, except they have a furniture-quality, 5/8” thick solid hard
oak, for a beautiful appearance.
Model

Viewing Size

Nominal Overall Size

Fluorescent Lamps

Total Watts

B&H #

Price

1214 -2WC

10 3⁄4 x 13”

111⁄4 x 13 1⁄2”

Two 5000K lamp

16w

POLB12142WC

79.95

1118-2WC

11 x 18”

12 ⁄2 x 19 ⁄8”

Two 4200K lamp

30w

POLB11182WC

129.95

1618-3WC

16 3⁄4 x 19”

17 1⁄4 x 19 1⁄2”

Three 5000K lamps

45w

POLB16183WC

149.95

1824-3WC

18 x 24 ⁄2”

19 ⁄4 x 25 ⁄2”

Three 5000K lamps

60w

POLB18243WC

229.95
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LP-A4 • LP-A5
5 x7” and 8 x 11” Thin Panel Lightboxes
Available in two sizes, Porta-Traces’ matte black, thin panel lightboxes
are ideal for photographers, artists, crafters, quilters and calligraphers.
With their light weight and thin profile, they easily fit into a briefcase or
portfolio. The plexiglass top can be removed for insertion of media for
presentation or as a full time backlit frame. The boxes can be wall
mounted or stood up on a table or a counter in either a portrait or
landscape orientation. With an economical price and bright, even
color correct light, these light boxes are a must.
◆ Can also be used as a backlit light source for

displays.

◆ Miniature AC adapter supplied

◆ Use as a lighted backlit picture frame

◆ Can be wall hung in a portrait or landscape

◆ The lamps provide color corrected light and

offer more than 20,000 hours of life.

◆ The plexiglass top is removable for insertion

◆ Bi-directional stand system.

of display media

Model

Viewing
Area

Shipping
Weight

LP-A4

81⁄4 x 111⁄2”

5/8”

4 lbs.

5000K

LP-A5

5 x 7”

5/8”

2 lbs.

5000K

Thickness

adding drama to your presentation
◆ These lightboxes are also an excellent tool

orientation

Color
Temperature

Bi-Directional
Leg System

for drawing, tracing, photography, and
scrapbooking

Finish
and Color

B&H
Number

Price

Yes

Matte Black

POTLP811

49.95

Yes

Matte Black

POTLP57

29.95

Porta-Studio
Lightweight, compact and economical, Porta-Studio is a portable
photography lighting studio, ideal for photographing small items or
objects. Applications include shooting items for internet sales, insurance
claims, cataloging and as many other ideas as your imagination will
dictate. Consisting of two Porta-Trace 1012-2C stainless steel frame
light boxes, brackets and carry handle, the Porta-Studio comes fully
assembled and ready to use. It folds flat for easy storage or transporting
from one location to another.
◆ Bright, even color corrected light
◆ Reduces or eliminates shadows on objects

being photographed

◆ Adjustable up to 10 3⁄4 ” in height

◆ Porta-Studio folds flat for easy storage or

◆ UL Listed components

transporting from one location to another

◆ Versatile positioning for a variety of applica-

tions and storage

◆ Comes fully assembled and ready to go

◆ Outlet on base lightbox to power top unit

◆ Easy cord wrap for storage
◆ Magnets hold background material in place.

Fully Assembled Porta-Studio Unit Contains:
Two Porta-Trace 1012-2C light boxes (10 x 12” with 2 color corrected lamps each), two brackets, a carry handle, an outlet in the base unit and
four magnets to hold the backdrop material.
Porta-Studio (POPPLS) .....................................................................................................................................................................................................................................149.95
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LIGHT BOXES & VIEWING SYSTEMS
Table Mounted Light Boxes
Porta-Trace table mounted light boxes are available in two sizes:
30 x 42” (24 x 36” viewing area) and 42 x 54” (36 x 48” viewing area).
Consisting of a Porta-Trace 2436 or 3648 stainless steel frame light box,
they offer 4 tilt adjustments from 0° to 40°, and come with four 5000K
lamps for bright, even illumination. The frames and reflectors combined
with the thick Plexiglass top provide uniform and even lighting over the
entire durable, stable viewing surface.

24364TC

36484TC

24 x 36” light table with four 5000K lamps.

36 x 48” light table with four 5000K lamps.

Viewing
Size

Nominal
Overall Size

Fluorescent
Lamps

2436-4TC

24 x 36”

30 x 42”

Four 5000K Fluorescent lamps

80

POLT24364TC

564.95

3648-4TC

36 x 48”

42 x 54”

Four 5000K Fluorescent lamps

160

POLT36484TC

828.95

Model

Total
Watts

B&H
Number

Price

Image Viewing System
Gagne’s Image Viewing System is the ideal solution for viewing, presenting,
sorting, and organizing slides, negatives, and transparencies. Its bright, even
color corrected light over a broad viewing area make this a must for anyone
working with multiple images. They are available in single or double tabletop
units or with bases to best suit your particular needs. All units come with a
16 x 24” slide sorter tray and clips to hold media.
◆ Modular design

◆ Double units have

◆ Strong uniform lighting
◆ 5000K lamps

◆ Thick Plexiglass for stable

independent switches

work surface

◆ Metal spring clips to hold media

◆ Baked enamel finish

Model

Viewing Size

Overall Size

Height with Base

Fluorescent Lamps

Total Watts

B&H #

Price

IVS-1624

16 x 24”

16 x 24 x 5 ⁄4”

35”

Three 5000K lamps

60w

POLBM1624

224.95

IVS-1648

16 x 48”

16 x 48 x 5 3⁄4”

35”

Two 5000K lamp

80w

POLBM1648

319.95

3

ACC E S S O R I E S
The Image Viewing System is a modular type construction, which allows you pick the configuration you
need. A single table top system can be converted later to a base mounted or double unit by ordering
the base and brackets and additional unit.

Media Clips (POMCQ)
To secure transparencies and other media to
the light box. Package of 3 ..............................9.95

IVS-1624 Base (POBMLB1624)
Free-standing base for the IVS-1624 .......209.95

10 x 12 Slide Sorter Tray (POSS912): Attaches to
the IVS-1648, and holds 24 slides ..................9.95

IVS-1648 Base (POBMLB1648)
Free-standing base for the IVS-1648 .......294.50

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO

IVS-Bracket (POBMLB)
Convert your IVS-1624 or IVS-1648 lightbox to
a double unit by adding these brackets and
an additional unit .............................................56.50

www.bhphotovideo.com

16 x 24 Slide Sorter Tray (POSS1523): Attaches
to the IVS-1648, and holds 36 slides ..........13.50

